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ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES FOR THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS,
DISABILITY, AND HEALTH INSURANCE SYSTEM AS MODIFIED
BY H.R. 12080 AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA
TIVYES, AS REPORTED TO THE SENATE AND AS PASSED BY THE
SENATE
I.

ACTUARIAL COSTESTIMATES FOR THE OLD-AGE,
AND DiSABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM

SURVIVORS,

A. INTRODUCTION

This actuarial report presents both short- and long-range cost
estimates for the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system
as it would be under the three versions of H.R. 12080-namely, as
passed by the House of Representatives on August 17, as reported by
the Senate Committee on Finance on November 14, and as passed by
the Senate on -November22.
From an actuarial cost stand~point, the major features of this bill as
passed by the House are as follows (a complete analysis is contained
in H. Rept. 544, 90th Cong.):
(1) MXonthly benefits for all types of insured beneficiaries would
be increased by 12).~ percent, with a minimum primary insurance
amount of $50.
(2) The basic benefit for transitionally insured and noninsured
persons (aged 72 and over) would be increased from $35 to $40
per month.
(3) A maximum of $105 per month would be made applicable
to wife's benefits (having effect generally only in the distant
future).
(4) Liberalized benefit protection wvould be available for de
pendents and survivors of women workers (only the same insured.
status requirements as for men would be applicable, instead of the
stricter ones of present law).
(5) M\,onthlv benefits would be provided for disabled wvidows

and dependent widowers of insured workers when such survivors

are aged 50 to 59. The benefit amount would be reduced from the

full 82~,2 percent of the primary insurance amount payable to
widows and widowers at age 62 and the reduced amount of 71}4
percent at age 60, being: scaled down from the latter amount,
according to age at award, to 50 percent for age 50.
(6) Insured status for disability benefits for young workers
(under age 31) would be liberalize~d, so as essentially to require
coverag-e in half the time since age 21 (with a minimum of 6
quarters of coverage being required).
(7) The definition of disability would be made more detailed,
so as to bring out better the concepts contained in present law.
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(8) The earnings (or retirement) test would be liberalized so
thsit the annual exempt amount would be increased from $1,500
to $1,680 (with a corresponding increase in thle monthly test). The
"band" for which there is a $1 reduction in benefits for each $2 in
earnings (after earnings have exceeded the annual exempt amount)
would be continued at $1,200.
(9) Coverage would be extended to certain small categories of
State and local government employees. The coverage basis of
ministers would be revised so as to be compulsory unless the
minister opts out on grounds of conscience.
(10) The maximum taxable and creditable earnings base would
be increased from $6,600 per year to $7,600 for 1968 and after.
(I11) The contribution schedule would be revised in the manner
Shown in table 1 for the old-age, survivors, and disability insur
ance system, and in table 2 for that system and the hospital
insurance svstem combined.
(12) The allocation to the disability insurance trust fund would
b)e increased from 0.70 percent of taxable payroll (with respect
to the combined employer-employee rate) to 0.95 percent.
TABLE 1.-CONTRIBUTION RATESFOROLD-AGE SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
UNDER
VARIOUS VERSIONS OFH.R.12080,AS COMPARED WITH THOSE UNDERPRESENT
LAW
[In percentl
Calendar years

Present law

H.R.12080
House bill

Senate-passed
billt

Combined employer-ermployee rate
1967--------------------------------1968--------------------------------1969-70-----------------------------1971-72-----------------------------1973-75-----------------------------2976and after-------------------------

7.8
7.8
8. 8
8. 8
9. 7
9. 7

1967--------------------------------1960-------------------------------299-70............................--19711-72............................--1973-75................7.0
1976and afer........................--

5.9
5.9
6.6
6. 6

7.08
7.8
8.4
9.2
10.80
10. 0

7.8
7.6
8.4
9.2
10. 0
10.1

Self-employed rate

1Same rates in Senate Finance Committee bill.

7.0

5.9
5.9
6.3
6.9
7.0
7.0

5.9
5.8
6.3
6.9
7.0
7.0
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TABLE 2.-CONTRIBUTION RATES FOROLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
AND HOSPITAL INSURANCE UNDERVARIOUS VERSIONS OF H.R.12080 AS COMPARED
WITH THOSEUNDERPRESENT LAW
[In percent]
Calendar yearn

H.R.12080

Present law

Hoane bill

Senate-passed
bill--'

Combined employer-employee rate
1967--------------------------------1968--------------------------------1969-70 -----------------------------1971-72 -----------------------------1973-75-----------------------------1976-79-----------------------------1980-86-----------------------------1987and alter-------------------------

8.8
8.8
9.8
9.8
10.8
10.9
11.1
11.3

1967--------------------------------1968--------------------------------1969-70 -----------------------------1971-72-----------------------------1973-75--------------- --------------1976-79-----------------------------1980-86--------------- --------------1987and after-------------------------

6. 4
6.4
7.1
7.1
7.55
7.6
7.7
7.8

8.8
8.8
9.6
10.4
11.3
11.4
11. 6
11.8

8. 8
8.8
9.6
10.4
11.3
11.4
11.6
11.6

Self-employed rate
6.4
6.4
6.9
7.5
7.65
7.7
7.8
7.9

6.4
6.4
6.9
7.5
7.65
7.65
7.75
7.75

1Same rates in Senate Finance Cnmmittee bill.

(13) Certain additional limitations on payment of benefits to
aliens outside of the United States would be introduced (primar
ily with respect to citizens of countries that do not provide reci
procity in regard to social security benefits for U.S. citizens and
with respect to payments in countries in which the Treasury
Department has suspended payments).
(14) The pay of persons in military service would be deemed
to be $100 per month higher than the amount of basic pay on
which they contribute. The cost of the additional benefits aris
ing therefrom would be paid from the general fund of the Treasury
(when the benefits are paid).

(1) Changes made in Senate Finance Committee bill
The bill as reported by the Senate Committee on Finance differs
from the House-approved bill in the following important matters,
from a cost standpoint (a complete analysis is contained in S. Rept.
744, 90th Cong.):
(1) The maximum annual earnings base would be increased to
$8,000 in 1968, $8,800 in 1969-71, and $10,800 in 1972 and after,
rather than the one-step approach in the House bill.
(2) Monthly benefits for all types of insured beneficiaries
wvould be increased by 15 percent, 'with a minimum primary
insurance amount of $70. The basic benefit for transitionally
insured and noninsured persons would be increased from $35 to
$50 per month.
(3) The earnings test would be further liberalized after 1968 by
increasing the annual exempt amount to $2,000 (with a corre
sponding change in the monthly test); the $1,200 band for which
$1 of benefits is withheld for each $2 of earnings would be retained
at the $1,200 figure in the House-approved bill.
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(4) The monthly benefits for disabled widows a~nd dependent
widowers would be available at all ages under 62 and in the full
amount of 82% percent of the primary insurance amount.
(5) Disability benefits would be available for blind persons
(under an "industrially blind" definition) at any age, with six
quarters of coverage being required, but only wvhile not engaged
in substantial emp oy~ment.
(6) Marriage would not be a terminating event for child's
benefits if the beneficiary is in full-time school attendance (in the
case of a girl, the husband, too, must be in school).
(7) Children disabled at ages 18-21 would be eligible for
child's benefits if they continue to be disabled.
(8) The contribution schedule for employers and employees
for the combined old-age, survivors, disability, and hospital
insurance system would be changed so that there would be the
same rates as in the House-approved bill through 1986 and lower
thereafter, see table 2. The contribution schedule for old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance was slightly reduced for 1968
(by the same amount as the contribution rate for hospital in
surance was increased) and was slightly increased for 1976 and
after, see table 1. Thus, the major portion of the increased cost
of the liberalizations of the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance system added by the Senate Finance Committee is met
by the increased earnings base and only a small part is met by
increased contribution rates.
(2) Changes made in Senate-approved bill
The bill as passed by the Senate differs from the version reported
by the Senate Finance Committee in the following ways:
(1) Persons meeting the so-called occupational blindness
conditions would be eligible for monthly disability benefits
even though they engage in substantial gainful employment.
(2) The detailed definition of disability was eliminated (as
was also the special definition of disability for wvidow's benefits),
thus reverting to the definition in present law.
(3) The earnings test would be further liberalized (effective
in 1968) by increasing the annual exempt amount to $2,400
(with a corresponding change in the monthly test and with no
change in the $1,200 band).
(4) Mother's benefits and full wife's benefits for women under
age 65 would be continued even though no eligible child under
age 18 (or disabled) is present if there is a child under age 22
who is in high school (or a lower school).
B.

SUMMARY

OF ACTUARIAL

COST

ESTIMATES

The old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system as modified
by the House and Senate Finance Committee versions of the bill has
an estimated cost for benefit payments and administrative expenses
that is in actuarial balance with contribution income. This also was
the case for the 1950 and subsequent amendments at the time they
were enacted. This situation, however, does not prevail for the Senate
version of the bill, since significant benefit liberalizations were mTade
without any change in the financing provisions.
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The old-age and survivors insurance system as modified by the
House and Senate Finance Committee versions of the bill, under the
intermediate cost estimate, is in close actuarial balance, especially
cons~idering that a range of variation is necessarily present in the longrange actuarial cost estimates and, further, that rounded tax rates are
used in actual practice. Accordingly, the old-age and survivors
insurance program, as it would be changed by the House and Senate
Finance Committee versions of the bill is'actuarially sound. The
same thing cannot be said about the Senate version of the bill.
The separate disability insurance trust fufnd, established under the
1956 act, shows either exact actuarial balance or a small negative
actuarial balance under the provisions that would be in effect after
enactment of the House or Senate Finance Committee versions of the
bill. Under the Senate version of the bill, the contribution rate allocated
to this fund is significantly lower than the cost of the disability bene
fits, based on the intermediate cost estimate. The disability insurance
program, as it would be modified by the House version of the bill, is
actuarially sound. The negative actuarial balance for the Senate
version of the bill is larger than the acceptable limit-especially wvhen
considered in connection with the situation under the old-age and
survivors insurance system.
C.

FINANCING POLICY

(1) Self-supporting nature of system
The Congress has always carefully considered the cost aspects of
the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system when amend
ments to the program have been made. In connection with the 1950
amendments, the Congress stated the belief that the program should
be completely self-supporting from the contributions of covered
individuals and employers. Accordingly, in that legislation the pro
vision permitting appropriations to the system from general revenues
of the Treasury was repealed. This policy has been continued in sub
sequent amendments. The Congress has very strongly believed that
the tax schedule in the law should make the system self-supporting as
nearly as can be foreseen and thus actuarially sound.
(2) Actuarial soundness of system
The concept of actuarial soundness as it applies to the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system differs considerably from
this concept as it applies to private insurance and private pension
plans, although there are certain points of similarity wvith the latter.
In connection with individual insurance, the insurance company or
other administering institution must have sufficient funds on hand so
that if operations are terminated, it will be in a position to pay off
all the accrued liabilities. This, however, is not a necessary basis for
a national compulsory social insurance system and, moreover, is
frequently not the case for soundly financed private pension plans,
which may not, as of the present time, have funded all the- liability
for prior service benefits.
It can reasonably be presumed that, under Government auspices,
such a social insurance system will continue indefinitely into the future.
The test of financial soundness, then, is not a question of whether
there are sufficient funds on hand to pay off all accrued liabilities.
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Rather, the test is whether the expected future income from tax con
tributions and from interest on invested assets will be sufficient to meet
anticipated expenditures for benefits and administrative costs over
the long-range period considered in the actuarial valuation. Thus, the
concept of "unfunded accrued liability" does not by any means have
the same significance for a social insurance system as it does for a plan
established under private insurance principles, and it is quite proper to
count both on receiving contributions from new entrants to the system
in the future and on paying benefits to this group during the period
considered in the valuation. These additional assets iand liabilities
must be considered in order to determine whether the system is in
actuarial balance.
Accordingly, it may be said that the old-age, survivors, and dis
ability insurance program is actuarially sound if it is in actuarial bal
ance. This will be the case if the estimated future income from con
tributions and from interest earnings on the accumulated trust fund
investments will, over the long-range period considered in the valua
tion, support the disbursements for benefits and administrative ex
penses. Obviously, future experience may be expected to vary from
the actuarial cost estimates made now. Nonetheless, the intent that the
system be self-supporting (and actuarially sound) can be expressed
in law by utilizing a contribution schedule that, according to the
intermediate-cost estimate, results in the system being in balance or
substantially close thereto.
The committee believes that it is a matter for concern if the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system shows any significant ac
tuarial insufficiency. Traditionally, the view has been held that for
the old-age and survivors insurance portion of the program, if such
actuarial insufficiency has been no greater than 0.25 percent of payroll,
when measured over perpetuity, it is at the point where it is within
the limits of permissible variation. The corresponding point for the
disability insurance portion of the system is about 0.05 percent of pay
roll (lower because of the relatively smaller financial magnitude of
this program). Based on the recommendation of the 1963-64 Advisory
Council on Social Security Financing (see app. V of the 25th Annual
Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Sur
vivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance
Trust Fund, H. Doc. No. 100, 89th Cong.), the cost estimates are now
being made on a 75-year basis, rather than on a perpetuity basis. On
this approach, the margin of variation from exact balance should be
smaller-no more than 0.10 percent of taxable payroll for the com
bined old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program.
Furthermore, traditionally when there has been an actuarial insuffi
ciency exceeding the limits indicated, any subsequent liberalizations
in benefit provisions were fully financed by appropriate changes in
the tax schedule or through raising the earnings base, and at the same
time the actuarial status of the program was improved.
The changes provided in the House-approved bill and the Senate
Finance Committee bill are in conformity with these financing prin
ciples, but this is not the case for the Senate-approved bill.
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D.

1BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

FOR COST ESTIMATES

(1) General basis jor long-range cost estimates
Benefit disbursements may be expected to increase continuoitsly
for at least the next 50 to 70 years because of such factors as the aging
of the population of the country and the slowv but steady growth of
the benefit roll. Similar factors are inherent in any retirement pro
gram, public or private, that has been in operation for a relatively
short period. Estimates of the future cost of the old-age, survivors
and disability insurance program are affected by many elements that
are difficult to determine. Accordingly, the assumptions used in the
actuarial cost estimates may differ widely and yet he reasonable.
The long-range cost estimates (shown for 1975 and thereafter) are
developed on a range basis so as to indicate the plausible variation in
future costs depending upon the actual trends developing for the
various cost factors. Both the low- and high-cost estimates are based
on assumptions that are intended to represent close to full employ
ment, with average annual earnings at about the level prevailing in
1966. The use of 1966 average earnings results in conservatism in
the estimate since the trend is expected to be an increase in average
earnings in future years (as will be discussed subsequently in item 5).
In 1966 the aggregate amount of earnings taxable under the program
was $314 billion. Of course, for future years the total taxable earnings
are estimated tlo be larger because of the higher earnings bases and
are estimated to increase, because there will be larger numbers of
covered workers. Intermediate estimates developed directly from the
low- and high-cost estimates (by averaging their components) are
shown so as to indicate the basis for the financing provisions.
The cost estimates are extended beyond the year 2000, since the
aged population itself cannot mature by then. The reason for this is
that the number oi births in the 1930's was very low as compared with
both prior and subsequent experience. As a result, there will hbe a dip
in the relative proportion of the aged from 1995 to about 2015, which
would tend to result in low benefit costs for the old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance system during that period. For this reason the
year 2000 is by no means a typical ultimate year insofar as costs are
concerned.
(2) Measurement of costs in relation to taxable payroll
In general, the costs are shown as percentages of taxable payroll.
This is the best measure of the financial cost of the program. Dollar
figures taken alone are misleading. For example, a higher earnings
level will increase not only the outgo of the system but also, and to
a greater extent, its income. The result is that the cost relative to
payroll will decrease. As an illustration of the foregoing points,
consider an individual who has covered earnings at a rate of $300
per month. Under the Senate-approved bill such an individual
would have a primary insurance amount of $129.30. If his earnings
rate should be 50 percent higher (i.e., $450), his primary insurance
amount would be $167.90. Under these conditions, the contributions
payable with respect to his earnings would increase by 50 percent, but
his benefit rate would increase by only 30 percent. Or, to put it another
way, wvhen his earnings rate was $300 per month, his primary insur
ance amount represented 43.1 percent of his earnings, whereas, when
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his earnings increased to $450 per month, his primary insurance
amount relative to his earnings decreased to 37.3 percent.
(3) General basis for short-range cost estimates
The short-range cost estimates (shown for the individual years 1967
72) are not presented on a range basis since-assuming a continuation
of present economic conditions-it is believed that the demographic
factors involved (such as mortality, fertility, retirement rates, and so
forth.) can be reasonably closely forecast, so that only a single estimate
is necessary. A gradual rise in the earnings level in the future (about 3
percent per year), somewhat below that which has occurred in the past
few years, is assumed. As a result of this assumption, contribution in
come is somewhat higher than if level earnings were assumed, while
benefit outgo is only slightly affected.
The cost estimates have been prepared on the basis of the same as
sumptions and methodology as those contained in the 1967 Annual
Report of the Board of Trustees (H. Doc. No. 65, 90th Cong.).
(4) Level-cost concept
An important measure of long-range clost is the level-equivalent
contribution rate required to support the system for the next 75 years
(including- not only meeting the benefit costs and admninistrative ex
penses, hut also the maintenance of a reasonable contingency fund
during the period, which at the end of the period amounts to 1 year's
disbursements), based on discounting at interest . If such a level rate
were adopted, relatively large accumulations in the old-age and sur
vivors insurance trust fund would result, and in consequence there
would be sizable eventual income from interest. Even though such a
method of financing is not followed, this concept miay be used as a
convenient measure of long-range costs. This is a valuable cost concept,
especially in comparing various possible alternative plans and provi
sions, since it takes into account the heavy deferred benefit costs.
(.5) Future earnings assumptions
The long-range estimates for the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance program are based on level-earningos assumptions, under
which earnings levels of covered workers by age and sex will continue
over the next 75 years at the levels experienced in 1966. This, however,
does not. mean thiat. covered payrolls are assumed to be the same each
year; rather, they will. rise steadily as the covered population at the
working ages is estimated to increase. If in the future the earnings
level should be considerably above that which now prevails, and if the
benefits are adjusted upward so that the aninuall costs relative to payroll
will remain the same as now estimated for the present system, then the
increased dlollar outgo resulting wvill offset the increased dollar income.
This is an important. reason for considering costs relative to payroll
rather than in dollars.
The long-range cost estimates have not tak~en into account the pos
sibilitv of a rise nerig
levels, although such a rise has character
ized the past history of this countrv. If such an assumption were used
in the cost estimates', along with the unli-kely assumption that the bene
fits, nevertheless, would not be changed, the cost relative to payroll
would, cf course, be lower.
It is important to note that the possibility that a rise in earning's
levels will produce lower costs of the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance program in relation to payroll is a very important safety
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factor in the financial operations of this system. The financing of the
system is based essentially onl the intermediate-cost estimate, along,
with the assumption of lev'el earnings. If experience follows the highcost assiumpt~ions, additional financing wvill be necessary. However, if
covered earnings increase in the future, as in the past, the resulting re
duction in the cost of the program (expressed as a percentage of taxable
payroll) wvill more than offset the higher cost arising under experience
following the high-cost estimate. If the latter condition prevails, the
reduction in the relative cost of the program coming from rising earn
ings levels can be used to -maintain the actuarial soundness of the sys
tem, and any remaining savings can be used to adjust benefits upward
(to a lesser degree than the increase in the earnings lev-el). Howvever,
the possibility of future increases in earnings lev els should be con
sidered only as a safety factor and not as a justification for adjusting
benefits upward in anticipation of such increases.
If benefits are adjusted currently to keep pace fully with rising earn
ings as they occur, the year-by-year costs as a percentage of payroll
wvould be unaffected. If benefits are increased in this -manner, the
level-cost of the progr-am would be higher than now estimnated, since
under such circumstances, t~he relative importance of the interest
receipts of the trust fun~ds wvould gradually diminish with the passage
of time. If earning's and benefit levels do consistently rise, thoroitii1
consideration will need to be given to the financing ba-sis of thle system
because then the interest receipts of the trust funds wAill not me;et as
large a proportion of the benefit costs as w-ould be anticipated i; the
earnings level had not risen.
(6) Interrelationshipwith ?railroad,retirement system
An important element affecting old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance costs arose through amic:ndments made to the Railroa4i
Retirement Act lin 1951. Those provide for a combination of railroad
retirement compensation and old-age, survivors, and disability insur
anice covered earnings in determiinin~g benefits for those wAith le~ss than
10 years of railroad service and also for all survivor cases.
Financial interchange provisions are established so that the old-age
and survivors insurance trust fund and the disability insurance trulst
fund are to be placed in the same financial position in whidch tiev
would have been if railroad employment had always been covered
under the progr~am. It is estimated that, over the longz rangue, thle net
effect of these provisions will be a relatively small loss to the old-age.
survivors, and disability insurance system since the reinmbursetue n t
from the railroad retirement system'Awill be somewhat smaller tLimmi~
the net additional benefits paid on the basis of railroad earninzs.
(7) R-eimbursementfor costs of pre-1957 military service wage credits
Another important element affecting the financing of thle prolgraim
arose through legislation in 1956 that provided for reimbursemrent
from general revenues for past and future expenditures in respect
to the noncontributory credits that had been granted for persons, inl
military service before 1957. These financing provisions wvere modified
by the 1965 amendments. The cost estimates contained here reflect the
effect of these reimbursements (which are included as contributions,),
based on the assumption that the required appropriations wvill be
made in the future in accordance with the relevant provisions oif the
law. These reimbursements are intended to be made on the basis
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of a constant annual amount (as determined by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare) for each trust fund payable over
the period up to the year 2015 (with such amount subject to adjust
ment every 5 years).
In actual practice, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
determined initially that the annual amount for the three trust funds
involved (old-age and survivors insurance, disability insurance, and
hospital insurance) was $120 million. However, the Budget Document
of the United States has contained requests for appropriations for
only $105 million and, to date, the appropriations have been made
by the Congress on that basis.
(8) Reimbursement for costs of additional post-1967 military service
wage credits
Under all versions of the bill, individuals in active military service
after 1967 will receive additional wage credits in excess of their cash
pay (but within the maximum creditable earnings base) in recognition
of their remuneration that is payable in kind (e.g., quarters and meals).
These additional credits are at the rate of $100 per month. The addi
tional costs that arise from these credits are to be financed from
general revenues on an "actual disbursements cost" basis, with reim
bursement to the trust funds on as prompt a basis as possible (and
with interest adjustments to make up for any delay due to the time
needed to make the necessary actuarial calculations from sample data
and for the necessary appropriations to be made).
In many instances, the availability of these additional wage credits
will not result in additional benefits because the individual will have
maximum credited earnings without them or because the year in which
such credits are granted will be a drop-out year in the computation
of his average monthly wage. In the immediate-future years, the
cost of these additional credits to the general fund will be relatively
small (only a few million dollars a year) since there will be relatively
few cases arising, almost all due to death and disability. After several
decades, this cost might rise to as much as $100 million per year if
the size of the uniformed services remains as large as at present-and,
of course, a lower figure if such size is lower.
E.

ACTUARIAL

BALANCE

OF PROGRAM

IN PAST

YEARS

(1) Status after enactment of 1952 act
The actuarial balance under the 1952 act ' was estimated, at the
time of enactment, to be virtually the same as in the estimates made
at the time the 1950 act was enacted, as shown in table 3. This was
the case, because the estimates for the 1952 act took into consider
ation the rise in earnings levels in the 3 years preceding the enact
ment of that act. This factor virtually offset the increased cost due
to the benefit liberalizations made. New cost estimates made 2 years
after the enactment of the 1952 act indicated that the level-cost (i.e.,
the average long-range cost, based on discounting at interest, relative
to taxable payroll) of the benefit disbursements and administrative
expenses was somewhat more than 0.5 percent of payroll higher than
the level equivalent of the scheduled taxes (including allowance for
interest on the existing trust fund).
I'The term "1952 act" (and similar terms) is used to designate the system as it existed after the enactment
of the amendments of that year.
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UNDER
TABLE 3.-ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM
VARIOUS ACTS FORVARIOUS ESTIMATES, INTERMEDIATE-COST BASIS
IPercent)
Legilatin

Dae ofLevel-equivalent
estimate
Benefit2
Casts

I

Contributions

Actuarial
balance a

Old-age, survivors, and disability insarance'
1935 act --------------------------------------1939 act --------------------------------------1939 act (asamended in the 1940's) 5----------1950 act --------------------------------------1950 act --------------------------------------1952 act ---------- ----------------------- ----1952act---------------- ----------------------1954act--------------------------------------1954 act--------------- -----------------------1956 act --------------------------------------1956 act. -------------------------------------1958act --------------------------------------1958 act --------------------------------------1960 act --------------------------------------1961act---------------- ----------------------_
1961act------------------ ----------- -------1961act (perpetaity basis)-.----------------------1961act (75-year basis)--------------------------_
1965act-------------------------------------1965 act---------------- ----------------------1967bill (House) -------------------------------1967 bill (Senate Finance Cammittee) ---------------1967bill (Senate)--------- -----------------------

1935
1939
1950
1950
1952
1952
1954
1954
1956
1956
1958
1958
1960
1960
1961
1963
1964
1964
1965
1966
1967
1967
1967

5.36
5.22
4.45
6.20
5.49
6.00
6.62
7.50
7.45
7.85
8.25
8.76
8.73
8.98
9.35
9.33
9.36
9.09
9.49
8.76
9.70
9.95
10. 27

5.36
5.30
3.98
6.10
5.90
5.90
6.05
7.12
7.29
7.72
7.83
8.52
8.68
8.68
9.05
9.02
9.12
9.10
9.42
9.50
9.74
9.85
9.85

0.00
+. 08
-. 47
-. 10
+ 41
-10
-57
-38
-16
-13
-42
-24
-05
-30
-30
-31
-24
+ 01
.07
+

74

+04
-10
-42

Old-age and sarvivors insurance 4
1956 act-------------------------------------_
_
1956 act-------------------------------------1958 act --------------------------------------1958 act --------------------------------------1960 act --------------------------------------_
1961act ----------------- -------------------1961act --------------------------------------1961act (perpetuity basis) ------------------------1961act (75-year basis) ------------------------1965 act-------------------------------------1965 act --------------------------------------_
1967 bill (House)------------------------------1967bill (Senate Finance Committee)--------------_
_
1967bill (Senate)-------------------------------

1956
1958
1958
1960
1960
1961
1963
1964
1964
1965
1966
1967
1967
1967

7.43
7.90
8.27
8.38
8.42
8.79
8.69
8.72
8.46
8.82
7.91
8.75
8.95
9.16

7.23
7.33
8.02
8.18
8.18
8.55
8.52
8.62
8.60
8.72
8.80
8.79
8.90
8.90

-0.20
-. 57
-. 25
-20
-24
.24
17
-10
+ 14
10
+89
+ 04
-05
-26

Disability insurance4
1956act --------------------------------------1956act--------------------------------------1958act --------------------------------------1958 act --------------------------------------1960Oact--------------------------------------1961act--------------------------------------1961act --------------------------------------1961act (perpetuity basis) ------------------------1961act (75-year basis) ------------------------_
1965act --------------------------------------1965act ----------------------------------1967bill (House) -------------------------------1967bill (Senate Finance Committee)----------------1967bill (Senate) --------------------------------

~---

1956
1958
1958
1960
1960
1961
1963
1964
1964
1965
1966
1967
1967
1967

0.42
.35
.49
.35
.56
.56
.64
.64
.63
.67
.85
.95
1.00
1.11

0.49
.50
.50

.

.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.70
.70
. 95.
.95
.95

+0.07
+. 15
+. 01
+. 15
-. 06
-. 06
-. 14
-. 14
-. 13
+. 03
-15
00
-05
16

I Expr'essed as a percentage of effective taxable payroll, including adjastment tn reflect ftbelower contributinn rate
on self-employment income and on tips ascompared with tbe combined employer-employee rate. Estimates prepared
before 1964are on a perpetuity basis, while tbose prepared after 1964are on a 75,-year basis. The estimates prepared in
1964are on both bases.
2Including adjustments (a) to reflect the lowercontribution rate onself-employment income and on tips, ascompared
with~the combined employer-employee rate, (b) fnr the interest earnings onthe existing trust fnnd, (c) tar administrative
expense costs, and (d) tar the net cost at the Tinancial interchange with the railroad retirement system.
A negative figure indicates the extent of lack at actuarial balance. A positive figure indicates more than sufficient
financing, according la the particular estimate.
I Th3 disability. insurance program was inaugurated in the 1956act sothat all figures tar previous legislation are tar the
old-ag and survivors insurance program only.
The major changes being in the revision of the contribution schedule; as at the beginning of 1950,the ultimate
combined employer-employee rate scheduled was only 4 percent.
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(2) Status after enactment of 1954 act
Under the 1954 act, the increase in the contribution schedule met all
the additional cost of the benefit changes and at the same time reduced
substantially the actuarial insufficiency that the then current estimates
had indicated in regard to the financing of the 1952 act.
(3) Status after enactment of 1956 act
The estimates for the 1954 act were revised in 1956 to take into
account the rise in the earnings level that had occurred since 1951-52,
the period that had been used for the earnings assumptions for the
estimates made in 1954. Taking this factor into account reduced the
lack of actuarial balance under the 1954 act to the point where, for
all practical purposes, it was nonexistent. The benefit changes made
by the 1956 amendments were fully financed by the increased con
triibution income provided. Accordingly, the actuarial balance of the
system was unaffected.
Following, the enactment of the 1956 legislation, new cost estimates
-weremade to take into account the developing experience; also, certain
modified assumptions were made as to anticipated future trends. In
1956-57, there were very considerable numbers of retirements from
amrong, the groups newly covered by the 1954 and 1956 amendments, so
that benefit expenditures ran considerably higher than had previously
been estimated. -Moreover, the analyzed experience for the recent years
of operation indicated that retirement rates had risen or, in other
words, that the average retirement age had dropped significantly.
The cost estimates made in early 1958 indicated that the program was
out of actuarial balance by somewhat more than 0.4 percent of payroll.
(4) Status after enactment of 1958 act
The 1958 amendments recognized this situation and provided addi
tional financing for the program-both to reduce the lack of actuarial
balance and also to finance certain benefit liberalizations made., In
fact, one of the stated purposes of the legislation was "to improve the
actuarial status, of the trust funds." This was accomplished by in
troducing an immediate increase (in 1959) in the combined emrployer~
employee contribution rate, amounting to 0.5 percent, and by advanc
ing the subsequently scheduled increases so that they would occur at
3J-year intervals (beginning in 1960) instead of at 5-year intervals.
The revised cost estimates made in 1958 for the disability insurance
program contained certain modified assumptions that recognized the
emerging experience under the new program. As a result, the moderate
actuarial surplus originally estimated was increased somewhat,' and
most of this was used in the 1958 amendments to finance certain
benefit liberalizations, such as inclusion of supplemental benefits
for certain dependents and modification of the insured status
requirements.
after enactment of 1960 act
(J) Status~
At the beginning of 1960, the cost estimates for the old-age survi vors, and disability insurance system were reexamined and were
modified in certain respects. The earnings assumption had previously
been based on the .1956 level, and this was changed to reflect the
1959 level. Also, dlata first became available on the detailed operatin~s of the disability provisions for 1956, which was the first full
year of operation that did not involve picking up "backlog" cases.
it was found that the number of persons who meet the insured status
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con~ditions to be eligible for these benefits had been significantly over
estimated. It was also found that the disability incidence experience
for eligible women wvas considerably lower than had been originally
estimated, although the experience for men was very close to the
intermediate estimate. Accordingly, revised assumptions were made
in reglard to the disability insurance portion of the program. As a
result, the changes made by the 1960 amendments could, according to
the revised estimates, be made without modifying the financing
provisions.
(6) Status after, enactment of 1961 act
The changes made by the 1961 amendments involved an increased
cost that was fully met by the changes in the financing provisions
(namely, an increase in the combined employer-employee contri
bution rate of 0.25 percent, a corresponding change in the rate for the
self-employed, and an advance in the year when the ultimate rates
would be effective-from 1969 to 1968). As a result, the actuarial
balance of the program remained unchanged.
Subsequent to 1961, the cost estimates were further reexamined in
the lighit of developing experience. The earnings assumption was
changed to reflect the 1963 level, and the interest-rate assumption
used was modified upward to reflect recent experience. At the same
time, the retirement-rate assumptions were increased somewhat to
reflect the experience in respect to this factor. The further developing
disability experience indicated that costs for this portion of the
program were significantly higher than previously estimated (because
benefits were not being terminated by death or recovery as rapidly as
had been originally assumed). Accordingly, the actuarial balanc'e of
the disability insurance program was shown to be in an unsatisfactory
position, and this had been recognized by the Board of Trustees, who
recommended that the allocation to this trust fund should be increased
(while, at the same time, correspondingly decreasing the allocation to
the old-age and survivors insurance trust. fund, which under the law in
effect at that time was estimated to be in satisfactory actuarial balance
ev-en after such a reallocation).
(7) Status after enactment of 1965 act
The changes made by the 1965 amendments involved an increased
cost that was closely met by the changes in their financing provisions
(namely, an increase in the contribution schedule, particularly in the
later years, and an increase in the earnings base). The actuarial balance
of the program remained virtually unchanged.
In 1966, the cost estimates for the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance system were completely revised, based on the availability of
new data since the last complete revision was made in 1963. The new
estimates showed significantly lowver costs for the old-age and sur
vivors insurance lportion of the system, but higher costs for the dis
ability insurance portion. The factors leading to lower costs were as
follows: (1) 1966 earnings levels, instead of 1963 ones; (2) an interest
rate of 3~~percent for the intermediate-cost estimate, instead of 3%'
percent; (3) an assumption of greater future participation of women
in the labor force (resulting in reduiction in cost of the program because
of the "antiduplication of benefits" Iprovision as between women's
primary benefits and wvife's or widow's benefits); (4) an assumption
of less improvement in future mortality than had previously been
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a.-sumed: and (5) an assumption that, despite a significant decline
in future fertility rates,. such decline would not oeccur as rapidly as
had been assumed previonsly.
The cost of the disability insurance system was estimated to be
signiific antlv lhiger. as a result of increasing disability prevalence
rates. This change was necessary to reflect the substanitiallv larg-er
number of disability beneficiaries coming on the roll with respect to
disabilities occurring in 1964 and after, which experience had not been
available in 1965 when the cost estimates for the legislation of that
year wvere considered.
For more details on these revised cost estimates for the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system, see Actziarial Study No. 63
of the Social 'Security Administration, Department of Health. Edu
cation, and Welfare, January 1967.
F. INTERMEDIATE-COST

ESTIMATES

(1) Putrposes of interrmediate-cost estimates
The long-range intermediate-cost estimates are developed from the
low- and high-cost. estimates; by averaging them (using the dollar esti
mates and developing therefrom the corresponding estimates relative
to payroll). The intermediate-cost estimate does not represent the
most 'probable estimate since it is impossible to develop any such
figures. Rather., it. lias been set down as a convenient. and readily
available single set of figures to use for comparative purposes.
The Cong-ress, in enacting, the 1950 act and subsequent legislation,
was of the belief that the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program should be on a completely self-supporting basis and actuari
ally sound. Therefore, a single estimate is necessary in the develop
ment of a tax schedule intended to make the system self-supporting.
Any specific schedule will necessarily be somewhat different from
what will actually be required to obtain exact balance between con
tributions and b~enefits. This procedure, however, does make the
intention specific, even though in actual practice future changes in
the tax schedule might be necessary. Likewise, exact balance c-annot
be obtained from a specific set of integral or rounded tax rates increas
ing in orderly intervals, but rather thi~s principle of self-support should
be aimed at as closely as possible.
(2) Interest rate used in cost estimates
The interest rate used for computing the level-costs for the commit
tee-approved bill is 34%percent for the intermediate-cost estimate.
This is slightly below the average yield of the investments of the trust
funds at the end of June 1967 (about 3.79 percent), and is considerably
below the rate currently being obtained for new investments (5)1~
percent for October 1967).
(3) Actuar-ial balance of OASDI systemn
Table 3 has shown that, according to the latest cost estimates made
for the 1965 act, there is a very favorable actuarial balance for the
combined old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system, but that
there is a deficit of 0.15 percent of taxable payroll for the disability
insurance portion, and a favorable balance of 0.89 percent of taxabfe
payroll for the old-age and survivors insurance portion.
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Under each of the three versions of the bill, the benefit changes
proposed would be financed, in large part, by utilizing the existing
favorable actuarial balance and by the increases in the contribution
rates and the earnings base.
Table 4 traces through the change in the actuarial balance of the
system from its situation under the 1965 act, according to the latest
estimate, to that under the House-approved bill, by type of major
changes involved, while table 5a gies similar data for the Senate
Finance Committee bill, and table 5b relates to the Senate-a pproved
bill. Table 6 traces through the change in the actuarial balance of
the system for the Senate-approved bill as compared with the Houseapproved bill.
TABLE 4.-CHANGES IN ACTUARIAL BALANCE OFOLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM,
EXPRESSED
IN TERMS
OFESTIMATED LEVEL-COST ASPERCENTAGE
OFTAXABLE PAYROLL, BYTYPE OFCHANGE,
INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATE, PRESENT
LAW AND HOUSE
BILL, BASED
ON3.75 PERCENT
INTEREST
[Percent]
Old-age and

Item

survivors

Disability
insurance

Total
system

+0.89

-0.15

+0.74

+.02

+.23

insurance

Actuarial balance at present system --------------------

Increase inearnings base ---------------------------+21
Earnings test liberalization ------- --------------------. 06
Disabled widow's benefits atag 50---------------- 03
Special disability insured status under ag 1--------(5
Liberalized benefits with respect to women workers ----07
Benefit increase of 12!4 percent--------------- ---------. 89
Reaised contribution scbedule-------------------------. 01

()-.06
()-03
.t2-0

('

.07

10
+.25

-. 99
+.24

-

Total effect at changes inbill------------ ---------

-. 85

+. 15

-. 70

Actuarial balance under bill---------------------------

+. 04

.00

+. 04

1Less tban 0.005 percent.
2Not applicable to this program.
TABLE 5a.-CHANGES IN ACTUARIAL BALANCE OFOLD-AGE, SURVI
VORS,
AND DISABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM,
EXPRESSED
OF TAXABLE PAYROLL, BY TYPE OF
IN TERMS OF ESTIMATED LEVEL-COST AS PERCENTAGE
CHANGE, INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATE, PRESENT LAW AND SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE BILL, BASED
INTEREST
ON 3.75 PERCENT
[Percent]
Item

Old-age and
surviers
insurance

Disability
insurance

Total system

Actuarial balance of present system ------------------------------

+0. 89

-0.15

+0. 74

increase in earnings base----------------- --------------------Earnings test liberalization----------------- --------------------Disabled widow's benetits -------------------------------------Special disability insured status under age 31--.--------------------Liberalized benefits with respect to women workers -----------------Special benefits tor blind persons----------- --------------------Childhood disability benefits tor tbose disabled at ages 18to 21-------Reduction of minimum eligibility agetrom 62to 60------------------Benefit formula change ------------------ --------------------Renised contribution schedule-----------------------------------

+. 48

.17
-. 06

+. 04
()-.
()

(5)

-. 02

(2)

-. 05

-. 07

(I)

+. 52

17
-. 06
-. 02
-. 07
-. 05
(I

(I

I

1

+.l10

-. 12
+. 25

Total effect of changes in bill ------------------------------

-. 94

+.l10

-.

Actuarial balance under bill -------------------------------------

.05

-. 05

-. 10

I Less than 0.005 percent.
2 Not

applicable to this program.

-1. 22

-1. 34
+. 35

84
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TABLE 5b.-CHANGES IN ACTUARIAL BALANCE OFOLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM,
EXPRESSED
IN TERMS OFESTIMATED LEVEL-COST AS PERCENTAGE
OFTAXABLE PAYROLL, BYTYPE OFCHANGE,
INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATE, PRESENT
LAW AND SENATE BILL, BASEDON3.75 PERCENT
INTEREST
IPercentj
Old-age and
survivors
insurance

Disability
insurance

Total
system

+0.89

-0.15s

+0.74

Increase in earnings base -------------------------------------+48
Earnings test liberalization -------------------------------------. 33
Disabled widow's benefits --------------------------------------. 09
Special disability insured status under age31-.---------------------(1)
Liberalized benefits witb respect In women workers------------------ -. 07
Special benefits fur blind persons -------------------------------(I
Childhond disability benefits fur those disabled at ages 18-21-----------(I
Reduction uf minimum eligibility age from 6210o60 ------------------- (I
Mother's and wife's benefits fur children in high school --------------- -. 01
Benefit formula change---------------------------------------- -1. 23
Elimination of new definition of disability -------------------------- (3_-10
Revised contribution schedule-----------------------------------± 10

+ 04

+. 52
-. 33
-. 09
-. 02
-. 07
-. 06

Item
Actuarial balance of present system -------

----------------------

Total effect of cbanges is bill -----------------------------Actuarial balance under bill -------------------------------------

(I)
(2

-. 02
()

-06
I
I
()

~

-. 12
+.25

I

-. 01
-1. 35
-. 10
+. 35

-1. 15

-. 01

-1.16

.26

-. 16

-42

I Less than 0.005 percent.

2Not applicable to this program.
3The cost of the elimination of the new special definition of disability for widow's (and widowar's) benefits is included
inthe figure for disabled widow's benefits, above.
TABLE 6.-CHANGES IN ACTUARIAL BALANCE OFOLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM,
EXPRESSED
IN TERMS OF ESTIMATED LEVEL-COST AS PERCENTAGE
OF TAXABLE PAYROLL, BY TYPE OF
CHANGE, MOVING FROMPRESENT LAWTO SENATE BILL, BASEDON3.75 PERCENT
INTEREST
[Percentl
Item

Old-age and
survivors
insu rance

Disability
insurance

Total
system

Actuarial balance of present system ------------------------------

+0.89

-0.15

+0.74

Increase inearnings base -------------------------------------Earnings test liberalizations------------------------------------Disabled widow's benefits at age 50-----------------------------Special disability insured status at age 31-------------------------Liberalized benefits with.respect to women workers-----------------Benefit formula change ---------------------------------------Revised contribution schedule-----------------------------------

+21
-. 06
-. 03

+.02

+. 23
-. 06

(2)

-. 07
-. 89
-. 01

()
()-.03

-. 02

-. 02

()-.07

-10
+

25

-. 99
+. 24

Actuarial balance under House bill--------------------------

+. 04

,00

+. 04

Further increase inearnings base-.------------------------------Further liberalization of earnings test-------- --------------------Liberalization of disabled widow's benefits ------------------------Special benefits for blind persons -------------------------------
Reduction of minimum eligibility age from 62to 60------------------Liberaillzation of bevefit formula change---------------------------Further revision of contribution schedule------ ---------- ----------

+. 27

+. 02

+. 29
-. 11
-. 03
-. 05

-. 11
-. 03
(2
(2

-33

(')

(2)

-05
(1)

(I)

-. 02

-. 35

+.I11

.00

+. 11

Actuarial balance under Senate Finance Committee bill------------.05

-. 05

-. 10

Further liberalization of earnings test -----------------------------. 17
Liberalization of sneial benefits for blind persoes-----------------()-01
Mother's and mite s benefits for children inhigh school----------------. 0
Elimination of new definition of disability---------------- ---------.03
Actuarial balance under Senate bill--------------------------

-. 26

()

-. 17
-. 01

(I).01

- 1O

-. 13

-. 16

-. 42

1Less than 0.005 percent.
2Nut applicable in this program.

Several benefit-provision changes made by the several versions of the
bill would have cost effects which are of a magnitude of less than
0.005 percent of taxable payroll when measured in terms of longrange level costs, Such changes involving small increases in cost are
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the liberalization of eligibility conditions for certain adopted chil
dren, the elimination of marriage as a cause of termination for child's
benefits payable to children attending school, the simplification of
benefit computations based on 1937-50 wages, the reduction of the
length-of-marriage requirement for survivor benefits, the liberalization
of the offset provision for disability benefits when workmen's compen
sation benefits are also payable, the reduction in the penalties for
failure to file timely reports of earnings and other events and the pay-.
ment of childhood disability benefits to persons becoming disabled at
ages 18-21. The reduction in the minimum eligibility age from 62 to
60 for primary, wvife's, husband's, widower's, and parent's benefits
has no significant cost effect, because the reduced benefits available
are, for all practical purposes, on an actuarial-reduction basis (so
that the increased outgo in the early years will be counterbalanced
by reduced outgo later). Such changes involving small decreases in cost
are the additional limitations on payment of benefits to certain aliens
outside the United States.
Account has been taken of the elimination in the Senate bill of the
detailed definition of disability-and thus the retention of only the
more general definition in present law, for both the present disability
beneficiaries and for the newly added category of disabled widows and
wvidowers, (in all three versions of the bill). Initially, I had believed
that a return to the definition under present law woul~d not necessitate
any increase in the estimate of the cost of the program, although
recognizing that there was a much greater likelihood that the costs
actually developing would exceed the intermediate-cost estimate. It
may be noted that the cost estimates made for the House bill and for
the Senate Finance Committee bill did not include a reduction in cost
to allow for the inclusion of the detailed definition; rather, this was
considered to be a safeguard, or cost control, so that the existing
definition would not be weakened by court decisions or otherwise.
After considering the Senate discussion on the amendment to elimi
nate the new detailed definition of disability, and after advice from
legal experts, I now believe that it is quite likely that this legislative
action AAill result in significantly higher costs for disability benefits.
This will be so for disabled-worker benefits (because the legislative his
tory developing from the Senate floor debate wvould support an interp~retation of the definition reflected by a series of liberal court decisions
finding disability under circumstances not originally contemplated by
Congress and the Social Security Administration), for disabled-widow
benefits (because of t~he elimination of the special stricter definition of
disability for this category that was contained in the House bill and
the Senate Finance Committee bill), and for disabled individuals who,
despite impairments, return to work and regularly earn substantial
wages or perform significant services in their own businesses. The in
creased cost will result from the fact that elimination of the new
detailed definition of disability will not in fact return the situation to
the present one, but rather will require a significant change in the
current interpretation of the disability definition by the Social Security
Administration (in the direction, for example, of paying disability
benefits to persons wAho are capable of engaging in substantial gainful
employment but for whom suitable work CDis not available in their
immediate vicinity or whom employers prefer not to hire).
The changes made by the House bill and the Senate Finance Com
mittee bill would maintain the soumd actuarial position of the old
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age, survivors, and disability insurance system. The estimated actu
arial balance for the House bill is a small positive amount, while that
for the Senate Finance Committee bill is just at the established
limit within which the system is considered substantially in actuarial
balance. On the other hand, there is a very significant actuarial
imbalance for the Senate bill (as a result of several liberalizations of
benefits having been made without any corresponding changes in
the financing provisions).
It should be emphasized that in 1950 and in subsequent amendments,
the Congress did not recommend that the system be financed by a high
level tax rate in the future, but rather recommended an increasing
schedule, which, of necessity, ultimately rises higher than such a level
rate. Nonetheless, this graded tax schedule will produce a considerable
excess of income over outgo for many years so that a sizable trust fund
will develop, although not as large as would arise under an equivalent
level tax rate. This fund will be invested in Government securities
(just as is also the case for the trust funds of the civil service retire
ment, railroad retirement, national service life insurance, and U.S.
Government life insurance systems). The resulting interest income will
help to bear part of the higher benefit costs of the future.
The level contribution rate equivalent to the graded schedules in
the law may be computed in the same manner as level-costs of benefits.
These are shown in table 3, as are also figures for the net actuarial
balances.
(4) OASI income and outgo in nearJuture
Table 7 shows the progress of the old-age and survivors insurance
trust fund under present law and under the three versions of the bill.
Solely for purposes of comparability with the Senate Finance Com
mittee bill and the Senate bill (which have an effective date of March
1968 for the general benefit increase), it has been assumed that under
the House bill the general benefit increase (and certain other parallel
benefit changes) would be eff ective for March 1968. The trust fund
increases by significant amounts in all future years under present law
and by somewhat lesser amounts under the House bill. On the other
hand, under the Senate Finance Committee bill and the Senate bill,
the trust fund remains virtually level (actually decreases under the
latter) in 1968 and then increases by significant amounts (but less
than under the House bill) in subsequent years. The 1968 situation
occurs because the total contribution rate for old-age, survivors, dis
ability, and hospital insurance remains the same as in present law (for
all three versions of the bill), but the allocation to hospital insurance
is larger under the Senate Finance Committee bill and the Senate bill
than under the House bill. Also, under all three versions of the bill, the
allocation to disability insurance is larger than under present law.
Accordingly, the allocation to old-age and survivors insurance is lower
than under present law, especially for the Senate Finance Committee
bill and the Senate bill.
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TABLE 7.-PROGRESS OF OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE TRUST FUND,SHORT-RANGE ESTIMATE
lin millions!
Calendar year

Contributions

Benefit
payments

Administrative
enpenses

Railroad
retirement
Interest on
financial
fund 2
interchange I

Balance in
fund at end
2 of
year

Actual data
1951----------------1952
------------------1953
------------------1954
------------------1955
------------------1956------------- -----------------------1957
------------------1958
------------------1959
1960------------------1961------------------1962------------------1963------------------1964------------------1965------------------1966-------------------

$3,367
3,819
3,945
5,163
5,713
6, 172
6,825
7,566
8,052
10,866
11,285
12,059
14,541
15, 689
16,017
20,658

$1,885
2,194
3,006
3,670
4,968
5,715
7,347
8,327
9,842
10,677
11,862
13,356
14,217
14,914
16,737
18,267

$81
88
88
92
119
132
4162
' 194
184
203
239
256
281
296
328
256

-----..---------$21
-7
-_5
-2
124
282
318
332
361
423
403
436
444

$417
365
414
447
454
526
556
552
532
516
548
526
521
569
593
644

$15,540
17,442
18,707
20,516
21,663
22,519
22,393
21,864
20,141
20,324
19,725
18,337
18,480
19,125
18,235
20,570

$913
1,009
1,150
1,386
1,720

$25,836
29,050
32,543
38,860
45,864

Estimated data, House bill
1968-----------------1969--------------------------- --------1970
1971------------------1972-------------------

$24,251
27,294
28,497
32,089
33,469

$22,472
24,159
25,123
26,1126
27,158

$409
405
415
427
440

$477
525
616
605
587

Estimated data, Senate Finance Committee bill
1968-----------------1969------------------1970------------------1971------------------1972-------------------

$23,920
28,250
29,955
33,787
36,540.

$23,496
26,321
27,498
28,539
29,608

$438
412
419
431
444

$477
545
697
665
646

$882
918
1,005
1,195
1,515

$24,425
26,315
28,661
34,008
41,365

$866
868
917
1,070
1,349

$23,712
24,723
26,235
30,683
37,078

$794
960
1,192
1,522
1,902
2,3315

$24,038
27,981
35,239
43,243
51,561
60, 196

Estimated data, Senate bill
1968 -----------------1969------------------1970------------------1971------------------1972-------------------

$23,920
28,275
29,955
33,787
36,540

$24,178
27,162
28,191
29,259
30,351

$453
423
428
440
453

$477
547
741
710
690

Estimated data, present law
1967-----------------1968------------------1969------------------1970------------------1971------------------1972-------------------

$23,210
24,085
28,004
29,270
30,070
30,884

$19,635
20,247
21,053
21,901
22,778
23,676

$393
378
393
404
416
429

$508
477
492
483
460
459

1A negative figure indicates payment to the trust tend from the railroad retirement account, and a positive figure indi
cates the reverse.
2 An interest rate of 3.75 percent inused in determining the level-costs, under the intermediate-cost long-range esti
mates, hot in developing the progress of the trust fond a varying rate in the early years has been used.
INat including amounts in the railroad retirement account to the credit of the old-age and survivors insurance trust
fund, In millions of dollars, these amounted to $377for 1953,$284 for 1954,$163for 1955,360for 1956,and nothing for
1957and thereafter.
fund and the disability
I These figures are artificially high because ufthe method of reimburoements between this troust
insurance trust fund (and, likewise, the figure for 1959is too low),
Note: Contributions include reimbursement for additional cost of noncontributory credit for military service and for
the speciol benefits payable to certain noninsured persons aged 72or over.
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(5) DI income and outgo in nearfuture
Table 8 shows the progress of the disability insurance trust fund
under present law and under the three versions of the bill. The trust
fund increases by significant emounts in all future years under each
of the three versions of the bill-especially as compared with present
law. This trend is the result of the increased allocation to this trust
fund from the combined old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
contribution rate, which more than offsets the increased outgo due to
the benefit changes. The higher taxable earnings base also has an
increasing effect on the trust fund.
TABLE 8.-PROGRESS OF DISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUND, SHORT-RANGE COSTESTIMATE

[in millions]
Calendar year

Contributions

Benefit
payments

Administrative
expenses

Railroad
retirement
financial
interchange I

Interest en
feed 2

Balance in
fand at end of
year

Actual data
1957------------_------1958-------------------1959-------------------1960 ------------------1961------------------1962
------------------1963 ------------------1964 ------------------1965 ------------------1966 -------------------

$702
966
891
1, 010
1,038
1,046
1,099
1,154
1,188
2,022

$57
249
457
568
887
1105
11,210
1,309
1,573
1,784

8$3
312
50
36
64
66
68
79
90
137

$7
25
40
53
66
68
66
64
59
58

------2

-5
5
11
20
19
24
25

$649
1,379
1,825
2,289
2,437
2,368
2,235
2,047
1,606
1,739

Estimated data, House bill
1968-----------------1969------------------1979
------------------1971
------------------1972
-------------------

$3,215
3,488
3,607
3,732
3,849

$2,278
2,496
2,611
2,717
2,821

$128
120
122
126
132

$21
22
23
26
30

$100
140
184
231
279

$2,951
3,941
4,976
6,1070
7,215

Estimated data, Senate Finance Committee bill
1968------------------1969
------------------1970
------------------1971
------------------1972
-------------------

$3,254
3,619
3,777
3,918
4,191

$2,334
2, 747
2,888
3,012
3,133

$157
128
126
129
135

$21
22
26
31
36

$99
135
174
215
260

$2,905
3,762
4,673
5,634
6,781

$96
127
156
184
213

$2,815
3.499
4,149
4,754
5,512

$73
86
96
106
115
122

$2,067
2,338
2,575
2,788
2,985
3.162

Estimated data, Senate bill
1968------------------1969
------------------1970------------------------------------1971
1972
-------------------

$3,254
3,619
3,777
3,918
4,191

$2,412
2,904
3,121
3,324
3,461

$166
135
133
136
142

$21
23
29
37
43

Estimated data, present lam
1967------------------$2,313
1968-------------------.2,359
1969
------------------- 2,436
1970------------------- 2,512
1971
------------------- 2,591
1972
------------------- 2,665

$1,920
2,039
2,155
2,260
2,357
2,449

$107
114
116
119
123
129

$31
21
24
26
29
32

I A negative figure indicates payment to the trust fund from the railroad retirement account, aneda positioe figure indi
cates the reverse.
2 An interest rate of 3.75 percent is used in determining the level-costs under the intermediate-cost long-range
estimates, but in developing the progress of the trust fund a varying rate in the early years has been ueed.
aThese figures are artificially low because of the method of reimbursements between the trust fand and the old-age
and survivors insurance trust fund (aad, likewise, the figure for 1959is too high).
Note: Contributions include reimbursement for additional cost of'noncoritributgry credit bormilitary service
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(6) Increa~ses in. benefit di~sbursement~s in, 1968-72, by cause
The increases mi the total benefit disbursements of the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system in 1968 as a result of the
changes that the House-approved bill would make are shown in
table 9. The corresponding figures for the Senate Finance Committee
bill and the Senate bill are shown in tables 10 and 11. In each instance,
the maj.or portion of the increase is due to the general benefit increase.
TABLE 9.-ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL OASDIBENEFIT PAYMENTS IN CALENDAR YEARS1968,1969,AND
1972UNDERHOUSE
BILL
[in millions]
1968

Item

$2,117
General benefit increase ----------------------------5
Benefit increase for transitional insared-------------------39
Benefit increase tsr transitional noninsured---------------64
Liberalized benefits with respect townmen workers ---53
Special disability insured status under age31-----45
Disabled widow s-benefits at age50---------------------Earnings test liberalization ---------------------------140

1969

1972

$2,948
7
43
89
72
63
221

$3,328
5
25
100
77
72
244

3,443

3,851

2,463

Total ---------------------------------------

Note: It is assumed tbat tbe general benefit increase and all otber changes escept tbe earnings test liberalization are
effective tsr March 1968(with 1stpayment in nest month).
TABLE 10.-ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL OASDI BENEFIT PAYMENTS IN CALENDAR YEARS1968,1969,AND 1972
UNDER SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE BILL
[in millions]
1969

1972

General benefit increase I--------------------------$3, 057
16
Benefit increase for transitional insured I-----------------140
Benefit increase for transitional nnninsured I ---------------67
Liberalized benefits with respect to women workersI-----------------55
Special disability insured status under age31'- ---------------------62
Disabled widow s benefits'I-------------------------------------Earnings test liberalizationo-------------------------------------140

$4,245
20
156
92
74
90
450

$4,789
15
89
103
79
103
691

Special benefits for blind persons' -----------------------------------------...
6
ChilIddisability benefits for those disabled at ages 18-21 1 --------

165
8

210
10

1968

Item

Redaction of minimum eligibility agefrom 62 to 60 2-----------------------------..

Total -------------------------- ----------------------

3,543

555

5855

522

6,611

month).
'Effective for March 1968(1st payment in snoxt
2Effective for December 1968(1st payment in next montb).
TABLE II.-ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL OASDI BENEFIT PAYMENTS IN CALENDAR YEARS1968,1969,AND 1972.
UNDER SENATE BILL
[In millions]
1968

Item

General benefit increase'I-------------------------------------- $3, 057
16
Benefit increase for transitional insured ' ----------------...
140
Benefit increase fsr transitional noninsured I---------------67
Liberalized benefits with respect to women workers'------------------55
Special disability insured status under age 31'----------------------93
Disabled widow s benefits'I-------------------------------------770
Earnings test liberalization -------------------------------------Reduction of minimum eligibility agefrom 62 to 600-----------------------------..
Special benefits for blind persons 2-_----------------------------Child disability benefits for those disabled at ages 18-21 1 ---------6
29
Mother's and wife's benefits for children in high scbool 3-.--------

Elimination of new definition of disability 4--------------------------

Total ----------------------------------------

70

--------

4,303

1969

1972

$4,245

$4,789
15
89
103
79
155
1,341
522
231
10
55

20
156
92
74
135
1,215
555
182
8
42

129

6,853

291

7,680

Effective for March 1968(first payment in nest month).
2Effective for December 1968 (first payment in nest month).
Effective for second month after month of enactment (first payment in next month).
is included
4 The cost of the elimination of the new special definition of disability for widow's (and widower's) beonefits
in the figure for disabled widow's benefits, above.
I

3
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(7) Long-range operationsof 0ASI trust fund
Table 12 gives the estimated operation of the old-age and survivors
insurance trust fund under the program as it would be changed by
each of the three versions of the bill for the long-range future, based
on the intermediate-cost estimate. It will, of course, be recognized
that the figures for the next two or three decades are the most reliable
(under the assumption of level-earnings trends in the future) since
the populations concerned-both covered workers and beneficiariesare already born. As the estimates proceed further into the futiure,
there is, of course, much more uncertainty--if for no reason other
than the relative difficulty in predicting future birth trends-but it is
desirable and necessary nonetheless to consider these long-range possi
bilities under a social insurance program that is intended to operate
in perpetuity.
OFOLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE TRUST FUNDUNDER
SYSTEM AS
TABLE 12.-ESTIMATED PROGRESS
MODIFIED BY BILL, LONG-RANGE COSTESTIMATES, INTERMEDIATE ESTIMATES
jln millionsj
Calendar year

Contributions

Benefits
payments

Administrative
expenses

$28,222
32,505
41,318
46,523
75,297

$446
490
576
631
930

Railroad
retirement
financial
interchange I

I nte rest on
fund 2

Balance in
tund at end
of year

House bill
1975------------------ $33,334
1980------------------- 36, 199
1990------------------- 41,019
2000------------------- 47,837
2025------------------- 62,1053

$450
300
120
10
-90

$1,513
2,521
4,045
5,526
10,984

$46,620
74,399
115,539
157,884
304.366

$1,224
2,246
3,825
5,279
9,292

$38,880
67,333
109.957
151,557
256,778

Senate Finance Committee bill
1975-----------------1980------------------1990------------------2000------------------2025-------------------

$36,068
39,605
44,871
52,337
67,893

$30,994
35,467
44,947
50,967
84,874

$452
496
583
638
941

$435
280
90
-20
-120

Senate bill
1975------------------1910
------------------19so3------------------2000------------------2D25
-------------------

$36,060
39,605
44,875
52,332
67,893

$31,744
36,313
46,000
52,158
86,791

$452
496
582
638
941

$450
290
95
-15
-115

$1,008
1-791
2,743
3,213
1,980

$32,816
54,304
79,584
93,8a5
53,239

1A negative figure indicates payment to the trust fund from thu railrnad retirement account, and a positive figure indi
cates the reverse.
2 At interest rates nf 3.75 percent.
Note: Contributions include reimbursement for additional coot of noncontributory credit fnr military service befnre
1957.Noaccount is taken in this table of the outgo for the special benefits payable to certain nonninsured persons aged 72
or over or for the additional benefits payable on the basis of noncontributory credit for military service after 1967-or of
theacorresponding reimbursement therefor, which is exactly counterbalancing from a long-range cost standpoint. For
the purposes nf this table, it is assumed that the enactment date is in December 1967.

In every year after 1967 for the next 20 years, contribution income
under the system as it would be modified by each of the three versions
of the bill is estimated to exceed old-age and survivors insurance
benefit disbursements. Even after the benefit-outgo curve rises ahead
of the contribution-income curve, the trust fund will nonetheless con
tinue to increase because of the effect of interest earnings (which
more than meet the administrative expense disbursements and any
financial interchanges with the railroad retirement program). As a
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result, this trust fund is estimated to grow steadily under the inter
mediate long-range cost estimate (with a level-earnings assumption),
reaching well over $100 billion under each of the versions of the bill
and continuing to grow for a number of years thereafter. However,
under the Senate bill, the fund begins to decline after about 2015 and
is exhausted 15 years later.
(8) Long-range operations of DI trustfitnd
The disability insurance trust fund, under the program as it would
be changed by each of the three versions of the bill, grows slowly but
steadily after 1967, according to the intermediate long-range cost
estimate, as shown by table 13. Under the Senate Finance Committee
bill and under the Senate bill, the fund reaches a peak and then
declines until it is exhausted after a few years. The maximum size
under the Senate bill is $2%billion, and the exhaustion point is 1980.
TABLE 13.-ESTIMATED PROGRESS
OFDISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUNDUNDER
SYSTEM AS MODIFIED BY
BILL, LONG-RANGE COSTESTIMATES, INTERMEDIATE ESTIMATES
[In millions]
Calendar year

Contributions

Benefit
payments

Administrative
expenses

Railroad
retirement
financial
interchange I

Interest on
land 2

Balance in
tond at end of
year

Hoose bill
1975------------------1999
------------------1990
------------------2000 ------------------2025 -------------------

$3,525
3,027
4,335
5,054
6, 542

$3,130
3,551
4,074
4,991
7,260

$131
133
138
162
233

-$10
-16
-20
-20
-20

$228
316
509
774
743

$6,733
9,149
14,573
21,887
2B0R0B

$175
213
239
225

$5,251
6,250
6,994
6 555

Senate Finance Committee bill
1975--.---------------19800------------------'990 ------------------2000------------------2025-------------------

$3,797
4,123
4,670
5,445
7,049

$3,557
4,063
4.708
5,787
9,339

$133
139
145
170
245

-$6
-10
-15
-15
-15

(3)

(5

Senate bill
1975----_-------------- $3,796
1900----------------....
4.123
1990
------------------- 4,670
2000------------------5,445
2025------ -------- ----7,049

$3,956
4,518
5,238
6,433
9,273

$149
155
161
189
273

------$4
-9
-9
-9

$59

$1,971

(4)

(4)

(a)

(a)

(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)

IAnegative figure indicates payment to the trust fond trom the railroad retirement account, and a position figure indi
cates the reverse.
-Al interest rates of 3.75 percent.
Fond exhausted in 2009,
4F~jrd exhausted in 1990.
N.ote: Contribution,, inclode reimbursement for additional cost of nonontributory credit tor military service before 1957.
fie account is taken inthis table of the outgo far the additional benefits payable onthe basis ot noncontributary credit tar
military service after 1967-or ot the corresponding reimbursement therefor, which is exactly counterbalancing from a
lang-range cost standpoint. Farthe porpases at this table, it is assumed that the enactment date is in December 196?.
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II.

ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES FOR THE HOSPITAL INSURANCE SYSTEM
A. INTRODUCTION

This portion of the report presents actuarial cost estimates for the
hospital insurance system as it would be amended by the bill. The
three versions of the bill differ to some extent as to the benefit provi
sions (and, accordingly, also as to the financing provisions), although
in general the structures of the program are similar.
The major changes in present law by the House bill-insofar as
actuarial cost aspects are concerned-are as follows:
(1) The outpatient diagnostic benefits would be moved to the
supplementary medical insurance system.
(2) The maximum duration of hopital benefits in a spell of
illness would be increased from 90 days to 120 days, with the
additional 30 days being subject to cost-sharing of $20 per day
(initially).
(3) The maximum taxable earnings base would be increased to
$7,600 per year for 1968 and after.
(4) The contribution rate would be increased for all years after
1968 by 0.1 percent for each party (employers, employees, and
self-employed).
From an actuarial cost standpoint, the major changes made by the
Senate Finance Committee bill as compared with the House bill are
as follows:
(1) In lieu of increasing the maximum duration of hospital
benefits from 90 days to 120 days (with $20 per day cost sharing),
a "lifetime reserve"' of 60 dlays, with $10 per day cost sharing
(initially), would be lprovided.
(2) The maximum taxable earnings base would be increased to
$8,000 in 1968, $8,800 in 1969-71, and $10,800 in 1972 and after.
(3) The contribution rate would be 0.1 percent higher for each
party in 1968 than in the House bill, the same in 1969-75, and
lower in 1976 and after (such decrease being 0.15 percent in 1987
and after). Such decrease would be possible because of the higher
earnings bases than in the House bill.
The Senate bill made the following important change, from a cost
standpoint, in the Senate Financ-a Committee bill:
(1) The reimbursement basis for hospitals and extended care
facilities would be increased so as to be, optionally, on the basis
of the average daily cost for patients of all ages (instead of being
based on such cost for medicare patients only), to be effectivA
J.July 1, 1968.
B3. SUM'MARY OF ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES

The hospital insurance system as it would be amended by each of the
three N-ersi~jns of the bill has an estimated cost for benefit payments
arid admrinistrative expenses that is in long-range balance with con
tributionriic~orne. It is recognized that the preparation of cost estimates
for hospital and related benefits is much more difficult and is much
more subject to \-ariation than cost estimates for the cash benefits
of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system. This is so
hot only because the hospitail insurance program is rxewly established
1blit also because of the greater number of variable factors involved
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in a service-benefit program than in a cash-benefit one. However,
it is believed that the present cost estimates are made under conserv
ative assumptions with respect to all foreseeable factors.
The present cost estimates are based on considerably higher assump
tions as to hospital costs than were the original estimates, which were
prepared in 1965 at the time that the system was established. At that
time, the sharp increases that have occurred in such costs in 1966-67
were not generally predicted by experts in the field. The current
assumptions are based on the testimony of several experts, as will
be discussed subsequently.
These cost estimates also contain revised assumptions as to the
initial level of earnings in 1966 and as to future interest-rate trends.
These assumptions are the same as those used in the revised cost esti
mates for the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system,
described elsewhere in this report. Also, the new cost estimates for
the hospital insurance system are based on the revised estimates of
beneficiaries aged 65 and over under the old-age, survivors, and disa
bility insurance program. The latter show somewhat fewer aged bene
ficiaries relative to the covered population with respect to whom
contributions are payable; accordingly, the cost of the hospital insur
ance system is reduced on account of this factor (although only partly
offsetting the effect of hospital-cost trend assumptions).
The new cost estimates contain the assumption that, in the inter
mediate-cost estimate, administrative expenses will be 3%) percent of
the benefit payments, which is the anticipated experience in 1967-78
(as again~sti the assumption of 3 percent in the original estimates).
The administrative expenses for the low-cost and high-cost estimates
are assumed to be the same proportion as in the intermediate-cost
estimate.
The new cost estimates also take into account the small additional
cost arising from the reimbursement bases for hospitals and extended
care facilities that are now in effect being somewhat higher than was
assumed in the original cost estimates.
The cost estimates presented here are developed on the same bases
as those that were used in the committee report for the bill that was
approved by the House of Representatives (H. Rept. 544), with one
exception. At the hearings before the Senate Finance Committee on
August 24, 1967, in answer to a question put by Senator Williams of
Delaware, it was brought out that the original estimate for the
extended care facility benefit-$25 to $50 million for calendar 1967
was low since actual experience indicated that the figure would
probably be of the magnitude of $250 to $300 million a year (Hearings,
page 371).
Unlike the cost estimate presented in the House report, the esti
mates in t~his report (in the text and pertinent tables for present law
and for the House bill) reflect the new cost' assumptions based on
the actual experience. The increased cost so included is about $250
million in 1967 for insured persons, and increasing amounts in later
years. There would also be a proportionate increased cost for the
uninsured. More details on this change in actuarial cost assumption
wvill be given later.
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C. FINANCING POLICY

(1) Financingbasis
The contribution schedule contained in the Senate bill (and in the
Senate Finance Committee bill) for the hospital insurance program,
under an $8,000 base in 1968, an $8,800 taxable earnings base in
1969-71, and $10,800 in 1972 and after, is as follows, as compared
with that of present law (with an earnings base of $6,600) and with
that of the House bill (with an earnings base of $7,600 in 1968 and
after):
[in percent]
Combined
employer-employee rate
Calendar year

1967---------------------------1968
---------------------------1969-72-------------------------1973-75-------------------------1976-79-------------------------1980-86-------------------------1987 and after---------------------

Present
tow

House
bill

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.6

1.0
1.0
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.6
1.8

SenateI
bill
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.5
1.5

Self-employed rate
Present
law
0.50
.50
.50
.55
.60
.70
.80

House
bill
0.50
.50
.60
.65
.70
.80
.90

Seenate
I
bill
0.50
.60
.60
.65
.65
.75
.75

Samerates inSenateFinance
Committee bill.

The combined employer-employee rate under the Senate bill
would be 0.2 percent. higher in 1968-75 than under present law, 0.1
percent higher in 1976-86, and 0.1 percent lower in 1987 and after.
These increases, along with the additional income from the higher
earnings bases, would finance the increased cost of the present pro
gram that results from the higher hospitalization-cost assumptions
used in the current estimates, as compared with those used when the
program was initiated in 1965. The lower ultimate rate is possible
because of the higher earnings bases under the Senate bill. Except
in 1968, the Senate bill has the same or lower rates than the House
bill; this is primarily due to the financing effect of the higher earnings
bases under the Senate bill.
The hospital insurance program is completely separate from the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system in several ways,
although the earnings base is the same under both programs. First,
the schedules of tax rates for old-age, survivors, and disability insur
ance and for hospital insurance are in separate subsections of the
Internal Revenue Code (unlike the situation for old-age and survivors
insurance as compared with disability insurance, where there is a
single tax rate for both programs, but an allocation thereof into two
portions). Second, the hospital insurance program has a separate
trust fund (as is also the case for old-age and survivors insurance and
for disability insurance) and, in addition, has a separate Board of
Trustees from that of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
system. Third, income tax withholding statements (forms W-2) show
the proportion of the total contribution for old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance and for hospital insurance that is with respect to
the latter. Fozirth, the hospital insuirance program covers railroad
employees directly in the same manner as other covered workers,
and their benefit payments are paid directly from this trust fund
(rather than directly or indirectly through the railroad retirement
system), whereas these employees are not covered by old-age, survivors,
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and disability insurance (except indirectly through the financial inter
change provisions). Fifth, the financing basis for the hospital insur
ance system is determined under a different approach than that used
for the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system, reflecting
the different natures of the two programs (by assuming rising earnings
levels and rising hospitalization costs in future years instead of levelearnings assumptions and by making the estimates for a 25-year
period rather than a 75-year one).
(2) Self-supporting nature of system
Just as has always been the case in connection with the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system, the Congress has very
carefully considered the cost aspects of the present hospital mnsur
ance system and proposed changes therein. In the same manner, the
Congress believes that this program should be completely selfsupporting from the contributions of covered individuals and em
ployers (the transitional uninsured group covered by this program
have their benefits, and the resulting administrative expenses, com
pletely financed from general revenues). Accordingly, the Congress
very strongly believes that the tax schedule in the law should make the
hospital insurance system sell-supporting over the long range as
nearly as can be foreseen, and thus actuarially sound.
(3) Actuarial soundness of system
The concept of actuarial soundness as it applies to the hospital
insurance system is somewhat similar to that concept as it applies to
the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system (see discussion
of this topic in another section), but there are important differences.
One major difference in this concept as it applies between the two
different systems is the greater difficulty in making forecast assump
tions for a service benefit than for a cash benefit. Although there is
reasonable likelihood that the number of beneficiai ies aged 65 and over
will tend to increase over the next 75 years when measured relative to
covered population (so that a period of this length is both necessary
and desirable for studying the cost of the cash benefits under the old
age, survivors, and disability insurance program), it is far more dif
ficult to make reasonable assumptions as to the long-range trends of
medical care costs and practices. For this reason, cost estimates for the
hosptal insurance program have been projected for only 25 years into
the future, rather than 75 years as in the cost estimates for the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system.
In a new program such as hospital insurance, it seems desirable
that the program should be completely in actuarial balance. In order to
accomplish this result, the contribution schedule has been revised
to meet this requirement, according to the underlying cost estimates.
D.

HOSPITALIZATION DATA AND

ASSUMPTIONS

(1) Past increases in hospital costs and in earnings
Table 14 presents a summary comparison of the annual increases in
hospital costs and the corresponding increases in wages that have
occurred since 1954 and up through 1966.
The annual increases in earnings are based on those in covered
employment under the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
system as indicated by first quarter taxable wages, which by and
large are not affected by the maximum taxable earnings base. The
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data on increases in hospital costs are Lased on a series of average
daily expense per patient, day (including not only room and boardbut also other inpatient charges and ot~her expenditures of" hospitals)
prepared by the American Hospital Association.
AND IN EARNINGS
TABLE 14.-COMPARISON OFANNUAL INCREASE IN HOSPITAL COSTS
[in percent]
Increase over previous year
Year

Average wages
in covered
employment I

3.8
1955-----------------------------------------------------------.745
1958-------------------------------------------------------.577
1957--------------------------------------------------------3.3
1958------------------------------------------------------------------------ I-----------3. 3
-- ------------------ -- -----1959
4.3
1960 ----------- ----------------------------------------------3.1
1961--------------------------------------------------- -------4.2
1962
--------------------------------- -------------------------2.4
----------------------------------------1963
---4.0
Average for 1954-63 3----------------------------------------------3.1
1964--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.6
-- ----------1965- ------------------4.4
1966------------------------------------------------------------

Average daily
hospitalization
Costs2
6.3
8.6
6.8
6.8
8.5
5.3
5.6
6.7
6.9
7.0
8.3

I Onto arefor calendar years (based on experience in first quarter of year).
2Data are for fiscal years ending iv September of year shown. When the data oreadjusted onoa calendar-year basis,
the increase from 1965tn 1966was determined to be 11.0 percent.
3Rate of increase conmpounded annually that isequivalent to total relative increase from 1954tu 1963.

The annuial increases in earnings fluctuated somewhat over the
10-year period up through 1963, although there were not very large
deviations from the average annual rate of 4 percent; no upward or
clown-%ard trend over t~he period is discernible. The annual increases
ini nospital costs likewise fluctuated from year to year during- this
C
period, around the average annual rate of 6.7 percent.
During the period 1954-63, hospital costs increased at a faster rate
than earnings. The differential between these two rates of increase
fluctuated widely, being as high as somewhat more than 5 percent in
some years and as low, as, a negative differential of about 1 percent in
1956 (with the next lowest differential being a positive one of about 1
percent in 1962). Over the entire 10-year period, the differential of
the average annual rate of increase in hospital costs over the average
annual rate of increase in earnings was 2.7 percent.
In 1964-66, the increases in h~ospital costs as compared to the in
crease in wvages resulted in differentials that are in excess of the 2.7
percent applicable in 1954-63. The 1967 experience to date shows a
slightly higher rate of increase in hospital costs than did 1.966.
In t~he future, earnings are estimated to increase at a rate of abtiot
3 percent per year. It is much more difficult to predict what the cor
responding increase in hospital costs will be.
(2)E12ffect on cost estimates of rising hospital costs
A major consideration in making cost estimates for hospital benefits,
then, is how long and to what extent the tendency of hospital costs t~o
rise more rapidly than the general earnings level will continue in the
future, and whether or not it may, in the long run, be counterbalanced
by a trend in the opposite direction. Some factors to consider are the
relatively low wages of hospital employees (which have been rapidly
"catching up" with the general level of wages and obviously may b~e
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expected to "catch up" completely at some future date, rather than
to increase indefinitely at a more rapid rate than wages generally) and
the development of new medical techniques and procedures, with
resultant increased expense.
In connection with this factor, there are possible counterbalancing
factors. The higher costs involved for more refined and extensive
treatments may be offset by the development of out-of-hospital
facilities, shorter durations of hospitalization, and less expense for
subsequent curative treatments as a result of preventive measures.
Also, it is possible that at some time in the future, the productivity
of hospital personnel will increase significantly as the result of changes
in the organization of hospital services or for other reasons, so that,
as in other fields of economic activity, the general wage level might
increase more rapidly than hospitalization prices in the long run.
Perhaps the major consideration in making actuarial cost estimates
for hospital benefits is that-unlike the situation in regard to cost
estimates for the monthly cash benefits, where the result is the oppo
site-an unfavorable cost result is shown when total earnings levels
rise, unless the provisions of the system are kept up to date (insofar
as the maximum taxable earnings base is concerned). The reason for
this result is that hospital costs rise at least at the same rate over the
long, run as the total earnings level, whereas the contribution income
rises less rapidly than the total earnings level, unless the earnings base
is kept up to date.
For these reasons, the following cost estimates are based on the
assumption that both hospital costs and wages will increase in the
future for the entire 25-year period considered, while at the same time
the earnings base will not change from the bases proposed in each of
the version~s of the bill. The fact that, under both present law and
the bill, the cost-sharing provisions (the initial hospital deductible and
coinsurance features) are on a dynamic basis, which automatically
varies after 1968 in accordance with changes in hospital costs, results
in lower estimated costs than if these provisions were on a static,
unchanging basis.
(3) Assumptions as to relative trends of hospital costs and earnings
underlying cost estimates
As indicated previously, the financing basis of the hospital insurance
program should be developed on a conservative basis. For the reasons
brought out, the cost estimates should not be developed on a levelearnings basis, but rather they should assume dynamic conditions
as to both earnings levels an~d hospitalization c'osts. Accordingly,
it seems aplproIpriate to make cost lprojections for only 25 years in
the future and to develop the financing neces-sary for only this period
(but with a resulting trust fund balance at the end of the period
equal to about 1 year's disbursements). Although the trend of bene
ficiaries aged 65 and over relative to the working population will
undoubtedly move in an upward direction after 25 years from now,
it seems impossible to predict what the trend of medlical costs and of
hospital-utilization and medical-practice experience will be in the
distant future.
Several estimates of the short-term future trend of hospital costs
have been made by experts in this field. All of these are well above the
rate of 5.7 percent per year until 1970 that was assumed in the initial
cost estimates for the program made when it was enacted in 1965. The
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American Hospital Association has estimated an annual rate of in
crease of as much as 15 percent for the next 3 to 5 years. The Blue
Cross Association has made a corresponding estimate of 9 percent per
year in the period up to 1970.
Three sets of assumptions as to the short-term trenul of hospital
costs have been made for the cost estimates presented here. These are
shown in table 15. In each case, the annual rates of increase are as
sumed to merge with those used in the initial cost estimates for the
program for 1971 for the low-cost and intermediate-cost assumptions
and 1973 for the high-cost assumptions-namely, increases slightly
above the increases in the earnings level from these dates until about
1975, and then the same increases. The slow-cost set of assumptions
yields about the same result as the Blue Cross prediction, while the
high-cost set corresponds to the highest American Hospital Associa
tion prediction. The intermediate-cost set is used to develop the
financing provisions of the bill.
RATESOF INCREASE
IN HOSPITAL COSTS
TABLE 15.-ASSUMPTIONS AS TO FUTURE
[Inpercentj
Calendar year
---------------------------------------1967
1968---------------------------------------1969---------------------------------------0---------------------------------------197
1971------ -- - -----------------------------1972----------------------------------------1973----------------------------------------1974-- ----------------------------------.
1975 andafter---------------------------------

Low cost
12.0
10o.0
8.0
6.0
5.2
4.6
4.1
3.6
3.0

Intermediate cost

Highcost

15.0
15.0
10. 0
6.0
5.2
4.6
4.1
3.6
3.0

15. 0
15.0
15. 0
15.0
15.0
10.0
4.1
3.6
3.0

(4) Assumptions as to hospital utilization rates underlying cost estimates
The hospital utilization assumptions for the cost estimates in this
report are founded on the hypothesis that current practices in this
field will not change relatively more in the future than past experience
has indicated. In other words, no account is taken of the possibility
that there will be a drastic change in philosophy as to the best med
ical practices, so as, for example, nto utilize in-hospital care to a much
greater extent than is now the case.
The hospital utilization rates used for the cost estimates are the
same as those used in the initial cost estimates for the program.
Analysis of the actual experience for the first 6 months of operation
(the last half of 1966) seems to indicate that it. is close to the original
assumptions, although somewhat higher.
(.5) Assumptions as to hospital per diem rates underlying cost estimates
The average daily cost of hospitalization that is used in these cost
estimates is computed on the same basis as the corresponding figures
in the initial cost estimates that were prepared when the legislation
was enacted in 1965. Specifically, an average of about $38.50 per day
was used for the reimbursement principles uinder ])resent law for 1966
and was projected for future years ill the manner described previously.
Analysis of the experience for 1966, for which complete data are not
yet available, indicates that this assumption was close to what actually
occurred, although possibly somewhat higher.
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(6) Assumptions as to extended care facility benefits underlying cost
estimate.?
The limited experience, that is available to date in regard to the ex
tended care facility benefits indicates that their cost will be consider
ably in excess of the initial estimates. It now appears that these benefits
will amllount to about $250 to $300 million in the first year of operation
(calendar year 1967) as against the estimate of $25 to $50 million. The
apparent major reason for this difference is the much larger number
of facilities that qualified than had been expected according to the
estimate. It should also be recognized that the original estimate was
made on the basis of relatively little data, since this type of benefit
had not been widely provided previously.
Accordingly, the cost estimates have been modified by increasing
the estimated benefit outgo in 1967, as presented in previous cost esti
mates, by $250 million with respect to insured persons (and a pro
portionate amount for noninsured persons). This figure is increased
each future year uip through 1975 by the assumed increases in hos
pitalization costs. After 1975, the same assumption as to hospitaliza
tion-cost increases is continued, but the resulting figure is gradually
scaled down until it is taken as zero for 1990 (since the estimate for
that year already includes the ultimate costs for extended care facility
benefits). Appropriate corresponding assumptions are made for the
noninsured group, taking into account its decreasing size (as well as
its greater relative use of the extended care facility benefits).
E.

RESULTS OF COST ESTIMATES

(1) Level-costs of hospital and related benefits
Table 16 shows the level-cost of the hospital and related benefits
under the three versions of the bill as a percentage of taxable payroll.
These figures are based on the assumptions that the earnings base as
incorporated in the particular bill will not change in the future and
that both hospitalization costs and general earnings wvill continue to
rise during the entire 25-year period considered in the cost estimates.
Also shown in table 16 are the level-equivalents of the contribution
schedules and the net actuarial balances of the system.
TABLE 16. LEVEL-COST
ANALYSIS FORHOSPITAL INSURANCE TRUST FUND,UNDER
VARIOUS VERSIONS
OFBILL
Bill
Present law,original estimate ----------------------------Present law,revised
estimate ----------- -----------------House bill ------------------------------------------Sena~te
Finance
Cnmmittee bill ---------- -----------------Sente bill------------------------------------------

Level-cost of
benefits I

Level-equivalent of contributions

1.23
1.54
1.41
1.23
1.30

1.23
1.23
1.41
1.34
1.34

Actuarial
balance
0.00
-. 31
.00
+ 11
+ 04

In cluding administrative expenses.

It should be recognized that the vast majority of the level-cost of
the benefit payments relates to inpatient hospital benefits. Most of
the remaining cost is attributable to extended care facility benefits,
with home health service benefits representing only a small portion.
Currently, inpatient hospital benefits account for a bout 90 percent of
total benefit outgo. In later years, it seems quite possible that there
will be much greater use of posthospital extended care services and
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posthospital home health services (particularly the former), thus
tending to reduce the use of hospitals and, therefore, the cost of the
inpatient, hospital benefits.
The estimated level-cost of the system is reduced by 0.01 percent of
taxable payroll as a result of transferring the outpatient diagnostic
benefits to the supplementary medical insurance system. The other
changes in the benefit provisions of this program would not have any
significant effect on the long-range costs. The cost of providing further
days of hospital benefits beyond 90 days in a spell of illness-as is done
in one form or another in all three versions of the bill-is relatively
small. On the other hand, the modified reimbursement basis in the
Senate bill has a significant cost. Table 17 summarizes these changes
in the cost of the program and also gives data as to the value of the
contribution schedules and the resulting actuarial balances.
TABLE 17.-CHANGES IN ACTUARIAL BALANCE OFHOSPITAL INSURANCE SYSTEM, EXPRESSED
IN TERMSOF
ESTIMATED LEVEL-COST AS PERCENT
OF TAXABLE PAYROLL, BY TYPE OF CHANGE, INTERMEDIATE-COST
ESTIMATE, PRESENT LAW AND BILL, BASEDON 3.75 PERCENT
INTEREST
[in percent]
Item

Actuarial balance of present system ------------------------------

House
bill
-0.31

Senate
Finance
Committee
bill

Senate
bill

-0. 31

-0. 31

Increase intaxable earnings base -------------------------------4-.1 +.1
Revised contribution schedule----- -------------- ------------- +.18
Transfer of outpatient diagnostic benefits to SM?-------------------. 01
Further hospital benefits beyond 90days --------------------------- (I
Modified reimbursement basis----------------------------------(2)

+
+

Total effect of changes inbill -----------------------------Actuarial balance under bill ------------------------ --------- ---

+

+

31
.00

-01

31
11
01

(2)

42
4. 11

±

31

1-t

+.01

-01
-07

4. 35
4. 04

Less than 0.005 percent.
Not contained in this version of bill.

The estimated level-cost of the system is increased by 0.07 percent
of taxable payroll as a result of the'new"optional reimbursement basis
for hospitals and extended care facilities, which would permit the use
of average per diem costs for persons of all ages (rather than being on
the basis of actual costs for beneficiaries aged 65 and over).- The
legislative history seemed to indicate that, when this new basis is
used, the present 2-percent factor for otherwise unrecognized costs
(1y,2 percent for proprietary institutions) would be discontinued. If
this is not the case, then the increase in the level-cost for this change is
estimated at 0.10 percent of taxable payroll, and the actuarial balance
for the Senate bill (shown in table 17) would be ± .01I percent instead
of + .04 percent.
As indicated previously, one of the most important assumptions in
the cost estimates presented herein is that the earnings base is as
sumed to remain unchanged after it has been increased as provided
by the particular version of the bill, even though for the remainder of
the period considered (up to 1990) the general earnings level is assumed
to rise at a rate of 3 percent annually. If the earnings base does rise in
the future to keep up to date with the general earnings level, then the
contribution rates required would be lower than those scheduled in the
particular bill under consideration. In fact, if this were to occur, the
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steps in the contribution schedule beyond the combined employeremployee rate of 1.2 percent would not be needed.
The cost for the persons who are blanketed in for the hospital and
related benefits is met from the general fund of the Treasury (with
the financial transactions involved passing through the hospital in
surance trust fund). The costs so involved, along wvith the financial
transactions, are not included in the preceding cost analysis or in the
following discussions of the progress of the hospital insurance trust
fund. A later portion of this section, however, discusses these costs
for the blanketed-in group.
(2) Fuhire operatiornsof hospital insurance trustfund
Table 18 shows the estimated operation of the hospital insurance
trust fund under the three versions of the bill and under present law
under the intermediate-cost estimate.
Under the estimate for present law, the hospital insurance trust
fund reaches a peak of $1.3 billion in 1967; then, it decreases, being
exhausted in 1970. This trend results from the assumption that
hospital costs are nowv hypothesized to rise much more rapidly than
in the initial cost estimates for the program that were made in 1965,
which showed the system to be in exact actuarial balance.
Under each of the three versions of the bill, the balance in the trust
fund increases steadily in the future. In 1990, under the House bill,
the balance in the fund represents the disbursements for 1.0 years at
that time; the corresponding figuies for the Senate Finance Comnmittee
bill and the Senate bill are 3.3 years and 1.8 years, respectively.
F.

COST

ESTIMATE FOR HOSPITAL BENEFITS FOR NONINSURED
PAID FROM GENERAL FUNDS

PERSONS

Hospital and related benefits are provided not only for beneficiaries
of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system and the
railroad retirement system, but also for almost all other persons aged
65 and over in 1966 (and for many of those attaining this age in the
next few years) who are not insured under either of these two social
insurance systems. Such benefit protection is provided to any person
aged 65 before 1967 who is not eligible as an old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance or railroad retirement beneficiary, except for cer
tain active and retired Federal employees who are eligible (or had
the opportunity of being eligible) for similar protection under the
Federal Employees Health Benefits Act of 1959 and except for certain
short-residence aliens.
Under present law, persons meeting such conditions wAho attain age
65 before 1968 also qualify for the hospital benefits, while those attain
ing age 65 after 1967 must have some old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance or railroad retirement coverage to qualify-namely, 3 quar
ters of coverage (w~hich can be acquired at any time after 1936) for
each year elapsing after 1965 and before the year of attainment of
age 65 (e.g., 6 quarters of coverage for attainment of age 65 in 1968,
9 quarters for 1969, etc.) This transitional provision "washes out"
under present law for men attaining age 65 in 1974 and for wNomen
attaining age 65 in 1972, since the fully insured status requirement for
monthly benefits for such categories is then no greater than the specialinsured status requirement.
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TABLE 18.-ESTIMATED PROGRESS
OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE TRUST FUND, INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATE
[in millions)
Calendar year

Contributions

Benefit payments

Administrative
expenses

Interest en
fund

Balance infund
at end of year

$34

$1,121

$45
63
86
100
107
114
132
156
176
288
8
801

$1,332
2,026
2,506
2,827
3,000
3,311
4,030
4,688
5,283
8939
16 635
22:021

Actual data
1966------------------

$1,911

$767

5$57

Estimated data, Senate bill
1967
-----------------1968------------------1969------------------1970------------------1971------------------1972------------------1973----------------1974------------------1975------------------1980------------------1985
-----------------1990------------------

$2,943
4,051
4,396
4,604
4,790
5,263
5,..993
6,245
6,497
9,009
1048926I0
11,968

$2,683
3,308
3,874
4,243
4,573
4,904
5,233
5,559
5,884
7,397

$94
112
128
140
151
162
173
184
194
244

11,559

382

Estimated data, Senate Finance Committee bill
1967
-----------------1968------------------1969--------------- ---1970------------------1971------------------1972------------------1973------------------1974------------------1975------------------1980-----------------..
1985-------------- ---1990
------------------

$2,943
4,051
4,396
4,604
4,790
5,263
5,993
6,245
6,497
9,009
10,458
11,968

$2,683
3,208
3,655
4,003
4,314
4,626
4,937
5,244
5,551
6,978
8,738
10,905

1967-----------------1968--------------- ---1969--------------- ---1970-----------------1971------------------1972------------------1973------------------1974------------------1975--------------- ---1980------------------1985------------------1990------------------

$2,943
3,332
4,120
4,348
4,518
4,680
5,216
5,442
5,627
7,982
9,103
11,441

$2,683
3,190
3,636
3,982
4,292
4,602
4,912
5,216
5,522
6,940
8,690
10,843

1967
-----------------1968------------------1969------------------1970------------------1971------------------1972------------------1973------------------1974------------------1975------------------1980------------------1985------------------1990-------------------

$2,943
3,150
3,274
3, 394
3,516
3,637
4, 100
4,270
4,405
6,379
7, 231
9,172

$2,683
3,208
3,655
4,003
4,314
4,626
4,937
5,244
5,551
6,978
8,738
10905

$94
112
128
140
151
162
173
184
194
244
306
382

$45
60
103
129
148
167
189
207
221
400
684
998

$1,332
2,129
2,839
3,422
3,888
4,523
5,598
6,644
7,660
13,957
25,404
36,026

$45
48
56
69
76
76
78
81
81
121
246
363

$1,332
1,413
1,823
2,119
2,271
2,263
2,474
2,598
2,591
4,271
7,376
10,693

$45
43
26

$1,332
1,205
722

Estimated data, Honusebill
$94
112
127
139
150
161
172
183
193
243
304
380

Estimated data, present law
$94
112
128
140
151
162
173
184
194
244
306
382

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
()
(2)

(2)

(2)

1 Including administrative espeuses incurred in 1965.
2 Fund exhausted is 1970.

Noate:The transactions relating tothe norninsared persons, the costs for wham is borne out of the general funds at the
Treasury, are not included inthe above figures. The actual disbursements in1966,and the balance inthe trust fund by the
end of the year, have been adjusted by anestimated $174,000,000 on this account.
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Under each of the three versions of the bill, these requirements for
noninsured persons would be liberalized. Such persons attaining age 65
in 1968 would need only 3 quarters of coverage, 1969 attainments
would need only 6 quarters ol coverage, etc. The -"wash out" points
wvould be for men attaining age 65 in 1975 and women attaining age 65
in 1974. This change would make an additional 5,000 persons who
attain age 65 in 1968 eligible for hospital benefits.
The benefits for the noninsured group would be paid from the hos
ital insurance trust fund, but with simultaneous reimbursement there
}for from the greneral fund of the Treasury on a current basis, or if not
simultaneous, with appropriate interest adjustment.
The estimated cost to the general fund of the Treasury for the hos
pital and related benefits for the noninsured group (including the
applicable additional administrative expenses) is as follows for the
first 5 calendar years of operation (in millions):
Calendar year

Present
law

Ho"as
bill

$174
1966' - ---------------------------------------------439
------------------------------------------------1967
------------------------------------------------468
1968
474
------------------------------------------------1969
1970
------------------------------------------------462
1971-------------------------------------------------434
1972------------------------------------------------405

$174
439
465
471
459
432
403

Senate
Finance
Committee
bill
$174
439
468
474
462
434
405

Senate
bill
$174
439
482
501
489
459
428

1Data are for last 6 msnths ofyear (estimate based on actual experience).

The estimated cost to the general fund of the Treasury decreases slowly
after 1969 for the closed group involved. Offsetting, in large part, the
decline in the number of eligibles blanketed-in are the increasing hos
pital utilization per capita as the averagre age of the group rises and
the increasing hospital costs in future years. It may be noted that the
cost is estimated to be about the same under each of the three versions
of the bill as under present law, because the cost effect of the changes
made by the bill is relatively negligible (see the previous discussion).

III. ACTUARIAL
DISABILITY,

COST ESTIMATES FOR COMBINED OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS,
AND HOSPITAL INSURANCE SYSTE-M FOR
AND

1968

1969

This section compares the benefit outgo and the contribution in
come in 1968 and 1969, under the three versions of the bill and under
present law for the old-agre, survivors, and disability insurance
svstern and the hospital insurance system combined. Such a com
b~ination is meaningful since each of these two systems is financed
by payroll taxes (unlike the supplementary medical insurance sys
tem). The hospital insurance benefit outgo for noninsured persons is
not included, because it is reimbursed on a current basis by the gen
eral fund of the Trreasury
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The pertinent data tire as follows:
IIn billions]
Basis

Contribution
income

Benefit outgo

Excess
of
contributions
over benefits

$29.6

$25. 5

$4.1

30. 8
30. 8
31. 2
31. 2

28.7
27.9
29. 0
29.9

2.1
2.9
2.2
1.3

33. 7
34.9
36. 3
36.3

26. 9
30.3
32.7
34. 0

6.8
4.6
3.6
2.3

Calendar year 1968:
Present law ---------------------------------------House bill:
If effective for all 12months---------------------- If effectivefor last 9 months only1------------------ Senate Finance Committee bill-------------------------Senate bill---------------------------------------Calendar year 1969:
Present law ---------------------------------------House bill-----------------------------------------Senate Finance Committee bill-------------------------Senate bill------------------ -----------------------

1So that benefit increase would beeffective for March (as in the Senate Finance Committee bill and Senate bill).

TV.

ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES

FOR THE

MEDICAL INSURANCE

SUPPLEMENTARY

SYSTEM

A. INTRODUCTION
This portion of this report presents the actuarisl cost estimates for
the voluntary supplementary medical insurance programn as it would
be modified by each of the three versions of the bill.
FrcmI a cost standpoint, the only Signlificant changes tha t were made
in the House bill were as fdllcws:
(1) The transfer of the out-patient diagnostic benefits from the
hospital insurance program to this program (except for the pro
fessional component thereof, wvhich has always been included
in the supplementary medical insurance program).*
(2) Making the deductible and coinsurance pro visions inap pl
cable to the professional component of pathology and radiology
services furnished to inpatients in hospitals.
l
The Senate Finance Committee bill added the following provisionls
that are significant from a cost. standpoint:
(1) Covering the services of chiropractors.
(2) Extending the coverage of physical therapy benefits fitr
nished outside of hospitals. Z
The Senate bill added one provision that would have at small cost
effect, as follows:
(1) Covering the services of clinical psychologists (even thoughwithout referral of a physician and not billed throuigh a physicianthe latter services being, now covered).
B.

SUMMARY

OF ACTUARIAL

COST ESTIMATES

Each of the three versions of the bill have expanded somewhat the
protection provided by the supplementary medical insurance program.
The increase in cost for these changes, which would be effective after
March 1968, will be recognized by the Secretary of Health, Edutca
tion, and Welfare in his determination of the standard premium rate
for the period after March 1968. Under the House bill, the future
period to which the new rate would be applicable would be April
1968 through December 1969. Under the Senate bill (as also under
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the Senate Finance Committee bill), the new rate would be for April
1968 through June 1969, which in accordance with the provisions of
present law, as modified by the bill, will be promulgated before Jan
uary 1, 1968, along with a statement of the actuarial assumptions
and bases underlying the determined premium rate.
C.

FI-NANCING

POLICY

(1) SelJ-su~pporting nature of system
Coverage uinder supplementar y medical insurance can be voluntarily
elected, on an individual basis, by virtually all persons aged 65 and
over in the United States. 'Phis program is intended to be completely
self-suipporting, from the premiums of enrolled individuals and from
the equtal-matcehing contributions fromt the general fund of the Treas
ury. For the initial period, July 1966 through March 1968, the premium
rate is established at $3 per month, so tbat the total income of the
systeli per participant per month is $6. Persons who do not elect to
come into the system at as early a time as-possible will generally- have to
pay an additional charge on enrollment, uinder tihe provisions of the
comnmittee-approved bill. The standard monthly premium rate can
be adjusted for periods after March 1968 so as to reflect the expected
experience, inclutding, an allowance for a margin for contingencies.
All financial operations for this program are handled through a
separate fund, the supplementar y Medical insurance trust fund.
Under the present law and uinder the House Lill, the standard
premium rate (for persons enrolling in the earliest possible enrollment.
period) is generally to be established for 2-year periods in the future
namnely, for April 1968 through December 1969 and then for each
following 2-calendar-year period. Under the Senate bill, this basis
would be changed to an annual one on a permanent basis-namely,
for April 1968 through June 1969 and then for 12-monthi periods begin
ning with July 1969 and each July thereafter. Thus, the premium
periods will not correspond with th~e benefit periods, which are on a
calendar-year basis. This will make the actuarial analysis underlying
tile promulgation of the premium rates more difficult. It will probably
be necessary first to compute the estimated premium rates on calendaryear bases and t~hen to prorate them for the applicable premium period.
For example, uinder this procedure, the premium rate to be determined
for the period July 1969 through June 1970 would be the average of the
premium rates estimated to be suitable for calendar years 1969 and
1970 (if the premium period had been on that calendar-year basis).
The present law provides for the establishment of an advance
appropriation from the general fund of the Treasury that will serve
as an initial contingency reserve in an amount equal to $18 (or 6
months' per capita contributions from the general fund of the Treas
ury) times the number of individuals who were estimated to be eligible
for participation in July 1966. This amount, which is approximately
$345 million (of which $100 million has actually been appropriated),
has not actually been transferred to the trust fund and will not be
transferred unless, and until, some of it would be needed. This con
tingency amount is available only during the first 18 months of
operations (July 1966 through December 1967), and any amounts
actually transferred to the trust fund would be subject to repayment
to the general fund of the Treasury (without interest).
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Under each of the three versions of the bill, the availability of the
conitingency reserve would be extended for 2 years, through December
1969. it is anticipated that none of the authorized and appropriated
funds will be needed, but, the Congress believes that it is desirable to
lake this action so that the premium rate to be established for periods
atfter M-arch 1968 can be set, at an intermediate level, rather than at a
level that is (certain to be adequate even if experience follows the high
estimates. It may be noted that. it. has not yet been possible to make ft
fuill analysis, on an accrual basis, of the actuial experience for the first;
year of operation (July 1966 through June 1967), so ats to determine
wNhether aind to what. extent a contingency reserve has been built uip.
in the event that the operations in the 21-nmonth period wvhen the initial
$3 premium rate is effective show at deficit on an accrual basis, this
should be miade uip froni the inclusion of a small amount in the prle
muimn rates in the next,fewN years. It should be observed that the system
mlay well have at considerable trust-fund balance on at cash basisdue to the lag in presenting and adjudicating claimis-even though
it nuay have at deficit on an accrual basis.
In sany event, the Congress believes that there should be no need
for any further extension of this contingency-reserve l)1ovisio)I after
1969. By then, either sufficient, contingency funds should be built
iij) by the existinma finan101cin Provi'Sions, or else this wvill be able to be
lCcomnlplished from)i the fo ture 1)reiiuni rates being set atit a proper
level, based on adequate experience which will be available by that
time.

(2) Actuarial 8oundlness

of xystem
The concept of actuarial soundness for the su I)Ilemen tary medical
insurance system is somewhat. different than that for the old-age, sur
vivors,, and disability insuirance system aind for the hospital insurance
system. lIn essence, the first-m-entioned system is on a, "current cost."
financing basis, rather thanr on a ''long-range cost'' financing basis. The
siturations aire essentially different because the financial support of the
sulpilemnent~ary medical insurance system comes from a lpremillm rate
that is subject to chiange from time to time, in accordance with the
experience actually developing aind with the experience anticipated in
the near futuire. The actuaria~l soundness of the suipplemientary medical
insurance program, therefore, depends only upon the "short-term"
premium rates being adequate to meet,, on an accruatl basis, the benefit
payments aind administrative expenses over the period for which they
are established (including- the accumulation and maintenance of a
contingency fumid).
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D.

RESULTS

OF COST ESTIMATES

The bill makes a number of changes in the benefit provisions of the
supplementary medical insurance program, some of which expand the
scope of the program, whereas several limit it slightly. The only changes
which have a significant cost effect are as follows, along with the cost
per participant per month relative to the current $6 monthly premium
rate (for the participant and the Government combined):
Item

Changes made by House bill:
Cost
Nonprofessional component of outpatient diagnostic services ------------- $0. 12
Elimination of cost-sharing for inpatient pathology and radiology ---------- 20
Total, House bill ---------------------------------------------Additional changes made by Senate Finance Committee bill:
Chiropractor services ------------------------------------------------Extending coverage of physical-therapy services benefits ------------------

32
20
05

Total, Senate Finance Committee bill----------------------------. 57

The cost of covering the services of clinical psychologists (even
though without referral of a physician and not billed through a
physician) -as added by the Senate bill-is estimated at $0.01 per
month per capita or less (taking into account that the same special
cost-sharing and maximum-benefit provisions would be applicable as
relate to services of psychiatrists). The cost of covering certain limited
services furnished by podiatrists (as provided under all three versions
of the bill) and by optometrists (as provided under the Senate Finance
Committee and Senate versions) would similarly be very small.
The total cost of $0.57 per month per capita relative to the current
$6 monthly premium rate will probably be increased to about $0.71
when the likely increase in the standard premium rate for the period
after March 1968 is taken into account. This total cost of $0.71 per
month per capita is equivalent to an annual cost of $153 million with
respect to 18 million participants (half of which cost comes from the
general fund of the Treasury).
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House of Representatives
agreeing votes of the two Houses there
on, and appoints Mr. LONG of Louisiana,
Mr. SMATHERS, Mr. ANDERSON, Mr. GORE,
Mr. TALMADGE, Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware,
Mr. CARLSON, and Mr. CuRTms to be the
conferees on the part of the Senate.

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
The message also announced that the
Senate had passed with amendments in
which the concurrence of the House Is
requested, a bill of the House of the fol
lowing title:
H.R. 12080. An act to amend the Social
security Act to provide an increase in bene

fits. under the old-age, survivors, and disa
bility insurance system, to provide bengfits
for additional categories of Individuals, to
improve the public assistance program and
programs relating to the welfare and health
of children, and for other purposes.

The message also announced that the

Senate insists upon its amendments to

the bill (H.R. 12080) entitled "An act to
amend the Social Security Act to provide
an increase in benefits under the old-age,
survivors, and disability Insurance sys
tem, to provide benefits for additional
categories of individuals. to improve the
public assistance program and programs
relating to the welfare and health of chil
dren, and for other purposes," requests
a conference with the House on the disH 15817

1116140

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD

-

HOUSE

MILLS, KING of California, BOGGS, KARtSTEN, HERLONG, EnnRNts of
CURTIS, UTT, and BETTS.

APPOINTMENT OF CONFEREES ON
H.R. 12080, SOCIAL SECURITY
AMENDMENTS OF 1967
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani
mous consent to take from the Speaker's
table the bill (H.R. 12080) to amend the
Social Security Act to provide an in
crease in benefits under the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance sys
tem, to provide benefits for additional
categories of individuals, to improve the
public assistance Program and programs
relating to the welfare and health of
children, and for other Purposes, with
Senate amendments thereto, disagree to
the Senate amendments and agree to
the conference requested by the Senate.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Arkansas? The Chair hears none, and
appoints the following conferees: Messrs.

Wisconsin,

December 4, 1967

S 17792

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-

SENATE

December 4, 1967

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

The message also announced that the
House disagreed to the amendments of
the Senate to the bill (H.R. 12080) to
amend the Social Security Act to pro
vide an increase in benefits under the
old-age, survivors, and disability insur
ance system, to provide benefits for addi
tional categories of individuals, to im
prove the public assistance program and
programs relating to the welfare and
health of children, and for other pur
poses; agreed to the conference asked
by the Senate on the disagreeinng votes
of the two House thereon, and that Mr.
MILLS, Mr. KING Of California, Mr.
BOGGS, Mr. KARSTEN, Mr. HERLONG, Mr.
BYRNES of Wisconsin, Mr. CURTIS, Mr.
UTT, and Mr. BETTS were appointed
managers on the part of the House at
the conference.

90th Congress
1st Session

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE PRINT

H.R. 12080
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1967

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SENATE
AMENDMENTS

PREPARED FOR THE USE OF THE
CONFEREES

DECEMBER 5, 1967

Printed for the use of the Senate Committee on Finance and
the House Committee on Ways and Means

SENATE AMENDMENTS
Bill
page

Amendment
No.

5

(1)

TO H.R. 12080

Description

New table of contents.
TITLE I-OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS,
DISABILITY, AND HEALTH
INSURANCE
INCREASE

11

(2)

16-19 (3-5 and
7-15)

17

(6)

IN BENEFITS

Committee amendment-Increases social se
curity benefits by 15 percent with minimum
primary insurance amount of $70. House bill
provided 12k~-percent increase with minimum
primary insurance amount of $50.
Committee amendment-Effective date for
benefit increase. Under Senate amendment bene
fit increase would be effective for March 1968.
House bill would make it effective for second
month after month of enactment.
Conforming with amendment No. 2.
SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR PERSONS AGE 72 AND OVER

20

(16, 1820, and
23)

20-21

(17, 2122, and
24)

21

(25)

Committee amendment-Increases special ben
efits payable to uninsured people who attained
age 72 prior to 1968 from $35 a month to $50 for
an individual. House bill would have increased
this amount to $40.
Committee amendment-Increases special ben
efits payable to uninsured people who attained
age 72 prior to 1968 from $17.50 a month to $25
for a spouse. House bill would have increased
this amount to $20.
Committee amendment-Increase in special
benefits for uninsured would be effective for
March 1968. House bill would have been effective
for second month after month of enactment.
MAXIAIIM AMOUNT OF SPOUSE'S BENEFIT

22

(26)

Conforming amendmient-Effective date for
limitation on maximum amount of husband's or
wNife's benefits, conforming with amendment No. 3.
(1)

2
Amendment
No.

Bil
page

Description
DISABLED WIDOWS

22

(27)

Committee aMendment-Provides full-rate
(82% percent of the deceased spouse's primary
insurance amount) benefits to disabled widows
and widowers regardless of age. Benefits would
be first payable for March 1968. House bill pro
vided reduced benefits (ranging from 50 to 82%
percent of the primary insurance amount) start
ing at age 50, effective for second month after
month of enactment.
REDUCED BENEFITS AT AGE 60

46

(28)

Committee amendment-Provides actuarially
reduced benefits for both men and women at age
60, with benefits first payable for December 1968.
No comparable provision in House bill.
YOUNG DISABLED WORKERS

54
54

(29)
(30)

Technical-Renumbering.
Conforming amendment-Effective date for
change in insured status for younger disabled
workers, conforming with amendement No. 3.
UNIFORMED

55

(31)

Technical-Renumbering.
EARNINGS

56
56

(32)
(33-35)

(36)

TEST

Technical-Renumbering.
Floor amendment by Senator Bayh-Increases
from $1,500 a year to $2,400 the amount a person
may earn and still get full social security benefits.
The House bill would have increased the amount
to $1,680 a year.
WAGE BASE

57

SERVICES

INCREASE

Committee amendment-Increases the amount
of earnings subject to social security taxes and
which can be used in benefit computtaions from
$6,600 a year to $8,000 in 1968, to $8,800 in
1969, and to $10,800 in 1972 and thereafter.
House bill would have increased amount to
$7,600 in 1968 and thereafter.

3
Amendment
No.

Bill
page

Description
TAX RATE CHANGES

66

(37)

Committee amendment-Provides new sched
ule of social security taxes. The schedules in
present law, the House bill, and the Senate bill
are shown in the following table:
TAX SCHEDULE UNDER PRESENT LAW, THE HOUSE BILL
AND THE SENATE BILL
[In percent]
OASDI
Peio

res- House
bill

ent

law

Total

Hi
Senate
bill

Pr.s- House sen- Prs
ent
bill
tlo at
law
bill law

b~ill

ose

Sen
ate
bill

Employer-employee, eacb
1908
----3.9
1969-70----4. 4
1971-72-...4.4
1973-75----4.85
1976-79-._4.85
1980-86----4.85
1987 and
after---4.85

3.9
4.2
4.6
5.0
5.0
5.0

3.8
4.2
4.6
5.0
5.05
5.05

0.5
.5
.5
.55
.6
.7

0.5
.6
.6
.66
.7
.8

0.6
.6
.6
.65
.65
.75

4.4
4.9
4.9
5.4
5.45
5.55

4.4
4.8
5.2
5.65
5.7
5.8

4.4
4.8
5.2
5.65
5.
5.8

5.0

5.05

.8

.9

.75

8.65

5.9

5.8

6.4
7.1
7.1
7.55
7.6
7.7

6.4
6.9
7.5
7.65
7.7
7.8

6.4
6.9
7.5
7.65
7.55
7.75

7.8

7.9

7.78

Self-employed
1968-id---5.9
1969-70----6.6
1971-72----6.6
1973-75--,-7.0
1976-79----7.0
1980-86 .--- 7.0
1987 and
after ---7.0

5.9
6. 3
6.9
7.0
7.0
7.0

5.8
6.3
6.9
7.0
7.0
7.0

0.5
.5
.5
.55
.6
.7

0. 5
.6
.6
.65
7
.8

0.6
.6
.6
.65
.65
.75

7.0

7.0

.8

.9

.75

NoTE.-Maximula taxable earnings base under present law is $6,600.
Maximum taxable earnings base under House bill is $7,600, beginning in
196. Maximum taxable earnings base under Senate bill is $8,000 in 1968,
$8,800 in 1969-71, and $10,800 in 1972 and after.
ALLOCATION

76

(38)

Technical-Renumbering.
DISABILITY

77

(39)

TO DI TRUST FUND

FREEZE APPLICATIONS

Committee amendment-Extends the period of
time in which a person may file an application
for the disability freeze (but not for monthly
disability benefits) if the person was prevented
by a physical or mental condition from filing an
application within the period specified in present
law or the law in effect prior to the enactment of
the 1965 amendments. No comparable provision
in the House bill.

4
Bill
page

Amendment
No.

Description
MARRIED

79

(40)

Committee amendment-Provides
that a
child's benefits shall not terminate (as they gen
erally do under Ipresent law) when the child
marries if the child is a full-time student; in the
case of a girl beneficiary, the amendment would
apply only if her husband is also a full-time
student. No comparable provision in the House
bill.
ADOPTED

81

(41)

STUDENT

CHILDREN

Floor amendment by. Senator Allott-Provides
that a child adopted by a person who is getting
disability insurance benefits can become entitled
to child's benefits if (a) the adoption takes place
in the United States, (b) it was uinder the super
vision of a Ipublic or private child-placement
agency, (c) the disabled individual had resided in
the United States for the year prior to the adop
tion, and (d) the child is under 18 at the time of
the adoption. No comparable provision in the
House bill.
MOTHER'S BENEFIT

82

(42)

Floor amendment by Senator Nelson-Provides
that a child over age 18 shall be considered to be
in his mother's care, for purposes of paying
mother's benefits, if the child is a full-time stu
dent in an elementary or secondary school. No
comparable provision in House bill.
DELAYED

82

(43)

RETIREMENT STUDY

Floor amendment by Senator Allott-Provides
that the Social Security Administration shall
make a study and report to Congress on increas
ing old-age insurance benefits on account of de
layed retirement. No comparable provision in
House bill.
COVERAGE OF RELIGIOUS

83-84

(44-46)

84

(47)

Committee amendment-Retains provision of
present law which excludes from coverage mem
bers of religou orders wvho have taken a vow of
poverty. Honuse bill would have provided a
method of coverage for such members on the
same basis as other clergymen, unless they elected
not to be covered.
Committee amendment-Provides that a
clerg man may also elect not to be covered under
social security if he is opposed to such coverage

Bill
page

Amendment
No.
85
(47)

Description
on grounds of religious principle, or on conscien
tious grounds. House bill1 provided for objection
only on conscientious grounds.
STATE AND

88

(48)

LOCAL EMPLOYEES

Committee amendment-Provides a 3-year ex
tension, through 1969, for election of social secur
ity coverage by State and local employees who
did not previously do so under the provisions
which permit a State to cover only those employ
ees who desire coverage.
RETIRED PARTNERS

89

(49)

Technical-Editorial.
POLICEMEN AND

91

(50)

FIREMEN

Committee amendment-Provides for includ
ing Puerto Rico in the list of the, States which
may provide social security coverage for police
men and firemen-amendment includes provision
to reflect floor amendment by Senator Curtis
which provides for retroactive social security
coverage for certain firemen in Nebraska for
whom social security taxes were erroneously paid.
FIREMEN

92

(51)

Committee amendment-Provides that social
security coverage can be extended to firemen in
States not specifically authorized to cover them
if the Governor of the State certifies that the total
benefit protection of firemen would be improved
as a result of such coverage. However, the divided
retirement system could not be used and the fire
men would hae to be brought into coverage as
a separate group and not as part of a group which
includes persons other than firemen. No com
parable provision in House bill.
VALIDATION OF EARNINGS OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

'93

(52)

Committee amendment-Provides that when
a State makes a social security coverage agree
ment it may validate coverage of earnings of
State and local employees which had been er
ro-neously reported if no refund has been made of
the taxes on the earnings reported. No compar
able provision in House bill.

BiR
page

Amendment
No.

Description
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE

94

(53)

Committee amendment-Provides social se
curity coverage as self-employed individuals to
State and local government, employees who are
compensated solely on a fee basis (e.g., constables
and. ustices. of the peace). People in fee-basis
positions in 1968 coul'd elect not to be covered,
and States could 'modify their coverage agree
ments to exclude from coverage fee-basis em
ployees who are now covered. No comparable
provision

in the House bill.

FAMILY EMPLOYMENT

97

(54)

Committee amendment-Provides for extend
ing social security coverage with respect to em
ployment performed in the private home of the
employer by a parent in the employ of his son or
daughter where there is a bona fide employment
relationship and where the son or daughter
(a) is a widow or widower,
(b) is divorced, or
(c) has a disabled spouse,
and has a child who is under age 18 or who is dis
abled. No comparable provision in the House bill.
MASSACHUSETTS

99

(55)

TURNPIKE AUTHORITY

Committee amendment-Provides that the
State of Massachusetts may modify its social
security coverage agreement so as to terminate
the coverage now provided for employees of the
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. If coverage
is terminated, it may not be reinstated at a later
date. No comparable provision in the House bill.
PHYSICIANS PAYMENT-MEDICARE

100

(56-59)

Committee amendment-Modifies the, pro
vision in the House bill which provides for
physician payment under the medical insurance
program. Under present law, payment may be
made only to the physioian upon assignment or
to the patient upon presentation of a receipted
bill. House bill provided for retention of present
law provisions and added new alternatives for
payment to the physician or patient on the basis
of an unpaid bill. Under Senate amendment
only two methods of payment would be provided:
payment either directly to the patient on the
basis of an itemized bill (which could be either
receipted or unpaid) or directly to the physician
as under the present assignment method.

Bill
page

101

Amendment
No.

(60)

Description

Effective date-Claims pending on basis of

nonreceipted bill as of date of enactment may be
paid, instead of being returned to beneficiary (as
under House bill).
PODIATRISTS

103

(61)

Committee floor amiendmient-Would limit the
purposes for which a podiatrist is considered a
physician only for definition of covered physicians'
services.
PROSTHETIC LENSES

105

(62)

Committee amendment-Modifies House bill
which prevented payment for the costs of pro
cedures to determine

refractive state of eyes so

as to permit payment for services or procedures
involved in fitting prosthetic lenses.
OUTPATIENT

107
107
108
108
108
108
108
109
110

(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)
(70)
(71)

HOSPITAL SERVICES IN PART B

Technical-Relettering.
Conforming with amendment No. 88.
Technical-tRenumbering.
Conforming with amendment No. 88.
Technical-Editorial.
Conforming with amendment No. 88.
Technical-Editorial.
Conforming with amendment No. 88.
Effective date advanced to April 1, 1968 to
reflect passage of time; except that date of ter
mination of requirement of initial physician's
certification for hospital care is date of enact
ment rather than December 31, 1967 as under
House bill.
BILLING FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES

ill
Il1
112

(72)
(73-74)
(75)

Technical.
Conforming with amendment No. 90.
Effective date advanced to April 1968 to coin
cide with effective date of new part B premium.
RADIOLOGICAL AND

PATHOLOGICAL CHARGES

FOR INPATIENTS

113

(76)

Effective date advanced to April 1968 to coin
cide with effective date of new part B premium.
PHYSICAL

114

(77)

THERAPISTS

Committee amendment-Expands the pro
visions of the House bill which added coverage of
physical therapy when provided in a patient's

8
Bill
page

114

Amendment
No.

(77)

Description

home under the supervisioii of a hospital. Under
present law, such services may be provided by or
through home health agencies. The amendment
would also cover outpatient physical therapy
services furnished by physical therapists em
plovyed by or under an agreement with and
under the supervision of other providers of serv
ices, ap roved clinics, rehabilitation centers, or
localpuic health agencies. Under the committee
amendment the patient would not have to be
homebound for the physical therapy services to be
covered.
BLOOD

121-122

(78-79)

Committee amendment-Modifies the pro
vision in the H-ouse bill which requires that the
patient replace 2 pints of blood for the first pint
of blood received for purposes of the 3-pint de
ductible. (In effect, 4 pints would have to be
replaced for the 3 pints used.) Under the Senate
bill, replacement would be on a pint-for-pint basis,
as under present law.
ADDITIONAL

123, 126

(80-83)

Committee amendment-Modifies the provi
sion of the House bill which would extend the
number of inpatient hospital days covered during
a "spell of illness" from 90 to 120 days, with a $20
coinsurance requirement from the 91st day
through the 120th day. Instead, there would be
provided a lifetime reserve of 60 additional days
of hospital care after the 90 days covered in a
"spell of illness" have been exhausted. Coinsur
ance of $10 for each day would be applicable to
such added days of coverage. Under both bills,
the additional days would be available after
December 31, 1967.
ALTERNATIVE

130

(84)

HOSPITAL DAYS

METHOD OF REIMBURSEMENT

Floor amendment by, Senator Miller-Provides
that the average per diem method of calculating
reimbusemen may be used, effective July 1,
1968
at ption of provider of services, under
medicare. Secretary shall take into account the
per diem cost prevailing in the community for
comparable quality and level of service. No com
parable provision in House bill.

9
Bill
page

Amendment
No.

Description
PARTNERSHIP FOR HEALTH-DEPRECIATION
ALLOWANCES

131

(85)

Committee amendment-Provides that reim
bursement under medicare or medicaid for depre
ciation or interest on debt would not be available
for certain capital expenditures of hospitals or
other health facilities where such expenditures
have been specifically disapproved by a State's
partnership for health agency (Public Law 89
749), effective with respect to expenditures made
after June 30, 1970 (or earlier at the request of a
State). The amendment does not compel any
State to specifically disapprove capital expendi
tures-assumption of that function is at the
option of the State. No comparable provision in
House bill.
MEDICARE FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

138

(86)

Committee amendment-Adds a provision per
mitting States to contract wvith the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare for hospital in
surance coverage for State and local govern
mental employees, retired or active (and their
dependents and survivors), age 65 or over who
do not otherwise qualify for medicare. States
would reimburse the medicare program for the
costs of benefits paid and administrative expenses
incurred with respect to such coverage. No com
parable provision in House bill.
NONPARTICIPATING

144

(87)

HOSPITALS

Committee amendment-Adds a provision
permitting payment for services received in cer
tain nonparticipating hospitals. At present, pay
mnents may be made to participating hospitals, and
in an emergency case, to a nonparticipating hos
pia which meets certain standards, but only if
s~uc~h nonparticipating hospital agrees to accept
reasonable cost reimbursement as full payment.
The Senate bill permits direct reimbursement to
be made to an individual who was furnished
hospital services in a nonparticipating hospital
during- the 18-month period ending December 31,
1967. This coverage would not apply to nonemergency admissions occurring aftet 1967.
Payment would be limited to 60 percent of the
room and board charges and 80 percent of the
hospital ancillary charges for up to 20 days in
each spell of illness (subject to the $40 deductible
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(87)

Description

and other statutory payment limitations in
present law) if the hospital did not formally parti
cipate in medicare prior to January 1, 1969. If it
did participate in medicare prior to that date and
if it applied its utilization review plan to the serv
ices for which medicare benefits are being claimed
'(and which were provided before its regular par
ticipation started) up to the full 90 days of
coverage could be reimbursable in behalf of or to
the beneficiary. No comparable provision in
Ilouse bill.
PAYMENThS FOR EMERGENCY

148

(88)

(89)

SERVICES

Committee amendment-Provides for benefits
on a basis essentially comparable to those de
scribed in the transitional benefit authorized
under amendment 87. This would apply to emer
gency admissions occurring on or after January 1,
1968, as an alternative to the coverage of emer
gency care provided under present law. Hospi
tals could apply for payment on a reasonable
cost basis, as under present law, or if the hos
pital did not apply, the patient could obtain
payment directly, under the new provisions, on
the basis of 60 percent of room and board and
charges and 80 percent of ancillary services
charges.
With respect to both this and the preceding
amendment, a new definition would be used for
hospitals eligible under the transitional and
emergency care provisions. A qualifying hospital
must have a full-time nursing service, be licensed
as a hospital, and be primarily engaged in
providing medical care under the supervision of a
doctor of medicine or osteopathy. This definition
is retroactive to July 1, 1966, so that some
hospitals which today wvould be ineligible to
receive pa* ent for emergency services may
receive such payments on behalf of beneficiaries
back to the beginning of the program, provided
they apply for such payments. If such payments
are not applied for, the patient would be paid
directly under the new payment provisions. No
comparable provision in House bill.
MEDICARE IN CANADA,

151

HOSPITAL

AND

MEXICO

Committee amendment-Adds a provision
which would permit direct payment of hospital
insurance benefits to a iresident of the United
States for up to 20 days of inpatient hospital
services furnished with respect to admissions

Bill
page
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Amendment
No.

(89)

Description

occurring after March 31, 1968, in a country con
tiguous to the United States by a hospital which is
not more than 50 miles from the border of the
continental United States. In the case of nonemergency care, the hospital would have to be the
one nearest to the patient's residence suitable to
treat his illness. The amendment also provides
that payment may be made for emergency in
patient hospital services furnished outside the
United States in a hospital within 50 miles of the
border if the hospital was the closest one suitable
for treatment and the emergency occurred no
more than 50 miles outside the United States
(present law provides emergency coverage outside
the United States only if the emergency occurs in
the United States). Benefits would be payable for
the services covered under this provision only on
the basis of an application for reimbursement filed
by the medicare beneficiary and only if the hos
pital met standards which are essentially com
parable to those required of hospitals participating
under the program in the United States. No
comparable provision in House bill.
CERTAIN INPATIENT ANCILLARY SERVICES

154

(90)

Committee amendment-Adds a provision
which would permit payment under the supple
mentary medical insurance program for presently
noncovered ancillary hospia and extended care
facility services, principallylX-ray and laboratory
services, furnished after March 31, 1968, to a
patient who has exhausted his eligibility for such
services under part A of the program. Payment
would be made for these services under the usual
part B provisions applying to the $50 deductible
and 20-percent coinsurance. No comparable pro
vision in House bill.
GENERAL ENROLLMENT PERIOD

155

(91)

Committee amendment-Adds a provision ef
fective January 1, 1969, under which the general
enrollment periods of the supplementary medical
insurance program would be placed on an annual
basis, rather than biennial. The enrollment period
would run from January 1 through March 31,
rather than October 1 through December 31, as
under present law. The Secretary would deter
mine and promulgate during December of each
year the premium rate which would be applicable
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for a 12-month period to begin the following
July 1. When the Secretary promulgates the rate
for part B, he wvould also be required to issue a
public stat;ement setting forth the actuarial as
sumptions and bases upon which he arrived at
the rate.
Additionally, persons wishing to cancel part B
coverage could do so at any time, but such termi
nation would not take effect until the close of the
calendar quarter following the quarter in which
the notice of withdrawal was filed.
Presently, termination may be made only dur
ing a general enrollment period (every 2 years).
The amendment would also substitute a flat one
time late enrollment penalty of up to 3 months'
premium in lieu of the 10- or 20-percent addi
tional monthly premium charge required under
present law. This provision becomes effective
within the present open enrollment period
ending March 31, 1968. No comparable provision
in House bill.
TB HOSPITALS

159

(92)

Committee amendment-Effective January
1968, eliminates provision in present law under
which days in a tuberculosis institution immedi
ately before initial entitlement to hospital insur
ance are counted against the days of coverage
for which an individual would otherwise be eligi
ble. The amendment would make an individual's
entitlement to hospital insurance benefits the
same if he received hospital services in a tuber
culosis hospital as it would be if he received such
services in a general hospital. No comparable
provision in House bill.
OPTOMETRISTS

160

(93)

Committee amendment-Includes within the
definition of physician a licensed doctor of
optometry but only with respect to functions he
is authorized to perform by the State in which he
practices. No payment would be made for services
involving the diagnosis or detection of eye
diseases unless the optometrist is legally author
ized to treat the disease, or for diagnostic services
where the optometrist provides no treatment.
Effective, under part B of medicare with respect
to services provided after March 31, 1968. No
comparable provision in House bill.
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CHIROPRACTORS
Committee amendment-Includes within the
definition of physician a licensed chiropractor
but only with respect to functions he is authorized
to perform by the State in which he practices.
Effective under part B of medicare with respect
to services provided after March 31, 1968. No
comparable provision in House bill.
PSYCHOLOGISTS

162

(95)

Floor amendment by Senator Harris-Includes
within the definition of physician a licensed or
certified psychologist but only with respect to
functions he is authorized to perform by the State
in which he practices. Effective, under part B of
mnedicare, with respect to services provided after
March 31, 1968. No comparable provision in
House bill.
ELIGIBILITY OF ADOPTED

163

(96)

CHILD

Committee amendment-Makes the more lib
eral eligibility proiin for adopted children
contained in the Ho0uise ~bill effective March 1968
(instead of second month after enactment), con
forming with amendment No. 3.
CHILD'S DEPENDENCY ON MOTHER

164

(97)

Committee amendment-Makes the House
provision conforming dependency requirement of
female worker to those now provided for male
workers effective March 1968 (instead of second
month after enactment), conforming with amend
ment No. 3.
RECOVERY OF OVERPAYMENTS

165

(98)

Committee amendment-Authorizes the Secre

tary of HEW to recover overpaid benefits by
requiring the overpaid beneficiary or his estate
to refund the overpayment or by withholding
future benefits payable to him, his estate or to
any other person entitled to benefits on the
same earnings record. Under present law, over
payments may be recovered from the overpaid
person while he is getting benefits; recovery
may not be made from any other person getting
benlefits on the same account; there is no specific
provision for recovering an overpayment while
the beneficiary is alive if he is not getting benefits.
No comparable provision in House bill.
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ERRONEOUS DEATH

166

(99)

REPORTS

Committee amendment-Provides that all
benefits paid on the basis of official reports of
death issued by the Department of Defense will
be considered lawful payments even though it is
later determined that the person who was
reported dead is still alive. No comparable
provision in House bill.
UNDERPAYMENTS

167-178 (100-101)

Committee amendment-Substitutes a uniform
order of distribution of unpaid amounts in place
of dual order of distribution in House bill,
as follows:
House bill

____
___
______
___ ___
______
___

___

___

___

___

___

___Senate

Cash benefits

Medicare (Pt. B)

(1) To his surviving spouse if
she was entitled to benefits on
the seane earnings record as the
deceased beneficiary.
(2) To his child or children (in
equalpprs)if they were entitled
tobnfts on the same earnings
record as the decreased beneficiary.
(3) To his Parent or parents if
they ware entitled to benefits on
the same earnings record as the
beneficiary.
(4) To the legal representative
of the decreased beneficiary's
estate.
(5) Tohis surviving spouse not
entitled to benefits on the same
earnings record.
(6) To his child or children (mn
equal parts) not entitled to
benefits on the seine earnings
record. If none of the persons
mentioned in the bill exist, no
payment would be made,

In cases where a beneficiary who
has received services for which
payment is due himi dies, and the
bill for such services has been paid
(but reimbursement under the
medical insurance program has
not been made) payment of the
medical insurance benefits to the
person who paid the bill would be
authorized. If payment could not
be made to the person who paid
the bill, payment would be made
to the legal representative of the
decreased beneficiary's estate, if
any. If there isno legal representstive, payment would be made to
relatives ofthe deceased individual
in the following order of priority:
(1) The surviving spouse living
with the deceased beneficiary at
the time of his death,
(2) A surviving spouse entitled
to a monthly social security
benefit based on the earnings of
the deceased beneficiary.
(3) The child or children of the
deceased beneficiary (in equal
parts).
If none of the persons mentioned
in the bill exist, no payment would
be made.

bill

1. Spouse living with individual
at time of his death or to spouse not
living with individual but entitled
to benefits on same earnings record.
2. Child entitled to benefits on
same earnings record.
3. Parent entitled to benefits on
same earnings record.
4. Spouse who was neither en
titled to benefits on same earnings
record nor living with individual.
5. Child not entitled to benefits
on same earnings record.
6. Parent not entitled to benefits
on same earnings record.
7. Legal representative of indi
vidual's estate, if any.
8. Person related to individual by
blood, marriage
or adoption
determined by §ecretary to be
proper person to receive the payment due.

The Senate amendment would provide that
before applying the order of priority described
above amounts due under supplementary medical
insurance (pt. B) of medicare after the benefi
ciary's death be paid first to the person who paid

for the services or to the person who provided the

services. (If the person who paid for the services
is the decedent, the payment would be made
to the legal representative of his estate, if there

is one.)
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SIMPLIFICATION OF COMPUTATION

178
182

(102)
(103)

Technical-Renumbering.
Conforming amendment-Makes simplifica
tion rules for survivors coming on rolls after en
actment effective for March 1968, conforming
with amendment No. 3.
DEFINITION OF WIDOW,

184
186

(104)
(105)

Technical-Renumbering.
Conforming amendment-Makes more liberal
definition of widows, etc., in House and Senate
bills effective for March 1968, conforming with
amendment No. 3.
HUSBANDS

187
188

(106)
(107)

ETC.

WIDOWERS

AND

Technical-Renumbering.
Conforming amendment-Makes more liberal
eligibility rules for husbands and widowers in
House and Senate bill effective for March 1968,
conforming with amendment No. 3.
DEFINITION OF DISABILITY

188
(108)
189-192 (109-114)

Technical-Renumbering.
Floor amendment by Senator Metcalf-Deletes
the provision of the House bill providing (a) new
guidelines emphasizing the importance of the
medical factors in determining disability and
(b) a special definition of disability for widows and
widowers.
WORKMEN'S

193
194

(115)
(116)

COMPENSATION

Technical-Renumbering.
Conforming amendment-Makes more liberal
disability workmen's compensation offset in
House and Senate bill effective March 1968, con
forming with amendment No. 3.
MISCELLANEOUS

194-195 (117-118)

Technical-Renumbering.
INTERNATIONAL

197

(119)

TREATIES

Committee amendment-Provides that the
present 5-year residence requirements that un
insured people must meet in order to qualify for
(a) hospital insurance, or (b) for special age 72
payments, or (c) the supplementary medical in
surance, would not apply where they would be
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contrary to treaty obligations of the United
States under treaties in effect on the date of en
actment. No comparable provision in House bill.
ALIENS

198
(120)
200 (121-123)

Technical-Renumbering.
Committee amendment-Makes provision of
House bill relating to limitation on payments to
aliens outside the United States effective January
1969. Under House bill the provision relating
to the change in the 40 quarters of coverage and
10-year resident requirement would have been
effective 6 months after enactment, the provision
relating to future benefits to people in Communist
countrie's would have been effective for benefits
payable after enactment, and the provision relat
ing to past benefits due people in Communist
countries would have applied to benefits for
months before enactment.
ILLEGITIMATE CRILDREN

201

(124)

Committee amendment-Provides that the
benefits payable to a person on the effective date
of the 1965 amendments which were reduced
because an illegitimate child became entitled to
benefits under te1965 amendments will not be re
duced in the future. For people who became en
titled after the effective date of the 1965 amend
ments or become entitled in the future the
provisions Of p resent law will apply. House
bill provided that benefits payable to illegiti
mate children who became entitled to benefits
under the 1965 amendments could not exceed the
difference between the total amounts payable to
other persons and the family maximum amount.
Benefits payable under Senate amendments will
be payable March, 1965 instead of second
month after date of enactment as in House bill.
ADVISORY

203
206

(125)
(126)

COUNCILS

Technical-renumbering.
Committee amendment-Modifies the Housepassed provision relating to the time at which
Advisory Councils would be appointed and would
issue reports to provide that the Advisory Coun
cils be appointed in 1969 and every 4 years
thereafter. The appointments could be made at
any time after January 31 (rather than in
February as in the House bill). As in present law,
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the Senate amendment provides that each
Council would report to the Secretary not later
than the first day of the second year following the
year in which it is appointed., Interim reports
axe also authorized. Under House bill, Council
must report in year it is appointed.
MISCELLANEOUS

207-208 (127-128)

Technical-Renumbering.
DISCLOSURE

209 (129-131)

TO COURTS

Committee amendment-Modifies provision in
House bill relating to disclosure of address of
deserting father to make information available to
both courts in interstate support actions.
REPORTS TO CONGRESS

210

(132)

Technical-Renumbering.
GENERAL SAVINGS

211-212 (133-140)

PROVISIONS

Committee amendment-Broadens saving
clause in House bill to include Senate amends
ments. Under the provision, people on the
benefit rolls will not have their benefits reduced
because of the family maximum when new _people
are added to the rolls under the new benefit
provisions.
EXPEDITED PAYMENTS

213

(141)

Committee amendment-Provides for the es
tablishment of procedures to expedite the pay
ment of cash benefits other than benefits based
on disability. The provision would not apply
where benefit checks have been cashed. No
comparable provision in House bill.
DRUG STUDY

215

(142)

Committee amendment-Requires the Secre
tary to study and report to the Congress, prior
to January 1, 1969, the savings which might
accrue to the Government and the effects on the

health professions and on all elements of the drug
industry which might result from enactment of
two proposals relating to drugs: (1) a proposal
to cover prescription drugs under medcare
[S. 17, 90th Cong.), and (2) a proposal to estab
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lish, through a formulary committee, quality and
coslt control standards for drugs provided under
the various Federal-State assistance programs
and, the hospital insurance part (pt. A) of the
medicare 'program [S. 2299, 90th Cong.]. No
comparable provision in House bill.
BLIND PERSONS

217

(143)

Committee amendment-Changes the defini
tion of disability for the blind so that a person
who is "industrially blind" (i.e., visual acuity of
20/200 or less) can be entitled to disability in
surance benefits if he has at least 6 quarters of
coverage. A person who qualifies would be paid
benefits regardless of wh ether he engages in
substantial gainful work. No comparable pro
vision in House bill.
DISABLED CHILD

219

(144)

Committee amendment-Provides child's in
surance benefits for an otherwise qualified dis
abled child if his disability began after age 18
but before age 22. Under present law, a person
must have become disabled before age 18 to
qualify for childhood disability benefits as the
son or daughter of an insured disabled, retired, or
deceased worker. No comparable provision in
House bill.
ATTORNEY'S FEES

222

(145)

Floor amendment by Senator Ervin-Authorizes
the Secretary of HEW to fix a reasonable fee for
the services in administrative proceedings pro
vided an applicant for social security benefits by
an attorney and to pay such attorney's fee out of
past-due benefits. The fee could not exceed the
smaller of (a) 25 percent of the past-due benefits,
(b) the fee fixed by the Secretary, or (c) the
amount agreed to by the applicant and the
attorney. No comparable provision in House bill.
TITLE II-PUBLIC WELFARE AMENDMENTS
FAMILY SERVICES

223-224

(146)

PLAN

Committee amendment (line 4 on p. 224
through comma on line 16)-Requires that States
provide a program of family services and child
welfare services to AFDC family. Under existing
]law program. has to be supplied to children only.
Floor amendment by Senator Kennedy (N.Y.),
page 224 (lines 16 through 19)-Provides that
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(147)

225-226 (148-149)

226 (150-152)
226-227 (153-155)

227

(156)

224-231

(157)

23 1-232 (158-165)
232
(166)
234
(167)

235 (168-169)

Description

such a program is to assist AFDC recipients (1)
attain or retain capability for self-support and
care and (2) maintain and strengthen family life
and child development.
Committee amendment-Changes words "ile
gitimate births" to "births out of wedlock".
New subparagraph (B) added by the Senate
amendment conforms to the work incentive pro
gram established by amendment 198, which
provides that the evaluation of employment
potential of participants will be carried out by
the Labor Department rather than the welfare
agency, as the House bill would require. Child
care and family planning services would be pro
vided by the welfare agency under both bills.
New subparagraph (C) added by the Senate
amendments provides a statutory rule that family
planning services must be voluntary with the
individual. The House committee report indicated
a similar intent.
Technical-Relettering.
Conforming with amendment No. 146.
Committee amendment-Modifies House pro
vision so that local agencies administering State
plan need not have a single organizational unit to
administer child welfare and family services.
Committee amendment-Changes words "il
legitimate child" to "a child born out of wedlock".
Committee amendment-Makes 75 percent
matching applicable to child and family services
provided under family development plan de
scribed by amendment 146.
Technical-Relettering.
Technical-Drafting simplification.
Committee amendment-Plan of services for
AFDC families must be in effect by July 1, 1968
(or earlier if State plan so provides). House bill
requires compliance by July 1, 1969.
Committee amendment also exempts from
single State organizational unit requirement any
State which on the enactment date has an agency
administering child welfare services which is
different from the single State agency under the
(AFDC) program. The States affected by this
amendment are Kentucky and Illinois.
Technical-Conforms to amendment 157 and
makes 85 percent matching available for child
care and family planning services from date of
enactment (rather than from Oct. 1, 1967, as
under House bill) to July 1, 1969. Also makes
available 85 percent matching to services under
family development plan.
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EARNINGS

235 (170-172)

236

(173)

236

(174)

237 (175--176)

238 (177-178)

239
239

(179)
(180)

239

(181)

240

(182)

EXEMPTION

Committee amendment-Broadens title of sec
tion to reflect extension of increased earnings ex
emption to OAA and APTD recipients under
amendments 181, 182, and 183.
Committee amendment-Provides that 100
percent earnings exemption would be available
to any child whether above or below age 16 only
if he was attending school full time. House bill
provided complete exemption for children under
16 regardless of school attendance.
Floor amendment by Senator Brooke-Also
provides complete earnings exemption for a part-.
time student who is not a full-time employee.
Committee amendment-Enlarges the earnings
exemption provision to $50 a month plus one-hal
of family earnings over $50. The House bill po
vided an exemption of $30 plus one-third of
family earnings above $30.
Floor amendment by Senator Kennedy of New
York-Extends $50 earnings exemp3tion to sup
port contributions received by AFD1C family from
a parent who is under a court order for support
payments. Such contributions would be com
tined with the earned income of the family in
determining the exempt amount. No comparable
provision in House bill.
Technical-Renumbering.
Technical-Date changed from September 30,
1967, to December 31, 1967, to reflect passage of
time. States would not be out of compliance with
Federal requirement if they chose to apply the
more generous AFDC earnings exemption be
tween December 31, 1967, and July 1, 1969.
Committee amendment-Extends $50 and 50
percent earned income exemption to old-age
assistance program. Would be optional until
July 1, 1969, but mandatory thereafter. Existing
law provides an optional exclusion of the first
$20 a month plus one-half of the remainder.
States would not be out of compliance with
Federal requirement if they chose to apply the
more generous OAA earnings exemption between
December 31, 1967, and July 1, 1969. No
comparable provision in House bil.
Committee amendment-Extends $50 and 50
percent earned income exemption to aid to the
permanenatly and totaly disabled program. Would
be optional until July 1, 1969, but mandatory
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thereafter. Existing law provides an optional
exclusion of the first $20 a month plus one-half
of the remainder. States would not be out of
compliance with Federal requirement if they
chose to apply the more generous AiPTD earnings
exemption between December 31, 1967, and July
1, 1969. No comparable provision in House bill.
(183)
Conmmittee amendment-Extends $50 and 50
percent earned income exemption to the combined
OAA and APTD program under title XVI.
Would be optional until July 1, 1969, but man
datory thereafter. Existing law provides an an
optional exclusion of the first $20 a month plus
one-half of the remainder. States would not be
out of compliance with Federal requirement if
tbe-y chose to apply the more generous OAA and
APTD) earnings exemption between December
31, 1967, and July 1, 1969. No comparable
provision in House bill.
(184)
Committee amendment-Makes Social Secu
rity Act the only act for determining earnings
exemption of all welfare recipients. Overrules
other provisions of law allowing public assistance
earnings exemption (Economic Opportunity Act
and Elfementary and Secondary Eduaion Act).
The House provision made the earnings exemp
tion in the Social Security Act paramount only
with respect to AFDC program.
'UNEMPLOYED FATHERS

244 (185-186)

Committee amendment-Deletes House re
quirement that father must have six calendar
quarters of work out of 13-quarter period ending
in the year before application for assistance, or
have received unemployment compensation to be
eligible for aid under the AFDC-UF program;
also provides for prompt referral of unemployed
fathers to the work incentive program estab
lished under amendment 198. House bill pro
vided work and training for these fathers under
a UTF program by welfare agencies.
245 (187-188)
Technical-Relettering.
246
(189)
Committee amendment-Requires employ
ment registration of unemployed father as a con
dition to continuation of AFDC-UF aid. Similar
provision in House bill deleted by amendment
190.
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246-247 (190-191)

Committee amendmnent-Conforming to work
incentive program established under amendment
198. Also deletes House provision denying any
aid to unemployed worker's family for so long as
he is receiving unemployment compensation and
provides a rule, same as present law, under which
a State, at its option, may deny payments for
any month or for any part of a month in which
the father received unemployment compensation.
250 (192-196)
Technical-Date change to reflect passage of
time. Amendment also confo,.ms to work incen
tive program established under amendment 198.
251
(197)
Floor amendment by Senator Harris-Makes
unemployed fathers program mandatory on the
States beginning July 1, 1969.
WORK INCENTIVE

251

(198)

PROGRAM

Committee amendment-Establishes a new
work incentive program in place of the com
munity work and training program under the
House bill. Under Senate amendment the Labor
Department, rather than HEW, wvould ad
minister the work and training as ects of the
program. As under the House bill we are agencies
would decide which individuals were appropriate
for referral to the program and would have to
furnish child care and other services. Committee
amendment (p. 277, line 19) would define in more
detail than House bill those for whom referral is
not appropriate: (1) a sick person, (2) a person
remote from a project, (3) child attending school
full time, (4) a person needed to care for another
member of the household, (5) a mother actually
caring for a preschool child, and (6) a person with
respect to whom the State agency finds referral
would not be in his best interests and inconsistent
with objectives of the program.
Floor amendment by Senator Kennedy of New
York (p. 278, line 11-17)-Exempts a mother
from working during hours a child under 16 is not
in school. It also curtails the States' discretion
described in clause (6) above (p. 278, line 20), by
requiring teSctay
of H ealth, Education,
and Welfare to issue criteria for States to follow.
The Labor Department would assign recipients
to one of ~three "priorities" after developing an
employability plan for each suitable person re
ferred to him which shall describe the education,
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training, and work experience needed to enable
the person to become self supporting.
Un~der priority I, welfare recipients who are
qualified for regular employment or on-the-job
training would be so employed.
Under priority II, recipients found in need of
institutional training or work experience would
be given such training (possibl through MDTA)
or placed with a public age cyfr work experience.
Priority III would involve special work projects
arranged by the Secretary of Labor with public
agencies (including Indian tribes on a reservation)
or prvate nonprofit agencies organized for a
publirc purpose. The arrangements could involve
the payment of a subsidy to the employing agency
which would be used to help make up the wage
payment to the individuals participating in the
special work project. The subsidy would not ex
ceed the amount of welfare benefit otherwise
payable with respect to a participant's family
It might be less in which case a savings would
accrue to the Federal and State governments.
The wages received by participants in the spe
cial work projects would be made up of two parts:
a portion of the subsidy paid to the employer and
the compensation paid by the employer for serv
ices rendered to him. These wages would be
subject to both income and employment taxes.
The employment record of persons in priority
III would be reviewed periodically by the Secre
tary of Labor for the purpose of determining
whether these persons could be moved into other
Prosemployed under priority I would
qualify for the earnings exemption provided by
the bill. Persons being trained under priority II
would be entitled to receive a training allowance
of up to $20 per week, wvhile they are undergoing
training. Persons participating in special work
projects under priority III would be guaranteed
a return equal to the amount of their welfare
grant plus 20 percent of their wage. If their wage
failed to produce this full amount the Welfare
Department would send them a check for the
difference.
The Secretary of Labor (rather than the
Secretary of HEW as in the House bill) will
determine whether an individual refused to take
work or training without good cause.
Where there was no good cause for a refusal,
States would have to pay benefits on behalf of
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(198)

Description

the children in the form of protective or vendor
payments. (House bill wou~ld permit, but not
require, the States to continue payments to the
children in that form.) Amendment would also
allow the needs of the relative who so refused to
continue to be taken into account for a period of
60 days if during that period he accepts counseling
designed to persuade him to accept the work or
training. Payments for all members of the family
would continue on protective or vendor basis.
durinogthis period.
Flo amendment by Senator Kennedy of New
York-Would require that the payment on behalf
of the children in the case where the relative
refuses to accept work or training without good
cause be paid to the relative (unless usual pro
tective payment procedures were followed).
However, the committee provision on protective or
vendor payments would still apply to the relative
during the 60-day counseling peniod. The combi
nation of these provisions would mean that pay
ments on behalf of the children would be made to
the relative during that period but payments on
behalf of the relative would have to be made to
someone else. After the 60-day period under the
Kennedy amendment payments on behalf of the
children would continue to be made to the rela
tive but the relative's needs would no longer be
taken into account.
Floor amendment by Senator Byrd of West
Virginia (pp. 274-276)-Allows an assistance pro
gram financed out of Federal appropriations for
the District of Columbia (but not under AFDC
program) to participate in the work incentive
program.
AFDC FOSTER CARE

284
288

(199)
(200)

285

(201)

Technical-Renumbering.
Floor amendment by Senator Williams of New
Jersey-Reduces matching maximum for AFDC
child in foster care from an average of $100 a
month under House bill to $50 a month. Related
to amendment No. 293.
Technical-Date changes to reflect passage of
time.
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE

285

(202)

285-286 (203-206)

Committee amendment strikes "dependent"
out of section title.
Technical-Renumbering.
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286

(207)

Committee amendment-Increases from 30
day~s (House bill) to 60 days in any 12-month
period during which emergency assistance may

286-287

(208)

Ceoimmittee amendment-Provides that emer
gency assistance may not be used where need
for assistance came about because of a child's or
relative's refusal without good cause to accept
employment or training for employment.
Technical-Renumbering.
Committee amendment-Authorizes emergency
assistance to migrant workers with families in
the State or in such part or parts thereof as the
State shall designate.

287 (209-211)
287
(212)

PROTECTIVE AND

288

(213)

VENDOR PAYMENTS

Floor amendment by Senator Kennedy of New
York-Deletes House provision which would not
apply detailed procedural requirements for 'pro
tective payments in cases of refusal to work or
tramn without good cause.
Committee amentment-Deletes House amend
ment striking 5-percent limitation on protective
or vendor payments and inserts a 10-percent
limitation but does not count refusal cases.
Floor amendment by Senator Kennedy of New
York-Would include refusal cases in computing
10-percent limitation.
AFDC FREEZE

289

(214)

Committee amendment-Removes the House
bill limitation on Federal financial participation
in the AFDC program related to the proportion
of the child population that could be aided be
cause of the absence from the home of a parent.
HOME REPAIRS

290 (215--216)
290--291 (217-219)

291

(220)

Technical-Editorial and renumbering.
Committee amendment-Adds the AFDC pro
gram to the other public assistance programs for
which Federal matching in payments for home
repairs is authorized.
Technical-Date changes to reflect passage of
time.
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SUBPROFESSIONAL

292

(221)

STAFF

committee amendment-Requires the States
to train and use subprofessional staff, especially
welfare recipients and others of low income, for
programs under the Social Security Act. It also
directs the States to use volunteers for the provi
sion of services to recipients and to assist advisory
committees. No comparable provision in House
bill.
SIMPLICITY OF ADMINISTRATION

295

(222)

Committee amendment-Provides in all cash
assistance titles, effective July 1, 1969 (as now in
mnedicaid, title XIX), a State plan requirement
that eligibility for assistance will be determined
in a manner consistent with simplicity of admin
istration and the best interest of recipients. No
comparable provision in House bill.
RUNAWAY

297

(223)

Committee amendment-State agencies making
paymnts to families with dependent children
in which parents desert and fail to make support
payments, will have the assistance of the Depart
ment of Health, Education and Welfare, and
the Treasury Department in locating the parents.
If the runaway parents are locate~ outside the
States where their dependent children reside and
if they refuse to comply with the court orders
for their, support, the tax collector is to collect
by levy or distraint an amount equal 'to the
court-ordered support payments Federal share
of the welfare payments to their families,' or
whichever is lower. No comparable provision
in House bill.
PURCHASE

306

(224)

FATHERS

OF WELFARE SERVICES

Committee amendment-Adds to the House
bill provision (see page 232, line 7) for the
purchase of welfare services from private agencies
fo FDC recipients by permitting the purchase
of such services-i.e., homemaker or rehKabilita
tion services-in programs for the aged, blind,
and disabled. No comparable provision in House
bill.
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

306

(225)

PASS-ALONG

Committee amendment-Requires States, ef
fective July 1, 1968, to adjust standards of
need and maximum payment provisions_ to
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guarantee that recipients of old-age assistance,
aid to the blind and aid to the disabled will re
ceive, on the average, an increase in total income
equal to $7.50 a month. Provides that the
Federal Government will pay (during period
July 1, 1968 through June 30, 1970) the extra
cost for those States unable to finance the cost of
the increase from the savings achieved through
larger social security benefits.
Also requires States, by July 1, 1969, to adjust
AFDC standards and maximums to reflect
changes in cost of living and to make such adjust
ments at least annually thereafter. No comparable
provision in House bill.
Floor amendment by Senator Kuchel-Would
exempjt States with an automatic cost-of-living
provision in effect on June 30, 1966, from the
requirement of making increases above the
standards in effect on December 31, 1966.
TITLE XIX

310

(226)

LIMITATION

Committee amendment-Under the House bill,
States would be limited in setting maximum
income eligibility levels for Federal matching
purposes to the lower of (1) 133% percent of the
AFDC payments, or (2) 133% percent of the per
capita income in a State applied to a family of
four.
The Senate amendment would apply both of
the following provisions:
(1) Beginning July 1, 1968, the Federal
Government would not participate in match
ing any of the cost of medical assistance to
persons whose income exceeds 150 percent
of the old-age assistance standards in a
given State; and
(2) Beginning July 1, 1969, Federal par
ticipation will be at the rate of
(a) The Federal medical assistance
percentage (which varies according to
State per capita income from 50 percent
to 83 percent) with respect to all cash
assistance recipients and persons in
medical institutions who would be
eligible for cash assistance if not in
such institutions; and
(b) The square of the Federal medical
assistance percentage (which gives a
result which varies between 25 percent
and 69 percent) with respect to the
medically needy (subject to the limita
tion in (1) above).
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MAINTENANCE

316-319 (227-230)

OF STATE EFFORT

Committee amendment-Would advance the
expiration date for the maintenance of State
effort provision from July 1, 1969 to July 1, 1968,
and change the effective date from January 1,
1966, to July 1, 1966.
BUY-IN

321

(231)

321

(232)

Technical-Corrects technical defect in House
bill.
Technical-Renumbering.
REQUIRED

323

(233)

SERVICES-MEDICAID

Committee amendment-Under current law,
States must provide at least five basic services:
inpatient hospital services, out-patient hospital
services, other laboratory and X-ray services,
skilled nursing home services, and physician's
services. States may select a number of other
items from an additional list in the law. House
bill provided that a State, as an alternative to the
basic five items of services, might select any seven
of the first 14 services listed in the law. Senate
amendment would apply only to the medically
indigent and would allow States to select either
the first five, or at least seven out of 14, services
authorized under present law, except that if nurs
ighome or hospital care services are selected, a
State must also provide physician's services in
those institutions. The eff ect of Senate amend
ment is to continue to provide the five basic serv
ices to cash assistance recipients. Subsequent to
July 1, 1970, a State would be required to also
provide home health services for its assistance
recipients who are eligible for skilled nursing home
care.
REASONABLE

COST FOR NURSING

HOMES

Miller floor amendment-Provides that, effec
tive July 1, 1970, States must reimburse for skilled
nursing home care, intermediate care, and home
health services on basis of reasonable costs. No
comparable provision in House bill.
FREE CHOICE

328 (234-235)

Floor amendment by Senator Long of Louisi
ana-Specifies "community pharmacy" among
the providers of services for whom "freedom of
choice" is assured to recipients, relates to amend

ment No. 295.
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DIRECT BILLING-MEDICAID

331

(236)

Committee amendment-House bill permits
States to make payment directly to the recipient
for physicians' services with respect to those
medical assistance recipients who are not also
receiving cash assistance. Senate amendment
would broaden the provision to include dentists
as well as physicians and to apply also to those
recipients who are receiving cash assistance. The
Secretary would establish safeguards to assure
that charges by physicians to the recipients are
reasonable and to assure the quality of the services.
CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS

332

(237)

Committee amendment-Provides under medi
cal assistance (title XIX) and the child health
programs (title V), that no provision in such titles
would require an individual to undergo medical
screening, diagnosis, or treatment where con
tary to his religious belief, except in cases in
volving infection, contagious disease, or environ
mental health. No comparable provision in House
bill.
ESSENTIAL PERSONS

333

(238)

Committee amendment-Extends medical as
sistance to certain "essential persons." An "es
sential person" is defined as the spouse of an
aged, blind, or disabled recipient who is living
with him, who is essential or necessary to his
welfare, and whose needs are taken into account
in determining the amount of his cash payment.
No comparable provision in House bill.
GAO-HEW AUDIT AUTHORITY

334

(239)

Committee amendment-Makes clear that
auditors of the General Accounting Office and
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
are authorized, on a spot check basis or in cases
where there is good cause to believe fraud may
be present, to review records and examine the
premises of providers of services who receive
funds under medical assistance programs in
which there is Federal financial participation.
No comparable provision in House bill.
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SKILLED NURSING HOME STANDARDS

339

(240)

Committee amendment-Requires the States
to place public assistance recipients only in those
nursing homes which are licensed as meeting cer
tain conditions. The conditions include require
ments which relate to environment, sanitation,
and housekeeping now applicable to extended care
facilities under medicare, as well as the fire and
safety standards of the Life Safety Code of the
National Fire Protection Association (unless the
Secretary finds that a State's existing fire code
is adequate).
The committee amendment also requires the
States to have a professional medical audit pro
gram under which periodic medical evaluations
of the appropriateness of the kind and level of care
provide tle XIX patients in nursing homes and
in mental hospitals are made.
Effective July 1, 1970, States which provide
skilled nursing home care under mnedicaid will also
have to provide home health care services. No
comparable provision in House bill.
HOSPITAL DEDUCTIBLE-MEDICAID

345

(241)

Committee amendmnent-Costs of hospital care
received by the medically needy may be subject
to deductibles or other cost sharing if a State so
desires. No comparable provision in House bill.
LICENSING OF NURSING

346

(242)

HOME ADMINISTRATORS

Committee amendment-Requires States to
license administrators of nursing homes. Those
administrators currently operating homes who do
not initially meet the standards for licensure
established by a State would have until July 1,
1972, to qualify. States would be required to offer
programs of training to assist such administrators
to qualify. A nine-member advisory group, ap
pointed by the Secretary prior to July 1, 1968,
would study, develop, and advise the Secretary
and the States on matters relating to the quali
fications, training, and other areas related to a
proper program of licensure. (The advisory
group would terminate as of December 31, 1971.)
No comparable provision in House bill.
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MEDICAL SAFEGUARD

353

(243)

Floor amendment by Senator Ribicoff-Re
quires States to establish and employ procedures
designed to safeguard against unnecessary utiliza
tion of health services under medicaid. No com
parable provision in House bill.
SHELTER COSTS-MEDICAID

353

(244)

Floor amendment by Senator Kennedy of New
York-Permits States to vary income standards
to take into account variations between rural and
urban shelter costs. No comparable provision in
House bill.
CHILD WELFARE SERVICES

355 (245-246')

Committee amendment-House bill increased
child welfare authorizations from $55 million for
fiscal year 1969 to $100 million, and from $60
million for later years to $1 10 million. Committee
amendment would further increase these authori
zations to $125 million and $160 million re
spectively.
356 (247-248)
Committee amendment-Adds a State plan
and
requirement to the child welfare day-care pro
358
visions for development of arrangements for the
more effective involvement of parents. Also, the
day-care standards in the child welfare services
programs will be made applicable to day care
provided to AFDC children. No comparable pro
vision in House bill.
359
(249)
Committee amendment-Provides for use of
subprofessional staff people in child welfare pro
grams, conforming with amendment No. 221. No
comparable provision in House bill.
365 (250-251)
Committee
amendment-Modifies
House
amendment so that local agencies administering
State plan need not have a single organi.zation
unit to administer child wvelfare and AFDC
services, conforming with amendments 154 and
155.
366 (252-253)
Committee amendment-Would exempt from
single State organizational unit requirement any
State which on the enactment date has an agency
administering child welfare services which is
different from the single State agency administer
ing AFDC (Kentucky and Illinois), conforming
with amendment 167.
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DEMONSTRATION

372

(254)

373

(255)

375

(256)

PROJECTS

Committee amendment-Provides a specific
authorization for cooperative research and demon
stration grant programs for purposes .related to,
the Social Security programs. (This amendment
would not increase the funds available for these
research programs.) No comparable provision in
House bill.
Committee amendment-Provides for $10 mil
lion a year to encourage the States to develop
demonstrations in improved methods of providing
service to recipients or in improved methods of
administration. House-approved bill increased
this amount to $4 million annually. Two million
dollars annually is currently available.
Technical-Renumbering and relettering, con
forming to work incentive program. established
under amendment 198.
WELFARE ASSISTANCE

378

(257)

Committee amendment-Directs the Secretary
to study and report to the Congress, by July 1,
1969, the extent to which staff of welfare agencies
are serving the needs of assistance recipients in
securing the full benefits and protection of local,
State, and Federal laws relating to health, hous
ing, and related laws and the degree to which
assistance recipients are helped to take advantage
of the public welfare and other related programs
in the community. No comparable provision in
House bill.
INTERMEDIATE

379

(258)

STUDY

CARE FACILITIES

Committee amendment-Authorizes vendor
payments for persons who qualify for OAA, AB, or
APTD, who are living in facilities which provide
more than room and board but less service than
skilled nursing homes. Federal sharing for pay
ments for care in those institutions would be at the
same rate as for medical assistance under title
XIX. Such homes would have to meet standards
of safety and sanitation comparable to those
required for nursilig hokmes' in -a given -State. No
comparable provision in House bil.
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TITLE 11l-CHILD

HEALTH

APPROPRIATIONS

382-384 (259-263)

388

(264)

Committee amendment-The House-approved
bill combined existing authorizations for maternal
and child health for totals of $250,000,000 for
fiscal year 1969, $275,000,000 for fiscal year 1970,
$300,000,000 for fiscal year 1971, $325,000,000
for fiscal year 1972, and $350,000,000 for later
years. These figures would be increased by
$30,000,000 in 1970 and $60,000,000 for later
years, with an eventual 20 percent of all maternal
and child health funds earmarked for family
planning purposes.
Floor amendment by Senator Miller-Con
forming with amendment No. 233 with respect to
reasonable costs for nursing homes.
OPTOMETRISTS

390

(264a,
265-266)

Committee amendment-Assures persons re
ceiving services under child health programs
freedom to utilize the services of optometrists
when appropriate.

395

(267)

Floor amendment by Senator Tydings-Lan
guage added to clarify that the acceptance of
family planning services would be voluntary and
not a requisite for the receipt of assistance. Con
forms with similar provision in the AFDC pro
gram.

399

(268)

Committee amendment-Amends child health
training provisions so that "special attention"
rather than "priority" shall be given to undergrad
uate training.

VOLUNTARY

FAMILY

HEALTH PERSONNEL

PLANNING

TRAINING

CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS

401 (269-270)

Committee
amendment-Conforms
amendment No. 237.

403

Committee
amnendment-Conformns
amendment No. 221.

SUBPROFESSIONAL

(271)

with

STAFF

with

CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S PROGRAM

403

(272)

Committee amendment-Requires that the
Children's Bureau administer the crippled chil
dren's program. Under a recent HEW reorganiza
tion this program would be admninistered by the
rehabilitation administration. No comparable
provision in House bill.
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REPORT SUBMISSION

404

(273)

404

(274)

Floor amendment by Senator Ribicoff-Ex
tends for 1 year time for submitting report of
Joint Commission on Mental Health of Children.
Technical-Renumbering.
TITLE IV-GENERAL
REIMBURSEMENT

406-407 (275-281)

DATE

PROVISIONS

EXPERIMENTATION-HEALTH
PROGRAMS

Committee amendment-Modifies House pro-.
vision which authorizes the Secretary to experi
ment on a voluntary basis with various methods
of reimbursement to organizations and institu
tions participating under medicare, medicaid, and
the child health programs which would provide
incentives for limiting costs of the program while
maintaining quality care. Under the Senate bill,
the authorization would also cover similar ex
periments with. respect to . physicians' services.
FAMILY AND CHILD ALLOWANCE STUDY

412

(282)

Floor amendment by Senator Kennedy of
Massachusetts-Requires ~Secretary of Labor to
study and report to the President and the Congress
on various proposals for family and child allow
ances. No comparable provision 'in House bill.
TITLE V-MISCELLANEOUS
P ROV I SIO0N S

413

(283)

Technical-Identifies new title.
MEDICAL EXPENSE

413

(284)

DEDUCTION

Floor amendment by Senator SmathersRestores pre-1967 full deduction for medical
expenses for persons aged 65 and over. Committee
had provided the deduction but only if the
persons aged 65 and over elected to forgo their
rights to all medicare benefits. No comparable
provision in House bill.
HOSPITAL JOINT ENTERPRISES

415

(285)

Committee amendment-Extends tax-exempt
status to a joint enterprise organized and operated
on a cooperative basis by tax-exempt or govern
mentally owned hospitals to perform joint services
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solely for them. No comparable provision in
House bill.
AMISH

417

(286)

Committee amendment-Permits members of a
religious sect opposed to social insurance addi
tional time to file applications for exemption from
the self-employment tax. No comparable provi
sion in House bill.
FISHING BOATS AND TRUCKERS

419

(287)

Committee amendment-Fixes rules under
which a trucker or owner of a fishing vessel would
usually be treated as the employer of truckloaders
and unloaders and certain commercial fishermen
for employment tax purposes. No comparable
provision in House bill.
HOSPITAL INSURANCE

425

(288)

TAX

REFUNDS

Committee amendment-Entitles persons em
ployed under social security and railroad retire
ment programs who pay hospital insurance con
tributions under both programs on earnings in
excess of the taxable wage base to a refund of the
excess contributions. No comparable provision in
House bill.
BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD

427

(289)

Committee amendment-Authorizes the Treas
ury Department upon the request of two or
more tax-exempt organizations each of which are
provided with services by the employees of
one, to designate which organization is to be
considered thle employer for purposes of employ
ment taxes and pension plans. No comparable
provision in House bill.
REPATRIATED

428

(290)

AMERICANS

Committee amendment-Extends to July 1,
1969, provision of present law providing aid to
repatriated Americans. No comparable provision
in House bill.
VETERANS

428

(291)

Floor amendment by Senator Prouty-Provides
that for purposes of determining entitlement to a
benefit under veterans' law, any inres in social
security benefits as a result ofthe 1967 amend
ments will not be counted as income. No com
parable provision in House bill.
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INTEREST RATES-SAVINGS

429

(292)

BONDS

Floor amendment by Senator Williams of
Delaware-Removes ceiling on interest paid on
Series E Government savings .bonds. No com
parable provision in House bill.
POSTER CARE

430

(293)

Floor-amendmnent by Senator Williams of New
Jersey-Provides variable Federal matching for
foster care up to $50, for non-AFDC cases. No
comparable provision in House bill.
EMPLOYMENT TAX-RETIREMENT

442

(294)

Floor amendment by Senator Bennett-Ex
cludes from definition of wages subject to em
ployment taxes certain payments under plans
established by the employer and made to the
employee or his dependent upon retirement,
death, or disability. No comparable provision in
House bill.
DRUG QUALITY

444

(295)

PLANS

AND COSTS-WELFARE AND MEDI
CARE

Floor amendment by Senator Long of Louisi
ana-Provides, through use of a formulary
committee, for determining those drugs appro
priate for Federal payment or matching under the
public assistance and medicare programs. The
amendment includes provisions, establishing
mechanisms for assuring drug quality and deter
mining reasonable reimbursement.
Federal matching would be limited (effective
July 1, 1970) to the range of ~wholesale prices
charged for a representative and generally avail
able selection of different manufacturer's products
of a drug included in the formulary. The top of
such range would be the amount allowable
toward the cost of higher priced products of the
same drug.
The limitation would not apply with respect
to (1) hospitals using approved formulary sys
tems; (2) prescriptions hand written by a physi
cian for a particular drug product prescribed by
its generic name plus the name of the manufac
turer; (3) sole. source -drugs (included in the
formulary); and.(4) drug products which have
distinct demonstrated therapeutic advantages
over other standard products of the same drug.
No comparable provision in House bill.
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Estimated additional OASDI benefit payments in calendar years 1968, 1969, and
1972 under House bill
[In millions]
Item

1968

1969

1972

General benefit increase -----------------------------------Benefit increase for transitional insured------------------------Benefit increase for transitional noninsured---------------------Liberalized benefits with respect to women workers -----Special disability insured status under age 31-------------------Disabled widow's benefits at age 50----------------------------Eamnings test liberalization-----------------------------------

$2,117
5
39
64
53
45
140

$2,948
7
43
89
72
03
221

$3,328
5
25
100
77
72
244

Total--------------------------------------------

2,403

3,443

3,851

NOTE.-It is assumed that the general benefit increase and all other changes except the earnings test liber
alization are effective for March 1968 (with 1st payment in next month).

Estimated additionalOA SDI benefit payments in calendaryears 1968, 1969, and 1972
under Senate Finance Committee bill
[In millions]
Item

1968

General benefit increase I -----------------$3,057
Benefit increase for transitional insured'------------------------16
Benefit increase for transitional noninsured I------------140
Liberalized beisefits with respect to women workers I ----67
Special disability insured status under age 31 1-----------55
Disabled widow's benefits'I----------------------------------062
Earnings test liberalization----------------------------------140
Reduction of minimum eligibility2 age
from 62 to - - -2 -.................
- - - - - - - - - - - - 60
- -- -- -- -- - -- - --- -- -- -Special benefits for blind persons Child disability benefits for those disabled at ages 18 to 21 I_6
Total------------------------------------------------

3,543

1969

--

1972

$4,,245
20
156
92
74
90
450
555
168
8

$4,789
15
89
103
79
103
691
522
210
10

5,855

6,611

1Effective for March 1968 (1st payment in next month).

2 Effective for December 1968i(Ist payment in next month).

Estimated additional OASDI benefit payments in calendar years 1968, 1969, and
1972 under Senate bill
[In millions]
Item

1968

1969

General benefit increase'I----------------------------------$3,037
$4,245
Benefit increase for transitionsal insured I'--------------16
20
Benefit increase for transitional noninsured I------------140
156
Liberalized benefits with respect to women workers I ----67
92
Special disability insured status under age 31'------------------55
74
Disabled widow's benefits'I ---------------------------------93
135
Earnings test liberalization----------------------------------770
1,215
Reduction of minimum eligibility age from 62 to 603'------------ -------------555
Special benefits for blind persons '-.........
--......
182
Child disability benefits for those disabled at ages 18 to 21 '_ 6
8
Mother's and wife's benefits for children in high school 3 --29
42
Eliminiation of new definition of disability 4--.......
70
19291
Total------------------------------------------------

4,303

6,853

1972
$4,789
15
89
103
79
155
1,341
522
231
10
56
7,680

' Effective for March 1968 (1st paymient in i.ext month).
2Effective for December 1908 (Ist payment in next month).
3Effective for 2d month after month of enactment (1st payment in next month).
' The cost of the elimination of the new special definition of disability for widow's (and widower's) bene
fits is~included in the figure for disabled widow's benefits, above.
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Changes in actuarial balance of old-age, Survivors, and disability insurance system,
expressed in terms of estimated level cost as percentage of taxable payroll, by type
of change, moving from present law to ,Senate bill, based on 3.75 percent interest
[In percent]
Old-age and
survivors
insurance

Item

Actuarial balance of present system --------------------------

Disability
insurance

Total
system

+0.89

-0. 15

+0. 74

Increase in earnings base -----------------------------------+.21
Earnings test liberalization - - --------------------- ----------. 06
Disabled widow's benefits at age 60---------------------------. 03
Special disability insured status at age 31---------------------2)-02
Liberalized benefits with respect to women workers.--------------07
Benefit formula change -------------------------------------.89
Revised contribution schedule-------------------------------.0

+.02

-. 10
+. 25

+.23
-. 06
-. 03
-. 02
-. 07
-. 99
+. 24

+. 04

.00

+. 04

+27
-. 11
-. 03

+.02

+.29
-. 11
-. 03
-. 05

Actuarial balance under House bill---------------------Further increase in earnings base----------------------------Furtherliberalization of earnings test------------- ----------Liberalization of disabled widow's benefits -------------------Special benefits for blind persons ------------------ ---------Reduction of minimum eligibility age from 62 to 60-------------(I)(5)
Liberalization of benefit formula change------------- ---------Further revision of contribution schedule----------------------

(')

(2)
(1)

(')

(2)

-. 06

(5)

-. 33
+.I11

-. 02

-. 03

-. 05

Actuarial balance under Senate Finance Committee billFurther liberalization of earnings test------------------.
Liberalization of special benefits for blind persons -------------
Mother's and wife's benefits for children in high school
----Elimination of new definition of disability---------------------

(2)-.01
.

Actuarial balance under senate bill----------------------

. 00

17

(1)

01

1)

)

-. 35

+.I11
-. 10
-. 17
-. 01
-.

01

-. 03

-. 10

-. 13

-. 26

-. 16

-. 42

' Less than 0.005 percent.
2 Not applicable In this program.
HOSPITAL

INSURANCE

Level-cost analysis for hospital insurance trust fund under various versions of bill
[In percent of taxable payroll]
Level cost of Level equivabenefits I
lent of contributions

Bill

Present law, original estimate--------------------- ---------Present law, revised estimate--------------------------------House bill------- ----------------- ------------- ----------Senate Finance Committee bifll-----------------------------Senate bill------------------------ -------------------------

1.23
1.54
1.41
1.23
1.30

1.23
1.23
1.41
1.34
1.34

Actuarial
balance

0
-. 31
0
+. 11
+.04

I Including administrative expenses.

Changes in actuarial balance of hospital insurance system, expressed in terms of
estimated level cost as percent of taxable payroll, by type of change, intermediate-cost
estimate, present law and bill, based on 3.76 percent interest
[In percent]
Item

House
bill

Senate
Finance
Committee
bill

Actuarial balance of present system---------------------------

-0.31

-0.31

Increase in taxable earnings base ----------------------------Revised contribution schedule----- -------------------------Transfer of outpatient diagnostic benefits to SMI---------------Further hospital benefits beyond 90 days--------------------
Modified reimbursement bansis-------------------- ---------

+12
+18
+. 01

+.31
+.II
-. 01
2

Total effect of changes in bill----------------------------

+. 31

Actuarial balance under bill------------------ ----------

0

Less than 0.005 percent.
INot contained in this version of bill.
I

(2
(2

+. 01

Senate
bill
-0.31
+.31

+.II
+.01

-. 01
-. 07

+. 42

+.35

+.I11

+.04
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OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
HOSPITAL INSURANCE
BENEFIT OUTGO-CONTRIBU
TION INCOME
[In billions]
Basis

Con~tribution income

Calendar year 1968:
Present law -------------------------------------------House bill:.
If effective for all 12 months--------------------------If effective for last 9ssmunths only I-------------Senate Finance Consmittee bill-------- ------------------Senate bill---------------------------------------------Calendar year 1969:
Present law--------------------------------------------House bill---------------------------------------------Senate Finance Committee bill --------------------------Senate br ----------------------------------------------

Benefit
outgo

Excess of
contributions
over benefits

$29.6

$25.5

30.8
30.8
31.2
31. 2

28.7
27.9
29. 0
29.9

2.1
2.9
2. 2
1.3

33.7
34.9
36.3
36.3

26.9
30.3
32.7
34.0

6.8
4.6
3.6
2.3

$4.1

I So that benefit increase would be effective for March (as in the Senate Finance Committee bill and
Senate bill).

SUPPLEMENTARY
Item

MEDICAL INSURANCE

PROGRAM
Cost

Changes made by House bill:
Nonprofessional component of outpatient diagnostic services -------- $0. 12
Elimination of cost-sharing for inpatient pathology and radiology. 20
Total, House bill-------------------------------------------.32
Additional changes made by Senate Finance Committee bill:
Chiropractor services------------------------------------------.20
Extending coverage of physical therapy services benefits ------------- 05
Total, Senate Finance Committee bill--------------------------.57

The cost of covering the services of clinical psychologists (even
though without referral of a physician and not billed through a
physician)-as added by the Senate bill-is estimated at $0.01 per

month per capita or less (taking into account that the same special
cost-sharing and maximum-benefit provisions would be applicable as
relate to services of psychiatrists). The cost of covering certain limited
services furnished by podiatrists (as provided under all three versions

of the bill) and by optometrists (as provided under the Senate Finance
Committee and Senate versions) would similarly be very small.
The total cost of $0.57 per month per capita relative to the current
$6 monthly premium rate will probably be increased to about $0.71
when the likely increase in the standard premium rate for the period
after March 1968 is taken into account. This total cost of $0.71 per
month per capita is equivalent to an annual cost of $153 million with
respect to 18 million participants (half of which cost comes from the
general fund of the Treasury).

Senate

House

Senate

Fiscal year 1969
House

30

423

Subtotal, increases----------------------------'425

110

248

451.3

14.0
2.5 ------4.-----0
----A------2.

XIX------------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------

OAA, AlB, APTI)spouses under medicaid------- ------------ (5)
-----Medical review program for nursing homes------ ------------ ------------ -----------Unemployed parent amendments --------------- ------------ (5)
Modification of reasonable cost ----------------- ------------ ------------ ----

House

68

639.2

40.0

15------5
-----------5-----4 -----25--------------

30

$70
$210.0
70
100.0
40
30.0
195
135.0
110
33.0
40
35.0
11
14.2
8
2.0
60 --------

Senate

5,661

1,647
2,289
1,725

Fiscal year
1970

House

1,141. 7

999.1

10.0
16.0------7.5 -----4.0 -----230.0---------------

40.0

6,731

1,837
3,118
1,776

Fiscal year
1072

1,131.5

10.0
17.0
10.0
4.0
235.0

$320.0
125.0
55.0
364.0
190.0
70.0
17.5
8.0
70.0

Senate

Fiscal year 1972

6,181

1,741
2,690
1,710

Fiscal year
1071

$140.0
$470.0
100.0
125.0
10.0
35.0
247.0
225.0
110.0
40.0
70.0
35.0
14.2
17.5
8.0
2.0
6.0------------6&

Senate

Fiscal year 1971

5,168

1,551
1,913
1,700

Fiscal year
1969

Fiscal year 1970

Increases in the bill:
Day care -------------------------------------(4)
(5)
$75.0
$45.0
$165
Other social services----------------------------(4)
(5)
35.0
35.0
70
Earnings exemptions---------------------------(4)
(5)
10.0
35.0
25
Work training---------------------------------(4)
130
45.0
190.0
90
Foster care -----------------------------------(4)
(5)
10.0
70.0
20
Emergency assistance--------------------------(4)
(5)
10.0
20.0
20
Puerto Rico, et at---------------------------(4
5
7. 8
7.8
11
Demonstration project-----------------------(4
6
2.0
8.0
2
Mandatory AFDC-UP --------------------- --------- -------------- ------------ ------------ -----------Additional child health requirements in title

House

Fiscal year 1968

4,100

1,462
1,391
1,647

Fiscal year
1068

Subtotal, present law--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Public assistance:
AFDC costs if there is no change in present law I----------------------------------Title XIX costs if there is nochange in present law 2--------------------------------All other public assistance costs if there is no change in present law 3-----------------------

[In millions of dollars]

DETAIL OF PUBLIC WELFARE COSTS-COMPARISON OF HOUSE AND SENATE BILLS

-78
4,600

100

-10

-78

100

-266.2

50.0
5.0

56.0
46.0
65.0

'Assumes annual increase in the rolls of about 200,000, based on the experience of the
past several years; allows increase of $1 each year in the average monthly payment per
recipient. in line with recent experience.
2lnuludes all medical vendor payments; assumes 5-percent annual increase in unit
cost$ after 1958.
Assumes continued decline In number of old-age assistance and aid to the blind recipi
ents, and continued increase in aid to the permanently and totally disabled, based on
experience; allows increases for average payments.

Net public welfare cost or savings in bill -----

-321.2

-526.0

4,846.6

Subtotal, increases ------------------------------------Social work manpower-------------------------------------------

Child welfare:
Present law ------------------------------------55
55
Increase for cbild welfare services ---------------------Increase for child welfare research---------------- ------------ ------------

4,422

Net cost of savings due to public assistance
amendments --------------------------------

Total public assistance as amended by bill ---

-103

Subtotal, decreases ----------------------------

-200
-50

-20. 0

-75.0

-210.0

- -- ---- - -- -- -- - -- -- ----- -- -- -----115
-55.0
-214.0
-130.0
-702
-1,058.0
-998.0
-1,434.0

391.3

75.0
5. 0

55.0
70. 0
5.0

5,479.3

311.3

-140.0

-414

60
5

60
10
10

5,182

-479

-902

-86

110
5

60
100
le

5,460

-201

-884

-608.8

65.0
5.0

60.0
50.0
15.0

5,602.2

-678.8

-1,318.0

-102.3

116.0
5.0

6. 0
100. 0
15.0

5,958.7

-222.3

-1,364.0

-704. 5

66.0
5.0

60.0
50.0
15.0

5,956.5

-774.5

-1,774.0

-10.0 --------20------------20.
-29.0-------------1.--------.0---------2---2------------3.0--------------+2.----------------+----------- 5
------------ 4.0 ---------------

-45.0

- -- -- -- - ---- ----41.0
-10
-45.0
-692

4 196 east undistributed.
51968 cost of $20,000,000 related to these items undistributed.
' Committee estimates.
NT-Cssaebedo198pisexptsntdinhesumin.
NT.Cssaebsdo
98pie xeta
oe nteasmtos

Decreases in the bill:
A F CFim t---tn----- -- - --ta inl--- ---- - ------- - ---- -AFDC reductions for persons trained ---------------------- ------------ -----------Restrictions on title XIX --------------------- ------------ ------------ -336.0
Decrease in public assistance due to social security
benefit increase--------------------------------85
-50
-190.0
Federal participation in cost of care in "physical
care facilities"----------------------------- ------------ ------------ -------- --Collections from runaway parents ---------------- ------------ ------------ -----Drug amendments -------------------------------- ------------ ------------

-135.5

116.0
5. 0

60.0
100.0
15.0

6,475.5

-255.5

-1,791.0

-29.0
-3.0
-50.0

-75.0

-- -- 
-340.0
-1,294.0
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MEDICAL EXPENSE DEDUCTION
The Medical expense deduction would decrease income tax collec-.
tions by $210 million in each of the next 5 years.
VETERANS
Excluding the social security benefit increases from veterans'
incomes would increase veterans' benefit payments by $90 million
in 1968.

0
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SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1967

DECEMBER

11,

1967.-Ordered to be printed

Mr. MILLS, from the committee of conference,
submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
[To accompany H. R. 12080]

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (HI.R. 12080) to
amend the Social Security Act to provide an increase in benefits under
the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system, to provide
benefits for additional categories of individuals, to improve the public
assistance program and programs relating to the welfare and health
of children, and for other purposes, having met, after full and free
conference, have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their
respective Houses as follows:
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 43, 62, 84,
85, 86, 89, 93, 94, 95, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 119, 142, 144, 154, 155,
170, 171, 172, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 181, 182, 183, 185, 189, 192,
197, 200, 207, 216, 222, 239, 245, 246, 250, 251, 254, 255, 257, 259,
260, 261, 262, 264, 272, 284, 285, 287, 289, 291, 292, 293, and 295.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendments
of the Senate numbered 4, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60,
61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 75, 76, 78, 79, 81, 82, 83,
101, 102, 104, 106, 108, 115, 117, 118, 130, 131, 133, 147, 148, 149,
150, 151, 152, 153, 156, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 168,
169, 173, 174, 187, 188, 193, 194, 195, 196, 199, 201, 202, 203, 204,
205, 206, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 215, 217, 218, 219, 220, 227, 228,

229, 230, 232, 234, 235, 237, 238, 247, 248, 249, 252, 256, 264a, 265,

267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 274, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, and 283, and
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 1:
That the House, recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 1, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:

2
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
TABLE OF CONTENTS
TITLE I-OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, DISABILITY, AND HEALTH
INSURANCE
PART 1-BENEFITS UNDER THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY
INSURANCE PROGRAM
101. Increase in old-age, Survivors, and disability insurance benefits.
102. Increase in benefits for certain individuals age 72 and over.
103. Maximum amount of a wife's or husband's insurance benefit.
104. Benefits to disabled widows and widowers.
105. Insured status for younger disabled workers.
106. Benefits in case of members of the uniformed services.
107. Liberalizationof earnings test.
108. Increase of earnings counted for benefit and tax purposes.
109. Changes in tax schedules.
110. Allocation to disability insurance trustfund.
111. Extension of time for filing applicationfor disability freeze where failure
to make timely applicationis due to incompetency.
Sec. 112. Benefits for certain adopted children.

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

PART

2-COVERAGE

UNDER THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS,
INSURANCE PROGRAM

AND

DISABILITY

Sec. 115. Coverage of ministers.
Sec. 116. Coverage of State and local employees.
Sec. 117. Inclusion of Illinois among States permitted to divide their retirement
systems.
Sec. 118. Taxation of certain earnings of retired partner.
Sec. 119. Inclusion of Puerto Rico among States permitted to include firemen and
policemen; validation of certain past coverage in the State of Nebraska.
Sec. 120. Coverage of firemen's positions pursuant to a State agreement.
Sec. 121. Validation of coverage erroneously reported.
Sec. 122. Coverage of fee of State and local government employees as self-employment
inc~ome.
Sec. 123. Family employment in a private home.
Sec. 124. Termination of coverage of employees of the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority.
PART

3-HEALTH

INSURANCE

BENEFITS

Sec. 125. Method of payment to physicians under supplementary medical insurance
program.
sec. 126. Elimination of requirement of physician certification in case of certain
hospital servtces.
sec. 127. Inclusion of podiatrists' services under supplementary medical insurance
program.
Sec. 128. Exclusion of certain services.
Sec. 129. Transfer of all outpatient hospital services to supplementary medical in
surance program.
Sec. 130. Billing by hospitalfor services furnished to outpatients.
Sec. 131. Payment of reasonable charges for radiological or pathological services
furnished by certain physicians to hospital in patients.
Sec. 132. Payment for purchase of durable medical equipment.
Sec. 133. Payment for physical therapy services furnished to outpatients.
Sec. 134. Paymentfor certain portable X-ray services.
Sec. 135. Blood deductibles.
Sec. 136. Enrollment under supplementary medical insurance program based on
alleged date of attainingage 65.
Sec. 137. Extension by 60 days during individual's lifetime of maximum duration
of benefits for inpatient hospital services.
Sec. 138. Limitation on special reduction in allowable days of inpatient hospital
services.
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See. 139. Transitionalprovision on eligibility of presently uninsured individualsfor
hospital insurance benefits.
Sec. 140. Advisory Council to study coverage of the disabled under title XVIII Of
the Social Security Act.
Sec. 141. Study to determine feasibility of inclusion of certain additional Services
under part B of title XVIII of the Social Security Act.
Sec. 142. Provisions for benefits under part A of title XVIII of the Social Security
Act for services to patients admitted prior to 1968 to certain hospitals.
Sec. 143. Payments for emergency hospitalservices.
Sec. 144. Payment under supplementary medical insurance program for certain
inpatient ancillary services.
Sec. 145. General enrollment period under title XVIII.
Sec. 146. Elimination of special reduction in allowable days of inpatient hospital
services for patients in tuberculosis hospitals.
PART 4-MISCELLANVEOUs AND TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.

Sec. 156.
Sec. 157.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

158.
159.
160.
161.
168.
163.
164.

Sec. 165.
Sec. 1 66.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
178.
173.

Eligibility of adopted child for monthly benefits.
Criteriafor determining child's dependency on mother.
Recovery of overpayments.
Benefits paid on basis of erroneous reports of death in military service.
Underpayments.
Simplification of computation of primary insurance amount and quarters
of coverage in case of 1937-1950 wages.
Definitions of widow, widower, and stepchild.
Husband's and widower's insurance benefit8 without requirement of wife's
currently insured status.
Definition of disability.
Disability benefits affected by receipt of workmen's compensation.
Extension of time for filing reports of earnings.
Penaltiesfor failure to file timely reports of earnings and other events.
Limitation on payment of benefits to aliens outside the United States.
Benefits for certain children.
Transfer to Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council of National
Medical Review Committee functions; increasein Council's membership.
Advisory Council on Social Security.
Reimbursement of civil service retirement annuitants for certain premium
payments under supplementary medical insurance program.
Appropriationsto supplementary medical insurance trustfund.
Disclosure to courts of whereabouts of certain individuals.
Reports of boards of trustees to Congress.
General saving provision.
Expedited benefit payments.
Definition of blindness.
A ttorneys fees for claimants.
TITLE II-PUBLIC WELFARE AMENDMENTS
PART 1-PUBLIC AssISTANcE AMENDMENTS

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

801. Programs of services furnished to families with dependent children.
808. Earningsexemption for recipients of aid to families with dependent children.
080.Dependent children of unemployed fathers.
804. Work incentive programfor recipients of aid under part A of title IV.
805. Federal participation in payments for foster care of certain dependent
children.
806. Emergency assistancefor certain needy families with children.
807. Protective payments and vendor payments with respectto dependent children.
808. Limitation on number of children with respect to whom Federal payments
may be made.
809. Federal participationin payments for repairs to home owned by recipient
of aid or assistance.
810. Use of sub professional staff and volunteers in providing services to indi-.
viduals applying for and receiving assistance.
811. Location of certain parents who desert or abandon dependent children.
818. Provision of services by others than a State.
813. Authority to disregardadditionalincome of recipients of public assistance.
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PART 2-MYEDICAL ASSISTANCE

AMENDMENTS

Sec. 220. Limitation on Federal participationin medical assistance.
Sec. 221. Maintenance of State effort.
Sec. 222. Coordination of title XIX and the supplementary medical insurance
program.
Sec. 228. Modification of comparability provisions.
Sec. 224. Required services under State medical assistance plan.
Sec. 225. Extent of Federalfinancial participationin certain administrativeexpenses.
Sec. 226. Advisory council on medical assistance.
Sec. 227. Free choice by individuals eligiblefor medical assistance.
Sec. 228. Utilization of State facilities to provide consultative services to institutions
furnishing medical care.
Sec. 229. Payments for services and care by a third party.
Sec. 230. L irect payments to certain recipients of medical assistance.
Sec. 231. Late on which State plans under title XIX must meet certain financial
participationrequirements.
Sec. 282. Observance of religious beliefs.
Sec. 283. Coverage under title XIX of certain spouses of individuals receiving cash
welfare aid or assistance.
Sec. 284. Standards for skilled nursing homes furnishing services under State plans
approved under title XIX.
Sec. 235. Cost sharing and similar charges with respect to inpatient hospital services
furnished under title XIX.
Sec. 286. State plan requirements regarding licensing of administrators of skilled
nursing homes furnishing services under State plans approved under
title XIX.
Sec. 287. U~ilzation of care and services furnished under title XIX.
Sec. 238. Differences in standards with respect to income eligibility under title XIX.
PART

3-CHILD-WELFARE

SERVICES

AmENDMENTS

Sec. 240. Inclusion of child-welfare services in title IV.

Sec. 241. Conforming amendments.
PART

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.

4-MISCELLANEOUS

AND

TECHNICAL

AMENDMENTS

Partialpayments to States.
Contracts for cooperative research or demonstration projects.
Permanent authority to support demonstration projects.
Special provisions relating to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam.
Approval of certain projects.
Assistance in theform of institutionalservices in intermediate care facilities.
TITLE III-IMPROVEMENT OF CHILD HEALTH

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

301.
302.
303.
804.
805.
806.

Consolidation of separate programs under title V of the Social Security Act.

Conforming amendments.
1968 authorizationfor maternity and infant care projects.
Use of subprofessional staff and volunteers.
Extension of due date for child mental health report.
Short title.
TITLE I V-GENERAL PROVISIONS

Sec. 401. Social work manpower and training.
Sec. 402. Incentives for economy while maintaining or improving quality in the
prov 8ision of health services.
Sec. 403. Changes to reflect codification of title 5, United States Code.
Sec. 404. Meaning of Secretary.
Sec. 405. Study of retirement test and of drug standards and coverage.
TITLE V-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Sec. 501. Extension of period for filing application for exemption by members of
religious groups opposed to insurance.
Sec. 502. Refund of certain overpayments by employees of hospital insurance tax.
Sec. 503. Extension of time to provide assistancefor United States citizens returned
from foreign countries.
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Sec. 504. Exclusion from definition of wages of certain retirement, etc., payments
under employer-establishedplans.

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 2:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 2, and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
"TABLE FOR DETERMINING PRIMARY INS URANCEAMO UNT AND MAXIMUM FAMILY
BENEFITS
"I

II

III

(Primary
(Primary insurance benefit Insurance
under 19.89Act, as modiamount
fied)
under 1965
Act)
If an individual's primary
insurance benefit (as determined under subsec.
(d)) is______

_____

But not
more than-

At least-

---$15.61
16.51
16.85
17.61
18.41
19.55
50.01
50.65
51.529
501.89
55.59
55.69
53.09
23.45
23.77
54.51
54.61
5.5,01
55.49
55.98
56.41
26.95
27.47
58.01
58.69
59.56
59.69
30.37
30.98
31.87
35.01
35.61
33.51
33.89
34.51
35.01
35.81
36.41
57.09
37.61
38.51
39.13
89.69
40.34
41.13
41.77
45.48

$15.60
16.20
16.84
17.60
18.40
19.54
50.00
50.64
51.58
51.88
55.58
55.68
58.08
58.44
53.76
54.50
54.60
55.98
55.48
55.95
56.40
56.94
57.46
58.98
58.68
59.55
59.68
30.36
80.95
31.86
35.98
35.60
53.50
53.88
34.50
85,98
85.80
86.40
37.08
37.60
88.50
39.15
39.68
40.53
41.15t
41.76
45.44
48.50

or his
primary
insurance
amount
(as deter-

mined
under
subsec.
(c) is$48.009
or less
49.00
50.00
51.00
52.00
53.00
54.98
55.00
56.00
57.00
58.98
59.00
60.00
61.00
65.10
68.50
64.50
65.80
66.40
67.50
68.50
69.60
70.70
71.70
75.80
78.98
74.98
76.98
77.10
78.50
79.50
80.80
81.40
85.40
83.50
84.60
85.60
86.70
87.80
88.98
89.90
91.98
95.10
98.10
94.50
95.80
96.80
97.40

IV

(Average monthly wage)

Or his average monthly age
(as determined uder
subsec. (b)) is-_

___-

At least-

-$75
77
79
81
85
84
86
88
90
91
98
95
97
98
198
105
108
105
107
108
110
114
119
123
158
153
137
145
147
151
156
161
165
170
175
179
184
189
194
198
20507
508
515
517
555
253
531

____

Butnet
more than-

V

(Primary in-~ (Maximum family
surance
benefits)
amount)

The amount
referred to in
the preceding
paragraphs

of this slubsecion shalt
be-

And the mnaximum
amount of bene
fits payable (as
provided in sec.
203(a)) on the

basis of his wages
and aelf-employment income
shall be

$74

$55.98

$85.60

76
78
80
81
88
85
87
89
90
95
94
96
97
99
101
105
104
106
107
109
113
118
155
157
185
186
141
146
150
155
160
164
169
174
178
185
188
198
197
505

55.40
56.50
57.70
58.80
59.90
61.10
62.50
63.50
64.50
65.60
66.70
67.80
69.98
70.50
71.60
75.60
78.80
75.10
76.30
77.50
78.70
79.190
81.10
85.80
88.60
84.70
85.98
87.50
88.40
89.50
98.80
92.98
93.5to
94.40
95.60
96.80
98.98
99.80
198.50
101.60
105.90
104.10
105.50
106.450
107.70
108.90
110.10

83.10
84.80
86.60
88.50
89.90
91.70
93.30
95.00
96.80
98.40
198.10
101.70
108.50
105.30o
107.50
108.90
110.70
115.70
114.50
116.80
118.10
119.90
151.70
153.50
155.40
157.10
1558.98
180.60
185.60
134.30
136.50
188.98
189.50
141.60
148.40
146.40
150.40
154.40
157.60
161.60
165.60
168.60
175.60
176.80
160.98
184.98
188.98

511
516
5501
555
530
235
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"TABLE FOR DETERMINING PRIMARY INSURANCEAMOUNT AND MAXIMUM FAMILY
BENEFITS-Continued
"I

II

III

IV

V

(Primary insurance benefit
unider 1989 Acd, as modified)

(Primary
insurance
amount
under 1965
Act)

(Average mont hly wage)

(Primary insurance
amount)

(Maximum family
benefits)

If an individual's primary,
or his
insurance benefit (as deprimary,
termined under subeec. insurance
(d)) isamount
_______ -

______

At least-

But not
more than-

$48.81
48.77
44.45
44.89

$48.76
44.44
44.88
45.60

(as deter-

Or his average monthbly wage
(as determined under
vubsec. (b)) is_ _

_ _ _ _-______

mined
under
subsec.
Cc)) is-

At least-

$98.50
99.60
100.60
101.70
108.80
108.80
104.90
106.00
107.00
108.10
109.80
110.80
111.80
118.40
118.50
114.50
115.60
116.70
117.70
118.80
119.00
181.00
188.00
188.10
184.80
185.80
186.80
187.40
188.40
189.50
180.60
181.70
188.70
188.80
184.00
185.00
187.00
188.00
189.00
140 00
141 00
14*-00
148.00
144-00
145 00
146.00
147.00
145.00
145.00
150.00
151.00
158.00
158.00
154.00
155.00
156.00
157.00
158.00
159.00
160.00
161.00
168.00
168.00
164.00
165.00
166.00

$286
240
245
850
854
8459
864
868
873
878
888
887
898
896
801
806
810
815
880
884
889
884
888
848
484
858
857
868
866
871
876
880
385
890
894
899
404
406
418
418
4*8
487
488
487
441
446
451
455
460
465
469
474
479
488
488
498
497
508
507
611
516
581
585
580
535
539

The amount
referred to in
the preceding
paragraphs

Bnt not
more than-

of this subsection shall
be-

$889
844
849
858
858
863
867
878
877
881
886
891
895
800
805
809
814
819
883
888
888
887
84*
847
851
856
861
865
870
875
879
884
889
898
898
406
407
418
417
4*1
4*6
481
486
440
445
450
454
459
464
468
478
478
4889
487
488
496
501
506
510
515
580
584
589
4584
538
548

$111.40
118.60
113.70
115.00
116.20
117.80
118.60
119.80
181.00
188.80
188.40
184.70
185.80
187.10
188.80
189.40
180.70
181.90
188.00
184.80
185.50
186.80
187.00
189.10
140.40
141.50
148.80
144.00
145.10
146. 40
147.60
145.90
150.00
151.80
158.50
158.60
154.00
156. 00
167.10
158.80
159. 40
160.50
161.60
168.80
168.90
165.00
166.80
167.80
168. 40
169.50
170.70
171.80
178.00
174. 10
175.80
176.80
177.50
178.60
179.70
180.80
188.00
188.10
184.80
185.40
186.50
187.60

And the maximum
amount of bene
fits payable (as
provided in seec.
808(a)) ovnthe
basis of his wages
and setf-employ.
ment income
shall be
$191.80
195.20
199.80
808.40
806.40
810.40
818.60
817.60
881.60
884.80
888.80
888.80
856.00
840.00
844.00
847.80
851.80
855.80
858.40
868.40
866.40
869.60
878.60
877.60
880.80
884.80
858.80
898.00
860
800.00
806.80
807.20
811.80
314.40
818.40
388.40
885.60
889.60
883.60
886.80
840.80
844.80
848.80
850.40
858.40
854.40
856.00
858.00D
860.00
861.60
868.60
865.60
867.80
869.80
871.800
878.80
874.80
876.80
878.40
880.40
888.40
884.00
886.00
888.00
88.60
891.60
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"TABLE FOR DETERMINING PRIMARY INSURANCE AMO UNT AND MAXIMUM FAMILY
BENEFITS-C'orjinued
"I

IIIII

(Primary insurance benefit
under 1939 Act, as modified)

(Primary
insurance
amount
under 1965
Act)

(Average monthly wage)

If. an individual's primary
insurance benefit (aa determined under subsec.
(d)) is-

Or his
primary
insurance
amount

Or hia average monthly wage
(as determined under
subsec. (b)) i8-

-

At least-

_____

But nat
mare than-

as deter-

mained
under
subsec.
(c)) is$167.00
168.00

*544
549
554
557
561
564
568
571
575
578
582
585
589
593
596
599
603
606
610
618
617
631
634
638
631
635
638
643
645
649

V

(Primary in8uranee
amount)

(Maximum family
benefits)

The amount
referred to in
the preceding

And the maximum
amount offbene
fits payable (a8
provided in 8ec.

paragraph

______-_____

At least-

IV'

But not
more than*548
653
556
560
568
567
570
574
577
581
584
588
591
595
598
603
605
609
613
616
630
638
637
630
634
637
641
644
648
650

of this subsection shall
be*188. 80
189.90
191.00
193.00
198.00
194.00
195.00
196.00
197.00
198.00
199.00
300.00
301.00
303.00
303.00
304.00
305.00
306.00
307.00
308.00
309.00
310.00
311.00
313.00
131.00
314.00
315.00
316.00
317.00
318.00

S303a)

on the

basis of hi wages
and 8etf-employmeat income
#hallbe-
$839.60
895.60
396.80
398.40
899.60
401.80
403.40
404.00
405.30
406.80
40.00
409.60
410.80
413.40
413.60
415.30
416.40
418.00
419.30
430.80
433.40
433.60
435.20
436.40
4308.00
439.30
430.80
433.00
493.60

434.40"

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 3:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 3, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate- amend
ment insert the following: the month of February1968; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 5:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 5, and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: February 1968, for each such p~erson jor
February 1968, ; and the Senate agree to the same.

Amendment numbered 6:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 6, and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: 113; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 7:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 7, and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: the month of February1968, ; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 8:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 8, and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:, February 1968, ; and the Senate agree to
the same.
Amendment numbered 9:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 9, and agree to the same with an amendment- as
follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: entitled, after January1968, ; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 10:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 10, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: after January 1968; and the Senate agree
to the same.
Amendment numbered 11I:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 11, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: month of February 1968, or who died before
such month; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 12:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 12, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: months after January 1968; and the Senate
agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 13:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 13, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: after January 1968; and the Senate agree
to the same.
Amendment numbered 14:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 14, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: of January 1968; and the Senate agree to
the same.
Amendment numbered 15:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 15, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: month of February 1968, or who died in such
month,; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 25:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 25, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: months after January 1968; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 26:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 26, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: months after January 1968; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 27:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 27, and agree to the same with amendments as
follow:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate amend
ment, and omit the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate
amendment.
On page 26, lines 8 and 9, of the House engrossed bill, strike out
"the second month following the month in which this Act is enacted"
and insert the following: the month of February 1968; and the Senate
agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 30:
That the House recede from its disaagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 30, and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: months after January 1968,; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 35:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 35, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment.
On page 29, line 18, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"
and insert the following: $7,800
On page 30, line 5, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"
and insert the following: $7,800
On page 30, line 9, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"
and insert the following: $7,800
On page 30, line 13, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"
and insert the following: $7,800
On page 30, line 19, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"2
and insert the following: $7,800
On page 31, line 5, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"
and insert the following: $7,800
On page 31, line 9, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"
and insert the following: $7,800
On page 31, line 12, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"
and insert the following: $7,800
On page 31, line 17, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"
and insert the following: $7,800
On page 31, line 25, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"
and insert the following: $7,800
On page 32, line 3, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"
and insert the following: $7,800
On page 32, line 9, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "$7,600"
and insert the following: $7,800
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 37:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 37, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment, and omit the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate
amendment.
On page 33, line 5, of the House engrossed bill, strike out " 1966" and
insert the following: 1967
On page 33, line 6, of the House engrossed bill, strike out " 5.9" and
insert the following:5.8
On page 34,linge' 4, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "years
1967 and 1968, the rate shall be 3.9" and insert the following: year
1968, the rate shall be 3.8
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On page 34, line 19, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "years
1967 and 1968, the rate shall be 3.9" and insert the following: year
1968, the rate shall be 3.8
On page 35 of the House engrossed bill, strike out lines 9 through 16
and insert the following:
(1) in the case of any taxable year beginning afe Dcember 31,
1967, and before January 1, 1973, the tax shall be equal to 0.60
percent of the amount of the self-employment income for such taxable
year;
On page 35, line 17, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "(3)"
and insert the following: (2)
On page 35, line 21, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "(4)"
and insert the following: (3)
On page 36, line 1, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "(5)" and
insert the following: (4)
On page 36, line 5, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "(6)"
and insert the..followi~ng: (5)
Onm ge 36 of the House engrossed bill, strike out lines 13 through
18 and insert the following:
(1) 'with respect to wages received during the calendaryears 1968,
1969, 1970, 1971, and 1972, the rate shall be 0.60 percent;'
On page 36, line 19, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "(3)"
and insert the following: (2)
On page 36, line 22, of the House engrossed bill, strike out " (4)"
and insert the following: (3)
On page 36, line 25, of the House engrossed bill, strike out " (5)"
and insert the following: (4)
On page 37, line 3, of the House engrossed bill, strike out " (6)"
and insert the following: (5)
On page 37 of the House engrossed bill, strike out lines 9 through
14 and insert the following:
(1) with respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1968,
1969, 1970, 1971, and 197Y2, the rate shall be 0.60 percent;
On page 37, line 15, of the House engrossed bill, strike out " (3) "
and insert the following: (2)
On page 37, line 18, of the House engrossed bill, strike out " (4)"
and insert the following: (3)
On page 37, line 21, of the House engrossed bill, strike out " (5)"
and insert the following: (4)
On page 37, line 24, of the House engrossed bill, strike out " (6)"
and insert the following: (5)
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 39:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 39, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
On page 43, line 6, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "112" and insert the following: I11
On page 44, line 25, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"time specified in subparagraph (E)" and insert the following: then
specified time period
On page 45, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "made." and insert the following: made."
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On page 45 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines
11 through 16 and insert the following:
(b) No monthly insurance benefits under title II of the Social Security
Act shall be payable or increased for any month before the month in
which this Act is enacted by reason of amendments made by subsection (a).
And the Senate agree to the same
Amendment numbered 41:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 41, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
On page 47, line 3, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "114" and insert the following: 112
On page, 47 lines 3 and 4, of the Senate engrossed amendments,
strike out "202(d)(9) of the Social Security Act" and insert the
following: 202(d)(8) of the Social Security Act (as redesignated by
section 151(c) of this Act)
On page 47, line 23, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "February" and insert the following: January
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 50:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate mumbered 50, and agree to the same with amendments as
follow:
On page 50, line 4, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
itPOLICEMEN"~insert the following: ; VALIDATION OF CERTAIN PAST
COVERAGE IN THE STATE OF NEBRASKA; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 51:
That the House recede front its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 51, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 51, line 21, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "system." and insert the following: system."; and the -Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 52:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 52, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
itOn page 52, line 9, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"such Act" and insert the following: the Social Security Act; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 53:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 53, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 55, line 17, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "such Act" and insert the following: the Social Security Act; and
the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 54:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 54, and agree to the same with amendments
as follow:
On page 57, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out ''()"
On page 57, line 11, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "(II)".
On page 57, line 16, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"954"' insert the following: (relating to definition of employment)
On page 58, line 5, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"(I".
On page 58, line 6, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
11"I)'.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 55:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 55, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
On page 58, line 18, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"Massachusetts" insert the following: to modify its agreement entered
into under section 2d18 of such Act so as
On page 58, line 19, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"to be".
On page 58, line 21, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"filing with him of such notice" and insert the following: date on which
.such agreement is

so modified

On page 58, line 23, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "has been" and insert the following: is
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 74:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 74, and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:
Omit the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate amend
ment, and on page 57, line I11, of the House engrossed bill, immediately
before the comma insert the following: as an outpatient
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 77:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 77, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 63 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines 13
through 16 and insert the following:
"(A) if furnished by a clinic or rehabilitationagency, or by
others under arrangements with such clinic or agency, unless
such clinic or rehabilitationagencyAnd the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 80:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 80, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
On page 68 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines
12 through 17 and insert the following:

(b) The second sentence of section 1813(a) (1) of such Act is amended
to readas follows: "Such amount shall be further reduced by a coinsurance
amount equal to
"(kA) one-fourth of the inpatient hospital deductiblefor each day
(,before the 91st day) on which such individual is furnished such
services during such spell of illness after such services have been
furnished to him for 60 days during such spell; and
"(B) one-half of the inpatient hospital deductible for each day
(before the day following the last day for which such individual is
entitled under section 1812(a)(1) to have payment made on his behalf
for inpatient hospital services-during such spell of illness) on which
such individual isfurnished such services during such spell of illness
after such services have beenfurnished to him for 90 days during such
spell;
except that the reduction under this sentence for any day shall not exceed
the charges imposed for that day with respect to such individualfor such
services (and for this purpose, if the customary chargesfor such services
are greater than the charges so imposed, such customary charges shall be
considered to be the charges so imposed)."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 87:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 87, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
On page 84, line 6, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "145" and insert the following: 142
On page 84, line 17, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "such part A" and insert the following: part A of title XVIII of

such Act

On page 85, lines 7 and 8, of the Senate engrossed amendments,
strike out "such part A" and insert the following: part A of title

XVIII of such Act

On page 85, line 15, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "defined" and insert the following: described
On page 86, line 15, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"(4)" insert the following: of the Social Security Act
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 88:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 88, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
On page 88, line 5, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"146" and insert the following: 143F
On page 89, line 1, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"1814(d) " insert the following: of such Act
And the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 90:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 90, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
On page 94, line 16, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "148" and insert the following: 14-4; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 91:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 91, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
On page 95, line 22, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "149" and insert the following: 145
On page 97, line 16, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "promulgated." and insert the following: promulgated."
On page 97 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out line
17 and all that follows down through page 99, line 2.
On page 99, line 3, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "(f)(1)" and insert the following: (e)
On page 99 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines
8 through 17.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 92:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of t~he Senate numbered 92, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 99, line 22, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "149a" and insert the following: 146; and the Senate agree to
the same.
Amendment numbered 96:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 96, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: months alter January1968,; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 97:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 97, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: months alter January1968, ; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 98:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 98, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
On page 103, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "SEC. 204."
And the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 99:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 99, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follo-ws:
On page 105, line 3, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"payment" insert the following: for any month
_And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 100:
That. the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 100, and agree to the same with amendments as
foll1ows:
On page 105, line 22, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"if any," insert the following: who is
On page 107, lines 2 and 3, of the Senate engrossed amendments,
strike out "if each such person dies before the payment due" and

insert the following: if each person who meets such requirements dies
before the payment due him
On page 107, line 18, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"due" insert the following: him
On page 107, line 21, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after the
semicolon insert the following: or
On page 108, line 2, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"any;" and insert the following: any."
On page 108 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines
3 through 10.
On page 108, lines 18 through 20, of the Senate engrossed amend
ments,strike out "or under section 144 of the Social Security Amend
ments of 1967".
On page 108, line 22, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"due" insert the following: him under this title
On page 109, line 1, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"before such individual's death" and insert the following: (before or

after such individual's death)
On
any,"
On
strike

page 109, line 9, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after "if
insert the following: who is
page 110, lines 14 and 15, of the Senate engrossed amendments,
out "if each such person dies before the payment due" and insert

the following: if each person who meets such requirements dies before the
payment due him
On page 110, line 20, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"pargraph" and insert the following: paragraph
On page 111, line 6, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"due" insert the following: him
On page 111, line 9, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
the semicolon insert the following: or
On page 111, line 15, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "any;" and insert the following: any.
On page 111 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines
16 through 23.
And the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 103:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 103, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: February 1968; and the Senate agree to
the same.
Amendment numbered 105:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 105, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: months after January1968; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 107:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 107, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: months after January 1968; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 109:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 109, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment.
On page 88, line 7, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "general"
and insert the following: immediate
On page 88, line 9, of the House engrossed bill, after the period
insert the following:
For purposes o~f the preceding sentence (with respect to any indi
vidual), 'work which exists in the national economy' means- work
which exists in significant numbers either snate region where such
individuallives or in several regions of the country.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 116:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 116, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: January1968; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 120:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 120, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the amendment
insert the following: 16.2; and the Senate agree to the same.

is
Amendment numbered 121:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 121, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: months beginning after June 30, 1968; and
the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 122:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 122, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: after June 30, 1968; and the Senate agree
to the same.
Amendment numbered 123:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 123, and agree to the same witb an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment~ insert the following: are, on June 30, 1968, being; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 124:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 124, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
Strike out the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment, and in lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the
Senate amendment insert the following:
BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN CHILDREN

SEc. 163. (a)(1) The last sentence of section 203(a) of the Social
Security Act is amended to read as follows: "Whenever a reduction is
made under this subsection in the total of monthly benefits to which in
dividuals are entitled for any month on the basis of the wages and selfemployment income of an insured individual, ea'ch such benefit other
than the old-age or disability insurance benefit shall be proportionately
decreased; except that if such total of benefits for such month includes
any benefit or benefits under section 202(d) which are payable solely by
reaon
f scton 16() (),the reduction shall be first applied to re
duce(prportonaely her thre is more than one benefit so payable) the
beneitsso
ayabe (ut ot elow, zero)."
(2)menmentmad
he
byparagraph (1) shall apply only with
respect to monthly benefits payale under title II of the Social Security
Act with respect to individul who become entitled to benefits under
section 202(d) of such Act solely by reason of section 216(h) (3) of such
Act in or after January 1968 (but without regard to section 202(j) (1) of
such Act). The provisions of section 170 of this Act shall not apply with
respect to any such individual.
(b) Where
(1) one or more persons were entitled (without the applicationof
section 202(j) (1) of the Social Security Act) to monthly benefits
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under section 202 or 223 of such Act for January 1968 on the basis
of the wages and self-employment income of an individual,and
(2) one or more persons became entitled to monthly benefite before
January 1968 under section 202(d) of such Act by reason of section
216(h) (3) of such Act (but without regard to section 202(j) (1)), on
the basis of such wages and self-employment income and are so
entitled for January 1968, and
(3) the total of benefits to which all persons are entitled under
such section 202 or 223 of such Act on the basis of such wages and
self-employment for January 1968 are reduced by reason of section
203(a) of such Act, as amended by this Act (or would, but for the
penultimate sentence of such section 203(a), be so reduced),
then the amount of the benefit to which each such person referred to in
paragraph (1) above (but not including persons referred to in paragraph
(2) above) is entitledfor months after January 1968 shall be increased,
after the application of such section 203(a), to the amount it would have
been if the person or persons referred to in paragraph (2) were not
entitled to a benefit referred to in such paragraph(2).

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 125:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 125, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: 164; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 126:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 126, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
On page 116, line 14, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "166" and insert the following: 165; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 127:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 127, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: 166; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 128:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 128, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: 167; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 129:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 129, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: 168; and the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 132:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 132, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: 169; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 134:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 134, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: 170; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 135:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 135, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: January 1968; and the Senate agree to
the same.
Amendment numbered 136:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 136, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: February1968; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 137:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 137, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: 104, 112, 150, 151, 156, and 157 of this Act,
and; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 138:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 138, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: February1968; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 139:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 139, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: January1968; and the Senate agree to the
same.
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Amendment numbered 140:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 140, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
Strike out the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment, and omit the matter proposed to be inserted by the
Senate amendment.
On page 105, line 18, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "f(a)").
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 141:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 141, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 119, line 12, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "172" and insert the following: 171; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 143:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 143, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
In lieu of tbe matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
DEFINITION OF BLINDNESS

SEc. 172. (a) The first sentence of section 216(i) (1) of the Social
Security Act is amended by striking out " (B)" and all that follows and
inserting in lieu thereof "(B) blindness; and the term 'blindness' means
central visual acuity o~f 20/200 or less in the better eye with the use of
a correcting lens."
(b) The second sentence of section 216(i) (1) of such Act is amended
to read as follows: "An eye which is accompanied by a limitation in the
fields of vision such that the widest diameter of the visual field subtends
an angle no greater than 20 degrees shall be consideredfor purposes of
this paragraphas having a central visual acuity of 20/200 or less."
(c) The amendments made by this section shall be effective with respect
to benefits under section 223 of the Social Security Act for months after
January 1968 based on applicationsfiled after the date of enactment of
this Act and with respect to disability determinationsunder section 216(i)
of the Social Security Act based on applicationsfiled after the date of
enactment of this Act.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 145:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 145, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 129, line 5, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "176" and insert the following: 173; and the Senate agree to the
same.
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Amendment numbered 146:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 146, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On p age 130, lines 19 and 20, strike out "relative, child," and insert
the following: child, relative,; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 157:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 157, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 132, line 21, and page 133, lines 1 and 2, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "services which are furnished pur
suant to clauses (14) and (15) of section 402(a) and which" and insert
the following: any of the services describtd in clauses (14) and (15) of
section 402(a) which; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 158:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 158, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
(1)(A) by redesignatingsubparagraphs (C), (D), and (E) as 8ub
paragraphs (B), (C), and (D), respectively,
.(B) by striking out "subparagraph(E)" in subparagraph (C) (as
so redesignated) and inserting in lieu thereof "subparagraph (D)",
and
(C) by striking out "subparagraph (D)"in the matterfollowing
subparagraph(D) (as so redesignated) and inserting in lieu thereof
ICubpar~agr h(J)";
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 167:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 167, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
On page 134, line 18, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"that" insert the following: (A)
On page 135 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines 1
through 5 and insert the following:
services developed pursuant to part B of title IV of the Social Security
Act, the promis'ons of section 402(a)(15) (F) of such Act (added thereto
by subsection (a) of this section) shall not apl with respect to such
agencis but only so long as such agencies of theSaeredfrntad
(B) if on such date the local agency administering the plan of a State
under part A of title IV of such Act in a politicalsubdivzsion i diffrn
from the local afency in such subdivision administering the State's
plan for child-welfare services developed pursuant to Part B of title IV
of such Act, the provisions of such section 402(a)(15) (F shall not apply

with respect

to such

agencies but only so long as such local agencies

are different.
And the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 180:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 180, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
Insert the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment,
and on page 118, line 25, of the House engrossed bill, strike out
"section" and insert the following: Act; And the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment number 184:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 184, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
()Effective with respect to quarters beginnin after June 30, 1968,
in determining the need of individuals cliigai
under a State plan
approved under part A of title IV of the Social Security Act, the.State
shal aplyth
prvisonsofsuch part notwithstanding any provisions
of aw
tan
othruchAct reuirngtheState to disregardearnedincome
of sch ndiiduls
n dterinig ned under such State plan.
And
Snhe
ae agee o th sae.
Amendment numbered 186:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 186, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment, insert the following:
"(C) (i) such

father has 6 or more quarters of work (as

defined in. subsection (d) (1)) in any 13-calendar-quarterperiod
ending within one year prior to the applicationfor such aid or
(ii) he received unemployment compensation under an unem
ployment compensation law of a State or of the United States,
or he was qualified (within the meaning of subsection (d) (3))
for unem1ployment compensation under the unemployment
compensation law of the State, within one year prior to the
a~pplicationfor such aid; and
(2provides
,'(A) for such assurances as 'will satisfy the Secretary that
fathers of dependent children as defined in subsection (a) will
be referred to the Secretary of Labor as provided in section
40~2(a) (19) within thirty days after receipt of aid with respect
to such children;
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 190:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 190, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
Strike out the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment, and on page 122 of the House engrossed bl, after line 2
insert the following:
"(i) is

not currently registered with the public employ

ment offices in the State, or
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"(ii) receives unemployment compensation under an
unemployment compensation law of a State or of the
United States.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 191:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 191, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
Strike out the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment, and in lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the
Senate amendment insert the following:
"(c) Notwithstandingany other provisions of thi's section, expenditures
pursuantto this section shall be excludedfrom aid tofamilies with depend
ent children (A) where such expenditures are made under the plan with
respectto any dependent child as de~fined in subsection (a), (i)for any part
of the 30-day period referred to in subparagraph(A) of subsection (b)(1),
or (ii)for any period priorto the time when the father satisfies subpara
graph (B) of such subsection, and (B) if, and for as long as, no action
is taken (a~fter the 30-day period referred to in subparagraph (A) of
subsection (b)(2)), under the program therein spec ified, to refer suc
father to the Secretary of Labor pursuantto section 402 (a) (19).
"(d) Forpurposes of this section--
"'(1) the term 'quarter of work' with respect to any individual
means a calendar quarter in which such individual received earned
income of not less than $50 (or which is a 'qua?ter of coverage' as
defied
n sctin 23(a (2), or in which such individual partici
patecomunty
ina
wrk nd training program under section 409
or ay oher
orkand raiingprogramsubject to the limitations in
secion409
orthewor inentveprogramestablished under part C;
"(2) the term 'calena quarter' means a period of 3 consecutive
calendarmonth~s endn nMarch 31, June 30, September $30,or
December 31; and
"(3) an individual shall be deemed quali~fied for unemployment
compensation under the State's unemployment compensation law

if

"C(A) he would have been eligible to receive such unemploy
ment compensation uponfiling application, or
" (B) he performed workc not covered under such law and such
work, if it had been covered, would (together with any covered
work he performed) have made him eligible to receive such un
employment compensation upon filing application."
(b) In the case of an applicationfor aid to families with dependent
children under a State plan approved under section 402 of such Act
with respect to a dependent child as defined in section 407(a) of such Act
(as amended by this section) within 6 months after the effective date of the
modification of such State plan which providesfor payments in accordance
with section 407 of such Act as so amended, the father of such child shall
be deemed to meet the requirements of subparagraph(C) of section 407 (b) (1)
of such Act (as so amended) if at any time after April 1961 and prior to
the date of a plication such father met the requirements of such sub
paragrap (F
or purposes of the preceding sentence, an individual
receiving aid to familie with dependent children (under section 407 of
the Social Security Act as in effect be/ore the enactment of this Act) for
the last month ending before the effective date of the modification referred
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to in such sentence shall be deemed to have filed applicationfor such aid
under such section 407 (as amended by this section) on the day after
such effective date.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 198:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 198, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
On page 150, line 16, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "$20 per week" and insert the following: $30 per month, payable

in such amounts and at such times as the Secretary prescribes
On page 150, line 19, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "90" and insert the following: 80
On page 154, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "10,, and insert the following: 20
On page 154, line 24, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "10" and insert the following: 20
On page 155, line 2, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"10" and insert the following: 20
On page 159, line 4, of the Senate engrossed amendments, before
"'ad-" insert the following: or
On page 159, line 5, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "or".
On page 159, line 9, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "or".
On page 159, line 14, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out ", or" and insert a semicolon.
On page 159 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out line 15
and all that follows down through page 160, line 5.
On page 160, line 14, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "10" and insert the following: 20
i(On page 162, line 4, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
(ii)" insert the following: and section 407(b) (2)
On page 162 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines
16 through 20 and insert the following

"d(i) if the relative makes such refusal, such relative's needs

shall

not be taken into account in making the determination

under clawse (7), and aidfor any dependent child in the family
itn the form ofpayments of the type describedin section 406(b) (2)
(which in such a case shall be 'without regard to clauses (A)
through (E) thereof) or section 408 will be made;

On page 164, line 5, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"State)" insert the following: , but not before April 1, 1968,
On page 164 (if the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines 10
through 12 and insert the following: beginning after June 30, 1968.
On page 165, line 1, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "202(b)' and insert the following: 202(a)(2)
And the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 213:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 213, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
in lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
(b Section 403(a) of such Act (as amended by the preceding provisions
of this Act) is amended by
(1) striking out "5" in the sentence immediately following para
graph (5) and inserting in lieu thereof "10";
(2) adding at the end thereof the following new sentence "In com
puting such 10 percent, there shall not be taken into account indi
viduals with respect to whom such payments are made for any month
in accordance with section 402(a) (19) (F)."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 214:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 214, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate
amendment, and on page 141 of the House engrossed bill strike out
lines 1 through 13 and insert the following:
"(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the average
monthly number of dependent children under the age of 18 who have been
deprived of parental support or care by reason of the continued absence
from the home of a parent with respect to whom payments under this sec
tion may be made to a State for any calendar quarter after June 30, 1968,
shall not exceed the number which bears the same ratio to the total pop
ulation of such State under the age of 18 on the first day of the year in which
such quarter falls as the average monthly number of such dependent
children under the age of 18 with respect to whom payments under this
.sectionwere made to such State for the calendarquarterbeginning January
1, 1968, bore to the total population of such State under the, age of 18 on
that date."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 221:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 221, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 167, line 17, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "209" and insert the following: 210; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 223:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 223, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
On page 173, lines 12 and 13, of the Senate engrossed amendments,
strike out "; ESTABLISHMENT AND COLLECTION OF LIABILITY TO
UNITED STATES".

On page 175, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
"State;" and insert the following: State".

out
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On page 175 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out line 11
and all that follows through line 19 on page 181 and insert the
following:
(b) Title IV of such Act is amended by adding after section 40.9 the
following new section:
"tASSISTANCE

BY

INTERNAL

REVENUE SERVICE IN LOCATING

PARENTS

"SEc. 410. (a) Upon receiving a report from a State agency made
pursuantto section 402(a)(21), the Secretary shall furnish to the Secre
tary of the Treasury or his delegate the names and social security ac
count numbers of the parents contained in such report, and the name of
the State agency which submitted such report. The Secretary of the
Treasury or his delegate shall endeavor to ascertain the address of each
such parent from the master files of the Internal Revenue Service, and
shall furnish any address so ascertained to the State agency which sub
mitted such report.
" (b) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums
as may be necessary to carry out the provivions of subsection (a). The
Secretary shall transfer to the Secretary of the Treasury from time to
time sufficient amounts out of the monies appropriated pursuant to
this subsection to enable him to perform his functions under subsection
(a).")
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 224:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 224, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 181, line 22, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "section (3) (a) (4)" and insert the following: section 3(a) (4); and
the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 225:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 225, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment, insert the following:
AUTHORITY TO DISREGARD ADDITIONAL INCOME OF RECIPIENTS OF PUBLIC
ASSISTANCE

SEC. 213. (a)(1) Section 2(a)(10) (A) (i) of the Social Security Act
is amended by striking out "not more than $5" and inserting in lieu
thereof "not more than $7.50".
it(2) Section 1002(a) (8) (C) of such Act is amended by striking out
"notmore than $5" and inserting in lieu thereof "not more than $7.50,,.
(3) Section 1402 (a)(8) (A) of such Act is amended by striking out
"tnot more than $5" and inserting in lieu thereof "not more than $7.50".
cc(4) Section 1604 (a)(14) (D) of such Act is amended by striking out
"notmore than $5" and inserting in lieu thereof "not more than $7.50".
(b) Section 402(a) of such Act is amended by insertingbefore the period
at the end thereof the following: "; and (23) provide that by July 1, 1969,
the amounts used by the State to determine the needs of individuals will
have been adjusted to refiectfully changes in living costs since such.amounts
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were established, and any maximums that the State imposes on the amount

of aid paid to families will have been proportionately adjusted".
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 226:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 226, and agree to the same with amendments as
follow:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken out by the Senate amend
ment, and omit the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate
amendment.
On page 143, line 7, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "Payment"
and insert the following: Except as provided in paragraph(4), payment
On page 143, line 13, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "in
subparagraph (C) and".
On page 143, line 21, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "section
402" and insert the following: part A of title IV
On page 144 of the House engrossed bill, strike out lines 3 through 12.
On page 144, line 13, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "(D)"
and insert the following: (C)
On page 144, line 14, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "or (C)".
On page 144, line 16, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "by"
and insert the following: to
On page 145, line 2, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "section
402" and insert the following: part A of title I'V
On page 145 of the House engrossed bill, strike out lines 10 through
20 and insert the following:

"(4) The limitations on payment

imposed

by the precedingprovisions

of this subsection shall not apply with respect to any amount expended by
a State as medical assistance for any individual who, at the time of the
provision of the medical assistance giving rise to such expenditure
"(A) is a recipient of aid or assistance under a plan of such
State which is approvedunder title I, X, XIV, or XVI, or part A of
title IV, or
"(B) is not a recipient of aid or assistance under such a plan
but (i) is eligible to receive such aid or assistance, or (ii) would be
eligible to receive such aid or assistance if he were not in a medical
institution."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 231:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 231, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
Insert the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment.
On p age 150 of the House engrossed bill, strike out lines 14 through
20 and insert the following:
(2) Section 1843(f) of such Act is amended
(A) by inserting after "or partA of title IV," (as added by section
241(e) (2) of this Act) the following:
"or eligible to receive medical assistance under the plan of such State
approved under title XIX,"; and
(B) by inserting after ", and part A of title IV" (as added by
section 241(e) (2) of this Act) the following:
and individuals eligible to receive medical assistance under the
plan of the State approved under title XIX,'.
And the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 233:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 233, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On p age 191 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines 3
through 8 and insert the following:
"(D) for payment of the reasonable cost (as determined in accord
ance with standards approved by the Secretary and included in the
plan) of inpatient hospital services provided under the plan;".
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 236:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 236, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
or dentists' services, at the option of the State, to individuals not receiving
aid or assistance under the State's plan approved under title I, X, XIV,
or XVI, or part A of title IV,"
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 240:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 240, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
On page 199, line 20, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "234a" and insert the following: 234
On page 200, line 3, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "(26)" and insert the following: "(26)
On page 200, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "periodic" and insert the following: for periodic
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 241:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 241, and agree to the same with amendments as
follows:
On page 205, line 13, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "234b" and insert the following: 235
On page 205, line 18, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out fi"Y
On page 160, line 9, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "235"
and insert the following: 9240
On page 172, line 10, of the House engrossed amendments, strike
out "236" and insert the following: 9241
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 242:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 242, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
On page 206, line 20, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "234c" and insert the following: .236
On page 206, line 23, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out " '; and' " and insert the following: a semicolon
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On page 207, line 2, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "1907" and insert the following: 1908
On page 207, line 5, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "section 226" and insert the following: the preceding sections
On page 207, line 9, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "1907" and insert the following: 1908
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 243:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 243, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
On page 213, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "234d" and insert the following: 237
On page 213, line 15, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "(28)" and insert the following: (29)
On page 213, line 16, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "234c" and insert the following: 286
On pge 213 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out line
18 and l that follows through line 22 and insert the following:
"t(30) provide such methods andproceduresrelating to the utiliza
tion of, and the payment for, care and services available under the
plan as may be necessary to safeguard against unnecessary utiliza

tion Of such care and services and to assure that payments (including

payments for any drugs provided under the plan) are not in excess
of reasonable charges consistent with efficiency, economy, and
quality of care."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 244:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 244, and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
DIFFERENCES IN

STANDARDS

WITH RESPECT

UNDER

TO

INCOME

ELIGIBILITY

TITLE XIX

S-rc. 288. Effective July 1, 1969, section 1902(a) (17) of the Social
Security Act is amended by striking out "(which shall be comparablefor

all groups)" and insertingin lieu thereof the following: "(which shall be
comparablefor all groups and may, in accordance w~ith standards pre
scribed by the Secretary, differ with respect to income levels, but only in
the case of applicants or recipients of assistance under the plan who are
not receiving aid or assistance under the State's plan approved under title
I, X, XIV, or XVI, or part A of title IV, based on the variationsbetween
shelter costs in urban areas and in ruralareas)".
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 253:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 253, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
On page 216, line 5, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after
"that" insert the following: (A)
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On page 216, line 7, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "part 3 of title V" and insert the following: part B of title IV
Onp age 216 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines
12 and 13 and insert the following:
not apply with respect to such agencies but only so long as such agencies
of heartatdiferntand(B)if on such date the local agency admin
istrin
te pan f Stte orchild-welfare services developed underpart B
of itl he
IVofocil ScurtyAct is different from the local agency in
suc sudivsio
adiniterngtheplan of such State under part A of
title IV of such Act, so muhof such paragraph(1) as precedes such sub
paragraph(B) shall not apply with respect to such local agencies but only
so long as such local agencies are different.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 258:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 258, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
On page 221, line 2, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "applicable under State law" and insert the following: applicable
to n~ursinghomes under State law
On page 221, line 5, of the Senate engrossed amendments, insert
immediately, before the quotation marks the following:
The term 'tntermediate care facility' also includes a Christian Science
sanatoriumoperated, or listed and certified, by the First Church of Christ,
Scientist, Boston, Massachusetts, but only with respect to institutional
services deemed appropriateby the State.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 263:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 263, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following: Notwithstanding the preceding provisions
of this section, of the amount appropriatedfor anyfiscal year pursuantto
section 501, not less than 6 percent of the amount appropriatedshall be
available for family planning services from allotments under section 503
and for family planning services under projects under sections 508 and
512.
On page 182, llne 16, of the House engrossed bill, strike out "(a)".
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 266:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 266, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 222 of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out lines
13 through 21 and insert the following:
"(13) provides that, where payment is authorizedunder the plan
for services which an optometristis licensed to perform, the individual
for whom such payment is authorized may, to the extent practicable,
obtain such services from an optometrist licensed to perform such
services except where such services are rendered in a clinic, or
another appropriateinstitution,which does not have an arrangement
with optometrists so licensed; and
And the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 273:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 273, and agree to the same with amendments
as follows:
On page 225, line 9, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"CHILDREN'S EMOTIONAL ILLNESS" and insert the following: EXTEN
SION OF DUE DATE FOR CHILD MENTAL HEALTH REPORT

On page 225, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "306" and insert the following: 305.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 275:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment
of the Senate numbered 275, and agree to the same with an amend
ment as follows:
On page 225, lines 15 and 16, of the Senate engrossed amendments,
strike out "INCENTIVE FOR ECONOMY WHILE MAINTAINING QUALITY
OR IMPROVING THE PROVISION OF HEALTH SERVICES" and insert the fol
lowing: INCENTIVES FOR ECONOMY WHILE MAINTAINING OR IMPROVING
QUALITY IN THE PROVISION OF HEALTH SERVICES; and the Senate agree
to the same.
Amendment numbered 276:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 276, and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:
Insert the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment,
and on page 203, line 24, of the House engrossed bill, insert immediate
ly after the period the following: No experiment shall be engaged in or
developed under subsection (a) until the Secretary obtains the advice and
recommendationsof specialists who are competent to evaluate the proposed
experiment as to the soundness of its objectives, the possibilities of securing
productive results, the adequacy of resources to conduct the proposed ex
periment, and its relationship to other similar experiments already com
pleted or in process.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 282:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 282, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
STUDY

OF RETIREMENT

TEST AND OF DRUG

STANDARDS

AND COVERAGE

SEC. 405. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is
authorized and directed to study (1) the existing retirement test and
proposalsfor the modification of such test (including proposalsfor an
,increasein old-age insurance benefit amounts on account of delayed
retirement), (p2) quality and cost standardsfor drugs for which payments
are made under the Social Security Act, and (3) the coverage of drugs
under part B of title XVIII of such Act.
(b) On or before January 1, 1969, the Secretary shall transmit to the
President and the Congress a report which shall contain his findings Of
fact and any conclusions or recommendations he may have.
And the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 286:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 286, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 231, line 15, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "503" and insert the following:_501; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 288:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 288, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 239, line 4, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"9505" and insert the following: 502; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 290:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 290, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
On page 242, line 5, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike
out "507" and insert the following: 503; and the Senate agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 294:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate numbered 294, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amend
ment insert the following:
EXCLUSION

FROM DEFINITION OF WAGES OF CERTAIN RETIREMENT, ETC.,
PAYMENTS UNDER EMPLOYER-ESTABLISHED
PLANS

SEc. 504. (a) Section 31 21 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(dfinition of wage8) is amended by striking out "or" at the end ofpa
graph (11), by 8triking out the period at the end of paragraph (1Y2) and
inserting in lieu thereof ";or",
and by adding at the end thereof the
following new paragraph
"(13) any payment or series of payments by an employer to an
employee or any of his dependents which is paid
"(A) upon or after the terminationof an employee's employ
ment relationship because of (i) death, (ii) retirementfor dis
ability, or (iii) retirement after attaininga~n age specified in the
plan referred to in subparagraph(B) or in a pension plan of
the employer, and
"(B under a plan established by the employer which makes
provisionfor his employees generally or a class or classes of his

employees (orfor such employees or class or classe Of employees

and their dependents),
other than any such payment or series of payments which would have
been paid if the employee's employment relationshiphad not been so
terminated."
(b) Section 3306 (b) of such Code (definition of wages) is amended by
striking out "or" at the end of paragraph (8), by striking out the period
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at the end of paragraph (9) and inserting in lieu thereof "; or", and by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(10) any payment or series of payments by an employer to an
employee or any of his dependents which is paid
"(A) upon or after the termination'of an employee's employ
ment relationship because of (i) death, (ii) retirement for dis
ability, or (iii) retirementafter attaining an age s~pecified in the
plan referredto in subparagraph(B) or in a pension plan of the
employer, and
"(B) under a plan established by the employer which makes
provisionfor his employees generally or a class or classes of his
employees (or for such employees or class or classes of employees
and their dependents),
other than any such payment or -series of payments which would
have been paid if the employee's employment relationshiphad not been
so terminated."
(c) Section f209 of the Social Security Act (definition of wages) is
amended by striking out "or" at the end of subsection (k), by striking out
the periodat the end of subsection (1)and inserting in lieu thereof "; or",
and by inserting after subsection (1) the following new subsection:
"(in) Any payment or series of payments by an employer to an employee
or any of his dependents which is paid
"(1) upon or after the termination of an employee's employment
relationship because of (A) death, (B) retirement for disability,
or (C) retirement after attaining an age specified in the plan re
ferred to in paragraph(~2) or in a pension plan of the employer, and
"(2) under a plan established by the employer which makes
provision for his employees generally or a class or classes of his
employees (or for such employees or class or classes of employees
and their dependents),
other than any such payment or series of payments which would have
been paid if the employee's employment relationship had not been so
terminated."
(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to remunerationpaid after the date of the enactment of this Act.
And the Senate agree to the same.
W. D. MILLS,
CECIL R. KING,
HALE, BOGGS,
FRANK M. KARSTEN,
A. SYDNEY HERLONG, Jr.,

JOHN W. BYRNES,
THos.

B.

CURTIS,

JAMES B. UTT,
JACKSON

E.

BETTS,

Managers on the Part of the House.
RUSSELL LONG,
GEORGE A. SMATHERS,
CLINTON P. ANDERSON,
ALBERT GORE,
HERMAN TALMADGE,
JOHN J. WILLIAMS,
FRANK CARLSON,

CARL T. CURTIS,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.

STATEMENT OF THE MANAGERS ON THE PART OF THE
HOUSE
The managers on the part of the House at the conference on the
disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of the Senate
to the bill (H.R. 12080) to amend the Social Security Act to provide
an increase in benefits under the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance system, to provide benefits for additional categories of in
dividuals, to improve the public assistance program and programs re
lating to the welfare and health of children, and for other purposes,
submit the following statement in explanation of the effect of the action
agreed upon by the conferees and recommended in the accompanying
conference report:
The following Senate amendments made technical, clerical, clarify
ing, or conforming changes: 1, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 38, 49, 63, 64,
65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 81, 82, 83, 96, 97, 101, 102,
103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118,
120, 125, 127, 128, 129, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140,
148, 150, 151, 152, 156, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 168,
169, 170, 171, 172, 177, 179, 180, 185, 187, 188, 192, 194, 196, 199,
202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 209, 210, 211, 215, 216, 218, 232, 252, 256,
264a, 265, 269, 274, 278, and 283. With respect to these amendments
(1) the House either recedes or rededes with amendments which are
technical, clerical, clarifying, or conforming in nature; or (2) the
Senate recedes in order to conform to other action agreed upon by the
committee of conference.
BENEFIT AMOUNTS

Amendments Nos. 2 through 15: Section 101 of the House bill
amended section 215(a) of the Social Security Act to provide a 12 2
percent increase in benefits with a $50 minimum primary Insurance
amount through a new benefit table for determining primary insurance
amounts and maximum family benefits (taking into account the $7,600
contribution and benefit base scheduled by section 108 of the House
bill to be effective for years after 1967). This provision was to be
effective beginning with the second month following the month of
enactment.
Senate amendment No. 2 substituted for the benefit table in
section 101 of the House bill a new table to provide a 15 percent
increase in benefits with a $70 minimum primary insurance amount
(taking into account the increases in the contribution and benefit base
scheduled by Senate amendment No. 36-$8,000 for the year 1968,
$8,800 for the years 1969 through 1971, and $10,800 for years after
1971).
Senate amendments Nos. 3 through 15 modified the effective date
contained in the House bill to make the benefit increases effective
beginning with March 1968. (The same modification, in the effective
date of other provisions of the House bill involving OASDI benefits
(35)
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was made by Senate amendments 25, 26, 30, 96, 97, 103, 105, 107,116,
135, 136, 138, 139.)
Under the conference agreement, section 215(a) of the Social
Security Act is amended to provide a 13-percent increase in benefits
with a $55 minimum primary insurance amount through a new benefit
table for:,Aetermmmig primary insurance amounts and maximum

family benefits, taking into account the $7,800 contribution and
benefit base scheduled under the conference agreement to be effective
for years after 1967. The provision is effective for and after February
1968.
INCREASE IN BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN

INDIVIDUALS

AGE 72 AND

OVER

Amendments Nos. 16 through 24: Section 102 of the House bill
amended sections 227 and 228 of the Social Security Act to increase,
from $35 for a single person and $17.50 for a spouse to $40 for a single
person and $20 for a spouse, the amounts of the special payments
provided for certain individuals age 72 and older who have no coverage
or whose coverage is insufficient to qualify for regular benefits.

The Senate amendments modified the House bill to provide for an
increase in the amounts of the special payments to $50 for a single
person and $25 for a spouse.

The Senate recedes.
BENEFITS FOR DISABLED WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS

Amendment No. 27: Section 104 of the House bill amended title II
of the Social Security Act to provide benefits for disabled widows and
widowers age 50 or over, with benefits ranging from 50 percent to 82%
percent of the spouse's primary insurance amount depending on the
age at which benefits begin. No trial work period was provided. (A
special test of disability for widows and widowers was set forth in sec
tion 156 of the bill.)
The Senate amendment modified section 104 of the House bill to
provide benefits for disabled widows and widowers at any age. In

addition, payment would be made at the full widow's and widower's
benefit rate of 82%' percent of the spouse's primary insurance amount,
and a trial work period would be provided. (The special test of dis
ability was eliminated by amendment No. 109, so that the definition
in present law would apply to widows and widowers as well as to others
whose benefits depend upon disability.)
The Senate recedes with a technical amendment.
REDUCED BENEFITS AT AGE 60

Amendment No. 28: The Senate amendment added to the House

bill a new section (105), amending section 202 of the Social Security

Act to provide for payment of reduced old-age, wife's, husband's,
widower's, and parent's insurance benefits beginning at age 60. The
old-age benefit would be reduced by /%ths of one percent for each month

for which the worker takes the benefit while under age 65, and the
widower's or parent's benefit (like widow's benefits under existing
law) would be reduced by the same percentage for each month for
which the benefit is taken while under age 62; the wife's or husband's
insurance benefit would be reduced by 2's 6 ths of one percent for each
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month for which the benefit is taken before age 65. (Under existing
law, old-age benefits are payable in full at age 65 or on the basis of a
%9thsreduction at age 62; wife's and husband's benefits are payable in
full at age 65 or on the basis of a 21%oths reduction at age 62; and
widower's and parent's benefits are payable in full at age 62 with no
earlier entitlement provided.)
The Senate recedes.
LIBERALIZATION

OF EARNINGS

TEST

Amendments Nos. 33 and 34: Under the existing provisions of
section 203 of the Social Security Act, if a beneficiary earns $1,500 or
less in a year, no benefits will be withheld; if he earns more than
$1,500 -in a year, $1 in benefits will be withheld for each $2 of earnings
between $1,500 and $2,700, and $1 in benefits will be withheld for
each $1 of earnings above $2,700. Also, no benefit will be withheld
for any month in which the beneficiary earns $125 or less in wages
and does not engage in self-employment.
Section 107 of the House bill amended section 203 of the Social
Security Act to increase the annual $1,500 and $2,700 cut-off points to
$1,680 and $2,880, respectively, and the $125 monthly figure to $140.
The Senate amendments modified section 107 of the House bill so
that the annual cut-off points are increased to $2,400 and $3,600, and
the monthly figure is increased to $200.
The Senate recedes.
INCREASE IN

CONTRIBUTION AND

BENEFIT BASE

Amendments Nos. 35 and 36: Section 108 of the House bill amended
title II of the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 to increase the earnings counted for benefit and tax purposes to
$7,600, beginning with 1968.
Under the Senate amendments, the earnings counted for benefit and
tax purposes were increased to $8,000 in 1968, $8,800 in 1969 through
1971, and $10,800 beginning with 1972.
Under the conference agreement, the amount of earnings counted for
benefit and tax purposes is increased to $7,800, beginning with 1968.
CHANGES

IN TAX SCHEDULE

Amendment No. 37: The following table shows the tax schedule in
the House bill and that in the Senate bill:
AND EMPLOYERS,
EACH
CONTRIBUTION RATESFOREMPLOYEES
[in percentl
Year

Housebill
OASDI

1967---------3.9
1968-----------------3.9
1969-70--------------4.2
1971-72--------------4.6
1973-75-------------_
-5.0
1976-79-------------5.0
1980-86---------5.0
1987 andaft-er-------5.0

Senatebill
Hi

Total

OASDI

HI

Total

0. 5
.5
.6
.6
.65
.7
.8
.9

4. 4
4. 4
4.8
5.2
5.65
5. 7
5.8
5'.9

3.9
3.8
4.2
4.6
5.0
5.05
5.05
5.05

0.5
.6
.6
.6
.65
.65
.75
.75

4.4
4.4
4.8
5.2
5.65
5.7
5.8
5.8
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CONTRIBUTION RATESFORTHE SELF-EMPLOYED
[In percent]
Housebill
OASDI
1967
-----------------5.9
1968-----------------5.9
1969-70 --------------6. 3
1971-72--------------6.9
1973-75...............-7. 0
1976-79 --------------7.0
1980-86 --------------7.0
1987andafter...........7.0

Senatebill

Hi

Total

OASDI

HI

Total

0.5
.5
.6
.6
.65
.7
.8
.9

6.4
6.4
6.9
7.5
7.65
7.7
7.8
7.9

5.9
5.8
6.3
6.9
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

0.5
.6
.6
.6
.65
.65
.75
.75

6.4
6.4
6.9
7.5
7.65
7.65
7.75
7.75

The conference agreement provides the following tax schedule:
[In percentl
Employers
andemployees,
each
OASDI
1967 -----------------3.9
1968..................-3. 8
1969-70 --------------4.2
1971-72-------- ------4. 6
1973-75 --------------5. 0
1976-79--------- -----5. 0
1980-86...............-5. 0
1987andafter----------- 5.0

Hi

Total

0.5
.6
.6
.6
. 65
.7
.8
.9

4.4
4.4
4.8
5.2
5.65
5.7
5.8
5.9

Self-employed
OASDI
5.9
5.8
6.3
6.9
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

HI

Total

0.5
.6
.6
.6
.65
.7
.8
.9

6.4
6.4
6.9
7.5
7.65
7.7
7.8
7.9

EXTENISION
OF RETROACTIVITY
OF DISABILITY APPLICATIONS FOR
FREEZE PURPOSES WHERE FAILURE TO MAKE TIMELY APPLICATION IS
DUE TO INCOMPETENCY

Amendment No. 39: Under existing lawv, an application to establish
a period of disabilitydmust be filed no later than 12 months after the
end of the period of disability. The Sen ate amendment added to the
House bill a new section (112), amending section 216(i) of the Social
Security Act to extend the time for filing an effective application to
establish a closed period of disability (for disability freeze purposes
only) for an additional 24 months-to a total of 36 months-in certain
cases where it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare that the disabled individual's failure to file
within the prescribed period is due to his mental or physical incapacity
to execute such an application.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
MARRIAGE OF A CHILD WHO IS A FULL-TIME STUDENT

Amendment No. 40: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (113), amending section 202 (d) of the Social Security
Act to provide that a child's benefits will not stop when the child
marries if and for as long as the child is a full-time student (and is
otherwise entitled to benefits) and, in the case of a girl, her husband
is also a full-time student. A child whose benefits stop because of
marriage may subsequently (if otherwise entitled, and upon making
a new application) become reentitled to such benefits if he becomes
a full1-time student (or, in the case of a girl, if both she and her husband
become full-time students).
The Senate recedes.
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BENEFITS

FOR

CERTAIN

CHILDREN ADOPTED

BY

DISABLED

WORKERS

Amendment No. 41: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (114), amending section 202(d)(9) of the Social
Security Act to provide that benefits can be paid to the legally adopted
child of a worker entitled to disability benefits (or to old-age benefits
after having been entitled to disability benefits) if the adoption took
place under the supervision of a child-placing agency and was decreed
by a court of competent jurisdiction in the United States, the worker
had continuously resided in the United States for at least one year
prior to the date of adoption, and the child was under the age of 18
on the date of the adoption, regardless of when the adoption occurred.
(Under present law the adoption, even if other conditions are met,
must have taken place within 2 years of the time the worker became
entitled to disability benefits.)
The House recedes with technical amendments.
BENEFITS FOR MOTHERS OF CERTAIN FULL-TIME STUDENTS

Amendment No. 42: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (114a), amending section 202(s) of the Social Secu
rity Act to provide that a wife or mother otherwise qu~alified may
receive benefits on the basis of having an entitled child in her care,
where the child is between 18 and 22 and is only entitled to child's
benefits because he is a full-time student, if the school at which the
child is a student is an elementary or secondary school. (Under exist
ing law, a wife or mother can be entitled to benefits on the basis of
having a child in her care only if the child is entitled to child's bene
fits because he is under 18 or is disabled-she cannot qualify on the
basis of a child who is entitled only because he is a student, regardless
of the level of the school at which he is enrolled.)
The Senate recedes.
STUDY

OF DELAYED

RETIREMENT INCREMENT

Amendment No. 43: The Senate amendment added to the House bill
a new sect~ion (114b) to require the Social Security Administration to
mnake a study with respect to the feasibility of providing increased

old-age insurance benefit amounts for people who delay their retire
ment and may continue to work after age 65, and to report its findings
to the Congress.

The Senate recedes (but the substance of the provision is included
in section 405 of the bill-see Amendment No. 282).
COVERAGE OF MINISTERS

Amendments Nos. 44, 45, 46, and 47: Under existing law, the
services which a clergyman (including a Christian Science practitioner
or a member of a religious order who has not taken a vowv of poverty)
performs in the exercise of his ministry are excluded from coverage
unless the clergyman elects coverage by filin a waiver certificate

within a prescribed period; if he makes the election his services in
his ministry are covered under the provisions of law applicable to
self-employed persons. A member of a religious order who has taken

a vow of poverty may not make such an election; his services are
compulsorily excluded from coverage.
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Section 115 of t~he House bill amended section 211(c) of the Social
Security Act and section 1402(c) and (e) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 to provide that the services performed in the exercise of
his profession by a minister, a Christian Science practitioner, or any
-memberof a religious order (including a member who has taken a vow
of poverty) are to be covered under the provisions of law applicable
to the self-employed unless he obtains an exemption from social
security taxes (and coverage) by filing within a prescribed period
(under the revised section 1402(e) of the Code) an application for
exemption, together with a statement that he is conscientiously op
posed to the acceptance (with respect to his professional service) of
any public insurance such as social security; a clergyman who had
elected coverage under existing law could not secure an exemption,
and an exemption from coverage would be irrevocable.
Senate amendments Nos. 44, 45, and 46 added language providing
that members of religious orders wvho have taken a vow of poverty
are compulsorily excluded from coverage, as under present law, an
need not file any application to secure the exemption. Senate amend
ment No. 47 provided an additional basis for the exemption from
social security taxes (and coverage); clergymen opposed to the accept
ance of public insurance on grounds of religious principle (in addition
to those conscientiously opposed as provided in the House bill) may
secure the exemption.
The House recedes.
STATE AND

LOCAL DIVIDED RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

Amendment No. 48: The Senate amendment added to section 116
of the House bill a new subsection (d), amending section 218(d) (6)(F)
of the Social Security Act so as to grant an additional opportunity,
through 1969, for the election of social security coverage by members
of State and local government retirement systems who did not elect
coverage when they previously had the opportunity to do so under
the divided retirement system procedure, which permits certain
States to cover only those current members of a retirement system
who desire coverage.
The House recedes.
COVERAGE OF POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN IN PUERTO RICO AND CERTAIN
FIREMEN IN NEBRASKA

Amendment No. 50: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (119), amending section 218(p) of the Social Security
Act to add Puerto Rico to the list of States which may, if they so
desire, provide social security coverage for policemen and firemen in
positions under State or local retirement systems. The Senate amend
ment also included a provision validating amounts erroneously re
ported for past services performed by certain firemen employed by
political subdivisions in Nebraska, if amounts representing social
security taxes were erroneously paid in good faith and no refund has
been obtained.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
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COVERAGE

OF FIREMEN IN STATES

NOT SPECIFICALLY

LISTED

Amendment No. 51: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (120), amending section 218(p) of the Social Security
Act to allow social security coverage to be extended to firemen under
a State or local retirement system in a State not designated by name
(in section 218(p)) as one which is permitted to cover policemen and
firemen, if the Governor of the State certifies that the overall benefit
protection of the group of firemen which would be brought under
social security coverage would be improved by reason of the extension
of coverage to the group. Coverage could be extended under this
provision only after a favorable referendum in which no person other
than a fireman could vote.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
COVERAGE OF ERRONEOUSLY REPORTED WAGES FOR FORMER STATE OR
LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

Amendment No. 52: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (121), amending section 218(f) of the Social
Security Act to permit a State, when it provides retroactive coverage
for a coverage group under a modification of the State's agreement,
to specify that whatever retroactive coverage is provided for the cur
rent employees of the coverage group will also be provided for former
employees with respect to whose earnings amounts representing social
security taxes had been erroneously paid in good faith to the Secretary
of the Treasury. The retroactive coverage would not appl to any
former employee for whom a refund of taxes had been mad.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
COVERAGE OF FEES OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES AS
SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME

Amendment No. 53: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (122), amending section 21 1(c) of the Social Security
Act and section 1402(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to
provide that fees received after 1967 by employees of State or local
governments in positions compensated solely on a fee basis and not
covered under a State social security agreement will be covered under
the self-employment provisions; however, any person in a fee-basis
position in 1968 may elect irrevocably (before the due date of his tax
return for 1968) not to have the amendment apply to him-i.e., not
to have his fees covered under the self-employment provisions. The
Senate amendment also added to section 218 of the Social Security
Act a new subsection (u) under which any future modification of a
State's agreement may cover services in positions compensated solely
on a fee basis only if the modification specifically includes such
services as covered, and under which a State may remove such
services from coverage under the agreement.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
FAMILY EMPLOYMENT IN A PRIVATE HOME

Amendment No. 54: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (123), amending section 210(a)(3)(B) of the Social
Security Act and section 3121(b) (3) (B) of the Internal Revenue
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Code of 1954 to extend social security coverage, beginning after
1967, to domestic service in a private home of the employer performed
by an individual in the employ of his son or daughter, provided
that certain conditions are met. The service 'in an~y calendar quarter
would be covered only if the employer has living mn his home a son,
daughter, stepson, or stepdaughter wvho is under age 18 or whose
m~ental or physical condition requires the personal care and super
vision of an adult for at least 4 continuous weeks in the quarter, and
the employer either is widowed or divorced (and has not remarried)
or has a spouse living in the home who, because of a mental or physical
condition, is incapable of caring for the employer's son, daughter,
stepson, or stepdaughter for at least 4 continuous weeks in the quarter.
The House recedes with technical amendments.
EMPLOYEES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS TURNPIKE AUTHORITY

Amendment No. 55: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (124), giving the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare authority to permit the State of Massachusetts, under
such conditions as he deems appropriate, to remove the employees
of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority from social security coverage
before the expiration of 2 years after givn advance notice to the
Secretary, with the provision that if the epoyees are thus removed
from coverage the State cannot again extend coverage to employees
of the Authority.
The House recedes with technical amendments.
METHOD

OF PAYMENT

TO PHYSICIANS UNDER THE
MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAM

SUPPLEMENTARY

Amendments Nos. 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60: The House bill amended
section 1842 (b) (3)(B) of the Social Security Act to provide, in addi
tion to the present receipted bill and assignment methods of payment
for physicians' services, an alternative method, effective with respect
to bills received after December 31, 1967, under which a physician
or other person providing the service could receive payment on the
basis of an itemized bill if such bill is submitted in the form and
manner and within the time specified by regulation and if the full
charge does not exceed the reasonable charge for the service. Under
the alternative method payment could be made to the patient if
payment is not made to the person providing the service for the
reason that the charge exceeds the reasonable charge, the person
providing the service does not submit the bill as provided forr by
regulation, or such person directs that payment be made to the
patient. The House bill also provided, with respect to bills received
after December 31, 1967, that requests for payment under the sup
plementary medical insurance program for services reimbursable on
a reasonable charge basis must be ifiled no later than the close of the
calendar year after the year in which the service is furnished (service
furnished in the last 3 months of a calendar year is deemed to have
been furnished in the succeeding calendar year).
The Senate amendments changed present law, effective with respect
to claims on which a final determination has not been made on or before
the date of enactment, by eliminating the receipted bill method of
payment (payment by the patient required before reimbursement)
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and by providing that payment can be made either to the patient on the
basis of an itemized bill (either receipted or unpaid) or to the physician
under the assignment method. The Senate amendments retained the
House bill provision which establishes the calendar year limitation for
filing medical insurance claims, but made such limitation applicable
to bills submitted and requests for payment made on or after April 1,
1968.
The House recedes.
PODIATRISTS

Amendment No. 61: The House bill amended section 1861(r)
of the Social Security Act to include within the definition of "physi
cian" a doctor of podiatry or surgical chiropody, but only with respect
to functions which he is ~legally authorized to perform as such by the
State in which he performs them. Under the House bill a doctor of
podiatry would not be considered a "physician" for purposes of sec
tions 1814(a) and 1835 (relating to certification and recertification of
medical necessity under 'parts A and B of title XVIII1) and section
1861(k) (relating to utilization review). Certain services performed
by a podiatrist were also excluded for purposes of payment under the
hospital and medical insurance programs.
The Senate amendment provided in addition to those restrictions
in the House provision, that a podiatrist would not be considered to
be a "physician" for the purposes of subsection (j) (relating to ex
tended care facilities), subsection (in) (relating to home health serv
ices), and subsection (o) (relating to home health agencies) of section
1861.
The House recedes.
EXCLUSION

OF CERTAIN SERVICES EXCEPT WITH REGARD TO
PROSTHETIC LENSES

Amendment No. 62: Section 128 of the House bill amended section
1862 (a) (7) of the Social Security Act, which provides that no payment
may be made under title XVIII for expenses, incurred for routine
physical checkups, eyeglasses, eye examinations for the purpose of
prescribing, fitting, or changing eyeglasses, or hearing aids or examina
tions therefor, by adding a provision that no payment may be made
for expenses incurred for procedures performed (during the course of
any eye examination) to determine the refractive state of the eyes.
The Senate amendment provided that the exclusion added by the
House bill is not to apply with respect to expenses incurred for pro
cedures performed in connection with furnishing prosthetic lenses.
The Senate recedes.
TRANSFER OF ALL OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES TO SUPPLEMENTARY
MEDICAL INSURANCE

PROGRAM

Amendment No. 71: Section 129 of the House bill amended the
appropriate sections in title XVIII of the Social Security Act to place
coverage of all outpatient hospital services in the supplementary medi
cal insurance program.
The Senate amendment made the provisions of the House bill
applicable with respect to services furnished after March 31, 1968,
rather than December 31, 1967, except that the elimination of the
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physician certification requirement with respect to outpatient hospital
diagnostic services would apply to services furnished after the date of
the enactment of the bill.
The House recedes.
PAYMENT FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES FURNISHED TO OUTPATIENTS

Amendment No. 77: Section 133 of the House bill amended section
1861 (s) (2) of the Social Security Act to provide supplementary medical
insurance coverage of physical therapy furnished to an outpatient, in
a residence used as the patient's home, by a hospital or by others
under arrangements with the hospital, if such therapy is under the
supervision of such hospital. This provision would apply with respect
to services furnished after December 31, 1967.
The Senate amendment provided coverage for outpatient physical
therapy services furnished by physical therapists employed by or
under an agreement with, and under the supervision of, hospitals
and other providers of services as well as approved clinics or rehabili
tation centers, and local public health agencies that meet standards
established by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
relating to health and safety. The patient would not have to be
homebound for the physical therapy services to be covered. Payment
would be made for such services only when furnished in accordance
with a plan, established and periodically reviewed by a physi(*ian,
that would prescribe the type of physical therapy servie toe pro
vided and the amount and duration of such services. The Senate
amendment would apply with respect to services furnished after
June 30, 1968.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
BLOOD

DEDUCTIBLES

Amendments Nos. 78 and 79: Section 135 of the House bill amended
sections 1813 (a) (2) (as redesignated by the bill) and 1866 (a) (2) (c) of
the Social Security Act to provide that equivalent quantities of packed
red blood cells shall be treated as blood under the hospital insurance
program, and that a patient would have to replace 2 pints of blood
for the first pint of blood received (rather than 1 pint as under present
law) for purposes of the 3-pint deductible. The House bill also
amended section 1833(b) by establishing a 3-pint deductible require
ment with respect to blood (or equivalent quantities of packed cells)
furnished to an individual during a calendar year under the supple
mentary medical insurance program.
The Senate amendments deleted the requirement in the House bill
that the patient replace,, for purposes of the 3-pint deductible, 2 pints
of blood for the first pint of blood received.
The House recedes.
EXTENSION

BY 60 DAYS DURING INDIVIDUAL'S

DURATION

OF BENEFITS

LIFETIME OF MAXIMUM
FOR INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES

Amendment No. 80: Section 137 of the House bill amended section
1812(a) (1) and (b) (1) of the Social Security Act to provide a maximum
of 120 days (rather than 90) of inpatient hospital services for an
individual during any spell of illness, and amended section 1813(a) (1)
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of the act to provide that the amount payable for such services for
each day before the 121st day and after the 90th day of a spell of
illness will be reduced by a coinsurance amount equal to one-half of
the inpatient hospital deductible determined under section 1813(b).
(The inpatient hospital deductible is cuirrently' established at $40.)
The Senate amendments provided an individual with a lifetime
reserve of 60 days of additional coverage for inpatient hospital care
for use after he has exhausted the 90 days of hospital services to which
he is entitled during any spell of illness. The coinsurance amount for
each such additional day of coverage would equal one-fourth of the
inpatient hospital deductible determined under section 1813(b).
The conference agreement contains the Senate provision for a life
time reserve of 60 additional days, but applies the House provision for
a coinsurance amount equal to one-half of the impatient hospital
deductible.
METHOD

OF

DETERMINING

REASONABLE

COST

FOR

PROVIDERS

OF

SERVICES

Amendment No. 84: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (142), amending section 1861(v)(1) of the Social
Security Act by providing that the regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare for determining the
reasonable cost of services under title XVIII shall give a provider of
services the option of having the cost of covered services determined
on a per diem basis (per diem costs prevailing in a community for
comparable quality and levels of services would be taken into account
mn determining such per diem basis). Cost of services would otherwise
be determined on the basis of a per unit, per capita, or other basis
insuring the provider reasonable cost reimbursement.
The Senate recedes with the understanding on the part of the
conferees for both the Senate and the House that this action is not to
be taken as a final decision or prejudgment respecting the issue of
reimbursing providers of service under the medicare program by
alternative methods to those now employed .Such decisions should
not be made until such time as adequate data concerning the actual
cost of benefits furnished to medicare beneficiaries have been obtained
and made available to Congress. At the present time such data have
not been compiled since the actual costs incurred by providers for
services furnished to medicare recipients during the first fiscal year
of operation of the program have not been finally determined. The
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has been directed to
furnish such data to the Committee on Ways and Means and the
Committee on Finance as soon as it is available.
ALLOWANCE
FOR DEPRECIATION AND
INTEREST IN
DETERMINING
REASONABLE COST UNDER TITLES V, XVIII, AND XIX

Amendment No. 85: The Senate amendment added to the House bill
a new section (143), providing that the Secretary of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare would take into account any disapproval by State
agencies carrying on planning under the Partnership for Health Act of
expenditures (made after June 30, 1970, or an earlier date at the
request of a State) by hospitals or other health facilities for substantial
capital items. Depreciation and interest attributable to substantial
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capital items found not in accordance with a State's overall plan would
not be includible as a p art of the "reasonable cost" of covered services
provided to individuals under titles V, XVIII, and XIX.
The Senate recedes.
STATE AGREEMENTS

FOR COVERAGE UNDER THE HOSPITAL INSURANCE
PROGRAM FOR THE AGED

Amendment No. 86: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (144), adding a new section 1818 to the Social
Security Act permitting a State to enter into an agreement with the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare for the provision of
hospital insurance coverage beginning April 1, 1968, for State and
local employees, retired or active (and their dependents and sur
vivors), age 65 or over who do not otherwise qualify for medicare
hospital insurance protection. A State would reimburse the Federal
Hospital Insurance Trust Fund for the actual costs of benefits paid
and administrative expenses incurred with respect to these persons.
An agreement (either in its entirety or with respect to any one or
more coverage groups) could be terminated if the Secretary finds
that the State concerned is no longer legally able to comply with
the provisions of the agreement. A State may also, at its option,
terminate such an agreement.
The Senate recedes.
PROVISIONS FOR BENEFITS UNDER PART A OF TITLE XVIII OF THE
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT FOR PATIENTS ADMITTED PRIOR TO 1968 TO
CERTAIN HOSPITALS

Amendment No. 87: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (145), providing that payment may be made,
on the basis of an itemized bill, to an individual, entitled to hospital
insurance benefits for inpatient hospital services furnished after June
30, 1966, in. certain nonparticipating hospitals as a result of admis
sions occurring before January 1, 1968. The hospital must be licensed
as a hospital, have full-time nursing services, and be primarily en
gaged in providing medical care under the supervision of a doctor of
medicine or osteopathy. Application for reimbursement under this
provision would have to be fied before January 1,1969, and payment
would be limited to 60 percent of room and board charges and 80 er
cent of hospital ancillary charges for up to 90 days in each spe3 of
illness (subject to c-ost-sharing provisions in present law) if the hospital
formally participates in the hospital insurance program before January
1, 1969, and applies its utilization review plan to the services furnished
such individual. If the hospital does not participate before January
1, 1969, payment under this provision would be limited to 20 days
in each spell of illness.
The House recedes with technical amendments.
PAYMENT

FOR EMERGENCY

HOSPITAL SERVICES

Amendment No. 88: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (146), amending section 1861(e) of the Social
Security Act to redefine, effective July 1, 1966, the term "hospital"
(for purposes of paying for emergency hospital services) to mean
an institution which must be licensed as a hospital, have full-time
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nursing services, and be primarily engaged in providing medical
care under the supervision of a doctor of medicine or osteopathy. The
requirements under present law with respect to clinical records,
medical staff bylaws, and care of patient by a physician are eliminated.
The Senate amendment also provided that if the hospital does not bill
for emergency hospital services, the patient could be paid 60 percent
of the room and board charges and 80 percent of the hospital ancillary
charges (or, if the hospital does not make separate charges for routine
and ancillary services, two-thirds of the hospital's reasonable charges),
subject to d[eductible and other existing limitations, with respect to
hospital admissions occurring after December 31, 1967.
The House recedes with technical amendments.
PAYMENT FOR CERTAIN SERVICES FURNISHED OUTSIDE THE
UNITED STATES

Amendment No. 89: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (147), amending section 18 14(f) of the Social
Security Act to permit, effective with admissions occurring after
March 31, 1968, direct payment of hospital insurance benefits to a
resident of the United States for up to 20 days of inpatient hospital
services furnished in a country contiguous to the United States by a
hospital which is not more than 50 miles from the border of the con
tinental United States. For nonemergency care, the hospital would
have to be the nearest suitable one to the patient's residence. Payment
would also be made for emergency inpatient services furnished in a
foreign hospital within 50 miles of the United Statds border if the
hospital was the closest one suitable for treatment and the emergency
necessitating such services occurred no more than 50 miles outside
the United States. Benefits would be payable only on the basis of a
request for payment by an individual entitled to hospital insurance
benefits and only if the roreign hospital met standards that are es
sentially comparable to thos required of hospitals participating
under the program in the United States. Subject to appropriate
deductibles and other limitations, the amount payable under this
provision would be equal to 60 percent of the hospital's reasonable
charges for routine services in the room occupied by the individual
or in semiprivate accommodations, whichever is less, plus 80 percent
of the hospital's reasonable charges for ancillary services, or, if
separate charges for routine and ancillary services are not made by
such hospital, reimbursement may be made to the patient on the basis
of two-thirds of the hospital's reasonable charges but not to exceed
the charges that would have been made if the patient had occupied
semiprivate accommodations.
The Senate recedes with the understanding that the Departments
of Health, Education, and Welfare and State will explore, and report
to the Committees on Ways and Means and Finance, the feasibility
of entering into reciprocal agreements and arrangements with neigh
boring nations designed to make medicare benefits available to US.
citizens who receive necessary hospital care in such nations.
PAYMENT

UNDER SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAM FOR
CERTAIN INPATIENT ANCILLARY SERVICES

Amendment No. 90: The Senate amendment added to the House bill
a new section (148), amending section 1861(s) of the Social Security
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Act to permit, effective April 1, 1968, payment under the medical
insurance program for certain ancillary hospital and extended care
facility services, principally X-ray and laboratory services, furnished
to inpatients who cannot qualify for payments under the hospital
insurance program-for example, in cases where hospital patients have
exhausted their eligibility under the hospital insurance program, or
when extended care facility patients have not met the 3-day hospitali
zation requirement.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
GENERAL

ENROLLMENT

PERIOD UNDER
SUPPLEMENTARY
INSURANCE PROGRAM

MEDICAL

Amendment No. 91: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (149), providing that the general enrollment periods
for the supplementary medical insurance program would be placed
(beginning with 1969) on an annual rather than a biennial basis,
and run from January 1 through March 31, rather than from Oc
tober 1 through December 31 as under p esent law. The Secretary
would determine and promulgate during Deember of each year the
premium rate for the program which would be applicable for the
12-month period beginning on the follown Jul 1 and would be
required to issue a public statement setting fortK the actuarial as
sumptions and other bases upon which he arrived at such rate. Under
the Senate amendment persons wishing to disenroll could do so at
any time, but such disenroilment would not take effect until the close
of the calendar quarter following the quarter in which the notice of
disenrollment was filed. The amendment would also substitute a one
time late enrollment charge (up to 3 additional monthly premiums)
for the 10 percent premium increase in section 1839(c) of the Social
Security Act for those who delay their erollment in the program,
and would modify section 1837 b)(1) to provide that no individual
may enroll for the first time under the program unless he does so in a
general enrollment period which begins within 3 years after the close
of the first enrollment period during which he could have so enrolled.
The House recedes with an amendment providing for the retention
of the percentage premium increase provision in present law for those
who delay enrollment, and the deletion of the late enrollment charge
in the Senate bill.
ELIMINATION OF SPECIAL REDUCTION IN ALLOWABLE DAYS OF INPATIENT
HOSPITAL SERVICES FOR PATIENTS IN TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITALS

Amendment No. 92: Section 138 of the House bill provided that the
limitation in section 1812(c) of the Social Security Act on payment
of hospital insurance benefits during the first spell of illness for an
individual who is an inpatient of a psychiatric or tuberculosis hospital
at the time he first becomes eligible for benefits under the hospital
insurance program would not be applicable to benefits for services in
a general hospital if such services are not primarily for the diagnosis
or treatment of mental illness or tuberculosis.
The Senate amendment changed the provisions of the House bill
by eliminating the provision in present law under which days spent in
a tuberculosis hospital by an individual immediately before his initial
entitlement to hospital insurance reduced the days of inpatient hospital
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coverage for which he is eligible, after entitlement, during his first
spell of illness. The Senate amendment would provide that no reduc
tion would occur in such individual's hospital insurance coverage, after
initial entitlement, during his first spell of illness, regardless of whether
he r eceives inpatient services mn a tuberculosis or general hospital.
The Senate amendment retained the House provision with respect to
inp atients of psychiatric hospitals.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
INCLUSION OF OPTOMETRISTS' SERVICES UNDER SUPPLEMENTARY
MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
Amendment No. 93: The Senate amendment added to the defini
tion of "physician" in section 1861(r) of the Social Security Act a
doctor of optometry but only for the purpose of including his services
as medical and other health services covered under the supplementary
medical insurance program and only with respect to functions he is
authorized to perform by the State in which he practices. The Senate
provision also added to section 1862(a) of the Act (relating to items
and services excluded from coverage under title XVII1) expenses for
an optometrist's services in connection with the detection of eye dis
eases, or for his referral of an individual to a physician (as presently
defined in the act) arising from such services.
The Senate recedes.
INCLUSION

OF

CHIROPRACTORS' SERVICES UNDER SUPPLEMENTARY
MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAM

Amendment No. 94: The Senate amendment added to the definition
of "physician" in section 1861(r) of the Social Security Act a licensed
chiropractor but only for the purpose of including his services as
medical and other health services covered under the supplementary
medical insurance program and only with respect to functions he is
legally authorized to perform by the State in which he practices.
The Senate recedes.
INCLUSION

OF

PSYCHOLOGISTS' SERVICES UNDER
MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAM

SUPPLEMENTARY

Amendment No. 95: The Senate amendment added to the defini
tion of "physician" in section 1861(r) of the Social Security Act a
licensed or certified psychologist but only for the purpose of including
his services as a medical and other health service covered under the
supplementary medical insurance program and only with respect to

functions which he is legally authorized to perform by the State in
which he practices.
The Senate recedes.
OVERPAYMENTS

Amendment No. 98: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new-section (152), amending section 204(a) of the Social Security
Act to direct the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to re
cover benefits overpaid to an individual by withholding benefits pay
able to him or his estate or to any other person entitled' to benefits
on the same earnings record, or by requiring a refund from him or
his estate, or by any combination of these. A beneficiary who is liable
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for repayment of an overpayment, whet-her the overpayment was made
to him or to another person, would qualify for waiver of recovery of the
overpaid amount if he is without fault and meets the other conditions
prescribed in the law. (Underpayments would be paid to the underpaid
beneficiar~y, or, if he has died, to other persons in accordance with sec
tion 204(d) of the Act as amended by the bill (see Senate amendment
No. 100).)
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
BENEFITS

PAID ON THE BASIS OF ERRONEOUS
MILITARY SERVICE

REPORTS OF DEATH IN

Amendment No. 99: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (153), further amending section 204(a) of the Social
Security Act to make benefits paid on the basis of an official report of
the death of an active-duty seviceman in line of duty, issued by the
Department of Defense, lawfurl payments even though it is later de
termined that the serviceman is still alive.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
UNDERPAYMENTS

Amendment No. 100: Section 152 of the House bill amended section
204(d) of the Social Security Act to provide that cash benefits due a
beneficiary at the time of his death are to be paid in the following
order or priority:
(1) To his surviving spouse entitled to benefits on the same
earnings record as he was, or
(2) to his child or children (in equal parts) entitled on that
earnings record, or
(3) to his parent or parents (in equal parts) entitled on that
earnings record, or
(4) to the legal representative or his estate, or
(5) to his surviving spouse not entitled to benefits on the
same earnings record as he was, or
(6) to his child or children (in equal parts) not entitled on that
earnings record.
If none of these persons exist, no payment would be made.
Section 152 of the House bill also amended section 1870 of the Act
to _provide that unpaid medical insurance benefits are to be settled as
follows: Where a beneficiary who has received services for which
payment is due him dies, and the bill for such services has been paid
but reimbursement under the medical insurance program has not been
made, payment of the medical insurance benefits would be made to
the person who paid the bill. If payment could not be made to that
person, payment would be made to the legal representative of the
deceased beneficiary's estate, if there is one-otherwise to relatives
of the deceased individual in the following order of priority:
(1) To his surviving spouse living with him at the time of his
death, or
(2) to his surviving spouse entitled to benefits on the same
earnings record as he was, or
(3) to his child or children (in equal parts).
If none of these persons exist, no payment would be made.
A further provision, not affected by the Senate amendment, author
ized the Secretary to settle claims for unpaid medical insurance bene
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fits, in cases where the bill for covered services had not been paid, by
making payment to the physician or other person who provided the
services, but only if such physician (or other person) agrees to accept
the reasonable charge for the services as his full charge.
The Senate amendment modified section 152 of the House bill to
provide the following uniform order of priority for both cash benefits
and medical insurance benefits due after the beneficiary's death
(except that any medical insurance benefits would of course be paid
first to the person who paid for the services involved, or, if that person
is the deceased beneficiary himself, to the legal representative of his
estate if there is one):
(1) To the surviving spouse of the deceased individual if she
was either living with him at the time of his death or entitled
to benefits on the same earnings record as he was, or
(2) to his child or children (in equal parts) entitled to benefits
on that earnings record, or
(3) to his parent or parents (in equal parts) entitled on that
earnings record, or
(4) to his surviving spouse if she was neither living with him
nor entitled to benefits on that earnings record, or
(5) to his child or children not entitled on that earnings
record, or
(6) to his parent or parents not entitled on that earnings
record, or
(7) to the legal representative of his estate, if any, or
(8) to any person or persons related to him by blood, marriage,
or adoption who may be determined by the Secretary to be the
proper person or persons to receive the payment due.
The House recedes with amendments (1) directing payment of
supplementary medical insurance benefits to the person who paid the
bill for the services involved (ahead of all the other categories) even
though the payment of such bill occurred after the beneficiary's
death, and (2) eliminating the Senate provision which authorized
paym~ent of benefits to persons related to the beneficiary by blood,
marriage, or adoption where there is no one to pay in any of the
first seven categories.
DEFINITION

OF DISABILITY

Amendment No. 109: Under existing law, the term "disability"
is defined in general as inability to engage in any substantial gainful
activity by reason of any medically determinable physical or mental
impairment which can be expected to result in death or has lasted
or can be expected to last at least 12 months.
Section 156 of the House bill amended section 223 (and related
provisions) of the Social Security Act so as to clarify the definition
by providing guidelines emphasizing the role of medical standards in
determining disability so that an individual is not to be considered
under a "disability" unless his impairment is of such severity that he
is not only unable to do his previous wvork but cannot (considering
his age, education, and work experience) engage in any other kind of
substantial gainful work wvhich exists in the national economy, re
gardless of whether such work exists in the general area where he
lives, or whether a specific job vacancy exists for him or he would be
hired if he applied for work. The Secretary of Health, Education, and
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Welfare is directed to establish criteria which are to be conclusive
for determining when work or earnings demonstrate abilit~y to engage
in substantial gainful activity. Section 156 also provided a more
restrictive definition of disability for disabled widows and widowers
than exists in present law for disabled workers; a widow or widower
would not be found to be under a disability unless his or her impair
ments are of a level of severity deemed sufficient to preclude an indi
vidual from engaging in any gainful activity (see discussion of Senate
amendment No. 27).
The Senate amendment struck out of the House bill the language
clarifying the definition of disability, retaining only a technical change,
and also eliminated the more restrictive definition applicable to widows
and widowers.
The conference agreement contains substantially the provision of
the House bill, but includes language designed to clarify the meaning
of the phrase "work wvhich exists in the national economy". This lan
guage puts into the statute the same meaning of the phrase that was
expressed in the reports of both committees. Under the added lan
guage, "work which exists in the national economy" means work that
exists in significant numbers in the region in which the individual
lives or in several regions in the country. The purpose of so defining
the phrase is to preclude from the disability determination considera
tion of a type or types of jobs that exist only in very limited number
or in relatively few geographic locations in order to assure that an
individual is not denied benefits on the basis of the presence in the
economy of isolated jobs he could do.
AMENDMENT

TO COMPLY WITH TREATY OBLIGATIONS

Amendment No. 119: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (162), amending sections 228(a) and 1836 of the
Social Security Act and section 103(a) of the Social Security Amend
ments of 1965. Under the Senate amendment, the present 5-year
residence requirements that uninsured aliens must meet in order to
qualify for hospital insurance benefits or special age-72 cash payments,
or to be eligible to participate in the supplementary medical insurance
program, will not apply to any individual when their application
would be contrary to present treaty obligations of the United States.
The Senate recedes.
EFFECTIVE DATE OF LIMITATION ON PAYMENT OF BENEFITS TO ALIENS
OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Amendment Nos. 121, 122, and 123: Section 160 of the House bill
amended section 202(t) of the Social Security Act to provide that the
present 40-quarters-of-coverage and 10-years-residence exceptions to
the provision requiring the wvithholding of benefits from aliens outside
the United States are not to apply to aliens who are citizens of a
country that has a social insurance or pension system of general
applicability under which benefits are denied to otherwise eligible
Americans while they are outside of that country, or wvho are citizens
of a country that does not have such a system if at any time during
a specified 5-year period benefits to individuals in that country cannot
be paid because of the Treasury ban on payments to Communistcontrolled countries. This change was made applicable for and after
the sixth month following enactment.
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Section 160 of the House bill also prohibited payment of any benefits
for months after enactment which are withheld on account of the
Treasury ban, and provides that past benefits withheld (through the
month of enactment) may not be paid, if and when the ban ends, in
excess of the last 12 months' benefits or to anyone other than the
beneficiary or a survivor entitled to benefits on the same earnings
record.
The Senate amendment modified section 160 of the House bill to
delay the effective dates of these provisions until December 31, 1968.
The conference agreement delays the effective dates of these pro
visions only until June 30, 1968.
SPECIAL PROVISION

IN THE CASE OF CERTAIN CHILDREN

Amendment No. 124: Section 161 of the House bill amended sec
tion 203 (a) of the Social Security Act to provide that benefits payable to
illegitimate children whose entitlement to benefits derives from section
2 16(h) (3) of the Act as added by the 1965 Amendments may not ex
ceed the difference between the total amount payable to other persons
on the same wage record and the family maximum amount.
The Senate amendment modified section 161 of the House bill (1) to
provide that where benefits 1)ayable on the effective date of the 1965
Amendments were reduced because such a child became entitled to
benefits under the provision added by the 1965 Amendments, the bene
fits will no longer (after February 1968) be so reduced, and (2) to
permit the provisions of present law to continue to apply in the case of
children who became entitled under section 2 16(h) (3) after the effec
tive date of the 1965 Amendments or become so entitled in the future.
The conference agreement incorporates in substance the Senate
amendment wvith respect to those on the benefit rolls in the month
of enactment and retains the House provision with respect to children
becoming entitled to benefits in the future. It also makes appropriate
adjustment in effective dates and qualifications to assure their proper
coordination.
ADVISORY

COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECURITY

Amendment No. 126: Section 163 of the House bill amended section
706 of the Social Security Act to provide that an Advisory Council on
Social Security is to be appointed in February 1969 and in February
of fort
ver
yer terafter (instead of "during 1968 and every
fifh yartheeafer asinexisting law), and that each such Council
15 t reortno
ate thn Jnuary 1 of the year following the year of its
appontmnt.(Secion163also provided that the Chairman of each
such Councili to be apited
by the Secretary; under existing law
the Commissioner of SoilSecurity serves as Chairman.)
The Senate amendment modified section 163 of the House bill to
provide that the Advisory Council appointed in 1969 and every fourth
year thereafter is to be appointed at any -time after January 31 rather
than "during February" as in the House bill, and will have until the
first day of the second year following the year of its appointment (as
in existing law) to make its report including any interim reports it
might have issued.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
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DISCLOSURE TO COURTS OF THE WHEREABOUTS OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS

Amendment Nos. 130 and 13 1: Section 166 of the House bill
provided that, upon request, the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare is to furnish an appropriate court with the most recent address
of a deserting father (or his employer) if the court requests the informa
tion in connection with a support or maintenance order for a child.
The Senate amendment modified section 166 of the House bill so
as to assure that information regarding the runaway parent's where
abouts will also be available to courts in interstate support or main
tenance proceedings.
The I-ouse recedes.
EXPEDITED BENEFIT PAYMENTS

Amendment No. 141: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (172), amending section 205 of the Social Security
Act to provide for expedited payment of claims for monthly benefits
on the basis of a written request ifiled under specified conditions in
certain cases where an individual alleges that a benefit due him was
not paid.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
STUDY

OF PROPOSED

LEGISLATION

Amendment No. 142: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (173), directing the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare to study and report to the Congress, on or before January
1, 1969, the effects (including the savings which might accrue to the
Government and the effects on the health professions and on all ele
ments of the drug industry) which might result from enactment of
two proposals relating to drugs: (1)~ a proposal to cover qualified drugs
under the supplementary medical insurance program, and (2) a pro
posal to establish, utilizing a formulary committee, quality and cost
control standards for drugs- provided under the various Federal-State
assistance programs and the hospital insurance proramn.
The Senate recedes (but a somewhat similar provision is included in
section 405 of the bill-see amendment No. 282).
DISABILITY

INSURANCE

BENEFITS FOR THE
BLINDNESS

BLIND;

DEFINITION

OF

Amendment No. 143: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (174), amending section 223 (and related provisions)
of the Social Security Act to provide that for purposes of both dis
ability 'insurance benefits and the disability freeze the term "dis
ability" includes blindness (as defined by the amendment) regardless
of whether or not the individual involved can engage (or is engagig)
in substantial gainful activity, and also to provide that an individual
whose disability is blindness (as so defined) is insured for disability
insurance benefits for any month if he had not less than 6 quarters
of coverage before the quarter in which such month occurs; such an
individual would continue to receive his disability insurance benefits
after attaining age 65. (Existing law generally requires an individual
to be fully insured and to have 20 quarters of coverage in. the 40
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quarters ending with the quarter in which the disability begins, with
a limited relaxation of the latter requirement in certain cases invol~vin
blindness.) The term "blindness" is redefined to mean central visual
acuity of 20/200 or less in the better eye, or visual acuity better than
20/200 if accompanied by a limitation of the field of vision such that
the widest diameter of the visual field subtends an angle no greater
than 20 degrees.
The conference agreement contains the liberalized definition of
blindness, but omits the other provisions of the Senate amendment.
CHILD' S INSURANCE

BENEFITS WHERE DISABILITY
AND 22

BEGAN BETWEEN 18

Amendment No. 144: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (175), amending section 202 of the Social Security
Act to permit a child to become entitled to child's insurance benefits
on the basis of a disability which began at any time before age 22
(rather than only on the basis of a disability which began before
age 18, as required under present law).
The Senate recedes.
ATTORNEYS' FEES

Amendment No. 145: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (176), amending section 206(a) of the Social Security
Act to authorize the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to
certify payment of attorneys' fees for services rendered in adminis
trative proceedings from past-due benefits of a successful claimant.
The amount of the fee so certified in any case would be the smaller of:
(A) 25 percent of the total past-due benefits, (B) the amount of the
attorney's fee fixed by the Secretary, or (C) the amount agreed upon
between the claimant and the attorney.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
PROGRAMS

OF SERVICES

FURNISHED

TO

FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT

CHILDREN

Amendments 146, 147, 149, 153, 157, and 166: Section 201 of the
House bill amended title IV of the Social Security Act to require that
services be provided under State AFDC plans to assure to the maxi
mum extent possible that children and other family members will
enter the labor force so that they will become self-sufficient and for
the purpose of reducing the number of births out of wedlock including
the offer of family planning services in all appropriate cases and other
wise strengthening family life. The House bill also strengthens services
relating to the establishment of paternity, securing support and other
specific services. (As under present law, States can secure Federal
participation in other services if they choose to provide them.)
The Senate amendments generally accept the provisions of the
House bill, appropriately adjusted to reflect the transfer of most of the
responsibility for employability services to the Secretary of Labor.
They also broaden the provision in existing law which requires a
program of services for children so as to include other family members
under the State plan. The program is to include any needed childwelfare services, and any other services needed for preserving, re
habilitating, reuniting, or strengthening the family and services that
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will assist members of the family toward maximum self-support and
personal independence.
The House recedes with amendments which are largely of a technical
or conforming nature.
STATE AND LOCAL SINGLE ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT PROVIDING SERVICES
UNDER FAMILY PROGRAMS

Amendments Nos. 154, 155, and 167: Section 402(a) (15) of the
Social Security Act under section 201 (a) (1) of the House bill, required
that where the programs of services furnished to families with depend
ent children are developed and the services provided by the staff of
the State or local agency administering the State AFDC 'plan, the
provision of the services must be the responsibility of a singl organi
zational unit in such State or local agency.
Senate amendments Nos. 154 and 155 modified the provisions of
the House bill so as to eliminate the single-unit requirement in the
case of a local agency while retaining the requirement in cases where
it is the State agency that develops and implements the program of
services. Senate amendment No. 167 modified section 201(g) of the
House bill to provide that if on enactment the State agency responsible
for the State AFDC plan is different from the State agency responsible
for the State's child-welfare services plan, the requirement for a single
org~anizational unit would not apply for so long as such agencies are
different. (See also Senate amendments Nos. 250 through 253.)
The conference agreement retains the House provision requiring a
single organizational unit in a local agency as wel as in a State agency;
it retains the provisions of Senate amendment No. 167 waiving the
single organizational unit requirement in cases where at the time of
enactment the two State agencies involved are different, and in addi
tion provides a similar waiver for local agencies in cases where at the
time of enactment the two local agencies involved in a political sub
division are different.
EARNINGS EXEMPTIONS FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS

Amendments Nos. 173, 174, 175, and 176: Section 202(b) of the
House bill amended section 402(a) of the Social Security Act to re
quire each State under its AFDC plan to exempt all of the earnings of
recipients who are under age 16, or who are age 16 to 21 if they are in
full-time school attendance, and to exempt the first $30 of the total of
the monthly earnings of the family plus one-third of the remainder of
the earnings of the family (including children age 16-21 not in school,
the caretaker relative, and any other individual living in the home and
taken into account in the determination of need).
Senate amendments Nos. 173 and 174 modified the House bill to
provide that all of the earnings of any child receiving AFDC are to be
exempted only if the child is a full-time student or a part-time student
who is not a full-time employee. Senate amendments Nos. 175 and
176 increased the amount to be exempted from the first $30 of total
monthly earnings plus one-third of the remainder to the first $50 of
total monthly earnings plus one-half of the remainder. The amend
ments would become effective July 1, 1969, but a State could put them
into effect at any time after December 31, 1967.
The House recedes on amendments Nos. 173 and 174, and the
Senate recedes on amendments Nos. 175 and.176.
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With respect to amendment No. 174, the House recedes with the
understanding that in order to qualify for the earnings exemp tion a
part-time student must have a school schedule that is equal to at
least one-half of a full-time curriculum.
EXEMPTION OF SUPPORT CONTRIBUTIONS AS EARNED
INCOME OF RECIPIENTS OF AFDC

Amendment No. 178: The Senate amendment added to section
402 (a) (8) of the Social Security Act, as amended by section 202 of
the House bill, a provision that contributions by an. absent parent
under a court order for the support of a dependent child receiving
AFDC are to be considered as earned income for purposes of de
termining need and the amount of the assistance payment, subject
to the earnings exemptions provided in the bill (see Senate amend
ments Nos. 173 through 176).
The Senate recedes.
EXEMPTION OF EARNINGS UNDER OLD AGE ASSISTANCE AND AID
TO THE PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED

Amendments Nos. 181, 182, 183, and 184: Senate amendments
Nos. 181, 182, and 183 added to section 202 of the House bill pro
visions amending sections 2(a), 1402(a), and 1602 (a) of the Social
Security Act to apply the same provisions for exemption of earned
income that are incorporated in title IV-i.e., the first $50 plus
one-half of the remainder (under Senate amendments Nos. 175 and
176)-to persons receiving aid or assistance under titles I, XIV, and
XVI of the Act. Senate amendment No. 184 modified section 202(d)
of the House bill to apply to the determination of need under titles I,
X, XIV, XVI, and XIX of the Act the requirement (applicable
only to AFDC under the House bill) that States disregard any earned
income exemptions which may be provided by other laws.
The Senate recedes on amendments Nos. 181, 182, and 183. The
conference agreement contains the provision added by amendment
No. 184, with amendments conforming to the Senate recession on the
preceding amendments and making the provision effective July 1,1968.
UNEMPLOYED

FATHERS UNDER AFDC

Amendments Nos. 186, 189, 190, 191, 193, and 195: Section 407 of
the Social Security Act, as amended by section 203(a) of the House
bill, defined an unemployed father (for purposes of determining the
eligibility of his children for AFDC) so as to exclude fathers who do
not have 6 or more quarters of work in any 13-calendar-quarter period

ending within one year prior to the application for aid, and fathers who
receive (or are qualified to receive) any unemployment compensation
under State law.
The Senate amendments removed these exclusions, and restored
the rovsio
ofpreentlawunder which a State may at its option
wholyo
eny parly
FDCforany ont whee te fther receives
uneplomen
copenatin drin th moth.(Th Snate amend
ment alocetai
rmove wor ortraningreqireents in order

to conform with amendment N.18anmoiedteeffective date
provisions of the House bill.)
The Senate recedes (except on the conforming amendments and
effective date provisions).
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MANDATORY

PROVISION OF AID TO CHILDREN IN
FATHER'S UNEMPLOYMENT

NEED

BECAUSE

OF

Amendment No. 197: The Senate amendment added to section
203 of the House bill a new subsection (c), amending section 402(a)
of the Social Security Act to require an approved State plan for
AFDC to provide, effective July 1, 1969, for assistance to children
in need because of the unemployment of their father as provided in
section 407 of the Act. (Section 407 itself, under both the House bill
and Senate amendments Nos. 185 through 196, simply gives the
States the option of extending their AFDC programs to include these
children.)
The Senate recedes.
WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAMS

FOR RECIPIENTS OF AFDC

Amendment No. 198: Section 204 of the House bill provided for a
community work and training program for all appropriate adults and
older children receiving AFDC, to be administered by the welfare
agencies. Participation by an individual in the program would be a
condition of that individual's elig-ibility for aid; and if a relative
refused without good cause to participate, aid for the children would
be denied or if provided would be limited to protective or vendor
payments or payments for foster care.

The Senate amendment substituted for the House bill's

community

work and training program a new work incentive program to be
administered by the Department of Labor for AFDC recipients
referred by wvelf are agencies. Those referred would be assigned to
regular employment, institutional or work-experience training, or
subsidized special work projects, depending upon their experience
and qualifications; certain classes of persons for whom any referral
would be inappropriate are specifically enumerated. Persons assigned
to regular employment woulid qualify for the earnings exemption
provided by section 202 of the bill; and an incentive training allowvance
of up to $20 a week would be provided for those assigned to training
programs. If an individual refused without good cause (as determined
by the Secretary of Labor) to accept work or training, AFDC payments
on behalf of the dependent children to such individual would not
terminate, and such individual's need could continue to be taken into
account for 60 days if he received counseling during that period (but
his grant would have to be paid in the form of protective or vendor
payments). Mothers or other relatives could not be required to par
ticipate in a work program necessitating their absence from home
during tim es when the children are not attending school. Recipients
under the District of Columbia's special program of temporary assist
ance for unemployed parents would be treated the same as recipients of
AFDC under a regular unemployed parents program.
The conference agreement contains the provisions of the Senate
amendment, with amendments (1) changing the incentive training
allowance from $20 a week to $30 a month, (2) decreasing the Federal
share from 90 to 80 percent of the costs of carrying out the program,
(3) eliminating mothers and other relatives who care for pre-school
children or children under 16 attending school from the specified
classes of persons for whom referral under the program is declared to
be inappropriate, (4) removing the provision which would have
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allowed the States, under criteria established by the Secretary, to set
up other exclusions (the conferees believe that the language which
allows the States to define the term "appropriate" gives sufficient
flexibility to the States to determine who should be referred to the
work incentive program), and (5) providing that if a relative refuses
without good cause to accept work or training, AFDC payments on
b ehalf of the dependent children must be made in the form of protective
or vendor payments or payments for foster care.
It is the understanding and clear intent of the conferees that the
Department of Labor functions in this program will be carried out
through the system of State employment service offices.
The conferees noted that the agreed-upon bill contains provisions
requiring the Secretary of Labor to make an annual report (the first
one due July 1, 1970) on the program, and that the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare is to make similar reports (also
beginaning on July 1, 1970) on programs of the States furnishing
services designed to make it possible for AFDC recipients to take
work or training. The conferees intend to watch very clsey the ad
ministration of this program and the emerging experience gained under
it.
At the request of the conferees, the Department of Labor furnished
its estimates, based upon the provisions of the bill agreed to by the
conference committee, concerning expenditures for work and training
activities under the program, the numbers of persons who could be
trained and located in employment, and reductions in Federal expen
ditures under the AFDC program which will result from these activi
ties. These estimates are shown in the following table furnished by
the Department of Labor.
WORK-TRAINING IMPACT

Fiscalyear

19683
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - ---------- -----------------1969
1970 ----------------------------1971
----------------------------1972------- ---------------------Total-----------------------

Work-training
exess
(mlin)

Federal
AFDC
reduction due
to training
(millions)

Trainees
(thousands)'

$30

-- - - - - - - -$II
-63
-145
-257

27
110
150
190
280

2 19

165
209
308
8941

-476

757

Full-time job
placements
after training
(th~ouasnds)
1
55
75
95
238

1Does notinclude recipients onpriority III work projects.
2Includes $8,000,000 1-year costfor priority III work projects (for public agencies).

FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN PAYMENTS FOR FOSTER CARE OF CERTAIN
DEPENDENT CHILDREN

Amendments Nos. 200 and 201: Section 205 of the House bill
amended title IV of the Social Security Act to authorize Federal
participation in payments for foster care of certain dependent children
under the AFDC program to the extent that such payments do not
exceed an average of $100 per month, effective with respect to foster
care provided after September 1967.
Senate amendment No. 200 reduced this figure to $50, and Senate
amendment No. 201 made the provision effective with respect to foster
care provided after December 1967.
The Senate recedes on amendment No. 200, and the House recedes
on amendment No. 201.
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LMERGENCY ASSISTANCE FOR CERTAIN NEEDY FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN

Amendments Nos. 207, 208, and 212: Section 206 of the House bill
amended title IV of the Social Security Act to provide that the
Federal Government will participate in State expenditures under a
program for emergency assistance to certain needy families with
children which is furnished for not more than 30 days in any 12-month
period.
Senate amendment No. 207 extended to 60 days in any 12-month
period the period for which Federal sharing as provided in the House
bill may be aailable. Senate amendment No. 208 excluded from such
Fedea shrn
xpenditures for children whose destitution or need
for liigarneents
arose because the child or the caretaker
relatv rfsdwtout
good cause to accept employment or training
for employment. Senate amendment No. 212 added a provision making
it clear that the emergency assistance so authorized may be provided
to migrant workers with families in the State or in a part or parts of
the State designated by the State.
The Senate recedes on amendment No. 207, and the House recedes
on amendments Nos. 208 and 212.
PROTECTIVE AND VENDOR

PAYMENTS

WITH RESPECT TO DEPENDENT

CHILDREN

Amendment No. 213: Section 207 of the House bill, which author
ized Federal sharing under the AFDC program in vendor payments
made directly to a person furnishing goods and services as well as in
protective payments made to another individual who is interested in
or concerned with the welfare of the child or caretaker relative, struck
out the provision of present law limiting the number of individuals
receiving protective payments who may be included as AFDC recip
ients for any month to 5 percent of the number of other AFDC
recipients for the month.
The Senate amendment retained the limit (which would now apply
to vendor payments as well as protective payments) but increased it
from 5 to 10 percent. The Senate amendment also eliminated the
House provision for the inclusion of protective and vendor payments
as AFDC without regard to certain specified conditions in cases where
the child or caretaker relative refuses without good cause to accept
employment or training.
The conference agreement contains the Senate provision retaining
the limit and increasing it from 5 to 10 percent, but excludes from the
computation of the 10 percent any individuals with respect to whom
protective or vendor payments are required because of refusal without
good cause to accept work or training.
LIMITATION

ON

NUMBER
FEDERAL

OF CHILDREN WITH RESPECT
PAYMENTS MAY BE MADE

TO

WHOM

Amendment No. 214: Section 208 of the House bill amended section
403 of the Social Security Act to provide that the number of children
receiving AFIDC with Federal financial participation in any State
for any quarter after 1967 because of the absence of a parent from the
home may not represent a proportion of the total under-21 population
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of the State at the beginning of the year involved which is larger
than the corresponding proportion for the first quarter of 1967.
The Senate amendment removed this limitation from the bill.
The conference agreement includes the House provision, but bases
the limitation on the number of children under 18 receiving aid as
compared to the total under-18 population of the State instead of
taking into account children up to 21, uses the first quarter of 1968
instead of the first quarter of 1967 as the base quarter for purposes
of the comparison, and makes the limitation effective after June 30,
1968, instead of after December 31, 1967.
FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN PAYMENTS FOR REPAIRS TO HOMES OWNED
BY RECIPIENTS OF AID OR ASSISTANCE

Amendments Nos. 217, 219, and 220: Section 209 of the House binl
added to title XI of the Social Security Act a new section 1119,

authorizing 50-percent Federal financial participation under specified

conditions in expenditures not in excess of $500 for repairs to a home
owned by an aged, blind, or permanently and totally disabled
recipient of aid or assistance under title I, X, XIV, or XVI of the Act.
The Senate amendment extended this provision to include the same
Federal financial participation in home repair expenditures for
recipients of AFDC under title IV of the Act.
The House recedes.
USE OF SUBPROFESSIONAL
STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS IN PROVIDING
SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS APPLYING FOR AND RECEIVING ASSISTANCE

Amendment No. 221: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (209), amending sections 2, 402, 1002, 1402, 1602,
and 1902 of the Social Security Act to require each State plan for

public assistance under title I, X, XIV, XVI, and XIX, and part A
of title IV, to provide for the training and use of paid subprofessional

staff as community, aides in the administration of the plans, and for

the use of nonpaid or partially-paid volunteers in a social service

volunteer program in providing services to recipients and assisting

advisory committees. (For a similar requirement under other programs,
see Senate amendments Nos. 249 and 271.)
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
SIMPLICITY OF ADMINISTRATION

Amendment No. 222: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (210), amending sections 2, 402, 1002, 1402, and
1602 of the Social Security Act to require that a State's methods of
administering its State plans approved under titles I, X, XIV, and
XVI, and part A of title IV, be such as to assure that eligibility for
and the extent of aid or assistance under the plans will be determined
in a manner consistent with simplicity of administration and the
best interests of the recipients.
The Senate recedes.
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LOCATION OF CERTAIN PARENTS WHO DESERT OR ABANDON DEPENDENT
CHILDREN; ESTABLISHMENT AND COLLECTION OF LIABILITY TO THE
UNITED STATES

Amendment No. 223: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (211), amending title IV of the Social Security Act
and chapter 64 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to require that
State plans for AFDC provide for the use of certain procedures for
obtaining information through the files of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare and the Internal Revenue Service and for
the use of such information in the location of a parent against whom
a court order has been issued or a petition filed for an order for the
support of his children receiving aid; to require inter-State cooperation
in securing compliance with a court order issued against a deserting
parent; and to establish a procedure under which a deserting parent
could become liable to the United States for the Federal share of the
AFDC payments made for his children, or, if lower, for any unpaid
portion of such a support order, which would be subject to collection
by the Secretary of the Treasury.
The conference agreement contains the provisions of the Senate
amendment on obtaining information for use in locating parents and
on securing compliance with court support orders, but omits the
provisions relating to the establishment and collection of liability
to the United States.
PROVISION OF SERVICES BY

OTHERS THAN A STATE

Amendment No. 224: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (212), amending sections 3(a), 1003(a), 1403(a),
and 1603(a) of the Social Security Act to permit the Secretary to
make exceptions from the usual requirement that services (under a
State plan approved under title I, X, XIV, or XVI of the Act) be
obtained only from the State or local agency administering the plan
or from certain other designated State agencies, in order to authorize
the purchase of such services from other agencies and persons. (Section 201 (d) of the House bill, which was not changed in substance by
the Senate amendments, amended section 403(a) of the Act to provide
that, except to the extent specified by the Secretary, child-welfare
services, family planning services, and family services under a State
plan for AFDC approved under title IV o~f the Act may be obtained
from sources other than the designated State and local agencies.)
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
INCREASING INCOME OF RECIPIENTS OF ASSISTANCE

Amendment No. 225: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (213), amending sections 2, 1002, 1402, and 1602
of the Social Security Act (effective July 1,1968) to require each State
to adjust its standards for determining need, the extent of its aid or
assistance, and the maximum amount of the aid or assistance payable
under its plans approved under titles I, X, XIV, and XVI so that the
total aid or assistance and other income pe ecipient will be no less
than $7.50 per month above the total ador assistance and other in
come per recipient under the standards and maximums applicable on
December 31, 1966 (or on June 30, 1966, in the case of States with
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statutory cost-of-living adjustments). The new section also amended
section 402 (a) of the Act to require that by July 1, 1969, and annually
thereafter, each State (under its plan for AFDC approved under title
IV) must adjust its standards so as to reflect current living costs and
make proportionate adjustments in any maximums on the amount of
aid.
Under the conference substitute, each State (under its plans ap
proved under titles I, X, XIV, and XVI) would be authorized to dis
regard up to $7.50 per month (instead of $5 per month as under
present law) of any income of a recipient, in addition to any amounts
which the State agency is otherwise authorized to disregard. Under
the agreement, the new section 402(a) provision (for adjustments to
reflect living costs) would require States to make only one adjustment
before July 1, 1969, after which date the provision would not apply.
LIMITATION ON FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

Amendment No. 226: Section 220 of the House bill amended sec
tion 1903 of the Social Security Act to limit Federal financial particip a
tion in medical assistance in any State to expenditures for families
whose income does not exceed a level equal to 133% percent of the
AFDC title IV payment level, or in the alternative (if lower) 133%
percent of the State's per capita income applied to a family of four.
(For the period July-December 1968, the percentages are 150, and for
the calendar year 1969, 140, in the case of States whose plan was
approved before July 26, 1967.)
The Senate amendment modified section 220 of the House bill to
set the limiting income level at 150 percent of the old-age assistance
(title I or XVI) standard, and reduced the Federal matching share in
expenditures for the medically indigent to the square of the fraction
equivalent to the Federal medical assistance percentage. (The income
limit would be effective July 1, 1968, and the reduced Federal share on
July 1, 1969, except in the case of Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin
Islands).
The Senate recedes with amendments (1) exempting needy persons
receiving or eligible for aid or assistance from the limitation, and (2)
eliminating the alternative limitation based on the State's per capita
income.
MAINTENANCE

OF STATE

EFFORT

Amendments Nos. 227, 228, 229, and 230: Section 221 of the
House bill amended section 1117 of the Social Security Act to give
States additional alternatives for measuring State effort under the
provisions designed to assure that States maintain their fiscal effort
after new Federal funds become available during a period expiring
July 1, 1969.
The Senate amendments modified section 221 of the House bill by
advancing the expiration date of the section 1117 period to June 30,
1968. They also amended section 1117 so that its provisions are appli
cable to quarters beginning after June 30, 1966, rather than after
December 31, 1965.
The House recedes.
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EXTENSION OF TIME TO MODIFY SECTION 1843 AGREEMENTS TO COVER
SOCIAL SECURITY AND RAILROAD RETIREMENT BENEFICIARIES

Amendment No. 231: The Senate amendment modified section 222
of the House bill (relating to coordination of title XIX and the sup
plementary medical insurance program) to extend from January 1,
1968, to January 1, 1970, the period within which a State may request
a modification of its agreement under section 1843 of the Social Se
curity Act so as to cover under such agreement individuals (otherwise
eligible) who are entitled to social security or railroad retirement
benefits.
The House recedes.
REQUIRED SERVICES UNDER STATE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

PLAN

Amendment No. 233: Section 224 of the House bill amended section
1902(a)(13) of the Social Security Act to permit a State, as an alter
native to providing the basic 5 items of services required under present
law, to provide any 7 of the first 14 services listed in the law (section
1905(a) of the Act).
The Senate amendment modified section 224 of the House bill to
require the States to continue to provide the basic 5 services for all
money payment recipients; for the medically indigent, States would
be allowed to select either the basic 5 or any 7 out of the first 14
services listed, except that if nursing home or hospital care services
are selected a State must also provide physician's services in these
institutions. After July 1, 1970, home health services would have to
be provided to assistance recipients eligible for skilled nursing home
care. The Senate amendment also required a State medical assistance
plan to provide for the payment of the reasonable cost (under section
1861(v) (i)) of inpatient hospital services, and, effective July 1, 1970,
of extended care (skilled nursing home and intermediate care facility)
services and home health care services provided under the plan.
(Present law requires the payment of reasonable cost only in the case
of inpatient hospital services.)
The conference agreement contains the Senate provisions except
those requiring payment of reasonable costs for extended care and
home health services. It is the judgment of the managers for the
House that adequate information concerning actual costs in this area
is not yet available and that the method of making payment for such
costs should not be changed until such information has been obtained.
FREE CHOICE BY INDIVIDUALS ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

Amendments Nos. 234 and 235: Section 227 of the House bill
amended section 1902(a) of the Social Security Act to assure that any
individual eligible for medical assistance will be free to obtain such
assistance from the qualified institution, agency, or person of his choice.
The Senate amendments modified the House provision to include
community pharmacies and drugs among the providers and services
with respect to which free choice is assured. (See also Senate amend
ment No. 295.)
The House recedes.
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DIRECT PAYMENTS

TO CERTAIN RECIPIENTS

OF MEDICAL

ASSISTANCE

Amendment No. 236: Section 230 of the House bill amended
section 1905(a) of the Social Security Act to permit States to make
direct payments to recipients of medical assistance to meet the cost
of physicians' services to individuals not receiving cash assistance.
The Senate amendment modified section 230 of the House bill to
permit States to include dentists' as well as physicians' services and
to include cash assistance recipients as well as medically needy
persons, under safeguards prescribed by the Secretary to assure
quality and reasonableness of charge.
The conference substitute contains the Senate provision including
dentists as well as physicians under the direct payment procedure,
but omits the Senate provision ex-tending the procedure to cash
assistance recipients and providing for prescribed safeguards.
OBSERVANCE

OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

Amendment No. 237: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (232), providing (in a new section 1907 of the Social
Security Act) that no individual will be compelled by reason of any
thing in title XIX to undergo medical screening, examination, diag
nosis, treatment, or other care which is contrary to his religious
beliefs (other than for the purpose of discovering or preventing the
spread of infection or contagious disease or for the purpose of pro
tecting environmental health).
The House recedes.
COVERAGE

UNDER TITLE XIX OF CERTAIN SPOUSES OF INDIVIDUALS
RECEIVING CASH WELFARE AID OR ASSISTANCE

Amendment No. 238: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (233), amending section 1905(a) of the Social
Security Act to permit a State to make medical assistance available
under title XIX to the spouse of a recipient of cash assistance under
title I, X, XIV, or XVI if the State determines that the spouse is
essential to the well-being of the cash recipient.
The House recedes.
INSPECTION OF RECORDS AND PREMISES OF PROVIDERS OF CARE AND
SERVICES UNDER PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

Amendment No. 239: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (234), amending sections 2(a), 402(a), 1002(a),
1402(a), 1602(a), and 1902(a) of the Social Security Act to require
State, plans (approved under titles, I, IV, X, XIV, X(VI, and XIX) to
provide for agreements with providers of medical care and services
giving the General Accounting Office and the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare such access to the records and premises of the
providers as may be necessary to assure that proper payments are being
made under the plan and otherwise to carry out the purposes of the
program involved.
The Senate recedes.
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STANDARDS FOR SKILLED NURSING HOMES FURNISHING SERVICES UNDER
STATE PLANS APPROVED UNDER TITLE XIX

Amendment No. 240: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (234a), amending section 1902(a) of the Social
Security Act to require State plans for medical assistance under title
XIX to provide for a regular program of professional medical review
and periodic inspection with respect to care furnished title XIX
patients in skilled nursing homes and mental hospitals, and to provide
that skilled nursing homes receiving payments under title XIX meet
certain conditions including requirements pertaining to health care,
environment, sanitation, and fire and safety. All persons and institu
tions providing services under the title XIX plan must agree to keep
appropriate records and furnish the State agency with information.
Assistance payments with Federal participation could not be made
after June 30, 1968, to homes not meeting States' requirements for
licensure.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
COST

SHARING AND SIMILAR CHARGES WITH RESPECT TO INPATIENT
HOSPITAL SERVICES FURNISHED UNDER TITLE XIX

Amendment No. 241: Under existing law States may not impose
any deductibles or cost-sharing with respect to inpatient hospital
services provided under the medical assistance program. The Senate
amendment added to the House bill a new section (234(b)), amending
section 1902(a) of the Social Security Act to permit a State to impose
deductibles or cost-sharing with respect to inpatient hospital services
received by the medically needy (but, as under present law, not with
respect to services received by money payment recipients). It also
removed the requirement that the full cost of deductibles under the
hospital insurance program (title XVIII(A)) be met under the title
XIX medical assistance program.
The House recedes with technical amendments.
STATE PLAN REQUIREMENTS REGARDING LICENSING OF ADMINISTRA
TORS OF SKILLED NURSING HOMES FURNISHING SERVICES UNDER
STATE PLANS APPROVED UNDER TITLE XIX

Amendment No. 242: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (234c), amending title XIX of the Social Security
Act to require State plans for medical assistance to include a State
program which meets specified conditions for the licensing of adminis
trators of nursing homes. Administrators who did not qualify initially
would have until July 1, 1972, to qualify, and the States would be
required to offer programs of training to assist administrators to
qualify.
The House recedes with technical amendments.
UTILIZATION

AND

COST

OF CARE AND SERVICES
TITLE XIX

FURNISHED

UNDER

Amendment No. 243: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (234d), amending section 1902(a) of the Social
Security Act to require an approved State plan for medical assistance
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under title XIX to provide such methods and procedures relating to
the utilization of and payment for care and services under the plan as
may be necessary to safeguard against unnecessary utilization of such
care and services.
The conference agreement contains the Senate provision, and adds
a requirement that methods and procedures must also be provided to
assure that payments (including payments for any drugs provided
under the plan) are not in excess of reasonable charges consistent with
efficiency, economy, and quality of care. It is the understanding of the
conferees for the House that this provision does not authorize price
fixing of drugs by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
DIFFERENCES IN

STANDARDS

WITH RESPECT TO

UNDER

INCOME ELIGIBILITY

TITLE XIX

Amendment No. 244: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (234e), amending section 1902(a)(17) of the Act
to require a State's plan for medical assistance under title XIX to
provide for flexibility mn the application of its standards for determining
eligibility for and the extent of medical assistance in the case of
medically needy individuals, by establishing differences in income
levels which recognize variations in shelter costs between urban and
rural areas.
The House recedes with an amendment to allow, rather than
require, States to establish such differences.
CHILD-WELFARE

SERVICES APPROPRIATION

Amendments Nos. 24-5 and 246: Section 420 of the Social Security
Act, as added by section 235(c) of the House bill, authorized the
appropriation for child-welfare services of $100,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1969, and $110,000,000 for each fiscal year
thereafter.
The Senate amendment increased these authorizations to $125,000,
0.00 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and $160,000,000 for
each fiscal year thereafter.
The Senate recedes.
DAY CARE STANDARDS

APPLICABLE TO AFDC CHILDREN

Amendment No. 247: Section 422(a) of the Social Security Act, as
added by section 235(c) of the House bill, included certain require
ments with respect to day care services provided under the State's
plan for child-welfare services.
The Senate amendment modified the House bill to make these
requirements applicable to all day care services provided under title
IV of the Act-i.e., to services provided under the AFDC program
as well as those provided under the child-welfare services program.
The House recedes.
PARENT INVOLVEMENT

IN DAY CARE

Amendment No. 248: The Senate amendment modified section
422(a) of the Social Security Act, as added by section 235(c) of the
House bill, to include a requirement that a plan for day care services
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under title IV of the Social Security Act provide for the development
and implementation of arrangements for the more effective involve
ment of the parent or parents in the appropriate care of the child and
the improvement of the health and development of the child.
The House recedes.
USE OF SUBPROFESSIONAL

STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS

Amendment No. 249: The Senate amendment modified section
422 (a) of the Social Security Act, as added by section 235(c) of the
House bill, to require that no later than July 1, 1969, a State plan for
child-welfare services must provide for the training and effective use
of paid subprofessional staff (with particular emphasis on full or part
time employment of persons of low income) as community service
aides, in the administration of the plan, and for the use of nonpaid
or partially paid volunteers in providing services and in assisting
advisory committees. (For a similar requirement under other programs,
see Senate amendments Nos. 221 and 271.)
The House recedes.
MODIFICATION

OF SINGLE

STATE

OR LOCAL

AGENCY

REQUIREMENTS

UNDER CHILD-WELFARE SERVICES PROGRAM

Amendment Nos. 250, 251, and 253: Section 235(d) of the House
bill amended section 422(a) of the Social Security Act (as added by
section 235(c) of the bill) to require States to furnish child-welfare
services to children receiving AFDC through a single organizational
unit in the State and local agency; and section 235(e) of the House
bill made this amendment effective July 1, 1968.
Senate amendments Nos. 250 and 251 modified section 235(d) of
the House bill to maintain the single-unit requirement with respect
to the State agency but eliminate it with respect to the local agency.
Senate amendment No. 253 modified section 235(e) of the House bill
to provide that where different State agencies are administering the
plan for child-welfare services and the pan for AFDC as of the date
of enactment of the bill, the requirement for administration by the
same State agency will not be applicable. (See also discussion of
Senate amendment No. 154 supra.)
The conference agreement retains the House provision requiring a
single organizational unit in a local agency as well as in a State agency;
it retains the provisions of Senate amendment No. 253 waiving the
single organizational unit requirement in cases where at the time of
enactment the two State agencies involved are different, and in
addition provides a similar waiver for local agencies in cases where
at the time of enactment the two local agencies involved in a political
subdivision are different.
SEPARATE AUTHORIZATION FOR SOCIAL SECURITY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Amendment No. 254: The Senate amendment modified section 246
of the House bill to provide specifically under section 1110 of the
Social Security Act for grants for projects such as those relating to
the causes of economic insecurity, risks to family income, costs of
health care, and improvements in the social security program, so that
there might be separate authorizations for cooperative research and
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demonstration grant programs for the Social Security Administration
and the Social and Rehabilitation Service.
The Senate recedes.
PERMANENT AUTHORITY

TO SUPPORT DEMONSTRATION

PROJECTS

Amendment No. 255: Section 247 of the House bill (in addition to
making

the section 1115 program permanent) amended section 1115

of the Social Security Act to increase from $2 million to $4 million
the annual amount authorized for payments to States to encourage
them to develop demonstrations in improved methods of providing
services to recipients of aid or assistance under titles I, X, XIV, XVI,
and XIX and part A of title IV or in improved methods of admin
istration.
The Senate amendment further increased the annual authorization
for this purpose to $10 million.
The Senate recedes.
STUDY

TO DETERMINE WAYS OF ASSISTING RECIPIENTS OF AID
ASSISTANCE IN SECURING PROTECTION OF CERTAIN LAWS

OR

Amendment No. 257: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (250), directing the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare to make a study of means for increasing the effectiveness
of State welfare agency staffs in helping applicants and recipients
secure the full benefit of health, housing, and related laws and make the
most effective use of public assistance and other community programs,
and to submit his recommendations in a report to the Congress by
July 1, 1969. The study is to include the extent to which the various
programs may be used to enforce health, housing, and related laws.
The Senate recedes.
ASSISTANCE

IN

THE FORM OF INSTITUTIONAL
INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES

SERVICES

IN

Amendment No. 258: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (251), amending title XI of the Social Security Act
by providing (in a new section 1121) for Federal financial participation
under titles I, X, XIV, and XVI in vendor payments in behalf of
certain aged, blind, or permanently and totally disabled individuals
whose condition does not require care in a skilled nursing home or
hospital but does require living accommodations and institutional care
avaijable through intermediate care facilities. Federal matching would,
if a State elects, be at the same rate as for medical assistance under
title XIX.
The House recedes with amendments providing that (1) inter
mediate care facilities must meet the safety and sanitation standards
applicable to skilled nursing homes, and (2) Christian Science sanitoria
may be considered to be intermediate care facilities with respect to
such services. It is the intention of the conferees for the House that
providing services in intermediate care facilities is not to be taken as
authorizing, or acting as a precedent for, the furnishing of custodial
care of a type which merely provides, for welfare recipients in the
program specified, room and board 'with no personal or other services.
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AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH
AND CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S SERVICES

Amendments Nos. 259, 260, 261, and 262: The authorizations for
appropriations for the maternal and child health and crippled chil
dren's services programs under title V of the Social Security Act, as
set forth in section 301 of the House bill and under the Senate amend
ments, are as follows:
Fiscal year ending-

House bill

june30, 1970__ --------------------------------------------June 30,1971-------------------------------------------------June 30, 1972-------------------lif;---------------------------

June.30, 1973, and each fiscal year thraftr-------------------------

Senate amendment

$275,000,000
300,000,000

$305,000,000
360,000,000

325,000,000

385,000,000

350,000,0300

410, 000,000

The Senate recedes.
EARMARKING OF CHILD HEALTH APPROPRIATION FOR FAMILY PLANNING
SERVICES

Amendment No. 263: The Senate amendment added to section 502
of the Social Security Act, as amended by section 301 of the House
bill, a provision earmarking for family planning services the following
percentages of appropriations made pursuant to section 501 of the
act from allotments for maternal and child health services (sec. 503)
and from project funds for maternity and infant care (sec. 508)
and research (sec. 512):
For the fiscal
June 30,
June 30,
June 30,

year ending:
Not les8 than
1969----------------------------------- 6 percent.
1970 ----------------------------------- 15 percent.
1971, and thereafter ---------------------- 20 percent.

The House recedes with an amendment providing simply that the
percentage for any fiscal year shall not be less than 6 percent.
PAYMENT OF REASONABLE COST FOR EXTENDED CARE AND HOME HEALTH

CARE SERVICES UNDER TITLE V PROGRAM

Amendment No. 264: Section 505(a) of the Social Security Act,
as amended by section 301 of the House bill, provided for payment of
the reasonable cost (as determined in accordance with stand ardaproved by the Secretary and included in the plan) of inpatient hospital
services provided under a State's plan for maternal and child health
services and services for crippled children.
The Senate amendment provided for payment of the reasonable
cost (under section 1861(v) (1)) of inpatient hospital services, and,
effective July 1, 1970, of extended care services and home health care
services provided under the plan.
The Senate recedes.
VOLUNTARY

UTILIZATION

OF

OPTOMETRIC

AND

FAMILY

PLANNING

SERVICES

Amendments Nos. 266 and 267: Senate amendment No. 266 added
to section 505(a) of the Social Security Act, as amended by section
301 of the House bill, a new p~a agr
(13) requiring any approved
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State plan for maternal and child health and crippled children's
services to provide that where payment is authorized for services which
an optometrist is licensed to perform and such services are not rendered
either in a clinic or another appropriate institution which has no
arrangements with optometrists, the individual for whom such pay
ment is authorized may obtain the services from any optometrist
licensed to perform them. It also added to section 505(a) a new para
graph (14), requiring any such plan to provide that acceptance of
family planning services provided under the plan will be voluntary
and not a prerequisite to eligibility for or the receipt of any service
under the plan. Senate amendment .No. 267 added to section 508(a) of
the Act a new sentence providing that, for purposes of special project
grants for maternity and infant care under section 508 and research
projects relating to maternal and child health services and crippled
children's services under section 512, acceptance of family planning
services provided under a project is to be voluntary and not a prereq
uisite to eligibility for or receipt of any service under the project.
The House recedes with a clarifying amendment.
GRANTS FOR TRAINING OF PERSONNEL FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES FOR
MOTHERS AND CHILDREN

Amendment No. 268: Section 511 of the Social Security Act, as
amended by section 301 of the House bill, provided that in making
grants for training of personnel for health care and related services for
mothers and children the Secretary is to give priority to programns
providing training at the undergraduate level. The Senate amendment
substituted "special attention" for "priority".
The House recedes; with the understanding that in making future
commitments for programs the emphasis shall be on undergraduate
training.
OBSERVANCE OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

Amendment No. 270: The Senate amendment added to title V of
the Social Security Act (as amended by section 301 of the House bill)
a new section 515, providing that nothing in title V is to require a
State under such title to compel any person to undergo medical screen
ing, examination, diagnosis, treatment, or other care (other than for
the purpose of discovering or preventing spread of infection or Con
tagious disease or for protecting environmental health) if such person,
or, in the case of a child, his parent or guardian, objects on religious
grounds. (See also Senate amendment No. 237.)
The House recedes.
USE OF SUBPROFESSIONAL

STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS

Amendment No. 271: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (304), amending section 505 of the Social Security
Act to require an approved State plan for maternal and child'healt
services and crippled children's services to include, no later than
July1,
969 proisin fr the training and effective use of paid
subrofssinalstaf (ithparticular emphasis on full or part time
emplymet o peson oflow income) as community services aides,
in te aminstrtio ofthePlan, and for the use of nonpaid or partially
paid volunteers in providing services and in assisting advisory corn
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mittees. (For a similar requirement under other programs, see Senate
amendments Nos. 221 and 249.)
The House recedes.
ADMINISTRATION

OF THE PROGRAM FOR SERVICES FOR CRIPPLED
CHILDREN

Amendment No. 272: The Senate amendment added to the House
bila new section (305), providing for the administration of the pro
gram of services for crippled children through the Children's Bureau
(in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare).
The Senate recedes upon the assurance of the Department that the
objective of the amendment has been accomplished administratively.
EXTENSION

OF DUE DATE FOR CHILD MENTAL HEALTH REPORT

Amendment No. 273: The Senate amendment added to the House
bila new section (306), amending section 231 (d) of the Social Security
Amendments of 1965 to extend from 2 to 3 years after its inauguration
the period allowed for completion of the health research and study of
resources relating to children's emotional illnesses.
The House recedes with technical amendments.
INCENTIVE FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PROVISION OF HEALTH SERVICES

Amendments Nos. 275, 276, 277, 279, 280, and 281: Section 402
of the House bill authorized the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare to experiment in reimbursing in a manner mutually
agreed upon those organizations and institutions which furnish
health services otherwise covered under titles V, XVIII, and XIX
of the Social Security Act on a reasonable cost basis, with a view
to developing incentives for economy wbile maintaining or improving
quality in the provision of health services.
The Senate amendments modified section 402 of the House bill
to include experiments with respect to reimbursement in a manner
mutually agreed upon for physicians' services (which would otherwise
be covered on a reasonable charge basis).
The House recedes with an amendment providing that the Secre
tary may not enter into such experiments before receiving the advice
of competent specialists with respect to the soundness of such experi
ments and the adequacy of resources to carry them out; but it is under
stood that the Department under no circumstances will experiment on
the basis of employment of physicians by the Government.
STUDIES BY SECRETARY

Amendment No. 282: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (405), authorizing and directin the Secretary of
Labor, in consultation with the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare and with other government departments and agencies and
appropriate organizations and individuals, to conduct a study and
investigation of various proposals for family allowances and child
allowances. Consideration would be given to the effect of such pro
posals on the various Federal-State assistance programs and any
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saving which might accrue therefrom, and a report submitted to the
Presidiesnt and the Congress by January 15, 1969.
The conference agreement omits the provision for a study by the
Secretary of Labor of family and child allowances proposals, and
provides instead for a study by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare of (1) the existing retirement test and proposals for its
modification (including proposals for increasing old-age insurance
benefits on account of delayed retirement), (2) quality and cost
standards for drugs for which payments are made under the Act, and
(3) drug coverage under supplementary medical insurance (see amend
ments Nos. 43 and 142). The Secretary would report on this study by
January 1, 1969.
INCOME TAX DEDUCTION
INDIVIDUALS

OF EXPENSES FOR MEDICAL CARE OF

WHO HAVE ATTAINED

AGE 65

Amendment No. 284: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (501), amending section 213 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 to restore in substance the pre-1965-Amendments rule
for computing the amount of the income tax deduction for medical
and related expenses in the case of a taxpayer who has attained age
65 or whose spouse, parent, or spouse's parent has attained age 65.
Under present law, a taxpayer's medical expenses are deductible only
to the extent that they exceed 3 percent of his adjusted gross income,
and the cost of medicine and drugs may be taken into account only
td the extent that it exceeds 1 percent of his adjusted gross income,
regardless of the age of the taxpayer or of any other member of his
family; under the Senate amendment (effective for taxable er
beginning after 1966) the 3-percent and 1-percent limitations
no
apply to expenses paid for the care of the taxpayer and his spouse if
either of them has attained age 65 by the end of the year, or to ex
penses paid for the care of a dependent age 65 or over who is the father
or mother of either the taxpayer or his spouse. (The special $150 allow
ance for insurance, added 'in 1965, is continued.)
The Senate recedes.
TAX-EXEMPT

STATUS

OF CERTAIN

HOSPITAL SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS

Amendment No. 285: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (502), amending section 501 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 to provide that an organization is to be treated as a
tax-exempt hospital for all of the purposes of the Code if it is organized
and operated on a cooperative basis (with all of its capital stock, if
any, owned by its patrons) exclusively to perform services for taxexempt private or public hospitals and such services are of a type
which would constitute an integral part of the exempt activities of a
tax-exempt hospital if they were performed by the hospital on its
own behalf.
The Senate recedes.
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EXTENSION OF PERIOD FOR FILING APPLICATION FOR EXEMPTION BY
MEMBERS OF RELIGIOUS GROUPS OPPOSED TO INSURANCE

Amendment No. 286: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (503), amending section 1402(h) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide additional time for persons who
have conscientious objections to public and private insurance (includ
ing social security), by reason of their adherence to the established
tenets or teachings of the religious sectr of which they are members,
to afpply for and be granted exemption from the social security selfemployment tax. Under the amendment, an individual may file
application for exemption at any time on or before December 31, 1968,
if he has self-employment income for any taxable year ending before
December 31, 1967. (Under present law, the comparable filing date
was April 15, 1966, for taxable years ending before December 31, 1965.)
if an individual first receives self-employment income in a taxable
year ending on or after December 31, 1967, the application would be
timely (as under present law) if filed by the due date for the income
tax return for that year; it would also be timely if filed within 3 months
follo'wing the month in which the individual is first notified by the
Internal Revenue Service that a timely application has not been
filed.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
COVERAGE STATUS OF FISHERMEN AND TRUCK LOADERS AND UNLOADERS

Amendment No. 287: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (504), amending section 210 of the Social Security
Act and sections 3121 and 3401 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
to clarify the employee status of fishermen and truck loaders and un
unloaders for purposes of social security coverage and income tax
withholding. Generally the owner of a fishing boat is to be classified
as the emiployer of the boat's crew members although in certain cases
the -person leasing or chartering the boat will be considered their
employer. In the case of truck loaders and unloaders, the driver of
the truck will generally be considered the employer, unless he is an
employee of another person, in which event his employer will be
considered the employer of the truck loaders and unloaders; an ex
ception is provided where other persons are recognized as the employer.
For benefit purposes these provisions were made retroactive so as to
preserve the benefit rights of individuals who in the past have been
considered by the Social Security Administration and the Internal
Revenue Service to be performing services as employees; while for
purposes of tax liability (in instances where this liability does not
now exist) they would apply prospectively only.
The Senate recedes.
REFUND

OF

CERTAIN

OVERPAYMENTS
BY
INSURANCE TAX

EMPLOYEES

OF

HOSPITAL

Amendment No. 288: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (505), amending various provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 so as to provide that a railroad employee who
has wages or self-employment income under the social security pro
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gram as wvell as his compensation under the railroad retirement pro
gram, and who makes contributions for hospital insurance under the
two prog'rams on an aggregate amount (compensation, wages, and
self-employment income) in excess of the current earnings base, may
obtain a refund of his excess contributions (as he would under existing
law if each of his jobs were under the social security program) by
treating his railroad compensation as wages or self-employment in
come for hospital insurance tax purposes, t
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
JOINT EMPLOYEES OF

CERTAIN TAX-EXEMPT

ORGANIZATIONS

Amendment No. 289: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (506) to deal with situations where an individual is
an employee of two or more tax-exempt organizations providing hos
pital or medical insurance and where one of the organizations pays all
Of the wages to the employee for his work for both organizations. In
such cases the organization wvhich pays the wages would, with the
consent of the other organization, be treated as the employer of the
individual with respect to his joint employment.
The Senate recedes.
EXTENSION OF TIME TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE FOR UNITED STATES
CITIZENS RETURNED FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Amendment No. 290: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (507), amending section 1113 of the Social Security
Act to extend from June 30, 1968, to June 30, 1969, the authorization
of temporary assistance to United States citizens returned from a
foreign country because of destitution or illness or because of war,
invasion, or similar crisis.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT INCREASE
FOR VETERANS'

NOT TO BE CQNSIDERED

INCOME

PENSION PURPOSES

Amendment No. 291: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (508), amending sections 415(g) and 503 of title 38
of the United States Code to provide that any increase ini monthly
social security benefits resulting from the enactment of the bill is not
to be counted as income for purposes of determining eligibility for, or
the amount of, certain veterans' benefits in the case of an individual
who 'is entitled to monthly social security benefits for the month of
the enactment of the bill.
The Senate recedes.
SECOND LIBERTY BOND ACT

Amendment No. 292: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (509), amending the Second Liberty Bond Act to
provide that the rates of interest or investment yield on U.S. savings
bonds and U.S. savings and retirement bonds issued after 1967 are
to be comparable to the going rate on other U.S. Government obliga
tions of similar maturity.
The Senate recedes.
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FOSTER CARE FOR CHILDREN

Amendment No. 293: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (510), amending title V of the Social Security Act
to establish a new program of Federal grants to States for the pro
vision of financial assistance and needed welfare services to chil ren
under foster care in foster family homes and institutions. The Secre
tary was authorized to make payments to any State with a plan con
taining specified provisions and approved by him in amounts equal
to the State's Federal percentage of the total amount expended for
foster care under the plan up to the product of $50 per month times
the number of children in foster care during the month, plus 75 percent
for personnel providing services for children in foster care and training
of such personnel, and 50 percent for administrative expense.
The Senate recedes.
EXCLUSION FROM DEFINITION OF WAGES OF CERTAIN
ETC., PAYMENTS UNDER EMPLOYER-ESTABLISHED

RETIREMENT,
PLANS

Amendment No. 294: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new section (511) which amends section 3121 (a) and 3306 (b) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and section 209 of the Social
Security Act to provide, for purposes of the Federal Insurance Con
tributions Act, the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, and the Social
Secrt Act, that the term "wages" does not include any payment
or series of payments, by an employer to an employee or any of his
dependents which is made or begis (1) upon the retirement, death,
or disability of the employee, and (2) under a plan established by the
employer which makes provision for his employees generally or a
class or classes of his employees, or for such employees or class or
classes of employees and their dependents.
The House recedes with an amendment which eliminates from the
exception to the definition of wages any payments which would
have been made if the employee's employment relationship had not
been terminated because of death, retirement for disability, or retire
mnent for age, and which makes various technical and clarifying changes.
DRUG QUALITY AND

COST

Amendment No. 295: The Senate amendment added to the House
bill a new title VI, consisting of sections 601, 602, and 603. Section
601 amended title XI of the Social Security Act to provide, through
a Federally-established formulary committee, for the compilation
and publication of a Formulary of the United States and for the
determination of those drugs which are appropriate for Federal pay
ment or matching under the various programs contained in the Act.
Section 602 (effective July 1, 1970) amended section 1903 of the Act
to limit Federal matching for drug costs under the medical assistance
program to the "reasonable charge" for "qualified drugs" as deter
mined under the formulary provisions (exempting these drugs fur
nished by hospitals using approved formulary systems, and drugs
furnished by their generic names pursuant to physicians' handwritten
prescriptions); it also amended section 1861(v) of the Act to limit
Federal payments for drugs furnished to individuals under the health
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insurance program in the same way. Section 603 amended the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to provide for the registration numbers
assigned to drug manufacturers under existing law to appear on the
drug labels of products of such manufacturers.
The Senate recedes.
W. D. MILLS,
CECIL

R.

KING,

HALE BOGGS,
FRANK M. KARSTEN,
A. SYDNEY HERLONG, Jr.,
JOHN W. BYRNES,
THos. B. CURTIS,
JAMES B. UTT,
JACKSON E. BETTS,

Managers on the Part of the House.
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::Se. 107. Liberalization of earnings test.
"Sec. 108. Increase of earnings counted for
benefit and tax purposes.
::Sec. 109. Changes in tax schedules.
"see. 110. Allocation to disability Insurance
trust fund.
"See. 111. Extension of time for fiing appli
cation for, disability freeze
where failure to make timely
application is due to incom
petency.
"Sec. 112. Benefits for certain adopted chil
dren.
"PART 2-COVERAGE UNDER THE OLD-AGE,
SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PaoGRAMS

"Sec. 115. Coverage of ministers.
"Sec. 116. Coverage of State and local em
ployees.
"Sec. 117. Inclusion of Illinois among States
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF
pefrmitted to divide their retireREPORTment
systems.
1967-CONFERENCE REOT
"Sec. 118. Taxation of certain earnings of reMr. MILLS submitted the following
tired partner.
conference report and statement on the "Sec. 119. Inclusion of Puerto Rico among
bill (H.R. 12080) to amend the Social SeStates permitted to include fire
curity Act, and for other purposes:
men and policemen; validation
Of certain past coverage in the
CONFERENCE REPORT (H. REST. No. 1030)
State of Nebraska.
The committee of conference on the dis- "Sec. 120. Coverage of firemen's positions
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
pursuant to a State agreement.
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H.R. "Sec. 121. Validation of coverage erroneously
12080) to amend- the Social Security Act to
reported.
provide an increase In benefits under the "Sec. 122. Coverage of fees of State and local
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
government employees as selfsystem, to provide benefits for additional
employment income.
categories of individuals, to improve the pub- "Sec. 123. Family employment In a private
lic assistance program and programs relating
home.
to the welfare and

health of children, and for

"Sec. 124. Termination of coverage of em-

other purposes, having met, after full and
ployees of the Massachusetts
free conference, have agreed to recommend
Turnpike Authority.
and do recommend to their respective Houses
"PART 3-HEALTH INSURANCE BENEITrS
as follows:
"e.15
ehdo
amn opyiin
That the Senate recede from Its amend25
unc
ehderf
spplementary medsicial
ments numbered 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,unesplmntr
mdia
24, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 43,
Insurance program.
62, 84, 85. 86, 89, 93, 94, 95, 110, 111, '112, "Sec. 126. Elimination of requirement of
113, 114, 119, 142 144, 154, 155, 170, 171, 172,
certicainhoptacerviiaioIncs.
o
175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 181, 182, 183, 185, 189.
e.17
ncranhsia
evcs
192, 197, 200, 207, 216, 222, 239, 245. 246: 250:
Sc.17 Icusion ofupodienatriss services
251; 254, 255, 257, 259, 260. 261. 262. 264, 272,
inundransupplegrmenaymeia
284. 285, 287, 289, 291, 292, 293, and 295.
"Sec. 128. insurainc pofrtam.srvcs
That the House recede from its disagree- "Sec. 129. Transfer of all outpatient hospi
ment to the amendments of the Senate numtal services to supplementary
bered 4. 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60,
medical insurance program.
61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68. 69, 70, 71. '72, '73, 75, "See. 130. Billing by hospital for services fur
76. 78. 79, 81, 82, 83, 101, 102, 104, 106, 108,
nse
ootains
115, 117, 118, 130, 131, 133, 147, 148, 149, 150,
ayen
nished. tof reutpatiete
resfo
151, 152, 153. 156, 159. 160, 161, 162, 163: 164,
'e.11
amn fraoal
hre
o
165, 166, 168, 169, 173. 174, 187, 188, 193, 194,
radiological or pathological serv
195, 196, 199, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 208,
ices furnished by certain physi
209, 210, 211, 212, 215, 217, 218, 219, 220, 227,
clans to hospital inpatients.
228. 229, 230, 232, 234, 235, 237, 238, 247: 248: "Sec. 132. Payment for purchase of durable
249, 252, 256, 264a. 265, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271,
medical equipment.
274, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, and 283, and agree "Sec. 133. Payment for physical therapy serv
to the same.
ices furnished to outpatients.
Amendment numbered 1: That the House "Sec. 134. Payment for certain portable Xrecede from Its disagreement to the amendray services.
ment of the Senate numbered 1, and agree ",Sec. 135. Blood deductibles.
to the same with an amendment as follows: "Sec. 136. Enrollment under supplementary
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
eia
inunc
prgm
by the Senate amendment insert the followbaediaonsalegdratce pofrattin
ing:
bsdo
lee
aeo tan
"TABLE OF CONTENTS
Ing age 65.
"TITLE I-OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, DIS- "Sec. 137. Extension by 60 days during inABILTYANDHEALH
ISURNCEdividual's
lifetime of maximum
ABILTYANDHEALH
ISURNCEduration
of benefits for In
"PAET 1-B3ENEFITS UNDER THE OLD-AGE, SUEpatient hospital services.
VIVORS, AND DIsSAmIIT INsURANCE PRO- "'Sec. 138. Limitation on special reduction In
GRAM
allowable days of inpatient hos
"Sec. 101. Increase In old-age, survivors, and
pital services.
"Sc
0.
disability insurance benefits.
"Sec. 139. Transitional provision on eligibil
"Sc
0.Increase in benefits for certain UIn-t
fpesnl
nnsrd
i
diviualnd oer.viduals
age72
for hospital insurance
"Sec. 103. Maximum amount of a wife's or
benefits.
husband's insurance benefit.
"Sec. 140. Advisory Council to study cover
"Sec. 104. Benefits to disabled widows and
age of the disabled under title
widowers.
XVIII of the Social Security Act.
"Sec. 105. Insured status for younger dils- "Sec. 141. Study to determine feasibility of
abled workers,
Inclusion of certain additional
'Sec. 106. Benefits in caue of members of the
services under part B of title
uniformed servioes.
XVIII of the Social Security Act.
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"See. 142. Provisions for benefits under part
A of title XVIII of the Social Security Act for services to patients
admitted prior to 1968 to certain hospitals.
"Sec. 143. Payments for emergency hospital
services.
"Sec. 144. Payment under supplementary
medical insurance program for
certain inpatient ancillary services.
"Sec. 145. General enrollment period under
title XVIII.
"Sec. 146. Elimination of special reduction
in allowable days of inpatient
hospital services for patients In
tuberculosis hospitals.
"PART 4-MIscELLANEOUS AND TECHNICAL
AMENDMENTS
"Sec. 150. Eligibility of adopted child for
monthly benefits.
"Sec. 151. Criteria for determining child's dependency on mother.
"Sec. 152. Recovery of overpayments.
"Sec. 153. Benefits paid on basis of erroneous
reports of death in military servIce.
"Sec. 154. Underpayments.
"Sec. 155. Simplification of computation 'of

primary Insurance amount and
quarters of coverage in case of
1937-1950 wages.
"Sec. 156. Definitions of widow, widower, and
stepchild.
"Sec. 157. Husband's and widower's insurance benefits without require
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"Sec. 202. Earnings exemption for recipients
of aid to families with dependent children,
-'Sec. 203. Dependent children of unemployed fathers.
"Sec. 204. Work Incentive program for reciplents of aid under part A of title
IV.
"Sec. 205. Federal participation in payments
for foster care of certain dependent children.
"Sec. 206. Emergency assistance for certain
needy families with children.
"Sec. 207. Protective payments and vendor
payments with respect to dependent children.
"Sec. 208. Limitation on number of children
"Sec. 209.
"Sec. 210.

"Sec. 21 1.

"Sec. 212.

with respect to whom Federal
payments may be made.
Federal
participation
in
payments for repairs to home owned
by recipient of aid or assistance.
Use of subprofessional staff and
volunteers in providing services
to individuals applying for and
receiving assistance,
Location of certain parents who
desert or abandon dependent
children.
Provision of services by others than
a State.

"Sec. 212. Authority to disregard additional
Income of recipients of public
assistance,
"PART 2-MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS
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"Sec. 236. State plan requirements regarding
licensing of administrators of
skilled nursing homes furnishing services under State plans
approved under title XIX.
"Sec. 237. Utilization of care and services
furnished under title XIX.
"Sec. 238. Differences In standards with respect to Income eligibility under
title XIX.
"PART 3--CHILD-WELFARE SEaVICES
AMENDMENTS
"-Sec. 240. Inclusion of child-welfare services
In title IV.
"Sc, 4.Cnomn
mnmns
Se 4.Cnomn
mnmns
"PART 4-MISCELLANEOUS AND TECHNICAL
AMENDMENTS
"Sec. 245. Partial payments to States.
"Sec. 246. Contracts for cooperative research

or demonstration projects.
"Sec. 247. Permanent authority to support
demonstration projects.
"Sec. 248. Special
provisions relating to
Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands.
and Guam.
"Sec. 249. Approval of certain projects.
"Sec. 250. Assistance in the form of institu
tional services in intermediate
care facilities.
"TITLE U-TIMPIROVEMEN'r OF CHILD

HEALTH
"Sec. 301. Consolidation of separate programs under title V of the Social
Security Act.

ment of wife's currently insured
status.
"Sec. 158. Definition of disability.
"Sec. 159. Disability benefits affected by receipt of workmen's compensation.

"Sec. 220. Limitation on Federal participation In medical assistance.
"Sec. 221. Maintenance of Stats efforts.
"Sec. 222. Coordination of title XIX and the
supplementary medical insurance program,

"Sec. 302. Conforming amendments.
"Sec. 303. 1968 authorization for maternity

"Sec. 160. Extension of time for filing reports
of earnings,
"Sec. 161. Penalties for failure to file timely
reverts.o
anns
n
te
12Lmtaints
eve
eeis
"Sc6.Lmtoations onupaymenthofbneitsd
Stoalin
usd
h
nted.

"Sec. 223. Modification of comparability provisions.
"Sec. 224. Required
services under State
medical assistance plan.
"npyeto
Sec. 225. Extent of Federal financial participation in certain administrative expenses.

"Sec. 308. Short title.
"TITLE I[V-GENERAL PROVISIONS
"e.41
oilwr
apwradtan
Ing.
"Sec. 402. Incentives for economy
while
maintaining or Improving quality in the provision of health

"Sec. 163. Benefits for certain children.
"Sec. 164. Transfer to Health Insurance Bentional Medical Review Commit-

"Sec. 226. Advisory council on medical assistance.
"Sec. 227. Free choice by Individuals eligible
for medical asssistance.

tee functions; increase in Council's membership,
"Sec. 165. Advisory Council on Social Be-,

"Sec. 228. Utilization of Stats facilities to
provide consultative services to
institutions furnishing medical

services.
"Sec. 408. Changes to reflect codificaton of
title 5, United States Cods.
"Sec. 404. Meaning of Secretary.
"Sec. 405. Study of retirement test and of

durity.
"Sec. 166. Reimbursement of civil service retirement annuitants for certain
premium payments under supplementary medical Insurance
"Sc
6.Apropriatinm
osppeetr
medical insurance trust fund,
"Sec. 168. Disclosure to courts of where-

care.
"Sec. 229. Payments for services and care by
a third party.
'Sec. 230. Direct payments to certain recipients of medical assistance.
"Sec. 231. Date on which State plans under
title XIX must meet certain
financial participation require-

efits

Advisory

Council of

Na-

abouts of certain individuals.

"Sec. 189. Reports of boards of trustees to
Congress.
"Sec. 170. General saving provision.
"Sec. 171. Expedited benefit payments.
"Sec. 172. Definition of blindness.
"Sec. 173. Attorneys fees for claimonts.

"Sc.30.

ds
onfansubprfepionectstaf. n
volunteers.
"Sec. 305. Extension of due date for child
mental health report.

drug standards and coverage.
"TITLE V-.MIBCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

"Sec. 501. Extension of period for filing
application for exemption by
members of religious groups op
posed to insurance.
"Sec. 502. Refund of certain overpayments
by employees of hospital insur

ance tax.
"Sec. 503. Extension of time to provide as

mlenta.

ssac

"Sec. 232. Observance of religious beliefs,
"Sec. 233. Coverage under title XI of certain spouses of individuals reskilled

nursing

ntdSae

rm

ii

foeg

"Sec. 504. Exclusion from definition of wages

of certain retirement. etc., pay

ceiving cash welfare aid or as-

sistance.
"Sec. 234. Standards for

o

countries.nd
ments

under

employer-estab

lished. plans."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 2: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend-

",TITLE II-PUBLIC WELFARE
AMENDMENTS
"PART I-puaLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS

homes furnishing services under
State plans approved under title
XI.ment
"Sec. 235. Cost sharing and similar charges

"Sec. 201. Programs of services furnished to
families with dependent chil-

with respect to inpatient hospital services furnished under

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the

title XIX.

following:

dren.

of the Senate numbered 2, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
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"TABLE FOR DETERMINING PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT AND MAXIMUM FAMILY BENEFITS

..
(Primary Insurance
benefit under 1939
acas m~odified)
If an Individual's
primary insurane
benefit (as determined under subsec.
(d)) is__________

At least-

But not

more

than-

II

i
(Primary

mv

IV

V

"I
(Primary Insrac

insurance

(Av~rsge monthly

(Primary

(Maximum

amount

wage)

Insurance

family

benefit under 1939

amount)

benefits)

act, as modified)

under
196 act)

Or his
primary
insurance

amount
(as determined

under

subsec.
(c) is-

Or his average monthly wage as determined under subsec.
(h)) is-

At least-

But not

more

than-

And the
The
maiu
amount
aonof
referred
benefits
to in the payable (as
preceding provided in
paragraphs sec. 203(a))
of this
on the basis

subsection of his wages
shall be-

and selfemployment
income

If an Individual's
primary insurance
benefit (as determined under subsee.
(d)) isAt least-

(rmr

israc
amount
underamut
1966 a)amut

Or his
primary
insurance
amount
(as deter-

But not

mined

than-

subsec.
Wc) is-

more

under

IV

(Average monthly
wage)

Or his average monthly wage (as determined under subsec.
(b)) is-

At least-

But not

Mor
than-

(Priay
insuane

The
amount
referred
to In the
preceding
Paragraphs

And the
maximum
amount of
benefits
payable (as
provided
in
2
Nec. 03(a))

of this

on the basis

subsection of his wea
shall heand set
employ
ment
Income

shall be-$156.0
$15.61
16.21
16.83
17.61
18.41
19.26
20.01
20.66
21.29
21.89
22.29
22.69
23.00
23.45
23.77
24.21
24.61
36.01
26.49
26.93
20. 41
26.96
27.47
28.01
28.69
20.18
29.69
30.37
30.93
31.37
32.01
32.61
33. 21
33.89
24.51
36.01
35.81
36.41
37.00
37.61
38.21
39.13
39.69
40.34
41.13
41.77
42.45
43.21
43.77
44.45
44.89

16.2014.84
17.60
18.40
19.24
20.00
20.64
21.18
21.88
22.28
22.68
23.08
23.44
23.76
24.20
24.60
26.00
26.48
26.92
20.40
26.94
27.46
28.00
28.68
29.26
29.58
30.36
30.92
31.36
32-00
32-60
33.20,
33.88
34.60
38.00
38.80
36.40
37.08
37.60
38.30
39.12
39.68
40.33
41.12
41.76
42-44
43.20
43.76
44.44
44.88
45.60

$48.00--------------

$74

$66.00

$82-SO

or less
49.00
60.00)
61.00
62.00
63.00
64.00
55.00
56.00D
67.00
58.00
59.00
60.00
61.00
62.10
63.20
64.20
65.30
66.40
67.60
68.60
69.60
70.70
71.70
72.80
73.90
74.00
76.00
77. 10
7.0
79. 20
80.30
81.40
82.40
83.60
84.60
81.60
86.70
87.80
88.90
89.90
91.00
92.10
93. 10
04.20
98.30
96.30
97.40
98.60
09.60
100.60
101.70
102.60
103.80
104.90
106.00
197.00
108.10
109.20
110.30
111.30
112.40
113.60
114.60
115.60
116.70
117.70
118.80
119.90

76
78
80
81
83
86
87
89
90
92
94
96
97
99
101
102
104
106
107
100
113
118
122
127
132
136
141
146
160
133
160
164
169
174
178
183
168
193
197
202
207
211
216
221
226
230
235
239
244
249
263
258
263
267
272
277
281
280
291
296
300
366
309
314
319
323
.328
333

55.40
66.50
57.70
68.80
69.90
61.10
62.20
63.30
64.60
66.60
60.70
67.80
69.00
70.20
71.66
72.60
73.80
76.10
76. 30
77.60
78.70
79.90
81.10
82-30
86.60
84.70
86.90
87.20
88.40
89.650
90.80
92-00
03.20
94.40
96.60
96.80
98.00
99.30
100.60
101.60
102.96
104.10
106.29
196.60
197.70
108.96
110.10
111.40
112-60
113.70
118.00
116.20
117.30
118.60
119.80
121.00
122.20
120.40
124.70
126.80
127.10
128.30
129.40
130.70
131.90
133.00
134.30
136.60

83.10
84.80
86.60
88.20
89.00
91.70
93.30
95.00
96.80
98.40
100. 10
101.70
103.50
103.30
107.30
108.00
110.70
112-70
114.650
116. 30
11.0
119.90
121.70
123.50
126.40
127.10
128.00
130.80
132.60
134.30
136.20
138.00
139.80
141.60
143.40
146.40
150.40
194.40
157.40
161.60
166.60
168.80
172.80
176.80
180.00
184.00
168. 00
191.20
195.20
199.20
202-40
206. 40
210.40
213.60
217.60
221.60
224.60
228.80
232-80
236.00
240.00
244.00
247.20
251.20
266.20
258.40
262.40
260.40

121.00
122.00
123.10

$75
77
79
81
82
84
so
88
00
91
93
96
97
98
100
102
1603
166
197
108
110
114
119
123
126
133
137
142
147
161
166
161
165
170
176
179
184
189
194
198
203
208
212
217
222
226
261
236
240
2,45
260
264
259
264
268
273
278
282
287
292
206
301
306
310
316
320
324
329

334
338
343

337
342
347

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 3: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 3, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the following: "the month of February 1968"; and the
Senate agree to the same,

136.80
137.90
139.10

(Maximum
family
befis
befi)

shall be
$124.20

$348

126.20
126.30
127.40
128.40
129.50
110.60
131.70
132.70
130.80
124.90
136.90
137.00
138.00
139.00
140.00
141.00
142.00
143.00
144.00
146.00
146.00
147.00
148.00
149.00
160.00
161.00
162.00D
113.00
164.00
168.00
156.00
167.00
168.00
159.00
160.00
161.00
162-00
163.00
164.00
166.00
160.00
167.03
168. 00

352
367
362
366
371
376
380
386
390
394
399
404
408
413
418
422
427
432
437
441
440
461
486
460
466
469
474
479
483
488
493
497
602
607
611
616
621
526
630
635
539
844
649
554
867
661
564
668
571
676
578
582

269.60
273. 60
277.60

Amendment numbered 5: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 5, and agree
to the same with an amendment lis follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "February 1968, for each such person for
February 1968,"; and the Senate agree to the
same,

6ss

689
592
596
699
603
608
610
613
617
621
624
628
631
635
638
642

645
649

$361
356
361
366
370
375
379
384
389
393
398
403
407
412
417
421
426
431
436
440
446
460
454
459
464
468
475
478
432
487
492
496
601
060
610
615
620
524
629
634
538
543
648
663
55
660
663
*667
570
674
577
581
584
588
391
695
598
602
605
609
612
016
620
626
627
.60
634
637
641
644

648
650

$140.40
141.50
142.80
144.00
145.10
146.40
147.60
148.90
180.00
161.20
152.60
153.60
164.00
166.00
167.10
158.20
159.40
160.650
161.60
162.80
162.00
166.00
160.20
167.30
158.40
169.60
170.70
171.80
172.00
174. 10
178.20
176.30
177.60
178.60
179.70
180.60
182.00
183.10
184.20
186.40
180.60
187.60
188.80
189.90
191.00
192-00
193.00
194.00
198.00
196.00
197.00
198.00
199.00
200.00
201.00
202.00
203.00
204.00
208.00
206.00
207.00
298.00
209.00
210.00
211.00
212.00
213.00
214.00
218.00
216.00

217.00
218.00

$18.80
284.80
28&8go
292.00
296.00
100.00
303.20
307.20
311.20
314.40
318.40
322.40
336.60
329.60
333.60
336.80
340.80
344.so
348.80
360.40
362.40
364.40
366.00
368.00
360.00
361.60
363. 60
366.60
367.20
369.20
371L20
372.60
374.80
376.89
378.40
380.40
362.40
384.00
386.90
368.00
339.60
391.60
393.60
195.60
396.80
398.40
399.60
401.20
402.40
404.00
408.20
406.80
408.00
409.60
410.80
412.40
413.60
415.20
416.40
A18.00
419. 20
420.80
422.40
423.60
426.20
426. 40
428.00
429.20
430.60
432.00

433.60
434. 40".

Amendment numbered 6: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 6, and agree
to the same with. an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "113"; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered '7: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amend
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ment Of the Senate numbered 7, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "the month of February, 1968,";, and the
Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 8: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 8. and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "February 1968,":; and the Senate agee
to the same,
Amendment numbered 9: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 9, and agree
to the. same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the following: "entitled, after January 1968,"; and
the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 10: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 10, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "after January 1968"; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 11: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 11. and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the following: "month of February 1968, or who died
before'osuch month"; and the Senate agree
to the same,
Amendment numbered 12: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 12, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matteg proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the followtog: "month after January 1968"; and the
Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 13: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 13, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the followIng: "after January 1968"; and the Senate
agree 'to the same.
Amendment numbered 14: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 14, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the followIng: "of January 1968"; and the Senate agree
to the same.
Amendment numbered 15: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 15. and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
'by the Senate amendment Insert the following: "month of February 1968, or who died
In such month,"; and the Senate agree to
the same,
Amendment numbered 25: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment -of the Senate numbered 25, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lleu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "Months after January 1968"; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 26: That th&House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 26. and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the followIng: "Months after January 1968"; and the
Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 27: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 27, and agree
to the same with amendments as follow:
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Restore the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the Senate amendment, and omit the
matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate
amendment,
On page 26, lines 8 and 9, of the Rouse engrossed bill, strike out "the second month
following the month in which this Act Is
enacted" and insert the following: "the
month of February 1968"; and the Senate
agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 30: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 30, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "months after January 1968."; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 35: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 35, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the Senate amendment.
On page 29, line 18, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800"1.
On page 30, line 5, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the followIng: "$7,800".
On page 30, line 9, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and Insert the following: "$7,800".
On page 30, line 13, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and Insert the following: "1$7,800"1.
On page 30, line 19, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "1$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800"1.
On page 31, line 5, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and Insert the following: "$7,800".
On page 31, line 9, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the follbwing: "$7,800"..
On page 31, line 12, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800".
On page 31, line 17, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800".
On page 31, line 25, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "1$7,600" and Insert the following: "1$7,800"1.
On page 32, line 3, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800".
On page 32, line 9, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800".
And the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 37: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 37, and agree
to the same with amendments as follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the Senate amendment, and omit the
matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment,
On page 33, line 5, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "196,6" and insert the following: "1967".
On page 33, line 6, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "5.9" and insert the following: "5.8".
On page 34, line 4, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "years 1967 and 1968, the
rate shall be 3.9" and Insert the following:
"year 1968, the rate shall be 3.8".amn
On page 34j line 19, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "years 1967 and 1968, the
rate shall be 3.9" and Insert the following:
"year 1968, the rate shall be 3.8".
On page 35 of tbe House engrossed bill,
strike out lines 9 through 16 and insert the
following:
"(1) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December 31. 1967, and before
January 1, 1973, the tax shall be equal to 0.60
percent of the amount of the self-employment Income for such taxable year;".
On page 35, line 17, of the House engrossed
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bill, strike out "(3) " and insert the followIng: " (2) !.
On page 35, line 21, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "1(4) " and Insert the follow
ing: " (3) ".
On page 36, line 1, of the House engrossed
bill,, strike out "(5) " and insert the follow
ing: " (4)"-.
on page 36, line 5, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out " (6)"1 and insert the followtog: "(5) "
On page 36 of the Rouse engrossed bill,
strike out lines 13 through 18 and insert
the following:
"(1) with respect to wages received during
the calendar years 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971, and
1972, the rate shall be 0.60 percent;".
On page 36, Uine 19, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out " (3) " and Insert the following:
" (2) ".
On page 36, line 22, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(4) " and insert the follow
ing: "(3) ".
On page 36, line 25 of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(5) "and Insert the following:
"(4) "
On page 37, line 3. of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(6) " and insert the follow
ing: "(5) ".
On page 37 of the House engrossed bill.
strike out lines 9 through 14 and insert the
following:
"(1) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1968, 1969, 1970. 1971. and
1972, the rate shall be 0.60 percent;"'.
On page 37, line 15. of the House engrossed
bill, strike out " (3) " and Insert the follow
ing: "1(2) ".
On page 37, line 18, of the House engrossed
bill, strike oldt "(4) " and insert the follow
ing: " (3) "
On page 37, line 21, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(5) " and insert the follow
ing: "(4) .
On page 37, line 24, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(6) " and insert the follow
ing: "(5)"
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 39: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 39, and agree
to the same with amendments as follows:
On page 43, line 6, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "112" and Insert the
following: "111".
On page 44, line 25, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, strike out "time speci
fled In subparagraph (E) ", and insert the
following: "then specified time period".
On page 45, line 10, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, strike out "made." and
insert the following: "made.'I.
On page 45 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out lines 11 through 16
and insert the following:
"(b) No monthly insurance benefits under
title II of the Social Security Act shall be
payable or increased for any month before
the month In which this Act is enacted by
reason of amendments made by subsec
to a.
tind (a).
nt
aretoteae
AnthSeaegreotesm.
r
meedermeits disagreement Thto the amuend
rcd
rmisdsgemn
oteaed
ment of the Senate numbered 41, and agree
to the same with amendments as follows: On
pageden47,ln 3,ik ofuthe14
Senat engosedtth
etssrieot"1"ndnetth
following: "112"1.
On page 47, lines 3 and 4, of the Senate eni
grossed amendments, strike ouf* "202 (d) (9)
of the Social Security Act" and insert the foi
lowing: "202(d) (8) of the Social Security Act
(as redesignated by section 151 (C) of this
Act) "
On page 47, line 23, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "February" and in
sert the following: "January"
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 50: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
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ment of the Senate numbered 50, and agree ment of the Senate numbered 80, and agree
to the same with amendments as follow: On to the same with an amendment as follows:
page 50, line 4, of the Senate engroesed On page 68 of the Senate engrossed amendamendments, after "policemen" Insert the ments, strike out lines 12 through 17 and
following: "; validation of certain past cover- Insert the following:
age in the State of Nebraska"; and the Sen"(b) The second sentence of section
ate agree to the same.
1813(a) (1) of such Act is amended to read
Amendment numbere~d 51: That the House as follows: 'Such amount shall be further
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- reduced by a coinsurance amount equal toment of the Senate numbered 51, and agree
"'(A) one-fourth of the inpatient hospital
to the same with an amendment as follows: deductible for each day (before the 91st day)
On page 51, line 21, of the Senate engrossed on which such Individual is furnished such
amendments, strike out "system." and In- services during such spell of illness after
sert the following: "system.' "; and the Sen- such services have been furnished to him for
ate agree to the same.
60 days during such spell; and
Amendment numbered 52: That the House
"1'(B) one-half of the inpatient hospital
recede from its disagreement to the amend- deductible for each day (before the day folment of the Senate numbered 52, and agree to lowing the last day for which such individual
the same with an amendment as follows: On is entitled under section 1812 (a) (1) to have
page 52, line 9, of the Senate engrossed payment made on his behalf for inpatient
amendments, strike out "such Act" and in- hospital services during such spell of illness)
sert the following: "the Social Security Act"; on which such Individual is furnished such
and the Senate agree to the same,
services during such spell of illness after such
Amendment numbered 53: That the House services have been furnished to him for 90
recede from its disagreement to the amend- days during such spell;
ment of the Senate numbered 53, and agree except that the reduction under this sentto the same with an amendment as follows:
tence for any day shall not exceed the charges,
On page 55, line 17,'of the Senate engrossed imposed for that day with respect to such inamendments, strike out "such Act" and in- dividual for such services (and for this pursert the following: "the Social Security pose, If the customary charges for such
Act"; and the Senate agree to the same,
services are greater than the charges so imAmendment numbered 54: That the House posed, such customary charges shall be conrecede from Its disagreement to the amend- sidered to be the charge so imposed).'"
ment of the Senate numbered 54, and agree
And the Senate agree to the same,
to the same with amendments as follow:
Amendment numbered 87: That the House
On page 57, line 10, of the Senate engrossed recede from its disagreement to the amendamendments, strike out "(I) ".
ment of the Senate numbered 87, and agree
On page 57, line 11, of the Senate en- to the same with amendments as follows: On
grossed amendments, strike out "(II)".
page 84, line 6, of the Senate engrossed
On page 57, line 16, of the Senate en- amendments, strike out "145" and Insert the
grossed amendments, after "1954" Insert the following: "1142". On page 84, line 17, of the
following: "(relating to definition of employ- Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
ment) "1.
"such part A" and insert the following:
On page 58, line 5. of the Senate en- "part A of title XVrII of such Act",
grossed amendments, strike out "(I)"
On page 85, lines 7 and 8, of the Senate
On page 58, line 6, of the Senate en- engrossed amendments, strike out "such part
grossed amendments, strike out "(II)".
A" and insert the following: "part A of title
And the Senate agree to the same.
XVIII of such Act".
Amendment numbered 55: That the House
On page 85, line 15, of the Senate engrossed
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- amendments, strike out "deftned" and insert
ment of the Senate numbered 55. and agree the following: "described",
to the same with amendments as follows:
On page 86, line 15. of the Senate enOn page 58, line 18, of the Senate engrossed grossed amendments, after "(4) " insert the
amendments, after "Massachusetts" Insert following: "of the Social Security Act",
the following: "to modify its agreement enAnd the Senate agree to the same,
tered Into under section 218 of such Act
Amendment numbered 88: That the House
so as".
recede from Its disagreement to the amendOn page 58, line 19, of the Senate en- ment of the Senate numbered 88, and agree
grossed amendments, strike out "to be"l.
to the same with amendments as follows: On
On page 58, line 21, of the Senate en- page 88, line 5, of the Senate engrossed
grossed amendments, strike out "filing with amendments, strike out "146" and Insert the
him of such notice" and insert the follow- following: "143",
Ing: "date on which such agreement is so
On page 89, line 1, of the Senate engrossed
modified",
amendments, after "11814(d) " Insert the folOn page 58. line 23, of the Senate en- lowing: "of such Act".
grossed amendments, strike out "has been"
And the Senate agree to the same.
and insert the following: "is",
Amendment numbered 90: That the House
And the Senate agree to the same,
recede from Its disagreement to the amendAmendment numbered 74: That the House ment of the Senate numbered 90, and agree
recede from its disagreement to the amend- to the same with an amendment as follows:
ment of the Senate numbered 74, and agree On page 94, line 16, of the Senate engrossed
to the same with an amendment as fol- amendments, strike out "148" and Insert the
lows: Omit the matter proposed to be following: "144"; and the Senate agree to the
stricken out by the Senate amendment, and same.
on page 57, line 11, of the House engrossed
Amendment numbered 91: That the House
bill, Immediately before the comma Insert recede from Its disagreement to the amendthe following: "as an outpatient"; and the ment of the Senate numbered 91. and agree
Senate agree to the same.
to the same with amendments as follows:
Amendment numbered 77: That the House On page 95, line 22, of the Senate engrossed
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- amendments, strike out "149" and insert the
ment of the Senate numbered 77, and agree following: "145",
to te sn3, ollws:suchaendmntsas
wih
to ithesae
aenmetsasfolos:
On page 97, line 16, of the Senate engrossed
On page 63 of the Senate engrossed amend- amendments, strike out "promulgated." and
ments, strike out lines 13 through 16 and Insert the following: "promulgated.' "
insert the following:
On page 97 of the Senate engrossed amend"(A) If furnished by a clinic or rehabilita-. ments, strike out line 17 and all that follows
tion agency, or by others under arrangements down through page 99, line 2.
with such clinic or agency, unless such
On page 99, line 3, of the Senate engrossed
clinic or rehabilitation agency-",
amendments, strike out "(f) (1) " and insert
And the Senate agree to the same.
the following: "(e) ".
Amendment numbered 80: That the House
On page 99 of the Senate engrossed amendrecede from its disagreement to the amend- ments, strike out lines 8 through 17,
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And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 92: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 92, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
On page 99, line 22, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "149a" and insert the
following: "146"; and the Senate agree to
the same.
Amendment numbered 96: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 96, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the followIng: "months after January 1968,"; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 97: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 97, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the follow
ing: "months after January 1968,"; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 98: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 98, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
On page 103, line 10, of the Senate engrossed
amendment, strike out "SEc. 204."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 99: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 99, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
One page 105, line 3, of the Senate engrdssed
amendments, after "payment" insert the fol
lowing: "for any month".
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 100: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 100, and
agree to the same with amendments as fol
lows: On page 105, line 22, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, after "if any," insert
the following: "who Is".
On page 107, lines 2 and 3, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "if each
such person dies before the payment due"
and insert the following: "if each person who
meets such requirements dies before the pay
ment due him",.
On page 107, line 18, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, after "due" insert the
following: "him",
On page 107, line 21, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, after the semicolon in
sert the following: "or",
On page 108, line 2, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "any;" and insert
the following: "any.'"
On page 108 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out lines 3 through 10.
On page 108, lines 18 through 20, of the
Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "or
under section 144 of the Social Security
Amendments of 1967".
On page 108, line 22, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, after "due" insert the
following: "him under this title".
On pagd 109, line 1, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "before such Indi
vidual's death" and Insert the following:
"(before or after such individual's death)"
On page 109, line 9, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, after "if any," insert the fol
lowing: "who is".
On page 110, lines 14 and 15, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "if each
dies before the
due" who
and
insertperson
the following:
"if payment
each person
meets such requirements dies before the pay
ment due him".
On page 110, line 20, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, strike out "pargraph"
and insert the following: "paragraph".
On page 111, line 6, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, after "due" inse'rt the folloW
ing: "him",
On page 111, line 9, of the Senate engrossed
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Amendment numbered 124: That the
House recede- from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 124.
and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows: Strike out the matter proposed to
be stricken out by the Senate amendment,
and in lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment Insert the
following:
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agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the Sepate amendment insert
the following: "166"; and the Senate agree
to the same.
Amendment numbered 128: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 128, and
agree to the same with an amendment as

amendments, after the semicolon insert the
following: "or".
On page 111, line 15, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "any;" and
insert the following: "fny."
On page 111 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out lines 16 through 23.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 103: That the
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
'BNFT FO CERTAIN CHILDREN
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 103, andInetdbthSnaemnmntisrte
of
sec-isetdbthSnaemnmntnerte
(1)
The
last
sentence
"Ssc.
163.
(a)
as
th
aendmet
agreeto
sam withan
follows: Inhleu ofate mattern prpoendmeto be tion 203(a) of the Social Security Act is following: "167"; and the Senate agree to the
h
2:Ta
Inserted by te Senate amendment insert the amended to read as follows: 'Whenever a re- sAme.detnmee
duction is made under this subsection in the House recede from Its disagreement to the
following: "February 1968";.adteSne
of monthly benefits to which individu
agreedtohtheesametotal
are entitled for any month on the basis amendment of the Senate numbered 129, and
htteals
amrendohesment nubrd15
awthtan
ampoendmet as
sam
the
of the wages and self-employment income of agreewsto leuo
House recede from Its disagreement tote
umeed15 and an insured individual, each such benefit follows: In lieu ofnthe amaterdmproposedttohe
amnmetofte eat
agrendento the same winth anuambeendment asnod other than the old-age or disability insuranceinetdbthSnaemnmntnsrte
"168"; and the Senate agree to the
ol-following:
an
agremenmentasamewit
tothe
benefit shall be proportionately decreased; ex-sae
lows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
4
cept that if such total of benefits for such sie
b
mnden ns
inere
heSeae
Amendment numbered 132: That the
month includes any-beniefit or benefits under
Sng:"oths afterJnuaryt 1968";
theeefollowi
section 202 (d) whicblr are payable solely by House recede from Its disagreement to the
are tmonthsfer same.r 198
adthe Selownatg
reason of section 216(h) (3), the reduction amendment of the Senate numbered 132, and
amdtendmenatenumbredt 10'? Thatmte. Hus
shall be first applied to reduce (proportion- agree to the same with an amendment as
rmeedermeits disagreement Thto the amuend
where there is more than one benefit follows: In lieu ofnathe amaternpopoednto bner
ment of the Senate numbered 10'7, and areately
nSenate ameden rnert
areso payable) the benefits so payabie (but not iethed bylwn:"191the
ge
19;adteSnt
to the same with an amendment as follows: blwzr)'tefloig
the same.
In lieu of the matter proposed to beineerted blwer)'to
Amendment numbered 134: That the
"(2) The amendment made by paragraph
by the Senate amendment insert the follow
(1) shall apply only with respect to monthly House recede from Its disagreement to the
ing: "months after January 1968"; and th
benefits payable under title II of the Social amendment of the Senate numbered 134, and
Senate agree to the same,
Amenmentnumbred109:ThattheSecurity Act with respect to Individuals who
Amenmentnumbred109:Thatthebecome entitled to benefits under section agree to the same with an amendment as
fsc.follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
yrao
uhAtsll
House recede from its disagreement to the 20()o
sean- inserted by the Senate amendment insert the
amendment of the Senate numbered 109. and tiond216fh)u(3)Aof suchlAct iesn orfte
following: "170"1: and the Senate agree to the
3)butwithouct regard atorsetinu
agree to the same with amendments as fol- aryn 21968(
same.
lows: Restore the matter proposed to be 202(19) (bo uch Act).u Thegr proviseionso
Amendment numbered 135: That the
strcke
amndent
ot b th Snat 22(j(1)ofsuc Ac).TheproisonsOf
section 170 of this Act shall not apply with House recede from Its disagreement to the
the
o
stikn oute byie Senaeuaendent.ose
amendment of the Senate numbered 135, and
fegosserespect to any such Individual,
Hos
the
nsr
Onllpagie 88, lienera7, of
aewt
naedeta
h
Where-aret
nbnsr hefl
bil
u "eeal
trk
aewt
naedeta
h
"1(1) one or more persons were entitled aret
lowing: "immediate".
fscin22()()follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
On page 88, line 9. of the House engrossed (wtotthe aplcto
(withoutdapplicationaofesectione202In)er1
bill, after the period Insert the following:
Selwng ame";ndmQen inser
bythe Jnuate
beneisre
monthly
Security
Social
eneneof the
f h prcdn
pecdig setnefits
"Fr uross
forthfolwn:Jnuy198;adhee
such Act
section
202 Act)
or 223to of
under
"opupssoth
(with respect to any individual), 'work which January 1968 on the basis of the wages and ate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 136: That the
exists In the national economy' means work self-employment Income of an individual,
recede from its disagreement to the
which exists in significant numbers either in adHouse
"1(2) one or more persons became entitled amn etofheSaenubrd16
the region where such Individual lives or in
to monthly benefits before January 1968 un- and agree to the same with an amendment
several regions of the country."
der section 202(d) of -such Act by reason as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 116: That the of section'216(h) (3) of such Act (but With- be inserted by the Senate amendment in
House recede from its disagreement to the out regard to section 202 (j) (1) ), on the'basis sert the following: "February 1968"; and the
amendment of the Senate numbered 116, of such wages and self-employment income Senate agreq to the same.
Amendmezit numbered 137: That the
and agree to the same with an amendment and are so entitled for January 1968. and
"1(3) the total of benefits to which all per- House recede from its disagreement to the
as follows: In lieu- of the matter proposed
to be inserted by the Senate amendment in- eons are entitled under such section 202 or amendment of the Senate numbered 137, and
sert the following: "January 1968"; and the 223 of such Act on the basis of such wages agree to the same with an amendment as
and self-employment for January 1968 are follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 120: That the reduced by reason of section 203 (a) of such inserted by the Senate amendment Insert the
to
the
Act, as amended by this Act (or would, but following: "104, 112, 150, 151, 156. and 157 of
House recede from Its disagreement
amendment of the Senate numbered 120, for the penultimate sentence of such section this Act, and"; and the Senate agree to the
same.
and agree to the same with an amendment 203(a), be so reduced),
Amendment numbered 138: That the
owihec
h eei
h muto
as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed te
refere toebeein paragraph each House recede from its disagreement to the
phersmount
beineredbythaedmntinertetuhe
of the Senate numbered 138, and
nprgah()amendment
uhproreerd
to
tbeisrebyteaedetisrth
following: "162"; and the Senate agree to above (but not including piersons referred to agree to the same with an amendment as
In paragraph (2) above) is entitled forfolw:Iliufthmaerppsdtob
the same,
Amuenrcdmen nuomberedis121:eThat tothe months after January 1968 shall be in- Inserted by the Sehate amendment insert
is
isgremet o hecreased, after the application of such section the following: "February 1968"; and the
Houe ecdefro
amendment of the Senate numbered 121, 203 (a), to the amount it would have been If Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 139: That the
and agree to the same with an amendment the persOn or persons referred to In paraas follows: In lieu of the matter proposed graph (2) were not entitled to a benefit re- House recede 'from its disagreement to the
n
eat ubrd19
to be inserted by the Senate amendment In- ferred to In such paragraph (2)"aedeto.h
AndndthetSenate agree tombethe13same.
sert the following: "months beginning after
agree to the same with an amendment as
m25
eha. h
Amnmetnubre
to the
the Senate agree
Jun 3. 168;And
the follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
2:Ta
Aedetnmee
n h
eaearetote
same.3,16"
recede from its disagreement to teinserted by the Senate amendment Insert the
12
htteHouse
samendetnmee
hattheamendment of the Senate numbered 125, and following: "January 1968"; and the Senate
nuberd 12:
Amenmen
House recede from Its disagreement to the agree to the same with an amendment as fol- agree to the same.
amendment of the Senate numbered 122, and lows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be In
Amendment numbered 140: That the
agree to the same wtih an amendment as serted by the Senate amendment insert t~he
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to following: "164": and the Senate agree to the House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 140, and
be Inserted by the Senate amendment ip- same.
Amendment numbered 126: That the agree to the same with amendments as fol
sert the following: "after June 30, 1968";
House recede from Its disagreement to the lows: Strike out the matter proposed to be
and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 123: That the amendment of the Senate numbered 126, and stricken out by the Senate amendment, and
House recede from Its disagreement to the agree to the same with an amendment as omit the matter proposed to be inserted by
amendment of the Senate numbered 123, follows: On page 116, line 14, of the Senate the Senate amendment.
On page 105, line 18, of the House en
and agree to the same with an amendment engrossed amendments, strike out "1i66"1 and
Insert the following: "165"; and the Senate grossed bill, strike out "(a) "; and the Senate
as follows:
agree to the same.
In lieu of the matter proposed to be In- agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 141: That the
Amendment numbered 127: That the
serted by the Senate amendment Insert the
following: "are, on June 30, 1968 being"; and House recede from its disagreement to the House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 127, and amendment of the Senate numbered 141, and
the Senate agree to the same,
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agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: On page 119, line 12, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "172" and
Insert the following: "171"; and the Senate
agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 143: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 143, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the Senate amendment insert the
following:

-
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engrossed amendments, after "that" insert
And the Senate agree to the same.
the following: "(A) ".
Amendment numbered 191: That the
On page 135 of the Senate engrossed House recede from its disagreement to the
amendments, strike out lines 1 through 5 amendment of the Senate numbered 191, and
and insert the following: "services developed agree to the same with an amendment as
pursuant to part B of title IV of the Social follows: Strike out the matter proposed to
Security Act, the provisions of section 402 (a) be stricken out by the Senate amendment,
(15) (F) of such Act (added thereto by sub- and In lieu of the matter proposed to be
section (a) of this section) shall not apply inserted by the Senate amendment insert
with respect to such agencies but only so the following:
long as such agencies of the State are differ"'(c) Notwithstanding any other provi
ent, and (B) if on such date the local agency sions of this section, expenditures pursuant
"DEFINITION OF BLINDNESS
administering the plan of a State under part to this section shall be excluded from aid to
11Sc.172
() Te irs snteceofsection A of title IV of such Act In a political sub- families with dependent children (A) where
"S~. Te
72.(a
frs snteceofdivision
is different from the local agency In such expenditures are made under the plan
216(i) (1) of, the Social Security Act i
such subdivision administering the State's with respect to any dependent
as de
amended by striking out '(B)' and all that plan for child-welfare services developed pur- fined in subsection (a), (i) for child
any part of
follows and Inserting in lieu thereof '(B) suant to part B of title IV of such Act, the the 30-day period referred to in
subpara
blindness; and thO term "blindness" meansprvsososuhscin42a
1)F)stsesubrgah(Bofuhsbec
central visual acuity of 20/200 or less In the provsoso
uhscin42a
1)()
stsissbaarp
usc
ofcoretngles.
'hall not apply with respect to such agencies
(A) of subsection B (b) fsc
(1), or (ii) for
better eye with the use o orcigln.
but only so long as such local agencies are graph
any period prior to the time when the father
"(b) the second sentence of section different."
tion, and (B) if, and for as long as, no action
216(i) (1) -of such Act is amended to read as
And the Senate agree to the same,
Is taken (after the 30-day period referred to
follows: 'An eye which is accompanied by a
Amendment numbered 180: That the In subparagraph (A) of subsection (b) (2)),
limitation in the fields of vision such that House recede from its disagreement to the under the program
therein specified, to re
the widest diameter of the visual field sub- amendment of the Senate numbered 180, fer such father to the Secretary of Labor pur
tends'an angle no greater than 20 degrees and agree to the same with an amendment suant to section 402 (a) (19).
shall be considered for purposes of this Para- as follows: Insert the matter proposed to be
"'(d) For purposes of this section
graph as having a central visual acuity of inserted by the Senate amendment, and on
" '(1) the term "quarter of work" with
20/200 or less.'
page 118, line 25, of the House engrossed respect to any individual means a calendar
"1(c) The amendmenti made by this sec- bill, strike out "section" and insert the. fol1- quarter In which such individual
received
tion shall be effective with respect to benefits lowing: "Act"; And the Senate agree to the earned income of not less than $50 (or
which
under section 223 of the Social Security Act same.,
is a "quarter of coverage" as defined in sec
for months after January 1908 based on apAmendment numbered 184: That the House tion 213(a) (2) ), or in which such individual
lications filed after the date of enactment recede from its disagreement to the amend- participated in a community work and trainof this Act and with respect to disability ment of the Senate numbered 184, and agree Ing program under section 409 or any other
determinations under section 216(i) of the to the same with an amendment as follows:
work and training program
to the
Social Security Act based on applications In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted limitations in section 409, orsubject
the work in.
filed after the date of enactment of this by the Senate amendment Insert the fo01- centive program established under
part C;
Act."
lowing:
" '(2) the term "calendar quarter" means
Amndmte enatenumbredt 145:-smate.
"(c) Effective with respect to quarters be- a period of 3 consecutive calendar months
Aouenrcdmen frombitsedisareeen
Thto the ginning after June 30, 1968, in determining
on March 31, June 30, September 30,
amuendmentd fof
Ithe dseatrenmbered 145,h the need of Individuals claiming aid under a ending
31; and
amenmen
oftheSenae nmbeed 45,State plan approved under part A of title or "December
'(3)
Individual shall be deemed quali-.
and agree to the same with an amendment IV of the Social Security Act, the State shall fled for an
unemployment compensation under
as follows: Oni page 129, line 5, of the Senate apply the provisions of such pert notwith- the State's unemployment compensation law
engrossed amendments, strike out "176" and sadn
n
rvsoso
a
ohrta
f
Insrt he "73"
ollwin:
an th Seatesuch Act) requiring the State to disregard
"'(A) he would have been ellgible to re
amreedet
ubeet10oTa
thesae
earned income of such individuals in deter- ceive such unemployment compensation upon
Amuerecede frombitsedisareeenThto the mining need under such State plan."
filing application, or
Houe ecdefro
is
isgremet o he
And the Senate agree to the same.
"'(B) he performed work
covered un
amendment of the Senate numbered 146,
Amendment numbered 186: That the der such law and such work,not
it had been
-and agree to the same with an amendment House recede from its disagreement to the covered, would (together withif any
as follows: On page 130, lines 19 and 20, amendment of the Senate numbered 186, and work he performed) have made him covered
eligible
strike out "relative, child," and insert the agree to the same with an amendment as to receive such unemployment compensation
following: "child, relative,"; and the Senate follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be upon filing application.'
amrendet
ubeet17oTa
thesae
inserted by the Senate amendment, insert
"(b) In the case of an application for aid
Aouenrecede frombitsedisareeen
'Mt the the following:
to families with dependent children under a
Hous reedefro
it disgremen tothe
"'(C) (I) such father has 6 or more quar'- State
plan approved under section 402 of
amendment of the Senate numbered 157, and ters of work (as defined in subsection (d)
such Act with respect to a dependent child
agee to the same with an amendment as (1)) in any 13-calendar-quarter period end- as defined In section 407(a)
of such Act (as
follows: On page 132, line 21, and page 133, ing within one year prior to the application amended by this section) within 6 months
lines 1 and 2, of the Senate engrossed for such aid or (ii) he received unempioy- after the effective date of the modification of
amendments, strike out "services which are ment compensation under an unemployment
such State plan which provides for payments
furnished pursuant to clauses (14) and (15)
compensation law of a State or of the United In accordance with section 407
such Act as
of section 402(a) and which" and Insert the States, or he was qualified (within the mean- so amended, the father of such of
shall be
following: "any of the services described in ing of subsection (d) (3)) for unemployment deemed to meet the requirementchild
of subpara
whch";e (4 and
theSenat ageectionth same. compensation under the unemployment graph (C) of section 407(b) (1) of such Act
Ameh; ndmten
Snumbearede58 tha thesae compensation law! of the State, within one (as so amended) if at any time after April
House recede from its disagreement to -the year prior to the application for such aid;
1961 and prior to the date of application such
amendment of the Senate numbered 158, and and
father met the requirements of such' sub
areothsaewtanaedet
"'(2)
provides(C). For purposes of the preceding
agre
tothesamewit
anamenmen as
"'(A) for such assurances as will satisfy paragraph
sentence, an individual
receiving aid to
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to the Secretary that fathers
of dependent chil- families with dependent children (under eec
beisre
ythe Sentelmenmenniner
dren as defined in subsection (a) will bie tion 407 of the Social Security Act as In effect
"(1)(A)by
rdesgnatng ubpaagrphsreferred to the Secretary of Labor as provided before the enactment of this Act) for the last
"(1), (A)b
,a
(Edeasintnsubparagraphs(BIn
section 402 (a) (19) within thirty days after month ending before the effective date of the
(C), (),and
(
E), asesbpactrapse(B,
receipt of aid with respect to such chil- modification referred to in such sentence
(C),
ban st)rikingectively
arah
E,
dren;'I".
shall be deemed to have filed application for
(B) bysrkn
usubparagraph
((asordigted)'
And the Senate agree to the same,
such aid under such section 40'7 (as amended
adisrigin
lethro'subparagraph
()(ss
eeintd
Amendment numbered 190: That the by this section) on the day after such effec
andY insetnd
nle
hro
sbaarp
House recede from Its disagreement to the tive date,"
(),adamendment
of the Senate numbered 190, and
And the Senate agree to the same.
"(C) by striking out 'subparagraph (I))' in agree to the same
with an amendment as
Amendment numbered 198: That the
the matter following subparagraph (D) (as follows: Strike out the matter proposed to be House recede from its disagrement to the
sof redsibargnated()an inerig niuhee
stricken out by the Senate amendment, and amendment of the Senate numbered 198, anld
of'sbprarah
C)on
page 122 of the House engrossed bill, after agree to the same with amendments as fol
And the Senate agee to the same,
line 2 Insert the following:
lows: On page 150, line 16, of the Senate en
Amendment numbered 167: That the
"'(1) Is not currently registered with the grossed amendments, strike out "$20 per
House recede from its disagreement to the public employment offices In the State, or
week" and Insert the following: "$30 per
amendment of the Senate numbered 167, and
"'(1i) receives unemployment compensamonth, payable in such
and at such
agree to the same with amendments as fol- tion under an unemployment compensation times as the Secretary amounts
prescribes".
lows: On page 134, line 18, of the Senate- law of a State or. of the United States,' I
On page 150, line 19, of the Senate enl
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grossed amendments, strike out "90" and insert the following: "180".
On page 154, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "10" and insert the following: "20".
On page 154, line 24, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "10" and Insert the following: "20".
On page 155, line 2, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "10" and Insert the
following: "20".
On page 159, line 4. of the Senate engrossed
amendments, before "ad-" insert the following: "or".
On page 159, line 5, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "or".
On page 159, lineD9, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "or".
On page 159, line 14. of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out ", or" and
insert a semicolon.
On page 159 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out line 15 and all that
follows down through page 160, line 5.
On page 160, line 14, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "10" and
insert the following: "20'%
On page 162, line 4, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after "(II)" insert the
following: "and section 407(b) (2) ",.
On page 162 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out lines 16 through 20
and insert the following:
"'(I) if the relative makes such refusal,
such relative's needs shall not be taken Into
account In making the determination under
clause (7), and aid for any dependent child
in the family in the form of payments of

the type described

in section 406(b) (2)

-
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number which bears the same ratio to the
total population of such State under the age
of 18 on the first day of the year in which
such quarter falls as the average monthly
number of such dependent children under
the age of 18 with respect to whom payments
under this section were made to such State
for the calendar quarter beginning January 1, 1968, bore to the total population of
such State under the age of 18 on that date.'"1
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 221: That the
House recede from its disagteement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 221,
and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: On page 167, line 17, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "209" and
insert the following: "210"; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 223: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 223,
and agree to the same with amendments -as
follows: On page 173, lines 12 and 13, of the
Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"; ESTABLISHMENT AND COLLECTION 0O' LIABILITY TO UNITED STATES",

On page 175, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "State;" and
insert the following: "State'."
On page 175, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out line 11 and all that
follows through line 19 on page 181 and
insert the following:
"(b) Title IV of such Act is amended by
adding after section 409 the following new
section:
"'ASSISTANCE BY INTERNAL REvENUE SERVICE IN
LOCATING

PARENTS
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" (4) Section 1604 (a) (14) (12) of suchAct Is
amended by striking out 'not more than $5'
and inserting in lieu thereof 'not more than
$7.50',
"(b)
Section 402(a) of such Act is
amended by inserting before the period at
the end thereof the following: '; and (23)
provide that by July 1, 1969, the amounts
used by the State to determine the needs of
individuals will have been adjusted to reflect
fully changes in living costs since such
amounts were established, and any maxi
mums that the State imposes on the amount
of aid paid to families will have been pro
portionately adjusted'."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 226: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 226,
and agree to the same with amendments as
follow: Restore the matter proposed to be
stricken out by the Senate amendment, and
omit the matter proposed to be Inserted by
the Senate amendment.
On page 143, line 7, of the House en
grossed bill, strike out "Payment" and Insert
the following: "Except as provided in parsgraph (4), payment".
On page 143, line 13, of the House en.
grossed bill, strike out "in subparagraph (C)
and".
On page 143, line 21, of the House en
grossed bill, strike out "section.402" and
insert the following: "part A of title IV".
. On page 144 of the House engrossed bill,
strike out lines 3 through 12.
On page 144, line 13, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(12)" and insert the follow
ing: " (C) ".

(which in such a case shall be without re"'SEC 410. (a) Upon receiving a report
gonspaed
144l,
tine
14,"of theHoseen
gard to clauses (A) through (E) thereof)
from
' tt
gnymd
usatt
e-gosdblsrk
u o C
or section 408 will be made;'"
aSaeaec
aeprun
osc
On page 144, line 16, of the House en
On page 164, line 5,ofteSneetion 402(a) (21). the Secretary shall furnish
grossed bill, strike out "by" and Insert the
grseomnmns
ftere"Stnate) inser
to the Secretary of the Treasury or his delefollowing "to".
thosedfollowing'%bts
note before) Apsril1
gate the names and social security account
On page 145, line 2, of the House en1968,"
ig:"
utntbeoeApi
,
numbers of the parents contained In such grossed bill, strike out "section 402" and
On page 164 of the Snt
nrse
report, and the name of the State -agency Insert the following: "part A of title IV".
amnmntsrkeotlnest1 thgroughe1
which submitted such report. The Secretary
On page 145 of the House engrossed bill,
amndmintser
sthiefollowing: "begnnigh
1
afte
of the Treasury or his delegate shall endeavor
strike out lines 10 through 20 and insert the
Judnser3
t th
olwn:"einn
fe
to ascertain the address of each such parent
following:
On page 165, line 1, of the Senate engrossed
from the master files of the Internal Revenue
"' (4) The limitations on payment im
amendments, strike out "202 (b)"1 and insert Service, and shall furnish any address so posed by the preceding provisions of this sub
th
olwn:"0()()ascertained
to the State agency which subsection shall not apply with respect to any
Adthe
Selownate20
(agre toth2
sme
mitted such report.
ame n expended by a State as medical
Amndmte enatenumbredt
213: That. the
I(b) There are hereby authorizeds to b
assistance for any Individual who, at the
Amenmentnumbred213:Thattheappropriated such sums as may be necessary
time of the provision of the medical assist
House recede from Its disagreement to the to carry out the provisions of subsection (a).
ance giving rise to such expenditure
amendment of the Senate numbered 213, and The Secretary shall transfer to the Secretary
"'I(A) is a recipient of aid or assistance
agree to the same with an amendment as of the Treasury from time to time sufficient
under a plan of such State which is approved
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to amounts out of the monies appropriated pur- under title I, X, XIV, or XVI, or part A of
be Inserted by the Senate amendment insert suant to this subsection to enable him to per- title IV, or
the following:
form his functions under subsection (a).'"
"'(B) is not a recipient of aid or astist
" (b) Section 403 (a) of such Act (as
And the Senate agree to the same,
ance under such a plan but (i) is eligible
amended by the preceding provisions of this
Amendment numbered 224: That the to receive such aid or assistance, or (ii)
Act) Is amended byHouse recede from its disagreement to the would be eligible to receive such aid 'or as
"( I) striking out '5 in the sentence imamendment of the Senate numbered 224, and sistance if he were not in a medical insti
mediately following paragraph (5) and inagree to' the same with an amendment as
tution.' "
serting in lieu thereof '10';
follows: On page 181, line 22, of the Senate
And the Senate agree to the same.
"(2) adding at the end thereof the folengrossed amendments, strike out "section
Amendment numbered 231: That the
lowing new sentence 'In computing such 10
(3) (a) (4)"1 and insert the following: "section House recede from its disagreement to the
percent, there shall not be taken into ac- 3 (a) (4) "; and the Senate agree to the same amendment of the Senate numbered 231, and
count Individuals with respect to whom such
Amendment numbered 225: That the agree to the same with amendments as fol
payments are made for any month in accordHouse recede from Its disagreement to the lows: Insert the matter proposed to be In
ande wthe secinate2 (agre
to9
thesame
amendment of the Senate numbered 225, and
serted by the Senate amendment,
AndtheSente
gre t th sae.agree
to the same with an amendment as
On page 150 of the House engrossed bill,
Amendment numbered 214: That the
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to strike out lines 14 through 20 and Insert
House recede from its disagreement to the
be inserted by the Senate amendment, insert the following:
amendment of the Senate numbered 214, and
thfolwn:12)Scin
84f
fsuhAts
agree to the same with an amendment as folthaflowngn(2dectod83f-o
uhAti
lows: Restore the matter proposed to be "AUTHORITY TO DISREGARD ADDITIONAL INCOME
1(Amendedigafe
r
at
f
il
stricken out by the Senate amendment, and
OF RECIPIENTS OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
I,
(a)sb inserting afcteror part A2 of thitl
on page 141 of the House engrossed bill strike
"SEC. 213. (a) (1) Section 2(a) (10) (A) (i)
Act) the following: 'or eligible to receive
out lines 1 through 13 and Insert the followof the Social Security Act is amended by medical assistance under the plan of such
ing:
striking out 'not more than $5' and inserting
state approved under title XIX,'; and
"'(d) Notwithstanding any other proviin lieu thereof 'not more than $7.50'.
"1(B) by inserting after ', and part A of
sion of this Act, the average monthly number
" (2) Section 1002 (a) (8) (C) of such Act is title IV' (as added by section 241 (e) (2) of
of dependent children under the age of 18 amended by striking out 'not more than $5'
this Act) the following: ', and individuals
who have been deprived of parental support and inserting In lieu thereof 'not more than eligible to receive medical assistance under
or care by reason of the continued absence
$7.50'.
the plan of the State approved under title
from the home of a parent with respect to
" (3) Section 1402 (a) (8) (A) of such Act is XIX',"
whom payments under this section may be
amended by striking out 'not more than $5'
And the Senate agree to the same.
made to a State for any calendar quarter and inserting In lieu thereof 'not more than
Amendment numbered 233: That the
after June 30, 1968, shall not exceed the
$7.50'.
House recede from Its disagreement to the
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amendment of the Senate numbered 233, and payment for, care and services available pursuant to section 501, not less than 6 per
agree to the same with an amendment as fol- under the-plan as may be necessary to safe- cent of the amount appropriated shall be
lows: On page 191 of the Senate engrossed guard against unnecessary utilization of such available for family planning services from
amendments, strike out lines 3 through 8 and care and services and to assure that pay- allotments under section 503 and for family
ments (including payments for any drugs planning services under projects under sec
insert the following:
"'(D) for payment of the reasonable cost provided under the plan) are not in excess tions 508 and 512."1
On page 182, line 16, of the House engrossed
(as determined in accordance with standards of reasonable charges consistent with
bill, strike out "(a) "
approved by the Secretary and included in efficiency, economy, and quality of care.'"
And the Senate agree to the same.
And the Senate agree to the same.
the plan) of inpatient hospital services proAmendment numbered 244: That the
Amendment numbered 268: That the
vided under the plan;'.
House recede from its disagreement to the House recede from its disagreement to the
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 238: That the House amendment of the Senate numbered 244, and amendment of the Senate numbered 266,
recede from its disagreement to the amend- agree to the same with an amendment as and agree to the same with an amendment as
ment of the Senate numbered 236, and agree follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be follows:
On page 222 of the Senate engrossed
to the same with an amendment as follows: inserted by the Senate amendment Insert the
amendments, strike out lines 13 through 21
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted following:
by the Senate am.1ndment Insert the fol- "DIFFERENCES IN STANDARDS WITH RESPECT To and insert the following:
"'(13) provides that, where payment is
lowing: "or dentists' services, at the option of
INCOME ELIGIBILSTY UNDER TrrLE XIX
1ul 1, 1969, section authorized under the plan for services which
the State, to Individuals not receiving aid or
"SEC. 238. Effective
licensed to perform, the
heIo
State'
ora apartoAeo
1902(a) (17) of the Social Security Act is an otmritis
asitneunder tite
udrtitle
IX
IorXI
rpatA famended by striking out '(which shall be individual for whom such payment Is au
Andl thI entVaretote'ae
comparable for all groups)'I and inserting in thorized may, to the extent practicable,
lieu thereof the following: '(which shall be obtain such services from an optometrist
Amndmteenate
numbred 240theatmte. Hus
comparable for all groups and may, In ac- licensed to perform such services except
rmeedermeits disagreement Thtotheamuend
ment of the Senate numbered 240, and agree cordance with standards prescribed by thewhrsuhevisaerndednacli,
Secretary, differ with respect to income levels, o another appropriate institution, which
toth smewih
n medmntasfolos:
nden2,fth Seate en-owsbut only In the case of applicants or recipdoes not have an arrangement with optom
tonth page 199,a
lin
grosse pamendmlients, stik oth "2e4ate and ients of assistance under the plan who are 'etrists so licensed; and'"
And the Senate agree to the same.
grosedamedmetsstikeout"23a" ndnot receiving aid or assistance under the
Stt'
lnapoe
udrtteI
,XV
Amendment numbered 273: That the
insert the following: "234".
title
IV
o
h 'ae House recede from its disagreement to the
On page 200, line 3, of the Senate engrossed ortate'soplnaprtAovefne
amendments, strike out "(26)" and insert ormeVdmeor parthA ofntitleuIVerbased3onath
between shelter costs in urban amrendentof
the saenaite numberdedn273 and
th olwn:"2).variations
One paloige
(2006ie1,o)te8nt
n
areas and In rural areas)'aret.hesm"ihamnmnsa
follows: On page 225, line 9, of the Senate
gOsse pamendmlients, stieout"eidcfn
the Senate
ageetntesae
grossed
~ ~a~~tieot"eidc
~ ~mendmens n henatenumbredt 2t3: satmth engrossed amendments, strike out "CHmThto the
DREN'S EMOTIONAL ILLNESS" and Insert the
and Insert the following: 'for periodic".
Houenrcdmen fromitsdisareeen
And the Senate agree to the Same.
Amendment numbered 241: That
House recede from its disagreement to
amendment of the Senate numbered 241,
agee to the same with amendments as

the
the
and

Huercdfomisiageentohefollown:"XESO
amendment of the Senate numbered 253, and
agree to the. same with amendments as follows: On page 216, line 5, of the Senate en-

FDEDT
O HL
M wiNgA
HEXTH ENSIONO DEDTEFR
L
Onpg25,le
0ofteSaee
gonse pagede25,lnet1,stieofuthe Se 06 aten-

fol- grossed amendments, after "that" insert the Insert the following: "305."
And the Senate agree to the same.
lows: On page 205, line 13, of the Senate en- following: "(A) ".
On page 216, Uine 7, of the Senate enAedetnmee
7:Ta
h
grossed amendments, strike out "234b" and
insert the following: "235".
grossed amendments, strike out "part 3 of
os
Am endmen nuomberedis275:eThat to he
On page 205, line 18, of the Senate en- title V" and insert the following: "part B of amendment of the Senate numbered 275,
adaret
h aewt
naedeta
title IV.
grossed amendments, strike out "X,".
t h ae
On page 216 of the Senate engrossed folge
iha
medeta
On page 160, line 9, of the House engrossed
bil, "25"andInsrt
srik ou
he ollw-amendments, strike out lines 12 and 13 and folows: On page 225, lines 15 and 16, of the
ithre-Senate
engrossed
amendments,
out
Ing:"24".
nset
te
fllowng:"no
aply
MAINTAIN
he olloing "nt
aplywit re
INETIVE FOR ECONOMT WHILE strike
bill isertthefolow-insrt
stikeout"23" ad
On page 172, line 10, of the House engrossed spect to such agencies but only so long as ING QUALrrY OR IMPROVING THE PROVISION OF
amendments, strike out "1236" and insert the such agencies of the State are different, and HEALTH sERviciES" and Insert the following:
INEWE55EOOM
ANAN
(B) if on such date the local agency admin- "L
following: "241",
IN ORIPRV
QUALITY IN THE PROVISION
iseigtepa
faSaefrcidwlae
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 242: That th6 House services developed under part B of title IV OF HEALTH SERVICES"; and the Senate agree
recede from its disagreement to the amend- of t' e Social Security Act is different from to the same.
Amendment numbered 276: That the
ment of the Senate numbered 242, and agree the local agency in such subdivision adminto the same with amendments, as follows: Istering the plan of such State under part House recede from its disagreement to the
On page 206, line 20, of the Senate engrossed A of title IV of such Act, so much of such
amendments, strike out "234c" 'and insert paragraph (1) as precedes such subpara- amendment of the Senate numbered 276, and
graph (B) shall not apply with respect to agree to the same with an amendment as fol
the following: "236",.
f te Seateen-such local agencies but only so long ss such lows: Insert the matter proposed to be in
On pge
ine23,
06,
grossed amendments, strike out "' ; and'"1 local agencies are different."
sre
yteSnt
mnmnado
page 203, line 24, of the House engrossed bill,
And the Senate agree to the same.,
and Insert the following: "a semicolon".
Amendment numbered 258: That the insert Immediately after the period the fol
On page 207, line 2, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "1907"1 and insert the House recede from its disagreement to the lowing: "No experiment shall be engaged in
or developed under subsection (a) until the
amendment of the Senate numbered 258,Sertyoba
following: "1908".
bans the advice and recoinOn page 207, line 5, of the Senate engrossed and agree to the same with amendments as Sertr
amendments, strike out "section 226" and in- follows: On page 221, line 2, of the Senate mendations of specialists who are competent
assito
sert the following: "the preceding sections". engrossed amendments, strike out "appli- thevsoundnessh poofisobectieseimeth
ofe
soudeurofing
ojcie,
h psbl
On page 207, line 9, of the Senate engrossed cable under State law" and insert the folamendments, strike out "1907" and insert the lowing: "applicable to nursing homes under ities oseuigproductive results, the adefollowing: "11908".
State law".
quacy of resources to conduct the proposed
And the Senate agree to the same.
On page 221, line 5, of the Senate engross-exrintadisrlaoshpoohr
Amendment numbered 243: That the ed amendments, insert Immediately before similar experiments already completed or In
House recede from its disagreement to the the quotation marks the following: "The process."
And the Senate agree to the same.
amendment of the Senate numbered 243, and term 'intermediate care facility' also inAmendment numbered 282: That the
agree to the same with amendments as fol- cludes a Christian Science sanatorium oplows: On page 213, line 10, of the Senate erated, or listed and certified, by the First House recede from its disagreement to the
engrossed amendments; strike out "234d" Church of Christ, Scientist, Boston, Massa- amendment of the Senate numbered 282, and
chusetts, but only with respect to institu- agree to the same with an amendment as
and insert the following: "237".
b~n page 213, line 15, of the Senate en- tional services deemed appropriate by the follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to
be Inserted by the Senate amendment Insert
grossed amendments, strike out " (28) " and State."
the following:
Insert the following: "(29) "1.
And the Senate agree to the same,

On page 213, line 16, of the Senate en-

grossed amendments, strike out "234c" and
Insert the following: "236".
On page 213 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike Out line 18 and all that
follows through line 22 and inseit the following:
"'(30) provide such methods and procedures relating to the utilization of, and the

Amendment

numbered 263:

That the

House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 263,
and agree to the same with amendments as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
Inserted by the Senate amendment insert
the foilowing: "Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, of the
amount appropriated for any fiscal year

STUDY

OF

RETIREMENT

TEST

AND

OF

DRUG

_STANDARDS AND COVERAGE
"SEC. 405. (a~ The Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare is authorized and
directed to study (1) the existing retirement
test and proposals for the modification Of
such test (including proposals for an In-'
crease in old-age insurance benefit amounts
on account of delayed retirement), (2)
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quality and cost standards for drugs for or classes of employees and their dependaction agreed upon by the committee of coM
which payments are made under the Social ents),
frne
Security Act, and (3) the coverage of drugs other than any such payment or series of
BENEFIT AMOUNTS
under part B of title XVIII of such Act.
payments which would have been paid if the
Amendments Not. 2 through 15: Section
"(b) On or before January 1, 1969, the employee's employment relationship had not
101 of the House bill amended section 215(a)
Secretary shall transmit to the President and
been so terminated.'
of the Social Security Act to provide a 121/2
the Congress a report which shall contain
"(c) Section 209 of the Social Security Act percent increase in benefits with a $50 min
his findings of fact and any conclusions or
(definition of wages) is amended by striking imum primary Insurance amount through a
recommendations he may have."
out 'or' at the end of subsection (k), by
new benefit table for determining primary
And the Senate agree to the same,
striking out the period at the end of subinsurance amounts and maximum family
Amendment numbered 286: That the section (1) and inserting in lieu thereof
benefits (taking into account the $7,600 con
House recede from its disagreement to the '; or', and by inserting after subsection (1)
tribution and benefit base scheduled by sec
amendment of the Senate numbered 286, and
the following new subsection:
tion 108 of the House bill to be effective for
agree to the same with an amendment a's
" '(in) Any payment or series of payments
years after 1967). This provision was to be
follows: On page 231, line 15, of the Senate
by an employer to an employee or any of his effective beginning with the second month
engroased amendments, strike out "503" and
dependents which is paidfollowing the month of enactment.
Insert the following: "1501"; and the Senate
.'(1) upon or after the termination of an
Senate amendment No. 2 substituted for
agree to the same,
employee's employment relationship because the benefit table in section 101 of the House
Amendment numbered 288: That the of (A) death, (B) retirement for disability, bill a new table to provide a 15 percent In
House recede from its disagreement to the or (C) retirement after attaining an age crease in benefits with a $70 minimum pri
amendment of the Senate numbered 288, specified in the plan referred to in paragraph
mary Insurance, amount (taking into ac
and agree to the same with an amendment
(2) or In a pension plan of the employer,
count the Increases in the contribution and
as follows: On page 239. line 4, of the Sen~ate and
benefit base scheduled by Senate amend
engroased amendments, strike out "805" and
"(2)
under a plan established by the
ment No. 36-$8,000 for the year 1968, $8,800
insert the following: "502"; and the Senate
employer which makes provision for his emfor the years 1969 through 1971, and $10,800
amrendm
ten numbere. 9:
h
heHue
ployees generally or a class or classes of his
for years after 1971).
Amedmet
nmbeed 90:Tha th Hoseemployees (or for such employees or class or
Senate amendments Nos. 8 through 15
recede from its disagreement to the amendclasses of employees and their dependents),
modified the effective date contsined in the
ment of the Senate numbered 290, and agree
other than any such payment or series of House bill to make the benefit increases ef
to the same with an amendment as follows:
payments which would have been paid if the fective beginning with March 1968. (The
On page 242, line 5, of the Senate engrosssed
employee's employment relationship had not
same modification, in the effective date of
amendments, strike out "507" and insert the
been so terminated.'
other provisions of the House bill involving
following: "8503"; and the Senate agree to
"(d) The amendments made by this secOASUI benefits was made by Senate amend
the same.met252630969710,1517
16
Amendment numbered 294: That the House
tion shall apply with respect to remunera-met2526309,9713,0,17,1,
reed
ro
tsdsaremn
t
heaen-tion
paid after the date of the enactment
135, 136, 138, 139.)
mentd fofithe Senatrenmbered 294,h arndagre
of this Act."
Under the conference agreement, section
tothe same winth anuambeendment asd
folw:gnrheSnteareeoteeae
215 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended
In lieu ofate mattern prpoendmeto be inloserted
the
D.atMILLSteam
to provide a 13-percent increase in benefits
Inliu
f roosdCEbeineredW
hemttr
R. KINGS,
with a $55 minimum primary insurance
by the Senatd amendment Insert the followCEI
.KNamount
through a new benefit table for deing:NHALE
BoAcSTENermming
primary insurance amounts and
"EXCLUSION FROM DEFINrIoIqN OF WAGES OF CERA.SYNE ARTENG, Jr,
maximum family benefits, taking into ac
TArN RETIREMENT, ETC., PAYMENTS UNDER
A.JHSYDNEYHRLNES,
Jr,
count the $7,800 contribution and benefit
PLYRETALSEJPASTosN
W. CYRTES,
base scheduled under the conference agree
"SEc. 504. (a) SectIon 8121(a) of the InJAMES B. UT,
mn
ob
fetv
o
er
fe
97
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (definition of
JACKSON E. BETsrr,
The provision is effective for and after Feb
wages) is amended by striking out 'or' at the
Maneagers on the Pert of the House.
ruary 1968.
end- of paragraph (11), by striking out the
RUSSELL LONG,
INCREASE IN BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS
period at the end of paragraph (12) and
GEORGE A. SMATHERS,
AGE 72 AND OVER
inserting In lieu thereof '; or', and by adding
CLINTON P. ANDERSON,
Amendments Nos. 16 through 24: Section
at the end thereof the following new paraALS3ERT GORE,
102 of the House bill amended sections 227
graph:
HERMAN TALMADGE,
and 228 of the Social Security Act to Increase,
"'(13) any payment or series of payments
JOHN J. WILLIAMS,
from $35 for a single person and $17.50 for
by an employer to an employee or any of his
FRANK CARLSON,
a spouse to $40 for a single person and $20
dependents which Is paidCARL T. CURTIS,
for a spouse, the amounts of the special pay
"(A) upon or after the termination of an
Managers on the Part of the Senate.
ments provided for certain individuals sge
employee's employment relationship because
72 and older who have no coverage or whose
of (i) death, (Ii) retirement for disability,
STATEMENT
coverage Is insufficient to qualify for regular
or (III) retirement after attaining an age
The managers on the part of the House benefits.
specified In the plan referred to In subparaat' the conference on the disagreeing votes of
The Senate amendments modified the
graph (B) or in a pension plan of the emthe two Houses on the amendments of the House bill to provide for an increase in the
ployer, and
Senate to the bill (H.R. 12080) to amend the amounts of the special payments to $50 for
"(B) under a plan established by the Social Security Act to provide an increase In a single person and $25 for a spouse.
employer which makes provision for his embenefits under the old-age, survivors, and
The Senate recedes.
ployees generally or a class or classes of his disability insurance system, to provide beneBENEFITS FOR DISABLED WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS
employees (or for such employees or class or fits for additional categories of indkviduals,
Amendment No. 27: Section 104 of the
classes of employees and their dependents),
to improve the public assistance program
House bill amended title II of the Social
other than any such payment or series Of and programs relating to the welfare and Security Act to provide benefits for disabled
payments which would have been paid if the health of children, and for other purposes,
widows and widowers age 50 or over, with
employee's employment relationship had not submit the following statement in explanabenefits ranging from 50 percent to 82%/ per
been so terminated.'
tion of the effect of the action sgreed upon
cent of the spouse's primary insurance
" (b) Section 3306 (b) of such Code (definiby the conferees and recommended in the
amount depending on the age at which bene
tion of wages) is amended by striking Out
accompanying conference report:
fits begin. No trial work period was provided.
'or' at the end of paragraph (8), by striking
The following Senate amendments made
(A special test of disability for widows and
out the period at the end of paragraph (9)
technical, clerical, clarifying, or conforming
widowers was set forth in section 186 of the
and inserting in lieu thereof '; or', and by
changes: 1, 25, 26, 29, 30. 31, 32, 38;, 49, 63,
bill.)
adding at the end thereof the following new
64, 65. 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 81,
The Senate amendment modified section
paragraph:
82, 83, 96, 97, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107,
104 of the House bill to provide benefits for
'(10) any payment or series of payments
108, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118,
disabled widows and widowers at any age.
by an employer to an employee or any of his
120, 125, 127, 128, 129, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136,
In addition, payment would be made at the
dependents which Is paid137, 138, 139, 140, 148, 150, 151, 152, 156, 158,
full widow's and widower's benefit rate of
",(A) upon or after the termination of an
159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 168, 169, 170,
82V2 percent of the spouse's primary insur
employee's employment relationship because
171, 172, 177, 179, 180, 185, 187, 188, 192, 194,
ance amount, and a trial work period would
of (i) death, (ii) retirement for disability, or
196, 199, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 209, 210, 211,
be provided. (The special test of disability
(iii) retirement after attaining an age spa- 215, 216, 218, 232, 252, 256, 264a, 265, 269, 274, was eliminated by amendment No. 109, so
cified In the plan referred to in subparagraph
278, and 283.
that the definition in present law would
(B) or in a pension plan of the employer, and
With respect to these amendments (1) the
apply to widows and widowers as well as to
" (B) under a plan established by the emHouse either recedes or recedes with amendothers whose benefits depend upon dis
ployer which makes provision for his emmnents which are technical, clerical, clarifyability.)
ployees generally or a class or classes of his
ing, or conforming in nature; or (2) the
The Senate recedes with a technical
employees (or for such employees or Class Senate recedes in order to conform to other
amendment.
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of earnings above $2,700. Also, no benefit will tional 24 months--to a total of 36 months-..
REDUCED BENEFITS AT AGE 60
Amendment No. 28: The Senate amend- be withheld for any month fin which the in certain cases where it is shown to the sat
ment added to the House bill a new section beneficiary earns $125 or less in wages and isfaction. of the Secretary--of- Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare that the disabled individ
(105), amending section 202 of the Social does not engage in self-employment.
Section 107 of the House bill amended sec- ual's failure to file within the prescribed
Security Act to provide for payment of reduced old-age, wife's, husband's, widower's, tion 203 of the Social Security Act to In- period is due to his mental or physical inca
and parent's Insurance benefits beginning at cresse the annual $1,500 and $2,700 cut-off pacity to execute such an application.
The House recedes with a technical
age 60. The old-age benefit would be reduced points to $1,680 and $2,880, respectively, and
amendment.
by %~ths of one percent for each month for the $125 monthly figure to $140.
The Senate amendments modified section MARRIAGE OF A CHILD WHO IS A FULL-TIME
which the worker takes the benefit while
STUDENT
under age 65, and the widower's or parent's 107 of the House bill so that the annual cutAmendment No. 40: The Senate amend
benefit (like widow's benefits under ex- off points are increased to $2,400 and $3,600,
isting law) would be reduced by the same and the monthly figure is increased to $200. ment added to the House bill a new section
(113), amending section 202(d) of the Social
The Senate recedes.
percentage for 'each month for which the
Security Act to provide that a child's bene
INCREASE IN CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT
benefit is taken while under age 62; the
fits will not stop when the child marries if
BASE
wife's or husband's 'Insurance benefit woul
eachfoaslnastecidsafu-im
forbefore
percent
of
one
by
2.%uths
reduced
be
Amendments Nos. 35 and 36: Section 108 andfoaslnastecidsafulie
month for which the benefit Is taken
tod
tobne
(ande oentitlednti
oissuotherwises
f theHousebill mendstudentII
(Uner exstinglaw,
beneits
age 6. ld-ag
eeits ofathecHuset bill amndd theIntlernofReveSo- fits) and, in the cae of a girl, her husband
ags5 Udreitnglw l-g
hs
hl
is also a full-time suet
c n h nenlRvne
cilScrt
are payable in full at age 65 or on the basi
hs
hl
suet
tp
of a Viths reduction at age 62; wife's and hus- Code of 1954 to increase the earnings counted bnft
upon
and
entitled,
(if
otherwise
quently
band'd benefits are payable in full at age 65fobefiantxpuosso$760bmaking a new appilcation) become reen
or on the basis of a 2%o6ths reduction at age ginning with 1968.
titled to such benefits if he becomes a fullUnder the Senate amendments, the earn62; and widower's and parent's benefits are payable in full at age 62 with no earlier en- ings counted for benefit and tax purposes time student (or, In the case of a girl, if both
were increased to $8,000 In 1968, $8,800 in she and her husband become full-time stu
titlement provided.)
dents).
- 1969 through 1971, and $10,800 beginning
The Senate recedes.
LIBERALIZATION OF EARNINGS TEST

with 1972.

Amendments Nos. 33 and 84: Under the
existing provisions of section 203 of the social Security Act. if a beneficiary earns $1,500
or less- In a year, no benefits will be withheld; If he earns more than $1,500 in a year.
$1 in benefits will be withheld for each $2
of earnings between $1,500 and $2,700, and
$1 in benefits will be withheld for each $1

Une'h

The

$,00

aedt

1968.
withrpse
ning wih16.ment

egn

CHANGES IN TAX SCHEDULE

Amendment No. 37: The following table
shows the tax schedule in the House bill and
that in the Senate bill:

EACH
AND EMPLOYERS,
CONTRIBUTION RATESFOREMPLOYEES
[in percent]
__________________________________________________________________

Year
1967 -----------------------1968 -----------------------1969-70---------------------1971-72 --------------------1973-75---------------------1976-79---------------------1980-86---------------------1987 sod after -----------------

OASDI

House bill
Hi

3.9
3.9
4.2
4.6
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

0.5
.5
.6
.6
.65
.7
.8
.9

OASDI

Total

3.9
3.8
4.2
4.6
5. 0
5.05
5.05
5.05

4.4
4.4
4.8
5.2
5.65
5.7
5.8
5:9

Senate bill
HiI

Total
4.4
4.
4.8
5.2
5.65
5.7
5.8
5.8

0.5
.6
.6
.6
.65
,65
.75
.75

os

place under the supervision of a child-plac
ing agency and was decreed by a court of
competent jurisdiction In the United States,

the worker had continuously resided In the
United States for at least one year prior to
the date of adoption, and the child was under
the age of 18 on the date of the adoption,
regardless of when the adoption occurred.
(Under present law the adoption, even if
other conditions are met, must have taken
place within 2 years of the time the worker
became entitled to disability benefits.)
Th
usredswihtcnalmn
ments.
Amendment No. 42: The Senate amend-

Ttl

il

GSISnt

added to the House bill a new section

ilment

HI

HI

Ttl

_______________________________________________________________

6.4
0.5
5,9
6.4
0.5
5.9
1967 -------------------------644
.6
5.8
6.4
.5
5.9
1968-------------------------6:9
.6
6.3
6.9
.6
6.3
1969-70 ----------------------7.5
.6
6.9
7. 5
.6
6.9
197 1-72------------ ----------7.65
.65
7.0
7.65
.65
7.0
----------------------1973-75
7.65
.65
7. 0
7. 7
.7
7. 0
1976-79 ----------------------7175
.75
7.0
7.8
.8
7. 0
1980-S6B---------------- -----7.75
.75
7.0
7. 9
.9
7.0
1987 and after-----------------_______________________________________________________________

The conference

Amendment No. 41: The Senate amendadded to the Rouse bill a new section
(114), amending section 202(d) (9) of the
Social Security Act to provide that benefits
can be paid to the legally adopted child of a
worker entitled to disability benefits (or to
old-age benefits after having been entitled
to disability benefits) if1 the adoption took

STUDENTS

[in percent!
OAD

BY

BEN4EFITS FOR MOTHERS OF CERTAIN FULL-TIME

CONTRIBUTION RATESFORTHESELF-EMPLOYED

Year

FOR CERTAIN CHILDREN ADOPTED

WORKERS

annscutdfrbnftadDISABLED

amuto

Senate recedes,

teBENEFITS

ofrneareet

agreement provides thefollowing tax schedule:
lINpercent]
Self-employed

Employers and employees, each
OASDI

Hi

Total

OASDI

3.9
3. 8
4.2

0.5
.6
.6

4.4
4. 4
4.8

5.9
5.8
6.3

Hi

Total

(114a), amending section 202(s) of the Social

Security Act to provide that a wife or mother
otherwise qualified may receive benefits on
the basis of having an entitled child in her
8ad2
I
ewe
h
hl
hr
ae
8ad2
ewe
crweetecidi
and is only entitled to child's benefits because
he Is a full-time student, if the school at
which the child is a student is an elementary
or secondary school. (Under existing law, a
wife or mother can be entitled to benefits
on the basis of having a child in her care only

If the child is entitled to child's benefits be
cause he is under 18 or Is disabled-she can
not qualify on the basis of a child who is
entitled only because he Is a student, re
gardless of the level of the school at which he
Is enrolled.)
The Senate recedes.
STUDY OF DELAYED RETIREMENT INCREMENT

1967-------------------------1968-------------------------1969-70 -----------------------

0.5
.6
.6

6.4
6.4
6.9-

7.5
.6
6.9
5.2
.6
4.6
1971-72---------------------7.65
.65
7.0
5.65
.65
5.0
1973-75---------------------77
.7
7.0
5.7
.7
5.0
1976-79---------------------7.8
.8
7.0
5.8
.8
5.0
191046----------------------7.9
.9
7.0
5.9
.9
1987 aed after ----------------- 5.0
____________________________________________________________
EXTENSION OF RETROACIrV1'IY OF DISABILITY AP'PLIcATIONs FOR FREEZE PURPOBFN wHER
FAILURE TO MAKE TIMELY APPLICATION IS
DUE TO INCOMPETENCY

Amendment No. 39: Under existing law,
an application to establish a period of dis-ability must be filed no later than 12 months

after the end of the period of disability. The
Senate amendment added to the House biil
a new section (112), amending section 216(l)
of-the Social Security Act to extend the time
for filing an effective application to establish a cloeed period of disability (for disability freeze purposes only) for an addi-

tNo43ThSnaemnd
Aenm
etNo43ThSnaemed
Amn
ment added to the House bill a new section

(114b) to require the Social Security Admin
istration to make a study with respect to the
Icesdod-g
feailtyoprvdn
l-g
nrae
rvdn
aiiiyo
Insurance benefit amounts for people who
delay their retirement and may continue to
work after age 65, and to report its findings
to the Congress.
The Senate recedes (but the substance of
the provision is included in section 405 of the
bill--see Amendment No. 282).
COVERAGE OF MINISTERS

Amendments Nos. 44, 45, 46. and 47: Under
existing law, the services which a clergyman
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(including a Christian Science practitioner
or a member of a religious order who has not
taken a vow of poverty) performs In the exercise of his ministry are excluded from coverage unless the clergyman elects coverage by
filing a waiver certificate within a prescribed
period; if he makes the election his services
In his ministry are covered under the provisions of law applicable to self-employed persons. A member of a religious order who has
taken a vow of poverty may not make such
an election; his services are compulsorily excluded from coverage.
Section 115 of the House bill amended section 211(c) of the Social Security Act and
section 1402 (c) and (e) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that the services

COVERAGE

OF

FOR FORMER

a minister, a Christian Science practitioner,
or any member of a religious order (includ
ing a member who has taken a vow of pov
erty) are to be covered under the provisions
of law applicable to the self-employed unless
he obtains an exemption from social security
taxes (and coverage) by filing within a prescribed period (under the revised section
1402(e) of the Code) an application for exemption, together with a statement that he
is conscientiously opposed to the acceptance
(with respect to his professional service) of
any public insurance such as social security'
a clergyman who had elected coverage under
existing law could not secure an exemption,
and an exemption from coverage would be
irrevocable,
Senate amendments Nos. 44, 45. and 46
added language providing that memobers of
religious orders who have taken a vow of
poverty are compuisorily excluded from coy-

EMPLOYC.Es

file any application to secure the exemption.
Senate amendment No, 47 provided an additional basis for the exemption from social
security taxes (and coverage); clergymen opposed to the acceptance of public insurance
on grounds of religious principle (in addition
to those conscientiously opposed as provided
in the House bill) may secure the exemption,
The House recedes,
STATE AND LOCAL DIVIDED RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

Amendment No. 48: The Senate amendment added to section 116 of the House bill
a new subsection (d), amending section
218(d) (6) (F) of the Social Security Act so
ast
gatnadiioa
oprunity,
oport
as anaddtionl
t
grat
through 1969, for the election of social security coverage by members of State and local
government retirement systems who did not
elect coverage when they previously had the
opportunity to do so under the divided retirement system procedure, which permits
certain States to cover only those current
memersof
reireentsysem
hodesire
memer
areireeno
sstm
ho
coverage,
The House recedes,
COVERAGE
OF POLICEMEN
AND
PUERTO
RICO
AND
CERTAIN
NEBRASKA

FIREMEN

IN

FIREMEN

IN

Amendment No. 50: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section
(119). amending section 218(p) of the Social
Security Act to add Puerto Rico to the list
of States which may, if they so desire, provide social security coverage for policemen
and firemen in positions under State or
local retirement systems. The Senate amendment also included a provision validating
amounts erroneously reported for past services performed by certain firemen employed
by political subdivisions in Nebraska, If
amounts representing social security taxes
were erroneously paid in good faith and no
refund has been obtained,
The ouserecedes with a technical
Th ouepersonal
amendment,
COVERAGE OF FIREMEN IN STATES NOT
SPECIFICALLY LISTED

Amendment No. 51: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section
(120), amending section 218(p) of the So-

HOUSE

cial Security Act to allow social security coyerage to be extended to firemen under a
State or local retirement system in a State
not designated by name (in section 218(p))
as one which Is permitted to cover policemen
and firemen, if the Governor of the State
certifies that the overall benefit protection
of the group of firemen which would be
brought under social security coverage would
be improved by 'reason of the extension of
coverage to the group. Coverage could be extended under this provision only after a f avorable referendum in which no person other than a fireman could vote.
The House recedes with a technical
amendment.

performed in the exercise of his profession by

erage, as under present law, and need not

-

ERRONEOUSLY
STATE

OR

stepson, or stepdaughter for at least 4 con
tinuous weeks In the quarter.
The House recedes with technical amend
ments.
EMPLOYEES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS

TURNPIKE

AUTHORITY

WAGES

Amendment No. 55: The Senate amend
ment added to the House bill a new section
(124), giving the Secretary of Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare authority to permit the
State of Massachusetts, under such condi
tions as he deems appropriate, to remove the
employees of the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority from social security coverage be
fore the expiration of 2 years after giving ad
vance notice to the Secretary, with the pro
vision that if the employees are thus removed

GOVERNMENT

from coverage the State cannot again extend

REPORTED

LOCAL
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Amendment No. 52: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section
(121), amending section 218(f) of the Social
Security Act to permit a State, when it provides retroactive coverage for a coverage
group under a modification of the State's
agreement, to specify that whatever retroactive coverage is provided for the current
employees of the coverage group will also
be provided for former employees with respect to whose earnings amounts representing social security taxes had been erroneously paid in good faith to the Secretary of
the Treasury. The retroactive coverage would
not apply to any former employee for whom
a refund of taxes had been made,
The House recedes with a technical
amendment,

coverage to employees of the Authority.
The House recedes with technical amend
ments.
METHOD OF PAYMENT TO PHYSICIANS UNDER THE
SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PRO"
GRAM

Amendments Nos. 56, 57. 58, 59. and 60:
The House bill amended section 1842(b) (3)
(B) of the Social Security Act to provide, in
addition to the present receipted bill and as
signment methods of payment for physicians'
services, an alternative method, effective with
respect to bills received after December 31,
1967, under which a physician or other per
son providing the service could receive pay
ment on the basis of an itemized bill if such
bill is submitted in the form and manner and
within the time specified by regulation and
If the full charge does not exceed the reason
COVERAGE OF FEES OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNable charge for the service. Under the alterna
MENT
EMPLOYEES
AS
SELF-EMPLOYMENT
tive method payment could be made to the
INCOME
patient if payment is not made to the person
Amendment No. 58: The Senate amendproviding the service for the reason that the
ment added to the House bill a new section
charge exceeds the reasonable charge, the per
(122), amending section 211 (c) of the Social
son providing the service does not submit the
Security Act and section 1402(c) of the Inbill as provided for by regulation, or such
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that person directs that payment be made to the
fees received after 1967 by employees of State
patient, The House bill also provided, with
respect to bills received after December 31,
or local governments in positions compensated solely on a fee basis and not covered 1967, 'that requests for payment under the
under a State social security agreement will
supplementary medical insurance program
b~e covered under the self-employment profor services reimbursable on a reasonable
visions; however, any person in a fee-basis
charge basis must be filed no later than the
position in 1968 may elect irrevocably (before
close of the calendar year after the year in
the due date of his tax return for 1968) not
which the service is furnished (service fur
to have the amendment apply to him-i.e.. nished in the last 3 months of a calendar year
not to have his fees covered under the selfis deemed to have been furnished in the suc
epomn
rvsos
h
eaeaed
edn
aedrya)
epoment
proade
ovisions.
18ofteoca The Senate amend-mceedingacaendarryear)
mn
loaddt
eto
1
fteSca
h
eaeaedet
hne
rsn
Security Act a new subsection (u) under law, effective with respect to claims on which
which any future modification of a State's a final determination has not been made on
agreement may cover services in positions
or before the date of enactment, by eliminat
compensated solely on a fee basis only if the ing the receipted bill method of payment
modification specifically includes such serv(payment by the patient required before re
ices as covered, and under which a State may imbursement) and by providing that pay
remove such services from coverage under
ment can be made either to the patient on
the agreement,
the basis of an itemized bill (either receipted
The House recedes with a technical amendor unpaid) or to the physician under the as
ment.
signment method. The Senate amendments
retained the House bill provision which es
FAMILY EMPLOYMENT IN A PRIVATE HOME
tablishes the calendar year limitation for fil
Amendment No. 54: The Senate amending medical insurance claims, but made such
ment added to the House bill a new section
limitation appli cable to bills submitted and
(123), amending section 210(a) (3) (B) of the requests for payment made on or after April
Social Security Act and section 3121(b) (3)
1, 1968.
(B) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
TeHuercds
to extend social security coverage, beginning
TeHuercds
after 1967, to domestic service in a private
PODIATRISTS
home of the employer performed by an inAmendment No. 61: The House bill amend
diVidual in the employ of his son or daughter,
ed section 1861 (r) of the Social Security Act
provided that certain conditions are met,
to include within the definition of "physi
The service in any calendar quarter would
cian" a doctor of podiatry or surgical chi
be covered only if the employer has living
ropody, but only with respect to functions
In his home a son, daughter, stepson, or which he is legally authorized to perform as
stepdaughter who is under age 18 or whose
such by the State in which he performs
mental or physical condition requires the them. Under the House bill a doctor of po
care and supervision of an adult for diatry would not be considered a "physician"
at least 4 continuous weeks in the quarter,
for purposes of sections 1814(a) and 1835
and the employer either is widowed or di(relating to certification and recertification
vorced (and has not remarried) or has a
of medical necessity under parts A and B
spouse living in the home who, because of
of title XVIII) and section 1861(k) (relating
a mental or physical condition, is incapable
to utilization review). Certain services per
of caring for the employer's son. daughter,
formed by a podiatrist were also excluded for
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purposes of payment under the hospital and
medical insurance programs.
The Senate amendment provided, in addition to those restrictions in the House provision, that a podiatrist would not be considered to be a "physician" for the purposes
of subsection (j) (relating to extended care
facilities), subsection (in) (relating to home
health services), and subsection (o) (relating to home health agencies) of section 1861.
The House recedes.
EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN SERVICES EXCEPT WITH
REGRD
LE5E5paced
O POSTETI

-

HOUSE

(2) (as redesignated by the bill) and 1866
(a) (2) (c) of the Social Security Act to provide that equivalent quantities of packed red
blood cells shall be treated as blood under the
hospital Insurance program, and that a patient would have to replace 2 pints of blood
for tihe first pint of blood received (rather
than I pint as under present law) for purposes of the 3-pint deductible. The House
bill also amended section 1833(b) by establishing a 3-pint deductible requirement with
respect to blood (or equivalent quantities of

ell) frnihedto n idivdua drREGAR
TO
POSTHEIC
LingS
ace calenda yearundere
thea supplementary
Amendment No. 62: Section 128 of the meIngacaleinsurancer program,
uplmntr
House bill amended section 1862 (a) (7) of
Thedia Sensuatecaendrgrmensdlte.h
e
the Social Security Act, which provides that quiemSenatei th
ndenHouebilethat
the
patent
noirpaymentnmayebeomadeilunderttitlepXtIentfacilities
no pamentmay
e mae uner ttle VIIIreplace, for purposes of the 3-pint deductible.
for expenses incurred for routine physical
2 pints of blood for the first pint of blood
checkups, eyeglasses, eye examinations for received.stnilcptltesfudotnacrthe purpose of prescribing, fitting, or changThe House recedes,
ing eyeglasses, or hearing aids or examinaEXTENSION BY 60 DAYS DURING INDIVIDUAL'S
tions therefor, by adding a provision that no
LFTM
FMXMMDRTO
.BNFT
payment may be made for expenses incurred
FOR INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES'udrtte
for procedures performed (during the course
of any eye examination) to determine the
Amendment No. 80: Section 137 of the
refractive state of the eyes.
House bill amended section 1812 (a) (1) and
The Senate amendment provided that the
(b) (1) of the Social Security Act to provide
exclusion added by the House bill is not to a maximum of 120 days (rather than 90) of
apply with respect to expenses incurred for inpatient hospital services for an individual
during any spell of illness, and amended secprocedures performed in connection with
furnishing prosthetic lenses.
tion 1813 (a) (1) of the act to provide that
The Senate recedes,
the amount payable for such services for each
TRASFE
OUPATENTHOPITL
OFAL
SRVIESday before the 121st day and after the 90th
TRASFR
LL UTATEN
F
HSPIALSEVIESday of a spell of illness will be reduced by a
TO SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PROcoinsurance amount equal to one-half of the
GRAMinpatient
hospital deductible determined
Amendment No. 71: Section 129 of the under section 1813(b). (The inpatient hosHouse bill amended the appropriate sections
pital deductible Is currently established at
in title XVIII of the Social Security Act to $40.)

December 11, 1967

tion, and Welfare has been directed to fur
nish such data to the Committee on Ways
and Means and the Committee on Finance
as soon as it is available.
ALLOWANCE FOR DEPRECIATIONAND INTEREST IN
DETERMINING REASONABLE COST UNDER TITLES
V, XVM, AND XIX

Amendment No. 85. The Senate amend
ment added to the House bill a new section
13prvdnththeSctayoHal,
(143)aproviding thlatrte Secretary oft Halth
Euain
n
efr
ol aeit
c

count any disapproval by State agencies
carrying on planning under the Partnership
for Health Act of expenditures (made after
June 30, 1970, or an earlier date at the re
quest of a State) by hospitals or other health
for substantial capital items. De
rdto
n
neetatiual
osb
streciatil candta Interest attribuotable tcorsu
ance with a State's overall plan would not be
includible as a part of the "reasonable cost'
of covered services provided to individuals
, VI.adXX
The Senate recedes.
STATE AGREEMENTS FOR COVERAGE UNDER THE
HOSPITAL INSURANCE PROGRAM FOR THE
AGED
Amendment No. 86: The Senate alilend
ment added to the House bill a new section
(144), adding a new section 1818 to the So
cial Security Act permitting a State to enter
into an agreement with the Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare for the pro

vision of hospital insurance coverage begin
ning April 1, 1968, for State and local em
ployees, retired or active (and their de
pendents and survivors), age 65 or over who

place coverage of all -outpatient hospital
services in the supplementary medical insurance program,
The Senate amendment made the provisions of the House bill applicable with respect to services furnished after March 31.

The Senate amendments provided an individual with a lifetime reserve of 60 days of
additional coverage for inpatient hospital
care for use after he has exhausted the 90
days of hospital services to which he is entitled during any spell of illness. The coin-

do not otherwise qualify for medicare hos
pital insurance protection. A State would
reimburse the Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund for the actual costs of benefits
paid and administrative expenses incurred
with respect to these persons. An agreement
(either In its entirety or with respect to any

1968, rather than December 31. 1967. except
that the elimination of the physician certifiCation requirement with respect to outpatient hospital diagnostic services would apply

surance amount for each such additional day
of coverage would equal one-fourth of the
inpatient hospital deductible determined
under section 1813 (b) .


one or more coverage groups) could be tsr
minated If the Secretary finds that the State
concerned is no longer legally able to comply
with the provisions of the agreement. A State

to services furnished after the date of the
enactment of the bill.
The House recedes.

The conference agreement contains the
Senate provision for a lifetime reserve of
60 additional days, but applies the House pro-.

may also, at its option, terminate such an
agreement.
The Senate recedes.

PAYMENT FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES
FURNISHED TO OUTPATIENTS

vision for a coinsurance amount equal to
one-half of the inpatient hospital deductible.

PROVISIONS FOR BENEFITS UNDER PART A OF
TITLE XVIII OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT FOR

Amendment No. 77: Section 133 of the
bill amended section 1861(s) (2) of
the Social Security Act to provide supplementary medical insurance coverage of

METHOD OF DETERMINING REASONABLE COST FOR
PROVIDERS OF SERVICES

physical therapy furnished to an outpatient.
In a residence used as the patient's home, by
a hospital or by others under arrangements

(142) amending section 1861 (v) (1) of the
Social Security Act by providing that the
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of

ment added to the House bill a new section
(145). providing that payment may be made,
on the basis of an Itemized bill, to an indi
vidual entitled to hospital insurance benefits

with the hospital, if such therapy is under
the supervision of such hospital. This provision would apply with respect to services
furnished after December 31, 1967.
The Senate amendment provided coverage
for outpatient physical therapy services fur.
nished by physical therapists employed by or
under an agreement with, and under the
supervision of, hospitals and other providers
of services as well as approved clinics or rehabilitation centers, and local public health
agencies that meet standards established by
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare relating to health and safety. The pa-

Health, Education, and Welfare for determining the reasonable cost of services under title
XVIII shall give a provider of services the
option of having the cost of covered services
determined on a per diem basis (per diem
costs prevailing in a community for comparable quality and levels of services would be
taken into account in determining such per
diem basis). Cost of services would otherwise be determined on the basis of a per unit,
Per capita, or other basis insuring the provider reasonable cost reimbursement.
.The Senate recedes with the understanding on the part of the conferees for both the

for inpatient hospital services furnished
after June 30, 1966, in certain nonpartici
pating hospitals as a result of admissions oc
curring before January 1, 1968. The hospital
must be licensed as a hospital, have full-time
nursing services, and be primarily engaged in
providing medical care under the supervision
of a doctor of medicine or osteopathy. Ap
plication for reimbursement under this pro
vision would have to be filed before January
1, 1969. and payment would be limited to 60
percent of room and board charges and 80
percent of hospital ancillary charges for up
to 90 days in each spell of illness (subject to

tient would not have to be homebound for
the physical therapy services to be covered,
Payment would be made for such services
only when furnished In accordance with a
plan, established and periodically reviewed
by a physician, that would prescribe the type
of physical therapy services to be provided
and the amount and duration of such serv-

Senate and the House that this action is not
to be taken as a final decision or prejudgment respecting the Issue of reimbursing
Providers of service under the medicare program by alternative methods to those now
employed. Such decisions should not be made
until such time as adequate data concerning
the actual cost of benefits furnished to medi-

cost-sharing provisions In present law) if
the hospital formally participates in the hos
pital insurance program before January 1,
1969. and applies its utilization review planto the services furnished such individual. If
the hospital does not participate before Jan
uary 1. 1969, payment under this provisionwould be limited to 20 days in each spell of

care

illness.

House

ices.

The

Senate amendment would apply

Amendment No. 84: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section

beneficiaries

have

been

obtained and

PATIENTS ADMIrrED PRIOR TO 1968 TO CERTAIN
HOSPITALS

Amendment No. 87: The Senate amend

with respect to services furnished after June
30, 1968.
The House recedes with a technical amend-

made available to Congress. At the present
time such data have not been compiled since
the actual costs incurred by providers for

The House recedes with technical amend
ments.

ment.

services

furnished to medicare recipients
during the first fiscal year of operation of

PAYMENT

BLOOD DEDUCTIBLES

Amendments Nos. 78 and 79: Section 138
of the House bill amended sections 1813(a)

the program have not been finally determined. The Department of Health, Educa-

Amendmeht No. 88: The Senate amnend
ment added to the House bill a new section
(146), amending section 1861 (a) of the Social

FOR EMERGENCY

HOSPITAL

SERVICES
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HOUSE

Security Act to redefine, effective July 1,
under the hospital insurance program-for
1966, the term "hospital" (for purposes of
example, in cases where hospital patients
paying for emergency hospital services) to have exhausted their eligibility under the
mean an Institution which must be licensed hospital insurance program, or- when exas a hospital, have full-time nursing services, tended care facility patients have not met
and be primarily engaged in providing medi-, the 3-day hospitalization requirement,
Cal care under the supervision of a doctor
The House recedes with a technical amendof medicine or osteopathy. The requirements
ment.
tinder preeent law with respect to clinical
GENERAL ENROLLMENT PERIOD UNDERa SUPPLErecords, medical staff bylaws, and care of
MENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PaOGRAM
patient by a physician are eliminated. The
Amendment No. 91: The Senate amendSenate amendment also provided that if the ment added to the House bill a new section
hospital does not bill for emergency hospital
(149), providing that the general enrollment
services, the patient could be paid 60 per- periods for the supplementary medical insurcent of the room and board charges and 80 acprgmwolbelcd(einngthe
percent of the hospital ancillary charges (or, acprgmwolbelcd(einng
if the hospital does not make separate charges with 1969) on an annual rather than a bien
forrouineandancllay srviestwo
nial basis, and run from January 1 through
fo notn nilr
evcs
w-titirds
March 31, rather than from October 1
of the hospital's reasonable charges), subject
through December 31 as under present law.
to deductible and other existing limitations,
The Secretary would determine and promulWith respect to hospital admissions occurring
gate during December of each year the preafter December 31, 1967.
mium rate for the program which would be
The House recedes with technical amend- applicable for the 12-month period beginments,
fling on the following July I and would be
PAYMENT FOR CERTAIN SERVICES FURNISHED
required to issue a public statement setting
OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
forth the actuarial assumptions and other
Amendment No. 89: The Senate amendbases upon which he arrived at such rate,
ment added to the House bill a new section
Under the Senate amendment persons wish(147), amending section 1814(f) of the Soing to disenroll could do so at any time, but
cial Security Act to permit, effective with
such disenrollment would not take effect
admissions occurring after March 31, 1968,
until the close of the calendar quarter foldirect payment of hospital insurance benefits
lowing the quarter in which the notice of
to a resident of the United States for up to
disenrollment was filed. The amendment
20npaien
aysof hopitl
srvies ur-would also substitute a one-time late enrollnished in a country contiguous to the United ment charge (up to 3 additional monthly
States by a hospital which is not more than
premiums) for the 10 percent premium in50 miles from the border of the continental
crease in section 1839(c) of the Social SecuUnited States. For nonemergency care, the
rity Act for those who delay their enrollment
hospital would have to be the nearest suitin the program, and would modify section
able one to the patient's residence. Payment
1837(b) (1) to provide that no individual may
would also be made for emergency inpatient
enroll for the first time under the program
services furnished in a foreign hospital withunless he does so in a general enrollment
in 50 miles of the United States border if the
period which begins within 3 years after the
hosita
th clset
wa
oe
sitale
orclose of the first enrollment period during
hospitaln wasd the closgestyoneesuitablenfo
which he could have so enrolled,
trheatmentan thuredn
emergen
thnecessitatin
The House recedes with an amendment
outside the United States. Benefits would be providing for the retention of the percentage
payable only on the basis of a request for premium increase provision in present law
payment by an individual entitled to boa-fo
those who delay enrollment, and the delepital insurance benefits and only if the for- tion of the late enrollment charge in the
eign hospital met standards that are essenSenate bill.
tially comparable to those required of boaELIMINATION OF SPECIAL REDUCTION IN ALLOWpitals participating under the program in the
ABLE DAYS OF INPATIENT NOSPrITAL SERVICER
United States. Subject to appropriate deFOR PATIENTS IN TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITALS
ductibles and other limitations, the amount
Amendment No. 92: Section 138 of the
payable under this provision would be equal
House bill provided that the limitation In
to 60 percent of the hospital's reasonable
section 1812(c) of the Social Security Act on
charges for routine services in the room oc- payment of hospital insurance benefits durcupied by the individual or in semiprivate
ing the first spell of illness for an individual
accommodations, whichever is less, plus 80 who is an inpatient of a psychiatric or tuberpercent of the hospital's reasonable charges culosis hospital at the time he first becomes
for ancillary services, or, if separate charges eligible for benefits under the hospital insurfor routine and ancillary services are not ance program would niot be applicable to
made by such hospital, reimbursement may benefits for services In a general hospital if
be made to the patient on the basis of twosuch services are not primarily for the diagthirds of the hospital's reasonable charges nosis or treatment of mental illness or tuberbut not to exceed the charges that would culosis.
have been made If the patient had occupied
The Senate amendment changed th6 provisemiprivate accommodations.
sions of the House bill by eliminating the
The Senate recedes with the understandprovision in present law under which days
ing that the Departments of Health, Educa- spent in a tuberculosis hospital by an individtion, and Welfare and State will explore, and ual immediately before his Initial entitlereport to the Committees on Ways and Means
ment to hospital insurance reduced the days
and Finance, the feasibility of entering into of inpatient hospital coverage for which he is
reciprocal agreemnents and arrangements with eligible, after entitlement, during his first
neighboring nations designed to make medi- spell of illness. The Senate amendment would
care benefits available to U.S. citizens who provide that no reduction would occur in
receive necessary hospital care in such na- such individual's hospital insurance covertions,
age, after initial entitlement, during his first
PAYMENT UNDER SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL IN- spell of Illness, regardless of whether he reSURANCE PROGRAM FOR CERTAIN INPATIENT ceives inpatient services in a tuberculosis or
ANCILLARY SERVICES
general hospital, The Senate amendment reAmendment No. 90: The Senate amend- tained the House provision with respect to
merit added to the House bill a new section inpatients of psychiatric hospitals,
(18) aenin
scto
161s)ofth
SThe House recedes with a technical amendcial Security Act to permit, effective April 1, merit,.isdeabnfcaya
198,pametunerth mdca isuaneINCLUSION- OF OPTOMETRISTS' SERVICES UNDER
program for certain ancillary hospital and
SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PROextended care facility services, principally
GRAM
X-ray and laboratory services, furnished to
Amendment No, 93: The Senate amendinpatients who cannot qualify for payments merit added to the definition of "physician"

II116697

in section 1861 (r) of the Social Security Act
a doctor of optometry but only for the pur
pose of including his services as medical and
other health services covered under the sup
plementary medical insurance program snd
only with respect to functions he is author
ized to perform by the State in which he
practices. The Senate provision also added to
section 1862 (a) of the Act (relating to items
and services excluded from coverage uinder
title XVIII) expenses for an optometrist's
services in connection with the detection of
eye diseases, or for his referral of an individ
ual to a physician (as presently defined in
act) arising from such services.
The Senate recedes.
INCLUSION OF CHIROPRACTORS' SERVICES UNDER
SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PRO
GRAM
Amendment No. 94: The Senate amend
ment added to the definition of "physician"
in section 1861 (r) of the Social Security Act
a licensed chiropractor but only for the pur
pose of including his services as medical and
other health services covered under the sup
plementary medical insurance program and
only with respect to functions he is legally
authorized to perform by the State in which
he practices.
The Senate recedes.
INCLUSION OF PSYCHOLOGISTS' SERVICES UNDER
SUPE
NTRMDIAISRNCPOGM
SUPENTRMDIAISRNCPOGM

Amendment No. 95: The Senate amend
ment added to the definition of "physician"
In section 1861 (r) of the Social Security Act
a licensed or certified psychologist but only
frteproeo
nldn
i
evcsa
a medical and other health service covered
under the supplementary medical insurance
program and only with respect to functions
which he Is legally authorized to perform by
the State in which he practices.
The Senate recedes,
OVERPAYMENTS
Amendment No. 98: The Senate amend
ment added to the House bill a new section
(152), amending section 204(a) of the Social
Security Act to direct the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to recover benefits
overpaid to an Individual by withholding
benefits payable to him or his estate or to
any other person entitled to benefits on the
same earnings record, or by requiring a re
fund from him or his estate, or by any com
bination of these. A beneficiary who is liable
for repayment of an overpayment, whether
the overpayment was made to him or to an
other person, would qualify for waiver of re
covery of the overpaid amount if he is with
out fault and meets the other conditions pre
scribed in the law. (Underpayments would be
paid to the underpaid beneficiary, or, if he
has died, to other persons In accordance with
section 204(d) of the Act as amended by
the bill (see Senate amendment No. 100).)
The Hotiad recedes with a technical amendmerit.
BENanFT'S PAID ON THE BASIS OF ERRONEOUS RE
PORTS OF DEATH IN MILITARY SERVICE
Amendment No. 99: The Senate amendmerit added to the House bill a new section
(153), further amending section 204(a) of'
the Social Security Act to make benefits paid
on the basis of an official report of the death
of an active-duty serviceman in line of duty,
issued by the Department of Defense, law
ful payments even though it is later deter
mined that the serviceman is still alive,

The House recedes with a technical amend-.
merit.
UINDERPAYMENTS
Amn
etNo10:Scin52fth
Houenbllanende
N.10:Section204(d of the
Social Security Act to provide that cash nineh
ieo
i
et
are to be paid in the following order or
priority:
1Tohsuringsueettldo
benefits on the same earnings record as he
was, or
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(2) to his child or children (in equal parts)
entitled on that earnings record, or
(3) to his parent or parents (in equal
parts) entitled on that earnings record, or
or(4) to the legal representative or his estate,
(5)to is spusenotenttle
urvvin
to
(5)fitton thissurvvin spouinse neotrnild toh
waor

was, thichlorcide(ieqapat)gainful
(6)eto isechildtor chilreni(in
requa
rd.
not eontledonthate pearsnins recitord,
woflnoe ofatese proseitnoay
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of benefits to persons related to the baneficiary by blood, marriage, or adoption
where there Is no one to pay In any of the
first seven categories.
DEFINITION OF DISABILITY
Amendment No, 109: Under existing law,
the term "disability" is defined in general

EFFECTIVE DATE OF LIMITATION4 ON PAYMENT OF

as Inability to engage in

years-residence exceptions to the provision
requiring the withholding of benefits from
aliens outside the United States are not to

any substantial
activity by reason of any medically
determilnable physical or mental impairment

men
nthas
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which can be expected to result in death or
lasted or can be expected to last at least

BENEFITS TO ALIENS OUTSIDE THE UNITED
STATES
Amendment Nos. 121, 122, and 123: Section
160 of the House bill amended section 202 (t)
of the Social Security Act to provide that the
present 40-quarters-of-coverage and 10

apply to aliens who are citizens of a country
that has a social insurance or pension system

Section 152 of the House bill also amended 12 months.
secion187
oftheActto
rovde hatunpid
Section 156 of the House bill amended
setin
o te 87cttoprvie ha upad
section 223 (and related provisions) of the
medical insurance benefits are to be settled Sca
euiyAts
st
lrf
h
eit
as follows: Where a beneficiary who has reSca
euiyAts
st
lrf
h
eii
ceived services for which payment is due him tion by providing guidelines emphasising the
diesbilanfr thsuh srvies as eenrole of medical standards in determining disdies, and theimbillemfor suchderviethas
benca
ability so that an individual is not to be
insurance program has not been made, pay- considered under a "disability" unless his
ment of the medical insurance benefits would impairment Is of such severity that he Is not
be made to the person who paid the bill. If
only unable to do his previous work but
payment could not be made to that person, cannot (considering his age, education, and
p~ayment would be made to the legal repre- work experience) engage in any other kind
snaieof the deceased beneficiary's estate, of substantial gainful work which exists in
sentative isoe-ohriet
eaie
ftethe
national economy, regardless of whether
ifcthere is ne-otherwiste tolrlatives ofdethe
such work exists in the general area where
deeser
ndvdulinteioloigyrero
he lives, or whether a specific job vacancy
priorTy:hi suvvn
spus liin wihexists for him or he would be' hired if he
(1)ato theiseo suriving sousriigwt
th
applied for work. The Secretary of Health,

of general applicability under which benefits
are denied to otherwise eligible Americans

(2) to his surviving spouse entitled to Education, and Welfare is directed to estabbeneitson
te
sme arnigs ecors a helish
criteria which are to be conclusive for
h
aeerig
eod
sh
determining when work or earnings demon-

benefits or to anyone other than the benefi
ciary or a survivor entitled to benefits on the
same earnings record.

benfis, onr

while they are outside of that country, or
h
r
iieso
onr
htde
o
h
r
iieso
onr
htde
o
have such a system if at any time during a
specified 5-year period benefits to individuals
in that country cannot be paid because of
the 'Treasury ban on payments to Commu
nist-controlled countries. This change was
made applicable for and after the sixth.
month following enactment.
Section 160 of the House bill also. pro
hibited payment of any benefits for months
after enactment which are withheld on ac
count of the Treasury ban, and provides that
past benefits withheld (through the month
of enactment) may not be paid, if and when
the ban ends, in excess of the last 12 months'

3)to his child or children (in equal
(art).
prs.restrictive
If none of these persons exist, no payment
would be made.
A further provision, not affected by the
Senate amendment, authorized the Secretary
to settle claims for unpaid medical Insurance
benefits, In cases where the bill for covered
services had not been paid, by making payment to the physician or other person who
provided the services, but only if such physician (or other person) agrees to accept the
reasonable charge for the -services as his full
chage.tion
The Senate amendment modified section

strata ability to engage in substantial gainful activity. Section 156 also provided a more
definition of disability for dieabled widows and widowers than exists in
present law for disabled workers; a widow or
widower would not be found to be under
a disability unless his or her impairments
are of a level of severity deemed sufficient
to preclude an individual from engaging in
any gainful activity (see discussion of Senate amendment No. 27).
The Senate amendment struck out of the
House bill the language clarifying the definiof disability, retaining only a technical
change, and also eliminated the more re-

The Senate amendment modified section
160 of the House bill to delay the effective
dates of these provisions Until December 31.
1968.
The conference agreement delays the effec
tive dates of these provisions only until June
30, 1968.
SPECIAL PROVJISION IN THE CASE Or CERTAIN
CIOE
Amnden
IN.D24REctoN 61o h
Houenbildmendedo 12Section213(a
of the
Huebl
mne
eto
0()o
h
Sca
euiyAtt
rvd
htbnft
Sca
euiyAtt
rvd
htbnft
payable to illegitimate children whose en
tteett
eeisdrvsfo
eto

152 of the House bill to provide the follow-

strictive definition applicable to widows and

216(h) (3) of the Act as added by the 1965

benefits and medical insurance benefits due

The conference agreement contains sub-

persons on the same wage record and the

after the beneficiary's death (except that any
medical insurance benefits would of course
be paid first to the person who paid for the

family maximum amount.
The Senate amendment modified section

services involved, or, if that person is the

stantially the provision of the House bill,
but includes language designed to clarify
the meaning of the phrase "work which

exists in the national economy". This lan-

161 of the House bill (1) to provide that

deceased beneficiary himself, to the legal
representative of his estate if there is one) :

guage puts into the statute the same meanIng of the phrase that was expressed in the

(1) To the surviving spouse of the deceased individual If she was either living with
him at the time of his death or entitled to
benefits on the same earnings record as he
was, or
(2) to his child or children (in equal

reports of both committees. Under the added
language, "work which exists in the national
economy" means work that exists in significant numbers in the region in which the
individual lives or In several regions In the
country. The purpose of so defining the
phrase Is to preclude from the disability
determination consideration of a type or
types of jobs that exist only in very limited
number or In relatively few geographic locations In order to assure that an Individual
is not denied benefits on the basis of the
presence in the economy of isolated jobs he
could do.
AMENDMENT TO COMPLY WITH TREATY OsLIGATIONS
Amnmn
o 1:TeSnt
mnment added to the House bill a new section
(162), amending sections 228(a) and 1836
of the Social Security Act and section 103(a)
of the Social Security Amendments of 1965.
Under the Senate amendment, the present
5-year residence requirements that uninsured aliens must meet In order to qualify
for hospital insurance benefits or special age72 cash Payments, or to be eligible to participats in the supplementary medical insurance program, will not apply to any individual when their application would be
contrary to present treaty obligations of the
United States.
The Senate recedes.

Where benefits payable on the effective date
of the 1965 Amendments were reduced be

ing uniform order of priority for both cash

parts) entitled to benefits on that earnings

record, or
(3) to his parent or parents (in equal
parts) entitled on that earnings record, or
(4) to his surviving spouse if she was
neither living with him nor entitle~d to banefits on that earnings record, or
(5) to his child or children not entitled
on that earnings record, or
(6) to his parent or parents not entitled
on that earnings record, or
(7) to the legal representative of his astate, if any, or
(8) to any person or persons related to
him by blood, marriage, or adoption who
may be determined by the Secretary to be
the proper person or persons to receive the
payment due.
The House recedes with amendments (1)
directing payment of supplementary medieal
Insurance benefits to the person who paid
the bill for the services Involved (ahead of
all the other categories) even though the
payment of such bill occurred after the
beneficiary's death, and (2) eliminating the
Senate provision which authorized payment

widowers.

Amendments may not exceed the difference
between the total amount payable to other

cause such a child became entitled to banefits under the provision added by the 1965
Amendments, the benefits will no longer
(after February 1968) be so reduced, and (2)
to permit the Provisions of present law to
continue to apply in the case of children who
became entitled under section 216(h) (3)
after the effective date of the 1965 Amendmente or become so entitled in the future.
The conference agreement incorporates in
substance the Senate amendment with re
spect to those on the benefit rolls In the
month of enactment and retains the House
provision with respect to children becom
ing entitled to benefits in the future. It also
makes appropriate adjustment in effective
dates and qualifications to assure their proper
coriaon
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECURITY
Amendment No. 126: Section 163 of the
House bill amended section 706 of the social
Security Act to provide that an Advisory
Coluncil on Social Security is to be appointed
In February 1969 and in February of every
fourth year thereafter (instead of "during
1968 and every fifth year thereafter", as in
existing law), and that each such Council
is to report no later than January 1 of the
year following the year of its appointment.
(Section 163 also provided that the Chairman
of each such Council is to be appointed by
the Secretary; under existing law the Coini
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missioner of Social Security serves as Chairman.)
The Senate amendment modified section
163 of the House bill to provide that the Advisory Council appointed in 1969 and every
fourth year thereafter is to be appointed at
any time after January 31 rather than "during February" as in the House bill, and will
have until the first day of the second year
following the Yeaar of its appointment (as in
existing law) to make Its report including any
interim reports it might have issued,.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
DISCLOSURE TO COURTS OF THE WHEREABOUTS OF
CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS
Amendment -Nos. 130 and 151: Section
166 of the House bill provided that, upon
request, the Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare is to furnish an appropriate
court with the most recent address of a demloe)Iftecourt
setngfter(rhi
srequest ftherinormation inponnec)iftion with
oreinomaiteonaincordertiornhid
aequsupots
hl.
rerfra
a uprto
aitnnc
The Senate amendment modified section
166 of the House bill so as to assure that information regarding the runaway parent's
whereabouts will also be available to courts
In interstate support or maintenance proceedings.
The House recedes.
EXPEDITED BENEFIT PAYMENTS
Amendment No. 141: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section
(172), amending section 206 of the Social
Security Act to provide for expedited payment of clainia for monthly benefits on the
basis of a written request filed under specified conditions In certain cases where an
individual alleges that a benefit due him was

-
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ability begins, with a limited relaxation of administering the State AFDC plan, the pro
vision of the services must be the responsi
the latter requirement in certain cases involving blindness.) The term "blindness" Is bility of a single organizational unit in such
redefined to mean central visual acuity of State or local agency.
Senate amendments Nos. 154 and 155 modi20/200 or less in the better eye, or visual
fled the provisions of the House bill 5o as to
acuity better than 20/200 if accompanied
eliminate the single-unit requirement in the
by a limitation of the field of vision such
that the widest diameter of the visual field case of a local agency while retaining the re
subtends an angle no greater than 20 degrees. quirement in cases where It is the State
The conference agreement contains the agency that develops and implements the
liberalized definition of blindness, but omits program of services. Senate amendment No.
167 modified section 201 (g) of the'House bill
eaeaed
h
rvsoso
h
te
to provide that If on enactment the State
ment.
CIDSISRNEBNFTWHRDIAITYagency responsible for. the State AFDC plan
is different from the State agency responsible
CHLDSINUANC BENSEEN1T5 AHER DIAILT
for the State's child-welfare services plan.
EABTEN18ND2
the requirement for a single organizational
Amendment No. 144: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section unit would not apply for so long as such
agencies are different. (See also Senate
(175), amending section 202 of the Social
amnendments Nos. 250 through 253.)
Security Act to permit a child to become
The conference agreement retains the
entitled to child's insurance benefits on the
House provision requiring a single organista
basis of a disability which began at any
tional unit in a local agency as well as in a
time before age 22 (rather than only on
State agency; it retains the provisions of
the basis of a disability which began before
Senate amendment No. 167 waiving the single
age 18, as required under present law).
organizational unit requirement in cases
The Senate recedes,
h
w
tt
ncmn
ieo
ESweea
ATRES
w
tt
h
ncmn
hr
ttmeo
TONY'FE
agencies involved are different, and in addi
Amendment No. 145: The Senate amendtion provides a similar waiver for local agen
ment added to the House bill a new section
cies In cases where at time of enactment the
(176), amending section 206(a) of the Social
two local agencies Involved in a political sub-'
of
Security Act to authorize the Secretary
division are different.
Health, Education, and Welfare to certify
EARNINGS EXEMPTIONS FOR PUB3LIC ASSISTANCE
payment of attorneys' fees for services renRECIPIENTS
dered in administrative proceedings from
Amendments Nos. 173, 174. 175, and 176:
past-due benefits of a successful claimant.
Section 202(b) of the House bill amended
The amount of the fee so certified in any
section 402(a) of the Social Security Act to
case would be the smaller of: (A) 25 percent
require each State under its AFDC plan to
of the total past-due benefits, (B) the
amount of the attorney's fee fixed by the exempt all of the earnings of recipients who
Secretary, or (C) the amount agreed upon are under age 16, or who are age 16 to 21 if
they are in full-time school attendance, and
between the'clalmant and the attorney,
to exempt the first $30 of the total of the
The House recedes with a, technical amend-

monthly earnings of the family plus onement.
not paid.
The House recedes with a technical amend- PROGRAMS OF SERVICES FURNISHED TO FAMILIES third of the remainder of the earnings of the
family (including children age 16-21 not in
WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN
ment.
LEISLTIO
Amndmets 46,147 14, 13, 57,and school, the caretaker relative, and any other
STUD OFPROOSE
2017of1the House bill am ndd individual living In the home and taken
n166:tSectio
ThED
LGSenATeamendo 142:RO
AmenDmetY
No 14: Th
66: ecton 01 f te Hose illameded into account In the determination of need).
Amenmen
SeateamedSenate amendments Nos. 173 and 174 modiof
the
Social Security Act to require
ment added to the House bill a new section title IV
(173). directing the Secretary of Health, that services be provided under State AFDC fled the House bill to provide that all of
Education, and Welfare to study and report plans to assure to the maximum extent Pos- the earnings of any child receiving AFDC
to the Congress. on or before January 1, 1969, sible that children and other family members are to be exempted only If the child is a fullthe effects (including the savings which will enter the labor force so that they will time student or a part-time student who
might accrue to the Government and the ef- become self-sufficient and for the purpose of is not a full-time employee. Senate amend
fects on the health profemsions and on all ele- reducing the number of births out of wed- ments Nos. 175 and 176 increased the amoun~t
to be exempted from the first $30 of total
ments of the drug industry) which might re- lock including the offer of family planning
sult from enactment of two proposals relat- services in all appropriate cases and other- monthly earnings plus one-third of the re
ing to drugs: (1) a proposal to cover qualified wise strengthening family life. The House mainider to the first $50 of total monthly
drugs under the supplementary medical in- bill also strengthens services relating to the earnings plus one-half of the remainder.
surance program, and (2) a proposal to es- establishment of paternity, securing support The amendments would become effective
tablish, utilizing a formulary committee, and other specific services. (As under present July 1, 1969. but a state could put them
into effeot at any time after December 31,
quality and cost control standards for drugs law. States can secure Federal participation
provided under the various Federal-State as- In other services If they choose to provide 1967.
The House recedes on amendments Nos.
sistance programs and the hospital insurance them.)
The Senate amendments generally accept 173 and 174, and the Senate recedes on
program.
The Senate recedes (but a somewhat the provisions of the House bill, appropriately amendments NOS. 175 and 176.
With respect to amendment No. 174, the
similar provision is included in section 405 adjusted to reflect the transfer of most of
the responsibility for employability services House recedes with the understanding that
of the bill-see amendment No. 282).
to the Secretary of Labor. They also broaden in order to qualify for the earnings exemption
DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFITS FOR THE BLIND;
the provision in existing law which requires a part-time student must have a school
DEFINITION OF BLINDNESS
a program of services for children so as to schedule that Is equal to at least one-half of
N.
43 Te enteamnd
Amnden
Amentddedtto. the3Housebillatnew ametd- include other family members under the a full-time curriculum.
(andw relateon State plan. The program is to include any EXEMPTION OF SUPPORT CONTRIBUTIONS AS
o teHus223l
men aded
EARNED INCOME OF RECIPIENTS OF AFDC
child-welfare services, and any other
adrltdneeded
(174), amending section 22
Amendment No. 178: The Senate amend
provisions) of the Social Security Act to 'services needed for preserving, rehabilitating,
provide that for purposes of both disability reuniting, or strengthening the family and mnent added to section 402 (a) (8) of the
insurance benefits and the disability freeze services that will assist members of the Social Security Act, as amended by section
the term "disability" Includes blindness (as family toward maximnum. self-support and 202 of the House bill, a provision that con
tributions by an absent parent under a court
defined by the amendment) regardless Of personal independence.
hl
eedn
mnmns odrfrtespoto
TeHuercdswt
whether or not the individual Involved can
hl
eedn
mnmnsodrfrtespoto
TeHuercdswt
engage (or is engaging) In substantial gainful activity, and also to provide that an which are largely of a technical or conform- receiving AFDC are to be considered as
of
determining
for
purposes
Income
earned
individual whose disability is blindness (as ing nature,
need and the amount of the assistance paySTATE AND LOCAL SINGLE ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT
so dfind)
s isure fo diabiitInsurmerit, subject to the earnings exemptions
RORM
dnonhisabilityPOIDN SRIESUDE AIL
for
socdefned)itsinue
provided in the bill (see Senate amendments
NE
AIYPORM
EVCE
SvDN
hab
o
monthrifge
foartr
any
anes beanefit
Amendments Nos. 154, 155. and 167: Sec- Nos. 173 through 176).
efore the
lestan6qateso ovrg
T.eSnteeeds
1)othSoalecryAt
quarter in which such month occurs; suchtin42a
TeSnteeed.
an individual would continue to receive histin42a(1)othScaleuryAt
disability insurance benefits after attaining under section 201(a) (1) of the House bill. EXEMPTION OF EARNINGS UNDER OLD AGE AS
SISTANCE
AND AID TO THE PERMANENTLY AND
age 65. (Existing law generally requires an3 required that where the programs of services
TOTALLY DISABLED
individual to be fully Insured and to have furnished to families with dependent chilAmendments Nos. 181, 182. 183, and 184:
20 quarters of coverage in the 40 quarters dren are developed and the services proending with the quarter in which the dis- vided by the staff of the State or local agency Senate amendments Nos. 181, 182, and 183
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added to seotion 202 of the House bill provisions amending sections 2(a). 1402(a), and
1602(a) of the Social Security Act to apply
the same provisions for exemption of earned
income that are Incorporated in title IVI.e., the first $50 plus one-half of the re-
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fare agencies. Those referred would be as-

signed to regular employment, institutional
or work-experience training, or subsidized
special work projects, depending upon their
experience
and
qualifications;
certain
classes of persons

December 11, 1967
WORK-TRAINING IMPACT

Fiscal
ysar

Federal
Work-train- AFDC
reduclaepnsslions durinto

for' whom any referral

mainder _(under Senate amendments Nos.
175 and 176)-to persons receiving aid or
assistance under titles I, XIV, and XVI of

would be inappropriate are specifically
enumerated. Persons assigned to regular employment would qualify for the earnings ex-

the Act. Senate amendment No. 184 modifled section 202(d) of the House bill to apply -to the determination of need under

emption provided by section 202 of the bill;
and an Incentive training allowance of up to
$20 a week would be provided for those as-

titles I, X, XIV, XVI, and XIX of the Act
the requirement (applicable only to AFDC

signed to training programs. If an Individual
refused without good cause (as determined

under the House bill) that States disregard
any earned Income exemptions which may

by the Secretary of Labor) to accept work
or training, AFDC payments on behalf of

be provided by other laws,
The Senate recedes on amendments Nos.

the dependent children to such individual
would not terminate, and such individual's

Fall-timejob
Trainees 2 placements
(thousands)
atrring

(millions)

1968....
1969 ...

$3

-$II

27
110

1970-1971 ---

2 129
165
209

-63
-145

150
190

I
55
75

1972~
Total.

1-08
841

-.257
-476

280
757

95
238

-------

_________________

I Does not include recipients an priority III work projects.
aIsnclades 88,000,000 1-year casttar priorityl I work projects

(for public agencies).
FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN PAYMENTS FOR

needs could continue to be taken into ac- FOSTER CARE OF CERTAIN DEPENDENT CHILDREN
contains the provision added by amend- count for 60 days If he received counseling
Amendments Nos. 200 and 201: Section 205
ment No. 184, with amendments conforming during that period (but his grant would of the House bill amended title IV of the So
to the Senate recession on the preceding have to be paid In the form of protective or cial Security Act to authorize Federal partic
amendments and making the provision ef- vendor payments). Mothers or other rela- ipation In payments for foster care of cer
fective July 1, 1968.
tives could not be required to participate tain dependent children under the AFDCI
UNEPLYE
FAHES NDE ADC
in a work prgannecessitating tera-program
to the extent that such payments do
AmnmnsNs,19
9,11
9,sence from home during times when the not exceed an average of $100 per month,
Amenmens
Ns. 86,189 19, 11, 93,children are not attending school. Recipients
effective with respect to foster care provided
-and 195: Section 407 of the Social Security under the District of Columbia's special pro- after September 1967.
Act, as amended by section 203(a) of the gram of temporary assistance for unemSenate amendment No. 200 reduced this
House bill, defined an unemployed father ployed parents would be treated the same figure to $50, and Senate amendment No. 201
(for purposes of determining the eligibility as recipients of AFDC under a regular un- made the provision effective with respect to
of his children for AFDC) so Bs to exclude employed parents program.
foster care provided after December 1967.
fathers who do not have 6 or more quarters
The conference agreement contains the
of work In any 13-calendar-quarter period provisions of the Senate amendment, with
The Senate recedes on amendment No. 200,
ending within one year prior to the appli
aedet
1
hngn
h
netv
and the House recedes on amendment No.
Cation for aid, and fathers who receive (or training allowance from $20 a week to $30 21
are qualified to receive) any unemployment a month, (2) decreasing the Federal ashare
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE FOR CERTAIN NEEDY
compensation under State law,
from 90 to 80 percent of the coats of carryFAMILIES WITH CHILDREN
The Senate amendments removed these ing out the program, (3) eliminating mothers
Amendments Nos. 207, 208, and 212: Sec
exclusions, and restored the provision of pros- and other relatives Who care for pro-school tion 206 of the House bill amended title IV
ent law under which a State may at its children or children under 16 attending of the Social Security Act to provide that the
option wholly or partly deny APDC for any school from the specified classes of persons Federal Government will participate in State
month where the father receives unemploy- for whom referral under the program is expenditures under a program for emer
meat compensation during the month. (The declared to be inappropriate, (4) removing gency assistance to certain needy families
Senate amendments also removed certain the provision which would have allowed the with children which is furnished for not
work or training requirements in order to States, under criteria established by the Sec- more than 30 days in any 12-month period.
conform with amendments No. 198, and rotary, to set up other exclusions (the conSenate amendment No. 207 extended to 60
modified the effective date provisions of the ferees believe that the language which al- days in any 12-month period the period for
House bill.)
lows the States to define the term "appropriwhich Federal sharing as provided in the
The Senate recedes (except on the con- ate" gives sufficient flexibility to the States House bill may be available. Senate amend
forming amendments and effective date pro- to determine who should be referred to mont No. 208 excluded from such Federal
visions),
the work Incentive prbgram), and (5)
sharing expenditures for children whose
MANDATORY PROVISION OF AMD
TO CHILDREN IN providing that if a relative refuses withdestitution or need for living arrangements
NEED BECAUSE OF FATHER'S UNEMPLOYMENT
out good cause to accept work or training, arose because the child or the caretaker rela
Amnmn
o 9:TeSnt
mn-AFDC payments on behalf of the dependent tive refused without good cause to accept
Amentddednto seton 203 ofThe
Houste billd children must be made In the form of pro- employment or training for employment.
aenew sdedbosection
2c03amedin
shections 402l
tective or vendor payments or payments for
Senate amendment No. 212 added a provision
(a)nef thbeSctial Scurit actnintosequire an2
foster care.
making It clear that the emergency assist
f
tate
Sa
plana fcrit ADct to provuide,
ofIt is the understanding and clear Intent ance so authorized may be provided to mi
approved Saepa
o
FCt
rvdo
the conferees that the Department of grant workers with families in the State or
effective July 1, 1969, for assistance to chil- Labor functions in this program will be car- in a part or parts of the State designated by
dren In need because of the unemployment rind out through the system of State emthe State.
of their father as provided in section 407 of ployment service offices.
TeSnt
eoe naedetN.27
the Act. (Section 407 itself, under both the
TeSnt
eee naedetN.27
House bill and Senate amendments Nos. 186
Trhe conferees noted that the agreed-upon and the House recedes on amendments Nos.
through 196, simply gives the States the op
bill contains provisions requiring the Secre208 and 212.
tino xedn
hirircporm
oitary of Labor to make an annual report (the
PROTECTIVE AND VENDOR PAYMENTS WITH
clude these children.)
fis one due July 1, 1970) on the program,
REPCTODENNTHIRN
The Senate recedes,
and that the Secretary of Health, Education,
RSPCTODENNTHIRN
and Welfare is to make similar reports (also
Amendment No. 213: Section 207 of the
WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAMS FOR RECIPIENTS OF bgnigoJuy1190onpgrm
ofHouse bill, which authorized Federal sharing
181, 182, and 183. The conference agreement

AFCthe
Amendment No. 198: Section 204 of the
House bill provided for a community work
and training program for all appropriate

adults and older children receiving AFDC, to
be administered by the welfare agencies. Par-

States furnishing services designed to
make it possible for AFDC recipients to take
work or training. The conferees intend to
watch very closely the administration of this

program and the emerging experience gained
under It.

ticipation by an individual in the program

At the request of the conferees, the De-

would be a condition of that individual's eli-

partment of Labor furnished Its estimates,

gibility for aid; and If a relative refused without good cause to participate, aid for the
children would be denied or if provided would
be limited to protective or vendor payments
or payments for foster care.
The Senate amendment substituted for
,the House bill's community work and trainIng program a new work Incentive program
to be administered by the Department of
Labor for AFDC recipients referred by wol-

based upon the provisions of the bill agresd
to by the conference committee, concerning
expenditures for work and training activities
under the program, the numbers of persons
who could be trained and located in employmont, and reductions in Federal expenditures
under the AFDC program which will result
from these activities. These estimates are
shown in the following table furnished by
the Department of Labor,

under the AFDC program In vendor payments
made directly to a person furnishing goods
and services as well as In protective payments

made to another individual who is interested
in or concerned with the welfare of the child
or caretaker relative, struck out the provision
of present law limiting the number of indi

viduals receiving protective payments who
may be included as AFDC recipients for any
month to 5 percent of the number of other
APDC recipients for the month.
The Senate amendment retained the limit
(which would now apply to vendor payments
as well as protective payments) but increased
it from 5 to 10 percent. The Senate amend
mont also eliminated the House provision
for the Inclusion of protective and vendor
payments as AFDC without regard to certain
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specified conditions in cases where the child
or caretaker relative refuses without goad
cause to accept employment or training.
The conference agreement contains the

plicity of administration and the best interests of the recipients,
The Senate recedes.
LOCATION OF CERTAIN PARENTS5 WHO DESERT OR
ABANDON DEPENDENT CHILDREN; ESTABLIS3HMENrr AND COLLECTION OF LIABIIITY TO THlE
UNITED STATES

1116701

adjustments in any maximums on the
amount of aid.
Under the conference substitute, each State
(under its plans approved under titles I. X.
Senate provision retaining the limit and inXIV, and XVI) would be authorized to dis
creasing it from 5 to, 10 percent, but excludes
regard up to $7.50 per month (instead of $5
from the computation of the 10 percent any
as under present law) of any income of a
Individuals with respect to whom protective
reiennadtonoayamuswhc
or vendor payments are required because
Amnment
added2to t
Hosebilatnew
he
smetio
the State agency is otherwise authorized to
of refusal without good cause to accept work
metaddt
h
os
ilanwScin
disead
ne
h
gemntenws
or tainng.(211),
amending title IV of the Social Seisreg2ard Undrovtheo agoreedusmentsh new seor training.
Act and chapter 64 of the Internalton42)prvsn(frajtm
tsore
LIMITATION ON NUMBER OF CHILDREN WITH
Revenue Code of 1954 to rqieta
tt
fiect living costs) would require State to
RESPECT TO WHOM FEDERAL PAYMENTS MAT BE
plans for AFDC provide for the use of certain makter onlyion dadjustmen beforeio Joulyd1 1969
MADE
prcdrs
for
otDig
information
Amendment No. 214: Section 208 of the through the files of the Department Of apply.
House bill amended section 403 of the Social
Health, Education, and Welfare and the InLIMITATION ON FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN
Security Act to provide that the number of ternal Revenue Service and for the use Of
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
children receiving AFDC with Federal finansuch information in the location of a parent
Amendment No. 226: Section 220 of the
cial participation in any State for any quaragainst whom a court order has been issued
House bill amended section 1903 of the So
ter after 1967 because of the absence of a
or a petition filed for an order for the support
cial Security Act to limit Federal financial
parent from the home may not represent a of his children receiving aid; to require interparticipation in medical assistance In any
proportion of the total under-21 population State cooperation in securing compliance Stats to expenditures for families
whose in
of the Stats at the beginning of the year' with a court order Issued against a deserting come does not exceed a level
equal to 133%/
involved which is larger than the correspondparent; and to establish a procedure under
percent of the AFDC title IV payment level.
Ing proportion for the first quarter of 1967.
which a deserting parent could become liable or in the alternative (if lower) 133%/ per
The Senate amendment removed this limito the United States for the Federal share
cent of the State's per capita income applied
tation from the bill,
of the AFDC payments made for his children, to a family of four. (For the period JulyThe conference agreement includes the or, if lower (for any unpaid portion of such December 1968, the percentages
are 150, and
House provision, but bases the limitation on a support order) which would be subject to for the calendar year 1969.
the number of children under 18 receiving collection by the Secretary of the Treasury. of States whose plan was 140 in the case
approved before
aid as compared to the total under-18 popuThe conference agreement contains the July 26, 1967.)
lation of the State Instead of taking into ac- provisions of the Senate amendment on obThe Senate amendment modified section
count children up to 21, uses the first quarter
tamning information for use in locating par- 220 of the House
to set the limiting in
of 1968 instead of the first quarter of 1967 ents and on securing compliance with court come level at 150 bill
percent of the old-age as
as the base quarter for purposes of the cam- support orders, but omits the provisions re- sistance (title I or XVI)
standard, and re
parison, and makes the limitation effective lating to the establishment and collection of duced the Federal matching
share In expen
after June 30. 1968, Instead of after De- liability to the United States.
ditures for the medically indigent to the
cember 31, 1967.
PROVISION OF SERVICES ST OTHERS THAN A
square of the fraction equivalent to the Fed
FEDERAL PARTICIPATION INr PATMENTS FOR RESTATE
eral medical assistance percentage. (The in
PAIRS TO HOMES OWNED ST RECIPIENTS OF AID
AedetN.24
h
eaeaed
come limit would be effective July 1, 1968.
OR ASISANC
Amndmet N. 24:
he
Snat
amnd-and
reduced Federal share on July 1,
OR ASISTNCEment
added to the House bill a new section' 1969. the
except in the-case of Puerto Rico, Guam,
Amendments Nos. 217, 219, and 220: Sec(212). amending sections 3(a), 1003(a),
and the Virgin Islands.)
tion 209 of the House bill added to title XI 1403(a), and 1603(a) of the Social Security
The Senate recedes with amendments (1)
of the Social Security Act a new section 1119, Act to permit the Secretary to make excepexempting needy persons receiving or eligible
authorizing 50-percent Federal financial par- tions from the usual requirement that servfor cash aid or assistance from the limitation,
ticipation under specified conditions in ex- ices (under a State plan approved under
and (2) eliminating the alternative limita
pendituree not in excess of $500 for repairs to title I, X, XIV, or XVI of the Act) be obtion based on the State's per capita income.
a home owned by an aged, blind, or permatamned only from the State or local agencyMANENCOFSTEFOR
nently and totally disabled recipient of aid or
administering the plan or from certain otherMANENCOFSTEE0R
assistance under title I. X, XIV, or XVI Of designated State agencies, in order to auAmendments Nos. 227, 228, 229, and 230:
the Act.
thorize the purchase of such services from
Section 221 of the House bill amended sec
The Senate amendment extended this pro- other agencies and persons. (Section 201(d)
tion 1117 of thle Social Security Act to give
vision to Include the same Federal financial of the House bill, which was not changed in
States additional alternatives for measuring
participation in home repair expenditures for substsnce by the Senate amendments,
State effort under the provisions designed to
recipients of AFDC under title IV of the amended section 403 (a) of the Act to proassure that States maintain their fiscal
Act.
vide that, except to the extent specified by effort after new Federal funds become avail
The House recedes,
the Secretary, child-welfare services, family
able during a period expiring Jiuly 1, 1969.
USE OF SUBPROFESSIONAL STAFF AND VOLUNplanning services, and family services under
The Senate amendments modified section
TEERS IN PROVIDING SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS a State plan for AFDC approved under title
221 of the House bill by advancing the ex
APPLYING FOR AND RECEIVING ASSISTANCE
IV of the Act may be obtained from sources
piration date of the section 1117 period to
Amendment No. -221: The Senate amend- other than the designated State and local June 80, 1968. They also
amended section
ment adde4l to the House bill a new section agencies.)
1117 so that its provisions are applicable to
(209), amending sections 2. 402, 1002, 1402,
The House recedes with a technical amendquarters beginning after June 30, 1966,
1602, and 1902 of the Social Security Act to ment.
rather than after December 81, 1965.
require each State plan for public assistance
INCREASING INCOME OF RECIPIENTS OF
The House recedes.
under title I1, X, XIV, XVI, and XIX, and
ASSISTANCE
EXTENSION OF TIME TO MODIFY SECTION 1843
part A of title IV, to provide for the training
Amendment No. 225: The Senate amendAGREEMENTS TO COVER SOCIAL SECURITY AND
and use of paid subprofesslonal staff as coin- ment added to the House bill a new section
RAILROAD RETIREMENT BENEFICIARIES
munity aides in the administration of the
(213), amending sections .2, 1002, 1402, and
Amendment No. 231: The Senate amend
plnad
o h
seo
opado
atial1602 of the Social Security Act (effective
ment modified section 222 of the House bill
ly-paid volunteers in a social service volunJuly 1, 1968) to require each Stats to adjust
(relating to coordination of title XIX and
teer program in providing services to reits standards for determining need, the exthe supplementary medical insurance pro
cipients and assisting advisory committees,
tent of its aid or assistance, and the maxigram) to extend from January 1, 1968, to
(For a similar requirement under other promium. amount of the aid or assistance payJanuary 1, 1970, the period within which a
grams, see Senate amendments Nos. 249 and able under its plans approved under titles
State may request a modification of its
271.)
I. X, XIV, and XVI so that the total aid or agreement under section 1843 of the Social
The House recedes with a technical amendassistance and other income per.-recipient
Security Act so as to cover under such agree
ment,
will be no less than $7.50 per month above
ment individuals (otherwise eligible) who
SIMPLICITY OF ADMINISTRATION
the total aid or assistance and other income
are entitled to social security or railroad re
Amendment No. 222: The Senate amendper recipient under the standards and maxitirement benefits.
ment added to the House bill a new section
mums applicable on December 81, 1966 (or
The House recedes.
(210), amending sections 2, 402, 1002, 1402. on June 30, 1966, in the case of States with
and 1602 of the Social Security Act to require
statutory cost-of-living adjustments). The
RQUIRED SERVICES UNDER STATE MEDICAL AS
that a State's methods of administering its
new section also amended section 402(a) of
SISTANCE PLAN
State plans approved under titles I, X, XI,
the Act to require that by July 1, 1969, and
Amendment No. 233: Section 224 of the
and XVI, and part A of title IV, be such as to
annually thereafter, each State (under its
House bill amended section 1902(a) (18) of
assure that eligibility for and the~extent of
plan for AFDC approved under title IV)
the Social Security Act to permit a State, as
aid or assistance under the plans wifi be demust adjust its standards so as to reflect
an alternative to providing the basic 5 items
termined In a manner consistent with aimcurrent living costs and make proportionate
of services required under present law, to

~~~~~curity
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provide any 7 of the first 14 services listed COVERAGE UNDER TiTLE xIx OF CERTAIN SPOUSES Security Act to require State plans for medi
in the law (section 1905 (a) of the Act).
OF INDIVIDUALS RECEIVING CASH WELFARE AID
cal assistance to include a State program
The Senate amendment modified section
OR ASSISTANCE
which meets specified conditions for the li.
224 of the House bill to require the States to
Amendment No. 238: The Senate amend- censing of administrators of nursing homes.
continue to provide the basic 5 services for ment added to the House bill a new section Administrators who did not qualify initially
all money payment recipients: for the medi(233). amending section 1905(a) of the so-. would have until July 1, 1972, to qualify,
cally indigent, States would be allowed to cmia Security Act to permit a State to make and the States would be required to off er
select either the basic 5 or any 7 out Of the medical assistance available under title XIX programs of training to assist administrators
first 14 services listed, except that if1nursing to the spouse of a recipient of cash assistance to qualify.
home or hospital care services axe selected a under title I. X, XIV, or XVI if the State deThe House recedes with technical amend
State must also provide physician's services termines that the spouse is essential to the ments.
in these institutions. After July 1, 1970, home well-being of the cash recipient.
UTILIZATION AND COST OF CARE AND SERVICES
health services would have to be provided to
The House recedes.
FURNISHED UNDER TITLE XIX
assistance recipients eligible for skilled nurs- INPCINO
EOD
N
RMSS
OF PROAmendment No. 243: The Senate amend
ing home care. The Senate amendment also
VIDERS OF CARE AND SERVICES UNDER PUBLIC
ment added to the House bill a new section
required a State medical assistance plan to
ASSISTANCE AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
(234d), amending section 1902(a) of the
provide for the payment of, the reasonable
Sca euiyAtt
eur
napoe
cost (under section 1861(v) (i)) of inpatient
Amendment No. 239: The Senate amend- Sca
euiyAtt
eur
napoe
hospital services, and, effective July 1. 1970, ment added to the House bill a new section State plan for medical assistance under title
ofexede
ar (klldnusighoeAn
(234), amending sections 2(a), 402(a), 1002 XIX to provide such methods and proce
in etermedit care facility) nusericesanhomea
(a). 1402(a), 1602(a), and 1902(a) of the dures relating to the utilization of and pay
health care services provided under the plan. Social Security Act to require State plansmetfrceansrvesudrhepn
(Pesn
euie
lw te
amet fre-(approved under titles I. iv, x, xi, XVI. as may be necessary to safeguard against unsonable cost only in the case of inpatient and XIX) to provide for agreements with necsayuiiaino
n ev
uhcr
hosiptal services.)
providers of medical care and services giving ices.
Th cnerne
geeet
otan te
the General Accounting Office and the DeThe conference agreement contains the
Senate provisions except those requiring pay- partment of Health, Education, and Welfare Snt
rvsoadad
eurmn
met f esoabecotsfr xtnedcaesuch access to the records and premises of that methods and procedures must also be
and home health services. It is the judgment the providers as may be necessary to assureprvddtasuehtpymnsinu
of the managers for the House that adequate that proper payments are being made under Ing payments for any drugs provided under
his he lanandothrwie
t cary ut he ur-the plan) are not in excess of reasonable
information concerning actual costs In thi
thsesplnadooewsfoar
the prormirovd
u
charges consistent with efficiency, economy,
area is not yet available and that the method poses ofnathe progrme ivoled
and quality of care. It is the understanding
of making payment for such costs should not
TeSntrcdsof
the conferees for the House that this pro
be changed until such Information has been STANDARDS FOR SKILLED NURSING HOMES F`R
vision does not authorize price fixing of drugs
obtained.
NISHING SERVICES UNDER STATE PLANS APby the Secretary of Health, Education, and
FREE CHOICE: BY INDIVIDUALS

ELIGIBLE

FOR

MEIA
SITNEAmendment

Welfare.

PROVED UNDER TITLE XIX

N.20-h

eaeaed

DIFFERENCES IN STANDARDS

WITH RESPECT TO

Amendments Nos. 234 and 235: Section ment added to the House bill a new section
INCOME ELIGIBILITY UNDER TITLE XIX
227 of the House bill amended section 1902 (234a), amending section 1902(a) of the
Amendment No. 244: The Senate amend
(a) of the Social Security Act to assure that Social Security Act to require State plans for
mn de
oteHuebl
e
eto
any individual eligible for medical assistance medical assistance under title XIX to prom23ent addenditogthecHouse1bill a newsection
will be free to obtain such assistance from vid foraegrequiremofprfesiaa
th nttuinaecy
uaiid
rpesn
medical review and periodic Inspection with Act torqieaState's plan for medical as
of his choice,
respect to care furnished title =I patients sistance under title XIX to provide for flexi
The Senate amendments modified teIn
skilled
bility in the application
thenursing homes and mental hospi- ~~~~~~~~~~determnn
lglt
o of nits standards
h
xeto for
House provision to include community phar_ tals, and to provide that skilled nursing
rmdinasinganeliinityhfo
candteomextentlof
macies and drugs among the providers and homes receiving payments under title XIX meeyidic
idalasstac in ethcablseinofmdifencall
services with respect to which free choice Is meet certain conditions Including require- ined individuavls, byetbihicreongz daifferencs
assured. (See also Senate amendment No. ments pertaining to health care, environ- in incoelteveloss bewhich
ureconiz variations
295.)
ment, sanitation, and fire and safety. All per- ineashetrcssbtee.ra
n
a
The House recedes.
sons and Institutions providing services under aes
thepln
itl XI
mst areeto eepapThe House recedes with an amendment to
DIRETPYMETS
O CRTAN RCIPENT OFpropriate records and furnish the State alw, rather than require, States to estab
ASISTNCEagency
MEDIAL
with information. Assistance pay- lish such differences.
Amendment No. 236: Section 230 of the ments with Federal participation could not
CHILD-WELFARE SERVICES APPROPRIATION
House bill amended section 1905(a) of the be made after June 30, 1968. to homes not
Amendments Nos. 245 and 246: Section 420
Social Security Act to permit States to make meeting States' requirements for licensure.
of the Social Security Act, as added by sec
direct payments to recipients of medical asThe House recedes with a technical amend- tion 235(c) of the House bill, authorized thle
sistance to meet the cost of physicians' serv- ment.
appropriation for child-welfare services of
Inces.oidvdasntrciigcs
sit
COST SHARING AND SIMILAR CHARGER wrIsH RE$100,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June
The Senate amendment modified section
SPECT TO INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERvicES FuR30, 1969, and $110,000,000 for each fiscal year
230 of the House bill to permit States to inNheSHEDateDERendTLEt
incthereafter.
clude dentists' as well as physicians' services
Amendment No. 241: Under existing law
TeSnt
mnmn
nrae
hs
and to Include cash assistance recipients as States may not impose any deductibles or authorizations to $125,000,000 fdr the fiscal
well as medically needy persons, under safe- cost-sharing with respect to inpatient hospi- year ending June 30, 1969, and $160,000,000
guards prescribed by the -Secretary to assure tal services provided Under the medical as- for each fiscal year thereafter.
quality and reasonableness of charge.
sistance program. The Senate amendment
The Senate recedes.
The conference substitute contains the added to the House bill a new section
DAT CARE STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO AFDC
Senate provision including dentists as well (234(b)), amending section 1902(a) of the
CHILDREN
as physicians under the direct payment pro-. Social Security Act to permit a State to 1111Amendment No. 247: Section 422 (a) of the
cedure, but omits the Senate provision ex- pose deductibles or cost-sharing with respect Social Security Act, as added by section 235
tending the procedure to cash assistance re- to inpatient hospital services received by the (c) of the House bill, included certain re
cipients and providing for prescribed safe- medically needy (but, as under present law, quirements with respect to day care services
guards.
not with respect to services received by provided under the State's plan for child
OBSERVANCE OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
money payment recipients). It also removed welf are services.
the requirement that the full coat of deThe Senate amendment modified the House
Amndet
o.27:Th
enteaen-ductibles under the hospital Insurance pro- bill to make these requirements applicable
ment added to the House bill a new section gram (title XVIII (A)) be met under the title to all day care services provided under title
(232), providing (in a new section 1907 Of XIX medical assistance program.
IV' of the Act-i.e., to services provided under
the Social Security Act) that no individual
TeHuercdswt
ehia
mn-teAD
swl stoepoie
rga
will be compelled by reason of anything in
Then Huerceetih.hialaed
udrtheF child-welfare servicestoeprogram.
title XIX to undergo medical screening, exmns
ne h
hl-efr
evcsporm
amination, diagnosis, treatment, or other Care STATE PLAN REQUIREMENTS REGARDING LICENSThe House recedes.
which is contrary to his religious

beliefs

(other than for the purpose of discovering or
preventing the spread of Infection or contagious disease or for the purpose of protecting
environmental health),
The House recedes.

ENG OF ADMINISTRATORS OF SKILL.ED HURSING HOMES FURNISHING SERVICES UNDER
STATE PLANS APPROVED UNDER TITLE XIX

Amendment No. 242: The Senate amendment -added to the House bill a new section
(234c), amending title XIX of the Social

PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN DAT CARE

Amendment No. 248: The Senate amendment modified section 422(a) of the Social
Security Act, as added by section 235(c) Of
the House bill, to include a requirement that
a plan for day care services under title IV
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Of the Social Security Act provide for the
development and Implementation of arrangements for the more effective involvement of
the parent or parents In the appropriate
care of the child and the Improvement of
the health and development of the child,
The House recedes.

ices to recipients of aid or assistance under
titles L, X, XIV, XVI, and XIX and pert A of
title IV or in improved methods of adminIstration.
The Senate amendment further increased
the annual authorization for this purpose to
$10 million.

USE OF SURPROFESSIONAL STAFF AND
VOLUNTEERS
Amendment No. 249: The Senate amendment modified section 422 (a) of the Social
Security Act, as added by section 235(c) of
the House bill, to require that no later than
July 1, 1969, a State plan for child-welfare
services must provide for the tra'ining and
effective use of paid subprofessional staff
(with particular emphasis on full or part
time employment of persons of low Income)
as community service aides, In the administration of the plan, and for the use of nonpaid or partially paid volunteers In providing
services and in assisting advisory committees. (For a similar requirement under other
programs, see Senate amendments Nos. 221
and 271.)
The Hoube recedes,
MODIFICATION OF SINGLE STATE OR LOCAL
AGENCY REQUIREMENTS UNDER CHILD-WELFARE
SERVICES PROGRAM

The Senate recedes.
STUDY TO DETERMINE WAYS OF ASSISTING Rzcn',
IflNTS OF AM OR9ASSISTANCE INS SECURING
PROTECTION OF CERTAIN LAWS
Amendment No. 257: The Senate amend
ment added to the House bill a hew section
(250). directing the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to make a study of
means for increasing the effectiveness of
State welfare agency staffs in helping applicants and recipients secure the full benefit of health, housing, and related laws and
make the most effective use of public assistance and other community programs, and to
submit his recommendations in a report to
the Congress by July 1, 1.969. The study Is
to include the extent to which the various
programs may be used to enforce health,
housing, and related laws.
The Senate recedes.
ASSISTANCE IN THE FORM OF INSTITUTIONAL
SERVICES IN INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES
Amendment No. 258: The Senate amend-

Amendments Nos. 250, 251, and 253: Section
235(d) of the House bill amended section
422(a) of the Social Security Act (as added
by section 235(c) of the bill)~to require
States to furnish child-welfare services to
children receiving AFDC through a single
organizational unit in the State and local
agency; and section 235(e) of the House bill

made this amendment effective July 1, 1968.
Senate amendments Nos. 250 and 251 modifled section 235(d) of the House bill to maintamn the single-unit requirement with respect
to the State agency but eliminate It with
respect to the local agency. Senate amendment No. 253 modified section 235(e) of the

ment added to the House bill a new section
(251), amending title XI of the Social Security Act by providing (in a new section 1121)

for Federal -financial participation under
titles I, x, XIV, and XVI In vendor payments
in behalf of certain aged, blind, or permanently and totally disabled individuals whose

condition does not require care in a skilled
nursing home or hospital but does require
living accommodations and Institutional care
available through intermediate care facilities,
Federal matching would, if a State elects, be
at the same rate as for medical assistance
under title XIX.,

House bill to provide that where different

The House recedes with amendments pro-

State agencies are administering the plan for
child-welfare services and the plan for AFDC
as of the date of enactment of the bill, the

viding that (1) Intermediate care facilities
must meet the safety and sanitation standards applicable to skilled nursing homes, and

requirement for administration by the same
State agency will not be applicable. (See also
discussion of Senate amendment No. 154
eupra.)
Th ofrneareetretains
the
House provision requiring a single organiza-

tional unit in a local agency as well as in a
State agency; it retains the provisions of
Senate amendment No. 253 waiving the single
organizational unit requirement In cases
where at the time of enactment the two State
agencies involved are different, and in addition provides a similar waiver for local agencies In cases where at the time of enactment
the two local agencies involved in a political
subdivision are different.
SEPARATE AUTHORIZATION FOR SOCIAL SECURITY
RESEARCH PROGRAM

Amenmen
No 25: Te
Snat am
AedetN.24ThSeaeaendment modified section 246 of the House bill
to provide specifically under section 1110 of
the Social Security Act for grants for projects
such as those relating to the causes of economic Insecurity, risks to family income, costs
of health care, and improvements In the social security program, so that there might be
separate authorizations for cooperative research and demonstration grant programs for
Securty
Aminisratin
andthe
the Social Scrt
diitainad-h
Social and Rehabilitation Service.
The Senate recedes.
PERMANENT AUTHORITY TO SUPPORT
DEMONSTEATION PROJECTS

Amendment No. 255: Section 247 of the
House bill (in addition to making the section
1115 program permanent) amiendled section
1115 of the Social Security Act to Increase
from $2 million to $4 million the annual
amount authorized for payments to States
to encourage them to develop denmonstrations in improved methods of providing serv-

(2) Christian Science sanitoria may .beIconsidered to be intermediate care facilities with
respect to such services. It is the intention of
the conferees for the House that providing
services In Intermediate care facilities is not
to be taken as authorizing, or acting as a

precedent for, the furnishing of custodial
care of a type which merely provides, for welfare recipients in the program specified, rdom
and board with no personal or other services.
AUTHOREIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH AND CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S SERVICES

Amendments Nos. 259, 260, 261, and 262:
The authorizations for appropriations for the
maternal and child health and crippled children's services programs under title V of the
Social Security Act, as set forth in section 301
of the House bill and under the Senate
aedetaea
olw:HAT
aedetaea
olw:HAT
Fiscal year ending-

House
bill

Senate
amendments

iuee 30, 1970-------------- $275, 080, 001 $305, 000,o000
ieee 30, 1971-------------- 300,000,000
360, 000, 000
Jase 30, 1972 --------325,000, 000
385, 000,000
nes30 1911 andecad fiscal
year ihereafier------------ 350, 000, 000
410,ooo, oio
_____________________graduate

The Senate recedes.
EARMARKING

OF CHILD HEALTH APPROPRIATION

FOR FAMILY PLANNING

SERVICES

Amendment No. 263: The Senate amendment added to section 502 of the social Security Act, as amended by section 301 of the
H-ouse bill, a provision earmarking for family planning services the following percen-

tages of appropriations made pursuant to
section 501 of the act from allotments for
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m~ternaI and child health services (sec. 503)
and from project funds for maternity and
infant care (sec. 508) and research (sec.
512):
For the fiscal year ending:
Not less than
June 30, 1969--------------- 6 percent
June 30, 1970-------------- 15 percent
June 30, 1971, and thereafter- 20 percent
The House recedes with an amendment
providing simply that the percentage for any
fiscal year shall not be less than 6 percent.
PAYMENT OF REASONABLE COST FOR EXTENDED
CARE AND HOME HEALTH CARE SERVICES UN
DER TiTLE V PROGRAM
Amendment No. 264: Section 505(a) of
the Social Security Act, as amended -bysec
tion 301 of the House bill, provided for pay
ment of the reasonable cost (as determined in
accordance with standards approved by the
Secretary and included in the plan) of in
patient hospital services provided under a
State's plan for maternal and child health
services and services for crippled children.
The Senate amendment provided for pay
ment of the reasonable cost (under section
1861(v) (1)) of inpatient hospital services,
and, effective July 1, 1970, of extended care
services and home health care services proThdedSenater rhecedes.

ThSeaercds
VOLUNTARY UTILIZATION OF OPTOMETRIC AND

FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES
Amendments Nos. 266 and 267: Senate
amendment No. 266 added to section 505(a)
of the Social Security Act, as amended by
section 301 of the House bill, a new para

graph (13)

requiring any approved State

plan for maternal and child health and crip
pled children's services to provide that where
payment is authorized for services which an
optometrist is licensed to perform and such
services are not rendered either in a clinic
or another appropriate Institution which has

no arrangements with opixometrists, the in
dividual for whom such payment is author
ized may obtain the services from any op
tometrist licensed to perform them. It aiso

added to section 505(a) a new paragraph
(14), requiring any such plan to provide
that acceptance of family planning services
provided under the plan will be voluntary
and not a prerequisite to eligibility for or the
receipt of ahy service under the plan. Senate

amendment No. 267 added to section 508(a)
of the Act a new sentence providing that, for
purposes Of special project grants for ma
ternity and infant care under section 505 and
research projects relating to maternal and
child health 'services and crippled children's
services under section 512, acceptance of
family planning services provided under a
project is to be voluntary and not a pre
requisite to eligibility for or receipt of any
service under the project.
The House recedes with a clarifying
amendment.
GRANTS FOR TRAINING OF PERSONNEL FOR
AESRIE
O
OHR
N
AESRIE

O

OHR

N

CHILDREN
Amendment No. 268: Section 511 of the
Social Security Act, as amended by section
301 of the House bill, provided that in mak
ing grants for training of personnel for
health care and related services for mothers
and children the Secretary is to give priority
to programs providing training at the underlevel. The Senate amendment sub
stituted "special attention" for "priority",.
The House recedes, with the understand
ing that in makcing future commitments for
programs the emphasis shall be on under
graduate training.
OBSERVANCE OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

Amendment No. 270: The Senate amend-

Ment added to title V of the Social security
Act ( as amended by section 301 of the House
bill) a new section 515, providing that nothIng in title V is to require a State under
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such title to compel any person to undergo, tary of Labor, In consultation with the Secremedical screening, examination, diagnosis, tary of Health, Education, anti Welfare, and
treatment, or other care (other thair for the with other government departments anid
purpose of discovering or preventing spread agencies and appropriate organizations and
of infection gr contagious disease or for pro- individuals, to conduct a study and investitecting environmental health) If such per- gation of various proposals for family allowSon; or, in the case of a child, bis parent ances and child allowances. Consideration
or guardian, objects on religious grounds. would be given to the effect of such pro(See also Senate amendment No. 237.)
posals on the various Federal-State assistThe House recedes.
ance programs and any savings which might
USE OF SUBPROFESSIONAL STAFT AND
accrue therefrom, and a report submitted to
VOLUNTEERS
the President and the Congress by January
15,1969.would
Amentddedt
to. the1Housebillatnew smetio
The conference agreement omits the pro(304) amdending shections 505 of thewSctial vision for a study by the Secretary of Labor
Secrit) Ac tondn
require an. apovted Scate of family and child allowances proposals, and
SecuityActto
equre a aprovd Sateprovides instead for a study by the Secreplan for maternal and child health services tary of Health, Education, and Welfare of (1)
and crippled children's services to include, the existing retirement test and proposals
no later than July 1, 1969, provision for the for Its modification (including proposals for
training and effective use of paid subprofes- increasing old-age insurance benefits on acsional staff (with particular emphasis on count of delayed retirement), (2) quauity
full or part time employment of persons of and cost standards for drugs for which paylow income) as community services aides, in ments are made under the Act, and (3) drug
the administration of the plan, and for thecoeaeudrsplmnaymdclIuseof ronpid
prtillypai vounterssurance (see amendments Nos. 43 and 142).
in providing services and in assisting advi- The Secretary would report on this study by
sory committees. (For a similar requirement January 1, 1969.
under other programs, see Senate amendments Nos. 221 and 249.)
INCOME TAX DEDUCTION OF EXPENSES FOR MEDITheee.CAL
os
CARE OF INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE ATTAINED

December 11, 1967

exemption from the social security Self..
employment tag. Under the amendment, an
individual may file application for exemp
tion at any time on or before December 31,
1968, if be has self-employment income for
any taxable year ending before December 31,
1967. (Under present law, the comparable
filing date was April 15, 1966, for taxable
years ending before December 81, 1965.) if
an individual first receives self-employment
income in a taxable year ending on or
after December 31, 1967, the application
be timely (as under present law) if
filed by the due date for the income tax
return for.that year; It would also be timely
if filed within 3 months following the month
in which the individual is first notified by
the Internal Revenue Service that a timely
application has not been filed.
The House recedes with a technical amend
ment.
COVERAGE STATUS OF FISHERMEN AND TRUCK
LOADERS AND ULADERS

AedetN.27
h
eaeaed
A nmntN.27ThSntemn
ment added to the House bill a new section
(504), amending section 210 of the Social
Security Act and sections 3121 and 3401 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to clarify
the employee status of fishermen and truck
loaders and unloaders for purposes of Social.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM FOR SERVICES
AG
5security
coverage and income tax withholdFOR
HILRENAmendment
RIPLED
No. 284: The Senate amend- Ing. Generally the owner of a fishing boat is
FRCIPECHLRNment
added to the House bill a new section to be classified as the employer of the boat's
Amendment No: 272: The Senate amend(501), amending section 213 of the Internal crew members although In certain cases the
ment added to the House bill a new section Revenue Code of 1954 to restore in substance person leasing or chartering the boat will
(305), providing for the administration of the pre-1965-Amendments rule for comPut- be considered their employer. In the case of
the program of services for crippled children ing the amount of the income tax deduction truck loaders and unloaders, the driver of the
through the Children's Bureau (in the De- for medical and related expenses in the case truck will generally be considered the em
partment of Health. Education, and Wel- of a taxpayer who has attained age 65 or ployer, unless he Is an employee of another
fare).
whose spouse, parent, or spouse's patent has person, in which event his employer will be
The Senate recedes upon the assurance of attained age 65. Under present law, a tax- considered the employer of the truck loaders
the Department that the objective of the payer's medical expenses are deductible only and unloaders; an exception Is provided
amendment has been accomplished admin- to the extent that they exceed 3 percent of where other persons are recognized as the
istratively.
his adjusted gross income, and the cost of employer. For benefit purposes these provi
EXTENSION OF DUEDATE FOR CHILD MENTAL
medicine and drugs may be taken into ac- sions were made retroactive so as to preserve
HEALTH REPORT
count only tothe extent that It exceeds 1 per- the benefit rights of Individuals who in the
Amendment No. 273: The Senate amend- cent of his adjusted gross Income, regardless past have been 9Onsidered by the Social Se
ment added to the House bill a new section of the age of the taxpayer or of any other curity Administration and the Internal Rev
(306), amending section 231(d) of the So- member of his family; under, the Senate enue Service to be performing services as em
cial Security Amendments of 1965 to extend amendment (effective for taxable years be- ployees; while for purposes of. tax liability
frmyart atr
ginning after 1966) the 3-percent and 1-per- (in instances where this liability does not
tsinuurtinthe
period alow3edr afoer
copltsionauofrthen
helh cent limitations will not apply to expenses now exist) they would apply prospectively
research and study of resources relating to paid for the care of the taxpayer and his only.
children's emotional Illnesses.
spouse if either of them has attained age 65
The Senate recedes.
The House recedes with technical amend- for
by the
end of
of athe
year, orage
to 65
expenses
the care
dependent
or over paid
who REFUND OF CERTAIN OVERPAYMENTS BY EM
ments,
Is the father or mother of either the taxpayer
PL.OYEES OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE TAX
INCENTIVE FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PROor h'is spouse. (The special $150 allowance for
Amendment No. 288: The Senate amend
VISION OF HEALTH SERVICES
insurance, added in 1965, is continued.)
ment added to the House bill a new section
Amendments Nos. 275, 276, 277, 279, 280,
The Senate recedes.
(505), amending various provisions of the
and 281: Section 402 of the House bill auTAX-EXEMPT STATUS OF CERTAIN HOSPITAL
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to pro
thorized the Secretary of Health. Education,
SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
vide that a railroad employee who has wages
and Welfare to experiment In reimbursing In
Amendment No. 285: The Senate amend- or self-employment Income under the social
a manner mutually agreed upon those orga- ment added to the House bill a new section security program as well as his compensation
hezalthosn
seric
stiothriosecovere undrtitsh (502), amending section 501 of the Internal under the railroad retirement program, and
V.ealIth
andvicIX
ofhethie SocialdSnertitylAc
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that an or- who makes contributions for hospital Insur
on aVreasnableXcosth
bSoiswihl
veuiewAc
ganization is to be treated as a tax-exempt ance under the two programs on an aggre
on resonblecos
baiswit a iewtohospital for all of the purposes of the Code gate amount (compensation, wages, and
develojping incentives for economy while if it is organized and operated on a coopera- self-employment Ancome) In excess of the
maintaining or improving quality in the pro- tive basis (with all of its capital stock, if any, current earnings base, may obtain a refunld of
vision of health services.
owned by its patrons) exclusively to perform his excess contributions (as he would under
The Senate amendments modified section services for tax-exempt private or public hos- existing law If each of his jobs were under
402 of the House bill to Include experiments pitals and such services are of a type which the social security program) by treating his
with respect to reimbursement in a manner would constitute an Integral part of the ex- railroad compensation as wages or self-em
mutually agreed upon for physicians' services empt activities of a .tax-exempt hospital if ployment income for hospital insurance tax
(which would otherwise be covered on a they were performed by the hospital on its purposes.
reasonable charge basis),
own behalf.
The House recedes with a technical amend
The House recedes with an amendment
The Senate recedes.
ment.
providing that the Secretary may not enter EXTENSION OF PERIOD FOR FILING APPLICATION
JOINT EMPLOYEES OF CERTAIN TAX-EXEMPT
into such experiments before receiving the
FOR EXEMPTION BY MEMBERS OF RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS
advice of competent specialists with respect
GROUPS OPPOSED TO INSURANCE
Amendment No. 289: The Senate amend
to the soundness of such experiments and
AmnmnNo28:TeSntamnmnaddtoheHueblanwscin
the adequacy of resources to carry them out;
AmnmnNo28:TeSntamnetaddtoheHueblanwscin
but it is understood that the Department ment added to the House bill a new section (506) to deal with situations where an in
unde nocirumsancs
wil epermen on (503), amending section 1402(h) of the In- dividual is an employee of two or more taxunder nosicircumstancesnwiof experimenton tei'nal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide addi- exempt organizations providing hospital or
the basisnmeof epomnofpyiasby
tional time for persons who have conscien- medical insurance and where one of the Or
th oermn.tious
objections to public and private insur- ganizations pays all of the wages to the em'
STUDIES BY SECRETARY
ance (including social security), by reason of ployee for his work for both organizations.
Amendment No. 282: The Senate amend- their adherence to the established tenets or in such cases the organization which pays
ment added to the House bill a new section teachings of the religious sect of which they the wages would, with the consent of the
(405), authorizing 'and directing the Secre- are members, to apply for and be granted other organization, be treated as the eln
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The House recedes with an amendment
which eliminates from the exception to the
definition of wages any payments which
would have been made if the employee's em
ployment relationship had not been termi
nated because of death, retirement for dis
ability, or retirement for age, and which
Amendment Na. 290: The Senate amend- makes various technical
and clarifying
ment added to the House bill a new section changes.
(507), amending section 1113 of the Social
Dana QUALITY AND COST
Security Act to extend from June 30, 1968,
Amendment No. 295: The Senate amend
to June 30, 1969, the authorization of temment added to the House bill a new title VI,
porary assistance to United States citizens cnitn
fscin
0,62
n
0.Sc
retunedfro
a oregn cunty
bcaue
0
tion 601 amended title XI of the Social Se
destitution or illness or because of war, In- curity Act to provide, through a Federallyvasion, or similar crisis.
established formnulary committee, for the
The House recedes with a technical amendcompilation and publication of a Formulary
ment.
of the United States and for the determina
SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT INCREASE NOT TO BE tion of those drugs which are appropriate for
CONSIDERED INCOME FOR VETERANS' PENSION Federal payment or matching under the var
PURPOSES
ious programs contained in the Act. Section
Amendment No. 291: The Senate amend602 (effective July 1, 1970) amended section
ment added to the House bill a new section
1903 of the Act to limit Federal matching far
(508), amending sections 415(g) and 503 of drug costs under the medical assistance pro
title 38 of the United States Code to provide
gram to the "reasonable charge" for "qual
that any increase in monthly social security
ified drugs" as determined under the formu
benefits resulting from the enactment of the lary provisions (exempting these drugs fur
bill is not to be counted as income f or pur
nished by hospitals using approved forrnu
poses of determining eligibility for, or the lary systems, and drugs furnished by their
amount of, certain veterans' benefits in the generic names pursuant to physicians' handl
case of an individual who is entitled to
written prescriptions); it also amended sec
monthly social security benefits for the tion 1861(v) of the Act to limit Federal pay
month of the enactment of the bill,
ments for drugs furnished to individuals
The Senate recedes,
under the health insurance program in the
same way. Section 603 amended the Federal
SECOND LIBERTY BOND ACT
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to provide for
Amendment Na. 292: The Senate amendthe registration numbers assigned to drug
ment added to the House bill a new section
manufacturers under existing law to appear
(509), amending the Second Liberty Bond
on the drug labels of products of such man
Act to provide that the rates of interest or ufacturers.
investment yield on U.S. savings bonds and
The Senate recedes.
U.S. savings and retirement bonds Issued
W. D. MILLS,
after 1967 are to be comparable to the going
CEcmL R. KING,
rate on other U.S. Government obligations of
HALE BoGGs,
similar maturity.
FRANK: M. KARSTEN,
The Senate recedes.
A, SYDNEY HERLONG, Jr.,
FOSTER CARE FOR CHILDREN
JOHN W. BYRNES;
Amendment No. 293: The Senate amendJAMES B. CURTTS,
ment added to the House bill a new section
JACESo B.
BTT~,
(510), amending title V of the Social Se-JCsoE.BTS
cuarity Act to establish a new program of
Managers on the Part of the House.
Federal grants to States for the provision of
financial assistance and needed welfare serv
ices to children under foster care in foster
family homes and institutions. The Secretary
was authorized'to make payments to any
State with a plan containing specified provi
sions and approved by him in amounts equal
to the State's Federal percentage of the total
amount expended for foster care under the
plan up to the product of $50 per month
times the number of children in foster care
during the month, plus 75 percent for per
sonnel providing services for children in foas
ter care and training of such personnel, and
50 percent for administrative expense.
The Senate recedes.
EXCLUSION FROM DEFINITION OF WAGES OF CER
TAIN RETIREMENT, ETC., PAYMENTS UNDER
EMPLOYER-ESTABLISHED PLANS
Amendment No. 294: The Senate amend
ment added to the House bill a new section
(511) which amends section 3121(a) and
3306(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
and section 209 of the Social Security Act
to provide, for purposes of the Federal Insur
ance Contributions Act, the Federal Unem
ployment Tax Act, and the Social Security
Act, that the term "wages" does not include
any payment or series of payments by an
employer to an employee or any of his de
pendents which is made or begins (1) upon
the retirement, death, or disability of the
employee, and (2) under a plan established
by the employer which makes provision for
his employees generally or a class or classes
of his employees, or for such employees or
class or classes of employees -and their de
pendents.
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joyed that overwhelming vote on August
17, There are many significant respects,
however, in which the bill, in the opin
ion of your conferees, is a better bill
since it incorporates numerous improve
ments that were made when the matter
was in the Finance Committee of the
Senate. The measure on which we are
asking you to take final action today
meets the requirements of actuarial
soundness, and of fiscal responsibility, as
have all of the amendments which we
passed improving the social security pro
grams over the years.
Mr. LANDRUM. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. Yes, I am glad to yield to
the distinguished gentleman from Geor
gia [Mr. LANDRUM].
(Mr. LANDRUM asked and was given
'permission to revise and extend his re
marks.)
Mr. LANDRUM. Is it the judgment of
the distinguished chairman of the Com
mittee on Ways and Means now speak
ing that the social security fund is ac
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF tuarially sound?
1967-CONFERENCE REPORT
Mr. MILLS. It is actuarially sound
under the existing law. It was actuarially
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I call up the sound under the bill which passed the
conference report on the bill (H.R. 12080) House. It is also actuarially sound under
to amend the Social Security Act to pro- the conference report.
vide an increase in benefits under the
Mr. Speaker, as the bill passed the
old-age, survivors, and disability insur- House, we had an overall actuarial bal
ance system, to provide benefits for addi- ance in all of the funds involved of plus
tional categories of individuals, to lim- 0.10 percent of payroll. As the gentle
prove the public assistance program and man from Georgia knows, that Is the
programs relating to the welfare and situation which exists.
health of children, and for other purAs we bring the bill back to the House,
poses, and ask unanimous consent that the OASDI fund has a plus of 0.01 per
the statement of the managers on the cent and the hospital fund is actuarially
part of the House be read in lleu of the sound to the extent of 0.03 percent, or
report.
a combined balance of 0.04 percent of
The Clerk read the title of the bill,
payroll.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection toMr. LANDRUM. Mr. Speaker, will the
the request of the gentleman from gentleman yield further?
Arkansas?
Mr. MILLS. I yield further to the gen
There was no objection.
tleman from Georgia. However, the actu
The Clerk read the statement.
ary for the Department tells us that
(For conference report and statement, even if we had a minus-not an excesssee proceedings of the House of Decem- of 0.10 percent of payroll, we could still
ber 11, 1967.)
assure the House that the funds were
Mr. MILLS (during the reading). Mr. in an actuarial balance.
Speaker, in -view of the fact that the
Mr. LANDRUM. Mr. Speaker, if the
statement Itself is some 42 pages in gentleman will yield further, I would
length and we will take special time to point out to the distinguished gentleman
discuss the conference report, I ask from Arkansas [Mr. MILLSJ the fact that
unanimous consent that the statement there seems to be developing a concern
may be considered as read,
in the minds of some of our older citi
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to zens, those who are approved for the
the f equst
te
getlean romreceipt of the benefits from these funds.
therequests
o th
getma
frm Should they be concerned at all about
Ahrkansas? n becin
the actuarial soundness of this trust
Therojecton.fund?
wasno
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from
Mr. MILLS. I will respond to the
Arkansas is recognized for 1 hour.
gentleman by saying that so long as my
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I yield my- friend, the distinguished gentleman from
self 10 ninutes.
Georgia [Mr. LANDRUM) and my many
Mr. Speaker, we, are about to take, in- other friends who serve on the Commit
sofar as the House of Representatives is tee on Ways and Means are concerned,
concerned, final legislative action on one I think I can assure the public that we
of the major bills of the 90th Congress. shall always keep this in a state of ac
Mr. Speaker, we have a conference re- tuarial soundness.
port today involving the social security
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. Speaker, will the
bill which Passed the House of Repre- gentlemAn yield?
sentatives on August 17 last by a vote of
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
415 to 3. We are bringing it back today from Missouri.
for approval of the House, I must say, In
(Mr. CURTIS asked and was given
substantially the form it was in concern- permission to revise and extend his re
Ing Its most major aspects when it en- marks.)
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Mr. CURTIS. I think it would be well
if we pointed out Phe fact that the actuarial pssumption which the gentleman
from Arkansas accurately states, will
considerably differ from the actuarial
assumption with reference to the soundness, for example, of the private pensions
plans and so forth.
I believe that is where the confusion
might lie,
Mr. MILLS. This is not what might be
called a funded system in the sense that
private insurance systems are funded.
Of course, I believe my friend from Missouri would admit with me that it is not
necessary for a social security system
supported by a tax which is oompulsory
to be on a fully funded basis so as to
have in the fund in excess of $300 billion
or $350 billion at this time,
Mr. CURTIS. I would say not only is it
not necessary. I believe that would create the serousprolemsif e hd a
fund like that, in a different way. But on
the other hand I would observe this, and
I believe the gentleman would bear with
me, that some of the assumptions in a
pay-as-you-go social security system I
believe need looking at, and I believe that
we have not been doing that. And here
we might enter an area where there
migh
diagremen.
besom
Mr. MILLS. I do not want to take
up too much time of the House, but the
gentleman is right. Some of these assumptions that are made sometimes disturb all of us. For instance, we were
told last year that the balance was plus
0.74 percent of payroll. When we passed
the program in 1965, we were told we
had no such surplus left. But then the
actuaries without disagreement, upon
further review, decided that in the year
2000 the average woman would not have
2.5 children, but would have two children, and that the average retiree would
not live 15 years beyond 65, he would
live 14 years beyond 65 in the year 2000.
As a result of those and other changed
assumptions, we found this favorable
balance in the social security fund of
about three-quarters of 1 percent of payroll. These changes of assumptions do
have a disturbing influence on us on
the committee who feel this responsibility to the House and to the country
as a whole to keep this system actuarially
son.To
Mr. CEDERBERG. Mr. Speaker, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
from Michigan.
Mr. CEDERBERG. The bill does not
contain the amendment that was added
in the other body regarding amending
the Internal Revenue Code?
Mr. MILLS. Yes, that was an amendment in which I had a great deal of interest myself, but it finally developed in
the House that we felt it was best to leave
out of the hill those amendments to the
Internal Revenue Code other than those
which relate to the social security tax
rate or wage base. And I believe we come
back to the House with only those matters which pertain exclusively to social
security,
Mr. CEDERBERO. Could the gentleman state-
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Mr. MILLS. I might state that we did
If you want to make a welfare program
not prejudge it, nor are we opposed to it. out of the social security program itself,
There developed some questions that we you are going to incur very high costs
thought required us to look a little fur- as reflected in percent of payroll.
ther into.
There must be some better way to take
Mr. CEDERBERO. Does the gentle- care of the needs of people who have not
man's committee intend to look into this been attached to the work force for a suf
matter at some time in the future?
ficient length of time or in a sufficient
Mr. MILLS. I do not want to make a amount of dollars to add this minimum.
definite commitment, but certainly it will
If we do go to $70 in the minimum
be my hope we could look further into now, it is going to be $104) in a very short
this, maybe Haven next year.
period of time. When it gets to be $100,
Mr. CEDERBERG. I thank the gentle- then later it is going to be a little higher.
man for yielding.
The first thing you know you will have
Mrg MILLS. Mr. Speaker, this bill in- a fiat benefit rate. Whenever you get to
volves far too many matters to be dis- that point, you will never increase Your
cussed even within the 1 hour that wage base. Because what is the point of
we have. There were 295 amendments a fellow subjecting himself to an addi
adopted in the Committee on Finance tional tax if that additional tax is not
and on the floor of the Senate. We have reflected in higher benefit Payments to
brought back, as I s~ay, a bill that incor- him?
porates many of those amendments. Let
Under the bill we have and under the
e pintout some of the more signifi- bill as it passed the House, the benefit
cant changes that we made in confer- fra man and his wife, both aged 65 or
ence over the bill that passed the House. over when he retires, will be at least 50
It will be recalled that the across-the- percent of what his average wage was.
board increase in the House passed bill
You can justify increasing the wage
was 12.5 percent. It will be recalled the base over a period of time, only if you
minimum benefit was raised from $44 to continue to maintain the relation of
$50 in that bill. It will be recalled that benefits to wages. Then, the individual
the so-called earnings base for tax pur- can always be told that this is cheaper
psesand for benefit determinations for him than any type of insurance that
was raised from $6,600 under the exist- hcabu-taking
into consideration
ing law to $7,600 in order to enable us the fact that he is not only buying retire
to finance those benefit increases and mnt benefits, but he is also buying dis
that minimum. The bill we bring back ability insurance and he is buying life
from the conference increases the bene- insurance
for this
the benefit
his family.
If we keep
system of
wage-related,
fits from 12.5 percent to 13 percent.
te
hn htsca
euiycng
The Senate passed a benefit increase ohndowtinto thet future asecuat
grat pro
of 15 percent.
gramowenatedb the Amtuerian Congressro
The conference agreement provides fora thenefitd
of at gea
AmericanCnrs
for a $55 minimum benefit, versus a $50foth
befiofagatA
rcn
minimum passed by the House and a $70 people.
minimum passed by the Senate.
Ifareprogram, the Iak
doubtverytfankely
The bill establishes a contribution and thatrte
prgamerican pedoplewill submity
benefit wage base of $7,800 versus $7,600 toa this perioicaIncreas initaxsuand
le
ithi
in the House passed bill and a maximum tthsperiodic
I ncrease in thwages base.h
in the Senate passed bill of $10,800.
peiosay aginces
tha ther must beasbette
Let us look at this just a minute, Mr. w ayfou
ind
iftehant tohfin Iut,to takbete
Speaker. For this additional 2-percent care fofnd
people whoare not entitledo tok
benefit increase-and let--us take the more than the minimum benefit under
case of an individual today who has a social security when they get into retire
$100 monthly benefit-in order to give ment.
that individual $15 in lieu of the $13 inI am not going to say anything more
crease per month, we would have to in- about that; I have said too much.
crease the wage base subject to the tax
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, will the
by $3,000.
gnlmnyed
us, this did not seem like a very
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman.
good bargain when we had it in comMr. GROSS. I would like to commend
mittee. It did not seem like a very good the gentleman for the excellent state
bargain to us when we had it in confer- ment he has made particularly with re
ence. Why add $2 a month to a person's spect to the welfare provision.
benefit when it is going to cost someI would like also to take this oppor
body else, the submission of additional tunity to commend the gentleman from
wages of $3,000 a year to the combined Arkansas for the courageous position
rate of 10 percent for OASDI in order that he has taken with respect to a tax
Wedo not. tikte$jsiidta
increase unless accompanied by drastic
a Wdito nal tax.Ver
hi
frankly,
ieih
that
reductions in expenditures by the Fed
we did not go to the 15 percent in con- eral Government.
ference.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
That is why we did not go to the $70 Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
minimum in the conference because the
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
$70 minimum required something better from Massachusetts.
than 0.20 percent of payroll in order to
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. I should
sustain it.
like to ask the distinguished chairman
It departs very, very widely from the of the House Committee on Ways and
philosophy that is involved in the social Means about the many messages we have
security program that benefits are wage received during the past few days ex
related-and have to be.
pressing the concern on the part of many
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of the Private welfare groups and public
welfare departments about restrictive
parts of the bill.
Mr. MILLS. If the gentleman will permit me, I am coming to that point right
now.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. I merely
wish to ask the gentleman this question,
Mr. MILLS. All right.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. If the
conference report Is not accepted, how
long does the gentleman believe it would
take to pass a social security bill to provide the increases that are in this bill,
and how long does he believe it would
take to obtain results from that action?
Mr. MILLS. The benefits under the
conference report will become effective
with respect to February and would be
paid on the third day of March; That is
as quick as the Social Security Administration can do it. If it is passed, over
until January, that would mean that If
we agree to a conference report in January, these benefits could not then be received by the recipients until about the
third day of April of next year. The Senate was going to delay it under their proposal until the first of April.
We said that we wanted these benefits
to go into effect earlier than that,
Since the gentleman has asked me, I
connot conceive of anyone standing in
the way of these benefits becoming available at the earliest possible date, because
the President of the United States In the
fall of 1966 in a speech recommended a
benefit increase of at least 10 percent.
At that time we had a surplus under the
existing financing that would have been
enough to let these people have an 8-percent across-the-board increase without
any tax increase. That was in the fall of
1966. They did not get the increase in
1967 even.
Now, are we going to hold it up until
April, May, or June of next year bickering about what I want next to talk about,
and deprive the beneficiaries of another
few months of benefits, or do we want to

get this job over with now?
I hope I do not read in the newspapers
before Christmas adjournment that the
older people of this country have been
denied a 13-percent across-the-board increase in social security benefits because
of some action in the other body that
also has to consider this matter. I would
not want to take that responsibility, and
Idnothnanoein the House of
Represlntatives wants to take it.
Now let us take a look at some of the
other amendments to the social security
program: AGDwould
AGD72 AND

OVER

Benefits for persons age 72 and over
who are not insured under the social
security system are also increased. The
House provided an increase in these benefits from the present $35 a month to $40
for a single person and from $52.50 to $60
for a couple. The Senate increased these
amounts to $50 for a single person and
$75 for a- couple. The conference report
adopts the House provision,.on
RETIREMENT TEST

The House provided an increase in the
annual test of retirement from the present $1,500 of earnings in a year to $1,680,
together with a proportionate increase In
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the monthly amount a person may earn
and still receive benefits. These provisions were exactly in line with the recommendation of the administration. The
Senate increased the annual test to
$2,400 with a proportionate increase In
the monthly test. The conference report
adopts the House version.
DISABILFFY

DEFINITION

1116855

fered deficits resulting from interpreta
tions of the disability provisions of the
law which Congress never intended when
it wrote them.
I shall mention the other more im
portant decisions in the OASDI area and
move on to the other social security programs. I shall ask to have inserted at
the conclusion of my remarks a summary
of the legislation which describes the bill
completely, including the provisions that
were not in conference.

The House bill contained a provision
which clarified the definition of the term
"disability." This provision was also
DISABLED WIhOWS
contained In the bill as it was reported
The House bill provided actuarially re
out of the Senate Committee on Finance,
but it was struck out on the floor of the duced benefits for disabled widows and
Senate. The conference report restores widowers beginning at age 50, with a
this provision with a further clarifying more limited definition of disability than
applies to workers. The Senate provided
amendment.
The outcome of this action is to adopt unreduced benefits at any age, and elimi
in substance the position of both the nated the special definition. The conferHouse Committee on Ways and Means ence report adopted the House version.
DISABILITY FREEZE APPLICATIONS
and the Senate Committee on Finance
ThSeaededapoionwic
concerning an issue that has serious cost
the Sofeenate adedor adoprovsio, alwhich
implications for the disability Insurance
program'. The purpose of the language inthcofrneeptadtdlowg
ni-persons who were prevented by their
h a
oseloti
th
ili
texiste anl- physical or mental condition from filing
thention wicht hspl always
a timely disability freeze application a
tath stalayseited.Ta
thtouhno expicitl
anug
individualicistno sttoedconsidered tha further opportunity to file such appli
der a disability for the purposes of this cation.
COVERAGE PROVISIONS
program unless he has a medically deThe Senate added a number of provi
terminable impairment of such severity
that he is not only unable to perform in sions that were adopted in conference
his previous job but also that he can- regarding coverage of workers. These
not--considering -his age, education and include several provisions relating to coywork experience-engage in any other erage of State and local employees and a
kind of substantial gainful work which very precisely drawn amendment coverexists in the national economy, regard- ing employment of a parent in certain
less of whether such work exists in the family situations in which such parent
general area where he lives, or whether Is needed to care for children of a
a specific job vacancy exists for him or worker.
-UNDEEPAYMENTS
whether he would be hired if he applied
There was a provision in the House bill
for work.
The conference report contains sub- designed to eliminate the necessity in
stantially the provision of the House bill, some States to have a deceased benefl
but includes language designed to clarify clary's estate probated just to collect sothe meaning of the phrase "work which cial security benefits which had not been
exists in the national economy," Under paid at the time he died. The Senate im
the added language, "work which exists proved on this provision and the conferin the national economy" means work ence report adopted the Senate version.
MEDICARE PROGRAM
that exists in significant numbers in the
Mr. Speaker, a number of provisions
region in which the individual lives or
in several regions in the country. This were in conference relating to the mnedi
language puts into the statute the same ca-re program.
PHYSICIAN PAYMENT
meaning of the phrase "work which
exists in the national economy" that was
The House provided a rather compliexpressed in the reports of both the
House and Senate Committees. In this cated provision, which reflected the sug
regard both reports contain the following gestions of the administration, to allow
alternative methods of paying physicians'
statement:
It is not intended, however, that a type ofbilunethsplmnarmdcl
job which exists only in very limited num- insuranlce program. The Senate adopted
bera or in relatively few geographic locations a greatly simplified provision which al
be considered as existing In the na- lows a Patient to receive reimbursement
of a physician's bill on the basis of an
tionaLI economy,
When the term "significant numbers" unreceipted bill. The conference report
is used it is not intended that a great adopts the Senate provision.
ADDITIONAL DAYS OF HOSPITAL CARE
many jobs must exist in the region in
The House provided that a Person who
which an individual lives or in several regions of the country. What is intended is has utilized his 90 days of hospital care
that the number of such jobs must be may receive an additional 30 days in any
more than just a few; that is, more than spell of illness subject to a deductible
which would be currently set at $20 per
insignificant,
I beg the indulgence of the House for day. The Senate provided that in Place of
an additional 30l days for each spell of
eeigyosuemt
nosc
illness, a recipient be granted -a lifetime
tein int such at deetainl.y dobitsolrelyat
reserve of 60 additional days for use after
legisfor the purpose of spelling out the
lative history of an amendment-which is the recipient has received 90 days in a
intended to hold down costs in the dis- spell of illness, subject to a deductible
ability program which has already suf- - that would be currently set at $10 a day.
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The conference agreed to the Senate provision regarding the 60-day lifetime reserve, and the House provision concerning the $20 daily deductible,

Let us look at what they fuss about. all they make above that $30 until they
My goodness alive. You would think that get to be self-sustaining.
the American way of life was built on a
Do not for 1 minute think that these
dole system, to hear some people talk. States will not use many, many of these
DEPRECIATION AND INTEREST
We should take care of people in nee'i, mothers on AFDC to actually work in
The Senate added a provision under yes. That is the American way of life, connection with these day care centers,
which the Secretary of Health, Educa- but when you confine the matter of tak- taking care of their own children and
tion, and Welfare would not count as an ing care of people in need to the mere the children of the neighbors who know
item of reasonable cost, depreciation, and handout of the dollar, you have not done them. There is nothing wrong with this,
interest on substantial capital items that one thing to help that person in need, I say.
were acquired by a hospital or other pro- because the minute the dollar is gone,
I have been in this House of Repre
vider of services after being disapproved he is still in that same position.
sentatives for almost 29 years. I have
by a State health planning agency. The
Let me tell you what it takes. If a man never felt any stronger about any
conference report eliminated this provi- or a woman has no training, has no ca- proposition in my life. If there is any
sion from the bill.
pacity to work, how do you help them? Member of this House who can be
NONPARTICIPATING HOSPITALS
How do you help them? You spend criticized or praised-and I am never
adedprvsinsathri-enough, whatever is required, to see to praised for it in my country, I am always
The Senate addpoiin
uhrz
it that -that fellow gets training that criticized-for having brought, as the
ing eaymntsto
mde nderceraintha woan etstraining, that they get author, because I am chairman of a
circumstances for services furnished in a jobs. Is that not the way we do things in committee, more legislation to help in
hospital that is not participating in the this country?
the field of welfare, more -legislation to
mcepedicar progframTese.poitswr
That is what we have in this bill, help with the problems of medical ex
acepe
LiOOnfDErenCBE.
There has been more misinformation penses, more legislation to provide beneBLO
EUTBEspread
across this country, I think, byfit
increases than I, I do not know who
The House increased the existing de- people who do not want to do a darby it would be.
ductible for blood to require a 2-pint thing except to hand out a dollar so long
Maybe so. I am not doing this out of
deductible for the first pint used and also as it comes from the Federal Govern- any feeling against anybody. I am doing
broadened the deductible to include ment. We are saying the States must it as an individual member of the Ways
equivalent quantities of packed cells. The change that. Oh, yes, they are going to and Means Committee, and I think the
Senate deleted the requirement of 2 pints change it. But they are not going to be committee is doing it because the comn
for the first pint received but retained cruel in the process. They are not gigmittee feels that in the overall, in the
the House provision allowing for the use to take advantage of anyone who ghoing long run, if 100,000, or 150,000 of these
of packed cells. The conference report not be subjected to training or to work. people, in the course of a year can be
acceted
he Snateverson.made
self-supporting, we are doing for
acceted
Snateverson.Yes,
he
it is coercive-but only when the them and for the American people that
OTHER HEALTH PROFESSIONS
State decides that a person is an appro- which should be done. We are not strik
The Senate added several provisions priate candidate for training and work. ing at anybody, but there is a desire to
including the services of additional There is nothing in here that says a help.
medical practitioners among those for State has to take a mother away from
They say, "But we have got a freeze
which reimbursement may be made a month-old child-and, of course, they in here." Yes, we have got a freeze. We
under the supplementary medical in- would not-and send her off to be trained, had it in the House bill when the House
surance program. These provisions were
But let me ask, Mr. Speaker, when is voted for it and passed it in August. We
deleted in conference. There remains in the best time for a person to be trained have, brought it up to date. We have
the bill, however, a provision that was for a job and to be given employment or made it with respect to January 1968,
not in conference, directing the Secre- offered employment? Is it while the child instead of January 1967. We have elimi
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare is under 18 years old and the mother may nated all consideration of those on AFDC
menstdatoscncrig
nedfrn
the
aextensonof- be 25 or 30 or 35 years of age? Or is it above the age of 18, who might be going
menatins
oncrnig, he xtesio ofafter that poor soul has gotten to be 45 to school. We do not want them to be
the servicelisuofadional tpesra tofhoealt
or 50 years of age, after being on welfare taken into it.
theserice
ofaddtioal ype ofheathall those years And after the minor child,
We have said to the States that on
practitioners.
the last in her household, gets to be 18. January each year they will make an esti
GENERAL ENROLLMENT PERIOD
and she is no longer eligible for AFDC mate of the total child population within
The Senate added a provision, which payments? What chance does a woman that State and they may not receive Fed
was accepted in conference, modifying have at that age of being trained and ac- eral funds for a higher percentage of
the provisions of law relating to the gen- cepted in employment, when she has that child population that they have in
eral enrollment period, during which never had any training or Connection January of 1968. Bear in mind that this
eligible individuals who had not enrolled with the work force?
relationship recognizes increases in child
in part B of the medicare program are
These measures are not just for econ- population. As the child population in a
given an opportunity to elect coverage omy, because they do not bring economy State goes up, this goes up.
under it. This provision will shift the in the short run. We are asking the
We tried in 1962 to get the States to
general enrollment period from the last American Congress to go along with us provide this training and to put it into
3 months of every second year to the and spend more money on these people, effect. They refused to do it. If we do not
first 3 months of every year, thus mak- and I will tell how we are going to do put some degree of coercion upon the
ing it annual rather than biennial. The it. We cannot train them and find jobs States, in my opinion they are going to
premium rate would also be determined through the employment security people be perfectly willing to do as they have
and promulgated annually rather than at the State level without a cost in done in the past, to hand out a welfare
every 2 years. In addition, under the money. We cannot let a mother take check and not do anything more for these
amendment, persons wishing to disenroll training without providing a way to care poor people who need everything man
may do so at any -time and their dis- for the child,
can do to improve their condition to be
enrollment will take effect at the close
So what do we do? We require States done for them.
Undter presetfolawisnrclienta muayrber to provide day care. What else do we do?
Yes, this freeze provision is for the pur
Uneff petd ently wduingagnrlenroll-etmyb
We say to this woman, "While you are pose of putting pressure on the States,
effetedonl
durng
geeralenrll-being trained, we will pay you more than to make the rest of the program work,
ment period,
your welfare payments, and when the and only for that purpose.
PUBLC PRGRAS
WLFAE

Mr. Speaker, In the area of the public
welfare programs I believe the conference committee was able to achieve noteworthy improvements in the provisions
of the bill,

Sateputsyo to work, w will not pn

alize you dollar for dollar in what you
may make and take that out of your welfare check." What do we say? We say we
are going to completely disregard the
first $30 they make and we will disregard

Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, will the

gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. I am glad to yield to the
gentleman from Louisiana.
Mr. BOGG*S. I should like to say- to
the gentleman and to the House that
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the Senate made 295 amendments of one
kind or another, which were not included
in the House bill. I would say, on behalf
of the conferees on both sides of the
aisle, that each one of these amendments was considered in detail by the
conferees,
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. BoLAND). The time of the gentleman from
Arkansas has again expired,
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself 1 additional minute.
Mr. BOGGS. I should like to commend
the gentleman in the well, who sat as
chairman of that conference, for haying done one of the most conscientious
jobs I have seen since I have been in the
Congress.
Mr. MILLS. I thank my colleague from
Louisiana, who stood shoulder to shoulder with all the other conferees.
This conference report was signed by
all of the House Members. It was signed
by all the Senate Members of that conference. I believe we have brought back
a bill the Members can go along with,
if they voted for the bill that passed
the House in August.
Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. BURTON of California. May I,
establish a stipulated set of facts before
propounding the question,
Mr. MILLS. I cannot yield additional
time, because I have commitments,
Mr. BURTON of California. I want to
make sure the question is in context.
There are some 2.8 million adult
Americans whose need is such that they
receive monthly public assistance payments.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time
of the gentleman from Arkansas has
again expired.
Mr. MILLS. Very well. I yield myself
1 additional minute.
Mr. BURTON of California. There are
some 2.8 million Americans whose need
is such that they receive monthiy public
assistance payments in this country,
Under this bill, I charge, under no circumstances at all, will about 1I/ 2 million'
of those people be able to get one nickel
of grant increase if this bill becomes law
and any permitted or authorized action
by all States takes place.
Mr. MILLS. Is the gentleman asking
me a question?
Mr. BURTON of California. I want to
complete the question, and the chairman
can respond.
Mr. MILLS. All right,
Mr. BURTON of California. There are
11/2 million adults in this country who
receive public assistance and have no
other outside income at all who will not
receive a nickel under this bill; right or
wrong?
Mr. MILLS. The bill provides for the
gentleman's Governor in California and
for my -Governor
in Arkansas to disregard any type of income up to $7.50 a
month of those who receive public assistancei, but they are not required to do
it.
Mr. BURTON of California. I am not
talking about the 1.3 million with out1
side income. I am talking about the 1%
million who do not have social security.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time
of the gentleman from Arkansas has
again expired.
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself 1 additional minute.
If I understand what the gentleman 1s
talking about, he wants to know why we
did not put additional money in here for
people on welfare. Is that what he is
talking about?
Mr. BURTON of California. For the
aged and the crippled.
Mr. MILLS. That was not in the bill as
passed by the House. I believe the gentleman voted for it. The Senate did not
put it in. How could we bring it back
from conference?
Mr. BURTON of California. The Senate did put in a provision.
Mr. MILLS. I understand that Was a
mandatory provision for the same people
who get social security,
Mr. BURTON of California. The
chairman is not correct, and the record
will so reflect.thsprvio.
Mr. MILLS. What the conference did
was to say everybody getting social security wh6 also gets welfare will have
$7.50 of his social security increase
passed through without any reduction In
welfare. However, the gentleman's question is very specific, so permit me to
respond in more detail later.
-Mr.
ALBERT. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
from Oklahoma.
Mr. ALBERT. I appreciate the gentleman's yielding.
May I say to the Chair and to the
House:thtoerpvionofheblsaig
I cannot imagine this -House going
home and not giving this 13-percent increase to 24 million Americans who need
it. As far as I am concerned, if we cannot meet this week's adjournment deadline without adopting this conference report, we will stay here until we do adopt
it. I cannot understand why anyone-on
the grounds that there-are certain provi_
sions that he does not like-would try
to block this -help for these people. I
would like to make changes in the bill
myself, but I am not going to vote
against it because I may not agree with
every provision in it.
As I understand It-and the chairman can correct me if I am wrong-it
takes about 2 months to get these checks
out.
Mr. MILLS. That is right.
Mr. ALBERT. If we fool around here
and do not get this bill passed, it may
be April or May before these checks
start getting out. Winter will be over
and some of these people will be dead
and gone,
Mr. MILLS. If we pass it in December,
they will not receive $1 of It until the
third day of April because of the delay
in getting the computers adjusted and
the checks sent out,
Mr. ALBERT. So I hope at this stage
of the game we will pass the bill. The
House passed the bill originally and the
conferees have agreed to It. The administration can send up an recommendation It deems advisable for corrective action or additional action next year. But
let us pass this bill, and glve these 24
million Americans this 13 percent.
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Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, let me discuss
these welfare amendments by category.
WORK

INCENTIW(E

PROGRAM

one area of the bill on which I believe
the Senate Finance Committee spent ~a
great deal of its time, in considering this
legislation in executive session, relates to
the proposals to provide employment and
training to appropriate recipients under
the aid to families with dependent chil
dren program. The House Committee on
Ways and Means also labored long and
hard 'over these provisions in the House
version of the bill. I believe that the pro
visions agreed upon, which generally
speaking follow the Senate Finance Coin
mittee bill, reflect the work `6f both
committees.
These provisions are lengthy and In
volve a number of technicalities which
time does not permit me to discuss in de
tail. I want to mention, however, one or
two of the actions taken by the confer
ence committee with respect to some of
thee pov heisions.tsmae
yh
Senate was to spell out certain classes of
individuals who could not be required to
participate in employment or training
at the expense of having his welfare pay
ment discontinued-a sick person, for ex
ample, or a person remote from a project.
Included
among
these categories
per
sons, as the
bill passed
the Senate,of were
mothers of preschool, children and
mothers of schoolchildren under 16 dur
ighuswe
uhcide
r~o t
tning
huscwhenl such childrene aexcnutiat
were eliminated by the conference re
port. The conferees were in agreement
that other aprovisions ofdthedbill statin
tha onlyre appoparticiate infodividualqculde
b eurdt
atcpt
fodaeut
protection for mothers of these children
where circumstances dictate that they
should not have to participate in a
program.
Another provision relating to the
work-incentive program altered in con
ference relates to the amount of training
allowance a Person undergoing institu
tionalized training will receive. The Sen
ate provided a $20-a-week allowance.
The conference report provides an allow
ance of $30 a month.
The Department of Labor will utilize
the services of State employment agen
cies In carrying out its functions under
these, provisions of the bill.
The Committee on Ways and Means
will be looking very carefully at the ad
ministration of this new program. I am
confident that both the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare and the
Department of Labor will make every
effort to see that this bold new Program
is successful in reducing the dependency
of many who would otherwise be required
to rely on the aid to families with de
pendent children program for family
support.
AMI'C FREEZE

The House provided a limitation on
Federal matching with respect to pay
ments under the AFDC program involv
ing families on the rolls due to the ab
sence of a parent. The Senate eliminated
this provision-. The conference report re
stores this provision with amendments
designed to avoid unintentional results
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which possibly could have arisen under ents from the files of the Department of
SHELTER COSTS
the House bill. The conference report Health, Education, and Welfare and the
The Senate provided that a State may
bases the limitation on population Internal Revenue Service, and that such establish different income eligibility
figures for January 1968 rather than deserting parents could become liable to levels under its title XIX plan, which
January 1967, makes the limitation effec- the United States for unpaid portions recognize variations in shelter costs be
tive after June 30, 1968, rather than of a court support order which would tween urban and rural areas. The provi
December 31, 1967, and eliminates chil- be subject to collection by the Secretary sion was accepted in conference.
dren age 18 or over from consideration of the Treasury. The conference report
OTHER PROVISIONS
in applying the limitation. With these accepted the Senate provisions on obM.Sekr
hr
eenmru
modifications, I am sure that the States taining information on the location of other provisions in conference which
will be able to implement the bill's provi- deserting parents but omitted the pro- Members will find described in the con
sions designed to reduce dependency of visions relating to establishment of lia- ference report and in the summary of
AFDC recipients with the result that this bility to the Unted States and collection th
ilspovsoswihI
ilhv n
limitation provision will not necessitate by the Secretary of the Treasury.
thued atl'theviconclusion of myl raemarks
that any person be denied benefits under
TITLE XIX-MEDICAID PROGRAMclddathcoluinfmyr
aks
TITLE XIX LIMITATION
the program. This conclusion is substanDRUGS
tiated by the cost estimates relating to
Th
os
rvddalmtto
n
One group of these provisions deserves
tewlaeprovisions of the bill furTeHuepoie
iiaino
comment at this time. These were the
tewlaeFederal
matching under the medical as- provisions in the Senate bill providing
tiheDepartmenconfHealth, Educationb
sistance program of title XIX. Under for controls over cost and quality of
ant
efae
he DepartmentosHalh
fdcaigure
this limitation States would be limited in drugs prescribed under the various pro
andWelare
Th Dparmen's iguessetting maximum income -eligibilitygrmofteScaScuiyA.Ths
indicate that there will be no savings in levels for Federal matching purposes to provisiofsthreSocileSecurity At.e Thnese
Federail funds resulting from the enact- telwrofrt
313preto
nerprbtacmrms
rvso
Dprment
bfte
lievedthatithi
provision.Ith
AFDC payments, or second, 133 V3 per- was adopted requiring the States to
wuDep limint Fedieral paticiattispon isionan cent of State per capita income applied adopt methods and procedures under
waydthenits costra esrticiatte
iouldnhave to a family of four. The Senate modified their title XIX plans to assure that pay
itscos estmats wold avethis test by eliminating the test based on mnsicuigpyet
waythe
o
rg
to show a savings as a result of the en- per capita income and by providing that prvients unceuding playments nor inrux
Icmnf the
lmtto
provision i
o x
eligibility be limited to persons whose in
If thcomemdoesinotpexceedo150spercent-of
cess of reasonable charges consistent
pected to cut down on Federal partici- State doldaes
assistace
stndrds.t In with efficiency, economy, and quaity of
pation, then why is it in the bill?
Stt
l-g
sitnesadrs
n care.
It is there to'get the States to act on addition, the Senate provided reduced
Mr. Speaker, an enormous amount of
the other provisions of the bill requiring Federal matching with respect to title time has been devoted by both the House
them to do something to reduce depend- XXrcpetwoaentcsh
s-and the Senate in developing this legisla
ency and to-take people off welfare who sistance recipients. The conference re- tion. I hope the conference report will be
should not be there. It is as simple as port accepted the House bill but elimi-voeup
that. We passed legislation in 1962 de- nate h iiainbsdo
tt
per
Mr. Speaker, I include at this point a
signed to take persons off the welfare capita income and provided that persons summary of the provisions of' the bill
rolls but the results obtained within the eligible ta receive cash assistance will be and various tables concerning the effects
States have been less than startling. Now exempt from the limitation,
of the legislation on the social security
we are furnishing a prod to obtain some
DIRECT BILLING
and public welfare programs:
results from the State welfare agencies.
The House permitted the States to SUMMARY OF SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
EARNINGS EXEMPTION
make direct payments to title XIX reOF 196'7
cipients to meet the cost of physicians'
OLD-AGE SURVIVORS, DISABILITY, AND HEALTH
The House provided AFDC recipients' services but limited this authority to apINSURANCE PROGRAMS
with additional incentives to increase plication to individuals who are not re- Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
their family income through earnings, ceiving cash assistance. The Senate perincrease In Social Security Benefits
by exempting a portion of such earnings mitted this to apply to dentists' services
The amendments provide an increase in
in determining need under the program. as well as those of physicians, and ex- benefit payments of 13 percent for all bene
The House exempted all earnings of re- tended its application to cash assistance ficiaries on the social security rolls. The aver
cipients who are under age 16 or who are recipients, under safeguards to assure age monthly benefit paid to a retired worker
age 16 to 21 if in full-time school at- quality and reasonableness of charges, with an eligible wife now on the rolls is
tendance, and the first $30 of other f am- The conference report adopted the Sen- increased from $145 to $165. The minimum
ily earnings plus one-third of the re- ate provisions including dentists' serv- benefit for a worker retiring at age 65 is in
mainer o faily
arnngs..
.
cressed from $44 to $55 a month. monthly
Thner
Seaeicraefh family earn-ns
ices but omitted the Senate provision benefits will range from $55 to $160.50, for
ings fiuesato $50reaned 50e peaccntearnd extending the provision to cash assist- retiredi workers now on social security rolls
exemptedgallsearningsaof a childewhoai
ance recipients,
who began to draw benefits at sge 65 or later.
eepart-time studntng not employd fulli
SKILLED NURSING HOME STANDARDS AND LIThe amount of earnings subject to tax and
a pat-tme
tudnt
nt
eploed
ull
CENSING OF NURSING HOME ADMINISTRAused in the computation of benefits is in
time.
TOSS
creased from $6,600 to $7,800 In 1968.
The conference report adopted the
The Senate added State plan requireThe $168 maximum benefit (based on
House version with respect to the exemp- ments relating to standards to be met by average monthly earnings of $550-or $6,600
arnngsan
Seateskilednusin
hoes atcipti
year) eventually payable under present
provison aiyerig
totio offamly
d th studenates.
ildnrin
ariiai
ge in per
law would be increased to $189.90. The in
poiinrelating t part-timestdns
the medicaid program and licensing of crease in the amount of earnings that can
HOME REPAIRS

The House bill authorized Federal participation in payments of up to $500 for
repairs of a home owned by recipients

of asisanc
aedblin,
undr teo
of asisanc
aedblin,
undr teo
permanently and totally disabled programs. The Senate added homeowner
recipients under the AFDC program to
this provision. The conference report accept~ed the Senate amendment,
LOCATION OF DESERTING PARENTS

skilled

administrators,

be used in the benefit computation would

These provisions were accepted in conference.

nursing

home

result in a maximum benefit of $218 (based
on average monthly earnings of $650-$7,800

INTERMEDIATE CARE

a year) in the future. The maximum bene

Th Sente rovdedFedeal artci- fits payable to a family on a single earnings
Th Sente rovdedFedeal artci-record is $434.40. To qualify for the maximum
pation in vendor payments to intermedi- retirement benefits just outlined, a wage
ate care facilities under the aged, blind, earner who retires at age 65 in the future
and permanently and totally disabled must have earned the maximum under the
programs for care of recipients whose new earnings bases for a Dumber of years.
condition does not require skilled nursEffective date.-The increased benefits
ing home care. These provisions were

The Senate provided that State AFDC accepted in the conference report with
plan
ocaing
elatng t o sfet
plan prvid
prvid
or prcedresfor
ocatng
proeduesamedmets
menment reatig
safty annd sai_
ari
certain deserting parents by obtaining tation. standards and the inclusion of
information on the location of such parChristian Science sanatoriums.

are first payable for the month of February
1968 and will be reflected in checks received
early
March.are
It is estimated that 22.9 mil
lion in
people
paid increased benefits.
more than $3 billion in additional benefits
will be paid in the first 12 months.
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Special Benefits for People Age 72 and Over worker must have had a total of 5 years out
Firemen in Nebraska
The special payments made to unnue
of the last 10 years in covered employment.
The amendments validate social security
individuals aged 72 and over are increased
Effective date-Benefits would be payable coverage for certain firemen in Nebraska for
from $35 to $40 a month for a single person for February 1968 on the basis of applications whom social security taxes were erroneously
and from $52.50 to $60 a month for a couple, filed In or after December 1967.
paid.
Effective date.-The Increased benefits will
Additional Wage Credits for Servicemen
Coverage of Firemen
be first payabile for February 1968 and will
For social security benefit purposes, the
The amendments provide that social se
be reflected in checks received in March 1968. amendments will provide that in the future curity coverage Can be extended to firemen
Limitation on Wife's Benefit
_:Lie pay of a person in the uniformed service In States not specifically granted that right
The amendments limit the wife's benefit would be deemed to be $100 a month more If the Governor of the State certifies that
to a maximum of $105 a month. The effect than his basic pay. The additional cost of the total benefit protection of firemen would
of this provision will not generally be felt paying the benefits resulting from this pro- be improved as a result. However, the di
until many years into the future,
vision would be paid out of general revenues. vided retirement system could not be used
The Retirement Test
Disability Insurance Trust Fund
and the firemen would have to be brought
Theamedmetsproidefo
aninceas
Te aendens icrese heperentge
into coverage as a separate group and not
The frmenmens
a inreae
povie
Th amndmntsinceas th pecenageas
part of a group which includes persons
from $1,500 to $1,680 in the amount of an- of taxable wages appropriated to the dis-otethnfrmn
nual earnings a beneficiary under age 72 ability insurance trust fund (now at 0.70 ofotethnfrm.
can have Without having any benefits with- 1 percent) to 0.95 of 1 percent and would Coverage for Erroneously Reported Former
held. Provision Is made for an increase from increase the percentage of self-employment
State or Local Government Employees
$125 to $140 in the amount of monthly earn- income (now at 0.525 of 1 percent) to 0.7125
The amendments permit a Stats, when it
ings a person can have and still get a benefit of I percent.
provides retroactive coverage for a coverage
for the month. The bill provides that $1 in
Extension of Retroactivity of Disability
group under a modification of the State's
benefits be withheld for each $2 of earnings
Applications
agreement, to provide retroactive coverage
between $1,680 and $2,880 and $1 In benefits
The amendments allow a longer period of for former employees of the coverage group
for each $1 in earnings above $2,880.
time after termination of disability for te
with respect to earnings that previously had
Effective date-The provision is effective filing of a disability freeze application by an
enernosyrprtdfrte
ur
for earnings in 1968. It is estimated that individual whose mental or physical disabil- ters In the retroactive period, if noo refund
about 175 million in additional benefits iyitree
ihhsfln
ieyapi
has been made of the taxes paid on the
would be Paid for 1968 to 76.000 people.
cation. This would enable workers who are ernosyrpre
anns
Benefits for Disabled Widows and Widowers totally disabled over an extended period but
State and Local Employees Receiving Fees
The amendments provide for the payment fail to file timely applications to nevertheless
The amendments modify the social security
of monthly benefits to certain disabled have the period of disability frozen, and thus coverage provisions applying to State and
widows and Widowers of deceased workers not counted against them in subsequent de- local government employees who are compen
who are between the ages of 50 and 62. If a terminations as to whether they are insured sated solely on a fee basis (such as constables
disabled widow or widower first receives for social security benefits or the amount of and justices of the peace). Under present
benefits at age 50, then the benefit would such benefits,
law, fee-basis employees, like other State and
be 80 percent of the primary insurance
The provision, however, does not apply to local government employees, may be covered
amount. The amount payable would
increase monthly disability benefits,
only under a State coverage agreement. Under
up o 8 1 Apeeen
inuraceChidre
oftheprmar
Adptd b Diabiit Bedfiiaresthe amendments, in the case of employees
up priary
to82~j erden
Isurane
of te Chidren dopte by Dswholtaree
csolelyte
compenessatedr
onolayfee
fbasiss
amount, depending on the age at which
The amendments provide that a child fees received after 1967 which are not covered
benefits began. The reduction would con- adopted by a person who is getting disability under
a State agreement would be covered
tinue to apply to benefits which were paid benefits can become entitled to benefits If under the self-employment provisions of law,
afwdwt
rwioer
wouldeipben
deemed dge
s- (a) the adoption takes place In the United except that people in fee-basis positions in
Abwed onl rwiftedisabiwolt isoe thatduder- States. (b) It was under the supervision of 1968 could elect not to have their fees
reglatospecied
i
dsbltis
the byl oecrtharyofde
a public or private child-placement agency, covered under the self-employment provi
HeaultEuation
, anscibd
Wytelfaerwould
ore (c) the disabled Individual had resided in sions. Under the amendments a State could,
Hueanyh
gduationfu
activity,
oud re
the United States for the year prior to the as under presnt law, modify Its coverage
Toube eliygaibfleo athebeeftthewio
adoption, and (d). the child is under 18 at the agreement to provide coverage for fee-basis
Tor
widow
b
berfmusthae becoefis totll wdis- time of adoption.
employees as employees. However, unlike
ableidnotwaer muthanvear aferomthesouse's
Effective date.-The provision is effective present law, the amendments permit States
death, nor inte thease yar
of
widoed mthe roue'for benefits for February 1968 based on appli- to remove from coverage under its agreement
beftore
ithe
endofser benfawitsoasd mother, cations filed in and after December 1967.
persons who are compensated solely on a fee
or within 7 years thereafter.
Coverage of Ministers
basis.
Effective date.-About 65,000 disabled
The amendments permit a clergyman
Family Employment
widows and widowers could be eligible for (other than members of the religious orders
The amendments extend social security
benefits 'and about 60 million In benefits who have taken a vow of poverty) to elect coverage to employment performed in the
would be paid during the first 12 months of not to be covered if he is conscientiously private home of the employer by a parent
operation. Benefits would be payable starting opposed to social security coverage, or if he In the employ of his son or daughter. The
for February 1968.
opposes such coverage on grounds of religious employment would be covered if the son or
Dependency of a Child 'on the Mother
principle,
daughter is (a) a widow or widower with a
The amendments provide that a child will Coverage of State and Local Employees In- child under age 18 or a disabled child or
be considered dependent on the mother uineligible for Membership In a State Retire(b) a person with such a child who either
der the same conditions that he is now conment System
Is divorced or has a disabled spouse. The
sidere depedent
As resut,
n thefathe.
Th amenmentsfaciamendmentslsecwouldenmcontinuedco
toiuexcoeudeuefrom
sidreddepndet
fahe. A ao th
esut,
he menmets
scia seurty coverage employment performed in a private
a child could be entitled to benefits if the coverage for workers aciita~
in positions under ah
mother was either fully or currently Insured State or local government retirement Sys
nome by a parent when these conditions are
met, employment of a child under age 21
at the time she died, retired, or became dis- tem who are not eligible to join the system. s not
by his
parent, and employment of a husband
abled. Under present law a mother must Under present law, these workers cannot be o ieb h pue
have currently insured status (six out of the -covered under social security In connection o ieb h pue
last 13 quarters ending with death, retire- with the procedure for extending coverage to Employees of the Massachusetts Turnpike
ment, or disability) unless she was actually members of a retirement system by means
Authority
supporting the child,
of the provision permitting specified States
The amendments permit the State of
Effective date.-Benefits -Will 6i payable to cover only those members of a retirement
Massachusetts to modify Its agreement for
beginning for February 1968. It Is estimated system who desire coverage. The amendments social security coverage so as to exclude
that 175,000 children will be eligible for would permit these workers to be covered employees of the Massachusetts Turnpike
benefits and that $83 million in additional under this procedure.
Authority who are in positions being brought
benefits will be payable - in the first 12
State and Local Coverage in Illinois
into a new State retirement system.
months.
The amendments add Illinois to the list
Children Adopted by Surviving Spouse
Insured Status for Workefs Disabled While of States (19 under present law) which are
The amendments permit a child adopted
Young
permitted to extend social security coverage
by a surviving spouse to get benefits even
The amendments will allow a worker who to, those current members of a State or local though the adoption is not completed. within
becomes disabled before the age of 31 to retirement system who desire coverage, with 2 years after the worker's death, if adoption
qualify for disability insurance if he worked all future employees being compulsorily
proceedings had begun before the worker
in one-half of the quarters between the time covered.
died.
he is 21 and the time he is disabled, or alterFiremen in Puerto Rico
Effective date.-The provision would be
natively if he works in six quarters out of the
The amendments add Puerto Rico to the effective for monthly benefits for February,
-last 12. This requirement would be an alter- list of States which may provide social secu1968 based on appications filed in and after
native to the present requirement that the rity coverage for policemen and firemen.
December 1967.
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Recovery of Overpayments
Disability Benefits Affected by the Receipt of
Payments to Certain Illegitimate Children
The amendments authorize the Secretary
Worksmen's Compensation
The amendments provide that benefits
Of HEW to recover overpaid benefits by reThe amendments modify the provisions in
payable to illegitimate children who become
quiring the overpaid beneficiary or his estate present law for determining the amount of
entitled to benefits in the future under a
to refund the overpayment or by withholding
combined social security and workmen's
provision contained in the 1965 amendments
the benefits payable to him, his estate or to compensation benefits that can be paid when
can not exceed the difference between the
any other person entitled to benefits on the
a disabled woi~ker is eligible under both prototal amounts payable to other persons and
same earnings record. (Under present law,
grams. In cases where social security disabilthe family maximum amount. The benefits
overpaymefits may be recovered from the ity benefits are subject to reduction because payable to a person on the effective date of
overpaid person while he is getting benefits, the combined benefits would otherwise exthe 1965 amendments which were reduced
but recovery may not be made from any ceed 80 percent of the disabled worker's avbecause a child became entitled to benefits
other person getting benefits on the same
erage current earnings, the computation of under the 1965 amendment will not be re
account. There is no specific provision for average earnings can include earnings In exduced in the future nor will the benefits pay
recovering an overpayment while the bene- cess of the annual amount taxable under
able to persons on the rolls on the effective
ficiary is alive if he is not getting benefits.)
social security,
date of the 196'7 amendments be reduced.
Benefits Paid on Basis of Erroneous Reports
Extension of Time for Filing Reports of
Report of Hoard of Trustees
of Death in Military Service
Earnings
The amendments change the date on
The amendments provide that all benefits
The amendments authorize the Secretary
which the annual report of the trustees of
paid on the basis of official reports of death
of Health, Education, and Welfare to grant
the social security trust funds is due from
in military service issued by the Department an extension of the time in which a person
March 1 to April 1. Also, the report is to con
of Defense will be considered lawful pay- may file the report of earnings required for
tain a separate actuarial analysis of the
ments even though it is later determined that retirement test purposes if there is a valid
benefit disbursements made from the oldthe person who was reported dead it still reason for his not filing it on time. Permisage and survivors insurance trust fund with
alive.
sion to file a late report may be given in
respect to disabled beneficiaries.
Effective date.-The provision will apply to advance of the date on which the report is
Expedited Benefit Payments
all payments made to payees who get beneto be filed.
The amendments establish special proce
fits for December 1967 or later.
Penalty for Failure to File 'Timely Reports Of
dures to expedite the payment of benefits.
Underpayments
Earnings
The new procedures would go into effect
The amendments provide that amounts
The amendments eliminate the possibility
after June 30, 1968, but would not apply to
due under the supplementary medical insur- of imposing on a person, who does not file
disability benefits or negotiated checks.
ance program after the beneficiary's death
a timely report of earnings under the retireAttorney's Fees
be paid to the person who paid for the serv- ment test, a penalty which exceeds the
The amendments authorize the Secretary
ices, either before or after the beneficiary's amount of benefits which should have been
of HEW to fix a reasonable fee for the services
death, or to, the person who provided the withheld,
provided before the Social Security Adminis
services. (If the person who paid for the Limitation on Payment of Benefits to Aliens
tration for an applicant for social security
services is the decedent, the payment would
Outside the United States
benefits by an attorney and to pay such at
be made to the legal representative of heis
estate if there Is one.) Otherwise the benefits
The amendments would modify the protorney's fee out of past-due benefits. The fee
will be paid under the following uniform or- visions of present law under which an alien could not exceed the smaller of: (a) 25 per
derofaymnt orboth cash benefits and who is outside the United States for 6 concent of the past-due benefits, (b) the fee
dert of payentfi
for
secutive months has his benefits withheld
fixed by the Secretary, or (c) an (amount
par Spbenefits.
wt
h
niiula
udrcrai
odtos
otafrpr
ged
ob
h
plcn
n
h
tony
tie
dah fhi r oth soseno
ivn
poses of the 6-month provision, an alien who Exclusion of Emergency Services by State
withoInividualho
bto etited
tpousbnefts oivng is outside the United States for more than
and Local Employees
the same earnings record.
30 days will be considered outside the United
The amendments would mandatorily ex2. Child entitled to benefits on the same States until he returns to the United States
dude from social security coverage services
earnings record,
for 30 consecutive days within 6 months performed for a State or local government
3.Prn
nildt
eeiso
h
aeafter
he leaves the country.
by workers hired on a temporary basis In
ntile
o te sme
The amendments add a provision undercaeoemrnissuhsfrstmlod
3. aret tobenfis
earnings record.
which generally a person who is not a citizen
caeof
emrhqaergnissc.sfietrfod
4. Spouse who was neither entitled to of the United States is outside the United
o atqae
benefits on the same earnings record nor liv- States for 6 months or more could be paid
Election Officials and Election Workers
ing with the individual,
benefits only if he is a citizen of a country
The amendments would permit a State
5. Child not entitled to benefits on the that provides reciprocity under its social to exclude from social security coverage.
same earnings record,
security system for the payment of benefits prospectively, service performed by election
6. Parent not entitled to benefits on the to U.S. citizens who are living outside that workers and election officials if they are
same earnings record,
country. (Payment would continue to be paid, for such services, less than $50 In a
7. Legal representative of the Individual's made under certain circumstances to a per- calendar quarter. The exclusion could be
estteif
ny.son
who is a citizen of a country that has no taken for the election officials and workers
ettian.generally
applicable social security system.)
of the State or any of its political subdivi
Simplification of Benefit Computation
Also, benefits would not be payable to an sions either at the time coverage is extended
Where wages earned before 1951 are used alien living In a country in which the Treasto employees of the State or the subdivision
to compute social security benefits, the ury has suspended payments. .Any amounts
or at a later date.
amendments allow certain assumptions to be currently accumulated for aliens now living
Social Security Tax-Retirement Plans
made so that the benefit could be computed In countries where payment cannot be made
Thamn
etsxcuefo
tedeni
by use of electronic data processing equi'p- would be limited to 12 monthly benefits.
t
ofe wagedestsubexctuto s
roia
s
hert taesl
ment.
Effective date-The provisions will be effectonofwgsubetoscileurytas
Defiitins
Wdowr,"and
f "Wdow.....iveaftr Jue
3, 168.certain
payments made under plans estab
Defiitins
"idowr,"and
f "Wdow"tiveaftr Jne
3, 168.lished
by employers and made to the em
"Stepchild"
Advisory Council on Social Security
ployee or his dependents upon retirement,
The amendments provide a change in the
The amendments modify the provisions of
death, or disability.
definition of "widow, "..widower," and "step- present law relating to the time at which
Definition of Disability
child" so that they will be considered as Advisory Councils are appointed and issue
Teaedet
rvd
oedtie
such for social security purposes if the marreports to provide that the Advisory Councils
dhaefiiinofdiensablt
froridworker dthanise
riage existed for 9 months, or, in the case be appointed at any time after January 3 1
dfnto
fdsblt
o
okr
hni
of death in line of duty in the uniformed
in 1969 and every 4 years thereafter. As In
now In the law. Guidelines would be pro
service, and in case of accidental death, if present law each Council would report to the
vided under which a person could be deter
the marriage existed for 3 months, unless it
Secretary not later than the first day of the mined to be disabled only if he is unable
is determined that the deceased inidvidual
second year following the year in. which it is to engage in any kind of substantial gainful
could not have reasonably been expected to appointed. The final report of each Council,
work which exists in the national economy,
live for 9 months at the time the marriage however, must include any interim reports
even though such work does not exist in the
occurred. Under present law a marriage must the Council may have issred.
general area In which he lives. A special more
have exist~d for 12 months.
Disclosure to Courts of Whereabouts of
restrictive definition would apply to widows
Requirements for Husband's and Widower's
Certain Individuals
and widowers.
Insurance Benefits
The amendments require the Social SecuDefinition of Blindness
The amendments eliminate the require- rity Administration to furnish an appropriThe definition of disability due to blind
ment in present law that a dependent husate court with the most recent address of a
band or widower may become tfl~titled to deserting father if the court wishes the inness Is changed so that a person who is "in
social security benefits on his wixa's earn- formation in &onnection with a support order dustrially blind" (i.e., visual acuity of 20/
ings only if his wife is currently Insured at for a child. Such information would be fur200 or lecst corrected or a visual of 20 degrees
the time she died, became disabled, or re- fished to both courts in interstate support
or leas) is disabled rather than one who
tired.
actions.
has visual acuity of 5/200 or less corrected.
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Time for Filing Applications for Exemption
A similar provision would continue after
Services of Podiatrists
From Self-Employment Tax by Amish
January 1, 1968, for emergency care but only
The amendments include within the defi
The amendments permit members of a as, an alternative to the other method of nition of physician a doctor of podiatry, but
religious sect which Is opposed to social Incdvering such care. Hospitals could apply for only with respect to functions he is author
surance to file an application for exemption
payment for a period of up to 150 day, or, ized to perform by the State in which he
from the self-employment-tax by December if the hospital did not apply, the patient practices. No payment will be made for rou
31, 1968, if the person has self-employment
could obtain payment on the basis of 00 tine foot care whether performed by a podia
incor~e for years ending before Decempercent of room and board charges and SO trist or a medical doctor.
ber 31, 1967. If he first receives self-employpercent of ancillary services charges.
Physical Therapy
ment income in later years, the application
A new definition for hospitals eligible unTeaedet
xed
h
rvsoso
would be timely If filed by the due date for der these transitional and emergency care
Teaedet
xed
h
rvsoso
the income tax return for the year in ques-poionisrvde.U
ertaqlfyg
present law to include outpatient physical
tion. However, in these latter cases, the
hospital must have a full-time nursing servthrpysricsfuns
edbypyialtea
amendment also provides that valid applicaice, be licensed as a hospital, and be primarily
pists employed by or*udra
agreement
tions may be filed within 3 months following
engaged in providing medical care under the with and under the supervision of hospitals
the month In Which the person is notified in
supervision of a doctor of medicine or osteoand other providers of services as well as
writing by the Internal Revenue Service that pah.Ti
eiiinwudapybc
oapproved clinics, rehabilitation centers and
a timely application has not been filed.
July 1, 1966, so that some hospitals which
loalin
p
oublc
heath agenci es Additionaly the
Retirement Income of Retired Partners
would otherwise be ineligible to receive -)ay- ptien wouild ntheap-eviest be hoebcounrd.fo
The amendments provide that certain ment for emergency services may receive
thepphslemetharay
servicelIsutonbe
novered
partnerships income of retired partners would such payments in behalf of their beneficiaSupe
ntrMdiaIsrncErol
not be taxed or credited for social security ries back to the beginning of thep rogram.
ment Periods
puross.provided
they apply for them. If they do not
The amendments add a provision, effective
proe.apply
for reimbursement, the patient could January 1, 1969, under which the general
Hospital Insurance Contributions by Persons be paid under other provisions,
enrollment periods of the supplementary
Employed Both Under Social Security and
This provision would afford financial relief medical insurance program will be placed on
Railroad Retirement
to those medicare beneficiaries who have re- an annual basis and run from January 1 to
The amendments provide that, beginning
ceived services in certain nonparticipating
March 31, rather than October 1 to December
with 1968, persons employed both under the hospitals starting July 1966, sometimes en- 31 of each odd-numbered year. The Secretary
social security and railroad retirement pro- tering such hospitals without realizing the would determine and promulgate during De
grams who pay hospital Insurance contribuservices would not be covered under medicember of each year the premium rate which
tions on combined wages which are in excess care,
would be applicable for a 12-month period
of the taxable wage base would be entitled Payment Under the Medical Insurance Proto begin the following July 1. When the Sec
to a refund. of the excess contributions,
gram for Noncovered Hospital Ancillary
retary promulgates a rate for part B, he also
General Savings Provision
Services
is required to issue a public statement set
ting forth the actuarial assumptions and
The amendments provide that when an
The amendments add a provision which
bases upon which he arrived at the rate.
additional person becomes entitled to benepermitp payment under the medical insur
fits as a result of the Social Security Amendance program for presently noncovered anPersons wishing to disenroll could do so at
ments of 1967, the benefit paid to any other cillary hospital and extended care facility any time, but such termination would not
person on the dlame account would not be services, principally X-ray and laboratorytaefecunithclsofheaedr
reduced by the family. maximum provision
services furnished after the patient has been
quarter following the quarter in which the
because the new person became entitled to covered for the full period of hospital eli- notice was filed.
benefits.
gibility. Under prior law if a person is In a
Additional Days of Hospital Care
Health insurance benefits
hospital or extended care facility qualified
Each Medicare beneficiary will be provided
Payment of Physician Bills Under the Supto participate under medicare, payment may
with a lifetime reserve of 60 days of hospital
plementary Medical Insurance Progam
not be made for services which could be paid
care after the 90 days covered in a "spell of
ogan for under .part B If not received In a qualiillness" have been exhausted. Coinsurance
Under present law, payment' may be made fled hospital or extended care facility. As a
of $20 for each day would be applicable to
only upon assignment to the physician or to result, sometimes the services are not coy- such added days of coverage.
the patient upon presentation of a receipted
ered under either part B or part A. The
Incentive Reimbursement Expertmentation
bill. The amendment would permit payment
amendment will allow payment to be made
either to the patient on the basis of an item- for services ordinarily not paid for under
The Secretary of HEW is authorized to
ized bill (which could be either receipted or part B, wherever part A payments could not experiment with various methods of reim
unpaid) or to the physician under the pinesbe made, if the appropriate hospital or indebursement to organizations, institutions, and
ent assignment method. This provision
pnetlbrtr
tnad
r
e.Py
physicians, on a voluntary basis, participat
pendnt aboator
stndads ae mt. ay-ing
under medicare, Medicaid, and the child
would make it possible for patients to pay ment will be made to participating
providets
hat
rgaswihofricnie
o
their medical bills without depleting their under the usual part B provisions applying helhpormkhc
ofricnie
o
savings or resorting to loans,
tote$0ddcilkn
0pretceeping costs of the program down while
Payment for Seryices In Nonparticipating
insurance,.anann
uaiyo ae
Hospitals
Limitation on Special Reduction in AllowStudy of Drug Proposals and Retirement Test
Under existing law payments can be made
able Days of Inpatient Hospital Services
The Secretary of HEW is required to study
toparticipating hospitals and, In an emerTh-iiain
npyetofhsian
and report to the Congress, prior to January
toc
opatcptnghsia
-et
Thane lim
eitato ournpaymen ofirhospital in1. 1969, the savings which might accrue to
gency
caertoi sanonarticipatyingth hospia
uac
eeisduigtefrtselo
the Government and the effects on the health
wihmtcransadrsonyithho.illness for an Individual who is an inpatientprfsinadonllemntofheru
pital agreed to accept the reasonable costs. of a psychiatric hospital at the time he beprofession andc onghalleslents
fof
thctdrug
allowed by medicare as full payment for the comes entitled to benefits under the hospital
indutwpryowhchaigh resutin
from enactment)
services rendered,
Insurance program will be made Inapplicable
poftop
proposals prelaritinton drugs: un)ea
For the period ending December 31, 1967, to benefits for services in a general hospital prosltmoe
rscito
rg
ne
theermimenmen
wold
diectreii theserice
ar nmedicare,
and (2) a pinoopsal to establish,
theamnden
wul dret
pemi
eia-if
heseviesar
primarily for the
nt
through a formulary committee, quality and
bursement to an individual who was fur- diagnosis or treatment of mental illness. The
cost control standards for drugs provided
nished nonemergency or emergency hospital amendments also remove tuberculosis boaunder the various programs of the Social
services in certain nonparticipating hospi- pitals from the provision in present law security Act. The Secretary is also to study
tals. This transitional coverage would not under which days in a tuberculosis instituways' to improve the earnings test under
extend to admissions after 1967, Payment
would be limited to 80 percent of the hospi- tion immediately before entitlement to hossocial security and the feasibility of increas
tal ancillary charges and 60 percent of the pital insurance are counted against the days
ing payments to those who delay their re
room and board charges, for up to 20 days In of coverage an individual would otherwise
tirement after age 65.
each spell of illness (subject to the $40 dehave. In effect, the change makes an indiPhysician Certification
ductible and other statutory limitations of vidual's entitlement to hospital insurance
The requirement of physician certification
payment) if the hospital did not formally benefits the same if he received hospital
of the medical necessity for hospital out
participate in medicare before January 1, services In a tuberculosis hospital as it would
patient services and admissions to general
1969. If it did participate in medicare be- be if he received services In a general hoshospitals is removed. Such services and adfore that date and if it applied Its utilization pia.missions
are almost always medically neces
review plan to the services It provided before
Payment for Blood
sary. The change will simplify administration
its regular participation started, up to the
toof
the program by eliminating unnecessary
full 90 days of coverage could be reimbursed.
The definition of "blood" is broadened to
paperwork.
Thus, there6 would be an incentive for noninclude packed red blood cells as well as
TIransfer of Outpatient Hospital Services to
participating hospitals to participate because
whole blood and the application of the
the Supplementary Medical Insurance
participation is a condition for covering past 3-pint deductible provision under the hosProgram
services beyond 20 dsys as well as a condipital plan is also extended to the suppleThe amendments transfer hospital outpa
tion for future coverage.
mentary medical insurance program.
tient diagnostic services ftomn the hospital
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insurance program to the supplementary
health agencies perform to help health facilHealth Insurance Benefits Advisory Council
medical Insurance program. The effect of the
ities qualify for participatidn in the various
The Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
change is that all hospital outpatient benehealth -programs under the Social Security
Council will assume the duties of the Na
fits will be covered under the supplementary. Act (including mnedicare, medicaid, and the
tional Medical Review Committee. The
medical insurance program and thus subject
child health programs) and to help those
Medical Review Committee, which has not
to the deductible ($50 a year) and coinsurfacilities improv~a their fiscal records for payyet been formed, will not be appointed. The
ance features (20 percent). This provision
ment purposes. Similar provisions in the
Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council
simplifies the procedure for paying benefits
medicare program (which finance such servmembership is increased from 16 to 19
for hospital outpatients by making such
Ices on a 100-percent basis from the Federal
persons.
payments subject to A single set of rules for
hospital Insurance trust fund) are repealed
determining patient eligibility, patient and
effective July 1, 1969, when this provision
StdofCvrgofevieofHah
mediicare liability and trust fund accountgoes into effect.
Practitioners
ability.
TrniinlPoiin Trasitona
o
nnue
dThe Secretary
Health,
and
PrvisonsforUnisurd
Idi-Welfare
will studyof the
need Education,
for, and make
Hospital Billing for Outpatient Services
viduals Under the Hospital Insurance recommendations concerning, the extension
Hospitals will be permitted, as an alternaProgram
of coverage under the supplementary medi
tive to the present procedure, to collect small
A person attaining age 65 in 1968 will be
cal insurance program to the services of ad
charges (if not more than $50) for outpatient
entitled to hospital insurance benefits if he ditional types of personnel who engage in the
hospital services from- the beneficiary withhas a minimum of three quarters of coverage
independent practice of furnishing health
out submitting a bill to medicare. (The
(existing law requires six), with the number
services.
amounts collected would be counted as exof quarters of coverage needed by persons Creation of an Advisory Council To Make
penses reimbursable to the beneficiary under
who reach age 65 In later years increasing by
Recommendations Concerning Health In
the medical insurance plan.) The payments
three in each year until the regular insured
due the hospitals would be computed at instatus requirement is met.
surance for Disability Beneficiaries
tervlshosita o reeivThe
asuretha
th
Secretary of Health, Education, and
trastasuetathhoptlrcied
Welfare will establish an Advisory Council to
Appropriation to Supplementary Medical
its final reimbursement on a cost basis. This
Insurance Trust Fund
suytepolm
eaiet
nldn
h
poiinwlbrnth-rqieetofte
Whenever the transfer of general revenue
disabled under the health Insurance pro
medicare program more closely into confunds to the supplementary medical insurgram, and also any special problems with
formity with the usual billing practices of
ance trust fund (after June 30, 1967) is not
regard to the costs which would be involved
hospitals.
made at the time the enrollee contribution is
in such coverage. The Council Is to make itz
Radiologists' and Pathologists' Services
made, the general fund of the Treasury will
report by January 1, 1969.
The amendments permit payment of full
pay, in addition to the Government share, an
Fia
reasonable charges for radiological or pathoamount equal to the interest, that would
Fiacing the Social Security and Hospital
logical services furnished by physicians to have been earned by the trust fund had trie
Insurance Programs
hospital Inpatients. Under present law, a 20
transfer been made on time. Also, the conThe tax rates and the tax base under pres
percent coinsurance factor is applicable as is
tingency reserve now provided for 1966 and
ent law and under the amendments are,
also the $50 deductible if It is not met by
1967 will be made available through 1969.
shown in the following table:
other medical expenses. This provision im
proves the protection of the program as well
TAXRATES UNDER PRESENT LAWANDUNDER THE AMENDMENTS
as facilitating benficiary understanding. It
will simplify hospital and intermedia.ry hanEMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE, EACH
dling of medicare claims by bringing the
[in percentj
requirements of the medicare program more
closely In line with the usual billing practices
OASDIHToa
of hospitals and the payment methods -of
Period
-_____________H
oa
private Insurance.
Present law
Amendments
Present law
Amendments
Present law
Amesdmssts
Payment for Portable X-ray Services
The amendments permit payment for di1968----------- ----3,9
3. 8
0. 5
0.6
4.4
4.4
agnostic X-rays taken in a patient's home or
1969-70------------4,4
4.2
,5
.6
4.9
4. 8
in a nursing home. These services will be 1971-72------------4.4
4.6
.5
.6
4.9
5.2
coerd nerth
spleenar
edca i-1973-75----- -------4.85
5, 0
.55
.65
5. 4
5.65
cvrdudrtesplmnaymdcli-1976-79------------4,85
5,0
.6
.7
5.45
5. 7
surance program if they are provided under
1980-86.............
4.85
5. 0
7
.8
5. 55
5,8
the supervision of a physician and are per1987 and after4,85
5,0
.8
9
5.65
5.9
formed under proper health and safety regu
lations,
SELF-EMPLOYED
Payment for Purchase of Durable Medical
Equipment
1968 --------------5. 9
5.8
0,5
0.6
6. 4
6.4
The amendments permit payment to be
1969-70------------6.6
6.3
.5
.6
7.1
6.9
mdfodualmeiaeqimnnedd
1971-72------------6.6
6.9
.5
.6
7.1
7. 5
mdfodualmeiaeqimnnedd
1973-75------------7. 0
7. 0
.55
.65
7.55
7.65
by an individual, whether rented or pur1976-79------------7. 0
7.0
.6
.7
7.6
7.7
chased, If purchased, payment, would be
1980-86------------7. 0
7.0
.7
.8
7.7
7.8
made periodically in the same amount as
1987 and after --7.0
7.0
.8
.9
7.8
7.9
if equipment were rented, for the period
the equipment was needed but without coyNote: Thesmaximum taxable earnings bass snder present law, $6,609, is increased to $7,860 effective Jan. 1, 1968.
ering more than the purchase price,
Reimbursement for Civil Service Retirement
PUBI5C WELFARE AND HEALTH AMENDMENTS
to the Department of Labor would be hanAnnuitants for Premium Payments Under
Work Incentive Program for AFDC Families
died under three priorities, Under priority I,
the Supplementary
Medical Insurance
The amendments establish a, new work Inthe Secretary of Labor, through the over
Program
tipormfr2,000
U.S. employment offices, would make
Fdrlepoe
gru
helhbnftcentve
pormfrfamilies
receiving AFD
arrangements for as many as possible to
helthbenfitpayments to be administered by the Depart- move into regular employment and would
Fedeal
mplyeegrou
plans will be permitted to reimburse certain
ment of Labor. The State welfare agencies
establish an employability plan for each other
civil service retirement annuitants who are
would determine who was appropriate forpesn
members of their plans for the premium
such referral but would not include (1)
pesnde. roiyI
l toefudsial
payments they make to the supplementary
children who are under ago 16 or going to would
precioeraiity
gallptose
iafoundsutabei
medical insurance program,
school; (2) any person with illness, incapacneeds and up to 830 a month incentive pay
Date of Attainment of Age 65 of Persons
ity, advanced age or remoteness from a projmoent. After training as many as possible
Enrolling in SMI Program
ect that precludes effective participation In would be referred to regular employment.
A person over 65, who believes, on the
work or training; or (3) persons whose subUnder priority III, the employment office
bai
fdcmnayevdne
hth
a
tantially continuous presence in the home
would make arrangements for special work
bass o doumntay
eidece tht
h h
is required because of the illness or inca-poet
to employ those who are found to
just reached age 65, will be allowed to enpacity of another member of the household. beusuitable for the training and those for
roll in the supplementary medical insurance
For all those referred the welfare agency will
whom no jobs in the regular economy can be
program as if he had attained age 65 on the assure necessary child care arrangements for found at the time, These special projects
dateshow
videce.the
in
children Involved. An Individual who would be set up by agreement between thae
Use of State Agencies To Assist Health Facildesires to participate in work or training
employment office and public agencies or
ities To Participate in the Various Health. would be considered for assignment and, nonprofit private agencies organized for a
Programs Under the Social Security Act unless specifically disapproved, would be republic service purpose. It would be required
States will be able to receive 75-percent
ferred to the, program,
that workers receive at least the minimum
Federal matching for the services which State
People referred by the State welfare agency
wage (but not necessarily the prevailing
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wage) if the work they perform is covered
source before applying the child's earned inbut could not be extended to a family for
under a minimum wage statute (and in apcome exemption.
refusal (without good cause) to accept work
plying tile minimum wage law, their, welfare
Under the amendments earned Income of or training under the work incentive pro
grants Would be counted). Moreover, the each child recipient who is a full-time stu- gram. This emergency aid could also be ex
work performed under special projects must dent or is a part time student not working tended to migrant workers who have de
not result in the displacement of regularly full time, will be excluded In determining pendent children.
employed workers and would have to be Of need for assistance. In the case of any other
Protective or Vendor Payments
a type which, under the circumstances in
child or an adult relative the first $30 of
The amendments increase the limitation
the local situation, would not otherwise be earned income of the group plus 1/3 of the reof recipients for whom protective payments
performed by regular employees.
mainder of such income for the month would
could be made because they were unable to
The special work projects woquld work also be exempt. The prior provision exemptmanage their funds from 5 percent to 10
like this: The State welfare agency would
ing $50 a month of a child's income would be
percent but excludes from the overall lim
make payments to the employment office surperseded by these provisions.
itation those recipients for whom such pay
equal to: (1) the welfare benefit the family Dependent Children of Unemployed Fathers
ments have been made becapse of the re
would have been entitled to, or, if smaller,
(2) a portion of the-welfare benefit equal to
The amendments provide that under
fusal without good cause, of an individual
80 percent of the rates which the individual
State programs of aid to families with deto work, register for work, or to participate
'receives on the special project.
pendent children of unemployed parents,
under a training or work program.
The Secretary of Labor would arrange
Federal matching would be available only Single Organizational Unit for Child Services
for the participants to work in a special
for the children of unemployed fathers.
The amendments provide that child-wel
work project. The amount of the funds paid Under present law States may include chil- fare services and services to children receiv
by him Into the project would depend on dren on the basis of the unemployment of
ing AFDC should be provided by the same
the terms he negotiates with the agency
mothers, as weUl as fathers. The amendments
organizational unit at the State and local
sponsoring the project. The amount of funds
also provide that the Secretary will prescribe
level, except that In those instances where
put into the projects by the, employment standards for the determination of what consuch services were provided by separate State
office could not be larger than the funds stitutes unemployment. The term Is defined agencies or separate local agencies, on the
sent to the Secretary of Labor by the State
by the States under present law,
date of enactment of the amendments, thry
welfare agency.
Under the amendments, State plans would
may continue to be provided by Buch agen
The extent to which the State welfare ex- have to provide for the payment of assistance
cies.
penditures might be reduced would depend
when a child's father has not been employed
Pass Along
upon the negotiating efforts of the Secretary for at least 30 days prior to receiving aid, if
Thamn
etsxpdteprvioe
of Labor. If he Is successful in placing these he has not refused a bona fide offer of emathed amnmn
ts65wh
expand thepovSionten-o
workers In wor: projects where the pay is ployment or training without good cause,ace
In16whhalosteSteo
relatively good, the contribution the State
and if he has had a recent and subetantial
exempt up to $5 a month of any type of
must make into the employment pool would
connection with the labor force. Assistance
anmou into asseristnce. Efectgbiiveyupnd
eat-e
be less and there would be a savings to both would be denied if the father is not currently
ameunt,the assitatesoul havethve
opton
ofct
Federal and State Governments,
registered with the public employment ofexemtin,
pttheSae otald ofv
$7.5 aptmont
ofo
Employees who work under these agreefice in the State, if he refuses without good the aged, blind, and the totally and perma
ments would have their situations reevl-cause to undertake work or training, or renently disabled.
uated by the employment office at regular fuses without, good cause to accept employ
ineras
las avey6
onh)
o tement,
of If he is receiving unemployment
Increased Authorizations for Child Welfare
inteval
(atleat
eery
moths)fortheServices
purpose of making it possible for as many
compensation.
suheplyea
osbl
omoeit
Th
tts
would have to refer the fathers
The amendments increase child welfare
regular employment,
to work incentive programs with 3o days
authorizations from $55 million for fiscal
An important facet of this suggested work after first providing them with welfare asyear 1969 to $100 million, and from $60
program is that in most Instances the resistance.
million for later years to $110 million.
cipient would no longer receive a check from
States which are operating programs for Provision of Family Service State Plan
the welfare agency. Instead, he would rethe children of unemployed parents as proRequirement
ceive a payment from an employer for servvided for under present law would not have
There Is a provision in present law requirices performed. The entire check would be to add any additional children or families
Ing State welfare agencies to make, a plan
subject to ingome, social security, and unas a result of the new provisions prior to for providing welfare services for each child
employment compensation taxes, thus assurJuly 1, 1969. However, the amendment estabin an AFDC family. Under the amendments,
Ing that the Individual would be accruing lishing criteria for persons covered would be
the plan must also provide for welfare serv
rights and responsibility just as other work- effective January 1, 1968, and no Federal
ices for the adults in the family.
ing people do. In those cases where an em- matching would be provided for persons who Use of Subprofessional and Volunteer Staff
ployee receives wages which are Insufficient
do not meet these criteria.
Teaedet
eur
tts
fetv
to raise his Income to a level equal to the
Limitation on Federal Matching in AFDC
July
ame199,totsraieadusre Sttsubprofecslone
grant he would have received had he not
Program
staff,199,wi
othr-ariculard uemphsispo onate
ls
Ben n heprfet
ls
0 eren o hs
The amendments sets a limitation on Fedof welfare recipients and other persons of low
wages, a welfare check equal to the differeral financial participation In the AFDC income, as community service aides for the
ence would be paid. In these instances the
program related to the proportion of the kinds of jobs appropriate for them in the
supplemental check would be issued by the child population under age 18 aided because
public assistance, child welfare, and health
welfare agency and sent to the worker,
of the absence from the home of a parent.
programs under the Social Security Act. The
A refusal to accept work or undertake
Federal financial participation would not be amendment also directs States to use volun
training without good cause by a person who available for any excess above the percentage
teers in the program both for the provi
has been referred would be reported back of children of absent parents who received
sion of services to recipients, and for the
to the State agency by the Labor Depart- aid to the child population under age 18 in. assistance of advisory committees.
ment; and, unless such person returns to the State as of January 1, 1968.PaetIvlmntiDyCr-ayae
the program within 60 days (during which
This limitation will be effective after June
SaetIvleetain
Dards
e-aCr
he-would receive counseling), his welfare
80, 1968.
ThSmnm
tansdarddasteplnrqrc
payment would be terminated. Protective
Federal Payments for Foster Home Care of ment to the child welfare day-care provi
and vendor payments would be continued,
Dependent Childrensinfodelpm
tofargmnsfr
hoevrfo
te
epndntchldentoprEffective July 1, 1969, States would have
the more effective involvement of parents in
tect them from the faults of others,
to provide AFDC payments for children who day care programs. Also, the day care stand
The States would have to meet 20 percent,
are placed In a foster home if in the 6
ards in the child welfare services programs
In cash or In kind, of the total cost of the months before proceedings started in the will be made applicable to day care pro
program (excluding amounts paid on special
court they would have been eligible for vided to AFDC; children.
work projects, priority HII, which would A.FDC if they had lived in the home of a relaRptito
xeso
come from the employer and the transferred tive. The provision would be optional with
Rptito
xeso
welfare payments).
the States before July 1, 1969. Under present
The amendments extend for 1 year, through
Earnings Exemption
law, children In foster care are eligible for June 30, 1969, the temporary legislation
Under the present aid to families wIth AFDC payments only if they actually rewhich authorizes -assistance to needy Amer
dependent children program, the States, at ceived such payments In the month they iasneywohv
enrptitdt
their option, may disregard not more than
were placed in foster care. Federal matching the United States by the Department of
$50 per month of earned Income of each dewould be available for grants up to an averState from foreign countries.
pendent child under age 18 but not more
age of $100 a month per child.
Demonstration Projects
than $150 per month in the same home in
Emergency Assistance
Two million dollars annually is currently
computing the family's Income for public
The amendments authorizes up to 30 days available to encourage the States to develop
welfare purposes. The States also have the of emergency assistance during a 12-month demonstrations in improved methods of pro
option of disregarding $5 income from any period to a child under 21 and his family, viding service to recipients or in Improved
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methods of administration. The amendments
medicaid program in the State health agenboarding house (for which eligible persons
Increase this amount to $4 million annually.
cies which they now get when such personmay receive a, money payment under the
Payment for Home Repairs
nel work in the 'single State agency," usually money payment programs), and those who
The amendment for the cash public' as- the public assistance agency. Under present need the comprehensive services of skilled
sistance programs, allow 50 percent Federal
law, matching is 50 percent in such cases,
nursing homes.
machn frrears(p o$50 o
oms
Advisory Council on Medical Assistance
The amendments provide for vendor payowned by recipients if to do so would be more
An Advisory Council on Medical Assistance, mensi
eafo
esn
h
ulf
o
economical from the standpoint of the proconslsting of 21 persons from outside the OAA, AB, -or APTD, and who are living 14n
gram.
Government, is established to advise the Sec- facilities
(including a Christian Science
Purchase of Social Services
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare on sanitarium) which are more than boarding
The menmens pemitthepurhase
matersof aminstrtio
of he
ediaidhouses but which are less than skilled nursTh mnmnspri
h
ucaeby
mtesoadisrton
fthmdcid
ing homes. The rate of Federal sharing for
welfare agencies of child care and other servprogram,
payments for care in those institutions is at
ices under the public assistance title of the Free Choice for Persona Eligible for Medicaid
the same rate as for medical assistance under
act. Such services may now be provided by
Effective July 1, 1969 (July 1, 1972, for title XIX. Such homes will have to meet
welfare agency staff but existing law does Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam).
safety and sanitation standards comparable
not permit their purchase except from other
people covered under the medicaid program
to those required for nursing -homes in a
State agencies,
will have free choice of qualified medical fagiven State.
cilities and practitioners, including comSocial Work Manpower and Training
This provision should result in a reduction
The amendments authorize $5 million for
munity pharmacies,
in the cost of title XIX by allowing States to
tore fiscal year ending June 30; 1969, and $5
Use oft State Agencies To Assist Health Facilirelocate substantial numbers of welfare
million for each of the 3 succeeding fiscal
ties To Participate in the Various Health recipients who are now in skilled nursing
years for grants to public or nonprofit priPrograms Under the Social Security Act
homes in lower cost institutions.
vate colleges and universities and _to acStates will receive 75-percent Federal
Maintenance of State Effort
credited graduate schools of social work, or
matching for services which State health
Present law contains certain provisions
an association of such schools, to meet part
agencies' perform to help health facilities which in effect require that the additional
of the costs of development, expansion, or
qualify for participation. in the 'various Federal dollars States received as a result of
improvement of undergraduate programs in
health programs under the Social Security the Social Security Amendments of 1965 are
Act (including medicare, medicaid, and the passed on to recipients or are otherwise used
social work and programs for the graduate
training of professional social work personchild health programs) and to help these in the State's welfare program, for a period
nel. Not less than one-half of the amount
facilities improve their fiscal records for payending July 1, 1969. The amendments adds to
appropriated would have to be used for
ment purposes. Similar provisions in the the kinds of expenditures States may count
grants for undergraduate programs.
medicare program (which finances such serv(from July 1,. 1966) in determining whether
Location of Absent Parents
ices on. a 100-percent bais from the Federal
they are ssatisfying the maintenance of effort
The amendments provide that in those
hospital insurance trust fund) are repealed
provisions. The maintenance of effort pro
instances In which welfare agencies have
effective July 1, 1969, when this provision xision as amended would tetminate July 1,
been unable to locate absent parents ofgositefe.198
children receiving AFDC through all sources
Payments for Services and Care by a Third
Direct Billing-Medicaid
available to them, including records of the
Party-Medicaid
Under present law. States are required to
Social Security Administration, the Internal
States are required to take- steps to assure
pay for health services under medical assist
Revenue Service will make available any inthat the medical expenses of a person coyance programs directly to the provider of the
formation concerning their whereabouts that. ered under the medicaid program, which a
services. Under the amendment, States will
it may have,
third party has a legal obligation to pay, will
be permitted to make a direct payment to the
Limitation on Federal Participation in Medinot be paid, or, If liability Is later deter- recipient for physicians' and dentists' rervcal Assistance (Medicaid)
mined, that steps will be taken to secure
Ices with respect to those medical assistance
Sttswl
elmtdi
etn
noe
reimbursement,
recipients who are not also receiving cash
levels for Federal matching purposes to
Medicaid Safeguardsasitce
133Y 3 percent of the AFDC payment level.
The amendment requires States to estabReqjuired Services Under Medicaid
(For the period July-December 1968, the lish methods and procedures designed to
States now have-to provide, as a minimum,
percentage is 150, and for calendar year
safeguard against unnecessary utilization of five basic services: Inpatient hospital serv
1969 it is to be 140 percent.)
health care and services, as well as to assure
ices, outpatient hospital services, other
Federal matching for medical care for all that payments
(including payments for laboratory and X-ray services, skilled nursing
those who are receiving or eligible for cash
drugs) do not exceed reasonable charges
home services, and physician's services. States
assistance or who would be eligible for cash and that they are made on a basis consistent
may select a number of other items of service
assistance if not institutionalized, will not
with efficiency, economy, and quality of care,
from an additional list in the law.
be affected under the amendment.
Skle
usn
oeSadrsUnder
the amendments States will be re
CordntinofMdiaiendte
upl-ursnde
Hmedicaidad
quired to provide the basic five services for
nd te
SpplMdicid
Coorinaionof
Uner
ediaidall
money payment recipients (the most
mentary Medical Insurance Program
States are required, as a condition for parneedy receiving help under the program).
States will have until January 1, 1970
ticipation In the medicaid program, to place
With respect to the medically indigent, States
(rather than January 1, 1968) to buy-in title
assistance recipients only In those licensed would be allowed to select either the first
XVIII supplementary medical insurance for nursing homes which meet certain condifive, or seven out of 14, services authorized
persons eligible for medicaid. Also, people tions. The conditions include requirements
under the law, except that if nursing home
who are eligible for medicaid but who do which relate to environment, sanitation, and or hospital care services are selected, a State
not receive cash assistance may be Included
housekeeping now applicable to extended must also provide physician's services in
in the group for which the State can purcare facilities under medicare, as well as fire those institutions. Subsequent to July 1,
chase such coverage and persons who first safety standards of the life safety code of .1970, a State would also be required to pro
go on the medicaid rolls after 1967 are also the National Fire Protection Association
vide home health services for Its cash assist
eligible. There Is no Federal matching to(unless the Secretary finds that a State's
ance recipients.
ward the State's share of the premium in
existing fire code is adequate).
Christian Scientists-Health Programs
such cases. Federal matching amounts will
States. will also have to have a professional
The amendments add a provision to the
not be available to States for services which medical audit program under which periodic medical assistance (title XIX) and the child
could have been covered under the supplehealth programs (title V), making it clear
medical evaluations of the appropriateness
mentary medical insurance programs but of care provided title XIX patients in nurs- that no provision In such titles requires an
were not as a result of a State's failure to Ing homes, mental hospitals, and other InstiIndividual to undergo medical screening,
buy in.
tutions will be made,
diagnosis, or treatment, where contrary to
Modification of Comparability ProvisionsEffective July 1, 1970, States which provide his religious belief, except in cases involving
Medicaid
skilled nursing home care under medicaid
contagious disease or environmental health.
States do not have to Include in medicaid will also be expected to provide home health
Hospital Deductibles and Copayment for
coverage for recipients under age 65 the same care services.
Medically Indigent
services which the aged receive under the Federal Matching for Assistance Recipients
Under present law, States may not impose
supplementary medical Insurance program
In Intermediate Care Facilities
ayddcilso
otsaigpoiin
funihe h ndrby-nprviinsdiUnder current law, vendor payments may with respect to hospital care under the med
be made with Federal sharing only in behalf
cussed above,
icaid program. Under the amendments, the
Extent of Federal Financial Participation in
of persons In medical facilities, such as costs of hospital care received by the med
State Administrative Expenses--Medicaid
skill~d nursing homes, There is no Federal
ically needy will be subject to deductibles Or
States will get the same 75-percent Federal vendor payment matching for people who other cost sharing if a State desired to have
matching for physicians and other profes- need institutional care in the interinediate
such provisions in its program. No such de
sional medical personnel working on the range between that which is provided In a ductible or cost sharing could be imposed
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with respect to money payment recipients,
title IV, but there are no Federal requireas under existing law.
ments. Under the amendments, States will be
Essential Person-Medicaid
required to offer family planning services to
The amendments extend medical assistall appropriate AFDC recipients. Federal
ance to certain "essential persons." At presmatching of these expenditures will be proen hrrvsosn
ntteXXwih
vided. In addition, authorizations for the
permts ahr
iste preceiveoi
to
Fitederal
hic
maternal and child health programs are incrae,
for medical assistance provided for "essential
and 6 percent of the appropriated
persn."An
essntil prso" i deine as funds are earmarked for family planning.
th naebid
puet
rdsbe
u(An estimated $15 million would be spent for
tic aspositne
roanaeip bientdwhor disablvin
with
that purpose under the 1969 authorization,
him, andssisential oreien
neesarh o liigwelfar
his
with increases thereafter). Demohsatration
and whose needs are taken into accoun in
projects would need to be developed for the
dtriigteao
ofhsiah
nt
na provision of family planning services for
ment. The wife of an OAA recipient, for exmothers in needy areas.
ample, who herself Is not eligible for cah
Language is included to clarify that the
asitncaeaseseisudrae
h5wlacceptance of family plannnig services is
belgbefrmdclassistancebcues
e ne
i
f the Statel
voluntary and not a requisite for the receipt
be eigile iftheStae
ssisanc
or
edial 0promote
plan so provided,
of assistance,
Licensing of Nursing Home Administrators
Training of Personnel for Health Care and
Under Medicaid
Related Services for Mothers and Children
The amendments require States to license
The amendments will direct the Secretary
administrators of nursing homes. Adminof Health, Education, and Welfare "to give
istrators currently operating a home who do special attention to" programs providing
not qualify initially would have until July
training at the undergraduate level in mak1, 1972, to qualify. In the meantime, the ing grants for training of!such personnel.
States would be required to offer programs
Consolidation and Increase of Child Health
of training to assist administrators to qualify.
Authorizations
Optometric Services Under Child Health
The amendments consolidate the existing
Programs
separate child health authorizations into
Persons receiving health services under one single authorization with three general
child health programs will be free to utilize categories. Beginning with 1969, 50 percent of
the services of optometrists when approthe total authorization would be for formula
grants, 40 percent for project grants, and 10
priate.
Family Planning
percent for research and training. By July
Family planning expenditures are now made
1972 the States would have to take over the
unde
thematrnalandchil helth ro- responsibility for the project grants, and 90
une
aenladcidhat
h
rpercent of the total authorization would then
gram in title V and through medical assist- go to the States In the form of formula
ance under title XIX, as a medical services
grants. Total authorizations would increase
from $250 million in 1969 to $350 million in
expenditure. States are free to offer family
planning services to AFDC recipients under
1973 and thereafter.
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Additional Requirements on the States
Under the Formula Grant Program-Child
Health
State plans must provide for the early
identification and treatment of crippled
children. Title XIX Is amended to conform
to this requirement. The States must also
devote special attention to family planning
services and dental care for children in the
development of demonstration services.
Project Grants-Child Health
Until July 1972,tea
nd
ntuhois
project grants (1) to help reduce the inci
dneo
etlrtrainadohrhni
capping conditions caused by complications
associated with childbearing, and to help re
duce infant and maternal mortality; (2) to
the health of children and youth of
school and preschool age; and (3) to provide
dental care and services to children. Begin
ning July 1972, responsibility for these proj
ects will be transferred to the States.
The fiscal year 1968 authorization for ma
ternity and infant care special projects
grants is increased from $30 to $35 million.
Limitation on Federal Matching for Puerto
Rico, Guam, and Virgin Islands
The dollar limit for Federal financial par
ticipation In Public assistance for Puerto
Rico is raised from the present $9.8 million
to $12.5 million for 1968, $15 million for 1969.
$18 million for 1970, $21 million for 1971 and
$24 million for 1972 and thereafter. Up to an
additional $2 million can be certified for fain
ily planning services and expenses to support
work incentive programs.
Under medicaid an overall dollar limit of
$20 million is applicable to Puerto Rico and
the ratio of Federal matching Is changed
from 55 percent to 50 percent.
Proportionate adjustments are made for
Guam and the Virgin Islands.

TABLE 1.-COMPARISON OFMONTHLY CASHBENEFITS UNDERPRESENT
LAWAND UNDERH.R.12080AS AGREED
TO BY THECONFERENCE
COMMITTEE
Average msslhly arnings alter
190

$67or less

$150

$250

Present H.R. Present H.R. Present
law
12080 law
12080 law

1. Retirement at65 er disability
benefit................---$44.50 $55.00
2. Retirement at 62------------- 35.20 44.00
3. Wile's benefit at 65or with
child in ber care------------ 22.00 27.50
4. Wife's benefit at62----------- 16. 50 20.70
5. 1 child at retired sr disabled
worker................---22.00 27.50
6. Widnw, 62or elder..........--44.00 55.00
7. Widow at 60, nochild--------- 38.20 47.70
8. Disabled widow at age50............--33.40
9. Widow under 62and1child.-66.00 82.50
10. Widow under 62 and2children- 66.00 82.50
11.1Ssrviving child............--44.00 55.00
12.2 surniving children..........--66.00 82.50
66.00 82.50
13. Maximum family beneeit.h -14. Maximum lamp-sum det
payment..............----132.00 165.00

$78.20 $88.40
62.60 70. 80
39.10
29.40
39.10
64.60
56.00
---117.40
102.00
58.70
117.40
120.00

$300

H.R.
Presest
12080
law

$350
H.R. Present
12880
law

$550

$8501
H.R.
12880

H.R. Present
12080
law

H.R.
12080

$124.20
99.40

$140.40
112.40

$135.90
108.80

$153.60
122.90

$168.00
134.40

$189.90
152.00

$218.00
174.40

62.10
46.60

78.20
58.70

68.00
51.00

76.80
57.60

84.00
63.00

95.00
71.30

niOSOG
0
78.80

$101.70
81.40

$115.00
92.08

50.9o
38.20

57.50
43.20

56.20
42.20

44.20
50. 90
73.00
84.00
63.30
72. 80
44.50 ----132.60
152.60
132.60
202.40
66. 30
76.30
112.60
152.60
132.60
202. 40

57.50
94.90
82.30
57.60
172.60
202.40
86.30
172.60
202.40

56.20
92.80
80.50
---168.60
240.00
84.30
168.60
240.00

63.60
62.10
104.90
102.50
91.00
88.90
63.60 ----198.80
186.40
240.00 279.60
95.40
93.20
190.80
186.40
248.00
280.80

78.20
68.00
115.90
112.20
108.50
97.30
78.30 ----210.60
204.00
280.80 306.00
105.30
102.00
210.60
204.00
280.80
399.20

76.80
84.00
126.80
138.60
189.90
120.20
76.90 ----230.40
252. 00
322.40 368.00
115.20
126.00
230.40
252. 08
322.40
368.00

95.00
156.70
135.90
95.00
285. 00
395.60
142.50
285. 00
395.60

109.00
179.90
156.00
199.10
327. 00
434.40
163.50
327. 00
434.40

255.00

255.00

255. 00

255.00

255.00

255.00

255.08

44.20
33.20

234.60 255. 00

255.00

I'Masimam AMEunder H.R.12080.
Snurce: Social Seucrity Administration.

$ti2. 40 $127.10
90.00
101.70

$400
H.R. Present
12080
law

2

63.60
47.70

255. 00

255. 00

255.00

Maximum wife's benefit

TABLE 2.-MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTION AMOUNTS UNDER
AMENDMENTS-OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, DISABILITY, AND HOSPITAL INSURANCE
OASDT
Calendar year

Pre-leas
law

Health insarance

19~67 Previoas
amendlaw
ments

1967
amendments

OASDT

Total
Previous
law

1967
amend1ments

1967
amendmusts

Previnus
law

1967.................---$389.40 $389.40
1968.................----389.40
452.40
1969-70...............---435.60
491.40
1971-72...............---435.60
538.20
1973-75...............---462. 00 546.00

$33.00
33.00
33.00
33.00
36.30

546.00

52.80

Calendar year

Previous
law

Employee
1967...............$257.40 $257.40
1968.................---257.40
296.40
1969-70...............---290. 40 327.60
1971-72...............--290. 40 358.80
1973-75...............--320. 10 390.00
1987and alter...........-

320.1tO 390.00

$33.00
33.00
33.00
33.00
36.30

$33.00
46.80
46.80
46. 80
50.70

52.80

70.20

Source: Chief Actuary, Social Security Administratkbii.

Health insurance
1967
amendmusts

Total
Preninas
law

1967
amendments

$33.00O$422.40
46. 80 422.40
46.80 468.60
46.80
468.60
50.70 498.30

$422.
40
499.20
538.20
585.00
596.70

Self-employed
$290.40 $290.40
290. 40 343.20
323.40 374.40
323.40
405.60
356.40 440.70
372.90

460.20

1987and after...........--462. 00

70.20

514.80

616.20
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TABLE 3.-ESTI MATED ADDITIONAL OASD
IBENEFIT PAYMENTS IN CAL ENDAR YEARS1968.1969,AND 1972UNDER
AMEN DM ENTS
[In millions of dollarsi
Item

1968

1969

General benefit increase..------------------------ 2,5,29
Benefit increase for transitional insured---------------6
Benefit increase for transitional noninsured------------43
Liberalized benefits with respect to women workers..-.73
Special disability insered states under age31----------60

1972

3,190
7
43
90
72

3,604
5
25
101
77

Item

1968

Disabled widow's benefits at age50-------- ---------Earnings test liberalization------------------------Total -----------------------------------

50
140

____

1969

1972

63
221

73
244

_____

2,901

3,686

4,129

Source: Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration.
TABLE 4.-COMPARISON OFCONTRIBUTION INCOME AND BENEFIT OUTGO
PRESENT
UNDER
LAWAND UNDER
AMENDMENTS,OLD-AGE.SURVIVORS, DISABILITY, AND HOSPITAL INSURANCE
[In billions of dollars
Calendar year

Contribution income

Benefit outgo

Excess
of contributiuns over benefits

Calendar year

Contribution ncome

Benefit outgo

Present law
1967---------------------1968--------1969---------------------1970---------------------1971---------------------1972----------------------

28.5
29.6
33.7
35.2
36.2
37.2

Excess
of contrihu
tions ever benefits

Amendments

24.2
25.5
26.9
28.2
29.4
30.8

4.3
4.1
6.8
7.0
6.8
6.4

1968---------------------1969---------------------1970---------------------1971---------------------1972----------------------

31.0
35.2
36. 8
40. 8
42. 5

28.3
30.4
31.8
33.3
34.7

2.7
4.8
5.0
7.5
7.8

Source: Chief Actuary, Social Secerity Administration.
TABLE 5.-DETAIL OFPUBLIC WELFARE
ANDCHILD HEALTH COSTSAGREED
TO BYTHE CONFERENCE
COMMITTEE
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal

Fiscal

rgear

1'ear

Fiscal
r9ar,

Public assistance:
AFDCcosts if there is no change in
present law'----------1,462.0 1,555.01,647.0
Title XIX costs if2 there is no change
in present law --------1,391.0 1,913.0 2,289.0
All ether public assistance costs if
there isno change is present law'.- 1,647.0 1,700. 0 1,725. 0
Subtotsl, present law---------- 4, 500. 0 5,168. 0 5,661. 0
_____

Iecreases Inthe bill:
Daycare.....................--Nothr social services..............-Earnings exemptions..............-Work training....................-Foster care....................---

____

____

Fiscal
rear

Fiscal

Fiscal

Fiscal

Fiscal

rear

rear

rgear

gear

1,741.0

1,837.0

2,690.0

3,118.0

1,750. 0
6,181.0

1,776. 0
-in
6,731.0

_____

_____

(4)
(4)
(4)

35.0
35.0
20.0
129.0

80. 0
70.0
25.0
165.0

160.0
100.0
30.08
289.0

(4)

10.0

20.0

33.0

30

Emergency assistance.............-(4)
10.0
Puerto Riceet al................-(4)
7.8
Demonstration projects............-(4)
2.0
Additional child health requirements
in title XIX................................---OAA, AB APTD spouses under
medicaid.............----:.....(4)
14.0
Medical review program for nursing
homes.............................--2. 5
Subtotal, increases.............- 50

265.3

20.0
11.0
2.0

350.0
125.0
35.0
308.0
40.0

35.0
14.2
2.0

35.0
17. 5
2.0

30. 0

40.0

50.0

15.0

16. 0

17. 0

5.0

7.5

10.0

646.7

989.5

-



Subtotol decreases--------------- 15 -415. 0-831.0 -1,286.0
Net cost of savings due to public
3
197
380
assistance-amendments.........-3
-197 38.
Total public assistance an
amendedl by bill............-4,535 5,018. 3 5,237. 0
__ _ _

3Assumes continued decline in number of old-age assistance and old to Ike blind recipients, and

TABLE 6.-WORK TRAINING IMPACT OFWORK
INCENTIVE
PROGRAM
Full-time
Federal
job
Work
AFDC Trainees PlaceFiscal year
training
redaction
(thoumenits
expenses
due to sands)'
after
(millions)
training
training
(millions)
(thousands)
1968----

$30

1969...........129
1970---165

1971
-------

197_----- 30

-----$11

-63
S

__257

27
110
150

19

280_

-----

13

55
7
95__

1ear

__ _ _

-693
-6.3
5,541. 7
_ _ _ _

60.0
50.0
10.0

-1,766.0
765
765
5,954.5
_ _ _ _

60.0
50.0
15.0

60.0
50.0
15.8

65.0
5.0

65.0
5.0

_______

Subtotal, increases.................... 50.0
Social work manpower....................-5.0
Net public welfare cost or savings
in bill......................--

60. 0
5.0
____

38

-94.7

____

-323. 0
___

Child Health:
Authorizations inbill...............-203
Authorization in present law..........198
5

_____

-569.3

-706.5

____

250.0
210. 5

275.0
225.5

300.0
225. 5

325.0
225.5

39.5

49.5

74.5

99.5

continued increase in old to the permanently and totally disabled, basedonexperience; allows
increases for average payments.
4 1968cost of$20,000,880 related to these items undistributed.
Nt:Cssaebsda 98pie xeta oe nasmtos
Source: U.S.Department of Health, Educat~on,
and Welfare.

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, H.R. 12080,
the Social Security Amendments of 1967,
was the product of long and exhaustive
deliberations on the part of the Comnmittee on Ways and Means. It was the
subject of 8 hours of debate in this body.
Aso1iaypsedb
Huey
Asoiialypse
ythe Hueby
the overwhelmingmargin of 415 to 3, it
. was a good bill and I am pleased that the
conference committee adopted most of
the welfare provisions in the original
Hosvein.of
It was a bill I supported, and I have

Tota757
250Although,
84
-47
84-46
77
20
been shocked to learn that Federal tax
I rciietso
oe nt ncudpioit II or pojct.
dollars, through the so-called war on
2 Includes $8,000,000 I-yearcost for priority III work projects
poverty, apparently have been used to
(for public agencies),
misinform welfare recipients regarding
Source: U.S.Deportment of Labor,
the contents of the measure,
Ttl

__ _ _

Child welfare:
Present law.....................-55
55. 0
Increase for child welfare services............ 45. 0
Increase for child welfare research.............5. 0

Increase in bill...................
I Assumes annual increase In the rolls of about 200,000, based enthe experience of the past
several years; allows increase of $1each year in the average monthly payment per recipient, in
lionwith recent experience.
2Includes allImedical vendor payments; assumes 5-percent annual increase In unit costs after

Fiscal

Decreases in the bill:
AFDClimitation................................................._-----
AFDCreductions for persons trained---------.-11.0 -63.0
-145.0
-257. 0
Restrictions en title XIX----------- ------- -329.0 -678.0 -1,037.0 -1,405.0
Decreases in public assistance due ts
social secerity benefit increase....
-15
-65. 0 -70. 0
-75.0
-75. 0
Federal participation In cost oncare
"Intermediate care facilities---- ------- -10.0
-20.0
-29.0
-29.0

_____

443.0

Fiscal
realr

I have at hand a letter which was
mailed to ADC-Inothers in Black Hawk
County, Iowa, bearing the names of the
president, vice president, secretary, and
treasurer of a group called Mothers for
Adequate Welfare. This group was
formed with the staff assistance of the
legal services. program, Black Hawk
County Legal Aid Society, Waterloo,
Iowa, and the legal services program is
operating with a grant from the Office
Economic Opportunity of more than
$66,000.

as I say, the letter bears the
names of the officers of the Mothers for
Adequate Welfare, I have reason to be
lieve- that it was prepared by Robert C.
Oberbillig, director of the legal services
program, or by a member of his staff.'
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I am confident that the distinguished
It is interesting to note that the Black
Hawk County group has affiliated with gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. MILLS]
an outfit in Washington known as the and other members of the Comnmit~ee on
Ways and Means resent, as I do, this
ru.Oeaig
Poet ihsAto
from the Poverty Rights Action Center, attempt to misinform welfare recipients
1713 R.Street NW., Washington, D.C., regarding the purpose of the public asthis is the organization which reportedly sistance provisions of the bill on which
mobilized ADC mothers to disrupt hear- they worked so long and hard.
It is my understanding, Mr. Speaker,
ings before the Senate Finance Cointhre s nthig
as comitee
on-tha
mitee
1080whi
othng ii H..
H.. 1080whch
tat tereis
hatcommtte
cowenwa
mitte hentha
sidering H.R. 12080. Referring to the would require any adult or child, who is
demonstration, the lead paragraph of a suffering from a physical or other handiWashington Post article on September cap, to take a job. And it is not intended,
as I understand the bill, to take a mother
20, 1967, reads as follows:
A hitter hand of welfare mothers staged a

away from the home where her presence

the oppression of the welfare poor will not be
eliminated . .. . In order to generate a crisis,
the poor must obtain benefits which they
have forfeited
By crisis, we mean a publicly visible dis-

would raise objections when this body

the AFDC Case Load. For Congress to deny
food to needy children, some yet unborn is

an.

JtErHc.iAVE.
Rev. FRANCIS G. O'SULLIVAN.
Rev. EUGENE P. McNAMARA.

Conference Committee Report Social Secu
rity Bill appalling Title II provisions frees
ing AFDC Case Load and forcing work morally
and
financially unsound. Plead with you not
to accept
Conference Committee Report or
any Bill with these regressive features. Would
be tremendous set hack for the Nation.
at. Rev. JoasEr T. ALVES.
Chairman, Social Policy and Act ion
Division, Nafionlal

Association

of

Social Workers, MassachusettsCoun
is needed. Neither would any child be
cil of Chapter.
Committee yesterday after testifying that made to quit school and take a job.
It does not seem to occur to those indi
there would be a "holocaust in every city" if
[From the Boston Globe, Dec. 12, 1967J
teeAD
restrictive House-passed welfare changesviulwhwodmsnfr
LET 'EM EAT CARE
that what they are doing is
bcmlamothers
With Congress racing to get away from
Also interesting to note is the fact that jeopardizing the entire aid to dependent
a member of the board of directors of the children program, for make no mistake Washington for a month's Christmas vaca
can slow down the tion, there is probably little to be done about
it, unless
is one
Group
Poverty Rights Action
rae we
o grwthin he um-the Conference Committee's agreement on
he about
remedou
lowrda
Richrd
pofesorin
he um-amendments to the Social Security law ex
he
remedou rae o grwthin
Richrd
pofesorinlowrda
eapt to deplore the committee's niggardli
School of Social Work, Columbia Univer- ber of those receiving aid, the ADHC prosity, New York City. Let me read the gram could be abandoned because of the ness.
Deplored, then, It is. And to the hilt. It
following from an article written by Clo- inability of hard-pressed taxpayers to
comes on the heels of another such comn
ward and a Frances Fox Piven which ap- pay the costs.
Under the circumstances, it is indeed maittee's cutting of the antipoverty authori
peared in the May 2, 1966, issue of the
strange that anyone who purports to be zation a few days earlier, the slashing of for
Nation magazine:
The right to income must be guaranteed or interested in the welfare of ADC mothers elgn aid funds and the pittance distributed

"wait-in" for the entire Senate Finance

due improvements in the program.

w'ith such fanfare for the Model Cities proIt comes at a time when billions are
iuesntogovrn
setil pouingne uninearruptedl
metfnacdreerh.o.uproicar
craft, safe automobiles, nuclear produced gas

report on Social Security. OASDI recipients
deserve much more than meager increases it

date.
Children and welfare mothers are hit at

And I am confident the vast majority contains. We deplore punitive Welfare proof citizens of the district I have the honor visions in report which unfairly and unjustly
of representing would not want me to penalize Naiton's poor just because they are
yield. I am also confident they do not poor. Your vote for rejection of Conference
approve of the use of Federal tax revenue Report would enable a new conference to
to support the activities of the Mothers write an adequate Social Security Bill,
MEANT,
gopGEORGE
we ta
fo deuteWlfr
AFL-CIO.
tht
goupPresident,
for
deqateWelarewhe
has affiliated with a radical national orWe urge your leadership to persuade the
ganization which apparently advocates
revolution and threatens a "holocaust in House to reject Conference Report gn H.R.

one end of the bill and the aged ill at the
other. Typical is the provision limiting the
sum which the aged infirm may deduct from
their income taxes for medicines and drugs.
This is not only unfair but an instance of
borrowing from Peter to pay Paul, for plainly
the aged poor will have to get the money for

fcntu-gram.
banaoto
atepst
tive measures to bring about long over-

Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts, Mr. and oil and other such private industry proj
Speaker, at this time, I wish to call the acts, including virtually unsupervised spend
attention of the Members to a few of the ing by the arms and mumitions Industry.
It confirms fears that any cuts which
many messages I have received throughout the country in opposition to that part Washington is about to make In spending
HR.100will be at the expense of those least able to
cnfrceepr
oth
pay and least able to defend their interests.
.28
rftecofersnto thepoa idfor
it justifies the outrage of progressive sean
which rfstoheadordependeiit
children caseload freeze. They come from tors who will demand (forlornly at this late
some of the outstanding authorities in date) that the Senate reject it and return it
the Nation and I ask leave to enter some to a new and rectifying conference.
Its most regressive feature is the proposed
of them in the RECORD at this time. I also
act to avert,
po
include an editorial that appeared in the revision of welfare laws curtailing benefits
atil
o ti
Wht
athr h
and dependen hlrn
on Tuesday, December 12, to welfare mothers
Globe
pose is the destruction of established SYS- Boston
the concern of that A government once called humanitarian has
expresses
1967, which
to save a few dollars at the expense
peratrtedecided
tems unless the demands of welfare nesaewihwl
fe h of children whose crime is that they un
ilapa
hc
recipients, no matter how unreasonablenwppr
wisely chose to be born into welfare fain
are met. I have no intention of submitting messages:
AFL-CIO urges you vote against conference ilies after a legislatively prescribed cutoff
to their intimidation and political blackruption in some institutional sphere. Crisis
can occur spontaneously (e.g. riots) or as the
intended result of tactics of demonstration
and protest which either generate institutional disruption or bring unrecognized disruption to public attention. Public trouble is
political liability: it calls for action by PonitIcal leaders to stabilize the situation, Because crisis usually creates or exposes conflict
it threatens to produce cleavages in a political
consensus which politicians will ordinarily

mail.

every city."

Getting back to the letter which was
disribtedby heMothers for Adequate
ditibtdbyteSenate
Welfare, let me read excerpts from it
with reference to the welfare provisions
of H.R. 12080:
If the Senate should pass this bill in its
present form, you (ADC Mothers) would be

12080. Title 11 is most harmful legislation
affecting children to be proposed during last
32 years. Please use strongest efforts to adopt
version or eliminate Title II of Bill,
JOSEPH H. REID,
Executive Director, Child Welfare
League of/America.
United Community Services of Metropoli-

essential medication from one quarter or
-another-if not out of deductions from taxes,

then from welfare or private charity and
with all of the humiliation forced on Such
recipients.

Great to-do has been made of an increase
of $1680 from the currant limitation of $1500
in the wages which may be earned without
losing Social Security benefits. But this is
merely to continue a gross inequity, for the
premiums already have been paid and there
is no such limitation at all on unearned
income.

tan Boston strongly opposes punitive Welfare

The crowning bit of nonsense is in the

how much money they would pay you. If you
had any children 16 years or older In your
family, they too would be required to work,
What this law basically means if It is
passed is that you are of no value to your

provisions of Social Security Amendment Bill
particularly AFDC Case Load Freeze. Respectfully urge Massachusetts delegation stand
together to defeat these restrictions,
JOHN 0. RHomE,
President.

meager increase in benefits, an increase
which underscores the fact that the Social
Security law is not a security law at all, but
an insecurity law. There can be no objection
to the proposed increase in premiums. But
$1680 a year (the maximum now permitted

you be taken out Of the home to work or
they be taken from You than to have you
care for your children as you are presently.

Conference

Committee recommendation for Social Security Amendments. Please do not vote to limit

imum in Social Security monthly benefits)
figures -out at $45 a week, which is scarcely
enough to maintain a man without other as-

required to work in jobs that would be
assigned to you by the County regardless of

children and that it would be better that

Appalled

at

Congressional

in wages) plus $55 a month (the new min
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sistance-other assistance which the law, In1 the making. There can be no immediate
theory, is intended to obviate,
and simple solution. If we believe otherThe compromise, says the A.FtL.-C.I.O. is wise, and pursue easy answers, then 5
inhumane. It may not be that. But It comes
close.
years from now we shall find ourselves
lamenting our failures as we today comMr. Speaker, I strongly endorse the plain about those of the past 5 years. We
sentiments expressed in these messages must, therefore, reconcile ourselves to a
pertaining to AFDC and child welfare, long and sustained, and no doubt, costly
I opposed these restrictive amendments effort and meanwhile refrain from imas a member of the House Ways and posing upon defenseless children the cost
Means Committee.
of society's or their parent's failures and
I am particularly distressed with the inadequacies,
recommendations accepted by the conIt is my intention to continue efforts
ferees in the field of aid to dependent toward the expansion of social services,
children. This program was originally as well as a removal of the restrictions
initiated to provide funds which could imposed on the AFDC program, in an atmeet the financial needs of families tempt to meet the needs of our homeless,
with children, and would encourage a neglected, and deprived children.
strengthening of the family unit by keepFor the future of child welfare, I hope
ing children and parents together,
to see adequate Federal laws which will
Under this program, the conferees protect both the child and our society; a
have asked us to withhold support from sufficient number of trained personnel
those children who represent an increase and the necessary facilities to provide
in the proportionate number receiving social services which will be equally
AFDC. in each State. It has placed an available to all children in all political
emphasis on insuring that adults and subdivisions; adequate health services to
older children in AFDC families enter insure the physical, emotional, and mnenthe labor market and accept employment talI well-being of children; extensive reso they may become self-sufficient. I be- search in child behavior; and the opporlieve we too often forget that in most tunity for the highest quality of eduAFDC families there is only one per- cation.
cent-a. mother-and if she be required
I know of the worthwhile assistance
to work, the care of preschool children the many private charitable and reliwould necessarily be left to others, usu- gious groups have given needy children,
ally older children who are forced to drop and I am aware of the millions of dollars
out of school in order to help at home,
they have contributed, along with affiliAnd, too, there is the appalling sugges- ated organizations. I have seen the outtion that we abandon, the concept of standing results achieved by volunteer
comparability mn medical servlces as workers in providing not only financial
originally mandated under title XI.
assistance to our children, but also the
This would have the effect of downgrad- guidance and understanding which is so
ing standards of medical care for chil- often absent in broken or disrupted
dren in AFDC families, their caretakers, homes. I know they will continue their
as well as the disabled and the blind. It services and dedication in making this a
hardly seems possible that a Nation as better world for underprivileged chilwealthy as ours cannot provide adequate dren.
medical care for the most dependent and
Because they have shown an impresvulnerable of its members.
sive interest along these lines, I am conMan
or o taes icldig
hefident that by joining efforts we can reCommonwealth of Massachusetts, are duce the burdens weighing heavily upon
moving forward by placing control of this, our most vulnerable minority group.
welfare programs at a statewide level;
however, the AFDC restrictions conMr. Speaker, in closing may I say that
tamned in this bill would reemphasize the I am not satisfied with the 13-percent
role of the local agencies by requiring increase for social security recipients,
that they be responsible for such moral The 89th Congress promised to the aged
judmens
a th liitng f ilegtimteof this country an increase that would be
judgmens, arvsiothe limitin ofanigitiate effective January 1,. 1967-this promise
biths, petrovisiong ofofhamil coanntingtesan
was not kept. It took a full year to bring
"uthe bdeteraminin hof watcostiuts
this bill back to the floor of the House.
"sitbl"
ail
hmeif.When
this bill was first reported to the
Once again the Federal Government is Homse by the Ways and Means Commitpointing the finger of moral justice at tee, I voted for it becamse of the parliaone class of our population. I do not be- mentary situation. I voted for the bill
lieve we in the Federal Government are then in order to keep the bill alive hopqualified to make moral judgments of ing and praying that when it reached
this nature, and should exert every effort the other body increases would be made
to remove, rather than encourage, the in the amounts for all Social Security
stigma which has long been attached to recipients and that the minimum pay-those families receiving AFDC and other ment would be raised to a realistic figure
Public assistance funds,
in order that the aged of this country
The most tragic fact about these re- could survive in the face of rising prices
gressive proposals is that they are all to and the rising cost of living. This bill is
be at the expense of children. It is un- inadequate, this bill should go back to
derstandable that some of us should be the conference committee even if it
Perplexed and frustrated over the grow- means that we stay here in session. The
ing number of families requiring public distinguished chairman of the Homse
support and services. But the problems Ways and Means Committee in answer
which these families face, and which we to my question about returning this bill
are attempting to solve are extremely to conference indicated that it would
complex and have been generations in mean a delay of 1 month. In my opin-
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ion it would be far better for the social
security recipients to receive a higher in
crease in benefits and have the minimumi
amounts raised to the version adopted by
the Senate than to accept this confer
ence report. I know it means a little in
convenience for the membership. How
ever in view of the harsh restrictions in
the AFDC amendments and the lack of
adequate increases for the aged I am
compelled in good conscience to vote
against the conference committee report.
If this takes place I would then move
that the House conferees go back into
conference with the other body and take
steps to increase social security and re
move the restrictions placed on innocent
children under the AFDC provisions.
GENERAL LEAVE TO EXTEND

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani
mous consent that all Members desiring
to do so may have permission tu revise
and extend their remarks at this point
in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
BOLAND). IS there objection to the re
quest of the gentleman from Arkansas?
There was no objection.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker,
House Republicans applaud final passage
of the Social Security Amendments of
1967 as legislation badly needed to re
lieve the plight of milliona of older
Americans whose lives have been ravaged
by Johnson-Humphrey administration
inflation.
Republicans pressed for quick passage
of social security benefit increases before
the end of the last session. The ranking
Republican on the House Ways and
Means Committee, the gentleman from
Wisconsin, Representative JOHN W.
BYRNES, stressed the urgency of action
then and contributed significantly to the
drafting of the 1967 amendments when
earlier action was prevented by the
majority.
Great credit should go to Mr. BYRNES
and other Republicans among the House
conferees on the social security legisla
tion for giving such strong support to
the distinguished chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee, the gentleman
from Arkansas, Representative WILBUR
MILLS.
I commend the House conferees for
bringing back to our Chamber a final
proposal which is constructive and will
be beneficial to our senior citizens. Re
publicans are happy to join with their
Democratic friends in endorsing that
product, a measure they had no small
part in shaping.
Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Speaker, I reluctantly have decided to
vote in favor of the pending social se
curity conference report.
I had hoped to have the opportunity
to offer a motion to recommit the bill
with instructions to the Homse conferees
to accept the more liberal Senate version.
However, under the rules of the House,
the prior right to exercise this motion
was exercised by the gentleman from
California [Mr. UTTL As we know, the
rules of the House provide for only one
motion to recommit; thus the motion Of
the gentleman from California [Mr. UTTJ
precludied any additional efforts along
this line.
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'In voting for the conference report, I clal security benefits could well result in
would like to state for the record that a net decrease in the monthly income of
at no time has any Member of this those drawing veterans' or widows' of
House, except those who served on the veterans pensions. I understand from the
Ways and Means Committee, had any distinguished chairman of the House
opportunity to amend and improve this Veterans' Affairs Committee that we will
legislation,
have an opportunity to vote on a bill beI am disappointed that this legislation fore the adjournment of this session that
does niot contain an extension of medical will correct this unthinkable result, but I
care, as the President recommended, to think it important to emphasize that in
the disabled beneficiaries under OASDI. the absence of such corrective legislation,
The failure to provide a $100 social se- this bill--standing on its own-would recurity minimum payment for those who sult in thousands of veterans or widows of
have worked 25 years or longer in coy- veterans receiving a net reduction in
ered employment, the cutback from the their veterans' pensions.
Senate version of $70 per month miniAs it may be gathered, the decision
mum, the reduced taxable wage base, as whether to vote for or against this conwell as failure to provide fair treatment ference committee report is a most diffi
for the blind all represent lamentable cult one. The social security benefits, aldeficiencies in this bill,
though too small, are better than none at
Further, the failure to guarantee to all. Millions upon millions of low-lncome
each of the Nation's aged, blind, and dis- Americans rely primarily, if not excluabled public assistance recipients the sively, on social security to maintain
modest $7.50 per month increase borders themselves and their families,
On balance, I resolved that it Is probon the inexcusable. As a matter of fact,
about one-half of the 2.8 million recip- ably wiser to guarantee this increase in
ients in the adult categories of aged, benefits-inadequate although it may
blind, and disabled will not, and cannot be-that millions will receive. This must
under any circumstances, receive any in- outweigh my grave concern for the
crease of any kind as a result of the pas- smaller but still very significant number
sage of this bill because they do not re- of people in similar economic circumceive any income outside the public as- stances who will receive nothing at all as
sistance grant. This is the case because a result of the unnecessary gaps in this
the only provision of the bill permitting legislation and some hundreds of thouthese public assistance recipients to re- sands of others who will receive an unceive any benefit under the bill requires, necessary cutback in the level of their
in the first instance, that said recipients Government's commitment to bring them
have some outside income-for example, a better life.
from social security, railroad retirement,
Mr. MINISH. Mr. Speaker, I would like
relatives' contributions, or other sources. to take this opportunity to comment on
For the balance of the adult public the conference report on H.R. 12080, the
assistance recipients-who do have some Social Security Amendments of 1967.
outside income, primarily social secuThe legislation represents a construcrity-this legislation will not of itself pro- tive enlargement, and improvement of
vide even these persons with any increase the social security system in many rein their small monthly grant. It will first spects, including an expanded authorizarequire that the State legislatures must tion for child health and day care proenact into law special provision permit- grams, a 13-percent rise in social seting the recipients to retain up to a $7.50 curity payments, an increase in the miniper month ceiling from any social secu- mum monthly benefit from $44 to $55,
rity or other income that they may re- and a clarification and strengthening of
ceive. In the event a State fails to so act, many of the soft spots in the medicare
all of the aged, blind, and disabled recip- program.
lents in that State will be denied any
However, the serious defects in the
benefit increases under this bill and there measure before us are most distressing
will be a corresponding decrease-dollar to those of us who are deeply interested
for dollar-in the public assistance grant, in making social security more responfor every dollar increase provided on the sive to the felt needs of our people. The
Soclal Security side of this bill.
meager increase in benefits will do little
The cruel and unnecessary "freeze" as to ease the grim plight of most of our
of January 1, 1968, in the AFDC program retired people. Social security is the
where parental support is denied by vir- chief, and for the great majority of our
tue of the desertion of the family by the older people, the only source of retirefather will result in either the denial of ment income. In view of the fact that a
assistance to untold thousands of de- fully adequate level -of social security
pendent children or an increase in the payments would require a much greater
already overburdened budgets of the in- boost in present payments, the approved
dustrial and growing States of the increase of 13 percent is clearly inadeNation.
*quate.
The cutbacks and severe limitation on
The conference report also represents
the income permitted persons entitled to a step backward from more enlightened
medical care under title XIX will result welfare practices and forbodes enormous
in hundreds of thousands of the Nation's additional welfare costs for our already
medically indigent being denied needed hardpressed State and local governmedical care or in the further shifting ments. I. was opposed to the punitive
of the financial burden to sustain this public welfare amendments contained in
program from the Federal Treasurry to the bill reported by the Ways and Means
the State and local taxpayers.
Committee and which, of course, were
There is one further concern that I not subject to floor amendment under
should like to express. The increased so- the closed rule prevailing in the House.
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I was gratified at the more liberal and
realistic changes made by the Senate,
and it is most disheartening that these
did not prevail in conference.
The welfare benefit freeze contained
in H.R. 12080 will impose heavy tax bur
dens on local communities. It is strong
ly opposed by State and local authorities~
and by the overwhelming majority of ex
perts from sociological and psychologi
cal disciplines. Dr. Lloyd W. McCorkle,
the commissioner of the Department of
Institutions and Agencies of the State of
New Jersey, has wired me:
New Social Security legislation, HR 12080
as reported out of Senate-House conference
contains provision freezing federal participa
tion in aid to families of dependent children
program if adopted this can be catastrophic
for New Jersey. particularly our urban cen
ters New Jersey will suffer because 1-it is
nationally recognized that the number of
welfare recipients has been maintained at a
low level in New Jersey and 2-New Jersey
has the third highest rate of In-migration in
the nation. Freeze on Federal participation
would place the entire cost of increased
loads on State, county and municipal govern
mets
The cities in the 11th Congressional
District and Essex County, in which they
are located, are already assuming a qis
proportionate share of public welfare
costs caused chiefly by immigration from
rural areas. A real fiscal crisis confronts
these communities which will be further
aggravated by the restrictions on Fed
eral participation contained in this legis
lation.
The conference report before this
House today falls far short of what we
owe to the retired and to the poor in our,
affluent society. I, for one, will continue
to fight for achieving a social security
system that will more fully achieve its
noble purpose of insuring the security
and dignity of its beneficiaries.
Mr. DONOHUE. Mr. Speaker, every
one is aware that there are a substantial
number of us here who have serious
misgivings about the potential hardships
and inequities that may be inherent in
several of the conference report recoin
mendations such as, among others, the
proposed freeze on aid to dependent
children, the unrealistic features of the
mandatory work training programs for
welfare recipients, the restrictive costs
ceiling on medicade, the very meager in
crease in the outside earnings limita
tions and failure to include the workers
reduced benefit retirement age to 60.
However, we are reluctantly impelled,
at this moment, to accept this report be
cause we all know that under the present
Chamber proceedings, we are afforded
no opportunity to offer and appeal for
support of remedial amendments; it is
either this conference report or no so
cial security bill this year or very likely
next year.
Of course, we have no question of the
sincerity and diligence of the members
of the conference committee of both
sides of Congress in their dedicated ef
forts to work out a compromise to resolve
more than 295 differences between the
House and Senate versions of the origi
nal legislation,
There is no doubt that the 13-percent
general increase in benefits, one of the
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largest raises in history affecting some
23 million of our elderly citizens who
have lived in anticipation over these past
several months, will help them in financially adjusting to the expected price rises
immediately ahead.
Although the amount that retired persons can earn and still collect benefits
was by no means raised enough, it must,
however, be considered a further step in
the right direction. The provisions extending hospital care under medicare-to
120 days and the simplifying of paper
work in that program are additional and
welcome changes for the better.
,The many other improvements affecting all of those enrolled under our social
security system have already and extensively been explained by the able managers of this report and we have no intention, at this day and hour, to indulge
in unnecessary repetition.
Because the report contains certain
necessary improvements in the overall
social security structure and because it
has been indicated that an opportunity
will be granted to us early next session
to review the questionable provisions of
this conference agreement, we are constrained to accept it for the real benefits
it does project for those who are in urgent need of them while we resolve to
remove the inequities as soon as it is
legislatively possible to do so.
Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to express my support for the conference report on the Social Security
Amendments Act of 1067. Although this
bill is not entirely adequate In providing
for the rapidly increasing needs of senior
citizens, It does represent an Important
improvement in the social security program,
However, much more must be done. An
increasing number of our population
joins the ranks of the senior citizen each
year. ,One in every I 1 persons in the
United States is aged 65 or over-a total
of 181½ million. This number exceeds the
total population of 20 of our States. In
this century, the percentage of the U.S.
population aged 65 and over more than
doubled-from 4.5 percent in 1900 to 9.4
percent in 1965-while the number increased sixfold-from 3 million to more
than 18 million. By the year 2000 we exPect to have 28 million senior citizens,
about a 40-percent increase. California
Is expected to have over 21½ million senlor citizens by 1985, an increase of over
1 million. An American born in 1900
could expect only to reach his 40th birthday; an American born today can expect
to reach his 70th.
Yet, 85 percent of older people have
annual incomes of less than $2,500, and
66 percent of them earn less than $1,500
annually,
These figures represent a national
challenge--one that we must meet by
passing this social security legislation
and by recognizing that a great deal
more, must be done to update and improve our social security system so that
it will meet the ever-increasing and constantly changing needs of our senior
citizens,
Our gross national product-the value
of total output of goods and servicesincreased from $285 billion In 1950 to
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$790 billion in 1967 to date. The rate
of increase was nearly 7 times the increase in the total population over the
same period. Average per capita disposable income increased from $1,384 to
$2,747 an increase of $1,363 or 98.5 percent.
These statistics make it clear that we
have not done enough to help our senior
citizens and that we must make a greater
effort to improve the income for retired
citizens, provide better housing, medical
care, social services, education, and
recreation.
-program.
Under the Social Security Amendments
Act of 1967 now before the House there
is a 13 percent increase in benefits for
more than 24 million Americans. Average
monthly benefits paid to retired workers*
and their wives are increased from $145
to $165 and minimum monthly benefits
for a retired worker are increased from
$44 to $55. Monthly benefits would range
from $55 to $160.50 for retired workers
now on the social security rolls. The
special benefits paid to certain uninsured
individuals age 72 and over would be increased from $35 to $40 a month for a
single person from $52.50 to $60 for a
couple.
The bill increases from $1,500 to $1,680
the amount of annual outside earnings
a person may earn without the loss of
social security benefits. Although this
is far from adequate it does represent a
step in the right direction. I introduced
a bill to raise the amount to $3,600 which
I feel is a more realistic figure.
The Social Security Amendments Act
of 1967 also improves the medicare program by increasing hospitalization coyerage. Each medicare beneficiary will be
provided with a lifetime reserve of 60
days of hospital care after the 90 days
covered in a "spell of illness"~ have been
exhausted. It also allows a patient to submit an Itemized bill for payment under
medicare rather than having to pay the
bill first and then submit a paid receipt
for reimbursement. Senior citizens, with
a low income to begin with, cannot af
ford to divert precious resources to Pay
for high medicare costs and then wait
for reimbursement under medicare.
I am particularly pleased that this bill
also requires the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare's Advisory
Council to submit by January of 1969 a
report outlining the problems encountered thus far by the implementation and
operation of medicare and make recoinmendations for improvements. I know
that many senior citizens in My district
of Riverside and Imperial Counties in
California have expressed concern over
the initial delays and Problems of medicare. Although medicare has been greatly
improved, I feel that further streamlinirng Is needed.
Millions of older American have received much needed hospital and doctor
care under medicare. The Social Security
Amendments Act of 1967 Provides for the
largest increase in benefits since 1952.
This legislation should be enacted to continue to help our senior citizens maintain
a sense of dignity, self -respect, and flnancial independence,
In, many ways however, this bill does
not go as far as It should. To meet the
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cost of living increase, there Is a need
for a larger increase in benefits. What
would be better yet is an automatic in
crease in benefits tied to the cost of liv
ing. This would obviate the necessity of
periodic legislative action.
Senior citizens also face great diffi
culty in paying for, the cost of prescrip
tion drugs. The Secretary of Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare has been directed to
undertake a comprehensive study Of -the
problems involved in covering the cost of
prescription drugs under the medicare
This study is Presently under
way and I hope that the expensive bur
den of high cost medicine can be lifted
from our elderly.
At the present time in California, property taxes are extremely high and fall
hardest on senior citizens. I-believe that
a comprehensive State, local, and Federal
study should be made to find a way of re
ducing this burden. Tax sharing legisla
tion could be one wa~ of allowing the
States to hold the line on Increasing
property taxes. Another alternative that
should be studied is to allow an appro
priate Federal income reduction for
property taxes which senior citizens must
pay.
These are just some of the areas of
concern to our senior citizens and indi
cate the necessity for continuing efforts
to insure them a better life.
Mr. GILBERT. Mr. Speaker, I am dis
appointed with some of the provisions
of the bill that comes before us today as
the conference report on the Social Se
curity Amendments of- 1967.
As a member of the committee that
drew up this measure, I had 'the oppor
tunity to make my views on some of the
provisions amply known in a separate
dissent. I supported the bill, however,
both in committee and on the floor. I
was hopeful that the provisions which I
regarded as objectionable would be de
leted in conference. Unfortunately, they
were not. I now revert to my original
decision-to support this legislation with
reluctance, feeling that more good
emerges from it than harm.
I object to the presence in this legis
lation of two provisions particularly,
provisions which are directed at the poor
and will cost money to the States which
are most responsible in performing their
social duties.
The first provision sets a freeze at the
present levels di~Federal assistance to,
the States for AFD)C-aid for dependent
children. This means that the States
to which the poor and underprivileged
flock in search of opportunity will be
penalized. New York, for example, would
like to have jobs available for every
migrant into the State but, when there
are no jobs, it cannot. let people starve.
This bill will deny New York-and simi
lar responsible States-all further grants
of funds for this kind of welfare assist
ance. This measure is obviously directed
against the industrial, urban States,
while leaving unaffected those States
with normal outmigration.
I also object to the provision which
cuts back on Federal aid for the pro
gram of medical assistance to the poor,
known as medicaid. Once again, New
York is being penalized for being re
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sponsible. My State has sought to make
sure the poor have good medical care,
irrespective of means. This bill snatches
away from New York the funds that
were Promised to it under the law passed
several Years ago. I object to Congress'
reneging on this commitment.
I commend the conferees, Mr. Speaker,
for bringing back a bill which enlarges
benefits somewhat beyond the 12 1/2percent which the House voted. I note also
that there have been other improvements. I am particularly pleased that the
Provisions remain for the child welfare
program proposed by myself and the
gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
BURKE]. On the whole, this bill has more
advantages than defects and, as a consequence, I will vote to support it. But
I cannot, in good conscience, say that
I am satisfied with its retrogressive provisions and I must announce that I will
seek in committee and on the -floor to
have them repealed in the next session
of Congress.
Mr. RHODES of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, I support the conference report
on the Social Security Amendments of
1967.
I wish to commend the distinguished
gentleman from Arkansas for his leadership in bringing this legislation to the
floor before adjournment of this session.
Those of us who have the privilege of
serving with him on the Ways and
Means Committee know of his symiathy
for the aged and disabled citizens and
his understanding of their problems. We
also know of his outstanding ability and
fairness, which have won him the admiration and respect of all members of
the committee and other Members of
Congress.
I would like to have seen a higher benefit increase and other social security
improvements such as a voluntary retirement age of 60 years, and a higher
minimum than the $55 provided in the
conference report. However, in my judgment, we should act now to give our 23
million elderly citizens the extended
benefits provided in this bill. In my congressional district some' 67,000 people
now receive close to $4 million in
monthly social security checks. The 13percent increase will bring over $600,000
of additional spending power into our
local communities.
Futjjire increases in monthly cash benefits will be needed if we are to provide
our elderly citizens their fair share of
our Nation's abundance.
Mr. Speaker, I agree with the remarks
of our distinguished chairman that new
methods of financing our social security system must be found if we are to
provide more adequate benefits which
our elderly so richly deserve. One answer
is partial financing of the system out of
general revenue. I have introduced legislation which would provide for this
type of financing and I hope our committee will consider it during the next
session of Congress.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speaker, I
rise in support of this conference report
to amend the Social Security Act to increase benefits for recipients under this
act. This congress has devoted as much,
if not more, time considering this legis-
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lation than any other Piece of legislation
before us. The conference report which is
now being considered is the result of
many months of extensive hearings and
review by the Ways and Means Committee, the Senate Finance Committee, and
the House-Senate conference committee. It is, in my opinion, the best bill we
could put together considering the complexity of its provisions and the strong
arguments that were made both pro and
con on the original proposal that was offered to Congress by the administration.
This bill will, undoubtedly, be disappointing to certain individuals and
groups of individuals because it does not
meet the standards of the proposal suggested to Congress, and that certain
limitations have been set on aid for dependent children. However, the overall
provisions of the bill are helpful to the
22.9 million people receiving benefits und 9 r the Social Security Act. By approving this conference report we are not
closing the door on the possibility of considering further amendments to the Social Security Act, to increase benefits as
they are needed and can be supported. I
should think that this would hold true
for the so-called "freeze" on the AFDC
rolls which goes into effect July 1, 1968.
The intent of this "freeze" has a meaningful purpose, but the provision, at this
tim4Z, causes me considerable concern because it fails to take into account the
effect of the migration from southern
rural areas to urban centers such as
Chicago. I am concerned because of recent Federal district court rulings in
the States of Delaware and Connecticut
and the District of Columbia, when they
ruled that the residency requirement for
eligibility to receive welfare benefits was
unconstitutional,
In Illinois the Federal district court
in Chicago Is considering a suit filed
against the State concerning the 1-year
residency requirement for eligibility to
receive welfare benefits. If this. Illinois
law is ruled unconstitutional it will open
up a Pandora's box for.an estimated 5,000
families in fllinois, who have recently
moved to Illinois from other States, to
apply for welfare benefits and thereby
increasing Illinois' cost for public Assistance by $15 million. It could also
attract a greater number of migrants to
move to Illinois in order to obtain better
welfare benefits than they are receiving
in their own States. This same condition
could be applied to other States who
have established meaningful welfare programs, should the U.S. Supreme Court
uphold the Federal court ruling in Connecticut concerning the constitutionality of the residency requirement in
Connecticut.
With the "frecze" and thc constitutionality ruling of a State's residency
requirement, those States with meaningful. welfare programs could face a
huge deficit in their budget for public
assistance because the newcomers may
well bring them above the level of the
freeze, and there is no way to send these
people back. Thus, these northern industrial States attracting the southern
rural migrants would be taxed to support
the welfare cases coming from the southem rural areas, and thereby relieving
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those southern States of their responsi
bilities in this area. It would be a most
inequitable arrangement.
It could well be that special allowances
may have to be made for the effect of
migration. Therefore, I would hope that
the door is not closed in this area, and
that Congress would reconsider this
"freeze" when the States affected by mi
gration present their problem to us.
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, I view the
conference report on the Social Security
Amendments bill with very mixed feel
ings.
On the one hand, I wholeheartedly
support the majority of the provisions of
this final version. Of particular impor
tance are: the 13-percent increase in
benefits, the raise in the minimum bene
fit from $44 to $55 a month, the increase
in the earnings limitation, and the provi
sions liberalizing and improving the med
icare program. These major changes are
urgently needed.
I am, however, greatly concerned by
two major changes made in the aid for
families with dependent childrenAFDC-program.
First, and of great concern to me, is
the provision which establishes an en
roliment freeze, effective June 30, 1968,
which will preclude Federal aid for any
more children than are receiving assist
ance under the AFDC program as of Jan
uary 1, 1968.
The intent is that the individual States
will provide for the additional children
who will need financial aid. But we all
know that the States are already facing
financial problems in meeting these
needs, and I fear this action will create
situations of desperate need and suffer
ing for children guilty of nothing but the
fact of their existence.
The second very drastic change is that
which would set up a mandatory employ
ment-job training program for families
receiving AFDC payments. Under these
provisions, mothers of schoolchildren
would be forced to work or participate in
job training projects, with welfare agen
cies charged with the responsibility of
assuring proper child care arrangements.
Mr. Speaker, the employment referral
system with its three Priorities outlined
in this bill appears to me to be a vast,
cumbersome administrative mechanism
which the States will find both difficult
and expensive to establish and operate. I
cannot see how the individual States will
be able in the time required to provide
the employment Possibilities, training
programs and special work Projects en
visioned by the bill. In addition, I cannot
see how we can Immediately provide the
facilities and personnel, already in short
supply, to assure the child care necessary
when mncthers are forced to leave home
for work or training.
I should make it clear that I heartily
endorse the objective which these
changes seek to achieve. Spiraling wel
fare costs are an increasingly serious
burden, particularly for areas such as
my own county of Essex in New Jersey,
It is eminently desirable to establish pro
grams to help move people from the
welfare rolls into productive employ
ment. It is a public benefit,. and of im
measurable importance to the individual
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who can establish self-reliance and digMr. FITBERG. Mr. Speaker, I rise tonity through his own employment,
day reluctantly, in support of the Social
I believe the intent of these changes Security Amendments of 1967. There are
is in the right direction. However, I be- some features in the bill as reported
lieve they are premature and unwise at which trouble me. I had hoped that we
this time. I am hopeful that early in the could get a more substarntial increase in
next session they can receive thorough benefits. I had hoped that some of the rereview and consideration.
strictive features as to the new welfare
Despite my doub~ts on these aspects. I Program could be ironed out in the conwill vote for the Social Security Amend- ference between the Senate and the
ments, for the urgent need for increased House conferees. I hoped, for example,
benefits overrides the flaws in the bill that the so-called welfare "freeze," which
which can be rectified. I urge passage of was removed from the House bill by the
this legislation, but I also urge an ob- Senate, would not survive the conference.
jective, careful review of the welfare
But I believe we owe it to the some 23.5
changes earjy in the next session.
million Americans now receiving benefits
Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Speaker, I wish to make some increase before this session
-to congratulate the conferees on H.R. ends and if some features of the entire
12080, the Social Security Amendments omnibus bill prove to be inadequate or
of 1967, for a Job well done,
too arbitrary, we can change them next
The House, and hopefully, the Senate, year. It is always true, in a bill of the
will adopt the report so that the 23 mil- proportions of this legislation that we
lion American beneficiaries will receive must make changes on the basis of extheir increased payments on schedule. perience. Meanwhile, while we deliberate
This is money well spent to improve the on improvement, People will be receiving
living conditions of our older-retired peo- the higher benefits provided by the bill
ple, the disabled Wvho can no longer work before us-requiring only our action, and
and the widows and their children whose action on the Senate side, to send it to
breadwinner died before his family was the President for his signature. I am, of
grown up enough to be self-supporting. course, most immuediately concerned with
The amendments provide _. greater the 70,000 people in the Fourth District
chance for the older person to continue of Pennsylvania who will get the 13-perto perform useful work rather than re- cent increase in their benefits provided In
tiring completely by permitting people to .the bill,
earn a little more each month without
'You will remember, a few days before
losing their social security benefits,
the last Congress was scheduled to adThe cost of the amendments is pro- journ, we got the announcement that a
vided in a responsible way. Social se- revision of future cost assumptions,
curity taxes will go up gradually as they bringing them up to date, brought about
do in present law, but at a slightly fast- savings in the trust fund which, without
er rate to assure that the social security, any increase in the existing tax rate,
program continues to be financially would finance a benefit increase of 8 persound into the future,
cent. This was tempting to some people
We have heard a great deal of comn- in an election year, and there was much
ment about some of the welfare pro- pressure, I know, on the Committee on
visions of the bill and while these changes Ways and Means to act hastily.
may not be what everyone would like
We asked the American people to wait
them to be, they are an honest-attempt then for the more mature considerato break the cycle of poverty that has tion, which has traditionally and approdeveloped over the years. The amend- priately been our course of action in conments do not attempt to preclude wel- nection with legislation which so vitally
fare payments to anyone. The main affects the lives of all Americans. We felt
thrust of the amendments is to provide then that hasty action might not be wisepeople with the tools they need to be- or prudent because of the fiscal responsicome self-supporting. The aim is a bet- bility incumbent upon all of us. It would
-ter life, and a freer life that can be pro- have been easy, In an election year to
vided under our welfare programs, The have acted too fast.
rights of the poor are not being denied,
rather the Poor are to be encouraged
The bill before us today has had that
to seek the full rights of free Amer- mature consideration. It represents an
icans. They will be encouraged and end product which, I know, has called for
helped to a life free 'from the restric- concerned consideration and comprotions and investigations of the welfare mise. But It contains an increase of 13
program. Thus, what some have called percent-and that is a lot better than the
restrictions on the States are not re- 8 percent proposed for hasty action in
strictions. The States are free to do what the last days of the last Congress.
they will, as they are under present
I think there are some other improvelaw. The bill, however, provides incen- ments over existing law in the bill. it
tives so that more States will take a more would increase thi- amount people receivactive part in raising the poor from wel- Ing benefits can earn without penalty,
fare to self-support.
.
from $1,500 to the $1,650 proposed by the'
I believe the conferees have been dill- administration. It will requlre training
gent In their duty, that they have dis- for jobs for people on the welfare rolls
charged a difficult task in a most com- who are there because they lack the skills
mendable manner and they have pre- required in our modern economy. Somesented the House with a bill worthy of times just training in how to read or in
our support. If any of the provisions in basic arithmetic can provide the first
the bill do not work out as well as we step up the ladder of responsibility which
anticipate, the experience will show us can lead to better things for the entire
how to improve them. The bill is a bold family. I, for one, believe that most of the
start in an ongoing battle to remove people now receiving relief want that oppoverty from this land of plenty.
portunity. I do not accept the too-corn-
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mon assumption, on the one hand, that
they are lazy and good-for-nothing, and
on the other that they are getting too
much. Most of them, in my experience,
are living on much too little and are
-looking for a chance to better themselves.
Most of them, in particular, are con
cerned with making it possible for their
children to live a better life than they
have had. I do not agree with some of
the means toward that end provided in
the bill. These, I think, however, can be
remedied in the next session. Meanwhile,
I think we can no longer delay action,
growing out of lengthy consideration,
which will make better provision for
those people now receiving the pitifully
inadequate benefits in existing law.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of the conference report of H.R.
12080, the Social Security Amendments
of 1967. I'do so not because I think this is
a perfect bill, far from it, but because we
are now in the take-it-or-leave-it stage
of the legislative process. Because we are
now in the 11th hour of the first session
of the 90th Congress, it becomes vital to
pass this bill or in fact we may pass no
bill at all.
Mr. Speaker, millions of our senior citi
zens are looking toward Washington for
justice, and I think that if we cannot do
something for them now, this Congress
will have earned the-contempt of all per
sons who think that America's senior
citizens are owed top priority during our
deliberations.
Earlier this year, I introduced H.R.
2784, a bill which contained a provision
setting a monthly minimum of $100 for
all persons receiving social security as
sistance. To me this seemed a reasonable
figure and a long step forward from the
present monthly minimum of $44. How
ever, it was considered not possible to
raise the payments to this level this year.
As inadequate as the $55 minimum ac
cepted by the conferees is, it nonetheless
is a step forward. Certainly, anyone who
is attempting to get by on a tiny sum
such as $44 needs any aid he can get, and
for this reason we must do something for
those whose need is so desperate.
Mr. Speaker, again I reiterate that this
bill Is not perfect but, because it is a
small step forward, it ought to be sup
ported. As one Member vitally concerned
with the well-being of all Americans I
pledge that when the Congress recon
venes in January, I shall again continue
my fight for our senior citizens by in
troducing a new bill more closely related
to today's high cost of living.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Speaker, H.R.
12080 contains many very desirable, al
though limited, improvements in the s0
cial security provisions of the Social
Security Act. It is almost diabolical,
however, that such a vehicle is being
used to pass regressive public welfare.
provisions that cannot stand alone.
If adopted, these welfare provisions
would change the program for families
with young children from one of protec
tion to those children into primitive
"work programs" for mothers.
Under favorable conditions it may be
some women can both.. manage their
home and work outside. But to deprive
a mother of this judgment is to further
undermine the family and to force her
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into slave labor at low wages and little
prospect of improvement. Even more serious, such a practice produces more
dropouts and delinquent children,
Also, H.R. 12080 fails to require States
to meet in full their own level of
budgeted need in public welfare with UPdating. Thus, a State of higher budgetary
standards, such as California, is penalized as compared with those States that
provide even less than their own already
low standards of assistance.
The myth that all people in poverty
are lazy and do not want to work is cornpletey disproved by the facts but lies continue to circulate freely.
First of all, about half of those classifled as -poor are in families in which the
head does work, but at wages too low to
provide a decent living. Instead of condemning these individuals, we should attack the conditions that keep people
working as submarginal laborers,
Also, while all of us have reason to be
concerned about rising welfare costs, the
best way to attack the problem is to prevent the conditions that require people
to go to welfare offices in the first place.
Only about 20 percent of the poor who
are legally entitled to welfare are actually receiving it. The 80 percent who are
managing somehow to stay off relief rolls
receive even less help and commendation
from us than those on welfare.
I
Currently about 71/3 million Americans
are on welfare rolls. Among these: 211
million are 65 or over: 700,000 are either
blind or otherwise severely handicapped;
3.5 million are children in poor families;
and 1 million are the parents of these
children, mostly mothers and incapacitated fathers.
It is estimated less than 50,000 fathers
are capable of gainfully employment and
grave questions can be raised as to
whether we should insist that the mothers be taken away from their minor
children In order. to work in low-paying
jobs that soon disappear.
Invariably discussion of welfare ends
up in dragging in the old issue of mothers
on aid who mismanage and who have
illegitimate children. These are only a
small number of relief recipients hardly
enough to explain high welfare costs,
Actually, we are addressing ourselves
to only a fraction of 1 percent of the
illegitimate pregnancies that occur in
American society and we are concluding
that these few instances are so shocking
to our morality that the majesty of the
law must punish the children for the sins
of the parents. If this is logical then we
should more strongly condemn the higher
income groups that annually account for
almost 1 million abortions,
The immediate answer to this problem
is improved casework, social' service,
family planning, and home management
training,
In the long run, however, our enlightened society must recognize that if we
are not willing to make a direct commitment to achieve full employment, we
must develop a vast array of tools to
achieve what we have committed ourselves to seek-maximum employment.
And this involves a lot more educational
and training Programs, and a much better social insurance system than we have
thus far provided,
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Mr. HELSTOSKI. Mr. Speaker, as we or where he lives. His needs are not
proceed to close this session of Congress lessened in any way because the State
we still have several items of business of residence may be suffering an incre
on the calendar which must be considered ment in the welfare problem that is not
before we depart for our home districts, covered by the statute.
One of them, the Social Security Act
I therefore oppose the freeze in aid
Amendments of 1967, will be disposed of for dependent children which is incor
today and will be accepted by an over- porated in this conference report. It is
whelming vote, even though it presents impossible for me to understand how we
inequities, which I hope will be corrected meet our obligation to the dependent
through future legislation.
and needy children of America by im
One of these, inequities is the provi- posing a ceiling on what the fortunate
sions which "freezes" the Federal par- people of America are willing to spend
ticipation in aid to families with de- on the unfortunate. It seems to me that
pendent children. It appears to me that other alternative approaches must be
we are taking a two-faced approach to madc to the problem of rising welfare
the welfare of children-throughout the costs such as family life education, im
world and those at home,
proved home environment, and on-the
on the world front we provided assist- job training.
ance to feed the millions of hungry chilThere is considerable reason for
dren, yet, at the same time, we are today believing that the increased cost of
denying assistance to our own American the aid-for-dependent-children program
children the necessities of life. We are may not continue to rise at the same
doing this through this so-called "freeze"pecnaelvlsithsnrcntyr.
which will deny welfare assistance fi- Percenagelveps
ititltinerecentud
hase
yers
nanced by Federal funds to the many Pheprhasobltlem morte tmoe andfu
studyan
families who cannot provide for them- the ouright mighatobe mollre helpful thn
selves. True, we are not cutting them off wanotrihtAmeiandtr deopllare
ceilingo
completely, but we are shunting the fi- tospend to support the needy children
nancial burden from the Federal level to of others.
the States-a proposal which could'cre
ate havoc with the financial structure of
The current freeze on aid-for-depend
many States.
ent-children rolls will cost Ohio $11/2
In my State of New Jersey this program million annually in Federal reimburse
could be catastrophic, particularily on ment. The State has no financial means
the urban centers. These will suffer grave of developing resources to meet the
hardships because it has been nationally added burden this will impose on State
recognized that the number of welfare and local authorities.
has been maintained at a low level. HowFollowins_ is a telegram that I have
ever, statistics show that an in-migra- just received from James A. Rhodes,
tion of such cases into New Jersey is the Governor of Ohio, protesting the freeze
third highest in the Nation. Under these on aid-for-dependent-children rolls:
circumstances, this "freeze" places the
Strongly urge that freeze on AFDC rolls
entire cost of the increased loads upon be removed from H.R. 12080. It Would cost
New Jersey's State, county, and munici- Ohio $1,500,000 In federal reimbursement.
pal governments.JJAME
S A. RHODES,
Although I shall vote to accept the conGovernor.
ference report, because ,of its otherwise
I concur and support the plea which
acceptable provisions, I hope that the in- is made by Governor Rhodes. While the
equity I spoke of will be corrected by sub- parliamentary situation and the ap
sequent legislation. I do not feel that we proaching adjournment of this session
should delay in putting into effect the of Congress make extensive deliberation
good provisions of this legislation, just difficult at this time, I hope that we can
because a part of it has objectionable review this entire matter in the next ses
features. These should be corrected and sion of Congress to determine whether a
acted upon with dispatch after the Con- freeze on aid-for-dependent-children
gress returns to work in January.
rolls is truly a, prudent and necessary
Mr. VANIK. Mr. Speaker, as a member course.
of the Ways and Means Committee, I
Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, a muchvigorously opposed the effort that was needed social security increase has been
made in commiittee to freeze entitlement long overdue, and thousands of our
of
aid-for-dependent-children
rolls, elderly and disabled citizens have had
While I shared the concern of my col- to bear the burden of the Political she
leagues regarding the mounting cost in- nanigans of a few in the White House,
volved in the welfare program, I never
Back in 1966 and again in early 1967,
felt that a limitation on expenditure I predicted that the Johnson adminis
would constitute a satisfactory approach tration would continue to drag its feet
to the problem. In my judgment, it was on a -badly needed social security in
preposterous to suppose that we could crease, using the program as a Political
meet our obligation to the dependent football. Unfortunately, my prediction
children of America simply by saying proved correct.
that there could be no "new" dependent
I protested to the President before the
children or that dependent children end of the 1966 session about the un
greater in numbers than those already necessary delay and said that an acrosson the rolls could not receive the bene- the-board increase could be made then,
fit of the program,
rather than later, with no increase in
The need of the dependent child has social security taxes either to the emno relationship to population, census, or Ployee or to the employer.
percentage-of-increase fa4qtors. One deI have always fought for the maxi
pendent child stands equally entitled as mum increase in social security benefits
any other regardless of where he is born without an increase in taxes, and I said
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on the floor of the House when the meas- neither sufficiently refined nor timely to be
The second area of concern on the
ure was being debated earlier this year: effective or equitable as caseload controls, part of the State of Washington relates
Mr. Speaker, I have long been a champion Although we share with Congress its concern to the requirements for substantial atof the social security program, feeling that it with the AFDC program, States such as tachment to the labor force to be eligible
means
s peoplemothers
eople.Washington
have rehabilitated
AFD-CfoAFCThsteGveorel,
means
too ourmuch
ou
so
uch
and which
kept caseloads
down are penal-foAD.ThsteGvrnrel,
Let us pass this conference report ized.
penalizes an unemployed family which
today without any further delay.
2. Requirements for substantial attach- stays together. If the father of the fain
Mr. JOELSON. Mr. Speaker, I am very ment to labor force to be eligible for AF]DC ily leaves home, his family would then be
muh onere
aou te
at ha tepenalizes an unemployed family which stays eligible for AFDC
I feel the
Sentehcousere cbonferene hast rthainted together, since if the father were to leave Governor's point ispayments.
valid.
Senae-Hose
onfeencehasretanedhome his famil' would be then eligible for
the provision freezing Federal partiCipa- AFDC.
yThe
third area of concern is the pro
tion in the aid-to-dependent-children
3. We oppose transfer of the community vision transferring the community work
program. When the bill was originally work and training program currently admin- and training program currently admin
considered by the House, it came up un- istered by local public offices to the Depart- istered by local public offices to the De
der a closed rule which meant that no ment of Labor with its concentration of au- partment of Labor, with its concentra
amendments could be offered, but that thority at the Federal level. Local public tion of authority at the Federal level.
th t bllha
ethr e ccptd r e-assistance agencies have greater knowledge of Governor Evans, with justification, can
jthed asl
hadt
pckagr beacpe
rr-work and training needs, of recipients and point with pride to the work of the local
jecte
packge.
as
ould affect more timely assignments. The
I voted for the bill because most of its state of Washington has current assistance public assistance agencies In the State
provisions were desirable and necessary. standards, provides a broad medical care Of Washington, which have demonstrated'
Social security benefits are Inadequate program, rehabilitative services, and is in- their greater knowledge of the work and
to meet the high cost of living and must terested in a good welfare program. We urge training needs of recipients and which
be adjusted upwards. However, I hope the H.R. 12080 be returned to conference for can and do affect more timely work as
that we can still send H.R. 12080 back further consideration and appropriate signments. The State of Washington has
tocnfrnc
oth rezn o edrlchanges in these three critical areas,
current assistance standards, provides a
participation in the aid-to-dependentGovernor, DSNate of EVashnS.
broad medical care program and re
children program can be eliminated, and
Stt
fWsigo.
habilitative services, and is definitely in
I will support efforts to do so.
Mrs. MAY. Mr. Speaker, this morning terested in a good welfare program.
I have received a telegram from the I received a telegram from the Governor
May I add this comment, Mr. Speaker:
commissioner of the department of In- of my State of Washington, the Honor- I think we have in charge of the Wash
stitutions and agencies of the State of able Daniel J. Evand"
ington State Department of Public As
New Jersey, Lloyd W. McCorkle. He has
The Governor is deeply concerned over sistance a fine and able administrator in
stated that the freezing provision "can three provisions in the conference report the person of Sidney Smith. He has,
be catastrophic for New Jersey." He has on H.R. 12080. I believe this concern on since taking over these duties under
warned that cities in New Jersey will suf- the part of the State of Washington is Governor Evans' administration, given
fer because the migration of underprivi- justified and I therefore would like to new direction and new esprit de corps
leged .to the State would place the entire discuss these areas of the conference re- to the entire department, to use the
cost of the increased burden on State, port'.
Governor's words. He-has' instituted fine
county and municipal governments. He
First, this bill provides that Federal programs that have helped to put re
is knowledgeable in this field, and I for matching funds for the AFDC Program cipients back in jobs and these have been
one respect his judgment in this matter. will be limited by a, percentage deter- highly successful programs that have
Mr. PELLY. Mr. Speaker, I have heard mined In which the numerator is the saved the State several millions of
that If the conference report on H.R. number of children currently on the dollars.
12080 to amend the Social Security Act Is AFDC rolls as of January 1, 1968, and the
In view of this, Mr. Speaker, I believe
rejected by the House today, any action denominator is the population of the you can understand and appreciate the
to increase benefits is dead for this ses- State. As long as an individual State's concern of my Governor over these three
sion. Not only is it dead for this session, population and AFDC recipients increase specific provisions in the conference re
but it will spell the death of such legisla- mn direct proportion to one another, then port which could seriously impair the
tion In the next session. In other words the amount of the Federal matching public assistance program in the State of
I have heard if Congress does not accept money for the program will also increase. Washington.
the measure in the form it comes to us However, if the number of AFDC reMr. REID of New York. Mr. Speaker,
today, there will be no legislation to cipients increase at a faster: rate, the per- although I intend to vote for the con
amend the Social Security Act until 1969. centage determined under this formula ference report here before us, I must
In this connection, it seems to me the will be exceeded and there will therefore confess to very serious reservations
gcod in this bill far outweighs the bad. be' no increase in the Federal matching about certain of its provisions. Specifi
So I intend to vote for it in spite of the money for the excess.
cally, I refer to the welfare and medi
fact that my State of Washington will
Now, what makes this a particularly caid provisions which, by substantially
suffer substantially under certain of its acute problem in the State of Washing- reducing the levels of Federal contri
provisions having to do with public as- ton, and I know there are a- number of butions to States like New York, will cast
sistance. For the record, however, I wish States In which this same problem ex- into jeopardy the lives and well-being of
to read into the RECORD a telegram I re- ists, my State is under the threat of a our poor and disadvantaged.
ceived this morning from Gov. Dan court restraining order which could reThe welfare of our needy citizens is a
Evans, of my State of Washington, as move the existing residency requirements national problem-in scope and solution.
follows:
for eligibility of recipients under the We should not abdicate our responsibil
OLYMPIA, WASH.,
AFDC program. If such a restraining ities here in Washington by casting upon
December 13, 1967.
order becomes fact, the proportion of the the States an Inordinate share of this
Hon. THOMAS M. PELLY,
State population technically eligible for problem. Nor can we blithely Ignore the
Houseingtoce BiDing,
AFDC payments would be increased. The critical problems before us with a sweep
Conference version H.R. 12080 has many ex- burden which would be placed on the ing statement that the States, of course,
cellent provisions but we strongly object to State 'of Washington, and all other are free to fund welfare and imedicaid
certain provisions which will seriously im- States in which residency requirements programs at such levels as they may
pair the public assistance program in this are under the threat of being eliminated choose.
State,
by court action, is obvious.
Let me but note in brief the impact
1. Limitation on Federal participation in
For this reason, Mr. Speaker, the Gov- which these provisions would have upon
A'D-C for children deprived by absence to ernor of my State feels, with ample justi- the State of New York and its largest
proportion existing in 1st quarter 1968. This fication, that a maximum related to pro- metropolis, New York City. Mayor John
State Is under threat of a restraining order prin
ro otermvlo
ei
nsyhsetmtdta
h
oa
which could remove residence -iequirementspotospirtthreoaofri-Lnsy
and increase the proportion of population dency requlrements ls inappropriate.~
technically eligible-for APDC. A maximum re- States such as Washington, which have
lated to proportions prior to removal of resi- rehabilitated AFDC mothers and have
dence is Inappropriate. Population estimates kept the caseloads down are penalized,

assimedhttettl
burden to be cast upon both the State
and city under the conference report's
welfare and medicaid provisions could

reach some $150 million. Whereas the
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Federal contribution to New York State
under the Medicaid program for fiscal
year 1970 would have been some $491
million under the present provisions,
under the conference report this figure
will be slashed some $62 million to
approximately $429 million. The ceiling
of $6,000 for a family of four-in terms
of eligibility for medicaid-will be reduced to $3,900 under the formula contained in the conference report.
This is not a minor matter. In a joint
telegram to President Johnson, Governor Rockefeller, and Mayor Lindsay
stated that the reduction in Federal aid
"would create a grave fiscal situation inthe State and would precipitate a fiscal
crisis in the city. They added:
The net result is certain to be major hardship and suffering for Americans most in
need-poor families
children,

and especially

-
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no opportunity for amendment on the passed and finally we are about to agree
fioar, I am sure these provisions would here today to make these benefits paya
have been deleted. I had hoped that Yhe ble for the month of February 1968, not
more enlightened provisions of the Sen- to be reflected in benefit checks received
ate bill would have been adopted, but until March. There is no sound financial
or other reason why these payments
the bill's "niggardly spirit" remains,
The opportunity to break from the could not have been made retroactive,
closed rule tradition of such a measure effective, at least, back to October 1, 1967.
availed itself this summer, when a num- This would have given our senior citizens
ber of my colleagues suggested to the a lump-sum Payment from the existing
Rules Committee that this year's consid- surplus in the social security fund. our
eration of the bill be under a modified failure to include such a retroactive
closcd rule' which would allow amend- clause in this bill is especially trite and
ments, at least, to those sections of the niggardly in view of action taken by this
bill which dealt with payments to States body earlier in the week giving Govern
for public assistance and payments to ment employees a retroactive pay in
individuals for old-age and social se- crease effective October 1 of this year.
Mr. Speaker, I had hoped that the
curity benefits. But this effort failed, and

as a result, the rule under which the bill
came to the floor did not permit an optheir portunity to strike the more objection-

able features of the bill. For those who
The Provision of this bill which would are opposed to the provisions df today's
put a freeze on the ratio of children from conference report, the only alternative,
fatherless homes who can qualify for under these circumstances, would be to
welfare is archaic in its conception and scuttle the entire social security package,
inhuman in its treatment of the poor. which would only further delay the help
It would affect adversely some 126,000 needed for thousands of worthy citizens.
My State of New York will be drastichildren in New York City alone over the
next 18 mhonths. Mayor Lindsay estimates cally affected by the provision of this
that to care for them without Federal bill which will reduce the number of perassistance would cost the city about $30 sons on local welfare who would qualify
million. As the New York Times has so for Federal aid. This, of course, is a coercive provision, intended to trim the
aptly put it:
This provision faces the states with the welfare rolls through forced training and
option of sterilizing mothers or letting chil- employment of recipients. Punishing
family members-including mothers,
dren starve,
Th il yth
ase terbd oi-when dieenmed "appropriate" by the
inally offered a true incentive to welfare State-who refuse to take available jobs
recipients to earn additional income by or participate in work and training propermitting them to retain the first $50 grams, is in my opinion a despicable and
of monthly outside earnings and 50 per- punitive device that can do nothing but
cent of additional amounts. These figures encourage unemployed fathers in welfare
have been pared to $30 and 30 percent, families to quit their homes and force
respectively. A proposed job-training, al- mothers to work who should be in the
caring for their children,
loacbea lcdfrm$0prhome
Another punitive provision, which I
week to $30 per month.
I have praised those provisions of the disagree with deeply, is the State-bybill which reflect a more forward-looking State freeze beginning January 1, 1968,
understanding' of the critical problems of on the proportion of children eligible for
welfare in our Nation. The day care, federally subsidized aid under the
child health, and family planning pro- aid-to-families-with-dependent-children
roamThspvionanewlcstof
grams-although reduced in scope in the
conference report-will help to alter the New York State millions of dollars, if
character of welfare and encourage we are to continue to meet our respongreater initiative on the part of its recip- sibilities.
These provisions, in effect, punish the
ients.
But this is not a time for half meas- Poor for being poor, abruptly altering the
ures which raise the hopes of the poor direction and vision of this country's soin one breadth and dash them in the cial responsibility that was born in 19thnext. I regret that I shall not have the century America and which has grown
opportunity to vote to recommit this into remarkable national programs of
conference report with instructions to care for our indigent and needy,
Many of my New York colleagues will
the managers oh the part of the House
either to alter the provisions I have re- agree, I am sure, that certain Provisions
ferred to or to accede, where appropriate, of this bill tend to discourage the liberal
to more progressive Senate provisions. I assistance programs our State has indo hope that in succeeding sessions of stituted. The objectional features of this
the Congress we shall place high priority bill will only place an additional burden
on rectifying some of the injustice being on already financially overburdened
done today if the Senate falls to take States to assume the portion of the costs
action In this regard on this conference which 'no longer will be available from
the Federal Government or force these
report.
Mr. BUT-TON. Mr. Speaker, some of States to cut back their programs. I do
the provisions in the social security not think this is just or financially sound.
Also, Mr. Speaker, our elder Americans,
amendments bill we are considering today shall probably go down as the most those' who have contributed so much to
restrictive, regressive ever to pass this the growth and Prosperity of our Nation,
House. Had the measure not been subject were first promised benefit increases efto a closed rule earlier in the year with fective July 1 of this year. This date

changes in the existing law would have
truly compensated for the rising prices
and hardships now facing families liv-

Ing on fixed incomes, but I am not sure
this bill will serve the purpose of in
creasing their buying power or catching
up with rising costs of living, and espe
cially not if the administration's tax-in
crease proposal is enacted next year.
If we seriously wanted to significantly
improve the lot of those in the lower
benefit categories, we should have raised
the ceiling on outside earnings by social
security. beneficiaries. We could have also
made lfiedical payments 100 percent tax
deductible for our elder citizens, as the

law provided before 1965. But as the bill
stands, there is only a token increase in

the earning ceiling-$1,680. Realistically
we should have adopted the Senate ver
sinclngfra$,0ceig.Tebl
should have also established an auto
matic cost-of-living increase applicable
to the benefit schedule. This would have
kept the beneficiaries' purchasing power
stable during inflationary periods, and
would enable senior citizens to maintain
their well-earned dignity instead of pe
Congrrenss forticrasesy
trodicaet bgingla
tocoffetainflationr trednds.Cetil
asim
Muchpaer
reman et
rtdone.
aesg
omk h hne
psil
I
hequhallnrgret no baeinug
Poestbedto mand
theifor
mqulydissentino
abetorgsteran
a vote against the aforementioned un
desirable provisions in this leg' slation,
which I fear will worsen the conditions
of poverty that far too many Americans
find themselves in today.
Mr. MILLER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
wish to add MY support to the social se
curity amendments now being considered
by the House.
We cannot ignore the plight of many
elderly citizens for whom social security
payments are the only source of income.
These citizens' with their income fixed
by law are helpless in the whirlwinds of
inflation which now erodes their pension
and forces them to lower their standards
of living. Since the prime cause of infla
tion has been ever, increasing spending
by the Federal Government, it is that
same Government's responsibility to do
what it can to correct this injustice. In
this case, the only course of action is
to increase their social security benefits,
while also broadening the base by which
the Government collects social security
revenues., For these reasons, I urge the
Passage of the social security amend
ments now before us, and I also urge a
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halt to other unnecessary spending pro- Is the problem not one of inadequate Catholic diocese of Springfield, Mass.,
grams that serve to nullify these in- physical ability, insufficient skills and which embraces my Second Congression
creases by contributing to the continued education, discrimination, and the simple al District, as follows:
devaluation of our dollar,
lack of job opportunities? And is the exWe strongly oppose the proposed limita
I would also like to urge at this time clusion of $30 a month in earned income tion of AFDC caseloads in H.R. 12080. We
Mr. Speaker, that a more equitable ad- , together with one-third of all other in- urge you to vote against this proposal.
justme-nt be made in the outside earnings come a real incentive in any event?
TeAeia
eihCnrsi
provision of this bill. The bill before us
Mr. Speaker, I will vote for this bill be- telegram to me signed by its president,
will increase the outside earnings capa- cause of the important benefits it pro- Laurence Locke, took a similar position,
bility of individual social security recip- vides, but I deplore the shortsightedness and I read:
ients from $1,500 to $1,660. This I feel and neglect inherent in several of its
is insufficient. I strongly recommend provisions-especially those concerning
Horrified Conference Committee recointhatthi setiobechaned
ofthebil
infuture ses- mends case load freeze January, 1968. Action
thatthi
illbe
setio
haned
ofthe ocil
ocil wlfae-ad
wefar-an Iwil
I ill~flignores
normal population growth. Children
and that a raise be made which would sions work to see these provisions cor- must not hunger.
states cannot bear addi
permit social security recipients to earn rected.
tional financial responsibility. Urge you op-.
up to $3,000 a year.
Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Speaker, the 13- pose conference report with restrictive
There is no limit on the amount a percent increase in social security bene- provisions.
retired person can presently receive from fits provided for the elderly in this b~ill
Mr. Speaker, I hope that these restric
such sources as interest, rents, royalties, is vitally needed by more than 23 million tive and regressive provisions will be
and dividends without losing any portion Americans under the program, so I am stricken from the Social Security Act by
of his social security payments. Many going to vote for the conference report, legislation in the next session of the
retired persons who need and would like although -I am Opposed to certain pro- Congress. I think we have to get this bill
to earn additional income from wages visions with respect to aid for families out before we adjourn because there are
or salaries are discouraged from taking with dependent children and the medi- 23 million people waitinig for increases
part-time jobs because they would have caid programs.inbeftpy
ns nwchhyd
to forfeit much or even all of their social
Wages have increased and the cost of pn enefit paymevnts
and whiychnnthe de-t
security Payments. They need and de- living has gone up. Our older peopleanteyarbcuelvgcosae
serve better incentives to Improve their receiving social security benefits need aonother yvearybecause livingfosts are
income position.
this 13-percent increase to bring their going up evoeryn maonth ofthereoforenIca
Mr. COHELAN. Mr. Speaker, I will to- monthly checks up to a level commen- report because of its many good provi
day cast my vote for the social security surate with increased living costs.
sions, but reluctantly so because I am op
bill. However, I do so with deep regret
The bill also provides for an increase posed to the restrictive welfare provi
over the many regressive and inadequate in the amount of payments for the spe- sos
provisions of this legislation.
cial group of people 72 and over who,
The bill raises the social insurance because the work they were doing in
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, the confer-.
payments from a minimum of $44 to $55. their younger years was not covered by ence report on H.R. 12080 can hardly be
But do we all not know that it just is social security, cannot qualify for fulldecidasaomriebtwnth
not possible to live decently on $55 a benefits. It increases the amount of spe- House and the Senate bills. It is the
month today? The bill raises the social cial Payments they can receive from $35 House. bill with slight modifications
insuanc
13perent
pamens Bu
b
a mnthforan ldely an r wdowwhich makes it hardly more palatable
Int rne payments
byr 13t prcient.bfoe
B toa ot
fra4edry0a
rio
than the bill which Passed the House on
the uffcien
aymntsbeoreto
erenot 40.August
17, under a closed rule, against
and prices are rising. The bill raises the
Another desirable feature of this legis- which I spoke and voted and which made
allowable earned income ceiling to $1,680. lation increases the annual earnings it impossible to separate benefits under
But is this realistic?
exemption from $1,500 to $1,680 that an the old-age, survivors, and disaibility inBut as inadequate as are the social in- older Person can receive without havingsuacprgmfomtePbiwlae
surance provisions, they are not the worst any social security benefits withheld. I surancmenpormt
rmtesulc.efr
villains in the bill. The real malevolence have long supported and sponsored legisTerlso
h
os aeaanbe
is in the welfare provisions. Some of these lation to accomplish this end,
used tole
depriveusofs hany
opportnit toe
are shameful. In the apt words of the
Mr. Speaker, I am opposed to the re- chaned thepieu
co
ference reportorttoitepa
New York Times, these provisions "strip gressive provisions written into the House rate the social security benefits from the
those on the relief rolls of what dignity bill, and now agreed to in this confer- public welfare provisions. The motion to
has been left to them."
ence report. They are: The January 1,reomtpoosdbth
gelma
What are these malevolent Provisions? 1968, ceiling on the percent of children freommCaifporniae[Mr. Uthe woutldeduce
One limits the amounts of Federal as- with respect to whom Federal aid to de- the already inadequate benefit increases.
sistance available for children from Pendent children payments may be made So it is unacceptable and would not serve
homes with only one parent to the level to a State; and the mandatory provision as a vehicle to improve the bill. I am
which exists on January 1, 1968. Thus on the States, beginning January 1, 1969, opposed to ordering the previous ques
the States, whose resources are already to encourage State and local welfare tion because, if it were defeated, then a
stretched drum tight, will face the pros- agencies to put pressure on mothers of motion to instruct the conferees to
pect of allowing children to go hungry, dependent children to leave home and go amend the restrictive medicaid and wel
The avowed intent of this provision is to work.
fare Provisions, and to increase benefits,
to discourage fatherless homes. But how
I reiterate again what I said on the would be in order. Since the previous
can starving the children of these un- floor of the House when this biil was be- question was ordered, we are confronted
happy homes solve this problem?
fore us on August 17, these provisions with the alternative of either accepting
Another odious provision of the bill is would have an adverse effect upon the the conference report with all of its defi
one of omission. The bill reported by the welfare of children and will not con- ciencies or of denying to 23 million senior
conference dropped the Senate provision tribute to the strength and integrity of citizens the benefit increases-inade
which would have required all States to families. In his telegram to me express- quate as they are-which they desper
provide aid for dependent children even ing Opposition to this conference report, ately need.
if there was an unemployed male in the. George Meany, president of the AFLThe administration requested an in
household. This provision would have CIO, said of these provisions on behalf crease in social security benefits to a
done away with the stealth and family of his labor organization:
minimum of $70 a month, with acrossdisruption which has so often been fosWe deplore punitive welfare provisions in the-board increases of 15 percent, which
tered by the so-called man-In-the-house report Which unfairly and unjustly penalize was incorporated in the Senate bill. On
rules.
nation's poor just because they are poor.
the other hand, the House approved a
Other provisions of the bill provide soI also received a telegram lin Opposition much lower minimum. figure of $50 a
called incentives to employment for the to these provisions from Msgr. Joseph A. month, with an across-the-board in
recipients of welfare. Do we really be- Russell, Rev. Vincent M. O'Connor, and crease of 12.5 Percent. The conference
lieve that the problem is that those on Rev. George Jacoby of the Catholic report figure before us today is closer to
relief do not want Jobs and a better life? Charities Organization for the Roman the House bill. Fifty-five dollars a.month,
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which the conference report establishes ence level, and extending social security port on a bill which provides for a 13
as a minimum, coupled with an outside benefits to farmworkers were not incor- percent increase in benefits to some 23
earnings limitation of $1,690 annually, porated in either the Senate or House million elderly Americans receiving
monthly social security checks, and
continues a liying standard below the bill.
The restrictive and coercive welfare other beneficial and desirable provisions.
poverty line. It is totally inadequate.
Therefore, I regret that this provision
The actions of both the House and the provisions of the conference report, the
Senate with respect to title XIX were imposition of unreasonable requirements to allow schoolteachers in certain States
devastating to a program which for the for medicaid, the meager increases in so- to elect to be covered by the medicare
first time made hospital and medical care cial security benefits, the fact that social hospital insurance coverage of the social
available to people who are medically security beneficiaries who also receive security program is not in the final bill,
public assistance will not get any actual and I hope that the members of the Ways
needy but not welfare recipients.
The Senate bill provided an income increase in total income absent State ac- and Means Committee will hold hearings
eligibility ceiling for medicaid which was tion-all are undesirable features of a and take action on this proposal in the
-150 Percent of the income limitation for piece of legislation which is a bitter dis- next session.
Mr. MILLS. I now yield 10 minutes
old-age assistance. The House estab- appointment to the poor and the elderly.
Efforts to help our citizens who are in to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr.
lished an income eligibility limit at 150
percent of the actual AFDC payment the most desperate need are attacked as BYRNES]
(Mr. BYRNES of Wisconiin asked and
level. This will be 1331/3 percent as of "welfare statism."
Why is it that the welfare state is per- was given permission to revise and ex
January 1, 1970. The conferees accepted
the House formula which is more re- fectly acceptable when the recipients are tend his remarks.)
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. Speak
the well-to-do? We have a welfare state
strictive than the Senate formula.
.The effect of the new medicaid for- for farmers in price supports; we have er, this bill before us, the Social Security
mula is to discriminate against the more a welfare state for the auto and con- Act of 1967, Is a bench mark in the his
progressive States which have chosen to struction industries in the highway pro- tory of the social security system. It is
provide medicaid not just to indigent gram; we have a welfare state for oil- an important piece of legislation. The
persons, but to moderate-income fami- men in depletion allowance loopholes, bill was worked out by the Committee on
lies. For example, in New York State the But let the cities and the involuntary Ways and Means-all 25 members of that
Income limit for a family of four is indigent cry out for a minimum stand- -committee-after lengthy hearings and
$6,000. That will have to be reduced to ard of decency, and the response of the lengthy executive sessions. At the conclu
sion of that work it was jointly intro
$5,292. New York City and New York Congress is repression and coercion.
duced by the chairman of the committee
When will justice be done?
State together will lose $40 million annuMr. BOLAND. Mr. Speaker, I rise to and by myself._
ally in Federal funds for the New York
The committee in working on this legexpress my disappointment that this conCity medicaid program.
The most discriminatcry feature is the ference report on the Social Security Islation attempted to do a constructive
welfare-freeze provision which limits Amendments of 1967 does not include job in .a bipartisan manner.
In my opinion, Mr. Speaker, we were
AFDC payments to a State to a ratio the Senate-passed provision to allow
based on the percentage of children of schoolteachers in States where they are successful. This bill represents a reason
absent parents who received aid to the not covered by social security to elect to able balance between the needs of the
child population under age 18 in the participate in the hospital Insurance pro- millions who are currently dependent
gram as long as they are willing to pay upon social security benefits on the one
State as of January 1, 1968.
hand and the millions of workers and
The freeze will adversely affect the their own way.
It is my understanding that there are employers on the other hand whose so
large industrial States like New York,
California, Illinois, which are the recip- more than 689,000 public school teachers cial security taxes will rise in order to
ients of the migration from the rural across the Nation in various States coy- finance these benefits.
Also, Mr. Speaker, the bill represents
South which will lose nothing in Federal ered by retirement systems of their own,
payments through this amendment. but they do not have programs similar to in my opinion a recognition of the prob
These States will be forced to pay wel- medicare's hospital insurance coverage lems of the poor whom society must as
sist-the depressed, the aged, the de
fare benefits themselves or to abandon available to them.
The provision deleted in conference was pendent children on the one hand, yes,
these families. 
It is argued that the work training sponsored by Senator RiBICOFF last Feb- and the general taxpayer on the other
feature will reduce the AFDC rolls. But bruary 24 as S. 1071, and wa's incorpo- hand.
But, Mr. Speaker, if the aged and the
this is coercive and will contribute to rated in the Senate-Passed bill. It is my
understanding that the Department of poor are to be really served, it is time
the breakup of families,
Under the Senate bill, there were work Health, Education, and Welfare gave its that the demagogery stop. It is time
Incentive for welfare recipients which ex- approval to the amendment, but It was that we call a halt to some of the loose
empted the first $50 per month and one- deleted in conference because of opposi- and careless statements that are being
half of the remainder of outside income tion by the National Conference of State made with reference to this bill.
Mr. Speaker, I am amazed at some of
from consideration in determining the Social Security Administrators who want
the careless statements that have been
need for assistance. Mothers of children more time to study the provision,
Mr. Speaker, I regret that in voting for made about this legislation. Our action
could not be forced to report for work
training, while the children were home this conference report it does not con- has been labeled as regressive.
However, Mr. Speaker, the bill which
from school. Under the Conference re- tain the provision which the schoolport, the Incentives have been cut back teachers in my congressional district f a- Is now pending before us is a sound and
to the first $30 per month and one-third vor as vital and necessary to their future basic bill and Is one which will not in
flict injustice or other penalties upon the
of the remainder of outside Income, welfare.
During the last few days I have re- Nation's poor.
Mothers of children at home are not exTo those who say that the benefit in.~
ceived telegrams asking my support for
cluded from work training.
The Senate bill required States to pro- reconsideration of this provision from the creases in this bill are inadequate and
vide AFDC assistance when an unem- East Longmeadow Teachers Association; meager, let me say this is Pure dema.
ployed father is in the home. This con- Henry J. North, president of the Long- gogery. This represents the largest In
structive provision was omnitted from the meadow Education Association; Robert crease in benefits in the history of this
Dooley, executive secretary of the program. It comes oniy 2 years after
-V.
conference report.
A requirement adopted by the Senate Springfield Education Association; and an increase, passed in 1965, which
that drugs under Federal medical pro- Stephen R. Jendrysik, corresponding amounted to 7 percent. Admittedly, it
grams be prescribed under their generic secretary of the Chicopee Teachers would be nice if we could forget about
any ceiling on benefits. But anyone who
Association,
names was eliminated. 
We have no opportunity here to vote states that we have not given consider
Major administration proposals including disabled social security recipients for reconsideration of this one provision, able concern and support to increasing
under 65 in medicare, raising State wel- of course, because the vote will be to benefits, just does not know what he is
fare payments to the minImum subsist- accept or reject the entire conference re- talking about, and either has- not read
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the bill or does not understand its provisions.
lok-families
Let us lokat it in dollars and cents.
For a full calendar year the benefit increases in dollars that will be added to
the social security checks will be $3.7 billion. This is not a niggardly amount. In
just 10 months of 1968, the amount of
money going to these people will be increased by $2.9 billion, or almost $3 billion.
Mr. Speaker, one wonders what one
.Jias to do in order to satisfy some of these
people who are making these outlandish
statements today.
Then. Mr. Speaker, we also have to
face up to the problem of how we are
going to pay for these benefits. Therefore, let us take a look at that other side.
Mr. Speaker, on a regressive tax base,
we are asking the taxpayers of this country-we are asking every wage earner,
every person, no matter what his dependency or financial condition may be-to
pay a tax upon the first dollar he earns,
Mr. Speaker, in 1968 the bill produces
$1.5 billion of additional taxes in order
to pay for these benefits. The following
year, the bill produces $5.6 billion in increased taxes in order to pay for these
increased benefits,
Primetsugstosm ofte
Permt
meto
sgges
to ome f th
critics that if they are concerned about
the maintenance of this system, its actuarial soundness, and its capacity to
meet the needs of the older people, they
had
b carfultha
ettr
the donot
so load down the system with benefits
that it collapses of its own weight.
There are occasions when we must try
to save the social security system-and
the benefits that it provides for our older
people-from those so-called friends who
would wreck it by so weighting it down
that the taxpayers no longer will be willIng to support it.
Mr.
opnio
peaerin
ths
Mr.Spakr,
pinonths
nm rerpy
respents a reasonable compromise. I believe our people will be willing to pay the
increased taxes provided for in the bill.
But mark me, a day can come when if
you look only at the benefit side, you will
have a situation where the current
workers who must pay the tax, refuse
the burden such benefits impose upon
them. Then the whole system is in
danger. Then the older people who have
become dependent upon the system will
really need to worry, and then we will be
doing them a disservice.
To those who would claim that we
were absolutely unconcerned for our
poor, and those in need of assistance,
let me point out that today we are paying out $4.5 billion under public assistance programs that are encompassed in
this bill in addition to the old-age and
survivors and disability and health insurar.ce programs. On straight public
assistance, the Federal Government
spends $4.5 billion-and that amount Is
growing,
When they talk about the plight of our

dependent children-and certainly we

have to do what is right by those children-let me point out that we are also
doing much today, and yet some of the
statements that are made would make
it appear that we have just turned our
backs on them,
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Ten years. ago In 1956 we had 646,000
Mr. MILLS . Mr. Speaker, I yield 5
under aid to families with de- minutes to the gentleman from Cali
'pendent children program Involving 2.4 fornia [Mr. UTT], a member of the con
million recipients of aid. Today we have ference committee.
1.2 millIon families and 5 million reMr. U'IT. Mr. Speaker, I would like at
cipients. This program alone is costing this time to pay my respects and regards
$2 billion,
to the chairma4~of our committee. I
This bill does not turn its back on share his hopes for the future and over
these recipients of aid. What it does do the future of the system. But I have a
in many cases Is to show that we want greater fear than he has that this clamor
to try to do something about their prob- that we hear on the outside about more
lem, and not be content merely to send social security, and more welfare Is going
them a check from Uncle Sam, or a relief to take over and destroy the entire social
check.
security system.
We insist that there be programs of
We have heard a great deal about the
rehabilitation,
benefits being paid under this bill. But
We insist that there be programs so not too much attention has been given to
that the people who are capable of learn- the cost; who pays this cost and how
ing a trade and forming work habits, much it is going to cost.
have available the training to get a job.
Under social security next year, the
Those people who are able to work additional cost will be about $2.9 billion
should be given a chance to work for and $3.6 billion in 1969.
their self respect. That is the American
When I came to the Congress this year
system. And that is all that this bill seeks I Promised that I would not vote for any
to accomplish. It does not strike one increase in taxes, but that I would vote
child off -of the relief rolls,
for a decrease in spending and try and
When the critics talk about the bill stop in some way the cost-push inflation
cutting back it is just a bunch of malar- that 14 taking place in the country today.
key. There are some restraints that will
This tax bill of $3.6 billion is going to
require the States to make the effort to fall on the employer, the employee and
get off assistance, and onto jobs. That is the self-employed.
sound.
It amounts to about a 16-percent in
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time crease in his taxes and to me that isa
of the gentleman has expired.
substantial tax.
MrMIL.M.SekrIyil2ad
Thehsbenmc
moigad
Mr.ona miLLts.Mr. Speakertlyelda2 ad-m
Tnaher
tetha abeen
muhe moat-png and
ditionasinutstoteetemnfrm gashiong teethsabouht the costpus In-r
u
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. The whole today will add to that cost-push inflation.
tenor of my remarks, Mr. Speaker, is: It adds to the high cost of employment.
Let us look at what the bill really does,
For example, In California it costs
and ignore the labels that have been more than $3,000 a year of payroll tax
cast about by people who I am fearful in order to employ a $10,000'a year man.
have not even read the bill.
That is broken down as follows:
Mr. JOELSON. Mr. Speaker, will the
Percent
gentleman yield?
Social security tax----------------- 4.4
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. No, I do Unemployment Insurance------------- 3.7
not have the time to yield.
California disability insurance ---1. 0
A
citis hae nt een
'ederal insurance-:----------------employers' excise tax---------- 1.0
AsII aidthee
aid tes crtis
aveno eenGroup
3.87
read the bill carefully enough to under- Pension plan for employees -------- -4.91
stand what is being attempted and theEmlye'vctofud--32
improvements that are made. I would Apprentice fund ------------------ 1.0
suggest that these people, who call this Workman's compensation -----------8.46
a shameful bill and talk about unjust Public comprehensive Insurance----1.7
penalties and virtual slavery, read the
bill, and they will find that this is not a
Total payroll ---------------- 31.84
case where we suggest that a person
So when he employs a man at $10,000 a
be trained, and take a job, regardless of year, he has to not oniy have that $10,000
circumstances. We say that if an in- a year, but he has to have $3,000 to pay
dividual is found to be capable of taking the payroll taxes-and social security
training and.working, and, if the situa- is a part of this and will add to it again.
tion makes this posible, then that indiMr. Speaker, at this point I ask unani
vidual should try to move into a situa- mous consent to have a letter from Wal
tion where he can be dependent upon ter Dewhurst setting out the payroll de
himself rather 'than on welfare checks.
ductions which he has to make, printed
Is that not what we should all be in the RECORD.
looking for, and is that not really what
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
these people should want? I can think objection, it is so ordered.
of very few people who would prefer to
There was no objection.
be looking to some governmental agency
Thejetter is as follows:
for a check if they could be working.
DEwHUTRST &AssociATEs,
All true Americans want to stand on
La Jolla,Calif., February 1,1967.
their own feet and this bill looks toward Hon. JAmES B. UTT,
making that possible.
House of Representatives,
Thiose who call this "slavery" have not Washtington, D.C.
even read the language of the WIl.
DEAR CONCRESSMAN: It will be your duty
In my judgment, Mr. Speaker, this is a ntionstdy debarteandcoe
ournghcmanygissesao
good bill. It is a bill that will go down In Onationa Ihmportance douringe the cromingl
year
history as a benchmark in the social se- Oneofthem willasno doub beurthe poposa to
curity system,
bnfurthern
i~costs. oilscriybt
st
Mr. Speaker, I hope that this Congress
The very responsible publication-U.S.
will support It,
News and World Report asks-is social secu
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in 1954, it was $1.1 billion Per annumll
rity to get out of hand? I have enclosed a erty has to be stopped without Placing
undue burdens on the working man. This in 1958, it was the same amount; in 1965,
copy Of their article for you use,
Unfortunately, the article clearly implies program does this through the use of It was $1.6 billion per annum; in this bill,
that our social security casts are considerably job training Incentives. If the States, and it is $3.7 billion in a full year of operaless than other countries listed-in fact itIamsrthywliluiiztetan-io.s
states that we are only beginners in the Iram suee they willt willsutilizeethe train-etion.
asamhe ditimeuiwed chaierkep thi
A
field. Nothing can be farther from the truth. Ing provisions of this reporthywle sythem
ohirmntof
isinushd
able to drastically reduce the size of the syteasth
Let me give you an example.
the Ways and Means Committepone
As a general contractor in California the AFDC rolls,
Somebody has to stand UP for the man out, actuarially sound, Which I think
following items of social security must by
who is working for a living, trying to ed- every thoughtful American understands
law be paid to the respective agencies,
Percent urate his children and trying to feed and appreciates.
That Is not all. Let me tell about some
4 them as costs rise out of sight. The Ways
Federal Insurance Contributions Act-.
ofheterewrvsosinheil
anMenComtekettiprbe
California unemployment insurance... 8.7
rvsosinheil
ofheterew
anl\enComtekettiprbe
California disability insurance------- 1.0
Federal employers excise ta -------- 1.0 in mind and tried to Put meaningful that have not been discussed here today.
The retirement test, by which many
ceilings on some of the welfare ProEmployees group insurance-Health,
grams-tried to reduce in the next gen- people have their benefits reduced after
*
let per hour -------------------- 387
Employees pension trust 254 per hour.. 4.91 eration the size of the AFDC rolls. And they reach age 65, has been liberalized to
yet it was done without wantonly or such an extent that 760,000 people not
Employees vacation trust 150 per
now participating will be able to partici
hour-------------------------- 3.23 cruelly slicing people from the rolls.
This report contains the largest bene- pate at a total cost of about-$175 million
Employees apprentice fund trust
fits increase In history. It provides many a year.
*y2 per hour -------------------- .10
compensation ----------- 8.46
Workmans
We have established a new category for
17
built in incentives to encourage people
Comp public---------------------- 1.
to go out and get jobs. This is not cruel disabled widows. Heretofore a disabled
legislation, it is meaningful legislation widow would not qualify as a result of
Total (does not Include tax on
employees)---------------- 31.84 designed to protect the unrepresented her disability. Today she can qualify un
Obviously these figures will vary from In- American who is out working for a living der this bill at age 50.
We have increased credits for people
dustry to industry and state to state but from a continuing increase in his social
when social security costs are considered security taxes. It helps the poor, yet It serving in the armed services. So this is
Protects the integrity of the system it- brand new in this act. A serviceman will
please keep the entire picture In mind,
get credit for service pay as payment
self.
Best regards.
And lastly, this bill at least tries to rec- which can be calculated in establishing
WALT=5 DrwaussT.
Mr. U'IT. Mr. Speaker, I signed the ognize the plight of the forgotten man- his benefits when he reaches retirement
conference report because I think we the young man with a family. Some age.
In the case of hospital insurance, or
did the very best we could between the day this young man will rebel against
House bill and the Senate bill. About 90 a -system which makes the benefits un- medicare, we have tremendously Im
percent of the conference report is the related to wages. At least he has some proved this legislation. For instance, we
House bill. I think that we improved it hope from this bill. At least it does not have given a 60-day lifetime reserve for
considerably, with one exception. We raid the treasury for extensive general those who have exhausted their hospital
added about $200 million a year more in revenue financing-and the benefits are care under the basic 90-day period. We
made it easier to process doctors'
oost to it. While I signed the report, I more wage related than under the ad- have
bills. We have Provided- a system to ex
eomtministration bill,
t
fframto
amgigt
I strongly support this report. All of pedite payment of hospital bills without
to the conference committee in order to
brig
te bll ackin compliance com- us would like to do more, but legislation unnecessary redtape, and we have pro
like this must be considered with refer- vided for payment in the case of non
pasdil.
bringl wthebill back
participating hospitals, under certain
Iko thbilwlbepsebtIence to the overall tax burden,
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I yield the conditions.
bthe
wlookin downed
jus feel thawe arel
Finally, let me point out that in the
tat fel e ae lokig dwnthe remainder of the time to the distinguishjus
ed gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. welfare Provisions that have been sub
road to complete socialization, toth
jected to a certain amount of criticism
complete nationalization of medicine. I Borasi.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The here, nevertheless in fiscal year 1968,
predict that within 30 years from today
medicare, medicaid, hospitalization, doc- gentleman from Louisiana is recognized we provide $265 million In new benefits
that are not now provided for in the law.
tors, nurses, and the pharmaceutical in- for 14 minutes.
Let me also point out that in the mat
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, in my judgdustry will be nationalized 100 percent
of the work-training program mem
ter
the
probably
represents
ment this bill
eninent. Thatnwilltbe bontcauste Gofvth
most diligent effort that Congress has tioned heretofore by the chairman, it
ernmenTh seeing on theoutsieofth
since the inception of the social is estimated that 750,000 people not now
pressure we are senonteusieo-made
day by those people who want more than security program to bring the program employed will be trained by 1972. They
they are getting under social security. It up to date and to provide for our people are 750,000 people who are not now gain
fully employed and who, in the terms
will come from the people under 65-and who are dependent upon that system,
Let me first tell you some of the things used by the President some years ago,
I do not blame them-who-do not get
medicare from the Government, who do that this bill does, some of the benefits are tax eaters and not taxpayers. In my
not get the benefits that older people get. that are provided in the bill, and let me opinion these people want the chance
Yet they have to Put up their own money spell them out so that everyone can to earn their own way in jobs of their
own choosing.
to pay their bills. They will demand more understand them,
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Mr. Speaker, will
In the first place, the additional
and more and more. The result will be
that we will nationalize the medical busi- monthly benefits for a man and his wife the gentleman yield?
Mr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentle
ness, the hospitals, and the doctors. This are increased from $145 to $165. The
will result in a decrease in the quality minimum benefit is raised from $44 to woman from Michigan.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Mr. Speaker, I
and quantity of medicine, now so avail- $55 a month. The maximum benefit is
increased for a single worker from $168 would like to say to the distinguished
able under the free enterprise system.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. Speaker, I would like to $189.90 a month. In terms of dollars, gentleman, as the only woman who ever
to'compliment the members of the con- as the distinguished gentleman from had a right on the floor to offer an
ference committee on the excellent job Wisconsin, the ranking minority mem- amendment to the welfare provisions of
they did under extremely difficult con- ber, pointed out, in a full year of opera- the social security bill, I wholeheartedly
tion it means $3,700,000,000 to the social support the welfare amendments in the
ditions.
Most of the criticism of this bill fails security beneficiaries of this country. House. I congratulate the conferees for
to take into account the overwhelming That is an enormous increase in benefits, retaining the House version.
I would like to point out that we are
Let me spell out to you what the prestatistics regarding the AFDC recipients.
There are communities in my own State vious dollar increases in cash benefits doing no woman a favor if we say to her,
of Texas with families on their third have been. The 1950 amendments "You have to stay home. You can never
be delivered." This is not a favor to any
generation of welfare. This cycle of pov- amounted to $1 billion per annum.
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one, and it is an immoral thing to say State may elect to let $7.50 of the inMr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentleman
to her, "You can leave the father of crease pass through,
from Wisconsin.
your children and the rest of us will supMr. BURTON of California. If they do
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. I believe
port them." Or that she can stay home not have outside incomne-and about half the gentleman is losing sight of the fact
without working and the rest of us will of those adults do not have outside in- that there is noihing. to prevent the
support her. We do her a favor when we come-what situation will they be in States from giving these increases. This'
permit her to support herself or her under this bill?
all goes to the States, and the Federal
Mr. MILLS. If the gentleman will yield Government matches on a State-matchchildren and give her a chance at a job
and some training,
further, that is determined entirely on Ing formula. Some of the States, where
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, I thank the basis of whether they have income, the Federal Government matches by 83
the gentlewoman. I am sure all Mem- The State has to adjust. That is not in percent, might provide for this, and the
bers of this body realize what a dedicated all'cases only social security but it could Federal Government will have to match
Congresswoman the gentlewoman from be some other type of Income. The State any dollar increase by 83 cents on every
Michigan is, and she is expressing the has to adjust the needs upward for this dollar.
sentiment of all our citizens. I just do payment, if it makes this election, so
Mr. BURTON of California. As I
not believe that anyone who is able wants that they would have this $7.50.
understood it, the Senate version re-6
to do nothing -all of his or her life. I
Mr. BURTON of California. What quired passing on to social security bene
think most people want an opportunity about the million and a half or so aged, ficiaries, and required that non-social
for gainful employment,
blind, and disabled with no social sedu- security beneficiaries would also receive
That is what this bill seeks to do.
rity or railroad retirement, and no other certain benefits.
Let me point out one or two other kind of outside income at all? My quesMr. BOGGS. I will yield to the gentle
things I think are very important about- tion is: Does this bill provide any mech- man from New Jersey.
the ceiling which has been the subject of anism, directly or indirectly, for any
M.JESN
ol iet
s
a considerable amount of criticism. That benefit increase to those million and a what aboutSthe intiution and t agen
ceiling applies only in one category of half Americans who by definition are in whtaotheistuonadag
children. That is only where the father economic need?
cies in New Jersey who said the freeze
or the man in the home is absent. It
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, will the gen- will be catastrophic?
does not apply where the father is dead- tleman yield further?
Mr. BOGGS. I just answered that
which covers a great many children. It
Mr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentleman question. I said that the so-called freeze
does not apply where the father is dis- from Arkansas.
applies to only one category of children.
abled. Nor does it apply when the chilMr. MILLS. There is nothing in this I further said that if problems arise in
dren are still in school, all the way bill to directly help in that situation be- its application the committee will re
through age 22.
cause there is nothing in the bill that solve them as soon as possible.
In addition to that, and equally im- increases in any way the amount of the
Now, Mr. Speaker, I yield to the gen
portant, it is a flexible ceiling. It does Federal contribution directly to people tleman from Florida [Mr. PEPPER].
not mean that, come January 1, 1968, a on welfare. Let me comment further.
Mr. PEPPER. On page 284 It says "pro
given number will be arrived at, and
I think I may have misunderstood one vide for aid to families with dependent
that number will be, permanent from of the gentleman's earlier questions. The children In the form of foster care." The
then on. Quite the contrary. It grows as Senate amendment had been explained States are required to provide It?
the child population grows,
by the Department as a "pass-along"
Mr. BOGGS. Yes.
It is used as a base for a flexible ceil- provision, which would Indicate that it
Mr. PEPPER. What assurance have we
would have been applicable only to social that the States may be induced to do
ing.
Finally, let me say this on this subject: security recipients and we were informed so?
We have amended this law whenever it that no additional Federal funds would
Mr. BOGGS. If they do not do it, they
has been required. The idea that anyone have been involved under the Senate pro- lose whatever funds -they are entitled to
could say, in light of the benefits I have vision. I must agree with the gentleman under that program.
spelled out-$3 1/2 billion in social se- in his interpretation that the Senate proMr. PEPPER. I thank the gentleman.
curity benefits, $258 million in new wel- vision literally would have applied to wel-g
fare benefits in 1968 alone, new hospital fare recipients without regard to whether
Mr. BOGGS. This has been a well-con
programs and so on-the idea that any- they are social security recipients. In this sidered and well-thought-out bill. It has
one could say this legislation is regres- matter he is correct, I would like for MY taken the combined efforts of the two
sive merely means that he has not studied Previous statement to stand corrected in committees, and the conferees worked
the legislation.
that regard, I know the gentleman ha long, hard, and diligently. As all of us
I sat through this conference from be- studied this provision of the bill in grea~t know, we are driv~ing -toward adjourn-'
ginning to end. I sat there because I felt detail.
'ment of this first session of the 90th
there was no bill any more important. I
Mr. BURTON of California. I thank Congress. In my judgment, this will be
participated in the conference discus- the gentleman, because that is the point the last vote we have on this bill. I just
sions on these amendments.
I tried awkwardiy to make earlier. Ap- want to emphasize--and I think I can
In my Judgment, this Is the best bill parently now the record Is correct in say this without fear of contradictionthat we can possibly get,
that respect,
that if we do not adopt this conference
If we have made mistakes-to err is
There will be one and a half million report now and if the other body insists
human-but if we have made mistakes aged, blind and disabled needy people on disagreeing to it, it simply means that
we will come back and to the best of our under public assistance'laws that under inceae
w5illiono gmetrit.nThatisle whto as
ability we will correct them. Everyone no circumstances can get 1 cent as a re- involeds willn
tiotget itodTay. swhti
knows that.
sult of Passage of this bill.
ivle
nti
oetdy
Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, I yield furI hope that rather than try to build
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
ther to the chairman of the committee, up threats that do not exist, we will rec
Mr. BOGGS. I am happy to yield.
Mr. MILLS. However, this does not ognize that this is the most comprehen
Mr. URTN
ofCalforna. s itthePresent the whole picture, since under sive social security bill we have ever had
gnlmr.BUTOs
o Cnesaldifonga Iithethe
bill there are significant savings in before Congress and will vote it up, and
gnlmnsudrtnigthat the the welfare programs which the States we will understand that if any other
aged, the blind, the disabled who draw cnueticraehepy
nstohsecourse of action is taken, these benefits
pbic assirStanes acan rhecheiv upnto $7.50 very people, If they so choose. Also, we will not be made available to the Amer
Ithaei Sutatdes anctewehrontteymust
remember the entire context of ican People as called for in this legisla
haeotieicmthis
bill.
tion.
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, will the genMr. BOGGIS. It was not in conference,
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I move the
tleman yield?
was it?
previous question on the conference reMr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentleman
Mr. BURTON of California. The mat- Port.
from Arkansas.
ter was in conference.
The previous question was ordered.
Mr. MILLS. Yes; if they are on welfare
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The ques
and receive a social security,payment, the Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
tion is on the conference report.
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ofe

Devine

Kazen

Reid, Inl.

Kee
Keith

Reid,
N.Y.
Reifel

Kelly
King, Calif.

Reuss
Rhodes, Ariz.

to recommit.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is the

Donohue
Dorn

port?
Mr. U'IT. I am, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk

Downing
Duiski
Duncan
Dwyer
Eckhardt
Edmondson
Edwards, Ala.

gnlmnopsdtthcofrner-Dow
gnlmnopsdtthcofrner-Dowdy

wlreottemtotorcmi.
wlreottemtotorcmi.

The Clerk read as follows:

M.UTmvsto recommit the cnfernc
reportClf
reoton the bill (H.R. 12080) to the committee of conference with instructions to the
managers on the part of the House to insist
on the language of sections 101 and 108 of
the House-passed bili which provides a 12%2percent benefit increase, a minimum primary
n

inuaneamutf$5,an

nua

Edwards, La.
Eilberg
Erlenborn
Esch
Eshleman
Evans, Colo.

01-Everett

isrneaonof$0anananaco-Evins, Tenn.
Fallon
tribution and benefit base of $7,800.

Mr IL.M.Sekr
Mr M.Spaer
ILS

oeteFarbstein
mv teFascell

previous question on the motion to recommit.

Feighan

Findley

Fino
was ordered.
The previous
Th question
PAE
r epr.Teqe-Fisher
ThePEAER
po tmpoe. Te qes-Flood
Flynt
tion Is on the motion to recommit.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr. Foley
Ford, Gerald R.
Spaea SekrInur.
parliamentary inur.
Ford,
William D.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The genFraser
tleman will state it.
Frelinghuysen
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Does the Friedel
motion of the gentleman from California Fulton, Pa.
include the restrictive amendments ap- Fulton, Tenn.
Fuqua
AFDC?
pidto the
pledGalifianakis
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair Gallagher
Gardner
cannot answer that.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. May I Garmatz
ask the gentleman from California to ex- Gathings
Gettys
Gialmo
plain his motion?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
objection, the Clerk will reread the moto torom
i.Goodell
oreomi.Goodling
tin
There was no objection.
The Clerk reread the motion to recommit.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the motion to recommit.
The motion to recommit was re'Jeeted.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the conference report.
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, on that I
dmnthyesadny.Haipern
dmnthyesadny.Hamilton
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and there
were--yeas 390, nays 3, answered "present" 1, not voting 38, as follows:
Abernethy

Adams
Addabbo
Albert

Tenn.

Andrews,
N4.Dak.
AMends
Aslibrook
Ashley
Ashmore
Aspinal]
.Ayres
Baring
Barrett
Batti
Belcher
Bell
Berry
Betts
Bevilir
Biester
Bingham
Blackburn
Blanton

Blatnik

Gubser
Gude
Gurney
Hagan
Haley
Hall

Rhodes,
Pa.NO
Riegle
Rivers
Roberts
Robison
Rodino
Rogers, Colo.
Rogers, Fla.
Ronan
oneN..
Rooney, Pa.
Rosenthal
Rostenkowski
Roth
Roudebush
Roush
Roybal
Rumsfeld
Ruppe
Ryan
St Germain
Sandman

McFall
McMillan
MacGregor
Machen
Madden
Mahon
Mailliard
Marsh
Calif.
Mathias,
Matsunaga,
May
Mayne
Mleeds
Mleskcill
Michel
Miller, Calif.
Miller, Ohio
Mills
Minish
Mink
Minshall
Mize
Monagan
Montgomery
Moore
Moorhead
organ

Morris, N. Mex.
Morse, Mass.
Morton
Mosher
Moss
Multer
Murphy, Ill.
Murphy, N.Y.
Myers
Natcher
Nedsi
Nelsen
Nichols

YEAS-39O
Boggs

Cederberg-

Bolton
Bow

Clancy
Clark

Helstoski

Ottinger

Herlong
Hicks

Patman

Boland

Brademnas

Anderson, 1Dl. Brasco
Bray
Anderson,
Andrews, Ala.

Gray
Green, Pa.
Griffiths Gross
Grover

Kirwan

Kluczynski
Kornegay
Kupferman
Kyl
Kyros
Laird
Landrum
Lngn
Latta
Leggett
Lennon
Lipscomb
Lloyd
Long, La.
Long, Md.
McCarthy
McClory
McClure
McCulloch
McDade

Hammerachmidt
Hanley
Hanna
Hansen, Wash.
Harvey
Hathaway
Hawkins
Hays

[olN.

Adair

Gibbons
Gilbert

Klewppe

McDonald,
Mich.
McEwen

Chamberlain
Clausen,

Don H.
Clawson, Del

Brinkley

Cleveland

Brooks
Brotzman
Brocwn, Calif.
Brown, Mich.
Brown, Ohio,
Broyhill, N.C.
Broyhill, Va.
Buchanan
Burke. Fla.
Burleson
Burton. Calif.
Burton, Utah
Bush
Button
Byrne, Pa.
Byrnes, Wis.
Cabell
Cahill

Caolmer
Conable
Conte
Conyers
Corbett
Corman
Cowger
Cramer
Culver
Cunningham
Curtis
Daddario
Daniels
Davis, Ga.
Davis, Wis.
de la Garza
Delaney
Dellenback

Carter

Dent

Brock

Carey

Casey

Cohelan

Denney

Derwinski

Nix

0 Hara,

ml.

O'Hara, Mich.
O'Konski
Olsen

Hechler, W. Va. O'Neal, Gas.
Heckler. Mlass. O'Neill, Mass.
Henderson

Passman
Fatten
Pelly

Holffisld
H-olland
Horton
Howard
Hull
Hngt
Hunt
Hutchinson
Ichord
Irwin
Jacobs
Jarman
Joelson
Johnson, Calif,
Johnson, Pa.
Jonas
Jones, Ala.
Jones, Mo.

Price, Il.
Price, Tex.
Pryor
Pucinski
Quie
Quillen

Jones, N.C.
Karsten
Karth

Railsback
Randall
Rarick

Kastenmeler

Pepper
Perkins
Pettis
Pbilbin
Pike
Pike
Pirnie
Poage
Poff
Pollock
Pool

Rees
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Mrr.Seaer
Mr
UI.

-

NAYS.-4

Burke, Mass.

Bennett

Utt

ANSWERED "PRESENT"-l
Gonzalez

NTV'IO4q7G

8

ucl
dh
daoPrellek
Resiecke
Hardyso
Renick
St
Harrson
Scttng
Habrsh
Scott
Hosbert
Siske
Hong Ner
Stratton
Kuykendall
Talcoit
Lukens
Watson
Macdonald,
Willis
Mlass.
Williams, Miss.
Martin
Young
Mathias, Md.
asn
Hanen

Abt
Annbnitt
Bannusi

Batesn

Bromiing
Belr
Cellier
Dawson
Dickinson
Diggs
Fountain
Green, Oreg.
Halleck

~ed

So the conference report was agreed to.

The Clerk announced the following

pairs:

Mr. adbert With Mr. Halleck.
Aft. Annunzio with Mrt. Bates.

Mr. St. Onge with Mr. King of New York.
Satterfield
SaylorM.Celrwihr.atssoMrynd
nd
Mr. Fountai withMr Mr.hiBroomfMarld
Schadeberg

Scherle
Scheuer
Schneebeli
Schweiker
Schwengel
Selden
Shipley
Shriver
Skubits
Slack
Smith, Calif.
Smith, Iowa
Smith, N.Y.
Smith, Okla.
Snyder
Springer
Stafford
Staggers
Stanton
Steed
Steiger, Ariz.
Steiger, Wit.
Stephens
Stubblefield
Stuckey
Sullivan
Taft

Taylor

M.Futi

ihM.Borfed

Mr. Stratton with Mr. Hosmer.
Mr. Resnick with Mr. Diggs.
Mr. Hardy with Mr. Martin.
Mrt. Willis with Mr. Lukens
Mr. Abbiti with Mr. Collier.
Mr. Young with Mr. Talcott.
ihW r
ascuet
M.Mcoado
fMsahstswt
rzadnl
Reinecke.
Mr. Siukes with Mrt. Harrison.
Mr. Purcell with Mr. Dickinson.
Mr. Charles H. Wilson with Mr. Hansen of
Idaho.
Mr. Sisk with Mr. Scott.
Mrs. Green of Oregon with Mr. Kuykendall.
Mr. Sandman with Mr. Watson.
Mr. Dawson with Mr. Harsha.

The result of the vote was announced

as above recorded.

A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.
GENERAL LEAVE

Teague, Calif.

I ask unaniMr. MILLS.
Teague, Tex.
who
that Speaker,
those Members
consent Mr.
mous
Tenser
ThompsnGa
participated in the debate on the conThompson N.J
ference report may be permitted to revise
Thomson, Wis
their remarks and include
and extend matter.
Tiernan
extraneous
TVck
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. ALTunney
Udall
BERT). Is there objection to the request
Ullman
of the gentleman from Arkansas?
Van Deerlin
bjcin
Vander Jarghrtwsn
Vanik
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unaniVigorito
mous consent that those Members desirWaggonner
ing to do so may have 5 legislative days
Waldie
Walker

Wampler

Watkins
WaitsTh

Whalen
Whalley'
White

Whitener
Whitten
Widnall
Wiggins
Williams, Pa.
Wilson, Bob
Wilson,
Charles H.
Winn
Wolff
Wright
Wyatt
Wydler
Wylie
Wyman
Yates
Zablocki
Zion
Zwsch

within which to extend their remarks on
the conference report.
oe.Itee
Rprte
PA
hr
r epr.I
TeSFAE
objection to the request of the gentleman from Arkansas?
There was no objection.
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PERSONAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Mr. Speaker, I
was unavoidably absent when the vote
was taken on the conference report on
H.R. 12080, the Social Security Amend
ments of 1967. Had I been present, I
would have~voted "yea."
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THE SOCIAL SECURITY BILL
Mr. Speaker, I have introduced a num
(Mr.FEIGAN skedandwas given ber of bills to extend social security
pMr.isEionHANaddeskted and
efo
benefits in the present Congress. These
pemissiond to adresisen ethendHouse ore1 include proposals to provide a minimum
minta
adtrrvssadexedhi)e
benefit of $100 a month to workers with
Mark.)FIHN
r paewe
h
25 years of social security credits: an
Mofr.encGHApor Mr. Speakera whenth
increase in the earnings limitation to
confrene
rpor on he ocil scurty $2400 a year; full benefits at age 62 for
bill was adopted by a rollcall vote of men and 60 for women; and providing
390 to 3 on Wednesday, I voted for its disability benefits for blind persons who
adoption because I felt that it is impera- have at least six quarters of coverage. It
tive that the benefit increase it contains is my hope that the Committee on Ways
must be made available to the 24 million and Means will give serious consideraAmericans on the social security rolls tion to these proposals when it next turns
without further delay.itatetotosclscutymtr.
I must confess that I cast my vote Initateiotosclscutymtr.
support of the conference report al
though I was dissatisfied with a number
of the bill's provisions. At this stage of
the legislation, however, I felt that I
could do nothing more than support the
conference report because to vote against
it might well have jeopardized the pos
sibility of any benefit increase being en
acted during this Congress.
Mr. Speaker, I was dissatisfied with a
number of features of the bill, not the
least of those is the benefit increase. The
Senate had adopted a 15-percent acrossthe-board increase in benefits and raised
the minimum benefit from the present
$44 a month to $10 a month. The con
ference report provides only a 13-percent
increase and increases the minimum to
$55, much more in line with the provi
sions of the House bill which raised
benefits 121/2 percent and increased the
minimum to $50.
In addition to the benefit increase. I
am also troubled by some of the bill's
provisions amending the public assist
ance programs.
I am concerned over the way the bill's
provision freezing the proportion of
AFDC children on the rolls In a State
will work. The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare furnished esti
mates indicating that this provision will
not result in reducing Federal expendi
tures In the years ahead, thus indicating
that it will not require any reductions
in the number of recipients on the rolls.
I do not believe that the Department's
estimates take into account the problems
which could arise in many urban areas
which are experiencing an in-migra
tion of people from rural areas, a higher
than average proportion of whom -apply
for welfare assistance.
I am also concerned over the bill's pro
visions shifting the administration of
work and training programs for AFDC
recipients from welfare agencies to em
ployment security agencies. The latter
agencies have little or no experience In
handling the special problems of welfare
recipients. Experience gained under com
munity work and training programs pre
viously established under title IV of the
Social Security Act demonstrates that
the local welfare agencies are capable of
conducting such programs when given
the proper tools to carry them out.
I am sure that the Congress will keep
a watchful eye on the results obtained
under these provisions of the bill and
that at the first sign of something going
wrong with their operation, which I sin
cerely hope will not occur, the necessary
legislative steps to correct what may be
present errors will be taken.
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OPPOSITION TO CONFERENCE
REPORT ON H.R. 12080
(Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey (at
the request of Mr. CONYERS) was granted
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include ex
traneous matter.)
Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. MrSpeaker, I rise in opposition to the con
ference report on H.R. 12080. I voted for
H.R. 12080 when it was before this House.
I did so because I strongly believe that in
creased social security benefits are nec
essary to provide older Americans with
the means to live In dignity. I voted for
H.R. 12080 even though I strongly op
posed the public welfare provisions. I
assumed the conference committee would
eliminate or ease these objectionable
provisions. But I was wrong. The confer
ence report before us incorporates an ap
proach to public welfare which bespeaks
the Middle Ages rather than our own
day. As a result, I cannot in conscience
support the conference report.
I am mindful that those receiving so
cial security are counting on the in
creased benefits which this bill provides.
But as the Members know, the increased
benefits are not scheduled to appear in
social security checks until March of
next year. That being the case, we have
ample time to rectify the mischief con
tained in this bill. I would urge the
House to reject this conference report
and to enact a bill which will Insure that
increased benefits begin In March. We
can then reconsider the welfare Provi
sions.

1117104
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As the Members know, the language of
the conference report freezes the per
centage of children eligible for Federal
assistance under the aid-to-dependent
children program at the level of Janu
ary 1968. Such action would have a dev
astating effect upon New Jersey and
many other States. New Jersey has the
third highest inmigration rate in the
Nation. The freeze contemplated in the
conference report would mean that our
State, county, and municipal govern
ments would have to raise additional rev
enue to compesate for loss of Federal
funds.
This morning I received a telegram
from Commissioner McCorkle of our
State department of institutions and
agencies. He opposes the conference re
port because of the adverse effect it will
have upon New Jersey.
Mr. Speaker, I would be the last per
son to minimize the beneficial effects of
gainful work. I wholeheartedly support
any effort designed to get people off wel
fare rolls and on payrolls. But the con
ference report in requiring that all re
cipients of ADC assistance work makes
no exception for mothers with young
children. There is no language to miti
gate their situation. If we drive these
mothers fromn their homes to enter other
homes as domestics, who will care for
their children? This conference report
as it now stands can have no other ef
fect than that of contributing to disinte
gration of family life among the poor
with all the evils that this brings in its
train.
Mr. Speaker, our elderly citizens are
anxiously awaiting the increased bene
fits that we have promised them. But I
cannot believe that they wish to receive
them at the expense of misery inflicted
on others. I urge my colleagues to reject
this conference report.
The telegram referred to follows:
N.J.,
December 12, 1967.
Hon. PRANx THompsoiq, Jr.,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.:
TRENTroiq

New social security legislation. H.R. 12080,
as reported out of Senate-House conferenc e
contains provision freezing Federal partici
pation in aid to families of dependent chil
dren program. If adopted this can be cata
strophic for New Jersey, particularly our ur
ban centers. New Jersey will suffer because:
(1) It is nationally recognized that the num

ber of welfare recipients has been main

tained at a low level in New Jersey. and (2)

New Jersey has the third highest rate of inmigration in the Nation. Freeze on Federal
participation would place the entire cost of

increased loads on State. county, and mu

nicipal governments.
L~oYD W. MCCORXLE,
Commissioner, Department of institut
tionss and Agencies, State of New
Jersey.
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to In conference and which was adopted
by this body yesterday.
I look upon this legislation as not
being adequate to meet the needs of our
citizens. When originally voting in favor
of this legislation, it was anticipated that
it would subsequently be improved
upon-that the House bill would be con
sidered as a base upon which to build.
Though some improvement was realized
in the Senate version, the conferees
failed to come forth with the necessary
legislation.
Of particular note is the amendment
pertaining to welfare programs aiding
families with dependent children. As re
ported by the conferees and adopted
yesterday, aid to dependent children Is
to be frozen at levels of January 1, that
is, the Federal Government will pay its
share of the Federal-State welfare pro-.
gram only at the level of recipients set
as of January 1, 1968. Persons going on
the aid for families with dependent chil
dren rolls above that level will only re
ceive State and local assistance. In other
words, the Federal Government is turn
ing its back on all those families and
children who would become eligible for
assistance after January 1, 1968, under
existing eligibility regulations.
I would like to remind my colleagues
that this Nation, which Is the wealthiest
in the world, uses less of its national
wealth for the social welfare of its citi
zens than other advanced industrial na
tions and frequently less than many poor
and developing nations. While West
Germany and Luxembourg use approxi
mately 17 percent of their gross national
Product for social welfare measures, the
United States uses only 7 percent.
We have little to rejoice about con
cerning the legislation passed by this
body yesterday. Yes, it is an improve
ment in some areas--which prompted
my "Yea" vote-but it still leaves much
to be desired. Let us now address our
selves to the legislative task that re
mains ahead if we are to fulfill our ob
ligation to the senior and less fortunate
citizens of this Nation.

Social Security Amendments of 1967
SPEECH
OF

HON. FERNAND J. ST GERMAIN
OF RHODE ISLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesd~ayi, December 13, 1967
Mr. ST GERMAIN. Mr. Speaker, one
of the disgraceful Paradoxes of this Na
tion is its unparalleled ability to care
for Its senior and less fortunate citizens,
yet its failure to do so.
Perhaps the most vivid manifestation
of this is the social security bill agreed

A 6197
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Social Security Amendments of 1967

(H.R. 12080)
SPEECH

HON. LEONARD FARBSTEIN
OF

NEW YORK~

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, December 13, 1967
Mr. FARBSTEIN. Mr. Speaker, I was
among those who voted in favor of the
Social Security Amendments of 1967
.when it appeared on the floor some
months ago. At that time, however, I
expressed my severe reservations about
several of the provisions of that legisla
tion. At the time, I was particularly ag
grieved that the rule under which the
bill was considered did not permit a
separate vote on each of its many pro
visions. My colleagues and I did not have
the opportunity to pass in detail on the
work that the committee, in this meas
ure, submitted to us. Nonetheless, I sup
ported the bill. I reasoned that the ob
jectionable provisions might very well be
eliminated in conference, since it was
well known at the time that the majority
of the Senate was opposed to them. I
judged that, on the whole, the bill would
be beneficial to the American people.
We now have the conference report
before us and I regret to say that the
objectionable provisions are still present
in the bill. We did not have a chance to
vote on them -then. We are not getting
a chance to vote on them now. Mr.
Speaker, I would like to protest vigor
ously a procedure which allows major
policy to pass this House without its
Members ever getting a chance to ex
press their judgment on it. I will not say
that this bill was railroaded into law.
I recognize that the Committee on Ways
and Means gave it careful consideration.
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But the committee is not the House and
has no authority to legislate for the
House. Certainly the Senate had no less
right to have these provisions eliminated,
yet the committee, speaking for itself
rather than for the House as a body, insisted that they be retained. With all due
respect for the leadership of the committee, Mr. Speaker, I do not feel that
the presence of this bill, in the form that
it is before us today, represents a victory
for parliamentary democracy.
The two provisions to which I take
most vigorous exception are those which
would penalize my-State and my city
chiefly, but would also handicap industrial areas generally. In other words,
these provisions are highly biased in their
intent. They represent anti-urban discrimination.
The first of these provisions would put
a ceiling on the amount of AFDC assistance a State can receive. It would limit
the number of eligible applicants for
which a State can receive Federal backing to the number currently on the rolls.
In other words, if one more eligible re
cpient comes int'o New York, by birth or
migration, no funds will be granted for
this recipient's care. We all know, Mr.
Speaker, that New York and other pro
gressive States have become and will con
tinue to serve as a magnet for the dispos
sessed, the underprivileged, the unfor:7
tunates of what, if I may be candid, can
oi ly be called the "backward" States.
These States send their surplus bodies,
in effect, to New York and the other
great industrial cities. We in New York
try to offer these people opportunity.
Sometimes we are not successful, but
we try. When we cannot give them jobs,
we sometimes have to offer them welfare,
to keep them-and by "them" I mean
little children more often than able
br'died men-alive. This provision will
have no impact whatever on State that
hwa'e a net out-migration of poor people.
It will only hurt the States to which
people migrate, States which are doing
their best to deal with the Nation's eco
nomic problems. It is a cruel provision,
becpause it tells us in New York, in ar
bitrary and peremptory fashion, that we
cmnnot receive any mote help in keeping
tVese children alive.
The other provision puts new limita
ti,.ns on the administration of the socalled medicaid program, which New
York has put into effect to assure ade
quate medical- treatment to the poor.
Authorized by Federal law, New York
has sought to make a reality of our so
ciety's promise that no one will be sick
for lack of medical care. This bill force
New York, the most conscientious of
States, to back away from this commit
ment. New York must do so because the
Federal Government, under this legisla
tion, is reneging on the bargain it made
when the law was originally passed. Iron
ically, the wording of this provision pe
r-lizes most severely those persons who
are trying hardest to support themselves
bi't remain on the margin of the sub
sistence 'Point in their incomes. I con
sider this provision reprehensible, both
in practice and principle.
I would like to add further that I dis
approve of the provision that will force
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some mothers to accept job training in
return for welfare assistance for their
children. On the face of it, I approve of
a provision to make constructive workers
out of welfare recipients. But a moment's
reflection reveals that this provision can
force mothers to leave their childrenoften at the cost of furnishing a babysitter or leaving them inadequately
tended-to take their training. This pro
vision is unrealistic. Of course, job train
ing is important. But I object to any plan
which will drag mothers away from their
children, when they are the only ones
who should be caring for them. I protest
a bill which will break up the motherchild relationship the way this one does.
I will vote to suoport the bill, because
I continue to think that the general imi
provements in social security benefits to
the 25 million social security recipients
Justify my vote. But, Mr. Speaker, I think
the principle of "two steps forward-one
step backward" is a poor one for legisla
tion. I do not think this is one of the
better days of this great body.
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Social Security Amendments of 1967
SPEECHto
SPEC

HON. SIDNEY R. YATES
OF ILIXOMin

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, December 13, 1967
Mr. YATES. Mr. Speaker, I shall vote
for this conference report with mixed
feelings. I strongly favor the increase insocial security benefits. Our older citizens desperately need the additional
money this bill makes available to make
ends meet in this time of rising prices,
Inflation lays its cruel weight most
heavily upon those who must live on
fixed incomes, the pensioners who have
only their retirement income to depend
upon to sustain themselves. I have always
voted for increases in benefits, for I believe social security benefits must be
maintained at an adequate level to provide a decent standard of living for the
millions of people who must depend upon
it during their later years. The amount
recommended in this bill is only a minimum amount at best. I would have preferred to accept the amount recoinmended in the Senate bill.
I wish that a separate vote were Possible on the new restrictions in the bill,
but here as was the case when the bill
first came to the floor, Members must
vote "Yea" or "nay" on the whole bill.
No amendments are Possible. The
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"freeze" on funds accepted in the con
ference report represents a very harsh
measure to achieve economy. It is beyond
the control of the States to reduce the
number of broken families or the num
ber of dependent children. The number
of these homes has been on the increase
for several years, yet, despite this fact,
it is now proposed to limit the number
of one-parent children on AFDC to their
proportion of a State's child population
on January 1, 1968.
Such action surely will create havoc
in poverty stricken areas. What will hap
pen when applications are made? What
will happen to the newborn child? Is he
to be disqualified because of his birth?
What will happen to newcomers who en
ter a State during the year. Do they
qualify? Must sudden increases in popu
lation wait for the next years formula
date before equitable adjustments are
made? Where will States get funds in
the meantime to care for these people?
The answers are that the burdens will
be shifted to the States. Yet it was be
cause the States were unable to meet the
earlier burdens of assisting these chil
dren that the Federal Government of
fered its help. Now the States and local
ities who can least afford it will be asked
to bear these burdens. States with welldeveloped programs will be penalized
for their efforts. The poorer States will
be forced to reduce their payments and
develop more restrictive attitudes toward
applicants.
Equally onerous are those provisions
which would force a mother to leave her
children and to participate in commu
nity work or training. As if their plight
and hopelessness were not sufficient, the

tenuous base necessary to their survival

may be withdrawn should mothers fall
meet the standards of the strong, the
healthy, and the educated. many
mothers so situated want to work if they
can, and many do. But many cannot, and

most cases it is not because they are

lazy or unwilling.
They are untrained and unskilled.
They must take care of their children.
I favor work training programs which
will offer them the opportunity to be self
supporting, which most of them want,
but they should be voluntary,, not com
pulsory. Requiring them to participate
in training or work programs, as this bill
does no matter how worthy the pur
poses-can only spark their anger and
resentment. It is no way to nurture selfrespect. The costs of welfare will not be
reduced since the expense of institutional
care for the children may very well ex
ceed the costs of present welfare pay
ments.
Nor will the withdrawal of assistance
to those children whose mothers refuse
to Participate reduce costs for the comn
inunity. It only means that someone else
must accept responsibility and pay the
bill if these children are not to go hun
gry.
Using the language of "rehabilitation"~
and "training," this legislation may very
well be sacrificing the best interests of
the mother, the child, and the co-nmu
nity. I hope the effects of the experiment
Will not be as disastrous as many pre
dict.
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As I pointed out last August, I have al
ways been a strong supporter of the ex
tension and improvement of our social
security program in order to provide fl
nancial security and medical care for
our older citizens.
I voted for the conference report on
the social security amendments because
I feel an increase in benefits is essential
and long overdue. I regret the increase
was not larger, particularly for those re
ceiving the smallest payments, since it
is obvious no one can live on $55 a month.
However, I do believe this legislation will
provide a chance for many of our senior
citizens to more than catch up with in
creases In the cost-of-living which have
taken place since the last social security
increase In 1965 and I will continue to
work for further liberalization of our so
cial security system in the future.
I am greatly disturbed that the restric
tive welfare provisions approved by the
House last summer have been only
slightly modified by the conference com
mittee. I was quite disappointed that the
conferees recommended a freeze on the
proportion of children in each State who
could qualify for federally supported aidto-dependent children payments. This
and the section encouraging State and
local welfare agencies to pressure moth
ers of dependent children to leave home
and to go work are really antiwelfare
Provisions.
Although these Provisions constitute
a misguided effort to reduce illegitimacy
and cut welfare costs, their real effect
will be to Penalize innocent children and
contribute to a further breadown in the
family life of those on welfare.
Unfortunately, this conference report
Came before the House and Senate
so
late in this session of Congress that it is
impossible to seek a change in the anti!
welfare provision without jeopardizing
the social security benefits Increase and,
consequently, I felt it necessary to supPort this measure.

Social Security Amendments of 1967

Conference Report
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

HON. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER
OF

WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIIVE

Friday, December 15. 1967
Mr. KASTENMEI.I Mr. Speaker, I
Would like to take this Opportunity to
comment on the conference report on the
Social Security Amendments of 1967,
H.R. 12080.
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::Se. 107. Liberalization of earnings test.
"Sec. 108. Increase of earnings counted for
benefit and tax purposes.
::Sec. 109. Changes in tax schedules.
"see. 110. Allocation to disability Insurance
trust fund.
"See. 111. Extension of time for fiing appli
cation for, disability freeze
where failure to make timely
application is due to incom
petency.
"Sec. 112. Benefits for certain adopted chil
dren.
"PART 2-COVERAGE UNDER THE OLD-AGE,
SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PaoGRAMS

"Sec. 115. Coverage of ministers.
"Sec. 116. Coverage of State and local em
ployees.
"Sec. 117. Inclusion of Illinois among States
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF
pefrmitted to divide their retireREPORTment
systems.
1967-CONFERENCE REOT
"Sec. 118. Taxation of certain earnings of reMr. MILLS submitted the following
tired partner.
conference report and statement on the "Sec. 119. Inclusion of Puerto Rico among
bill (H.R. 12080) to amend the Social SeStates permitted to include fire
curity Act, and for other purposes:
men and policemen; validation
Of certain past coverage in the
CONFERENCE REPORT (H. REST. No. 1030)
State of Nebraska.
The committee of conference on the dis- "Sec. 120. Coverage of firemen's positions
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
pursuant to a State agreement.
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H.R. "Sec. 121. Validation of coverage erroneously
12080) to amend- the Social Security Act to
reported.
provide an increase In benefits under the "Sec. 122. Coverage of fees of State and local
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
government employees as selfsystem, to provide benefits for additional
employment income.
categories of individuals, to improve the pub- "Sec. 123. Family employment In a private
lic assistance program and programs relating
home.
to the welfare and

health of children, and for

"Sec. 124. Termination of coverage of em-

other purposes, having met, after full and
ployees of the Massachusetts
free conference, have agreed to recommend
Turnpike Authority.
and do recommend to their respective Houses
"PART 3-HEALTH INSURANCE BENEITrS
as follows:
"e.15
ehdo
amn opyiin
That the Senate recede from Its amend25
unc
ehderf
spplementary medsicial
ments numbered 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,unesplmntr
mdia
24, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 43,
Insurance program.
62, 84, 85. 86, 89, 93, 94, 95, 110, 111, '112, "Sec. 126. Elimination of requirement of
113, 114, 119, 142 144, 154, 155, 170, 171, 172,
certicainhoptacerviiaioIncs.
o
175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 181, 182, 183, 185, 189.
e.17
ncranhsia
evcs
192, 197, 200, 207, 216, 222, 239, 245. 246: 250:
Sc.17 Icusion ofupodienatriss services
251; 254, 255, 257, 259, 260. 261. 262. 264, 272,
inundransupplegrmenaymeia
284. 285, 287, 289, 291, 292, 293, and 295.
"Sec. 128. insurainc pofrtam.srvcs
That the House recede from its disagree- "Sec. 129. Transfer of all outpatient hospi
ment to the amendments of the Senate numtal services to supplementary
bered 4. 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60,
medical insurance program.
61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68. 69, 70, 71. '72, '73, 75, "See. 130. Billing by hospital for services fur
76. 78. 79, 81, 82, 83, 101, 102, 104, 106, 108,
nse
ootains
115, 117, 118, 130, 131, 133, 147, 148, 149, 150,
ayen
nished. tof reutpatiete
resfo
151, 152, 153. 156, 159. 160, 161, 162, 163: 164,
'e.11
amn fraoal
hre
o
165, 166, 168, 169, 173. 174, 187, 188, 193, 194,
radiological or pathological serv
195, 196, 199, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 208,
ices furnished by certain physi
209, 210, 211, 212, 215, 217, 218, 219, 220, 227,
clans to hospital inpatients.
228. 229, 230, 232, 234, 235, 237, 238, 247: 248: "Sec. 132. Payment for purchase of durable
249, 252, 256, 264a. 265, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271,
medical equipment.
274, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, and 283, and agree "Sec. 133. Payment for physical therapy serv
to the same.
ices furnished to outpatients.
Amendment numbered 1: That the House "Sec. 134. Payment for certain portable Xrecede from Its disagreement to the amendray services.
ment of the Senate numbered 1, and agree ",Sec. 135. Blood deductibles.
to the same with an amendment as follows: "Sec. 136. Enrollment under supplementary
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
eia
inunc
prgm
by the Senate amendment insert the followbaediaonsalegdratce pofrattin
ing:
bsdo
lee
aeo tan
"TABLE OF CONTENTS
Ing age 65.
"TITLE I-OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, DIS- "Sec. 137. Extension by 60 days during inABILTYANDHEALH
ISURNCEdividual's
lifetime of maximum
ABILTYANDHEALH
ISURNCEduration
of benefits for In
"PAET 1-B3ENEFITS UNDER THE OLD-AGE, SUEpatient hospital services.
VIVORS, AND DIsSAmIIT INsURANCE PRO- "'Sec. 138. Limitation on special reduction In
GRAM
allowable days of inpatient hos
"Sec. 101. Increase In old-age, survivors, and
pital services.
"Sc
0.
disability insurance benefits.
"Sec. 139. Transitional provision on eligibil
"Sc
0.Increase in benefits for certain UIn-t
fpesnl
nnsrd
i
diviualnd oer.viduals
age72
for hospital insurance
"Sec. 103. Maximum amount of a wife's or
benefits.
husband's insurance benefit.
"Sec. 140. Advisory Council to study cover
"Sec. 104. Benefits to disabled widows and
age of the disabled under title
widowers.
XVIII of the Social Security Act.
"Sec. 105. Insured status for younger dils- "Sec. 141. Study to determine feasibility of
abled workers,
Inclusion of certain additional
'Sec. 106. Benefits in caue of members of the
services under part B of title
uniformed servioes.
XVIII of the Social Security Act.
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"See. 142. Provisions for benefits under part
A of title XVIII of the Social Security Act for services to patients
admitted prior to 1968 to certain hospitals.
"Sec. 143. Payments for emergency hospital
services.
"Sec. 144. Payment under supplementary
medical insurance program for
certain inpatient ancillary services.
"Sec. 145. General enrollment period under
title XVIII.
"Sec. 146. Elimination of special reduction
in allowable days of inpatient
hospital services for patients In
tuberculosis hospitals.
"PART 4-MIscELLANEOUS AND TECHNICAL
AMENDMENTS
"Sec. 150. Eligibility of adopted child for
monthly benefits.
"Sec. 151. Criteria for determining child's dependency on mother.
"Sec. 152. Recovery of overpayments.
"Sec. 153. Benefits paid on basis of erroneous
reports of death in military servIce.
"Sec. 154. Underpayments.
"Sec. 155. Simplification of computation 'of

primary Insurance amount and
quarters of coverage in case of
1937-1950 wages.
"Sec. 156. Definitions of widow, widower, and
stepchild.
"Sec. 157. Husband's and widower's insurance benefits without require

-
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"Sec. 202. Earnings exemption for recipients
of aid to families with dependent children,
-'Sec. 203. Dependent children of unemployed fathers.
"Sec. 204. Work Incentive program for reciplents of aid under part A of title
IV.
"Sec. 205. Federal participation in payments
for foster care of certain dependent children.
"Sec. 206. Emergency assistance for certain
needy families with children.
"Sec. 207. Protective payments and vendor
payments with respect to dependent children.
"Sec. 208. Limitation on number of children
"Sec. 209.
"Sec. 210.

"Sec. 21 1.

"Sec. 212.

with respect to whom Federal
payments may be made.
Federal
participation
in
payments for repairs to home owned
by recipient of aid or assistance.
Use of subprofessional staff and
volunteers in providing services
to individuals applying for and
receiving assistance,
Location of certain parents who
desert or abandon dependent
children.
Provision of services by others than
a State.

"Sec. 212. Authority to disregard additional
Income of recipients of public
assistance,
"PART 2-MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS

1116685

"Sec. 236. State plan requirements regarding
licensing of administrators of
skilled nursing homes furnishing services under State plans
approved under title XIX.
"Sec. 237. Utilization of care and services
furnished under title XIX.
"Sec. 238. Differences In standards with respect to Income eligibility under
title XIX.
"PART 3--CHILD-WELFARE SEaVICES
AMENDMENTS
"-Sec. 240. Inclusion of child-welfare services
In title IV.
"Sc, 4.Cnomn
mnmns
Se 4.Cnomn
mnmns
"PART 4-MISCELLANEOUS AND TECHNICAL
AMENDMENTS
"Sec. 245. Partial payments to States.
"Sec. 246. Contracts for cooperative research

or demonstration projects.
"Sec. 247. Permanent authority to support
demonstration projects.
"Sec. 248. Special
provisions relating to
Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands.
and Guam.
"Sec. 249. Approval of certain projects.
"Sec. 250. Assistance in the form of institu
tional services in intermediate
care facilities.
"TITLE U-TIMPIROVEMEN'r OF CHILD

HEALTH
"Sec. 301. Consolidation of separate programs under title V of the Social
Security Act.

ment of wife's currently insured
status.
"Sec. 158. Definition of disability.
"Sec. 159. Disability benefits affected by receipt of workmen's compensation.

"Sec. 220. Limitation on Federal participation In medical assistance.
"Sec. 221. Maintenance of Stats efforts.
"Sec. 222. Coordination of title XIX and the
supplementary medical insurance program,

"Sec. 302. Conforming amendments.
"Sec. 303. 1968 authorization for maternity

"Sec. 160. Extension of time for filing reports
of earnings,
"Sec. 161. Penalties for failure to file timely
reverts.o
anns
n
te
12Lmtaints
eve
eeis
"Sc6.Lmtoations onupaymenthofbneitsd
Stoalin
usd
h
nted.

"Sec. 223. Modification of comparability provisions.
"Sec. 224. Required
services under State
medical assistance plan.
"npyeto
Sec. 225. Extent of Federal financial participation in certain administrative expenses.

"Sec. 308. Short title.
"TITLE I[V-GENERAL PROVISIONS
"e.41
oilwr
apwradtan
Ing.
"Sec. 402. Incentives for economy
while
maintaining or Improving quality in the provision of health

"Sec. 163. Benefits for certain children.
"Sec. 164. Transfer to Health Insurance Bentional Medical Review Commit-

"Sec. 226. Advisory council on medical assistance.
"Sec. 227. Free choice by Individuals eligible
for medical asssistance.

tee functions; increase in Council's membership,
"Sec. 165. Advisory Council on Social Be-,

"Sec. 228. Utilization of Stats facilities to
provide consultative services to
institutions furnishing medical

services.
"Sec. 408. Changes to reflect codificaton of
title 5, United States Cods.
"Sec. 404. Meaning of Secretary.
"Sec. 405. Study of retirement test and of

durity.
"Sec. 166. Reimbursement of civil service retirement annuitants for certain
premium payments under supplementary medical Insurance
"Sc
6.Apropriatinm
osppeetr
medical insurance trust fund,
"Sec. 168. Disclosure to courts of where-

care.
"Sec. 229. Payments for services and care by
a third party.
'Sec. 230. Direct payments to certain recipients of medical assistance.
"Sec. 231. Date on which State plans under
title XIX must meet certain
financial participation require-

efits

Advisory

Council of

Na-

abouts of certain individuals.

"Sec. 189. Reports of boards of trustees to
Congress.
"Sec. 170. General saving provision.
"Sec. 171. Expedited benefit payments.
"Sec. 172. Definition of blindness.
"Sec. 173. Attorneys fees for claimonts.

"Sc.30.

ds
onfansubprfepionectstaf. n
volunteers.
"Sec. 305. Extension of due date for child
mental health report.

drug standards and coverage.
"TITLE V-.MIBCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

"Sec. 501. Extension of period for filing
application for exemption by
members of religious groups op
posed to insurance.
"Sec. 502. Refund of certain overpayments
by employees of hospital insur

ance tax.
"Sec. 503. Extension of time to provide as

mlenta.

ssac

"Sec. 232. Observance of religious beliefs,
"Sec. 233. Coverage under title XI of certain spouses of individuals reskilled

nursing

ntdSae

rm

ii

foeg

"Sec. 504. Exclusion from definition of wages

of certain retirement. etc., pay

ceiving cash welfare aid or as-

sistance.
"Sec. 234. Standards for

o

countries.nd
ments

under

employer-estab

lished. plans."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 2: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend-

",TITLE II-PUBLIC WELFARE
AMENDMENTS
"PART I-puaLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS

homes furnishing services under
State plans approved under title
XI.ment
"Sec. 235. Cost sharing and similar charges

"Sec. 201. Programs of services furnished to
families with dependent chil-

with respect to inpatient hospital services furnished under

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the

title XIX.

following:

dren.

of the Senate numbered 2, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
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"TABLE FOR DETERMINING PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT AND MAXIMUM FAMILY BENEFITS

..
(Primary Insurance
benefit under 1939
acas m~odified)
If an Individual's
primary insurane
benefit (as determined under subsec.
(d)) is__________

At least-

But not

more

than-

II

i
(Primary

mv

IV

V

"I
(Primary Insrac

insurance

(Av~rsge monthly

(Primary

(Maximum

amount

wage)

Insurance

family

benefit under 1939

amount)

benefits)

act, as modified)

under
196 act)

Or his
primary
insurance

amount
(as determined

under

subsec.
(c) is-

Or his average monthly wage as determined under subsec.
(h)) is-

At least-

But not

more

than-

And the
The
maiu
amount
aonof
referred
benefits
to in the payable (as
preceding provided in
paragraphs sec. 203(a))
of this
on the basis

subsection of his wages
shall be-

and selfemployment
income

If an Individual's
primary insurance
benefit (as determined under subsee.
(d)) isAt least-

(rmr

israc
amount
underamut
1966 a)amut

Or his
primary
insurance
amount
(as deter-

But not

mined

than-

subsec.
Wc) is-

more

under

IV

(Average monthly
wage)

Or his average monthly wage (as determined under subsec.
(b)) is-

At least-

But not

Mor
than-

(Priay
insuane

The
amount
referred
to In the
preceding
Paragraphs

And the
maximum
amount of
benefits
payable (as
provided
in
2
Nec. 03(a))

of this

on the basis

subsection of his wea
shall heand set
employ
ment
Income

shall be-$156.0
$15.61
16.21
16.83
17.61
18.41
19.26
20.01
20.66
21.29
21.89
22.29
22.69
23.00
23.45
23.77
24.21
24.61
36.01
26.49
26.93
20. 41
26.96
27.47
28.01
28.69
20.18
29.69
30.37
30.93
31.37
32.01
32.61
33. 21
33.89
24.51
36.01
35.81
36.41
37.00
37.61
38.21
39.13
39.69
40.34
41.13
41.77
42.45
43.21
43.77
44.45
44.89

16.2014.84
17.60
18.40
19.24
20.00
20.64
21.18
21.88
22.28
22.68
23.08
23.44
23.76
24.20
24.60
26.00
26.48
26.92
20.40
26.94
27.46
28.00
28.68
29.26
29.58
30.36
30.92
31.36
32-00
32-60
33.20,
33.88
34.60
38.00
38.80
36.40
37.08
37.60
38.30
39.12
39.68
40.33
41.12
41.76
42-44
43.20
43.76
44.44
44.88
45.60

$48.00--------------

$74

$66.00

$82-SO

or less
49.00
60.00)
61.00
62.00
63.00
64.00
55.00
56.00D
67.00
58.00
59.00
60.00
61.00
62.10
63.20
64.20
65.30
66.40
67.60
68.60
69.60
70.70
71.70
72.80
73.90
74.00
76.00
77. 10
7.0
79. 20
80.30
81.40
82.40
83.60
84.60
81.60
86.70
87.80
88.90
89.90
91.00
92.10
93. 10
04.20
98.30
96.30
97.40
98.60
09.60
100.60
101.70
102.60
103.80
104.90
106.00
197.00
108.10
109.20
110.30
111.30
112.40
113.60
114.60
115.60
116.70
117.70
118.80
119.90

76
78
80
81
83
86
87
89
90
92
94
96
97
99
101
102
104
106
107
100
113
118
122
127
132
136
141
146
160
133
160
164
169
174
178
183
168
193
197
202
207
211
216
221
226
230
235
239
244
249
263
258
263
267
272
277
281
280
291
296
300
366
309
314
319
323
.328
333

55.40
66.50
57.70
68.80
69.90
61.10
62.20
63.30
64.60
66.60
60.70
67.80
69.00
70.20
71.66
72.60
73.80
76.10
76. 30
77.60
78.70
79.90
81.10
82-30
86.60
84.70
86.90
87.20
88.40
89.650
90.80
92-00
03.20
94.40
96.60
96.80
98.00
99.30
100.60
101.60
102.96
104.10
106.29
196.60
197.70
108.96
110.10
111.40
112-60
113.70
118.00
116.20
117.30
118.60
119.80
121.00
122.20
120.40
124.70
126.80
127.10
128.30
129.40
130.70
131.90
133.00
134.30
136.60

83.10
84.80
86.60
88.20
89.00
91.70
93.30
95.00
96.80
98.40
100. 10
101.70
103.50
103.30
107.30
108.00
110.70
112-70
114.650
116. 30
11.0
119.90
121.70
123.50
126.40
127.10
128.00
130.80
132.60
134.30
136.20
138.00
139.80
141.60
143.40
146.40
150.40
194.40
157.40
161.60
166.60
168.80
172.80
176.80
180.00
184.00
168. 00
191.20
195.20
199.20
202-40
206. 40
210.40
213.60
217.60
221.60
224.60
228.80
232-80
236.00
240.00
244.00
247.20
251.20
266.20
258.40
262.40
260.40

121.00
122.00
123.10

$75
77
79
81
82
84
so
88
00
91
93
96
97
98
100
102
1603
166
197
108
110
114
119
123
126
133
137
142
147
161
166
161
165
170
176
179
184
189
194
198
203
208
212
217
222
226
261
236
240
2,45
260
264
259
264
268
273
278
282
287
292
206
301
306
310
316
320
324
329

334
338
343

337
342
347

And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 3: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 3, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the following: "the month of February 1968"; and the
Senate agree to the same,

136.80
137.90
139.10

(Maximum
family
befis
befi)

shall be
$124.20

$348

126.20
126.30
127.40
128.40
129.50
110.60
131.70
132.70
130.80
124.90
136.90
137.00
138.00
139.00
140.00
141.00
142.00
143.00
144.00
146.00
146.00
147.00
148.00
149.00
160.00
161.00
162.00D
113.00
164.00
168.00
156.00
167.00
168.00
159.00
160.00
161.00
162-00
163.00
164.00
166.00
160.00
167.03
168. 00

352
367
362
366
371
376
380
386
390
394
399
404
408
413
418
422
427
432
437
441
440
461
486
460
466
469
474
479
483
488
493
497
602
607
611
616
621
526
630
635
539
844
649
554
867
661
564
668
571
676
578
582

269.60
273. 60
277.60

Amendment numbered 5: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 5, and agree
to the same with an amendment lis follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "February 1968, for each such person for
February 1968,"; and the Senate agree to the
same,

6ss

689
592
596
699
603
608
610
613
617
621
624
628
631
635
638
642

645
649

$361
356
361
366
370
375
379
384
389
393
398
403
407
412
417
421
426
431
436
440
446
460
454
459
464
468
475
478
432
487
492
496
601
060
610
615
620
524
629
634
538
543
648
663
55
660
663
*667
570
674
577
581
584
588
391
695
598
602
605
609
612
016
620
626
627
.60
634
637
641
644

648
650

$140.40
141.50
142.80
144.00
145.10
146.40
147.60
148.90
180.00
161.20
152.60
153.60
164.00
166.00
167.10
158.20
159.40
160.650
161.60
162.80
162.00
166.00
160.20
167.30
158.40
169.60
170.70
171.80
172.00
174. 10
178.20
176.30
177.60
178.60
179.70
180.60
182.00
183.10
184.20
186.40
180.60
187.60
188.80
189.90
191.00
192-00
193.00
194.00
198.00
196.00
197.00
198.00
199.00
200.00
201.00
202.00
203.00
204.00
208.00
206.00
207.00
298.00
209.00
210.00
211.00
212.00
213.00
214.00
218.00
216.00

217.00
218.00

$18.80
284.80
28&8go
292.00
296.00
100.00
303.20
307.20
311.20
314.40
318.40
322.40
336.60
329.60
333.60
336.80
340.80
344.so
348.80
360.40
362.40
364.40
366.00
368.00
360.00
361.60
363. 60
366.60
367.20
369.20
371L20
372.60
374.80
376.89
378.40
380.40
362.40
384.00
386.90
368.00
339.60
391.60
393.60
195.60
396.80
398.40
399.60
401.20
402.40
404.00
408.20
406.80
408.00
409.60
410.80
412.40
413.60
415.20
416.40
A18.00
419. 20
420.80
422.40
423.60
426.20
426. 40
428.00
429.20
430.60
432.00

433.60
434. 40".

Amendment numbered 6: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 6, and agree
to the same with. an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "113"; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered '7: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amend
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ment Of the Senate numbered 7, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "the month of February, 1968,";, and the
Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 8: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 8. and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "February 1968,":; and the Senate agee
to the same,
Amendment numbered 9: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 9, and agree
to the. same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the following: "entitled, after January 1968,"; and
the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 10: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 10, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "after January 1968"; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 11: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 11. and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the following: "month of February 1968, or who died
before'osuch month"; and the Senate agree
to the same,
Amendment numbered 12: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 12, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matteg proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the followtog: "month after January 1968"; and the
Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 13: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 13, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the followIng: "after January 1968"; and the Senate
agree 'to the same.
Amendment numbered 14: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 14, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the followIng: "of January 1968"; and the Senate agree
to the same.
Amendment numbered 15: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 15. and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
'by the Senate amendment Insert the following: "month of February 1968, or who died
In such month,"; and the Senate agree to
the same,
Amendment numbered 25: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment -of the Senate numbered 25, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lleu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "Months after January 1968"; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 26: That th&House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 26. and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the followIng: "Months after January 1968"; and the
Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 27: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 27, and agree
to the same with amendments as follow:
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Restore the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the Senate amendment, and omit the
matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate
amendment,
On page 26, lines 8 and 9, of the Rouse engrossed bill, strike out "the second month
following the month in which this Act Is
enacted" and insert the following: "the
month of February 1968"; and the Senate
agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 30: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 30, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the following: "months after January 1968."; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 35: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 35, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the Senate amendment.
On page 29, line 18, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800"1.
On page 30, line 5, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the followIng: "$7,800".
On page 30, line 9, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and Insert the following: "$7,800".
On page 30, line 13, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and Insert the following: "1$7,800"1.
On page 30, line 19, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "1$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800"1.
On page 31, line 5, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and Insert the following: "$7,800".
On page 31, line 9, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the follbwing: "$7,800"..
On page 31, line 12, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800".
On page 31, line 17, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800".
On page 31, line 25, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "1$7,600" and Insert the following: "1$7,800"1.
On page 32, line 3, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800".
On page 32, line 9, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "$7,600" and insert the following: "$7,800".
And the Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 37: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 37, and agree
to the same with amendments as follows:
Restore the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the Senate amendment, and omit the
matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment,
On page 33, line 5, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "196,6" and insert the following: "1967".
On page 33, line 6, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "5.9" and insert the following: "5.8".
On page 34, line 4, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "years 1967 and 1968, the
rate shall be 3.9" and Insert the following:
"year 1968, the rate shall be 3.8".amn
On page 34j line 19, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "years 1967 and 1968, the
rate shall be 3.9" and Insert the following:
"year 1968, the rate shall be 3.8".
On page 35 of tbe House engrossed bill,
strike out lines 9 through 16 and insert the
following:
"(1) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December 31. 1967, and before
January 1, 1973, the tax shall be equal to 0.60
percent of the amount of the self-employment Income for such taxable year;".
On page 35, line 17, of the House engrossed
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bill, strike out "(3) " and insert the followIng: " (2) !.
On page 35, line 21, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "1(4) " and Insert the follow
ing: " (3) ".
On page 36, line 1, of the House engrossed
bill,, strike out "(5) " and insert the follow
ing: " (4)"-.
on page 36, line 5, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out " (6)"1 and insert the followtog: "(5) "
On page 36 of the Rouse engrossed bill,
strike out lines 13 through 18 and insert
the following:
"(1) with respect to wages received during
the calendar years 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971, and
1972, the rate shall be 0.60 percent;".
On page 36, Uine 19, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out " (3) " and Insert the following:
" (2) ".
On page 36, line 22, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(4) " and insert the follow
ing: "(3) ".
On page 36, line 25 of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(5) "and Insert the following:
"(4) "
On page 37, line 3. of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(6) " and insert the follow
ing: "(5) ".
On page 37 of the House engrossed bill.
strike out lines 9 through 14 and insert the
following:
"(1) with respect to wages paid during the
calendar years 1968, 1969, 1970. 1971. and
1972, the rate shall be 0.60 percent;"'.
On page 37, line 15. of the House engrossed
bill, strike out " (3) " and Insert the follow
ing: "1(2) ".
On page 37, line 18, of the House engrossed
bill, strike oldt "(4) " and insert the follow
ing: " (3) "
On page 37, line 21, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(5) " and insert the follow
ing: "(4) .
On page 37, line 24, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(6) " and insert the follow
ing: "(5)"
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 39: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 39, and agree
to the same with amendments as follows:
On page 43, line 6, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "112" and Insert the
following: "111".
On page 44, line 25, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, strike out "time speci
fled In subparagraph (E) ", and insert the
following: "then specified time period".
On page 45, line 10, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, strike out "made." and
insert the following: "made.'I.
On page 45 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out lines 11 through 16
and insert the following:
"(b) No monthly insurance benefits under
title II of the Social Security Act shall be
payable or increased for any month before
the month In which this Act is enacted by
reason of amendments made by subsec
to a.
tind (a).
nt
aretoteae
AnthSeaegreotesm.
r
meedermeits disagreement Thto the amuend
rcd
rmisdsgemn
oteaed
ment of the Senate numbered 41, and agree
to the same with amendments as follows: On
pageden47,ln 3,ik ofuthe14
Senat engosedtth
etssrieot"1"ndnetth
following: "112"1.
On page 47, lines 3 and 4, of the Senate eni
grossed amendments, strike ouf* "202 (d) (9)
of the Social Security Act" and insert the foi
lowing: "202(d) (8) of the Social Security Act
(as redesignated by section 151 (C) of this
Act) "
On page 47, line 23, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "February" and in
sert the following: "January"
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 50: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
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ment of the Senate numbered 50, and agree ment of the Senate numbered 80, and agree
to the same with amendments as follow: On to the same with an amendment as follows:
page 50, line 4, of the Senate engroesed On page 68 of the Senate engrossed amendamendments, after "policemen" Insert the ments, strike out lines 12 through 17 and
following: "; validation of certain past cover- Insert the following:
age in the State of Nebraska"; and the Sen"(b) The second sentence of section
ate agree to the same.
1813(a) (1) of such Act is amended to read
Amendment numbere~d 51: That the House as follows: 'Such amount shall be further
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- reduced by a coinsurance amount equal toment of the Senate numbered 51, and agree
"'(A) one-fourth of the inpatient hospital
to the same with an amendment as follows: deductible for each day (before the 91st day)
On page 51, line 21, of the Senate engrossed on which such Individual is furnished such
amendments, strike out "system." and In- services during such spell of illness after
sert the following: "system.' "; and the Sen- such services have been furnished to him for
ate agree to the same.
60 days during such spell; and
Amendment numbered 52: That the House
"1'(B) one-half of the inpatient hospital
recede from its disagreement to the amend- deductible for each day (before the day folment of the Senate numbered 52, and agree to lowing the last day for which such individual
the same with an amendment as follows: On is entitled under section 1812 (a) (1) to have
page 52, line 9, of the Senate engrossed payment made on his behalf for inpatient
amendments, strike out "such Act" and in- hospital services during such spell of illness)
sert the following: "the Social Security Act"; on which such Individual is furnished such
and the Senate agree to the same,
services during such spell of illness after such
Amendment numbered 53: That the House services have been furnished to him for 90
recede from its disagreement to the amend- days during such spell;
ment of the Senate numbered 53, and agree except that the reduction under this sentto the same with an amendment as follows:
tence for any day shall not exceed the charges,
On page 55, line 17,'of the Senate engrossed imposed for that day with respect to such inamendments, strike out "such Act" and in- dividual for such services (and for this pursert the following: "the Social Security pose, If the customary charges for such
Act"; and the Senate agree to the same,
services are greater than the charges so imAmendment numbered 54: That the House posed, such customary charges shall be conrecede from Its disagreement to the amend- sidered to be the charge so imposed).'"
ment of the Senate numbered 54, and agree
And the Senate agree to the same,
to the same with amendments as follow:
Amendment numbered 87: That the House
On page 57, line 10, of the Senate engrossed recede from its disagreement to the amendamendments, strike out "(I) ".
ment of the Senate numbered 87, and agree
On page 57, line 11, of the Senate en- to the same with amendments as follows: On
grossed amendments, strike out "(II)".
page 84, line 6, of the Senate engrossed
On page 57, line 16, of the Senate en- amendments, strike out "145" and Insert the
grossed amendments, after "1954" Insert the following: "1142". On page 84, line 17, of the
following: "(relating to definition of employ- Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
ment) "1.
"such part A" and insert the following:
On page 58, line 5. of the Senate en- "part A of title XVrII of such Act",
grossed amendments, strike out "(I)"
On page 85, lines 7 and 8, of the Senate
On page 58, line 6, of the Senate en- engrossed amendments, strike out "such part
grossed amendments, strike out "(II)".
A" and insert the following: "part A of title
And the Senate agree to the same.
XVIII of such Act".
Amendment numbered 55: That the House
On page 85, line 15, of the Senate engrossed
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- amendments, strike out "deftned" and insert
ment of the Senate numbered 55. and agree the following: "described",
to the same with amendments as follows:
On page 86, line 15. of the Senate enOn page 58, line 18, of the Senate engrossed grossed amendments, after "(4) " insert the
amendments, after "Massachusetts" Insert following: "of the Social Security Act",
the following: "to modify its agreement enAnd the Senate agree to the same,
tered Into under section 218 of such Act
Amendment numbered 88: That the House
so as".
recede from Its disagreement to the amendOn page 58, line 19, of the Senate en- ment of the Senate numbered 88, and agree
grossed amendments, strike out "to be"l.
to the same with amendments as follows: On
On page 58, line 21, of the Senate en- page 88, line 5, of the Senate engrossed
grossed amendments, strike out "filing with amendments, strike out "146" and Insert the
him of such notice" and insert the follow- following: "143",
Ing: "date on which such agreement is so
On page 89, line 1, of the Senate engrossed
modified",
amendments, after "11814(d) " Insert the folOn page 58. line 23, of the Senate en- lowing: "of such Act".
grossed amendments, strike out "has been"
And the Senate agree to the same.
and insert the following: "is",
Amendment numbered 90: That the House
And the Senate agree to the same,
recede from Its disagreement to the amendAmendment numbered 74: That the House ment of the Senate numbered 90, and agree
recede from its disagreement to the amend- to the same with an amendment as follows:
ment of the Senate numbered 74, and agree On page 94, line 16, of the Senate engrossed
to the same with an amendment as fol- amendments, strike out "148" and Insert the
lows: Omit the matter proposed to be following: "144"; and the Senate agree to the
stricken out by the Senate amendment, and same.
on page 57, line 11, of the House engrossed
Amendment numbered 91: That the House
bill, Immediately before the comma Insert recede from Its disagreement to the amendthe following: "as an outpatient"; and the ment of the Senate numbered 91. and agree
Senate agree to the same.
to the same with amendments as follows:
Amendment numbered 77: That the House On page 95, line 22, of the Senate engrossed
recede from Its disagreement to the amend- amendments, strike out "149" and insert the
ment of the Senate numbered 77, and agree following: "145",
to te sn3, ollws:suchaendmntsas
wih
to ithesae
aenmetsasfolos:
On page 97, line 16, of the Senate engrossed
On page 63 of the Senate engrossed amend- amendments, strike out "promulgated." and
ments, strike out lines 13 through 16 and Insert the following: "promulgated.' "
insert the following:
On page 97 of the Senate engrossed amend"(A) If furnished by a clinic or rehabilita-. ments, strike out line 17 and all that follows
tion agency, or by others under arrangements down through page 99, line 2.
with such clinic or agency, unless such
On page 99, line 3, of the Senate engrossed
clinic or rehabilitation agency-",
amendments, strike out "(f) (1) " and insert
And the Senate agree to the same.
the following: "(e) ".
Amendment numbered 80: That the House
On page 99 of the Senate engrossed amendrecede from its disagreement to the amend- ments, strike out lines 8 through 17,
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And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 92: That the House
recede from Its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 92, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
On page 99, line 22, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "149a" and insert the
following: "146"; and the Senate agree to
the same.
Amendment numbered 96: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 96, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment insert the followIng: "months after January 1968,"; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 97: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 97, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the Senate amendment Insert the follow
ing: "months after January 1968,"; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 98: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 98, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
On page 103, line 10, of the Senate engrossed
amendment, strike out "SEc. 204."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 99: That the House
recede from its disagreement to the amend
ment of the Senate numbered 99, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
One page 105, line 3, of the Senate engrdssed
amendments, after "payment" insert the fol
lowing: "for any month".
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 100: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 100, and
agree to the same with amendments as fol
lows: On page 105, line 22, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, after "if any," insert
the following: "who Is".
On page 107, lines 2 and 3, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "if each
such person dies before the payment due"
and insert the following: "if each person who
meets such requirements dies before the pay
ment due him",.
On page 107, line 18, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, after "due" insert the
following: "him",
On page 107, line 21, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, after the semicolon in
sert the following: "or",
On page 108, line 2, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "any;" and insert
the following: "any.'"
On page 108 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out lines 3 through 10.
On page 108, lines 18 through 20, of the
Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "or
under section 144 of the Social Security
Amendments of 1967".
On page 108, line 22, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, after "due" insert the
following: "him under this title".
On pagd 109, line 1, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "before such Indi
vidual's death" and Insert the following:
"(before or after such individual's death)"
On page 109, line 9, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, after "if any," insert the fol
lowing: "who is".
On page 110, lines 14 and 15, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "if each
dies before the
due" who
and
insertperson
the following:
"if payment
each person
meets such requirements dies before the pay
ment due him".
On page 110, line 20, of the Senate en
grossed amendments, strike out "pargraph"
and insert the following: "paragraph".
On page 111, line 6, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, after "due" inse'rt the folloW
ing: "him",
On page 111, line 9, of the Senate engrossed
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Amendment numbered 124: That the
House recede- from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 124.
and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows: Strike out the matter proposed to
be stricken out by the Senate amendment,
and in lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment Insert the
following:

1116689

agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the Sepate amendment insert
the following: "166"; and the Senate agree
to the same.
Amendment numbered 128: That the
House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 128, and
agree to the same with an amendment as

amendments, after the semicolon insert the
following: "or".
On page 111, line 15, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "any;" and
insert the following: "fny."
On page 111 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out lines 16 through 23.
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 103: That the
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
'BNFT FO CERTAIN CHILDREN
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 103, andInetdbthSnaemnmntisrte
of
sec-isetdbthSnaemnmntnerte
(1)
The
last
sentence
"Ssc.
163.
(a)
as
th
aendmet
agreeto
sam withan
follows: Inhleu ofate mattern prpoendmeto be tion 203(a) of the Social Security Act is following: "167"; and the Senate agree to the
h
2:Ta
Inserted by te Senate amendment insert the amended to read as follows: 'Whenever a re- sAme.detnmee
duction is made under this subsection in the House recede from Its disagreement to the
following: "February 1968";.adteSne
of monthly benefits to which individu
agreedtohtheesametotal
are entitled for any month on the basis amendment of the Senate numbered 129, and
htteals
amrendohesment nubrd15
awthtan
ampoendmet as
sam
the
of the wages and self-employment income of agreewsto leuo
House recede from Its disagreement tote
umeed15 and an insured individual, each such benefit follows: In lieu ofnthe amaterdmproposedttohe
amnmetofte eat
agrendento the same winth anuambeendment asnod other than the old-age or disability insuranceinetdbthSnaemnmntnsrte
"168"; and the Senate agree to the
ol-following:
an
agremenmentasamewit
tothe
benefit shall be proportionately decreased; ex-sae
lows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
4
cept that if such total of benefits for such sie
b
mnden ns
inere
heSeae
Amendment numbered 132: That the
month includes any-beniefit or benefits under
Sng:"oths afterJnuaryt 1968";
theeefollowi
section 202 (d) whicblr are payable solely by House recede from Its disagreement to the
are tmonthsfer same.r 198
adthe Selownatg
reason of section 216(h) (3), the reduction amendment of the Senate numbered 132, and
amdtendmenatenumbredt 10'? Thatmte. Hus
shall be first applied to reduce (proportion- agree to the same with an amendment as
rmeedermeits disagreement Thto the amuend
where there is more than one benefit follows: In lieu ofnathe amaternpopoednto bner
ment of the Senate numbered 10'7, and areately
nSenate ameden rnert
areso payable) the benefits so payabie (but not iethed bylwn:"191the
ge
19;adteSnt
to the same with an amendment as follows: blwzr)'tefloig
the same.
In lieu of the matter proposed to beineerted blwer)'to
Amendment numbered 134: That the
"(2) The amendment made by paragraph
by the Senate amendment insert the follow
(1) shall apply only with respect to monthly House recede from Its disagreement to the
ing: "months after January 1968"; and th
benefits payable under title II of the Social amendment of the Senate numbered 134, and
Senate agree to the same,
Amenmentnumbred109:ThattheSecurity Act with respect to Individuals who
Amenmentnumbred109:Thatthebecome entitled to benefits under section agree to the same with an amendment as
fsc.follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
yrao
uhAtsll
House recede from its disagreement to the 20()o
sean- inserted by the Senate amendment insert the
amendment of the Senate numbered 109. and tiond216fh)u(3)Aof suchlAct iesn orfte
following: "170"1: and the Senate agree to the
3)butwithouct regard atorsetinu
agree to the same with amendments as fol- aryn 21968(
same.
lows: Restore the matter proposed to be 202(19) (bo uch Act).u Thegr proviseionso
Amendment numbered 135: That the
strcke
amndent
ot b th Snat 22(j(1)ofsuc Ac).TheproisonsOf
section 170 of this Act shall not apply with House recede from Its disagreement to the
the
o
stikn oute byie Senaeuaendent.ose
amendment of the Senate numbered 135, and
fegosserespect to any such Individual,
Hos
the
nsr
Onllpagie 88, lienera7, of
aewt
naedeta
h
Where-aret
nbnsr hefl
bil
u "eeal
trk
aewt
naedeta
h
"1(1) one or more persons were entitled aret
lowing: "immediate".
fscin22()()follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
On page 88, line 9. of the House engrossed (wtotthe aplcto
(withoutdapplicationaofesectione202In)er1
bill, after the period Insert the following:
Selwng ame";ndmQen inser
bythe Jnuate
beneisre
monthly
Security
Social
eneneof the
f h prcdn
pecdig setnefits
"Fr uross
forthfolwn:Jnuy198;adhee
such Act
section
202 Act)
or 223to of
under
"opupssoth
(with respect to any individual), 'work which January 1968 on the basis of the wages and ate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 136: That the
exists In the national economy' means work self-employment Income of an individual,
recede from its disagreement to the
which exists in significant numbers either in adHouse
"1(2) one or more persons became entitled amn etofheSaenubrd16
the region where such Individual lives or in
to monthly benefits before January 1968 un- and agree to the same with an amendment
several regions of the country."
der section 202(d) of -such Act by reason as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 116: That the of section'216(h) (3) of such Act (but With- be inserted by the Senate amendment in
House recede from its disagreement to the out regard to section 202 (j) (1) ), on the'basis sert the following: "February 1968"; and the
amendment of the Senate numbered 116, of such wages and self-employment income Senate agreq to the same.
Amendmezit numbered 137: That the
and agree to the same with an amendment and are so entitled for January 1968. and
"1(3) the total of benefits to which all per- House recede from its disagreement to the
as follows: In lieu- of the matter proposed
to be inserted by the Senate amendment in- eons are entitled under such section 202 or amendment of the Senate numbered 137, and
sert the following: "January 1968"; and the 223 of such Act on the basis of such wages agree to the same with an amendment as
and self-employment for January 1968 are follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
Senate agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 120: That the reduced by reason of section 203 (a) of such inserted by the Senate amendment Insert the
to
the
Act, as amended by this Act (or would, but following: "104, 112, 150, 151, 156. and 157 of
House recede from Its disagreement
amendment of the Senate numbered 120, for the penultimate sentence of such section this Act, and"; and the Senate agree to the
same.
and agree to the same with an amendment 203(a), be so reduced),
Amendment numbered 138: That the
owihec
h eei
h muto
as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed te
refere toebeein paragraph each House recede from its disagreement to the
phersmount
beineredbythaedmntinertetuhe
of the Senate numbered 138, and
nprgah()amendment
uhproreerd
to
tbeisrebyteaedetisrth
following: "162"; and the Senate agree to above (but not including piersons referred to agree to the same with an amendment as
In paragraph (2) above) is entitled forfolw:Iliufthmaerppsdtob
the same,
Amuenrcdmen nuomberedis121:eThat tothe months after January 1968 shall be in- Inserted by the Sehate amendment insert
is
isgremet o hecreased, after the application of such section the following: "February 1968"; and the
Houe ecdefro
amendment of the Senate numbered 121, 203 (a), to the amount it would have been If Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 139: That the
and agree to the same with an amendment the persOn or persons referred to In paraas follows: In lieu of the matter proposed graph (2) were not entitled to a benefit re- House recede 'from its disagreement to the
n
eat ubrd19
to be inserted by the Senate amendment In- ferred to In such paragraph (2)"aedeto.h
AndndthetSenate agree tombethe13same.
sert the following: "months beginning after
agree to the same with an amendment as
m25
eha. h
Amnmetnubre
to the
the Senate agree
Jun 3. 168;And
the follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
2:Ta
Aedetnmee
n h
eaearetote
same.3,16"
recede from its disagreement to teinserted by the Senate amendment Insert the
12
htteHouse
samendetnmee
hattheamendment of the Senate numbered 125, and following: "January 1968"; and the Senate
nuberd 12:
Amenmen
House recede from Its disagreement to the agree to the same with an amendment as fol- agree to the same.
amendment of the Senate numbered 122, and lows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be In
Amendment numbered 140: That the
agree to the same wtih an amendment as serted by the Senate amendment insert t~he
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to following: "164": and the Senate agree to the House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 140, and
be Inserted by the Senate amendment ip- same.
Amendment numbered 126: That the agree to the same with amendments as fol
sert the following: "after June 30, 1968";
House recede from Its disagreement to the lows: Strike out the matter proposed to be
and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 123: That the amendment of the Senate numbered 126, and stricken out by the Senate amendment, and
House recede from Its disagreement to the agree to the same with an amendment as omit the matter proposed to be inserted by
amendment of the Senate numbered 123, follows: On page 116, line 14, of the Senate the Senate amendment.
On page 105, line 18, of the House en
and agree to the same with an amendment engrossed amendments, strike out "1i66"1 and
Insert the following: "165"; and the Senate grossed bill, strike out "(a) "; and the Senate
as follows:
agree to the same.
In lieu of the matter proposed to be In- agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 141: That the
Amendment numbered 127: That the
serted by the Senate amendment Insert the
following: "are, on June 30, 1968 being"; and House recede from its disagreement to the House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 127, and amendment of the Senate numbered 141, and
the Senate agree to the same,
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agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: On page 119, line 12, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "172" and
Insert the following: "171"; and the Senate
agree to the same,
Amendment numbered 143: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 143, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the Senate amendment insert the
following:

-
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engrossed amendments, after "that" insert
And the Senate agree to the same.
the following: "(A) ".
Amendment numbered 191: That the
On page 135 of the Senate engrossed House recede from its disagreement to the
amendments, strike out lines 1 through 5 amendment of the Senate numbered 191, and
and insert the following: "services developed agree to the same with an amendment as
pursuant to part B of title IV of the Social follows: Strike out the matter proposed to
Security Act, the provisions of section 402 (a) be stricken out by the Senate amendment,
(15) (F) of such Act (added thereto by sub- and In lieu of the matter proposed to be
section (a) of this section) shall not apply inserted by the Senate amendment insert
with respect to such agencies but only so the following:
long as such agencies of the State are differ"'(c) Notwithstanding any other provi
ent, and (B) if on such date the local agency sions of this section, expenditures pursuant
"DEFINITION OF BLINDNESS
administering the plan of a State under part to this section shall be excluded from aid to
11Sc.172
() Te irs snteceofsection A of title IV of such Act In a political sub- families with dependent children (A) where
"S~. Te
72.(a
frs snteceofdivision
is different from the local agency In such expenditures are made under the plan
216(i) (1) of, the Social Security Act i
such subdivision administering the State's with respect to any dependent
as de
amended by striking out '(B)' and all that plan for child-welfare services developed pur- fined in subsection (a), (i) for child
any part of
follows and Inserting in lieu thereof '(B) suant to part B of title IV of such Act, the the 30-day period referred to in
subpara
blindness; and thO term "blindness" meansprvsososuhscin42a
1)F)stsesubrgah(Bofuhsbec
central visual acuity of 20/200 or less In the provsoso
uhscin42a
1)()
stsissbaarp
usc
ofcoretngles.
'hall not apply with respect to such agencies
(A) of subsection B (b) fsc
(1), or (ii) for
better eye with the use o orcigln.
but only so long as such local agencies are graph
any period prior to the time when the father
"(b) the second sentence of section different."
tion, and (B) if, and for as long as, no action
216(i) (1) -of such Act is amended to read as
And the Senate agree to the same,
Is taken (after the 30-day period referred to
follows: 'An eye which is accompanied by a
Amendment numbered 180: That the In subparagraph (A) of subsection (b) (2)),
limitation in the fields of vision such that House recede from its disagreement to the under the program
therein specified, to re
the widest diameter of the visual field sub- amendment of the Senate numbered 180, fer such father to the Secretary of Labor pur
tends'an angle no greater than 20 degrees and agree to the same with an amendment suant to section 402 (a) (19).
shall be considered for purposes of this Para- as follows: Insert the matter proposed to be
"'(d) For purposes of this section
graph as having a central visual acuity of inserted by the Senate amendment, and on
" '(1) the term "quarter of work" with
20/200 or less.'
page 118, line 25, of the House engrossed respect to any individual means a calendar
"1(c) The amendmenti made by this sec- bill, strike out "section" and insert the. fol1- quarter In which such individual
received
tion shall be effective with respect to benefits lowing: "Act"; And the Senate agree to the earned income of not less than $50 (or
which
under section 223 of the Social Security Act same.,
is a "quarter of coverage" as defined in sec
for months after January 1908 based on apAmendment numbered 184: That the House tion 213(a) (2) ), or in which such individual
lications filed after the date of enactment recede from its disagreement to the amend- participated in a community work and trainof this Act and with respect to disability ment of the Senate numbered 184, and agree Ing program under section 409 or any other
determinations under section 216(i) of the to the same with an amendment as follows:
work and training program
to the
Social Security Act based on applications In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted limitations in section 409, orsubject
the work in.
filed after the date of enactment of this by the Senate amendment Insert the fo01- centive program established under
part C;
Act."
lowing:
" '(2) the term "calendar quarter" means
Amndmte enatenumbredt 145:-smate.
"(c) Effective with respect to quarters be- a period of 3 consecutive calendar months
Aouenrcdmen frombitsedisareeen
Thto the ginning after June 30, 1968, in determining
on March 31, June 30, September 30,
amuendmentd fof
Ithe dseatrenmbered 145,h the need of Individuals claiming aid under a ending
31; and
amenmen
oftheSenae nmbeed 45,State plan approved under part A of title or "December
'(3)
Individual shall be deemed quali-.
and agree to the same with an amendment IV of the Social Security Act, the State shall fled for an
unemployment compensation under
as follows: Oni page 129, line 5, of the Senate apply the provisions of such pert notwith- the State's unemployment compensation law
engrossed amendments, strike out "176" and sadn
n
rvsoso
a
ohrta
f
Insrt he "73"
ollwin:
an th Seatesuch Act) requiring the State to disregard
"'(A) he would have been ellgible to re
amreedet
ubeet10oTa
thesae
earned income of such individuals in deter- ceive such unemployment compensation upon
Amuerecede frombitsedisareeenThto the mining need under such State plan."
filing application, or
Houe ecdefro
is
isgremet o he
And the Senate agree to the same.
"'(B) he performed work
covered un
amendment of the Senate numbered 146,
Amendment numbered 186: That the der such law and such work,not
it had been
-and agree to the same with an amendment House recede from its disagreement to the covered, would (together withif any
as follows: On page 130, lines 19 and 20, amendment of the Senate numbered 186, and work he performed) have made him covered
eligible
strike out "relative, child," and insert the agree to the same with an amendment as to receive such unemployment compensation
following: "child, relative,"; and the Senate follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be upon filing application.'
amrendet
ubeet17oTa
thesae
inserted by the Senate amendment, insert
"(b) In the case of an application for aid
Aouenrecede frombitsedisareeen
'Mt the the following:
to families with dependent children under a
Hous reedefro
it disgremen tothe
"'(C) (I) such father has 6 or more quar'- State
plan approved under section 402 of
amendment of the Senate numbered 157, and ters of work (as defined in subsection (d)
such Act with respect to a dependent child
agee to the same with an amendment as (1)) in any 13-calendar-quarter period end- as defined In section 407(a)
of such Act (as
follows: On page 132, line 21, and page 133, ing within one year prior to the application amended by this section) within 6 months
lines 1 and 2, of the Senate engrossed for such aid or (ii) he received unempioy- after the effective date of the modification of
amendments, strike out "services which are ment compensation under an unemployment
such State plan which provides for payments
furnished pursuant to clauses (14) and (15)
compensation law of a State or of the United In accordance with section 407
such Act as
of section 402(a) and which" and Insert the States, or he was qualified (within the mean- so amended, the father of such of
shall be
following: "any of the services described in ing of subsection (d) (3)) for unemployment deemed to meet the requirementchild
of subpara
whch";e (4 and
theSenat ageectionth same. compensation under the unemployment graph (C) of section 407(b) (1) of such Act
Ameh; ndmten
Snumbearede58 tha thesae compensation law! of the State, within one (as so amended) if at any time after April
House recede from its disagreement to -the year prior to the application for such aid;
1961 and prior to the date of application such
amendment of the Senate numbered 158, and and
father met the requirements of such' sub
areothsaewtanaedet
"'(2)
provides(C). For purposes of the preceding
agre
tothesamewit
anamenmen as
"'(A) for such assurances as will satisfy paragraph
sentence, an individual
receiving aid to
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to the Secretary that fathers
of dependent chil- families with dependent children (under eec
beisre
ythe Sentelmenmenniner
dren as defined in subsection (a) will bie tion 407 of the Social Security Act as In effect
"(1)(A)by
rdesgnatng ubpaagrphsreferred to the Secretary of Labor as provided before the enactment of this Act) for the last
"(1), (A)b
,a
(Edeasintnsubparagraphs(BIn
section 402 (a) (19) within thirty days after month ending before the effective date of the
(C), (),and
(
E), asesbpactrapse(B,
receipt of aid with respect to such chil- modification referred to in such sentence
(C),
ban st)rikingectively
arah
E,
dren;'I".
shall be deemed to have filed application for
(B) bysrkn
usubparagraph
((asordigted)'
And the Senate agree to the same,
such aid under such section 40'7 (as amended
adisrigin
lethro'subparagraph
()(ss
eeintd
Amendment numbered 190: That the by this section) on the day after such effec
andY insetnd
nle
hro
sbaarp
House recede from Its disagreement to the tive date,"
(),adamendment
of the Senate numbered 190, and
And the Senate agree to the same.
"(C) by striking out 'subparagraph (I))' in agree to the same
with an amendment as
Amendment numbered 198: That the
the matter following subparagraph (D) (as follows: Strike out the matter proposed to be House recede from its disagrement to the
sof redsibargnated()an inerig niuhee
stricken out by the Senate amendment, and amendment of the Senate numbered 198, anld
of'sbprarah
C)on
page 122 of the House engrossed bill, after agree to the same with amendments as fol
And the Senate agee to the same,
line 2 Insert the following:
lows: On page 150, line 16, of the Senate en
Amendment numbered 167: That the
"'(1) Is not currently registered with the grossed amendments, strike out "$20 per
House recede from its disagreement to the public employment offices In the State, or
week" and Insert the following: "$30 per
amendment of the Senate numbered 167, and
"'(1i) receives unemployment compensamonth, payable in such
and at such
agree to the same with amendments as fol- tion under an unemployment compensation times as the Secretary amounts
prescribes".
lows: On page 134, line 18, of the Senate- law of a State or. of the United States,' I
On page 150, line 19, of the Senate enl
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grossed amendments, strike out "90" and insert the following: "180".
On page 154, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "10" and insert the following: "20".
On page 154, line 24, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "10" and Insert the following: "20".
On page 155, line 2, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "10" and Insert the
following: "20".
On page 159, line 4. of the Senate engrossed
amendments, before "ad-" insert the following: "or".
On page 159, line 5, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "or".
On page 159, lineD9, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "or".
On page 159, line 14. of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out ", or" and
insert a semicolon.
On page 159 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out line 15 and all that
follows down through page 160, line 5.
On page 160, line 14, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "10" and
insert the following: "20'%
On page 162, line 4, of the Senate engrossed amendments, after "(II)" insert the
following: "and section 407(b) (2) ",.
On page 162 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out lines 16 through 20
and insert the following:
"'(I) if the relative makes such refusal,
such relative's needs shall not be taken Into
account In making the determination under
clause (7), and aid for any dependent child
in the family in the form of payments of

the type described

in section 406(b) (2)

-

HOUSE

number which bears the same ratio to the
total population of such State under the age
of 18 on the first day of the year in which
such quarter falls as the average monthly
number of such dependent children under
the age of 18 with respect to whom payments
under this section were made to such State
for the calendar quarter beginning January 1, 1968, bore to the total population of
such State under the age of 18 on that date.'"1
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 221: That the
House recede from its disagteement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 221,
and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: On page 167, line 17, of the Senate
engrossed amendments, strike out "209" and
insert the following: "210"; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 223: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 223,
and agree to the same with amendments -as
follows: On page 173, lines 12 and 13, of the
Senate engrossed amendments, strike out
"; ESTABLISHMENT AND COLLECTION 0O' LIABILITY TO UNITED STATES",

On page 175, line 10, of the Senate engrossed amendments, strike out "State;" and
insert the following: "State'."
On page 175, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out line 11 and all that
follows through line 19 on page 181 and
insert the following:
"(b) Title IV of such Act is amended by
adding after section 409 the following new
section:
"'ASSISTANCE BY INTERNAL REvENUE SERVICE IN
LOCATING

PARENTS
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" (4) Section 1604 (a) (14) (12) of suchAct Is
amended by striking out 'not more than $5'
and inserting in lieu thereof 'not more than
$7.50',
"(b)
Section 402(a) of such Act is
amended by inserting before the period at
the end thereof the following: '; and (23)
provide that by July 1, 1969, the amounts
used by the State to determine the needs of
individuals will have been adjusted to reflect
fully changes in living costs since such
amounts were established, and any maxi
mums that the State imposes on the amount
of aid paid to families will have been pro
portionately adjusted'."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 226: That the
House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 226,
and agree to the same with amendments as
follow: Restore the matter proposed to be
stricken out by the Senate amendment, and
omit the matter proposed to be Inserted by
the Senate amendment.
On page 143, line 7, of the House en
grossed bill, strike out "Payment" and Insert
the following: "Except as provided in parsgraph (4), payment".
On page 143, line 13, of the House en.
grossed bill, strike out "in subparagraph (C)
and".
On page 143, line 21, of the House en
grossed bill, strike out "section.402" and
insert the following: "part A of title IV".
. On page 144 of the House engrossed bill,
strike out lines 3 through 12.
On page 144, line 13, of the House engrossed
bill, strike out "(12)" and insert the follow
ing: " (C) ".

(which in such a case shall be without re"'SEC 410. (a) Upon receiving a report
gonspaed
144l,
tine
14,"of theHoseen
gard to clauses (A) through (E) thereof)
from
' tt
gnymd
usatt
e-gosdblsrk
u o C
or section 408 will be made;'"
aSaeaec
aeprun
osc
On page 144, line 16, of the House en
On page 164, line 5,ofteSneetion 402(a) (21). the Secretary shall furnish
grossed bill, strike out "by" and Insert the
grseomnmns
ftere"Stnate) inser
to the Secretary of the Treasury or his delefollowing "to".
thosedfollowing'%bts
note before) Apsril1
gate the names and social security account
On page 145, line 2, of the House en1968,"
ig:"
utntbeoeApi
,
numbers of the parents contained In such grossed bill, strike out "section 402" and
On page 164 of the Snt
nrse
report, and the name of the State -agency Insert the following: "part A of title IV".
amnmntsrkeotlnest1 thgroughe1
which submitted such report. The Secretary
On page 145 of the House engrossed bill,
amndmintser
sthiefollowing: "begnnigh
1
afte
of the Treasury or his delegate shall endeavor
strike out lines 10 through 20 and insert the
Judnser3
t th
olwn:"einn
fe
to ascertain the address of each such parent
following:
On page 165, line 1, of the Senate engrossed
from the master files of the Internal Revenue
"' (4) The limitations on payment im
amendments, strike out "202 (b)"1 and insert Service, and shall furnish any address so posed by the preceding provisions of this sub
th
olwn:"0()()ascertained
to the State agency which subsection shall not apply with respect to any
Adthe
Selownate20
(agre toth2
sme
mitted such report.
ame n expended by a State as medical
Amndmte enatenumbredt
213: That. the
I(b) There are hereby authorizeds to b
assistance for any Individual who, at the
Amenmentnumbred213:Thattheappropriated such sums as may be necessary
time of the provision of the medical assist
House recede from Its disagreement to the to carry out the provisions of subsection (a).
ance giving rise to such expenditure
amendment of the Senate numbered 213, and The Secretary shall transfer to the Secretary
"'I(A) is a recipient of aid or assistance
agree to the same with an amendment as of the Treasury from time to time sufficient
under a plan of such State which is approved
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to amounts out of the monies appropriated pur- under title I, X, XIV, or XVI, or part A of
be Inserted by the Senate amendment insert suant to this subsection to enable him to per- title IV, or
the following:
form his functions under subsection (a).'"
"'(B) is not a recipient of aid or astist
" (b) Section 403 (a) of such Act (as
And the Senate agree to the same,
ance under such a plan but (i) is eligible
amended by the preceding provisions of this
Amendment numbered 224: That the to receive such aid or assistance, or (ii)
Act) Is amended byHouse recede from its disagreement to the would be eligible to receive such aid 'or as
"( I) striking out '5 in the sentence imamendment of the Senate numbered 224, and sistance if he were not in a medical insti
mediately following paragraph (5) and inagree to' the same with an amendment as
tution.' "
serting in lieu thereof '10';
follows: On page 181, line 22, of the Senate
And the Senate agree to the same.
"(2) adding at the end thereof the folengrossed amendments, strike out "section
Amendment numbered 231: That the
lowing new sentence 'In computing such 10
(3) (a) (4)"1 and insert the following: "section House recede from its disagreement to the
percent, there shall not be taken into ac- 3 (a) (4) "; and the Senate agree to the same amendment of the Senate numbered 231, and
count Individuals with respect to whom such
Amendment numbered 225: That the agree to the same with amendments as fol
payments are made for any month in accordHouse recede from Its disagreement to the lows: Insert the matter proposed to be In
ande wthe secinate2 (agre
to9
thesame
amendment of the Senate numbered 225, and
serted by the Senate amendment,
AndtheSente
gre t th sae.agree
to the same with an amendment as
On page 150 of the House engrossed bill,
Amendment numbered 214: That the
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to strike out lines 14 through 20 and Insert
House recede from its disagreement to the
be inserted by the Senate amendment, insert the following:
amendment of the Senate numbered 214, and
thfolwn:12)Scin
84f
fsuhAts
agree to the same with an amendment as folthaflowngn(2dectod83f-o
uhAti
lows: Restore the matter proposed to be "AUTHORITY TO DISREGARD ADDITIONAL INCOME
1(Amendedigafe
r
at
f
il
stricken out by the Senate amendment, and
OF RECIPIENTS OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
I,
(a)sb inserting afcteror part A2 of thitl
on page 141 of the House engrossed bill strike
"SEC. 213. (a) (1) Section 2(a) (10) (A) (i)
Act) the following: 'or eligible to receive
out lines 1 through 13 and Insert the followof the Social Security Act is amended by medical assistance under the plan of such
ing:
striking out 'not more than $5' and inserting
state approved under title XIX,'; and
"'(d) Notwithstanding any other proviin lieu thereof 'not more than $7.50'.
"1(B) by inserting after ', and part A of
sion of this Act, the average monthly number
" (2) Section 1002 (a) (8) (C) of such Act is title IV' (as added by section 241 (e) (2) of
of dependent children under the age of 18 amended by striking out 'not more than $5'
this Act) the following: ', and individuals
who have been deprived of parental support and inserting In lieu thereof 'not more than eligible to receive medical assistance under
or care by reason of the continued absence
$7.50'.
the plan of the State approved under title
from the home of a parent with respect to
" (3) Section 1402 (a) (8) (A) of such Act is XIX',"
whom payments under this section may be
amended by striking out 'not more than $5'
And the Senate agree to the same.
made to a State for any calendar quarter and inserting In lieu thereof 'not more than
Amendment numbered 233: That the
after June 30, 1968, shall not exceed the
$7.50'.
House recede from Its disagreement to the
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amendment of the Senate numbered 233, and payment for, care and services available pursuant to section 501, not less than 6 per
agree to the same with an amendment as fol- under the-plan as may be necessary to safe- cent of the amount appropriated shall be
lows: On page 191 of the Senate engrossed guard against unnecessary utilization of such available for family planning services from
amendments, strike out lines 3 through 8 and care and services and to assure that pay- allotments under section 503 and for family
ments (including payments for any drugs planning services under projects under sec
insert the following:
"'(D) for payment of the reasonable cost provided under the plan) are not in excess tions 508 and 512."1
On page 182, line 16, of the House engrossed
(as determined in accordance with standards of reasonable charges consistent with
bill, strike out "(a) "
approved by the Secretary and included in efficiency, economy, and quality of care.'"
And the Senate agree to the same.
And the Senate agree to the same.
the plan) of inpatient hospital services proAmendment numbered 244: That the
Amendment numbered 268: That the
vided under the plan;'.
House recede from its disagreement to the House recede from its disagreement to the
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 238: That the House amendment of the Senate numbered 244, and amendment of the Senate numbered 266,
recede from its disagreement to the amend- agree to the same with an amendment as and agree to the same with an amendment as
ment of the Senate numbered 236, and agree follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be follows:
On page 222 of the Senate engrossed
to the same with an amendment as follows: inserted by the Senate amendment Insert the
amendments, strike out lines 13 through 21
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted following:
by the Senate am.1ndment Insert the fol- "DIFFERENCES IN STANDARDS WITH RESPECT To and insert the following:
"'(13) provides that, where payment is
lowing: "or dentists' services, at the option of
INCOME ELIGIBILSTY UNDER TrrLE XIX
1ul 1, 1969, section authorized under the plan for services which
the State, to Individuals not receiving aid or
"SEC. 238. Effective
licensed to perform, the
heIo
State'
ora apartoAeo
1902(a) (17) of the Social Security Act is an otmritis
asitneunder tite
udrtitle
IX
IorXI
rpatA famended by striking out '(which shall be individual for whom such payment Is au
Andl thI entVaretote'ae
comparable for all groups)'I and inserting in thorized may, to the extent practicable,
lieu thereof the following: '(which shall be obtain such services from an optometrist
Amndmteenate
numbred 240theatmte. Hus
comparable for all groups and may, In ac- licensed to perform such services except
rmeedermeits disagreement Thtotheamuend
ment of the Senate numbered 240, and agree cordance with standards prescribed by thewhrsuhevisaerndednacli,
Secretary, differ with respect to income levels, o another appropriate institution, which
toth smewih
n medmntasfolos:
nden2,fth Seate en-owsbut only In the case of applicants or recipdoes not have an arrangement with optom
tonth page 199,a
lin
grosse pamendmlients, stik oth "2e4ate and ients of assistance under the plan who are 'etrists so licensed; and'"
And the Senate agree to the same.
grosedamedmetsstikeout"23a" ndnot receiving aid or assistance under the
Stt'
lnapoe
udrtteI
,XV
Amendment numbered 273: That the
insert the following: "234".
title
IV
o
h 'ae House recede from its disagreement to the
On page 200, line 3, of the Senate engrossed ortate'soplnaprtAovefne
amendments, strike out "(26)" and insert ormeVdmeor parthA ofntitleuIVerbased3onath
between shelter costs in urban amrendentof
the saenaite numberdedn273 and
th olwn:"2).variations
One paloige
(2006ie1,o)te8nt
n
areas and In rural areas)'aret.hesm"ihamnmnsa
follows: On page 225, line 9, of the Senate
gOsse pamendmlients, stieout"eidcfn
the Senate
ageetntesae
grossed
~ ~a~~tieot"eidc
~ ~mendmens n henatenumbredt 2t3: satmth engrossed amendments, strike out "CHmThto the
DREN'S EMOTIONAL ILLNESS" and Insert the
and Insert the following: 'for periodic".
Houenrcdmen fromitsdisareeen
And the Senate agree to the Same.
Amendment numbered 241: That
House recede from its disagreement to
amendment of the Senate numbered 241,
agee to the same with amendments as

the
the
and

Huercdfomisiageentohefollown:"XESO
amendment of the Senate numbered 253, and
agree to the. same with amendments as follows: On page 216, line 5, of the Senate en-

FDEDT
O HL
M wiNgA
HEXTH ENSIONO DEDTEFR
L
Onpg25,le
0ofteSaee
gonse pagede25,lnet1,stieofuthe Se 06 aten-

fol- grossed amendments, after "that" insert the Insert the following: "305."
And the Senate agree to the same.
lows: On page 205, line 13, of the Senate en- following: "(A) ".
On page 216, Uine 7, of the Senate enAedetnmee
7:Ta
h
grossed amendments, strike out "234b" and
insert the following: "235".
grossed amendments, strike out "part 3 of
os
Am endmen nuomberedis275:eThat to he
On page 205, line 18, of the Senate en- title V" and insert the following: "part B of amendment of the Senate numbered 275,
adaret
h aewt
naedeta
title IV.
grossed amendments, strike out "X,".
t h ae
On page 216 of the Senate engrossed folge
iha
medeta
On page 160, line 9, of the House engrossed
bil, "25"andInsrt
srik ou
he ollw-amendments, strike out lines 12 and 13 and folows: On page 225, lines 15 and 16, of the
ithre-Senate
engrossed
amendments,
out
Ing:"24".
nset
te
fllowng:"no
aply
MAINTAIN
he olloing "nt
aplywit re
INETIVE FOR ECONOMT WHILE strike
bill isertthefolow-insrt
stikeout"23" ad
On page 172, line 10, of the House engrossed spect to such agencies but only so long as ING QUALrrY OR IMPROVING THE PROVISION OF
amendments, strike out "1236" and insert the such agencies of the State are different, and HEALTH sERviciES" and Insert the following:
INEWE55EOOM
ANAN
(B) if on such date the local agency admin- "L
following: "241",
IN ORIPRV
QUALITY IN THE PROVISION
iseigtepa
faSaefrcidwlae
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 242: That th6 House services developed under part B of title IV OF HEALTH SERVICES"; and the Senate agree
recede from its disagreement to the amend- of t' e Social Security Act is different from to the same.
Amendment numbered 276: That the
ment of the Senate numbered 242, and agree the local agency in such subdivision adminto the same with amendments, as follows: Istering the plan of such State under part House recede from its disagreement to the
On page 206, line 20, of the Senate engrossed A of title IV of such Act, so much of such
amendments, strike out "234c" 'and insert paragraph (1) as precedes such subpara- amendment of the Senate numbered 276, and
graph (B) shall not apply with respect to agree to the same with an amendment as fol
the following: "236",.
f te Seateen-such local agencies but only so long ss such lows: Insert the matter proposed to be in
On pge
ine23,
06,
grossed amendments, strike out "' ; and'"1 local agencies are different."
sre
yteSnt
mnmnado
page 203, line 24, of the House engrossed bill,
And the Senate agree to the same.,
and Insert the following: "a semicolon".
Amendment numbered 258: That the insert Immediately after the period the fol
On page 207, line 2, of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike out "1907"1 and insert the House recede from its disagreement to the lowing: "No experiment shall be engaged in
or developed under subsection (a) until the
amendment of the Senate numbered 258,Sertyoba
following: "1908".
bans the advice and recoinOn page 207, line 5, of the Senate engrossed and agree to the same with amendments as Sertr
amendments, strike out "section 226" and in- follows: On page 221, line 2, of the Senate mendations of specialists who are competent
assito
sert the following: "the preceding sections". engrossed amendments, strike out "appli- thevsoundnessh poofisobectieseimeth
ofe
soudeurofing
ojcie,
h psbl
On page 207, line 9, of the Senate engrossed cable under State law" and insert the folamendments, strike out "1907" and insert the lowing: "applicable to nursing homes under ities oseuigproductive results, the adefollowing: "11908".
State law".
quacy of resources to conduct the proposed
And the Senate agree to the same.
On page 221, line 5, of the Senate engross-exrintadisrlaoshpoohr
Amendment numbered 243: That the ed amendments, insert Immediately before similar experiments already completed or In
House recede from its disagreement to the the quotation marks the following: "The process."
And the Senate agree to the same.
amendment of the Senate numbered 243, and term 'intermediate care facility' also inAmendment numbered 282: That the
agree to the same with amendments as fol- cludes a Christian Science sanatorium oplows: On page 213, line 10, of the Senate erated, or listed and certified, by the First House recede from its disagreement to the
engrossed amendments; strike out "234d" Church of Christ, Scientist, Boston, Massa- amendment of the Senate numbered 282, and
chusetts, but only with respect to institu- agree to the same with an amendment as
and insert the following: "237".
b~n page 213, line 15, of the Senate en- tional services deemed appropriate by the follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to
be Inserted by the Senate amendment Insert
grossed amendments, strike out " (28) " and State."
the following:
Insert the following: "(29) "1.
And the Senate agree to the same,

On page 213, line 16, of the Senate en-

grossed amendments, strike out "234c" and
Insert the following: "236".
On page 213 of the Senate engrossed
amendments, strike Out line 18 and all that
follows through line 22 and inseit the following:
"'(30) provide such methods and procedures relating to the utilization of, and the

Amendment

numbered 263:

That the

House recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 263,
and agree to the same with amendments as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
Inserted by the Senate amendment insert
the foilowing: "Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, of the
amount appropriated for any fiscal year

STUDY

OF

RETIREMENT

TEST

AND

OF

DRUG

_STANDARDS AND COVERAGE
"SEC. 405. (a~ The Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare is authorized and
directed to study (1) the existing retirement
test and proposals for the modification Of
such test (including proposals for an In-'
crease in old-age insurance benefit amounts
on account of delayed retirement), (2)
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quality and cost standards for drugs for or classes of employees and their dependaction agreed upon by the committee of coM
which payments are made under the Social ents),
frne
Security Act, and (3) the coverage of drugs other than any such payment or series of
BENEFIT AMOUNTS
under part B of title XVIII of such Act.
payments which would have been paid if the
Amendments Not. 2 through 15: Section
"(b) On or before January 1, 1969, the employee's employment relationship had not
101 of the House bill amended section 215(a)
Secretary shall transmit to the President and
been so terminated.'
of the Social Security Act to provide a 121/2
the Congress a report which shall contain
"(c) Section 209 of the Social Security Act percent increase in benefits with a $50 min
his findings of fact and any conclusions or
(definition of wages) is amended by striking imum primary Insurance amount through a
recommendations he may have."
out 'or' at the end of subsection (k), by
new benefit table for determining primary
And the Senate agree to the same,
striking out the period at the end of subinsurance amounts and maximum family
Amendment numbered 286: That the section (1) and inserting in lieu thereof
benefits (taking into account the $7,600 con
House recede from its disagreement to the '; or', and by inserting after subsection (1)
tribution and benefit base scheduled by sec
amendment of the Senate numbered 286, and
the following new subsection:
tion 108 of the House bill to be effective for
agree to the same with an amendment a's
" '(in) Any payment or series of payments
years after 1967). This provision was to be
follows: On page 231, line 15, of the Senate
by an employer to an employee or any of his effective beginning with the second month
engroased amendments, strike out "503" and
dependents which is paidfollowing the month of enactment.
Insert the following: "1501"; and the Senate
.'(1) upon or after the termination of an
Senate amendment No. 2 substituted for
agree to the same,
employee's employment relationship because the benefit table in section 101 of the House
Amendment numbered 288: That the of (A) death, (B) retirement for disability, bill a new table to provide a 15 percent In
House recede from its disagreement to the or (C) retirement after attaining an age crease in benefits with a $70 minimum pri
amendment of the Senate numbered 288, specified in the plan referred to in paragraph
mary Insurance, amount (taking into ac
and agree to the same with an amendment
(2) or In a pension plan of the employer,
count the Increases in the contribution and
as follows: On page 239. line 4, of the Sen~ate and
benefit base scheduled by Senate amend
engroased amendments, strike out "805" and
"(2)
under a plan established by the
ment No. 36-$8,000 for the year 1968, $8,800
insert the following: "502"; and the Senate
employer which makes provision for his emfor the years 1969 through 1971, and $10,800
amrendm
ten numbere. 9:
h
heHue
ployees generally or a class or classes of his
for years after 1971).
Amedmet
nmbeed 90:Tha th Hoseemployees (or for such employees or class or
Senate amendments Nos. 8 through 15
recede from its disagreement to the amendclasses of employees and their dependents),
modified the effective date contsined in the
ment of the Senate numbered 290, and agree
other than any such payment or series of House bill to make the benefit increases ef
to the same with an amendment as follows:
payments which would have been paid if the fective beginning with March 1968. (The
On page 242, line 5, of the Senate engrosssed
employee's employment relationship had not
same modification, in the effective date of
amendments, strike out "507" and insert the
been so terminated.'
other provisions of the House bill involving
following: "8503"; and the Senate agree to
"(d) The amendments made by this secOASUI benefits was made by Senate amend
the same.met252630969710,1517
16
Amendment numbered 294: That the House
tion shall apply with respect to remunera-met2526309,9713,0,17,1,
reed
ro
tsdsaremn
t
heaen-tion
paid after the date of the enactment
135, 136, 138, 139.)
mentd fofithe Senatrenmbered 294,h arndagre
of this Act."
Under the conference agreement, section
tothe same winth anuambeendment asd
folw:gnrheSnteareeoteeae
215 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended
In lieu ofate mattern prpoendmeto be inloserted
the
D.atMILLSteam
to provide a 13-percent increase in benefits
Inliu
f roosdCEbeineredW
hemttr
R. KINGS,
with a $55 minimum primary insurance
by the Senatd amendment Insert the followCEI
.KNamount
through a new benefit table for deing:NHALE
BoAcSTENermming
primary insurance amounts and
"EXCLUSION FROM DEFINrIoIqN OF WAGES OF CERA.SYNE ARTENG, Jr,
maximum family benefits, taking into ac
TArN RETIREMENT, ETC., PAYMENTS UNDER
A.JHSYDNEYHRLNES,
Jr,
count the $7,800 contribution and benefit
PLYRETALSEJPASTosN
W. CYRTES,
base scheduled under the conference agree
"SEc. 504. (a) SectIon 8121(a) of the InJAMES B. UT,
mn
ob
fetv
o
er
fe
97
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (definition of
JACKSON E. BETsrr,
The provision is effective for and after Feb
wages) is amended by striking out 'or' at the
Maneagers on the Pert of the House.
ruary 1968.
end- of paragraph (11), by striking out the
RUSSELL LONG,
INCREASE IN BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS
period at the end of paragraph (12) and
GEORGE A. SMATHERS,
AGE 72 AND OVER
inserting In lieu thereof '; or', and by adding
CLINTON P. ANDERSON,
Amendments Nos. 16 through 24: Section
at the end thereof the following new paraALS3ERT GORE,
102 of the House bill amended sections 227
graph:
HERMAN TALMADGE,
and 228 of the Social Security Act to Increase,
"'(13) any payment or series of payments
JOHN J. WILLIAMS,
from $35 for a single person and $17.50 for
by an employer to an employee or any of his
FRANK CARLSON,
a spouse to $40 for a single person and $20
dependents which Is paidCARL T. CURTIS,
for a spouse, the amounts of the special pay
"(A) upon or after the termination of an
Managers on the Part of the Senate.
ments provided for certain individuals sge
employee's employment relationship because
72 and older who have no coverage or whose
of (i) death, (Ii) retirement for disability,
STATEMENT
coverage Is insufficient to qualify for regular
or (III) retirement after attaining an age
The managers on the part of the House benefits.
specified In the plan referred to In subparaat' the conference on the disagreeing votes of
The Senate amendments modified the
graph (B) or in a pension plan of the emthe two Houses on the amendments of the House bill to provide for an increase in the
ployer, and
Senate to the bill (H.R. 12080) to amend the amounts of the special payments to $50 for
"(B) under a plan established by the Social Security Act to provide an increase In a single person and $25 for a spouse.
employer which makes provision for his embenefits under the old-age, survivors, and
The Senate recedes.
ployees generally or a class or classes of his disability insurance system, to provide beneBENEFITS FOR DISABLED WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS
employees (or for such employees or class or fits for additional categories of indkviduals,
Amendment No. 27: Section 104 of the
classes of employees and their dependents),
to improve the public assistance program
House bill amended title II of the Social
other than any such payment or series Of and programs relating to the welfare and Security Act to provide benefits for disabled
payments which would have been paid if the health of children, and for other purposes,
widows and widowers age 50 or over, with
employee's employment relationship had not submit the following statement in explanabenefits ranging from 50 percent to 82%/ per
been so terminated.'
tion of the effect of the action sgreed upon
cent of the spouse's primary insurance
" (b) Section 3306 (b) of such Code (definiby the conferees and recommended in the
amount depending on the age at which bene
tion of wages) is amended by striking Out
accompanying conference report:
fits begin. No trial work period was provided.
'or' at the end of paragraph (8), by striking
The following Senate amendments made
(A special test of disability for widows and
out the period at the end of paragraph (9)
technical, clerical, clarifying, or conforming
widowers was set forth in section 186 of the
and inserting in lieu thereof '; or', and by
changes: 1, 25, 26, 29, 30. 31, 32, 38;, 49, 63,
bill.)
adding at the end thereof the following new
64, 65. 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 81,
The Senate amendment modified section
paragraph:
82, 83, 96, 97, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107,
104 of the House bill to provide benefits for
'(10) any payment or series of payments
108, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118,
disabled widows and widowers at any age.
by an employer to an employee or any of his
120, 125, 127, 128, 129, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136,
In addition, payment would be made at the
dependents which Is paid137, 138, 139, 140, 148, 150, 151, 152, 156, 158,
full widow's and widower's benefit rate of
",(A) upon or after the termination of an
159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 168, 169, 170,
82V2 percent of the spouse's primary insur
employee's employment relationship because
171, 172, 177, 179, 180, 185, 187, 188, 192, 194,
ance amount, and a trial work period would
of (i) death, (ii) retirement for disability, or
196, 199, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 209, 210, 211,
be provided. (The special test of disability
(iii) retirement after attaining an age spa- 215, 216, 218, 232, 252, 256, 264a, 265, 269, 274, was eliminated by amendment No. 109, so
cified In the plan referred to in subparagraph
278, and 283.
that the definition in present law would
(B) or in a pension plan of the employer, and
With respect to these amendments (1) the
apply to widows and widowers as well as to
" (B) under a plan established by the emHouse either recedes or recedes with amendothers whose benefits depend upon dis
ployer which makes provision for his emmnents which are technical, clerical, clarifyability.)
ployees generally or a class or classes of his
ing, or conforming in nature; or (2) the
The Senate recedes with a technical
employees (or for such employees or Class Senate recedes in order to conform to other
amendment.
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of earnings above $2,700. Also, no benefit will tional 24 months--to a total of 36 months-..
REDUCED BENEFITS AT AGE 60
Amendment No. 28: The Senate amend- be withheld for any month fin which the in certain cases where it is shown to the sat
ment added to the House bill a new section beneficiary earns $125 or less in wages and isfaction. of the Secretary--of- Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare that the disabled individ
(105), amending section 202 of the Social does not engage in self-employment.
Section 107 of the House bill amended sec- ual's failure to file within the prescribed
Security Act to provide for payment of reduced old-age, wife's, husband's, widower's, tion 203 of the Social Security Act to In- period is due to his mental or physical inca
and parent's Insurance benefits beginning at cresse the annual $1,500 and $2,700 cut-off pacity to execute such an application.
The House recedes with a technical
age 60. The old-age benefit would be reduced points to $1,680 and $2,880, respectively, and
amendment.
by %~ths of one percent for each month for the $125 monthly figure to $140.
The Senate amendments modified section MARRIAGE OF A CHILD WHO IS A FULL-TIME
which the worker takes the benefit while
STUDENT
under age 65, and the widower's or parent's 107 of the House bill so that the annual cutAmendment No. 40: The Senate amend
benefit (like widow's benefits under ex- off points are increased to $2,400 and $3,600,
isting law) would be reduced by the same and the monthly figure is increased to $200. ment added to the House bill a new section
(113), amending section 202(d) of the Social
The Senate recedes.
percentage for 'each month for which the
Security Act to provide that a child's bene
INCREASE IN CONTRIBUTION AND BENEFIT
benefit is taken while under age 62; the
fits will not stop when the child marries if
BASE
wife's or husband's 'Insurance benefit woul
eachfoaslnastecidsafu-im
forbefore
percent
of
one
by
2.%uths
reduced
be
Amendments Nos. 35 and 36: Section 108 andfoaslnastecidsafulie
month for which the benefit Is taken
tod
tobne
(ande oentitlednti
oissuotherwises
f theHousebill mendstudentII
(Uner exstinglaw,
beneits
age 6. ld-ag
eeits ofathecHuset bill amndd theIntlernofReveSo- fits) and, in the cae of a girl, her husband
ags5 Udreitnglw l-g
hs
hl
is also a full-time suet
c n h nenlRvne
cilScrt
are payable in full at age 65 or on the basi
hs
hl
suet
tp
of a Viths reduction at age 62; wife's and hus- Code of 1954 to increase the earnings counted bnft
upon
and
entitled,
(if
otherwise
quently
band'd benefits are payable in full at age 65fobefiantxpuosso$760bmaking a new appilcation) become reen
or on the basis of a 2%o6ths reduction at age ginning with 1968.
titled to such benefits if he becomes a fullUnder the Senate amendments, the earn62; and widower's and parent's benefits are payable in full at age 62 with no earlier en- ings counted for benefit and tax purposes time student (or, In the case of a girl, if both
were increased to $8,000 In 1968, $8,800 in she and her husband become full-time stu
titlement provided.)
dents).
- 1969 through 1971, and $10,800 beginning
The Senate recedes.
LIBERALIZATION OF EARNINGS TEST

with 1972.

Amendments Nos. 33 and 84: Under the
existing provisions of section 203 of the social Security Act. if a beneficiary earns $1,500
or less- In a year, no benefits will be withheld; If he earns more than $1,500 in a year.
$1 in benefits will be withheld for each $2
of earnings between $1,500 and $2,700, and
$1 in benefits will be withheld for each $1

Une'h

The

$,00

aedt

1968.
withrpse
ning wih16.ment

egn

CHANGES IN TAX SCHEDULE

Amendment No. 37: The following table
shows the tax schedule in the House bill and
that in the Senate bill:

EACH
AND EMPLOYERS,
CONTRIBUTION RATESFOREMPLOYEES
[in percent]
__________________________________________________________________

Year
1967 -----------------------1968 -----------------------1969-70---------------------1971-72 --------------------1973-75---------------------1976-79---------------------1980-86---------------------1987 sod after -----------------

OASDI

House bill
Hi

3.9
3.9
4.2
4.6
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

0.5
.5
.6
.6
.65
.7
.8
.9

OASDI

Total

3.9
3.8
4.2
4.6
5. 0
5.05
5.05
5.05

4.4
4.4
4.8
5.2
5.65
5.7
5.8
5:9

Senate bill
HiI

Total
4.4
4.
4.8
5.2
5.65
5.7
5.8
5.8

0.5
.6
.6
.6
.65
,65
.75
.75

os

place under the supervision of a child-plac
ing agency and was decreed by a court of
competent jurisdiction In the United States,

the worker had continuously resided In the
United States for at least one year prior to
the date of adoption, and the child was under
the age of 18 on the date of the adoption,
regardless of when the adoption occurred.
(Under present law the adoption, even if
other conditions are met, must have taken
place within 2 years of the time the worker
became entitled to disability benefits.)
Th
usredswihtcnalmn
ments.
Amendment No. 42: The Senate amend-

Ttl

il

GSISnt

added to the House bill a new section

ilment

HI

HI

Ttl

_______________________________________________________________

6.4
0.5
5,9
6.4
0.5
5.9
1967 -------------------------644
.6
5.8
6.4
.5
5.9
1968-------------------------6:9
.6
6.3
6.9
.6
6.3
1969-70 ----------------------7.5
.6
6.9
7. 5
.6
6.9
197 1-72------------ ----------7.65
.65
7.0
7.65
.65
7.0
----------------------1973-75
7.65
.65
7. 0
7. 7
.7
7. 0
1976-79 ----------------------7175
.75
7.0
7.8
.8
7. 0
1980-S6B---------------- -----7.75
.75
7.0
7. 9
.9
7.0
1987 and after-----------------_______________________________________________________________

The conference

Amendment No. 41: The Senate amendadded to the Rouse bill a new section
(114), amending section 202(d) (9) of the
Social Security Act to provide that benefits
can be paid to the legally adopted child of a
worker entitled to disability benefits (or to
old-age benefits after having been entitled
to disability benefits) if1 the adoption took

STUDENTS

[in percent!
OAD

BY

BEN4EFITS FOR MOTHERS OF CERTAIN FULL-TIME

CONTRIBUTION RATESFORTHESELF-EMPLOYED

Year

FOR CERTAIN CHILDREN ADOPTED

WORKERS

annscutdfrbnftadDISABLED

amuto

Senate recedes,

teBENEFITS

ofrneareet

agreement provides thefollowing tax schedule:
lINpercent]
Self-employed

Employers and employees, each
OASDI

Hi

Total

OASDI

3.9
3. 8
4.2

0.5
.6
.6

4.4
4. 4
4.8

5.9
5.8
6.3

Hi

Total

(114a), amending section 202(s) of the Social

Security Act to provide that a wife or mother
otherwise qualified may receive benefits on
the basis of having an entitled child in her
8ad2
I
ewe
h
hl
hr
ae
8ad2
ewe
crweetecidi
and is only entitled to child's benefits because
he Is a full-time student, if the school at
which the child is a student is an elementary
or secondary school. (Under existing law, a
wife or mother can be entitled to benefits
on the basis of having a child in her care only

If the child is entitled to child's benefits be
cause he is under 18 or Is disabled-she can
not qualify on the basis of a child who is
entitled only because he Is a student, re
gardless of the level of the school at which he
Is enrolled.)
The Senate recedes.
STUDY OF DELAYED RETIREMENT INCREMENT

1967-------------------------1968-------------------------1969-70 -----------------------

0.5
.6
.6

6.4
6.4
6.9-

7.5
.6
6.9
5.2
.6
4.6
1971-72---------------------7.65
.65
7.0
5.65
.65
5.0
1973-75---------------------77
.7
7.0
5.7
.7
5.0
1976-79---------------------7.8
.8
7.0
5.8
.8
5.0
191046----------------------7.9
.9
7.0
5.9
.9
1987 aed after ----------------- 5.0
____________________________________________________________
EXTENSION OF RETROACIrV1'IY OF DISABILITY AP'PLIcATIONs FOR FREEZE PURPOBFN wHER
FAILURE TO MAKE TIMELY APPLICATION IS
DUE TO INCOMPETENCY

Amendment No. 39: Under existing law,
an application to establish a period of dis-ability must be filed no later than 12 months

after the end of the period of disability. The
Senate amendment added to the House biil
a new section (112), amending section 216(l)
of-the Social Security Act to extend the time
for filing an effective application to establish a cloeed period of disability (for disability freeze purposes only) for an addi-

tNo43ThSnaemnd
Aenm
etNo43ThSnaemed
Amn
ment added to the House bill a new section

(114b) to require the Social Security Admin
istration to make a study with respect to the
Icesdod-g
feailtyoprvdn
l-g
nrae
rvdn
aiiiyo
Insurance benefit amounts for people who
delay their retirement and may continue to
work after age 65, and to report its findings
to the Congress.
The Senate recedes (but the substance of
the provision is included in section 405 of the
bill--see Amendment No. 282).
COVERAGE OF MINISTERS

Amendments Nos. 44, 45, 46. and 47: Under
existing law, the services which a clergyman
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(including a Christian Science practitioner
or a member of a religious order who has not
taken a vow of poverty) performs In the exercise of his ministry are excluded from coverage unless the clergyman elects coverage by
filing a waiver certificate within a prescribed
period; if he makes the election his services
In his ministry are covered under the provisions of law applicable to self-employed persons. A member of a religious order who has
taken a vow of poverty may not make such
an election; his services are compulsorily excluded from coverage.
Section 115 of the House bill amended section 211(c) of the Social Security Act and
section 1402 (c) and (e) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that the services

COVERAGE

OF

FOR FORMER

a minister, a Christian Science practitioner,
or any member of a religious order (includ
ing a member who has taken a vow of pov
erty) are to be covered under the provisions
of law applicable to the self-employed unless
he obtains an exemption from social security
taxes (and coverage) by filing within a prescribed period (under the revised section
1402(e) of the Code) an application for exemption, together with a statement that he
is conscientiously opposed to the acceptance
(with respect to his professional service) of
any public insurance such as social security'
a clergyman who had elected coverage under
existing law could not secure an exemption,
and an exemption from coverage would be
irrevocable,
Senate amendments Nos. 44, 45. and 46
added language providing that memobers of
religious orders who have taken a vow of
poverty are compuisorily excluded from coy-

EMPLOYC.Es

file any application to secure the exemption.
Senate amendment No, 47 provided an additional basis for the exemption from social
security taxes (and coverage); clergymen opposed to the acceptance of public insurance
on grounds of religious principle (in addition
to those conscientiously opposed as provided
in the House bill) may secure the exemption,
The House recedes,
STATE AND LOCAL DIVIDED RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

Amendment No. 48: The Senate amendment added to section 116 of the House bill
a new subsection (d), amending section
218(d) (6) (F) of the Social Security Act so
ast
gatnadiioa
oprunity,
oport
as anaddtionl
t
grat
through 1969, for the election of social security coverage by members of State and local
government retirement systems who did not
elect coverage when they previously had the
opportunity to do so under the divided retirement system procedure, which permits
certain States to cover only those current
memersof
reireentsysem
hodesire
memer
areireeno
sstm
ho
coverage,
The House recedes,
COVERAGE
OF POLICEMEN
AND
PUERTO
RICO
AND
CERTAIN
NEBRASKA

FIREMEN

IN

FIREMEN

IN

Amendment No. 50: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section
(119). amending section 218(p) of the Social
Security Act to add Puerto Rico to the list
of States which may, if they so desire, provide social security coverage for policemen
and firemen in positions under State or
local retirement systems. The Senate amendment also included a provision validating
amounts erroneously reported for past services performed by certain firemen employed
by political subdivisions in Nebraska, If
amounts representing social security taxes
were erroneously paid in good faith and no
refund has been obtained,
The ouserecedes with a technical
Th ouepersonal
amendment,
COVERAGE OF FIREMEN IN STATES NOT
SPECIFICALLY LISTED

Amendment No. 51: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section
(120), amending section 218(p) of the So-

HOUSE

cial Security Act to allow social security coyerage to be extended to firemen under a
State or local retirement system in a State
not designated by name (in section 218(p))
as one which Is permitted to cover policemen
and firemen, if the Governor of the State
certifies that the overall benefit protection
of the group of firemen which would be
brought under social security coverage would
be improved by 'reason of the extension of
coverage to the group. Coverage could be extended under this provision only after a f avorable referendum in which no person other than a fireman could vote.
The House recedes with a technical
amendment.

performed in the exercise of his profession by

erage, as under present law, and need not

-

ERRONEOUSLY
STATE

OR

stepson, or stepdaughter for at least 4 con
tinuous weeks In the quarter.
The House recedes with technical amend
ments.
EMPLOYEES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS

TURNPIKE

AUTHORITY

WAGES

Amendment No. 55: The Senate amend
ment added to the House bill a new section
(124), giving the Secretary of Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare authority to permit the
State of Massachusetts, under such condi
tions as he deems appropriate, to remove the
employees of the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority from social security coverage be
fore the expiration of 2 years after giving ad
vance notice to the Secretary, with the pro
vision that if the employees are thus removed

GOVERNMENT

from coverage the State cannot again extend

REPORTED

LOCAL

1116695

Amendment No. 52: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section
(121), amending section 218(f) of the Social
Security Act to permit a State, when it provides retroactive coverage for a coverage
group under a modification of the State's
agreement, to specify that whatever retroactive coverage is provided for the current
employees of the coverage group will also
be provided for former employees with respect to whose earnings amounts representing social security taxes had been erroneously paid in good faith to the Secretary of
the Treasury. The retroactive coverage would
not apply to any former employee for whom
a refund of taxes had been made,
The House recedes with a technical
amendment,

coverage to employees of the Authority.
The House recedes with technical amend
ments.
METHOD OF PAYMENT TO PHYSICIANS UNDER THE
SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PRO"
GRAM

Amendments Nos. 56, 57. 58, 59. and 60:
The House bill amended section 1842(b) (3)
(B) of the Social Security Act to provide, in
addition to the present receipted bill and as
signment methods of payment for physicians'
services, an alternative method, effective with
respect to bills received after December 31,
1967, under which a physician or other per
son providing the service could receive pay
ment on the basis of an itemized bill if such
bill is submitted in the form and manner and
within the time specified by regulation and
If the full charge does not exceed the reason
COVERAGE OF FEES OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNable charge for the service. Under the alterna
MENT
EMPLOYEES
AS
SELF-EMPLOYMENT
tive method payment could be made to the
INCOME
patient if payment is not made to the person
Amendment No. 58: The Senate amendproviding the service for the reason that the
ment added to the House bill a new section
charge exceeds the reasonable charge, the per
(122), amending section 211 (c) of the Social
son providing the service does not submit the
Security Act and section 1402(c) of the Inbill as provided for by regulation, or such
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that person directs that payment be made to the
fees received after 1967 by employees of State
patient, The House bill also provided, with
respect to bills received after December 31,
or local governments in positions compensated solely on a fee basis and not covered 1967, 'that requests for payment under the
under a State social security agreement will
supplementary medical insurance program
b~e covered under the self-employment profor services reimbursable on a reasonable
visions; however, any person in a fee-basis
charge basis must be filed no later than the
position in 1968 may elect irrevocably (before
close of the calendar year after the year in
the due date of his tax return for 1968) not
which the service is furnished (service fur
to have the amendment apply to him-i.e.. nished in the last 3 months of a calendar year
not to have his fees covered under the selfis deemed to have been furnished in the suc
epomn
rvsos
h
eaeaed
edn
aedrya)
epoment
proade
ovisions.
18ofteoca The Senate amend-mceedingacaendarryear)
mn
loaddt
eto
1
fteSca
h
eaeaedet
hne
rsn
Security Act a new subsection (u) under law, effective with respect to claims on which
which any future modification of a State's a final determination has not been made on
agreement may cover services in positions
or before the date of enactment, by eliminat
compensated solely on a fee basis only if the ing the receipted bill method of payment
modification specifically includes such serv(payment by the patient required before re
ices as covered, and under which a State may imbursement) and by providing that pay
remove such services from coverage under
ment can be made either to the patient on
the agreement,
the basis of an itemized bill (either receipted
The House recedes with a technical amendor unpaid) or to the physician under the as
ment.
signment method. The Senate amendments
retained the House bill provision which es
FAMILY EMPLOYMENT IN A PRIVATE HOME
tablishes the calendar year limitation for fil
Amendment No. 54: The Senate amending medical insurance claims, but made such
ment added to the House bill a new section
limitation appli cable to bills submitted and
(123), amending section 210(a) (3) (B) of the requests for payment made on or after April
Social Security Act and section 3121(b) (3)
1, 1968.
(B) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
TeHuercds
to extend social security coverage, beginning
TeHuercds
after 1967, to domestic service in a private
PODIATRISTS
home of the employer performed by an inAmendment No. 61: The House bill amend
diVidual in the employ of his son or daughter,
ed section 1861 (r) of the Social Security Act
provided that certain conditions are met,
to include within the definition of "physi
The service in any calendar quarter would
cian" a doctor of podiatry or surgical chi
be covered only if the employer has living
ropody, but only with respect to functions
In his home a son, daughter, stepson, or which he is legally authorized to perform as
stepdaughter who is under age 18 or whose
such by the State in which he performs
mental or physical condition requires the them. Under the House bill a doctor of po
care and supervision of an adult for diatry would not be considered a "physician"
at least 4 continuous weeks in the quarter,
for purposes of sections 1814(a) and 1835
and the employer either is widowed or di(relating to certification and recertification
vorced (and has not remarried) or has a
of medical necessity under parts A and B
spouse living in the home who, because of
of title XVIII) and section 1861(k) (relating
a mental or physical condition, is incapable
to utilization review). Certain services per
of caring for the employer's son. daughter,
formed by a podiatrist were also excluded for
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purposes of payment under the hospital and
medical insurance programs.
The Senate amendment provided, in addition to those restrictions in the House provision, that a podiatrist would not be considered to be a "physician" for the purposes
of subsection (j) (relating to extended care
facilities), subsection (in) (relating to home
health services), and subsection (o) (relating to home health agencies) of section 1861.
The House recedes.
EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN SERVICES EXCEPT WITH
REGRD
LE5E5paced
O POSTETI

-

HOUSE

(2) (as redesignated by the bill) and 1866
(a) (2) (c) of the Social Security Act to provide that equivalent quantities of packed red
blood cells shall be treated as blood under the
hospital Insurance program, and that a patient would have to replace 2 pints of blood
for tihe first pint of blood received (rather
than I pint as under present law) for purposes of the 3-pint deductible. The House
bill also amended section 1833(b) by establishing a 3-pint deductible requirement with
respect to blood (or equivalent quantities of

ell) frnihedto n idivdua drREGAR
TO
POSTHEIC
LingS
ace calenda yearundere
thea supplementary
Amendment No. 62: Section 128 of the meIngacaleinsurancer program,
uplmntr
House bill amended section 1862 (a) (7) of
Thedia Sensuatecaendrgrmensdlte.h
e
the Social Security Act, which provides that quiemSenatei th
ndenHouebilethat
the
patent
noirpaymentnmayebeomadeilunderttitlepXtIentfacilities
no pamentmay
e mae uner ttle VIIIreplace, for purposes of the 3-pint deductible.
for expenses incurred for routine physical
2 pints of blood for the first pint of blood
checkups, eyeglasses, eye examinations for received.stnilcptltesfudotnacrthe purpose of prescribing, fitting, or changThe House recedes,
ing eyeglasses, or hearing aids or examinaEXTENSION BY 60 DAYS DURING INDIVIDUAL'S
tions therefor, by adding a provision that no
LFTM
FMXMMDRTO
.BNFT
payment may be made for expenses incurred
FOR INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES'udrtte
for procedures performed (during the course
of any eye examination) to determine the
Amendment No. 80: Section 137 of the
refractive state of the eyes.
House bill amended section 1812 (a) (1) and
The Senate amendment provided that the
(b) (1) of the Social Security Act to provide
exclusion added by the House bill is not to a maximum of 120 days (rather than 90) of
apply with respect to expenses incurred for inpatient hospital services for an individual
during any spell of illness, and amended secprocedures performed in connection with
furnishing prosthetic lenses.
tion 1813 (a) (1) of the act to provide that
The Senate recedes,
the amount payable for such services for each
TRASFE
OUPATENTHOPITL
OFAL
SRVIESday before the 121st day and after the 90th
TRASFR
LL UTATEN
F
HSPIALSEVIESday of a spell of illness will be reduced by a
TO SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PROcoinsurance amount equal to one-half of the
GRAMinpatient
hospital deductible determined
Amendment No. 71: Section 129 of the under section 1813(b). (The inpatient hosHouse bill amended the appropriate sections
pital deductible Is currently established at
in title XVIII of the Social Security Act to $40.)
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tion, and Welfare has been directed to fur
nish such data to the Committee on Ways
and Means and the Committee on Finance
as soon as it is available.
ALLOWANCE FOR DEPRECIATIONAND INTEREST IN
DETERMINING REASONABLE COST UNDER TITLES
V, XVM, AND XIX

Amendment No. 85. The Senate amend
ment added to the House bill a new section
13prvdnththeSctayoHal,
(143)aproviding thlatrte Secretary oft Halth
Euain
n
efr
ol aeit
c

count any disapproval by State agencies
carrying on planning under the Partnership
for Health Act of expenditures (made after
June 30, 1970, or an earlier date at the re
quest of a State) by hospitals or other health
for substantial capital items. De
rdto
n
neetatiual
osb
streciatil candta Interest attribuotable tcorsu
ance with a State's overall plan would not be
includible as a part of the "reasonable cost'
of covered services provided to individuals
, VI.adXX
The Senate recedes.
STATE AGREEMENTS FOR COVERAGE UNDER THE
HOSPITAL INSURANCE PROGRAM FOR THE
AGED
Amendment No. 86: The Senate alilend
ment added to the House bill a new section
(144), adding a new section 1818 to the So
cial Security Act permitting a State to enter
into an agreement with the Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare for the pro

vision of hospital insurance coverage begin
ning April 1, 1968, for State and local em
ployees, retired or active (and their de
pendents and survivors), age 65 or over who

place coverage of all -outpatient hospital
services in the supplementary medical insurance program,
The Senate amendment made the provisions of the House bill applicable with respect to services furnished after March 31.

The Senate amendments provided an individual with a lifetime reserve of 60 days of
additional coverage for inpatient hospital
care for use after he has exhausted the 90
days of hospital services to which he is entitled during any spell of illness. The coin-

do not otherwise qualify for medicare hos
pital insurance protection. A State would
reimburse the Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund for the actual costs of benefits
paid and administrative expenses incurred
with respect to these persons. An agreement
(either In its entirety or with respect to any

1968, rather than December 31. 1967. except
that the elimination of the physician certifiCation requirement with respect to outpatient hospital diagnostic services would apply

surance amount for each such additional day
of coverage would equal one-fourth of the
inpatient hospital deductible determined
under section 1813 (b) .


one or more coverage groups) could be tsr
minated If the Secretary finds that the State
concerned is no longer legally able to comply
with the provisions of the agreement. A State

to services furnished after the date of the
enactment of the bill.
The House recedes.

The conference agreement contains the
Senate provision for a lifetime reserve of
60 additional days, but applies the House pro-.

may also, at its option, terminate such an
agreement.
The Senate recedes.

PAYMENT FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES
FURNISHED TO OUTPATIENTS

vision for a coinsurance amount equal to
one-half of the inpatient hospital deductible.

PROVISIONS FOR BENEFITS UNDER PART A OF
TITLE XVIII OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT FOR

Amendment No. 77: Section 133 of the
bill amended section 1861(s) (2) of
the Social Security Act to provide supplementary medical insurance coverage of

METHOD OF DETERMINING REASONABLE COST FOR
PROVIDERS OF SERVICES

physical therapy furnished to an outpatient.
In a residence used as the patient's home, by
a hospital or by others under arrangements

(142) amending section 1861 (v) (1) of the
Social Security Act by providing that the
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of

ment added to the House bill a new section
(145). providing that payment may be made,
on the basis of an Itemized bill, to an indi
vidual entitled to hospital insurance benefits

with the hospital, if such therapy is under
the supervision of such hospital. This provision would apply with respect to services
furnished after December 31, 1967.
The Senate amendment provided coverage
for outpatient physical therapy services fur.
nished by physical therapists employed by or
under an agreement with, and under the
supervision of, hospitals and other providers
of services as well as approved clinics or rehabilitation centers, and local public health
agencies that meet standards established by
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare relating to health and safety. The pa-

Health, Education, and Welfare for determining the reasonable cost of services under title
XVIII shall give a provider of services the
option of having the cost of covered services
determined on a per diem basis (per diem
costs prevailing in a community for comparable quality and levels of services would be
taken into account in determining such per
diem basis). Cost of services would otherwise be determined on the basis of a per unit,
Per capita, or other basis insuring the provider reasonable cost reimbursement.
.The Senate recedes with the understanding on the part of the conferees for both the

for inpatient hospital services furnished
after June 30, 1966, in certain nonpartici
pating hospitals as a result of admissions oc
curring before January 1, 1968. The hospital
must be licensed as a hospital, have full-time
nursing services, and be primarily engaged in
providing medical care under the supervision
of a doctor of medicine or osteopathy. Ap
plication for reimbursement under this pro
vision would have to be filed before January
1, 1969. and payment would be limited to 60
percent of room and board charges and 80
percent of hospital ancillary charges for up
to 90 days in each spell of illness (subject to

tient would not have to be homebound for
the physical therapy services to be covered,
Payment would be made for such services
only when furnished In accordance with a
plan, established and periodically reviewed
by a physician, that would prescribe the type
of physical therapy services to be provided
and the amount and duration of such serv-

Senate and the House that this action is not
to be taken as a final decision or prejudgment respecting the Issue of reimbursing
Providers of service under the medicare program by alternative methods to those now
employed. Such decisions should not be made
until such time as adequate data concerning
the actual cost of benefits furnished to medi-

cost-sharing provisions In present law) if
the hospital formally participates in the hos
pital insurance program before January 1,
1969. and applies its utilization review planto the services furnished such individual. If
the hospital does not participate before Jan
uary 1. 1969, payment under this provisionwould be limited to 20 days in each spell of

care

illness.

House

ices.

The

Senate amendment would apply

Amendment No. 84: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section

beneficiaries

have

been

obtained and

PATIENTS ADMIrrED PRIOR TO 1968 TO CERTAIN
HOSPITALS

Amendment No. 87: The Senate amend

with respect to services furnished after June
30, 1968.
The House recedes with a technical amend-

made available to Congress. At the present
time such data have not been compiled since
the actual costs incurred by providers for

The House recedes with technical amend
ments.

ment.

services

furnished to medicare recipients
during the first fiscal year of operation of

PAYMENT

BLOOD DEDUCTIBLES

Amendments Nos. 78 and 79: Section 138
of the House bill amended sections 1813(a)

the program have not been finally determined. The Department of Health, Educa-

Amendmeht No. 88: The Senate amnend
ment added to the House bill a new section
(146), amending section 1861 (a) of the Social

FOR EMERGENCY

HOSPITAL

SERVICES
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Security Act to redefine, effective July 1,
under the hospital insurance program-for
1966, the term "hospital" (for purposes of
example, in cases where hospital patients
paying for emergency hospital services) to have exhausted their eligibility under the
mean an Institution which must be licensed hospital insurance program, or- when exas a hospital, have full-time nursing services, tended care facility patients have not met
and be primarily engaged in providing medi-, the 3-day hospitalization requirement,
Cal care under the supervision of a doctor
The House recedes with a technical amendof medicine or osteopathy. The requirements
ment.
tinder preeent law with respect to clinical
GENERAL ENROLLMENT PERIOD UNDERa SUPPLErecords, medical staff bylaws, and care of
MENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PaOGRAM
patient by a physician are eliminated. The
Amendment No. 91: The Senate amendSenate amendment also provided that if the ment added to the House bill a new section
hospital does not bill for emergency hospital
(149), providing that the general enrollment
services, the patient could be paid 60 per- periods for the supplementary medical insurcent of the room and board charges and 80 acprgmwolbelcd(einngthe
percent of the hospital ancillary charges (or, acprgmwolbelcd(einng
if the hospital does not make separate charges with 1969) on an annual rather than a bien
forrouineandancllay srviestwo
nial basis, and run from January 1 through
fo notn nilr
evcs
w-titirds
March 31, rather than from October 1
of the hospital's reasonable charges), subject
through December 31 as under present law.
to deductible and other existing limitations,
The Secretary would determine and promulWith respect to hospital admissions occurring
gate during December of each year the preafter December 31, 1967.
mium rate for the program which would be
The House recedes with technical amend- applicable for the 12-month period beginments,
fling on the following July I and would be
PAYMENT FOR CERTAIN SERVICES FURNISHED
required to issue a public statement setting
OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
forth the actuarial assumptions and other
Amendment No. 89: The Senate amendbases upon which he arrived at such rate,
ment added to the House bill a new section
Under the Senate amendment persons wish(147), amending section 1814(f) of the Soing to disenroll could do so at any time, but
cial Security Act to permit, effective with
such disenrollment would not take effect
admissions occurring after March 31, 1968,
until the close of the calendar quarter foldirect payment of hospital insurance benefits
lowing the quarter in which the notice of
to a resident of the United States for up to
disenrollment was filed. The amendment
20npaien
aysof hopitl
srvies ur-would also substitute a one-time late enrollnished in a country contiguous to the United ment charge (up to 3 additional monthly
States by a hospital which is not more than
premiums) for the 10 percent premium in50 miles from the border of the continental
crease in section 1839(c) of the Social SecuUnited States. For nonemergency care, the
rity Act for those who delay their enrollment
hospital would have to be the nearest suitin the program, and would modify section
able one to the patient's residence. Payment
1837(b) (1) to provide that no individual may
would also be made for emergency inpatient
enroll for the first time under the program
services furnished in a foreign hospital withunless he does so in a general enrollment
in 50 miles of the United States border if the
period which begins within 3 years after the
hosita
th clset
wa
oe
sitale
orclose of the first enrollment period during
hospitaln wasd the closgestyoneesuitablenfo
which he could have so enrolled,
trheatmentan thuredn
emergen
thnecessitatin
The House recedes with an amendment
outside the United States. Benefits would be providing for the retention of the percentage
payable only on the basis of a request for premium increase provision in present law
payment by an individual entitled to boa-fo
those who delay enrollment, and the delepital insurance benefits and only if the for- tion of the late enrollment charge in the
eign hospital met standards that are essenSenate bill.
tially comparable to those required of boaELIMINATION OF SPECIAL REDUCTION IN ALLOWpitals participating under the program in the
ABLE DAYS OF INPATIENT NOSPrITAL SERVICER
United States. Subject to appropriate deFOR PATIENTS IN TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITALS
ductibles and other limitations, the amount
Amendment No. 92: Section 138 of the
payable under this provision would be equal
House bill provided that the limitation In
to 60 percent of the hospital's reasonable
section 1812(c) of the Social Security Act on
charges for routine services in the room oc- payment of hospital insurance benefits durcupied by the individual or in semiprivate
ing the first spell of illness for an individual
accommodations, whichever is less, plus 80 who is an inpatient of a psychiatric or tuberpercent of the hospital's reasonable charges culosis hospital at the time he first becomes
for ancillary services, or, if separate charges eligible for benefits under the hospital insurfor routine and ancillary services are not ance program would niot be applicable to
made by such hospital, reimbursement may benefits for services In a general hospital if
be made to the patient on the basis of twosuch services are not primarily for the diagthirds of the hospital's reasonable charges nosis or treatment of mental illness or tuberbut not to exceed the charges that would culosis.
have been made If the patient had occupied
The Senate amendment changed th6 provisemiprivate accommodations.
sions of the House bill by eliminating the
The Senate recedes with the understandprovision in present law under which days
ing that the Departments of Health, Educa- spent in a tuberculosis hospital by an individtion, and Welfare and State will explore, and ual immediately before his Initial entitlereport to the Committees on Ways and Means
ment to hospital insurance reduced the days
and Finance, the feasibility of entering into of inpatient hospital coverage for which he is
reciprocal agreemnents and arrangements with eligible, after entitlement, during his first
neighboring nations designed to make medi- spell of illness. The Senate amendment would
care benefits available to U.S. citizens who provide that no reduction would occur in
receive necessary hospital care in such na- such individual's hospital insurance covertions,
age, after initial entitlement, during his first
PAYMENT UNDER SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL IN- spell of Illness, regardless of whether he reSURANCE PROGRAM FOR CERTAIN INPATIENT ceives inpatient services in a tuberculosis or
ANCILLARY SERVICES
general hospital, The Senate amendment reAmendment No. 90: The Senate amend- tained the House provision with respect to
merit added to the House bill a new section inpatients of psychiatric hospitals,
(18) aenin
scto
161s)ofth
SThe House recedes with a technical amendcial Security Act to permit, effective April 1, merit,.isdeabnfcaya
198,pametunerth mdca isuaneINCLUSION- OF OPTOMETRISTS' SERVICES UNDER
program for certain ancillary hospital and
SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PROextended care facility services, principally
GRAM
X-ray and laboratory services, furnished to
Amendment No, 93: The Senate amendinpatients who cannot qualify for payments merit added to the definition of "physician"

II116697

in section 1861 (r) of the Social Security Act
a doctor of optometry but only for the pur
pose of including his services as medical and
other health services covered under the sup
plementary medical insurance program snd
only with respect to functions he is author
ized to perform by the State in which he
practices. The Senate provision also added to
section 1862 (a) of the Act (relating to items
and services excluded from coverage uinder
title XVIII) expenses for an optometrist's
services in connection with the detection of
eye diseases, or for his referral of an individ
ual to a physician (as presently defined in
act) arising from such services.
The Senate recedes.
INCLUSION OF CHIROPRACTORS' SERVICES UNDER
SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PRO
GRAM
Amendment No. 94: The Senate amend
ment added to the definition of "physician"
in section 1861 (r) of the Social Security Act
a licensed chiropractor but only for the pur
pose of including his services as medical and
other health services covered under the sup
plementary medical insurance program and
only with respect to functions he is legally
authorized to perform by the State in which
he practices.
The Senate recedes.
INCLUSION OF PSYCHOLOGISTS' SERVICES UNDER
SUPE
NTRMDIAISRNCPOGM
SUPENTRMDIAISRNCPOGM

Amendment No. 95: The Senate amend
ment added to the definition of "physician"
In section 1861 (r) of the Social Security Act
a licensed or certified psychologist but only
frteproeo
nldn
i
evcsa
a medical and other health service covered
under the supplementary medical insurance
program and only with respect to functions
which he Is legally authorized to perform by
the State in which he practices.
The Senate recedes,
OVERPAYMENTS
Amendment No. 98: The Senate amend
ment added to the House bill a new section
(152), amending section 204(a) of the Social
Security Act to direct the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to recover benefits
overpaid to an Individual by withholding
benefits payable to him or his estate or to
any other person entitled to benefits on the
same earnings record, or by requiring a re
fund from him or his estate, or by any com
bination of these. A beneficiary who is liable
for repayment of an overpayment, whether
the overpayment was made to him or to an
other person, would qualify for waiver of re
covery of the overpaid amount if he is with
out fault and meets the other conditions pre
scribed in the law. (Underpayments would be
paid to the underpaid beneficiary, or, if he
has died, to other persons In accordance with
section 204(d) of the Act as amended by
the bill (see Senate amendment No. 100).)
The Hotiad recedes with a technical amendmerit.
BENanFT'S PAID ON THE BASIS OF ERRONEOUS RE
PORTS OF DEATH IN MILITARY SERVICE
Amendment No. 99: The Senate amendmerit added to the House bill a new section
(153), further amending section 204(a) of'
the Social Security Act to make benefits paid
on the basis of an official report of the death
of an active-duty serviceman in line of duty,
issued by the Department of Defense, law
ful payments even though it is later deter
mined that the serviceman is still alive,

The House recedes with a technical amend-.
merit.
UINDERPAYMENTS
Amn
etNo10:Scin52fth
Houenbllanende
N.10:Section204(d of the
Social Security Act to provide that cash nineh
ieo
i
et
are to be paid in the following order or
priority:
1Tohsuringsueettldo
benefits on the same earnings record as he
was, or
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(2) to his child or children (in equal parts)
entitled on that earnings record, or
(3) to his parent or parents (in equal
parts) entitled on that earnings record, or
or(4) to the legal representative or his estate,
(5)to is spusenotenttle
urvvin
to
(5)fitton thissurvvin spouinse neotrnild toh
waor

was, thichlorcide(ieqapat)gainful
(6)eto isechildtor chilreni(in
requa
rd.
not eontledonthate pearsnins recitord,
woflnoe ofatese proseitnoay

-

HOUSE

of benefits to persons related to the baneficiary by blood, marriage, or adoption
where there Is no one to pay In any of the
first seven categories.
DEFINITION OF DISABILITY
Amendment No, 109: Under existing law,
the term "disability" is defined in general

EFFECTIVE DATE OF LIMITATION4 ON PAYMENT OF

as Inability to engage in

years-residence exceptions to the provision
requiring the withholding of benefits from
aliens outside the United States are not to

any substantial
activity by reason of any medically
determilnable physical or mental impairment

men
nthas
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which can be expected to result in death or
lasted or can be expected to last at least

BENEFITS TO ALIENS OUTSIDE THE UNITED
STATES
Amendment Nos. 121, 122, and 123: Section
160 of the House bill amended section 202 (t)
of the Social Security Act to provide that the
present 40-quarters-of-coverage and 10

apply to aliens who are citizens of a country
that has a social insurance or pension system

Section 152 of the House bill also amended 12 months.
secion187
oftheActto
rovde hatunpid
Section 156 of the House bill amended
setin
o te 87cttoprvie ha upad
section 223 (and related provisions) of the
medical insurance benefits are to be settled Sca
euiyAts
st
lrf
h
eit
as follows: Where a beneficiary who has reSca
euiyAts
st
lrf
h
eii
ceived services for which payment is due him tion by providing guidelines emphasising the
diesbilanfr thsuh srvies as eenrole of medical standards in determining disdies, and theimbillemfor suchderviethas
benca
ability so that an individual is not to be
insurance program has not been made, pay- considered under a "disability" unless his
ment of the medical insurance benefits would impairment Is of such severity that he Is not
be made to the person who paid the bill. If
only unable to do his previous work but
payment could not be made to that person, cannot (considering his age, education, and
p~ayment would be made to the legal repre- work experience) engage in any other kind
snaieof the deceased beneficiary's estate, of substantial gainful work which exists in
sentative isoe-ohriet
eaie
ftethe
national economy, regardless of whether
ifcthere is ne-otherwiste tolrlatives ofdethe
such work exists in the general area where
deeser
ndvdulinteioloigyrero
he lives, or whether a specific job vacancy
priorTy:hi suvvn
spus liin wihexists for him or he would be' hired if he
(1)ato theiseo suriving sousriigwt
th
applied for work. The Secretary of Health,

of general applicability under which benefits
are denied to otherwise eligible Americans

(2) to his surviving spouse entitled to Education, and Welfare is directed to estabbeneitson
te
sme arnigs ecors a helish
criteria which are to be conclusive for
h
aeerig
eod
sh
determining when work or earnings demon-

benefits or to anyone other than the benefi
ciary or a survivor entitled to benefits on the
same earnings record.

benfis, onr

while they are outside of that country, or
h
r
iieso
onr
htde
o
h
r
iieso
onr
htde
o
have such a system if at any time during a
specified 5-year period benefits to individuals
in that country cannot be paid because of
the 'Treasury ban on payments to Commu
nist-controlled countries. This change was
made applicable for and after the sixth.
month following enactment.
Section 160 of the House bill also. pro
hibited payment of any benefits for months
after enactment which are withheld on ac
count of the Treasury ban, and provides that
past benefits withheld (through the month
of enactment) may not be paid, if and when
the ban ends, in excess of the last 12 months'

3)to his child or children (in equal
(art).
prs.restrictive
If none of these persons exist, no payment
would be made.
A further provision, not affected by the
Senate amendment, authorized the Secretary
to settle claims for unpaid medical Insurance
benefits, In cases where the bill for covered
services had not been paid, by making payment to the physician or other person who
provided the services, but only if such physician (or other person) agrees to accept the
reasonable charge for the -services as his full
chage.tion
The Senate amendment modified section

strata ability to engage in substantial gainful activity. Section 156 also provided a more
definition of disability for dieabled widows and widowers than exists in
present law for disabled workers; a widow or
widower would not be found to be under
a disability unless his or her impairments
are of a level of severity deemed sufficient
to preclude an individual from engaging in
any gainful activity (see discussion of Senate amendment No. 27).
The Senate amendment struck out of the
House bill the language clarifying the definiof disability, retaining only a technical
change, and also eliminated the more re-

The Senate amendment modified section
160 of the House bill to delay the effective
dates of these provisions Until December 31.
1968.
The conference agreement delays the effec
tive dates of these provisions only until June
30, 1968.
SPECIAL PROVJISION IN THE CASE Or CERTAIN
CIOE
Amnden
IN.D24REctoN 61o h
Houenbildmendedo 12Section213(a
of the
Huebl
mne
eto
0()o
h
Sca
euiyAtt
rvd
htbnft
Sca
euiyAtt
rvd
htbnft
payable to illegitimate children whose en
tteett
eeisdrvsfo
eto

152 of the House bill to provide the follow-

strictive definition applicable to widows and

216(h) (3) of the Act as added by the 1965

benefits and medical insurance benefits due

The conference agreement contains sub-

persons on the same wage record and the

after the beneficiary's death (except that any
medical insurance benefits would of course
be paid first to the person who paid for the

family maximum amount.
The Senate amendment modified section

services involved, or, if that person is the

stantially the provision of the House bill,
but includes language designed to clarify
the meaning of the phrase "work which

exists in the national economy". This lan-

161 of the House bill (1) to provide that

deceased beneficiary himself, to the legal
representative of his estate if there is one) :

guage puts into the statute the same meanIng of the phrase that was expressed in the

(1) To the surviving spouse of the deceased individual If she was either living with
him at the time of his death or entitled to
benefits on the same earnings record as he
was, or
(2) to his child or children (in equal

reports of both committees. Under the added
language, "work which exists in the national
economy" means work that exists in significant numbers in the region in which the
individual lives or In several regions In the
country. The purpose of so defining the
phrase Is to preclude from the disability
determination consideration of a type or
types of jobs that exist only in very limited
number or In relatively few geographic locations In order to assure that an Individual
is not denied benefits on the basis of the
presence in the economy of isolated jobs he
could do.
AMENDMENT TO COMPLY WITH TREATY OsLIGATIONS
Amnmn
o 1:TeSnt
mnment added to the House bill a new section
(162), amending sections 228(a) and 1836
of the Social Security Act and section 103(a)
of the Social Security Amendments of 1965.
Under the Senate amendment, the present
5-year residence requirements that uninsured aliens must meet In order to qualify
for hospital insurance benefits or special age72 cash Payments, or to be eligible to participats in the supplementary medical insurance program, will not apply to any individual when their application would be
contrary to present treaty obligations of the
United States.
The Senate recedes.

Where benefits payable on the effective date
of the 1965 Amendments were reduced be

ing uniform order of priority for both cash

parts) entitled to benefits on that earnings

record, or
(3) to his parent or parents (in equal
parts) entitled on that earnings record, or
(4) to his surviving spouse if she was
neither living with him nor entitle~d to banefits on that earnings record, or
(5) to his child or children not entitled
on that earnings record, or
(6) to his parent or parents not entitled
on that earnings record, or
(7) to the legal representative of his astate, if any, or
(8) to any person or persons related to
him by blood, marriage, or adoption who
may be determined by the Secretary to be
the proper person or persons to receive the
payment due.
The House recedes with amendments (1)
directing payment of supplementary medieal
Insurance benefits to the person who paid
the bill for the services Involved (ahead of
all the other categories) even though the
payment of such bill occurred after the
beneficiary's death, and (2) eliminating the
Senate provision which authorized payment

widowers.

Amendments may not exceed the difference
between the total amount payable to other

cause such a child became entitled to banefits under the provision added by the 1965
Amendments, the benefits will no longer
(after February 1968) be so reduced, and (2)
to permit the Provisions of present law to
continue to apply in the case of children who
became entitled under section 216(h) (3)
after the effective date of the 1965 Amendmente or become so entitled in the future.
The conference agreement incorporates in
substance the Senate amendment with re
spect to those on the benefit rolls In the
month of enactment and retains the House
provision with respect to children becom
ing entitled to benefits in the future. It also
makes appropriate adjustment in effective
dates and qualifications to assure their proper
coriaon
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECURITY
Amendment No. 126: Section 163 of the
House bill amended section 706 of the social
Security Act to provide that an Advisory
Coluncil on Social Security is to be appointed
In February 1969 and in February of every
fourth year thereafter (instead of "during
1968 and every fifth year thereafter", as in
existing law), and that each such Council
is to report no later than January 1 of the
year following the year of its appointment.
(Section 163 also provided that the Chairman
of each such Council is to be appointed by
the Secretary; under existing law the Coini
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missioner of Social Security serves as Chairman.)
The Senate amendment modified section
163 of the House bill to provide that the Advisory Council appointed in 1969 and every
fourth year thereafter is to be appointed at
any time after January 31 rather than "during February" as in the House bill, and will
have until the first day of the second year
following the Yeaar of its appointment (as in
existing law) to make Its report including any
interim reports it might have issued,.
The House recedes with a technical amendment.
DISCLOSURE TO COURTS OF THE WHEREABOUTS OF
CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS
Amendment -Nos. 130 and 151: Section
166 of the House bill provided that, upon
request, the Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare is to furnish an appropriate
court with the most recent address of a demloe)Iftecourt
setngfter(rhi
srequest ftherinormation inponnec)iftion with
oreinomaiteonaincordertiornhid
aequsupots
hl.
rerfra
a uprto
aitnnc
The Senate amendment modified section
166 of the House bill so as to assure that information regarding the runaway parent's
whereabouts will also be available to courts
In interstate support or maintenance proceedings.
The House recedes.
EXPEDITED BENEFIT PAYMENTS
Amendment No. 141: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section
(172), amending section 206 of the Social
Security Act to provide for expedited payment of clainia for monthly benefits on the
basis of a written request filed under specified conditions In certain cases where an
individual alleges that a benefit due him was

-
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ability begins, with a limited relaxation of administering the State AFDC plan, the pro
vision of the services must be the responsi
the latter requirement in certain cases involving blindness.) The term "blindness" Is bility of a single organizational unit in such
redefined to mean central visual acuity of State or local agency.
Senate amendments Nos. 154 and 155 modi20/200 or less in the better eye, or visual
fled the provisions of the House bill 5o as to
acuity better than 20/200 if accompanied
eliminate the single-unit requirement in the
by a limitation of the field of vision such
that the widest diameter of the visual field case of a local agency while retaining the re
subtends an angle no greater than 20 degrees. quirement in cases where It is the State
The conference agreement contains the agency that develops and implements the
liberalized definition of blindness, but omits program of services. Senate amendment No.
167 modified section 201 (g) of the'House bill
eaeaed
h
rvsoso
h
te
to provide that If on enactment the State
ment.
CIDSISRNEBNFTWHRDIAITYagency responsible for. the State AFDC plan
is different from the State agency responsible
CHLDSINUANC BENSEEN1T5 AHER DIAILT
for the State's child-welfare services plan.
EABTEN18ND2
the requirement for a single organizational
Amendment No. 144: The Senate amendment added to the House bill a new section unit would not apply for so long as such
agencies are different. (See also Senate
(175), amending section 202 of the Social
amnendments Nos. 250 through 253.)
Security Act to permit a child to become
The conference agreement retains the
entitled to child's insurance benefits on the
House provision requiring a single organista
basis of a disability which began at any
tional unit in a local agency as well as in a
time before age 22 (rather than only on
State agency; it retains the provisions of
the basis of a disability which began before
Senate amendment No. 167 waiving the single
age 18, as required under present law).
organizational unit requirement in cases
The Senate recedes,
h
w
tt
ncmn
ieo
ESweea
ATRES
w
tt
h
ncmn
hr
ttmeo
TONY'FE
agencies involved are different, and in addi
Amendment No. 145: The Senate amendtion provides a similar waiver for local agen
ment added to the House bill a new section
cies In cases where at time of enactment the
(176), amending section 206(a) of the Social
two local agencies Involved in a political sub-'
of
Security Act to authorize the Secretary
division are different.
Health, Education, and Welfare to certify
EARNINGS EXEMPTIONS FOR PUB3LIC ASSISTANCE
payment of attorneys' fees for services renRECIPIENTS
dered in administrative proceedings from
Amendments Nos. 173, 174. 175, and 176:
past-due benefits of a successful claimant.
Section 202(b) of the House bill amended
The amount of the fee so certified in any
section 402(a) of the Social Security Act to
case would be the smaller of: (A) 25 percent
require each State under its AFDC plan to
of the total past-due benefits, (B) the
amount of the attorney's fee fixed by the exempt all of the earnings of recipients who
Secretary, or (C) the amount agreed upon are under age 16, or who are age 16 to 21 if
they are in full-time school attendance, and
between the'clalmant and the attorney,
to exempt the first $30 of the total of the
The House recedes with a, technical amend-

monthly earnings of the family plus onement.
not paid.
The House recedes with a technical amend- PROGRAMS OF SERVICES FURNISHED TO FAMILIES third of the remainder of the earnings of the
family (including children age 16-21 not in
WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN
ment.
LEISLTIO
Amndmets 46,147 14, 13, 57,and school, the caretaker relative, and any other
STUD OFPROOSE
2017of1the House bill am ndd individual living In the home and taken
n166:tSectio
ThED
LGSenATeamendo 142:RO
AmenDmetY
No 14: Th
66: ecton 01 f te Hose illameded into account In the determination of need).
Amenmen
SeateamedSenate amendments Nos. 173 and 174 modiof
the
Social Security Act to require
ment added to the House bill a new section title IV
(173). directing the Secretary of Health, that services be provided under State AFDC fled the House bill to provide that all of
Education, and Welfare to study and report plans to assure to the maximum extent Pos- the earnings of any child receiving AFDC
to the Congress. on or before January 1, 1969, sible that children and other family members are to be exempted only If the child is a fullthe effects (including the savings which will enter the labor force so that they will time student or a part-time student who
might accrue to the Government and the ef- become self-sufficient and for the purpose of is not a full-time employee. Senate amend
fects on the health profemsions and on all ele- reducing the number of births out of wed- ments Nos. 175 and 176 increased the amoun~t
to be exempted from the first $30 of total
ments of the drug industry) which might re- lock including the offer of family planning
sult from enactment of two proposals relat- services in all appropriate cases and other- monthly earnings plus one-third of the re
ing to drugs: (1) a proposal to cover qualified wise strengthening family life. The House mainider to the first $50 of total monthly
drugs under the supplementary medical in- bill also strengthens services relating to the earnings plus one-half of the remainder.
surance program, and (2) a proposal to es- establishment of paternity, securing support The amendments would become effective
tablish, utilizing a formulary committee, and other specific services. (As under present July 1, 1969. but a state could put them
into effeot at any time after December 31,
quality and cost control standards for drugs law. States can secure Federal participation
provided under the various Federal-State as- In other services If they choose to provide 1967.
The House recedes on amendments Nos.
sistance programs and the hospital insurance them.)
The Senate amendments generally accept 173 and 174, and the Senate recedes on
program.
The Senate recedes (but a somewhat the provisions of the House bill, appropriately amendments NOS. 175 and 176.
With respect to amendment No. 174, the
similar provision is included in section 405 adjusted to reflect the transfer of most of
the responsibility for employability services House recedes with the understanding that
of the bill-see amendment No. 282).
to the Secretary of Labor. They also broaden in order to qualify for the earnings exemption
DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFITS FOR THE BLIND;
the provision in existing law which requires a part-time student must have a school
DEFINITION OF BLINDNESS
a program of services for children so as to schedule that Is equal to at least one-half of
N.
43 Te enteamnd
Amnden
Amentddedtto. the3Housebillatnew ametd- include other family members under the a full-time curriculum.
(andw relateon State plan. The program is to include any EXEMPTION OF SUPPORT CONTRIBUTIONS AS
o teHus223l
men aded
EARNED INCOME OF RECIPIENTS OF AFDC
child-welfare services, and any other
adrltdneeded
(174), amending section 22
Amendment No. 178: The Senate amend
provisions) of the Social Security Act to 'services needed for preserving, rehabilitating,
provide that for purposes of both disability reuniting, or strengthening the family and mnent added to section 402 (a) (8) of the
insurance benefits and the disability freeze services that will assist members of the Social Security Act, as amended by section
the term "disability" Includes blindness (as family toward maximnum. self-support and 202 of the House bill, a provision that con
tributions by an absent parent under a court
defined by the amendment) regardless Of personal independence.
hl
eedn
mnmns odrfrtespoto
TeHuercdswt
whether or not the individual Involved can
hl
eedn
mnmnsodrfrtespoto
TeHuercdswt
engage (or is engaging) In substantial gainful activity, and also to provide that an which are largely of a technical or conform- receiving AFDC are to be considered as
of
determining
for
purposes
Income
earned
individual whose disability is blindness (as ing nature,
need and the amount of the assistance paySTATE AND LOCAL SINGLE ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT
so dfind)
s isure fo diabiitInsurmerit, subject to the earnings exemptions
RORM
dnonhisabilityPOIDN SRIESUDE AIL
for
socdefned)itsinue
provided in the bill (see Senate amendments
NE
AIYPORM
EVCE
SvDN
hab
o
monthrifge
foartr
any
anes beanefit
Amendments Nos. 154, 155. and 167: Sec- Nos. 173 through 176).
efore the
lestan6qateso ovrg
T.eSnteeeds
1)othSoalecryAt
quarter in which such month occurs; suchtin42a
TeSnteeed.
an individual would continue to receive histin42a(1)othScaleuryAt
disability insurance benefits after attaining under section 201(a) (1) of the House bill. EXEMPTION OF EARNINGS UNDER OLD AGE AS
SISTANCE
AND AID TO THE PERMANENTLY AND
age 65. (Existing law generally requires an3 required that where the programs of services
TOTALLY DISABLED
individual to be fully Insured and to have furnished to families with dependent chilAmendments Nos. 181, 182. 183, and 184:
20 quarters of coverage in the 40 quarters dren are developed and the services proending with the quarter in which the dis- vided by the staff of the State or local agency Senate amendments Nos. 181, 182, and 183
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added to seotion 202 of the House bill provisions amending sections 2(a). 1402(a), and
1602(a) of the Social Security Act to apply
the same provisions for exemption of earned
income that are Incorporated in title IVI.e., the first $50 plus one-half of the re-
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fare agencies. Those referred would be as-

signed to regular employment, institutional
or work-experience training, or subsidized
special work projects, depending upon their
experience
and
qualifications;
certain
classes of persons

December 11, 1967
WORK-TRAINING IMPACT

Fiscal
ysar

Federal
Work-train- AFDC
reduclaepnsslions durinto

for' whom any referral

mainder _(under Senate amendments Nos.
175 and 176)-to persons receiving aid or
assistance under titles I, XIV, and XVI of

would be inappropriate are specifically
enumerated. Persons assigned to regular employment would qualify for the earnings ex-

the Act. Senate amendment No. 184 modifled section 202(d) of the House bill to apply -to the determination of need under

emption provided by section 202 of the bill;
and an Incentive training allowance of up to
$20 a week would be provided for those as-

titles I, X, XIV, XVI, and XIX of the Act
the requirement (applicable only to AFDC

signed to training programs. If an Individual
refused without good cause (as determined

under the House bill) that States disregard
any earned Income exemptions which may

by the Secretary of Labor) to accept work
or training, AFDC payments on behalf of

be provided by other laws,
The Senate recedes on amendments Nos.

the dependent children to such individual
would not terminate, and such individual's

Fall-timejob
Trainees 2 placements
(thousands)
atrring

(millions)

1968....
1969 ...

$3

-$II

27
110

1970-1971 ---

2 129
165
209

-63
-145

150
190

I
55
75

1972~
Total.

1-08
841

-.257
-476

280
757

95
238

-------

_________________

I Does not include recipients an priority III work projects.
aIsnclades 88,000,000 1-year casttar priorityl I work projects

(for public agencies).
FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN PAYMENTS FOR

needs could continue to be taken into ac- FOSTER CARE OF CERTAIN DEPENDENT CHILDREN
contains the provision added by amend- count for 60 days If he received counseling
Amendments Nos. 200 and 201: Section 205
ment No. 184, with amendments conforming during that period (but his grant would of the House bill amended title IV of the So
to the Senate recession on the preceding have to be paid In the form of protective or cial Security Act to authorize Federal partic
amendments and making the provision ef- vendor payments). Mothers or other rela- ipation In payments for foster care of cer
fective July 1, 1968.
tives could not be required to participate tain dependent children under the AFDCI
UNEPLYE
FAHES NDE ADC
in a work prgannecessitating tera-program
to the extent that such payments do
AmnmnsNs,19
9,11
9,sence from home during times when the not exceed an average of $100 per month,
Amenmens
Ns. 86,189 19, 11, 93,children are not attending school. Recipients
effective with respect to foster care provided
-and 195: Section 407 of the Social Security under the District of Columbia's special pro- after September 1967.
Act, as amended by section 203(a) of the gram of temporary assistance for unemSenate amendment No. 200 reduced this
House bill, defined an unemployed father ployed parents would be treated the same figure to $50, and Senate amendment No. 201
(for purposes of determining the eligibility as recipients of AFDC under a regular un- made the provision effective with respect to
of his children for AFDC) so Bs to exclude employed parents program.
foster care provided after December 1967.
fathers who do not have 6 or more quarters
The conference agreement contains the
of work In any 13-calendar-quarter period provisions of the Senate amendment, with
The Senate recedes on amendment No. 200,
ending within one year prior to the appli
aedet
1
hngn
h
netv
and the House recedes on amendment No.
Cation for aid, and fathers who receive (or training allowance from $20 a week to $30 21
are qualified to receive) any unemployment a month, (2) decreasing the Federal ashare
EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE FOR CERTAIN NEEDY
compensation under State law,
from 90 to 80 percent of the coats of carryFAMILIES WITH CHILDREN
The Senate amendments removed these ing out the program, (3) eliminating mothers
Amendments Nos. 207, 208, and 212: Sec
exclusions, and restored the provision of pros- and other relatives Who care for pro-school tion 206 of the House bill amended title IV
ent law under which a State may at its children or children under 16 attending of the Social Security Act to provide that the
option wholly or partly deny APDC for any school from the specified classes of persons Federal Government will participate in State
month where the father receives unemploy- for whom referral under the program is expenditures under a program for emer
meat compensation during the month. (The declared to be inappropriate, (4) removing gency assistance to certain needy families
Senate amendments also removed certain the provision which would have allowed the with children which is furnished for not
work or training requirements in order to States, under criteria established by the Sec- more than 30 days in any 12-month period.
conform with amendments No. 198, and rotary, to set up other exclusions (the conSenate amendment No. 207 extended to 60
modified the effective date provisions of the ferees believe that the language which al- days in any 12-month period the period for
House bill.)
lows the States to define the term "appropriwhich Federal sharing as provided in the
The Senate recedes (except on the con- ate" gives sufficient flexibility to the States House bill may be available. Senate amend
forming amendments and effective date pro- to determine who should be referred to mont No. 208 excluded from such Federal
visions),
the work Incentive prbgram), and (5)
sharing expenditures for children whose
MANDATORY PROVISION OF AMD
TO CHILDREN IN providing that if a relative refuses withdestitution or need for living arrangements
NEED BECAUSE OF FATHER'S UNEMPLOYMENT
out good cause to accept work or training, arose because the child or the caretaker rela
Amnmn
o 9:TeSnt
mn-AFDC payments on behalf of the dependent tive refused without good cause to accept
Amentddednto seton 203 ofThe
Houste billd children must be made In the form of pro- employment or training for employment.
aenew sdedbosection
2c03amedin
shections 402l
tective or vendor payments or payments for
Senate amendment No. 212 added a provision
(a)nef thbeSctial Scurit actnintosequire an2
foster care.
making It clear that the emergency assist
f
tate
Sa
plana fcrit ADct to provuide,
ofIt is the understanding and clear Intent ance so authorized may be provided to mi
approved Saepa
o
FCt
rvdo
the conferees that the Department of grant workers with families in the State or
effective July 1, 1969, for assistance to chil- Labor functions in this program will be car- in a part or parts of the State designated by
dren In need because of the unemployment rind out through the system of State emthe State.
of their father as provided in section 407 of ployment service offices.
TeSnt
eoe naedetN.27
the Act. (Section 407 itself, under both the
TeSnt
eee naedetN.27
House bill and Senate amendments Nos. 186
Trhe conferees noted that the agreed-upon and the House recedes on amendments Nos.
through 196, simply gives the States the op
bill contains provisions requiring the Secre208 and 212.
tino xedn
hirircporm
oitary of Labor to make an annual report (the
PROTECTIVE AND VENDOR PAYMENTS WITH
clude these children.)
fis one due July 1, 1970) on the program,
REPCTODENNTHIRN
The Senate recedes,
and that the Secretary of Health, Education,
RSPCTODENNTHIRN
and Welfare is to make similar reports (also
Amendment No. 213: Section 207 of the
WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAMS FOR RECIPIENTS OF bgnigoJuy1190onpgrm
ofHouse bill, which authorized Federal sharing
181, 182, and 183. The conference agreement

AFCthe
Amendment No. 198: Section 204 of the
House bill provided for a community work
and training program for all appropriate

adults and older children receiving AFDC, to
be administered by the welfare agencies. Par-

States furnishing services designed to
make it possible for AFDC recipients to take
work or training. The conferees intend to
watch very closely the administration of this

program and the emerging experience gained
under It.

ticipation by an individual in the program

At the request of the conferees, the De-

would be a condition of that individual's eli-

partment of Labor furnished Its estimates,

gibility for aid; and If a relative refused without good cause to participate, aid for the
children would be denied or if provided would
be limited to protective or vendor payments
or payments for foster care.
The Senate amendment substituted for
,the House bill's community work and trainIng program a new work Incentive program
to be administered by the Department of
Labor for AFDC recipients referred by wol-

based upon the provisions of the bill agresd
to by the conference committee, concerning
expenditures for work and training activities
under the program, the numbers of persons
who could be trained and located in employmont, and reductions in Federal expenditures
under the AFDC program which will result
from these activities. These estimates are
shown in the following table furnished by
the Department of Labor,

under the AFDC program In vendor payments
made directly to a person furnishing goods
and services as well as In protective payments

made to another individual who is interested
in or concerned with the welfare of the child
or caretaker relative, struck out the provision
of present law limiting the number of indi

viduals receiving protective payments who
may be included as AFDC recipients for any
month to 5 percent of the number of other
APDC recipients for the month.
The Senate amendment retained the limit
(which would now apply to vendor payments
as well as protective payments) but increased
it from 5 to 10 percent. The Senate amend
mont also eliminated the House provision
for the Inclusion of protective and vendor
payments as AFDC without regard to certain
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specified conditions in cases where the child
or caretaker relative refuses without goad
cause to accept employment or training.
The conference agreement contains the

plicity of administration and the best interests of the recipients,
The Senate recedes.
LOCATION OF CERTAIN PARENTS5 WHO DESERT OR
ABANDON DEPENDENT CHILDREN; ESTABLIS3HMENrr AND COLLECTION OF LIABIIITY TO THlE
UNITED STATES

1116701

adjustments in any maximums on the
amount of aid.
Under the conference substitute, each State
(under its plans approved under titles I. X.
Senate provision retaining the limit and inXIV, and XVI) would be authorized to dis
creasing it from 5 to, 10 percent, but excludes
regard up to $7.50 per month (instead of $5
from the computation of the 10 percent any
as under present law) of any income of a
Individuals with respect to whom protective
reiennadtonoayamuswhc
or vendor payments are required because
Amnment
added2to t
Hosebilatnew
he
smetio
the State agency is otherwise authorized to
of refusal without good cause to accept work
metaddt
h
os
ilanwScin
disead
ne
h
gemntenws
or tainng.(211),
amending title IV of the Social Seisreg2ard Undrovtheo agoreedusmentsh new seor training.
Act and chapter 64 of the Internalton42)prvsn(frajtm
tsore
LIMITATION ON NUMBER OF CHILDREN WITH
Revenue Code of 1954 to rqieta
tt
fiect living costs) would require State to
RESPECT TO WHOM FEDERAL PAYMENTS MAT BE
plans for AFDC provide for the use of certain makter onlyion dadjustmen beforeio Joulyd1 1969
MADE
prcdrs
for
otDig
information
Amendment No. 214: Section 208 of the through the files of the Department Of apply.
House bill amended section 403 of the Social
Health, Education, and Welfare and the InLIMITATION ON FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN
Security Act to provide that the number of ternal Revenue Service and for the use Of
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
children receiving AFDC with Federal finansuch information in the location of a parent
Amendment No. 226: Section 220 of the
cial participation in any State for any quaragainst whom a court order has been issued
House bill amended section 1903 of the So
ter after 1967 because of the absence of a
or a petition filed for an order for the support
cial Security Act to limit Federal financial
parent from the home may not represent a of his children receiving aid; to require interparticipation in medical assistance In any
proportion of the total under-21 population State cooperation in securing compliance Stats to expenditures for families
whose in
of the Stats at the beginning of the year' with a court order Issued against a deserting come does not exceed a level
equal to 133%/
involved which is larger than the correspondparent; and to establish a procedure under
percent of the AFDC title IV payment level.
Ing proportion for the first quarter of 1967.
which a deserting parent could become liable or in the alternative (if lower) 133%/ per
The Senate amendment removed this limito the United States for the Federal share
cent of the State's per capita income applied
tation from the bill,
of the AFDC payments made for his children, to a family of four. (For the period JulyThe conference agreement includes the or, if lower (for any unpaid portion of such December 1968, the percentages
are 150, and
House provision, but bases the limitation on a support order) which would be subject to for the calendar year 1969.
the number of children under 18 receiving collection by the Secretary of the Treasury. of States whose plan was 140 in the case
approved before
aid as compared to the total under-18 popuThe conference agreement contains the July 26, 1967.)
lation of the State Instead of taking into ac- provisions of the Senate amendment on obThe Senate amendment modified section
count children up to 21, uses the first quarter
tamning information for use in locating par- 220 of the House
to set the limiting in
of 1968 instead of the first quarter of 1967 ents and on securing compliance with court come level at 150 bill
percent of the old-age as
as the base quarter for purposes of the cam- support orders, but omits the provisions re- sistance (title I or XVI)
standard, and re
parison, and makes the limitation effective lating to the establishment and collection of duced the Federal matching
share In expen
after June 30. 1968, Instead of after De- liability to the United States.
ditures for the medically indigent to the
cember 31, 1967.
PROVISION OF SERVICES ST OTHERS THAN A
square of the fraction equivalent to the Fed
FEDERAL PARTICIPATION INr PATMENTS FOR RESTATE
eral medical assistance percentage. (The in
PAIRS TO HOMES OWNED ST RECIPIENTS OF AID
AedetN.24
h
eaeaed
come limit would be effective July 1, 1968.
OR ASISANC
Amndmet N. 24:
he
Snat
amnd-and
reduced Federal share on July 1,
OR ASISTNCEment
added to the House bill a new section' 1969. the
except in the-case of Puerto Rico, Guam,
Amendments Nos. 217, 219, and 220: Sec(212). amending sections 3(a), 1003(a),
and the Virgin Islands.)
tion 209 of the House bill added to title XI 1403(a), and 1603(a) of the Social Security
The Senate recedes with amendments (1)
of the Social Security Act a new section 1119, Act to permit the Secretary to make excepexempting needy persons receiving or eligible
authorizing 50-percent Federal financial par- tions from the usual requirement that servfor cash aid or assistance from the limitation,
ticipation under specified conditions in ex- ices (under a State plan approved under
and (2) eliminating the alternative limita
pendituree not in excess of $500 for repairs to title I, X, XIV, or XVI of the Act) be obtion based on the State's per capita income.
a home owned by an aged, blind, or permatamned only from the State or local agencyMANENCOFSTEFOR
nently and totally disabled recipient of aid or
administering the plan or from certain otherMANENCOFSTEE0R
assistance under title I. X, XIV, or XVI Of designated State agencies, in order to auAmendments Nos. 227, 228, 229, and 230:
the Act.
thorize the purchase of such services from
Section 221 of the House bill amended sec
The Senate amendment extended this pro- other agencies and persons. (Section 201(d)
tion 1117 of thle Social Security Act to give
vision to Include the same Federal financial of the House bill, which was not changed in
States additional alternatives for measuring
participation in home repair expenditures for substsnce by the Senate amendments,
State effort under the provisions designed to
recipients of AFDC under title IV of the amended section 403 (a) of the Act to proassure that States maintain their fiscal
Act.
vide that, except to the extent specified by effort after new Federal funds become avail
The House recedes,
the Secretary, child-welfare services, family
able during a period expiring Jiuly 1, 1969.
USE OF SUBPROFESSIONAL STAFF AND VOLUNplanning services, and family services under
The Senate amendments modified section
TEERS IN PROVIDING SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS a State plan for AFDC approved under title
221 of the House bill by advancing the ex
APPLYING FOR AND RECEIVING ASSISTANCE
IV of the Act may be obtained from sources
piration date of the section 1117 period to
Amendment No. -221: The Senate amend- other than the designated State and local June 80, 1968. They also
amended section
ment adde4l to the House bill a new section agencies.)
1117 so that its provisions are applicable to
(209), amending sections 2. 402, 1002, 1402,
The House recedes with a technical amendquarters beginning after June 30, 1966,
1602, and 1902 of the Social Security Act to ment.
rather than after December 81, 1965.
require each State plan for public assistance
INCREASING INCOME OF RECIPIENTS OF
The House recedes.
under title I1, X, XIV, XVI, and XIX, and
ASSISTANCE
EXTENSION OF TIME TO MODIFY SECTION 1843
part A of title IV, to provide for the training
Amendment No. 225: The Senate amendAGREEMENTS TO COVER SOCIAL SECURITY AND
and use of paid subprofesslonal staff as coin- ment added to the House bill a new section
RAILROAD RETIREMENT BENEFICIARIES
munity aides in the administration of the
(213), amending sections .2, 1002, 1402, and
Amendment No. 231: The Senate amend
plnad
o h
seo
opado
atial1602 of the Social Security Act (effective
ment modified section 222 of the House bill
ly-paid volunteers in a social service volunJuly 1, 1968) to require each Stats to adjust
(relating to coordination of title XIX and
teer program in providing services to reits standards for determining need, the exthe supplementary medical insurance pro
cipients and assisting advisory committees,
tent of its aid or assistance, and the maxigram) to extend from January 1, 1968, to
(For a similar requirement under other promium. amount of the aid or assistance payJanuary 1, 1970, the period within which a
grams, see Senate amendments Nos. 249 and able under its plans approved under titles
State may request a modification of its
271.)
I. X, XIV, and XVI so that the total aid or agreement under section 1843 of the Social
The House recedes with a technical amendassistance and other income per.-recipient
Security Act so as to cover under such agree
ment,
will be no less than $7.50 per month above
ment individuals (otherwise eligible) who
SIMPLICITY OF ADMINISTRATION
the total aid or assistance and other income
are entitled to social security or railroad re
Amendment No. 222: The Senate amendper recipient under the standards and maxitirement benefits.
ment added to the House bill a new section
mums applicable on December 81, 1966 (or
The House recedes.
(210), amending sections 2, 402, 1002, 1402. on June 30, 1966, in the case of States with
and 1602 of the Social Security Act to require
statutory cost-of-living adjustments). The
RQUIRED SERVICES UNDER STATE MEDICAL AS
that a State's methods of administering its
new section also amended section 402(a) of
SISTANCE PLAN
State plans approved under titles I, X, XI,
the Act to require that by July 1, 1969, and
Amendment No. 233: Section 224 of the
and XVI, and part A of title IV, be such as to
annually thereafter, each State (under its
House bill amended section 1902(a) (18) of
assure that eligibility for and the~extent of
plan for AFDC approved under title IV)
the Social Security Act to permit a State, as
aid or assistance under the plans wifi be demust adjust its standards so as to reflect
an alternative to providing the basic 5 items
termined In a manner consistent with aimcurrent living costs and make proportionate
of services required under present law, to

~~~~~curity
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provide any 7 of the first 14 services listed COVERAGE UNDER TiTLE xIx OF CERTAIN SPOUSES Security Act to require State plans for medi
in the law (section 1905 (a) of the Act).
OF INDIVIDUALS RECEIVING CASH WELFARE AID
cal assistance to include a State program
The Senate amendment modified section
OR ASSISTANCE
which meets specified conditions for the li.
224 of the House bill to require the States to
Amendment No. 238: The Senate amend- censing of administrators of nursing homes.
continue to provide the basic 5 services for ment added to the House bill a new section Administrators who did not qualify initially
all money payment recipients: for the medi(233). amending section 1905(a) of the so-. would have until July 1, 1972, to qualify,
cally indigent, States would be allowed to cmia Security Act to permit a State to make and the States would be required to off er
select either the basic 5 or any 7 out Of the medical assistance available under title XIX programs of training to assist administrators
first 14 services listed, except that if1nursing to the spouse of a recipient of cash assistance to qualify.
home or hospital care services axe selected a under title I. X, XIV, or XVI if the State deThe House recedes with technical amend
State must also provide physician's services termines that the spouse is essential to the ments.
in these institutions. After July 1, 1970, home well-being of the cash recipient.
UTILIZATION AND COST OF CARE AND SERVICES
health services would have to be provided to
The House recedes.
FURNISHED UNDER TITLE XIX
assistance recipients eligible for skilled nurs- INPCINO
EOD
N
RMSS
OF PROAmendment No. 243: The Senate amend
ing home care. The Senate amendment also
VIDERS OF CARE AND SERVICES UNDER PUBLIC
ment added to the House bill a new section
required a State medical assistance plan to
ASSISTANCE AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
(234d), amending section 1902(a) of the
provide for the payment of, the reasonable
Sca euiyAtt
eur
napoe
cost (under section 1861(v) (i)) of inpatient
Amendment No. 239: The Senate amend- Sca
euiyAtt
eur
napoe
hospital services, and, effective July 1. 1970, ment added to the House bill a new section State plan for medical assistance under title
ofexede
ar (klldnusighoeAn
(234), amending sections 2(a), 402(a), 1002 XIX to provide such methods and proce
in etermedit care facility) nusericesanhomea
(a). 1402(a), 1602(a), and 1902(a) of the dures relating to the utilization of and pay
health care services provided under the plan. Social Security Act to require State plansmetfrceansrvesudrhepn
(Pesn
euie
lw te
amet fre-(approved under titles I. iv, x, xi, XVI. as may be necessary to safeguard against unsonable cost only in the case of inpatient and XIX) to provide for agreements with necsayuiiaino
n ev
uhcr
hosiptal services.)
providers of medical care and services giving ices.
Th cnerne
geeet
otan te
the General Accounting Office and the DeThe conference agreement contains the
Senate provisions except those requiring pay- partment of Health, Education, and Welfare Snt
rvsoadad
eurmn
met f esoabecotsfr xtnedcaesuch access to the records and premises of that methods and procedures must also be
and home health services. It is the judgment the providers as may be necessary to assureprvddtasuehtpymnsinu
of the managers for the House that adequate that proper payments are being made under Ing payments for any drugs provided under
his he lanandothrwie
t cary ut he ur-the plan) are not in excess of reasonable
information concerning actual costs In thi
thsesplnadooewsfoar
the prormirovd
u
charges consistent with efficiency, economy,
area is not yet available and that the method poses ofnathe progrme ivoled
and quality of care. It is the understanding
of making payment for such costs should not
TeSntrcdsof
the conferees for the House that this pro
be changed until such Information has been STANDARDS FOR SKILLED NURSING HOMES F`R
vision does not authorize price fixing of drugs
obtained.
NISHING SERVICES UNDER STATE PLANS APby the Secretary of Health, Education, and
FREE CHOICE: BY INDIVIDUALS

ELIGIBLE

FOR

MEIA
SITNEAmendment

Welfare.

PROVED UNDER TITLE XIX

N.20-h

eaeaed

DIFFERENCES IN STANDARDS

WITH RESPECT TO

Amendments Nos. 234 and 235: Section ment added to the House bill a new section
INCOME ELIGIBILITY UNDER TITLE XIX
227 of the House bill amended section 1902 (234a), amending section 1902(a) of the
Amendment No. 244: The Senate amend
(a) of the Social Security Act to assure that Social Security Act to require State plans for
mn de
oteHuebl
e
eto
any individual eligible for medical assistance medical assistance under title XIX to prom23ent addenditogthecHouse1bill a newsection
will be free to obtain such assistance from vid foraegrequiremofprfesiaa
th nttuinaecy
uaiid
rpesn
medical review and periodic Inspection with Act torqieaState's plan for medical as
of his choice,
respect to care furnished title =I patients sistance under title XIX to provide for flexi
The Senate amendments modified teIn
skilled
bility in the application
thenursing homes and mental hospi- ~~~~~~~~~~determnn
lglt
o of nits standards
h
xeto for
House provision to include community phar_ tals, and to provide that skilled nursing
rmdinasinganeliinityhfo
candteomextentlof
macies and drugs among the providers and homes receiving payments under title XIX meeyidic
idalasstac in ethcablseinofmdifencall
services with respect to which free choice Is meet certain conditions Including require- ined individuavls, byetbihicreongz daifferencs
assured. (See also Senate amendment No. ments pertaining to health care, environ- in incoelteveloss bewhich
ureconiz variations
295.)
ment, sanitation, and fire and safety. All per- ineashetrcssbtee.ra
n
a
The House recedes.
sons and Institutions providing services under aes
thepln
itl XI
mst areeto eepapThe House recedes with an amendment to
DIRETPYMETS
O CRTAN RCIPENT OFpropriate records and furnish the State alw, rather than require, States to estab
ASISTNCEagency
MEDIAL
with information. Assistance pay- lish such differences.
Amendment No. 236: Section 230 of the ments with Federal participation could not
CHILD-WELFARE SERVICES APPROPRIATION
House bill amended section 1905(a) of the be made after June 30, 1968. to homes not
Amendments Nos. 245 and 246: Section 420
Social Security Act to permit States to make meeting States' requirements for licensure.
of the Social Security Act, as added by sec
direct payments to recipients of medical asThe House recedes with a technical amend- tion 235(c) of the House bill, authorized thle
sistance to meet the cost of physicians' serv- ment.
appropriation for child-welfare services of
Inces.oidvdasntrciigcs
sit
COST SHARING AND SIMILAR CHARGER wrIsH RE$100,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June
The Senate amendment modified section
SPECT TO INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERvicES FuR30, 1969, and $110,000,000 for each fiscal year
230 of the House bill to permit States to inNheSHEDateDERendTLEt
incthereafter.
clude dentists' as well as physicians' services
Amendment No. 241: Under existing law
TeSnt
mnmn
nrae
hs
and to Include cash assistance recipients as States may not impose any deductibles or authorizations to $125,000,000 fdr the fiscal
well as medically needy persons, under safe- cost-sharing with respect to inpatient hospi- year ending June 30, 1969, and $160,000,000
guards prescribed by the -Secretary to assure tal services provided Under the medical as- for each fiscal year thereafter.
quality and reasonableness of charge.
sistance program. The Senate amendment
The Senate recedes.
The conference substitute contains the added to the House bill a new section
DAT CARE STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO AFDC
Senate provision including dentists as well (234(b)), amending section 1902(a) of the
CHILDREN
as physicians under the direct payment pro-. Social Security Act to permit a State to 1111Amendment No. 247: Section 422 (a) of the
cedure, but omits the Senate provision ex- pose deductibles or cost-sharing with respect Social Security Act, as added by section 235
tending the procedure to cash assistance re- to inpatient hospital services received by the (c) of the House bill, included certain re
cipients and providing for prescribed safe- medically needy (but, as under present law, quirements with respect to day care services
guards.
not with respect to services received by provided under the State's plan for child
OBSERVANCE OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
money payment recipients). It also removed welf are services.
the requirement that the full coat of deThe Senate amendment modified the House
Amndet
o.27:Th
enteaen-ductibles under the hospital Insurance pro- bill to make these requirements applicable
ment added to the House bill a new section gram (title XVIII (A)) be met under the title to all day care services provided under title
(232), providing (in a new section 1907 Of XIX medical assistance program.
IV' of the Act-i.e., to services provided under
the Social Security Act) that no individual
TeHuercdswt
ehia
mn-teAD
swl stoepoie
rga
will be compelled by reason of anything in
Then Huerceetih.hialaed
udrtheF child-welfare servicestoeprogram.
title XIX to undergo medical screening, exmns
ne h
hl-efr
evcsporm
amination, diagnosis, treatment, or other Care STATE PLAN REQUIREMENTS REGARDING LICENSThe House recedes.
which is contrary to his religious

beliefs

(other than for the purpose of discovering or
preventing the spread of Infection or contagious disease or for the purpose of protecting
environmental health),
The House recedes.

ENG OF ADMINISTRATORS OF SKILL.ED HURSING HOMES FURNISHING SERVICES UNDER
STATE PLANS APPROVED UNDER TITLE XIX

Amendment No. 242: The Senate amendment -added to the House bill a new section
(234c), amending title XIX of the Social

PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN DAT CARE

Amendment No. 248: The Senate amendment modified section 422(a) of the Social
Security Act, as added by section 235(c) Of
the House bill, to include a requirement that
a plan for day care services under title IV
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Of the Social Security Act provide for the
development and Implementation of arrangements for the more effective involvement of
the parent or parents In the appropriate
care of the child and the Improvement of
the health and development of the child,
The House recedes.

ices to recipients of aid or assistance under
titles L, X, XIV, XVI, and XIX and pert A of
title IV or in improved methods of adminIstration.
The Senate amendment further increased
the annual authorization for this purpose to
$10 million.

USE OF SURPROFESSIONAL STAFF AND
VOLUNTEERS
Amendment No. 249: The Senate amendment modified section 422 (a) of the Social
Security Act, as added by section 235(c) of
the House bill, to require that no later than
July 1, 1969, a State plan for child-welfare
services must provide for the tra'ining and
effective use of paid subprofessional staff
(with particular emphasis on full or part
time employment of persons of low Income)
as community service aides, In the administration of the plan, and for the use of nonpaid or partially paid volunteers In providing
services and in assisting advisory committees. (For a similar requirement under other
programs, see Senate amendments Nos. 221
and 271.)
The Hoube recedes,
MODIFICATION OF SINGLE STATE OR LOCAL
AGENCY REQUIREMENTS UNDER CHILD-WELFARE
SERVICES PROGRAM

The Senate recedes.
STUDY TO DETERMINE WAYS OF ASSISTING Rzcn',
IflNTS OF AM OR9ASSISTANCE INS SECURING
PROTECTION OF CERTAIN LAWS
Amendment No. 257: The Senate amend
ment added to the House bill a hew section
(250). directing the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to make a study of
means for increasing the effectiveness of
State welfare agency staffs in helping applicants and recipients secure the full benefit of health, housing, and related laws and
make the most effective use of public assistance and other community programs, and to
submit his recommendations in a report to
the Congress by July 1, 1.969. The study Is
to include the extent to which the various
programs may be used to enforce health,
housing, and related laws.
The Senate recedes.
ASSISTANCE IN THE FORM OF INSTITUTIONAL
SERVICES IN INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES
Amendment No. 258: The Senate amend-

Amendments Nos. 250, 251, and 253: Section
235(d) of the House bill amended section
422(a) of the Social Security Act (as added
by section 235(c) of the bill)~to require
States to furnish child-welfare services to
children receiving AFDC through a single
organizational unit in the State and local
agency; and section 235(e) of the House bill

made this amendment effective July 1, 1968.
Senate amendments Nos. 250 and 251 modifled section 235(d) of the House bill to maintamn the single-unit requirement with respect
to the State agency but eliminate It with
respect to the local agency. Senate amendment No. 253 modified section 235(e) of the

ment added to the House bill a new section
(251), amending title XI of the Social Security Act by providing (in a new section 1121)

for Federal -financial participation under
titles I, x, XIV, and XVI In vendor payments
in behalf of certain aged, blind, or permanently and totally disabled individuals whose

condition does not require care in a skilled
nursing home or hospital but does require
living accommodations and Institutional care
available through intermediate care facilities,
Federal matching would, if a State elects, be
at the same rate as for medical assistance
under title XIX.,

House bill to provide that where different

The House recedes with amendments pro-

State agencies are administering the plan for
child-welfare services and the plan for AFDC
as of the date of enactment of the bill, the

viding that (1) Intermediate care facilities
must meet the safety and sanitation standards applicable to skilled nursing homes, and

requirement for administration by the same
State agency will not be applicable. (See also
discussion of Senate amendment No. 154
eupra.)
Th ofrneareetretains
the
House provision requiring a single organiza-

tional unit in a local agency as well as in a
State agency; it retains the provisions of
Senate amendment No. 253 waiving the single
organizational unit requirement In cases
where at the time of enactment the two State
agencies involved are different, and in addition provides a similar waiver for local agencies In cases where at the time of enactment
the two local agencies involved in a political
subdivision are different.
SEPARATE AUTHORIZATION FOR SOCIAL SECURITY
RESEARCH PROGRAM

Amenmen
No 25: Te
Snat am
AedetN.24ThSeaeaendment modified section 246 of the House bill
to provide specifically under section 1110 of
the Social Security Act for grants for projects
such as those relating to the causes of economic Insecurity, risks to family income, costs
of health care, and improvements In the social security program, so that there might be
separate authorizations for cooperative research and demonstration grant programs for
Securty
Aminisratin
andthe
the Social Scrt
diitainad-h
Social and Rehabilitation Service.
The Senate recedes.
PERMANENT AUTHORITY TO SUPPORT
DEMONSTEATION PROJECTS

Amendment No. 255: Section 247 of the
House bill (in addition to making the section
1115 program permanent) amiendled section
1115 of the Social Security Act to Increase
from $2 million to $4 million the annual
amount authorized for payments to States
to encourage them to develop denmonstrations in improved methods of providing serv-

(2) Christian Science sanitoria may .beIconsidered to be intermediate care facilities with
respect to such services. It is the intention of
the conferees for the House that providing
services In Intermediate care facilities is not
to be taken as authorizing, or acting as a

precedent for, the furnishing of custodial
care of a type which merely provides, for welfare recipients in the program specified, rdom
and board with no personal or other services.
AUTHOREIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH AND CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S SERVICES

Amendments Nos. 259, 260, 261, and 262:
The authorizations for appropriations for the
maternal and child health and crippled children's services programs under title V of the
Social Security Act, as set forth in section 301
of the House bill and under the Senate
aedetaea
olw:HAT
aedetaea
olw:HAT
Fiscal year ending-

House
bill

Senate
amendments

iuee 30, 1970-------------- $275, 080, 001 $305, 000,o000
ieee 30, 1971-------------- 300,000,000
360, 000, 000
Jase 30, 1972 --------325,000, 000
385, 000,000
nes30 1911 andecad fiscal
year ihereafier------------ 350, 000, 000
410,ooo, oio
_____________________graduate

The Senate recedes.
EARMARKING

OF CHILD HEALTH APPROPRIATION

FOR FAMILY PLANNING

SERVICES

Amendment No. 263: The Senate amendment added to section 502 of the social Security Act, as amended by section 301 of the
H-ouse bill, a provision earmarking for family planning services the following percen-

tages of appropriations made pursuant to
section 501 of the act from allotments for
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m~ternaI and child health services (sec. 503)
and from project funds for maternity and
infant care (sec. 508) and research (sec.
512):
For the fiscal year ending:
Not less than
June 30, 1969--------------- 6 percent
June 30, 1970-------------- 15 percent
June 30, 1971, and thereafter- 20 percent
The House recedes with an amendment
providing simply that the percentage for any
fiscal year shall not be less than 6 percent.
PAYMENT OF REASONABLE COST FOR EXTENDED
CARE AND HOME HEALTH CARE SERVICES UN
DER TiTLE V PROGRAM
Amendment No. 264: Section 505(a) of
the Social Security Act, as amended -bysec
tion 301 of the House bill, provided for pay
ment of the reasonable cost (as determined in
accordance with standards approved by the
Secretary and included in the plan) of in
patient hospital services provided under a
State's plan for maternal and child health
services and services for crippled children.
The Senate amendment provided for pay
ment of the reasonable cost (under section
1861(v) (1)) of inpatient hospital services,
and, effective July 1, 1970, of extended care
services and home health care services proThdedSenater rhecedes.

ThSeaercds
VOLUNTARY UTILIZATION OF OPTOMETRIC AND

FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES
Amendments Nos. 266 and 267: Senate
amendment No. 266 added to section 505(a)
of the Social Security Act, as amended by
section 301 of the House bill, a new para

graph (13)

requiring any approved State

plan for maternal and child health and crip
pled children's services to provide that where
payment is authorized for services which an
optometrist is licensed to perform and such
services are not rendered either in a clinic
or another appropriate Institution which has

no arrangements with opixometrists, the in
dividual for whom such payment is author
ized may obtain the services from any op
tometrist licensed to perform them. It aiso

added to section 505(a) a new paragraph
(14), requiring any such plan to provide
that acceptance of family planning services
provided under the plan will be voluntary
and not a prerequisite to eligibility for or the
receipt of ahy service under the plan. Senate

amendment No. 267 added to section 508(a)
of the Act a new sentence providing that, for
purposes Of special project grants for ma
ternity and infant care under section 505 and
research projects relating to maternal and
child health 'services and crippled children's
services under section 512, acceptance of
family planning services provided under a
project is to be voluntary and not a pre
requisite to eligibility for or receipt of any
service under the project.
The House recedes with a clarifying
amendment.
GRANTS FOR TRAINING OF PERSONNEL FOR
AESRIE
O
OHR
N
AESRIE

O

OHR

N

CHILDREN
Amendment No. 268: Section 511 of the
Social Security Act, as amended by section
301 of the House bill, provided that in mak
ing grants for training of personnel for
health care and related services for mothers
and children the Secretary is to give priority
to programs providing training at the underlevel. The Senate amendment sub
stituted "special attention" for "priority",.
The House recedes, with the understand
ing that in makcing future commitments for
programs the emphasis shall be on under
graduate training.
OBSERVANCE OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

Amendment No. 270: The Senate amend-

Ment added to title V of the Social security
Act ( as amended by section 301 of the House
bill) a new section 515, providing that nothIng in title V is to require a State under
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such title to compel any person to undergo, tary of Labor, In consultation with the Secremedical screening, examination, diagnosis, tary of Health, Education, anti Welfare, and
treatment, or other care (other thair for the with other government departments anid
purpose of discovering or preventing spread agencies and appropriate organizations and
of infection gr contagious disease or for pro- individuals, to conduct a study and investitecting environmental health) If such per- gation of various proposals for family allowSon; or, in the case of a child, bis parent ances and child allowances. Consideration
or guardian, objects on religious grounds. would be given to the effect of such pro(See also Senate amendment No. 237.)
posals on the various Federal-State assistThe House recedes.
ance programs and any savings which might
USE OF SUBPROFESSIONAL STAFT AND
accrue therefrom, and a report submitted to
VOLUNTEERS
the President and the Congress by January
15,1969.would
Amentddedt
to. the1Housebillatnew smetio
The conference agreement omits the pro(304) amdending shections 505 of thewSctial vision for a study by the Secretary of Labor
Secrit) Ac tondn
require an. apovted Scate of family and child allowances proposals, and
SecuityActto
equre a aprovd Sateprovides instead for a study by the Secreplan for maternal and child health services tary of Health, Education, and Welfare of (1)
and crippled children's services to include, the existing retirement test and proposals
no later than July 1, 1969, provision for the for Its modification (including proposals for
training and effective use of paid subprofes- increasing old-age insurance benefits on acsional staff (with particular emphasis on count of delayed retirement), (2) quauity
full or part time employment of persons of and cost standards for drugs for which paylow income) as community services aides, in ments are made under the Act, and (3) drug
the administration of the plan, and for thecoeaeudrsplmnaymdclIuseof ronpid
prtillypai vounterssurance (see amendments Nos. 43 and 142).
in providing services and in assisting advi- The Secretary would report on this study by
sory committees. (For a similar requirement January 1, 1969.
under other programs, see Senate amendments Nos. 221 and 249.)
INCOME TAX DEDUCTION OF EXPENSES FOR MEDITheee.CAL
os
CARE OF INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE ATTAINED

December 11, 1967

exemption from the social security Self..
employment tag. Under the amendment, an
individual may file application for exemp
tion at any time on or before December 31,
1968, if be has self-employment income for
any taxable year ending before December 31,
1967. (Under present law, the comparable
filing date was April 15, 1966, for taxable
years ending before December 81, 1965.) if
an individual first receives self-employment
income in a taxable year ending on or
after December 31, 1967, the application
be timely (as under present law) if
filed by the due date for the income tax
return for.that year; It would also be timely
if filed within 3 months following the month
in which the individual is first notified by
the Internal Revenue Service that a timely
application has not been filed.
The House recedes with a technical amend
ment.
COVERAGE STATUS OF FISHERMEN AND TRUCK
LOADERS AND ULADERS

AedetN.27
h
eaeaed
A nmntN.27ThSntemn
ment added to the House bill a new section
(504), amending section 210 of the Social
Security Act and sections 3121 and 3401 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to clarify
the employee status of fishermen and truck
loaders and unloaders for purposes of Social.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM FOR SERVICES
AG
5security
coverage and income tax withholdFOR
HILRENAmendment
RIPLED
No. 284: The Senate amend- Ing. Generally the owner of a fishing boat is
FRCIPECHLRNment
added to the House bill a new section to be classified as the employer of the boat's
Amendment No: 272: The Senate amend(501), amending section 213 of the Internal crew members although In certain cases the
ment added to the House bill a new section Revenue Code of 1954 to restore in substance person leasing or chartering the boat will
(305), providing for the administration of the pre-1965-Amendments rule for comPut- be considered their employer. In the case of
the program of services for crippled children ing the amount of the income tax deduction truck loaders and unloaders, the driver of the
through the Children's Bureau (in the De- for medical and related expenses in the case truck will generally be considered the em
partment of Health. Education, and Wel- of a taxpayer who has attained age 65 or ployer, unless he Is an employee of another
fare).
whose spouse, parent, or spouse's patent has person, in which event his employer will be
The Senate recedes upon the assurance of attained age 65. Under present law, a tax- considered the employer of the truck loaders
the Department that the objective of the payer's medical expenses are deductible only and unloaders; an exception Is provided
amendment has been accomplished admin- to the extent that they exceed 3 percent of where other persons are recognized as the
istratively.
his adjusted gross income, and the cost of employer. For benefit purposes these provi
EXTENSION OF DUEDATE FOR CHILD MENTAL
medicine and drugs may be taken into ac- sions were made retroactive so as to preserve
HEALTH REPORT
count only tothe extent that It exceeds 1 per- the benefit rights of Individuals who in the
Amendment No. 273: The Senate amend- cent of his adjusted gross Income, regardless past have been 9Onsidered by the Social Se
ment added to the House bill a new section of the age of the taxpayer or of any other curity Administration and the Internal Rev
(306), amending section 231(d) of the So- member of his family; under, the Senate enue Service to be performing services as em
cial Security Amendments of 1965 to extend amendment (effective for taxable years be- ployees; while for purposes of. tax liability
frmyart atr
ginning after 1966) the 3-percent and 1-per- (in instances where this liability does not
tsinuurtinthe
period alow3edr afoer
copltsionauofrthen
helh cent limitations will not apply to expenses now exist) they would apply prospectively
research and study of resources relating to paid for the care of the taxpayer and his only.
children's emotional Illnesses.
spouse if either of them has attained age 65
The Senate recedes.
The House recedes with technical amend- for
by the
end of
of athe
year, orage
to 65
expenses
the care
dependent
or over paid
who REFUND OF CERTAIN OVERPAYMENTS BY EM
ments,
Is the father or mother of either the taxpayer
PL.OYEES OF HOSPITAL INSURANCE TAX
INCENTIVE FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PROor h'is spouse. (The special $150 allowance for
Amendment No. 288: The Senate amend
VISION OF HEALTH SERVICES
insurance, added in 1965, is continued.)
ment added to the House bill a new section
Amendments Nos. 275, 276, 277, 279, 280,
The Senate recedes.
(505), amending various provisions of the
and 281: Section 402 of the House bill auTAX-EXEMPT STATUS OF CERTAIN HOSPITAL
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to pro
thorized the Secretary of Health. Education,
SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
vide that a railroad employee who has wages
and Welfare to experiment In reimbursing In
Amendment No. 285: The Senate amend- or self-employment Income under the social
a manner mutually agreed upon those orga- ment added to the House bill a new section security program as well as his compensation
hezalthosn
seric
stiothriosecovere undrtitsh (502), amending section 501 of the Internal under the railroad retirement program, and
V.ealIth
andvicIX
ofhethie SocialdSnertitylAc
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that an or- who makes contributions for hospital Insur
on aVreasnableXcosth
bSoiswihl
veuiewAc
ganization is to be treated as a tax-exempt ance under the two programs on an aggre
on resonblecos
baiswit a iewtohospital for all of the purposes of the Code gate amount (compensation, wages, and
develojping incentives for economy while if it is organized and operated on a coopera- self-employment Ancome) In excess of the
maintaining or improving quality in the pro- tive basis (with all of its capital stock, if any, current earnings base, may obtain a refunld of
vision of health services.
owned by its patrons) exclusively to perform his excess contributions (as he would under
The Senate amendments modified section services for tax-exempt private or public hos- existing law If each of his jobs were under
402 of the House bill to Include experiments pitals and such services are of a type which the social security program) by treating his
with respect to reimbursement in a manner would constitute an Integral part of the ex- railroad compensation as wages or self-em
mutually agreed upon for physicians' services empt activities of a .tax-exempt hospital if ployment income for hospital insurance tax
(which would otherwise be covered on a they were performed by the hospital on its purposes.
reasonable charge basis),
own behalf.
The House recedes with a technical amend
The House recedes with an amendment
The Senate recedes.
ment.
providing that the Secretary may not enter EXTENSION OF PERIOD FOR FILING APPLICATION
JOINT EMPLOYEES OF CERTAIN TAX-EXEMPT
into such experiments before receiving the
FOR EXEMPTION BY MEMBERS OF RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS
advice of competent specialists with respect
GROUPS OPPOSED TO INSURANCE
Amendment No. 289: The Senate amend
to the soundness of such experiments and
AmnmnNo28:TeSntamnmnaddtoheHueblanwscin
the adequacy of resources to carry them out;
AmnmnNo28:TeSntamnetaddtoheHueblanwscin
but it is understood that the Department ment added to the House bill a new section (506) to deal with situations where an in
unde nocirumsancs
wil epermen on (503), amending section 1402(h) of the In- dividual is an employee of two or more taxunder nosicircumstancesnwiof experimenton tei'nal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide addi- exempt organizations providing hospital or
the basisnmeof epomnofpyiasby
tional time for persons who have conscien- medical insurance and where one of the Or
th oermn.tious
objections to public and private insur- ganizations pays all of the wages to the em'
STUDIES BY SECRETARY
ance (including social security), by reason of ployee for his work for both organizations.
Amendment No. 282: The Senate amend- their adherence to the established tenets or in such cases the organization which pays
ment added to the House bill a new section teachings of the religious sect of which they the wages would, with the consent of the
(405), authorizing 'and directing the Secre- are members, to apply for and be granted other organization, be treated as the eln
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player Of the individual with respect to his
joint employment,
The Senate recedes,
EXTENSION OF TIMVE
TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE FO
UNITED STATES CITIZENS RETURNED FROM
FOREIGN COUNTRIES

-
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The House recedes with an amendment
which eliminates from the exception to the
definition of wages any payments which
would have been made if the employee's em
ployment relationship had not been termi
nated because of death, retirement for dis
ability, or retirement for age, and which
Amendment Na. 290: The Senate amend- makes various technical
and clarifying
ment added to the House bill a new section changes.
(507), amending section 1113 of the Social
Dana QUALITY AND COST
Security Act to extend from June 30, 1968,
Amendment No. 295: The Senate amend
to June 30, 1969, the authorization of temment added to the House bill a new title VI,
porary assistance to United States citizens cnitn
fscin
0,62
n
0.Sc
retunedfro
a oregn cunty
bcaue
0
tion 601 amended title XI of the Social Se
destitution or illness or because of war, In- curity Act to provide, through a Federallyvasion, or similar crisis.
established formnulary committee, for the
The House recedes with a technical amendcompilation and publication of a Formulary
ment.
of the United States and for the determina
SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT INCREASE NOT TO BE tion of those drugs which are appropriate for
CONSIDERED INCOME FOR VETERANS' PENSION Federal payment or matching under the var
PURPOSES
ious programs contained in the Act. Section
Amendment No. 291: The Senate amend602 (effective July 1, 1970) amended section
ment added to the House bill a new section
1903 of the Act to limit Federal matching far
(508), amending sections 415(g) and 503 of drug costs under the medical assistance pro
title 38 of the United States Code to provide
gram to the "reasonable charge" for "qual
that any increase in monthly social security
ified drugs" as determined under the formu
benefits resulting from the enactment of the lary provisions (exempting these drugs fur
bill is not to be counted as income f or pur
nished by hospitals using approved forrnu
poses of determining eligibility for, or the lary systems, and drugs furnished by their
amount of, certain veterans' benefits in the generic names pursuant to physicians' handl
case of an individual who is entitled to
written prescriptions); it also amended sec
monthly social security benefits for the tion 1861(v) of the Act to limit Federal pay
month of the enactment of the bill,
ments for drugs furnished to individuals
The Senate recedes,
under the health insurance program in the
same way. Section 603 amended the Federal
SECOND LIBERTY BOND ACT
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to provide for
Amendment Na. 292: The Senate amendthe registration numbers assigned to drug
ment added to the House bill a new section
manufacturers under existing law to appear
(509), amending the Second Liberty Bond
on the drug labels of products of such man
Act to provide that the rates of interest or ufacturers.
investment yield on U.S. savings bonds and
The Senate recedes.
U.S. savings and retirement bonds Issued
W. D. MILLS,
after 1967 are to be comparable to the going
CEcmL R. KING,
rate on other U.S. Government obligations of
HALE BoGGs,
similar maturity.
FRANK: M. KARSTEN,
The Senate recedes.
A, SYDNEY HERLONG, Jr.,
FOSTER CARE FOR CHILDREN
JOHN W. BYRNES;
Amendment No. 293: The Senate amendJAMES B. CURTTS,
ment added to the House bill a new section
JACESo B.
BTT~,
(510), amending title V of the Social Se-JCsoE.BTS
cuarity Act to establish a new program of
Managers on the Part of the House.
Federal grants to States for the provision of
financial assistance and needed welfare serv
ices to children under foster care in foster
family homes and institutions. The Secretary
was authorized'to make payments to any
State with a plan containing specified provi
sions and approved by him in amounts equal
to the State's Federal percentage of the total
amount expended for foster care under the
plan up to the product of $50 per month
times the number of children in foster care
during the month, plus 75 percent for per
sonnel providing services for children in foas
ter care and training of such personnel, and
50 percent for administrative expense.
The Senate recedes.
EXCLUSION FROM DEFINITION OF WAGES OF CER
TAIN RETIREMENT, ETC., PAYMENTS UNDER
EMPLOYER-ESTABLISHED PLANS
Amendment No. 294: The Senate amend
ment added to the House bill a new section
(511) which amends section 3121(a) and
3306(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
and section 209 of the Social Security Act
to provide, for purposes of the Federal Insur
ance Contributions Act, the Federal Unem
ployment Tax Act, and the Social Security
Act, that the term "wages" does not include
any payment or series of payments by an
employer to an employee or any of his de
pendents which is made or begins (1) upon
the retirement, death, or disability of the
employee, and (2) under a plan established
by the employer which makes provision for
his employees generally or a class or classes
of his employees, or for such employees or
class or classes of employees -and their de
pendents.
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joyed that overwhelming vote on August
17, There are many significant respects,
however, in which the bill, in the opin
ion of your conferees, is a better bill
since it incorporates numerous improve
ments that were made when the matter
was in the Finance Committee of the
Senate. The measure on which we are
asking you to take final action today
meets the requirements of actuarial
soundness, and of fiscal responsibility, as
have all of the amendments which we
passed improving the social security pro
grams over the years.
Mr. LANDRUM. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. Yes, I am glad to yield to
the distinguished gentleman from Geor
gia [Mr. LANDRUM].
(Mr. LANDRUM asked and was given
'permission to revise and extend his re
marks.)
Mr. LANDRUM. Is it the judgment of
the distinguished chairman of the Com
mittee on Ways and Means now speak
ing that the social security fund is ac
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF tuarially sound?
1967-CONFERENCE REPORT
Mr. MILLS. It is actuarially sound
under the existing law. It was actuarially
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I call up the sound under the bill which passed the
conference report on the bill (H.R. 12080) House. It is also actuarially sound under
to amend the Social Security Act to pro- the conference report.
vide an increase in benefits under the
Mr. Speaker, as the bill passed the
old-age, survivors, and disability insur- House, we had an overall actuarial bal
ance system, to provide benefits for addi- ance in all of the funds involved of plus
tional categories of individuals, to lim- 0.10 percent of payroll. As the gentle
prove the public assistance program and man from Georgia knows, that Is the
programs relating to the welfare and situation which exists.
health of children, and for other purAs we bring the bill back to the House,
poses, and ask unanimous consent that the OASDI fund has a plus of 0.01 per
the statement of the managers on the cent and the hospital fund is actuarially
part of the House be read in lleu of the sound to the extent of 0.03 percent, or
report.
a combined balance of 0.04 percent of
The Clerk read the title of the bill,
payroll.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection toMr. LANDRUM. Mr. Speaker, will the
the request of the gentleman from gentleman yield further?
Arkansas?
Mr. MILLS. I yield further to the gen
There was no objection.
tleman from Georgia. However, the actu
The Clerk read the statement.
ary for the Department tells us that
(For conference report and statement, even if we had a minus-not an excesssee proceedings of the House of Decem- of 0.10 percent of payroll, we could still
ber 11, 1967.)
assure the House that the funds were
Mr. MILLS (during the reading). Mr. in an actuarial balance.
Speaker, in -view of the fact that the
Mr. LANDRUM. Mr. Speaker, if the
statement Itself is some 42 pages in gentleman will yield further, I would
length and we will take special time to point out to the distinguished gentleman
discuss the conference report, I ask from Arkansas [Mr. MILLSJ the fact that
unanimous consent that the statement there seems to be developing a concern
may be considered as read,
in the minds of some of our older citi
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to zens, those who are approved for the
the f equst
te
getlean romreceipt of the benefits from these funds.
therequests
o th
getma
frm Should they be concerned at all about
Ahrkansas? n becin
the actuarial soundness of this trust
Therojecton.fund?
wasno
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from
Mr. MILLS. I will respond to the
Arkansas is recognized for 1 hour.
gentleman by saying that so long as my
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I yield my- friend, the distinguished gentleman from
self 10 ninutes.
Georgia [Mr. LANDRUM) and my many
Mr. Speaker, we, are about to take, in- other friends who serve on the Commit
sofar as the House of Representatives is tee on Ways and Means are concerned,
concerned, final legislative action on one I think I can assure the public that we
of the major bills of the 90th Congress. shall always keep this in a state of ac
Mr. Speaker, we have a conference re- tuarial soundness.
port today involving the social security
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. Speaker, will the
bill which Passed the House of Repre- gentlemAn yield?
sentatives on August 17 last by a vote of
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
415 to 3. We are bringing it back today from Missouri.
for approval of the House, I must say, In
(Mr. CURTIS asked and was given
substantially the form it was in concern- permission to revise and extend his re
Ing Its most major aspects when it en- marks.)
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Mr. CURTIS. I think it would be well
if we pointed out Phe fact that the actuarial pssumption which the gentleman
from Arkansas accurately states, will
considerably differ from the actuarial
assumption with reference to the soundness, for example, of the private pensions
plans and so forth.
I believe that is where the confusion
might lie,
Mr. MILLS. This is not what might be
called a funded system in the sense that
private insurance systems are funded.
Of course, I believe my friend from Missouri would admit with me that it is not
necessary for a social security system
supported by a tax which is oompulsory
to be on a fully funded basis so as to
have in the fund in excess of $300 billion
or $350 billion at this time,
Mr. CURTIS. I would say not only is it
not necessary. I believe that would create the serousprolemsif e hd a
fund like that, in a different way. But on
the other hand I would observe this, and
I believe the gentleman would bear with
me, that some of the assumptions in a
pay-as-you-go social security system I
believe need looking at, and I believe that
we have not been doing that. And here
we might enter an area where there
migh
diagremen.
besom
Mr. MILLS. I do not want to take
up too much time of the House, but the
gentleman is right. Some of these assumptions that are made sometimes disturb all of us. For instance, we were
told last year that the balance was plus
0.74 percent of payroll. When we passed
the program in 1965, we were told we
had no such surplus left. But then the
actuaries without disagreement, upon
further review, decided that in the year
2000 the average woman would not have
2.5 children, but would have two children, and that the average retiree would
not live 15 years beyond 65, he would
live 14 years beyond 65 in the year 2000.
As a result of those and other changed
assumptions, we found this favorable
balance in the social security fund of
about three-quarters of 1 percent of payroll. These changes of assumptions do
have a disturbing influence on us on
the committee who feel this responsibility to the House and to the country
as a whole to keep this system actuarially
son.To
Mr. CEDERBERG. Mr. Speaker, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
from Michigan.
Mr. CEDERBERG. The bill does not
contain the amendment that was added
in the other body regarding amending
the Internal Revenue Code?
Mr. MILLS. Yes, that was an amendment in which I had a great deal of interest myself, but it finally developed in
the House that we felt it was best to leave
out of the hill those amendments to the
Internal Revenue Code other than those
which relate to the social security tax
rate or wage base. And I believe we come
back to the House with only those matters which pertain exclusively to social
security,
Mr. CEDERBERO. Could the gentleman state-
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Mr. MILLS. I might state that we did
If you want to make a welfare program
not prejudge it, nor are we opposed to it. out of the social security program itself,
There developed some questions that we you are going to incur very high costs
thought required us to look a little fur- as reflected in percent of payroll.
ther into.
There must be some better way to take
Mr. CEDERBERO. Does the gentle- care of the needs of people who have not
man's committee intend to look into this been attached to the work force for a suf
matter at some time in the future?
ficient length of time or in a sufficient
Mr. MILLS. I do not want to make a amount of dollars to add this minimum.
definite commitment, but certainly it will
If we do go to $70 in the minimum
be my hope we could look further into now, it is going to be $104) in a very short
this, maybe Haven next year.
period of time. When it gets to be $100,
Mr. CEDERBERG. I thank the gentle- then later it is going to be a little higher.
man for yielding.
The first thing you know you will have
Mrg MILLS. Mr. Speaker, this bill in- a fiat benefit rate. Whenever you get to
volves far too many matters to be dis- that point, you will never increase Your
cussed even within the 1 hour that wage base. Because what is the point of
we have. There were 295 amendments a fellow subjecting himself to an addi
adopted in the Committee on Finance tional tax if that additional tax is not
and on the floor of the Senate. We have reflected in higher benefit Payments to
brought back, as I s~ay, a bill that incor- him?
porates many of those amendments. Let
Under the bill we have and under the
e pintout some of the more signifi- bill as it passed the House, the benefit
cant changes that we made in confer- fra man and his wife, both aged 65 or
ence over the bill that passed the House. over when he retires, will be at least 50
It will be recalled that the across-the- percent of what his average wage was.
board increase in the House passed bill
You can justify increasing the wage
was 12.5 percent. It will be recalled the base over a period of time, only if you
minimum benefit was raised from $44 to continue to maintain the relation of
$50 in that bill. It will be recalled that benefits to wages. Then, the individual
the so-called earnings base for tax pur- can always be told that this is cheaper
psesand for benefit determinations for him than any type of insurance that
was raised from $6,600 under the exist- hcabu-taking
into consideration
ing law to $7,600 in order to enable us the fact that he is not only buying retire
to finance those benefit increases and mnt benefits, but he is also buying dis
that minimum. The bill we bring back ability insurance and he is buying life
from the conference increases the bene- insurance
for this
the benefit
his family.
If we keep
system of
wage-related,
fits from 12.5 percent to 13 percent.
te
hn htsca
euiycng
The Senate passed a benefit increase ohndowtinto thet future asecuat
grat pro
of 15 percent.
gramowenatedb the Amtuerian Congressro
The conference agreement provides fora thenefitd
of at gea
AmericanCnrs
for a $55 minimum benefit, versus a $50foth
befiofagatA
rcn
minimum passed by the House and a $70 people.
minimum passed by the Senate.
Ifareprogram, the Iak
doubtverytfankely
The bill establishes a contribution and thatrte
prgamerican pedoplewill submity
benefit wage base of $7,800 versus $7,600 toa this perioicaIncreas initaxsuand
le
ithi
in the House passed bill and a maximum tthsperiodic
I ncrease in thwages base.h
in the Senate passed bill of $10,800.
peiosay aginces
tha ther must beasbette
Let us look at this just a minute, Mr. w ayfou
ind
iftehant tohfin Iut,to takbete
Speaker. For this additional 2-percent care fofnd
people whoare not entitledo tok
benefit increase-and let--us take the more than the minimum benefit under
case of an individual today who has a social security when they get into retire
$100 monthly benefit-in order to give ment.
that individual $15 in lieu of the $13 inI am not going to say anything more
crease per month, we would have to in- about that; I have said too much.
crease the wage base subject to the tax
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, will the
by $3,000.
gnlmnyed
us, this did not seem like a very
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman.
good bargain when we had it in comMr. GROSS. I would like to commend
mittee. It did not seem like a very good the gentleman for the excellent state
bargain to us when we had it in confer- ment he has made particularly with re
ence. Why add $2 a month to a person's spect to the welfare provision.
benefit when it is going to cost someI would like also to take this oppor
body else, the submission of additional tunity to commend the gentleman from
wages of $3,000 a year to the combined Arkansas for the courageous position
rate of 10 percent for OASDI in order that he has taken with respect to a tax
Wedo not. tikte$jsiidta
increase unless accompanied by drastic
a Wdito nal tax.Ver
hi
frankly,
ieih
that
reductions in expenditures by the Fed
we did not go to the 15 percent in con- eral Government.
ference.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
That is why we did not go to the $70 Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
minimum in the conference because the
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
$70 minimum required something better from Massachusetts.
than 0.20 percent of payroll in order to
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. I should
sustain it.
like to ask the distinguished chairman
It departs very, very widely from the of the House Committee on Ways and
philosophy that is involved in the social Means about the many messages we have
security program that benefits are wage received during the past few days ex
related-and have to be.
pressing the concern on the part of many
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of the Private welfare groups and public
welfare departments about restrictive
parts of the bill.
Mr. MILLS. If the gentleman will permit me, I am coming to that point right
now.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. I merely
wish to ask the gentleman this question,
Mr. MILLS. All right.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. If the
conference report Is not accepted, how
long does the gentleman believe it would
take to pass a social security bill to provide the increases that are in this bill,
and how long does he believe it would
take to obtain results from that action?
Mr. MILLS. The benefits under the
conference report will become effective
with respect to February and would be
paid on the third day of March; That is
as quick as the Social Security Administration can do it. If it is passed, over
until January, that would mean that If
we agree to a conference report in January, these benefits could not then be received by the recipients until about the
third day of April of next year. The Senate was going to delay it under their proposal until the first of April.
We said that we wanted these benefits
to go into effect earlier than that,
Since the gentleman has asked me, I
connot conceive of anyone standing in
the way of these benefits becoming available at the earliest possible date, because
the President of the United States In the
fall of 1966 in a speech recommended a
benefit increase of at least 10 percent.
At that time we had a surplus under the
existing financing that would have been
enough to let these people have an 8-percent across-the-board increase without
any tax increase. That was in the fall of
1966. They did not get the increase in
1967 even.
Now, are we going to hold it up until
April, May, or June of next year bickering about what I want next to talk about,
and deprive the beneficiaries of another
few months of benefits, or do we want to

get this job over with now?
I hope I do not read in the newspapers
before Christmas adjournment that the
older people of this country have been
denied a 13-percent across-the-board increase in social security benefits because
of some action in the other body that
also has to consider this matter. I would
not want to take that responsibility, and
Idnothnanoein the House of
Represlntatives wants to take it.
Now let us take a look at some of the
other amendments to the social security
program: AGDwould
AGD72 AND

OVER

Benefits for persons age 72 and over
who are not insured under the social
security system are also increased. The
House provided an increase in these benefits from the present $35 a month to $40
for a single person and from $52.50 to $60
for a couple. The Senate increased these
amounts to $50 for a single person and
$75 for a- couple. The conference report
adopts the House provision,.on
RETIREMENT TEST

The House provided an increase in the
annual test of retirement from the present $1,500 of earnings in a year to $1,680,
together with a proportionate increase In
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the monthly amount a person may earn
and still receive benefits. These provisions were exactly in line with the recommendation of the administration. The
Senate increased the annual test to
$2,400 with a proportionate increase In
the monthly test. The conference report
adopts the House version.
DISABILFFY

DEFINITION

1116855

fered deficits resulting from interpreta
tions of the disability provisions of the
law which Congress never intended when
it wrote them.
I shall mention the other more im
portant decisions in the OASDI area and
move on to the other social security programs. I shall ask to have inserted at
the conclusion of my remarks a summary
of the legislation which describes the bill
completely, including the provisions that
were not in conference.

The House bill contained a provision
which clarified the definition of the term
"disability." This provision was also
DISABLED WIhOWS
contained In the bill as it was reported
The House bill provided actuarially re
out of the Senate Committee on Finance,
but it was struck out on the floor of the duced benefits for disabled widows and
Senate. The conference report restores widowers beginning at age 50, with a
this provision with a further clarifying more limited definition of disability than
applies to workers. The Senate provided
amendment.
The outcome of this action is to adopt unreduced benefits at any age, and elimi
in substance the position of both the nated the special definition. The conferHouse Committee on Ways and Means ence report adopted the House version.
DISABILITY FREEZE APPLICATIONS
and the Senate Committee on Finance
ThSeaededapoionwic
concerning an issue that has serious cost
the Sofeenate adedor adoprovsio, alwhich
implications for the disability Insurance
program'. The purpose of the language inthcofrneeptadtdlowg
ni-persons who were prevented by their
h a
oseloti
th
ili
texiste anl- physical or mental condition from filing
thention wicht hspl always
a timely disability freeze application a
tath stalayseited.Ta
thtouhno expicitl
anug
individualicistno sttoedconsidered tha further opportunity to file such appli
der a disability for the purposes of this cation.
COVERAGE PROVISIONS
program unless he has a medically deThe Senate added a number of provi
terminable impairment of such severity
that he is not only unable to perform in sions that were adopted in conference
his previous job but also that he can- regarding coverage of workers. These
not--considering -his age, education and include several provisions relating to coywork experience-engage in any other erage of State and local employees and a
kind of substantial gainful work which very precisely drawn amendment coverexists in the national economy, regard- ing employment of a parent in certain
less of whether such work exists in the family situations in which such parent
general area where he lives, or whether Is needed to care for children of a
a specific job vacancy exists for him or worker.
-UNDEEPAYMENTS
whether he would be hired if he applied
There was a provision in the House bill
for work.
The conference report contains sub- designed to eliminate the necessity in
stantially the provision of the House bill, some States to have a deceased benefl
but includes language designed to clarify clary's estate probated just to collect sothe meaning of the phrase "work which cial security benefits which had not been
exists in the national economy," Under paid at the time he died. The Senate im
the added language, "work which exists proved on this provision and the conferin the national economy" means work ence report adopted the Senate version.
MEDICARE PROGRAM
that exists in significant numbers in the
Mr. Speaker, a number of provisions
region in which the individual lives or
in several regions in the country. This were in conference relating to the mnedi
language puts into the statute the same ca-re program.
PHYSICIAN PAYMENT
meaning of the phrase "work which
exists in the national economy" that was
The House provided a rather compliexpressed in the reports of both the
House and Senate Committees. In this cated provision, which reflected the sug
regard both reports contain the following gestions of the administration, to allow
alternative methods of paying physicians'
statement:
It is not intended, however, that a type ofbilunethsplmnarmdcl
job which exists only in very limited num- insuranlce program. The Senate adopted
bera or in relatively few geographic locations a greatly simplified provision which al
be considered as existing In the na- lows a Patient to receive reimbursement
of a physician's bill on the basis of an
tionaLI economy,
When the term "significant numbers" unreceipted bill. The conference report
is used it is not intended that a great adopts the Senate provision.
ADDITIONAL DAYS OF HOSPITAL CARE
many jobs must exist in the region in
The House provided that a Person who
which an individual lives or in several regions of the country. What is intended is has utilized his 90 days of hospital care
that the number of such jobs must be may receive an additional 30 days in any
more than just a few; that is, more than spell of illness subject to a deductible
which would be currently set at $20 per
insignificant,
I beg the indulgence of the House for day. The Senate provided that in Place of
an additional 30l days for each spell of
eeigyosuemt
nosc
illness, a recipient be granted -a lifetime
tein int such at deetainl.y dobitsolrelyat
reserve of 60 additional days for use after
legisfor the purpose of spelling out the
lative history of an amendment-which is the recipient has received 90 days in a
intended to hold down costs in the dis- spell of illness, subject to a deductible
ability program which has already suf- - that would be currently set at $10 a day.
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The conference agreed to the Senate provision regarding the 60-day lifetime reserve, and the House provision concerning the $20 daily deductible,

Let us look at what they fuss about. all they make above that $30 until they
My goodness alive. You would think that get to be self-sustaining.
the American way of life was built on a
Do not for 1 minute think that these
dole system, to hear some people talk. States will not use many, many of these
DEPRECIATION AND INTEREST
We should take care of people in nee'i, mothers on AFDC to actually work in
The Senate added a provision under yes. That is the American way of life, connection with these day care centers,
which the Secretary of Health, Educa- but when you confine the matter of tak- taking care of their own children and
tion, and Welfare would not count as an ing care of people in need to the mere the children of the neighbors who know
item of reasonable cost, depreciation, and handout of the dollar, you have not done them. There is nothing wrong with this,
interest on substantial capital items that one thing to help that person in need, I say.
were acquired by a hospital or other pro- because the minute the dollar is gone,
I have been in this House of Repre
vider of services after being disapproved he is still in that same position.
sentatives for almost 29 years. I have
by a State health planning agency. The
Let me tell you what it takes. If a man never felt any stronger about any
conference report eliminated this provi- or a woman has no training, has no ca- proposition in my life. If there is any
sion from the bill.
pacity to work, how do you help them? Member of this House who can be
NONPARTICIPATING HOSPITALS
How do you help them? You spend criticized or praised-and I am never
adedprvsinsathri-enough, whatever is required, to see to praised for it in my country, I am always
The Senate addpoiin
uhrz
it that -that fellow gets training that criticized-for having brought, as the
ing eaymntsto
mde nderceraintha woan etstraining, that they get author, because I am chairman of a
circumstances for services furnished in a jobs. Is that not the way we do things in committee, more legislation to help in
hospital that is not participating in the this country?
the field of welfare, more -legislation to
mcepedicar progframTese.poitswr
That is what we have in this bill, help with the problems of medical ex
acepe
LiOOnfDErenCBE.
There has been more misinformation penses, more legislation to provide beneBLO
EUTBEspread
across this country, I think, byfit
increases than I, I do not know who
The House increased the existing de- people who do not want to do a darby it would be.
ductible for blood to require a 2-pint thing except to hand out a dollar so long
Maybe so. I am not doing this out of
deductible for the first pint used and also as it comes from the Federal Govern- any feeling against anybody. I am doing
broadened the deductible to include ment. We are saying the States must it as an individual member of the Ways
equivalent quantities of packed cells. The change that. Oh, yes, they are going to and Means Committee, and I think the
Senate deleted the requirement of 2 pints change it. But they are not going to be committee is doing it because the comn
for the first pint received but retained cruel in the process. They are not gigmittee feels that in the overall, in the
the House provision allowing for the use to take advantage of anyone who ghoing long run, if 100,000, or 150,000 of these
of packed cells. The conference report not be subjected to training or to work. people, in the course of a year can be
acceted
he Snateverson.made
self-supporting, we are doing for
acceted
Snateverson.Yes,
he
it is coercive-but only when the them and for the American people that
OTHER HEALTH PROFESSIONS
State decides that a person is an appro- which should be done. We are not strik
The Senate added several provisions priate candidate for training and work. ing at anybody, but there is a desire to
including the services of additional There is nothing in here that says a help.
medical practitioners among those for State has to take a mother away from
They say, "But we have got a freeze
which reimbursement may be made a month-old child-and, of course, they in here." Yes, we have got a freeze. We
under the supplementary medical in- would not-and send her off to be trained, had it in the House bill when the House
surance program. These provisions were
But let me ask, Mr. Speaker, when is voted for it and passed it in August. We
deleted in conference. There remains in the best time for a person to be trained have, brought it up to date. We have
the bill, however, a provision that was for a job and to be given employment or made it with respect to January 1968,
not in conference, directing the Secre- offered employment? Is it while the child instead of January 1967. We have elimi
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare is under 18 years old and the mother may nated all consideration of those on AFDC
menstdatoscncrig
nedfrn
the
aextensonof- be 25 or 30 or 35 years of age? Or is it above the age of 18, who might be going
menatins
oncrnig, he xtesio ofafter that poor soul has gotten to be 45 to school. We do not want them to be
the servicelisuofadional tpesra tofhoealt
or 50 years of age, after being on welfare taken into it.
theserice
ofaddtioal ype ofheathall those years And after the minor child,
We have said to the States that on
practitioners.
the last in her household, gets to be 18. January each year they will make an esti
GENERAL ENROLLMENT PERIOD
and she is no longer eligible for AFDC mate of the total child population within
The Senate added a provision, which payments? What chance does a woman that State and they may not receive Fed
was accepted in conference, modifying have at that age of being trained and ac- eral funds for a higher percentage of
the provisions of law relating to the gen- cepted in employment, when she has that child population that they have in
eral enrollment period, during which never had any training or Connection January of 1968. Bear in mind that this
eligible individuals who had not enrolled with the work force?
relationship recognizes increases in child
in part B of the medicare program are
These measures are not just for econ- population. As the child population in a
given an opportunity to elect coverage omy, because they do not bring economy State goes up, this goes up.
under it. This provision will shift the in the short run. We are asking the
We tried in 1962 to get the States to
general enrollment period from the last American Congress to go along with us provide this training and to put it into
3 months of every second year to the and spend more money on these people, effect. They refused to do it. If we do not
first 3 months of every year, thus mak- and I will tell how we are going to do put some degree of coercion upon the
ing it annual rather than biennial. The it. We cannot train them and find jobs States, in my opinion they are going to
premium rate would also be determined through the employment security people be perfectly willing to do as they have
and promulgated annually rather than at the State level without a cost in done in the past, to hand out a welfare
every 2 years. In addition, under the money. We cannot let a mother take check and not do anything more for these
amendment, persons wishing to disenroll training without providing a way to care poor people who need everything man
may do so at any -time and their dis- for the child,
can do to improve their condition to be
enrollment will take effect at the close
So what do we do? We require States done for them.
Undter presetfolawisnrclienta muayrber to provide day care. What else do we do?
Yes, this freeze provision is for the pur
Uneff petd ently wduingagnrlenroll-etmyb
We say to this woman, "While you are pose of putting pressure on the States,
effetedonl
durng
geeralenrll-being trained, we will pay you more than to make the rest of the program work,
ment period,
your welfare payments, and when the and only for that purpose.
PUBLC PRGRAS
WLFAE

Mr. Speaker, In the area of the public
welfare programs I believe the conference committee was able to achieve noteworthy improvements in the provisions
of the bill,

Sateputsyo to work, w will not pn

alize you dollar for dollar in what you
may make and take that out of your welfare check." What do we say? We say we
are going to completely disregard the
first $30 they make and we will disregard

Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, will the

gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. I am glad to yield to the
gentleman from Louisiana.
Mr. BOGG*S. I should like to say- to
the gentleman and to the House that
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the Senate made 295 amendments of one
kind or another, which were not included
in the House bill. I would say, on behalf
of the conferees on both sides of the
aisle, that each one of these amendments was considered in detail by the
conferees,
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. BoLAND). The time of the gentleman from
Arkansas has again expired,
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself 1 additional minute.
Mr. BOGGS. I should like to commend
the gentleman in the well, who sat as
chairman of that conference, for haying done one of the most conscientious
jobs I have seen since I have been in the
Congress.
Mr. MILLS. I thank my colleague from
Louisiana, who stood shoulder to shoulder with all the other conferees.
This conference report was signed by
all of the House Members. It was signed
by all the Senate Members of that conference. I believe we have brought back
a bill the Members can go along with,
if they voted for the bill that passed
the House in August.
Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. BURTON of California. May I,
establish a stipulated set of facts before
propounding the question,
Mr. MILLS. I cannot yield additional
time, because I have commitments,
Mr. BURTON of California. I want to
make sure the question is in context.
There are some 2.8 million adult
Americans whose need is such that they
receive monthly public assistance payments.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time
of the gentleman from Arkansas has
again expired.
Mr. MILLS. Very well. I yield myself
1 additional minute.
Mr. BURTON of California. There are
some 2.8 million Americans whose need
is such that they receive monthiy public
assistance payments in this country,
Under this bill, I charge, under no circumstances at all, will about 1I/ 2 million'
of those people be able to get one nickel
of grant increase if this bill becomes law
and any permitted or authorized action
by all States takes place.
Mr. MILLS. Is the gentleman asking
me a question?
Mr. BURTON of California. I want to
complete the question, and the chairman
can respond.
Mr. MILLS. All right,
Mr. BURTON of California. There are
11/2 million adults in this country who
receive public assistance and have no
other outside income at all who will not
receive a nickel under this bill; right or
wrong?
Mr. MILLS. The bill provides for the
gentleman's Governor in California and
for my -Governor
in Arkansas to disregard any type of income up to $7.50 a
month of those who receive public assistancei, but they are not required to do
it.
Mr. BURTON of California. I am not
talking about the 1.3 million with out1
side income. I am talking about the 1%
million who do not have social security.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time
of the gentleman from Arkansas has
again expired.
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself 1 additional minute.
If I understand what the gentleman 1s
talking about, he wants to know why we
did not put additional money in here for
people on welfare. Is that what he is
talking about?
Mr. BURTON of California. For the
aged and the crippled.
Mr. MILLS. That was not in the bill as
passed by the House. I believe the gentleman voted for it. The Senate did not
put it in. How could we bring it back
from conference?
Mr. BURTON of California. The Senate did put in a provision.
Mr. MILLS. I understand that Was a
mandatory provision for the same people
who get social security,
Mr. BURTON of California. The
chairman is not correct, and the record
will so reflect.thsprvio.
Mr. MILLS. What the conference did
was to say everybody getting social security wh6 also gets welfare will have
$7.50 of his social security increase
passed through without any reduction In
welfare. However, the gentleman's question is very specific, so permit me to
respond in more detail later.
-Mr.
ALBERT. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLS. I yield to the gentleman
from Oklahoma.
Mr. ALBERT. I appreciate the gentleman's yielding.
May I say to the Chair and to the
House:thtoerpvionofheblsaig
I cannot imagine this -House going
home and not giving this 13-percent increase to 24 million Americans who need
it. As far as I am concerned, if we cannot meet this week's adjournment deadline without adopting this conference report, we will stay here until we do adopt
it. I cannot understand why anyone-on
the grounds that there-are certain provi_
sions that he does not like-would try
to block this -help for these people. I
would like to make changes in the bill
myself, but I am not going to vote
against it because I may not agree with
every provision in it.
As I understand It-and the chairman can correct me if I am wrong-it
takes about 2 months to get these checks
out.
Mr. MILLS. That is right.
Mr. ALBERT. If we fool around here
and do not get this bill passed, it may
be April or May before these checks
start getting out. Winter will be over
and some of these people will be dead
and gone,
Mr. MILLS. If we pass it in December,
they will not receive $1 of It until the
third day of April because of the delay
in getting the computers adjusted and
the checks sent out,
Mr. ALBERT. So I hope at this stage
of the game we will pass the bill. The
House passed the bill originally and the
conferees have agreed to It. The administration can send up an recommendation It deems advisable for corrective action or additional action next year. But
let us pass this bill, and glve these 24
million Americans this 13 percent.

1116857

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, let me discuss
these welfare amendments by category.
WORK

INCENTIW(E

PROGRAM

one area of the bill on which I believe
the Senate Finance Committee spent ~a
great deal of its time, in considering this
legislation in executive session, relates to
the proposals to provide employment and
training to appropriate recipients under
the aid to families with dependent chil
dren program. The House Committee on
Ways and Means also labored long and
hard 'over these provisions in the House
version of the bill. I believe that the pro
visions agreed upon, which generally
speaking follow the Senate Finance Coin
mittee bill, reflect the work `6f both
committees.
These provisions are lengthy and In
volve a number of technicalities which
time does not permit me to discuss in de
tail. I want to mention, however, one or
two of the actions taken by the confer
ence committee with respect to some of
thee pov heisions.tsmae
yh
Senate was to spell out certain classes of
individuals who could not be required to
participate in employment or training
at the expense of having his welfare pay
ment discontinued-a sick person, for ex
ample, or a person remote from a project.
Included
among
these categories
per
sons, as the
bill passed
the Senate,of were
mothers of preschool, children and
mothers of schoolchildren under 16 dur
ighuswe
uhcide
r~o t
tning
huscwhenl such childrene aexcnutiat
were eliminated by the conference re
port. The conferees were in agreement
that other aprovisions ofdthedbill statin
tha onlyre appoparticiate infodividualqculde
b eurdt
atcpt
fodaeut
protection for mothers of these children
where circumstances dictate that they
should not have to participate in a
program.
Another provision relating to the
work-incentive program altered in con
ference relates to the amount of training
allowance a Person undergoing institu
tionalized training will receive. The Sen
ate provided a $20-a-week allowance.
The conference report provides an allow
ance of $30 a month.
The Department of Labor will utilize
the services of State employment agen
cies In carrying out its functions under
these, provisions of the bill.
The Committee on Ways and Means
will be looking very carefully at the ad
ministration of this new program. I am
confident that both the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare and the
Department of Labor will make every
effort to see that this bold new Program
is successful in reducing the dependency
of many who would otherwise be required
to rely on the aid to families with de
pendent children program for family
support.
AMI'C FREEZE

The House provided a limitation on
Federal matching with respect to pay
ments under the AFDC program involv
ing families on the rolls due to the ab
sence of a parent. The Senate eliminated
this provision-. The conference report re
stores this provision with amendments
designed to avoid unintentional results
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which possibly could have arisen under ents from the files of the Department of
SHELTER COSTS
the House bill. The conference report Health, Education, and Welfare and the
The Senate provided that a State may
bases the limitation on population Internal Revenue Service, and that such establish different income eligibility
figures for January 1968 rather than deserting parents could become liable to levels under its title XIX plan, which
January 1967, makes the limitation effec- the United States for unpaid portions recognize variations in shelter costs be
tive after June 30, 1968, rather than of a court support order which would tween urban and rural areas. The provi
December 31, 1967, and eliminates chil- be subject to collection by the Secretary sion was accepted in conference.
dren age 18 or over from consideration of the Treasury. The conference report
OTHER PROVISIONS
in applying the limitation. With these accepted the Senate provisions on obM.Sekr
hr
eenmru
modifications, I am sure that the States taining information on the location of other provisions in conference which
will be able to implement the bill's provi- deserting parents but omitted the pro- Members will find described in the con
sions designed to reduce dependency of visions relating to establishment of lia- ference report and in the summary of
AFDC recipients with the result that this bility to the Unted States and collection th
ilspovsoswihI
ilhv n
limitation provision will not necessitate by the Secretary of the Treasury.
thued atl'theviconclusion of myl raemarks
that any person be denied benefits under
TITLE XIX-MEDICAID PROGRAMclddathcoluinfmyr
aks
TITLE XIX LIMITATION
the program. This conclusion is substanDRUGS
tiated by the cost estimates relating to
Th
os
rvddalmtto
n
One group of these provisions deserves
tewlaeprovisions of the bill furTeHuepoie
iiaino
comment at this time. These were the
tewlaeFederal
matching under the medical as- provisions in the Senate bill providing
tiheDepartmenconfHealth, Educationb
sistance program of title XIX. Under for controls over cost and quality of
ant
efae
he DepartmentosHalh
fdcaigure
this limitation States would be limited in drugs prescribed under the various pro
andWelare
Th Dparmen's iguessetting maximum income -eligibilitygrmofteScaScuiyA.Ths
indicate that there will be no savings in levels for Federal matching purposes to provisiofsthreSocileSecurity At.e Thnese
Federail funds resulting from the enact- telwrofrt
313preto
nerprbtacmrms
rvso
Dprment
bfte
lievedthatithi
provision.Ith
AFDC payments, or second, 133 V3 per- was adopted requiring the States to
wuDep limint Fedieral paticiattispon isionan cent of State per capita income applied adopt methods and procedures under
waydthenits costra esrticiatte
iouldnhave to a family of four. The Senate modified their title XIX plans to assure that pay
itscos estmats wold avethis test by eliminating the test based on mnsicuigpyet
waythe
o
rg
to show a savings as a result of the en- per capita income and by providing that prvients unceuding playments nor inrux
Icmnf the
lmtto
provision i
o x
eligibility be limited to persons whose in
If thcomemdoesinotpexceedo150spercent-of
cess of reasonable charges consistent
pected to cut down on Federal partici- State doldaes
assistace
stndrds.t In with efficiency, economy, and quaity of
pation, then why is it in the bill?
Stt
l-g
sitnesadrs
n care.
It is there to'get the States to act on addition, the Senate provided reduced
Mr. Speaker, an enormous amount of
the other provisions of the bill requiring Federal matching with respect to title time has been devoted by both the House
them to do something to reduce depend- XXrcpetwoaentcsh
s-and the Senate in developing this legisla
ency and to-take people off welfare who sistance recipients. The conference re- tion. I hope the conference report will be
should not be there. It is as simple as port accepted the House bill but elimi-voeup
that. We passed legislation in 1962 de- nate h iiainbsdo
tt
per
Mr. Speaker, I include at this point a
signed to take persons off the welfare capita income and provided that persons summary of the provisions of' the bill
rolls but the results obtained within the eligible ta receive cash assistance will be and various tables concerning the effects
States have been less than startling. Now exempt from the limitation,
of the legislation on the social security
we are furnishing a prod to obtain some
DIRECT BILLING
and public welfare programs:
results from the State welfare agencies.
The House permitted the States to SUMMARY OF SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS
EARNINGS EXEMPTION
make direct payments to title XIX reOF 196'7
cipients to meet the cost of physicians'
OLD-AGE SURVIVORS, DISABILITY, AND HEALTH
The House provided AFDC recipients' services but limited this authority to apINSURANCE PROGRAMS
with additional incentives to increase plication to individuals who are not re- Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
their family income through earnings, ceiving cash assistance. The Senate perincrease In Social Security Benefits
by exempting a portion of such earnings mitted this to apply to dentists' services
The amendments provide an increase in
in determining need under the program. as well as those of physicians, and ex- benefit payments of 13 percent for all bene
The House exempted all earnings of re- tended its application to cash assistance ficiaries on the social security rolls. The aver
cipients who are under age 16 or who are recipients, under safeguards to assure age monthly benefit paid to a retired worker
age 16 to 21 if in full-time school at- quality and reasonableness of charges, with an eligible wife now on the rolls is
tendance, and the first $30 of other f am- The conference report adopted the Sen- increased from $145 to $165. The minimum
ily earnings plus one-third of the re- ate provisions including dentists' serv- benefit for a worker retiring at age 65 is in
mainer o faily
arnngs..
.
cressed from $44 to $55 a month. monthly
Thner
Seaeicraefh family earn-ns
ices but omitted the Senate provision benefits will range from $55 to $160.50, for
ings fiuesato $50reaned 50e peaccntearnd extending the provision to cash assist- retiredi workers now on social security rolls
exemptedgallsearningsaof a childewhoai
ance recipients,
who began to draw benefits at sge 65 or later.
eepart-time studntng not employd fulli
SKILLED NURSING HOME STANDARDS AND LIThe amount of earnings subject to tax and
a pat-tme
tudnt
nt
eploed
ull
CENSING OF NURSING HOME ADMINISTRAused in the computation of benefits is in
time.
TOSS
creased from $6,600 to $7,800 In 1968.
The conference report adopted the
The Senate added State plan requireThe $168 maximum benefit (based on
House version with respect to the exemp- ments relating to standards to be met by average monthly earnings of $550-or $6,600
arnngsan
Seateskilednusin
hoes atcipti
year) eventually payable under present
provison aiyerig
totio offamly
d th studenates.
ildnrin
ariiai
ge in per
law would be increased to $189.90. The in
poiinrelating t part-timestdns
the medicaid program and licensing of crease in the amount of earnings that can
HOME REPAIRS

The House bill authorized Federal participation in payments of up to $500 for
repairs of a home owned by recipients

of asisanc
aedblin,
undr teo
of asisanc
aedblin,
undr teo
permanently and totally disabled programs. The Senate added homeowner
recipients under the AFDC program to
this provision. The conference report accept~ed the Senate amendment,
LOCATION OF DESERTING PARENTS

skilled

administrators,

be used in the benefit computation would

These provisions were accepted in conference.

nursing

home

result in a maximum benefit of $218 (based
on average monthly earnings of $650-$7,800

INTERMEDIATE CARE

a year) in the future. The maximum bene

Th Sente rovdedFedeal artci- fits payable to a family on a single earnings
Th Sente rovdedFedeal artci-record is $434.40. To qualify for the maximum
pation in vendor payments to intermedi- retirement benefits just outlined, a wage
ate care facilities under the aged, blind, earner who retires at age 65 in the future
and permanently and totally disabled must have earned the maximum under the
programs for care of recipients whose new earnings bases for a Dumber of years.
condition does not require skilled nursEffective date.-The increased benefits
ing home care. These provisions were

The Senate provided that State AFDC accepted in the conference report with
plan
ocaing
elatng t o sfet
plan prvid
prvid
or prcedresfor
ocatng
proeduesamedmets
menment reatig
safty annd sai_
ari
certain deserting parents by obtaining tation. standards and the inclusion of
information on the location of such parChristian Science sanatoriums.

are first payable for the month of February
1968 and will be reflected in checks received
early
March.are
It is estimated that 22.9 mil
lion in
people
paid increased benefits.
more than $3 billion in additional benefits
will be paid in the first 12 months.
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Special Benefits for People Age 72 and Over worker must have had a total of 5 years out
Firemen in Nebraska
The special payments made to unnue
of the last 10 years in covered employment.
The amendments validate social security
individuals aged 72 and over are increased
Effective date-Benefits would be payable coverage for certain firemen in Nebraska for
from $35 to $40 a month for a single person for February 1968 on the basis of applications whom social security taxes were erroneously
and from $52.50 to $60 a month for a couple, filed In or after December 1967.
paid.
Effective date.-The Increased benefits will
Additional Wage Credits for Servicemen
Coverage of Firemen
be first payabile for February 1968 and will
For social security benefit purposes, the
The amendments provide that social se
be reflected in checks received in March 1968. amendments will provide that in the future curity coverage Can be extended to firemen
Limitation on Wife's Benefit
_:Lie pay of a person in the uniformed service In States not specifically granted that right
The amendments limit the wife's benefit would be deemed to be $100 a month more If the Governor of the State certifies that
to a maximum of $105 a month. The effect than his basic pay. The additional cost of the total benefit protection of firemen would
of this provision will not generally be felt paying the benefits resulting from this pro- be improved as a result. However, the di
until many years into the future,
vision would be paid out of general revenues. vided retirement system could not be used
The Retirement Test
Disability Insurance Trust Fund
and the firemen would have to be brought
Theamedmetsproidefo
aninceas
Te aendens icrese heperentge
into coverage as a separate group and not
The frmenmens
a inreae
povie
Th amndmntsinceas th pecenageas
part of a group which includes persons
from $1,500 to $1,680 in the amount of an- of taxable wages appropriated to the dis-otethnfrmn
nual earnings a beneficiary under age 72 ability insurance trust fund (now at 0.70 ofotethnfrm.
can have Without having any benefits with- 1 percent) to 0.95 of 1 percent and would Coverage for Erroneously Reported Former
held. Provision Is made for an increase from increase the percentage of self-employment
State or Local Government Employees
$125 to $140 in the amount of monthly earn- income (now at 0.525 of 1 percent) to 0.7125
The amendments permit a Stats, when it
ings a person can have and still get a benefit of I percent.
provides retroactive coverage for a coverage
for the month. The bill provides that $1 in
Extension of Retroactivity of Disability
group under a modification of the State's
benefits be withheld for each $2 of earnings
Applications
agreement, to provide retroactive coverage
between $1,680 and $2,880 and $1 In benefits
The amendments allow a longer period of for former employees of the coverage group
for each $1 in earnings above $2,880.
time after termination of disability for te
with respect to earnings that previously had
Effective date-The provision is effective filing of a disability freeze application by an
enernosyrprtdfrte
ur
for earnings in 1968. It is estimated that individual whose mental or physical disabil- ters In the retroactive period, if noo refund
about 175 million in additional benefits iyitree
ihhsfln
ieyapi
has been made of the taxes paid on the
would be Paid for 1968 to 76.000 people.
cation. This would enable workers who are ernosyrpre
anns
Benefits for Disabled Widows and Widowers totally disabled over an extended period but
State and Local Employees Receiving Fees
The amendments provide for the payment fail to file timely applications to nevertheless
The amendments modify the social security
of monthly benefits to certain disabled have the period of disability frozen, and thus coverage provisions applying to State and
widows and Widowers of deceased workers not counted against them in subsequent de- local government employees who are compen
who are between the ages of 50 and 62. If a terminations as to whether they are insured sated solely on a fee basis (such as constables
disabled widow or widower first receives for social security benefits or the amount of and justices of the peace). Under present
benefits at age 50, then the benefit would such benefits,
law, fee-basis employees, like other State and
be 80 percent of the primary insurance
The provision, however, does not apply to local government employees, may be covered
amount. The amount payable would
increase monthly disability benefits,
only under a State coverage agreement. Under
up o 8 1 Apeeen
inuraceChidre
oftheprmar
Adptd b Diabiit Bedfiiaresthe amendments, in the case of employees
up priary
to82~j erden
Isurane
of te Chidren dopte by Dswholtaree
csolelyte
compenessatedr
onolayfee
fbasiss
amount, depending on the age at which
The amendments provide that a child fees received after 1967 which are not covered
benefits began. The reduction would con- adopted by a person who is getting disability under
a State agreement would be covered
tinue to apply to benefits which were paid benefits can become entitled to benefits If under the self-employment provisions of law,
afwdwt
rwioer
wouldeipben
deemed dge
s- (a) the adoption takes place In the United except that people in fee-basis positions in
Abwed onl rwiftedisabiwolt isoe thatduder- States. (b) It was under the supervision of 1968 could elect not to have their fees
reglatospecied
i
dsbltis
the byl oecrtharyofde
a public or private child-placement agency, covered under the self-employment provi
HeaultEuation
, anscibd
Wytelfaerwould
ore (c) the disabled Individual had resided in sions. Under the amendments a State could,
Hueanyh
gduationfu
activity,
oud re
the United States for the year prior to the as under presnt law, modify Its coverage
Toube eliygaibfleo athebeeftthewio
adoption, and (d). the child is under 18 at the agreement to provide coverage for fee-basis
Tor
widow
b
berfmusthae becoefis totll wdis- time of adoption.
employees as employees. However, unlike
ableidnotwaer muthanvear aferomthesouse's
Effective date.-The provision is effective present law, the amendments permit States
death, nor inte thease yar
of
widoed mthe roue'for benefits for February 1968 based on appli- to remove from coverage under its agreement
beftore
ithe
endofser benfawitsoasd mother, cations filed in and after December 1967.
persons who are compensated solely on a fee
or within 7 years thereafter.
Coverage of Ministers
basis.
Effective date.-About 65,000 disabled
The amendments permit a clergyman
Family Employment
widows and widowers could be eligible for (other than members of the religious orders
The amendments extend social security
benefits 'and about 60 million In benefits who have taken a vow of poverty) to elect coverage to employment performed in the
would be paid during the first 12 months of not to be covered if he is conscientiously private home of the employer by a parent
operation. Benefits would be payable starting opposed to social security coverage, or if he In the employ of his son or daughter. The
for February 1968.
opposes such coverage on grounds of religious employment would be covered if the son or
Dependency of a Child 'on the Mother
principle,
daughter is (a) a widow or widower with a
The amendments provide that a child will Coverage of State and Local Employees In- child under age 18 or a disabled child or
be considered dependent on the mother uineligible for Membership In a State Retire(b) a person with such a child who either
der the same conditions that he is now conment System
Is divorced or has a disabled spouse. The
sidere depedent
As resut,
n thefathe.
Th amenmentsfaciamendmentslsecwouldenmcontinuedco
toiuexcoeudeuefrom
sidreddepndet
fahe. A ao th
esut,
he menmets
scia seurty coverage employment performed in a private
a child could be entitled to benefits if the coverage for workers aciita~
in positions under ah
mother was either fully or currently Insured State or local government retirement Sys
nome by a parent when these conditions are
met, employment of a child under age 21
at the time she died, retired, or became dis- tem who are not eligible to join the system. s not
by his
parent, and employment of a husband
abled. Under present law a mother must Under present law, these workers cannot be o ieb h pue
have currently insured status (six out of the -covered under social security In connection o ieb h pue
last 13 quarters ending with death, retire- with the procedure for extending coverage to Employees of the Massachusetts Turnpike
ment, or disability) unless she was actually members of a retirement system by means
Authority
supporting the child,
of the provision permitting specified States
The amendments permit the State of
Effective date.-Benefits -Will 6i payable to cover only those members of a retirement
Massachusetts to modify Its agreement for
beginning for February 1968. It Is estimated system who desire coverage. The amendments social security coverage so as to exclude
that 175,000 children will be eligible for would permit these workers to be covered employees of the Massachusetts Turnpike
benefits and that $83 million in additional under this procedure.
Authority who are in positions being brought
benefits will be payable - in the first 12
State and Local Coverage in Illinois
into a new State retirement system.
months.
The amendments add Illinois to the list
Children Adopted by Surviving Spouse
Insured Status for Workefs Disabled While of States (19 under present law) which are
The amendments permit a child adopted
Young
permitted to extend social security coverage
by a surviving spouse to get benefits even
The amendments will allow a worker who to, those current members of a State or local though the adoption is not completed. within
becomes disabled before the age of 31 to retirement system who desire coverage, with 2 years after the worker's death, if adoption
qualify for disability insurance if he worked all future employees being compulsorily
proceedings had begun before the worker
in one-half of the quarters between the time covered.
died.
he is 21 and the time he is disabled, or alterFiremen in Puerto Rico
Effective date.-The provision would be
natively if he works in six quarters out of the
The amendments add Puerto Rico to the effective for monthly benefits for February,
-last 12. This requirement would be an alter- list of States which may provide social secu1968 based on appications filed in and after
native to the present requirement that the rity coverage for policemen and firemen.
December 1967.
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Recovery of Overpayments
Disability Benefits Affected by the Receipt of
Payments to Certain Illegitimate Children
The amendments authorize the Secretary
Worksmen's Compensation
The amendments provide that benefits
Of HEW to recover overpaid benefits by reThe amendments modify the provisions in
payable to illegitimate children who become
quiring the overpaid beneficiary or his estate present law for determining the amount of
entitled to benefits in the future under a
to refund the overpayment or by withholding
combined social security and workmen's
provision contained in the 1965 amendments
the benefits payable to him, his estate or to compensation benefits that can be paid when
can not exceed the difference between the
any other person entitled to benefits on the
a disabled woi~ker is eligible under both prototal amounts payable to other persons and
same earnings record. (Under present law,
grams. In cases where social security disabilthe family maximum amount. The benefits
overpaymefits may be recovered from the ity benefits are subject to reduction because payable to a person on the effective date of
overpaid person while he is getting benefits, the combined benefits would otherwise exthe 1965 amendments which were reduced
but recovery may not be made from any ceed 80 percent of the disabled worker's avbecause a child became entitled to benefits
other person getting benefits on the same
erage current earnings, the computation of under the 1965 amendment will not be re
account. There is no specific provision for average earnings can include earnings In exduced in the future nor will the benefits pay
recovering an overpayment while the bene- cess of the annual amount taxable under
able to persons on the rolls on the effective
ficiary is alive if he is not getting benefits.)
social security,
date of the 196'7 amendments be reduced.
Benefits Paid on Basis of Erroneous Reports
Extension of Time for Filing Reports of
Report of Hoard of Trustees
of Death in Military Service
Earnings
The amendments change the date on
The amendments provide that all benefits
The amendments authorize the Secretary
which the annual report of the trustees of
paid on the basis of official reports of death
of Health, Education, and Welfare to grant
the social security trust funds is due from
in military service issued by the Department an extension of the time in which a person
March 1 to April 1. Also, the report is to con
of Defense will be considered lawful pay- may file the report of earnings required for
tain a separate actuarial analysis of the
ments even though it is later determined that retirement test purposes if there is a valid
benefit disbursements made from the oldthe person who was reported dead it still reason for his not filing it on time. Permisage and survivors insurance trust fund with
alive.
sion to file a late report may be given in
respect to disabled beneficiaries.
Effective date.-The provision will apply to advance of the date on which the report is
Expedited Benefit Payments
all payments made to payees who get beneto be filed.
The amendments establish special proce
fits for December 1967 or later.
Penalty for Failure to File 'Timely Reports Of
dures to expedite the payment of benefits.
Underpayments
Earnings
The new procedures would go into effect
The amendments provide that amounts
The amendments eliminate the possibility
after June 30, 1968, but would not apply to
due under the supplementary medical insur- of imposing on a person, who does not file
disability benefits or negotiated checks.
ance program after the beneficiary's death
a timely report of earnings under the retireAttorney's Fees
be paid to the person who paid for the serv- ment test, a penalty which exceeds the
The amendments authorize the Secretary
ices, either before or after the beneficiary's amount of benefits which should have been
of HEW to fix a reasonable fee for the services
death, or to, the person who provided the withheld,
provided before the Social Security Adminis
services. (If the person who paid for the Limitation on Payment of Benefits to Aliens
tration for an applicant for social security
services is the decedent, the payment would
Outside the United States
benefits by an attorney and to pay such at
be made to the legal representative of heis
estate if there Is one.) Otherwise the benefits
The amendments would modify the protorney's fee out of past-due benefits. The fee
will be paid under the following uniform or- visions of present law under which an alien could not exceed the smaller of: (a) 25 per
derofaymnt orboth cash benefits and who is outside the United States for 6 concent of the past-due benefits, (b) the fee
dert of payentfi
for
secutive months has his benefits withheld
fixed by the Secretary, or (c) an (amount
par Spbenefits.
wt
h
niiula
udrcrai
odtos
otafrpr
ged
ob
h
plcn
n
h
tony
tie
dah fhi r oth soseno
ivn
poses of the 6-month provision, an alien who Exclusion of Emergency Services by State
withoInividualho
bto etited
tpousbnefts oivng is outside the United States for more than
and Local Employees
the same earnings record.
30 days will be considered outside the United
The amendments would mandatorily ex2. Child entitled to benefits on the same States until he returns to the United States
dude from social security coverage services
earnings record,
for 30 consecutive days within 6 months performed for a State or local government
3.Prn
nildt
eeiso
h
aeafter
he leaves the country.
by workers hired on a temporary basis In
ntile
o te sme
The amendments add a provision undercaeoemrnissuhsfrstmlod
3. aret tobenfis
earnings record.
which generally a person who is not a citizen
caeof
emrhqaergnissc.sfietrfod
4. Spouse who was neither entitled to of the United States is outside the United
o atqae
benefits on the same earnings record nor liv- States for 6 months or more could be paid
Election Officials and Election Workers
ing with the individual,
benefits only if he is a citizen of a country
The amendments would permit a State
5. Child not entitled to benefits on the that provides reciprocity under its social to exclude from social security coverage.
same earnings record,
security system for the payment of benefits prospectively, service performed by election
6. Parent not entitled to benefits on the to U.S. citizens who are living outside that workers and election officials if they are
same earnings record,
country. (Payment would continue to be paid, for such services, less than $50 In a
7. Legal representative of the Individual's made under certain circumstances to a per- calendar quarter. The exclusion could be
estteif
ny.son
who is a citizen of a country that has no taken for the election officials and workers
ettian.generally
applicable social security system.)
of the State or any of its political subdivi
Simplification of Benefit Computation
Also, benefits would not be payable to an sions either at the time coverage is extended
Where wages earned before 1951 are used alien living In a country in which the Treasto employees of the State or the subdivision
to compute social security benefits, the ury has suspended payments. .Any amounts
or at a later date.
amendments allow certain assumptions to be currently accumulated for aliens now living
Social Security Tax-Retirement Plans
made so that the benefit could be computed In countries where payment cannot be made
Thamn
etsxcuefo
tedeni
by use of electronic data processing equi'p- would be limited to 12 monthly benefits.
t
ofe wagedestsubexctuto s
roia
s
hert taesl
ment.
Effective date-The provisions will be effectonofwgsubetoscileurytas
Defiitins
Wdowr,"and
f "Wdow.....iveaftr Jue
3, 168.certain
payments made under plans estab
Defiitins
"idowr,"and
f "Wdow"tiveaftr Jne
3, 168.lished
by employers and made to the em
"Stepchild"
Advisory Council on Social Security
ployee or his dependents upon retirement,
The amendments provide a change in the
The amendments modify the provisions of
death, or disability.
definition of "widow, "..widower," and "step- present law relating to the time at which
Definition of Disability
child" so that they will be considered as Advisory Councils are appointed and issue
Teaedet
rvd
oedtie
such for social security purposes if the marreports to provide that the Advisory Councils
dhaefiiinofdiensablt
froridworker dthanise
riage existed for 9 months, or, in the case be appointed at any time after January 3 1
dfnto
fdsblt
o
okr
hni
of death in line of duty in the uniformed
in 1969 and every 4 years thereafter. As In
now In the law. Guidelines would be pro
service, and in case of accidental death, if present law each Council would report to the
vided under which a person could be deter
the marriage existed for 3 months, unless it
Secretary not later than the first day of the mined to be disabled only if he is unable
is determined that the deceased inidvidual
second year following the year in. which it is to engage in any kind of substantial gainful
could not have reasonably been expected to appointed. The final report of each Council,
work which exists in the national economy,
live for 9 months at the time the marriage however, must include any interim reports
even though such work does not exist in the
occurred. Under present law a marriage must the Council may have issred.
general area In which he lives. A special more
have exist~d for 12 months.
Disclosure to Courts of Whereabouts of
restrictive definition would apply to widows
Requirements for Husband's and Widower's
Certain Individuals
and widowers.
Insurance Benefits
The amendments require the Social SecuDefinition of Blindness
The amendments eliminate the require- rity Administration to furnish an appropriThe definition of disability due to blind
ment in present law that a dependent husate court with the most recent address of a
band or widower may become tfl~titled to deserting father if the court wishes the inness Is changed so that a person who is "in
social security benefits on his wixa's earn- formation in &onnection with a support order dustrially blind" (i.e., visual acuity of 20/
ings only if his wife is currently Insured at for a child. Such information would be fur200 or lecst corrected or a visual of 20 degrees
the time she died, became disabled, or re- fished to both courts in interstate support
or leas) is disabled rather than one who
tired.
actions.
has visual acuity of 5/200 or less corrected.
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Time for Filing Applications for Exemption
A similar provision would continue after
Services of Podiatrists
From Self-Employment Tax by Amish
January 1, 1968, for emergency care but only
The amendments include within the defi
The amendments permit members of a as, an alternative to the other method of nition of physician a doctor of podiatry, but
religious sect which Is opposed to social Incdvering such care. Hospitals could apply for only with respect to functions he is author
surance to file an application for exemption
payment for a period of up to 150 day, or, ized to perform by the State in which he
from the self-employment-tax by December if the hospital did not apply, the patient practices. No payment will be made for rou
31, 1968, if the person has self-employment
could obtain payment on the basis of 00 tine foot care whether performed by a podia
incor~e for years ending before Decempercent of room and board charges and SO trist or a medical doctor.
ber 31, 1967. If he first receives self-employpercent of ancillary services charges.
Physical Therapy
ment income in later years, the application
A new definition for hospitals eligible unTeaedet
xed
h
rvsoso
would be timely If filed by the due date for der these transitional and emergency care
Teaedet
xed
h
rvsoso
the income tax return for the year in ques-poionisrvde.U
ertaqlfyg
present law to include outpatient physical
tion. However, in these latter cases, the
hospital must have a full-time nursing servthrpysricsfuns
edbypyialtea
amendment also provides that valid applicaice, be licensed as a hospital, and be primarily
pists employed by or*udra
agreement
tions may be filed within 3 months following
engaged in providing medical care under the with and under the supervision of hospitals
the month In Which the person is notified in
supervision of a doctor of medicine or osteoand other providers of services as well as
writing by the Internal Revenue Service that pah.Ti
eiiinwudapybc
oapproved clinics, rehabilitation centers and
a timely application has not been filed.
July 1, 1966, so that some hospitals which
loalin
p
oublc
heath agenci es Additionaly the
Retirement Income of Retired Partners
would otherwise be ineligible to receive -)ay- ptien wouild ntheap-eviest be hoebcounrd.fo
The amendments provide that certain ment for emergency services may receive
thepphslemetharay
servicelIsutonbe
novered
partnerships income of retired partners would such payments in behalf of their beneficiaSupe
ntrMdiaIsrncErol
not be taxed or credited for social security ries back to the beginning of thep rogram.
ment Periods
puross.provided
they apply for them. If they do not
The amendments add a provision, effective
proe.apply
for reimbursement, the patient could January 1, 1969, under which the general
Hospital Insurance Contributions by Persons be paid under other provisions,
enrollment periods of the supplementary
Employed Both Under Social Security and
This provision would afford financial relief medical insurance program will be placed on
Railroad Retirement
to those medicare beneficiaries who have re- an annual basis and run from January 1 to
The amendments provide that, beginning
ceived services in certain nonparticipating
March 31, rather than October 1 to December
with 1968, persons employed both under the hospitals starting July 1966, sometimes en- 31 of each odd-numbered year. The Secretary
social security and railroad retirement pro- tering such hospitals without realizing the would determine and promulgate during De
grams who pay hospital Insurance contribuservices would not be covered under medicember of each year the premium rate which
tions on combined wages which are in excess care,
would be applicable for a 12-month period
of the taxable wage base would be entitled Payment Under the Medical Insurance Proto begin the following July 1. When the Sec
to a refund. of the excess contributions,
gram for Noncovered Hospital Ancillary
retary promulgates a rate for part B, he also
General Savings Provision
Services
is required to issue a public statement set
ting forth the actuarial assumptions and
The amendments provide that when an
The amendments add a provision which
bases upon which he arrived at the rate.
additional person becomes entitled to benepermitp payment under the medical insur
fits as a result of the Social Security Amendance program for presently noncovered anPersons wishing to disenroll could do so at
ments of 1967, the benefit paid to any other cillary hospital and extended care facility any time, but such termination would not
person on the dlame account would not be services, principally X-ray and laboratorytaefecunithclsofheaedr
reduced by the family. maximum provision
services furnished after the patient has been
quarter following the quarter in which the
because the new person became entitled to covered for the full period of hospital eli- notice was filed.
benefits.
gibility. Under prior law if a person is In a
Additional Days of Hospital Care
Health insurance benefits
hospital or extended care facility qualified
Each Medicare beneficiary will be provided
Payment of Physician Bills Under the Supto participate under medicare, payment may
with a lifetime reserve of 60 days of hospital
plementary Medical Insurance Progam
not be made for services which could be paid
care after the 90 days covered in a "spell of
ogan for under .part B If not received In a qualiillness" have been exhausted. Coinsurance
Under present law, payment' may be made fled hospital or extended care facility. As a
of $20 for each day would be applicable to
only upon assignment to the physician or to result, sometimes the services are not coy- such added days of coverage.
the patient upon presentation of a receipted
ered under either part B or part A. The
Incentive Reimbursement Expertmentation
bill. The amendment would permit payment
amendment will allow payment to be made
either to the patient on the basis of an item- for services ordinarily not paid for under
The Secretary of HEW is authorized to
ized bill (which could be either receipted or part B, wherever part A payments could not experiment with various methods of reim
unpaid) or to the physician under the pinesbe made, if the appropriate hospital or indebursement to organizations, institutions, and
ent assignment method. This provision
pnetlbrtr
tnad
r
e.Py
physicians, on a voluntary basis, participat
pendnt aboator
stndads ae mt. ay-ing
under medicare, Medicaid, and the child
would make it possible for patients to pay ment will be made to participating
providets
hat
rgaswihofricnie
o
their medical bills without depleting their under the usual part B provisions applying helhpormkhc
ofricnie
o
savings or resorting to loans,
tote$0ddcilkn
0pretceeping costs of the program down while
Payment for Seryices In Nonparticipating
insurance,.anann
uaiyo ae
Hospitals
Limitation on Special Reduction in AllowStudy of Drug Proposals and Retirement Test
Under existing law payments can be made
able Days of Inpatient Hospital Services
The Secretary of HEW is required to study
toparticipating hospitals and, In an emerTh-iiain
npyetofhsian
and report to the Congress, prior to January
toc
opatcptnghsia
-et
Thane lim
eitato ournpaymen ofirhospital in1. 1969, the savings which might accrue to
gency
caertoi sanonarticipatyingth hospia
uac
eeisduigtefrtselo
the Government and the effects on the health
wihmtcransadrsonyithho.illness for an Individual who is an inpatientprfsinadonllemntofheru
pital agreed to accept the reasonable costs. of a psychiatric hospital at the time he beprofession andc onghalleslents
fof
thctdrug
allowed by medicare as full payment for the comes entitled to benefits under the hospital
indutwpryowhchaigh resutin
from enactment)
services rendered,
Insurance program will be made Inapplicable
poftop
proposals prelaritinton drugs: un)ea
For the period ending December 31, 1967, to benefits for services in a general hospital prosltmoe
rscito
rg
ne
theermimenmen
wold
diectreii theserice
ar nmedicare,
and (2) a pinoopsal to establish,
theamnden
wul dret
pemi
eia-if
heseviesar
primarily for the
nt
through a formulary committee, quality and
bursement to an individual who was fur- diagnosis or treatment of mental illness. The
cost control standards for drugs provided
nished nonemergency or emergency hospital amendments also remove tuberculosis boaunder the various programs of the Social
services in certain nonparticipating hospi- pitals from the provision in present law security Act. The Secretary is also to study
tals. This transitional coverage would not under which days in a tuberculosis instituways' to improve the earnings test under
extend to admissions after 1967, Payment
would be limited to 80 percent of the hospi- tion immediately before entitlement to hossocial security and the feasibility of increas
tal ancillary charges and 60 percent of the pital insurance are counted against the days
ing payments to those who delay their re
room and board charges, for up to 20 days In of coverage an individual would otherwise
tirement after age 65.
each spell of illness (subject to the $40 dehave. In effect, the change makes an indiPhysician Certification
ductible and other statutory limitations of vidual's entitlement to hospital insurance
The requirement of physician certification
payment) if the hospital did not formally benefits the same if he received hospital
of the medical necessity for hospital out
participate in medicare before January 1, services In a tuberculosis hospital as it would
patient services and admissions to general
1969. If it did participate in medicare be- be if he received services In a general hoshospitals is removed. Such services and adfore that date and if it applied Its utilization pia.missions
are almost always medically neces
review plan to the services It provided before
Payment for Blood
sary. The change will simplify administration
its regular participation started, up to the
toof
the program by eliminating unnecessary
full 90 days of coverage could be reimbursed.
The definition of "blood" is broadened to
paperwork.
Thus, there6 would be an incentive for noninclude packed red blood cells as well as
TIransfer of Outpatient Hospital Services to
participating hospitals to participate because
whole blood and the application of the
the Supplementary Medical Insurance
participation is a condition for covering past 3-pint deductible provision under the hosProgram
services beyond 20 dsys as well as a condipital plan is also extended to the suppleThe amendments transfer hospital outpa
tion for future coverage.
mentary medical insurance program.
tient diagnostic services ftomn the hospital
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insurance program to the supplementary
health agencies perform to help health facilHealth Insurance Benefits Advisory Council
medical Insurance program. The effect of the
ities qualify for participatidn in the various
The Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
change is that all hospital outpatient benehealth -programs under the Social Security
Council will assume the duties of the Na
fits will be covered under the supplementary. Act (including mnedicare, medicaid, and the
tional Medical Review Committee. The
medical insurance program and thus subject
child health programs) and to help those
Medical Review Committee, which has not
to the deductible ($50 a year) and coinsurfacilities improv~a their fiscal records for payyet been formed, will not be appointed. The
ance features (20 percent). This provision
ment purposes. Similar provisions in the
Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council
simplifies the procedure for paying benefits
medicare program (which finance such servmembership is increased from 16 to 19
for hospital outpatients by making such
Ices on a 100-percent basis from the Federal
persons.
payments subject to A single set of rules for
hospital Insurance trust fund) are repealed
determining patient eligibility, patient and
effective July 1, 1969, when this provision
StdofCvrgofevieofHah
mediicare liability and trust fund accountgoes into effect.
Practitioners
ability.
TrniinlPoiin Trasitona
o
nnue
dThe Secretary
Health,
and
PrvisonsforUnisurd
Idi-Welfare
will studyof the
need Education,
for, and make
Hospital Billing for Outpatient Services
viduals Under the Hospital Insurance recommendations concerning, the extension
Hospitals will be permitted, as an alternaProgram
of coverage under the supplementary medi
tive to the present procedure, to collect small
A person attaining age 65 in 1968 will be
cal insurance program to the services of ad
charges (if not more than $50) for outpatient
entitled to hospital insurance benefits if he ditional types of personnel who engage in the
hospital services from- the beneficiary withhas a minimum of three quarters of coverage
independent practice of furnishing health
out submitting a bill to medicare. (The
(existing law requires six), with the number
services.
amounts collected would be counted as exof quarters of coverage needed by persons Creation of an Advisory Council To Make
penses reimbursable to the beneficiary under
who reach age 65 In later years increasing by
Recommendations Concerning Health In
the medical insurance plan.) The payments
three in each year until the regular insured
due the hospitals would be computed at instatus requirement is met.
surance for Disability Beneficiaries
tervlshosita o reeivThe
asuretha
th
Secretary of Health, Education, and
trastasuetathhoptlrcied
Welfare will establish an Advisory Council to
Appropriation to Supplementary Medical
its final reimbursement on a cost basis. This
Insurance Trust Fund
suytepolm
eaiet
nldn
h
poiinwlbrnth-rqieetofte
Whenever the transfer of general revenue
disabled under the health Insurance pro
medicare program more closely into confunds to the supplementary medical insurgram, and also any special problems with
formity with the usual billing practices of
ance trust fund (after June 30, 1967) is not
regard to the costs which would be involved
hospitals.
made at the time the enrollee contribution is
in such coverage. The Council Is to make itz
Radiologists' and Pathologists' Services
made, the general fund of the Treasury will
report by January 1, 1969.
The amendments permit payment of full
pay, in addition to the Government share, an
Fia
reasonable charges for radiological or pathoamount equal to the interest, that would
Fiacing the Social Security and Hospital
logical services furnished by physicians to have been earned by the trust fund had trie
Insurance Programs
hospital Inpatients. Under present law, a 20
transfer been made on time. Also, the conThe tax rates and the tax base under pres
percent coinsurance factor is applicable as is
tingency reserve now provided for 1966 and
ent law and under the amendments are,
also the $50 deductible if It is not met by
1967 will be made available through 1969.
shown in the following table:
other medical expenses. This provision im
proves the protection of the program as well
TAXRATES UNDER PRESENT LAWANDUNDER THE AMENDMENTS
as facilitating benficiary understanding. It
will simplify hospital and intermedia.ry hanEMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE, EACH
dling of medicare claims by bringing the
[in percentj
requirements of the medicare program more
closely In line with the usual billing practices
OASDIHToa
of hospitals and the payment methods -of
Period
-_____________H
oa
private Insurance.
Present law
Amendments
Present law
Amendments
Present law
Amesdmssts
Payment for Portable X-ray Services
The amendments permit payment for di1968----------- ----3,9
3. 8
0. 5
0.6
4.4
4.4
agnostic X-rays taken in a patient's home or
1969-70------------4,4
4.2
,5
.6
4.9
4. 8
in a nursing home. These services will be 1971-72------------4.4
4.6
.5
.6
4.9
5.2
coerd nerth
spleenar
edca i-1973-75----- -------4.85
5, 0
.55
.65
5. 4
5.65
cvrdudrtesplmnaymdcli-1976-79------------4,85
5,0
.6
.7
5.45
5. 7
surance program if they are provided under
1980-86.............
4.85
5. 0
7
.8
5. 55
5,8
the supervision of a physician and are per1987 and after4,85
5,0
.8
9
5.65
5.9
formed under proper health and safety regu
lations,
SELF-EMPLOYED
Payment for Purchase of Durable Medical
Equipment
1968 --------------5. 9
5.8
0,5
0.6
6. 4
6.4
The amendments permit payment to be
1969-70------------6.6
6.3
.5
.6
7.1
6.9
mdfodualmeiaeqimnnedd
1971-72------------6.6
6.9
.5
.6
7.1
7. 5
mdfodualmeiaeqimnnedd
1973-75------------7. 0
7. 0
.55
.65
7.55
7.65
by an individual, whether rented or pur1976-79------------7. 0
7.0
.6
.7
7.6
7.7
chased, If purchased, payment, would be
1980-86------------7. 0
7.0
.7
.8
7.7
7.8
made periodically in the same amount as
1987 and after --7.0
7.0
.8
.9
7.8
7.9
if equipment were rented, for the period
the equipment was needed but without coyNote: Thesmaximum taxable earnings bass snder present law, $6,609, is increased to $7,860 effective Jan. 1, 1968.
ering more than the purchase price,
Reimbursement for Civil Service Retirement
PUBI5C WELFARE AND HEALTH AMENDMENTS
to the Department of Labor would be hanAnnuitants for Premium Payments Under
Work Incentive Program for AFDC Families
died under three priorities, Under priority I,
the Supplementary
Medical Insurance
The amendments establish a, new work Inthe Secretary of Labor, through the over
Program
tipormfr2,000
U.S. employment offices, would make
Fdrlepoe
gru
helhbnftcentve
pormfrfamilies
receiving AFD
arrangements for as many as possible to
helthbenfitpayments to be administered by the Depart- move into regular employment and would
Fedeal
mplyeegrou
plans will be permitted to reimburse certain
ment of Labor. The State welfare agencies
establish an employability plan for each other
civil service retirement annuitants who are
would determine who was appropriate forpesn
members of their plans for the premium
such referral but would not include (1)
pesnde. roiyI
l toefudsial
payments they make to the supplementary
children who are under ago 16 or going to would
precioeraiity
gallptose
iafoundsutabei
medical insurance program,
school; (2) any person with illness, incapacneeds and up to 830 a month incentive pay
Date of Attainment of Age 65 of Persons
ity, advanced age or remoteness from a projmoent. After training as many as possible
Enrolling in SMI Program
ect that precludes effective participation In would be referred to regular employment.
A person over 65, who believes, on the
work or training; or (3) persons whose subUnder priority III, the employment office
bai
fdcmnayevdne
hth
a
tantially continuous presence in the home
would make arrangements for special work
bass o doumntay
eidece tht
h h
is required because of the illness or inca-poet
to employ those who are found to
just reached age 65, will be allowed to enpacity of another member of the household. beusuitable for the training and those for
roll in the supplementary medical insurance
For all those referred the welfare agency will
whom no jobs in the regular economy can be
program as if he had attained age 65 on the assure necessary child care arrangements for found at the time, These special projects
dateshow
videce.the
in
children Involved. An Individual who would be set up by agreement between thae
Use of State Agencies To Assist Health Facildesires to participate in work or training
employment office and public agencies or
ities To Participate in the Various Health. would be considered for assignment and, nonprofit private agencies organized for a
Programs Under the Social Security Act unless specifically disapproved, would be republic service purpose. It would be required
States will be able to receive 75-percent
ferred to the, program,
that workers receive at least the minimum
Federal matching for the services which State
People referred by the State welfare agency
wage (but not necessarily the prevailing
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wage) if the work they perform is covered
source before applying the child's earned inbut could not be extended to a family for
under a minimum wage statute (and in apcome exemption.
refusal (without good cause) to accept work
plying tile minimum wage law, their, welfare
Under the amendments earned Income of or training under the work incentive pro
grants Would be counted). Moreover, the each child recipient who is a full-time stu- gram. This emergency aid could also be ex
work performed under special projects must dent or is a part time student not working tended to migrant workers who have de
not result in the displacement of regularly full time, will be excluded In determining pendent children.
employed workers and would have to be Of need for assistance. In the case of any other
Protective or Vendor Payments
a type which, under the circumstances in
child or an adult relative the first $30 of
The amendments increase the limitation
the local situation, would not otherwise be earned income of the group plus 1/3 of the reof recipients for whom protective payments
performed by regular employees.
mainder of such income for the month would
could be made because they were unable to
The special work projects woquld work also be exempt. The prior provision exemptmanage their funds from 5 percent to 10
like this: The State welfare agency would
ing $50 a month of a child's income would be
percent but excludes from the overall lim
make payments to the employment office surperseded by these provisions.
itation those recipients for whom such pay
equal to: (1) the welfare benefit the family Dependent Children of Unemployed Fathers
ments have been made becapse of the re
would have been entitled to, or, if smaller,
(2) a portion of the-welfare benefit equal to
The amendments provide that under
fusal without good cause, of an individual
80 percent of the rates which the individual
State programs of aid to families with deto work, register for work, or to participate
'receives on the special project.
pendent children of unemployed parents,
under a training or work program.
The Secretary of Labor would arrange
Federal matching would be available only Single Organizational Unit for Child Services
for the participants to work in a special
for the children of unemployed fathers.
The amendments provide that child-wel
work project. The amount of the funds paid Under present law States may include chil- fare services and services to children receiv
by him Into the project would depend on dren on the basis of the unemployment of
ing AFDC should be provided by the same
the terms he negotiates with the agency
mothers, as weUl as fathers. The amendments
organizational unit at the State and local
sponsoring the project. The amount of funds
also provide that the Secretary will prescribe
level, except that In those instances where
put into the projects by the, employment standards for the determination of what consuch services were provided by separate State
office could not be larger than the funds stitutes unemployment. The term Is defined agencies or separate local agencies, on the
sent to the Secretary of Labor by the State
by the States under present law,
date of enactment of the amendments, thry
welfare agency.
Under the amendments, State plans would
may continue to be provided by Buch agen
The extent to which the State welfare ex- have to provide for the payment of assistance
cies.
penditures might be reduced would depend
when a child's father has not been employed
Pass Along
upon the negotiating efforts of the Secretary for at least 30 days prior to receiving aid, if
Thamn
etsxpdteprvioe
of Labor. If he Is successful in placing these he has not refused a bona fide offer of emathed amnmn
ts65wh
expand thepovSionten-o
workers In wor: projects where the pay is ployment or training without good cause,ace
In16whhalosteSteo
relatively good, the contribution the State
and if he has had a recent and subetantial
exempt up to $5 a month of any type of
must make into the employment pool would
connection with the labor force. Assistance
anmou into asseristnce. Efectgbiiveyupnd
eat-e
be less and there would be a savings to both would be denied if the father is not currently
ameunt,the assitatesoul havethve
opton
ofct
Federal and State Governments,
registered with the public employment ofexemtin,
pttheSae otald ofv
$7.5 aptmont
ofo
Employees who work under these agreefice in the State, if he refuses without good the aged, blind, and the totally and perma
ments would have their situations reevl-cause to undertake work or training, or renently disabled.
uated by the employment office at regular fuses without, good cause to accept employ
ineras
las avey6
onh)
o tement,
of If he is receiving unemployment
Increased Authorizations for Child Welfare
inteval
(atleat
eery
moths)fortheServices
purpose of making it possible for as many
compensation.
suheplyea
osbl
omoeit
Th
tts
would have to refer the fathers
The amendments increase child welfare
regular employment,
to work incentive programs with 3o days
authorizations from $55 million for fiscal
An important facet of this suggested work after first providing them with welfare asyear 1969 to $100 million, and from $60
program is that in most Instances the resistance.
million for later years to $110 million.
cipient would no longer receive a check from
States which are operating programs for Provision of Family Service State Plan
the welfare agency. Instead, he would rethe children of unemployed parents as proRequirement
ceive a payment from an employer for servvided for under present law would not have
There Is a provision in present law requirices performed. The entire check would be to add any additional children or families
Ing State welfare agencies to make, a plan
subject to ingome, social security, and unas a result of the new provisions prior to for providing welfare services for each child
employment compensation taxes, thus assurJuly 1, 1969. However, the amendment estabin an AFDC family. Under the amendments,
Ing that the Individual would be accruing lishing criteria for persons covered would be
the plan must also provide for welfare serv
rights and responsibility just as other work- effective January 1, 1968, and no Federal
ices for the adults in the family.
ing people do. In those cases where an em- matching would be provided for persons who Use of Subprofessional and Volunteer Staff
ployee receives wages which are Insufficient
do not meet these criteria.
Teaedet
eur
tts
fetv
to raise his Income to a level equal to the
Limitation on Federal Matching in AFDC
July
ame199,totsraieadusre Sttsubprofecslone
grant he would have received had he not
Program
staff,199,wi
othr-ariculard uemphsispo onate
ls
Ben n heprfet
ls
0 eren o hs
The amendments sets a limitation on Fedof welfare recipients and other persons of low
wages, a welfare check equal to the differeral financial participation In the AFDC income, as community service aides for the
ence would be paid. In these instances the
program related to the proportion of the kinds of jobs appropriate for them in the
supplemental check would be issued by the child population under age 18 aided because
public assistance, child welfare, and health
welfare agency and sent to the worker,
of the absence from the home of a parent.
programs under the Social Security Act. The
A refusal to accept work or undertake
Federal financial participation would not be amendment also directs States to use volun
training without good cause by a person who available for any excess above the percentage
teers in the program both for the provi
has been referred would be reported back of children of absent parents who received
sion of services to recipients, and for the
to the State agency by the Labor Depart- aid to the child population under age 18 in. assistance of advisory committees.
ment; and, unless such person returns to the State as of January 1, 1968.PaetIvlmntiDyCr-ayae
the program within 60 days (during which
This limitation will be effective after June
SaetIvleetain
Dards
e-aCr
he-would receive counseling), his welfare
80, 1968.
ThSmnm
tansdarddasteplnrqrc
payment would be terminated. Protective
Federal Payments for Foster Home Care of ment to the child welfare day-care provi
and vendor payments would be continued,
Dependent Childrensinfodelpm
tofargmnsfr
hoevrfo
te
epndntchldentoprEffective July 1, 1969, States would have
the more effective involvement of parents in
tect them from the faults of others,
to provide AFDC payments for children who day care programs. Also, the day care stand
The States would have to meet 20 percent,
are placed In a foster home if in the 6
ards in the child welfare services programs
In cash or In kind, of the total cost of the months before proceedings started in the will be made applicable to day care pro
program (excluding amounts paid on special
court they would have been eligible for vided to AFDC; children.
work projects, priority HII, which would A.FDC if they had lived in the home of a relaRptito
xeso
come from the employer and the transferred tive. The provision would be optional with
Rptito
xeso
welfare payments).
the States before July 1, 1969. Under present
The amendments extend for 1 year, through
Earnings Exemption
law, children In foster care are eligible for June 30, 1969, the temporary legislation
Under the present aid to families wIth AFDC payments only if they actually rewhich authorizes -assistance to needy Amer
dependent children program, the States, at ceived such payments In the month they iasneywohv
enrptitdt
their option, may disregard not more than
were placed in foster care. Federal matching the United States by the Department of
$50 per month of earned Income of each dewould be available for grants up to an averState from foreign countries.
pendent child under age 18 but not more
age of $100 a month per child.
Demonstration Projects
than $150 per month in the same home in
Emergency Assistance
Two million dollars annually is currently
computing the family's Income for public
The amendments authorizes up to 30 days available to encourage the States to develop
welfare purposes. The States also have the of emergency assistance during a 12-month demonstrations in improved methods of pro
option of disregarding $5 income from any period to a child under 21 and his family, viding service to recipients or in Improved
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methods of administration. The amendments
medicaid program in the State health agenboarding house (for which eligible persons
Increase this amount to $4 million annually.
cies which they now get when such personmay receive a, money payment under the
Payment for Home Repairs
nel work in the 'single State agency," usually money payment programs), and those who
The amendment for the cash public' as- the public assistance agency. Under present need the comprehensive services of skilled
sistance programs, allow 50 percent Federal
law, matching is 50 percent in such cases,
nursing homes.
machn frrears(p o$50 o
oms
Advisory Council on Medical Assistance
The amendments provide for vendor payowned by recipients if to do so would be more
An Advisory Council on Medical Assistance, mensi
eafo
esn
h
ulf
o
economical from the standpoint of the proconslsting of 21 persons from outside the OAA, AB, -or APTD, and who are living 14n
gram.
Government, is established to advise the Sec- facilities
(including a Christian Science
Purchase of Social Services
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare on sanitarium) which are more than boarding
The menmens pemitthepurhase
matersof aminstrtio
of he
ediaidhouses but which are less than skilled nursTh mnmnspri
h
ucaeby
mtesoadisrton
fthmdcid
ing homes. The rate of Federal sharing for
welfare agencies of child care and other servprogram,
payments for care in those institutions is at
ices under the public assistance title of the Free Choice for Persona Eligible for Medicaid
the same rate as for medical assistance under
act. Such services may now be provided by
Effective July 1, 1969 (July 1, 1972, for title XIX. Such homes will have to meet
welfare agency staff but existing law does Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam).
safety and sanitation standards comparable
not permit their purchase except from other
people covered under the medicaid program
to those required for nursing -homes in a
State agencies,
will have free choice of qualified medical fagiven State.
cilities and practitioners, including comSocial Work Manpower and Training
This provision should result in a reduction
The amendments authorize $5 million for
munity pharmacies,
in the cost of title XIX by allowing States to
tore fiscal year ending June 30; 1969, and $5
Use oft State Agencies To Assist Health Facilirelocate substantial numbers of welfare
million for each of the 3 succeeding fiscal
ties To Participate in the Various Health recipients who are now in skilled nursing
years for grants to public or nonprofit priPrograms Under the Social Security Act
homes in lower cost institutions.
vate colleges and universities and _to acStates will receive 75-percent Federal
Maintenance of State Effort
credited graduate schools of social work, or
matching for services which State health
Present law contains certain provisions
an association of such schools, to meet part
agencies' perform to help health facilities which in effect require that the additional
of the costs of development, expansion, or
qualify for participation. in the 'various Federal dollars States received as a result of
improvement of undergraduate programs in
health programs under the Social Security the Social Security Amendments of 1965 are
Act (including medicare, medicaid, and the passed on to recipients or are otherwise used
social work and programs for the graduate
training of professional social work personchild health programs) and to help these in the State's welfare program, for a period
nel. Not less than one-half of the amount
facilities improve their fiscal records for payending July 1, 1969. The amendments adds to
appropriated would have to be used for
ment purposes. Similar provisions in the the kinds of expenditures States may count
grants for undergraduate programs.
medicare program (which finances such serv(from July 1,. 1966) in determining whether
Location of Absent Parents
ices on. a 100-percent bais from the Federal
they are ssatisfying the maintenance of effort
The amendments provide that in those
hospital insurance trust fund) are repealed
provisions. The maintenance of effort pro
instances In which welfare agencies have
effective July 1, 1969, when this provision xision as amended would tetminate July 1,
been unable to locate absent parents ofgositefe.198
children receiving AFDC through all sources
Payments for Services and Care by a Third
Direct Billing-Medicaid
available to them, including records of the
Party-Medicaid
Under present law. States are required to
Social Security Administration, the Internal
States are required to take- steps to assure
pay for health services under medical assist
Revenue Service will make available any inthat the medical expenses of a person coyance programs directly to the provider of the
formation concerning their whereabouts that. ered under the medicaid program, which a
services. Under the amendment, States will
it may have,
third party has a legal obligation to pay, will
be permitted to make a direct payment to the
Limitation on Federal Participation in Medinot be paid, or, If liability Is later deter- recipient for physicians' and dentists' rervcal Assistance (Medicaid)
mined, that steps will be taken to secure
Ices with respect to those medical assistance
Sttswl
elmtdi
etn
noe
reimbursement,
recipients who are not also receiving cash
levels for Federal matching purposes to
Medicaid Safeguardsasitce
133Y 3 percent of the AFDC payment level.
The amendment requires States to estabReqjuired Services Under Medicaid
(For the period July-December 1968, the lish methods and procedures designed to
States now have-to provide, as a minimum,
percentage is 150, and for calendar year
safeguard against unnecessary utilization of five basic services: Inpatient hospital serv
1969 it is to be 140 percent.)
health care and services, as well as to assure
ices, outpatient hospital services, other
Federal matching for medical care for all that payments
(including payments for laboratory and X-ray services, skilled nursing
those who are receiving or eligible for cash
drugs) do not exceed reasonable charges
home services, and physician's services. States
assistance or who would be eligible for cash and that they are made on a basis consistent
may select a number of other items of service
assistance if not institutionalized, will not
with efficiency, economy, and quality of care,
from an additional list in the law.
be affected under the amendment.
Skle
usn
oeSadrsUnder
the amendments States will be re
CordntinofMdiaiendte
upl-ursnde
Hmedicaidad
quired to provide the basic five services for
nd te
SpplMdicid
Coorinaionof
Uner
ediaidall
money payment recipients (the most
mentary Medical Insurance Program
States are required, as a condition for parneedy receiving help under the program).
States will have until January 1, 1970
ticipation In the medicaid program, to place
With respect to the medically indigent, States
(rather than January 1, 1968) to buy-in title
assistance recipients only In those licensed would be allowed to select either the first
XVIII supplementary medical insurance for nursing homes which meet certain condifive, or seven out of 14, services authorized
persons eligible for medicaid. Also, people tions. The conditions include requirements
under the law, except that if nursing home
who are eligible for medicaid but who do which relate to environment, sanitation, and or hospital care services are selected, a State
not receive cash assistance may be Included
housekeeping now applicable to extended must also provide physician's services in
in the group for which the State can purcare facilities under medicare, as well as fire those institutions. Subsequent to July 1,
chase such coverage and persons who first safety standards of the life safety code of .1970, a State would also be required to pro
go on the medicaid rolls after 1967 are also the National Fire Protection Association
vide home health services for Its cash assist
eligible. There Is no Federal matching to(unless the Secretary finds that a State's
ance recipients.
ward the State's share of the premium in
existing fire code is adequate).
Christian Scientists-Health Programs
such cases. Federal matching amounts will
States. will also have to have a professional
The amendments add a provision to the
not be available to States for services which medical audit program under which periodic medical assistance (title XIX) and the child
could have been covered under the supplehealth programs (title V), making it clear
medical evaluations of the appropriateness
mentary medical insurance programs but of care provided title XIX patients in nurs- that no provision In such titles requires an
were not as a result of a State's failure to Ing homes, mental hospitals, and other InstiIndividual to undergo medical screening,
buy in.
tutions will be made,
diagnosis, or treatment, where contrary to
Modification of Comparability ProvisionsEffective July 1, 1970, States which provide his religious belief, except in cases involving
Medicaid
skilled nursing home care under medicaid
contagious disease or environmental health.
States do not have to Include in medicaid will also be expected to provide home health
Hospital Deductibles and Copayment for
coverage for recipients under age 65 the same care services.
Medically Indigent
services which the aged receive under the Federal Matching for Assistance Recipients
Under present law, States may not impose
supplementary medical Insurance program
In Intermediate Care Facilities
ayddcilso
otsaigpoiin
funihe h ndrby-nprviinsdiUnder current law, vendor payments may with respect to hospital care under the med
be made with Federal sharing only in behalf
cussed above,
icaid program. Under the amendments, the
Extent of Federal Financial Participation in
of persons In medical facilities, such as costs of hospital care received by the med
State Administrative Expenses--Medicaid
skill~d nursing homes, There is no Federal
ically needy will be subject to deductibles Or
States will get the same 75-percent Federal vendor payment matching for people who other cost sharing if a State desired to have
matching for physicians and other profes- need institutional care in the interinediate
such provisions in its program. No such de
sional medical personnel working on the range between that which is provided In a ductible or cost sharing could be imposed
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with respect to money payment recipients,
title IV, but there are no Federal requireas under existing law.
ments. Under the amendments, States will be
Essential Person-Medicaid
required to offer family planning services to
The amendments extend medical assistall appropriate AFDC recipients. Federal
ance to certain "essential persons." At presmatching of these expenditures will be proen hrrvsosn
ntteXXwih
vided. In addition, authorizations for the
permts ahr
iste preceiveoi
to
Fitederal
hic
maternal and child health programs are incrae,
for medical assistance provided for "essential
and 6 percent of the appropriated
persn."An
essntil prso" i deine as funds are earmarked for family planning.
th naebid
puet
rdsbe
u(An estimated $15 million would be spent for
tic aspositne
roanaeip bientdwhor disablvin
with
that purpose under the 1969 authorization,
him, andssisential oreien
neesarh o liigwelfar
his
with increases thereafter). Demohsatration
and whose needs are taken into accoun in
projects would need to be developed for the
dtriigteao
ofhsiah
nt
na provision of family planning services for
ment. The wife of an OAA recipient, for exmothers in needy areas.
ample, who herself Is not eligible for cah
Language is included to clarify that the
asitncaeaseseisudrae
h5wlacceptance of family plannnig services is
belgbefrmdclassistancebcues
e ne
i
f the Statel
voluntary and not a requisite for the receipt
be eigile iftheStae
ssisanc
or
edial 0promote
plan so provided,
of assistance,
Licensing of Nursing Home Administrators
Training of Personnel for Health Care and
Under Medicaid
Related Services for Mothers and Children
The amendments require States to license
The amendments will direct the Secretary
administrators of nursing homes. Adminof Health, Education, and Welfare "to give
istrators currently operating a home who do special attention to" programs providing
not qualify initially would have until July
training at the undergraduate level in mak1, 1972, to qualify. In the meantime, the ing grants for training of!such personnel.
States would be required to offer programs
Consolidation and Increase of Child Health
of training to assist administrators to qualify.
Authorizations
Optometric Services Under Child Health
The amendments consolidate the existing
Programs
separate child health authorizations into
Persons receiving health services under one single authorization with three general
child health programs will be free to utilize categories. Beginning with 1969, 50 percent of
the services of optometrists when approthe total authorization would be for formula
grants, 40 percent for project grants, and 10
priate.
Family Planning
percent for research and training. By July
Family planning expenditures are now made
1972 the States would have to take over the
unde
thematrnalandchil helth ro- responsibility for the project grants, and 90
une
aenladcidhat
h
rpercent of the total authorization would then
gram in title V and through medical assist- go to the States In the form of formula
ance under title XIX, as a medical services
grants. Total authorizations would increase
from $250 million in 1969 to $350 million in
expenditure. States are free to offer family
planning services to AFDC recipients under
1973 and thereafter.
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Additional Requirements on the States
Under the Formula Grant Program-Child
Health
State plans must provide for the early
identification and treatment of crippled
children. Title XIX Is amended to conform
to this requirement. The States must also
devote special attention to family planning
services and dental care for children in the
development of demonstration services.
Project Grants-Child Health
Until July 1972,tea
nd
ntuhois
project grants (1) to help reduce the inci
dneo
etlrtrainadohrhni
capping conditions caused by complications
associated with childbearing, and to help re
duce infant and maternal mortality; (2) to
the health of children and youth of
school and preschool age; and (3) to provide
dental care and services to children. Begin
ning July 1972, responsibility for these proj
ects will be transferred to the States.
The fiscal year 1968 authorization for ma
ternity and infant care special projects
grants is increased from $30 to $35 million.
Limitation on Federal Matching for Puerto
Rico, Guam, and Virgin Islands
The dollar limit for Federal financial par
ticipation In Public assistance for Puerto
Rico is raised from the present $9.8 million
to $12.5 million for 1968, $15 million for 1969.
$18 million for 1970, $21 million for 1971 and
$24 million for 1972 and thereafter. Up to an
additional $2 million can be certified for fain
ily planning services and expenses to support
work incentive programs.
Under medicaid an overall dollar limit of
$20 million is applicable to Puerto Rico and
the ratio of Federal matching Is changed
from 55 percent to 50 percent.
Proportionate adjustments are made for
Guam and the Virgin Islands.

TABLE 1.-COMPARISON OFMONTHLY CASHBENEFITS UNDERPRESENT
LAWAND UNDERH.R.12080AS AGREED
TO BY THECONFERENCE
COMMITTEE
Average msslhly arnings alter
190

$67or less

$150

$250

Present H.R. Present H.R. Present
law
12080 law
12080 law

1. Retirement at65 er disability
benefit................---$44.50 $55.00
2. Retirement at 62------------- 35.20 44.00
3. Wile's benefit at 65or with
child in ber care------------ 22.00 27.50
4. Wife's benefit at62----------- 16. 50 20.70
5. 1 child at retired sr disabled
worker................---22.00 27.50
6. Widnw, 62or elder..........--44.00 55.00
7. Widow at 60, nochild--------- 38.20 47.70
8. Disabled widow at age50............--33.40
9. Widow under 62and1child.-66.00 82.50
10. Widow under 62 and2children- 66.00 82.50
11.1Ssrviving child............--44.00 55.00
12.2 surniving children..........--66.00 82.50
66.00 82.50
13. Maximum family beneeit.h -14. Maximum lamp-sum det
payment..............----132.00 165.00

$78.20 $88.40
62.60 70. 80
39.10
29.40
39.10
64.60
56.00
---117.40
102.00
58.70
117.40
120.00

$300

H.R.
Presest
12080
law

$350
H.R. Present
12880
law

$550

$8501
H.R.
12880

H.R. Present
12080
law

H.R.
12080

$124.20
99.40

$140.40
112.40

$135.90
108.80

$153.60
122.90

$168.00
134.40

$189.90
152.00

$218.00
174.40

62.10
46.60

78.20
58.70

68.00
51.00

76.80
57.60

84.00
63.00

95.00
71.30

niOSOG
0
78.80

$101.70
81.40

$115.00
92.08

50.9o
38.20

57.50
43.20

56.20
42.20

44.20
50. 90
73.00
84.00
63.30
72. 80
44.50 ----132.60
152.60
132.60
202.40
66. 30
76.30
112.60
152.60
132.60
202. 40

57.50
94.90
82.30
57.60
172.60
202.40
86.30
172.60
202.40

56.20
92.80
80.50
---168.60
240.00
84.30
168.60
240.00

63.60
62.10
104.90
102.50
91.00
88.90
63.60 ----198.80
186.40
240.00 279.60
95.40
93.20
190.80
186.40
248.00
280.80

78.20
68.00
115.90
112.20
108.50
97.30
78.30 ----210.60
204.00
280.80 306.00
105.30
102.00
210.60
204.00
280.80
399.20

76.80
84.00
126.80
138.60
189.90
120.20
76.90 ----230.40
252. 00
322.40 368.00
115.20
126.00
230.40
252. 08
322.40
368.00

95.00
156.70
135.90
95.00
285. 00
395.60
142.50
285. 00
395.60

109.00
179.90
156.00
199.10
327. 00
434.40
163.50
327. 00
434.40

255.00

255.00

255. 00

255.00

255.00

255.00

255.08

44.20
33.20

234.60 255. 00

255.00

I'Masimam AMEunder H.R.12080.
Snurce: Social Seucrity Administration.

$ti2. 40 $127.10
90.00
101.70

$400
H.R. Present
12080
law

2

63.60
47.70

255. 00

255. 00

255.00

Maximum wife's benefit

TABLE 2.-MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTION AMOUNTS UNDER
AMENDMENTS-OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, DISABILITY, AND HOSPITAL INSURANCE
OASDT
Calendar year

Pre-leas
law

Health insarance

19~67 Previoas
amendlaw
ments

1967
amendments

OASDT

Total
Previous
law

1967
amend1ments

1967
amendmusts

Previnus
law

1967.................---$389.40 $389.40
1968.................----389.40
452.40
1969-70...............---435.60
491.40
1971-72...............---435.60
538.20
1973-75...............---462. 00 546.00

$33.00
33.00
33.00
33.00
36.30

546.00

52.80

Calendar year

Previous
law

Employee
1967...............$257.40 $257.40
1968.................---257.40
296.40
1969-70...............---290. 40 327.60
1971-72...............--290. 40 358.80
1973-75...............--320. 10 390.00
1987and alter...........-

320.1tO 390.00

$33.00
33.00
33.00
33.00
36.30

$33.00
46.80
46.80
46. 80
50.70

52.80

70.20

Source: Chief Actuary, Social Security Administratkbii.

Health insurance
1967
amendmusts

Total
Preninas
law

1967
amendments

$33.00O$422.40
46. 80 422.40
46.80 468.60
46.80
468.60
50.70 498.30

$422.
40
499.20
538.20
585.00
596.70

Self-employed
$290.40 $290.40
290. 40 343.20
323.40 374.40
323.40
405.60
356.40 440.70
372.90

460.20

1987and after...........--462. 00

70.20

514.80

616.20
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TABLE 3.-ESTI MATED ADDITIONAL OASD
IBENEFIT PAYMENTS IN CAL ENDAR YEARS1968.1969,AND 1972UNDER
AMEN DM ENTS
[In millions of dollarsi
Item

1968

1969

General benefit increase..------------------------ 2,5,29
Benefit increase for transitional insured---------------6
Benefit increase for transitional noninsured------------43
Liberalized benefits with respect to women workers..-.73
Special disability insered states under age31----------60

1972

3,190
7
43
90
72

3,604
5
25
101
77

Item

1968

Disabled widow's benefits at age50-------- ---------Earnings test liberalization------------------------Total -----------------------------------

50
140

____

1969

1972

63
221

73
244

_____

2,901

3,686

4,129

Source: Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration.
TABLE 4.-COMPARISON OFCONTRIBUTION INCOME AND BENEFIT OUTGO
PRESENT
UNDER
LAWAND UNDER
AMENDMENTS,OLD-AGE.SURVIVORS, DISABILITY, AND HOSPITAL INSURANCE
[In billions of dollars
Calendar year

Contribution income

Benefit outgo

Excess
of contributiuns over benefits

Calendar year

Contribution ncome

Benefit outgo

Present law
1967---------------------1968--------1969---------------------1970---------------------1971---------------------1972----------------------

28.5
29.6
33.7
35.2
36.2
37.2

Excess
of contrihu
tions ever benefits

Amendments

24.2
25.5
26.9
28.2
29.4
30.8

4.3
4.1
6.8
7.0
6.8
6.4

1968---------------------1969---------------------1970---------------------1971---------------------1972----------------------

31.0
35.2
36. 8
40. 8
42. 5

28.3
30.4
31.8
33.3
34.7

2.7
4.8
5.0
7.5
7.8

Source: Chief Actuary, Social Secerity Administration.
TABLE 5.-DETAIL OFPUBLIC WELFARE
ANDCHILD HEALTH COSTSAGREED
TO BYTHE CONFERENCE
COMMITTEE
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal

Fiscal

rgear

1'ear

Fiscal
r9ar,

Public assistance:
AFDCcosts if there is no change in
present law'----------1,462.0 1,555.01,647.0
Title XIX costs if2 there is no change
in present law --------1,391.0 1,913.0 2,289.0
All ether public assistance costs if
there isno change is present law'.- 1,647.0 1,700. 0 1,725. 0
Subtotsl, present law---------- 4, 500. 0 5,168. 0 5,661. 0
_____

Iecreases Inthe bill:
Daycare.....................--Nothr social services..............-Earnings exemptions..............-Work training....................-Foster care....................---

____

____

Fiscal
rear

Fiscal

Fiscal

Fiscal

Fiscal

rear

rear

rgear

gear

1,741.0

1,837.0

2,690.0

3,118.0

1,750. 0
6,181.0

1,776. 0
-in
6,731.0

_____

_____

(4)
(4)
(4)

35.0
35.0
20.0
129.0

80. 0
70.0
25.0
165.0

160.0
100.0
30.08
289.0

(4)

10.0

20.0

33.0

30

Emergency assistance.............-(4)
10.0
Puerto Riceet al................-(4)
7.8
Demonstration projects............-(4)
2.0
Additional child health requirements
in title XIX................................---OAA, AB APTD spouses under
medicaid.............----:.....(4)
14.0
Medical review program for nursing
homes.............................--2. 5
Subtotal, increases.............- 50

265.3

20.0
11.0
2.0

350.0
125.0
35.0
308.0
40.0

35.0
14.2
2.0

35.0
17. 5
2.0

30. 0

40.0

50.0

15.0

16. 0

17. 0

5.0

7.5

10.0

646.7

989.5

-



Subtotol decreases--------------- 15 -415. 0-831.0 -1,286.0
Net cost of savings due to public
3
197
380
assistance-amendments.........-3
-197 38.
Total public assistance an
amendedl by bill............-4,535 5,018. 3 5,237. 0
__ _ _

3Assumes continued decline in number of old-age assistance and old to Ike blind recipients, and

TABLE 6.-WORK TRAINING IMPACT OFWORK
INCENTIVE
PROGRAM
Full-time
Federal
job
Work
AFDC Trainees PlaceFiscal year
training
redaction
(thoumenits
expenses
due to sands)'
after
(millions)
training
training
(millions)
(thousands)
1968----

$30

1969...........129
1970---165

1971
-------

197_----- 30

-----$11

-63
S

__257

27
110
150

19

280_

-----

13

55
7
95__

1ear

__ _ _

-693
-6.3
5,541. 7
_ _ _ _

60.0
50.0
10.0

-1,766.0
765
765
5,954.5
_ _ _ _

60.0
50.0
15.0

60.0
50.0
15.8

65.0
5.0

65.0
5.0

_______

Subtotal, increases.................... 50.0
Social work manpower....................-5.0
Net public welfare cost or savings
in bill......................--

60. 0
5.0
____

38

-94.7

____

-323. 0
___

Child Health:
Authorizations inbill...............-203
Authorization in present law..........198
5

_____

-569.3

-706.5

____

250.0
210. 5

275.0
225.5

300.0
225. 5

325.0
225.5

39.5

49.5

74.5

99.5

continued increase in old to the permanently and totally disabled, basedonexperience; allows
increases for average payments.
4 1968cost of$20,000,880 related to these items undistributed.
Nt:Cssaebsda 98pie xeta oe nasmtos
Source: U.S.Department of Health, Educat~on,
and Welfare.

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, H.R. 12080,
the Social Security Amendments of 1967,
was the product of long and exhaustive
deliberations on the part of the Comnmittee on Ways and Means. It was the
subject of 8 hours of debate in this body.
Aso1iaypsedb
Huey
Asoiialypse
ythe Hueby
the overwhelmingmargin of 415 to 3, it
. was a good bill and I am pleased that the
conference committee adopted most of
the welfare provisions in the original
Hosvein.of
It was a bill I supported, and I have

Tota757
250Although,
84
-47
84-46
77
20
been shocked to learn that Federal tax
I rciietso
oe nt ncudpioit II or pojct.
dollars, through the so-called war on
2 Includes $8,000,000 I-yearcost for priority III work projects
poverty, apparently have been used to
(for public agencies),
misinform welfare recipients regarding
Source: U.S.Deportment of Labor,
the contents of the measure,
Ttl

__ _ _

Child welfare:
Present law.....................-55
55. 0
Increase for child welfare services............ 45. 0
Increase for child welfare research.............5. 0

Increase in bill...................
I Assumes annual increase In the rolls of about 200,000, based enthe experience of the past
several years; allows increase of $1each year in the average monthly payment per recipient, in
lionwith recent experience.
2Includes allImedical vendor payments; assumes 5-percent annual increase In unit costs after

Fiscal

Decreases in the bill:
AFDClimitation................................................._-----
AFDCreductions for persons trained---------.-11.0 -63.0
-145.0
-257. 0
Restrictions en title XIX----------- ------- -329.0 -678.0 -1,037.0 -1,405.0
Decreases in public assistance due ts
social secerity benefit increase....
-15
-65. 0 -70. 0
-75.0
-75. 0
Federal participation In cost oncare
"Intermediate care facilities---- ------- -10.0
-20.0
-29.0
-29.0

_____

443.0

Fiscal
realr

I have at hand a letter which was
mailed to ADC-Inothers in Black Hawk
County, Iowa, bearing the names of the
president, vice president, secretary, and
treasurer of a group called Mothers for
Adequate Welfare. This group was
formed with the staff assistance of the
legal services. program, Black Hawk
County Legal Aid Society, Waterloo,
Iowa, and the legal services program is
operating with a grant from the Office
Economic Opportunity of more than
$66,000.

as I say, the letter bears the
names of the officers of the Mothers for
Adequate Welfare, I have reason to be
lieve- that it was prepared by Robert C.
Oberbillig, director of the legal services
program, or by a member of his staff.'
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I am confident that the distinguished
It is interesting to note that the Black
Hawk County group has affiliated with gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. MILLS]
an outfit in Washington known as the and other members of the Comnmit~ee on
Ways and Means resent, as I do, this
ru.Oeaig
Poet ihsAto
from the Poverty Rights Action Center, attempt to misinform welfare recipients
1713 R.Street NW., Washington, D.C., regarding the purpose of the public asthis is the organization which reportedly sistance provisions of the bill on which
mobilized ADC mothers to disrupt hear- they worked so long and hard.
It is my understanding, Mr. Speaker,
ings before the Senate Finance Cointhre s nthig
as comitee
on-tha
mitee
1080whi
othng ii H..
H.. 1080whch
tat tereis
hatcommtte
cowenwa
mitte hentha
sidering H.R. 12080. Referring to the would require any adult or child, who is
demonstration, the lead paragraph of a suffering from a physical or other handiWashington Post article on September cap, to take a job. And it is not intended,
as I understand the bill, to take a mother
20, 1967, reads as follows:
A hitter hand of welfare mothers staged a

away from the home where her presence

the oppression of the welfare poor will not be
eliminated . .. . In order to generate a crisis,
the poor must obtain benefits which they
have forfeited
By crisis, we mean a publicly visible dis-

would raise objections when this body

the AFDC Case Load. For Congress to deny
food to needy children, some yet unborn is

an.

JtErHc.iAVE.
Rev. FRANCIS G. O'SULLIVAN.
Rev. EUGENE P. McNAMARA.

Conference Committee Report Social Secu
rity Bill appalling Title II provisions frees
ing AFDC Case Load and forcing work morally
and
financially unsound. Plead with you not
to accept
Conference Committee Report or
any Bill with these regressive features. Would
be tremendous set hack for the Nation.
at. Rev. JoasEr T. ALVES.
Chairman, Social Policy and Act ion
Division, Nafionlal

Association

of

Social Workers, MassachusettsCoun
is needed. Neither would any child be
cil of Chapter.
Committee yesterday after testifying that made to quit school and take a job.
It does not seem to occur to those indi
there would be a "holocaust in every city" if
[From the Boston Globe, Dec. 12, 1967J
teeAD
restrictive House-passed welfare changesviulwhwodmsnfr
LET 'EM EAT CARE
that what they are doing is
bcmlamothers
With Congress racing to get away from
Also interesting to note is the fact that jeopardizing the entire aid to dependent
a member of the board of directors of the children program, for make no mistake Washington for a month's Christmas vaca
can slow down the tion, there is probably little to be done about
it, unless
is one
Group
Poverty Rights Action
rae we
o grwthin he um-the Conference Committee's agreement on
he about
remedou
lowrda
Richrd
pofesorin
he um-amendments to the Social Security law ex
he
remedou rae o grwthin
Richrd
pofesorinlowrda
eapt to deplore the committee's niggardli
School of Social Work, Columbia Univer- ber of those receiving aid, the ADHC prosity, New York City. Let me read the gram could be abandoned because of the ness.
Deplored, then, It is. And to the hilt. It
following from an article written by Clo- inability of hard-pressed taxpayers to
comes on the heels of another such comn
ward and a Frances Fox Piven which ap- pay the costs.
Under the circumstances, it is indeed maittee's cutting of the antipoverty authori
peared in the May 2, 1966, issue of the
strange that anyone who purports to be zation a few days earlier, the slashing of for
Nation magazine:
The right to income must be guaranteed or interested in the welfare of ADC mothers elgn aid funds and the pittance distributed

"wait-in" for the entire Senate Finance

due improvements in the program.

w'ith such fanfare for the Model Cities proIt comes at a time when billions are
iuesntogovrn
setil pouingne uninearruptedl
metfnacdreerh.o.uproicar
craft, safe automobiles, nuclear produced gas

report on Social Security. OASDI recipients
deserve much more than meager increases it

date.
Children and welfare mothers are hit at

And I am confident the vast majority contains. We deplore punitive Welfare proof citizens of the district I have the honor visions in report which unfairly and unjustly
of representing would not want me to penalize Naiton's poor just because they are
yield. I am also confident they do not poor. Your vote for rejection of Conference
approve of the use of Federal tax revenue Report would enable a new conference to
to support the activities of the Mothers write an adequate Social Security Bill,
MEANT,
gopGEORGE
we ta
fo deuteWlfr
AFL-CIO.
tht
goupPresident,
for
deqateWelarewhe
has affiliated with a radical national orWe urge your leadership to persuade the
ganization which apparently advocates
revolution and threatens a "holocaust in House to reject Conference Report gn H.R.

one end of the bill and the aged ill at the
other. Typical is the provision limiting the
sum which the aged infirm may deduct from
their income taxes for medicines and drugs.
This is not only unfair but an instance of
borrowing from Peter to pay Paul, for plainly
the aged poor will have to get the money for

fcntu-gram.
banaoto
atepst
tive measures to bring about long over-

Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts, Mr. and oil and other such private industry proj
Speaker, at this time, I wish to call the acts, including virtually unsupervised spend
attention of the Members to a few of the ing by the arms and mumitions Industry.
It confirms fears that any cuts which
many messages I have received throughout the country in opposition to that part Washington is about to make In spending
HR.100will be at the expense of those least able to
cnfrceepr
oth
pay and least able to defend their interests.
.28
rftecofersnto thepoa idfor
it justifies the outrage of progressive sean
which rfstoheadordependeiit
children caseload freeze. They come from tors who will demand (forlornly at this late
some of the outstanding authorities in date) that the Senate reject it and return it
the Nation and I ask leave to enter some to a new and rectifying conference.
Its most regressive feature is the proposed
of them in the RECORD at this time. I also
act to avert,
po
include an editorial that appeared in the revision of welfare laws curtailing benefits
atil
o ti
Wht
athr h
and dependen hlrn
on Tuesday, December 12, to welfare mothers
Globe
pose is the destruction of established SYS- Boston
the concern of that A government once called humanitarian has
expresses
1967, which
to save a few dollars at the expense
peratrtedecided
tems unless the demands of welfare nesaewihwl
fe h of children whose crime is that they un
ilapa
hc
recipients, no matter how unreasonablenwppr
wisely chose to be born into welfare fain
are met. I have no intention of submitting messages:
AFL-CIO urges you vote against conference ilies after a legislatively prescribed cutoff
to their intimidation and political blackruption in some institutional sphere. Crisis
can occur spontaneously (e.g. riots) or as the
intended result of tactics of demonstration
and protest which either generate institutional disruption or bring unrecognized disruption to public attention. Public trouble is
political liability: it calls for action by PonitIcal leaders to stabilize the situation, Because crisis usually creates or exposes conflict
it threatens to produce cleavages in a political
consensus which politicians will ordinarily

mail.

every city."

Getting back to the letter which was
disribtedby heMothers for Adequate
ditibtdbyteSenate
Welfare, let me read excerpts from it
with reference to the welfare provisions
of H.R. 12080:
If the Senate should pass this bill in its
present form, you (ADC Mothers) would be

12080. Title 11 is most harmful legislation
affecting children to be proposed during last
32 years. Please use strongest efforts to adopt
version or eliminate Title II of Bill,
JOSEPH H. REID,
Executive Director, Child Welfare
League of/America.
United Community Services of Metropoli-

essential medication from one quarter or
-another-if not out of deductions from taxes,

then from welfare or private charity and
with all of the humiliation forced on Such
recipients.

Great to-do has been made of an increase
of $1680 from the currant limitation of $1500
in the wages which may be earned without
losing Social Security benefits. But this is
merely to continue a gross inequity, for the
premiums already have been paid and there
is no such limitation at all on unearned
income.

tan Boston strongly opposes punitive Welfare

The crowning bit of nonsense is in the

how much money they would pay you. If you
had any children 16 years or older In your
family, they too would be required to work,
What this law basically means if It is
passed is that you are of no value to your

provisions of Social Security Amendment Bill
particularly AFDC Case Load Freeze. Respectfully urge Massachusetts delegation stand
together to defeat these restrictions,
JOHN 0. RHomE,
President.

meager increase in benefits, an increase
which underscores the fact that the Social
Security law is not a security law at all, but
an insecurity law. There can be no objection
to the proposed increase in premiums. But
$1680 a year (the maximum now permitted

you be taken out Of the home to work or
they be taken from You than to have you
care for your children as you are presently.

Conference

Committee recommendation for Social Security Amendments. Please do not vote to limit

imum in Social Security monthly benefits)
figures -out at $45 a week, which is scarcely
enough to maintain a man without other as-

required to work in jobs that would be
assigned to you by the County regardless of

children and that it would be better that

Appalled

at

Congressional

in wages) plus $55 a month (the new min
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sistance-other assistance which the law, In1 the making. There can be no immediate
theory, is intended to obviate,
and simple solution. If we believe otherThe compromise, says the A.FtL.-C.I.O. is wise, and pursue easy answers, then 5
inhumane. It may not be that. But It comes
close.
years from now we shall find ourselves
lamenting our failures as we today comMr. Speaker, I strongly endorse the plain about those of the past 5 years. We
sentiments expressed in these messages must, therefore, reconcile ourselves to a
pertaining to AFDC and child welfare, long and sustained, and no doubt, costly
I opposed these restrictive amendments effort and meanwhile refrain from imas a member of the House Ways and posing upon defenseless children the cost
Means Committee.
of society's or their parent's failures and
I am particularly distressed with the inadequacies,
recommendations accepted by the conIt is my intention to continue efforts
ferees in the field of aid to dependent toward the expansion of social services,
children. This program was originally as well as a removal of the restrictions
initiated to provide funds which could imposed on the AFDC program, in an atmeet the financial needs of families tempt to meet the needs of our homeless,
with children, and would encourage a neglected, and deprived children.
strengthening of the family unit by keepFor the future of child welfare, I hope
ing children and parents together,
to see adequate Federal laws which will
Under this program, the conferees protect both the child and our society; a
have asked us to withhold support from sufficient number of trained personnel
those children who represent an increase and the necessary facilities to provide
in the proportionate number receiving social services which will be equally
AFDC. in each State. It has placed an available to all children in all political
emphasis on insuring that adults and subdivisions; adequate health services to
older children in AFDC families enter insure the physical, emotional, and mnenthe labor market and accept employment talI well-being of children; extensive reso they may become self-sufficient. I be- search in child behavior; and the opporlieve we too often forget that in most tunity for the highest quality of eduAFDC families there is only one per- cation.
cent-a. mother-and if she be required
I know of the worthwhile assistance
to work, the care of preschool children the many private charitable and reliwould necessarily be left to others, usu- gious groups have given needy children,
ally older children who are forced to drop and I am aware of the millions of dollars
out of school in order to help at home,
they have contributed, along with affiliAnd, too, there is the appalling sugges- ated organizations. I have seen the outtion that we abandon, the concept of standing results achieved by volunteer
comparability mn medical servlces as workers in providing not only financial
originally mandated under title XI.
assistance to our children, but also the
This would have the effect of downgrad- guidance and understanding which is so
ing standards of medical care for chil- often absent in broken or disrupted
dren in AFDC families, their caretakers, homes. I know they will continue their
as well as the disabled and the blind. It services and dedication in making this a
hardly seems possible that a Nation as better world for underprivileged chilwealthy as ours cannot provide adequate dren.
medical care for the most dependent and
Because they have shown an impresvulnerable of its members.
sive interest along these lines, I am conMan
or o taes icldig
hefident that by joining efforts we can reCommonwealth of Massachusetts, are duce the burdens weighing heavily upon
moving forward by placing control of this, our most vulnerable minority group.
welfare programs at a statewide level;
however, the AFDC restrictions conMr. Speaker, in closing may I say that
tamned in this bill would reemphasize the I am not satisfied with the 13-percent
role of the local agencies by requiring increase for social security recipients,
that they be responsible for such moral The 89th Congress promised to the aged
judmens
a th liitng f ilegtimteof this country an increase that would be
judgmens, arvsiothe limitin ofanigitiate effective January 1,. 1967-this promise
biths, petrovisiong ofofhamil coanntingtesan
was not kept. It took a full year to bring
"uthe bdeteraminin hof watcostiuts
this bill back to the floor of the House.
"sitbl"
ail
hmeif.When
this bill was first reported to the
Once again the Federal Government is Homse by the Ways and Means Commitpointing the finger of moral justice at tee, I voted for it becamse of the parliaone class of our population. I do not be- mentary situation. I voted for the bill
lieve we in the Federal Government are then in order to keep the bill alive hopqualified to make moral judgments of ing and praying that when it reached
this nature, and should exert every effort the other body increases would be made
to remove, rather than encourage, the in the amounts for all Social Security
stigma which has long been attached to recipients and that the minimum pay-those families receiving AFDC and other ment would be raised to a realistic figure
Public assistance funds,
in order that the aged of this country
The most tragic fact about these re- could survive in the face of rising prices
gressive proposals is that they are all to and the rising cost of living. This bill is
be at the expense of children. It is un- inadequate, this bill should go back to
derstandable that some of us should be the conference committee even if it
Perplexed and frustrated over the grow- means that we stay here in session. The
ing number of families requiring public distinguished chairman of the Homse
support and services. But the problems Ways and Means Committee in answer
which these families face, and which we to my question about returning this bill
are attempting to solve are extremely to conference indicated that it would
complex and have been generations in mean a delay of 1 month. In my opin-
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ion it would be far better for the social
security recipients to receive a higher in
crease in benefits and have the minimumi
amounts raised to the version adopted by
the Senate than to accept this confer
ence report. I know it means a little in
convenience for the membership. How
ever in view of the harsh restrictions in
the AFDC amendments and the lack of
adequate increases for the aged I am
compelled in good conscience to vote
against the conference committee report.
If this takes place I would then move
that the House conferees go back into
conference with the other body and take
steps to increase social security and re
move the restrictions placed on innocent
children under the AFDC provisions.
GENERAL LEAVE TO EXTEND

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani
mous consent that all Members desiring
to do so may have permission tu revise
and extend their remarks at this point
in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
BOLAND). IS there objection to the re
quest of the gentleman from Arkansas?
There was no objection.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker,
House Republicans applaud final passage
of the Social Security Amendments of
1967 as legislation badly needed to re
lieve the plight of milliona of older
Americans whose lives have been ravaged
by Johnson-Humphrey administration
inflation.
Republicans pressed for quick passage
of social security benefit increases before
the end of the last session. The ranking
Republican on the House Ways and
Means Committee, the gentleman from
Wisconsin, Representative JOHN W.
BYRNES, stressed the urgency of action
then and contributed significantly to the
drafting of the 1967 amendments when
earlier action was prevented by the
majority.
Great credit should go to Mr. BYRNES
and other Republicans among the House
conferees on the social security legisla
tion for giving such strong support to
the distinguished chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee, the gentleman
from Arkansas, Representative WILBUR
MILLS.
I commend the House conferees for
bringing back to our Chamber a final
proposal which is constructive and will
be beneficial to our senior citizens. Re
publicans are happy to join with their
Democratic friends in endorsing that
product, a measure they had no small
part in shaping.
Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Speaker, I reluctantly have decided to
vote in favor of the pending social se
curity conference report.
I had hoped to have the opportunity
to offer a motion to recommit the bill
with instructions to the Homse conferees
to accept the more liberal Senate version.
However, under the rules of the House,
the prior right to exercise this motion
was exercised by the gentleman from
California [Mr. UTTL As we know, the
rules of the House provide for only one
motion to recommit; thus the motion Of
the gentleman from California [Mr. UTTJ
precludied any additional efforts along
this line.
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'In voting for the conference report, I clal security benefits could well result in
would like to state for the record that a net decrease in the monthly income of
at no time has any Member of this those drawing veterans' or widows' of
House, except those who served on the veterans pensions. I understand from the
Ways and Means Committee, had any distinguished chairman of the House
opportunity to amend and improve this Veterans' Affairs Committee that we will
legislation,
have an opportunity to vote on a bill beI am disappointed that this legislation fore the adjournment of this session that
does niot contain an extension of medical will correct this unthinkable result, but I
care, as the President recommended, to think it important to emphasize that in
the disabled beneficiaries under OASDI. the absence of such corrective legislation,
The failure to provide a $100 social se- this bill--standing on its own-would recurity minimum payment for those who sult in thousands of veterans or widows of
have worked 25 years or longer in coy- veterans receiving a net reduction in
ered employment, the cutback from the their veterans' pensions.
Senate version of $70 per month miniAs it may be gathered, the decision
mum, the reduced taxable wage base, as whether to vote for or against this conwell as failure to provide fair treatment ference committee report is a most diffi
for the blind all represent lamentable cult one. The social security benefits, aldeficiencies in this bill,
though too small, are better than none at
Further, the failure to guarantee to all. Millions upon millions of low-lncome
each of the Nation's aged, blind, and dis- Americans rely primarily, if not excluabled public assistance recipients the sively, on social security to maintain
modest $7.50 per month increase borders themselves and their families,
On balance, I resolved that it Is probon the inexcusable. As a matter of fact,
about one-half of the 2.8 million recip- ably wiser to guarantee this increase in
ients in the adult categories of aged, benefits-inadequate although it may
blind, and disabled will not, and cannot be-that millions will receive. This must
under any circumstances, receive any in- outweigh my grave concern for the
crease of any kind as a result of the pas- smaller but still very significant number
sage of this bill because they do not re- of people in similar economic circumceive any income outside the public as- stances who will receive nothing at all as
sistance grant. This is the case because a result of the unnecessary gaps in this
the only provision of the bill permitting legislation and some hundreds of thouthese public assistance recipients to re- sands of others who will receive an unceive any benefit under the bill requires, necessary cutback in the level of their
in the first instance, that said recipients Government's commitment to bring them
have some outside income-for example, a better life.
from social security, railroad retirement,
Mr. MINISH. Mr. Speaker, I would like
relatives' contributions, or other sources. to take this opportunity to comment on
For the balance of the adult public the conference report on H.R. 12080, the
assistance recipients-who do have some Social Security Amendments of 1967.
outside income, primarily social secuThe legislation represents a construcrity-this legislation will not of itself pro- tive enlargement, and improvement of
vide even these persons with any increase the social security system in many rein their small monthly grant. It will first spects, including an expanded authorizarequire that the State legislatures must tion for child health and day care proenact into law special provision permit- grams, a 13-percent rise in social seting the recipients to retain up to a $7.50 curity payments, an increase in the miniper month ceiling from any social secu- mum monthly benefit from $44 to $55,
rity or other income that they may re- and a clarification and strengthening of
ceive. In the event a State fails to so act, many of the soft spots in the medicare
all of the aged, blind, and disabled recip- program.
lents in that State will be denied any
However, the serious defects in the
benefit increases under this bill and there measure before us are most distressing
will be a corresponding decrease-dollar to those of us who are deeply interested
for dollar-in the public assistance grant, in making social security more responfor every dollar increase provided on the sive to the felt needs of our people. The
Soclal Security side of this bill.
meager increase in benefits will do little
The cruel and unnecessary "freeze" as to ease the grim plight of most of our
of January 1, 1968, in the AFDC program retired people. Social security is the
where parental support is denied by vir- chief, and for the great majority of our
tue of the desertion of the family by the older people, the only source of retirefather will result in either the denial of ment income. In view of the fact that a
assistance to untold thousands of de- fully adequate level -of social security
pendent children or an increase in the payments would require a much greater
already overburdened budgets of the in- boost in present payments, the approved
dustrial and growing States of the increase of 13 percent is clearly inadeNation.
*quate.
The cutbacks and severe limitation on
The conference report also represents
the income permitted persons entitled to a step backward from more enlightened
medical care under title XIX will result welfare practices and forbodes enormous
in hundreds of thousands of the Nation's additional welfare costs for our already
medically indigent being denied needed hardpressed State and local governmedical care or in the further shifting ments. I. was opposed to the punitive
of the financial burden to sustain this public welfare amendments contained in
program from the Federal Treasurry to the bill reported by the Ways and Means
the State and local taxpayers.
Committee and which, of course, were
There is one further concern that I not subject to floor amendment under
should like to express. The increased so- the closed rule prevailing in the House.
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I was gratified at the more liberal and
realistic changes made by the Senate,
and it is most disheartening that these
did not prevail in conference.
The welfare benefit freeze contained
in H.R. 12080 will impose heavy tax bur
dens on local communities. It is strong
ly opposed by State and local authorities~
and by the overwhelming majority of ex
perts from sociological and psychologi
cal disciplines. Dr. Lloyd W. McCorkle,
the commissioner of the Department of
Institutions and Agencies of the State of
New Jersey, has wired me:
New Social Security legislation, HR 12080
as reported out of Senate-House conference
contains provision freezing federal participa
tion in aid to families of dependent children
program if adopted this can be catastrophic
for New Jersey. particularly our urban cen
ters New Jersey will suffer because 1-it is
nationally recognized that the number of
welfare recipients has been maintained at a
low level in New Jersey and 2-New Jersey
has the third highest rate of In-migration in
the nation. Freeze on Federal participation
would place the entire cost of increased
loads on State, county and municipal govern
mets
The cities in the 11th Congressional
District and Essex County, in which they
are located, are already assuming a qis
proportionate share of public welfare
costs caused chiefly by immigration from
rural areas. A real fiscal crisis confronts
these communities which will be further
aggravated by the restrictions on Fed
eral participation contained in this legis
lation.
The conference report before this
House today falls far short of what we
owe to the retired and to the poor in our,
affluent society. I, for one, will continue
to fight for achieving a social security
system that will more fully achieve its
noble purpose of insuring the security
and dignity of its beneficiaries.
Mr. DONOHUE. Mr. Speaker, every
one is aware that there are a substantial
number of us here who have serious
misgivings about the potential hardships
and inequities that may be inherent in
several of the conference report recoin
mendations such as, among others, the
proposed freeze on aid to dependent
children, the unrealistic features of the
mandatory work training programs for
welfare recipients, the restrictive costs
ceiling on medicade, the very meager in
crease in the outside earnings limita
tions and failure to include the workers
reduced benefit retirement age to 60.
However, we are reluctantly impelled,
at this moment, to accept this report be
cause we all know that under the present
Chamber proceedings, we are afforded
no opportunity to offer and appeal for
support of remedial amendments; it is
either this conference report or no so
cial security bill this year or very likely
next year.
Of course, we have no question of the
sincerity and diligence of the members
of the conference committee of both
sides of Congress in their dedicated ef
forts to work out a compromise to resolve
more than 295 differences between the
House and Senate versions of the origi
nal legislation,
There is no doubt that the 13-percent
general increase in benefits, one of the
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largest raises in history affecting some
23 million of our elderly citizens who
have lived in anticipation over these past
several months, will help them in financially adjusting to the expected price rises
immediately ahead.
Although the amount that retired persons can earn and still collect benefits
was by no means raised enough, it must,
however, be considered a further step in
the right direction. The provisions extending hospital care under medicare-to
120 days and the simplifying of paper
work in that program are additional and
welcome changes for the better.
,The many other improvements affecting all of those enrolled under our social
security system have already and extensively been explained by the able managers of this report and we have no intention, at this day and hour, to indulge
in unnecessary repetition.
Because the report contains certain
necessary improvements in the overall
social security structure and because it
has been indicated that an opportunity
will be granted to us early next session
to review the questionable provisions of
this conference agreement, we are constrained to accept it for the real benefits
it does project for those who are in urgent need of them while we resolve to
remove the inequities as soon as it is
legislatively possible to do so.
Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to express my support for the conference report on the Social Security
Amendments Act of 1067. Although this
bill is not entirely adequate In providing
for the rapidly increasing needs of senior
citizens, It does represent an Important
improvement in the social security program,
However, much more must be done. An
increasing number of our population
joins the ranks of the senior citizen each
year. ,One in every I 1 persons in the
United States is aged 65 or over-a total
of 181½ million. This number exceeds the
total population of 20 of our States. In
this century, the percentage of the U.S.
population aged 65 and over more than
doubled-from 4.5 percent in 1900 to 9.4
percent in 1965-while the number increased sixfold-from 3 million to more
than 18 million. By the year 2000 we exPect to have 28 million senior citizens,
about a 40-percent increase. California
Is expected to have over 21½ million senlor citizens by 1985, an increase of over
1 million. An American born in 1900
could expect only to reach his 40th birthday; an American born today can expect
to reach his 70th.
Yet, 85 percent of older people have
annual incomes of less than $2,500, and
66 percent of them earn less than $1,500
annually,
These figures represent a national
challenge--one that we must meet by
passing this social security legislation
and by recognizing that a great deal
more, must be done to update and improve our social security system so that
it will meet the ever-increasing and constantly changing needs of our senior
citizens,
Our gross national product-the value
of total output of goods and servicesincreased from $285 billion In 1950 to
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$790 billion in 1967 to date. The rate
of increase was nearly 7 times the increase in the total population over the
same period. Average per capita disposable income increased from $1,384 to
$2,747 an increase of $1,363 or 98.5 percent.
These statistics make it clear that we
have not done enough to help our senior
citizens and that we must make a greater
effort to improve the income for retired
citizens, provide better housing, medical
care, social services, education, and
recreation.
-program.
Under the Social Security Amendments
Act of 1967 now before the House there
is a 13 percent increase in benefits for
more than 24 million Americans. Average
monthly benefits paid to retired workers*
and their wives are increased from $145
to $165 and minimum monthly benefits
for a retired worker are increased from
$44 to $55. Monthly benefits would range
from $55 to $160.50 for retired workers
now on the social security rolls. The
special benefits paid to certain uninsured
individuals age 72 and over would be increased from $35 to $40 a month for a
single person from $52.50 to $60 for a
couple.
The bill increases from $1,500 to $1,680
the amount of annual outside earnings
a person may earn without the loss of
social security benefits. Although this
is far from adequate it does represent a
step in the right direction. I introduced
a bill to raise the amount to $3,600 which
I feel is a more realistic figure.
The Social Security Amendments Act
of 1967 also improves the medicare program by increasing hospitalization coyerage. Each medicare beneficiary will be
provided with a lifetime reserve of 60
days of hospital care after the 90 days
covered in a "spell of illness"~ have been
exhausted. It also allows a patient to submit an Itemized bill for payment under
medicare rather than having to pay the
bill first and then submit a paid receipt
for reimbursement. Senior citizens, with
a low income to begin with, cannot af
ford to divert precious resources to Pay
for high medicare costs and then wait
for reimbursement under medicare.
I am particularly pleased that this bill
also requires the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare's Advisory
Council to submit by January of 1969 a
report outlining the problems encountered thus far by the implementation and
operation of medicare and make recoinmendations for improvements. I know
that many senior citizens in My district
of Riverside and Imperial Counties in
California have expressed concern over
the initial delays and Problems of medicare. Although medicare has been greatly
improved, I feel that further streamlinirng Is needed.
Millions of older American have received much needed hospital and doctor
care under medicare. The Social Security
Amendments Act of 1967 Provides for the
largest increase in benefits since 1952.
This legislation should be enacted to continue to help our senior citizens maintain
a sense of dignity, self -respect, and flnancial independence,
In, many ways however, this bill does
not go as far as It should. To meet the
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cost of living increase, there Is a need
for a larger increase in benefits. What
would be better yet is an automatic in
crease in benefits tied to the cost of liv
ing. This would obviate the necessity of
periodic legislative action.
Senior citizens also face great diffi
culty in paying for, the cost of prescrip
tion drugs. The Secretary of Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare has been directed to
undertake a comprehensive study Of -the
problems involved in covering the cost of
prescription drugs under the medicare
This study is Presently under
way and I hope that the expensive bur
den of high cost medicine can be lifted
from our elderly.
At the present time in California, property taxes are extremely high and fall
hardest on senior citizens. I-believe that
a comprehensive State, local, and Federal
study should be made to find a way of re
ducing this burden. Tax sharing legisla
tion could be one wa~ of allowing the
States to hold the line on Increasing
property taxes. Another alternative that
should be studied is to allow an appro
priate Federal income reduction for
property taxes which senior citizens must
pay.
These are just some of the areas of
concern to our senior citizens and indi
cate the necessity for continuing efforts
to insure them a better life.
Mr. GILBERT. Mr. Speaker, I am dis
appointed with some of the provisions
of the bill that comes before us today as
the conference report on the Social Se
curity Amendments of- 1967.
As a member of the committee that
drew up this measure, I had 'the oppor
tunity to make my views on some of the
provisions amply known in a separate
dissent. I supported the bill, however,
both in committee and on the floor. I
was hopeful that the provisions which I
regarded as objectionable would be de
leted in conference. Unfortunately, they
were not. I now revert to my original
decision-to support this legislation with
reluctance, feeling that more good
emerges from it than harm.
I object to the presence in this legis
lation of two provisions particularly,
provisions which are directed at the poor
and will cost money to the States which
are most responsible in performing their
social duties.
The first provision sets a freeze at the
present levels di~Federal assistance to,
the States for AFD)C-aid for dependent
children. This means that the States
to which the poor and underprivileged
flock in search of opportunity will be
penalized. New York, for example, would
like to have jobs available for every
migrant into the State but, when there
are no jobs, it cannot. let people starve.
This bill will deny New York-and simi
lar responsible States-all further grants
of funds for this kind of welfare assist
ance. This measure is obviously directed
against the industrial, urban States,
while leaving unaffected those States
with normal outmigration.
I also object to the provision which
cuts back on Federal aid for the pro
gram of medical assistance to the poor,
known as medicaid. Once again, New
York is being penalized for being re
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sponsible. My State has sought to make
sure the poor have good medical care,
irrespective of means. This bill snatches
away from New York the funds that
were Promised to it under the law passed
several Years ago. I object to Congress'
reneging on this commitment.
I commend the conferees, Mr. Speaker,
for bringing back a bill which enlarges
benefits somewhat beyond the 12 1/2percent which the House voted. I note also
that there have been other improvements. I am particularly pleased that the
Provisions remain for the child welfare
program proposed by myself and the
gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
BURKE]. On the whole, this bill has more
advantages than defects and, as a consequence, I will vote to support it. But
I cannot, in good conscience, say that
I am satisfied with its retrogressive provisions and I must announce that I will
seek in committee and on the -floor to
have them repealed in the next session
of Congress.
Mr. RHODES of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, I support the conference report
on the Social Security Amendments of
1967.
I wish to commend the distinguished
gentleman from Arkansas for his leadership in bringing this legislation to the
floor before adjournment of this session.
Those of us who have the privilege of
serving with him on the Ways and
Means Committee know of his symiathy
for the aged and disabled citizens and
his understanding of their problems. We
also know of his outstanding ability and
fairness, which have won him the admiration and respect of all members of
the committee and other Members of
Congress.
I would like to have seen a higher benefit increase and other social security
improvements such as a voluntary retirement age of 60 years, and a higher
minimum than the $55 provided in the
conference report. However, in my judgment, we should act now to give our 23
million elderly citizens the extended
benefits provided in this bill. In my congressional district some' 67,000 people
now receive close to $4 million in
monthly social security checks. The 13percent increase will bring over $600,000
of additional spending power into our
local communities.
Futjjire increases in monthly cash benefits will be needed if we are to provide
our elderly citizens their fair share of
our Nation's abundance.
Mr. Speaker, I agree with the remarks
of our distinguished chairman that new
methods of financing our social security system must be found if we are to
provide more adequate benefits which
our elderly so richly deserve. One answer
is partial financing of the system out of
general revenue. I have introduced legislation which would provide for this
type of financing and I hope our committee will consider it during the next
session of Congress.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speaker, I
rise in support of this conference report
to amend the Social Security Act to increase benefits for recipients under this
act. This congress has devoted as much,
if not more, time considering this legis-
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lation than any other Piece of legislation
before us. The conference report which is
now being considered is the result of
many months of extensive hearings and
review by the Ways and Means Committee, the Senate Finance Committee, and
the House-Senate conference committee. It is, in my opinion, the best bill we
could put together considering the complexity of its provisions and the strong
arguments that were made both pro and
con on the original proposal that was offered to Congress by the administration.
This bill will, undoubtedly, be disappointing to certain individuals and
groups of individuals because it does not
meet the standards of the proposal suggested to Congress, and that certain
limitations have been set on aid for dependent children. However, the overall
provisions of the bill are helpful to the
22.9 million people receiving benefits und 9 r the Social Security Act. By approving this conference report we are not
closing the door on the possibility of considering further amendments to the Social Security Act, to increase benefits as
they are needed and can be supported. I
should think that this would hold true
for the so-called "freeze" on the AFDC
rolls which goes into effect July 1, 1968.
The intent of this "freeze" has a meaningful purpose, but the provision, at this
tim4Z, causes me considerable concern because it fails to take into account the
effect of the migration from southern
rural areas to urban centers such as
Chicago. I am concerned because of recent Federal district court rulings in
the States of Delaware and Connecticut
and the District of Columbia, when they
ruled that the residency requirement for
eligibility to receive welfare benefits was
unconstitutional,
In Illinois the Federal district court
in Chicago Is considering a suit filed
against the State concerning the 1-year
residency requirement for eligibility to
receive welfare benefits. If this. Illinois
law is ruled unconstitutional it will open
up a Pandora's box for.an estimated 5,000
families in fllinois, who have recently
moved to Illinois from other States, to
apply for welfare benefits and thereby
increasing Illinois' cost for public Assistance by $15 million. It could also
attract a greater number of migrants to
move to Illinois in order to obtain better
welfare benefits than they are receiving
in their own States. This same condition
could be applied to other States who
have established meaningful welfare programs, should the U.S. Supreme Court
uphold the Federal court ruling in Connecticut concerning the constitutionality of the residency requirement in
Connecticut.
With the "frecze" and thc constitutionality ruling of a State's residency
requirement, those States with meaningful. welfare programs could face a
huge deficit in their budget for public
assistance because the newcomers may
well bring them above the level of the
freeze, and there is no way to send these
people back. Thus, these northern industrial States attracting the southern
rural migrants would be taxed to support
the welfare cases coming from the southem rural areas, and thereby relieving
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those southern States of their responsi
bilities in this area. It would be a most
inequitable arrangement.
It could well be that special allowances
may have to be made for the effect of
migration. Therefore, I would hope that
the door is not closed in this area, and
that Congress would reconsider this
"freeze" when the States affected by mi
gration present their problem to us.
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, I view the
conference report on the Social Security
Amendments bill with very mixed feel
ings.
On the one hand, I wholeheartedly
support the majority of the provisions of
this final version. Of particular impor
tance are: the 13-percent increase in
benefits, the raise in the minimum bene
fit from $44 to $55 a month, the increase
in the earnings limitation, and the provi
sions liberalizing and improving the med
icare program. These major changes are
urgently needed.
I am, however, greatly concerned by
two major changes made in the aid for
families with dependent childrenAFDC-program.
First, and of great concern to me, is
the provision which establishes an en
roliment freeze, effective June 30, 1968,
which will preclude Federal aid for any
more children than are receiving assist
ance under the AFDC program as of Jan
uary 1, 1968.
The intent is that the individual States
will provide for the additional children
who will need financial aid. But we all
know that the States are already facing
financial problems in meeting these
needs, and I fear this action will create
situations of desperate need and suffer
ing for children guilty of nothing but the
fact of their existence.
The second very drastic change is that
which would set up a mandatory employ
ment-job training program for families
receiving AFDC payments. Under these
provisions, mothers of schoolchildren
would be forced to work or participate in
job training projects, with welfare agen
cies charged with the responsibility of
assuring proper child care arrangements.
Mr. Speaker, the employment referral
system with its three Priorities outlined
in this bill appears to me to be a vast,
cumbersome administrative mechanism
which the States will find both difficult
and expensive to establish and operate. I
cannot see how the individual States will
be able in the time required to provide
the employment Possibilities, training
programs and special work Projects en
visioned by the bill. In addition, I cannot
see how we can Immediately provide the
facilities and personnel, already in short
supply, to assure the child care necessary
when mncthers are forced to leave home
for work or training.
I should make it clear that I heartily
endorse the objective which these
changes seek to achieve. Spiraling wel
fare costs are an increasingly serious
burden, particularly for areas such as
my own county of Essex in New Jersey,
It is eminently desirable to establish pro
grams to help move people from the
welfare rolls into productive employ
ment. It is a public benefit,. and of im
measurable importance to the individual
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who can establish self-reliance and digMr. FITBERG. Mr. Speaker, I rise tonity through his own employment,
day reluctantly, in support of the Social
I believe the intent of these changes Security Amendments of 1967. There are
is in the right direction. However, I be- some features in the bill as reported
lieve they are premature and unwise at which trouble me. I had hoped that we
this time. I am hopeful that early in the could get a more substarntial increase in
next session they can receive thorough benefits. I had hoped that some of the rereview and consideration.
strictive features as to the new welfare
Despite my doub~ts on these aspects. I Program could be ironed out in the conwill vote for the Social Security Amend- ference between the Senate and the
ments, for the urgent need for increased House conferees. I hoped, for example,
benefits overrides the flaws in the bill that the so-called welfare "freeze," which
which can be rectified. I urge passage of was removed from the House bill by the
this legislation, but I also urge an ob- Senate, would not survive the conference.
jective, careful review of the welfare
But I believe we owe it to the some 23.5
changes earjy in the next session.
million Americans now receiving benefits
Mr. REINECKE. Mr. Speaker, I wish to make some increase before this session
-to congratulate the conferees on H.R. ends and if some features of the entire
12080, the Social Security Amendments omnibus bill prove to be inadequate or
of 1967, for a Job well done,
too arbitrary, we can change them next
The House, and hopefully, the Senate, year. It is always true, in a bill of the
will adopt the report so that the 23 mil- proportions of this legislation that we
lion American beneficiaries will receive must make changes on the basis of extheir increased payments on schedule. perience. Meanwhile, while we deliberate
This is money well spent to improve the on improvement, People will be receiving
living conditions of our older-retired peo- the higher benefits provided by the bill
ple, the disabled Wvho can no longer work before us-requiring only our action, and
and the widows and their children whose action on the Senate side, to send it to
breadwinner died before his family was the President for his signature. I am, of
grown up enough to be self-supporting. course, most immuediately concerned with
The amendments provide _. greater the 70,000 people in the Fourth District
chance for the older person to continue of Pennsylvania who will get the 13-perto perform useful work rather than re- cent increase in their benefits provided In
tiring completely by permitting people to .the bill,
earn a little more each month without
'You will remember, a few days before
losing their social security benefits,
the last Congress was scheduled to adThe cost of the amendments is pro- journ, we got the announcement that a
vided in a responsible way. Social se- revision of future cost assumptions,
curity taxes will go up gradually as they bringing them up to date, brought about
do in present law, but at a slightly fast- savings in the trust fund which, without
er rate to assure that the social security, any increase in the existing tax rate,
program continues to be financially would finance a benefit increase of 8 persound into the future,
cent. This was tempting to some people
We have heard a great deal of comn- in an election year, and there was much
ment about some of the welfare pro- pressure, I know, on the Committee on
visions of the bill and while these changes Ways and Means to act hastily.
may not be what everyone would like
We asked the American people to wait
them to be, they are an honest-attempt then for the more mature considerato break the cycle of poverty that has tion, which has traditionally and approdeveloped over the years. The amend- priately been our course of action in conments do not attempt to preclude wel- nection with legislation which so vitally
fare payments to anyone. The main affects the lives of all Americans. We felt
thrust of the amendments is to provide then that hasty action might not be wisepeople with the tools they need to be- or prudent because of the fiscal responsicome self-supporting. The aim is a bet- bility incumbent upon all of us. It would
-ter life, and a freer life that can be pro- have been easy, In an election year to
vided under our welfare programs, The have acted too fast.
rights of the poor are not being denied,
rather the Poor are to be encouraged
The bill before us today has had that
to seek the full rights of free Amer- mature consideration. It represents an
icans. They will be encouraged and end product which, I know, has called for
helped to a life free 'from the restric- concerned consideration and comprotions and investigations of the welfare mise. But It contains an increase of 13
program. Thus, what some have called percent-and that is a lot better than the
restrictions on the States are not re- 8 percent proposed for hasty action in
strictions. The States are free to do what the last days of the last Congress.
they will, as they are under present
I think there are some other improvelaw. The bill, however, provides incen- ments over existing law in the bill. it
tives so that more States will take a more would increase thi- amount people receivactive part in raising the poor from wel- Ing benefits can earn without penalty,
fare to self-support.
.
from $1,500 to the $1,650 proposed by the'
I believe the conferees have been dill- administration. It will requlre training
gent In their duty, that they have dis- for jobs for people on the welfare rolls
charged a difficult task in a most com- who are there because they lack the skills
mendable manner and they have pre- required in our modern economy. Somesented the House with a bill worthy of times just training in how to read or in
our support. If any of the provisions in basic arithmetic can provide the first
the bill do not work out as well as we step up the ladder of responsibility which
anticipate, the experience will show us can lead to better things for the entire
how to improve them. The bill is a bold family. I, for one, believe that most of the
start in an ongoing battle to remove people now receiving relief want that oppoverty from this land of plenty.
portunity. I do not accept the too-corn-
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mon assumption, on the one hand, that
they are lazy and good-for-nothing, and
on the other that they are getting too
much. Most of them, in my experience,
are living on much too little and are
-looking for a chance to better themselves.
Most of them, in particular, are con
cerned with making it possible for their
children to live a better life than they
have had. I do not agree with some of
the means toward that end provided in
the bill. These, I think, however, can be
remedied in the next session. Meanwhile,
I think we can no longer delay action,
growing out of lengthy consideration,
which will make better provision for
those people now receiving the pitifully
inadequate benefits in existing law.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
support of the conference report of H.R.
12080, the Social Security Amendments
of 1967. I'do so not because I think this is
a perfect bill, far from it, but because we
are now in the take-it-or-leave-it stage
of the legislative process. Because we are
now in the 11th hour of the first session
of the 90th Congress, it becomes vital to
pass this bill or in fact we may pass no
bill at all.
Mr. Speaker, millions of our senior citi
zens are looking toward Washington for
justice, and I think that if we cannot do
something for them now, this Congress
will have earned the-contempt of all per
sons who think that America's senior
citizens are owed top priority during our
deliberations.
Earlier this year, I introduced H.R.
2784, a bill which contained a provision
setting a monthly minimum of $100 for
all persons receiving social security as
sistance. To me this seemed a reasonable
figure and a long step forward from the
present monthly minimum of $44. How
ever, it was considered not possible to
raise the payments to this level this year.
As inadequate as the $55 minimum ac
cepted by the conferees is, it nonetheless
is a step forward. Certainly, anyone who
is attempting to get by on a tiny sum
such as $44 needs any aid he can get, and
for this reason we must do something for
those whose need is so desperate.
Mr. Speaker, again I reiterate that this
bill Is not perfect but, because it is a
small step forward, it ought to be sup
ported. As one Member vitally concerned
with the well-being of all Americans I
pledge that when the Congress recon
venes in January, I shall again continue
my fight for our senior citizens by in
troducing a new bill more closely related
to today's high cost of living.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Speaker, H.R.
12080 contains many very desirable, al
though limited, improvements in the s0
cial security provisions of the Social
Security Act. It is almost diabolical,
however, that such a vehicle is being
used to pass regressive public welfare.
provisions that cannot stand alone.
If adopted, these welfare provisions
would change the program for families
with young children from one of protec
tion to those children into primitive
"work programs" for mothers.
Under favorable conditions it may be
some women can both.. manage their
home and work outside. But to deprive
a mother of this judgment is to further
undermine the family and to force her
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into slave labor at low wages and little
prospect of improvement. Even more serious, such a practice produces more
dropouts and delinquent children,
Also, H.R. 12080 fails to require States
to meet in full their own level of
budgeted need in public welfare with UPdating. Thus, a State of higher budgetary
standards, such as California, is penalized as compared with those States that
provide even less than their own already
low standards of assistance.
The myth that all people in poverty
are lazy and do not want to work is cornpletey disproved by the facts but lies continue to circulate freely.
First of all, about half of those classifled as -poor are in families in which the
head does work, but at wages too low to
provide a decent living. Instead of condemning these individuals, we should attack the conditions that keep people
working as submarginal laborers,
Also, while all of us have reason to be
concerned about rising welfare costs, the
best way to attack the problem is to prevent the conditions that require people
to go to welfare offices in the first place.
Only about 20 percent of the poor who
are legally entitled to welfare are actually receiving it. The 80 percent who are
managing somehow to stay off relief rolls
receive even less help and commendation
from us than those on welfare.
I
Currently about 71/3 million Americans
are on welfare rolls. Among these: 211
million are 65 or over: 700,000 are either
blind or otherwise severely handicapped;
3.5 million are children in poor families;
and 1 million are the parents of these
children, mostly mothers and incapacitated fathers.
It is estimated less than 50,000 fathers
are capable of gainfully employment and
grave questions can be raised as to
whether we should insist that the mothers be taken away from their minor
children In order. to work in low-paying
jobs that soon disappear.
Invariably discussion of welfare ends
up in dragging in the old issue of mothers
on aid who mismanage and who have
illegitimate children. These are only a
small number of relief recipients hardly
enough to explain high welfare costs,
Actually, we are addressing ourselves
to only a fraction of 1 percent of the
illegitimate pregnancies that occur in
American society and we are concluding
that these few instances are so shocking
to our morality that the majesty of the
law must punish the children for the sins
of the parents. If this is logical then we
should more strongly condemn the higher
income groups that annually account for
almost 1 million abortions,
The immediate answer to this problem
is improved casework, social' service,
family planning, and home management
training,
In the long run, however, our enlightened society must recognize that if we
are not willing to make a direct commitment to achieve full employment, we
must develop a vast array of tools to
achieve what we have committed ourselves to seek-maximum employment.
And this involves a lot more educational
and training Programs, and a much better social insurance system than we have
thus far provided,
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Mr. HELSTOSKI. Mr. Speaker, as we or where he lives. His needs are not
proceed to close this session of Congress lessened in any way because the State
we still have several items of business of residence may be suffering an incre
on the calendar which must be considered ment in the welfare problem that is not
before we depart for our home districts, covered by the statute.
One of them, the Social Security Act
I therefore oppose the freeze in aid
Amendments of 1967, will be disposed of for dependent children which is incor
today and will be accepted by an over- porated in this conference report. It is
whelming vote, even though it presents impossible for me to understand how we
inequities, which I hope will be corrected meet our obligation to the dependent
through future legislation.
and needy children of America by im
One of these, inequities is the provi- posing a ceiling on what the fortunate
sions which "freezes" the Federal par- people of America are willing to spend
ticipation in aid to families with de- on the unfortunate. It seems to me that
pendent children. It appears to me that other alternative approaches must be
we are taking a two-faced approach to madc to the problem of rising welfare
the welfare of children-throughout the costs such as family life education, im
world and those at home,
proved home environment, and on-the
on the world front we provided assist- job training.
ance to feed the millions of hungry chilThere is considerable reason for
dren, yet, at the same time, we are today believing that the increased cost of
denying assistance to our own American the aid-for-dependent-children program
children the necessities of life. We are may not continue to rise at the same
doing this through this so-called "freeze"pecnaelvlsithsnrcntyr.
which will deny welfare assistance fi- Percenagelveps
ititltinerecentud
hase
yers
nanced by Federal funds to the many Pheprhasobltlem morte tmoe andfu
studyan
families who cannot provide for them- the ouright mighatobe mollre helpful thn
selves. True, we are not cutting them off wanotrihtAmeiandtr deopllare
ceilingo
completely, but we are shunting the fi- tospend to support the needy children
nancial burden from the Federal level to of others.
the States-a proposal which could'cre
ate havoc with the financial structure of
The current freeze on aid-for-depend
many States.
ent-children rolls will cost Ohio $11/2
In my State of New Jersey this program million annually in Federal reimburse
could be catastrophic, particularily on ment. The State has no financial means
the urban centers. These will suffer grave of developing resources to meet the
hardships because it has been nationally added burden this will impose on State
recognized that the number of welfare and local authorities.
has been maintained at a low level. HowFollowins_ is a telegram that I have
ever, statistics show that an in-migra- just received from James A. Rhodes,
tion of such cases into New Jersey is the Governor of Ohio, protesting the freeze
third highest in the Nation. Under these on aid-for-dependent-children rolls:
circumstances, this "freeze" places the
Strongly urge that freeze on AFDC rolls
entire cost of the increased loads upon be removed from H.R. 12080. It Would cost
New Jersey's State, county, and munici- Ohio $1,500,000 In federal reimbursement.
pal governments.JJAME
S A. RHODES,
Although I shall vote to accept the conGovernor.
ference report, because ,of its otherwise
I concur and support the plea which
acceptable provisions, I hope that the in- is made by Governor Rhodes. While the
equity I spoke of will be corrected by sub- parliamentary situation and the ap
sequent legislation. I do not feel that we proaching adjournment of this session
should delay in putting into effect the of Congress make extensive deliberation
good provisions of this legislation, just difficult at this time, I hope that we can
because a part of it has objectionable review this entire matter in the next ses
features. These should be corrected and sion of Congress to determine whether a
acted upon with dispatch after the Con- freeze on aid-for-dependent-children
gress returns to work in January.
rolls is truly a, prudent and necessary
Mr. VANIK. Mr. Speaker, as a member course.
of the Ways and Means Committee, I
Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, a muchvigorously opposed the effort that was needed social security increase has been
made in commiittee to freeze entitlement long overdue, and thousands of our
of
aid-for-dependent-children
rolls, elderly and disabled citizens have had
While I shared the concern of my col- to bear the burden of the Political she
leagues regarding the mounting cost in- nanigans of a few in the White House,
volved in the welfare program, I never
Back in 1966 and again in early 1967,
felt that a limitation on expenditure I predicted that the Johnson adminis
would constitute a satisfactory approach tration would continue to drag its feet
to the problem. In my judgment, it was on a -badly needed social security in
preposterous to suppose that we could crease, using the program as a Political
meet our obligation to the dependent football. Unfortunately, my prediction
children of America simply by saying proved correct.
that there could be no "new" dependent
I protested to the President before the
children or that dependent children end of the 1966 session about the un
greater in numbers than those already necessary delay and said that an acrosson the rolls could not receive the bene- the-board increase could be made then,
fit of the program,
rather than later, with no increase in
The need of the dependent child has social security taxes either to the emno relationship to population, census, or Ployee or to the employer.
percentage-of-increase fa4qtors. One deI have always fought for the maxi
pendent child stands equally entitled as mum increase in social security benefits
any other regardless of where he is born without an increase in taxes, and I said
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on the floor of the House when the meas- neither sufficiently refined nor timely to be
The second area of concern on the
ure was being debated earlier this year: effective or equitable as caseload controls, part of the State of Washington relates
Mr. Speaker, I have long been a champion Although we share with Congress its concern to the requirements for substantial atof the social security program, feeling that it with the AFDC program, States such as tachment to the labor force to be eligible
means
s peoplemothers
eople.Washington
have rehabilitated
AFD-CfoAFCThsteGveorel,
means
too ourmuch
ou
so
uch
and which
kept caseloads
down are penal-foAD.ThsteGvrnrel,
Let us pass this conference report ized.
penalizes an unemployed family which
today without any further delay.
2. Requirements for substantial attach- stays together. If the father of the fain
Mr. JOELSON. Mr. Speaker, I am very ment to labor force to be eligible for AF]DC ily leaves home, his family would then be
muh onere
aou te
at ha tepenalizes an unemployed family which stays eligible for AFDC
I feel the
Sentehcousere cbonferene hast rthainted together, since if the father were to leave Governor's point ispayments.
valid.
Senae-Hose
onfeencehasretanedhome his famil' would be then eligible for
the provision freezing Federal partiCipa- AFDC.
yThe
third area of concern is the pro
tion in the aid-to-dependent-children
3. We oppose transfer of the community vision transferring the community work
program. When the bill was originally work and training program currently admin- and training program currently admin
considered by the House, it came up un- istered by local public offices to the Depart- istered by local public offices to the De
der a closed rule which meant that no ment of Labor with its concentration of au- partment of Labor, with its concentra
amendments could be offered, but that thority at the Federal level. Local public tion of authority at the Federal level.
th t bllha
ethr e ccptd r e-assistance agencies have greater knowledge of Governor Evans, with justification, can
jthed asl
hadt
pckagr beacpe
rr-work and training needs, of recipients and point with pride to the work of the local
jecte
packge.
as
ould affect more timely assignments. The
I voted for the bill because most of its state of Washington has current assistance public assistance agencies In the State
provisions were desirable and necessary. standards, provides a broad medical care Of Washington, which have demonstrated'
Social security benefits are Inadequate program, rehabilitative services, and is in- their greater knowledge of the work and
to meet the high cost of living and must terested in a good welfare program. We urge training needs of recipients and which
be adjusted upwards. However, I hope the H.R. 12080 be returned to conference for can and do affect more timely work as
that we can still send H.R. 12080 back further consideration and appropriate signments. The State of Washington has
tocnfrnc
oth rezn o edrlchanges in these three critical areas,
current assistance standards, provides a
participation in the aid-to-dependentGovernor, DSNate of EVashnS.
broad medical care program and re
children program can be eliminated, and
Stt
fWsigo.
habilitative services, and is definitely in
I will support efforts to do so.
Mrs. MAY. Mr. Speaker, this morning terested in a good welfare program.
I have received a telegram from the I received a telegram from the Governor
May I add this comment, Mr. Speaker:
commissioner of the department of In- of my State of Washington, the Honor- I think we have in charge of the Wash
stitutions and agencies of the State of able Daniel J. Evand"
ington State Department of Public As
New Jersey, Lloyd W. McCorkle. He has
The Governor is deeply concerned over sistance a fine and able administrator in
stated that the freezing provision "can three provisions in the conference report the person of Sidney Smith. He has,
be catastrophic for New Jersey." He has on H.R. 12080. I believe this concern on since taking over these duties under
warned that cities in New Jersey will suf- the part of the State of Washington is Governor Evans' administration, given
fer because the migration of underprivi- justified and I therefore would like to new direction and new esprit de corps
leged .to the State would place the entire discuss these areas of the conference re- to the entire department, to use the
cost of the increased burden on State, port'.
Governor's words. He-has' instituted fine
county and municipal governments. He
First, this bill provides that Federal programs that have helped to put re
is knowledgeable in this field, and I for matching funds for the AFDC Program cipients back in jobs and these have been
one respect his judgment in this matter. will be limited by a, percentage deter- highly successful programs that have
Mr. PELLY. Mr. Speaker, I have heard mined In which the numerator is the saved the State several millions of
that If the conference report on H.R. number of children currently on the dollars.
12080 to amend the Social Security Act Is AFDC rolls as of January 1, 1968, and the
In view of this, Mr. Speaker, I believe
rejected by the House today, any action denominator is the population of the you can understand and appreciate the
to increase benefits is dead for this ses- State. As long as an individual State's concern of my Governor over these three
sion. Not only is it dead for this session, population and AFDC recipients increase specific provisions in the conference re
but it will spell the death of such legisla- mn direct proportion to one another, then port which could seriously impair the
tion In the next session. In other words the amount of the Federal matching public assistance program in the State of
I have heard if Congress does not accept money for the program will also increase. Washington.
the measure in the form it comes to us However, if the number of AFDC reMr. REID of New York. Mr. Speaker,
today, there will be no legislation to cipients increase at a faster: rate, the per- although I intend to vote for the con
amend the Social Security Act until 1969. centage determined under this formula ference report here before us, I must
In this connection, it seems to me the will be exceeded and there will therefore confess to very serious reservations
gcod in this bill far outweighs the bad. be' no increase in the Federal matching about certain of its provisions. Specifi
So I intend to vote for it in spite of the money for the excess.
cally, I refer to the welfare and medi
fact that my State of Washington will
Now, what makes this a particularly caid provisions which, by substantially
suffer substantially under certain of its acute problem in the State of Washing- reducing the levels of Federal contri
provisions having to do with public as- ton, and I know there are a- number of butions to States like New York, will cast
sistance. For the record, however, I wish States In which this same problem ex- into jeopardy the lives and well-being of
to read into the RECORD a telegram I re- ists, my State is under the threat of a our poor and disadvantaged.
ceived this morning from Gov. Dan court restraining order which could reThe welfare of our needy citizens is a
Evans, of my State of Washington, as move the existing residency requirements national problem-in scope and solution.
follows:
for eligibility of recipients under the We should not abdicate our responsibil
OLYMPIA, WASH.,
AFDC program. If such a restraining ities here in Washington by casting upon
December 13, 1967.
order becomes fact, the proportion of the the States an Inordinate share of this
Hon. THOMAS M. PELLY,
State population technically eligible for problem. Nor can we blithely Ignore the
Houseingtoce BiDing,
AFDC payments would be increased. The critical problems before us with a sweep
Conference version H.R. 12080 has many ex- burden which would be placed on the ing statement that the States, of course,
cellent provisions but we strongly object to State 'of Washington, and all other are free to fund welfare and imedicaid
certain provisions which will seriously im- States in which residency requirements programs at such levels as they may
pair the public assistance program in this are under the threat of being eliminated choose.
State,
by court action, is obvious.
Let me but note in brief the impact
1. Limitation on Federal participation in
For this reason, Mr. Speaker, the Gov- which these provisions would have upon
A'D-C for children deprived by absence to ernor of my State feels, with ample justi- the State of New York and its largest
proportion existing in 1st quarter 1968. This fication, that a maximum related to pro- metropolis, New York City. Mayor John
State Is under threat of a restraining order prin
ro otermvlo
ei
nsyhsetmtdta
h
oa
which could remove residence -iequirementspotospirtthreoaofri-Lnsy
and increase the proportion of population dency requlrements ls inappropriate.~
technically eligible-for APDC. A maximum re- States such as Washington, which have
lated to proportions prior to removal of resi- rehabilitated AFDC mothers and have
dence is Inappropriate. Population estimates kept the caseloads down are penalized,

assimedhttettl
burden to be cast upon both the State
and city under the conference report's
welfare and medicaid provisions could

reach some $150 million. Whereas the
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Federal contribution to New York State
under the Medicaid program for fiscal
year 1970 would have been some $491
million under the present provisions,
under the conference report this figure
will be slashed some $62 million to
approximately $429 million. The ceiling
of $6,000 for a family of four-in terms
of eligibility for medicaid-will be reduced to $3,900 under the formula contained in the conference report.
This is not a minor matter. In a joint
telegram to President Johnson, Governor Rockefeller, and Mayor Lindsay
stated that the reduction in Federal aid
"would create a grave fiscal situation inthe State and would precipitate a fiscal
crisis in the city. They added:
The net result is certain to be major hardship and suffering for Americans most in
need-poor families
children,

and especially
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no opportunity for amendment on the passed and finally we are about to agree
fioar, I am sure these provisions would here today to make these benefits paya
have been deleted. I had hoped that Yhe ble for the month of February 1968, not
more enlightened provisions of the Sen- to be reflected in benefit checks received
ate bill would have been adopted, but until March. There is no sound financial
or other reason why these payments
the bill's "niggardly spirit" remains,
The opportunity to break from the could not have been made retroactive,
closed rule tradition of such a measure effective, at least, back to October 1, 1967.
availed itself this summer, when a num- This would have given our senior citizens
ber of my colleagues suggested to the a lump-sum Payment from the existing
Rules Committee that this year's consid- surplus in the social security fund. our
eration of the bill be under a modified failure to include such a retroactive
closcd rule' which would allow amend- clause in this bill is especially trite and
ments, at least, to those sections of the niggardly in view of action taken by this
bill which dealt with payments to States body earlier in the week giving Govern
for public assistance and payments to ment employees a retroactive pay in
individuals for old-age and social se- crease effective October 1 of this year.
Mr. Speaker, I had hoped that the
curity benefits. But this effort failed, and

as a result, the rule under which the bill
came to the floor did not permit an optheir portunity to strike the more objection-

able features of the bill. For those who
The Provision of this bill which would are opposed to the provisions df today's
put a freeze on the ratio of children from conference report, the only alternative,
fatherless homes who can qualify for under these circumstances, would be to
welfare is archaic in its conception and scuttle the entire social security package,
inhuman in its treatment of the poor. which would only further delay the help
It would affect adversely some 126,000 needed for thousands of worthy citizens.
My State of New York will be drastichildren in New York City alone over the
next 18 mhonths. Mayor Lindsay estimates cally affected by the provision of this
that to care for them without Federal bill which will reduce the number of perassistance would cost the city about $30 sons on local welfare who would qualify
million. As the New York Times has so for Federal aid. This, of course, is a coercive provision, intended to trim the
aptly put it:
This provision faces the states with the welfare rolls through forced training and
option of sterilizing mothers or letting chil- employment of recipients. Punishing
family members-including mothers,
dren starve,
Th il yth
ase terbd oi-when dieenmed "appropriate" by the
inally offered a true incentive to welfare State-who refuse to take available jobs
recipients to earn additional income by or participate in work and training propermitting them to retain the first $50 grams, is in my opinion a despicable and
of monthly outside earnings and 50 per- punitive device that can do nothing but
cent of additional amounts. These figures encourage unemployed fathers in welfare
have been pared to $30 and 30 percent, families to quit their homes and force
respectively. A proposed job-training, al- mothers to work who should be in the
caring for their children,
loacbea lcdfrm$0prhome
Another punitive provision, which I
week to $30 per month.
I have praised those provisions of the disagree with deeply, is the State-bybill which reflect a more forward-looking State freeze beginning January 1, 1968,
understanding' of the critical problems of on the proportion of children eligible for
welfare in our Nation. The day care, federally subsidized aid under the
child health, and family planning pro- aid-to-families-with-dependent-children
roamThspvionanewlcstof
grams-although reduced in scope in the
conference report-will help to alter the New York State millions of dollars, if
character of welfare and encourage we are to continue to meet our respongreater initiative on the part of its recip- sibilities.
These provisions, in effect, punish the
ients.
But this is not a time for half meas- Poor for being poor, abruptly altering the
ures which raise the hopes of the poor direction and vision of this country's soin one breadth and dash them in the cial responsibility that was born in 19thnext. I regret that I shall not have the century America and which has grown
opportunity to vote to recommit this into remarkable national programs of
conference report with instructions to care for our indigent and needy,
Many of my New York colleagues will
the managers oh the part of the House
either to alter the provisions I have re- agree, I am sure, that certain Provisions
ferred to or to accede, where appropriate, of this bill tend to discourage the liberal
to more progressive Senate provisions. I assistance programs our State has indo hope that in succeeding sessions of stituted. The objectional features of this
the Congress we shall place high priority bill will only place an additional burden
on rectifying some of the injustice being on already financially overburdened
done today if the Senate falls to take States to assume the portion of the costs
action In this regard on this conference which 'no longer will be available from
the Federal Government or force these
report.
Mr. BUT-TON. Mr. Speaker, some of States to cut back their programs. I do
the provisions in the social security not think this is just or financially sound.
Also, Mr. Speaker, our elder Americans,
amendments bill we are considering today shall probably go down as the most those' who have contributed so much to
restrictive, regressive ever to pass this the growth and Prosperity of our Nation,
House. Had the measure not been subject were first promised benefit increases efto a closed rule earlier in the year with fective July 1 of this year. This date

changes in the existing law would have
truly compensated for the rising prices
and hardships now facing families liv-

Ing on fixed incomes, but I am not sure
this bill will serve the purpose of in
creasing their buying power or catching
up with rising costs of living, and espe
cially not if the administration's tax-in
crease proposal is enacted next year.
If we seriously wanted to significantly
improve the lot of those in the lower
benefit categories, we should have raised
the ceiling on outside earnings by social
security. beneficiaries. We could have also
made lfiedical payments 100 percent tax
deductible for our elder citizens, as the

law provided before 1965. But as the bill
stands, there is only a token increase in

the earning ceiling-$1,680. Realistically
we should have adopted the Senate ver
sinclngfra$,0ceig.Tebl
should have also established an auto
matic cost-of-living increase applicable
to the benefit schedule. This would have
kept the beneficiaries' purchasing power
stable during inflationary periods, and
would enable senior citizens to maintain
their well-earned dignity instead of pe
Congrrenss forticrasesy
trodicaet bgingla
tocoffetainflationr trednds.Cetil
asim
Muchpaer
reman et
rtdone.
aesg
omk h hne
psil
I
hequhallnrgret no baeinug
Poestbedto mand
theifor
mqulydissentino
abetorgsteran
a vote against the aforementioned un
desirable provisions in this leg' slation,
which I fear will worsen the conditions
of poverty that far too many Americans
find themselves in today.
Mr. MILLER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
wish to add MY support to the social se
curity amendments now being considered
by the House.
We cannot ignore the plight of many
elderly citizens for whom social security
payments are the only source of income.
These citizens' with their income fixed
by law are helpless in the whirlwinds of
inflation which now erodes their pension
and forces them to lower their standards
of living. Since the prime cause of infla
tion has been ever, increasing spending
by the Federal Government, it is that
same Government's responsibility to do
what it can to correct this injustice. In
this case, the only course of action is
to increase their social security benefits,
while also broadening the base by which
the Government collects social security
revenues., For these reasons, I urge the
Passage of the social security amend
ments now before us, and I also urge a
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halt to other unnecessary spending pro- Is the problem not one of inadequate Catholic diocese of Springfield, Mass.,
grams that serve to nullify these in- physical ability, insufficient skills and which embraces my Second Congression
creases by contributing to the continued education, discrimination, and the simple al District, as follows:
devaluation of our dollar,
lack of job opportunities? And is the exWe strongly oppose the proposed limita
I would also like to urge at this time clusion of $30 a month in earned income tion of AFDC caseloads in H.R. 12080. We
Mr. Speaker, that a more equitable ad- , together with one-third of all other in- urge you to vote against this proposal.
justme-nt be made in the outside earnings come a real incentive in any event?
TeAeia
eihCnrsi
provision of this bill. The bill before us
Mr. Speaker, I will vote for this bill be- telegram to me signed by its president,
will increase the outside earnings capa- cause of the important benefits it pro- Laurence Locke, took a similar position,
bility of individual social security recip- vides, but I deplore the shortsightedness and I read:
ients from $1,500 to $1,660. This I feel and neglect inherent in several of its
is insufficient. I strongly recommend provisions-especially those concerning
Horrified Conference Committee recointhatthi setiobechaned
ofthebil
infuture ses- mends case load freeze January, 1968. Action
thatthi
illbe
setio
haned
ofthe ocil
ocil wlfae-ad
wefar-an Iwil
I ill~flignores
normal population growth. Children
and that a raise be made which would sions work to see these provisions cor- must not hunger.
states cannot bear addi
permit social security recipients to earn rected.
tional financial responsibility. Urge you op-.
up to $3,000 a year.
Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Speaker, the 13- pose conference report with restrictive
There is no limit on the amount a percent increase in social security bene- provisions.
retired person can presently receive from fits provided for the elderly in this b~ill
Mr. Speaker, I hope that these restric
such sources as interest, rents, royalties, is vitally needed by more than 23 million tive and regressive provisions will be
and dividends without losing any portion Americans under the program, so I am stricken from the Social Security Act by
of his social security payments. Many going to vote for the conference report, legislation in the next session of the
retired persons who need and would like although -I am Opposed to certain pro- Congress. I think we have to get this bill
to earn additional income from wages visions with respect to aid for families out before we adjourn because there are
or salaries are discouraged from taking with dependent children and the medi- 23 million people waitinig for increases
part-time jobs because they would have caid programs.inbeftpy
ns nwchhyd
to forfeit much or even all of their social
Wages have increased and the cost of pn enefit paymevnts
and whiychnnthe de-t
security Payments. They need and de- living has gone up. Our older peopleanteyarbcuelvgcosae
serve better incentives to Improve their receiving social security benefits need aonother yvearybecause livingfosts are
income position.
this 13-percent increase to bring their going up evoeryn maonth ofthereoforenIca
Mr. COHELAN. Mr. Speaker, I will to- monthly checks up to a level commen- report because of its many good provi
day cast my vote for the social security surate with increased living costs.
sions, but reluctantly so because I am op
bill. However, I do so with deep regret
The bill also provides for an increase posed to the restrictive welfare provi
over the many regressive and inadequate in the amount of payments for the spe- sos
provisions of this legislation.
cial group of people 72 and over who,
The bill raises the social insurance because the work they were doing in
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, the confer-.
payments from a minimum of $44 to $55. their younger years was not covered by ence report on H.R. 12080 can hardly be
But do we all not know that it just is social security, cannot qualify for fulldecidasaomriebtwnth
not possible to live decently on $55 a benefits. It increases the amount of spe- House and the Senate bills. It is the
month today? The bill raises the social cial Payments they can receive from $35 House. bill with slight modifications
insuanc
13perent
pamens Bu
b
a mnthforan ldely an r wdowwhich makes it hardly more palatable
Int rne payments
byr 13t prcient.bfoe
B toa ot
fra4edry0a
rio
than the bill which Passed the House on
the uffcien
aymntsbeoreto
erenot 40.August
17, under a closed rule, against
and prices are rising. The bill raises the
Another desirable feature of this legis- which I spoke and voted and which made
allowable earned income ceiling to $1,680. lation increases the annual earnings it impossible to separate benefits under
But is this realistic?
exemption from $1,500 to $1,680 that an the old-age, survivors, and disaibility inBut as inadequate as are the social in- older Person can receive without havingsuacprgmfomtePbiwlae
surance provisions, they are not the worst any social security benefits withheld. I surancmenpormt
rmtesulc.efr
villains in the bill. The real malevolence have long supported and sponsored legisTerlso
h
os aeaanbe
is in the welfare provisions. Some of these lation to accomplish this end,
used tole
depriveusofs hany
opportnit toe
are shameful. In the apt words of the
Mr. Speaker, I am opposed to the re- chaned thepieu
co
ference reportorttoitepa
New York Times, these provisions "strip gressive provisions written into the House rate the social security benefits from the
those on the relief rolls of what dignity bill, and now agreed to in this confer- public welfare provisions. The motion to
has been left to them."
ence report. They are: The January 1,reomtpoosdbth
gelma
What are these malevolent Provisions? 1968, ceiling on the percent of children freommCaifporniae[Mr. Uthe woutldeduce
One limits the amounts of Federal as- with respect to whom Federal aid to de- the already inadequate benefit increases.
sistance available for children from Pendent children payments may be made So it is unacceptable and would not serve
homes with only one parent to the level to a State; and the mandatory provision as a vehicle to improve the bill. I am
which exists on January 1, 1968. Thus on the States, beginning January 1, 1969, opposed to ordering the previous ques
the States, whose resources are already to encourage State and local welfare tion because, if it were defeated, then a
stretched drum tight, will face the pros- agencies to put pressure on mothers of motion to instruct the conferees to
pect of allowing children to go hungry, dependent children to leave home and go amend the restrictive medicaid and wel
The avowed intent of this provision is to work.
fare Provisions, and to increase benefits,
to discourage fatherless homes. But how
I reiterate again what I said on the would be in order. Since the previous
can starving the children of these un- floor of the House when this biil was be- question was ordered, we are confronted
happy homes solve this problem?
fore us on August 17, these provisions with the alternative of either accepting
Another odious provision of the bill is would have an adverse effect upon the the conference report with all of its defi
one of omission. The bill reported by the welfare of children and will not con- ciencies or of denying to 23 million senior
conference dropped the Senate provision tribute to the strength and integrity of citizens the benefit increases-inade
which would have required all States to families. In his telegram to me express- quate as they are-which they desper
provide aid for dependent children even ing Opposition to this conference report, ately need.
if there was an unemployed male in the. George Meany, president of the AFLThe administration requested an in
household. This provision would have CIO, said of these provisions on behalf crease in social security benefits to a
done away with the stealth and family of his labor organization:
minimum of $70 a month, with acrossdisruption which has so often been fosWe deplore punitive welfare provisions in the-board increases of 15 percent, which
tered by the so-called man-In-the-house report Which unfairly and unjustly penalize was incorporated in the Senate bill. On
rules.
nation's poor just because they are poor.
the other hand, the House approved a
Other provisions of the bill provide soI also received a telegram lin Opposition much lower minimum. figure of $50 a
called incentives to employment for the to these provisions from Msgr. Joseph A. month, with an across-the-board in
recipients of welfare. Do we really be- Russell, Rev. Vincent M. O'Connor, and crease of 12.5 Percent. The conference
lieve that the problem is that those on Rev. George Jacoby of the Catholic report figure before us today is closer to
relief do not want Jobs and a better life? Charities Organization for the Roman the House bill. Fifty-five dollars a.month,
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which the conference report establishes ence level, and extending social security port on a bill which provides for a 13
as a minimum, coupled with an outside benefits to farmworkers were not incor- percent increase in benefits to some 23
earnings limitation of $1,690 annually, porated in either the Senate or House million elderly Americans receiving
monthly social security checks, and
continues a liying standard below the bill.
The restrictive and coercive welfare other beneficial and desirable provisions.
poverty line. It is totally inadequate.
Therefore, I regret that this provision
The actions of both the House and the provisions of the conference report, the
Senate with respect to title XIX were imposition of unreasonable requirements to allow schoolteachers in certain States
devastating to a program which for the for medicaid, the meager increases in so- to elect to be covered by the medicare
first time made hospital and medical care cial security benefits, the fact that social hospital insurance coverage of the social
available to people who are medically security beneficiaries who also receive security program is not in the final bill,
public assistance will not get any actual and I hope that the members of the Ways
needy but not welfare recipients.
The Senate bill provided an income increase in total income absent State ac- and Means Committee will hold hearings
eligibility ceiling for medicaid which was tion-all are undesirable features of a and take action on this proposal in the
-150 Percent of the income limitation for piece of legislation which is a bitter dis- next session.
Mr. MILLS. I now yield 10 minutes
old-age assistance. The House estab- appointment to the poor and the elderly.
Efforts to help our citizens who are in to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr.
lished an income eligibility limit at 150
percent of the actual AFDC payment the most desperate need are attacked as BYRNES]
(Mr. BYRNES of Wisconiin asked and
level. This will be 1331/3 percent as of "welfare statism."
Why is it that the welfare state is per- was given permission to revise and ex
January 1, 1970. The conferees accepted
the House formula which is more re- fectly acceptable when the recipients are tend his remarks.)
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr. Speak
the well-to-do? We have a welfare state
strictive than the Senate formula.
.The effect of the new medicaid for- for farmers in price supports; we have er, this bill before us, the Social Security
mula is to discriminate against the more a welfare state for the auto and con- Act of 1967, Is a bench mark in the his
progressive States which have chosen to struction industries in the highway pro- tory of the social security system. It is
provide medicaid not just to indigent gram; we have a welfare state for oil- an important piece of legislation. The
persons, but to moderate-income fami- men in depletion allowance loopholes, bill was worked out by the Committee on
lies. For example, in New York State the But let the cities and the involuntary Ways and Means-all 25 members of that
Income limit for a family of four is indigent cry out for a minimum stand- -committee-after lengthy hearings and
$6,000. That will have to be reduced to ard of decency, and the response of the lengthy executive sessions. At the conclu
sion of that work it was jointly intro
$5,292. New York City and New York Congress is repression and coercion.
duced by the chairman of the committee
When will justice be done?
State together will lose $40 million annuMr. BOLAND. Mr. Speaker, I rise to and by myself._
ally in Federal funds for the New York
The committee in working on this legexpress my disappointment that this conCity medicaid program.
The most discriminatcry feature is the ference report on the Social Security Islation attempted to do a constructive
welfare-freeze provision which limits Amendments of 1967 does not include job in .a bipartisan manner.
In my opinion, Mr. Speaker, we were
AFDC payments to a State to a ratio the Senate-passed provision to allow
based on the percentage of children of schoolteachers in States where they are successful. This bill represents a reason
absent parents who received aid to the not covered by social security to elect to able balance between the needs of the
child population under age 18 in the participate in the hospital Insurance pro- millions who are currently dependent
gram as long as they are willing to pay upon social security benefits on the one
State as of January 1, 1968.
hand and the millions of workers and
The freeze will adversely affect the their own way.
It is my understanding that there are employers on the other hand whose so
large industrial States like New York,
California, Illinois, which are the recip- more than 689,000 public school teachers cial security taxes will rise in order to
ients of the migration from the rural across the Nation in various States coy- finance these benefits.
Also, Mr. Speaker, the bill represents
South which will lose nothing in Federal ered by retirement systems of their own,
payments through this amendment. but they do not have programs similar to in my opinion a recognition of the prob
These States will be forced to pay wel- medicare's hospital insurance coverage lems of the poor whom society must as
sist-the depressed, the aged, the de
fare benefits themselves or to abandon available to them.
The provision deleted in conference was pendent children on the one hand, yes,
these families. 
It is argued that the work training sponsored by Senator RiBICOFF last Feb- and the general taxpayer on the other
feature will reduce the AFDC rolls. But bruary 24 as S. 1071, and wa's incorpo- hand.
But, Mr. Speaker, if the aged and the
this is coercive and will contribute to rated in the Senate-Passed bill. It is my
understanding that the Department of poor are to be really served, it is time
the breakup of families,
Under the Senate bill, there were work Health, Education, and Welfare gave its that the demagogery stop. It is time
Incentive for welfare recipients which ex- approval to the amendment, but It was that we call a halt to some of the loose
empted the first $50 per month and one- deleted in conference because of opposi- and careless statements that are being
half of the remainder of outside income tion by the National Conference of State made with reference to this bill.
Mr. Speaker, I am amazed at some of
from consideration in determining the Social Security Administrators who want
the careless statements that have been
need for assistance. Mothers of children more time to study the provision,
Mr. Speaker, I regret that in voting for made about this legislation. Our action
could not be forced to report for work
training, while the children were home this conference report it does not con- has been labeled as regressive.
However, Mr. Speaker, the bill which
from school. Under the Conference re- tain the provision which the schoolport, the Incentives have been cut back teachers in my congressional district f a- Is now pending before us is a sound and
to the first $30 per month and one-third vor as vital and necessary to their future basic bill and Is one which will not in
flict injustice or other penalties upon the
of the remainder of outside Income, welfare.
During the last few days I have re- Nation's poor.
Mothers of children at home are not exTo those who say that the benefit in.~
ceived telegrams asking my support for
cluded from work training.
The Senate bill required States to pro- reconsideration of this provision from the creases in this bill are inadequate and
vide AFDC assistance when an unem- East Longmeadow Teachers Association; meager, let me say this is Pure dema.
ployed father is in the home. This con- Henry J. North, president of the Long- gogery. This represents the largest In
structive provision was omnitted from the meadow Education Association; Robert crease in benefits in the history of this
Dooley, executive secretary of the program. It comes oniy 2 years after
-V.
conference report.
A requirement adopted by the Senate Springfield Education Association; and an increase, passed in 1965, which
that drugs under Federal medical pro- Stephen R. Jendrysik, corresponding amounted to 7 percent. Admittedly, it
grams be prescribed under their generic secretary of the Chicopee Teachers would be nice if we could forget about
any ceiling on benefits. But anyone who
Association,
names was eliminated. 
We have no opportunity here to vote states that we have not given consider
Major administration proposals including disabled social security recipients for reconsideration of this one provision, able concern and support to increasing
under 65 in medicare, raising State wel- of course, because the vote will be to benefits, just does not know what he is
fare payments to the minImum subsist- accept or reject the entire conference re- talking about, and either has- not read
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the bill or does not understand its provisions.
lok-families
Let us lokat it in dollars and cents.
For a full calendar year the benefit increases in dollars that will be added to
the social security checks will be $3.7 billion. This is not a niggardly amount. In
just 10 months of 1968, the amount of
money going to these people will be increased by $2.9 billion, or almost $3 billion.
Mr. Speaker, one wonders what one
.Jias to do in order to satisfy some of these
people who are making these outlandish
statements today.
Then. Mr. Speaker, we also have to
face up to the problem of how we are
going to pay for these benefits. Therefore, let us take a look at that other side.
Mr. Speaker, on a regressive tax base,
we are asking the taxpayers of this country-we are asking every wage earner,
every person, no matter what his dependency or financial condition may be-to
pay a tax upon the first dollar he earns,
Mr. Speaker, in 1968 the bill produces
$1.5 billion of additional taxes in order
to pay for these benefits. The following
year, the bill produces $5.6 billion in increased taxes in order to pay for these
increased benefits,
Primetsugstosm ofte
Permt
meto
sgges
to ome f th
critics that if they are concerned about
the maintenance of this system, its actuarial soundness, and its capacity to
meet the needs of the older people, they
had
b carfultha
ettr
the donot
so load down the system with benefits
that it collapses of its own weight.
There are occasions when we must try
to save the social security system-and
the benefits that it provides for our older
people-from those so-called friends who
would wreck it by so weighting it down
that the taxpayers no longer will be willIng to support it.
Mr.
opnio
peaerin
ths
Mr.Spakr,
pinonths
nm rerpy
respents a reasonable compromise. I believe our people will be willing to pay the
increased taxes provided for in the bill.
But mark me, a day can come when if
you look only at the benefit side, you will
have a situation where the current
workers who must pay the tax, refuse
the burden such benefits impose upon
them. Then the whole system is in
danger. Then the older people who have
become dependent upon the system will
really need to worry, and then we will be
doing them a disservice.
To those who would claim that we
were absolutely unconcerned for our
poor, and those in need of assistance,
let me point out that today we are paying out $4.5 billion under public assistance programs that are encompassed in
this bill in addition to the old-age and
survivors and disability and health insurar.ce programs. On straight public
assistance, the Federal Government
spends $4.5 billion-and that amount Is
growing,
When they talk about the plight of our

dependent children-and certainly we

have to do what is right by those children-let me point out that we are also
doing much today, and yet some of the
statements that are made would make
it appear that we have just turned our
backs on them,
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Ten years. ago In 1956 we had 646,000
Mr. MILLS . Mr. Speaker, I yield 5
under aid to families with de- minutes to the gentleman from Cali
'pendent children program Involving 2.4 fornia [Mr. UTT], a member of the con
million recipients of aid. Today we have ference committee.
1.2 millIon families and 5 million reMr. U'IT. Mr. Speaker, I would like at
cipients. This program alone is costing this time to pay my respects and regards
$2 billion,
to the chairma4~of our committee. I
This bill does not turn its back on share his hopes for the future and over
these recipients of aid. What it does do the future of the system. But I have a
in many cases Is to show that we want greater fear than he has that this clamor
to try to do something about their prob- that we hear on the outside about more
lem, and not be content merely to send social security, and more welfare Is going
them a check from Uncle Sam, or a relief to take over and destroy the entire social
check.
security system.
We insist that there be programs of
We have heard a great deal about the
rehabilitation,
benefits being paid under this bill. But
We insist that there be programs so not too much attention has been given to
that the people who are capable of learn- the cost; who pays this cost and how
ing a trade and forming work habits, much it is going to cost.
have available the training to get a job.
Under social security next year, the
Those people who are able to work additional cost will be about $2.9 billion
should be given a chance to work for and $3.6 billion in 1969.
their self respect. That is the American
When I came to the Congress this year
system. And that is all that this bill seeks I Promised that I would not vote for any
to accomplish. It does not strike one increase in taxes, but that I would vote
child off -of the relief rolls,
for a decrease in spending and try and
When the critics talk about the bill stop in some way the cost-push inflation
cutting back it is just a bunch of malar- that 14 taking place in the country today.
key. There are some restraints that will
This tax bill of $3.6 billion is going to
require the States to make the effort to fall on the employer, the employee and
get off assistance, and onto jobs. That is the self-employed.
sound.
It amounts to about a 16-percent in
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time crease in his taxes and to me that isa
of the gentleman has expired.
substantial tax.
MrMIL.M.SekrIyil2ad
Thehsbenmc
moigad
Mr.ona miLLts.Mr. Speakertlyelda2 ad-m
Tnaher
tetha abeen
muhe moat-png and
ditionasinutstoteetemnfrm gashiong teethsabouht the costpus In-r
u
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. The whole today will add to that cost-push inflation.
tenor of my remarks, Mr. Speaker, is: It adds to the high cost of employment.
Let us look at what the bill really does,
For example, In California it costs
and ignore the labels that have been more than $3,000 a year of payroll tax
cast about by people who I am fearful in order to employ a $10,000'a year man.
have not even read the bill.
That is broken down as follows:
Mr. JOELSON. Mr. Speaker, will the
Percent
gentleman yield?
Social security tax----------------- 4.4
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. No, I do Unemployment Insurance------------- 3.7
not have the time to yield.
California disability insurance ---1. 0
A
citis hae nt een
'ederal insurance-:----------------employers' excise tax---------- 1.0
AsII aidthee
aid tes crtis
aveno eenGroup
3.87
read the bill carefully enough to under- Pension plan for employees -------- -4.91
stand what is being attempted and theEmlye'vctofud--32
improvements that are made. I would Apprentice fund ------------------ 1.0
suggest that these people, who call this Workman's compensation -----------8.46
a shameful bill and talk about unjust Public comprehensive Insurance----1.7
penalties and virtual slavery, read the
bill, and they will find that this is not a
Total payroll ---------------- 31.84
case where we suggest that a person
So when he employs a man at $10,000 a
be trained, and take a job, regardless of year, he has to not oniy have that $10,000
circumstances. We say that if an in- a year, but he has to have $3,000 to pay
dividual is found to be capable of taking the payroll taxes-and social security
training and.working, and, if the situa- is a part of this and will add to it again.
tion makes this posible, then that indiMr. Speaker, at this point I ask unani
vidual should try to move into a situa- mous consent to have a letter from Wal
tion where he can be dependent upon ter Dewhurst setting out the payroll de
himself rather 'than on welfare checks.
ductions which he has to make, printed
Is that not what we should all be in the RECORD.
looking for, and is that not really what
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
these people should want? I can think objection, it is so ordered.
of very few people who would prefer to
There was no objection.
be looking to some governmental agency
Thejetter is as follows:
for a check if they could be working.
DEwHUTRST &AssociATEs,
All true Americans want to stand on
La Jolla,Calif., February 1,1967.
their own feet and this bill looks toward Hon. JAmES B. UTT,
making that possible.
House of Representatives,
Thiose who call this "slavery" have not Washtington, D.C.
even read the language of the WIl.
DEAR CONCRESSMAN: It will be your duty
In my judgment, Mr. Speaker, this is a ntionstdy debarteandcoe
ournghcmanygissesao
good bill. It is a bill that will go down In Onationa Ihmportance douringe the cromingl
year
history as a benchmark in the social se- Oneofthem willasno doub beurthe poposa to
curity system,
bnfurthern
i~costs. oilscriybt
st
Mr. Speaker, I hope that this Congress
The very responsible publication-U.S.
will support It,
News and World Report asks-is social secu
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in 1954, it was $1.1 billion Per annumll
rity to get out of hand? I have enclosed a erty has to be stopped without Placing
undue burdens on the working man. This in 1958, it was the same amount; in 1965,
copy Of their article for you use,
Unfortunately, the article clearly implies program does this through the use of It was $1.6 billion per annum; in this bill,
that our social security casts are considerably job training Incentives. If the States, and it is $3.7 billion in a full year of operaless than other countries listed-in fact itIamsrthywliluiiztetan-io.s
states that we are only beginners in the Iram suee they willt willsutilizeethe train-etion.
asamhe ditimeuiwed chaierkep thi
A
field. Nothing can be farther from the truth. Ing provisions of this reporthywle sythem
ohirmntof
isinushd
able to drastically reduce the size of the syteasth
Let me give you an example.
the Ways and Means Committepone
As a general contractor in California the AFDC rolls,
Somebody has to stand UP for the man out, actuarially sound, Which I think
following items of social security must by
who is working for a living, trying to ed- every thoughtful American understands
law be paid to the respective agencies,
Percent urate his children and trying to feed and appreciates.
That Is not all. Let me tell about some
4 them as costs rise out of sight. The Ways
Federal Insurance Contributions Act-.
ofheterewrvsosinheil
anMenComtekettiprbe
California unemployment insurance... 8.7
rvsosinheil
ofheterew
anl\enComtekettiprbe
California disability insurance------- 1.0
Federal employers excise ta -------- 1.0 in mind and tried to Put meaningful that have not been discussed here today.
The retirement test, by which many
ceilings on some of the welfare ProEmployees group insurance-Health,
grams-tried to reduce in the next gen- people have their benefits reduced after
*
let per hour -------------------- 387
Employees pension trust 254 per hour.. 4.91 eration the size of the AFDC rolls. And they reach age 65, has been liberalized to
yet it was done without wantonly or such an extent that 760,000 people not
Employees vacation trust 150 per
now participating will be able to partici
hour-------------------------- 3.23 cruelly slicing people from the rolls.
This report contains the largest bene- pate at a total cost of about-$175 million
Employees apprentice fund trust
fits increase In history. It provides many a year.
*y2 per hour -------------------- .10
compensation ----------- 8.46
Workmans
We have established a new category for
17
built in incentives to encourage people
Comp public---------------------- 1.
to go out and get jobs. This is not cruel disabled widows. Heretofore a disabled
legislation, it is meaningful legislation widow would not qualify as a result of
Total (does not Include tax on
employees)---------------- 31.84 designed to protect the unrepresented her disability. Today she can qualify un
Obviously these figures will vary from In- American who is out working for a living der this bill at age 50.
We have increased credits for people
dustry to industry and state to state but from a continuing increase in his social
when social security costs are considered security taxes. It helps the poor, yet It serving in the armed services. So this is
Protects the integrity of the system it- brand new in this act. A serviceman will
please keep the entire picture In mind,
get credit for service pay as payment
self.
Best regards.
And lastly, this bill at least tries to rec- which can be calculated in establishing
WALT=5 DrwaussT.
Mr. U'IT. Mr. Speaker, I signed the ognize the plight of the forgotten man- his benefits when he reaches retirement
conference report because I think we the young man with a family. Some age.
In the case of hospital insurance, or
did the very best we could between the day this young man will rebel against
House bill and the Senate bill. About 90 a -system which makes the benefits un- medicare, we have tremendously Im
percent of the conference report is the related to wages. At least he has some proved this legislation. For instance, we
House bill. I think that we improved it hope from this bill. At least it does not have given a 60-day lifetime reserve for
considerably, with one exception. We raid the treasury for extensive general those who have exhausted their hospital
added about $200 million a year more in revenue financing-and the benefits are care under the basic 90-day period. We
made it easier to process doctors'
oost to it. While I signed the report, I more wage related than under the ad- have
bills. We have Provided- a system to ex
eomtministration bill,
t
fframto
amgigt
I strongly support this report. All of pedite payment of hospital bills without
to the conference committee in order to
brig
te bll ackin compliance com- us would like to do more, but legislation unnecessary redtape, and we have pro
like this must be considered with refer- vided for payment in the case of non
pasdil.
bringl wthebill back
participating hospitals, under certain
Iko thbilwlbepsebtIence to the overall tax burden,
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I yield the conditions.
bthe
wlookin downed
jus feel thawe arel
Finally, let me point out that in the
tat fel e ae lokig dwnthe remainder of the time to the distinguishjus
ed gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. welfare Provisions that have been sub
road to complete socialization, toth
jected to a certain amount of criticism
complete nationalization of medicine. I Borasi.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The here, nevertheless in fiscal year 1968,
predict that within 30 years from today
medicare, medicaid, hospitalization, doc- gentleman from Louisiana is recognized we provide $265 million In new benefits
that are not now provided for in the law.
tors, nurses, and the pharmaceutical in- for 14 minutes.
Let me also point out that in the mat
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, in my judgdustry will be nationalized 100 percent
of the work-training program mem
ter
the
probably
represents
ment this bill
eninent. Thatnwilltbe bontcauste Gofvth
most diligent effort that Congress has tioned heretofore by the chairman, it
ernmenTh seeing on theoutsieofth
since the inception of the social is estimated that 750,000 people not now
pressure we are senonteusieo-made
day by those people who want more than security program to bring the program employed will be trained by 1972. They
they are getting under social security. It up to date and to provide for our people are 750,000 people who are not now gain
fully employed and who, in the terms
will come from the people under 65-and who are dependent upon that system,
Let me first tell you some of the things used by the President some years ago,
I do not blame them-who-do not get
medicare from the Government, who do that this bill does, some of the benefits are tax eaters and not taxpayers. In my
not get the benefits that older people get. that are provided in the bill, and let me opinion these people want the chance
Yet they have to Put up their own money spell them out so that everyone can to earn their own way in jobs of their
own choosing.
to pay their bills. They will demand more understand them,
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Mr. Speaker, will
In the first place, the additional
and more and more. The result will be
that we will nationalize the medical busi- monthly benefits for a man and his wife the gentleman yield?
Mr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentle
ness, the hospitals, and the doctors. This are increased from $145 to $165. The
will result in a decrease in the quality minimum benefit is raised from $44 to woman from Michigan.
Mrs. GRIFFITHS. Mr. Speaker, I
and quantity of medicine, now so avail- $55 a month. The maximum benefit is
increased for a single worker from $168 would like to say to the distinguished
able under the free enterprise system.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. Speaker, I would like to $189.90 a month. In terms of dollars, gentleman, as the only woman who ever
to'compliment the members of the con- as the distinguished gentleman from had a right on the floor to offer an
ference committee on the excellent job Wisconsin, the ranking minority mem- amendment to the welfare provisions of
they did under extremely difficult con- ber, pointed out, in a full year of opera- the social security bill, I wholeheartedly
tion it means $3,700,000,000 to the social support the welfare amendments in the
ditions.
Most of the criticism of this bill fails security beneficiaries of this country. House. I congratulate the conferees for
to take into account the overwhelming That is an enormous increase in benefits, retaining the House version.
I would like to point out that we are
Let me spell out to you what the prestatistics regarding the AFDC recipients.
There are communities in my own State vious dollar increases in cash benefits doing no woman a favor if we say to her,
of Texas with families on their third have been. The 1950 amendments "You have to stay home. You can never
be delivered." This is not a favor to any
generation of welfare. This cycle of pov- amounted to $1 billion per annum.
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one, and it is an immoral thing to say State may elect to let $7.50 of the inMr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentleman
to her, "You can leave the father of crease pass through,
from Wisconsin.
your children and the rest of us will supMr. BURTON of California. If they do
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. I believe
port them." Or that she can stay home not have outside incomne-and about half the gentleman is losing sight of the fact
without working and the rest of us will of those adults do not have outside in- that there is noihing. to prevent the
support her. We do her a favor when we come-what situation will they be in States from giving these increases. This'
permit her to support herself or her under this bill?
all goes to the States, and the Federal
Mr. MILLS. If the gentleman will yield Government matches on a State-matchchildren and give her a chance at a job
and some training,
further, that is determined entirely on Ing formula. Some of the States, where
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, I thank the basis of whether they have income, the Federal Government matches by 83
the gentlewoman. I am sure all Mem- The State has to adjust. That is not in percent, might provide for this, and the
bers of this body realize what a dedicated all'cases only social security but it could Federal Government will have to match
Congresswoman the gentlewoman from be some other type of Income. The State any dollar increase by 83 cents on every
Michigan is, and she is expressing the has to adjust the needs upward for this dollar.
sentiment of all our citizens. I just do payment, if it makes this election, so
Mr. BURTON of California. As I
not believe that anyone who is able wants that they would have this $7.50.
understood it, the Senate version re-6
to do nothing -all of his or her life. I
Mr. BURTON of California. What quired passing on to social security bene
think most people want an opportunity about the million and a half or so aged, ficiaries, and required that non-social
for gainful employment,
blind, and disabled with no social sedu- security beneficiaries would also receive
That is what this bill seeks to do.
rity or railroad retirement, and no other certain benefits.
Let me point out one or two other kind of outside income at all? My quesMr. BOGGS. I will yield to the gentle
things I think are very important about- tion is: Does this bill provide any mech- man from New Jersey.
the ceiling which has been the subject of anism, directly or indirectly, for any
M.JESN
ol iet
s
a considerable amount of criticism. That benefit increase to those million and a what aboutSthe intiution and t agen
ceiling applies only in one category of half Americans who by definition are in whtaotheistuonadag
children. That is only where the father economic need?
cies in New Jersey who said the freeze
or the man in the home is absent. It
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, will the gen- will be catastrophic?
does not apply where the father is dead- tleman yield further?
Mr. BOGGS. I just answered that
which covers a great many children. It
Mr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentleman question. I said that the so-called freeze
does not apply where the father is dis- from Arkansas.
applies to only one category of children.
abled. Nor does it apply when the chilMr. MILLS. There is nothing in this I further said that if problems arise in
dren are still in school, all the way bill to directly help in that situation be- its application the committee will re
through age 22.
cause there is nothing in the bill that solve them as soon as possible.
In addition to that, and equally im- increases in any way the amount of the
Now, Mr. Speaker, I yield to the gen
portant, it is a flexible ceiling. It does Federal contribution directly to people tleman from Florida [Mr. PEPPER].
not mean that, come January 1, 1968, a on welfare. Let me comment further.
Mr. PEPPER. On page 284 It says "pro
given number will be arrived at, and
I think I may have misunderstood one vide for aid to families with dependent
that number will be, permanent from of the gentleman's earlier questions. The children In the form of foster care." The
then on. Quite the contrary. It grows as Senate amendment had been explained States are required to provide It?
the child population grows,
by the Department as a "pass-along"
Mr. BOGGS. Yes.
It is used as a base for a flexible ceil- provision, which would Indicate that it
Mr. PEPPER. What assurance have we
would have been applicable only to social that the States may be induced to do
ing.
Finally, let me say this on this subject: security recipients and we were informed so?
We have amended this law whenever it that no additional Federal funds would
Mr. BOGGS. If they do not do it, they
has been required. The idea that anyone have been involved under the Senate pro- lose whatever funds -they are entitled to
could say, in light of the benefits I have vision. I must agree with the gentleman under that program.
spelled out-$3 1/2 billion in social se- in his interpretation that the Senate proMr. PEPPER. I thank the gentleman.
curity benefits, $258 million in new wel- vision literally would have applied to wel-g
fare benefits in 1968 alone, new hospital fare recipients without regard to whether
Mr. BOGGS. This has been a well-con
programs and so on-the idea that any- they are social security recipients. In this sidered and well-thought-out bill. It has
one could say this legislation is regres- matter he is correct, I would like for MY taken the combined efforts of the two
sive merely means that he has not studied Previous statement to stand corrected in committees, and the conferees worked
the legislation.
that regard, I know the gentleman ha long, hard, and diligently. As all of us
I sat through this conference from be- studied this provision of the bill in grea~t know, we are driv~ing -toward adjourn-'
ginning to end. I sat there because I felt detail.
'ment of this first session of the 90th
there was no bill any more important. I
Mr. BURTON of California. I thank Congress. In my judgment, this will be
participated in the conference discus- the gentleman, because that is the point the last vote we have on this bill. I just
sions on these amendments.
I tried awkwardiy to make earlier. Ap- want to emphasize--and I think I can
In my Judgment, this Is the best bill parently now the record Is correct in say this without fear of contradictionthat we can possibly get,
that respect,
that if we do not adopt this conference
If we have made mistakes-to err is
There will be one and a half million report now and if the other body insists
human-but if we have made mistakes aged, blind and disabled needy people on disagreeing to it, it simply means that
we will come back and to the best of our under public assistance'laws that under inceae
w5illiono gmetrit.nThatisle whto as
ability we will correct them. Everyone no circumstances can get 1 cent as a re- involeds willn
tiotget itodTay. swhti
knows that.
sult of Passage of this bill.
ivle
nti
oetdy
Mr. BURTON of California. Mr.
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, I yield furI hope that rather than try to build
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
ther to the chairman of the committee, up threats that do not exist, we will rec
Mr. BOGGS. I am happy to yield.
Mr. MILLS. However, this does not ognize that this is the most comprehen
Mr. URTN
ofCalforna. s itthePresent the whole picture, since under sive social security bill we have ever had
gnlmr.BUTOs
o Cnesaldifonga Iithethe
bill there are significant savings in before Congress and will vote it up, and
gnlmnsudrtnigthat the the welfare programs which the States we will understand that if any other
aged, the blind, the disabled who draw cnueticraehepy
nstohsecourse of action is taken, these benefits
pbic assirStanes acan rhecheiv upnto $7.50 very people, If they so choose. Also, we will not be made available to the Amer
Ithaei Sutatdes anctewehrontteymust
remember the entire context of ican People as called for in this legisla
haeotieicmthis
bill.
tion.
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, will the genMr. BOGGIS. It was not in conference,
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I move the
tleman yield?
was it?
previous question on the conference reMr. BOGGS. I yield to the gentleman
Mr. BURTON of California. The mat- Port.
from Arkansas.
ter was in conference.
The previous question was ordered.
Mr. MILLS. Yes; if they are on welfare
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The ques
and receive a social security,payment, the Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
tion is on the conference report.
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fe
ofe

Devine

Kazen

Reid, Inl.

Kee
Keith

Reid,
N.Y.
Reifel

Kelly
King, Calif.

Reuss
Rhodes, Ariz.

to recommit.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is the

Donohue
Dorn

port?
Mr. U'IT. I am, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk

Downing
Duiski
Duncan
Dwyer
Eckhardt
Edmondson
Edwards, Ala.

gnlmnopsdtthcofrner-Dow
gnlmnopsdtthcofrner-Dowdy

wlreottemtotorcmi.
wlreottemtotorcmi.

The Clerk read as follows:

M.UTmvsto recommit the cnfernc
reportClf
reoton the bill (H.R. 12080) to the committee of conference with instructions to the
managers on the part of the House to insist
on the language of sections 101 and 108 of
the House-passed bili which provides a 12%2percent benefit increase, a minimum primary
n

inuaneamutf$5,an

nua

Edwards, La.
Eilberg
Erlenborn
Esch
Eshleman
Evans, Colo.

01-Everett

isrneaonof$0anananaco-Evins, Tenn.
Fallon
tribution and benefit base of $7,800.

Mr IL.M.Sekr
Mr M.Spaer
ILS

oeteFarbstein
mv teFascell

previous question on the motion to recommit.

Feighan

Findley

Fino
was ordered.
The previous
Th question
PAE
r epr.Teqe-Fisher
ThePEAER
po tmpoe. Te qes-Flood
Flynt
tion Is on the motion to recommit.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr. Foley
Ford, Gerald R.
Spaea SekrInur.
parliamentary inur.
Ford,
William D.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The genFraser
tleman will state it.
Frelinghuysen
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Does the Friedel
motion of the gentleman from California Fulton, Pa.
include the restrictive amendments ap- Fulton, Tenn.
Fuqua
AFDC?
pidto the
pledGalifianakis
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair Gallagher
Gardner
cannot answer that.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. May I Garmatz
ask the gentleman from California to ex- Gathings
Gettys
Gialmo
plain his motion?

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
objection, the Clerk will reread the moto torom
i.Goodell
oreomi.Goodling
tin
There was no objection.
The Clerk reread the motion to recommit.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the motion to recommit.
The motion to recommit was re'Jeeted.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the conference report.
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, on that I
dmnthyesadny.Haipern
dmnthyesadny.Hamilton
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and there
were--yeas 390, nays 3, answered "present" 1, not voting 38, as follows:
Abernethy

Adams
Addabbo
Albert

Tenn.

Andrews,
N4.Dak.
AMends
Aslibrook
Ashley
Ashmore
Aspinal]
.Ayres
Baring
Barrett
Batti
Belcher
Bell
Berry
Betts
Bevilir
Biester
Bingham
Blackburn
Blanton

Blatnik

Gubser
Gude
Gurney
Hagan
Haley
Hall

Rhodes,
Pa.NO
Riegle
Rivers
Roberts
Robison
Rodino
Rogers, Colo.
Rogers, Fla.
Ronan
oneN..
Rooney, Pa.
Rosenthal
Rostenkowski
Roth
Roudebush
Roush
Roybal
Rumsfeld
Ruppe
Ryan
St Germain
Sandman

McFall
McMillan
MacGregor
Machen
Madden
Mahon
Mailliard
Marsh
Calif.
Mathias,
Matsunaga,
May
Mayne
Mleeds
Mleskcill
Michel
Miller, Calif.
Miller, Ohio
Mills
Minish
Mink
Minshall
Mize
Monagan
Montgomery
Moore
Moorhead
organ

Morris, N. Mex.
Morse, Mass.
Morton
Mosher
Moss
Multer
Murphy, Ill.
Murphy, N.Y.
Myers
Natcher
Nedsi
Nelsen
Nichols

YEAS-39O
Boggs

Cederberg-

Bolton
Bow

Clancy
Clark

Helstoski

Ottinger

Herlong
Hicks

Patman

Boland

Brademnas

Anderson, 1Dl. Brasco
Bray
Anderson,
Andrews, Ala.

Gray
Green, Pa.
Griffiths Gross
Grover

Kirwan

Kluczynski
Kornegay
Kupferman
Kyl
Kyros
Laird
Landrum
Lngn
Latta
Leggett
Lennon
Lipscomb
Lloyd
Long, La.
Long, Md.
McCarthy
McClory
McClure
McCulloch
McDade

Hammerachmidt
Hanley
Hanna
Hansen, Wash.
Harvey
Hathaway
Hawkins
Hays

[olN.

Adair

Gibbons
Gilbert

Klewppe

McDonald,
Mich.
McEwen

Chamberlain
Clausen,

Don H.
Clawson, Del

Brinkley

Cleveland

Brooks
Brotzman
Brocwn, Calif.
Brown, Mich.
Brown, Ohio,
Broyhill, N.C.
Broyhill, Va.
Buchanan
Burke. Fla.
Burleson
Burton. Calif.
Burton, Utah
Bush
Button
Byrne, Pa.
Byrnes, Wis.
Cabell
Cahill

Caolmer
Conable
Conte
Conyers
Corbett
Corman
Cowger
Cramer
Culver
Cunningham
Curtis
Daddario
Daniels
Davis, Ga.
Davis, Wis.
de la Garza
Delaney
Dellenback

Carter

Dent

Brock

Carey

Casey

Cohelan

Denney

Derwinski

Nix

0 Hara,

ml.

O'Hara, Mich.
O'Konski
Olsen

Hechler, W. Va. O'Neal, Gas.
Heckler. Mlass. O'Neill, Mass.
Henderson

Passman
Fatten
Pelly

Holffisld
H-olland
Horton
Howard
Hull
Hngt
Hunt
Hutchinson
Ichord
Irwin
Jacobs
Jarman
Joelson
Johnson, Calif,
Johnson, Pa.
Jonas
Jones, Ala.
Jones, Mo.

Price, Il.
Price, Tex.
Pryor
Pucinski
Quie
Quillen

Jones, N.C.
Karsten
Karth

Railsback
Randall
Rarick

Kastenmeler

Pepper
Perkins
Pettis
Pbilbin
Pike
Pike
Pirnie
Poage
Poff
Pollock
Pool

Rees
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NAYS.-4

Burke, Mass.

Bennett

Utt

ANSWERED "PRESENT"-l
Gonzalez

NTV'IO4q7G

8

ucl
dh
daoPrellek
Resiecke
Hardyso
Renick
St
Harrson
Scttng
Habrsh
Scott
Hosbert
Siske
Hong Ner
Stratton
Kuykendall
Talcoit
Lukens
Watson
Macdonald,
Willis
Mlass.
Williams, Miss.
Martin
Young
Mathias, Md.
asn
Hanen

Abt
Annbnitt
Bannusi

Batesn

Bromiing
Belr
Cellier
Dawson
Dickinson
Diggs
Fountain
Green, Oreg.
Halleck

~ed

So the conference report was agreed to.

The Clerk announced the following

pairs:

Mr. adbert With Mr. Halleck.
Aft. Annunzio with Mrt. Bates.

Mr. St. Onge with Mr. King of New York.
Satterfield
SaylorM.Celrwihr.atssoMrynd
nd
Mr. Fountai withMr Mr.hiBroomfMarld
Schadeberg

Scherle
Scheuer
Schneebeli
Schweiker
Schwengel
Selden
Shipley
Shriver
Skubits
Slack
Smith, Calif.
Smith, Iowa
Smith, N.Y.
Smith, Okla.
Snyder
Springer
Stafford
Staggers
Stanton
Steed
Steiger, Ariz.
Steiger, Wit.
Stephens
Stubblefield
Stuckey
Sullivan
Taft

Taylor

M.Futi

ihM.Borfed

Mr. Stratton with Mr. Hosmer.
Mr. Resnick with Mr. Diggs.
Mr. Hardy with Mr. Martin.
Mrt. Willis with Mr. Lukens
Mr. Abbiti with Mr. Collier.
Mr. Young with Mr. Talcott.
ihW r
ascuet
M.Mcoado
fMsahstswt
rzadnl
Reinecke.
Mr. Siukes with Mrt. Harrison.
Mr. Purcell with Mr. Dickinson.
Mr. Charles H. Wilson with Mr. Hansen of
Idaho.
Mr. Sisk with Mr. Scott.
Mrs. Green of Oregon with Mr. Kuykendall.
Mr. Sandman with Mr. Watson.
Mr. Dawson with Mr. Harsha.

The result of the vote was announced

as above recorded.

A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.
GENERAL LEAVE

Teague, Calif.

I ask unaniMr. MILLS.
Teague, Tex.
who
that Speaker,
those Members
consent Mr.
mous
Tenser
ThompsnGa
participated in the debate on the conThompson N.J
ference report may be permitted to revise
Thomson, Wis
their remarks and include
and extend matter.
Tiernan
extraneous
TVck
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. ALTunney
Udall
BERT). Is there objection to the request
Ullman
of the gentleman from Arkansas?
Van Deerlin
bjcin
Vander Jarghrtwsn
Vanik
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unaniVigorito
mous consent that those Members desirWaggonner
ing to do so may have 5 legislative days
Waldie
Walker

Wampler

Watkins
WaitsTh

Whalen
Whalley'
White

Whitener
Whitten
Widnall
Wiggins
Williams, Pa.
Wilson, Bob
Wilson,
Charles H.
Winn
Wolff
Wright
Wyatt
Wydler
Wylie
Wyman
Yates
Zablocki
Zion
Zwsch

within which to extend their remarks on
the conference report.
oe.Itee
Rprte
PA
hr
r epr.I
TeSFAE
objection to the request of the gentleman from Arkansas?
There was no objection.
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PERSONAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Mr. Speaker, I
was unavoidably absent when the vote
was taken on the conference report on
H.R. 12080, the Social Security Amend
ments of 1967. Had I been present, I
would have~voted "yea."
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THE SOCIAL SECURITY BILL
Mr. Speaker, I have introduced a num
(Mr.FEIGAN skedandwas given ber of bills to extend social security
pMr.isEionHANaddeskted and
efo
benefits in the present Congress. These
pemissiond to adresisen ethendHouse ore1 include proposals to provide a minimum
minta
adtrrvssadexedhi)e
benefit of $100 a month to workers with
Mark.)FIHN
r paewe
h
25 years of social security credits: an
Mofr.encGHApor Mr. Speakera whenth
increase in the earnings limitation to
confrene
rpor on he ocil scurty $2400 a year; full benefits at age 62 for
bill was adopted by a rollcall vote of men and 60 for women; and providing
390 to 3 on Wednesday, I voted for its disability benefits for blind persons who
adoption because I felt that it is impera- have at least six quarters of coverage. It
tive that the benefit increase it contains is my hope that the Committee on Ways
must be made available to the 24 million and Means will give serious consideraAmericans on the social security rolls tion to these proposals when it next turns
without further delay.itatetotosclscutymtr.
I must confess that I cast my vote Initateiotosclscutymtr.
support of the conference report al
though I was dissatisfied with a number
of the bill's provisions. At this stage of
the legislation, however, I felt that I
could do nothing more than support the
conference report because to vote against
it might well have jeopardized the pos
sibility of any benefit increase being en
acted during this Congress.
Mr. Speaker, I was dissatisfied with a
number of features of the bill, not the
least of those is the benefit increase. The
Senate had adopted a 15-percent acrossthe-board increase in benefits and raised
the minimum benefit from the present
$44 a month to $10 a month. The con
ference report provides only a 13-percent
increase and increases the minimum to
$55, much more in line with the provi
sions of the House bill which raised
benefits 121/2 percent and increased the
minimum to $50.
In addition to the benefit increase. I
am also troubled by some of the bill's
provisions amending the public assist
ance programs.
I am concerned over the way the bill's
provision freezing the proportion of
AFDC children on the rolls In a State
will work. The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare furnished esti
mates indicating that this provision will
not result in reducing Federal expendi
tures In the years ahead, thus indicating
that it will not require any reductions
in the number of recipients on the rolls.
I do not believe that the Department's
estimates take into account the problems
which could arise in many urban areas
which are experiencing an in-migra
tion of people from rural areas, a higher
than average proportion of whom -apply
for welfare assistance.
I am also concerned over the bill's pro
visions shifting the administration of
work and training programs for AFDC
recipients from welfare agencies to em
ployment security agencies. The latter
agencies have little or no experience In
handling the special problems of welfare
recipients. Experience gained under com
munity work and training programs pre
viously established under title IV of the
Social Security Act demonstrates that
the local welfare agencies are capable of
conducting such programs when given
the proper tools to carry them out.
I am sure that the Congress will keep
a watchful eye on the results obtained
under these provisions of the bill and
that at the first sign of something going
wrong with their operation, which I sin
cerely hope will not occur, the necessary
legislative steps to correct what may be
present errors will be taken.
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OPPOSITION TO CONFERENCE
REPORT ON H.R. 12080
(Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey (at
the request of Mr. CONYERS) was granted
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include ex
traneous matter.)
Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. MrSpeaker, I rise in opposition to the con
ference report on H.R. 12080. I voted for
H.R. 12080 when it was before this House.
I did so because I strongly believe that in
creased social security benefits are nec
essary to provide older Americans with
the means to live In dignity. I voted for
H.R. 12080 even though I strongly op
posed the public welfare provisions. I
assumed the conference committee would
eliminate or ease these objectionable
provisions. But I was wrong. The confer
ence report before us incorporates an ap
proach to public welfare which bespeaks
the Middle Ages rather than our own
day. As a result, I cannot in conscience
support the conference report.
I am mindful that those receiving so
cial security are counting on the in
creased benefits which this bill provides.
But as the Members know, the increased
benefits are not scheduled to appear in
social security checks until March of
next year. That being the case, we have
ample time to rectify the mischief con
tained in this bill. I would urge the
House to reject this conference report
and to enact a bill which will Insure that
increased benefits begin In March. We
can then reconsider the welfare Provi
sions.
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As the Members know, the language of
the conference report freezes the per
centage of children eligible for Federal
assistance under the aid-to-dependent
children program at the level of Janu
ary 1968. Such action would have a dev
astating effect upon New Jersey and
many other States. New Jersey has the
third highest inmigration rate in the
Nation. The freeze contemplated in the
conference report would mean that our
State, county, and municipal govern
ments would have to raise additional rev
enue to compesate for loss of Federal
funds.
This morning I received a telegram
from Commissioner McCorkle of our
State department of institutions and
agencies. He opposes the conference re
port because of the adverse effect it will
have upon New Jersey.
Mr. Speaker, I would be the last per
son to minimize the beneficial effects of
gainful work. I wholeheartedly support
any effort designed to get people off wel
fare rolls and on payrolls. But the con
ference report in requiring that all re
cipients of ADC assistance work makes
no exception for mothers with young
children. There is no language to miti
gate their situation. If we drive these
mothers fromn their homes to enter other
homes as domestics, who will care for
their children? This conference report
as it now stands can have no other ef
fect than that of contributing to disinte
gration of family life among the poor
with all the evils that this brings in its
train.
Mr. Speaker, our elderly citizens are
anxiously awaiting the increased bene
fits that we have promised them. But I
cannot believe that they wish to receive
them at the expense of misery inflicted
on others. I urge my colleagues to reject
this conference report.
The telegram referred to follows:
N.J.,
December 12, 1967.
Hon. PRANx THompsoiq, Jr.,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.:
TRENTroiq

New social security legislation. H.R. 12080,
as reported out of Senate-House conferenc e
contains provision freezing Federal partici
pation in aid to families of dependent chil
dren program. If adopted this can be cata
strophic for New Jersey, particularly our ur
ban centers. New Jersey will suffer because:
(1) It is nationally recognized that the num

ber of welfare recipients has been main

tained at a low level in New Jersey. and (2)

New Jersey has the third highest rate of inmigration in the Nation. Freeze on Federal
participation would place the entire cost of

increased loads on State. county, and mu

nicipal governments.
L~oYD W. MCCORXLE,
Commissioner, Department of institut
tionss and Agencies, State of New
Jersey.
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to In conference and which was adopted
by this body yesterday.
I look upon this legislation as not
being adequate to meet the needs of our
citizens. When originally voting in favor
of this legislation, it was anticipated that
it would subsequently be improved
upon-that the House bill would be con
sidered as a base upon which to build.
Though some improvement was realized
in the Senate version, the conferees
failed to come forth with the necessary
legislation.
Of particular note is the amendment
pertaining to welfare programs aiding
families with dependent children. As re
ported by the conferees and adopted
yesterday, aid to dependent children Is
to be frozen at levels of January 1, that
is, the Federal Government will pay its
share of the Federal-State welfare pro-.
gram only at the level of recipients set
as of January 1, 1968. Persons going on
the aid for families with dependent chil
dren rolls above that level will only re
ceive State and local assistance. In other
words, the Federal Government is turn
ing its back on all those families and
children who would become eligible for
assistance after January 1, 1968, under
existing eligibility regulations.
I would like to remind my colleagues
that this Nation, which Is the wealthiest
in the world, uses less of its national
wealth for the social welfare of its citi
zens than other advanced industrial na
tions and frequently less than many poor
and developing nations. While West
Germany and Luxembourg use approxi
mately 17 percent of their gross national
Product for social welfare measures, the
United States uses only 7 percent.
We have little to rejoice about con
cerning the legislation passed by this
body yesterday. Yes, it is an improve
ment in some areas--which prompted
my "Yea" vote-but it still leaves much
to be desired. Let us now address our
selves to the legislative task that re
mains ahead if we are to fulfill our ob
ligation to the senior and less fortunate
citizens of this Nation.

Social Security Amendments of 1967
SPEECH
OF

HON. FERNAND J. ST GERMAIN
OF RHODE ISLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesd~ayi, December 13, 1967
Mr. ST GERMAIN. Mr. Speaker, one
of the disgraceful Paradoxes of this Na
tion is its unparalleled ability to care
for Its senior and less fortunate citizens,
yet its failure to do so.
Perhaps the most vivid manifestation
of this is the social security bill agreed

A 6197
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Social Security Amendments of 1967

(H.R. 12080)
SPEECH

HON. LEONARD FARBSTEIN
OF

NEW YORK~

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, December 13, 1967
Mr. FARBSTEIN. Mr. Speaker, I was
among those who voted in favor of the
Social Security Amendments of 1967
.when it appeared on the floor some
months ago. At that time, however, I
expressed my severe reservations about
several of the provisions of that legisla
tion. At the time, I was particularly ag
grieved that the rule under which the
bill was considered did not permit a
separate vote on each of its many pro
visions. My colleagues and I did not have
the opportunity to pass in detail on the
work that the committee, in this meas
ure, submitted to us. Nonetheless, I sup
ported the bill. I reasoned that the ob
jectionable provisions might very well be
eliminated in conference, since it was
well known at the time that the majority
of the Senate was opposed to them. I
judged that, on the whole, the bill would
be beneficial to the American people.
We now have the conference report
before us and I regret to say that the
objectionable provisions are still present
in the bill. We did not have a chance to
vote on them -then. We are not getting
a chance to vote on them now. Mr.
Speaker, I would like to protest vigor
ously a procedure which allows major
policy to pass this House without its
Members ever getting a chance to ex
press their judgment on it. I will not say
that this bill was railroaded into law.
I recognize that the Committee on Ways
and Means gave it careful consideration.
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But the committee is not the House and
has no authority to legislate for the
House. Certainly the Senate had no less
right to have these provisions eliminated,
yet the committee, speaking for itself
rather than for the House as a body, insisted that they be retained. With all due
respect for the leadership of the committee, Mr. Speaker, I do not feel that
the presence of this bill, in the form that
it is before us today, represents a victory
for parliamentary democracy.
The two provisions to which I take
most vigorous exception are those which
would penalize my-State and my city
chiefly, but would also handicap industrial areas generally. In other words,
these provisions are highly biased in their
intent. They represent anti-urban discrimination.
The first of these provisions would put
a ceiling on the amount of AFDC assistance a State can receive. It would limit
the number of eligible applicants for
which a State can receive Federal backing to the number currently on the rolls.
In other words, if one more eligible re
cpient comes int'o New York, by birth or
migration, no funds will be granted for
this recipient's care. We all know, Mr.
Speaker, that New York and other pro
gressive States have become and will con
tinue to serve as a magnet for the dispos
sessed, the underprivileged, the unfor:7
tunates of what, if I may be candid, can
oi ly be called the "backward" States.
These States send their surplus bodies,
in effect, to New York and the other
great industrial cities. We in New York
try to offer these people opportunity.
Sometimes we are not successful, but
we try. When we cannot give them jobs,
we sometimes have to offer them welfare,
to keep them-and by "them" I mean
little children more often than able
br'died men-alive. This provision will
have no impact whatever on State that
hwa'e a net out-migration of poor people.
It will only hurt the States to which
people migrate, States which are doing
their best to deal with the Nation's eco
nomic problems. It is a cruel provision,
becpause it tells us in New York, in ar
bitrary and peremptory fashion, that we
cmnnot receive any mote help in keeping
tVese children alive.
The other provision puts new limita
ti,.ns on the administration of the socalled medicaid program, which New
York has put into effect to assure ade
quate medical- treatment to the poor.
Authorized by Federal law, New York
has sought to make a reality of our so
ciety's promise that no one will be sick
for lack of medical care. This bill force
New York, the most conscientious of
States, to back away from this commit
ment. New York must do so because the
Federal Government, under this legisla
tion, is reneging on the bargain it made
when the law was originally passed. Iron
ically, the wording of this provision pe
r-lizes most severely those persons who
are trying hardest to support themselves
bi't remain on the margin of the sub
sistence 'Point in their incomes. I con
sider this provision reprehensible, both
in practice and principle.
I would like to add further that I dis
approve of the provision that will force
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some mothers to accept job training in
return for welfare assistance for their
children. On the face of it, I approve of
a provision to make constructive workers
out of welfare recipients. But a moment's
reflection reveals that this provision can
force mothers to leave their childrenoften at the cost of furnishing a babysitter or leaving them inadequately
tended-to take their training. This pro
vision is unrealistic. Of course, job train
ing is important. But I object to any plan
which will drag mothers away from their
children, when they are the only ones
who should be caring for them. I protest
a bill which will break up the motherchild relationship the way this one does.
I will vote to suoport the bill, because
I continue to think that the general imi
provements in social security benefits to
the 25 million social security recipients
Justify my vote. But, Mr. Speaker, I think
the principle of "two steps forward-one
step backward" is a poor one for legisla
tion. I do not think this is one of the
better days of this great body.
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HON. SIDNEY R. YATES
OF ILIXOMin

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, December 13, 1967
Mr. YATES. Mr. Speaker, I shall vote
for this conference report with mixed
feelings. I strongly favor the increase insocial security benefits. Our older citizens desperately need the additional
money this bill makes available to make
ends meet in this time of rising prices,
Inflation lays its cruel weight most
heavily upon those who must live on
fixed incomes, the pensioners who have
only their retirement income to depend
upon to sustain themselves. I have always
voted for increases in benefits, for I believe social security benefits must be
maintained at an adequate level to provide a decent standard of living for the
millions of people who must depend upon
it during their later years. The amount
recommended in this bill is only a minimum amount at best. I would have preferred to accept the amount recoinmended in the Senate bill.
I wish that a separate vote were Possible on the new restrictions in the bill,
but here as was the case when the bill
first came to the floor, Members must
vote "Yea" or "nay" on the whole bill.
No amendments are Possible. The
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"freeze" on funds accepted in the con
ference report represents a very harsh
measure to achieve economy. It is beyond
the control of the States to reduce the
number of broken families or the num
ber of dependent children. The number
of these homes has been on the increase
for several years, yet, despite this fact,
it is now proposed to limit the number
of one-parent children on AFDC to their
proportion of a State's child population
on January 1, 1968.
Such action surely will create havoc
in poverty stricken areas. What will hap
pen when applications are made? What
will happen to the newborn child? Is he
to be disqualified because of his birth?
What will happen to newcomers who en
ter a State during the year. Do they
qualify? Must sudden increases in popu
lation wait for the next years formula
date before equitable adjustments are
made? Where will States get funds in
the meantime to care for these people?
The answers are that the burdens will
be shifted to the States. Yet it was be
cause the States were unable to meet the
earlier burdens of assisting these chil
dren that the Federal Government of
fered its help. Now the States and local
ities who can least afford it will be asked
to bear these burdens. States with welldeveloped programs will be penalized
for their efforts. The poorer States will
be forced to reduce their payments and
develop more restrictive attitudes toward
applicants.
Equally onerous are those provisions
which would force a mother to leave her
children and to participate in commu
nity work or training. As if their plight
and hopelessness were not sufficient, the

tenuous base necessary to their survival

may be withdrawn should mothers fall
meet the standards of the strong, the
healthy, and the educated. many
mothers so situated want to work if they
can, and many do. But many cannot, and

most cases it is not because they are

lazy or unwilling.
They are untrained and unskilled.
They must take care of their children.
I favor work training programs which
will offer them the opportunity to be self
supporting, which most of them want,
but they should be voluntary,, not com
pulsory. Requiring them to participate
in training or work programs, as this bill
does no matter how worthy the pur
poses-can only spark their anger and
resentment. It is no way to nurture selfrespect. The costs of welfare will not be
reduced since the expense of institutional
care for the children may very well ex
ceed the costs of present welfare pay
ments.
Nor will the withdrawal of assistance
to those children whose mothers refuse
to Participate reduce costs for the comn
inunity. It only means that someone else
must accept responsibility and pay the
bill if these children are not to go hun
gry.
Using the language of "rehabilitation"~
and "training," this legislation may very
well be sacrificing the best interests of
the mother, the child, and the co-nmu
nity. I hope the effects of the experiment
Will not be as disastrous as many pre
dict.
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As I pointed out last August, I have al
ways been a strong supporter of the ex
tension and improvement of our social
security program in order to provide fl
nancial security and medical care for
our older citizens.
I voted for the conference report on
the social security amendments because
I feel an increase in benefits is essential
and long overdue. I regret the increase
was not larger, particularly for those re
ceiving the smallest payments, since it
is obvious no one can live on $55 a month.
However, I do believe this legislation will
provide a chance for many of our senior
citizens to more than catch up with in
creases In the cost-of-living which have
taken place since the last social security
increase In 1965 and I will continue to
work for further liberalization of our so
cial security system in the future.
I am greatly disturbed that the restric
tive welfare provisions approved by the
House last summer have been only
slightly modified by the conference com
mittee. I was quite disappointed that the
conferees recommended a freeze on the
proportion of children in each State who
could qualify for federally supported aidto-dependent children payments. This
and the section encouraging State and
local welfare agencies to pressure moth
ers of dependent children to leave home
and to go work are really antiwelfare
Provisions.
Although these Provisions constitute
a misguided effort to reduce illegitimacy
and cut welfare costs, their real effect
will be to Penalize innocent children and
contribute to a further breadown in the
family life of those on welfare.
Unfortunately, this conference report
Came before the House and Senate
so
late in this session of Congress that it is
impossible to seek a change in the anti!
welfare provision without jeopardizing
the social security benefits Increase and,
consequently, I felt it necessary to supPort this measure.
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Conference Report
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

HON. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER
OF

WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIIVE

Friday, December 15. 1967
Mr. KASTENMEI.I Mr. Speaker, I
Would like to take this Opportunity to
comment on the conference report on the
Social Security Amendments of 1967,
H.R. 12080.
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SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1967
To administrative, Supervisory,
and Technical Employees
The House-Senate conference committee on H. R. 12080 has
reconciled the differences between the bill as passed by the
House of Representatives and as passed by the Senate. The
bill now returns to both houses, where early passage is
expected.
The bill will result in additional cash benefit payments of
$2. 9 billion in 1968 and $3. 7 billion in 1969 - -an overall
increase of 16 percent in 1969, the first full calendar year of
operation under the amendments. All people on the benefit
rolls will get an increase of at least 13 percent. The minimum
primary insurance amount would be increased from $44 to $55.
The benefit increases Will be effective for February and will
be included in the March check.
Several of the President's social security proposals are not
included in the bill. Among these are the proposals for health
insurance for the disabled, a special minimum benefit, and
transfer of Federal employment credits.
Enclosed is a summary of the provisions of the bill relating
to social security.

Robert M. Ball
Commissioner
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SUMM4t'ARY OF PROVISIONS OF H.R. 12080,9
TH-E "SOCIAL SECURITY AMEN'DMENTS OF 1967,"
RELATING TO
OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, DISABILITY., AND HEALTH INSURANCE
A.

CASH BENEFIT CHANGES

1. General benefit increase
The bill provides for an increase in benefit payments averaging 14
percent, with an across-the-board increase in cash benefits of at
least 13 percent and a minimum primary insurance amount of $55.
The average monthly benefit paid to a retired worker (with no
dependents) now on the rolls is increased from $82 to $94; the
comparable amounts for a retired worker and his wife are $145 and
$165. Monthly benefits range from the new minimum of $55 to $160.50
for retired workers now on the social security rolls who began to
draw benefits at age 65 or later.
An increase from $6600 to $7800, effective January 1, 1968, is provided
in the amount of annual earnings that is taxable and that can be used
in the benefit computation. The resulting ultimate maximum benefit
will be $218, based on average monthly earnings of $650. These higher
maximum retirement benefits will be payable to workers who are now
young and who consequently will be paying contributions on these
higher amounts of earnings over a considerable period of time before
they retire. Because of the higher earnings base, though, benefit
amounts are increased significantly over those that will be payable
under present law for the high
proportion of current contributors
earning above $6600 who are much older now and who consequently will
pay on these higher amounts for a shorter period. For example, a man
age 50 in 1968 who earns $7800 a year until he is 65 (about one-third
of the group earning above $6600 is age 50 or older) will get a benefit
of $188.80 at age 65--21.8 percent higher than he can get under present
law.

The increased benefits will be first payable for February 1968. An
estimated 22.9 million people will be paid increased benefits early in
March 1968., and over $3 billion in additional benefits will be paid in
the first 12 months as a result of the benefit increase.
2. Increases in special payments to certain people age 72 and older
The special payments made to people age 72 and older are increased by
the bill from $35 to $40 a month for a single person and from $52.50
to $60 a month for a couple, effective with benefits for February 1968.
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About 70,000 people who do not now get the special payments will
q~ualify for some payments in February 1968 and about 852,,000 people
will qjualify for higher payments.
An estimated $57 million in additional payments will be paid. out in
the first 12 months; about $50 million of this amount will be met
from general revenues.

3. Limitation on spouse's benefit
The bill limits the amount of the wife's., dependent husband's,
remarried widow's, or remarried widower's insurance benefit to a
maximum of $105. This limitation does not affect anyone now on the
rolls. For workers retiring at age 65 the limitation will have no
effect until the year 2001; for a young worker who becomes disabled
it can have an effect beginning with 1970, and for a person who
works beyond age 65 it can have an effect beginning with 1972.
4~.

Liberalization of the retirement test
The bill increases the annual exempt amount of earnings from $1500
under present law to $1680, and the present $125 monthly exempt amount
to $140, effective for taxable years ending in and after 1968. The
bill retains the $1200 span above the exempt amount over which $1 in
benefits is withheld for each $2 of earnings; the span thus will range
from $1680 to $2880.
About $175 million will be paid out in additional benefits with
respect to calendar year 1968 to 760.,000 people in calendar year 1968.

5. Amendments to the disability program
a. Benefits for disabled widows and widowers
Disabled widows (including surviving divorced wives) and disabled
dependent widowers will be eligible after attainment of age 50 for
reduced benefits--amounting to from 50 percent to 82 1/2 percent
of the spouse's primary insurance amount., depending on the age at
which entitlement begins. For example, if a disabled widow
becomes initially entitled at age 50 she will receive 50 percent
of her deceased husband's benefit; if she first becomes entitled
at age 55 she will receive 60 3/4 percent of his benefit; and if
she first becomes entitled at age 60 she will receive 71 1/2 percent
of his-benefit. The widow or widower must have become totally
disabled before or within 7 years after the spouse's death, or,
in the case of a widowed mother,, before or within 7 years after the
end of her entitlement to benefits as a mother. The 7-year period
will protect widows and widowers until there has been reasonable
opportunity to work long enough to be insured for disability
benefits through their own earnings.
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The test of' disability for disabled widows and widowers is somewhat
more restrictive than f'or disabled workers (and childhood disability
benef'iciaries). Determinations of' disability in the case of' a
widow or widower will be made solely on the level of' severity of'
the impairment (without regard to such factors as age, education
and work experience, which are considered in disabled worker cases).
The disabling impairment must be of' a level of' severity which under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary is deemed to be suff'icient
to preclude an individual f'rom engaging in any gainf'ul activity (as
distinguished from "substantial gainful activ-ty"). Where the
impairment meets or equals this level of' severity, work or earnings
will preclude initial entitlement to benefits or require termination
of' previously established entitlement only where such work or earnings
demonstrate ability to engage in any substantial gainful activity.
Benefits are first payable under this provision for the month of'
February 1968. About 65,000 disabled widows and widowers are
eligible for benefits. About $60 million in benefits will be
paid during the first 12 months of operations.
b.

Insured status for workers disabled while young
The bill extends to all workers disabled before age 31--regardless
of the nature of their disability--the alternative insured-status
requirement provided under previous law for workers disabled by
blindness before age 31. Under this alternative, any worker
disabled after attaining age 24 and before age 31 will be insured
for disability benefits if he has quarters of coverage in at least
half of the calendar quarters elapsing after attainment of age 21
and up to and including the quarter of disablement; any worker
disabled before age 24 will be insured if he has quarters of
coverage in at least half of the 12 quarters ending with the
quarter of disablement.
Benefits are first payable for the month of' February 1968.
About 100,000 people--disabled workers and their dependents- -are
eligible. About $70 million in additional benefits will be paid
out in the first 12 months of operations.

c. Liberalized definition of blindness
The bill will substitute for disability freeze purposes the less
strict definition of blindness used in the Internal Revenue Code
(central visual acuity of 20/200 or less, commonly called
"industrial blindness") for the present statutory definition of
blindness (central visual acuity of 5/200 or less). This defi
nition of blindness will also apply for benefit purposes in the
case of the blind worker who is aged 55 or over and who can meet
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the alternative (occupational-type) definition of disability. The
worker under ag6 55 who is industrially blind and able to establish
disability for freeze purposes on this basis will still have to
meet the regular definition of disability--inability to engage in
any substantial gainful activity--for benefit purposes. (The bill
does not provide a special disability insured-status requirement
solely for blind persons.)
d.

Extension of retroactivity of disability applications
The bill provides a longer period of time (36 months as opposed
to 12 months as now provided for all disability applications)
after termination of disability for the filing of a disability
freeze application by an individual whose mental or physical
incapacity was the reason for his failure to file a timely appli
cation. Applications filed by or on behalf of such individuals
within the extended period would not result in additional retroactive
benefits but would permit the time during which the individual was
disabled to be disregarded in subsequent determinations of whether
they are insured for social security benefits or of the amount of
such benefits.

e. Definition of disability
The bill retains the present definition of disability for workers
and adults disabled since childhood and adds language that clarifies
the definition. It specifies that to be found disabled an individual
must have an impairment so severe that he is unable to engage in any
kind of substantial gainful work that exists in the national economy,
but without regard to whether a specific job vacancy exists for him, or
whether he would be hired if he had applied for work. "Work that exists
in the national economy" means work that exists in significant numbers
either in the region in which he lives or in several regions in the
country. The clarifying language may better enable the courts to
interpret the law in accordance with the intent of the Congress. This
more detailed definition of disability is consistent with existing
regulation and policy. The effect of the amendment is to provide a
statutory basis for these regulations and policies, thus helping to
assure uniform evaluation of disability.
f. Disability benefits affected by the receipt of workmen's compensation
The bill amends the provisions which limit the amount of social
security benefits that can be paid to a disabled worker and his
family when he is also eligible for workmen's compensation. In
some such cases, social security disability benefits are reduced
by the amount by which the combined social security and workmen's
compensation benefits exceed 80 percent of the disabled worker's
average monthly earnings during his 5 consecutive years of highest
covered earnings after 1950. Under previous law, this average did
not reflect that part of his earnings in excess of the social
security earnings base; thus, for a disabled worker whose actual
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earnings in covered work during his highest 5-year period exceeded
the earnings base, the reduction could result in combined benefits
considerably less than 80 percent ofthis actual previous earnings.
The amendment provides for inclusion of earnings in excess of the
earnings base in computing the average earnings over the highest
5-year period for purposes of determining the amount of combined
benefits that can be paid.
The amendment is effective with respect to benefits for the month
of February 1968.

6. Simplification of certain computations using pre-1951 earnings
The bill provides for a simplified method of (a) computing benefits
when earnings before 1951 are included in the computation and (b)
determining quarters of coverage for the period before 1951 when
quarters of coverage in this period are needed to establish insured
status. By prescribing a formula for converting the aggregate of
pre-1951 earnings into deemed annual earnings and quarters of coverage,
the bill makes it possible to determine insured status and benefit
amounts through electronic processes in many cases in which manual
processes are now required.
This provision will be effective for people who, after enactment,
become entitled to retirement or disability insurance benefits or die,
or whose benefits are recomputed after enactment.

7. Extension of time for filing reports of earnings
Under the bill the Secretary is authorized to grant an extension of
the time in which a person may file a report of earnings for retire
ment test purposes if there is a valid reason for his not filing it on
time.
The provision will be effective upon enactment.

8. Penalties for failure to file timely reports of earnings and certain
other events
Under present law, it is possible for a person who fails to report
information that would cause benefits to be withheld to be penalized
in amounts in excess of the benefits that must be withheld. The bill
eliminates the possibility of this occurring in the future.
The provision will apply to penalties imposed on and after the date
of enactment.
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9. Dependency of a child on his mother
The bill provides that a child would be deemed dependent on his mother
and could become entitled to benefits if at the time his mother died,
or retired, or became disabled, she was either fully or currently
insured. As a result, a child could get benefits based on his mother's
-earningsrecord under the same conditions as those under which a child
can become entitled to benefits based on his father's earnings. Under
present law, currently insured status (coverage in six out of the last
13 quarters ending with death, retirement or disability) is required
unless the mother was actually supporting the child.
The provision is effective with benefits for February 1968. An
estimated 175,000 children will beccmie eligible for benefits for
February under this provision and an estimated 4$83 million will be
payable in additional benefits in the first 12 months of operation
under this provision.
10.

Benefits for a child adopted by a surviving spouse
The bill provides that a child adopted by the surviving spouse of a
worker may qualify for benefits on the worker's earnings record if
adoption proceedings had begun before the worker died., even though
the adoption is not comnpleted within 2 years after the worker's death.
The provision will be effective for and after February 1968.

11.

Benefits for a child adopted by a disabled worker
The bill provides that a child who was legally adopted by a worker
after he became entitled to disability benefits may receive child's
benefits if all the following conditions are met: (1) the adoption
was supervised by a child-placement agency; (2) the adoption was
decreed by a court of competent jurisdiction within the United States;
(3) the adopting parent had continuously resided in the United States
for at least one year prior to the date of adoption; and (4) the child
was under age 18 at the time the adoption took place.

12.

Requirements for husband's and widower's insurance benefits
The bill removes the provision in present law that a dependent husband
or widower may becomie entitled to social security benefits on his
wife's earnings only if his wife is currently insured at the time she
died, became disabled, or retired.
The provision is effective with benefits for February 1968. An
estimated 5,000 people will become eligible for benefits for February
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under this provision and an estimated $3 million will be payable in
additional benefits in the first 12 months of operation under this
provision.

13.

Definition of "widow," "widower,"_and "stepchild"
The bill provides that a widow, widower, or stepchild would be
considered such for social security purposes (a) if the marriage
had existed for 9 months, or (b) in case of death in line of duty in
the uniformed service and in case of accidental death, if the marriage
had existed for 3 months--except where the deceased individual could
not have been reasonably expected to live for 9 months at the time the
marriage occurred.

14.

Underpayments
The amendments authorize the Secretary to settle claims for unpaid
medical insurance benefits in cases where the beneficiary dies.
Where the bill for covered services has not been paid, payment
would be made only to the physician (or other provider of services)
and only if the physician (or other provider) agrees to accept the
reasonable charge for the services as his full charge. Where the
bill has been paid, benefits would be paid first to the person who
paid the bill. If the person who paid the bill is the decedent,
the payment would be made to the legal representative of his estate,
if there is one. Then the amendments provide the following uniform
order of payment for both cash benefits and medical insurance
benefits: (1) spouse living with the deceased individual at the
time of his death or spouse not living with him but entitled to
benefits on the same earnings record, (2) child entitled to benefits
on the same earnings record, (3) parent entitled to benefits on the
same earnings record, (4) spouse who was neither entitled to benefits
on the same earnings record nor living with the deceased individual.,
(5) child not entitled to benefits on the same earnings record,
(6)parent not entitled to benefits on the same earnings record., and
(7) legal representative of the individual's estate, if any.

15.

Becovery of overpayments
The bill provides that, where an overpaid person is alive, the over
paid benefits may be recovered by requiring the overpaid beneficiary
to refund the over-payment or by withholding the benefits payable to
him or to any other person entitled to benefits on the same earnings
record. (Under present law this is specifically authorized only in
death cases.) Also, any beneficiary who is liable for repayment of
an overpayment,, whether the overpayment was made to him or to another
person, will be able to qualify for waiver of recovery of the overpaid
amount if he is without fault and if he meets the other conditions
prescribed in the law.
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16.

Benefits paid on the basis of erroneous reports of death in military
service
The bill provides that benefits paid on the basis of erroneous
official reports of death issued by the Department of Defense would
be lawful payments for months before the reports are corrected.

17.

Payments to certain children
The bill provides that benefits payable to a person on the effective
date of the 1965 amendments which were reduced because a child became
entitled to benefits as a result of the change in the definition of
"rchild" in the 1965 amendments will not be reduced in the future.
Benefits for children who qualify only under the 1965 amendments
(section 216(h)(3) of present law) and who become entitled to benefits
for months after December 1967 would be residual--that is, that the
benefits payable to such children could not exceed the difference
between the sum of all other benefits being paid on the worker's
earnings record and the maximum amount payable on that record.

18.

Limitation on payment of benefits to aliens outside the United States
Under present law, an alien who is outside the United States for 6
consecutive months has his benefits withheld under certain conditions.
The bill changes this provision so that, for purposes of the 6-month
provision, an alien who is outside the United States for more than
30 days will be considered outside the United States until he returns
to the United States for 30 consecutive days. As under present law.,
once the 6-month period has elapsed and benefits have been suspended,,
a person would have to return to the United States for a full calendar
month in order for his benefits to be resumed.
The bill also provides that the 10-year-residence and 4O-quarters-of
coverage exceptions to the alien nonpayment provisions will not apply
after June 1968 to any alien who is a citizen of a country that has a
social security system of general applicability under which benefits
would not be paid to United States citizens who are living outside
that country. (Payment will continue to be made under certain circum
stances to a person who is a citizen of a country that has no generally
applicable social security system.)
Also, benefits will not be payable for any month after June 1968 to an
alien living in a country where the Treasury ban on payments is in
effect with respect to benefits for that month. Any amounts accumulated
through June 1968 for aliens who are living in countries where payment
cannot be made would be limited in amount to 12 months' benefits and
would not be payable to anyone other than the person from whom they have
been withheld or a survivor who is entitled to benefits on the same
earnings record.
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19.

Expedited benefit payments
The bill provides a formal method of expediting payment of retirement
and survivors insurance benefits on the basis of a written request.
In cases involving entitlement to monthly benefits or the resumption
of benefits that have been suspended, a written request may be filed
after 90 days have elapsed from the date the claimant submitted the
last of the evidence requested to show that a payment was due; in a
case involving an initially unexplained interruption in benefit payments
or the transition frcin one type of benefit to another (for example,
from wife's to widow's benefits),, a written request may be filed after
30 days have elapsed after the 15th of the month in which the benefit
payment was due. If payments are due they would begin within 15 days
after the date of the request.
The provision is effective July 1, 1968.

20.

Advisory Councils on Social Security
Under the bill future Advisory Councils on Social Security will be
appointed in 1969 and every fourth year thereafter (and after January
of the year of appointment), instead of in 1968 and every fifth year
thereafter as under present law. In addition, the Secretary will
appoint the Chairman of the Council; under present law, the Commissioner
of Social Security serves as Chairman. (The reports of the Ways and
Means and Finance Committees noted that "the Commissioner of Social
Security suggested that it might be desirable for the Chairman of the
Council, like the Council members', to be a person from outside the
Government.")

21.

Disclosure of the whereabouts of certain individuals
Upon request, the Social Security Administration will be required to
furnish to an appropriate court the most recent address of a deserting
parent for the court' s use in connection with a support and maintenance
order for a deserted child.

22.

Attorneys' fees
The bill authorizes the Secretary to certify payment to attorneys,
out of a claimant's past-due benefits, of fees for attorneys' services
The
rendered in administrative proceedings before the Secretary.
amount certified for payment will be the smaller of: (1) 25 percent
of the total past-due benefits, (2) the amount of the attorney's fee
as determined by the Secretary, or (3) the amount agreed upon between
the claimant and the attorney. This provision is similar to the one
in present law under which a court may authorize the Secretary to
certify payment to an attorney, out of the claimant's past-due benefits,
of the fee set by the court for the attorney's services rendered in
court proceedings (which fee cannot exceed 25 percent of the claimant's
total past-due benefits).
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B. HEALTH INSURANCE CHANGES
1. Payment of' physician bills under the supplementary medical insurance
program
The bill permits medical insurance benefits (for physicians' services
and other services reimbursable on a charge basis) to be paid to the
beneficiary on the basis of an itemized bill (whether or not it is
receipted) rather than on the basis of a receipted bill as under
present law; the present assignment method is retained.
This provision applies to any claim upon which final action has not
been taken before enactment.
2. Time limit on filing supplementary medical insurance claims
The bill establishes a time limit on the period within which payment
may be requested under the medical insurance program with respect to
services reimbursable on a charge basis. Claims for the services in
question will, in general, have to be filed no later than the end of
the calendar year following the year in which the services are
furnished, except that the time limit on filing with respect to
services furnished in the last 3 months of the year will be the same
as if the services had been furnished in the subsequent year. A,
further exception is that the time limitation on filing claims for
services received during July, August, and September of 1966 will
not expire until March 31, 1968.

3. Additional days of hospital care
The bill provides that each medicare
reserve of 60 days of added coverage
days covered in a "spell of illness"
of $20 per day will be applicable to

beneficiary will have a lifetime
of hospital care after the 90
have been exhausted. Coinsurance
these added days of coverage.

This provision applies with respect to services furnished after
December 311, 1967.

4. Inclusion of podiatrists' services
The bill covers the nonroutine services of doctors of podiatry or
surgical chiropody under the medical insurance program. In addition,
the bill excludes routine foot care from coverage whether performed
by a podiatrist or a medical doctor.
This provision applies to services furnished after December 31, 1967.

5. Payment for services in nonparticipating hospitals
The bill provides payments for inpatient services (whether or not
emergency services) furnished to beneficiaries admitted before
January 1, 1968, to nonparticipating hospitals that meet the new
definition of "emergency hospital" described below. The payments
will be made directly to the individual, and, subject to the $4-o
deductible and other statutory payment limitations in present law,
they will be equal to 60 percent of the room and board charges plus
80 percent of the ancillary charges. If the hospital formally
participates in medicare before 1969 and if it applies its utiliza
tion review plan to the services in question, payment can be made
for up to the full 90 days of coverage in the spell of illness.
Otherwise, payment will be limited to 20 days of coverage.
A similar provision relating only to emergency services applies to
admissions taking place on or after January 1, 1968. Under the new
provisions, nonparticipating hospitals may continue to apply for
payment for emergency services on a reasonable-cost basis, but only
if they agree to bill the program for all such services furnished
during the year. If the hospital does not choose to bill for
emergency services, the patient may receive payment direct from the
program on the percentage-of-charges basis described above.
The bill modifies the definition of hospitals eligible to furnish
covered emergency services. Under it, an "emergency hospital" means
a licensed institution which is primarily engaged in providing
medical care under the supervision of a doctor and which has fulltime nursing. The new, less restrictive, definition applies
retroactively to July 1, 1966, so that some hospitals which are
ineligible under present law to receive payment for emergency
services may receive such payments. on behalf of beneficiaries back
to the beginning of the program provided they apply for such payments.
If the hospital does not apply for reimbursement, the patient may be
paid directly under the new percentage-of-charges payment provisions.

6. Payment under the supplementary medical insurance program for
noncovered hospital ancillary services
The bill permits payment under the supplementary medical insurance
program for certain ancillary hospital and extended care facility
services,, principally X-ray and laboratory services, for which no
payment may be made under the hospital insurance program- -where, for
example, the patient has exhausted his eligibility under that program
or where an extended care facility patient has not satisfied the
prior-hospitalization requirement.
This provision applies to services furnished after March 31, 1968.
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7. Eye refractions
The bill adds to the present exclusion from medicare coverage of
expenses incurred for routine checkups, or for eyeglasses or eye
examinations for the purpose of prescribing, fitting, or changing
eyeglasses, a specific exclusion of expenses for procedures performed
(during the course of any eye examination regardless of by whom per
formed) to determine the refractive state of the eyes.
This provision will be effective upon enactment.

8. Payment for purchase of durable medical equipment
The bill permits payment to be made for durable medical equipment
that has been purchased by the individual. Except for inexpensive
items, payment will be made periodically in the same amount as if
the equipment were rented., for the period the equipment was needed;
no more than the purchase price of the equipment can be covered.
This provision applies to items purchased after December 31, 1967.

9. Payment for outpatient physical therapy services
The bill covers under the supplementary medical insurance program
outpatient physical therapy services furnished by physical therapists
employed by or under an agreement with and under the supervision of
hospitals and other providers of services and approved clinics,
rehabilitation centers, and public health agencies. The patient will
not have to be homebound for the physical therapy services to be
covered.
This provision applies to services furnished after June 30., 1968.
10.

Physician certification
The bill eliminates the physician certification requirement for
hospital outpatient services and admissions to general hospitals.
This provision is effective upon enactment.

11.

Simplification of reimbursement to hospitals for certain services
The bill (1) provides that the full reasonable charges (no deductible
or coinsurance) will be paid under the supplementary medical insurance
program for covered radiology and pathology services furnished by
physicians to hospital inpatients; (2) consolidates all coverage of
outpatient hospital services under the supplementary medical insurance
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program by transferring coverage of outpatient hospital diagnostic
services from the hospital insurance program to the supplementary
medical insurance program; and (3)authorizes hospitals to bill
medicare patients directly for small outpatient charges (subject to
final settlement in accordance with present cost-reimbursement
provisions).
These provisions apply to services furnished after March 31, 1968.
12.

Supplementary medical insurance enrollment periods
Under the bill, the general enrollment periods of the supplementary
medical insurance program are placed on an annual, rather than
biennial, basis and, beginning in 1969, run from January 1 through
March 31, rather than from October 1 through December 31 as under
present law. The Secretary will determine and promulgate during
December of each year the premium rate which will be applicable for
a 12-month period to begin the following July 1. When the Secretary
promulgates a rate change for part B, he will also be required to
issue a public statement setting forth the actuarial assumptions and
other bases upon which he arrived at the new rate. Persons wishing
to disenroll may do so at any time, but such disenrollment will not
take effect until the close of the calendar quarter following the
quarter in-which the notice of disenrollment is filed.

13.

Incentive reimbursement experimentation
The bill authorizes the Secretary to experiment with various methods
of reimbursement to organizations and physicians under medicare,
medicaid, and the child health programs which would provide incentives
for limiting costs of the programs while maintaining quality care.
The experiments would involve only those physicians and organizations
that volunteer to participate in such experiments. No experiments
will be initiated until the Secretary obtains the advice and recom
mendations of specialists who are competent to evaluate the
possibilities of securing productive results.
This provision is effective upon enactment.

14.

Enrollment under the supplementary medical insurance program on the
basis of an alleged date of attainment of age 65
The bill provides that a.person who has attained age 65 but who failed
to enroll in the supplementary medical insurance plan during his
"initial enrollment period" because he was mistaken about his correct
age may, provided his mistake resulted from his reliance on documentary

evidence which proved to be incorrect, enroll using the date of
attainment of age 65 shown on the erroneous documentary evidence as
a basis for his enrollment.
This provision will be effective beginning February 1968.
15.

Transitional provision on eligibility of presently uninsured individuals
for hospital insurance benefits
Under the bill the requirements for entitlement to hospital insurance
protection after 1967 are increased more gradually than they are under
present law. Under the bill, the minimum number of quarters of
coverage required for hospital insurance protection is reduced from the
present 6 quarters of coverage to 3 quarters for persons who attain age
65 in 1968, and who are not insured for social security or railroad
retirement cash benefits. Comparable reductions are made in the number
of quarters of coverage that present law requires in the case of people
who attain age 65 in subsequent years.

16.

Payment for portable X-ray services
The bill permits payment under the supplementary medical insurance
program for diagnostic X-ray services furnished in a patient's home or
in a nursing home if the services are provided under the general
supervision of a physician and if the performance of the tests meets
health and safety regulations.
This provision applies to services furnished after December 31, 1967.

17.

Blood deductibles
The bill broadens the definition of "blood" to include packed red
blood cells as well as whole blood and extends the application of the
3-pint deductible provisions to the supplementary medical insurance
program as well as to the hospital insurance program. Replacement of
blood will be on a pint-for-pint basis, as under present law.
This provision applies to payments for blood furnished an individual
after December 31, 1967.

18.

Limitation on special reduction in allowable days of inpatient hospital
services
The bill modifies the provision of present law under which days in a
psychiatric or tuberculosis hospital ixmmediately before entitlement
to hospital insurance are counted against the days of coverage a
person would otherwise have in his first spell of illness. The bill
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(1) removes tuberculosis hospitals from the application of the
provision, so that a person's entitlement to hospital insurance
benefits will be the same if he received hospital services in a
tuberculosis hospital as it would be if he received services in
a general hospital and (2) makes the provision inapplicable to
benefits for services in a general hospital if the services are
not primarily for the diagnosis or treatment of mental illness.
This provision applies to payments for services furnished after
December 31, 1967.
19.

Refunds of certain overpayments by employees of hospital insurance
tax
The bill authorizes refunds to-workers of hospital insurance taxes
paid on amounts in excess of the maximum earnings base ($7,800 in
1968 under the bill) where the worker has paid both social security
and railroad retirement taxes.
This provision will apply to wages paid after December 31, 1967, and
to self-employment income for taxable years ending on or after
December 31, 1968.

20.

Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council
The bill transfers the duties previously assigned to the National
Medical Review Committee (never established) to the Health Insurance
Benefits Advisory Council and increases the membership of the Health
Insurance Benefits Advisory Council from 16 to 19 persons.
This provision will be effective upon enactment of the bill.

21.

Reimbursement for civil service retirement annuitants for premium
payments under the supplementary medical insurance program
The bill provides that Federal employee health benefit plans will be
permitted to reimburse civil service retirement annuitants who are
members of group health plans for the premium payments they make to
the supplementary medical insurance program under certain conditions..
This provision will be effective upon enactment.

22.

Appropriation to supplementary medical insurance trust fund
The bill provides that, after June 30, 1967, whenever the transfer of
general revenue funds to the supplementary medical insurance trust fund
is not made at the time the enrollee contribution is made, the general
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fund of the Treasury will pay, in addition to the Government share, an
amount equal to the interest that would have been paid had the transfVer
been made on time. Also, the contingency reserve now provided for 1966
and 1967 is made available through 1969.
23.

Use of State agencies to assist health facilities to participate in
the various health programs under the Social Security Act
The bill authorizes 75-percent Federal matching for the cost of
services which State health agencies perform in helping health
facilities to qualify for participation in the various health programs
under the Social Security Act (including medicare, medicaid, and the
child health programs) and to improve their fiscal records for payment
purposes. The bill repeals the medicare provision under which such
services are financed on a 100-percent basis from the Federal Hospital
Insurance Trust Fund.
This provision will be effective July 1, 1969.

2~4.

Coordination of title XIX and the supplementary medical insurance
program
The bill permits States to "buy-in" for supplementary medical insurance
for all of their aged who are eligible for medical assistance. Under
present law they may do so only for aged persons receiving cash
assistance. Also, the January 1, 1968, deadline for entering into an
agreement with the Secretary for buying-in is extended to January 1,
1970, and the States are permitted to cover under the agreement
persons who become eligible for assistance after that date. The bill
f'urther provides that Federal matching payments will not be-made for
services furnished to individuals not enrolled in the supplementary
medical insurance program if the services would have been covered had
such individuals been enrolled in the program.
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C. COVERAGE CHAN~GES
1. Coverage of clergymen
The services that a clergyman, Christian Science practitioner, or member
of a religious order who has not taken a vow of poverty performs in the
exercise of his profession will be covered automatically unless, within
specified time limits., he submits a statement that he is opposed to
having his professional services covered under social security or other
public insurance on grounds of religious principle or conscience.
Coverage will be under the self-employment provisions, as in the case of
clergymen, Christian Science practitioners., and members of religious
orders who have elected coverage under previous law. Members of religious
orders who have taken a vow of poverty will continue to be excluded as
under previous law. Clergymen -who elected coverage under previous law
will continue to be covered.
The provision is effective for taxable years ending after December 31,
1967. The change will afford social security protection to most of the
6o,000 full-time clergymen (and their families) who have not elected
coverage, and will increase protection for many others who work part
time in the ministry.
2. Additional wage credits for servicemen
The covered earnings of a person on active duty in the uniformed services
(including active duty for training) will be deemed to be $300 more
than his basic pay in a calendar quarters, except that the deemed addi
tional covered earnings will be $100 when his basic pay in a calendar
quarter is $100 or less, and $200 when his basic pay in a quarter is
over $100 but is not over $200. The deemed additional covered earnings
are intended to take into account that the regular contributory social
security coverage of a serviceman reflects only his basic pay and does
not include certain cash increments or the substantial value of payments
in kind which are generally counted as wages in other covered employment.
The provision will apply to service pay that is paid after December 31,'
1967. The social security trust funds will be reimbursed from general
revenues for the additional cost of paying the benefits resulting from
this provision.

3. Retirement income of retired partners
Certain partnership income of retired partners will no longer be taxed
or credited for social security purposes. The provision specifies certain
conditions that must be met to assure that the income is in fact retire
ment income.
The provision is effective with taxable years ending on or after
December 31, 1967.
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4i. Additional time for members of religious sects to apply for exemption
from social security tax
The time for filing for exemption from the social security selfemployment tax by members of religious sects (mainly, the Old Order
Amish) conscientiously objecting to insurance is extended. Those who
had. self-employment income for taxable years ending before December 31,
1967, have until December 31, 1968, to file for exemption. (Under
previous law, the deadline for filing was April 15, 1966, for taxable
years ending before December 31, 1965.) For those who first receive
self-employment income in a taxable year ending on or after December 31,
1967, the application will be timely if filed by the due date for the
income tax return for the year in question. In these latter cases, an
application will be valid if filed within 3 months following the month
in which the person is notified in writing by the Internal Revenue
Service that a timely application has not been filed.

5. Family employment
Coverage is extended to domestic employment performed in an employeremployee relationship by a parent for his son or daughter in circumstances
in which it may be assumed that there is a need for the parent to perform
the work. The employment will be covered in a calendar quarter if the
employer has in his home a son or daughter who is under age 18 or has a
physical or mental condition that requires the personal care of an adult
for at least 4i continuous weeks in the quarter, and the employer either
is widowed or divorced, and has not remarried, or has a spouse in the
home who is incapable of caring for the employer's son or daughter for
at least 4~jcontinuous weeks in the quarter.
The provision is effective after December 1967.

6. Exclusion from wages of certain payments under employer-established plans
The bill excludes from the definition of wages, for social security
credit and tax purposes, payments made to an employee or any of his
dependents if (a) the payments are made pursuant to an employer plan;
(b) the payments begin upon or after the termination of the employee's
employment relationship; and (c) the termination was because of death,
retirement for disability, or retirement at an age specified in a plan
of the employer. The exclusion will not apply to any payment which
would have been made even if the employment relationship had not been
terminated,, or to any payment made upon or after termination of employ
ment, if such termination is for any reason other than death., or retire
ment because of age or disability.
The provision is effective with respect to payments made after enactment.
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7.State and local governmental employees
a. Coverage of employees ineligible for membership in a retirement
system
Social security coverage will be facilitated for employees who
are in positions under a State or local retirement system but are
not eligible to become members of the system. Under previous
law-, these employees could not be covered under social security
by means of the "divided retirement system" provision, which
permits specified States to cover only those current members of
a retirement system who desire coverage. It will now be possible
for these ineligible -workers to be covered when the divided
retirement system procedure is used to extend coverage to a
retirement system group.
The provision is effective on enactment.
b. Election officials and election workers
A State will be permitted to exclude from social security
coverage future services performed by officials and election
workers who are paid less than $50 in a calendar quarter for
such services. The exclusion can be taken for the election
officials and w-orkers of the State or any of its political
subdivisions either at the time coverage is extended to employees
of the State or the subdivision or at a later date. Under
previous law, these services could be excluded only at the time
coverage was extended to the employees of the State or the
subdivision.
The new, provision permits a State to modify its agreement on or
after January 1,1 1968,9 to exclude these services prospectively.
c. Exclusion of emergency services
Services performed for a State or local government by workers
hired on a temporary basis in emergencies such as a fire,, storm,
flood, or earthquake, now excludable at the option of the State,
will be mandatorily excluded from coverage.
The provision is effective with respect to services performed on
or after January 1, 1968.
d. Divided retirement system provision

--

Illinois

Illinois is added to the list of States which are permitted to
extend social security coverage to those current members of a
State or local retirement system who desire coverage, with all
future employees being compulsorily covered.
The amendment is effective on enactment.
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e. Employees compensatea by fees
The bill modifies the social security coverage provisions
applying to State and local government employees -who are
compensated solely on a fee basis (such as constables and
justices of the peace) to cover a larger number of such
emrployees. Under present law, fee-basis employees, like
other State and local government employees, can be covered
only under a State coverage agreement. Under the new provi
sions,, in the case of employees who are compensated solely
on a fee basis, fees received after 1967 which are not covered
under a State agreement are compulsorily covered under the
self-employment provisions of law, except that people in feebasis positions in 1968 may elect not to have their fees covered
under the self-employment provisions. A State will be permitted,
as under previous law., to modify its coverage agreement to
provide coverage for fee-basis employees as employees. However,
unlike previous law., a State may remove from coverage under its
agreement persons who are compensated solely on a fee basis.
The provision is effective with respect to fees received after
December 31, 1967.
f. Further opportunity to elect coverage under divided retirement
system provision
An additional opportunity is given, through 1969, for election
of social security coverage by employees of States and localities
who did not elect coverage when they previously had the opportunity
to do so under the provision permitting specified States to cover
only those current members of a retirement system who desire
coverage.
The amendment is effective on enactment.
g. Coverage for erroneously reported former employees
A State will be permitted, when it provides retroactive coverage
for a coverage group under a modification of the State's
agreement, to provide retroactive coverage for former employees
of the coverage group whose earnings had been erroneously reported
for them, if no refund has been made of the taxes paid on the
erroneously reported earnings.
The provision is effective on enactment.
h.

Policemen and firemen
Puerto Rico is added to the list of States which may provide
coverage under social security for policemen and firemen who are
covered under a State or local retirement system.
The provision is effective on enactment.
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i. Firemen in Nebraska
Erroneous earnings reports for certain Nebraska firemen are
validated for those past periods for which social security
contributions were erroneously paid,, without refund.
The provision is effective on enactment.
j. Coverage of firemen
It will be possible to extend social security coverage under
specified conditions to firemen under a State or local retire
ment system in States not specifically listed, under the
provisions of the Social Security Act, as States which may
cover such policemen and firemen. Such coverage may be extended
only by means of the referendum provisions, and only if the
Governor of the State certifies that the overall benefit pro
tection of the group of firemen which would be brought under
social_ security coverage would be improved by reason of the
extension of social security coverage to the group. Only
firemen may vote in the referendum.
The provision is effective on enactment.
k. Employees of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority
The State of Massachusetts will be permitted to remove from future
social security coverage employees of the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority. If the employees of the Turnpike Authority are removed
from coverage under this provision they cannot again be covered.
The Turnpike Authority employees have been under social security
longer than the 7-year period which is required before there can
be termination, but the 2-year notice of intent to terminate had
not been filed.
The provision is effective on enactment.
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D.

FINANCICNG CHAN~GES

The favorable actuarial balance of 0.74- percent of payroll that the
program has is sufficient to finance a substantial part of the cost
of the cash benefit provisions in the bill. The remaining cost of
the cash benefit provisions and the cost of the health insurance
provisions would be financed by: (i) an increase in the contribution
and benefit base from $6600 to $7800 (effective January 1,, 1968), and
(2) revised contribution rate schedules for the cash benefits and
hospital insurance parts of the program. There would be no increase
in the total contribution rate for 1968. The ultimate contribution
rate for cash benefits would be increased from 4i.85 percent to 5.0
percent beginning in 1973 and the ultimate rate for hospital insurance
would be increased from 0.80 percent to 0.90 percent beginning in 1987.
The contribution rate schedule under present law and under the bill are
as follows:
OASDI
Present

Period

Law

HI
Present

Bill

Law

Total
Present

Bill

Law

Bill

Eknployer-Ekuployee, Each
1968
1969-70
1971-72
1973-75
1976-79
1980-86
1987 and
after

3.9%
4.14
4.14

4.85
4.85
4.85
4.85

3.8%
4.2

0.5%
0.5

4.6

0.5

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

0.55
o.6
0.7
0.8

o.6*
o.6
0.6
0.65
0.7
0.
0.9

4.4%
4.9

4.4%

4.9
5.4

5.2
5.65

5.45

5.7

5.55
5.65

5.8

6.4%

4.8

5.9

Self- anployed
1968
1969-70
1971-72
1973-75
1976-79
198o-86
1987 and
after

5.9%
6.6

5.8%

6.6

6.3
6.9

7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

0.5%
0.5
0.5
0.55

0.6%
0.6
0.6

6.4%
7.1
7.1

o.65

o.6

0.7
0.8
0.9

7.55
7.6

0.7
0.

7.7
7.8

6.9

7.5
7.65
7.7
7.8

7.9
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Disability Insurance Trust Fund
The bill will increase the percentage of taxable wages appropriated
to the disability insurance trust fund (now 0.70 of 1 percent) to
0.95 of 1 percent, and would increase the percentage of self-employment
income so appropriated (now 0.525 of 1 percent) to 0.7125 of 1 percent.
Reports of Boards of Trustees
Under the bill the date on which the annual report of the trustees
of the social security trust funds is due is changed from March 1 to
April 1. The report on the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund
must contain a separate actuarial analysis of the benefit disbursements
made from that trust fund with respect to disabled beneficiaries.
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E.

SPECIAL STUDIES

1. Advisory council study of health insurance for the disabled
The bill establishes an advisory council, to be appointed in 1968, to
study the question of providing health insurance protection for the
disabled under title XVIII, and to report its findings, together with
its recommendations on how such protection should be financed, to the
Secretary not later than January 1, 1969.
2. Study of retirement test and drug proposals
The bill requires the Secretary to study (a) the existing retirement
test and proposals for its modification (including proposals for an
increase in retirement benefits on account of delayed retirement), and
(b) proposals to establish quality and cost standards for drugs for
which payments are made under the Social Security Act and to cover
drugs under the supplementary medical insurance program. The Secretary
is required to report his findings and recommendations to the President
and the Congress by January 1, 1969.

3. Study of coverage of services of health practitioners
The bill requires the Secretary to study the need for the extension of
coverage under the supplementary medical insurance program to the
services of additional types of personnel who engage in the independent
practice of furnishing health services and to make recommendations to
the Congress prior to January 1, 1969.
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SUMMARY OF SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1967
OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, DISABILITY, AND HEALTH
INSURANCE PROGRAMS
Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance
Increase in Social Security Benefits

The amendments provide an increase in benefit payments of 13 per
cent for all beneficiaries on the social security rolls. The average
monthly benefit paid to a retired worker with an eligible wife now on
the rolls is increased from $145 to $165. The mininmum benefit for a
worker retiring at age 65 is increased from $44 to $55 a month.
Monthly benefits will range from $55 to $160.50, for retired workers
now on social security rolls who began to draw benefits at age 65 or
later.
The amount of earnings subject to tax and used in the computation
of benefits is increased from $6,600 to $7,800 in 1968.
The $168 maximum benefit (based on average monthly earnings of
$550-or $6,600 per year) eventually payable under present law would
be increased to $189.90. The increase in the amount of earnings that
can be used in the benefit computation would result in a maximum
benefit of $218 (based on average monthly earnings of $650-$7,800
a year) in the future. The maximum beneft
abale to a family on
a single earnings record is $434.40. To qualf for the maximum
retirement benefits just outlined, a wage earner woretires at age 65
in the future must have earned the maximum. under the new earnings
bases for a number of years.
Elfeetive date.-The increased benefits are first payable for the month
of February 1968 and will be reflected in checks received early in
March. It is estimated that 22.9 million people are paid increased
benefits. More than $3 billion in additional benefits will be paid in the
first 12 months.
Special Benefit8 for People Age 72 and Over

The special payments made to uninsured individuals aged 72 and
over are increased from $35 to $40 a month for a single person and
from $52.50 to $60 a month for a couple.
Effective date.-The increased benefits will be first payable for
February 1968 and will be reflected in checks received in March 1968.
Limitation on Wife'8 Benefit

The amendments limit the wife's benefit to a maximum of $105 a
month. The effect of this provision will not generally be felt until
many years into the future.
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The Retirement Test

The amendments provide for an increase from $1,500 to $1,680 in the
amount of annual earnings a beneficiary under age 72 can have without
having any benefits withheld. Provision is made for an increase from
$125 to $140 in the amount of monthly earnings a person can have and
still get a benefit for the month. The bill provides that $1 in benefits be
withheld for each $2 of earnings between $1,680 and $2, 880 and $1
in benefits for each $1 in earnings above $2,880.
Effective date.-The provision is effective for earnings in 1968. It is
estimated that about 175 million in additional benefits would be paid
for 1968 to 76,000 people.
Benefits for Disabled Widows and Widowers

The amendments provide for the payment of monthly benefits
to certain disabled widows and widowers of deceased workers who
are between the ages of 50 and 62. If a disabled widow or widower first
receives benefits at age 50, then the benefit would be 50 percent of the
primary insurance amnount. The amount payable would increase up to
82%1, percent of the primary insurance amount, depending on the age
at which benefits began. The reduction would continue to apply to
benefits which were paid after the recipient reached age 62.
A widow or widower would be deemed disabled only if the disability
is one that, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, would preclude any gainful activity.
To be eligible for the benefits, the widow or widower must have
become totally disabled not later than 7 years after the spouse's death,
or in the case of a widowed mother, before the end of her benefits
as a mother or within 7 years thereafter.
Effective date.-About 65,000 disabled widows and widowers could
be eligible for benefits and about 60 million in benefits would be paid
during the first 12 months of operation. Benefits would be payable
starting for February 1968.
Dependency of a Child on the Mother

The amendments provide that a child will be considered dependent
on the mother under the same conditions that -he is now considered
dependent on the father. As a result, a child could be entitled to bene
fits if the mother was either fully or currently insured at the time she
died, retired, or became disabled. Under present law a mother must
have currently insured status (six out of the last 13 quarters ending
with death, retirement, or disability) unless she was actually supportin~ the child.
7Efctive date.- Benefits will be payable begmnig for February
1968. It is estimated that 175,000 children 'will be eligible for benefits
and that $83 million in additional benefits will be payable in the first
12 months.
Insured Status for Workers Disabled While Young

The amendments will allow a worker who becomes disabled before
the age of 3.1 to qualify for disability insurance if he worked in one-half
of the quarters between the time he is 21 and the time he is disabled,
or alternatively if he works in six quarters out of the last 12. This
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requirement would be an alternative to the present requirement that
the worker must have had a total of 5 years out of the last 10 years
in covered employment.
Eeffective date.-Benefits would be payable for February 1968 on the
basis of applications filed in or after December 1967.
Additional Wage Credits for Servicemen

For social security benefit purposes, the amendments will provide
that in the future the pay of a person in the uniformed service would
be deemed to be $100 a month more than his basic pay. The additional
cost of paying the benefits resulting from this provision would be
paid out of general revenues.
Disability Insurance Trust Fund

The amendments increase the percentage of taxable wages appro
priated to the disability insurance trust fund (now at 0.70 of 1 percent)
to 0.95 of 1 percent and would increase the percentage of self-employ
ment income (now at 0.525 of 1 percent) to 0.7125 of 1 percent.
Extension of Retroactivity of Disability Applications

The amendments allow a longer period of time after termination of
disability for the filing of a disability freeze application by an indi
vidual whose mental or physical disability interfered with hi filing a
timely application. This would enable workers who are totally disabled
over an extended period but fail to file timely applications to never
theless have the period of disabilityr frozen, and thus not counted
against them, in subsequent determinations as to whether they are
insured for social security benefits or the amount of such benefits.
The provision, however, does not apply to monthly disability
benefits.
Children Adopted by Disability Beneficiaries

The amendments provide that a child adopted by a person who is
getting disability benefits can become entitled to benefits if (a) the
adoption takes place in the United States, (b) it was under the super
vision of a public or private child-placement agency, (c) the disabled
individual had resided in the United States for the year prior to the
adoption, and (d) the child is under 18 at the time of adoption.
Effective date.-The provision is effective for benefits for February
1968 based on applications filed in and after December 1967.
Coverage of Ministers

The amendments permit a clergyman (other than members of
religious orders who have taken a vow of poverty) to elect not to be
covered if he is conscientiously opposed to socia security coverage,
or if he opposes such coverage on grounds of religious principle.
Coverage of State and Local Employees Ineligible for Membership in a
State Retirement System

The amendments facilitate social security coverage for workers in
positions under a State or local government retirement system who
87-372 0-67-2
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are not eligible to join the system. Under present law, these workers.
cannot be covered under social security in connection with the pro
cedurQ for extending coverage to members of a retirement system by
means of the provision permitting specified States to cover only those
members of a retirement system who desire coverage. The amendments
would permit these workers to be covered under this procedure.
State and Local Coverage in Illinois

The amendments add Illinois to the list of States (19 under present
law) which are permitted to extend social security coverage to those
current members of a State or local retirement system who desire
coverage, with all future employees being compulsorily covered.
Firemen in Puerto Rico

The amendments add Puerto Rico to the list of States which may
provide social security coverage for policemen and firemen.
Firemen in Nebraska

The amendments validate social security coverage for certain
firemen in Nebraska for whom social security taxes were erroneously
paid.
Coverage of Firemen

The amendments provide that social security coverage can be
extended to firemen in States not specifically granted that right if
the Governor of the State certifies that the total benefit protection
of firemen would be improved as a result. However, the divided retire
ment system could not be used and the firemen would have to be
brought'into coverage as a separate group and not as part of a group.
which includes persons other than firemen.
Coverage for Erroneously Reported Former State or Local Government
Employees

The amendments permit a State, when it provides retroactive
coverage for a coverage group under a modification of the State's
agreement, to provide retroactive coverage for former employees of
the coverage group wvith respect to earnings that previously had been
erroneously reported for them for quarters in tbe retroactive period, if'
no refund has been made of the taxes paid on the erroneously reported
earnings.
State and Local Employees Receiving Fees

The amendments modify the social security coverage provisions
applying to State and local government employees who are compen
sated solely on a fee basis (such as constables and justices of the peace).
Under present law, fee-basis employees, like other State and local
government employees, may be covered only under a State coverage
agreement. Under the amendments, in the case of employees who are
compensated solely on a fee basis, fees received after 1967 which are
not covered under a State agreement would be covered under the selfemployment provisions of law, except that people in fee-basis posi
tions in 1968 could elect not to have their fees covered under the
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sel-emloyentproisins.Under the amendments a State could, as
undr peset
lw, odiy ts coverage agreement to provide coverage
forfeebass eploeesasemployees. However, unlike present law,
the mendent
perit tates to remove from coverage under its
agreement persons who are compensated solely on a fee basis.
Family Employment

The amendments extend social security coverage to employment
performed in the private home of the employer by a parent in the
employ of his son or daughter. The employment would be covered if
the son or daughter is (a) a widow or widower with a child under age
18 or a disabled child or (b) a person with such a child who either is
divorced or has a disabled spouse. The amendments would continue
to exclude from coverage employment performed in a priate home
by a parent when these conditions are not met, employment of a
child under age 21 by his parent, and employment of a husband or
wife by the spouse.
Employees of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority

The amendments permit the State of Massachusetts to modify its
agreement for social security coverage so as to exclude employees of
the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority who are in positions being
brought into a new State retirement system.
Children Adopted by Surviving Spouse

The amendments permit a child adopted by a surviving spouse to
get benefits even though the adoption is not completed within 2 years
after the worker's death, if adoption proceedings had begun before
the worker died.
Effective date.-The provision would be effective for monthl benefits
for February 1968 based on applications filed in and after Deember
1967.
Recovery of Overpayments

The amendments authorize the Secretary of HEW to recover over
paid benefits by requiring the overpaid beneficiary or his estate to
refund the overpayment or by withholding. the benefits payable to
him,. his estate or to any other person entitled to benefits on the same
earnings record. (Under present law, overpayments may be recovered
from the overpaid person while he is getting benefits, but recovery
may not be made from an y other person getting benefits on the same
account. There is no specific provision for recovering an overpayment
while the beneficiary is alive if he is not getting benefits.)
Benefits Paid on Basis of Erroneous Reports of Death in Military Service

The amendments provide that all benefits paid on the basis of official
reports of death in military service issued by the Department of De
fense will be considered lawful payments even though it is later de
termined that the person who was reported'dead is still alive.
E~ffective date.-The provision will apply to all payments made to
payees who get benefits for December 1967 or later.
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Underpayments

The amendments provide that amounts due under the supple
mentary medical insurance program after the beneficiary's deat~h be
paid to the person who paid for the services, either before or after
the beneficiary's death, or to the person who provided the services.
(If the person who paid for the services is the decedent, the payment
would be made to the legal representative of his estate if there is
one.) Otherwise the benefits will be paid under the following uniform
order of payment for both cash benefits and part B benefits:
1. Spouse living with the individual at time of his death or to
the spouse not living with individual but entitled to benefits
on the same earnings record.
2. Child entitled to benefits on the same earnings record.
3. Parent entitled to benefits on the same earnings record.
4. Spouse who was neither entitled to benefits on the same
earnings record nor living with the individual.
5. Child not entitled to benefits on the same earnings record.
6. Parent not entitled to benefits on the same earnings record.
7. Legal representative of the individual's estate, if any.
Simplification of Benefit Computation

Where wages earned before 1951 are used to compute social security
benefits, the amendments allow certain assumptions to be made so
that the benefit could be computed by use of electronic data processing
equipment.
Definitions of "Widow"

".
.Widower," and "Stepchild"

The amendments provide a change in the definition of "widow,"
"widower," and "stepchild" so that they will be considered as such
for social security purposes if the marriage existed for 9 months, or,
in case of death in line of duty in the uniformed service, and in case
of accidental death, if the marriage existed for 3 months, unless it
is determined that the deceased individual could not have reasonablX
been expected to live for 9 months at the time the marriage occurre~
Under present law a marriage must have existed for 12 months.
Requirements for Husband's and Widower's Insurance Benefits

The amendments eliminate the requirement in present law that a
dependent husband or widower may become entitled to social security
.benefits on his wife's earnings only if his wife is currently insured -at
the time she died, became disabled, or retired.
Disability Benefits Affected by the Receipt of Workmen's Compensation

The amendments modify the provisions in present law for deter
mining the amount of combined social security and workmen's com
pensation benefits that can be paid when a disabled worker is eligible
under both programs. In cases where social security disability benefits
are subject to reduction because the combined benefits would
otherwise exceed 80 percent of the disabled worker's average current
earnings, the computation of average earnings can include earnings
in excess of the annual amount taxable under social security.
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Extension of Time for Filing Reports of Earnings

The amendments authorize the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare to grant an extension of the time in which a person may

file the report of earnings required for retirement test purposes

if

there is a valid reason for his not filing it on time. Permission to file
a late report may be given in advance of the date on which the report
is to be filed.
Penalty for Failure to File Timely Reports of Earnings

The amendments eliminate the possibility of imposing on a person,
who does not file a timely report of earnings under the retirement test,
a penalty which exceeds the amount of benefits which should have
been withheld.
Limitation on Payment of Benefits to Aliens Outside the United States

The amendments would modify the provisions of present law under
which an alien who is outside the United States for 6 consecutive
months has his benefits withheld under certain conditions, so that, for
purposes of the 6-month provision, an alien who is outside the United
States for more than 30 days will be considered outside the United
States until he returns to the United States for 30 consecutive days
within 6 months after he leaves the country.
The amendments add a provision uinder which generally a person
who is not a citizen of the United States is outside the United States
for 6 months or more could be paid benefits only if he is a citizen of a
country that provides reciprocity under its social security system for
the payment of benefits to U.S. citizens who are living outside that
country. (Payment would continue to be made under certain circum
stances to a person who is a citizen of a country that has no generally
applicable social security system.)
Also, benefits would not be payable to an alien living in a country in
which the Treasury has suspended payments. Any emounts currently
accumulated for aliens now living in countries where payment cannot
be made would be limited to 12 monthly benefits.
Effective date--The provisions will be effective after June 30, 1968.
Advisory Council on Social Security

The amendments modify the provisions of present law relating to
the time at which Advisory Councils are appointed and issue reports
to provide that the Advisory Councils be appointed at any time after
January 31 in 1969 and every 4 years thereafter. As in present law
each Council would report to the Secretary not later than the first
day of the second year following the year in which it is appointed.
The final report of each Council, however, must include any interim
reports the Council may have issued.
Disclosure to Courts of Whereabouts of Certain Individuals

The amendments require the Social Security Administration to
furnish an appropriate court with the most recent address of a de
serting father if the court wishes the information in connection with
a support order for a child. Such information would be furnished to
both courts in interstate support actions.
87-372 0-67-3
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Payments to Certain Illegitimate Children

The amendments provide that benefits payable to illegitimate chil
dren who become entitled to benefits in the future under a provision
contained in the 1965 amendments can not exceed the difference be
tween the total amounts payable to other persons and the family
maximum amount. The benefits payable to a person on the effective
date of the 1965 amendments which were reduced because a child
became entitled to benefits under the 1965 amendment will not be
reduced in the future nor will the benefits payable to persons on the
rolls on the effective date of the 1967 amendments be reduced.
Report of Board of Trustees

The amendments change the date on which the annual report of
the trustees of the social* security trust funds is due from March 1
to April 1. Also, the report is to contain a separate actuarial analysis
of the benefit disbursements made from the old-age and survivors
insurance trust fund with respect to disabled beneficiaries.
Expedited Benefit Payments

The amendments establish special procedures to expedite the pay
ment of benefits. The new procedures would go into effect after June
30, 1968, but would not apply to disability benefits or negotiated
checks.
Attorney's Fees

The amendments authorize the Secretary of HEW to fix a reasonable
fee for the services provided before the Social Security Administration
for an applicant for social security benefits by an attorney and to pay
such attorney's fee out of past-due benefits. The fee could not exceed
the smaller of: (a) 25 percent of the past-due benefits, (b) the fee fixed
by the Secretary, or (c) an amount agreed to by the applicant and the
attorney.
Exclusion of Emergency Services by State and Local Employees

The amendments would mandatorily exclude from social security
coverage services performed for a State or local government by work
ers hired on a temporary basis, in case of emergencies such as fire,
storm, flood, or earthquake.
Election Officials and Election Workers

The amendments would permit a State to exclude from social
security coverage, prospectively, service performed by election work
ers and election officials if they are paid, for such services, less than
$50 in a calendar quarter. The exclusion could be taken for the elec
tion officials and workers of the State or any of its political subdivisions
either at the time coverage is extended to employees of the State or
the subdivlsion or at a later date.
Social Security Tax-Retirement Plans

Tile amendments exclude from the definition of wages subject to
social security taxes certain payments made under plans established
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by employers and made to the employee or his dependents upon
retirement, death, or disability.
Definition of Disability

The amendments provide a more detailed definition of disability for
workers than is now in the law. Guidelines would be provided under
which a person could be determined to be disabled only if he is unable
to engage in any kind of substantial gainful work which exists in the
national economy, even though such work does not exist in the general
area in which he lives. A special more restrictive definition would apply
to widows and widowers.
Definition of Blindness

The definition of disability due to blindness is changed so that a
person who is "industrially blind" (i.e., visual acuity of 20/200 or less
corrected or a visual of 20 degrees or less) is disabled rather than one
who has visual acuity of 5/200 or less corrected.
Time for Filing Applications for Exemption From Self-Employment Tax
by Amish

The amendments permit members of a religious sect which is opposed
to social insurance to ifile an application for exemption from the selfemployment tax by December 31, 1968, if the person has self-employ
ment income for years ending before December 31, 1967. If he first
receives self-employment income in later years, the application would
be timely if ifiled by the due date for the income tax return for the year
in question. However, in these latter cases, the amendment also pro
vides that valid applications may be filed within 3 months following
the month in which the person is notified in writing by the Internal
Revenue Service that e timely application has not been ifiled.
Retirement Income of Retired Partners

The amendments provide that certain partnerships income of retired
partners would not be taxed or credited for social security purposes.
Hospital Insurance Contributions by Persons Employed Roth Under
Social Security and Railroad Retirement

The amendments provide that, beginning with 1968, persons
employed both under the social security and railroad retirement pro
grams who pay hospital insurance contributions on combined wages
which are in excess of the taxable wage base would be entitled to a
refund of the excess contributions.
General Savings Provision

The amendments provide that when an additional person becomes
entitled to benefits as a result of the Social Security Amendments of
1967, the benefit paid to any other person on the same account would
not be reduced by the family maximum provision because the new
person became entitled to benefits.
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Health Insurance Benefits
Payment of Physician Bills Under the Supplementary Medical Insurance
Program

Under present law, payment may be made only upon assignment to
the physican or to the patient upon presentation of a receipted bill.
The amendment would permit payment either to the patient on the
basis of an itemized bill (which could be either receipted or unpaid) or
to the physician under the present assignment method. This provision
would make it possible for patients to pay their medical bills without
depleting their savings or resorting to loans.
Payment for Services in Nonparticipating Hospitals

Under existing law payments can be made to participating hospitals
and, .in an emergency case, to a nonparticipating hospital which met
certain standards, only if the hospital agreed to accept the reasonable
costs allowed by medicare as full payment for the services rendered.
For the period ending December 31, 1967, the amendment would
permit direct reimbursement to an individual who was furnished
nonemergency or emergency hospital services in certain nonpartici
pating hospitals. This transitional coverage would not extend to
admissions after 1967. Payment would be limited to 80 percent of
the hospital ancillary charges and 60 percent of the room and board
charges, for up to 20 days in each spell of illness (subject to the $40
deductible and other statutory limitations of payment) if the hospital
did not formally participate in medicare before January 1, 1969. If it
did participate in medicare before that date and if it applied its
utilization review plan to the services it provided before its regular
participation started, up to the full 90 days of coverage could be
reimbursed. Thus, there would be an incentive for nonparticipating
hospitals to participate because participation is a condition for cover
ing past services beyond 20 days as well as a condition for future
coverage.
A similar provision would continue after January 1, 1968, for
emergency care but only as an alternative to the other method of
covering such care. Hospitals could apply for payment for a period
of up to 150 days, or, if the hospital did not apply, the patient could
obtain payment on the basis of 60 percent of room and board charges
and 80 percent of ancillary services charges.
A new definition for hospitals eligible under these transitional and
emergency care provisions is provided. Under it, a qualifying hospital
must have a ful-time nursing service, be licensed as a hospital, and
be primarily engaged in providing medical care under the super
vision of a doctor of medicine or osteopathy. This definition would
apply back to July 1, 1966, so that some hospitals which would
otherwise be ineligible to receive payment for emergency services may
receive such payments in behalf of beneficiaries back to the beginning
of the program provided they apply for them. If they do not ftpply for
reimbursement, the patient could be paid under other provisions.
This provision would afford financial relief to those medicare bene
ficiaries who have received services in certain nonparticipating hos
pitals starting July 1966, sometimes entering such hospitals without
realizing the services would not be covered under medicare.
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Payment Under the Medical Insurance Program for Noncovered Hospital
Ancillary Services

The amendments add a provision which permits payment under
the medical in'1surance program for penty
noncovered ancillary
hospital and extended care facility services, principally X-ray and
laboratory services furnished after the patient has been covered for
the full period of hospital eligibility. Under prior law if a person is
in a. hospital or extended care facility qualified to participate under
medicare, p)ayment may not be made for services wbich could be paid
for uinder part B if not received in a qualified hospital or extended
care facility. As a result, sometimes the services are not covered under
either part B or part A. The amendment will allow payment to be
made for services ordinarily not paid for under p~art B, wherever part
A payments could not be made, if the appropriate hospital or inde
pendent laboratory standards are met. Payment will be made to
participating providers under the usual part B provisions applying
to the $50 deductible and 20 percent coinsurance.
Limitation on Special Reduction in Allowable Days of Inpatient Hospital
Services

Tbe limitation on payment of hospital insurance benefits during
the first spell of illness for an individual who is an inpatient of a
psychiatric hospital at the time he becomes entitled to benefits under
the hospital insurance program wvill be made inapplicable to benefits
for services in a general hospital if the services are not primarily for
the diagnosis or treatment of mental illness. The amendments also
remove tuberculosis hospitals from the provision in present law under
which days in a tuberculosis insitution immediately before entitlement
to hospital insurance are counted against the days of coverage an
individual would otherwise have. In effect, the change makes an
individual's entitlement to hospital insurance benefits the same if he
received hospital services in a tuberculosis hospital as it would be if
he received services in a general hospital.
Payment for Blood

The definition of "blood" is broadened to include packed red blood
cells as well as whole blood and the application of the 3-pint deductible
provision under the hospital plan is also extended to the supplementary
medical insurance program.
Services of Podiatrists

The amendments include within the definition of physician a
doctor of podiatry, but only with respect to functions he is authorized
to perform by the State in which he practices. No payment will be
made for routine foot care whether performed by a podiatrist or a
medical doctor.
Physical Therapy

The amendments extends the provisions of present law to include
outpatient physical therapy services furnished by physical therapists
employed by or uinder an agreement with and under the supervision
of hospitals and other providers of services as well as approved clinics,
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rehabilitation centers and local public health agencies. Additionally,
the patie'rt would not have to be homebound for the physical therapy
services to be covered.
Supplementary Medical Insurance Enrollment Periods

The amendments add a provision, effective January 1, 1969, under
which the general enrollment periods of the supplementary medical
insurance program will be placed on an annual basis and run from
Januiary 1 to Mlarch 31, rather than October 1 to December 31 of
each odd-numbered year. The Secretary would determine and pro
intilgate during, December of each year the premium rate which would
be applicable for a 12-month period to begin the following July 1.
When the Secretary promulgates a rate for part B, he also is required
to issue a public statement setting forth the actuarial assumptions
and bases upon which he arrived at the rate.
Persons wishing to disenroll could do so at any time, but such
termination wvould not take effect until the close of the calendar
quarter following the quarter in which the notice was filed.
Additional Days of Hospital Care

Each medicare beneficiary wvill be provided with a lifetime reserve
of 60 days of hospital care after the 90 days covered in a "spell of
illness" have been exhausted. Coinsurance of $20 for each day would
be applicable to such added days of coverage.
Incentive Reimbursement Experimentation

The Secretary of HEW is authorized to experiment with various
methods of reimbursement to organizations, institutions, and phy
sicians, on a voluntary basis, participating under medicare, medicaid,
and the child health programs which offer incentives for keeping costs
of the program down while maintaining quality of care.
Study of Drug Proposals and Retirement Test

The Secretary of HEW is required to study and report to the Con
gress, prior to January 1, 1969, the savings which might accrue to the
Government and the effects on the health professions and on all ele
mients of the drug industry which might result from enactment of two
1)roposals relating to drugs: (1) a proposal to cover prescription drugs
uinder medicare, and (2) a proposal to establish, through a formulary
committee, quality and cost control standards for drugs provided
uinder the various programs of the Social Security Act. The Secretary
is also to study ways to improve the earnings test under social security
and the feasibility of increasing payments to those who delay their
retirement after age 65.
Physician Certification

The requirement of physician certification of the medical necessity
for hospital outpatient services and admissions to general hospitals is
removed. Such services and admissions are almost always medically
necessary. The change will simplify administration of the program by
eliminating unnecessary paperwork.
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Transfer of Outpatient Hospital Services to the Supplementary Medical
Insurance Program

The amendments transfer hospital outpatient diagnostic services
from the hospital insurance program to the supplementary medical
insurance program. The effect of the change is that all hospital out
patient benefits will be covered under the supplementary medical
insurance program and thus subject to the deductible ($50 a year)
and coinsurance features (20 percent). This provision simplifies the
procedure for paying benefits for hospital outpatients by making such
payments subject to a single set of rules for determining patient
eligibility, patient and medicare liability and trust fund accountability.
Hospital Billing for Outpatient Services

Hospitals will be permitted, as an alternative to the present pro
cedure, to collect small charges (if not more than $50) for -outpatient
hospital services from the beneficiary without submitting a bill to
medicare. (The amounts collected would be counted as expenses
reimbursable to the beneficiary under the 'medical insurance plan.)
The payments due the hospitals would be computed at intervals to
assure that the hospital received its final reimbursement on a cost
basis. This provision will bring the requirements of the medicare
program more closely into conformity with the usual billing practices
of hospitals.
Radiologists' and Pathologists' Services

The amendments permit payment of full reasonable charges for
radiological or pathological services furnished by physicians to hos
pital inpatients. Under present law, a 20 percent coinsurance factor
is applicable as is also the $50 deductible if it is not met by other
medical expenses. This provision improves thepVrotection of the pro
gram as well as facilitating beeiir
ndrtnig
t will simplify
hospital and intermediary hadigo
y bringing
eiaecam
the requirements of the medcr
rga
oecoeyin line with
the usual billing practices ofhsiasadtepyet
methods of
private insurance.
Payment for Portable X-ray Services

The amendments permit payment for diagnostic X-rays taken in a
patient's home or in a nursing home. These services will be covered
under the supplementary medical insurance program if they are
provided under the supervision of a physician and are performed under
proper health and safety regulations.
Payment for Purchase of Durable Medical Equipment

The amendments permitp aymnent to be made for durable medical
equipment needed by an individual, whether rented or purchased. If
purchased, payment would be made periodically in the same amount
as if equipment were rented, for the period the equipment was needed
but without covering more than the purchase price.
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Reimbursement for Civil Service Retirement Annuitants for Premium
Payments Under the Supplementary Medical Insurance Program

Federal employee group health benefit plans will be permitted to
reimburse certain civil service retirement annuitants who are members
of their plans for the premium payments they make to the supplemen
tary medical insurance program.
Date of Attainment of Age 65 of Persons Enrolling in SMI Program

A person over 65, who believes, on the basis of documentary evi
dence, that he has just reached age 65, will be allowed to enroll in the
supplementary medical insurance program as if he had attained age
65 on the date shown in evidence.
z
Use of State Agencies To Assist Health Facilities To Participate in the
Various Health Programs Under the Social Security Act

States will be able to receive 75-percent Federal matching for the
services which State health agencies perform to help health facilities
qualify for participation in the various health programs under the
Social Security Act (including medicare, medicaid, and the child health
programs) and to help those facilities improve their fiscal records for
payment purposes. Similar provisions in the medicare program (which
finance such services oil a 100-percent basis from the Federal hospital
insurance trust fund) are repealed eff ective July 1, 1969, when this
provision goes into effect.
Transitional Provisions for Uninsured Individuals Under the Hospital
Insurance Program

A person attaining age 65 in 1968 will be entitled to hospital insur
ance benefits if he has a minimum of three quarters of coverage (exist
ing law requires six), with the number of quarters of coverage needed
by persons who reach age 65 in later years increasing by three in each
year until the regular insured status requirement is met.
Appropriation to Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund

Whenever the transfer of general revenue funds to the supple
mentary medical insurance trust fund (after June 30, 1967) is not
made at the time the enrollee contribution is made, the general fund
of the Treasury will p)ay, in addition to the Government share, an
amount equal to the interest, that would have been earned by the
trust fund had the transfer been made on time. Also, the contingency
reserve now provided for 1966 and 1967 will be made available through
1969.
Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council

The Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council will assume the
duties of the National Medical Review Committee. The Medical
Review Committee, which has not yet been formed, will not be ap
pointed. The Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council membership
is increased from 16 to 19 persons.
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Study of Coverage of Services of Health Practitioners

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare will study the
need for, and make recommendations concerning, the extension of
coverage under the supplementary medical insurance program to the
services of additional types of personnel who engage in the independ
ent practice of furnishing health services.
Creation of an Advisory Council To Make Recommendations Concerning
Health Insurance for Disability Beneficiaries

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare will establish an
Advisory Council to study the problems relative to including the dis
abled under the health insurance program, and also any special prob
lems with regard to the costs which would be involved in such cover
age. The Council is to make'its report by January 1, 1969.
Financing the Social Security and Hospital Insurance Programs

The tax rates and the tax base under present law and under the
amendments are shown in the following table:
TAX RATESUNDERPRESENT LAW AND UNDERTHE AMENDMENTS
EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE. EACH
[in percentl
Period

Present law

1968------------------11969-70---------------1971-72---------------1973-75---------------1976-79---------------1980-86---------------1987 and otter------------

3.9
4.4
4.4
4.85
4.85
4.85
4.85

Total

Hi

OASDI
Amendments
3.8
4.2
4.6
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

Present law
0.5
.5
.5
.55
.6
.7
.8

Amendments

Present law

Amendments

0.6
0.6
.6
.65
.7
.8
.9

4.4
4.9
4.9
5.4
5.45
5.55
5.65

4.4
4.8
5.2
5.65
5.7
5.8
5.9

0.6
6
.6
.65
.7
.8
.9

6.4
7.1
7.1
7.55
7.6
7.7
7.8

6.4
6.9
7.5
7.65
7.7
7.8
7.9

SELF-EMPLOYED
1968------------------1969-70---------------1971-72---------------1973-75---------------1976-79---------------1980486---------------1987and alter------------

5.9
6.6
6.6
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

5.8
6.3
6.9
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

0.5
.5
.5
.55
.6
7
.8

Note: The maximum taxable earnings base under present law, $6,600, is increased to $7,800 effective Jan. 1,1968.

PUBLIC WELFARE AND HEALTH AMENDMENTS
Work Incentive Program for AFDC Families

The amendments establish a new work incentive program for
families receiving AFDC payments to be administered by the De
partment of Labor. The State welfare agencies would determine who
was appropriate for such referral but would not include (1) children
who are under age 16 or going to school; (2) any person with illness,
incapacity, advanced age or remoteness from a project that precludes
effective participation in work or training; or (3) persons whose sub
stantially continuous presence in the home is required because of
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the illness or incapacity of another member of the household. For all
those referred the welfare agency will assure necessary child care
arrangements for the children involved. An individual who desires
to participate in work or training would be considered for assignment
and, unless specifically disapproved, would be referred to the program.
People referred by the State welfare agency to the Department of
Labor would be handled under three priorities. Under priority I, the
Secretary of Labor, through the over 2,000 U.S. employment offices,
would make arrangements for as many as possible to move into regular
employment and would establish an employability plan for each other
person.
Under priority II all those found suitable would receive training
appropriate to their needs and up to $30 a month incentive payment.
After training as many as possible would be referred to regular
employment.
Under priority 111, the employment office would make arrangements
for special work projects to employ those who are found to be unsuit
able for the training and those for whom no jobs in the regular economy
can be found at the time. These special projects would be set up by
agreement between the employment office and public agencies or
nonprofit private agencies organized for a public service purpose. It
would be required that workers receive at least the minimum wage.
(but not necessarily the prevailing wage) if the work they perform is
covered under a minimum wage statute (and in applying the minimum
wage law, their welfare grants would be counted). Moreover, the work
performed under special projects must not result in the displacement
of regularly employed workers and would have to be of a type which,
under the circumstances in the local situation, would not otherwise be
performed by regular employees.
The special work projects would work like this: The State welfare
agency would make payments to the employment office equal to:
(1) the welfare benefit the family would have been entitled to, or, if
smaller, (2) a portion of the welfare benefit equal to 80 percent of the
rates which the individual receives on the special project.
The Secretary of Labor would arrange for the participants to work
in a special work project. The amount of the funds paid by him into
the project would depend on the terms he negotiates with the agency
sponsoring the project. The amount of funds put into the projects by
the employment office could not be larger than the funds sent to the
Secretary of Labor by the State welfare agency
The extent to which the State welfare expenditures might be reduced
would depend upon the negotiating efforts of the Secretary of Labor.
If he is successful in placing these workers in work projects where the
pay is relatively good, the contribution the State must make into the
employment pool would be less and there would be a savings to both
Federal and State Governments.
Employees who work under these agreements would have their
situations reevaluated by the employment office at regular intervals
(at least every 6 months) for the purpose of making it possible for as
many such employees as possible to move into regular employnient.
An important facet of this suggested work program is that in most
instances the recipient would no longer receive a check from the
welfare agency. Instead, he would receive a payment from an employer
for services performed. The entire check would be subject to income,
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social security, and unemployment compensation taxes, thus assuring
that the individual would be accruing rights and responsibility just
as other working people do. In those caseswhere an employee receives
wages which are insufficient to raise his income to a level equal to
thegrat
h wold avereceived had he not been in the project
plus20
ercnt o hi waes, a welfare check equal to the difference
woud
pad.
b n teseintances the supplemental check would be
issud
th bwefar agncyand sent to the worker.
Arefusa to accp wor or undertake training without good cause
by a person who hsbeen referred would be reported back to the State
agency by the Labor Department; and, unless such person returns to
the program within 60 days (during which he would receive counseling),
his welfare payment would be terminated. Protective and vendor
payments would be continued, however, for the dependent children
to protect them from the faults of others.
The States would have to meet 20 percent, in cash or in kind, of the
total cost of the program (excluding amounts paid on special work
projects, priority III, which would come from the employer and the
transferred welfare payments).
Earnings Exemption

Under the present aid to families with dependent children program,
the'States, at their option, may disregard not more than $50 per
month of earned income of each dependen~t child under age 18 but not
more than $150 per month in the same home in computing the family's
income for public welfare purposes. The States also have the option of
disregarding $5 of income from any source before applying the child's
earnedmincome exemption.
Under the amendments earned income of each child recipient who
is a full-time student or is a part time student not working full time,
will be excluded in determinin need for assistance. In the case of
any chld
the o anadut refatnive the first $30 of earned income
ofrouhe pls ~of heremainder of such income for the month
woulbaloexept.Theprior provision exempting.$50 a month
of achid'sincme oul besuperseded by these provisions.
Dependent Children of Unemployed Fathers

The amendments provide that under State programs of aid to
families with dependent children of unemployed parents, Federal
matching wuld be available only for the children of unemployed
fathers. gUnwder present law States may include children on the basis
of the unemployment of mothers, as well as fathers. The amendments
also' provide that the Secretary will prescribe standards for the
determination of what constitutes unemployment. The term is
defined by the States under present law.
Under the amendments, State plans would have to provide for the
payment of assistance when a child's father has not been employed
for at least 30 days prior to receiving aid, if he has not refused a
bona fide offer of employment or training without good cause, and
if he has had a recent and substantial connection with the labor force.
Assistance would be denied if the father is not currently registered
with the public employment office in the State, if he refuses without
good cause to undertake work or training, or refuses without good
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cause to accept employment, of if he is receiving unemployment
compensation.
The States would have to refer the fathers to work incentive pro
grams with 30 days after first providing them with welfare assistance.
States which are operating programs for the children of unemployed
parents as provided for under present law would not have to add any
additional children or families as a result of the new provisions prior
to July 1, 1969. However, the amendment establishing criteria for
persons covered would be effective January 1, 1968, and no Federal
matching would be provided for persons who do not meet these
criteria.
Limitation on Federal Matching in AFDC Program

The amendments sets a limitation on Federal financial participation
in the AFDC program related to the proportion of the child population
under age 18 aided because of the absence from the home of a parent.
Federal financial participation would not be available for any excess
above the percentage of children of absent parents who received aid
to the child population under age 18 in the State as of January 1. 1968.
This limitation will be effective after June 30, 1968.
Federal Payments for Foster Home Care of Dependent Children

Effective July 1, 1969, States would have to provide AFDC pay
ments for children who are placed in a foster home if in the 6 months
before proceedings started in the court they xvould have been eligible
for AFDC if they had lived in the home of a relative. The provision
would be optional with the States before July 1, 1969. Under present
lawv, children in foster care are eligible for AFDC payments only if
they actually received such payments in the month they were placed
in foster care. Federal matching would be available for grants up to
an average of $100 a month per child.
Emergency Assistance

The amendments authorizes up to 30 days of emergency assistance
during a 12-month period to a child under 21 and his family, but could
not be extended to a family for refusal (without good cause) to accept
work or training under the work incentive program. This emergency
aid could also be extended to migrant workers who have dependent
children.
Protective or Vendor Payments

The amendments increase the limitation of recipients for whom
protective payments could be made because they were unable to
manage their funds from 5 percent to 10 percent but excludes from
this overall limitation those recipients for whomn such payments have
been made because of the refusal without good cause, of an individual
to work, register for work, or to participate under a training or work
program.
Single Organizational Unit for Child Services

The amendments provide that child-welfare services and services
to children receiving AFDC shall be provided by the same organiza
tional unit at the State and local levef, except that in those instances
where such services were provided by separate State agencies or
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separate local agencies on the date of enactment of the amendments,
they may continue to be provided by such agencies.
Pass Along

The amendments. expand the provision enacted in 1965 which
allows the State to exempt up to $5 a month of any type of income
in determining eligibility and the amount of assistance . Effective upon
enactment, the States would have the option of exempting up to a total
of $7.50 a month for the aged, blind, and the totally and permanently
disabled.
Increased Authorizations for Child Welfare Services

The amendments increase child welfare authorizations from $55
million for fiscal year 1969 to $100 million, and from $60 million for
later years to $110 million.
Provision of Family Service State Plan Requirement

There is a provision in present law requiring State welfare agencies
to make apan for providing welfare services for each child in an
AFDC family. Under the amendments, the plan must also provide for
welfare services for the adults in the family.
Use of Subprofessional and Volunteer Staff

The amendments require States, effective July 1, 1969, to train
and use subprofessional staff, with particular emphasis on the use
of welfare recipients and other persons of low income, as com
munity service aides for the kinds of jobs appropriate for them in
the public assistance, child welfare, and health programs under the
Social Secuiy Act The amendment also directs States to use volun
teers in th poga both for the provision of services to recipients,
and for the assistance of advisory committees.
Parent Involvement in Day Care-Day Care Standards

The amendments add a State plan requirement to the child welfare
day-care provisions for development of arrangements for the more
effective involvement of parents in day care programs. Also, the day
care standards in the child welfare services programs will be made
applicable to day care provided to AFDC children.
Repatriation Extension

The amendments extend for 1 year, through June 30, 1969, the
temporary legislation which authorizes assistance to needy Americans
needy who have been repatriated to the United States by the Depart
ment of State from foreign countries.
Demonstration Projects

Two million dollars annually is currently available to encourage the
States to develop demonstrations in improved methods of providing
service to recipients or in improved methods of administration. The
amendments increase this amount to $4 million annually.
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Payment for Home Repairs

The amendment for the cash public assistance programs, allow
50 percent Federal matching for repairs (up to $500) of homes owned
by recipients if to do so would be more economical from the standpoint
of the program.
Purchase of Social Services

The amendments permit the purchase by w~elfare agencies of child
care and other services under the public assistance title of the act.
Such services may now be provided by welfare agency staff but exist
ing law does not permit their purchase except from other State
agencies.
Social Work Manpower and Training

The amendments authorize $5 million for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1969, and $5 million for each of the 3 succeeding fiscal years
for grants to public or nonprofit private colleges and universities and
to accredited graduate schools of social work, or an association of such
schools, to meet part of the costs of development, expansion, or im
provement of undergraduate programs in social work and programs
for the graduate training of professional social work personnel. Not
less than one-half of the amount appropriated would have to be used
for grants for undergraduate programs.
Location of Absent Parents

The amendments provide that in those instances in which welfare
agencies have been unable to locate absent parents of children receiv
ing AFDC through all sources available to them, including records
of the Social Security Administration, the Internal Revenue Service
will make available any information concerning their whereabouts
that it may have.
Limitation on Federal Participation in Medical Assistance (Medicaid)

States will be limited in setting income levels for Federal matching
purposes to 133% percent of the AFDC payment level. (For the
period July-December 1968, the percentage is 150, and for calendar
year 1969 it is to be 140 percent.)
Federal matching for medical care for all those who are receiving or
eligible for cash assistance or who would be eligible for cash assistance
if not institutionalized, will not be affected under the amendment.
Coordination of Medicaid and the Supplementary Medical Insurance
Program

States will have until January 1, 1970 (rather than January 1, 1968)
to buy-in title XVIII supplementary medical insurance for persons
eligible for medicaid. Also, people who are eligible for medicaid but
who do not receive cash assistacemay be included in the group for
which the State can purchase sccoverage and persons who first go
on the medicaid rolls after 1967 are also eligible. There is no Federal
matching toward the State's share of the premium in such cases.
Federal matching amounts will not be available to States for services
which could have been covered under the supplementary medical
insurance programs but were not as a result of a State's failure to
buy in.
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Modification of. Comparability Provisions--Medicaid

States do not have to include in medicaid coverage for recipients
under age 65 the same services which the aged receive under the supple
mentary medical insurance program furnished under the buy-in
provisions discussed above.
Extent of Federal Financial Participation in State Administrative
Expenses--Medicaid

States will get the same 75-percent Federal matching for physicians
and other professional medical personnel working on the medicaid
program in the State health agencies which they now-get when such
personnel work in the "single State agency," usually the public
assistance agency. Under present -law, matching is 50 percent in
such cases.
Advisory Council on Medical Assistance

An Advisory Council on Medical Assistance, consisting of 21 persons
from outside the Government, is established to advise the Secretary
of Health, Education,' and Welfare on matters of administration of
the medicaid program.
Free Choice for Persons Eligible for Medicaid

Effective July 1, 1969 (July 1, 1972, for Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, and Guam), people covered under the medicaid program
will have free choice of qualified medical facilities and practitioners,
including community pharmacies.
Use of State Agencies To Assist Health Facilities To Participate in the
Various Health Programs Under the Social Security Act

States will receive 75-percent Federal matching for services which
State health agencies perform to help health facilities qualify for par
ticipation in the various health programs under the Social Security
Act (including medicare, medicaid, and the child health programs)
and to help these facilities imp rove their fiscal records for payment.
purposes. Similar provisions in the medicare program (which finances
such services on a 100-percent basis from the Federal hospital insur
ance trust fund) are repealed effective July 1, 1969, when this provision
goes into effect.
Payments for Services and Care by a Third Party-Medicaid

States are required to take steps to assure that the medical expenses
of a person covered under the medicaid program, which a third party
has a legal obligation to pay, will not be paid, or, if liability is later
determined, that steps will be taken to secure reimbursement.
Medicaid Safeguards

The amendment requires States to establish methods and proce
dures designed to safeguard against unnecessary utilization of health
care and services, as well as to assure that payments (including pay
ments for drugs) do not exceed reasonable charges and that they are
made on a basis consistent with efficiency, economy, and quality of
care.
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Skilled Nursing Home Standards Under Medicaid

States are required, as a condition for participation in the medicaid
program, to place assistance recipients only in those licensed nursing
homes which meet certain conditions. The conditions include require
ments which relate to environment, sanitation, and housekeeping
now applicable to extended care facilities under medicare, as well as
fire safety standards of the life safety code of the National Fire
Protection Association (unless the Secretary finds that a State's,
existing fire code is adequate).
States will also have to have a professional medical audit program
under which periodic medical evaluations of the appropriateness of
care provided title XIX patients in nursing homes, mental hospitals,
and other institutions will be made.
Effective July 1, 1970, States which provide skilled nursing home
care under miedicaid will also be expected to provide home health care
services.
Federal Matching for Assistance Recipients in Intermediate Care
Facilities

Under current law, vendor payments may be made with Federal
sharing only in behalf of persons in medical facilities, such as skilled
nursing homes. There is no Federal vendor-payment matching for
people who need institutional care in the intermediate range between
that which is provided in a boarding house (for which eligible per
sons may receive a money payment under the money payment pro
grams), and those who need the comprehensive services of skilled
nursing homes.
The amendments provide for vendor payments in behalf of persons
who qualify for OAA, AB, or APTD, and who are living in facilities
(including a Christian Science sanitarium) which are more than board
ing houses but which are less than skilled nursing homes. The rate of
Federal sharing for payments for care in those institutions is at the
same rate as for medical assistance under title XIX. Such homes will
have to meet safety and sanitation standards comparable to those
required for nursing homes in a given State.
This provision should result in a reduction in the cost of title XIX
by allowing States to relocate substantial numbers of welfare recipients
N%-ho are now in skilled nursing homes in lower cost institutions.
Maintenance of State Effort

Present law contains certain provisions which in effect require that
the additional Federal dollars States received as a result of the Social
Security Amendments of 1965 are passed on to recipients or are other
wise used in the State's welfare program, for a period ending July 1,
1969. The amendments,'adds to the kinds of expenditures States may
count (from July 1, 1966) in determining whether they are satisfying
thre maintenance of effort provisions. The maintenance of effort pro
vision as amended would terminate July 1, 1968.
Direct Billing-Medicaid

Under present law, States are required to pay for health services
under rredical assistance programs directly to the provider of the
serv-ices. Under the amendment, States will be permitted to make a
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direct payment to the recipient for physicians' and dentists' services
with respect to those medical assistance recipients who are not also
receiv-ing cash assistance.
Required Services Under Medicaid

States now have to provide, as a minimum, five basic services:
Inpatient hospital services, outpatient hospital services, other labora
tory and X-ray services, skilled nursing home services, and physician's
services. States may select a number of other items of service from
an additional list in the law.
Under the amendments States will be required to provide the basic
five services for all money payment recipients (the most needy re
ceiving help under the program). With respect to the medically
indigent., States would be allowed to select either the first five, or
seven out of 14, services authorized under the law, except that if
urighome or hospital care services are selected, a State must also
provNide physician's services in those institutions. Subsequent to July 1,
1970, a State would also be required to provide home health services
for its cash assistance recipients.
Christian Scientists-Health Programs

The amendments add a provision to the medical assistance (title
XIX) and the child health programs (title V), making it clear that no
provision in such titles requires an individual to undergo medical
screening., diagnosis, or treatment, where contrary to his religious
belief, except in cases involving contagious disease or environmental
health.
Hospital Deductibles and Copayment for Medically Indigent

Under present law, States may not impose any deductibles or cost
sharing provisions with respect to hospital care under the medicaid
program. Under the amendments, the costs of hospital care received
by the medicaly needy will be subject to deductibles or other cost
sharino, if a State desired to have such provisions in its program. No
such Jeductible or cost sharing could be imposed with respect to
money payment recipients, as under existing law.
Essential Person-Medicaid

The amendments extend medical assistance to certain "essential
persons." At present there is no provision in title XIX which permits a
s tate to receive Federal matching for medical. assistance provided fo
"cessential persons." An "essential person" is defined as the spouse to
an aged, blind, or disabled public assistance recipient who is living with
him, and essential or necessary to his welfare and whose needs are taken
into account in determining the amount of his cash payment. The
wife of an OAA recipient, for example, who herself is not eligible for
cash assistance because she is under age 65 will be eligible for medical
assistance if the State plan so provided.
Licensing of Nursing Home Administrators Under Medicaid

The amendments require States to license administrators of nurs
ing homes. Administrators currently operating a home who do not
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qualify initially would have until July 1, 1972, to qualify. In the mean
time, the States would be required to offer programs of training to
assist administrators to qualify.
Optometric Services Under Child Health Programs

Persons receiving health services under child health programs will
be free to utilize the services of optometrists when appropriate.
Family Planning

Family planning expenditures are now made under the maternal
and child health program in title V and through medical assistance
under title XIX, as a medical services expenditure. States are free to
offer family planning services to AFDC recipients under title IV, but
there are no Federal requirements. Under the amendments, States
will be required to offer family planning services to all appropriate
AFDC recipients. Federal matching of these expenditures will be
provided. In addition, authorizations for the maternal and child health
programs are increased, and 6 percent of the appropriated funds are
earmarked for family planning. (An estimated $15 million would be
spent for that purpose under the 1969 authorization, with increases
thereafter). Demonstration projects would need to be developed for
the provision of family planning services for mothers in need y areas.
Language is included to clarify that the acceptance of family plan
ning services is voluntary and not a requisite for the receipt of assist
ance.
Training of Personnel for Health Care and Related Services for Mothers
and Children

The amendments will direct the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare "to give special attention to" programs providing training
at the undergraduate level in making grants for training of such
personnel.
Consoliadation and Increase of Child Health Authorizations

The amendments consolidate the existing separate child health
authorizations into one single authorization with three general cate
gories. Beginning with 1969, 50 percent of the total authorization
would be for formula grants, 40 percent for project grants, and 10
percent for research and training. By July 1972 the States would
have to take over the responsibilty for the project grants, and 90
percent of the total authorization would then go to the States in the
form of formula grants. Total authorizations would increase from
$250 million in 1969 to $350 million in 1973 and thereafter.
Additional Requirements on the States Under the Formula Grant
Program-Child Health

State plans must provide for the early identification and treatment
of crippled children. Title XIX is amended to conform to this require
ment. The States must also devote special attention to family planning
services and dental care for children in the development of demon
stration services.
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Project Grants-Child Health

Until July 1972, the amendment authorizes project grants (1) to
help reduce the incidence of mental retardation and other handicap
ping conditions caused by complications associated with childbearing,
and to help reduce infant and maternal mortality; (2) to promote the
health of children and youth of school and preschool age; and (3) to
provide dental care and services to children. Beginning July 1972,
responsibility for these projects will be transferred to the States.
The fical year 1968 authorization for maternity and infant care
special projects grants is increased from $30 to $35 million.
Limitation on Federal Matching for Puerto Rico, Guam, and Virgin
Islands

The dollar limit for Federal financial participation in pblic assist
ance for Puerto Rico is raised from the present $9.8 millon to $12.5
million for 1968, $15 million for 1969, $18 million for 1970, $21 million
for 1971 and $24 million for 1972 and thereafter. Up to an additional
$2 million can be certified for family planning services and expenses
to support work incentive programs.
Under medicaid an overall dollar limit of $20 million is applicable
to Puerto Rico and the ratio of Federal matching is changed from 55
percent to 50 percent.
Proportionate adjustments are made for Guam and the Virgin
islands.

IMaximum AME under H.R.12080.
Source: Social Security Administration.

$150

$250

234.60

255.00

255. 00

50. 90
84.00
72.80
----152.60
202.40
76.30
152.60
202.40

44.20
73.00
63.30
44.50
132.60
132.60
66.30
132.60
132.60

27.50
39. 10
55.00
64.60
47.70
56.00
33. 40 ---- _
82.50
117.40
82.50 102.00
55.00
58.70
117.40
82.50
82.50 120.00
165.00

50.90
38.20

44.20
33.20

39.10
29.40

$101. 70
81. 40

Present
law

27.50
20.70

$88.40
70.80

H.R.
12080

$78.20
62.60

Present
law

$55.00
44.00

H.R.
12080

$67 or less
Present
law

1.Retirement at 65or disability
benefit------------------ $44.50
2. Retirement at 62------------ 35.20
3. Wife's benefit at 65or with
child Inher care----------- 22.00
4. Wife's benefit at 62----------- 16.50
5. 1 child of retired or disabled
worker------------------ 22.00
6. Widow 62or older----------
44.00
7. Widow at 60 nochild ---38.20
8. Disabled wldow, at age50---- ---------66. 00
9. Widow under 62 and I child..
10.Widow onder 62and 2 children
66.00
11.I surviving child------------ 44. 00
12. 2 surviving children---------- 66.00
66.00
13.Maximum family benefit --14.Maximum lump-sum death
payment ---------------- 132.00

Average monthly earnings after
1950

$300

255. 00

68.00
51.00

$135.90
108.80

255. 00

255. 00

255. 00

70.20
52.70

$140.40
112. 40

$400
Present
law

255.00

2 Maximum wife's benefit.

255.00

62.10
46.60

$124.20
99.40

H.R.
12080

70.20
68.00
115.90
112.20
100.50
97.30
70.30 ----210.60
204.00
280.80 308.00
105.30
102.00
210.60
204.00
280.80 309. 20

63.60
47.70

56.20
42.20

$350
Present
law

63.60
62.10
104.90
102.50
88.90
91.00
63.60 ----190. 80
186.40
240. 00 279. 60
95.40
93.20
190. 80
186.40
240.00
280. 80

$127.10
101.70

H.R.
12080

$112.40
90.00

Present
law

57.50
56.20
94.90
92.80
82.30
80.50
57.60 .....
172.60
168.60
202. 40 240.00
86.30
84.30
168.60
172.60
202. 40 240.00

57.50
43.20

$115.00
92.00

H.R.
12080

$550

95.00
71.30

84. 00
63.00

255.00

255.00

255.00

95.00
156.70
135.90
95. 00
285.00
395. 60
142.50
285.00
395.60

$189.90
152.00

H.R.
12080

$168. 00
134.40

Present
law

76. 80
84.00
126.80
138.60
100.90
120.20
76.90 ----230.40
252.00
322. 40 368. 00
115.20
126.00
252.00
230.40
322.40
368.00

76.80
57.60

$153.60
122.90

HR.
12080

LAW AND UNDERH.R.12080AS AGREED
TO BY THE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
TABLE I.-COMPARISON OFMONTHLY CASHBENEFITS UNDERPRESENT

TAB3LES

255.00

100.00
-179.90
156.00
109.10
327.00
434. 40
163.50
327.00
434. 40

2105.00
78.80

$218.00
174.40

$6501I
H.R.
12080
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TABLE 2.-MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTION AMOUNTS UNDERAMENDMENTS-OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, DISABILITY,
AND HOSPITAL INSURANCE
OASDT

Calendar year

Health insurance

Total

Previous
law

1967
amendments

Previous
law

1967
amendments

Previous
law

1967
amendments

1967---------- ------1963----------------1969-70--------------1971-72--------------1973-75---------------

$257.40
257.40
290.40
290. 40
320. 10

$257.40
M9.40
327.60
358. 80
390. 00

$33.00
33. 00
33.00
33.00
36.30

$33. 00
46.80
46.80
46.80
50.70

$290.40
290.40
323.40
323.40
356.40

$290.40
343.20
374.40
405.60
440.70

1987and after----------

320. 10

390.00

52.80

70.20

372.90

460.20

Employee

Self-employed
1967----------------- $389. 40
1968------------------ 389.40
1969-70--------------- 435.60
1971-72--------------- 435.60
1973-75 -------------462. 00
1987and after----------

462. 00

$389.40
452.40
491.40
538.20
546.00

$33.00
33. 00
33. 00
33.00
36.30

$33.00
40.80
46. 80
46.80
50. 70

$422.
40
422.40
468.60
468.60
498.30

$22.40
499.20
538.20
585.00
596.70

52.80

70.20

514.80

616.20

546.00

Source: Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration.
TABLE 3.-ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL OASDI BENEFIT PAYMENTS IN CALENDAR YEARS
1968,1969, AND 1972UNDER
AMENDMENTS
'[In millions of dollars]
Item

1968

General benefit increase ----------------------------2,529
Benefit increase for transitional insured-------------------6
Benefit increase for transitional noninsured---------------43
Liberalized benefits with respect to women workers ---73
Special disability. insured status under age31------60
Disabled widow sbenefits at age50---------------------50
Earnings test liberalization----------------------- ----140
Total---.------------------------------ -----

2,901

1969

1972

3,190
7
43
90
72
63
221

3,604
5
25
101
77
73
244

3,686

4,129

Source: Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration.
TABLE 4.-COMPARISON OFCONTRIBUTION INCOME AND BENEFIT OUTGOUNDERPRESENT
LAW AND UNDER
AMENDMENTS, OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, DISABILITY, AND HOSPITAL INSURANCE
[in billions of dollars]
Calendar year

Contribution income

Benefit outgo

Excess of contribu.
tions over benefits

Present law
1967_ ------------------------------ -------1968_ ----------------------------- --------1969---------------------------------------1970_--------------------------------------1971---------------------------------------1972--------------------- -------------------

28. 5
29.6
33.7
35.2
36.2
37. 2

1968--------------------- ------------------1969--------------------- ------------------1970--------------------- ------------------1971
---------------------------------------1972
----------------------------------------

31. 0
35.2
36.8
40.8
42.5

24.2
25.5
26.9
28.2
29.4
30.8

4.3
4.1
6.8
7.0
6.8
6.4

Amendments

Source: Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration.

28.3
30.4
31. 8
33. 3
34.7

2.7
4.8
5.0
7.5
7.8
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TO BYTHE CONFERENCE
TABLE 5.-DETAIL OF PUBLIC WELFARE AND CHILD HEALTH COSTSAGREED
COMMITTEE
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal
year
169

Fiscal
year
1970

Fiscal
yar
1971I

Fiscal
ya
1907a2

1,555. 0
1,913.0

1,647.0
2,289. 0

1,741. 0
2,690.0

1,837.0D
3,118.0

Fiscal
r
968

rea

Public assistance:
1,462.0
AFDCcosts if there is nochange in present lawsI -------2
1,391.0
Title XIX casts if there is no change in present law --assistance
costs
if
there
is
ano
change
in
All other public
3
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1,647.0
present law ----

1,700.0

1,725.0

1,750.0

1,776.0

Subtotal, present law--------------------------- 4,500.0

5,168.0

5,661.0

6,181.0

6,731.0

Increases la the hill:
35.0
80.0
Daycare-j _-- --------------------------------- (5)
70.0
Other scal services-----------------------------------35. 0
20.0
25. 0
Earnings exemptions-------------------------------(5
Work training-------------------------------------30
129. 0
165.0
(---)-----------10.
0
20.0
Foster care
------1. 0
20.0
Emergency assistance-------------------------------(5)
7.8
1.
Puerto Rico, et al------------------------- -------- (5
-2
(
2.0
Demonstration grnects------------------ ------------- 30. 0
Additional child health requirements in title XIX------------ ---_14. 0
15.0
OAA, AB, APTD spouses under medicaid---------------- (5)
2.5
5.0
Medical review program for nursing homes--------------- -------Subtotal, increases--------------------------------

C50

265.3

443.0

160.0
100.0a
30.0
209. 0
33.0
35.0
14.2
2.
40.0
16.0
7.5

350.0
125.0
35. 0
308. 0
40.0D
35.0
17. 5
2
50.0
17.0
10.0

646. 7

989.5

Decreases inthe bill:
AFDClimitation..................................................................---------
-145.0
-257.
AFDCreductions for persons trained ------------------ -------- -11. 0
-63.0
Restrictions ontitle XIX --------------------------- -------- -329. 0 -678. 0 -1,037.0 -1,405.
Decreases in public assistance due to social security bene
-15
-65. 0
-70. 0
-75. 0
-75.
fit increase ------------------------------------Federal participation is cost on care in "Intermediate care
-29. 0
-29.
facilities-------------------------------------------.....
-10.0
-20. 0
Subtotal decreases-----------------------------Net cost atsavings due to public assistance amendmentsTotal public assistance asamenJed by bill-------------

Child Health:
Authorizations in bill-------------------------------Authorization in present law-------------------------_
Increase inbill------------------------ -----------

0
0

-15

-415. 0

-831.0

-35
4, 535

-149. 7
5,018. 3

-388. 0
5,237.0

-639.3
5,541.7

-766. 5
5,954. 5

55.0
45. 0
5. 0

60. 0
50.0
10. 0

60. 0
50.0
15.0

60.0
50. 0
15. 0

650
65.0
-569. 3

650
65. 0
-706. 5

Child wolfare:
55
Present low-------- ------------------------------Increase fur child welfare services--------------------- -------Increase for child welfare research--------------------- -------Subtotal Increases-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Social wor~x
manpower----Net public welfare cost or savings in bill----------------

0
0

-- -- -- -

35

0
00
50.0
60.0
-94.7
-323. 0

-1,286. 0 -1,766. 0

203
198

250. 0
210. 5

275. 0
225. 5

300. 0
225. 5

325. 0
225. 5

5

39. 5

49. 5

74. 5

99.5

1Assumes annual increase inthe rolls of about 200,000, based on the experience ofthe past several years; allows increase
of $1eachyear inthe average monthly payment per recipient, inline with recent experience.
2Includes all medical vendor payments; assumes 5-percent annual increase in unit costs after 1968.
Assumes continued decline in number of old-age assistance and aid to the blind recipients, and continued increase in.
increases for average payments.
aid la the permasently and totally disabled, based onexperience; allovws
4 1961cast of$20,0 0,000related to these items undistributed.
Note: Costsare bused on 1968prices except asnoutedinassumptions.
Source: U.S.Deportment of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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TABLE 6.-WORK TRAINING IMPACT OF WORKINCENTIVE PROGRAM
Fiscal year

Work training
expenses (millions)

1968 ----------------------------1969----------------------------1970 ----------------------------1971 ----------------------------1972 ----------------------------Total-----------------------

$30
'3129
165
209
308
8941

Federal AFDC
reduction due to
training (millions)

Trainees
(thousands)'I

--------ii1
-63
-145
-257

27
110
150
190
280

-476

757

1Does not Include recipients on priority III work projects.
aIncludes$8,000,000 1-year cost for priority III work projects (br public agencies).
Source: U.S.Department of Labor.

Full-time job
placements after
training (thousands)
--------

13
55
75
95

250

90t
Cnges
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ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES FOR THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS,
DISABILITY, AND HEALTH INSURANCE SYSTEM AS MODIFIED
BY THE SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1967
I. ACTU7ARIAL COST ESTIMATES FOR THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS,
AND DISABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM
A. INTRODUCTION

This section presents both short- and long-range cost estimates
for the old-agme. survivors, and disability insurance system as it would
be modified bv the Social Securitv Amendments of 1967 (H.R. 12080),
according to conference agreemient on December 7, 1967.
From an actuiarial cost standpoint, the major features of these
amendments are as follows:
(1) Monthly benefits for all types of insured beneficiaries
would be increased by 13 percent, with a mininmni primary
insurance amiount of $55.
(2) The basic benefit for transitionally insured and noninsuired
persons (aged 72 and over) wvould be increased from $35 to $40
pe month.
(3) A maximum of $105 per month would be made applicable
to wife's benefits (having effect generally only in the distant
future).
(4) Liberalized benefit lprotection would be available for de
lpendents and survivors of women workers (only the same insured
status requirements as for mnen would be applicable, instead of
the stricter, ones of present law).
(5) Monthly benefits would be provided for dlisabled widows
and dependen~t widowers of insured workers whenr suhel survivors
are aged 50-61. The benefit amount would be reduced from the
full 82,Yi percent of the primary insurance amonIO1t p~ayable to
widows and widowers at age 62 and the reduced amiount of 7Pii
p~ercent at age 60, being scaled down from the latter amiount,
according to age at entitlement, to 50 percent for agde 50.
(6) Insured status for disability benefits for voutno workers
(uinder aige 31) would be liberalized, so as essentially to require
cloVerage in half the time since age 21 (or for those disabled under
age 24, with coverage in half of the last 3 years).
(7) The definition of disability would be made more dietailed,
so as to bring out better the concepts contained in present law.
The special definition of disability with respect to blindness
would be broadened somewhat.
(S) The earnings (or retirement) test would be liberalized so
that the annual exempt amount wvould be increased from $1,500
to $1,680 (with a corresponding increase in the monthly test). The
"band" for which there is a $1 reduction in benefits for each $2 in
(1)
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earnings (after earnings have exceeded the annual exempt
amount) would be continued at $1,200.
(9) Coverage would be extended to certain small categories of
State and local government employees. The coverage basis of
ministers would be revised so as to be compulsory unless the
minister opts out on grounds of conscience or religious principle.
(10) The maximum taxable and creditable earnings base would
be increased from $6,600 per year to $7,800 for 1968 and after.
(11) The contribution schedule would be revised in the manner
shown in table 1 for the old-age, survivors, and disability insur
ance system, and in table 2 for that system and the hospital
insurance system combined. Table 3 glives t~he maximum contri
butions payable by individuals, for various future years.
(12) The allocation to the disability insurance trust fund would
be increased from 0.70 percent of taxable p~ayroll (with respect
to the combined employer-employee rate) to 0.95 percent. Table
4 shows the distribution of the OASDI contribution rate between
OASI and DI.
TABLE 1.-CONTRIBUTION RATESFOROLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE UNDER1967
AMENDMENTS, ASCOMPARED WITH THOSE UN'DER
PREVIOUS LAW
[in percent]
CaedryasCombined employer-employee rate

1967---- ------------------------1969 ----------------------------1969-70--------------------------1971-72- ------------------------1973 andafter----------------------

Previous law

1967amendments

7.8
7.8
98.8
8.9
9.7

7.8
7.6
8.4
9.2
10.0

Self-employed rate
Provisous
law

1967amendments

5.9
5.9
6.6
6.6
7.0

5.9
6. 8
6.3
6.9
7.0

TABLE 2.~-CONTRIBUTION' RATESFOROLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE AND HOSPITAL INSUR
ANCE UNDER 1967AMENDMENTS, ASCOMPARED WITH THOSE UNDER
PREVIOUS LAW
lIn percent]
Calendar years

Combined employer-employee rate

Sell-employed rote
-_

Previous law

196748- ------------------------8. 8
1969-7 0-------------------------9. 8
1971-72--------------------------9. 8
1973-7; -------------------------10. 8
1976-7G--------------------------10.9
1980-86- ------------------------11.1I
1987sod otter.....................-11. 3

1967amendmests
8.8
9.6
10. 4
11.3
11.4
11.0
11.98

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _

Previous law

9967amendmenst

6.4
7.1
7.1
7.55
7.6
7.7
7.8

6.4
6.9
7.5
7.65
7.7
7.8
7.9
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TABLE 3.-MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTION AMOUNTS UNDER1967AMENDMENTS FORSELECTED
YEARS
OASDI

Calendar yearn

Previous law

Total

HIl

1967
amendments

Previnus
law

1967amendments

Prenious law

1967
amendments

Employee
1967
-------------1968--------------1969-70------------1971-72------------1973-75------------1907and otter ---

$257. 40
257. 40
200.40
290. 40
320. 10

$257. 40
296. 40
327. 60
359.080
390.60

320. 10

390.00

$33. 00
33. 00
33. 00
33. 00
36.30
52.080

$33. 00
46.RB
46.RB
46.080
50.70
70.20

$290. 40
290. 40
323. 40
323. 40
356.40

$290. 40
343. 20
374. 40
405. 60
440.70

372. 90

460.20

$422. 40
422. 40
468. 60
468. 60
490. 30

$422.40
499. 20
530. 20
505. 00
596. 70

514. 80

616.20

Sell-employed
1967
-------------1960
--------------1969-70------------1971-72------------1973-75------------1987and after ---

$309. 40
309. 40
435. 60
435. 60
462. 00

$309. 40
452. 40
491. 40
538. 20
546. 00

$33. 00
33. 00
33. 00
33. 00
36. 30

462. 00

546. 00

52. 80

$33.600
46.080
46.980
46.080
50. 70
70.20

TABLE 4.-CONTRIBUTION RATESFOROLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE UNDER1967AMEND
MENTS, SUBDIVIDED BY TRUST FUND
[in percent]

Calendar years

Combined employer---employee rate
OASI

1967-----------------------7.10
1968.......................-6.65
1969-70....................-7.45
1971-72.................--...
025
1973and after---------------9. 05

Self-employed rate

Di

Tntal

OASI

Di

Total

0.70
.95
.95
.95
95

7.8
7.6
8.4
9.2
00.0

5.3750
5.0075
5.5875
6.1875
6.2075

0.5250
.7125
.7125
.7125
.7125

5.9
5.8
6.3
6.9
7.0

(13) Certain additional limitations on payment of benefits to
ailiens outside of the United States would be introduced (primar
ily with respect to citizens of countries that do not provide reci
procity in regard to social security benefits for U.S. citizens and
with respect to payments in countries in which the Treasury
Department has suspended payments).
(14) The pay of persons in military service would be deemed
to be $100 per month higher than the amount of basic pay on
which they contribute. The cost of the additional benefits arising
therefrom would be paid from the general fund of the Treasury
(when the benefits are paid).
(15) The effective date for the general benefit increase (and
certain other parallel benefit changes) would be for February
1968 (payable at the beginning of the next month).
B.

SUMMARY OF ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES

The old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system as modified
by the 1967 amendments has an estimated cost for benefit payments
and administrative expenses that is in actuarial 'balance with contri
bution income. This also was the case for the 1950 and subsequent
amendments at the time they were enacted.
The separate disability insurance trust fund, established under the
1956 act, shows exact actuarial balance under the provisions that
would be in effect after enactment of the 1967 amendments.
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A description of the basic assumptions that. are made in connection
with the cost estimates for the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance system is given in appendix A. A discussion of the actuarial
balance of this program in past years is presented in appendix B.
C. FINXANCIN1G

POLICY

(1) Sell-supporting nature of system
The Congress has always carefully considered the cost aspects of
the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system when amend
ments to the program. have been made. In connection with the 1950
amendments, the Congress stated the belief that the program should
be completely self-supporting from the contributions of covered
individuals and employers. Accordingly, in that legislation t~he pro
vision permitting appropriations to the system from general revenues
of the Treasury was repealed. This policy has been continued in sub
sequent amendments. The Congress has very strongly believed that
the tax schedule in the law should make the system self-supporting as
nearly as can be foreseen and thus actuarially sound.
(2) Actuarial soundness of system
The concept of actuarial soundness as it applies to the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system differs considerably from
this concept as it applies to private insurance and private pension
plans, although there are certain points of similarity with the latter.
In connection with individual insurance, the insurance company or
other administering institution must have sufficient funds on hand so
that if operations are terminated, it wAill be in a position to pay off
all the accrued liabilities. This, however, is not a necessary basis for
a national compulsory social insurance system and, moreover, is
frequently not the case for soundly financed private lpension lplans,
wvhich may not, as of the present time, have funded all the liability
for prior service benefits.
It can reasonably be presumed that, under Government auspices,
such a social insurance system will continue indefinitely into the future.
The test of financial soundness, then, is not a question of whether
there are sufficient funds on hand to pay off all accrued liabilities.
Rather, the test is whether the expected future income from tax con
tributions and from interest on invested assets will be sufficient to meet
anticipated expenditures for benefits and administrative costs over
the long-range period considered in the actuarial valuation. Thus, the
concept of "unfunded accrued liability" does not by any means have
t-same significance for a social insurance system as it does for a plan
established under private insurance principles, and it is quite proper to
count both on receiving contributions from new entrants to the system
in the future and on 'paying benefits to this group during the period
considered in the valuation. These additional assets and liabilities
must be considered in order to determine whether the system is in
actuarial balance.
Accordingly, it may be said that the old-age, survivors, and dis
ability insurance program is actuarially sound if it is in actuarial bal
ance. This will be the case if the estimated future income from con
tributions and from interest earnings on the accumulated trust fund
investments will, over the long-range period considered in the valua
tion, support the disbursements for benefits and administrative ex
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lpenses. Obviously, future experience may be expected to vary from
the actuarial cost estimates made now. Nonetheless, the intent that the
system be self-supporting (and actuarially Sound) can be expressed
in law by utilizing a contribution schedule that, according to the
intermediate-cost estimate, results in the system being in balance or
substantially close thereto.
The Congress believes that it is a matter for concern if the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system shows any significant ac
tuarial insufficiency. Traditionally, the view had been held that for
the old-age and survivors insurance portion of the program, if such
actuarial Tinsufficiency has been no greater than 0.25 percent of payroll,
when measured over perpetuity, it is at the point where it is within
the limits of permissible variation. The corresponding point for the
disability insurance portion of the system was 0.05 percent of pay
roll (lower because of the relatively smaller financial magnitude of
this lprogi'am). Based on the recommendation of the 1963-64 Advisory
Council on Social Security Financing (see app. V of the 25th Annual
Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Suir
vivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance
Trust Fund, H. Doc. No. 100, 89th Cong.), the cost estimates are now
being made on a 75-year basis, rather than on a perpetuity basis. On
this app~roach, the margin of -variation from exact balance should be
smaller-no more than 0.10 percent of taxable payroll for the com
bined old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program.
Furthermore, traditionally when there has been an actuarial insuffi
ciency exceeding the limits indicated, any subsequent liberalizations
in benefit provisions were fully financed by appropriate changes in
the tax schedule or through raising the earnings base and at the same
time the actuarial status of the program was improved.
The changes provided in the 1967 amendments are in conformity
with these financing principles.
(3) Interrelationshipwith railroadretirement system
An important element affecting old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance costs arose through amendments made to the Railroad
Retirement Act in 1951. These provide for a combination of railroad
retirement compensation and old-age, survivors, and disability insur
ance covered earnings in determining benefits for those with less than
10 years of railroad service and also for all survivor cases.
Financial interchange p~rovisions are established so that the old-age
and survivors insurance trust fund and the disability insurance trust
fund are to be placed in the same financial position in which they
would have been if railroad employment had always been covered
under the program. It is estimated that, over the long range, the net
effect of these provisions will be a relatively small loss to the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance systems since the reimbursements
from the railroad retirement system will be somewhat smaller than
the net additional benefits paid on the basis of railroad earnings.
(4) Reimbaursement for costs of pre-1957 military service wage credits
Another important element affecting the financing of the program
arose through legislation in 1956 that provided for reimbursement
from general revenues for past and future expenditures in respect
to the noncontributory credits that had been granted for persons in
military service before 1957. These financing provisions were modified
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by the 1965 amendments. The cost estimates contained here reflect the
effect of these reimbursements (which are included as contributions),
based on the assumption that the required appropriations will be,
made in the future in accordance with the relevant provisions of the
law. These reimbursements are intended to be made on the basis
of a constant annual amount (as determined by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare) for each trust fund payable over
the period up to the year 2015 (with such amount subject to redeter
mination every 5 years).
In actual practice, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
determined initially that the annual amount for the three trust funds
involved (old-age and survivors insurance, disability insurance, and
hospital insurance) was $120 million. However, the Budget Document
of the United States has contained requests for appropriations for
only $105 million and, to date, the appropriations have been made
by the Congress on that basis.
(5) Reimbursementfor costs of additionalpost-1967 military service wage
credits
Under the 1967 amendments, individuals in active military service
after 1967 will receive additional wage credits in excess of their cash
pay (but within the maximumi creditable earnings base) in recognition
of their remuneration that is payable in kind (e~g., quarters and meals).
These additional credits are at the rate of $100 per month. The addi
tional costs that arise from these credits are to be financed from
general revenues on an "actual disbursements cost" basis, with reim
bursement to the trust funds on as prompt a basis as possible (and
with interest adjustments to make up for any delay due to the time
needed to make the necessary actuarial calculations and for the neces
sary appropriations to be made).
In many instances, the availability of these additional wage credits
-will not result in additional benefits because the individual will have
maximum credited earnings without them or because the year in which
such credits are granted will be a dropout year in the computation
of his average monthly wage. In the immediate-future years, the
cost of these additional credits to the general fund will be relatively
small (only a few million dollars a year) since there will be relatively
few cases arising, almost all due to death and disability. After several
decades, this cost might rise to as much as $100 million per year if
the size of the uniformed services remains as large as at present-and,
of course, a lower figure if such size is lower.
D. INTERMEDIATE-COST

ESTIMATES

(1) Purposes of intermediate-costestimates
The long-range intermediate-cost estimates are developed from the
low- and high-cost estimates by averaging them (using the dollar esti
mates and developing therefrom the corresponding estimates relative
to payroll). The intermediate-cost estimate does not represent the
most probable estimate since it is impossible to develop any such
figures. Rather, it has been set down as a convenient and readily
available single set of figures to use for comparative purposes.
The Congress, in enacting~the 1950 act and subsequent legislation,
was of the belief that the oTd-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program should be on a completely self-supporting basis and actuari
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ally sound. Therefore, a single estimate is necessary in the develop
ment of a tax schedule intended to make the system self-supporting.
Any specific schedule will necessarily be somewhat different from
what will actually be required to obtain exact balance between con
tributions and benefits. This procedure, however, does noake the
intention specific, even though in actual practice future changes in
the tax schedule might be necessary. Likewise, exact balance cannot
be obtained from a specific set of integral or rounded tax rates increas
ing in orderly intervals, but rather this principle of self-support should
be aimed at as closely as possible.
(2) Interest rate used in cost estimates
The interest rate used for computing the level-costs for the 1967
amendments is 39% percent for the intermediate-cost estimote. This
is slightly below the average yield of the investments of the trust funds
at the en~d of June 1967 (albout 3.79 percent), and is considerably below
the rate currently being obtained for new investments (5 l~ percent for
October 1967).
(3) Actuarial balance of OA SDI system
Table A, in appendix B, shows that, according to the latest cost
estimates made for the 1965 act, there is a very favorable actuarial
balance for the combined old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
system, but that there is a defficit of 0.15 percent of taxable payroll
for the disability insurance portion, and a favorable balance of 0.89
percent of taxable payroll for the old-age and survivors insurance
portion.
Under the 1967 amendments, the benefit changes proposed would
be financed, in large part, by utilizing the existing favorable actuarial
balance and by the increases in the contribution rates and the earnings
base.
Table 5 traces through the change in the actuarial balance of the
system from its situation under the 1965 act, according to the latest
estimate, to that under the 1967 amendments, by type of major
changes in volved.
TABLE 5.-CH ANGES I N ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF OLD-AGE,SURVIVO RS, AND DISABI LITY INSURANCE SYSTEM
EXPRESSED
IN TERNS CF ESTI MATEDLEVEL-COST AS PERCEINTAG
E OF TAXAB3LE
PAYROLL, BYTY? c OF CHAN GE,
INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATE, PREV:OUSLAW AND 1937 AMENDMENTS, BASEDON 3.75 PERCENTINTEREST

[in percent]
Old-age aid
survivors
insurance

Disability
insurance

Actuarial balance of previsous
low
----------------------

+0.089

-0. 15

+0. 74

Increase in earnings base ---------------------------Earoings test liberalization---------------------------Disabled widow's benefit; at age50---------------------Special disability insurad status under age31-------------Liberalized benetits with respect to women workers
Benefit formula charge -----------------------------Revised contribution schedule -------------------------

+.25
.06
.03

+.02

+27
-. 06
-. 03

Item

(9)
(5)

(5)-.02

Total system

-. 02

-.--07
-. 95
-. 02

-. 10
+. 25

Total effectof changes in 1967amendments-.--

-. 88

+. 15

-73

Actuarial balance under 1967amendments----------------

+.Gi

.00

+01

I Less than 0.005 percent.
2Not

applicable to thin program.

(I)

-. 07
-1. 05
+. 23
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Several benefit provisions have cost effects of a magnitude of less
than 0.005 percent of taxable payroll when measured in terms of lonlg
range level-costs. Such changes involving small increases in cost are the
liberalization of eligibility conditions for certain adopted children,
thle simplification of benefit computations based on 1937-50 wages,
the reduction of the length-of--marriage requirement for survivor
benefits, the liberalization of the offset provision for disability benefits
when Nvorkmen's compensation benefits are also payable, the reduction
in the penalties for failure to file timely reports, of earnings and other
events, and the broadening of the special definition of disability with
respect to blindness. Such changes involving small decrenses it) cIst
are the additional limiitations on lpayrnent of benefits to certain alienls
outside the United States.
It. may be noted that the cost estimates made for the 1967 amneid
ments did not include a reduction in cost to allowv for thle inclulsion of
the detailed definition of disability. Rather, this is considered to he
a safeguard, or cost control, so that the definition in previous law~
would not be weakened by court decisions or otherwise. In taking this
new, detailed definition into account in the actuarial cost estimates,
it has been assumed that the reference to the Jphrase "work which
exists in the national economy" as meaning "work wvhich exists in
significant numbers either in the region where such individual lives
or in several regions of the countr "y was for the purpose of so defining
the phrase as to preclude consijeration of typ)es of jobs that exist
only in very limited numbers or in relatively few geographic loca
tions-or, more specifically, that the word "significant" as used here
has the meaning of "not. insignificant" (rather than the meaning of
"important," as is sometimes the case in popuilar uisafge).
Thehanesiade by the 1967 amendments would maintain the
sound actuarial position of the old-age, survivors, and disability in
s urance system. The estimated actuarial balance is ± 0.01 percent
of taxabl payroll.
It should be emphasized that in 1950 and in subsequent amendmerits, the Congress did not recommend that the system be financed
by a high level tax rate in thle future, but rather recommended an
increasing schedule, wvhich, of necessity, ultimately rises higher than
such a level rate. Nonetheless, this graded tax schedule wvill p~ro~dtce a
considerable excess of income over outgo for many years so that a
sizable trust fund will develop, although not as lar~ge as wvould arise
uinder an equivalent level tax rate. This fund will be invested in
Government securities (just as is also the case for the trust funds of
thle civil service retirement, railroad retirement, national service life
insurance, and U.S. Government life insurance systems). The result
ing, interest income wvill help to bear p~art of the higher benefit co.-sts of
the future.
The level contribution rate equivalent to the graded schedules in
the law may be computed in the same manner as level costs of bene
fits. These are shown in table A, in appendix B, as are also figures for
the net actuarial balances, both for the 1967 amendments and for
previous laws.
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income and outgo in near future
Table 6 shows the progress of the old-age and survivors insurance
trust fund under pre\'ious law in the past and uinder the 1967 amend
mnents in the future. 'Phe trust fund increases by significant amounts
in all future years under the 1967 amendments .In 1968, the trust fund
increases by about $1 billion, which is much less than the increases
that occur in the next few years and, in fact, much less than the in
crease that occurs in 1967. The reason for the relatively small increase
in 1968 as compared with 1967 is the reduction in the allocation to this
trust fund (see table 4).
TABLE 6.-PROGRESS OFOLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE TRUST FUND, SHORT-RANGE ESTIMATE
[in millionsj

Calendnr year

Cnntributinns

Benefit
payments

$3,367
3,819
3,945
5,163
5,713
6,172
6,825
7,586
8,052
10,866
11,285
12,059
14,541
15,e89
16,017
20,658

$1,885
2,194
3,006
3,670
4,968
5,715
7,347
8,327
9,842
10,677
11,862
13,356
14,217
14,914
16,737
18,267

Administrative
expenses

Railroad
retirement
financial
interchange I

Interest an
fund 2

Balance in
fend at endof
yearn

Actual data
1951-----------------1952-----------------1953----------------------------------1954
1955
-----------------1956-----------------1957----------------1958-----------------1959-----------------1960-----------------1961-----------------1962-----------------1963------------------------- --------1964
1965-----------------1966------------------

----------------- $23,210
1967
1968------------------ 23:794
1969------------------ 27,454
1970------------------ 28,811
1971------------------ 32,478
1972------------------ 33,965

* ~9~4Id6
2L664
24,166
25,126
26,145
27,161

$417
-----365
-----414
----447
-$21
454
-7
526
-5
556
-2
552
124
4194
532
282
184
516
318
203
548
332
239
526
361
256
521
423
281
569
403
296
593
436
328
644
444
256
Estimated data, 1967aaiendments

$15,540
17,442
18,707
20,576
21,663
22,519
22,393
21,864
20,141
20,324
19,725
18,337
18,480
19,125
18,235
20,570

$797
904
996
1,136
1,386
1,735

$24,190
25,277
28,586
32,340
38,995
46,414

$81
88
88
92
119
132
'162

$393
488
435
448
463
478

$508
459
530
619
601
582

1A negative figure indicates payment to the trust fund fram the railrnad retirement account, and a positive figure indi
cates the reverse.
2An interest rate of 3.75 percent is used in determining the tenet-casts under the intermediate-cast tang-range esti
but in developing the progress of the trust fend a varying rate inthe early years has been used.
mnates,
3 Not including amounts in the railroad retirement account to the credit at the old-age and survivors insurance trust
fund. In millions ot dollars, those amounted to $377 for 1953,$284for 1954,$163for 1955,$60for 1956,and nothing for
1957andthereafter.
4 Those figures areartificially high because of the method of reimhursements between this trust fund and the disability
insurance trust fund (and, likewise, the figure for 1959is too low).
Note: Contributions include reimbursement for additional cost of noncontributory credit for military service and for
the special benefits payable to certain noninsured persons aged 72or over.

(5) DI income and outgo in nearjuture
Table 7 shows the progress of the disability insurance trust flund
uinder previous law in the past and under the 1967 amendmeats iii the
future. The trust fund increases by significant amounts in all future
years-especially as compared with previous law. This trend is the
result of the increased allocation to this trust fund from the combined
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance contribution rate, which
more than offsets the increased outgo due to the benefit changes. Thle
higher taxable earnings base also has an increasing effect on the trust
fund.
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TABLE 7.-PROGRESS OFDISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUND, SHORT-RANGE COSTESTIMATE
[in millions]

Calendar year

Contributionna

Benefit
payments

Administrative
expenses

$57
249
457
568
887
1105
1,:210
1,309
1,573
1,784

$3
a12
50
36
64
66
68
79
90
137

Railroad
retirement
financial
interchangeI

Balance in
Interest on fond at end at
fund a
year

Actualcdata
1957
-----------------$702
1958------------------966
1959------------------891
1960
---- I------------- 1,010
1961------------------ 1,038
1962----.------------1,046
1963-----------------1,099
1964
------------------ 1,154
1965------------------ 1,188
1966------------------ 2,022

-----------$22
-5
5
11
20
19
24
25

$7
25
40
53
66
68
66
64
59
58

$649
1,379
1,825
2,289
2,437
2,368
2,235
2,047
1,606
1,739

$72
95
131
171
212
253

$2,030
2:798
3,695
4,610
5,562
6,548

Estimated data, 1967amendments
1967-----------------1968-----------------1969-----------------1970-----------------1971
---- ------------1972------------------

$2,313
3,236
3,517
3,629
3,759
3,880

$1,956
2,390
2,608
2,740
2,867
2,985

$107
129
121
123
127
133

$31
44
22
22
25
29

1A negative figure indicates payment to the trost fond from the railroad retirement account, and a positive figure indi
cates the reverse.
2 Aninterest rote ot 3.75 percent is used indetermining the level-casts under the intermediate-cost lang-range estimates,
bat is developiag the progress atthe trust fund avarying rate is the early years has been used.
a These figures areartificially low becaose of the method of reimbarsements between this trust fond and the old-age
and survivors insorance trost fund (and, likewise, the figure for 1959is too high).
Note: Contrihutions inclode reimbursement for additional cost of noncontributory credit tar military service.

(6) increases in benefit disbursements in 1968-72, by cause
The increases in the total benefit disbursements of the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system in 1968, 1969, and 1972 as a
result of the changes that the 1967 amend ments make are shown in
table 8. The major portion of the increase is due to the general benefit
increase.
TABLE 8.-ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL OASDI BENEFIT PAYMENTS IN CALENDAR YEARS 1968, 1969,AND 1972
UNDER1967AMENDMENTS
[in millions]
Item

1968

General benefit increase------------- ---------------$2,529
Benefit increase tar transitional insured-------------------6
Benefit increase tar transitional noninsured---------------43
Liberalized benefits with respect to womea workers ---73
Special disability insured status under age31------60
Disabled widows benefits at age50---------------------50
Earnings test liberalization------------ ---------------140
Total---------------------------------------

2,901

1969

1972

$3,190
7
43
90
72
63
221

$3,604
5
25
101
77
73
244

3,686

4,129

(7) Long-range operationsof QASI trnst fitnd, intermediate estimate
Table 9 gives the estimated operation of the old-age and survivors
insurance trust fund under the program as changed by the 1967
amendments. It will be recognized that. the figures fo)r the'next two or
three decades are the most reliable (under the assumiption of levelearnings trends in the futttre) since the populations concerned-both
cover-ed workers and beneficiaries-are alreadv born. As the estimates
pro~ceed further into the future, thei-e iS, of course, much more un
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certainty-if for no reason other than the relative difficulty in predict
ing future birth trends-but is is desirable and necessary nonetheless
to consider these long-range possibilities under a social insurance
program that is intended to operate in perpetuity.
TABLE 9.-ESTIMATED PROGRESS
OFOLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE TRUST FUND, LONG-RANGE COST
ESTIMATES

[in millions]
Calendar year

Contributions

Benefits
payments

Administrative
expenses

Railroad
retirement
financial
interchange I

Interest on
fend 2

Balance in
fund at end
of year

$1,884
3,369
4,842
6,279
7,933
10,302

$52,061
87,P67
123,502
158,470
19565
259, 054

$1,199
1,836
2,266
2,377
2,263
2,165

$41,636
62,498
75, 575
78,435
74,862
72,475

$1,517
2,536
3,418
4,082
4,688
5,583
8,711
10,933

$46,781
74,876
98,701
116,620
133,683
159,499
246,839
302,846

Low-cest estimate
1975 ----------------- $33,879
1980----------------_
36,879
1985------------------ 39,363
1990------------------ 42,091
1995------------------ 45,637
2000------------------ 49,695

$28,049
32,177
36,592
40, 754
43,917
4553

1975
---------------_
1980----------------1985----------------1990-----------------1995 ---------------_
2000------------------

$33, 360
36 3
38,376
40,650
43,568
46,798

$28, 854
3 5
38, 016
42,540
46,079
48,336

1975----------------- $33, 619
1980----------------_
36,508
1985------------------ 38,870
1990------------------ 41,370
1995------------------ 44.602
2000----------------_
48,247
2010------------------ 54,664
2025----------------62,585

$28, 447
32,766
37,304
41,647
44,998
46,938
52,885
76,292

$417
457
494
532
564
587

$425
260
155
70
10
-40

High-cost estimate
$476
2
565
620
646
674

$475
4
245
170
110
60

Intermediate-cost estimate
$446
490
538
576
605
631
704
930

$450
300
200
120
60
10
-45
-90

I A negative figure indicates payment to the trust land from the railroad retirement accoant, and a positive figare indi
cates the reverse.
2 At isterest rates of 3.75 percent for the intermediate-cost estimate, 4.25 percent for the low-cost estimate, and 3.25
percent for the high-cost estimate.
Note: Contributions inclode reimbursement for additional cost of noncontributory credit for military service before
1957.Noaccount is takes inthis table of the outgo for the special beonefits
payable to certain nonoinsured persons aged 72
or over or for the additional benefits payable on the basis of nancontributory credit for military service after 1967-or of
the corresponding reimbursement theeore,which is exactly counterbalancing from a long-range cost standpoint.

In every year after 1967 for the next 20 years, under the intermediate
cost estimate, contribution income under the system as it would be
modified is estimated to exceed old-age and survivors insurance
benefit disbursements. Even after the benefit-outgo curve rises ahead
of the contribution-income curve, the trust fund will nonetheless con
tinue to increase because of the effect of interest earnings (which
more than meet the administrative expense disbursements and any
financial interchanges with the railroad retirement program). As a
result, this trust fund is estimated to grow steadily under the inter
mediate long-range cost estimate (with a level-earnings assumption),
reaching well over $100 billion by 1990 and continuing to grow there
after.
(8) Long-range operations of DI trustfund, intermediate estimate
The disability insurance trust fund under the program as it would
be changed grows slowly but steadily after 1967, according to the
intermediate long-range cost estimate, as shown by table 10. By 1980,
it reaches $9.4 billion, and 20 years later it is at a level of $22 billion.
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OF DISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUND, LONG-RANGE COSTESTIMATES
TABLE 10.-ESTIMATED PROGRESS
(in millionns
Calendar year

Contributions

Benefit
payments

Administrative
expenses

Railroad
retirement
financial
interchange

Interest en
fand 2

Balance in
lund at end of
year

Low-cost estimate
1975----------------- $3,582
1980-----------------3,899
1985------------------ 4,161
1990-----------------4,448
1995------------------ 4,822
2000-----------------5,250

$2,997
3,351
3,618
3,809
4,096
4,624

1975------------------ $3,528
3,821
1980-----------------195--------4,057
------------------ 4,296
1990
1995-----------------4,604
2000------------------ 4,945

$3,317
3,812
4,164
4,416
4,794
5,450

1975------------------ $3,555
1980
------------------ 3,860
1985
------------------ 4,109
1990
------------------ 4,372
1995
------------------ 4,713
2000 ------------------ 5,097
2010--------------- --5,774
2025------------------ 6,598

$3,157
3,582
3,891
4,113
4,445
5,037
6,562
7,326

$126
118
117
115
116
129

-$14
-21
-23
-25
-25
-25

$311
493
710
688
1,352
1,797

$8,264
12,654
18,001
24,900
33,899
44,803

High-cost estimate
$136
147
155
161
172
195

-$6
-11
-13
-15
-15
-15

$167
187
184
171
1146
81

$5,529
6217
6,4
5,735
4,949
2,760

$232
323
413
519
652
788
906
763

$8,877
9,351
11,856
14,854
18, 55
22,276
25,222
21,384

Intermediate-cost estimate
$131
133
135
138
143
162
210
233

-$10
-16
-18
-20
-20
-20
-20.
-20

IA negation figure indicates payment to the trust tend tram the railroad retirement account, and a positive figure
indicates the reverse.
2At interest rates of 3.75 percent tar the intermediate-cost estimate, 4.25 percent fer the law-cost estimate, and 3.25
percent tar the high-cast estimate.
Note: Contributions include reimbursement tar additional cost of noncontributory credit tar military service bstore 1957.
Noaccount is taken in this table at the outgo tar the additional benefits payable on the basis ot vonontributory credit tar
military service utter 1967-or at the correspondiog reimbursement theretor, which is exactly counterbalancing tram
a lang-range cast standpoint.

(9) Long-range operationsof trust funds on range basis
Table 9 shows the estimate4 operation of the old-age and survivors
insurance trust fund under the program as it would be changed for
not only the intermediate-cost estimates but also for the lowv- and highcost estimates, while table 10 gives co~rresponding figures for the
disability insurance trust fund.
Under the low-cost estimate, the old-age and survivors insurance
trust fund builds up quite rapidly and inthe year 2000 is shown as
being about $259 billion and is then growing at a rate of about $14
billion a year. On the other hand, under the high-cost estimate, this
trust fund builds up to a maximum of about $78 billion in about 25
years bitt it decreases slowly thereafter until it is exhausted in the
year 2019. Under the latter estimate, benefit disbursements are lower
than contribution income during all years after 1967'and befor-e 1986.
Under the low-cost estimate, the disability insurance trust fund
grows steadily, reaching about $13 billion in 1980 and $45 billion in
the year 2000, at which time its annual rate of growth is about $2
billion, On the other hand, under the high-cost estimate, in the early
years of operation, the contribution income only slightly exceeds the
benefit outgo; accordingly, this trust fund is shown to increase to a
maximum of about $6.2 billion in 1980 and then to decrease slowly
until it is exhausted in the year 2003.
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The foreps~niz results are consistent and reasonable, since the system
an intermediate-cost-estiniate basis is intended to be approximately
z~elf-supporting. as indicated previously. Accordingly, a low-cost esti
mnate should show that the system. is more than self-supporting,
wNhereas a high-cost estimate should show that a deficiency would
arise later on)i.In actual practice, under the philosophy in the 1950
and subsequent acts, as set forth in the committee reports therefor, the
tax schedule would be adjusted in future years so that none of the
develolpments of the trust funds uinder the low- and high-cost esti
mnates shownvi in tables 9 and 10 would ever eventuate. Thus, if ex
perience followed the low-cost estimate, and if the benefit provisions
wvere not chan~ged, the contribution rates would probably be adjusted
clownward-or p~erhap~s wouild not be increased in future years ac
cording- to schedule. On the other hand, if the experience followed the
higah-cost estimate, the contribution rates would have to be raised
above those scheduled. In any event., the high-cost estimate does indi
(ate that, under the tax schedule adopted, there will be ample funds
to meet benefit disbursements for several decades, even under rela
tively hioh-cost experience.
(10) Benie~fit costs in futhire years relative to taxable payroll
Table 11 shows the estimated costs of the old-age and survivors
insurance benefits and of the disability insurance benefits under the
program as it would be cha~nged by the 1967 amendments as a per
centage of taxable payroll for various future years, through the year
2040, and also the level-costs of the two programs for the low-, high-,
and intermediate-cost estima~tes.
ottI

TABLE II.-ESTIMATED COSTOF BENEFIT PAYMENTS OFOLD-AGt, SURVIVORS,
AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
SYSTEM AS PERCENT
OFTAXABLE PAYROLLI
lie percent]
Calendar year

Low-cost estimate

High-cost estimate

Intermediate-cost
estimate 2

Old-age andsurvivors insurance
benefits
1975
---------------------------------------1980---------------------------------------1985
---------------------------------------1990
---------------------------------------1995---------------------------------------2000 ---------------------------------------2010 ---------------------------------------2025 ---------------------------------------2040
---------------------------------------3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Level-cost
...

- - - -

7.48
7.88
8.40
8.75
8.69
8.27
8.05
9.72
9.54
8.26

7.82
8.34
8.95
9.45
9.55
9.33
9.48
12. 50
13.13
9.40

7.65
8.11
8.67
9.09
9.11
8.78
8.73
10.99
11.89
8.77

Disability insurance benefits
1975
---------------------------------------1980---------------------------------------1985
---------------------------------------1990---------------- ------------ -----------1995----------------------------------------2000----------------------------------------2010----------------------------------------2025----------------------------------------2040--------------------.94
3 - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Level.-cost-

0.80
.82
.83
.82
.81
.84
.95
.91
.85

0.90
.95
. 98
.98
.99
1.05
1.24
1.23
1.27
1.06

0.85
.89
.9R
.90
.90
.94
1.08
1.05
1.08
.95

'Taking into accoant
thelower contribation ratetar suit-employment income
andtips, ascompared
with the combined
employer-employee rate.
2Based ontheaverages
of thedollar payrnlls anddollar costsunder the low-cost andhigh-cost estimates.
Levelcontribation rate,at an interest rateof 3.25 percent for high-cast, 3.75 percent
tar intermediate-cost, and4.25
percent for low-cost, for benefits
after 1966,faking info account
interest on thetract food onDecember
31, 1966,future
administrative expenses,
therailroad retirement financial interchaege provisions, andthereimbursement ofmilitary-wage
credits cost.
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(1 1) Level-costs of beniefit payments, by type
The level-cost, of the old-age and survivors insurance benefit pay
mients (without considering administrative expenses, the railroad re
tirenient financial interchange, and the effect of interest earnings on the
existing trust. fund) under the 1965 act, according to the latest inter
mnediate-cost estimate, is 7.91 percent of taxable payroll, and the cor
resp~onding figure for the program as it would be modified by the 1967
amendmients is 8.76 Ipercent. The corresponding figures for the disa
bilitv benefits are 0.83 percent for the 1965 act an~d 0.94 percent for
the 1967 amendments.
Table 12 presents the benefit costs for the old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance system as it would be after enactment of the 1967
amendments, separately for each of the various types of benefits.
TABLE 12.-ESTIMATED LEVEL-COST OF BENEFIT PAYMENTS, ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES,
AND INTEREST
EARNINGS ONEXISTING TRUST FUNDUNDER
THE OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM
UNDER1967AMENDMENTS, AS PERCENTAGE
OFTAXABLE PAYROLL,1 BY TYPEOF BENEFIT, INTERMEDIATE
COSTESTIMATE AT 3.75 PERCENT
INTEREST
[In percentl
Item

Old-age and survivors
insurance

Disability insurance

Primary benefits--------------------------------Wife's and husband's benefits----------------------Widow's and widower's benefits--------------------Parent's benefits--------------------------------Child' sbenefits---------------------------------Mother's benefits -------------------------------Lumnp-sum
death payments-------------------------

6.03
.50
1.27
.01
.73
.13
.09

0.75
0
1

Total------------------------------------Administration expenses------------------------Railroad retirement financial interchange ------.
Interest onexisting trust fund 3-------... ... ...

8.76
.2
04
-- AS

.94
.03
.00

Net total level-cost--------------------------

8.717

(2)

.14

(2)
(2)

-. 02

. 95

aIncluding adjustment to reflect the lower contribution rate on self-employment income and ontips, as compared with
the combined employer-employee rate.
2 This type of benefit is nut payable under this program.
3 This item includes reimbursement for additional cnst of noncontributory credit for military service and iotaken as an
offset to the benefit and administrative expense costs.

II. ACTUARIAL

COST ESTIMIATES FOR THE HOSPITAL INSURANCE SYSTEM
A. INTRODUCTION

This portion of the report presents actuarial cost estimates for the
hospital insurance system as changed by the 1967 amendments. The
major changes in previous law-insofar as actuarial cost aspects are
concerned-are as follows:
(1) The outpatient diagnostic benefits would be moved to the
supplementary medical insurance system.
(2.) An additional "lifetime reserve" of 60 days of hospital
benefits wou~ld be provided, subject to cost-sharing of $20 per day
(initially).
(3) The maximum taxable earnings base would be increased to
$7,800 per year for 1968 and after.
(4) The contribution rate would be increased for all years after
1967 by 0.1 percent for each party (employers, employees, and
self-employed).
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B.

SUMIMARY

OF ACTUARIAL

COST ESTUIMATES

The hospital insurance system as it would be changed by the 1967
amendments has an estimated cost for benefit payments and ad
ministrative expenses that is in long-range balance with contribution
income. It is recognized that the preparation of cost estimates for
hospital and related benefits is much more difficult and is much
more subject to variation than cost estimates for the cash benefits
of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system. This is so
not only because the hospital insurance program is newly established,
but also because of the greater number of variable factors involved
in a service-benefit program than in a cash-benefit one. However,
it is believed that the present cost estimates are made under conserv
ative assumptions with respect to all foreseeable factors.
The present cost estimates are based on considerably higher assump
tions as to hospital costs than were the original estimates, -whichwere
p~repared in 1965 at the time that the system was established. At that
time, the sharp increases that have occurred in such costs in 1966- 67
were not generally predicted by experts in the field. The current
assumptions are based on the testimony of several experts, as wIill
be discussed subsequently.
These cost estimates also contain revised assumptions as to the
initial level of earnings in 1966 and as to future interest-rate trends.
These assumptions are the same as those used in the revised cost esti
mates for the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system,
described elsewhere in this report. Also, the new cost estimates for
hospital insurance are based on the revised long-range estimates of
beneficiaries aged 65 and over under the old-age, survivors, and disa
bility~insurance program. The latter show somewhat fewer aged bene
ficiaries relative to the covered population -with respect to whom
contributions are payable; accordingly, the cost of the hospital insur
ance system is reduced on account of this factor (although only partly
offsetting the effect of hospital-cost trend assumptions).
The new cost estimates contain the assumption that, in the inter
mediate-cost estimate, administrative expenses will be 3}M percent of
the benefit payments, which is the anticipated experience in 1967-68
(as against the assumption of 3 percent in the orignal estimates).
The administrative expenses for the low-cost and high-cost estimates
are assumed to be the same proportion as in t~he intermediate-cost
estimate.
The new cost estimates also take into account the small additional
cost arising from the reimbursement bases for hospitals and extended
care facilities that are now in effect, which are somewhat higher than
wias assumed in the original cost estimates.
TPhe cost estimates presented here are developed on the same bases
as those that were used in the committee report for the bill that was
approved by the House of Representatives (H. Rept. 544), with one
exception. At the hearings before the Senate Finance Committee on
August 24, 1967, in answer to a question put by Senator Williams of
Delaware, it was brought out that the original estimate for the
extended care facility benefit-$25 to $50 million for calendar 1967
w~as low since actual experience indicated that the figure would
probably be of the magnitude of $250 to $300 million a year (Hearings,
page 371).
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Unlike the cost estimate presented in the House report, the esti
mates in this report reflect the new cost assumptions based on the
actual experience. The increased cost so included is about $250 million
in 1967 for insured persons, and increasing amounts in later years.
There would also be a proportionate increased cost for the unin
sured. More details on this change in -actuarial cost assumption are
given in appendix C.
C.

FINANCING POLICY

(1) Financingbasis
The contribution schedule contained in the 1967 amendments, with
an earnings base of $7,800 in 1968 and after, is as follows, as com
pared with that of previous law (w~ith an earnings base of $6,600):
[In percent]
Calendar year

Combined employer-employee rate

1967----------------------------1968 ----------------------------1969-72--------------------------1973-75--------------------------1976-79--------------------------1980-86--------------1987and after ----------------------

Self-employed rate

Previous law

1967amendments

Previous law

1967amendments

-1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1I
1.2
1.4
1.6

1.0
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.6
1.8

0.50
.50
.50
.55
.60
.70
. 80

0.50
.60
.60
.65
.70
.80
.90

The combined employer-employee rate under the 1967 amendments
is 0.2 percent higher in 1968 and after than under previous law.
These increases, along with the additional income from the higher
earnings base, would adequately finance the increased cost of the pro
gram that results from the higher hospitalization-cost assiumptions
used in the current estimates, as compared with those used when the
program was initiated in 1965.
The hospital insurance program is completely separate from the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system in several ways,
although the earnings base is the same under both programs. First,
the schedules of tax rates for old-age, survivors, and disability insur
ance and for hospital insurance are in separate subsections of the
Internal Revenue Code (unlike the situation for old-age and survivors
insurance as compared with disability insurance, where there is a
single tax rate for both programs, but an allocation thereof into t'wo
portions). Second, the hospital insurance program has a separate
trust fund (as is also the case for old-age and survivors insurance and
for disability insurance) and, in addition, has a separate Board of
Trustees fromn that of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
system. Third, income tax withholding statements (forms W-2) show
the proportion of the total contribution for old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance and for hospital insurance that is -with respect to
the latter. Fourth, the hospital insurance program covers railroad
employees directly in the same manner as other covered workers,
an dtheir benefit payments are paid directly from this trust fund
(rather than directly or indirectly through the railroad retirement
system), whereas these employees are not covered by old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance (except indirectly through the financial inter
change provisions). Fifth, the financing basis for the hospital insur
ance system is determined under a different approach than that used
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for the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system, reflecting
the different natures of the two programs (by assuming rising earnings
levels and rising hospitalization costs in future years instead of levelearnings assumptions and by ma~king the estimates for a 25-year
period rather than a 75-year one).
(2) Self-supporting nature of system
Just as has always been the case in connection with the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system, the Congress has very
carefully considered the various cost aspects of the hospital insur
ance system and proposed changes therein. In the same manner, the
Congress believes that this program should be completely selfsupporting from the contributions of covered individuals and em
ployers (the transitional uninsured group covered by this program
have their benefits, and the resulting administrative expenses, com
pletely financed from general revenues). Accordingly, the Congress
very strongly believes that the tax schedule in the law should make the
hospital insurance system self-supporting over the long range as
nearly as can be foreseen, and thus actuarially sound.
(3) Actuarial soundness of system
The concept of actuarial soundness as it applies to the hospital
insurance system is somewhat similar to that concept as it applies to
the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance systemn (see discussion
of this topic in another section), but there are important differences.
One major difference in this concept as it applies between the two
different system~s is the greater difficulty in making forecast assump
tions for a service benefit than for a cash benefit. Although there is
reasonable likelihood that the number of beneficiaries aged 65 and over
will tend to increase over the next 75 years when measured relative to
covered p~opulation (so that a period of this length is both necessary
a~nd desirable for studying the cost of the cash benefits uinder the oldage, survivors, and disability insurance program), it is far more dif
ficult to make reasonable assumptions as to the long-range trends of
medical care costs and practices. For this reason, cost estimates for the
hospital insurance program have been projected for only 25 years into
the future, rather than 75 years as in the cost estimates for the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system.
In a new program such as hospital insurance, it seems desirable
that the program should be completely in actuarial balance. In order to
accomplish this result, the contribution schedule has been revised
to meet this requirement, according to the underlying cost estimates.
A description of the basic assumptions that are made in connection
with the cost estimates for the hospital insurance sysL'em is given in
appendix C.
D.

RESULTS

OF COST ESTEIMATES

(1) Level-costs of hospital and related benefits
Table 13 shows the level cost of the hospital and related benefits
under the 1967 amendments as a lpercentage of taxable payroll de
termined as of January 1, 1966, using an interest of 31)4 percent.
Ths fiue
re based on the assumptions that the earnings base
wil noDhnei the future and that both hospitalization costs and
genea eannswill continue to rise during the entire 25-year period
consdrd ntecost estimates. Also shown in table 13 are the level
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equivalents of the contribution schedules and the net actuarial balances
of the system.
TABLE 13.-LEVEL-COST ANALYSIS FORHOSPITAL INSURANCE TRUST FUND, INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATE
Bill
Previous law, original estimate------------------------Previous law, revised estimate------------------------1967amendments-----------------------------------

Level-cost of
benefits '

Level-equivalent
of contributions

1.23
1.54
1.38

1.23
1.23
1.41

Actuarial balance
0.990
-. 31
3

+0

'Including administrative expenses.

The estimated level-cost of the benefit payments and administrative
expenses in the low-cost estimate for the 1967 amendments is 1.27
p~ercent of taxable payroll, awhile the corresponding figure for the
highb-cost estimate is 1.76 percent. In each instance, the fevel-equiva
lent of the contribution schedule is 1.41 percent of taxable payroll.
It should be recognized that the vast majority of the level-cost of
the benefit payments relates to inpatient hospital benefits. Most of
the remaining cost is attributable to extended care facility benefits,
with home health service benefits representing only a small portion.
Currently, inpatient hospital benefits account for about 90 percent of
total benefit outgo. In later years, it seems quite possible that there
will be much greater use of posthospital extendedicare services and
posthospital home health services (particularly the former), thus
tending to reduce the -use of hospitals and, therefore, the cost of the
inpatient hospital benefits.
The estimated level-cost of the system is reduced by 0.01 percent of
taxable payroll as a result of transferring the outpatient diagnostic
benefits to the supplementary medical insurance system. The other
changes in the benefit provisions of this program would not have any
significant effect on the long-range costs. The cost of providing further
days of hospital benefits beyond 90O days in a spell of illness-as is done
by the "lifetime reserve" of 60 days-is relatively small. Table 14
summarizes these changes in the cost of the program and also gives
data as to the value of the contribution schedule and the resulting
actuarial balance.

TABLE 14.-CHANGES IN ACTUARIAL BALANCE OFHOSPITAL INSURANCE SYSTEM, EXPRESSED
IN TERMSOF
LEVEL-COST AS PERCENT
OF TAXABLE PAYROLL, BYTYPE OF CHANGE, INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATE,
PREVIOUS LAW AND 1967AMENDMENTS, BASEDON3.75 PERCENT
INTEREST
[Itnpercentl
Item

Level-cost

Actuarial balance of present system ---------------------------------------------------

-9.31

Increase in taxable earnings base-----------------------------------------------------Revised contribution schedule--------------------------------------------------------Transfer of outpatient diagnostic benefits InStilt----------------------------------------Further hcspital benefits beyond 90days-------------------------------------------------

I

+.15
+. 19
1

+.

(I

Total effect of changes in 1967amendments-----------------------------------------

+

Actoarial balance under 1967amendments------------------------------------------

+903

Less than 9.695 percent.

34
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As indicated previously, one of the most important assumptions in
the cost estimates presented herein is that the earnings base is as
sumed to remain unchanged, even though for the remainder of the
period considered (up to 1990) the general earnings level is assumed
to rise at a rate of 3 percent annually. If the earnings base does rise in
the future to keep up to date with the general earnings level, then the
contribution rates required would be lower than those scheduled in the
1967 amendments. In fact., if this were to occur, the steps in the
contribution schedule beyond the combined employer-employee rate
of 1.2 p~ercent would not be needed if all other assumption~s in the
intermediate-cost estimate are realized.
The cost for the persons who are blanketed in for the hospital and
related benefits is met from the general fund of the Treasury (with
the financial transactions involved passing through the hospital in
surance trust fund). The costs so involved, along wvith the financial
transactions, are not included in the preceding cost analysis or in the
following discussions of the progress of the hospital insurance trust
fund. A later portion of this section, however, discusses these costs
for the blanketed-in group.
(2) Future operations of hospitat insurance tru-st fund
Table 15 shows the estimated operation of the hospital insurance
trust fund under the intermediate-cost estimate and also under the
low-cost and high-cost estimates.
Under the intermediate-cost estimate, the balance in the trust
fund would grow steadily in the future, increasing from about $1.3
billion at the end of 1967 to $3.3 billion 5 years later; over the long
range, the trust fund would build up steadily, reaching $15.7 billion
in 1990 (representing the disbursements for 1.4 years at the level
of that time).
Under the low-cost estimate, the balance in the trust fund grows
steadily, reaching $7.5 billion in 1975 and $36.8 billion in 1990 (at
which time it represents the disbursements for 3.6 years); in actuial
practice, if the low-cost assumptions materialize, it would not be
necessary to increase the contribution rates after 1975 as is done in the
legislation. Under the high-cost estimate, which represents lprobably
the most extreme situation from a high-cost standpoint in regard to
hospital costs, the balance in the trust fund reaches a maximum of
$2.4 billion at the end of 1969, and then it decreases until it is ex
hausted in 1972. This estimate indicates that, despite very high
assumptions as to the trend of hospital costs, the system wvould have
sufficient funds to maintain operations for at least 4 years uinder
these circumstances, without changing the financing prO\viions.
E. COST ESTIMATE FOR HOSPITAL BENEFITS FOR NONINSURED
PAID FROM GENERAL FUNDS

PERSONS

Hospital and related benefits are provided not only for beneficiaries
of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system and the
railroad retirement system, but also for almost all other persons aged
65 and over in 1966 (and for many of those attaining this age in the
next few years) who are not insured under either of these two social
insurance systems. Such benefit protection is provided to any person
aged 65 before 1968 who is not eligible as an old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance or railroad retirement beneficiary, except for cer
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tain active and retired Federal employees who have (or had the
opportunity of being eligible for) similar protection under the Federal
Employees Health Benefits Act of 1959 and except for certain shortresidence aliens.
Under previous law, persons meeting such conditions who attain age
65 after 1967 must have some old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance or railroad retirement coverage to qualify-nam-ely, 3
quarters of coverage (which can be acquired at any time after 1936)
for each year elapsing after 1965. and before t~he year of attainment of
age 65 (e.g., 6 quarters of coverage for attainment of age 65 in 1968,
9 quarters for 1969, etc.) This transitional provision "washes out"
tunder previous law for men attaining age 65 in 1974 and for women
attaining age 65 in 1972, since the fully insured status requirement for
mnonthly benefits for such categories is then no greater than the specialinsured status requirement.
TABLE 15.-ESTIMATED PROGRESS
OFHOSPITAL INSURANCE TRUST FUND
[in millions]
Calendar year

Contributions

Benefit
payments

Administrative
expenses

Interest on
fund I

Balance in fund
at end of year

Actual data
1966
----------------------

$1,911

$767

2$57

$34

$1,121

$45
70
109
142
169
191
215
242
266

$1,332
2,269
3,168
3.924
4,587
5,147
5,980
6,9781
7,510

$45
64
86
85
57
3

$1,332
2,066
2,447
2,265
1,409

Low-cost estimate
1967---------------------1968----------------------1969----------------------1970---------------------1971----------------------1972----------------------1973------------5,274
1974----------------------1975-----------------------

$2,943
3,972
4,223
4,391
4,564
4,732
5,503
5,695

$2,683
2,981
3,336
3,649
3,932
4,215
4,499
4,777
5,055

$94
104
117
128
138
148
157
167
177
High-cost estimate

1967
--------------------1968
---------------------1969---------------------19790---------------------1971
---------------------1972
---------------------1973
---------------------1974
---------------------1975
----------------------

$2,943
3,972
4,223
4,391
4,564
4,732
5,274
5,503
5,695

$2,603
3,190
3,795
4,501
5,292
5,960
6,364
6.762
7.161

1967---------------------1968
---------------------1969
---------------------1970
---------------------1971
---------------------1972
---------------------1973
---------------------1974
---------------------1975
---------------------1980
---------------------1985
---------------------1990----------------------

$2,943
3,972
4,223
4,391
4,564
4,732
5,274
5,503
5,695
8,087
9,241
11,627

$2,683
3,190
3,636
3,982
4,292
4,602
4,912
5,216
5,522
6,940&
8,690
10,843

$94
112
133
157
185
209
223
237
251

(3)
(5)
(5)

(5

(5)
(3)
(3)

Intermediate-cost estimate
$94
112
127
139
150
161
172
183
193
243
304
380

$45
64
90
108
117
121
125
132
135
203
373
553

$1.332
2,066
2,616
2.994
3.233
3.323
3,638
3.874
3,889
6,454
10,731
15,711

I An interest rate of 3.75 percent is used in determining the level-costs, hut in developing the progress of the trust
fund a varying rate in the early years has been used, ranging down from 5 percent initially to 4 percent after 1975.
2Including administrative expenses incurred in 1965.
3 Fund exhausted in 1972.
Note: The transactions relating to the noninsured persons, the costs for whom is borne out of the general funds of the
Treasury, are not included in the above figures. The actual disbursements in1966,and the balance inthe trust fund by the
end ofthe year, have been adjusted by an estimated $174,000,000 onthis account.
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Under the 1967 amendments, these requirements for norlinstired
persons would be liberalized. Such persons attaining age 65 in 1968
would need only 3 quarters of coverage, 1969 attainments wvoild need
only 6 quarters of coverage, etc. T he "washout" points would be for
men attaining age 65 in 1975 and women attaining age 65 in 1974.
This change would make an additional 5,000 persons who attain age
65 in 1968 eligible for hospital benefits.
The benefits for the noninsured group would be paid from the hos
pital insurance trust fund, but with simultaneous reimbursement theref or from the general fund of the Treasury on a current basis, or if not
simultaneous, with appropriate interest adj ustment.
The estimated cost to the general fund of the Treaury for the hos
pital and related benefits for the noninsured group (including tine
applicable additional administrative expenses) is as follows for the
first 7 calendar years of operation (in millions):
Calendar
year

law
Previous

19661 -------------------------------------------1967-------------------------------------------------------- -----1968--------------------------------------------------------------1969---------------------------------------------------------------1970----------------------------------- ----------------------------1971-------------------------------------- -------------------------1972-------------------------------------------------------- ------

$174
439
468
474
462
434
465

1967amendments
$174
439
465
471
459
432
403

'Data arefor last6 month~s
of year(estimate basedonactual experience).

The estimated cost to the general fund of the Treastiry decreases slowly
after 1969 for the closed group involved. Offsetting, in large part, the
decline in the number of eligibles blanketed-in are the increasing hos
pital utilization per capita as the avrg- g fte
ru
ie
n
the increasing hospital costs in future years.It mybe noted that the
cost is estimated to be about the same as under previous law, because
the cost effect of the chang-es made is relatively negligible (see the
previous discussion).

Ill. ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES FOR COM-\BINED OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS,
DISABILITY, AND HOSPITAL INSURANCE SYSTE-M FOR 1968-72
This section compares the benefit outgo and the contribution
income in 1968-72, under the 1967 amendments and under previous
law, for the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system and
the hospital insurance system combined. Such a combination is
meaningful since each of t~hese two systems is financed by p~ayroll
taxes (unlike the supplementary medical insurance system). .The
hospital insurance benefit outgo for noninsured persons is not included,
because it is reimbursed on a current basis by the general fund of the
Treasury.
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The pertinent data are as follows:
[in billions]
Contribution
income

Basis

Calendar year1967: Estimated
actual experience --------------Calendar
year1968:
Previous law---------------------------------------1967amendments-----------------------------------Calendar year1969:
Previous law---------------------------------------1967 ameedments-----------------------------------Calendar
year1970:
Previous law---------------------------------------1967 amendments-----------------------------------Calendar year1971:
Previous law---------------------------------------1967 amendmeets-----------------------------------Calendar
year1972:
Previous law---------------------------------------1967amendments------------------------------------

IV.

Benefit outgo

Excess
of
contributions
over benefits

$28. 5

$24. 2

$4.3

29.6
31. 0

25. 5
28.3

4.1
2.7

33.7
35. 2

26.9
30. 4

6.8
4.8

35. 2
36. 8

28.2
31. 8

7.0
5.0

36.2
40. 8

29. 4
33. 3

6.8
7.5

37.2
42. 5

30. 8
34. 7

6.4
7.8

ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES FOR THE SUPPLEMENTARY
MEDICAL INSURANCE SYSTEM
A. INTRODUCTION

This portion of the report presents the actuarial cost estimates for
the voluntary supplementary medical insurance program as it wouldl
be modified by the 1967 amendments. From a cost standpoint, the
only significant changes that were made were as follows:
(1) The transfer of the outpatient diagnostic benefits from the
hospital insurance program to this program (except for the pro
fessional component thereof, which has alw~ays been included
in the supplementary medical insurance program).
(2) M\aking the deductible and coinsurance pro visions inappli
cable to the professional component of pathology and radiology
services furnished to inpatients in hospitals.
l
(3) Extending the coverage'of physical therapy benefits fur
nished outside of hospitals.
B. SUMMARY OF ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES

The 1967 amendments'expand somewhat the protection provided
by the supplementary medical insurance program. The increase in
cost for these changes, effective after M'arch 1968, wvill be recognized
by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in his determi
nation of the standard premium rate for the period after M-arch 1968.
The new rate will be for April 1968 through June 1969, which will be
promulgated before-JanUary, 1, 1968, along with a statement of the
actuarial assumptions and bases underlying the determined premium
rate.
C. FINANCING POLICY
(1) Self-sutpporting nature of system
Coverag-e under the supplementary medical insurance program can
be voluntarily elected, on an individual basis, by virtually all persons
aged 65 and over in the United States. This program is intended to
be completely self-supporting from the premiums of enrolled individ
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uials and from the equal-miatching contributions from the general fund
of the Treasury. For the initia'l period, July 1966 through March
1968, the premium rate is established at $3 per month, so that the
total income of the system per participant per month is $6. Persons
who do not elect to comie into the system at as early a time as possible
will generally have to pay a somewhat higher premium rate (10 per
cent higher for each full year's delay). The standard monthly premium
rate can be adjusted for periods after M'arch 1968 so as to reflect the
exlpected experience, including an allowance for a margin for con
tinouencies. All financial operations for this program are handled
through a separate fund, the supplementary medical insurance trust
fund.
Under the 1967 amendments, the standard premium rate (for
lpersons enrolling in the earliest possible enrollment period) is generally
to be determined annually on a permanent basis-nainely, for April
1968 through June 1969 and then for 12-month periods beginningn
with July 1969 and each July thereafter. Thus, the premium periods
will not correspond with the benefit periods, which are on a calendaryear basis. This will make the actuarial analysis underlying the
promulgation of the premium rates more difficult. It will probably be
necessary first to compute the estimated premium rates on calendaryear bases and then to prorate them for the applicable premium period.
For example, under this procedure, the premium rate to be determined
for the period July 1969 throug-h June 1970 would be the average of the
lpremium rates estimated to be suitable for calendar years 1969 and
1970 (if the premium period had been on that calendar-year basis).
The previous law provided for the establishment of an advance
appropriation from the general fund of the Treasury to serve as
an initial contingency reserve, in an amount equal to $18 (or 6
months' per capita contributions from the general fund of the Treas
ury) times the number of individuals who were estimated to be eligible
for participation in July 1966. This amount, which is approximately
$345 million (of which $100 million has actually been appropriated),
has not actually been transferred to the trust fund and will not be
transferred unless, and until, some of it would be needed. This con
tirngency amount is available only during the first 18 months of
operations (July 1966 through December 1967), and any amounts
actually transferred to the trust fund would be subject to repayment
to the general fund of the Treasury (without interest).
Under the 1967 amendments, the availability of the contingency
reserve would be extended for 2 years, through December 1969. It
is anticipated that none of the au thorized and appropriated funds will
be needed, but the Congress believes that it is desirable to take this
action so that the premium rate to be established for periods after
March 1968 can be set at an intermediate level, rather than at a
level that is certain to be adequate even if experience follows the high
estimates. It may be noted that it has not yet been possible to make a
full analysis, on an accrual basis, of the actual experience for the first
year of operation (July 1966 through June 1967), so as to determine
whether and to what extent a contingency reserve has been built up.
In the event that the operations in the 21-month period when the initial
$3 premium rate is effective show a deficit on an accrual basis, the
Congress stated its belief that this should be made up from the
inclusion of a small amount in the premium rates in the next few
years. It should be observed that the system may well have a con
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siderable trust-fund balance on a cash basis-dUe to the lag in pre
senting, and adjudicating claims-even though it may have a deficit
on an accrual basis.
The Congress stated its belief that there should be no need for
any further extension of this contingency-reserve provision after
1969. By then, either sufficient contingency funds should be built
uip by thie existing financing provisions, or else this will be able to be
accomplished from the future premium rates being set at a proper
level, based on adequate experience which will be available by that
time.
(2) Actuarial soundness of system
The concept of actuarial soundness for the supplementary medical
insurance system is somewhat different than that for the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system and for the hospital insurance
system. In essence, the first-mentioned system is on a "current cost"
6finncing- basis, rather than on a "long-range cost" financing basis. The
situations are essentially different because the financial support of the
supplementary medical insurance system comes from a premium rate
that is subject to change from time to time, in accordance with the
experience actually developing and with the experience anticipated in
the near future. The actuarial soundness of the supplementary medical
insurance program, therefore, depends only upon the "short-term"
premium rates being adequate to meet, on an accrual basis, the benefit
payments and administrative expenses over the period for which they
are established (including the accumulation and maintenance of a
contingency fund).
D. ACTUAL

EXPERIENCE IN 1966-67

The actual experience of the supplementary medical insurance
trust fund during calendar year 1966 and its estimated experience
during calendar year 1967 (based on actual data for most of the year)
are as, follovs (in millions):
Item

Calendar year
19661I

Premiums from participants-------------$322
Government contributions----------------..
128___
Bene~fit
--payments -Administratije expenses----------------374
Inte rest onfund ------ ---------------2
Balance infund at endof year-----------122

1967
$636
12197
1 1
118
22
382

1Program operative'(insofar as premium collectiun and benefit payments)
only after Jane 1966.
Includes matching payments for 1966. Basedon actual data for period op
through June 1967,andthereafter onassumption that premiums paid by partici
pants are matched.
5Includes small amount of administrative expenses incurred in 1965.

It should be recognized that the experience as to benefit paviments
has been significantly affected by lagas in the lpresent ation of claims
bv beneficia~ries and 'in the adjudlication and processing of claims. lIi
all months- after April 1967 benefit p~aymneIts hav-e been about $100
million or more, so that in each month of this lpeiiod the total of
benefit payments and admiinis;trative expenses has exceeded the normal
income from premiums and Government contributions (about $105
million monthly). rThe trust fund had a maximum size of $570 million
at the end of Mlarch 1967 land decreased thereafter to $402 million at
the end of September 1967 and is estimated to be about $380 million
at the end of the year.
E. RESULTS OF COST ESTIMATES
The 1967 amendments make a number of changes in the benefit
provision~s of the supplemnentary medical insurance programi, some of
which exlpand the scope of the program, whereas several limit it
slighitlv. The only changes wNhich have a sig-nificant cost effect are as
follows', along wvith the cost per particilpant per month relative to the
current $6 monthly premium rate (for the par'ticilpant and the
Government combined):
Rteal

Cos

\Nonprofessional component of outpatient diagnostic services ------------ $0. 12
Elimnination of cost-sharing for inpatient pathology and radiology ---------- 20
Extending coverage of physical-therapy services benefits ------------------ 05
Total--------------------------------------------------------
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The cost of covering certain limited services furnished by podiatrists
would be verv small.
The total cost of $0.37 per' month per capita relative to the current
premium rate will p~robably be increased to about $0.46 wNhen the
likelv increase in the stan~dard premium rate for the lperiod after

March 1968 is taken into account. This total cost of $0.46 per~ month
per' capita is equivalent to an annual cost of $100 million wvith respect

to iS million participants (half of wNhich cost comes from the general
fund of the Treasury).

APPENDIX A

BASIC

ASSUMPTIONS

FOR COST ESTIMATES

FOR OLD-AGE,

SURVIVORS, AIND DISABILITY INSURANCE SYSTEM
(1) General basi~sfor long-range cost estimates
Benefit disbursements may be expected to increase continuously
for at least the next 50 to 70 years because of such factors as the aging
of the population of the country and the slow but steady growth of
the benefit. roll. Similar factors are inherent in any retirement pro
gram, public or private, that has been in operation for a relatively
-Short. period. Estimates of the future cost of the old-age, survivors
and disability insu~rance program are affected by many elements that
are difficult to determine. Accordingly, the assumptions used in the
actuarial cost estimates may differ widely and yet be reasonable.
The long-range cost estimates (shown for 1975 and thereafter) are
developed on a range basis so as to indicate the plausible variation in
future costs depending upon the actual trends developing for the
various cost factors. Both the low- and high-cost estimates are based
on assumptions that are intended to represent close to full employ
ment, with average annual earnings at about the level prevailing in
1966. The use of 1966 average earnings results in conservatism in
the estimate since the trend is expected to be an increase in average
earning~s in future years (as wvill be discussed subsequently in item 5).
In 1966 the aggregate amount of earnings taxable under the program
was $314 billion. Of course, for future years the total taxable earnings
are estimated to be larger because of the higher earnings base and
are estimated to increase, because there will be larger-numbers of
covered workers. Intermediate estimates developed directly from the
low- and high-cost estimates (by averaging their components) are
shown so as to indicate the basis for the financing provisions.
The cost estimates are extended beyond the year 2000, since the
aged population itself cannot mature by then. The reason for this is
that. the number of births in the 1930's was very low as compared with
both prior and subsequent experience. As a result, there will be a dip
in the relative proportion of the aged from 1995 to about 2015, which
would tend to result in low benefit costs for the old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance system. during that period. For this reason the
year 2000 is by no means a typical ultimate year insofar as costs are
concerned.
(2) .M1easuremen~t of costs in relation to taxable payroll
In general, the costs are shown as percentages of taxable payroll.
This is the best measure of the financial cost of the program. Dollar
figures taken alone are misleading. For example, a

high~er earnings

level will increase not only the outgo of the system but also, and to
a greater extent, its income. The result is that the cost relative to
payroll wvill decrease. As an illustration of the foregoing points, con
sider an individual who has covered earnings at a rate of $300 per
month. Under the 1967 amendments, this individual has a primary
(26)
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insurance amount of $127.10. If his earnings rate should be 50 percent
higher (i.e., $450), his primary insurance amount would be $165. Under
these conditions, the contributions payable with respect to his earn
ings would increase by 50 percent, but his benefit rate would increase
by only 30 percent. Or, to put it another way, when his earnings rate
was $300 per month, his primary insurance amount represented 42.4
percent of his earnings, whereas, when his earnings increased to $450
per month, his primary insurance amount relative to his earnings
decreased to 36.7 percent.
(3) General ba~sis for short-range cost estimates
The short-range cost estimates (shown for the individual years 1967
72) are not presented on a range basis since-assuming a continuation
of present economic conditions-it is believed that the demographic
factors involved (such as mortality, fertility, retirement rates, and so
forth) can be reasonably closely forecast, so that only a single estimate
is necessary. A gradual rise in the earnings level in the future (about 3
Ipercent per year), somewhat below that which has occurred in the past
few years, is assumed. As a result of this assumption, contribution
income is somewhat higher than if level earnings were assumed, while
benefit outgo is only slightly affected.
The cost estimates have been prepared on the basis of the same as
sumptions and methodology as those contained in the 1967 Annual
Report of the Board of Trustees (H. Doc. No. 65, 90th Cong.).
(4/)Level-cost concept
An important measure of long-range cost is the level-equivalent
contribution rate required to supp~ort the system for the next 75 years
(including not only meeting the benefit costs and administrative ex
penses, but also the maintenance of a reasonable contingency fund
during the period, which at the end of the period amounts to 1 year's
disbursements), based on discounting at interest. If such a level rate
were adopted, relatively large accumiulations in the old-age and sur
vivors insurance trust fund would result, and in consequence there
would be sizable eventual income from interest. Even though such a
method of financing is not followed, this concept may be used as a
convenient measure of long-range costs. This is a valuable cost con
cept, especially in comparing various possible alternative plans and
p~rovisions, since it takes into account the heavy deferred benefit costs.
(5) Future earnings assumptions
The long-range estimates for the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance program are based on level-earnings assumptions, under
which earnings~levels of covered workers by age and sex will continue
over the next 75 years at the levels experienced in 1966. This, however,
does not mean that covered payrolls are assumed to be the same each
year; rather, they will rise steadily as the covered population at the
working ages is estimated to increase. If in the future the earnings
level should be considerably above that which now prevails, and if the
benefits are adjusted upward so that the annual costs relative to
payroll will remain the same as now estimated for the present system,
then the increased dollar outgo resulting will offset the increased
dollar income. This is an important reason for considering costs
Z
relative to payroll rather than in dollars.
The long-range cost estimates have not taken into account the pos
sibility of a rise in earnings levels, although such a rise has character
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ized the past history of this country. If such an assumption were used
in the cost estimates, along with the unlikel3 assumption that the
benefits, nevertheless, would not be change ,, the cost relative to
payroll would, of course, be lower.
It is important to note that the possibility that a rise in earnings
levels will produce lower costs of the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance program in relation to p~ayroll is a very important, safety
factor in the financial operations of this system. The financing of th~e
system is based essentially on the intermediate-cost estimate, along~
with the assumption of level earnings. If experience follows the highcost assumptions, additional financing will be necessary. How-ever, if
covered earnings increase in the future as in the past, the resulting re
duction in the cost of the program (expressed as a percentage of taxable
payroll) will more than offset the higher cost arising under experience
following the high-cost estimate. If the latter condition p~revails, the
reduction in the relative cost of the program coming from rising earn
ings levels can be used to maintain the actuarial soundness of the sys
tem, and any remaining savings can be used to adjust benefits upw-ard
(to a lesser degree than the increase in the earnings level). However,
the possibility of future increases in earnings levels should be con
sidered only as a safety factor and not as a justification for adjusting
benefits upward in anticipation of such increases.
If benefits are adjusted currently to keep pace fully wvith rising earn
ings as they occur, the year-by-year costs as a percentage of lpayroll
would be unaffected. If benefits are increased in this manner, the
level-cost of the program would be higher than now estimated, since
tinder such circumstances, the relative importance of the interest
receipts of the trust funds would gradually diminish with the passage
of time. If earnings and benefit levels do consistently rise, thorough
consideration will need to be given to the financing basis of the system
because then the interest receipts of the trust funds will not meet as
large a proportion of the benefit costs as would be anticipated if the
earnings level had not risen.
APPENDIX B
ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY
INSURANCE PROGRAM IN PAST YEARS

(1) Statu8 after enactment of 1952~act
The actuarial balance under the 1952 act I was estimated, at the
time of enactment, to be virtually the same as in the estimates made
at the time the 1950 act was enacted, as shown in table A. This was
the case, because the estimates for the 1952 act took into consider
ation the rise in earnings levels in the 3 years preceding the enact
ment of that act. This factor virtually offset the increased cost due
to the benefit liberalizations made. New cost estimates made 2 years
after the enactment of the 1952 act indicated that the level-cost (i.e.,
the average lon1g-range cost, based on discounting at interest, relative
to taxable payroll) of the benefit disbursements a~nd administrative
exfpenses was somewhat more than 0.5 percent of payroll higher than
the level equivalent of the scheduled taxes (including allowance for
interest on the existing trust fund).
I The term "1952 act" (and slimilar terms) is used to designate the system as it existed after the enactment
of the amendments of that year.
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TABLE A.-ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM
UNDER
VARIOUS ACTSFORVARIOUS ESTIMATES, INTERMEDIATE-COST BASIS
[Percent]
Legislation

Dateof estimate-

Level-equivalentI
2
Benetit Costs

Contributions

Actuarial
balances

Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance'
1935 act--------------------------------1935
1939 act--------------------------------t1939
1939act (asamended in the 1940's)s ---1950
1950act--------------------------------1950
1950 act--------------------------------1952
1952act--------------------------------1952
1952act--------------------------------1954
1954act--------------------------------1954
t -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1954ac -i1956
1956act--------------------------------1956
1956act--------------------------------1958
1950act...............................--1959
1958act...............................--1960
1960act...............................--1960
1961act...............................--1961
1961act...............................--1963
1961act(perpetuity basis)................... 1964
1961act(75-year basis)....................-1964
1965 act...............................--1965
1965oct...............................--1966
1967amendments........................-1967

5.36
5.22
4.45
6.20
5.49
6.00
6.62
7.50
7.45
7.085
8.25
8.765
9.73
9. 99
9.35
9.33
9.36
9.09
9.49
9.76
9.72

5.36
5.30
3.90
6.10
5.90
5.90
6.05
7.12
7.29
7.72
7.83
R.52
9.68
9.68
9.05
9.02
9.12
9.10
9.42
9.50
9.73

0.00
+09
-47
-. 10
4-41
-. 10
-. 57
-. 38
-. 16
-. 13
-. 42
-. 24
-. 05
-. 30
-. 30
-. 31
-. 24
+01i
-. 07
+.74
+.01

Old-age andsurvivars insurance 4
1956act...............................--1956
1956act...............................--1959
1959act..............................._
1959
1959act...............................--1960
1960act...............................--I1SO
1961act...............................--1961
1961act...............................-1963
1961act(serpetuity basis)................... 1964
1961act(75-year basis)....................-1964
1965act...............................--1965
1965act...............................--1966
1967amendments........................-1967

7.43
7.90
9.27
8.38
8.42
8.79
9.69
9.72
9.46
9.92
7.91
8.77

1956act...............................--1956
1956act...............................--1959
1958act...............................--1958
1958act...............................--1900
1960act..............................._
1960
1961act...............................--1961
1961act...............................--1963
1961act (p'rpetuity basis)..................-1964
1961act(75-year basis)....................-1964
1965act...............................--1965
1965act...............................--1966
1967amendments........................-1967

0.42
.35
.49
.35
.56
.56
.64
.64
.63
.67
.95
.95

7.23
7.33
9.02
8.19
9.19
9.55

9.52
9.62
9.60
9.72
9.90
9.78

-0.
-.
-.
-.
-.
-.

20
57
25
20
24
24
- 17
-. 10
+. 14
-. 10
+ 89
-4-.01

Disability insurance4
0.49
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.70
.70
.95

+0.07
+. 15
+ 01
+.15
-. 06
-. 06
-. 14
-. 14
-. 13
+.03
-. 15
.00

I Expressed Ps a percentage of effective taxable payroll, including adjustment to reflect the tower contribution rate
on self-employment income aod on tips, ascompared with the combined employer-employee rate. Estimates prepared
boffore1964are on a perpetuity basis, while those prepared after 1964areon a 75-year basis. The estimates prepared in
1964areon both bases.
2 Including adjustments (a)to reflect the lower coutributioo rate on self-employment income and on tips, ascempared
with the combined employer-employee rate, (b) fur the, interest earnings onthe existing trust fund, (c) for administrative
expense costs, and (d) fur the net cust uf the financial interchange with the rnilroad retirement system.
';Anegative figure indicates the eetent of ladeof actuarial balance. A positive figure indicates more than sufficient
tiouncing, according to the particular estimate.
4The disability insurance program was inaugurated inthe 1956act sothat all tigures fur previous legislation arefor the
old-age and survivors insurance program onty.
5The major changes being in the revisiun ot the contribution schedule; asuf the beginning ot 1950,the ultimate com
bined empiuyer-employee rate scheduled was only 4 percent.

(2) Status after enactment of 19.54I act
Under the 1954 act, the increase in the contribution schedule met all
the additional cost of the benefit changes and at the same time reduced
substantially the actuarial insufficiency that. the then current estimates
had indicated in regard to the financing of the 1952 act.
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(3) Statu~s after enactment of 1956 act
The, estimates for the 1954 act were revised in 1956 to take into
account the rise in the earnings level that had occurred since 1951-52,
the period that had been used for the earnings assumptions for the
estimates made in 1954. Taking this factor into account reduced the
lack of actuarial balance under the 1954 act to the point where, for
all practical purposes, it was nonexistent. The benefit changes made
by the 1956 amendments were fully financed by the increased con
tribution income provided. Accordingly, the actuarial balance of the
system was unaffected.
Following the enactment of the 1956 legislation, new cost estimates
were made to take into account the developing experience; also, certain
modified assumptions were made as to anticipated future trends. In
1956-57, there were very considerable numbers of retirements from
among the groups newly covered by the 1954 and 1956 amendments, s'J
that benefit expenditures ran considerably higher than had previously
been estimated. Moreover, the analyzed experience for the recent years
of operation indicated that retirement rates had risen or, in other
words, that the average retirement age had dropped significantly.
The cost estimates made in early 1958 indicated that the program wvas
out of actuarial balance by somewhat more than 0.4 percent of payroll.
(4) Status after enactment of 1958 act
The 1958 amendments recognized this situation and provided addli
tional financing for the program-both to reduce the lack of actuarial
balance and also to finance certain benefit liberalizations made. In
fact, one of the stated purposes of the legislation was "to improve the
actuarial status of the trust funds." This was accomplished by in
troducing an immediate increase (in 1959) in the cormbined emplover
emplovee contribution rate, amounting to 0.5 percent, and by advanc
ing the subsequently scheduled increases so that they would occur at
3-year intervals (beginning in 1960) instead of at 5-year intervals.
The revised cost estimates made in 1958 for the disability insurance
program contained certa~in modified assumptions that recognized the
emerging experience under the newv program. As a result, the moderate
actuarial surplus originally estimated was increased somewhat, and
most of this was used in' the 1958 amendments to finance certain
benefit liberalizations, such as inclusion of supplemental benefits
for certain dependents and modification of the insured status re
quirements.
(5) Status after enactment of 1960 act
At the beginning of 1960, the cost estimates for the old-age sur
vivors, and disability insurance system were reexamined and wNere
modified in certain respects. The earnings assumlption had previously
been based on the 1956 level, and this wNas changed to reflect th~e
1959 level. Also, data first- became available on the detailed opera
tions of the disability provisions for 1956, which was the first full
year of operation that did not involve pic-king up "backlog" cases.
It was found that the numuber 'f persons wcho met the insured sitatus
conditions to be eligible for these benefits had been significantly over
estimated. It was also found that the disability incidence experience
for eligible womnen wNas considerably lower than had been originally
estimated, although the experienced for men was very close to the
intermediate estimate. Accordingly, revised assumptions were made
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in regard to the disability insurance portion of the proram. As a
result, the changes made by the 1960 amendments could, according
to the revised estimates, be made without modifying the financing
provisions.
(6) Status after enactment of 1961 act
The changes made by the 1961 amendments involved an increased
cost that was fully met by the changes in the financing provisions
(namely, an increase in the combined employer-employee contri
bution rate of 0.25 percent, a corresponding change in t~he rate for the
self-employed, and an advance in the year when the ultimate rates
would be effective-from 1969 to 1968). As a result, the actuarial
balance of the program remained unchanged.
Subsequent to 1961, the cost estimates were further reexamined in
the light of developing experience. The earnings assumption was
changed to reflect the 1963 level, and the interest-rate assumption
used was modified upward to reflect recent experience. At the same
time, the retirement rate assumptions were increased somewhat to
reflect the experience in respect to this factor. The further developing
disability experience indicated that costs for this portion of the
program were significantly higher than previously estimated (because
benefits were not being terminated by death or recovery as rapidly as
had been originally assumed). Accordingly, the actuarial balance of
the disability insurance program was shown to be in an unsatisfactory
position, and this had been recognized by the Board of Trustees, who
recommended that the allocation to this trust fund should be increased
(while, at the same time, correspondingly decreasing the allocation to
the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund, which under the law in
effect at that time was estimated to be in sat~isfactory actuarial balance
even after such a reallocation).
(7) Status after enactment of 1.965 act
The changes made by the 1965 amendments involved an increased
cost that was closely met by the changes in their financing provisions
(namely, an increase in the contribution schedule, particularlv in the
later years, and an increase in the earnings base). The actuarial balance
of the program remaine~d virtually unchanged.
In 1966, the cost estimates for the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance system were completely revised, based on the availability if
new data since the last complete revision was made in 1963. The new
estimates showed significantly lower costs for the old-age and sur
vivors insurance portion of the system, but higher costs for the dis
ability insurance portion. The factors leading to lower costs were as
follows: (1) 1966 earnings levels, instead of 1963 ones; (2) an interest
rate of 3% percent for the intermediate-cost estimate, instead of 3~~
percent; (3) an assumption of greater future participation of women
in the labor force (resulting in reduction in cost of the program because
of the "antiduplication of benefits" provision as between women's
primary benefits and wife's or widow's benefits); (4) an assumption
of less improvement in future mortality than had previously been
assumed; and (5) an assumption that, despite a significant decline
in future fertillty rates, such decline would not occur as rapidly as had,
been assumed previously.
The cost of the disability insurance system was estimated to be
significantly higher, as a result of increasing the disability prevalence
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rates. This chang~e Aias necessary to reflect the substantially larger
number of disability beneficiaries coming on the roll with respect to
disabilities occurring in 1964 and after, which experience had not been
available in 1965 AN-hen the cost estimates for the legislation of that
year were considered.
For more details on these revised cost estimates for the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system, see Actuarial Study No. 63
of the Social Security Administration, Department of Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare, January 1967.
APPE'N DIX C
HOSPITALIZATION

DATA A-ND AssLUIPTIoxNS FOR COST
FOR HOSPITAL I-NSURANCE SYSTEMI

ESTIMIATES

(1) Past increases in. hospital costs and in earnings
Table B presents a summary comparison of the annual increases in
hospital costs and the corresponding increases in wages that have
occurred since 1954 and up through 1966.
The annua~l increases in earnings are based on those in covered
employment under the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
systemn as indicated by first-quarter taxable wages, which by and
large are not affected by the maximum taxable earnings base. The
data on increases in hospital costs are based on a series of average
daily expense per patient day (including not only room and board
but also other inpatient charges and other expenditures of hospitals)
prepared by the American Hospital Association.
TABLE B.-COMPARISON OFANNUAL INCREASE
IN HOSPITAL COSTS
AND IN EARNINGS
lie percentl
Increase over previous year
Year

Average
wages
incovered
employment I

daily
Average
hospitalization
Costs 2

1955---------------------------------------------------------t956---------------------------------------------------------1957---------------------------5.5
1958---------------------------------------------------------1959---------------------------------------------------------1960---------------------------4.3
1961---------------------------------------------------------1962---------------------------4.
1963---------------------------------------------------------Average tar 1954-~63
3-...................................
---------

3.1
2
2. 4
4.0

6.3
4.5
7.7
8.6
6.8
6.8
8.5
5.3
5.6
6.7

1965---------------------------------------------------------1966----------------------------------------------------------

1.6
4. 4

7.094--------------------------------316
8.3

3. 8
5.7
3.3
3. 3

I Dataare tar calendar years (based onexperience in first quarter of year).
2 Data are for fiscal years ending in September of year shown. When the data are adjusted on a calendar-year basis,
the increase from 1965to 1966was determined to be 11.0 percent.
3 Rateof increase compounded annually that is equivalent to total relative increase from 1954to 1963.

The annual increases in earnings fluctuated somewhat. over the
10-year period up through 1963, although there wvere not very large
deviations from the average annual rate of 4 percent; no upward or
downward trend over the period is discernible. The annual increases
in hospital costs likewise fluctuated from year to year during, t~his
period, around the average annual rate of 6.7 percent.
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During the period 1954-63, hospital costs increased at a faster rate
than earnings. The differential between these two rates of increase
fluctuated widely, being as high as somewhat more than 5 percent in)
some years and as low as a. negative differential of about 1 Jpercellt in
1956 (with the next lowvest differential being a positive one of about. I
percent in 1962). Over the entire 10-year period, the differential of
the average annual rate of increase in hospital costs over the average
annual rate of increase in earnings was 2.7 percent.
In 1964-66, the increases in hospital costs as compared to the in
crease in wages resulted in differentials that are in excess of the 2.7
percent applicable in 1954-63. The 1967 experience to date shows a
slightly higher rate of increase in hospital costs than did 1966.
In the future, earnings are estimated to increase at a rate of about
3 percent per year. It is much more difficult to predict what thle cor
responding increase in hospital costs will be.
(2) Effect on cost estimates of rising hospital costs
A major consideration in making cost estimates for hospital benefits,
then, is how long and to what extent the tendency of hospital costs to
rise more rapidly than the general earnings level will continue in the
future, and whethr or not it may, in the long, run, be counterbalanced
by a trend in the opposite direction. Some factors to consider are the
relatively low wages of hospital employees (which have been rapidly
"catching up" with the general level of wages and obviously may be
expected to "catch up" completely at some future date, rather than
to increase indefinitely at a more rapid rate than wages generally) and
the development of new medical techniques and procedures, with
resultant increased expense.
In connection with this factor, there are possible counterbalancing
factors. The higher costs involved for more refined and extensive
treatments may be offset by the development of out-of-hospital
facilities, shorter durations of hospitalization, and less expense for
subsequent curative treatments as a result of preventive measures.
Also, it is possible that at some time in the future, the productivity
of hospital personnel will increase sig-nificantly as the result of changes
in the organization of hospital services or for other reasons, so that,
as in other fields of economic activity, the general w\Nage level m-ight
increase more rapidly than hospitalization prices in the long run.
Perhaps the major consideration in miakinig actuarial cost estimnates
for hospital benefits is that-unlike the situation in regard to cost
estimates for the monthly cash benefits, where the result 'is the oppo
site--an unfavorable cost result is shown when total earnings levels
rise, unless the prvsin of t~he system are kept up to (late (insofar
as the maximum taxable earnings base is concerned). The reason for
this result is that hospital costs rise at least at the same rate over the
long run as the total earnings level, whereas the contribution income
rises less rapidly than the total earnings level, unless the earnin~s base
is kept uip to date.
For these reasons, the cost estimates are based on the assumption
that both hospital costs and wages will increase in the future for the
entire 25-year period considered, while at the same time the earnings
base will not change. The fact that the cost-sharing provisions (the
initial hospital deductible and coinsurance features) are on a dynamic
basis, which automatically varies after 1968 in accordance with
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changes in hospital costs, results in lower estimated costs than if
these provisions were on a static, unchanging basis.
(3) Assumptions as to relative trends of hospital costs and earnings
underlying cost estimates
As indicated previously, the financing basis of the hospital insurance
program should be developed on a conservative basis. For the reasons
brought out, the cost estimates should not be developed on a levelearnings basis, but rather they should assume dynamic conditions
as to both earnings levels and hospitalization costs. Accordingly,
it seems appropriate to make cost projections for only 25 years in'
the future and to develop the financing necessary for only this period
(but with a resulting trust fund balance at the end of the Iperiod
equal to about 1 year's disbursements)-. Although the trend of bene
ficiaries aged 65 and over relative to the working population -will
undoubtedly move in an upward direction after 25 years from now,
it seems impossible to predict what the trend of medical costs and of
hospital-utilization and medical-practice experience will be in the
distant future.
Several estimates of the short-term future trend of hospital costs
have been made by experts in this field. All of these are well above the
rate of 5.7 percent per year until 1970 that was assumed in the initial
cost estimates for the program made when it was enacted in 1965. The
American Hospital Association has estimated an annual rate of in
crease of as much as 15 percent for the next 3 to 5 years. The Blue
Cross Association has made a corresponding estimate of 9 percent per
year in the period up to 1970.
Three sets of assumptions as to the short-term trend of hospital
costs have been made for the cost estimates presented here. These are
shown in table C. In each case, the annual rates of increase are as
sumed to merge with those used in the initial cost estimates for the
program for 1971 for the low-cost and intermediate-cost assumptions
and 1973 for the high-cost assumptions-namely, increases slightly
above the increases in the earnings level from these dates until about
1975, and then the same increases. The low-cost set of assumptions
yields about the same result as the Blue Cross prediction, while the
high-cost set corresponds to the highest American Hospital Associa
tion prediction. The intermediate-cost set is used to develop the
financing provisions of the legislation.
TABLE C.-ASSUMPTIONS AS TO FUTURE
RATESOF INCREASE
IN HOSPITAL COSTS
[In percentj
Calendar year

51970

1967---------------------- -----------------1968 ---------------------------------------1969------------------------------------------------------------------------------1971 ---------------------------------------1972 ---------------------------------------1973 ---------------------------------------1974---------------------3.6
1975 andalter----------------------------------

Low-cost

Intermediate-cost

High-cost

12. 0
10. 0
8.0
6.0
5. 2
4.6
4.1

15.0
15.0
10. 0
6.0
5.2
4.6
4.1
3.6
3.0

15.0
15. 0
15.0
15.0
15.0
10.0
4.1
3.6
3.0

3.0
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(4) Assumptions as to hospital utilization rates underlying cost estimates
The hospital utilization assumptions for the cost estimates in this
report aire founded onl the hypothesis that current practices in this
field will not change relatively more in the future thaim past experience
has indicated. In other words, no account is takenm of the possibility
that there will be a drastic chngie ini philosophy ats to time best ined-.
ical practices, so as, for example, to utilize ini-hospital care to a much
greater extent than is now the case.
The hospital utilization rates used for the cost estimates are the
saine as those used in the initial cost estimates for the program.
Analysis of the actual exp~erience for the first 6 months of operation
lat f 166)seems to indicate that it is close to the origina
(th hlf
assutuptiotis, although som ewhat higher.
(5) 4ssumptions as to hospital per diem rates underlying cost estimates
The average daily cost of hospitalization that is used in these cost
estimates is computed onl the samne basis as the corresponding figures
in the initial cost estimates that were prepared when the legislation
was enacted in 1965. Specifically, an average of about $38.50 per day
was used for the reimibursem ent lprimicilles under previous law for 1966
and was projected for future years in the manner described previously.
Analysis of the experience for 1966, for which complete data are not
yet available, indicates that this assumption was close to what actually
,occurred, although possibly somewhat higher.
,(6) Assumptions as to extended care facility benefits underlying cost
estimates
Time limited experience that is available to date in regard to the ex
tended care facility benefits indicates that their cost will be consider
ably in excess of the initial estimates. It now~ appears that. these benefits
willamnount to about $250 to $300 million in the first yeatr of operation
(calendar year 1967) as against thle estimate of $25 to $50 million. The
apparent major reason for this difference is thle mritch larger number
of facilities that qualified than land been expected according to the
estimate. It should also be recognized that thle original estimate wNas
made on the basis of relatively little data, since this type of benefit
had not been widely provided previously.
Accordingly, the cost estimates hiave. been modified by increasing
the estimated benefit outgo in 1967, as presented in previous cost esti
mates, by $250 million with respect to insured persons (and a pro
portionate amount for noninsured persons). This figure is increased
each future year up through 1975 by the assumed increases in hos
pitalization costs. After 1975, the same assumption as to hospitaliza
tion-cost increases is continued, but thle resulting figure is graduially
scaled down until it is taken as zero for 1990 (since the estimate for
that year already includes the ultimate costs for extended care facility
benlefits). Appropriate corresponding assumptions are made for the
noninsured groop, taking into account its decreasing size (as well as
its greater relative use of the extended care facility benefits).
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APPENDIX D
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF BENEFIT FORMULA
Tfhis appendix prIesents it mathematical analysis of the new%benefit
fornimila 1 )Iovided by thle 1967 amendments. Included within the scope
of this terni are thle basis of the primary insurance amlounits (thle sulm
p~ayable to tIme insured worker who retires at or after age 65 or for
disability, which is also the base from which aill other types of benefits
iare computed) and the basis of thle maximumi family benefit amiounits.
Also discussed will be the potential effective times for the maximum
iwimary insurance amnount and the maximium wife's benefit.
(1) I~oi-nn la for primar-y insuiirance amoutnt
Under the 1965 act, the formnulat for compulting the primary inisur
alice0mumout (PIA) from the average monthly wa-ge (AMW) is ats
follows:
(a) 62.97% of time first $110 of AMW, plus
(b) 22.90% of time nmext $290 of AMW, plus1
(c) 21.40% of the imext $150 of AAMW.
Tihe result is subject to at mininiuum of $44 (for A\IiW's of $67 or
less). Further, for AMW's of $68 to $84, thle PIA amiounts shown inl
time benefit table inl the law are slighItly hig-her than what thle benefit
formula produces (becatise of certain adjustments thart were necessary
inl previomis amendments). Inl all other instances, tile result of u1sing
thle benefit formiulat closely approximates the amounts inl the benefit7
tab~le ill tile law.
Under the 1967 amendments, tle, underlying intent is to move atway
from thle three-part formula toward at two-part formumla. TIhus, the
intent is that, for the maximumn AMW, thle second percentage factor
should apply to thle excess of this AMW over the $110 breaking point,
Nv'here the second factor first app~lies. It is not possible, however-, to
acIhieve this result merely by eliminating inl the formula the third step
(or part of it) because, by doing so, then the uniform general beniefit,
incr~ease provided in thle 1967 amendments would, inl fact, not pr~odumce
time same relative benefit increase for all AN\lW's, but rather time inl
crease wvould be larger for AMW's inl time third step ($400 to $550). As
at result,, time uise of four percentage factors is required.
T'ime benefit fornmida under the 1967 amendments is, ats a result of
this approach, ats follows:
(a) 71.16% of the first silo0 of AMW, plus
(b) 25.88% of the nmext $290 of AMW, plus
(c) 24.18% of the next $150 of AMW, p~lus
(d) 28.43% of time next $100 of AMW.
The result is subject to at inimninitm of $55 (for AM\,W's of $74 or less).
Thle first. three p~ercentage factors are merely 1131 percent of thle factors
inl tIme 1965 act formula (rounded to the nearest 0.01 p~ercent). The
fomurtim factor hats been determined so that for time case of the niaxinumnil
AN1W, the result of applying time third and fourth factors to time excess
over $400 (i.e. $650-$400=$250) is time same ats applying thle second
factor to such $250 of AM4W. Specifically, 24.18%1/ of $150 1)111s 28.43%,(
of $100 equals 25.88% of $250.
/
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(2) Formulafor computing maximum family benefit
The maxinium family benefit (i\'FB) tinder the 1965 act is deter
mnined its follows:
(a) For AMW's equal to or less than two-thirds of the maximum
AMXW-80% of AMW.
(b) For AMNW's in excess of two-thirds of the maximum AMW
80%0 of the first two-thirds of the maximum AMW, 1)lls 40% of the
remainder of the AI\MW over such two-thirds.
In ainy event, the MFB is not to be less than 1%times the particular
PIA. (The reference to ATMW means, not the actuial AMW of the
individual, but the AMW at the to1 ) of the range of AMW's which
lprodiices the individual's PIA.) It may be noted that the result of
this basis for the MFB is to Iprodtice an MFB for the maximumA-MW case equal to two-thirds of AMW (subject to a roundin~g
variation).
rrhe MFB under the 1967 amendments is determined tinder the
same basis. Specifically, the 80% factor applies to AMW's uip to aind
including $436 (which is the tipper limit of the range of AMW's
wvithin which exactly two-thirds of the maximum AMW of $650 falls).
The maximum MFB ($434.40) is 66.8 lpercent of the maximum AMW.
(3) Time when maxim pim, prim~ary insurance is possible
The AMW is generally computed over the period after 1950 (or
year of attainment of age 21, if later) and before the year of attain
ment of age 65 for men (age 62 for women), the year of death, or the
year of disability (whichever occurs first), but wvith a dropout of the
lowest 5 years. Accordingly, many persons wvill have their AMW
computed over years when the earnings base wvas less than the $7,800
base in the 1967 amendments. For examlple, a man retiring at age 65
at the beginning of 1980 who has had mnaxi-mum covered earnfings in
all years after 1950 would have an AMW of $531 (as compared wvith
the $650 maximum). Not until the year 2006 could such a man have
an AMW of $650.
In retirement cases, it is 1 )ossible, however, for a person to have the
$650 maximumn AMW as early as 1973, becauise of the lprovision that
years of higlh earnings after age 65 for men (age 62 for women) can be
used to substitute for low prior years. A man who is age 77 or over
at the beginning of 1973 (or a woman then age 74 or over) and who
has had covered earnings at the maximum in 1968-72 has then an
AMW of $650.
In death and disability cases involving youing workers, the $650
maximum AMW is possible in 1970 (after 2 years of coverage ait the
$7,800 maximum). This is so in the case of death or disability at age
29 or under.
(4) Effect of maximum wife's benefit
The 1967 amendments introduce for the first time, a special maxi
mum on the wvife's benefit-namely, $105 per month. This has effect
only for PIA's of $211 or more (tip to the maximum PIA of $218),
aend such PIA's are based on AMW's of $624 or more.
As demonstrated in the preceding section, in only rare cases wvill
AMW's of this magnituide occur for retirement cases in the near future.
However, it will be readily possible for the maximutm-wvife's-benefit
1)rovision to operate in disability cases in 1970. For example, if at nian
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now aged 23 has covered earnings of $7,800 in both 1968 and 1969 and
becomes disabled then, his AMW for benefits in 1970 will be $650. If
he has a wife and one child, the family benefit will be $432 per month
$218 as his primary benefit, $109 as the child's benefit, and $105 as
the wife's benefit (reduced from $109 by the maximum-benaefit pro
vision).
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SEC. 101. (a) Section 215 (a) of the Social Security Act is atiended
by striking out the table and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
.,TABLE FOR DETERMINING PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT AND MAXIMUM
FAMILY BENEFITS
"I

IIIII

(Primary Insurance benefit
under 1939 Act, as modifled)

if an individual's primary
insurance benefit (as determined under subsec.
(d)) is______

At least-

_____(as

But not
more than-

$15.60
$15.61
16,.21
16.85
17. 61
18.41
19.2.5
20.01
206.65

16.20
16.894
17. 60
18.40
19.24
20.00
20.64
21.28

21.89

22.28

21.29

22. 29

22. 69

23.09
23.45

23.77
24.21
24.61
25.01
25.49
25.93
26.41
26.95
27.47
28. 01

21. 88
22.68

23.08

(Primary
Insurance
amount
under 1965

IV
(Average monthly wage)

Act)

Or his
primary
insurance
amount
determined
under
subsec.
(c)) is-

Or his average monthly
wage (as determined
under subsec. (b)) is______

At least-

_____

But not
more than-

$48.00----------------or less
49.00
$75
50. 00
77
51.00
79
52.00
81
53.00
82
54.00
84
55.00
86
56.00
88

57. 00

90

59.00

93

58.00

60.00

23.44
23.76

61.00
62.10

24.20
24.60
25.00
25.48
25. 92
26.40
2.4
27. 40
20. 00
25. 68

63.20
64.20
65.30
66.40
67.50
68.50
6.0
70. 70
71.70
72.80

91
95

97
98
100
102
103
198
107
198
10
11I40
119
123

(Primary in.
surance
amount)

(Maximnm family
benefits)

The amount
referred to in
the preceding
paragraphs
of thbs subsection shall
be-

And the maximum
amount of bene
fits payable (as
provided in seo.
203(a)) on the
basis of his wages
and self-employment income
shall be

$74

$55.00

76
78
s0
81
83
85
87
89

55.40
5.6'
57.70
58.80
59.90
61.10
62.20
63.30

92

65.00

90

94
96

97
99

101
102
104
300
107
1IN
113
118
122
127,

I

64.150

$82.50
83.50
00
4.80
86.00
88.20
89.90
95.70
93.30
95.00

96.80
98.40

66.70

100.10

69.00
'70.20

103.50
105.30

71.50
72.60
73.80
75.10
76.30
77.50
78.70
79.90
81.10
82.30

107.30
108.90
110.70
112.70
114.50
116.80o
118.10
119.90
121.20
1235.0

67.80

101.70
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"TABLE FOR DETERMINING PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT AND MAXIIMUff~
FAMILY BENEFITS--Continued
"I

II

III

IV

V

(Primary insurance benefit
under 1939 Act, as modified)

(Primary
insurance
amount
under 1965
Act)

(Average monthly wage)

(Primary insurance
amount)

(Maximum family
benefits)

If an Individual's primary
Insurance benefit (as determined under subsec.
(d)) is____________(as

At least-

$28.69
29.26
29.89
30.37
30.93
31.37
32.91
32.61
33.21
33.89
34.51
33.01
.35.81
38.41
37.09
37.61
38.21
39.13
39.869
40.34
41.13
41.77
42.45
43.21
43.77
44.45
44.89

But not
more than-

$29.25
29.68
30.36
30.92
31.36
32.00
32.60
33.20
33.98
34.50
35.00
35.80
30.40
37.08
37.60
38.20
39.12
39.68
40.33
41.12
41.76
42.44
43.20
43.76
44.44
44.88
45.60

Or his
primary
insurance
amount
determined
under
subsec.
(c) Is$73.90
74.90
76.90
77.10
78.20
79.20
8030
91.40
82.40
83.50
84.60
85.60
88. 70
87.80
88.90
80.90
91.90
93.10
93.10
94.20
95.30
90.30
97.40
98.10
89.60
100.60
101.70
102.80
10380
104.90
100.90
107.90
168.10
108.20
110.30
111.30
112.40
113.30
114.50
118.60
110.70
117.70
118.80
119. 90
121.00
122.00
123.10
124.20
128.20
120.30
127.40
128.40
129.30
130.60
131.70
132.70
133.80
134.90
133.90
137.00
138.00
139.00
140. 00
141.00
142.00
148.00
144.00
148.00
146.00
147.00
148.00
340.00
15 0.0
191.00

Or his average monthly
wter (as determined
une subsec. (b)) is_

The amount
referred to in
the preceding

____-paragraphs

At least-

$126
133
137
142
147
151
116
161
185
170
171
179
184
180
194
189
203
208
212
217
222
229
231
236
240
245
230
214
259
294
268
273
278
282
287
292
296
301
309
310
315
320
324
329
334
338
343
348
382
357
362
366
371
376
380
385
390
394
399
404
48B
413
418
422
427
432
437
441
446
401
455
460
405
489

But net
more than-

$182
136
141
148
110
185
160
164
169)
174
178
133
188
193
197
202
207
211
216
221
225
230
235
239
244
249
253
218
263
207
272
277
281
280
291
295
300
308
309
314
319
323
328
333
337
342
347
351
336
391
365
370
375
379
384
389
380
398
403
407
412
417
421
426
431
436
440
445
450
454
459
484
468
473

of this subsection shall
be-

888.60
84.70
88.90
87.20
98.40
99.80
90.80
92.00
93.20
94.40
91.60
96.80
98.00
99.30
389.90
101.60
102.90
104.10
105.20
10&10
107.70
1089.90
110.10
111.40
112.89
118.70
118.90
110.20
117.30
118.60
319.80
121.00
122.20
123.40
124.70
128.80
127.10
12 8.0
129.40
130.70
131.90
133.90
134.30
138.10
130.80
137.90
139.10
140.40
141.30
142.80
144.00
148.10
140.40
147.60
148.90
150.00
151. 20
152.50
193.60
154.90
150.00
117.10
158.20
110.40
160.350
101. 60
162.80
168.90
165.00
160. 20
167.30
168.40
169.30
170.70

And the maximum
amount of bone
fits payable (as
provided in sec.
203(a)) on the
basis of his wages
and self-employment income
shall be

9128.40
127.10
129.90
130.80
13260
134.30
136.20
138.00
136.80
141.60
143.40
140.40
110.40
154.40
157.60
161.60
168.60
18&.8
172.80
17.860
180.00
184.00
189. 00
191. 20
198.20
190.20
202.40
200.40
2106.40
213.60
217.60
221.60
224.80
22 8.0
232.80
230.00
240.00
244.00
247.20
251.20
258.20
258.40
262.40
208.40
269.60
278.60
277.60
290.80
294.80
298.80
292.00
29&0.0
300.00
303.26
307.20
311.20
314.40
318.40
322.40
325.89
329.60
333.60
336.890
340.80
344.80
348.80
310.40
352.40
354.40
358.00
358.00
360.90
301.60
363.80
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"TABLE FOR DETERMINING PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT AND MAXIMUM
FAMILY BENEFITS-Continued
"I

if

III

IV

v

(Primary Insurance benefit
under 1939 Act, as modified)

(Primary
insurance
amount
under 1965
Act)

(Average monthly wage)

(Primary insurance
amount)

(Maximum family
benefits)

And the maximum
amount of bene
fits payable (as
provided In mec.
203(a)) on the
basis or his wages
and self-employment Income
shall be

It an Individual's priay
insurance benefit(ade
termined under subsec
(d)) is-

At least-

But not
more than-

Or his
primary
Inuac
amount
(as determined
under
subsec.
(C)) is.$112.00
113.06
154.96
159.96
116.00
157.96
118. 00
199.00
160.96
161.96
162.96
163.00
194.96
195.96
166.96
197.96
168. 00

79 Stat. 363.
42 USC 403.

42 Usc 402, 423.

42 USC 4221
Post

pp. 830-

Or his average monthly
we
(as deterined
under subsec. (b)) is-

At least-

But not
more than-

The amount
referred to in
the preceding
ararhs
ofthissbsection shall
be,--

$474
479
483
488
493
497
903
507
911
519
521
525
930
135
939
944
949
56
557
161
5641
168
571
575
578
582
585
889
592
996
599
603
606
610
613
617
621
624
628
931
635
638
642
64
649

$478
482
487
492
496
901
509
510
515
520
524
529
534
538
543
548
553
55
560
163
167
970
57-4
577
881
984
598
591
95
998
602
609
609
612
616
620
623
627
630
934
637
841
644
648
650

$171.80
172.90
174.10
175.20
179.30
177.50
178.60
179.70
180.80
182.06
183.10
184.20
185.40
188.50
187.60
188. 80
189.90
191.00D
192.00
193.00
194.00
195.00
196.96
197.00
196.00
190.96D
296.96
201. 00
202.00D
203.00
204.00
209.96D
596.00
27.96D
2S.00
209.00
210.00
211.00
212.00D
213.00
214.00
219.00
216.00
217.00
218. 00

____________

$383.80
367.20
388.20
371.20
372.80
3714.80
376.80
378.40
380.40
382.40
384.96
388.96
388.960
389.90
391.60
393.600
395.600
399.80
398. 40
399.60
401.20
402.40
404.96
405.20
496.80
409.00
409.90
410.80
412.40
413.80
419.20)
418.40
418.00
419.20
420.80
422.40
425.60
425.20
420.40
428.00D
429.20
430.80
432.00
433.00
454.40"

(b) Section 203 (a) of such Act is amended by striking out para
graph (2) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
it(2) when two or more persons were entitled (without thea
plication. of section 202(j) () and section 923(b)) to month y
benefits under section 202 or 223 for the month of February 1968
on the basis of the wages and self-employment income of such in
sured individual, such total of benefits for such month or any
subsequent month shall not be reduced to less than the larger of~
"(A) the amount determined under this subsection without
regard to this paragraph, or
"(B) an amount equal to the sum of the amounts derived
by multiplying the benefit amount determined under this title
(including this subsection, but without the application of
section 222 (b), section 20 2 (q, and subsections (b), (c), and
(d) of this section), as in effect prior to February 1968, for
each such person for February 1968, by 113 percent and
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raising each such increased amount, if it is not a mnultiple
of $0.10, to the next higher multiple of $0.10;
but in any such case (i) paragraph (1) of this subsection shall 42 USC 403.
not be applied to such total of benefits after the application of
subparagraph (B), and (ii) if section 202 (k) (2) (A) was
applicable in the case of any such benefits for the month of Feb
ruary 1968, and ceases to apply after such month, the provisions
of subparagraph (B) shall beapplied, for and after the month
in which section 202(k) (2) (A) ceases to apply, as though para
graph (1) had not been applicable to such total of benefits for
YFebruary 1968, or".
(c) (1) Section 215 (b) (4) of such Act is amended to read as 79 Stat. 364.
42 USC 415.
follows:
" (4) The provisions of this subsection shall be applicable only in
the case of an individual 
" (A) who becomes entitled, after January 1968, to benefits42UC02
423UC 02
under section 202 (a) or section 223 ; or
"(B3) who dies after January 1968 without being entitled to 43
benefits under section 202 (a) or section 223; or
" (C) whose primary insurance amount is required to be recoin-Pstp.85
puted under subsection (f) (2)."Potp.85
Repeal.
(2) Section 215(b) (5) of suchiAct is repealed.
79 Stat. 364.
(d) Section 215(c) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
42 USC 415.

"Primary Insurance Amount Under 1965 Act
"(c) (1) For the purposes of column II of the table appearinig in
subsection (a) of this section, an individual's primary insuranc
amiount.shall be computed on the basis of the law in effect prior to the
enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1967.
" (2) The provisions of this subsection shall be applicable only in
the case of an individual who became entitled to benefits under section
202 (a) or section 223 before the month of February 1968, or who died
before such month."
(e) The amendments made by this section shall ap ly with respect
to monthly benefits under title II of the Social Sec1urity Act for
months after January 1968 and with respect to lump-sum death paynients under such title in the case of deaths occurring after January
1968.
(f) If an individual was entitled to a disability insurance benefit
under section 223 of the Social Security Act for the month of January
1968 and became entitled to old-age insurance benefits under section
202 (a) of such Act for the month of February 1968, or who died in
such month, then, for purposes of section 215 (a) (4) of the Social
Security Act (if applicable) the amount in column IV of the table
appearing in such section 215(a) for such individual shall be the
amount in su ch column on the line on which in column II appears
his primary insurance amount (as determined under section 215(c)
of such Act.) instead of the amount. in column IV equal to the primary
insurance amount on which his disability insurance benefit is basd

79 Stat. 363.
Ante,

.84

42 USC 401
428; Post, p.
833.

Ante. P. 824.

1u-ra.

INCREASE IN BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS AGE 72 AND OVER

SEC. 102. (a) (1) Section 227(a) of the Social Security Act is
amended by striking out "$35" and inserting in lieu thereof "$40",
and by striking out '$17.50" and inserting in lieu thereof "$20".
(2) Section 227(b) of such Act is amended by striking out in the
second sentence "$35"1 and inserting in lieu thereof "1$40"1.
(b) (1) Section 228 (b) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out
"1$35"1 and inserting in lieu thereof "$40".

79 Stat. 379.
42 USC 427.

80 Stat. 67.
42 USC 428.
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(2) Section 228(b) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out

42 Usc 428.

"1$35"1 and inserting in lieu thereof "$40", and by striking out "1$1-7.50"

42 USC 401-

and inserting in lieu thereof "$20".
(3) Section 228(c) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out
"$17.50" and inserting in lieu thereof "$20"1.
(4) Section 228 (c) (3) (A) of such Act is amended by striking out
"$35" and inserting in lieu thereof "$40".
(5) Section 228(c) (3) (B3) of such Act is amended by striking out
"$17.50" and inserting in lieu thereof "$20"'.
(c) The amendmen~ts made by subsections (a) and (b) shall apply
with respect to monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security
Act for months after January 1968.

4281 Post.
p. 833.

M1AXIMUM AMOUNT

79 Stat. 375.
42 402.
US
Post. pp(2)
830-832.

64 Stat. 4833

72 Stat.

1026.

79 Stat. 403.

79 Stat. 404.

OF A WIFE'S OR HIUSBAND'S

INSURANCE

BENEFIT

SEC. 103. (a) Section 202(b) (2) of the Social Security Act is
amended to read as follows:
Except as provided in subsection (q), such wife's insurance
benefit for each month shall be equal to whichever of the following is
the smaller: (A) one-half of the primary insurance amount of her
husband (or, in the case of a divorced wife, her former husband) for
such month, or (B) $105."
(b) Section 202(c) (3) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(3) Except as provided in subsection (q), such husband's insur
ance benefit for each month shall be equal to whichever of the follow
ing is the smaller: (A) one-half of the primary insurance amount of
his wife for such month, or (B) $105."
(c) Section 202(e) (4) of such Act is amended by striking out "50
per centum of the primary insurance amount of the deceased indi
vidual on whose wages and self-employment income such benefit is
based" and insert ing~in lieu thereof "whichever of the following is the
smaller: (A) one-lialf of the primary insurance amount of the
deceased individual on whose wages and self-employment income such
benefit is based, or (B) $105".
(d) Section 202(f) (5) of such Act is amended by striking out "50
per centum of the primary insurance amount of the deceased individ
ual on whose wages and self-employment income such benefit is based"
and insert ing in lieu thereof "whichever of the followving is the smaller:
(A) one-half of the primary isurance amount of the deceased indi
vidual on wvhose wvages andself -employment income such benefit is
based,or (B) $105".
(e) The amendments made by subsections (a), (1U), (c), and (dl)
shiall apply with respect to monthly benefits uinder title II of the Social
Security Act for months after .January 1968.
BFNFFITS TO DISABLED WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS

79 Stat. 373,
376.
Post, P. 868.
Post. P. 829.

ilam__"

SEc. 104. (a) (1) Subparagraph (B) of section 202 (e) (1) of the
Social Security Act is aminended to read as follows:
"(B) (i) has attained age 60, or (ii) has attained age .50 but has
not attained age 60 and is uinder a disabilit~y (as defined in section 223(d) ) which began before the end of the period specified in
paragraph (5),"1.
(2) So much of section 202(e) (1) of such Act ats follows subpara
graph (E) is amended to read as follows:
"!shall be entitled to a widow's insurance benefit for each month,
beginning with
(F) if she satisfies subparagraph (B) by reason of clause (i)
thereof, the first month in which she becomes so entitled to such
insurance benefits, or
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"(G) if she satisfies subparagraph (B) by reason of clause (ii)
thereof
",(i) the first month after her waiting period (as defined in
paragraph (6)) in which she becomes so entitled to such Lnf r.
insurance benefits, or
"(ii) the first month during all of which she is under a dis
ability and in which she becomes so entitled to such insurance
benefits, but only if she was previously entitled to insurance
benefits under this subsection on the basis of being under a
disability and such first month occurs (I) in the period speci
fied in paragraph (5) and (II) after the month in which a Inf a.
previous entitlement to such benefits on such basis terminated,
and ending with the month preceding the first month in which any of
the following occurs: she remarries, dies, becomes entitled to an old-age
insurance benefit equal to or exceeding 821/2 percent of the primary
insurance amount of such deceased individual, or, if she becanie en
titled to such benefits before she attained age 60, the third month fol
lowing the month in which her disability ceases (unless she attains age
62 on or before the last day of such third month) ."
(3) Section 202(e) of such Act is further amended by adding after 79 Stat. 403.
paragraph (4) the following new paragraphs:
42 USC 402.
" (5) The period referred to in paragraph (1) (B) (ii), in the case Ante, p. 828.
of any widow or surviving divorced wife, is the period beginning with
whichever of the following is the latest:
"(A) the month in which occurredl the death of the fully in
sured individual referred to in paragraph (1) on whose wages
and self -employment income her benefits are or would be based, or
"(B) the last month for which she was entitled to mother's
insurance benefits on the basis of the wages and self-employment
income of such individual, or
"(C the month in which a previous entitlement to widow's
insurance benefits on the basis of such wages and self -employment
income terminated because her disability had cealed,
and ending with the month before the month in whiech she attains age
60, or, if earlier, with the close of the eighity-fourthi month following
the month wvith which such period began.
"4(6) The waiting period referred to in paragraph (1) (G), in the supma.
case of any widow or surviving divorced wife, is the earliest period of
six consecutive calendar months
"(A) throughout which she has been under a disability, and
" (B) which begins not earlier than with whichever of the fol
lowing is the later: (i) the first day of the eighteenth month be
fore the month in which her application is filed, or (ii) the first
day of the sixth month before t~he month in which the period speci
fied in paragraph (5) begins."
(b)(1) Subparagraph (B) of section 202(f) (1) of such Act is 64 Stat. 485,
amended to read as follows:
75 Stat. 131.
" (B) (i) has attained age 62, or (ii) has attained age 50 but
has not attained age 62 and is under a disability (as defined in
section 223(d)) which began before the end of the period speci- Post, p. 868.

fled in paragraph (6),I".

(2) So much of section 202(f) (1) of such Act as follows subpara
graph (E) is amended to read as follows:
"shall be entitled to a widower's insurance benefit for each month,
beginning with
"4(F) if he satisfies subparagraph (B) by reason of clause (i)
thereof, the first month in which he ~comes so entitled to such
insurance benefits, or
"4(G) if he satisfies subparagraph (B) by reason of clause (ii)
thereof

Post,

P. 830.

64 Stat. 485;
71 Stat. 519.
S!pra.

81SA. 3.

Infa_

Inf ma.

75 Stat. 138;
79 Stat. 404.
42 USC 402.
79 Stat. 404.
Ante, p. 829.

Ante. p,. 829.

Supra.
79 Stat. 368.

79 Stat. 374.

Post. P. 831.
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" (i) the first month after his waiting period (as defined in
paragraph (7)) in which lie beconies so entitled to such in
surance benefits, or
" (ii) the first month during all of which hie is under a dis
ability and in which he becomes so entitled to such insurance
benefits, -but only if hie was previously entitled to insurance
benefits under this subsection on the basis of being under a
disability and such first month occurs (I) in the period
specified in paragraph (6) and (II) after the month in which
a previous entitlemient to such benefits on such basis termi
nated,
and ending with the month preceding the first month in which any of
the following occurs: he remarries, dies, or becomes entitled to an oldage insurance benefit equal to or exceeding 821/2 percent of the pri
maryv insurance amount of his deceased wife, or the third month fol
lowing the month in which his disability ceases (unless he attains age
62 on or before the last day of such third month) ."
(3) Section 202(f) (3) of such Act is amended by inserting "sub
section (q) and" after "provided in".
(4) Section 202(f) of such Act is further amended by adding after
paragraph (5) the following new paragraphs:
"1(6) The period referred to in paragraph (1) (B) (ii), in the case
of any widower, is the period beginning with whichever of the follow
ing is the latest:
"(A) the month in which occurred the death of the fully in
sured individual referred to in paragraph (1) on whose wages
aiid self-employment income his benefits are or would be based, or
"I(B) the month in 'which a previous entitlement to widower's
insurance benefits on the basis of such wages and self-employ
ment income terminated because his disability had ceased,
and ending with the month before the month in which he attains age
62, or, if earlier, with the close of the eighty-fourthi month following
the month with which such period be gan.
" (7) The waiting period referred to in paragraph (1) (G), in the
case of any widower, is the earliest period of six coiisecuti%-e calemidar
months
",(A) throughout which he has been under a disability, and
"(B) whichi begins not earlier than with whichever of the fol
lowingf is the later: (i) the first day of the eighteenith month be
fore te month'in w,.hich his application is filed, or (ii) the first
day of the sixth month before the month in which the period
specified in paragraph (6) begins."
(e)(1) The heading of section 2 02(q) of such Act is amended to
read as follows:
"Reduction of Benefit Amounts for Certain Beneficiaries"~
(2) So much of section 202(q) (1) of such Act as precedes sub
paragralph (A) is amended by striking out "or widow's" and insert
ing in lieu t~hereof "widow's, or widower's"~.
(3) Subparafraph (A) of section 202 (q) (1) of such Act is amended
by striking out 'or widow's" and inserting in lieu thereof ", widow's, or
(4) Section 202 (q) (1) of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following:
"A widow's or widower's insurance benefit reduced pursuant to the
preceding sentence shall be further reduced by.
" (C) 4%/98 of 1 percent of the amount of such benefit, multi
plied by
"1(D) (i) the number of months in the additional reduction Pe
riod for such benefit (determined under paragraph (6) ), if such
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benefit is for a month before the month in which such individual
attains retirement age, or
"4(ii) the number of months in the additional adjusted reduc
tion period for such benefit (determined under paragraph (7)), Post. p. 832.
if such benefit is for the month in which such individual attains
retirement age or for any month thereafter."
(5) Section 202 (q) (3) (A) of such Act is amended75 Stat. 132;
(A) by striking out "or widow's" each place it appears and in- 79 Stat. 368,

serting in lieu thereof

"widow's,

or widower's";

()by strikin ot "awidow's" and inserting in lieu thereof
"4aw
wiow 's or Nvidoweur's"; and
(C) by striking out "00" and iniserting in lieu thereof "50".
(6) Section 202 (q) (3) (C) of such Act is -amended by striking out
"or widow's" each time it appears and inserting in lieu thereof
"w-,idow's, or -6oe'"
(7) iSection 202 (q) (3) (D) of such Act is amended by striking out
"4or widowv's" -and inserting in lieu thereof "widow's, or widower's".
(8) Section 202 (q) (3) (E) of such Act is amended(A) by striking out "(or wvould, but for subsection (e) (1),'
be)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(or would, but for subsection
(e) (1) in the case of a widow or surviving divorced wife or sub
section (f) (1) in the case of a widower, be)";
(B) by striking out "widow's" each place it appears and insert.
ing in lieu thereof "widowv's or widower's"; and
(C) by striking out "she" and inserting in lieu thereof "she
or he".
(9) Section 2 0 2 (q) (3) (F) of such Act is amended
(A) by striking out " (or wvould, but for subsection (e) (1), be)"
and inserting in lieu thereof " (or would, but for subsection (e) (1)
in the case of a widow or surviving divorced wife or subsection
(f) (1) in the case of awidower, be)'
(B)by triing out "widow's" each pilace it appears and insert
ing in lieu thereo "widow's or wdower's"; and
(C) by striking out "she" and inserting in lieu thereof "she or
he".
(10) Section 2 0 2 (q) (3) (G) of such Actis amended(A) by striking out "(or would but for subsection (e) (1),
be)" and inserting in lieu thereof "for would, but for subsection
(e) (1) in the case of a widow or surviving divorced wife or sub
section (f) (1) in the case of awidower, be)"1;
(B) by striking out "widow's" and inserting in lieu thereof
"9widow's or widower's"; and
(C) by striking out "he" and inserting in lieu thereof "'she or
he".
(11)~Section 202 (q) (6) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(6) For the purposes-of this subsection"(A) the 'reduction period' for an individual's old-age, wife's,
husband's, widow's, or widower's insurance benefit is the period"(i) beginning
" (I) in the case of an old-age or husband's insurance
benefit, with the first day of the first month for which
such individual is entitled to such benefit, or
"I)in the case of a wife's insurance benefit, with
the fir~st day of the first month for which a certificate
described in paragraph (5) (A) (i) is effective, or
"(III) in the case of a widow's or widower's insur
ance benefit, wvith the first day of the first month for
which such individual is entitled to such benefit or the

34

42

USC

402.

79 Stat. 369.

75 Stat. 132;
79 Stat. 368,
374.
79 Stat. 374.

75 Stat. 138;
79 Stat. 368.

75 Stat. 138;
79 Stat * 368.
"Reduction
period."
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"Additional
reduction
period."

75 Stat. 133;
79 Stat. 368,
375.
42 Usc 402.

79 Stat. 375.
74 Stat. 954.
42 USC 403.

first day of the month in which such individual attains
age 60, whichever is the later, and
"ii) ending, with the last day of the month before the
nionth in which such individual attains retirement age; and
"B) the 'additional reduction period' for an individual's
widow's or widower's insurancebeeiti thpeid
"(i) beginning with the first day of the first month for
wvhich such individual is entitled to such benefit, but only if
such indlividual has not attained age 60 in such first month,
and
"(ii) ending with the last dlay of the month before the
month in which such individual attains age 60."1
(12) Section 202(9) (7) of such Act is amended
()
by inserting "or ',additional adjusted reduction period'"
aftr"the 'adjusted reduction period"'";
(B) by striking out. "or widow's" and inserting in lieu thereof
"twidow's, or widower's";
(C) by iinsertiing "or additional reduction period (as the case
may be)" after "the reductioin period"; and
(D) by striking out "widow's" in subparagraph (E) and in
serting in lieu thereof "widow's or widower's", by striking out
"4she" each place it appears in such subparagraph and inserting
in lieu thereof "she or hie", and by striking out "her" in such
subparagraph and inserting in lieu thereof "her or his".
2 2
(13 )ection
0 (q) (9) of such Act is amended by striking out
"widow's" and inserting in lieu thereof "widow's or widower's".
(d) (1)(A) The third sentence of section 20.3(c) of such Act is
amended bystriking out "or any subsequent mouth" and inserting in
lieu thereof or anay subsequent month;;nor shall any deduction be
made unde this subsection from any widow's insurance benefit for
any month iii which the widow or surviving divorced wife is entitled
and has not attained age 62

(but only if she became so eiititled prior

to attaining age 60), or from any widower's iinsurance benefit for an~

74 Stat. 955.

68
70
42
70
42
70
72

Stat. 1080;
Stat. 818 .
USC 416.
Stat. 817.
USC 422.
Stat. 817;
Stat. 10:32

79 Stat. 408.

42 USC 402.

month in which the widower is entitled aiid has not attained age 62'.
(B) The third sentenceeof section 203(f) (1)of such Act is ami-ended
by striking out "or (D)" aiid inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"(D) for which such individual is entitled to widow's insurance
beiiefits and has not attaiiied age 62 (but only if she became so entitled
prior to attainingy age 60) or widower's insurance benefits amid hasno
attained age 62, or (E)".
(C) Section 203(f) (2) of such Act. is amended b~r striking out
"iand (D)" and inserting in lieu thereof""(D), and (E)'I.
(D) Section 203 (f) (4) of such Act. is amended by strikimig out
"(D)" and insertingiliuteof"E"
(2) Section 26i
(1) of such Act is aniended by inserting "202(e),
202(f)," after "0(),"I.
i (3) (A) Sectin 222(a) of such Act is ameneided by iiiserting
"widow's iiisurace benefits, or widower's insurance benefits," after
"benefits,".
(B) Section 222 (b) (1) of such Act. is amended by striking out
"child'sinsurance benefits or if" and insertiiig in lieu t hereof "child's
insurance benefits, a widow or surviving divorced wife who has not
attained age 60, a widower who has not attained age 62, or".
(4) (A) Section 222 (d) (1) of such Act is amended by inserting
"or" at the end of subparagraph (B), and by inserting after such
subparagraph the following new subparagraphs:
"()entitled to widow's insurance benefits under section
202 (e) prior to attaining age60, or
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"(D) entitled to widower's insurance benefits under section

202 (f) prior to attaining age

62,".

(B) Section 222 (d) (1) of such Act is further amende by striking
out "who have attained age 18 and are under a disability," in the
first sentence and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "whlo have
attained age 18 and are under a disability, the benefits under section
202(e) for widows and surviving divorced wives who have not at
tained age 60 and are under a disability, the benefits under section
202(f) for widowers who have not attained age 62,".
(5) (A) The first sentence of section 225 o~f such Act is amended
by inserting after "under section 202(d)," the following: "or that
a widow or surviving divorced wife who has not attained age 60
and is entitled to benefits under section 202(e), or that a widlower
who has not attained age 62 and is entitled to benefits under section
202(f),".
(B) The first sentence of section 225 of such Act is further amended
by striking out "223 or 202(d)" and inserting in lieu thereof "202(d),
202(e), 202(f), or223"7.
(e) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security Act for
and after the month of February 1968, but only on the basis of
applications for such benefits filed in or after the month in which
this Act is enacted.

42 USC 402.
79 Stat. 408.
42 USC 422.

70 Stat. 817.
42 USC 425.

INSURED STATUS FOR YOUNGER DISABLED WORKERS
SEC. 10.5. (a) Subparagraph (B) (ii) of section 216 (i) (3) of the
Social Security Act 'ISamended by striking out ",and he is under a

disability by reason of blindness (as defined in paragraph

(1))".
(B) (ii) of section *223(c) (1) of such Act is

(b) Subparagraph
arnendled by striking (out "before hie attains" and inserting in lieu
thereof "before the quarter in which he attains", and by striking out
"and hie is under a disability by reason of blindness (as defined in
section 216 (i) ( 1) )".
(c) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply only with
respect to applications for disability determinations filed under sec
tion 216(i) of the Social Security Act in or after the month in which
this Act is enacted. The amendment s made by subsection (b) shall
apply with respect to monthly benefits under title II of such Act for
months after .January 1968, but only on the basis of applications for
such benefits filed in or after the month in which this Act. is enacted.
BENEFITS

IN, CASE OF

412.

42 USC 416.
79 Stat. 413.
42 USC 423.

M1EMBERCS OF T11E UNIFOHMED SERVICES

SEC(. 106. Title 11 of the Social Security Act is ,amended by adding

at the end thereof the

79 Stat.

following

new section:

"BENEFITS IN CASE OF MEMBERS OF THE UNIFORMED

53 Stat. 1362;
80 Stat. 67.

42 usc 401-428.
SERvICES

"SEC. 229. (a) For purposes of determining entitlement to and the
amount of any monthly benefit for any month after lDecember 1967,
or entitlement to and the amount of any lump-sum death payment in
case of a death after such month, paya e under this title on the basis
of the wages and self-employment income of any individual, and for
puvrpo~)ses of section 216 (i) (3), such individual shall be deemed to
laae benyid, in each calendar quarter occurring after 1967 in which
hie was l~ald wages for service as a member of a uniformed service (as
defined in section 210(mn)) which was included in the term 'employ
ment' as (lefined in section 210(a) as a result of the provisions of see
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42 USC 4C1
et seq., 1395c-

1395i.

tion 2110(1), wages (in addition to the wages actually paid to him for
such service) of
" (1) $100 if the wages actually paid to him in such quarter for
such services were $100 or less,
" (2) $200 if the wages actually paid to him InI such quarter for
such services were more than $100 but not more than $200, or
"6(3) $300 in any other case.
"(b) There are authorized to be appropriated to the Federal OldAge and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, the Federal Disability In
surance Trust Fund, and the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund
annually, as benefits under this title and part A of title XVIII are paid
after December 1967, such sums as the Secretary determines to be
necessary to meet (1) the additional costs, resulting from subsection
(a), of such benefits (including lump-sum death payments), (2) the
additional administrative expenses resulting therefrom, and (3) any
loss in interest to such trust f~unds resulting from the payment of such
amounts. Such additional costs shall be determined after any increases
in such benefits arising from the application of section 217 have been
made."
1,1eERALIZATION

79 Stat. 380.
42 USC 403.

OF EARNINGS

TEST

SEC. 107. (a) (1) Paragraphs (1), (3), and (4) (B)of section 203 (f)
of the Social Security Act are each amended by striking out "'$125")
and inserting in lieu thereof "$140".
(2) Paragraph (1) (A) of section 203(h) of such Act is amended
by striking out '$125" and inserting in lieu thereof "$140".
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply with re
spect to taxable years ending after December 1967.
I.NCORASE OF EARNINGS COUNTED FOR BENEFIT AND TAX PURPOSES

79
42
68
79

Stat. 393.
USC 409.
Stat. 10-78;
Stat. 3e3.

79 Stat. 393.
42 USC 411.
72 Stat. 1019.

79 --tat. 393.

79 stat. 393.
42 UJZC 415.

SEC. 108. (a) (1) (A) Section 209 (a) (4 of the Social Security Act is
amended by inserting "and prior to 1968' c fter " 1965".
(B) Section 209(a) of such Act is further amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(5) That part of remunIeration which, after remuneration (other
than remuneration referred to in the succeeding subsections of this
section) equal to $7,800 with respect to employment has been paid to
an individual (luring any calendar year after 1967, is paid to such
individual during such calendar year;".
C4(2) (A) Section 211 (b) (1) (D) of such Act is amended by inserting
"and prior to 1968" after "1965", and by striking out "; or" and insert
ing in lieu thereof"; amid".
(B) Section '211(b) (1) of such Act is further amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(E) For any taxable year ending after 1967, (i) $7,800,
minus (ii) the amount of the wages paid to such individual
during the taxable year; or".
(3) (A) Sect ion 213 (a) (2) (ii) of such Act is amended by striking
out "after 196.5" and inserting in lieu thereof "after 1965 and before
I1968. or $7,80() in the case of a calendar year after 1967".
(B) Sect ion 213 (a) (2) (iii) of such Act is amended by striking out
"after 1965" and inserting in lieu thereof "after 1965 and before 1968,
or $7,800 in thiecase of ataxable year ending afterl1967".
(4) Section 215 (e) (1 ) of such Act is amended by striking out "and
tile excess over $6,600 in the case of any calendar year after 1965" and
inserting in lieu thereof "thme excess over $6,600 in the case of any cal
endar year after 1965 and before 1968, and the excess over $7,800 in the
case of any calendar year after 1967".
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(b) (1) (A) Section 1402(b) (1) (D) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 (relat ing to definition of self-employment income) is amended
by inserting "and before 1968" after "1965", and by striking out "; or"
and inserting in lieu thereof "; and".
(B) Section 140'2 (b) (1) of such Code is further amended by adding
-ol"innwsubparagraph:
at the end thereof the
"(E) for any taxab lyear ending after 1967, (i) $7,800,
minus (ii) the amount of the wages paid to such individual
during the taxable year; or".
(2)Secion312 (a (1 ofsuch, Code (relating to definition of
wags)
s aened y srikngout' "$6,600" each place it appears and

79 Stat. 393.

68 Stat. 10883
79 Stat. 393.

79 Stat. 393.

(3) econ
he setenc ofsection 3122 of such Code (relating to
Fedralserice isamededby striking out "$6,600" and inserting
in lieu thero $,0"
(4) Secin312 of such Code (relating to returns in the case of
governmental employees in Guam, American Samoa, and the District
of Columbia) is amended by striking out "$6,600" each place it appears
and inserting in lieu thereof "$7,800
(5) Section 6413 (c) (1) of such Code (relating to special refunds
79 Stat.
of employment taxes) is amended(A) by inserting "and prior to the calendar year 1968" after 394
"the calendar year 1965";
(B) by inserting after "exceed $6,600," the following: "or (D)
during any calendar year after the calendar year 1967, the wages
received by him during such year exceed $7,800,"; and
(C) by inserting before the period at the end thereof the fol
lowing: "and before 1968, or which exceeds the tax with respect
to the first $7,800 of such wages received in such calendar year
after 1967".
(6) Section 6413 (c) (2) (A) of such Code (relating to refunds of
empiloyment taxes in the case of Federal employees) is amended by
strikng~out "or $6,600 for an calendar year after 1965" and in
serting in lieu thereof "'$6,600 For the calendar year 1966 or 1967, or
$7,800 for any calendar year after 1967".
(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) (1) and (a) (3) (A),
and the amendments made by subsection (b) (except paragraph (1)
thereof), shall apply only with respect to remuneration paid after
December 1967. The amendments made by subsections (a) (2), (a) (3)
(B1), and (b) (1) shall apply only with respect to taxable years end
ing after 1967. The amendment made by subsection (a) (4) shall
apply only with respect to calendar years after 1967.

393,

CHANGES IN TAX SCHEDULES

SEC. 109. (a) (1) Section 1401 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (relating to rate of tax on self-employment income for purposes
of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance) is amended by striking 79 Stat. 394.
out paragraphs (1), (2), (3), and (4) and inserting in lieu thereof
the following:
"1(1) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1967, and before January 1, 1969, the tax shall be equal to
.5.8 percent of the amount of the self-employment income for
such taxable year:
"1(2) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
.31, 1968, ,and before .January 1, 1971, the tax shall be equal to
6.3 percent of the amount of the self-emnployment income for such
taxable year;
" (3) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1970, and before January 1, 1973, the tax shall be equal to
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6.9 percent of the amount of the self-employment income for such
taxable vear ; and
"(4) 'n the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1972. the tax shall be equal to 7.0 p~ercent of the amount of the
self-employment income for such taxable year."
(2) Section 3101(a) of such Code (relating to rate of tax on em
ployees for purIIposes of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance)
is amended by striking out paragraphs (1), (2), (3), and (4) and
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"(1) with respect to wages received during the calendar year
1968, the rate shall be 3.8 percent;
"(2) with respect to wvages received during the calendar years
1969 and 1970. the rate shall be 4.2 lpelcellt;
" (3) ivith respect to wages received during the calendar years
1971 and 1972, the rate shall be 4.6 percent; and
"(4) with reslpect to wages received after December 31. 1972,
the rate shall be 5.0 percent."
(3) Section 3111(a) of such Code (relating to rate of tax on emn
plovers for purposes of old-age, survivors, -and disability insurance)
is amended by st riking out p~aragraphs (1), (2), (3), and (4) and
insertingr in lieu thereof the follow~ing:
"9(1) with respect to wages paid during the calendar year 1968,
the rate shall be:3.8 percent;
"()with respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1969
and 1970, the rate shall be 4.2 percent;
" (3) with respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1971
and 19 72, the rate shall be 4i.6 percent; and
"(4) with respect to wages paid after December 31, 1972, the
rate shall be 5.0 lpercent."
(b) (1) Section 1401 (b) of such Code (relating to rate of tax on
self-employment income for purposes of hospital insurance) is amend
ed by striking out paragraphs (1) through (6) and inserting in lieu
thereof the following:
t
" (1) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1967, and before January 1, 1973, the tax shall be equal to
0.60 percent of the amount of the self-employment income for
such taxable year;
"'(2) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1972, and before .January 1, 1976, the tax shall be equal to
0.65 percent of the amiount 'of the self-employment income for
such taxable year;
" (3) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1975. and before .January 1, 1980, the tax shall be equal to
0.70 percent of the amount of the self-employment income for
such taxable year;
" (4) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1979, and before Januiary 1, 1987, the tax shall be equal to 0.80
percent of the amount of the self-employment income for such
taxable year; and
"(5) in the case of any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1986, the tax shall be equal to 0.90 percent of the amount of
the self-emnploymenit income for such taxable year."
(2) Section 3101(b) of such Code (relating to rate of tax on em
ployees for purposes of hospital insurance) is amended by striking out
paragraphs (1) through (6) and inserting in lieu thereof the
follw1) with respect to wages received during the calendar years
1968, 1969, 1970, 1971, and 1972, the rate shall be 0.60 percent;
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"(2) with respect to wages received during the calendar years
1973, 1974, and 1975, the rate shall be 0.65 percent;
"'(3) 'with respect to wages received during the calendar years
1976, 1977, 1978, and 1979, the rate shall be 0.70 percent;
"(4) with respect to wages received during the calendar years
1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, and 1986, the rate shall be 0.80
p~ercent; and
"(5) wvith respect to wages received after December 31, 1986,
the rate shall be 0.90 percent."
(3) Section 3111(b) of such Code (relating to rate of tax on
employers for purposes of hospital insurance) is amended by striking
out paragraphs (1) through (6) and inserting in lieu thereof the
following:
" (1) Avith respect to w%%ages paid during the calendar years 1968,
1969, 1970, 1971, and 1972, the rate sall be 0.60 percent;
"(2) with respect to wages paid during the calendar years
1973, 1974, and 1975, the rate shall
le06
ipret;
"(3) with respect to wages paid urn th calendar years
1976, 1977, 1978, and 1979, the rate shl b0.0percent;
"(4) with respect to wages pai dring the calendar years
1980, 1981, 198~2, 1983, 1984, 1985 and 1986, the rate shall be
0.80 percent; and
"(5) wvith respect to .vages paid after December 31, 1986, the
rate shall be 0.90 percent."
(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) (1) and (b) (1)
shall apply only with respect to taxable years beginning after Decem
ber 31, 1967. The remaining amendments made by this section shall
apply only with respect to remuneration paid after December 31, 1967.

79 Stat. 396.

ALLOCATION TO DISABIILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUND

SEC. 110.

(a) Section 201(b) (1) of the Social Security Act is

amended(1) by inserting "(A) "after "(1)";
(2) by striking out "1954, and" and inserting in lieu thereof
"1954, (B)";
(3) by inserting "and before January 1, 1968," after "'Decem
ber 31, 1965,"; and
(4) by inserting after "so reported," the following: "and (C)
0.95 of 1 per centum of the wvages (as so defined) paid after Decem
ber 31, 1967, and so reported,".
(b) Section 201(b) (2) of such Act is amended
(1) by inserting"(A)" after"(2)";
(2) by striking out "1966, and" and inserting in lieu thereof
"1966, (B)"; and
(3) by inserting after "December 31,1965," the following: "and
before January 1, 1968, and (C) 0.7125 of 1 per centum of the
amount of self-employment income (as so defined) so reported for
any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1967,"1.

70 Stat. 819;
79 Stat. 370.
42 USC 401.

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING APPLICATION FOR 'DISARILITY FREEZE
WHERE FAILURE TO MAKE TIMELY APPLICATION IS DUE TO INCOMPL"TENCY

SEC. 111. (a) Section 216(i) (2) of the Social Security Act is
amended (1) by striking out "No" in subparagraph (E) and inserting
in lieu thereof "Except, as is otherwise provided in subparagraph (F),
no", (2) by redesignating subparagraph (F ) as subparagraph (G),
and (3) by adding after subparagraph E the following new sub
paragraph:

79 Stat. 367,
400.
42 USC 416.
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42 USC 416.
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"(F) Ani application for a disability determination which is filed
More thait 12 months after the month prescribed by subparagraph
(ID) as the month in which the period of disability ends (determined
without regard to su~bparagraphs (B) and (E)) shall be accepted as
an application for purposes of this paragraph if
"(i) in the case of anl application filed by or onl behalf of anl
individual with respect to a disability which ends after the month
in which the Social Security Amendments of 1967 is enacted, such
application is filed not mo're than 36 months after the month in
which such disability ended, such individual is alive at the time
the application is filed, and the Secretary finds in accordance
with regulations prescribed by him that the failure of such inldi
vidual to file anl application for a disability determination within
the time specified in subparagraph (E) was attributable to a
physical or mental condition of such individual which rendered
him incapable of executing such anl application, and
"(ii) in time case of ain application filed by or on behalf of anl
individual with respect to a period of disability whichi ends in or
b~efore the month in which thle Social Security Amiendmnents of
1967 is enacted,
"(I)- such application is filed not mtore than 12 monthis
after the month in which the Social Security Amendments of
1967 is enacted,
"(II) a previous applicationifor adisability determiniationi
hias been filed by or oil behalf of such individual (1) in or
before the month in which the Social Security Amendments
of 19M7 is enacted, and (2) not more than 36 months after the
month in which his disability ended, and
"(III.) the Secretary finds in accordance with regulations
prescribed by him, that the failure of such individual to file
anl application within the then specified time period was at
tributable to a physical or mental condition of such individ
ual which rendered him incapable of executing such anl
application.
In making a determination uinder this subsection, with respect to the
disability or p~eriod of disability of any individual whose application
for a determination thereof is accepted solely by reason of the provi
sions of this subparagraph (F), the provisions of this subsection
(other than the provisions of this subparagraph) shall be applied as
such provisions are in effect at the time such determination is made."
(b) No monthly insurance benefits under title II of the Social Se
curity Act shall be payable or increased for any month before the
month in which this Act is enacted by reason of amendments made by
subsection (a).
BENEFITS FOR CEiRTAIN ADOPTED CHILDREN

79 Stat. 397.
42 USC 402.

SEc. 112. (a) Section 202(d) (8)of the Social Security Act (as
redesignated by section 151(c) of this Act) is amended
(1) by striking out the period at the end of subparagraph (ID),
and inserting in lieu of such priod"; or", and
(ID) the follow
(2) by adding after and beowsbagrp
ing new subparagraph:
"()was legally adopted by such individual
"(i) in an adoption which took place under the supervision
of a public or private child-placement agency,
"(ii) in an adoption decreed by a court of competent juris
diction within the United States,
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"(iii) on a date immediately preceding which such indi
vidual had continuously resided for not less than one year
within the United States;
"9(iv) at a time prior to the attainment of age 18 by such
child."
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall ap ly with
respect to monthly benefits payable under title II of the Social Se
curity Act for months after January 1968, but only on the basis of
applications filed after the date of enactment of this Act.

42 USC 401
4283 Antej. P.
833.

PART 2-COVERAGE UNDER THE OLD-AGE, SU-RVIVORS. AND
DISABILITY INSURANCE

PROGRAM

COVERAGE OF MINISTERS

SEC. 115. (a) The last sentence of section 211 (c) of the Social Secu
rity Act is amended to read as follows: "The provisions of paragraph
(4) or (5) shall niot apply to service (other than service performed by
a member of a religious order who has taken a vow of poverty as a
member of such order) performed by an individual unless an exemp
tion under section 1402 (e) of the Ihternal Revenue Code of 1954 is
effective with respect to him."
(b) (1) The last sentence of section 1402(c) of the Internal Reve
lnue Code of 1954 (relating to definition of trade or business) is
amended to read as follows:
"The provisions of paragraph (4) or (5) shall not apply to service
(other than service performed by a mnember of a religious order wvho
has taken a vow of lpoverty as a member of such order) performed by
ain individual unless aii exemption under subsection (e) is effective
with respect to him."
(2) Section 1402(e) of such Code (relating to ministers, members
of religious orders, and Christian Science practitioners) is amended to
read as followvs:
"() IINISTERS, MEMBIERS orRLGosORDERS, A-ND CURISTIAN
SCIENCE PRACTITIONERS.
"4(1) ExEmFi-roN.-Any individual who is (A) a duly ordained,
commissioned, or licensed minister of a church or a melnber of a
religious order (other than a member of a religious order who has
taken a vow, of poverty, ats a member of such order) or (B) a
Christian Science practitioner, upon filing an -application (in such
form and mianner, and with such official, as may be prescribed by
regulations made under this chapter) togetber with a statement
that either hie is conscientiously opposed to or-becau.Ise of religious
principles he is opposed to, the acceptance ~with respect to services
performed by him as such min ister, member, or pr1actitioiier) of
any public insurance which makes payments in the event of
death, disability, old age, or retirement or makes payments toward
the cost of, or provides services for, medical] care (including the
benefits of any insurance system established by the Social Se
curity Act), shall receive an exemption from the tax imposed by
this chapter wvith respect to services performed by him as such
minister, mnember, or practitioner-. Notwithstanding the 1)lecediug
sentence, anl exemption may not be. granted to an individual under
this subsection if he had filed an effective waiver certificate under
this section as it, was in effect before. its -amendment in 1967.
"(2) TIME PoR FiLiN(I APPLIC.YrIoN.-Aily individual who dle
sires to file anl application p~ursuiant to paragraph (1) imist file
such -application on or before whichever of the following dates
is later: (A) the due (late of the return (including any extension
thereof) for the second taxable year for which lie has net earn

79 Stat. 380.
42 USC 411.

InIfra.
79 Stat. 381.

68 Stat. 1088.

26 USC 1401
1403.

42 USC 1305.
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ing from self-employment (computed without regard to Sub
sections (c) (4) and (c) (5)) of $400 or more, any part of which
was derived from the performance of service described in sub
section (c) (4) or (c) (5) ; or (B) the due date of the return
(including any extension thereof) for his second taxable year
ending after 1967.
"1(3) Errwv~ivE DATE OF ExEmprIox.-An exemption received
by an individual pursuant to this subsection shall be effective for
the first taxable year for which he has net earnings from Selfemployment (computed without regard to subsections (c) (4)
and (c) (5)) of $400 or more, any part of which was derived
from the performance of service described in subsection (c) (4)
or (c) (5), and for all succeeding taxable years. An exemption
received pursuant to this subsection shall be irrevocable."
(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) shall apply
only with respect to taxable years ending after 1967.
COVERAGE OF STATrE AND LOCAL EMPLOYEES

72 stat. 1308.
42 USC 418.

68 Stat. 1057.

64 Stat. 515.

68 Stat. 1058,

Sac. 116. (a) Section 218 (d) (6) (D) of the Social Security Act
is amended by inserting "(i)"1 after "(D) ", and by adding at the end
thereof th
1fllwig
" (ii) Notihtnigclause (i), the State, may, pursuant to sub
section ()()()adsbetto
the conditions of continuation or
terminato ofcvrg rvddfor in subsection (c) (7), modify
its agreemn une hssectio to include services performed by all
individuals described in clause (i) other than those individuals to
whose services the agreement already -applies. Such individuals shall
be deemed (on and after the effective date of the modification) to be
in positions covered by the separate retirement system consisting of
the positions of members of the division or part who desire coverage
under the insurance system established under this title."
(b) (1) (A) Section 218 (c) (3) of such Act is amended by striking
out subparagraph (A), and by redesignating subparagraphs (B) and
(C as subparagraphs (A) and (B), respectively.
(-B) Paragraphs (4) and (7) of section 218(c) of such Act, and
paragraph (5) (B) of section 218(d) of such Act, are each amended
by striking out "paragraph (3) (C)' wherever it appears and insert
ing inlieu thereof "paragraph (3) (B)'".
(C Paragrap (4 (C) of section 218(d) of such Act is amended
by striking out "subsection (c) (3) (C)" and inserting in lieu thereof
"4subsection (c) (3) (B) ".
(2) Section 218(c) (6) of such Act is amended
(A) by striking out "and" at the end of subparagraph (C);
(B) by striking out the period at the end of subparagraph (D)
and inserting in Jieu thereof ", and"; and
(C) by adding at the end thereof the following new
subparagraph:
it(E) service performed by an individual as an employee serv
ing on a temporary basis in case of fire, storm, snow, earthquake,
flood, or other similar emergency."
(3) The amendments made by thi's subsection shall be effective with
respet to services performed on or after January 1, 1968.
(c) Section 218(c) of such'Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:
"(8) Nothwithstanding any other provision of this section, the
agreement with any State entered into under this section may at the
option of the State be modified on or after January 1, 1968, to exclude
service performed by election officials or election workers if the remun
eration paid in a calendar quarter for such service is less than $50.
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Any modification of ain agreement pursuant to this paragraph shall
be effective with respect to services performed after an effective date,
specified in such modification, which shall not be earlier than the last
dlay of the calendar quarter in which the modification is mailed or
delivered by other means to the Secretary.
(d) The first sentence of section 218 (d)( 6) (F) of the Social Secu
rity Act is amended by striking out "1967" and inserting in lieu thereof
"41970".
INCLUSION

841

72 Stat. 10393
79 Stat. 385.
42 USC 418.

A-MONG STATES PERMITTED TO DIVIDE THEIR
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

OF ILLINOIS

SEC. 117. Section 218(d) (6) (C) of the Social Security Act is
amended by inserting "Illinois," after "Georgia,".

TAXATION OF CERTAkiN EARNINGIS OF RETIRED PARTNER
SEC. 118. (at) Section 1402(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(relating to definition of net earnings from self-employment) is 68A Stat. 353;
68 Stat. 1087.
amtended(1) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (8)
(2) by striking out the period at the end of p)aragraph (9) and
inserting in lieu thereof "; and";- and
(3) by inserting after paragraph (9) the following new para
graph:
"(10) there shall be excluded amounts received by a partner
pursuant to a written plan of the partnership, which meets such
requirements as are prescribed by tile Secretary or his delegate,
and which provides for paymen~ts on account of retirement, on a
lperiodic basis, to partners generally or to a class or classes of part
niers, such payments to continue at least until such partner's death,

if
"4(A) such partner rendered no services with respect to any
trade or business carried on by such partnership (or its suc
cessors) during thne taxable year of such partnership (or its
successors), ending wvithin or with his taxable year, in which
sucil amounts were received, and
"(11) no obligation exists (as of the close of the partner
ship's taxable year referred to ill subparagraph (A)) from
tile other Jpartners to such partner except with respect to
retirement payments under such plan, and
"(C) such partner's share, if any, of the capital of tile
prartnersliip has beell paid to him in full before tile close
of tine partnersilip's taxable year referred to in subpara
,graph (A)."
(b) Sect ion 211(a) of the Social Security Act is amended(1) by Striking out "and," at the end of paragraph (7) ;
(2) by~strikin out the period at the end Of paragraph (8) and
inserting in lieu thereof "; and"; and
(3) by inserting after paragraph (8) the following new para
graph:
"(9) There shahl be excluded amounts received by a partner
p~ursuant to a written plan of the partnership, which meets such
requirements as are prescribed by tire Secretary of tile Treasury
or his delegate, and which provides for payments on account of
retirement, on a periodic basis, to partners generally or to a class
or classes of partners, such payments to continue at least until
such partner's death, if
"4(A) such partner rendered no services with respect to
any trade or business carried on by such partnership (or its

64 Stat. 502;
68 Stat. 1055.
42 USC 411.
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during the taxable year of such partnership (or
its successors), ending within or with his taxable year, in
which such amounts were received, and
"(B3) no obligation exists (as of the close of the partner
ship's taxable year referred to in subparagraph (A)) from
the other partners to such partner except with respect to re
tirement payments under such plan, and
"(C) such partner's share, if any, of the capital of the
partnership has been p aid to him in full before the close of
the partnership's taxable year referred to in subparagraph
(A)."'
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply only wvith
respect to taxable years ending onl or after December 31, 1967.

81 842successors)
STA.

INCLUSION OF PUERTO RICO AMONG STATES PERMITTED TO INCLUDE FIRE
MEN AND POLICEMEN; VALIDATION OF CERTAIN PAST COVERAGE IN THE
STATE OF NEBRASKA
70 Stat. 826.
42 USC 418.

79 Stat. 395,
396.
68A Stat. 12.

SEC. 119. (a) Section 218(p) of thle Social Security Act is amended
by inserting "Puerto Rico," after "Oregon,".
(b) In any case in which
(1) an individual has performed services pior to the enactment
of this Act in the employ of a political subdtivision of the State
of Nebraska in a fireman's position, and
(2) amounts, equivalent to the sum of the taxes which would
have been imposed by sections 3101 and 3111 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 had such services constituted employment
for purposes of section 21 of such Code at the time they were per
formed, were timely paid in good faith to the Secretary of thle
Treasury, and
(3) no refunds of such amounts paid in lieu of taxes have been

obtained,

42 Usc 409,

the amount of the remuneration for such services with respect to
which such amounts have been paid shall be deemed to constitute
remuneration for employment as defined in section 209 of the Social
Security Act.
COVERAGE OF FIREMEN'S POSiTIONS PURSUANT TO A STATE AGRFEEMENT

SEC. 120.

(1) insert ing"(1) "after "(p) "; and
(2) adding the following paragraph:
"4(2) A State, not otherwise listed by name in paragraph (1), shall
be deemed to be a State listed in such paragraph for the purpose of
(extending coverage under this title to'service in firemen's positions
covered by a retirement system, if the governor of the State, or anl offi
cial of the State designated by him for the purpose, certifies to the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare that thle over-all benefit
protection of the employees in such positiqns would be improved by
reason of the extension of such coverage to such employees. Notwitli
standing the provisions of the second sentence of such paragraph (1),
such firemen's positions shall be deemed a separate retirement system
and no other positions shall be included in such system."
(b) Nothing in the amendments made by subsection (at) shall
authorize the extension of the insurance system establ'shed by title
1I of thle Social Security Act. under the provisions of section 218(d)
(6) (C) of such Act to service in any fireman's position.
b

42 Usc 401-428;
Ant~e p. 833.

(a) Section 218(p) of the Social Sevurity Act is amended
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(c) The amendment made by this section shall apply in the case of
ally State with respect to modifications of such State agreement under
section 218 of the Social Security Act made after the date of eniact
nient of this Act.
VALIDATION

(OF COVERAGE. EiIRoNEousL~Y jflporrEl

SEC. 121. Section 218(f) of the Social Security Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (2) of this subsectijon, in the case of services performed by individuals as members
of any coverage group to which an agreement under this section is
made applicable, and with respect to wvhich there were timely paid
in good faith to the Secretary of the Treasury amounts equivalent to
the sumn of the taxes which would have beemi imposed by sections 3101
and 3111 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 had such services
constituted employment for purposes of chapter 21 of such Code at
the time they were performed, and with respect to which refunds
were not obtained, such individuals may, if so requested by the State,
be deemied to be members of such coverage group on the date desig

68 Stat. 1058;
72 Stat. 1040.
42 USC 418.

79 Stat. 395,
396.
68A Stat. 12.

nated pulsilant to paragraph (2)."
COVERAGE

OF

FEES OF

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SELF-EMPLOY'MEN'T INCO31E

EM1PLOYEES

AS

SEC. 122. (a) (1) Section 2 11(c) (1) of the Social Security Act. is
amended to read as follows:
"(1) The performance of the funrctions of a public office, other
than the functions of a public office of a State or a political suh
division thereof with respect to fees received in any period in
which the functions are performed in a position compensated
solely on a fee basis and in which such functions are not covered
under an agreement entered into by such State and the Secretary
pursuant to section 218 ;".
(2) Section 211 (c) (2) of such Act is amended (A) by striking out
"and" at. the end of subparagraph (C) ; (B) by striking out the semi
colon at the end of subpara-graph (D) and inserting in lieu thereof
",and"; and (C) by adding after suchisubparagraph the following new
subpargraE) service performed by an individual as an emiployee of

a State or a political Subdivision thereof in a position com
pensated solely on a fee basis with respect to fees received in
any period in which such service is not covered under an
agreement. entered into by such State and the Secretary pur
suant. to section 218;".
(b) (1) Section 1402(c) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
is amended to read as follows:
"(1) the performance of the functions of a public office, other
than the functions of a public office of a State or a political sub
division thereof with respect to fees received in any period in
which the functions are performed in a position compensated
solely on a fee basis and in which such functions are not covered
under an agreement entered into by such State and the Secre
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare pursuant to section 218
of the Social Security Act;".
(2) Section 1402(c) (2) of such Code is amended (A) by striking
out "and" at the end of subparagraph (C); (B) by striking out the
semicolon at the end of subparagraph (D) and inserting in lieu there
of ", and"; and (C) by adding after such subparagraph the following
new subparagraph:

64 Stat. 503.
42 USC 411.

74 Stat. 945.

68A Stat. 355.

74 Stat. 945.
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64 Stat. 514;
74 Stat * 930.
42 USC 418.

"1(E) service performed by an individual as an empiloyee
of a State or a political subdivision thereof in a position com
pensated solely on a fee basis with respect to fees received
in any period in wvhich such service is not covered under an
agreement entered into by such State and the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare pursuant to section 218 of
the Social Security Act;".
(c) (1) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) of this
section shall apply with respect to fees received after 1967.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (a) and (h) of
this section, any individual who in 1968 is in a position to which the
amendments made by such subsections apply may make an irrevocable
election not to have such amendments apply to the fees lie receives in
1968 and every year thereafter, if on or before the due (late of his in
come tax return for 1968 (including any extensions thereof) lie files
with the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate. in such mannier as
the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate shall by regulations pre
scribe, a certificate of election of exemption from such amendments,.
(d) Section 218 of the Social Security Act is further amended
by adding the following new subsection:
"Positions Compensated Solely on a Fee Basis
"(u) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision in this section, an
agreement entered into under this section may be made aplplicable to
service performed after 1967 in any class or classes of positions com
pensated solely on a fee basis to which such agreement did not apply
prior to 1968 onily if the State specifically requests that its agreement
be made applicable to such service in such class or classes of positions.
"4(2) Notwithstanding any other provision in this section, an agree
ment entered into-under this section may be modified, at the option of
the State, at any time after 1967, so as to exclude services performed
in any class or classes of positions compensation for which is solely
on a fee basis.
"i6(3)Any modification made under this subsection shall be effective
wth respect to services performed after the last. day of the calendar
year in which the modification is agreed to by the Secretary and the
State.
"(4) If any class or classes of positions have been excluded from
coverage under the State agreement by a modification agreed to under
this subsection, the Secretary and the State may not thereafter modify
such agreement so as to again make the agreement applicable with
respect to such class or classes of positions."
FAMILY EMPLOYMENT IN A PRIVATE HOMLE

74 Stat. 942.
42 USC 410.

SEC. 123. (a) Section 210(a) (3) (B) of the Social Security Act is
amended by inserting after the semicolon the following: "except that
the provisions of this subparagraph shall not be applicable to such
domestic service if
" (i) the employer is a surviving spouse or a divorced individ
ual and has not remarried, or has a spouse living in the home who
has a mental or physical condition which results in such spouse's
being inca pable, of caring for a son, daughter, stepson, or step
daughter (referred to in clause (ii) ) for at least 4 continuous
wees in the calendar quarter in which the service is rendered and
iscc(ii) a son, daughter, stepson, or stepdaughter of such employer
isliving in the home, and
"1(iii) the son, daughter, stepson, or stepdaughter (referred to
in clause (ii)) has not attained age 18 or has a mental or physical
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condition which requires the personal care and supervision of `anl
adult for at least 4 continuous weeks in the calendar qualter in
which the service is rendered ;"
(b) Section 3121(b) (3) (B) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(~relating to definition of employment) is amended by inserting after
the semicolon the following: "except that the provisions of this sub
paragraph shall not be applicable to such domestic service if
" (i) the employer is a surviving spouse or a divorced individual
and has not remarried, or has a spouse living in the home who has
a mental or physical condition which results in such spouse's be
indg incapable of caring for a son, daughter, stepson, or step
daughter (referred to ii clause (ii) ) for at least 4 continuous
week in the calendar quarter in which the service is rendered,
and
" (ii) a son, daughter, stepson, or stepdaughter of such employer
is livingi h oe and
" (iii tesndager,
stepson, or stepdaughter (referred to
in clas(i)hano
attied age 18 or has a mental or physical
condito whc eursthe personal care and supervision of an
adult fr at least 4 cotnuous weeks in the calendar quarter in
which the service is rendered;"
(c) The amendments made by this section shiall apl 1y with respect
to services peiforined after December 31, 1967.

74 Stat * 942.

TERMINATION OF COVERAGE OF EMPLOYEES OF THF M1A.SACHUSETTrS
TURNPI'KE AUTHORITY

SEC. 124. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 218(g) (1)
of the Social Security Act the Secretary may, under such conditions as 64 Stat. 516.
he deems appropriate, permit the State of Massachusetts to modify 42 USC 418.
its agreement entered into under section 218 of such Act so as to ter
minate the coverage of the employees of the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority effective at the end of any calendar quarter wvithin the twvo
years next following the date on which such agreement is so modified.
(b fthcoerag of employees of the Massachusetts Turnik
Authority is temntd
pursuant to subsection (a), coverage cannot
later be extended to the employees of such Authority.
PART 3--HEALTIH INSURANCE BENEFITS
METHOD OF PAYMENT TO PHYSICIANS UNDER SUPPLEM1ENTARY M1EDICAL
INSURANCE PROGRAM
SEC. 125. (a) Section 1842 (b) (3) (B) of the Social Security Act is 79 Stat. 310.
amended42 USC 1395u.
(1) bystrikingout"(i)"; and
(2) by striking out "and (ii)" and all that follows and insert
mg mn lieu thereof the following: "and such payment will be
madem

,,()on the basis of an itemized bill; or
"4(ii) on the basis of an assignment under the terms of
which the reasonable charge is the full charge for the service;
hut (in the case of bills submitted, or requests for payment made,
after March 1968) only if the bill is submitted, or a written re
quest for payment is made in such other form as may be permitted

under regulations, no later than the close of the calendar year
following the year in which such service is furnished (deeming
any service furnished in the last 3 months of any calendar year to
have been furnished in the succeeding calendar year) ;"'.
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(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply with re
spect to claims on which a final determination has not been made on or
before the date of enactment of this Act.
ELIMINATION OF REQUIREMENT OF PiIYSICIAN CERTIFICATION IN CASE OF
CERTAIN HOSPITAL SERVICES

SEC. 126. (a)
PostP-48.
Post
48.(1)
P.

303.
42 USC 1395m.
Post, p. 847.
79 Stat.

Section 1814(a) of the Social Security Act (as

amended by section 129(c) (5) of this Act) is amendedby striking out subparagraph (A) of paragraph (2);
(2) by redesignating subparagraphs (B), (C), (D), and (E)
of paragraph (2) as subparagraphs (A), (13), (C), and (D),
resp~ectiVely;
(3) by redesignating paragraphs (3), (4), (5), and (6) as para
graphs (4), (5), (6), and (7), respectively;
(4) by inserting immediately after paragraph (2) the follow
ing new paragraph:
"(3) with respect. to inpatient hospital services (other than
inpatient psychiatric hospital services and inpatient tuber
culosis hospital services) which are furnished over a period of
time, at physician certifies that such services are required to be
given Onl anl inpatient basis for such individual's medical treat
ment, or that inpatient diagnostic study is medically required and
such services are necessary for such purpose, except that (A)
such certification shall be furnished only, in such cases,, with such
frequency, and accompanied by such supporting material, appro
priate to the cases involved7 ats may be provided by regulations,
and (B) the first such certification required in accordance with
clause (A) shall be furnished no later than the 20th day of such
period;"'; and
(5) by striking out " (D), or (E) " in the last sentence and in
serting in lieu thereof "or (D) ".
(b) Section 1835 (a) (2) (B) of such Act is amended by inserting
after "medical and other health servioes," the following: "except serv-

ices described in subparagraphis (B) and (C) of section 1861 (s) (2),"
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to services furnished after the date of the enactment of this Act.
INCLUSION OF PODIATRISTS' SERvICES UNDER

SUPPLEMENTARY

MEDICAL INSURA'NCE PROGRAM

79 Stat. 321.
42 USC 1395x.

SEC. 127. (a) Section 1861 (r) of the Social Security Act is
amended
(1) by striking out "or (2) " and inserting in lieu thereof " (2)"

and
(2) by inserting before the period at tbe end thereof the fol

42 USC 139 5 y.

lowing: ", or (3) except for the purposes of section 1814(a),
section 1835, and subsections (j), (k), (m), and (o) of this sec
tion, a doctor of podiatry or surgical chiropody, but (unless
clause (1) of this subsection also applies to him) only with respect
to functions which he is legally authorized to perform as such by
the State in which he performs them".
(b) Section 1862 (a) of such Act is amended
~ ~by striking out "or"at the end of paragraph (11);
2'bystriking out the period at t~he end of paragraph (12)
and inserting in lieu.thereof" ; or";,and
(3) by adding after paragraph (12) the following new
paragraph:
"(13) where such expenses are for
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i" (A),the treatment of flat foot conditions and theprsi
ton of suportive devices therefor,prsip
" (B) thle treatment of subluxations of the foot, or
"(C) routine foot. care (including the cutting or removal
of corns, wvarts, or calluses, the trimming of nails, and oth~er
routine hygienic care) ."
(c) The amendments made by subsections (ai) and (b) Shall apply
with respect to services furnished after December 31, 1907.
EXCLUSION

OF CERTAIN

SERVICES

SEc. 128. Section 1862(a) (7) of the Social Security Act is amended
by inserting after "changing eyeglasses," the following: "procedures
lperformed (during the course of any eye examination) to determine
the refractive state of the eyes,".
TRANSFER

OF ALL OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES
MEDICAL INSURANCE

SEC.

TO SUPPLEMENTARY

PROGIRAM

129. (a) Section 1861 (s) (21) of the Social

amnended

(1) by inserting "(A)"7

79 Stat. 325.
42 USC 1395y.

Secuirity Act is 42 USC 1395X.

after " (2)"

(2) by striking out "physicians' bills" and all that follows afld
inserting in lieu thereof the followkin~g: "physicians' bills;
"(B3) hospital services (including drugs and biologicals which
cannot, as determined in accordance with regtulations, be Self
adlministeredl) incident to physicians' set-vices rendered to outp~atients; and
"(C) diagnostic services which are
"(i) furnished to an individual as anl outpatient by a
hospital or by others under arrangements with them made
by 'a hospital, and
"(ii) ordinarily furnished by such hospital (or by others
undler such arrangements,) to its outpatients for the p)Lrlpose
of (liagnostic stuly ;".
(b) Section 1861 (s) of such Act is furthier amended by adding at
the end thereof (after and belowv paragraph (11) ) the following new
sentence:
"There shiall be excluded from the diagnostic services specified in
paragraph (2) (C) ally item or service (except services referred to
in p)arag-raph (1) ) which
"(12) would not be included under subsection (b) if it were
furnished to an inpatient of a hospital; or
"(13) is furnished under arrangements referred to in such para
graph (2) (C) unless furnished in the hospital or in other facii
ties operated by or under the supervision of the hospital or its
organized medical staff."
(c) (1) Section 226 (b) (~1) of such Act is amended by striking Out 79 Stat. 290.
"post-hospital home health services, and outpatient hospital diagnOS- 42 USC 426.
tic services" and inserting in lieu thereof "and post-hospital home
health services".
(2) Section 1812 (a) of such Act is amended79 Stat. 291.
(A) by adding "and" at the end of paragraph (2);
42 USC 1395d.
(B) by striking out "; and" at the end of paragraph (3) and
inserting in lieu thereof a period; and
(C) by striking out paragraph (4).
(3) Section 1813 (a) of such Act is amended by striking out par-a- 42 USC 1395e.
graph (2), and by redesignating paragraphs (~) and (4) as parag"raphs (2) and (3), respectively.
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Infra.
42 USC 13951.

Post, P. 850.
79 Stat. 303.
42 USC 13951.
42 USC 1395m.

42 USC 1395X.

Ane

P. 847.

Post

P. 857.

42 USC 1395oo.

42 USC 1395x.

(4) (A) Section 1813 (b) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out

di

sticstudy".

Theafirst sentence of section 1813 (b) (2) of such Act is amended
by striking out "or diagnostic study".
(5) (A) Section 1814 (a) (2) of such Act is amended
i)by adding "or"at the end of subparagraph (D))
(ii) by- striking out "or" at the end of subparagraph (E) ; and
(iii) by striking out subparagraph (F).
(B) The last sentence of section 1814 (a) of such Act is amended by
striking out. "(E), or (F)" and inserting in lieu thereof "or (E) ".
(6) (A) Section 1814(d) of such Act is amended by striking out
;for outpatient hospital diagnostic services".
(B) Section 1832 (a) (2) (B) of such Act is amended by striking
out "hospitAl" and inserting in lieu thereof "hospital and the services
for which payment may be made pursuant to section 1835 (b) (2)"
(7) SectioII 1833(b) of such Act is amended
(A) by strikinigout'"(or regarded under clau-se (2) as incurred
in such preceding year with respect to services furnished in such
last threemonths)"; and
(B) by striking out ", and (2)" and all that follows and insert
ing in lieu thereof a period.
(8) Section 1833)(d) of such Act is amended by striking out "othier
than subsection (a) (2) (A) thereof".
(9) (A) Section 1835 (a) of such Act is amended by striking out
"Payment" and iiiserting in lieu thereof "Except as provided in sub
section (b), payment".
(B) Section 1835 of such Act is further amended by redesignating
subsection (b) as subsection (c), and by inserting after subsection (a)
the following new subsection:
"4(b) (1) Payment may also be made to any hospital for services
described in section 1861(s) furnished as an outpatient service by a
hospital or by others under arrangements made by it to an individual
entitled to benefits under this part even though such hospital does
iiot have an agreement in effect under this title if (A) such services
were einergwny services, (B) the Secretary would be required to
make such payment if the hospital had such an agreement in effect
land otherwise met, the conditions of payment hereunder, and (C)
such hospital has made an election pursuant to section 1814(d) (1) (C)
with respect to the calendar year in which such emergency services
are provided. Such payments shall be made only in the amounts
provided under section 1833(a) (2) and then only if such hospital
agrees to comply, with respect to the emergency services provided,
with the provisionis of section 1866(a).
"(2) Paymnenit. may also be made on the basis of an itemized bill
to an indlividuial for services described in paragraph (1) of this sub
section if (A) payment cannot be made under such paragraph (1)
solely because the hospital does not elect, in accordance with sectioni
1814(d) (1) (C), to claim such payments and (B) such individual
files app~licaiiton (submitted within such time and in such form and
mnanner, and containing and supported by such information as the
Secretary shall by regulations prescribe) for reimbursement. The
,amounts payable uinder this paragraph shall, subject to the provisions
of section 1833, be equal to 80 percent of the hospital's reasonable
charaes for such services."
(C) Section 1861 (e) of such Act is amended
(i) by striking out "except for purposes of section 1814(d),"
and inserting in- lieu, thereof "except for purposes of sections
1814(d) and 1835(b)," ;and
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(ii) by Striking out "(including determination of whether an
individual received inpatient hospital services for purposes of
such section)" and inserting in lieu thereof "and 1835(b) (in
cluding determination of whether an individual received inpa
tient hospital services or diagnostic services for purposes of such
sections) ".
(10) Section 1861(p of suech Act is repealed.
Repeal.
(11) Section 1861 y) (3) of such Act is amended b~ striking out 79 Stat. 321.
"1813(a) (4)" and inserting in lieu thereof "1813(a) (3) "
42 USC 1395x.
(12) (A) Section 1866 (a) (2) (A) of such Act is amended42 USC 1395oc.
(i) by striking out ", (a) (2), or (a) (4) " and inserting in lieu
thereof "or (a) (3) "; and
(ii) by striking out "or, in the case of outlpatient hospital diag
nostic services, for w*Nhich payment is made under part A".
(13) Section 1866(a) (2) (C) *of such Act is amended by Striking
out "1813 (a) (3) " and inserting in lieu thereof "1813 (a) (2)"
(13) Section 21(a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 is 79 Stat. 340.
amended by striking out "post-hospital home health set-vices, and out- 45 USC 228s-2.
patient hospital diagnostic services" and inserting in lieu thereof "and
post -hospital home health services".
(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply wvith respect
to services furnished after March 31, 1968, except that subsection (c)
(5) of such section shall become effective with respect to services fur
nished after the date of enactment of this Act.
lULLING BYT HOSPITAL FOR SERVICES FURNISIIEI

TO OUTPATIENTS

SEc. 130. (a) Section 1835(a) of the Social Security Act (as
amended by section 129 (c) (9) (A) of this Act) is further amended by
striking out "Except as provided in subsection (b) ," and inserting in
lieu thereof "Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c),".
(b) Section 1835 of such Act (as amended by section 129(c) (9)
(B) of this Act) is amended by redesignating Subsection (c) (as re
designated) as subsection (d), and by inserting after subsection (b)
the following new subsection:
"(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of this section and sections
1832, 1833, and 1866 (a) (1) (A), a hospital may, subject to such limitations as may be prescribed by regulations, collect from an individual
the customary charges for services specified in section 1861(s) and
furnished to him by su~ch hospital as an outpatient, but only if such
charges for such services do not exceed $50, and such customary
charges shall be regarded as expenses incurred by such individual witl
respect to which benefits are payable in accordance with section 1833
(a) (1). Payments under this title to hospitals which have elected to
make collections from individuals in accordance wvith the preceding
sentence shall be adjusted periodically to place the hospital in the
same position it would have been had it instead been reimbursed in
accordance with section 1833 (a) (2)."
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to services furnished after March 31,1968.

Ante

p. 848.

42 USC 1395k,
1395.1, 1395oo.
42 USC 1395x.
Ante, P. 847.

infra.

CHARGES FORl RADIOLOG.ICAL On PATHIOLOGICAXL
SERVICES FURNISHED BY CERTAIN PHYSICIANS TO IIOSP~ITAL INPATIENTS

PAYMENT OF REASONABLE

SEC. 131. (a) Section 1833 (a) (1) of the Social Security Act is
amended(1) by striking out "except that" and inserting in lieu thereof
"except that (A) ", and
I(2) by striking out "of subsection (b)"1 and inserting in lieu
thereof "of subsection (b), and (B) with respect to expenses

79 Stat. 302.
42 USC 13951.
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Ante.

p. 848.

42 Usc 1395~1.
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incurred for radiological or pathologial services for which pay
ment may be made under this part,ofurnished to an inpatient of a
hospital by a physician in the field of radiology or pathology, the
amounts paid shall be equal to 100 percent of the reasonable
charges for such services".
(b) Section 1833 (b) of such Act (as amended by section 129 (c) (7)
of this Act) is amended by insertin before the period at the end there
of the following: ", and (2) such total amount shall not include
expenses incurred for radiological or pathological services furnished
to such individual as an inpatient of a hospital by a physician in the
field of radiology or pathology".
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to services furnished after March 31, 1968.
PAYMENT

79 Stat. 322.
42 USC 1395x.

-

FOR PURCHASE

OF DURABLE

MEDICAL

EQUIPMENT

SEC. 132. (a)Section 1861(s) (6)of the Social Security Act is
amended by striking out "rental of", and 'by inserting before the semi
colon at the end thereof the following:"U, whether furnished on a
rental basis or purchased".
(b) Section 1833 of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:
el"~(f)
In the case of the purchase of durable medical equipment incuded under section 1861 (s) (6), by or on behalf of an individual,
payment shall be made in such amounts as the Secretary determines
to be equivalent to payments that would have been made under this
part had such equipment been rented and over such period of time
as the Secretary finds such equipment would be used for such individ
ual's medical treatment, except that with respect to purchases of in
expensive equipment (as determined by the Secretary) payment may
be made in a lump sum if the Secretary finds that such method of
payment is less costly or more practical than periodic payments."
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply only with
respect to items purchased after December 31, 1967.
PAYMENT FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES FURNISHED TO OUTPATIENTS

Antep N 847.

Ante.

N 849.

SEC. 133. (a) Section 1861 (s) (12)of the Social Security Act (as
amended by section 129(a) (2) of th is Act) is amended by
(1) striking out "and" at the end of subparagraph (B);
(2) inserting "and" at the end of subparagraph (C) ; and
(3) adding at the end thereof the following:
"(D) outpatient pysical therapy services;"1
(b) Section 1861 of such Acet is amended by inserting after subsec
tion (o) the following new subsection (in lieu of subsection (p) repealed by section 129(c) (10) of this Act) :

"Outpatient Physical Therapy Services
"(p) The term 'outpatient physical therapy services' means physical
therapy services furnished by a provider of services, a clinic, rehabili
tation agenacy, or a public health agency, or by others under an ar
rangement with, and under the supervision of, such provider, clinic,
rehabilitation agency, or public health agency to an individual as an
outpatient
"9(1) who is under the care of a physician (as defined in section
1861(r) (1)),and
"(2) with respect to whom a plan prescribing the type, amount,
and duration of physical therapy services that are to be fur
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nished such individual has been established, and is periodically
reviewed, by at physician (as so defined);
excluding, however
"(3) any item or -service if it would not be included under sub
section (b) if 'furnished to an inpatient of a hospital; and
"(4) any such service
"4(A) if furnished by a clinic or rehabilitation agency,
or by others under arrangements with such clinic or agency,
unless such clinic or rehabilitation agency
"I(i) provides ain adequate program of physical ther
apy services for outpatients and has the facilities and
personnel required for such program or required for the
supervision of such a program, in accordance with such
requirements as the Secretary may specify,
" (ii) has policies, established by a group~of profes
sional personnel, including one or more physicians
(associated with the clinic or rehabilitation agency) and
one or more qualified physical therapists, to gVern
the services (referred to in clause (i)) it provides
"9(iii) maintains clinical records on all patients,
"(iv) if such clinic or agency is situated in a State in
which State or applicable local law provides for the
licensing of institutions of this nature, (I) is licensed
pursuant to such law, or (II) is a p roved by the agency
of such State or locality responsibfle for licensing insti
tutions of this nature, as meeting the standards estab
lished for such licensing; and
" (v) meets such other conditions relating to the health
and safety of individuals who are furnished services by
such clinic or agency on an outpatient basis, as the Sec
retary may find necessary, or
6(B) if furnished by a public health agency, unless such
agency meets such other conditions relating to health and
safety of individuals who are furnished services by such
agency on an outpatient basis, as the Secretary may find
necessary."
(c) Section 1866 of such Act is amended by adding at the end there- 79 Stat. 327.
of the followving new subsection:
42 USC 1395oc.
"6(e) For purposes of this section, the term 'provider of services' "Provider of
shall include a clinic, rehabilitation agency, or public health agency if, services."
iii the case of a clinic or rehabilitation agency, such clinic or agency
meets the requirements of section 1861(1)) (4) (A), or if, in the case of soupra.
a public health agency, such agency meets the requirements of section
1861 (p) (4) (B), but only with respect to the furnishing of outpatient
physical therapy services (as therein defined)."
(d) Section 1832 (a) of such Act is amended by79 Stat. 302.
(1) deleting "and" at the end of paragraph (2) (A) thereof; 42 USC 1395k.
(2) striking out the period at the end and inserting in lieu
thereof the following: "; and"; and
I(3) adding at the end thereof the following new subpara
grl" (C) outpatient physical therapy services."
(e) Section 1835 (a) (2) of such Act (as amended by section 126(b)
of this Act) is amended byAnte. P. 846.
(1) striking out "and" at the end of subparagraph (A) ;
(2) striking out the period at the end and inserting in lieu
thereof the following:"; and";
(3) adding at the enidthereof the following new subparagraphi:
It(C) in the case of outpatient physical therapy services,
(i) such services are or were required because the individual

81SA.82

Ante, P. 850.
"tProvi.der Of

servioes."

Ante., p. 851.

79 Stat. 326.
42 USC 1395aa.
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needed physical therapy services on an outpatient basis, (ii)
a plan for furnishing such services has been established, and
is periodically reviewed, by a physician, and (iii) such serv
ices are or were furnished while the individual is or was under
the care of a physician.";
(4) striking out " (B) and (C) of section 1861 (s) (2) " and
inserting in lieu thereof "(B3), (C), and (D) of section
1861 (s) (2) "; and
(5) adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For
purposes of this section, the term 'provider of services' shall inclue a clinic, rehabilitation agency, or public health agency if,
in the case of a clinic or rehabilitation agency, Such clinic or
-agency meets the requirements of section 1861 (p) (4) (A), or if,
in the case of a public health
agency, such agency meets the re
quirements of section 18 6 1 (p) (4) (B) but only with respect to
the furnishing of outpatient physical therapy services (as therein
defined) ."
(f) The first sentence of section 1864 (a) of such Act is amended by
inserting before the period the following: ", or whether a clinic, re
habilitation agency or public health agency meets the requirements of
subparagraph (A) or (B), as the case may be, of section 1861 (p) (4) ".
(g) The amendments made by the preceding subsections of this sec
tion shall apply to services furnished after June 30, 1968.
PAYMENT FOR CERTAIN PORTABLE

42 USC 1395x.

January 2, 1968

X-RAY SERVICES

SEC. 134. (a) Section 1861 (s) (3) of the Social Security Act is
amended by striking out "diagnostic X-ray tests," and inserting in
lieu thereof the following: "diagnostic X-ray tests ('including tests
under the supervision of a physician, furnished in a place of residence
used as the patient's home, if the performance of such tests meets
such conditions relating to health and safety as the Secretary may
find necessary) ,".
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply with re
spect to services furnished after December 31, 1967.
BLOOD DEDUCTIBLES

Ante. p,. 847.

Ante. p. 849.

SEC. 135. (a) (1) Section 1813 (a) (2) of the Social Security Act (as
redesignated by section 129(c) (3) of this Act) is amended to read as
follows:
"(2) The amount payable to any provider of services under this
part for services furnished an individual during any spell of illness
shall be further reduced by a deduction equal to thme cost of the first
three pints of whole blood (or equivalent quantities of packed red
blood cells, as defined under regulations~ furnished to him as part of
such services during such spell of illness.'
(b) Section 1866 (a) (2) (C) of such Act (as amended by section
129(c) (12) (B) of this Act) is amended
(1) by striking out "may also charge" and inserting in lieu
thereof "may in accordance with its customary practice also
appropriately charge";
(2) by inserting after "whole blood" the following: "(or
equivalent quantities of packed red blood cells, as defined under
regulations)"
(3)

byd

inserting after "blood" where it appears in clauses (i),

(ii), and( iii )tie following:" (or equivalent quantities of packed
red blood cels, as so defined)";- and
(4) by ading at the end the'reof the following new sentence:
"For purposes of clause (iii) of the preceding sentence, whole
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blood (or equivalent quantities of packed red blood cells, as so
defined) furnished an individual shall be deemed replaced when
the provider of services is given one pint of blood for each pint
of blood (or equivalent quantities of packed red blood cells, as so
defined) furnished such individua] Nvith respect to which a deduc
tion is imposed under section 1813 (a) (~2)."
(c) Section 1833 (b) of such Act (as amended by sections 129 (c) (7)
and 131 (b) of this Act) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new sentence: "The total amount of the expenses incurred
by an individual as determined under the preceding sentence shall,
after the reduction specified in such sentence, be further reduced by
an amount equal to the expenses incurred for the first three pints
of whole blood (or equivalent quantities of packed red blood celsls, a's
defined under regulations) furnished to the individual during the Cal
endar year, except that such deductible for such blood shall in accord
ance with regulations be appropriately reduced to the extent that there
has been a replacement of such blood (or equivalent quantities of
packed red blood cells, as so defined) ; and for such purposes blood
(or equivalent quantities of packed red blood cells, as so defined)
furnished such individual shall be deemed replaced when the institu
tion or other person furnishing such blood (or such equivalent quan
tities of packed red blood cells, as so defined) is given one pint of blood
for each pint of blood (or equivalent quantities of packed red blood
cells, as so defined) fur~nished such individual with respect to which a
deduction is made under this sentence."
(d) The amendments made by this section shall appl~y with respect
to payment for blood (or packed red blood cells) furnished an indi
vidual after December 31, 1967.

Ante, p. 852.
Ante, pp.
848, 85.

ENROLLMENT UJNDER SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
BASED ON .ALLFA.ED DATE OF ATTAINING AGE 65

SrEc. 136. (a) Section 1837 (d) of the Social Security Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Where the
Secretary finds that an individual who has attained age 65 failed to
enroll under this part during his initial enrollment period (based on
a determination by the Secretary of the month in which such individual
attained age 65), because such individual (relying on documentary
evidence) was mistaken as to his correct date of birth, the Secretary
shall establish for such individual an initial enrollment period based
on his attainiing age 65 at the time shown in such documentary evi
dence (wit a coverage period determined under section 1838 as though
he had attained such age at that time).'"
(b) Th amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply to indi
viduals enrolling under part B of title XVIII in months beginning
after the date ofthe enactment of this Act.

79 Stat. 304;
80 Stat. 105.
39 5
42 Usc 1
p.

42 USC 1395j
1395w.

EXTENSION BY 60 DAYS DURING INDIVIDUAL'S LIFETIME OF MAxIMTJM
DURATION OF BENEFITS FOR INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES
SEC.

137. (a) (1) Section 1812 (a) (1) of the Social Security Act is

amended by striking out "up to 90 days during any spell of illness"
and inserting in lieu thereof "up to 150 days during any spell of ill
ness minus 1 day for each day of inpatient hospital services in excess
of 90 received during any preceding spell of illness (if such individual
was entitled to have payment for such services made under this part

unless he specifies in accordance with regulations of the Secretary that
he does not desire to have such payment made) ".
(2) Section 1812(b) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out "for
90 days during such spell" and inserting in lieu thereof "for 150 days

42 USC 1395d.
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during such spell minus 1 day for each day of inpatient hospital serv
ices in excess of 90 received during any preceding spell of illness (if
such individual was entitled to have payment for such services made
under this part unless he specifies in accordance with regulations of
the Secretary that he does not desire to have such payment made) ".
(b) The second sentence of section 1813 (a) (1) of such Act is amend
ed to read as follows: "Such amount shall be further reduced by a
coinsurance amount equal to-
"(A) one-fourth of the inpatient hospital deductible for each
day (before the 91st day) on which such individual is furnished
such srvices during such spell of illness after such services have
been furnished to him for 60 days during such spell; and
"(B) one-half of the inpatient hospital deductible for each day
(before the day following the last day for which such individual
is entitled under section 1812(a) (1) to have payment made on
his behalf for inpatient hospital services during such spell of ill
niess) on which such individual is furnished such services dur
ing such spell of illness after such services have been furnished to
him for 90 days lu ring such spell;
except that the reduction under this sentence for any day shall not ex
ceed the charges imposed for that day with respect to such individual
for such services (and for this purpose, if the customary charges for
such services are greater than the charges so imposed, such customary
charges shall be considered to be the charges so imposed) ."
(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) shall apply
with respect to services furnished after December 31, 1967'.
LIMITATION ON SPECIAL REDUCTION IN ALLOWABLE DAYS OF INPATIENT
HOSPITAL SERVICES

42 Usc 1395d.

Ante. p.853.

SEC. 138.

(a) Section 1812(c) of the Social Security Act is amended

by striking out "in the 90-day period immediately before such first
da shall be-included in determining the 90-day limit uinder subsection
(baT(1) (but not in determining the 190-day limit under subsection
(b) (3)) and inserting in lieu thereof "in the 150-day period imme
diately before such first day shall be included in determining the number of days limit uinder subsection (b) (1) insofar as such limit applies
to (1) inpatient psychiatric hospital services and inpatient tuberculosis
hospital services, or (2) inpatient hospital services for an individual
who is an inpatient primarily for the diagnosis or treatment of mental
illness or tuberculosis (but shall not be included in determining such
number of days limit insofar as it. applies to other inpatient ho~spital
services or in determining the 190-day limit uinder subsection (b)

(3))"7.

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply with respect
to payment for services furnished after December 31,1967.
TRANSITIONAL PROVISION ON ELIGIBILITY OF PRESENTLY UNINSURED
INDIVIDUALS FOR HOSPITAL INSURANCE BENEFITS

79 Stat. 333.
42 USC 426a.

SEC. 139. Section 103 (a) (2) of the Social Security Amendmlents of
1965 is amended by striking out "1965" in clause (B) and inserting in
lieu thereof "1966"'.
ADVISORY COUNCIL TO STUDY COVERAGE OF THlE DISABLED
UNDER TITLE XVlfl OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

SEC. 140. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
shall appoint an Advisory Council to study the need for coverage of
the disabled under the health insurance program of title XVIII of the
79 Stat. 291.
42 USC 1395
139511.

Social

Security
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(b) The Council shall be appointed by the Secretary during 1968
without regard to the provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive service and shall consist of 12
persons who shall, to the extent possible, represent organizations of
employers and employees in equal numbers, and represent self-em
p)loyed persons and the public.
(c) The Council is authorized to engage such technical assistance,
including actu-arial services, as may be required to carry out its func
tions, and the Secretary shall, in addition, make available to such
Council such secretarial, clerical, and other assistance and such actu
arial and other pertinent data prepared by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare as it may require to carry out such functions.
(d) Members of the Council, while serving on the business of the
Council (inclusive of travel time), shall receive cornpensation at rates
fixed by the Secretary, but not exceeding $100 per day and, while so
servingy away from their homes or regular places of business, they may
be allowed travel exlpenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence,
as authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for persons in the Government employed intermittently.
(e) The Council shall make findings on the unmiet need of the dis
abled for health insurance, on the costs involved in providing the dis
abled wvith insurance protection to cover the cost of hospital and medi
cal services, and on the ways of financing this insurance. The Council
shall submit a report of its findings to the Secretary not later than
January 1, 1969 together with recommendations on how such protec
tion should be financed and, if such financing is to be accomplished
through the trust funds established under title XVIII of the Social
Security Act, on the extent to wvhich each of such trust funds should
bear the cost of such financing. Such report shall thereupon be transmitted to the Congress and to the Boards of Trustees created by sections 1817(b) and 1841 (b) of the Social Security Act. After the date

of transmittal to the Congress of

the report, the Council shall cease to

81 STAT.

855

so Stat. 417.
5 USC 3301

et seq.

Compensation,
travel ex-

penses.

830 Stat. 499.

79 Stat. 291.
42 USC 1395
139511

Report to
Congress.

exist.

42 USC 1395i,

STUDY TO DETERMINE FEASIBILITY OF INCLUSION OF CERTAIN ADDITIONAL
SERVICES UNDER PART B OF TITLE XVIII OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

Expi

SEC. 141. The Secretary shall make a study relating to the inclusion
under the supplementary medical insurance program (part B of title
XV11I of the Social Security Act) of services of additional types Of
l-icensed practitioners performing health services in independent practice. The Secretary shall make a report to the Congress prior to January 1, 1969, of his finding with respect to the need for covering,
under the supplementary medical insurance program, any of the
various types of services such practitioners perform and the costs to
such program of covein suI additional services, and shall make
recommendations as to the priority and method for covering these
services and the measures that should be adopted to protect the health
and safety of the individuals to whom such services would be fur
nished.

1395St.

tindate.

42 USC 1395j
1395w.
Report to

Congress.

PROVISIONS FOR BENEFITS UNDER PART A OF TITLE XVIII OF TI-IF SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT FOR SERVICES TO PATIENTS AD-MITITED PRIOR TO 1968 TO
CERTAIN HOSPITALS

SEC. 142. (a) Notwithstanding any rovisin of title XVIII of the
Social Security Act, an individuariwho isrentitiled to hospital insurance
benefits under section 226 of such Act may, subject to subsections (b)
and (c), receive, on the basis of an itemized bill, reimbursement for
charges to him for inpatient hospital services (a's defined in section

79 Stat. 290.
42 USC 426.

81 STAT. 856
79 Stat. 313.
42 USC 1395x.

42 usc 1395oo .
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to subsection (e) of such sec

tion) furnished by, or under arrangements (as (lefined in section
1861(w) of such Act) with, a hospital if
(_1-)the hospital did not have anl agreement in effect under
section 1866 of such Act but would have been eligible for payment
under part A of title XVIII of such Act. with respect to such
services if at the time such services were furnished the hospital
had such anl agreement in effect;
(2) the hospital (A) meets the requirements of paragraphs (.5))
and (7) of section 1861(e) of such Act, (B) is not primarily
engagd iproviding the services dlescribed in section 1861(j)
(1)(A)of
uchAct an (C isprimarily engaged in providing,
idividuals referred to in para
by or une.h.upriino
such Act, to inpatients (i)
grap
(1
fscin16()of
thrapeutic services for medical diagnosis,
diagnsi erien
treatmnt and careo injured, disabled, or sick persons, or (ii)
rehabiltation service frthe rehabilitation of injured, disabled,
or sick persons;
(3) the hospital did not meet the requirements that must be
met to permit pament. to the hospital under part A of title
XVIII of such AIct; and
(4) an application is filed (submitted in such form and manner
and by such person, and containing and supported by such infor
mation, as the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe) for re
imbursement before January 1, 1969.
(b) Payments under this section may not be made for inpatient
liosnital services (as described in subsection (a) ) furnished to an
individual
(1) prior to July 1, 1966,
(2) after IDecember 31, 1967, unless furnished with respect to
anl admission to the hospital prior to January 1, 1968, and
(3)

42 USC 1395f'.

-

for more than

(A) 90 days in any spell of illness, but. only if (i) prior to
January 1, 1969, the hospital furnishing such services entered
into an agreement under section 1866 of the Social Security
Act and (ii) the hospital's plan for utilization review, as pro
vided for in section 1861 (k) of such Act, has, in accordance
with section 1814 of such Act, been applied to the services
furnished such individual, or
(B) 20 days in any spell of illness, if the hospital did not
meet the conditions of clauses (i) and (ii) of subparagraph
(A).
(c) (1) The amounts payable in accordance with subsection (a) with
respect to inpatient hospital services shall, subject to paragraph (2)
of this subsection, be paid from the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust
Fund in amounts equal to 60 percent of the hospital's reasonable
charges for routine services furnished in the accommodations occupied
by thie individual or in semi-private accommodations (as defined in
section 1861 (v) (4) of the Social Security Act) whichever is less, plus
80 percent of the hospital's reasonable charges for ancillary services.
If separate charges for routine and ancillary services are not made by
the hospital, reimbursement may be based on two-thirds of the hos
pital's reasonable charges for the services received but not to exceed
the charges which would have been made if the patient had occupied
semi-private accommodations (as so defined). For purposes of the preceding provisions of this paragraph, the term "routine services" shall
mean the regular room, dietary, and nursing services, minor medical
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and surgical supplies and the use of equipment and facilities for
which a separate charge is not customarily made; the term "ancillary
services" shall mean those special services for which charges are customarily made in addition to routine services.
(2) Before applying paragraph (1), payments made under this
section shall be reduced to the extent provided for under section 1813
of the Social Security Act in the case of benefits payable to providers
of services under part A of title XVIII of such Act.
(d) For the purposes of this section(1) the 90-day period, referred to in subsection (b) (3) (A),
shall be reduced by the number of days of inpatient hospital
services furnished to such individual during the spell of illness,
referred to therein, and with respect to which he was entitled to
have payment made under part A of title XVIII of the Social
Security Act;
(2) the 20-day period, referred to in subsection (b) (3) (B)
shall be reduced by the number of days in excess of 70 days of
inpatient hospital services furnished dluring the spell of illness,
referred to therein, and with respect to which such individual
was entitled to have paynment made under such part A;
(3) the term "spell of illness" shall have the meaning assigned
to it by subsection (a) of section 1861 of such Act except that the
term '-inpatient hospital services" as it appears in such subsection
shall have the mueaniing assigned to it by subsection (a) of this
sect ion.ies'

"Ancillary

ser'zioes.",

79 Stat.

292.

42 USC 1395e.
42 USC 1395c
1395i.

"Spell of

illness;"
"Inpatient
hospital serv
42 USC 1395x.

PAYMENTS FRo

EMERGENCY HOSPITAL SERVICES

SEc. 143. (a) The second sentence followAing paragraph (8) of sec
tion 1861 (e) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out
"which meets the requirement of paragraphs (1), (2), (3), (4), (5)
and (7) of this subsection" and inserting in lieu thereof "which (i)
meets the requirements of paragraphs (5) and (7) of this subsection,
(ii) is not primarily engaged in providing the services described in sec
tion 1861 (j) (1) (A) and (iii) is primarily engiaged in providing, by or
under the supervision of individuals referred to in paragrap ()of
section 1861 (r), to inpatients diagnostic services andthrpui
services for medical diagnosis, treatment, and care of injureddial,
or sick persons, or rehabilitation services for the rehiabilitation of in
jured, disabled, or sick persons."
(b) That portion of section 1812 (a) of such Act that precedes para
graph (1) thereof is amended by inserting "or, in the case of payments
referred to in section 1814(d) (2) to him" after "on his behalf".
(c) Section 1814 (d) of such Act is amended by(1) striking out "Payments," and inserting in lieu thereof "1(1)
Payments";
(2) deleting "furnished"' and inserting "furnished in a calendar
year";
(3) 'deleting "-and" at the end of clause (A) and inserting a
comma in lieu thereof;
(4) inserting before the period at the end of the first sentence
the following: " , and (C) such hospital has. elected to claim pay
ments for all. such inpatient emergency services and for the emer
genc
oupatint-ervices referred to in section 1835 (b) furnished
during such year": and
(5) adding at the end of such section 1814(d) the following
new paragraphs:

42 USC 1395d.
Post. P. 858.
79 Stat. 296.
42 USC 1395f.

At
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79 Stat. 290.

42
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426.

42 USC 1395e.

42 USC 1395x.
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"(2) P~ayment mnay be iniid~e oithe basis of an itemnized.bill to an in
cividual en~titled to -hospital insurance benefits undIer section 226 for
.services described in p~aragraph (1) which aire emergency services if
(A)payment cannot be made under paragrap)h (1I) solely Ibec-ause the
hosjpital does not elect to claim such payment, and] (13) such individual
files apl)IicatioiL (submitted within such time and in such form and
manner and iby such pesn and containing and supported by such in
formation as- the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe) for reim
lbursemeint.
"(3) The amounts, payable under the preceding lparagi'aph with
reSpect. to services described therein shall, subject to the provisions of
ZMect
ion 1813, be equal to 60 percent of the hospital's reasonable charges
for routine services furnished in the accommodations occupe by th
indlividual Or In semiprivate accommodations (as define in section
1861(v) (4) ), whichever is less, plus 80 percent of the hospital's reit
s.onable charges for ancillary services. If separate charges for routine
and ancillar sevcsae not made by the hospital, reimbursement
may be based on two-thirds of the ]hospital's reasonable charges for the
sevcsreceived but not to exceed the charges which would have beenI
made if the patient had occupied semiprivate accommodations. For
purposes of the preceding provisions of this paragraph, the term 'rou
tine services' shall mean the re-ular room, dietary, and nursing serv
ices, minor medical and surgicaisupplies and the use of equipment and
facilities for which a separate charge is not customarily made; the
term ~ancillary services' shall mean those special service's for which
charges are customarily made in addition to routine services."
(d) The provisions made by subsection (a) of this section shall be
come effective as of .July 1, 1966, and the provisions made by subsec
tions (b) and (c) of this section shall apply to services furnished with
respect to admissions occurring after December 31 1967, and to out
patient hospital diagnostic services furnished after becenber 31, 1967,
and before April 1, 1968.
PAYMENT

UNDER SUi'P1LE.MENTAI.ItY 31Fi)iCAL, INSURANCE PROGiRAM FOR

c..ERrA iN INPATIENT ANCILLARY SERVICES

7j Stat. 321.
42 uzSC nm2x.

rtep.847.

42 USC 1395f'.

SE5c. 144. (a) So much of section 1861 (s) of the Social Security Act
which precedes paragraph (1) is amended by striking out "'(unless
they would otherwise constitute inpatient hospital services, extended
care services, or home health services)`.
(b) The -sentence immediately following paragraph (9) of section
1861(s) of such Act is amended by inserting after "hospital" the
following,: "(whiich, for purposes of this sentenice, meanisaniniistitutionI
considered a hospital for purposes of section 1814(d) )`.
(c) Section 1861(s) of such Act. is amended by adding at. the end
thereof (after and belo paragraph (13) as added to such section by
section 129(b) of this Act) the followving new sentence: "None of the
items and services referred to in the preceding paragraphs (other than
paragraphs (1) and (2) (A)) of this subsection which are furnished
to a pnitient of an institution which meets the (lefinition of a hospital
for purposes of section 1814(d) shall be included unless such other
conditions are met as the Secretary may find necessary relating to
health and safety of indlividuals with respect to whom such items
and services are furnished."
(d) -Section 1861 (s) (6) of such Act is amended by striking out "as
his home" and inserting in lieul thereof "as his home other than an
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institution that mneets the requirements of subsection (e) (1) or (j) (1)
of this ection".
~e) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to services furnished after March 31, 1968.
GENERAL ENROLLMENT PERIOD UNDER TITLE XVIII
SEC. 145. (a) Section 1837 (b) (1) of the Social Security Act is
amended to read as follows:
"(1) 'No individual may enroll for the first time under this part
unless hie does so in a general enrollment period (as provided in sub
section (e) ) which begins within 3 years after the close of the first
enrollment period during which hie could have enrolled under this
part."
(b) Section 1837(e) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
" (e) There shall be a general enrollment period, after the period
described in subsection (c) during the period beginning on January
1land ending on -March31 oieach year beginning with 1969."
(c) Section 1838 (b) of such Act is amended bydurn a
(1) striking out in paragraph (1) the following:
gyenerall enrol Fment peid described in section 1837(e)',";an
(2) striking out' December 31 of the year" and inserting in lieu
thereof "the calendar quarter following the calendar quarter".
(d) Sect ion 1839 (b) (2) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"1(~2) The Secretary shall, during December 1968 and of each year
thereafter-, determine and promulgate the dollar amount (whether or
not sucli dollar amount was applicable for premiums for any prior
month) wvhich shall be applicable for premiums for months occurring
in the. 12-mionth period commencing July 1 in each succeeding year.
Such dollar amount shall be such amount as the Secretary estimates to
be necessary so that the aggregate Jpremiulms for such 12-month period
will equal one-half of the total of the benefits and administrative costs
which hie estimates will be payable from the Federal Supplementary
Medical Insurance Trust Fund for such 12-month period. In estimat
ing, aggregzate benefits payable for any period, the Secretary shall in
clu'de an appropriate amount for a contingency margin. Whenever
the Secretary, pursuant to the preceding sentence, promulgates the
dlollar amotunt which shall be applicable for premiums for any period,
hie shall, at the time such promulgation is announced issue a public
statement setting forth the actuarial assumptions and bases employed
l)V him in arrivmng at the amount. of premiums so promulgated."
(e) The amendments made by subsections (a), (b), and (c) shall
become effective April 1, 1968. Notwithstanding the provisions of sec
tion 2 of Public Law 90-97, the amendments made by subsection (d)
shall become effective December 1, 1968.

79 Stat. 304.
3 5
42 USC 1 9 p.

42 USC 1395q.

42 USC 1395r.

-An-t-e p.

249.

ELIMINATION OF SPECIAL REDUCTION IN ALLOWABLE DAYS OF INPATIENT
HOSPITAL SERVICES FOR PATIENTS IN TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITALS
SEC. 146. (a) Section 1812 (c) of the Social Security Act (as amended
by section 138 of this Act) is f urther amended(1) by striking out "a psychiatric hospital or a tuberculosis
hospital" and inserting in lieu thereof "a psychiatric hospital",
(2) by striking out "and inpatient tuberculosis hospital serv
ices", and
(3) by striking out "or tuberculosis".
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply with
respect to payment for services furnished after December 31, 1967.

Ante, p. 854.
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PAR'r 4-MISCELLANEOUS AND TECH-N-ICAL AMENDxENTS
ELIGIBILITY OF ADOPTED CHILD FOR MONTHLY BENEFITS
72 Stat. 1028.
42 USC 416.

42 USC 302

note.
42 USC 4014285 Ante.
P. 833.

SEC. 150. (at) The second sentence of section 216(e) of the Social
Security Act. is amended by striking out "before the end of two years
after the day on which such individual died or the date of enactment.
of this Act' and inserting in lieu thereof "oniy if (A) proceedings
for tile adoption of the child had been instituted by such individual
before his death, or (B) such child was adopted by such individual's
surviving spouse before the end of two years after (i) the day on
which such individual died or (ii) the date of enactment of the Social
Security Amendments of 1958".
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply with re
spect to monthly benefits payab~le under title II of the Social Security
Act for months after January 1968, but only on the basis of an
application filed in or after the month ill which this Act is enacted.
CRITERIA FOR DEThRMINING CHILD'S DEPENDENCY ON MOTHER

64 Stat. 484.
42 USC 402.

74 Stat. 952.

64 Stat. 484i
72 Stat. 1030;

79 Stat. 371,
397.

79 Stat. 372.
65 Stat. 689.
45 USC 228e.

80 Stat. 1084.

50 Stat. 307.
45 USC 228a228s-2.

SEC. 151. (a) Section 202(d) (3) of the Social Security Act is
amended
(1) by inserting "or his mother or adopting mother" after "his
father or adopting father" in the first sentence; and
(2) by striking out ", if such individual is the child's father,"
iii the second sentence.
(b) Section 2(Y2(d) (4) of such Act is amended by inserting "or
stepmother-" after "stepfather" each place it appears.
(c) Section 202(d) of such Act is further amended by striking out
p)aragraph (5), and by redesignating paragraphs (6) through (10)
ats paragraphs (5) through (9), respectively.
(d) (1) 1Tieparagraph of section 202(d) of such Act redesignated
as paragraph (9) by subsection (c) of this section is amended by
striking out "under paragraph (9)" and inserting in lieu thereof
"under paragraph (8) ".
(2) Paragraphs (2) and (3) of section 202 (s) of such Act are each
amended by striking out "(d) (6)," a~nd inserting iln lieu thereof
"(d) (5) "
(3 Selctfion (5) (1) (1) of the Railroad Retirement. Act of 1937 is
aniended

(A) by striking out "(3), (4), or (5) " in the third sentence and
inserting in lieu thereof "(3) or (4) "; and
(B) by striking out "paragraph (8)" in the ninth sentence and
inserting in lieu thereof "paragraph (7) "
(e) The amendments mad btIs
senction shall apply with respect
to monthly benefits payable under title 11 of the Social Security Act
(and annuities accruing under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937)
for months after .January 1968, but only on the basis of applications
filed in or after the month in which this Act is enacted.
RECOVERY OF OVERPAYMENTS

53 Stat. 1368.
42 USC 404.

SEC. 152. (a) Section 204(a) of the Social Security Act is amended
to read as follows:
"4(a) Whenever the Secretary finds that more or less than the correct
amount of payment has been made to any person under this title. proper
adjustment or recovery shall be made, under regulations prescribed by
the Secretary, as follows:
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"(1) With respect to payment to a person of more than the
correct amount, the Secretary shall decrease any payment under
this title to which such overpaid person is entitled, or shall require
such overpaid person or his estate to refund the amount in excess
of the correct amount, or shall decrease any payment under this
title payable to his estate or to any other person on the basis of
the wages and self-employment income which were the basis of the
payments to such overpaid person, or shall apply any combina
tion of the foregoing.
"(2) With respect to payment to a person of less than the cor
rect amount, the Secretary shall make payment of the balance of
the amount due such underpaid person, or, if such person dies
before payments are completed or before negotiating one or
more check representing correct payments, disposition of the
amount due shall be made in accordance with subsection (d) ."
(b) Section 204(b) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"4(b)In any case in which more than the correct amount of payment has been made, there shall be no adjustment of payments to, or
recovery by the United States from, any person who is without fault
if such adjustment or recovery would defeat the purpose of this title
or would be against equity and good conscience."
BENEFITS PAID ON BASIS OF ERRONEOUS REPORTS OF DEATH IN

86

81 STAT-86

53 Stat. 1368.
42 USC 404.

3MILITARY

SERVICE

SEc. 153. (a) Section 204(a) (1) of the Social Security Act (as
amended by section 152 of this Act) is further amended by adding at
the end the following sentence: "A payment made under this title on
the basis of an erroneous report of death by the Department of De
fense of an individual in the line of duty while he is a member of the
uniformed services (as defined in section 210(m)) on active duty (as
defined in section 210 (1) ) shall not be considered an incorrect payment for any month prior to the month such Department notifies the
Secretary that such individual is alive."
(b) The amendment made by this section shall apply with respect
to benefits under title 1I of the Social Security Act if the individual
to whom such benefits were paid would have been entitled to such
benefits in or after the month in which this Act wvas enacted if the
report mentioned in the amendment made by subsection (a) of this
section had been correct (but without regard to the provisions of sec

tion202(j) (1) of such Act).

Ante.

P. 860.

42 USC 410.

42 USC 401
428i Ante,
p. 833.

42 USC 402.

UNDERPAYMENTS

SEc. 154. (a) Section 204(d) of the Social Security Act is amended

to read

as follows:

"(d) If an individual dies before any payment due him under this
title is completed, payment of the amount due (including the amount
of any unnegotiated checks) shall be made
"(1) to the person, if any, who is determined by the Secretary
to be the surviving spouse of the deceased individual and who
either (i) was living in the same household with the deceased at
the time of his death or (ii) was, for the month in which the de
ceased individual died, entitled to a monthly benefit on the basis
of the same wages and self-employment income as was the de
ceased individual;
" (2) if there is no person who meets the requirements of para
graph (1), or if the person who meets such requirements dies be
fore the payment due him under this title is completed, to the
child or children, if any, of the deceased individual who were, for

79 Stat. 401.
42 USC 404.
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the month in which the deceased individual died, entitled to
monthly benefits on the basis of the same wa ges and self-employ~
ment income as was the deceased individual (and, in case there is
more than one such child, in equal parts to each such child) ;
"(3) if there is no person who meets the requirements of para
graph (1) or (2), or if each person wvho meets such requirements
dies before the payment due him under this title is completed, to
the parent or parents, if any, of the deceased individual who were,
for the month in which the deceased individual died, entitled to
monthly benefits onl the basis of the same wages and self-employ
ment income as was the deceased individual (and, in case there is
more than one such parent, in equal parts to each such parent) ;
"(4) if there is no person who meets the requirements of para
graph (1), (2), or (3), or if each person who meets such require
ments dies before the payment due him under this title is com
pleted, to the person, if any, determined by the Secretary to be
t~he surviving spouse of the deceased individual;
"(5) if there is no person who meets the -requirements of para
graph (1), (2), (3) ,or (4), or if each person who meets such
requirements dies before the payment due him under this title is
completed, to the person or persons, if any, determined by the Sec
retary to be the child or children of the deceased individual (and,
in case there is more than one such child, in equal parts to each
such child)
"(6) if there is no person who meets the requirements of para
graph (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5), or if each person who meets
such requirements dies before the payment due him under this
title is completed, to the parent or parents, if any, of the deceased

individual (and, in case there is more than one such parent, in
equal parts to each such parent) ; or

"(7)ifthere isno peson who meets the requirements of para
graph (1), (2), (3)
, (4e),
0(5), or (6),or ifeach person who meets
such requirements dies before the payment due him under this
79 Stat. 331.
42 USC 1395gg.

title is completed, to the legal representative of the estate of the
deceased individual, if any.'
(b) The heading of section 1870 of such Act is amended by adding
at the end thereof "AND SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS FOR
BENEFITS ON BEHALF OF DECEASED INDIVIDUALS".
(c) Section 1870 of such Act is amended by adding after subsection
(d) the following new subsections:
"(e) If an individual, who received services for which payment
may be made to such individual under this title, dies, and payment for
such services was made (other than under this title), and the indi
vidual died before any payment due him under this title with respect
to such services was completed, payment of the amount due (includ
ing the amount of any unnecrotiatedechecks) shall be made
"(1) if the paymlent for such services wvas made (before or
after such individual's death) by a person other than the deceased
individual, to the person or persons determined by the Secretary
under regulations to have paid for such services, or if the pay
ment for such services was made by the deceased individual be
fore his death, to the legal representative of the estate of such
deceased individual, if anly;
"(2) ifthere is no person who meets the requirements of
paragraph (1), to the person, if any, who is determined by the
Secretary to be the surviving spouse of the deceased individual
and who was either living in the same household with the de
ceased at the time of his death or was, for the month in which the
deceased individual died, entitled to a monthly benefit on the
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basis of the same wages and self-employment income as was the
deceased individual;
"(3) if there is no person who meets the requirements of para
graph (1) or (2), or if the person who meets such requirements
dies before the payment due him under this title is completed, to
the child or children, if any, of the deceased individual who were,
for the month in which the deceased individual died, entitled to
monthly benefits on the basis of the same, wages and self-employ
mnent income as was the deceased individual (and, in case there
is more than one such child, in equal parts to each such child) ;
" (4) if there is no prson who meets the requirements of para
graph (1), (2), or (3),or if each person who meets such require
ments dies before the payment due him under this title is com
pleted, to the parent or parents, if any, of the deceased individual
who were, for the month in which the deceased individual
died, entitled to monthly benefits on the basis of the same wages
and self-employment income as was the deceased individual (and,
in case there is more than one such parent, in equal parts to each
such parent)
" (5) if there is no person who meets the requirements of para
graph (1), (2), (3), or (4), or if each person who meets such
requirements dies before the payment due him under this title is
completed, tQ the person, if any, determined by the Secretary to
be the surviving spouse of the deceased individual;
"(6) ifthere is no person who meets the requirements of para
graph (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5),or ifeach person who meets such
requirements dies before the payment due him under this title is
completed, to the person or persons, if any, determined by the
Secretary to be the child or children of the deceased individual
(and, in case there is more than one such child, in equal parts to
each such child) ;
" (7) if there is no person who meets the requirements of para
graph (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), or (6), orif each person who meets
such requirements dies before the payment due him under this
title is completed, to the parent or parents, if any, of the deceased
individual (and, in case there is more than one such parent, in
equal parts to each such parent) ; or
"(8) if there is no person who meets the requirements of para
graph (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), or (7), or if each person who
meets such requirements dies before the payment due him under
this title is completed, to the legal representatives of the estate of
the deceased individual, if any.
"(f) If an individual who received medical and other health serv
ies for which payment may be made under section 1832(a) (1) dies,

and" (1) no assignment of the right to payments was made by such
individual before his death, and
" (2) payment for such services has not been made,
payment for such services shall be made to the physician or other per
son who provided such services, but payment shall be made under this
subsection only in such amount and subject to such conditions as would
have been applicable if the individual who received the services had
not died, and only if the person or persons who provided the services
agrees that the reasonable charge is the full charge for the services."
(d) Section 1842(b) (3)(B) of such Act (as amended by section
125(a) of this Act) is amended by striking out "and such payment
will be made" and inserting in lieu thereof "and such payment will
(except as otherwise provided in section 1870(f)) be made".

79 Stat. 302.
42 USC 1395k.
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SIMPLIFICATION OF COMNPUTATION OF PRIMARY INSURANCE AMOUNT AND
QUARTERS OF COVERAGE IN CASE OF 1937-1950 WAGES

72 Stat.
42

USC

1016.

SEC.

155. (a) (1) Section 215 (d) (1) of the Social Security Act is

amended to read as follows:

415.

"Primary Insurance Benefit Under 1939 Act
Ante

"(d) (1) For purposes of column I of the table appearing in subsec
tion (a) of this section, an individual's primary insurance benefit shall

p82.
p82.

be computed as follows:

"4(A) Tile individual's average monthly wage shall be deter
rn ined as provided in subsection (b) (but without regard to para
graph (4) thereof) of this section, except that, for purposes of
paragraph (2) (C) and (3) of such subsection, 1936 shall be
used instead of 1950.
"(B) For purposes of subparagraphs (B) and (C) of subsec
tion (b) (2), an individual whose total wages prior to 1951 (as
defined in subparagraph (C) of this subsection)
" (i) do not exceed $27,000 shall be deemed to have been
paid such wxages in equal parts in nine calendar years after

1936 and prior to

"Total wages
prior to 1951."1

42 USC 417.
50 Stat. 307.
45 USC 228a2289-2.

42 USC 402,
423.

Post, p.

86 5

.

1951;

"(ii) exceed $27,000 and are less than $42,000 shall be
deemed to have been paid (I) $3,000 in each of such number
of calendar years after 1936 and prior to 1951 as is equal to
the integer derived by dividing such total wages by $3,000,
and (1I) the excess of such total wages over thiee product of
$3,000 times such integer, in an additional calendar year in
such period; or
"(iii) are at least $42,000 shall be deemed to have been
paid $8,000 in each of the fourteen calendar years after 1936
"and prior to 1951.
"(C) For tile purposes of subparagraph (B), 'total wages
prior to 1951' with respect to an individual means the sum of (i)
remuneration credited to such individual prior to 1951 on t~he
records of the Secretary, (ii) wages deemed paid prior to 1951 to
sulch individual under section 217, and (iii) compensation under
the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 prior to 1951 creditable to

him pursuant to this title.

"(D) The individual's primary insurance benefit shall be 45.6
per centum. of the first $50 of his average monthly wage as com
puted under this subsection, plus 11.4 per centumn of tile next $200
of such average monthly wiage."
(2) Section 215(d) (2) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(2) The provisions of this subsection shall be applicable only in
the case of an individual
" (A) with respect to whom at least one of the quarters elapsing
prior to 1951 is a quarter of coverage;
"(B) except as provided in paragraph (3), who attained age
22 after 1950 and with respect to whom less than six of the quar
ters elapsing after 1950 are quarters of coverage, or who attained
such age before 1951; and
" (C) (i) who becomes entitled to benefits under section 202 (a)
or 223 after the date of the enactment of the Social Security
Amendments of 1967, or
" (ii) who dies after such date without being entitled to benefits
under section 202 (a) or 223, or
"(iii) whose primary insurance amount is required to be re
computed under section 215 (f) (2)."1
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(~3)Section 215 (d) (3) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(3) The provisions of this subsection as in effect prior to the enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1967 shall be applicable
in the case of an individual
"(A) who attained age 21 after 1936 and prior to 1951, or
"1(B) who had a period of disability which began prior to 1951,
but only if the primary insurance amount resulting therefrom is
higher than the primary insurance amount resulting from the
application of this section (as amended by the Social Security
Amendments of 1.967) and section 220.".
(4) So much of section 215 (f ) (2) of such Act as precedes subparagraph (E) is amended to read as follows:
"4(2) If an individual has wages or self-employment income for a
year after 1965 for any part of which he is entitled to old-age in
surance benefits, the Secretary shall, at such time or times and within
such period as hie may by regulations rescribe, recompute such in
dividual's primary insurance amount wit~h respect to each such year.
Such recomputation shall be made as provided in subsection (a) (1)
and (3) as though the year with respect to which such recomiputation
is made is the last year of the period specified in subsection (b) (2)
(C). A recomputation under this paragraph with respect to any year
shall be effective-"
(5) Subparagraphs (E) and (F) of such section 215 (f) (2) are re
designated as subparagraphs (A) and (B), respectively.
(6) Section 215 (f) o~f such Act is further amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new paragraph:
" (5) In the case of a man who became entitled to old-age insurance
benefits and died before the month in which he attained age 65, the
Secretary shall recompute his primary insurance amount as provided
in subsection (a) as though he became entitled to old-age insurance
benefits in the month in which hie died; except that (i) his computa
tion base years referred to in subsection (b) (2) shall include the year
in which he died, and (ii) his elapsed years referred to in subsection
(b) (3) shall not include the year in which he died or any year there
after. Such recomputation of such primary insurance amount shall
be effective for and after the month in which he died."
(7) (A) The amendments made by paragraphs (4) and (5) shall
avpply with respect to recomputations made under section 215 (f) (2)
of the Social Security Act. after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(B) The amendment made by paragraph (6) shall apply with re
slpect to individuals who die after the date of enactment of this Act.
(8) In any case in which
(A) any person became entitled to a monthly benefit under
section 202 or 223 of the Social Security Act after the date of
enactment of this Act and before February 1968, and
(B) the primary insurance amount on which the amount of such
benefit is based was determined by applying section 215(d) of
the Social Security Act as amended by this Act,
suchl primary insurance amount shall, for purposes of section 215(c)
of the Social Security Act. as amended by this Act, be deemed to have
been computed on the basis of the Social Security Act in effect prior
to the enactment of this Act.
(9) The amendment made by paragraphs (1) and (2) shall not
apply wvith respect to monthly benefits for any month prior to January
1967.
(b) (1) Section 213 of the Social Security Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsectibn:

81 STAT. 865
74 Stat. 962.
42 USC 415.

42 USC 420.
79 Stat. 365.

64 Stat. 509;
79 Stat. 365.

42 USC 402,
423,

Ante,

p. 864.

Ante,

p. 827.

64 Stat. 504.
42 USC 413.

81 STAT.

866
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"Alternative.Method for lDetermining Quarters of Coverage With
Respect to Wages in the Period from 1937 to 1950)
75 Stat. 137.
42 USC 414.
Ane
p. 864.

42 USC 402.
423.

74 Stat. 964;
79 Stat. 366.
42 USC 415 note.

"(c) For purposes of section 214(a), anl individual shall be deemed
to have one quarter of coverage for each $400 of his total wages prior
to 1951 (as defined in section 21.5(d) (1) (C) ), except wh,-lere
"(1) such individual is not, a fully insured individual on the
lbasis of the number of quarters of coverage so derived plus the
number of quarters of coverage derived from the wages and selfemployment income credited to him for periods after 1950, or
"(2) such individual's elapsed years (for purposes of section
214(a) (1) ) are less than 7."
(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply only in
the case of an individual wh-Io applies for benefits under section 202(a)
of the Social Security Act after the date of the enactment of this Act,
or who dies after such date without being entitled to benefits under
section 202 (a) or 223 of the Social Security Act.
(c) Section 303(g) (1) of the Social Security Amendments of 1960

is amended

(1) by striking out "section 309 of" and by striking out
"Amendments of 1965" and inserting in lieu thereof "Amend
ments of 1965 and 1967" in the first sentence; and
(2) by striking out "after 1965, or dies after 1965" and insert
ing in lieu thereof "after the date of the enactment of the Social
Security Amendments of 1967, or dies after such date", and by
striking out "Amendments of 1965" and inserting in lieu thereof
"Amendments of 1967", in the second sentence.
IEFINITIONS OF WIDOW.

72 Stat. 1027.
42 USC 416.

64 Stat. 510;
74 Stat. 994.

WIDOWER.

AND

STEPCHILD

SEC. 1.56. (a) Section 216 (c) of the Social Security Act is aniended
by striking out "not less than one year" in clause. (5) and inserting in
lieu thereof "not less than mime months".
(b) The first sentence of section 216 (e) of such Act is amended by
striking out "tue day on which such individual died" and inserting
in lieu thereof "not. less than nine months immediately preceding the
day on which such individual died".
(c) Section 216 (g) of such Act is amended by striking out "not
less than one year" in clause (5) and inserting in lieu thereof "not
less than nine months".
(d) Section 216 of such Act is further amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new subsection:

"Waiver of Nine-Month Requirement for *Widow, Stepchild, or
Widower in Case of Accidental Death or in Case of Serviceman
D)ying in Line of Dut~y
Supra.of

"(k) The requirement. in clause (5) of subsection (c) or clause (5)
subsection (g) that the surviving spouse of an individual have
been married to such individual for a period of not less than nine
months immediately prior to the day onl which such individual died in
order to qualify as such individual's widow or widower, and the re
quirement in subsection (e) that the stepchild of a deceased individual
have been such stepchild for not. less than nine months immediately
preceding the day on which such individual died iii order to qualify
as such individual's child, shall be deemed to be satisfied, where Such
individual dies within the applicable nine-month period, if his
death
"(1) is accidental, om
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"(2) occurs in line of duty whdile lie is a member of a uniformed
service serving on active duty (as defined in section 210(1) (2)),
and he Would satisfy such requirement if a three-month period were
substituted for the nine-month period; except that this subsection
shall not apply if the Secretary determines that at the time of the
marriage involved the individual could not have reasonably been
expected to live for nine months. For purposes of paragraph (1) of
the preceding sentence, the death of an individual is accidental if
he receives boily injuries solely through violent, external, and acci
dental means and, as a direct result of the bodily injuries and inde
pendently of all other causes, loses his life not later than three months
after the day on which he receives such bodily injuries."
(e) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to monthly benefits under title 11 of the, Social Security Act for
months after January 1968, but only on the basis of applications filed
in or after the month in which this Act is enacted.

42 USC 410.

42 USC 401
428; Ante.
P. 833.

HUSBAND'S AND WIDOWER'S INSURANCE BENEFITS WITHOUT REQUIREMENT
OF WIFE'S CURRENTLY INSURED STATUS

SEC. 157. (a) (1) Section 202(c) (1) of the Social Security Act
is amended bv striking out "a currently insured individual (as defined
in section 214(b) )"inn the matter preceding subparagraph (A) and
1
inserting in lieu thereof "ain individuai
".
(2) Section 202(c) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out
"The requirement in p)aragraph (1) that the individual entitled to
old-age or disability insurance benefits be a currently insured individ
uanl, and the provisions of subparagraph (C) of such parag-raph," and
inserting in lieu thereof "The provisions of subparagraph (C) of para
graph (1) ".
(b) (1) Section 202 (f) (1) of such Act is amended(A) by striking out. "and currently" in the matter preceding
subparagraph (A), and
(B) bv striking out "4. and she was a currently insured individ

ual," in subparagraph (D) (ii).

SEC. 158. (a) Section

223(c)

72

Stat. 1026.

64 Stat. 485.

7

(2) Section 202(f (2) of such Act is amended by striking out
"The requirement in paragraph (1) that the deceased fully insured
individual also be a currently insured individual, and the provisions
of subparagraph (D) of such paragraph," and inserting in lieu there
of "The provisions of subparagraph (ID) of paragraph (1) ".
(c) In the case of any husband who would not be entitled to
husband's insurance benefits under section 202(c) of the Social
Security Act or any widower who would not be entitled to widower's
insulrance benefits under section 202(f) of such Act except for the
enactment of this section, the requirement in section 202(c) (1) (C)
or 202(f) (1) (D) of such Act relating to the time within which proof
of support must be filed shall not apply if such proof of support is
filed within two years after the month following the month in which
this Act is enacted.
(d) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect
to monthly benefits payable under title 11 of the Social Security Act
for months after January 1968, but only on the basis of applications
filed in or after the month in which this Act is enacted.
DEFINITION

64 Stat. 483.
42 USC 402.

tt

03

OF DISABILITY

of

the

Social

Security

Act is

amended(1)by inserting "of Insured Status and Waiting Period" after
"Definitions" inthe heading;

70 Stat. 815.
42 USC 423.

81 STAT.

868

70 Stat. 8153
79 Stat. 367,
413.
42 USC 423.
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(2) by striking out paragraph (2) ; and
(3) by redesignating paragraph (3) as paragraph (2).
(b) Section 223 of such Act is further amended %y adding at the
endt thereof the following new subsection:
"Definition of Disability

"(d) (1) The term 'disability' means-
"c(A) inability to engage in any substantial gainful activity
by reason of any medically determinable physical or mental im
pairment which can be expected to result in death or which has
lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not
less than 12 months; or
" (B) in the case of an individual who has attained the age of
55 and is blind (within the meaning of 'blindness' as defined
in section 216 (i) (1) ), inability by reason of such blindness to
42 USC 416.
engage in substantial gainful activity requiring skills or abilities
comparable to those of any gainful activity in which he has pre
viously engaged with some regularity and over a substantial
period of time.
(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)(A) 
"4(A) an individual (except a widow, surviving divorced wife,
or widower for purposes of section 202 (e) or (f)) shall be deter
42 USC 402.
mined to be undler a disability only if his physical or mental im
pairmeont or impairments are of such severity that he is not only
unable to do his previous work but cannot, considering his age,
education, and work experience, engage in any other kind of sub
stantial gainful work which exists in the national economy, re
gardless of whether such work exists in the immediate area in
which hie lives, or whether a specific job vacancy exists for him,
or whether he would be hired if he applied for work. For purposes
of the 'preceding sentence (with respect to any individual), 'work
which exists in the national economy' means work which exists in
'significant numbers either in the region where such individual
lives or in several regions of the country.
"C(B) A widow, surviving divorced wife, or widower shall not
be determined to be under a disability (for purposes of section
202 (e) or (f)) unless his or her physical or mental impairment
or impairments are of a level of severity -which under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary is deemed to be sufficient to preclude
an individual from engaging in any gainful activity.
"(3), For*purposes of this subsection, a 'physical or mental impair
"Pl~ijeoal orl
mental impair- inent' is an impairment that results from anatomical, physiological, or
psychological abnormalities which are demonstrable by medically ac
ment."
ceptable clinical and laboratory diagnostic techniques.
"(4) The Secretary shall by regulations prescribe the criteria for
determining when services performed or earnings derived from serv
ices demonstrate an individual's ability to engage in substantial gain
ful activity. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (2), an
individual whose services or earnings meet such criteria shall, except
for purposes of section 222 (c), be found not to be disabled.
42 USC 422.
"(5) An individual shall not be considered to be under a disability
unless he furnishes such medical and other evidence of the existence
thereof as the Secretary may require."
79 Stat. 370.
(c) (1) Section 202(d) (1) (B) of such Act is amended by striking
out "section 223 (c) " and inserting in lieu thereof "section 223 (d) ".
42 USC 402.
(2) Paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of section 202(s) of such Act
are each amended by striking out "section 223(c)" and inserting in
lieu thereof "sect ion 223 (d)"
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(3) Section 221(a) of such Act is amended by striking out "4or
223 (c) "and inserting in lieu thereof "or 223 (d) ".
(4) Section 221 (c) of such Act is amended by striking out "or
223 (c)" and inserting in lieu thereof "or 223(d) ".
(5) Section 9222(c) (4) (B) of such Act is amended by striking out
"section 223(c) (2)" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 223(d)".
(6) Sect ion 223 (a) (1) (D) of such Act is amended by striking out
"subsection (c) (2)" and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (d) .
(7) The first sentence of section 223 (a) (1) of such Act is furte
amended by striking out "subsection (c) (3)" and inserting in lieu

thereof "~subsection (c) (2) ".
(8) The last sentence of section

223 (a) (1)

is amended by strikin

out "subsection (c) (2) except for subparagraph (B) thereof" anul
insertin-~ in lieu thereof "subsection (d) except for paragraph (1) (B)
thereof'~
(9) Section 25of such Act is amended by striking out "section
223 (c) (2) " and inserting in lieu thereof "section 223 (d) ".
(ci) Section 216(i) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out the
third sentence and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "The provisions of paragraphs (2) (A), (3), (4), and (5)of section 223(d) shall
be apllied for purposes of determining whether an individual is under
a disability within the meaning of the first sentence of this paragraph
in the same manner as they are applied for purposes of paragraph (1)
of such section."
(e) The amendments made by this section shall be effective with
respect to applications for disability insurance benefits under section
223 of the Social Security Act, and for disability determinations under
Section 216 (i) of such Act, filed
(1) in or after the month in which this Act is enacted, or
(2) before the month in which this Act is enacted if the appli
cant has not died before such month and if
(A) notice of the final decision of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare has not been given to the applicant
before such month; or
(13) the notice referred to in subparagraph (A) has been
so given before such month but a civil action with respect to
such final decision is commenced under section 205(g) of the
Social Security Act (whether before, in, or after such month)
and the decision in such civil action has not become final
before such month.

70 Stat. 818.
42 Usc 421.

74
42
70
42

Stat. 968.
USC 422.
Stat. 815.
USC 423.

79 Stat. 413.
42 USC 423.

70 Stat. 817.
42 USC 425.
68 Stat. 1080.
42 USC 416.
Ante, P. 868.

53 Stat. 1370.
42 USC 405.

i)ISAkBILITY BENEFITS AFFECTFD BY RECEIPT OF WORKMEN'S CO-MPENSATION

SiEC. 159. (a) (1) The last sentence of section 224 (a) of the Social
Security Act is amended by inserting after "his wages and selfemyployment income" where it first appears in clause (B) the following: " (computed without regard to the limitations specified in sections
2M0 (a) and 211 (b) (1))"
(2) Section 224 (a) of such Act is further amended by adding at
the end thereof the following: "In any case where an individual's
wages and self-employment income reported to the Secretary for a
calendar year reach the limitations specified in sections 209(a) and
211 (b) (1), the Secretary under regulations shall estimate the total of
sUch wages and self-employment income for purposes of clause (B)
of the preceding sentence on the basis of such information as may
be available to him indicating the extent (if any) by which such wages
arid self-employment income exceed such limitations."
(b) (1) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall argly only
with respect to monthly benefits under title II of the Socia
Act for months after January 1968.42UC01

79 Stat. 406.
42 USC 424.
42 USC 409,
411.

42cUSr401
428; Ante
p!. 833.
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79 Stat. 407.

42 USC 424.

68 Stat. 1076;
74 Stat. 955.
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(2) For purposes of any redetermination which is made under sec
tion 224(f) of the Social Security Act in the case of benefits subject
to reduction under section 224 of such Act, where such reduction as
first computed was effective with respect to benefits for the month in
which this Act is enacted or a prior month, the amendments made by
subsection (a) of this section shall also be deemed to have applied
in the initial determination of the "average current earnings" of the
individual whose wages and self-employment income are involved.
EXTENSION

72 Stat. 1033;
74 Stat. 955.
42 Usc 403.

-

OF TIME FOR FILING REPORTS OF EARNINGS

SEC. 160. (a) Section 203(h) (1) (A) of the Social Security Act is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence:
"The Secretary may grant a reasonable extension of time for making
the report of earnings required in this paragraph if he finds that there
is valid reason for a delay, but in no case may the period be extended
more than three months."
(b) Section 203 (h) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out
"within the time prescribed therein" and inserting in lieu thereof
"within the time prescribed by or in accordance with such paragraph".
PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO FILE TIM1ELY REPORTS OF EARNINGS AND OTHER
EVENTS

is a failure
to report."1

SEc. 161. (a) Section 203(h) (2) (A) of the Social Security Act is
amended by inserting before the semicolon at the end thereof the fol
lowing: ", except that if the deductio impsed under subsection (b)
by reason of his earnings for such y~e~ar Hisnless than the amount of his
benefit (or benefits) for the last month of such year for which he was
entitled to a benefit under section 202, the additional deduction shall
be equal to the amount of the deduction imposed under subsection (b)
but not less than $10".
(b) Section 2 03(g) of such Act is amended by striking out all that
follows "shall suffer" and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"deductions in addition to those imposed under subsection (c) as
follows:
"(1) if such failure is the first one with respect to which an
additional deduction is imposed by this subsection such additional
deduction shall be equal to his benefit or bene~lts for the first
month of the period for which there is a failure to report even
though such failure is with respect to more than one month;
"(2) if such failure is the second one with respect to wvhich an
additional deduction is imposed by this subsection, such additional
deduction shall be equal to two times his benefit or benefits for the
firsit month of the period for which there is a failure to report even
though such failure is wvith respect to more than two months; and
"(3) if such failure is the third or a subsequent one for which
an additional deduction is imposed under this subsection, such
additional deduction shall be equal to three times his benefit or
benefits for the first month of the period for which there is a
failure to report even though the failure to report is with respect
to more than three months;
except that the number of additional deductions required by this sub
section shall not exceed the number of months in the period for which
there is a failure to report. As used in this subsection, the term 'period
for which there is a failure to report' with respect to any individual
means the period for which such ind'iv~idual received and accepted
insurance benefits uinder section 202 without making a timely report

42 USC 40,2.

and for which deductions are required under subsection (c)

42 USC 402.

"Period for
whish there

."
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(c) The aniendueiits made by this section shall applyvwith respect
to any deductioins i nilosed oin or after the (late of the enactment of this
Act under subsections (g) and (Ih) of section 203 of the Social S,~ecuritv
Acet onl accouint of failure to make a report required thereby.
LIMITATION ON P'AYMENT OF BENEFITS TO ALIENS
THE UNITED STATES

TT

7

42 USC 403.

OUTSIDE

'SEC. 162. (a) (1) Section 202(t) (1)
of the Social Security Act is 70 Stat. 835.
amnended by adding at the end thereof (after and below subparagraph 42 USC 402.
(B3) )the followving new sentence: "'For purposes of tile preceding sen
tence, aifter anl individual has been outside the U~nited States for any
Iperiod of thirty consecutive days hie shall be treated as remaining out
s;ide the United States until he has been in the United States for a
1)eriod of thirty consecutive days."
(2) Tile amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply only with
respect to six-month periods (w~ithin` the meaning of section 202(t)
(1) (A) of the Social Security Act) which begin after the date of the
enactment of tilis Act.
(b) (1) Sect ion 202 (t) (4) of such Act is amended70 Stat. 835;
(A) by striking out the period at the end of subparagraph (E) 72 Stat. 1783.
andhinserting in lieu thereof a semicolon; and
(B) by addiing at the end thereof (after and below subpara
garaph (E) ) the following:
'except that subpar-agraphs (A) and (B) of this paragraph shall not
apply in the case of any individual who is a citizen of a foreign coun
try that. has in effect a'social insurance, or pension system which is of
geineral application in such country and which satisfies subparagraph
(A) but not subparagraph (B) of paragraph (2), or who is a citizen
of a foreign country that has no social insurance or pension system
of general-application if at any time within five years prior to the
month in which the Social Security Amendments of 1967 are enacted
(or the first month thereafter for which his benefits are subject to sus
pension under paragraph (1)) payments to individuals residing in
such country wvere withheld by the Treasury Department under the
first section of the Act of October 9, 1940 (31 U.S.C. 123)."
54 Stat. 1086;
(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall apply only with 56 Stat. 1028.
respect to monthly benefits under title II of the Social Security Act 42 USC 401-428;
for months beginning after June 30, 1968.
Ante. p. 833.
(c) (1) Section '202(t) of such Act is further amended by adding9 70 Stat. 835;

at the end thereof the following new paragraph:79Sa.34
"(10) -Notwithstandingany other provision of this title, no monthly79Sa.34
benefits shall be paid under this section or under section 223, for any
molnth beginning after June 30, 1968, to an individual who is not a
citizen or national of the United States and who resides during such
month in a foreign country if payments for such month to individuals
residing in such country are withheld by the Treasury Department.
under the first section of the Act of October 9, 1940 (31 U.S.C. 123)."
(2) Section 202(t) (6) of such Act is amended by striking out "by
reason of paragraph (1) " and inserting in lieu thereof "by reason of
paragraph (1) or (10)".
(3) 'Whenever benefits which an individual who is not a citizen or
national of the United States was entitled to receive under title IL of
the Social Security Act are, on June 30, 1968, being withheld by the
Treasury Department under the first section of the Act of October 9,
1940 (31 U.S.C. 123), any such benefits, payable to such individual

-81 S57A7.

872

42 USC 401428; Ar~te. P.
833,
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for monithisafter the mionth in which the determiniationby the Treas
urv Department that the benefits should be so withheld was made,
shall not be paid
(A) to any person other than such individual, or, if such in
di%idual dies before such benefits can be paid, to any person other
than anl individual who was entitled for the month in which the
(leceased individual died (with the application of section 202(j)
(1) of the Social Security Act) to a monthly benefit under title
II of such Act onl the basis of the same wages and sel f-employment
income as such deceased individual, or
(B) in excess of the equivalent of the last twelve months' benie
fits that would have been payable to such individual.
BENEFITS FOR CEMrAIN CHILDREN

72 Stat. 1017.
42 USC 403.

42 USC 402.
42 USC 416.

42 USC 423.

SEC. 103. (a) (1) The last sentence of section 203 (a) of the Social
Security Act is amended to read as follows: "Whenever a reduction
is made under this subsection in the total of monthly benefits to which
individuals are entitled for any month on the basis of the wages and
self-epTloyment income of an insured individual, each such benefit
other than the old-age or disability insurance benefit shall be propor
tionately decreased ; except that if such total of benefits for such month
includes any benefit or benefits under section 202(d) which are payable
solely by reason of section 216(h) (3), the reduction shall be first ap
plied to reduce (proportionately where there is more than one benefit.
so payable) the benefits so payable (but not below zero) ."
(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall agply only with
respect to monthly benefits payable under title II of the Social Security
Act with respect to individuals who become entitled to benefits under
section 202(d) of such Act solely by reason of section 216(h) (3) of
such Act in or after .January 1968 (but without regard to section
202 (j) (1) of such Act). The provisions of section 170 of this Act
shall not apply with respect to any such individual.
(b) Where-
(1) one or more persons were entitled (without, the applica
tion of section 202(j) (1) of the Social Security Act) to monthly
benefits under section 202 or 223 of such Act for January 1968 on
the basis of the wages and self-employment income of an indi
vidual, and
(2) one or more persons became entitled to monthly benefits
before January 1968 under section 202(d) of such Act, by reason
of section 216(h) (3) of such Act (but without regard to section
202(j) (1)), on the, basis of such wages and self-employment in
come and are so entitled for .January 1968, and
(3) the total of benefits to which all persons are entitled under
such section 202 or 223 of such Act on the basis of such w~ages and
self-employment for January 1968 are reduced by reason of
section 2O3(a) of such Act, as amended by this Act, (or would,
but for the penultimate sentence of such section 203(a), be so
reduced),
then the amount of the benefit to wvhich each such person referred to
in paragraph (1) above (but not including persons referred to in
paragraph (2) above) is entitled for months after Januiary 1968 shall
be increased, after the application of such section 203 (a), to the amount
it would have been if the person or persons referred to in paragraph
(2) were not entitled to a benefit referred to in such paragraph (2).
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TRANSFER TO HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS ADVISORY COUNCIL
NATIONAL MEDICAL REVIEW COMM1NFrEE FUNCTIONS; INCREASE
COUNCIL's M1EMBERSIIIP'
SEC. 164.

(a) Section 1867 of the Social Security Act is amended

read as follows:

TT
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OF
IN
to 79 Stat. 329.
42 USC 1395dd.

i.1EAL'rH INSURANCE BENEFITS ADVISORY COUNCIL
"SEC. 1867. (a) There is hereby created a Health Inisurance Benefits
Advisory Council which shall consist of 19 persons, not otherwise in
the employ of the United States, appointed by the Secretary without
regard to the provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive service. The Secretary shall from time
to time appoint one of the members to serve as Chairman. The members shall include persons who are outstanding in fields related to hos
pital, medical,'and other health activities, persons who are represenita
tive of organizations and associations of professional personnel in the
field of medicine, and at least one person who is representative of the
general public. Each member shall hold office for a term of 4 years,
except that any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to
the expiration of the term for which his predecessor was appointed
shall be appointed for the remainder of such term. A member shall not
be eligible to serve continuously for more than 2 terms. The Secretary
may, at the request of the Advisory Council or otherwvise, appoint such
special advisory professional or technical committees as may be useful
in carrying out this title. Members of the Advisory Council and memhers of any such advisory or technical committee, while attending
meetings or conferences thereof or otherwise serving on business of the
Advisory Council or of such committee, shall be entitled to receive
compensation at rates fixed by the Secretary, but not exceeding $100
per day, including travel time, and while so serving away from their
homes or regular places of business they may be allowed travel ex
penses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by
section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for persons in the Government service employed intermittently. The Advisory Council shall
meet as frequently as the Secretary deems necessary. Upon request of
5 or more members, it shall be the duty of the Secretary to call a meet
ing of the Advisory Council.
"(b) It shall be the function of the Advisory Council (1) to advise
the Secretary on matters of general policy in the administration of this
title and in the formulation of regulations under this title, and (2) to
study the utilization of hospital and other medical care and services
for which payment may be made under this title with a view to recom
mending any changes which may seem desirable in the way in which
such care and services are utilized or in the administration of the
programs established by this title, or in the provisions of this title. The
Advisory Council shall make an annual report to the Secretary on the
performance of its functions, including any recommendations it may
have with respect thereto, and such report shall be transmitted
promptly by the Secretary to the Congress.
"4(c) The Advisory Council is authorized to engage such technical
assistance as may be required to carry out its functions, and the Secre
tary shall, in addition, make available to the Advisory Council such
secretarial, clerical, and other assistance and such pertinent data ob
tained and prepared by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare as the Advisory Council may require to carry out its
functions."
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall not be construed
as affecting the terms of office of the members of the Health Insurance

Membership.

80 Stat. 417.
5 USC 3301

et seq.

Term of'

offioe.

Compensation,
travel expenses.

80 Stat. 499.

Duxties.

Report to

Congress.

81 STAT. 874

Repeal.
79 Stat. 329.
42 Usc 1395ee.

79 Stat. 339.
42 USC 907.
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Benefits Advisory Council in office on the date of the enactment of
this Act or their successors. The terms of office of the three additional
members of the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council first ap
pointed pursuant to the increase in the membership of such Council
provided by such amendment shall expire, as designated by the Secre
tary at the time of appointment, one at the end of the first year, one at
the end of the second year, and one at the end of the third year after
the date of appointment.
(c) Section 1868 of the Social Security Act is repealed.
ADVISORY

COUNCIL ON SOCIAL SECURITY

SEC. 165. (a) (1) Section 706 (a) of the Social Security Act is
amended by striking out "During 1968 and every fifth year thereafter"
and inserting in lieu thereof "During 1969 (but not before Febru
ary 1, 1969) and every fourth year thereafter (but not before Febru
ary 1 of such fourth year)".
(2) Section 706(d) such Act is amended by striking out "reports
of its" and inserting in lieu thereof "reports (including any interim
reports such Cuc may have issued) of its".
(b) Section 706(b) of such Act is amended by striking out "shall
consist of the Commissioner of Social Security, as Chairman, and 12
other persons, appointed by the Secretary" and inserting in lieu
thereof "shall consist of a Chtairman and 12 other per-sons, appointed
by the Secretary"
REIMBUJRSEMENT OF CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT ANNUITANTS FOR CERTAIN
PREMIUM PAYMENTS UNDER SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE
PROGRAM

42 USC

80

1395s.

Stat.

602.

SEC. 166. Section 1840(e) (1) of the Social Security Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "A plan
described in section 8903 of title 5, United States Code, may reim
burse. each annuitant enrolled in such plan an amount equal to the
premiums paid by him under this part if such reimbursement is paid
entirely from funds of such plan which are derived from sources other
than the contributions described in section 8906 of such title.".
APPROPRIATIONS TO SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE TRUST FUND

79 Stat. 313.
42 USC 139 5w.

42 USC 1395t,

SEC. 167. (a) Section 1844 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended
to read as follows:
"(a) Thtere are authorized to beappropriated from time to time out
of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund
"4(1) a Government contribution equal to the aggregate premi
uims payable under this part and deposited in the Trust Fund, and
"6(2) such sums as the Secretary deems necessary to place the
Trust Fund, at the end of any fiscal year occurring after June 30,
1967, in the same p~osition in which it would have been at the end
of such fiscal year if (A) a Government contribution representing
the excess of the premiums deposited in the Trust Fund during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967, over the Government contri
bution actually appropriated to the Trust Fund during such fiscal
year had been appropriated to it on Jumie 30, 1967, and (B) the
Government contribution for premiums deposited in the Trust
Fund. after June 30, 1967, had ben appropriated to it when such
premiums were deposited."
(b) Section 1844 (b) of such Act is amended by striking out "11967",
and inserting in lieu thereof "1969".
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DISCLOSURE TO COURTS OF WVHEREABOU'TS OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS

SEC. 168. (a) Section 1106 (c) (1) of the Social Security Act is 79 Stat. 411.
amended by inserting " (A) " after " (c) (1) ", by redesignating sub- 42 USC 1306.
Iparagraphs (A) through (D) as clauses (i) through (iv), respectively,
and by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
" (B) If a request for the most recent address of any individual so
included is filed (in accordance with paragraph (2) of this subsection)
by a court having jurisdiction to issue orders or entertain petitions
against individuals for the support and maintenance of their children,
the Secretary shall furnish such address, or the address of the indi
vidual's most recent employer, or both, for the use of the court (and
for no other purpose) in issuing or determining whiether to issue such
ain order against such individual or in determining (in the event such
individual is not within the jurisdiction of the court) the court to
which a petition for support and maintenance against such individual
should be forwarded under any reciprocal arrangements with othpr
States to obtain or imlprove court orders for support, if the court cer
tifies that the information is requested for such use."
(b) (1) Section 1106(c) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out
"4, and shall be accompanied" and all that follows and inserting in lieu
thereof "(and, in the case of a request under paragraph (1) (A), shallI
be accompanied by a certified copy of the order referred to in clauses
(i) and (iv) thereof)."
(2) Section 1106(c) (3) of such Act is amended by striking out
"Cauthorized by subparagraph (D) thereof" and inserting in lieu there
of ".authorized by subparagraph (A) (iv) or (B) thei-eof".
REPORTS

OF BOARDS OF TRUSTEES TO CONG.RESS

SEC. 169. (a) Sections 201 (c)(2), 1817 (b)(2), and 1841 (b)(2) of
the Social Security Act are each amended by striking out "March"
and inserting inlieu thereof "April".
(b) Section 201(c) of such Act isamended by inserting iminediately before the last sentence the following new sentence: "Such report
shall also include an actuarial analysis of the benefit disbursements
made from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund
with respect to disabled beneficiaries."
GENERAL

SAVING

70 Stat. 821;
79 Stat. 300,
308.
42 USC 401,
1395i, 1395t.

PROVISION

SEC. 170. Where

(1)

one or more persons were entitled (without the applica
202(j) (1) of the Social Security Act) to monthly
benefits under section 202 or 223 of such Act for January 1968 011 64 Stat. 487.
the basis of the wages and self-employment income of an indi- 42 USC 402.
vidual, and
42 USC 423.
(2) one or more persons (not included in paragraph (1))
become entitled to monthly benefits under such section 202 for
February 1968 on the basis of such wages and self-employment
by reason of the amendments made to such Act by sections 104,
112, 150, 151, 156, and 157 of this Act, and
(3) the total of benefits to which all persons are entitled under
such section 202 or 223 on the basis of such wages and self-em
ployment for February 1968 are reduced by reason of section
203 (a) of such Act, as amended by this Act (or would, but for
the penultimate sentence of such section 203(a), be so reduced),
then the amount of the benefit to which each such person referred to
in paragraph (1) is entitled for months after January 1968 shall be
increased, after the application of such section 203(a), to the amount
tion of section

81 STAT. 876
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it would have been if the person or persons referred to in paragraph
(2) were not entitled to a benefit referred to in such paragraph.
EXPEDITED

42

USC 405.

BENEFIT PAYMIENTS

SEC. 171. (a) Section 205 of the Social Security Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"Expedited Benefit Payments

42 USC 428.

42 UJSC423,
402.

"(q) (1) The Secretary shall establish and put into effect pro
cedures under which expedited payment of monthly insurance benefits
under this title will, subject to paragraph (4) of this subsection, be
made as set forth in paragraphs (2) and (3) of this subsection.
"(2)"In any case in which
"(A) an individual makes an allegation that a monthly benefit
under this title was due him in a particular month but was not
paid to him, and
" (B) such individual submits a written request for the payment
of such benefit
" (i) in the case of an individual who received a regular
monthly benefit in the month preceding the month with re
spect to which such allegation is made, not less than 30 days
after the 15th day of the month with respect to which such
allegation is made (and in the event that such request is sub
mitted prior to the expiration of such 30-day period, it shall
be deemed to have been submitted upon the expiration of
such period), and
" (ii) in any other case, not less than 90 days after the later
of (I) the date on which such benefit is alleged to have been
due, or (II) the date on wvhich such individual furnished
the last information requested by the Secretary (and such
written request will be deemed to be filed on the day on which
it was filed, or the ninetieth day after the first day on which
the Secretary has evidence that such allegation is true, which
ever is later),
the Secretary shall, if he finds that benefits are due, certify such bene
fits for payment, and payment shall be made within 15 days immedi
ately following the date on which the written request is deemed to
have been filed.
"(3) In any case in which the Secretary determines that there is
evidence, although additional evidence might be required for a final
decision, that an allegation described in paragraph (2) (A) is true, he
may make a preliminary, certification of such benefit for payment even
though the 30-day or 90-day periods described in paragraph (2) (B)
(i) and (B) (ii) have not elapsed.
"(4) Any payment made pursuant to acertification under paragraphI
(3) of this subsection shall not be considered an incorrect payment for
purposes of determining the liability of the certifying or disbursing
officer.
" (5) For purposes of this subsection, benefits payable under section
228 shall be treated as monthly insurance benefits payable under this
title. However, this subsection shall not apply with respect to any
benefit for which a check has been negotiated, or with respect to any
benefit alleged to be due under either section 223, or section 202 to a
wife, husband, or child of an individual entitled to or applying for
benefits under section 223, or to a child who has attained age 18 and
is under a disability, or to a widow or widower on the basis of being
under a disability."
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(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this section shall be
effective with respect to written requests filed under section 205 (q)
of the Social Security Act after June 30,1968.
DEFINITION

OF BLINDNESS

SEC. 172. (a) The first sentence of section 216(i) (1) of the Social
Security Act is amended by striking out " (B) " and all that follows
and inserting in lieu thereof " (B) blindness; and the term 'blindness'
means central visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better eye with the
use of a correcting lens."
(b) The second sentence of section 216 (i) (1) of such Act is amended
to read as follows: "An eye which is accompanied by a limitation in
the fields of vision such that the widest diameter of the visual field
subtends an angle no greater than 20 degrees shall be considered for
purposes -of this paragraph as having a central visual acuity of
20/200 or less."
(c) The amendments made by this section shall be effective with re
spect to benefits under section 223 of the Social Security Act for
months after January 1968 based on applications filed after the date
of enactment of this Act and with respect to disability determinations
under section 216 (i) of the Social Security Act based on applications
fi'ed after the date of enactment of this Act.

42 USC 416.

42 USC 423.

ATTORNEYS FEES FOR CLAIMANTS

SEC. 173. Section 206(a) of the Social Security Act is amended by
inserting, immediately before the last sentence thereof, the following
new sentences: "Whenever the Secretary, in any claim before him for
benefits under this title, makes a determination favorable to the claim
ant, hie shall, if the claimant was represented by an attorney in con
nection with such claim, fix (in accordance with the regulations pre
scribed pursuant to the preceding sentence) a reasonable fee to com
pensate such attorney for the services performed by him in connection
with such claim. If as a result of such determination, such claimant is
entitled to past-due benefits under this title, the Secretary shall, not
withstanding section 205(i), certify for payment (out of such pastdue benefits) to such attorney an amount equal to whichever of the
following is the smaller: (A) 25 per centum of the total amount of
such pas~t-due benefits, (B) the amount of the attorney's fee so fixed,
or (C) the amount agreed upon between the claimant and such attor
ney as the fee for such attorney's services."

42 USC 406.

42 USC

405.

TITLE II-PUBLIC WELFARE AMENDMENTS
PART 1-PUBLIc ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMS

AMENDMENTS

OF SERVICES FURNISHED TO FAMILIES WITH
CHILDREN

DEPENDENT

SEC. 201. (a) (1) Section 402 (a) of the Social Security Act (as
amended by section 202(a) of this Act) is amended by(A) striking out "and" at the end of clause (13)
(B) striking, out clause (14), including the period at the end
thereof, and iniserting in lieu thereof the following: "(14) pro
vide for the development and application of a program for such
family services, as defined in section 406(d), and child-welfare
services, as defined in section 425, for each child and relative who
receives aid t~o families with dependent children, and each ap
propriate individual (living in the same home as a relative and
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child receiving such aid whose needs are taken into account in
making the determination under clause (7)), as may be neces
sary in the light of the particular home conditions and other
needis of such child, relative, and individual, in order to assist
such child, relative, and individual to~attain or retain capability
for self-support and care and in order to maintain and strengthen
family life and to foster child development;"; and
(C) adding after clause (14) the following new clauses:"()
provide
"(A) for the development of a programn for each appropriate
relative and dependent child receiving aid under the plan, and
each appropriate individual (living in the same home as a relative
and child receiving such aid) whose needs are taken into account
in making the determination under clause (7), with the objective
of
"g(i) assuring, to the maximum extent possible, that such
relative, child, and individual will enter the labor force and
accept employment so that they will become self-sufficient,
and
"(ii) preventing or reducing the incidence of births out of
wedlock and otherwise strengthfening family life,
"(B3) for the implementation of such programs by
"(i) assuring that such relative, child, or indlividual who
is referred to the Secretary of Labor pursuant to clause (19)
is furnished child-care services and that in all appropriate
cases family planning services are offered them, and
"1(ii) in appropriate cases, providing aid to families with
dependent children in the form of payments of the types de
89 3
p.
.
scribed in section 406(b) (2), and
"(C) that the acceptance by such child, relative, or individual
of family planning services provided under the plain shall be vol
untary on the part of such child, relative, or individual and shall
not be a prerequisite to eligibility for or the receipt of any other
service or aid under the plan,
"4(D) for such review of each such program as may be necessary
(as frequently as may be necessary, but at least once a year) to
insure that it is being effectively implemented,
"(E) for furnishing the Secretary with such reports as hie
may specify showing the results of such programs, and
"(F) to the extent that such programs under this clause or
.87.
clause (14) are developed and implemented by services furnished
P 77. by the staff of the State agency or the local ag;ency administering
the State plan in each of the political subdivisions of the State,
for the establishment of a single organizational un it in such State
or local agency, as the case may be, responsible for the furnishing
of such services;
(16) provitde that where the State agency has reason to believe that
the home in which a relative and child receiving aid reside is unsuit
able for the child because of the neglect, abuse, or exploitation of such
child it shall bring such condition To the attention of the appropriate
court or law enforcenient agencies in the State, providing such data
with respect to the situation it may have; (17) provide
"c(A) for the development and implementation of a program
under which the State agency will undertake
(I) in the case of a child born out of wedlock who is re
ceiving aid to families with dependent children, to establish
the paternity of such child and secure support for him, and
"(ii) in the case of any child receiving such aid who has
been deserted or abandoned by his parent, to secure support
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for such child from such parent (or from ;any other persomi
legally liable, for such support), utilizing any reciprocal ar
rangements adlopted with other States to obtain 01r enforce
court orders for support, and
"(B1) for the establishment of at sin~gle organizational unit in
the State agency or local agency administering the State plan in
each political subdivision which will be responsible for the ad
ministration of the program referred to in claUse (A) ;
(18) provide for entering into cooperative arrangements with appro
priate courts and law enforcement officials (A) to assist the State
agency in administering the program referred to in clause (17) (A),
including the entering into of financial arrangements with such courts
;and officials in order to assure optimum results under such proglram,
and (B) with respect to any other matters of common concern to such
courts or officials and the State agency or local agency administering
the State plan."
(2) Section 402 (a) (13) of such Act (as redesignated by section
202 (a) of this Act) is amended by striking out " (if any) ".
Post, P. 881.
(b) Section 402 of such Act is amended by adding at the end there
of the following new subsection:
" (c) The Secretary shall, on the basis of his review of the reports
received from the States under clause (15) of subsection (a), compile
such data as he believes necessary and from time to time publish his
findings as to the effectiveness of the programs developed and admin
istered by t'he States under such clause. The Secretary shall annually Report to
report to the Congress (with the first such report being made on or Congress.
before July 1, 1970) on the programs developed and -administered by
each State under such clause (15)."
(c) Section 403 (a) (3) of such Act is amended by striking out sub- 76 Stat. 175.

paragraphs, (A) and (B3) and inserting in lieu thereof the

following:

" (A) 75 per centum of so much of such expenditures as
are for
"(iG) any of the services described in clauses (14) and

(15) of section

402(a) which

are provided to any child

or relative who is receiving aid under the plan, or to any
other individual (living in the same home as such rela
tive and child) whose needs are taken into account in
mWakitng the determination under clause (7) of such
scIon,
(ii) any of the services described in clauses (14) and
(15) of section 402(a) which are provided to any child
or relative who is applying for aid to families with
dependent children or whio, withiin such period or periods
ais the Secretary may prescribe, has been or is likely to
become an applicant for or recipient of such aid, or
"(iii) the training of personnel employed or prepar
ing for employment by the State agency or by the local
agency administering the plait in the political subdivi
sion; plus"
(d) Section 403(a) (3) of such Act is further amended
(1) (A) by redesignating subparagraphs (C), (1)), and (E) as
subparagraphs (B), (C?, and (D), respectively,

(B) by striking out,' subparagraphi (E) " in subparagraph

(C)

(as so redesignated) and insert-Ing in lieu thereof "subparagraph
(D)", and
(C) by striking out "subparagraph (D)" in the matter follow
ing subparagraph (D) (as so redesignated) aind inserting in lieu
thereof "subparagraph (C)";

42 USC 603.

Ante. P. 877.

ISA.80

Repeal.
76 Stat. 176.
42 USC 603.
Repeal.
42 USC 608.
49 Stat. 629;
64 Stat. 551.
42 USC 606.
"Family' serv-

ioes."1
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(2) by striking out "subparagraphis (A) and (Bj)"~ in the sen
tence following subparagraph (B) (as redesignated by paragraph
(1) of this subsection) and inserting in lieu thereof "subpara
gra~ph~ (A)"
(3) by inserting before the period at the end of the sentence
following subparagraph (B) (as redesignated by paragraph (1)
othssubseton) te folouing. "; and except thia, to the extent
specified by the Secretary, child-wvelfare services, family planning
services, and family services may be provided from sources other
than those refer~red to in subparagraphis (C) and (D))"; and
(4) by striking out "subparagraphs (B) and (C) apply" in
the last sentence and insetting in lieu thereof "subparagraph (B)
applies".
(e) (1) Section 403 (c) of such Act is repealed.
(2) Section 403(a) (3) of such Act is amended by striking out.
"whose State plan approved under section 402 meets the requirements
of subsection (c) (1)", and by striking out "; aned" at the end and in
serting in lieu thereof a period.
(3) Sect ion 403 (a) (4) of such Act is relpealed.
(4) Section 408(d) of such Act is amended by striking out "an~d
(4)".
(f) Section 4t06 of such Act is amended by adding at the end there
of the following new subsection:
"(d) The term 'family services' means services to a fam-ily or any
member thereof for the purpose of preserving, rehabilitating, reunit
ing, or strengtheniing the family, and such other services as will assist
members of a family to attain or retain capability for the maximum
self-support and personal independence."
(g) (1) The amendments made by subsections (a), (b), (d), (e),
and (f) of this section shall be effective .July 1, 1968 (or earlier if
the State plan so provides) ; except that (A) if on the date of enact
ment of this Act the agency of a State referred to in section 402 (a) (3)
of the Social Security Act is different, from the a gency of such State
responsible for administering the plan for child-welfare services
developed pursuant to part B of title IV of the Social Security Act,
the provisions of section 402 (a) (15) (F) of such Act (added thereto
by subsection (a) of this section) shall not apply with respect to such
agencies but only so long as such agencies of the State are different,
aand (B) if on such date the local agency administering the plan of a
State under part A of title IV of such Act in a political subdivision
is different from the local agency in such subdivision administering
the State's plan for child-welfare services developed pursuant to part
B of title IV of such Act, the provisions of such section 402 (a) (15) (F)
shall not apply with respect to such agencies but only so long as such
local agencies are different.
(2) The amendment made by subsection (c) shall apply with respect
to services furnished after June 30, 1968, or furnished after such
earlier date as the State plan may provide with respect to the amend
ment made by paragraph (1) of this subsection.
(h) Notw.ithstanding subparagraph (A) of section 403 (a) (3) of
the Social Security Act (as amended by subsection (c) of this section),
the rate specified in such subparagraph in the case of any State shall
be 85 per centum (rather than 75 per centum) with respect to expendi
tures, for services furnished pursuant to clauses (14) and (15) of
section 402 (a) of such Act, made on or after the date of enactment
of this Act, and prior to July 1, 1969.
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EXEMrION FOR RECIPIENTS OF AID TO FAM1ILIES WITH
DEPENDENT CHILDREN

SEC. 202. (a) Clauses (8) through (13) of section 402(a) of the
Social Security Act are redesignated as clauses (9) through (14), 53 Stat. 1379;
respectively.
76 Stat. 185.
(b) Effective July 1, 1969, section 402(a) of such Act is amended 42 USC 602.
by striking out clause (7) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
" (7) except as may be otherwise provided in clause (8), provide that.
the State agency shall, in determining need, take into consideration
aux' other income and resources of any child or relative claiming aid
to Tfaminies with dependent children, or of any other individual (living
in the same home as such child and relative) whose needs the State
determines should be considered in determining the need of the child
or relative claiming such aid, as well as any expenses reasonably attrib
utable to the earning of any such income; (8) provide that, in making
the determination under clause (7), the State agency
'(A) shall with resp~ect to any month disregard
"(i) all] of the earned income of each dlependent child
receiving aid to families with dependent children who is
(as determined by the State in accordlance with standards
lpresclibedl by the Secretary) it full-time student or part-time
stiident who is not a full-time employee attending a school,
college, or university, or a course of vocational or technical
training designed to fit him for gainful employment, and
"(ii) inithiecase of earned incomieofa dep~endenit childinot
Includled under clause (i) , a relative receiving such aid, and
any other individual (living in thiesamelhom-e as suchirelaitive
andl child) whose needs are taken into account in making such
determination, the first $30 of the total of such earned income
for such month plus one-third of the remainder of such
income for such month; andl
"(B3)(i) may, subject to the limitations p~rescribed by the
Secretary, lpermit all or any portion of the earned or other income
to be set aside for future identifiable needs of a dependent child,
and (ii) may, before disregarding the amounts referred to in sub
paragraph (A) and clause (i) of this subparagraph, disregard
not more than $5 per month of any income;
except that, wvith respect to any month, the State agency shall not
disregard any earned income (other than income referred to in sub
paragraph (B) ) of
"(C) any one of the persons specified in clause (ii) of sub
pamragraph (A) if such person
"(i) terminated his employment or reduced his earned in
come without good cause, within such period (of not less than
30 days) preceding such month as may be prescribed by the
Secretary; or
"(ii) refused wvithout good cause, within -such period pre
ceding such month as may be prescribed by the Secretary,
to accept employment in which he is able to engage which is
offered through the public employment offices of the State,
or is otherwise offered by an employer if the offer of such em
ployer is determined by the State or local agency administer
ing the State plan, after notifiction by him, to be a bona
fid offer of employment; or
"(I)) any of such persons specified in clause (ii) of subpara
graph (A) if with respect to such month the income of the per
sons so specified (within the meaning of clause (7) ) was in excess
of their need as determined by the State agency pursuant to
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CHILDREN

OF UNEM1PLOYED

FATHERS

SEC. 203. (a) Section 407 of the Social Security Act is amtended to
read as follows:
I)EPENDENT

"Dependent

62

clause (7) (without regard to clause (8)), unless, for any one
of the four months precTedinig such month, the needs of such per
sonls were met by the furnishing of aid under the phin ;".
(c A State w.Nhose plan under section 402 of the Social Security Act,
has been approved by the Secretary shall not be deemed to have failed
to comply substantially with the requirements of section 402(a) (7)
of such Act (as in effect prior to July 1, 1969) for any period beginDing after December 31, 1967, and ending prior to Juy1, 1969, if
for such period the State agency disregars earned income 'ofthe in
(lividuals involved in accordance with the requirements specified in
section 402 (a) (7) and (8) of such Act ais amended by this Act.
(d) Effective with respect to quarters beginning after June 30,
1968, in determining the need of individuals claiming aid under a
State plan approved under part A of title IV of the Social Security
Act, the State shall apply the p~rovisions of such part notwithstand
ing any provisions of law (other than such Act) requiring the State
to disregard earnedl income of such individuals in (letermilliug needl
uinder such State plan.
DEPENDENT

75 Stat. 75.

-

CHILDREN

OF UNEMPLOYED

FATHERS

Sc.407. (a) The term 'dependent child' shall, notwithstanding
section 406(a), include a needy child who meets the requirements of
section 406(a) (2), who has been deprived of parental support or
care by reason of the unemployment (as determined in accordance
wvith standards prescribed by the Secretary) of his father, and who
is living with any of the relatives specified in section 406 (a) (1) in
a place of residence maintained by one or more of such relatives as
his (or their) own home.
"(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall be applicable to a State
if the State's plan approved under section 40~2
"(1 requires the payment of aid to families with dependent
children with respect to a dependent child as defined in subsection
(a) when
"(A) such child's father has not been employed (as deter
mined in accordance with standards prescribed by the Sec
retary) for at least 30 days prior to the receipt of such aid,
"(11) such father has not without good cause, within such
p~eriod (of not less than 30 days) as may be prescribed by the
Secretary, refused a bona fide offer of employment or training
for employment, and
"1(C) (i) such father has 6 or more quarters of work (as
defined in subsection (d) (1)) in any 13-calendar-quarter
period ending within one year prior to the application for
-such aid or (ii) he received unemployment compensation
uinder an unemployment compersation law of a State or of
the United States, or he was qualified (within the meaning of
subsection (d) (3) ) for unemployment compensation under
the unemployment compensation law of the State, within
one year prior to the application for such aid; and
"(2) provides,
"(A) for such assurances as will satisfy the Secretary that
fathers of dependent children as defined in subsection (a)
will be referred to the Secretary of Labor as provided in sec
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tion 402 (a) (19) within thirty days after receipt of aid with Post. p. 890.
respect to such children;
" (B) for entering into cooperative arrangements with the
State agency responsible for administering or supervising the
administration of vocational education in the State, designed
to assure maximum utilization of available public vocational
education services and facilities in the Sjtate in order to en
courage the retraining of individuals caipable of being re
trained ;and
"(C) for the denial of aid to families with dependent chl
dren to any child or relative specified in subsection (a) if,
and for as long as, such child's father
".(i) is not currently registered with the public em
plo~ymenit offices in the State, or
" (ii) receives unemployment compensation under an
unemployment compensation law of a State or of the
United States.
"(c) -Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, expendi
tures pursuant to this section shall be excluded from aid to families
wvith dependent children (A) where such expenditures are miade under
thle plnwitlh respect to any dependent child as defined in subsection
(a), i for any part of the 30-day period referred to in subparagraph
(A) of subsection (b) (1), or (ii) for any period prior to the time
when the father satisfies subparagraph (B) of such subsection, and
(B) if. and for as long as, no action is taken (after the 30-day period
referred to in subparagraph (A) of subsection (b) (2) ), under the
iprogranm therein specified, to refer such father to the Secretary of
Laibor pursuant to section 402(a) (19).
`(d) For purposes of this section
"(1) the term 'quarter of work' 'with respect to any individual "Qluarter of
means a calendar quarter in which such individual received earned work."
income of not less than $50 (or wvhich is a 'quarter of coverage' as
defined in section 213 (a) (2) ), or in which such individual partici- 42 USC 413.
pated in a community work and training program under section
409 or any other work and training program subject to the limita
tions in section 409, or the work incentive program established 76 Stat. 186.
under part C;
42 USC 609.
"(2) the term 'calendar quarter' means a period of 3 consecu- Poat. p. 884.
tive calendar mionths ending on March 31, June 30, September 30, "Calendar
or December 31; and
quarter."
" (3) an individual shall be deemed qualified for unemployment
comipensation under the State's unemployment compensation law
if
" (A) he would have been eligible to receive such unemploy
mnent compensation upon filing application, or
"(B) he performed work not covered under such law and
such work, if it had been covered, would (together with any
covered work he performed) have made him eligible to re
ceive such imemploynent compensation upon filing appli
cation."
(b) In the case of an application for aid to families with dependent
children under a State plan approved under section 402 of such Act
with respect to a dependent chl~d as defined in section 407(a) of such
Act (as amended by this section) within 6 months after the effective
date of the modification of such State plan which provides for pay
ments in accordance with section 407 of such Act as so amended, the
father of such child shall be deemed to meet. the requirements of subp~aragraphi (C) of section 407(b) (1) of such Act (as so amended) if
at any time after April 1961 and prior to the date of application such

ISA.84

Anite,

P. 882.

42 USC 602.
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father met the requirements of such subparagraph (C). For purposes
of thep recedingy sentence, an individual receiving aid to families with
dependent children (under section 407 of the Social Security Act as
in effect before the enactment of this Act) for the last month ending
before the effective date of the modification referred to in such sen
tence shall be deemed to have filed application for such aid under such
section 4 07 (as -amended by this section) on the day after such effective
date.
(c) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be effective
January 1, 1968; except that no State which had in operation a pro
gram of aid wvith respect to children of unemployed parents under
section 407 of the Social Security Act (as in effect prior to such amend
ment.) in the calendar quarter commencing October 1, 1967, shall
be required to include any additional child or family under its State
plan approved under section 402 of such Act, by reason of the enact
ment of such amendment., prior to .July 1, 1969.
WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAM FOR RECIPIENTS OF AID UNDER PART A

OF

TITLE IV

post, p. 911.

SEC. 201. (a) Title IV of the Social Security Act is amended by in
serting after part B (hereinafter added to such title by section 240
of this Act) the following material:
"PART C-WVORK

INCENTIVE PROGRAM FOR RECIPIENTS OF AID UNDER

STATE

PLAN

APPROVED

UNDER

PART

A

"CPURPOSE

"SEc. 430. The purpose of this part is to require the establishment of
a program utilizing all available manpower services, including those
authorized iunder other provisions of law, under which individuals re
ceiving aid to families with dependent children will be furnished
incentives, opportunities, and necessary services in order for (1) the
emplymen
of uch ndivduas in the regular economy, (2) the train
or orkin the regular economy, and (3) the
ing fndiiduls
sch
pariciaton
f uchiniviuas in special work projects,' thus re
stoingthefamlie ofsuc idividuals to independence and useful
Itis xpetedthat the individuals 'partici
rolecomuntie.
inther
pating in the program establishe unehis part will acquire a sense
hch will flowv from being rec
of dignity, self-worth, and confiec
ognized as a wage-earning member of society and that tile example of
a working adult in these families will have beneficial effects on the
children in such families.
",APPROPRIATION

"'SEC. 431. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare for each fiscal year a sum
sufficient to carry out the purposes of this part. The Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare shall transfe to the Secretary of
Labor from time to time sufficient amounts, out of the moneys appro
priated pursuant to this section, to enable him to carry out such
purposes.
"CESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAMS

"SEc. 432. (a) The Secretary of Labor (hereinafter in this part
referred to as the Secretary) shall, in accordance with the provisions of
this part, establish work incentive programs (as provided for in sub
section (b) ) in each State and in each political sul-division of a State in
-which he determines there is a significant number of individuals who
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have attained age 16 and are receiving aid to families with dependent
children. In other political subdivisions, he shall use his best efforts
to provide such programs either within such subdivisions or through
the provision of transportation for such persons to political subdivi
sions of the State in which such programs are established.
"(b) Such programs shall include, but shall not be limited to, (1)
a rogramn placing_, as many individuals as is possible in employment,
and utilizing on-the-job training positions for others, (2) a program
of institutional and work experience training for those individuals
for whom such training is likely to lead to regular employment, and
(3) a program of special work projects for individuals for whom
at job in the regular economy cannot be found.
"(c) In carrying out the purposes of this part the Secretary may
make grants to, or enter into agreements wvith, public or p~rivate agen
cies or organizations (including Indian tribes with respect to Indians
on a reservation), except that no such grant or agreement shall be
miade to or with a private employer for profit or with a lprivate non
profit employer not organized for a public purpose for purposes of the
work experience program established by clause (2) of subsection (b).
"(d) Using funds appropriated under this part, the Secretary, InI
order to carry out the purposes of this part, shall utilize his authority
under the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, the Act 76 Stat. 23.
of June 6, 1933, as amended (48 Stat. 113), and other Acts, to the 42 Usc 2571
extent such authority is not inconsistent with this Act.
note.
"(e) The Secretary shall take appropriate steps to assure that the 29 USC 49-49k.

present level of manpower services

available under the authiority of

other statutes to recipients of aid to families wvith dlependent children
is not reduced as a result of programs under this part.
"4OPERATION

OF PROGRAM1

"SEC. 433. (a) The Secretary shall provide a program of testing and
counseling for all persons referred to him by a State, pursuant to sec
tion 402, and shall select those persons whom hie finds suitable for the
programs established by clauses (1) and (2) of section 432-(b). Those
not so selected shall be deemed suitable for the program established by
clause (3) of such section 432 (b) unless the Secretary finds that there
is good cause for an individual not to participate in such program.
"1(b) The Secretairy shall develop an employability plan for each
suitable person referred to him under section 402 which shall describe 42 USC 602.
the education, training, work experience, and orientation which it is
determined that each such person needs to complete in order to enable
him to become self-supporting.
"1(c) The Secretary shall make miaximumi use of services available
from other Federal and State agencies and, to the extent not other
wvise available on a nonreimburs'able basis, hie may reimburse such
agencies for services rendered to persons under this part.
" (d) To the extent. practicable and where necessary, work incentive
programs established by this part shall include, in addition to the
regular counseling, testing, and referral available through the Fed
eral-State Employment Service System, program orientation, basic
education, training in communications and employability skills, work
experience, institutional training, on-the-job training, job develop
ment, and special job placement and followup services, required to
assist participants in securing and retaining employment and securing
possibilities for advancement.
"9(e) (1) In order to develop special work projects under the pro
gram established by section 432(b) (3), the Secretary shall enter into
agreements with (A) public agencies, (B) private nonprofit orga
nizations established to serve a public purpose, and (C) Indian tribes
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81 STAT. 886

with resp~ect to Indianis on a reservationi undler which indijviduals
deeined suitable for participation ill su~cha program will be lprovidled
work which serves a useful public purpose and which would not other
wise
pefre
yrglrepoees.
"( )gremnt
ue~
sal povde
"(A thfo pamen bythe Secretary to each employer it
porionof
he age tobe aidby the employer to the individuals

post. p. 890.

42 USC 603.

"()th hourl wage rate and the number of hiours per week
indiiduals will bescheduled to work onl special work projects of
such employer;
"( C) that the Secretary will have such access to the premises
of the employer as hie finds necessary to determine whether such
emllployer is carrying out his obligations iimder the agreement anld
this part; and
"D) that the Secretary may terminate any agreement under
this subsection at any time.
"(3) The Secretary shall establish one or more accounts in each
Statewithrespettothe special work projects established and main
ta~ined pursuant to this suscion and place into such accounts the
amounts paid to him by the State agency pursuant to section 402(a)
(19) (E). The amounts in such accounts shall be available for the pay
iments specified in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (2). At the end
of each fiscal year and for such period of time as hie may establish,
the Secretary shall determine how much of the amounts paid to him
by the State agency pursuant to section 402(a) (19) (E) were not
expended as provided by the preceding sentence of this paragraph
anid shall return such unexpended amounts to the State, which
amounts shall be regarded as overpayments for purposes of section
403 (b)(2).
"(4) No wage rates provided under any agreement eivtered into
under t~his subsection shall be lower thaii the applicable minimum
waefohe-particular work concerned.
"(f) Before entering inito a project under any of the p)rogramns
established boy this part, the Secretary shall hlave reasonable assurances
that
"(1). appropriate standards for the health, safety, and other
conditsions applicable to the performance of work and training oil
such project are established and will be maintained,
"(2) such project will not result in the displacement of emi
ployed workers,
"9(3) with respect,to such project the conditions of work, train
ing, education, and emp)loyment are reasonable in the liglht of
such factors as the type of work, geographical region, and pro
ficiency of the participant,
"(4) appropriate workmen's compensation protection ispro
vided to all participants.
"(g) Where an individual, referred to the Secretary of Labor pur
suant to section 402 (a)(19) (A) (i) and.(ii) refuses withoutgood cause
to accept employment or participate in a project under a program
established by this part, the Secretary of Labor shall (after providing
opportunity for fai'r hearing) notify the State agency which referred
such individual and submit such other information as he may have
with respect to such refusal.
"(~h) With respect to individuals who are participants in special
work projects under the program established by section 432(b) (3),
the Secretary shall periodically (but at least once every six months)
review the employment record of each such individual while on such
special work project and on the basis of such record and such other
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information as hie may acquire determine whether it would be feasible
to place such individual in regular employment or on any of the proj
ects under the programs established by section 432 (b) (1) and (2).
"INCENTIVE PAYMENT

"SEC. 434. The Secretary is authorized to pay to any participant
under a program established by section 432(b) (2) an incentive pay
ment of not more than $30 per month, payable in such amounts and at
such times as the Secretary prescribes.
"9FEDERAL ASSISTANCE

"SEc. 435. (a) Federal assistance under this part shall not exceed 80
per centum of the costs of carrying out this part. Non-Federal con
tributions may be cash or in kind, fairly evaluated, including but not
limited to plant, equipment, and services.
"44(b) Costs of carrying out this part. include costs of training, super
vision, materials, administration, incentive payments, transportation,
and other items as are authorized by the Secretary, but may not in
clude any reimbursement for time spent by participants in work, train
ing, or other participation in the program; except that with respect
to special work projects under the program established by section
432 (b) (3), the costs of carrying out this part shall include only the
costs of administration.
,4PERIOD OF ENROLLMENT

"9SEC. 436. (a) The programn established by sect ion 432(1)) (2) shall
be designed by the Secretary so that. the average period of enrollment
und~er till projects under such program throughout any area of the
U~nited States wvill not exceed one year.
"(b) Services provided under this part may continuie to be providled
to an individual for such period as the Secretary determines (in ac
cordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary after consulta
tion with the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare) is neces
sary to qualify him fully for employment even though his earnings
(disqilalify him from aid under a State plan approved under section

402.

42 USC 602.
"CRELOCATION OF PARTICIPANTS

"SEC. 437. The Secretary may assist participants to relocate their
place of residence when hie determines such relocation isnecessary in
order to enable them to become permanently employable and self-sup
porting. Such assistance shall be given only to participants who con
cur in their relocation and who will be employed at their place of
relocation at wage rates which will meet at least their full need as
determined by the State to which they will be relocated. Assistance
under this section shall not exceed the reasonable costs of transporta
tion for participants, their dependents, and their household belongings
plus such relocation allowance as the Secretary determines to be
reasonable.
"PATIIPATSNOT

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

"SEc. 438. Participants in projects under programs established by
this part shall be deemed not to be Federal employees and shall not be
subject to the provisions of laws relating to Federal employment, in
cludini those relating to hours of work, rates of compensation, leave,
unemployment compensation, and Federal employee benefits.

81 STAT. 888
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REGULATIONS

"SEC. 439. The Secretary may issue such rules and regulations as he
finds necessary to carry out the purposes of this part: Provided That
in developing policies for programs established by this part the §ecre
tary shall consult with the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel
fare.
"CANNUAL

REPORT

"SEC. 440. The Secretary shall annually report to the Congress

(with the first such report being made on or before July 1, 1970) on
the work inceiitive programs established by this part.
"CEVALUATION

AND

RESEARCH

"SEc. 441. 'rhe Secretary shall (jointly with the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare) provide for the continuing evaluation of the
work incentive programs established by this part, including their ef
fectiveness in achieving stated goals and their impact on other related
programs. He also may conduct research regarding ways to increase the
effectiveness of such programs. He may, for this purpose, contract for
indeendnt
valatins f ad research regarding such programs or
indvidal
rojctsundr schprogramns For purposes of sections 435
and 43,thecoss o caryig ot tbis sec'tion shall not be regarded as
cost ofcaryingoutwor inentive programs established by this
part.
"REVIEW OF SPECIAL WORK PROJECTS BY A STATE PANEL

"SEC. 442. (a) The Secretary shall make an agreement with any
State which is able and willing to do so under which the Governor of
the State will create one or more panels to reviewv applications tenta
tively approved by the Secretary for the special work projects in such
State to be established by the Secretary under the program established
by section 432.(b) (3).
"4(b) Each such panel shall consist of not more than five and not
les thntre
ebrappointed by the Governor. The members
shall include one representative of employers and one representative
of 'mployees; the remainder shall be representatives of the general
pubic.Nospecial work project under such program developedb
the Secretary pursuant to an agreement under section 433 (e) (1) shalr
in any. State which has an agreement under this section, be established
or maintained under such p'rogram unless such project has first been
approved by a panel created pursuant to this section.
"1COLLECTION OF

42 USC 602.
42 USC 604.

42 USC 303,
603, 1203,
1353, 1383,
1396b.
Pos P. 890.

STATE

SHARE

"SEC. 443. If a non-Federal contribution of 20 per centum of the
costs of the work incentive programs established by this part is not
made in any State (as specified in section 402,(a)), the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare may withhold any action under sec
tion 404 because of the State's failure to comply substantially with a
provision required by section 40~2. If the Secretary of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare does withhold such action, he shall, after reasonable
notice. and opportunity for hearing to the appropriate State agency or
agencies, withhold any payments to be made to the State under sec
tions 3(a), 403 (a), 1003 (a), 1403(a), 1603 (a), and 1903(a) until the
amount so withheld (including any amounts contributed by the State
pursuant to the requirement in section 40'2(a) (19) (C)) equals 20 per
centumn of the costs of such work incentive programs. Such withhold
ing shall remain in effect until such time as the Secretary has assur
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required by section 402. Amounts so withheld shall be deemed to have
been paid to the State under such sections and shall be paid by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to the Secretary. Such
payment shall be considered a noni-Federal contribution for purposes
of section 435.
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42 USC 602.

"LAGREEMENTS WITH OTIIER AGENCIES PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO
FAMILIES OF UNEM1PLOYED PARENTS
"Smc 444. (a) The Secretary is authorized to enter into an agree
ment (in accordance with the succeeding provisions of this sectionl)

wvithiany qualified State agency (as described in subsection (b) ) wnider
which the program established by the preceding sections of this part
C will (except as otherwise provided in this section) be applicable to
individuals referred by such State agency in the same manner, to tile
same extent, and under the same conditions as such program is ap
plicable with respect to individuals referred to the Secretary by a
State agency administering or supervising the administration o~f a
State plan approved by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel
fare under part A of this title.
" (b) A qualified State agency referred to in subsection (a) is a State
agency which is charged with the administration of a program
"(1) the purpose of which is to provide aid or assistance to
the families of unemployed parents,
"(2) which is not established pursuant to part A of title IVlsY
.91
of the Social Security Act,
Ps.~9l
"(3) which is financed entirely from funds appropriated by
the Congress, and
"(4) none of the financing of which is made available under any
program established pursuant to title V of the Economic Op
portunity Act.
"(c) (1) Any agreement under this section with a. qualified State
agency shall provide that such agency will, with respect to all individ
tials receiving aid or assistance under the program of aid or assistance
to families of unemployed parents administered by such agency, com
ply with the requirements imposed by section 402(a) (15) and section _An~t~e
p.878.
402 (a) (19) (F) in the same manner and to the same extent as if (A)
Pot p.890.
such qualified agency were the agency in such State administering or
supervising the administration of a State plan approved underpart A
of this title, and (B) individuals receiving aid or assistance undler the
program administered by such qualified agency were recipients of aid
under a State plan whichi is so approved.
" (2) Any agreement entered into under this section shall remain in
effect for such period as may be specified in the agreement by the Sec
retary and the qualified State agency, except that, whenever the Sec
retary determines, after reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing
to the qualified State agency, that such agency has failed'substantially
to comply with its obligations under such agreement, the Secretary
may suspend operation of the agreement until such time as he is satis
fied that the State agency will no longer fail substantially to comply
with its obligations under such agreement.
"6(3) Any such agreement shall further provide that the agreement
will be inoperative for any calendar quarter if, for the preceding calen
dar quarter, the maximum amount of benefit s payable under the pro
gram of aid or assistance to families of unemployed parents adminis
tered by the qualified State agency which is a party to such agreement
is lower than the maximum amount of benefits payable under such
program for the quarter which ended September 30, 1967.

81 STAT, 890

Ante, p. 885.

AnI2e,
P. 878.
Ante

.87.

P87.

Ante,

p. 884.

Ante. P. 887.
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"1(d) The Secretary shall, at the request of any qualified State
agency referred to in subsection (a) of this section and upon receipt
from it of a list of the names of individuals rereferred to the Secre
tary, furnish to such agency the names of each individual on such list
participating in a special work project under section 4.33 (a) (3) whom
the Secretary determines should continue to participate in such 1)Loject.
The Secretary shall not comply with any such request with respect
to an individual on such list unless such individual has been referred
to the Secretary by such agency under such section 4092(a) (1,5) for a
p~eriod of at least six months."
(b) Section 402(a) of such Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof before the period the following:
";(19) provide
"(A) for the prompt referral to the Secretary of Labor
or his representative for participation under a work incentive
program established by part C of
"(i) each appropriate child and relative who has
attained age Eixteen and is receiving aid to families with
dependent children,
"(ii) each appropriate individual (living in the same
home as a relative and child receiving such aid) who has
attained such age and whose needs are taken into
account in makin~g the determination under section 402
(a) (7), and
"4(iii) any other person claiming aid under the plan
(not included in clauses (i) and (1i)), who, after being
informed of the work incentive plogrhms established by
part C, requests such referral unless the State agency
determines that participation in any of such programs
would be inimical to the welfare of such person or the
family;
except that the State agency shall not so refer a child, rela
tive, or individual under clauses (i) and (ii) if such child,
relative, or individual is
"(iv) a person with illness, incapacity, or advanced
age,
"(v) so remote from any of the projects under the
work incentive programs established by part C that he
cannot effectively participate under any of such pro
grams,
"(vi) a child attending school full time, or
"(vii) a person whose presence in. the home on a sub
stantially continuous basis is required because of the
illness or incapacity of another member of the household;
"(B) that aid under the plan will not be denied by reasoin
of such referral or by reason of an individual's participation
on a project under the program established by section
432(b) (2) or (3) ;
" (C) for arrangements to assure that there will be made a
non-Federal contribution to the work incentive programs
established by part C by appropriate agencies of the State
or private organizations of 20 per centum of the cost of such
programs, as specified in section 435(b) ;
"1(D) that (i) training incentives authorized under section
434, and income derived from a special work project under
the etabishd
rogam
bysecion432(b) (3) shall be dis
regadedin
eteminig te nedsof an individual under
scin42a(),ndi)indetermining
such individual's
need
aditioal
th
xpesesattributable to his participa
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tion in a program established by section 432(b,) (2) or (3)
sliall be taken into account;
"4(E) that, with respect to any individual referred pursul
ant to subparagraph (A) who is participating in a special
work project under the program established by section
432(b) (3), (i) the State agency, after proper notification Ante, p.884.
by the Secretary of Labor, xvill pay to such Secretary (at
such times and in such manner as the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare prescribes) the money payments
such State would otherwise make to or on behalf of such
individual (including such money payments with respect to
such individual's family), or 80 per centum of such individ
ual's earnings under such program, whichever is lesser and
(ii) the State agency will supplement any earnings receivedl
by such individual by payments to such individual (which
payments shiall be considered aid under the plan) to the
extent that such payments when added to the individual's
earnings from his participation in such special work project
will be equal to the amount of the aidl that would have beeii
payable by the State agency with respect to such individual's
family had he not participated in such special work lproject,
plus 20 per centum of such individual's earnings from such
special work project; and
?
"i4(F)that if and for so long as any child, relative, or indi
vdual (referred to the Secre~tary of Labor pursuant to sub
paragraph (A) (i) and (ii) and section 407 (b) (2) ) has been Ante. P. 882.
found by the Secretary of Labor under section 433 (g) to have
refused without good cause to participate under a work
incentive program established by part C with respect to
which the Secretary of Labor has determined his participa
tion is consistent with the purposes of such part. C, or to
have refused without good cause to accept employment in
which hie is able to engage wh~ich is offered through the public
emplymet
ofice oftheStae, or is otherwise offered by an
empoye
ifth ofer f schemployer is determined, after
notfictio
byhim tohe bna fide offer of employment
"(i ifthereltiv maes such refusal, such relative's
needs shall not be taken into accouiit in making the
determination under clause (7), and aid for any (lepend
ent child in the family in the form of payments of the
type described in section 406 (b) (2) (wh'ich in such a
case shiall be without regard to clauses (A) through (E)
thereof) or section 408 will be made;
42 USC 608.
"(ii) aid with respect to a dependent child will be
denied if a child who is the only child receiving aid in
the family makes such refusal;
"(iii) if there is more than one child receiving aid in
the family, aid for any such child will be denied (and
his needs w~ill not be taken into account in making, the
determination under clause (7)) if that, child makes
such refusal; and
"(iv) if such individual makes such refusal, such in
dividual's needs shiall not be taken into account in making
the determination under clause (7)
except that the State agency shall,. for a period of sixty days,
miake payments of the type described in section 406 (h) (2) 42 USC 606.
(wtotregard to clauses (A) through (E) thereof) on
behalf of th relative specified in clause (i), or continue aid
in the case of a child specified in clause (ii) or (iii), or take

81STAT.

892

42 USC 609.

Ante.

P. 885.

Ante,

p. 89o.

Ante.
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the individual's needs into account iii the case of anl individual
specified in clause (iv), but only if during such period such
child, relative, or individual accepts counseling or other serv
ices (which the Saeagrency shall make available to such
child, relative, or individuial) aimed at persuading such rela
tive, child, or individual, as the case may be, to participate
in such programin accordance with the determination of the
Secretary of Labor".
(c) (1) TL'le amendment made by subsection (b) shall in the case of
any State be effective on .July 1, 1968, or if a statute of such State pre
vents it from complying with the reqluiremnents of such amendment oil
such date, such amendment shall with respect to such State he effective
on July 1, 1969; except such amendment shall be effective earlier (in
the case of any State), but not before April 1, 1968, if a modification
of the State plan to comply with such amendment is approved on an
earlier date.
(2) The provisions of section 409 of the Social Security Acet shall
not apply to any State with respect to any quarter beginnming after
June 30, 1968.
(ld) During thle fiscal year ending, June 30, 1969, the Secretary of
Lao may, notwithistandng the provisions of section 433(e) (2) (A)
of thle Social Security Act, pay all of the wages to be paid by the
employer to the individuals for work p~erformed for public agencies
(including Indian tribes with respect to Indians onl a reservation)
under special work projects established under the program established
by section 432(b) (3) of such Act and may transfer into accounts
established pursuant to section 433(e) (3) of such Act such amounts
as lie finds necessary in addition to amounts paid into such accounts
pursuant to section 402(a) (19) (E) of such Act.
(e) Section 402(a) (8) of the Social Security Act (as amended by
section 202(b) of this Act) is further amended by striking out
"4; and" at the end of subparagraph (A) and inserting in lieu thereof:
"4(except that the provisions of this clause (ii) shall not apply to
earned income derived from participation onl a project maintained
under the programs established by section 432(b) (2) and (3) ) ; and".
FEDERAL

PARTICIPATION

IN

PAYM1ENTS

DEPENDENT

Ante

p. 890.

42 USC 608.
42 USC 603.
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SEC. 205. (a) Section 402 (a) of the Social Security Acet (as amended
by the preceding provisions of this Act) is amended by inserting before
the period at thle end thereof the follo-wing new clause: "; (20)
effective July 1, 1969, provide for aid to families with dependent
children in the form of foster care in accordance wvith section 408".
4C(b)
Section 403(a) (1) (B) of such Act is amended by striking out
"as exceeds" and all that follows and inserting in lieu thereof the fol
low'ing "as exceeds (i) the product of $32 multiplied by the total num
ber oferecipients of aid to families with dependent children (other thani
such aid in the form of foster care) for such month, plus (ii) the prod
uct of $100 multiplied by the total number of recipients of aid to
families with dependent children in the form of foster care for such
month; and".
(c) Section 408 (a) of such Act is amended by inserting " (A) " after
"and (4) who", and by inserting before the semicolon at the end there
of the following: ", or (B) (i) would have received such aid in or for
such month if application had been made therefor, or (ii) in the case
of a child who had been living with a relative specified in section
406 (a) within 6 months prior to the month in which such proceedings
were initiated, would have received such aid in or for such month if
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lie had beeii living with (and removed from, thle home

of) such a relative and application had been made thterefor".
(d) Sections 13,5(e) :and 1.55 (b) of the Public Welfare Amendments
of 1962 are each amended by striking-out ", and ending wvith the close
of .June 310, 1908".
(e) The amendments made by subsections (b) and (c) shiall apply
only with respect to foster care provided after December 1967.

Ante, p. 94.

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE FOR CERTAIN NEED)Y FAMILIES WIT IFCHILDREN

SEC. 206. (a) Section 403(a) of the Social Security Act (as
amendledlby section 201(e) of this Act) is amended by striking out the
period at thle end of paragraph (4) and inserting in lieu thereof
and', and by inserting after paragraph (4) the following new
p)aragraph:
(5) in the case of any State, anl amount equal to the sum of
..(A) 50 per centum of the total amount expended under
thie State p lan during suhqure as emergency assistance
to needy families wt children in the form of payments or
care specified in paragraph (1) of section 406(e), and
" (B) 75 per centum of the total amount expended under
thle State plan during such quarter as emergency assistance
to needy families with children in the form of services speci
fied in pharagra ph ( 1) of sect ion 406 (e) ."
(b) Section 406 of such Act (as amended by section 201 (f) of this
Act) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following newv
subsection:
"(e) (1) The term 'emergency assistance to needy families with
children' means any of the following, furnished for a period not in
excess of .30 days in any 12-month period, in the case of a needy child
under the age of 21 who is (or, within such period as may be specified
by the Secretary has been) living with any of the relatives specified
in subsection (a~(1) in a place of residence maintained by one or
mnore of such relatives as his, or their owvn home, but only where such
child is without available resources, the payments, care, or services
involved are necessary to avoid destitution of such child or to provide
living arrangements in a home for such child, and such destitution
or need for living arrangements did not arise because such child or
relative refused without good cause to accept employment or training
for employment
"(A) money payments, payments in kind, or such other pay
ments as the ~State agency may specify with respect to, or medical
c:are or any other type of remedial care recognized under State
law on behalf of, such child or any other member of the house
hold in which he is living, and
" (B) such services as may be specified by the Secretary;
but only with respect to a State whose State plan approved under
section 402 includes provision for such assistance.
"(2 IEergency assistance as authorized under paragraph (1) may
be provided under the conditions specified in such paragraph to
nmigi-amt workers with famnilies in thePState or in such part or parts
thereof as the State shall designate."

Ante.

P.880.

Ante, p. 880.

114ergency

assistanoe
to needy
families with
children.",

42 USC 602.

I'RO'JEc'i-iE jPAYmENT~S AI)
vEND~oR PAYMENTrS WITHf RESIECT TO
D)EPENDENT CHILDREN

S~c. 207. (a) (1) Section 406(b) (2) of the Social Security Act is
amended by striking out all that follows "(2)" and precedes "but
only", and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "payments with
respect to any dependent child (including payments to meet the needs of

76 Stat. 189.
42 USC 606.
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the relative, and the relative's spouse, with whom such child is livingr,
and the needs of any other individual living in the same home if such
needs are taken into 11CCOun1t inl making the determination unader secAne p. 881.
tion.402 (a) (7) ) which do not meet the preceding requirements of this
subsection, but which would meet. such requirements except that such
payments are made to aiiother individual who (as dietelminaed in ac
cordance with standards 1 )rescribed by the Secretary) is interested ine
or concerned with the welfare of such child or relative, or are made onl
behalf of such child or relative directly to a person furnishing food,
liv ing accommodations, or other goods, services, or items to or for such
child, relative, or other individual,".
76 Stat. 189.
(2) Section 406(b) (2) of such Act is further amended by striking
42 USC 606.
out clause (B), and redesignafing clauses (C) through (F) as clauses
(B) through (E), respectively.
Ante, p.893.
(b) Section 403(a) of such Act (as amended by the preceding
provisions of this Act) is amended by
(1) striking out ".5" ine the sentence immedliately followving
p)aragraph (5) anld inserting in lieu thereof "10".
(2) adding at. the end thereof the follow.ing new sentence "In
computing such 10 jpereent, there shall not be taken into account
individuals with reslpect to whom such payimen~ts are made for
Ante.
go89.
any month in accordance with section 402 (a) (19) (F)."'
Ante, p 94.
(c) Section '202(e) of thme Public Welfare Amendments of 1962 is
alnendled by striking out ", and eiiding with the close of June 30, 1968"!.
LIMITATION ON N-U3lBER (OF CHILDREN WIrTIr RESPECTr TO WHiOM
FEDEIIAT PAYMNENTS M1AY BE MADE

SEC. 20$. (a) Section 403 (a) of thme Social Security Act isamiended
by striking out "shiall pay" in the matter preceding pmaragraph (1)
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "shall (subject to sub
section (d)) pay".
(b) Section 403 of such Act is further amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new subsection:
" (d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the average
monthly number of dependent children under the age of 18 who have
been deprived of parental support or care by reason of the continued
absence from the home of a parent with respect to whom payments
under this section may be made to a State for any calendar quarter
after June 30, 1968, shall not exceed the number which bears the same
ratio to the total population of such State under the age of 18 on the
first day of the year in which such quarter falls as the average monthly
number of such dependent children under the age of 18 with respect
to whom payments under this section were made ,to such State for the
calendar quarter beginning January 1, 1968, bore to the total popula
tion of such State under the age of 18 on that date."
FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN PAYMENTS FOR REPAIRS TO HOME OWNED BY
RECIPIENT OF AID OR ASSISTANCE

49 Stat. 647;
79 Stat * 423.
42 USC 1301
1318.

SEC. 209. (a) Title XI of the Social Security Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new section:
"4FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN PAYMENTS FOR REPAIRS TO HOME OWNXED BY
RECIPIENT OF AID OR ASSISTANCE

"SEC. 1119. In the case of an expenditure for repairing the home
owned by an individual who is receiving aid or assistance, other than
42 USC 301,
1201, 1351,
1381, 601.

medical assistance to the aged, under a State plan approved under
title I, X,XIV, or XVI, or p-art A of title IV if
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81 STAT, 895

"(1) the State agency or local agency administering the plan
approved under such title has made a finding (prior to mnaking
such expenditure) that (A) such home is so dlefective that conl
tinned Occupancy is unwarranted, (1B) unless repairs are made
to such home, rental quarters wvill be necessary for such indi
vidlual, and (C) the cost, of rental quarters to take care of the
needs of such individual (including his Spouse living with him in
such home and any, other individual whose needs were taken into
account in determining the need of such individual) would
exceed (over such time as the Secretary may specify) the cost
of repairs needed to make such home habitable together with
other costs attributable to continued occupancy of such home, and
"(2) no such expenditures -were made for repairing such home
pursuant to any prior finding under this section,
the amount paid to any such State for any quarter under section
3)(a), 403(a), 1003(a), 1403(a), or 1603(a) shall be increased by .50 42 USC 303,
per centum of such expenditures, except that the excess above $500 603, 1203,
exIpended with respect to any one home shall not be included in deter- 1353, 1383.
mining such expenditures."
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply with
resjpect to expenditures made after December 31, 1967.
I-SE OIFSUBPROFESSIONAL STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS IN PROVIDING SERVICES
TO INDIVIDUALS APPLYING FOR AND RECEIVING ASSISTANCE

SEC. 210. (a) (1) Section 2 (a) (5) of the Social Security Act is 74
amended by42
(A) striking out "provide" and inserting in lieu thereof "pro
vide (A)"; and
(B) adding at the end thereof before the semicolon the follow
ing: ", and (B) for the training and effective use of paid subpro
fessional staff, with particular emphasis on the full-time or parttime employment of recipients and other persons of low income, as
community service aides, in the administration of the plananed for
the use of nonpaid or partially paid volunteers in a social service
volunteer program in providing services to applicants and recipi
ents and in assisting any advisory committees established by the
State agency".
(2) Section 402(a) (5) of such Act is amended by53
(A) striking out "prov-ide" and inserting ini lieu thereof "pro- 42
vide (A)"; and
I
(B) adding at the end thereof before the semicolon the follow
ing-: ", and (B) for the training and effective use of paid subpro
fessional staff, with particular emphasis on the full-time or parttime employment of recipients and other persons of low income, as
community, services aides, in the administration of the plan and for
the use of nonpaid or partially paid volunteers in a social service
volunteer program in providing services to applicants and recipi
ents and in assisting -anry advisory committees esztablislied by the
State aecy"l.

(3) Secto 1002 (a) (5) of such Act is amended

bY-

()strikingout "provide" and inserting in'lieu thereof "provide (A)"; and
(B) adding at tile end thereof before the sem-icolon the follow
ing: ", and (B) for the training and effective use of paid subpro
fessional staff, with particular emphasis on the full-time or
part-time employment of recipients and other persons of lowincome, as community service aides, in the administration of the
plan and for the use of nonpaid or partially paid volunteers in a
social service volunteer program in providing services to appli

Stat. 988.
USC 302.

Stat. 1379.
USC 602.

53 Stat. 1397.
42 USC 1202.
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cants and recipients and in ,assisting any advisory committees
,established by the State agency".
64 Stat. 555.
(4) Section 1402 (a) (5) of suchAct is anended by
42 USC 1352.
(A) striking out "provide" and inserting in lieu thereof "pro
vide (A)"; and
(B) adding at the end thereof before the semicolon the follow
ing: "4, and (B) for the training and effective use of paid subpro
fessional staff, with particular emphasis on the full-time or
part-time employment of recipients and other persons of low
income, as community service aides, in the administration of the
plan and for the use of nonpaid or partially paid volunteers in a
social service volunteer program in providing services to appli
cants and recipients and in assisting any advisory committees
established by the State agency".
76 Stat. 198.
(5) Section 1602(a) (5) of such Act is amended by
42 USC 1382.
(A) striking out "provide" and inserting in lieu thereof "pro
vide (A)"; and
(B) adding at the end thereof before the semnicolon the follow
ing: 4, and (B) for the training and effective use of paid subpro
fessional staff, with particular emphasis on the full-time or parttime emiployment, of recipients and other persons of low income, as
community service aides, in the administration of the plan and for
the use of nonpaid or partially paid volunteers in a social service
volunteer program in providin~g services to applicants and recipi
ents and in assisting any advisory committees established by the
'State agency".
79 Stat. 344.
(6) Section 1902 (a) (4) of such Act is amended b 
42 USC 1396a.
(A) striking out "provide" and inserting, in Tieu thereof "pro
vie(A)"; and
(B) adding at the end thereof before the semicolon the follow
ing: "4, and (B) for the trainingy and effective use of paid subpro
fessionial staff, with particular emphiasis on the full-time or parttime emnploymnent of recipients and other persons of low income, as
community service aides, in the administration of the plan and for
the use of nonpaid or partially paid volunteers in a social service
volunteer program in providing services to applicants and recipi
ents and in assisting any advisory committees established by the
State agency".
(b) Each of the' amendments made by subsection (a) shall become
effective July 1, 1969, or, if earlier (with respect to a State's plan
42 USC 301,
applroved under title I, X, XIV, XVI, or XIX. or part. A of title IV)
1201, 1351,
on the date as of which the mod'ification of the' State plan to comply
1381, 1396,
with such amendment is approved.
601.
LOCATION

OF CERTAIN PARENTS WHO DESERT OR ABANDON

DEPENDENT

CHILDREN

Ante

.89.

SEc. 211. (a) Effective January 1, 1969, section 402(a) of the
Social Security Act (as amended by the preceding sections of this
Act) is further amended by iiisertinF before the period at the end
thereof the following new clauses: ';(21)
provide that the State
agency will report to the Secretary, at such times (not less often than
once each calendar quarter) and in such manner as the Secretary may
prescribe-
"4(A) the name, and social security account number, if known,
ofec
aeof
fadenetcild
or children with respect to
whomaidis
bingprovdedunde th Stte plan
"()
gant
ho
n rdrfor tespotand
mainte
nane
suho cildor hilrenhas been issued by a court of
competent jurisdiction but who is not making payments in
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compliance or partial compliance with such order, or against
whom a petition for such an order has been filed in a court
havin jurisdiction to receive such petition, and
"(ii whom it has been unable to locate after requesting
and utilizing information included in the files of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare maintained
pursuant to section 205,
"(B) the last known address of such parent and any information it has with respect to the date on which such parent could
last be located at such address, and
"(C) such other information as the Secretary may sp)ecify to
assist in carrying out the provisions of section 410);
(22)) provide, that the State agency wvill, in accordance with standaids Iprescribed by the Secretary, cooperate with the State agency
atdministering or supervising the administration of the phin of another
State under this part
"(A) in locating a, parent residing in such State (whether or
not permanently) against whom a petition has been tiled in a
court of competent jurisdiction of such other State for the support
and mnaintenance of a child or children of such parent with respect
to whom aid is being provided under the plan of such other State,
and
"(B3) in securing compliance or good faith partial compliance
by a parent residing in such State (whether or not, permanently)
with an order issued by a court of competent jurisdiction against
such parent for the support and maintenance of a child or children
of such parent with respect to whom aid is beinga provided imder
the plan of such other State".
(b) Title IV of such Act is amended by adding after section 409 the
following new section:
"4ASSISTANCE BY INTERNAL REVENUE

81 STAT, 897

53 Stat. 1362.
42 USC 405.

______

42 USC 601
609.

SERVICE IN LOCATING PARENTS

"SEC. 410. (a) Upon receiving a report from a, State agency made
pursuant to section 402 (a) (21), the Secretary shall furnish to the Ante, p. 896.
Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate the names and social security
acoount numbers of the parents contained -insuch report, and the name
cf the State agency which submitted such report. The Secretary of
the Treasury or his delegate shall endeavor to ascertain the addresis
of each such parent from the master files of the Internal Revenue
Service, and shall furnish any address so ascertained to the State
agency which submitted such report.
"(b) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of subsection (a). The
Secretary shall transfer to the Secretary of the Treasury from time to
lime sufficient amounts out of the monies appropriated pursuant to
this subsection to enable him to perform his functions under sub
section (a)."
PROVISION OF SERVICES BY OTHERS THAN A STATE

SEC. 212. (a) So much of section 3(a) (4) of the Social Securt
(D
is amended by inserting after "shall" the following: ', except to the
extent specified by the Secretary,"

.Act as follows subparagraph (C) and precedes subparagrp

(b) So much of section 1003 (a) (3) of such Act as follows subparagraph (C) and precedes subparagraph
ing after "shall" the following: 'except to
Secretary,".
(c) So much of section 1403 (a) (3) of
paragraph (C) and precedes subparagraph

76 Stat.

173.

42

usc

303.

42

USC

1203.

(D) is amended by insert
the extent specified by the
such Act as follows sub(D) is amended by insert

42 USC 1353.
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ing after "shall"' the following: ", except to the extent specified by the
Secretary,"
(d) SO much of section 160.3(a) (4) of such Act as follows sub
paragraph (C) and precedes subparagraph (D)isamended by insert
ing after "shall" the following: ", except to the extent specified by the
Secretary,".
(e) The amendments made by the preceding subsections of this sec
tion shall take effect January 1, 1968.
AUTHORITY TO DISREGARD ADDITIONAL INCOM1E OF RECIPIENTS

OF

PUBLIC

ASSISTANCE

79 Stat. 418.
42 USC 302.
42 USC 1202.

42 USC 1352.
79 Stat. 418.
42 USC 1382.

Ante.
j

.86
p.896.

SEC. 213. (a) (1) Section 2(a) (10) (A) (i) of the Social Security Act
is amended by striking out "not more than $5" and inserting in lieu
thereof "not more than $7.50".
(2) Section 1002 (a) (8) (C) of such Act is amended by striking out
"4not more than $5" and inserting in lieu thereof "not more than $7.50".
(3) Section 1402 (a) (8) (A) of such Act is amended by striking out
"~not more than $5" and inserting in lieu thereof "not more than $7.50".
(4)Section 1604 (a) (14) (D)of such Act is amended by striking out
"not more than $5" and inserting in lieu thereof "not more than $7.50".
(b) Section 402(a) of such Act is amended by inserting before the
period at the end thereof the following: "; and (23) provide that by
July 1, 1969, the amounts used by the State to determine the needs of
individuals will have been adjusted to reflect fully changes in living
costs since such amounts were established, and any maximums that the
State imposes on the amount of aid paid to families will have been pro
portionately adjusted".

PART 2-AMEDICAL ASSISTANCE

AMENDMENTS

LIMI1TATION ON FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN

79 Stat. 349.
42 USC 1396b.

Post

p.1.
P.

91.

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

SEC. 220. (a) Section 1903 of the Social Security Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(f) (1) (A) Except as provided in paragraph (4), payment under
the preceding provisions of this section shall not be made with respect
to any amount expended as medical assistance in a calendar quarter,
in any State, for any member of a family the annual income of which
exceeds the applicable income limitation determined under this para
graph.
" (B) (i) Except as provided in clause (ii) of this subparagraph, the
applicable income limitation with respect to any family is the amount
determined, in accordance with standards prescribed by the Secretary,
to be equivalent to 133 1/k percent of the hi ghest amount which would
ordinarily be p aid to a family of the same size without any income or
resources, in the form of money payments, under the plan of the State
approved under part A of title IV of this Act.
" (ii) If the ertar finds that the operation of a uniform maxi
mum limits payments to families of more than one size, he may adjust
the amount otherwise determined under clause (i) to take account of
families of different sizes.
"9(C) The total amount of any applicable income limitation deter
mined under subparagraph (B) shall, if it is not a multiple of $100
or such other amount as the Secretary may prescribe, be rounded to
the next higher multiple of $100 or such other amount, as the case
may be.
"(2) In computing a family's income for purposes of paragraph
(1), there shall be excluded any costs (whether in the form of insurance
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premiums or otherwise) incurred by such family for medical care
or for any other type of remedial care recognized under State law.
"(3) For purposes of paragraph (1) (B), in the case of a family
consisting of only one individual, the Ihighiest amount which would
ordinarily be paid' to such family under the State's plan approved
under part,A of title IV of this Act shall be the amount determined by
the State agency (on the basis of reasonable reltionship to the
amounts payable under such plan to families consisting of two or more
persons) to be the amount of the aid which would ordinarily be payable
under such plan to a family (withiout any income or resources) con
sisting of one person if such plan (without regard to section 408)
provided for aid to such a family.
"(4) The limitations on payment imposed by the preceding provi
sions of this subsection shall not apply with respect to any amount
expended by a. State as medical assistance for any individual who, at
the time~
of the provision of the medical assistance giving rise to such
expenditure-
"'(A) is a~recipient of aid or -assistance under a plan of such
State which is approved under title I, X, XIV, or XVI, or part A
of title IV, or
" (B) is not a recipient of aid or assistance under such a plan
but (i) is eligible to receive such aid or assistance, or (ii) would
be eligible to receive such aid or assistance if he were not in a
medical institution."
(b) (1) In the case of any State whose plan under title XIX of the
Social Security Act is approved by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare under section 1902 after July 25, 1967, the amendment
made by subsection (a) shall apply with respect to calendar quarters
beginning after the date of enactment of this Act..
(2~ In the case of any State whose plan under title XIX of the
Social Security Act was approved by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare under section 1902 of the Social Security Act
prior to July 26, 1967, the amendments made by subsection (a) shall
apply with respect to calendar quarters beginning after .June 30, 1968,
except that
(A) with respect to the third and fourth calendar quarters of
1968, such subsection shall be applied by substituting in subsection
(f) of section 1903 of the Social Security Act 150 percent for
1331/3 percent each time such latter figure appears in such subsec
tion (f), and
(B) with respect to all calendar quarters during 1969, such
subsection shall be applied by substituting in subsection (f) of

section 1903 of such Act 140 percent for 1331/.3

1SA*8

Post. P. 911.

42 USC 608,

42 USC 301,
1201, 1351,
1381.

42 USC 1396;
Post, pp. 903

908.

Ante,

P. 898.

percent each time

such latter figure appears in such subsection (f).
MAINTENANCE OF STATE EFFORT

SEC. 221. (a) Section 11 17(a) of the Social Security Act is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "For any
fiscal year ending on or after June 30, 1967, and before July 1, 1968,
in lieu of the substitution provided by paragraph (3) or (4), at the
option of the State (i) paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection shall
be applied on a fiscal year bsis (rather than on a quarterly basis),
and (ii) the base period fiscal year shall be either the fiscal year end
ing June 30, 1965, or the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964, (whichever
is chosen by the State).
b) Section 1117 of such Act is further amended by adding at the
ens thereof the following new subsection:
"1(d) (1) In the case of the quarters in any fiscal year ending before
July 1, 1968, the reduction (if any) under this section shall, at the

79 Stat. 420.
42 USC 1317.

81 STAT. 900
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option of the State, be determined under paragraph (2), (3), or (4)

of this subsection instead of under the preceding provisions of this

42 USC 301,
1201, 1351,
1381.
P's.
.911.
42 USC 1396;
Post., pp. 903908.

72 Stat. 1053.
42 USC 723.

Post, pp. 912j,
915.

79 Stat. 420.
42 USC 1317.

"oi(2) If the reduction determination is made under this paragraph
fr a State, then
"(A) subsection (a) shall be applied by aking into account
only money payments under plans of the Stat approved under
titles I, X, XIV, and XVI, and part A of title IV,
"(B3) subsection (b) shall be applied by eliminating each ref
erence to title XIX, and
"(C) subsection (c) shall be applied by eliminating the ref
erence to section 1903, and by substituting a reference to this
paragraph for the reference to subsections (a) and (b).
"3) If t~he reduction determination is made under this paragraph
f or a State, then
"(A) subsection (a) shall be applied by taking into account
payments under section .523 and section 422,
"(B) subsection (b) shall be applied by adding a reference to
Section .523 and section 422 after each reference to title XIX, and
"(C) subsection (c) shall be a pplied by adding a reference to
section 523 and section 422 after the reference to section 1903, and
by substituting a reference to this paragraph for the, reference
to subsections (a) and (b).
"(4) If the reduction determination is made under this paragraph
for a State, then
"(A) subsection (a) shall be applied by taking into account
only (i) money payments under plans of the State approved under
titles I, X, XIV, and XV1, and part A of title IV, and (ii) pay
ments under section 523 and section 4'22,
"(B) subsection (b) shall be applied by eliminatg each refer
ence to title XIX aind substituting a reference to section 523 ,and
section 422, and
"(C) subsection (c) shall be applied by eliminating the ref
erence to section 1903 and substituting a reference to section 523
and section 422, and by substituting a reference to this paragraph
for the reference to Subsections (a) and (b)."
(c) Section 1117(ta) of such Act is further amended by striking
out "December 31, 1965" and inserting in lieu thereof "June 30, 1966".
(d) Effective July 1, 1968, section 1117 of the Social Security Act
is repealed.
COORDINATION

OF TITLE XIX AND
INSURANCE

79 Stat. 312;
80 Stat. 105.
42 USC 1395v.

THE SUPPLEMIENTARY

MEDICAL

PROGRAM

SEC. 222. (a) Section 1843 of the Social Security Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
()1
h ertr
hla
the request of a State made before
Janary1,
970 ener ntoa mdifcation of an agreement entered into
wittatsuhprsunt o ubscton (a) under which the coverage
grou decried
i susecion(b) and specified in such agreement is
broaene
toincudeindvidals who are eligible to receive medical
assistance under the plan of such State approved under title XIX.
" (2) For purposes of this section, an individual shall be treated
as eligible to receive medical assistance under. the plan of the State
approved under title XIX if, for the month in which the modification
is entered into under this subsection or for any month thereafter, he
has been determined to be eligible to receive medical assistance under
such plan. In the case of any individual who would (but for this
subsection) be excluded from the agreement, subsections (c) and
(d) (2) shall be applied as if they referred to the modification under
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this subsection (in lieu of the agreement under subsection (a)), and
subsection (d) (2) (C) shall be applied by substituting 'second month
following the first month' for 'first month'."
(b) (1) Section 1843 (d) (3) (A) of such Act is amended by striking

out "ineligible for money payments of a kind specified in the

agree-

79 Stat. 312.
42 usc 1395v,

mnent" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "ineligible both for
money payments of a kind specified in the agreement and (if there
is in effect a modification entered into under subsection (h)) for
medical assistance".
(2) Section 1843 (f) of such Act is amended
(A) by inserting after "or part A of title IV," (as added by
section 241 (e) (2) of this Act) the following: "or eligible to Post, p. 917.
receive medical assistance under the plan of such State approved
under title XIX," and
(B) by inserting after ", and part A of title IV" (as added by
section 241(e) (2) of this Act) the following: ", and individuals
eligible to receive medical assistance under the plan of the State
approved under title XIX".
(3) Section 1843 (g) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out 80 Stat. 105.
"1968" and inserting in lieu thereof "1970".
(4) The heading of section 1843 of such Act is amended by adding 79 Stat. 312.

at the end thereof the

following: "(OR ARE ELIGIBLE FOR 3MEDIcAL

ASSISTANCE)"1.

(c) Section 1903 (b) of such Act is amended by inserting "(1) "after
"(b)", and by adding at the end thereof the followving new paragraph:
" (2) Notwithsta~nding the preceding provisions of this section, the
amount determined under subsection (a) (1) for any State for any
quarter beginning after December 31, 1967, shall not take into account
any amounts expended as medical assistance with respect to individuals

aged

65 or over which would

not have been so expended if the indi

viduals involved had been enrolled in the insurance program established by part. B of title XVIII."
(d) Effective with respect to calendar quarters beginning after
December 31, 1967, section 1903 (a) (1) of such Act is amended by
strikingi out "and other insurance premiums"' and inserting in lieu
thereof "and, except in the case of individuals sixty-five years of age
or older who are not enrolled under part B of title XVIII, other
insurance premiums".
(e) (1) Section 1843(a) of such Act is amended by striking out
"41968" and inserting in lieu thereof "11970".
(2) Section 1843 Cc) of such Act is amended
(A) by striking out "and before January 1, 1968"; and
(B) by striking out "thereafter before Jaiiuary 1968"; and
inserting in lieu thereof "thereafter".
(3) Section 1843 (d) (2) (D) of such Act is amended by striking out
(not later than January 1, 1968) "1.
MO0DIFICATION
SEC.

79 Stat. 349.
42 USC 1396b.

42 USC 1395j
1395w.

OF COMPARABILITY PROVISIONS

223. (a) Section 1902(a) (10) of the Social Security Act is

amended-

(1) by inserting " (I) " after "except that" in the matter follow
ing subparagraph (B), and
(2) by inserting before the semicolon at the end the following:
",and (II)
the making available of supplementary medical insur
ance benefits under part B of title XVIII to individuals eligible
therefor (either pursuant to an ,agreement entered into under
section 1843 or by reason of the payment of premiums under such
title by the State agency on behalf of such individuals), or pro
vision for meeting part or all of the cost of the deductibles, cost

79 Stat. 345.
42 USC 1396a.

81 STAT. 902
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42 Usc 1395j-

sharing, or similar charges under part B of title XVIII for indi
viduals eligible for benefits under such part, shall not, by reason
of this paragraph (10), require the making available of any such
benefits, or the making available of services of the same amount,
duration, and scope, to any other individuals".
(b) The amendments madle by subsection (a) shall apply with
respect to calendar quarters beginning after June 30, 1967.

1395W.

REQUIRED SERVICES UNDER

79 Stat. 345.

42 USC 1396a.

42 USC 301,
1201, 1351,
1381; Post,
P. 911.

42 USC 1396d.
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STATE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

PLAN

Section 1902 (a) (13) of the Social Security Act is

amended to read as follows:

"(13) provide
"i(A) for inclusion of some institutional and some noninsti
tutional care and services, and
"4(B) in the case of individuals receiving aid or assistance
under the State's plan approved under tit-le I, X, XIV, or
XVI, or part A of title IV, for the inclusion of at least the
care and services listed in clauses (1) through (5) of section

1905(a),and

"(C in the case of individuals not included under sub
paragraph (B) for the inclusion of at least
(i) the care and services listed in clauses (1) through
(5) of section 1905 (a) or
(ii) (I) the care and services listed in any 7 of the
clauses numbered (1) through (14) of such section and
(II) in the event the care and services provided under
the State plan include hospital or skilleS nursing home
services, phiysicians' serv ices to an individual in a hos
pital or skilled nursing home during any period be is
receiving hospital services from such hospital or skilled
nursing home services from such home, and
"(D) for payment of the reasonable cost (as determined
ini accordance with standards approved by the Secretary and
included in the plan) of inpatient hospital services provided
under the plan; '
(b) The amendment' made by subsection (a) shall apply with
reset to calendar quarters beginning after December 31, 1967.
(sc)e(11) Section 1902(a) (13)ZA) of the Social Security Act (as
amended by subsection (a) of this section) is further am-ended to
read as follows:
"9(A) (i) for the inclusion of some institutional and some
non-institutional care and services, and
il"(ii) for the inclusion of home health services for any
ndividual who, unider the, State plan, is entitled to skilled
nursing home services, and".
(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) of this subsection shall
apply with respect to calendar quarters beginning after June 30, 1970.
EXTENT

OF FEDERAL FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION

IN_ CERTAIN

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

42 USC 1396b.

SEC. 225. (a) Section 1903(a) (2) of the Social Security Act is
amended by striking out "of the State, agency (or of the local agency
.administering the State plan in the political subdivision) " aend inse rt
iiig in lieu thereof "of the State agency or any other public agency".
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply with respect
to expenditures made after December 31, 1967.
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

Sec. 226. Title XIX of the Social Security Act is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new section:

79 Stat. 343.
42 USC 139 6
139 6d.

6ADVISORY COUNCIL ON MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

"SEC. 1906. For the purpose of advising the Secretary on matters of
general policy in the administration of this title (including the rela
tionship of this title and title XVIII) and making recommendations
for improvements in such administration, there is hereby created at
Medical Assistance Advisory Council which shall consist of twenity-one
persons, not otherwise in the employ of the United States, appointed
by the Secretary without regard to the provisions of title 5, United
States Code, governing appointments in the competitive service. The
Secretary shall from time to time appoint one of the members to serve
as Chairman. The members shall include representatives- of State and
local ageces 'and nongovernmental organizations and groups concerned wintehhealth, and-of consumers of health services, and a major
ity of the membership of the Advisory Council shall consist of
Irepresentatives of consumers of health services. Each member shall
hol d office for a term of four years, except that any member appointed
to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of the term for
which hi
Lreeessor was appointed shall be appointed for the
remainder of such term, and except that the terms of office of the
members first taking office shall expire, as designated by the Secretary
at the time of appointment, five at the end of the first year, five at the
end of the second year, five at the end of the third year, and six at the
end of the fourth year after the date of -appointment. A member shall
not be eligible to serve continuously for more than two terms. The
Secretary may, at the request of the Council or otherwise, appoint
such special advisory professional or technical committees as may be
useful in carrying out this title. Members of the Advisory Council
and members of any such advisory or technical committee,. while
attending meetings or conferences thereof or otherwise serving on
business of the Advisoiy Council or of such committee, shall be
entitled to receive compensation at rates fixed by the Secretary, but~
not exceeding, $100 per day, including trvel time, and while so serving,
away from their homes or regular places of business they may be'
allowed travel expenses, includ~ing per diem in lieu of subsistence, as
authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for persons
in the Government service employed intermittently. The Advisory
Council shall meet as frequently as the Secretary deems necessary.
Upon request of five or more members, it shall be the duty of the
Secretary to call a meeting of the Advisory Council."
FREE CHIOICE BY INDIVIDUALS

42 USC 1395
139511.

80 Stat. 417.
5 USC 3301
t seq.
Membership.

Term of

offioe.

Compensation,

tiavel expens es.

80 Stat. 499

ELTOIBLE FOR 'MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

SEC. 227. (a) Sectioil 1902(a) of the Social Security Act is
amended
(1) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (21)
(2) by strikinim out. the period at the end of paragraph (922)
and inserting in lieu thereof" and "; and
(3) by adding after paragraph (22) the following new para
graphi
"( 23) provide that any iildividual eligible for medical assist
ance (inicluding drugs) may obtain such assistance from- any insti
tution, ageincy, community pharmacy, or person, qualified to
perfrmte service or services required (including an orgnrnization

42 USC 1396a.

81 STAT. 90
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which provides such services, or arranges for their availability,
on a prepayment basis), who undertakies to provide him such
services."
(b) The amendments made by this section shall apply w.%ithi respect
to calendar quarters beginning after .June 30, 1969; except that such
amendments shall apply in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and Guam only with repect to calendar quarters beginning after
June 30, 1972.
UTILIZATION OF STATE FACILITIES TO PROVIDE CONSULTATIVE SERVICES TO
INSTITUTIONS FURNISHLING MEDICAL CARE
Ante. P. 903.

79 Stat. 326.
42 USC 1395aa.

SEC. 228. (a) Section 1902(a) of the Social Security Act (as
amended by section 227 of this Act) is amended
(1) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (22);
(2) by strikingy out the period at the end of paragraph (23) and
inserting in lieu thereof" and";-and
(3) by inserting after paragraph (23) the following new
paragraph:
"(24) effective July 1, 1969, provide for consultative services,
by health agencies and other appropriate agencies of the State to
hospitals, nursing homes, home health agencies, clinics, labora
tories, and such other institutions as the Secretary may specify
in order to assist them (A) to qualify for payments under this Act,
(B) to establish and maintain such fiscal records as may be neces
sary for the proper and efficient administration of this Act, and
(C) to-provide information needed to determine payments due
under this Act on account of care and services furnished to
individuals."
(b) Effective July 1, 1969, the last sentence of section 1864(a) of
such Act is repealed.

PAYM1ENTS FOR SERVICES AND CARE BY A THIRD PARTY

79 Stat. 350.
42 USC 1396b.

Ssc. 229. (a) Section 1902(a) of the Social Security Act (as
amended by section 228 of this Act) is amended
(1) by striking out "anad" at the end of paragraph (23);
(2) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (24) and
inserting in lieu thereof ";and";
and
(3) by inserting after paragraph (24) the following new
paragraph:
"(25) provide (A) that the State or local agerncy administering
such plan will take all reasonable mieasures to ascertain the legal
liability of third parties to pay for care and services (available
under the plan) arising out of injury, disease, or disability,
(B) that where the State or local agency knows that a third party
has such a legal liability such agency will treat such legal liability
as a resource of the individuial on whose behalf the care and serv
ices are made available for purse of aragraph (17) (B), and
(C) that in any case where suchia legal libility is found to exist
after medical assistance has been made available on behalf of the
individual, the State or local ageicy will seek reimbursement for
such assistance to the extent of such legal liability."
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply with
respect to legal liabilities of third parties arising after March 31, 1968.
(c) Section 1903(d) (2) of such Act is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new sentence: "Expenditures for which
payments were made to the State under subsection (a) shall be treated
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as an overpayment to the extent that the State or local agency admin
istering such plan has been reimbursed for such expenditures by a
third party pursuant to the provisions of its plan in compliance with
Section 1902 (a) (25)."1

81 STAT. 905

Ante,

P. 904.

DIRECT PAYMENTS TO CERTAIN RECIPIENTS OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

SEC. 230. Section 1905 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended
by, inserting after "for individuals" in the matter preceding clause
(i) the following: ", and, with respect to physicians' or dentists'
services, at the option of the State, to individuals not receiving aid or
assistance under the State's plan approved under tit-le I, X, XIV, or

XVI1, or part A of title IV,".

79 Stat. 351.
42 USC 1396d.

42 USC 301,
1201, 1351,

DATE ON WHICH STATE PLANS UNDER TITLE XIX MNUST 31EET CERTAIN
FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS

SEC. 23 1. Section 1902 (a) (2) of the Social Security Act is amended
by striking out "July 1, 1970" and inserting in lieu thereof "July 1,
1969".

1381; Post,
P.91
42 USC 1396a.

OBSERVANCE OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

SEC. 232. Title XIX of the Social Security Act (as amended by sec
tion 226 of this Act) is further amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new section:

ccOBSERVANCE

OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS

"SEC. 1907. Nothing in this title shall be construed to require any
State which has a plan approved under this title to compel. any
persoMn to undergo any medical screening, examination, diagnosis, or
treatment or to accept any other health care or services provided under

such plan for any purpose (other than for the purpose of discovering
adpreventing the spread of infection or contagious disease or for
th purpose of protecting environmental health), if such person
obects (or, in case such person is a child, his parent or guardian
obects) thereto on religious grounds."
COVERAGE UNDER TITLE XIX OF CERTAIN SPOUSES OF INDIVIDUALS RECEIVING
CAShI WELFARE AID OR ASSISTANCE
.SEC. 233. (a) Section 1905 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended
(1) by striking out "or" at the end of clause (iv), (2) by inserting "or"
at the end of clause (v), and (3) by inserting immediately below clause
(v) the following new clause:
"1(vi) persons essential (as described in the second sentence of
this subsection) to individuals receiving aid or assistance under
State plans approved under title I, X, XIV, or XVI,".
(b) Section 1905 (a) of such Act is further amnended by adding at
the end thereof the following new sentence: "For purposes of clauses
(vi) of the preceding sentence, a person shall be considered essential to
another individual if such person is the spouse of and is living with
such individual, the needs of such person are taken into account in
determinin the aount of aid or assistance furnished to such indi
viual (uner aeState plan approved under titleI, X, XIV, or XVI),
and such person is determined, under such a State plan, to be essential
to the well being of such individual."

Ante.

P. 903.

81 STAT. 90
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STANDARDS FOR SKILLED NURSING HOMES FURNISHING SERVICES UNDER
STATE PLANS APPROVED UNDER TITLE XIX
Ante,
904,

pp. 903.

SEC. 234. (a) Section 1902(a) of the Social Security Act. (as
mne
y h peeigscin
of this Act) is further amenaded
(1) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (24), (2) by strik
ing out the period at the end of paragraph (25) and inserting in lieu
of such period a semicolon, and (3) by adding at. the end thereof the

following new paragraphs:

" (26) effective July 1, 1969, provide (A) for a, regular program

of medical review (including medical evaluation of each patient's

need for skilled nursing home care) or (in the case of individuals
who are eligible therefor under the State plan) need for care in a
mental hospital, a written plan of care, and, where applicable,
a plan of rehabilitation prior to admission to a skilled nursing
home; (B) for periodic inspections to be made in all skilled nurs
ing homes and mental institutions (if the State plan includes care
in such institutions) within the State by one or more medical
review teams (composed of physicians and other appropriate
health and social service personnel) of (i) the care being provided
in such nursing homes (and mental institutions, if care. therein is
provided under the State plan) to persons receiving assistance
under the State plan, (ii) with respect to each of the patients
receiving such care, the adequacy of the services available in par
ticular nursing homes (or institutions) to meet. the current health
needs and promote the maximum physical -well-being of patients
receiving care in such homes (or institutions), (iii) the necessity
and desirability of the continued placement of such patients in
such nursing homes (or institutions), and (iv) the feasibility of
meeting their health care needs through alternative institutional
or noninstitutional services; and (C) for Ithe making by such team
or teams of full and complete reports of the fin i1 resulting
from such inspections together with any~recommendaionsto the
State agency administering or supervising the administration of
the State plan;
" (27) provide for agreements with every person or institution
providing services under the State plan under which such person
or institution agrees (A) to keep such records as are necessary
fully to disclose the extent of the serv-ices provided to individuals
receiving assistance under the State plan, and (B) to furnish the
State ageincy with such information, regarding any payments
claimed by such person or institution for providing seivices under
the State plan, as the State agency may from time to time request;
" (28) provide that any skilled nursing home receiving pay ments
under such plan must
"(A) suply to the licensing agency of the State full and
complete ifr
ation as to the identity (i) of each person
having (directly or indirectly) an ownership interest of 10
per centum. or more in such nursing home, (ii) in case a nurs
ing home is organized as a corporation, of each officer and
director of the corporation, and (-iii) in case a nursing home
is organized as a partnership, of each partner; and promptly
report any changes which would affect the current accuracy
of the information so required to be supplied;
"(B3) have and maintain ain organized nursing service for
its patients, which is under the direction of a professional
registered nurse who is employed full-time by such nursing
home, and which is composed of sufficient nursing and aux
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iliary personnel to provide adequate and properly supervised
nursing services for such patients during all hours of each
day and all days of each week;
"(C) make satisfactory arrangements for professional
planning and supervision of menus and meal service for
patients for wh,-Iom special diets or dietary restrictions are
medically prescribed;
"(D). have satisfactory policies and procedures relating to
the maintenance of medical records on each patient of the
nursing home, dispensing and administering of drugs and
biologicals, and assuring that each patient is under the care
of a physician and that adequate provisions is made for medi
cal attention to any patient during emergencies;
"(E) have arrangements with one or more general hos
pial uder which such hospital or hospitals will provide
needed diagnostic and other services to patients of such nurs
ing home, and under wvhich such hospital or hospitals agree
to timely acceptance, as patients thereof, of acutely ill patients
of such nursing home wh~o are in need of hospital care; except
that the State agency may waive this requirement wholly or
in part with respect to any nursing home meeting all the
other requirements and which, by reason of remote location
or other good and sufficient reason, is unable to effect such an
arrangement with a hospital; and
"4(F) (i) meet (after December 31, 1969) such provisions
of the Life Safety Code of the National Fire Protection
-Association (21st Edition, 1967) as are applicable to nursing
homes. except that the State agency may waive in accord
ance with regulations of the Secretary, for such periods as it
deems aplpropriate, s 1 )ecific provisions of such code which, if
rigidly: applied, would result in unreasonable hardship upon
a nursing home, but only if such agency makes a det~erminia
tion (and keeps a written record setting forth the basis of
such determination) that such waiver will not adversely affect
the health and safety of the patients of such skilled nursing
home; and except that the requirements set forth in the pre
cedinig provisions of this subciause (i) shall not apply in any
State if the Secretary3 finds that in such State there is in
effect a fire and safety code, imposed by State law, which
adequrately protects patients in nursing homes; and (ii) meet
condit ions relating to environment and sanitation applicable
to extended care facilities under title XVIII; except that
the State agency may wvaive in accordance with regulations,
of the Secretary, for such periods as it deems appropriate,
any requirement imposed by the precedinge provisions of this
SUbcaue(ii) if such agency finds that such requirement,
if riil
applied, would result in unreasonable hardship upon
a nurighome, but only if such agency makes a determina
tion (and keeps a written record setting forth the basis of
such determination) that such waiver will not. adversely
affect the health and safety of the patients of such nursing
lione."
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) of this sect-ion (unless
otherwise specified in the body of such amendments) shall take effect
on January 1, 1969.
(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, after June 30,
1968, no Federal funds shall be paid to any State as Federal matching
under title I, X, XIV, XVI, or XIX of the Social Security Act for
payments made to any nursing home for or on account of any nursing

81 STAT, 907

42 Usc 1395
139511.

42 USC 301,
1201, 1351,
1381, 1396;
Post, pp. 903.
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81 STAT. 908

home services provided by suich nursing home fortiny period during
which such nursing home is determined not to meet fully all require-'
mnents of the State for ficensure as a, nursing home, except that the
Secretary may prescribe a reasonable period o~r periods of time during
which a nursing home which has formerly met such requirements
will be elioible for payments wvhich include Federal participation if
during suei p)eriod or periods such home promptly takes all necessary
steps to again meet such requirements.
COST SHARING AND S1IMILAR CHARGES WITH RESPECT TO INPATIENT
HOSPITAL SERVICES FLRNISIIED UNDER TITLE XIX

79 Stat. 346.
42 US-C 1396a.
42 Usc 301,
1201, 1351,
13813 Post.
P. 911.

42 USC 1395139511.

SEC. 235. (a) (1) Section 1902(a) (14) (A) of the Social Security
Act is amnended by striking, out "no" and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: "in the case of individuals receiving aid or assistance under
State plans approved uinder titles I, X, XIV, XVI, and part A of title

IV, no".

(2) Section 1902 (a) (14) (B) of such Act is amended (A) by
inserting, "inpatienIt hospital services or" after "respect to", and (B)
bysrking ou him" and inserting in lieu thereof "to an individual".
.(3) Section 1902 (a) (15) of the Social Security Act is amended to
read as follows:
" (15) in the case of eligible individuals 65 years of age or older
who are covered by either or both of the insurance programs estab
lislied by title XVIII, provide w.here, under the plan, all of any
deductible, cost. sharing, or similar charge imposed with respect to
such individual under the insurance program established by such
title is not met, the portion thereof which is met shall be deter
mined on a basis reasonably related (as determined in accordance
with standards approved by the Secretary and included in the
plan) to suc~h individual's income or his income and resources;".
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be effective in
the case of calendar quarters beginning after December 31, 1967.
STATE PLAN REQUIREMENTS REGARDING LICENSING OF ADMINISTRATORS OF
SKILLED NURSING HOMES FURNISHING SERVICES UNDER STATE PLANS
APPROVED UNDER TITLE XIX

PP. 903,
904, 906.
Ane

Ante905,

PP. 903,

SEC. 236. (a) Section 1902(a) of the Social Security Act. (as,
amended by the preceding sections of this Act.) is further amended
( 1) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (28) and insert
ing tin lieu thereof a semicolon and (2) by adding at the end of suchl
section 1902 (a) the following new paragraph:
"(20) include a State program which meets the requirements
set. f~orthi in section 1908, for the licensing of administrators of
nursing homes."
(b) Title XIX of the Social Security Act (as amended by the
lpreceding sections of this Act) is further amended by adding at the
end thereof the following:
"4STATE PROGRAMS FOR LICENSING OF ADMINISTRATORS OF NURSING HOMES

SUPra

"SEC. 1908. (a) For purposes of section 1902 (a) (29), a 'State pro
gram for the licensing of admimiistrators of nursing homes''is a pro
gram which provides that no nursing home within the State may
operate except uinder the supervision of an administrator licensed in
the manner provided in this section.
"(b Licensing of nursing home administrators shall be carried
out by the agency. of the State responsible for licensing under the
healing arts licensing act of the State, or, in the absence of such act
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or such an agency, a board representative of the professions and insti
tutions concerned with care of chronically ill and infirmn aged patients
and esalhe to car~ out the purposes of this section.
"(c) It shall bethie function and duty of such agency or board to
"(1) develop, impose, and enforce standards which must be
met by individuals in order to receive a license as a nursing home
administrator, which standards shall be designed to insure that
nursing borne administrators will be individuals who are of good
character and are otherwise suitable, and who, by training or
experience in the field of institutional administration, are qualified
to serve as nursing home administrators;
"(2) develop and apply appropriate techniques, including
examinations and investigations, for determining whether anl
individual meets such standards;
"(3) issue licenses to individuals dletermine~d, after the appli
cation of such techniques, to meet such standards, and revoke or
suspend licenses previously issued by the board in any case where
the individual holding any such license is determined substantially
to have failed to conform to the requirements of suchistandards:
"(4) establish and carry out procedures designed to insure, that
individuals licensed as nursing home administrators will, during
any period that they serve as such, comply with the requirements,
of such standards;
",(5) receive, investigoate, and take appropriate action with
respect to, any charge or complaint filed wvith the board to the
effect that any individual licensed as a nursing home administrator
has failed to comply with the, requirements of such standards; and
"(6) conduct a continuing study and investigation of nursing
homes and administrators of nursing homes within the State with
a view to the improvement of the standards imposed for the
licensing of such administrators and of procedures aiid methods
for the enforcement of such standards with respect to administra
tors of nursing homes who have been licensed as such.
"(d) No State shall be considered to have failed to comply with the
provisions of section 1902 (a) (29) because the agency or board of such Aknt~e
State (established pursuant to subsection (b) ) shall have granted any
waiver, with respect to any individual who during all of the calendar
year immediately preceding the calendar year in which the require
ments prescribed in section 1902 (a) (29) are first met, by the State, has
served as a nursing home administrator, of any of the standards de
veloped, imposed, and enforced by such board pursuant to subsection
(b) (1) other than such standards as relate to good character or suit
ability if
"(1) such waiver-is foi a l)er-iod which enids after beiniginieffect
for two years or on June 30, 1972, whichiever is earlier, and
"t(2) there is provided in the State (during all of the period
for which waiver is in effect), a program of training and instruc
tion. designed, to enable all individuals, with respect to whomn any
such waiver is granted, to attain the qualifications necessary in
order to meet such standards.
"I(e) (1) There are hereby authorized to be, appropriated for fiscal
year 1968 and the four succeeding fiscal years such sums as may be
necessary to enable the Secretary to make grants to States for the pur
pos ofassstig temin instituting and conduct~ing programs of
traiingandinstucton f te type referred to in subsection (d) (2).
"(2)No
ran, wth eslectto any such program shall exceed 75 per
centm
o th resonbleandnecessary cost, as determined by the
Secretary, of instituting and conducting such program.

P. 908.
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ory Council on
Nursing Home
Administration.
80 Sat.17.

80 Sta.
417
5 USC 3301 et
seq.

Membership.
Du-ties.
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travel expenses.

80 Stat.

499.

Termination.
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"Nursing home
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the purpose of advising the Secretary and the States
"()()For
in carrying out the provisions of this section, there is hereby created
a National Advisory Council on Nursing Home Administration which
shall consist of nine persons, not otherwise in the employ of the
United States, appointed by the Secretary without regard to the
provisions of title 52 United States Code, governing appointments in
the competitive service. The Secretary shal from time to time appoint
one of the members to serve as Chairman. The members shall include,
but not be limited to, representatives of State health officers, State
welfare directors, nursing home administrators, and unieritypo
grams in public health or medical care administration.
"U4(2)In addition to the function stated in paragraph (1) of this
sbsection, it shall be the function and duty of the Council (A) to
study and identify the core of knowledge that should constitute
minimally the training in the field of institutional administration
which should qualify an individual to serve as a nursing home admnin
istrator; (B) to study and identify the experience in the field of
institutional administration that a nursing home administrator should
be required to possess; (C) to study and develop model techniques for
determining whether an individual possesses such qualifications; (D))
to study an~d develop model criteria for granting waivers under the
provisions of subsection (d) ; (E) to stuy and develop suggested
programs of training referred to in subsection (d) ; (F) to study,
n instruction for
develop, and recommend programs of trainin
adinistration;
those desiring to pursue a career in nrigom
by July 1,
(G) to complete the functions in (A) truhE)aoe
wic report shall
1969, and submit a written report to thSerty
be submitted to the States to assist them in carrying out the provisions
of this section.
" (3) Members of the Couiicil, while attending meetings or conferences thereof or otherwise serving on business of the Council shall be
entitled to receive compensation at rates fixed by the Secretary, but
not exceeding $100 per day, including travel time, and while so serving
away from their homes or regular places of business they may be
allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as
authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States Code, for persons
in the Government service employed intermittently.
" (4) The Secretary may at. the request of t~he Council engrage such
technical assistance as, may be required to carry out its functions; and
the Secretary shall, in addition, make available to t~he Council such
secretarial, clerical, and other assistance and such pertinent data
obtained and prepared by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare as the Council may require to carry out its functions.
"(5) The Council shall be appointed by the Secretary prior to July
1, 1968, and shall cease to exist as of December 31, 1971.
"1(g)" As used in this section, the term
"(1) 'nursing home' means any institution or facility defined as
such for licensing purposes under State law, or, if State law does
not employ the term nursing home, the equivalent term or terms as
determined by the Secretary; and
"(2) 'nursing home administrator' means any individual who

is charged with the general administration of a nursing home

whether or not such individual has an ownership interest in such
home and whether or not his functions and duties are shared with
one or more other individuals."
(C) Except as otherwise specified in the text thereof, the amend
ments made by this section shall take effect on July 1, 1970.
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UTILIZATION OF CARE AND SERlVICES FURNISHED UNDER TITLE XIX
SEC. 237. Effective April 1, 1968, section 1902(a) of the Social Secu
rity Act (as amended by the preceding sections of this Act) is further
amended by
(a) striking out the period at the end and inserting in lieu
thereof the following" and" -;and
(b) inserting after paragraph (29) (added to the Social Secu
rity Act by section 236 of this Act) the following paragraph:
Ante.
"(30) providesuchmethodsandproceduresreY-kting ~tode ut ii
zation of, and the payment for, care and services availal
ne
the plan as may be necessary to safeguard against unnecessary
utilization of such care and services and to assure that payments
(including payments for any drugs provided under the plan) are

not in excess of reasonable charges

P.

908.

consistent with efficiency, econi

omy, and quality of care."
DIFFERENCES IN STANDARDS WITH RESPECT TO INCOME ELIGIBILITY UNDER
TITLE XIX

SEC. 238. Effective July 1, 1969, section 1902(a) (17) of the Socia.I
Security Act is amended by Striking out. "(wvliich shall be comparable 79 Stat. 346.
for all groups) " and inserting in li'eu thereof the following: "(wNhich 42 USC 1396a.
shall be comparable for all groups and mfay, in accordance with stand
ardsprecribd
b theSecetar, dffer with respect to income levels,
but he
nlyinase f apliant orrecipients of assistance llnder the
planwhoarenotrecevin ai orassistance under the State's plan
appovd
ndr ttl I X XV, or XVI, or part A of title IV, based 42 USC 301,
on hevaiaios btwenshltr
costs in urban areas and in rural 1201j, 1351,

areas) "7.131
PART 3-CHiiLD-WELFARE SERVICES AMENDM1ENTS

Ifa

INCLUSION OF CHILD-WELFARE SERVICES IN TITLE IV
SEC. 240. (a) The heading of title IV of the Social Security Act 76 Stat. 165.
is amended to read as follows:
42 USC 601-609.

"TITLE IV-GRANTS TO STATES FOR AID AND SERV
ICES TO NEEDY FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN AND FOR
CHILD-WELFARE SERVICES"
(b) Title IV of such Act is further amended by inserting imnme
diately after the heading of the title the following:
"PART A-AID To FAMI1LIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN"
(c) Title IV of such Act is further amended by adding at the end 49 Stat. 627;
thereof the following new part:
76 Stat. 186,
"PART B-CHILD-WELFARE SERVICES
iAPPROPRIATION

"SEC. 420. For the purpose of enabling the United States, through
the Secretary, to cooperate with State public welfare agencies in
establishing, extending, and strengthening child-welfare services, the
following sums are hereby authorized to be appropriated: $55,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968, $100,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1969, and $110,000,000 for each fiscal year thereafter.
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"4AlJOTMENTS TO STATES

Ante.

P.9110

Post.

p. 913.

"SEC. 421. The sum appropriated pursuant to section 420 for each
fiscal year shall be allotted by the Secretary for use by cooperating
State public welfare agencies which have plans developed jointly b
the State agency and the Secretary as follows- He shall allot. $70,000
to each State, and shall allot to eacii State an amnount, which bears the
same ratio to the remainder of the sum so appropriated for such year
as the product of (1) the population of such State under the age of
21 and (2) the allotment percentage of such State (as determined
under section 423) bears to the, sum of the corresponding lproducts
of all the States.
"4PAYMENT TO STATES

Post, P.915.

42 USC 601-609.
Ante. p. 911.

"SEC. 422. (a) From the sumis appropriated therefor -,and the allot
ment available under this part, the Secretary shall from time to time
pay to each State-
"6(1) that has a plan for child-welfare services which has been
developed as provided in this part and wvhich
"(A) provides for coordination between the services pro
vided under suach plan and the services provided for depend
ent children under the State planj approved under part A of
this tit-le, with a viewv to provision of welfare and related
services which will best promote the welfare of such children
and their families, and
"6(B) provides, with respect to day care services (includ
ing the provision of such care) provided under this tit-le
4C(i)
for cooperative arrangements with the State
health authority and the State agency primarily respon
sible for State supervision of public schools to assure
maximum utilization of such agen~cies in the provision of
necessary health services anT education for children
receiving day care,
"(ii) for an advisory committee, to advise the State
public wvelfare agency on the general policy involved in
the provision of day care services under the plan, which
shall include among its members representatives of other
State agencies concerned with day care or services related
thereto and persons representative of professional or
civic or other public or nonprofit private agencies, orga
nizations, or groups concerned with the provision of
day care,
'(ill) for such safeguiards ats may be necessary to
assure provision of day care under the plan only in cases
in which it is in the best interest of the child and the
mother and onfly in cases in which it is determined, under
criteria established by the State, that a need for such
care exists; and, in cases in which the family is able to
pay part or all of the costs of such care, for payment of
such fees as may be reasonable in the light of such ability,
"(iv) for giviing prior-ity, inidetermn-iniig thieexistencee
of need for such day care, to members of low- income or
other groups in the polpulation, and to geographical areas,
which hrave the gr-eatest relative need for extension of
such day care, and
"(v) that day care provided under the plaln will be
prvded only in facilities (including private hiomes)
which are licensed by the State, or approved (as meeting
the standards established for such licensing) by the
State agency responsible for licensing facilities of this
type, and
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"(vi) for the development and implementation of
arrangements for the more effective involvement of the
parent or parents in the approp~riate care of the child
and the improvement of the health and development of
the child, and
"(2) thiat makes asatisfactory showing that thieState is extend
ing the provision of child-welfare services in the State, with
priority being given to communities with the greatest need for
such services after giving consideration to their relative financial
need, and with a view to making available by July 1, 1975, in
all- political subdlivisions of the State, for all children in need
thereof, child-welfare services provided by the staff (which shall
to the extent feasible be composed of trained child-nelfare per
sonnel) of the State public welfare agency or of the local agency
participating in the administration of the plan in the political
subdivision,
except that (effective July 1, 1969, or, if earlier, on the date as of
which the modification of the State plan to comply with this require
ment with respect to subprofessional staff is approved) such plan
shall provide for the training and effective use of paid subprofessional
staff with particular emphasis on the full-time or part-time employ
ment of persons of low income, as community service aides, in the
administration of the plan and for the use of nonpaid or partially
paid volunteers in providing services and in assisting any advisory
committees established by the State agency, an amount equal to the
Federal share (as determined under section 423) of the total sum
expended under such plan (including the cost of administration of
the plan) in meeting the costs of State, district, county, or other local
child-welfare services, in developing State services for the encourage
mient and assistance of adequate methods of commuiiity child-welfare
organization, in paying the costs of returning any runaway child who
has not attained the age of eighteen to his own community in another
State, and of maintaining such child until such return (for a period not
exceeding fifteen days), in cases in which such costs cannot be met by
the parents of such child or byany personl,agenicy, or institutionilegally
responsible for the support of such, child. In developing such services
for children, the facilities and experience of voluntary agencies shall
be utilized in accordance with child-care prgrams and arrangements
in the State and local communities as may be aut~horized by the State.
" (b) The method of computing and paying such amounts shall be
as follows:
" (1) The Secretary shall, prior to the beginning of each period
for which a payment is to be made, estimate the amount to be paid
to the State for such period under the provisions of subsection (a).
"(2) From the aillotment available therefor, thieSecretary-shall
pay the amount so estimated, reduced or increased, as the case may
be, by any sum (not previously adjusted under this section) b'y
which hie finds that his estimate of the amiount to be paid the State
for any prior period under this section was greater or less than
the amount which should have been paid to the State for such
prior period under this section.
"ALLOTHENT PERCENTAGE AND FEDERAL sirARE

"SEC. 423. (a) The 'allotment percentage' for any State shall be
100 per centumn less the State percentage; and the State percentage
shall be that percentage which bears the same ratio to 50 per centum as
the per capita income of such State bears to the per capita income of
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42 USC 724.
"United States."

tile I~nited States; except that (1) thle allotmnent p~eiceiitage shall iii1
no0 case be less than 30 per centuni or more than 70 per~ ,entutri, aI.:l
(2) the allotment percent age shall be 70 er' centunm in the v:ase, of
Punerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam.
"(b) The 'Federal share' for any State for any fiscal year shall he
100 per centumn less that percentage 'which bears the stame ratio to
50 per centimi as the per calpita income of such State bears to the per
capita income of the United States, except that (I) in no case shall
the Federal share be less than 331/3 per cemituni or more than 662/i peI.
centumn, land (2) the Federal share shall be 662/3 per centlin in tile casa
of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, land Guam.
" (c) The Federal share aend the,allotment percentage for each State
shiall be promulgated by the Secretary between July 1 and Akugust.31
of each eve-nmerdyear, on the basis of the average per capita
income of each State and of the United States for the three most recent
calendar years for which satisfactory data are available from the
Department of Commerce. Such promulgation shall be conclusive for
each of the two fiscal years in the period beginning .July 1 next succeed
ing such promulgation: Provdded, That the Federal shares and allot
mentperentaes romugatd under section 524(c) of the Social
ScrtAcin16shlbefetie
for purposes of this section for
thefisaleningJun
ear
30 198,and June 30, 1969.
"()Frproe
fti
etothe
term 'United States' meamis
thefify
tats ad he istic oColumbia.
i(IREALALOTINENT

Ant~e

P. 912.

"SEC. 424. The amount of any allotment to a State under section 421
for any fiscal year wvhichi the State certifies to the Secretary will not
be required for carrying out the State plan developed as provided in
such section shall be available for real lotment from time to time, onl
such dates as the Secretary may fix, to other States which the Secre
tary determines (1) have need in carrying out their State plans so
developed for sums in excess of those previously allotted to them under
that section and (2) will be. able to use such excess amounts during such
fiscal year. Such reallotments shall be made onl the basis of the' State
plans so developed, after taking into consideration the population
under the age of twenity-onie, and the per capita income of each such
State as compared with the population under the age of twenty-one,
and the per capita income of all such States with respect to which such
a determination by the Secretary has been made. Any amount so real
lotted to a State shall be deemied part. of its allotment, tinder section 421.
"(DEFINITION

"Child-welfare
services."

"SEc. 425. For purposes of this tit-le, the term 'child-welfare serv
ices' means public social services which supplement, or substitute for,
parental care and supervision for the purpose of (1) preventing or
remedying, or assisting in the solution of problems which may result
in, the neglect, abuse, exploitation, or delinquency of children, (2)
protecting and caring for homeless, dependent, or neglected children,
(3) rotctig
ad pomoingthewelare of children of working
mothrs,
nd () oherwsepotecingand promoting the welfare of
chidre, icluingthestrngtenig f their own homes where pos
sibe o, wereneded
th prvisonof adequate care of children
aw -ayrfrom thi hms. ifoter
family homes or day-care or other
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4RESEAIRCH, TRAINING, OR DEMONSTRATION

TT

1

PROJECTS

"SEc. 426. (a) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for
each fiscal year such sums as the Congress may determine
"(1) for grants by the Secretaryoftistuosofhge
leanin,
ad t pulicor thr nonprofit agencies and
orgaizaion
enagedin eserchor child-welfare activities,
for
rseach
pecalr deonsratin pojets inthe field of
ae ofregona or atinalsignificance
chil wefarewhih
and for special projects for th deosrto
f new meth
ods or facilities which show promise of substantial contribu
tion to the advancement of child welfare;
"d~(B) to State or local public agencies responsible for
administering, or supervising the administration of, the plan
under this part, for projects for the demonstration of the
utilization of research (including findings resulting there
from) in the field of child welfare in order to encourage
experimental and special types of welfare services; and
"(C) to public or other nonprofit institutions of higher
learning for special projects for training personnel for w'ork
in the field of child welf/are, including tnaineeships with such
stipends and allowances as may be permitted by the Secre
tary; anid
"(2) for conitracts or joinitly finianicedcooperative t~iarragemients
with States and public and other organizations and agencies for
the conduct of research, special projects, or demonstration projects
relating to such matters.
"(b) Paxyments of grantts or under contracts or coopera-,tive aIrrange
mnents under this section may be made in advance or by way of reim
bursement, and in such installments, as the Secretary may determine;
and shall be made on such conditions as the Secretary finds neces
sary to carry out the purposes of the grants, contracts,. or other
arrangements."
(d) (1) Subparagraphs (A) and (B) of sect ion 422 (a) (1) of the
Social Securit~y Act. (as added by subsection (c) of this section) are An

redesignated as (B) and (C).

p.92
p.92

(2) So much of paragraph (I) of section 422(a) of such Act (as
added by subsection (c) of this section) as precedes Subparagraph (B)
(as redesignated) is amended to read as follows:
"(1) that has a p lan for child-welfare services which has been
developed as provided in this part and which
"(A) provides that (i) the State agency designated
lpursuant. to section 402 (a,) (3) to adminiiste~r or supervise the 42 Usc 602.
administration of the plan of the State approved under part
A of this title will administer or supervise the administration 42 USC 601.609.
of such plan for child-welfare services and (ii) to the extent Apte. p. 911,
that child-welfare services are furnished by the staff of the
State agency or local agency administering such plan for
child-welfare services, the organizational unit- in such State
or local agency established pursuant. to section 402(a) (15) Ante. P. 878.
will be responsible for furnishing such child-welfare
services,"
(e)((1
Pat .3 of title V of the Social Security Act is relpealed onl Repeal.
the date this Act. is enacted.
72 Stat. 1052.
(2) Part B of title IV of the Social Security Act. (as added by 42 USC 721-728.
subsection (c) of this section), and the amendments made by subsec
tions (a) and (b) of this section, shall become effective on the (late this
Act is enacted.
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Ante. p. 911.
42 USC 602.
Ante. p. 915.

42 USC 601-609.
An
p.911

72 Stat. 1052.
42 USC 721-728,

42 USC 723.
Ante. pp. 912,
915.

42 USC 726.

42 USC 601-609.

(3) 'i'le amendinents made by paragraphs (1) and (2))of subsection
(d) shall become effective *July 1, l969J, excelpt thait (A) if on the (bite
of enactmlent of this Act the -agency of a State administering its plan
for child-welfare services developed under part B1 of title IV of the
Social Security Act is dlifferent from thieagenicy of the state designated
pursuant to

section 402(a) (3) of such Act, so much of paragraph (1)

of section 4922(a) of sutch Act as precedes subparagraph (B1) (as added
by paragrap (2) of such subsection (d) ) shall not apply with respec~t
to such agenis but. only so long as such agencies of the State are
different, an (B) if onl such (late the local agency administering the
plan of a Saefor child-welfare services developed under partBl of
title IV of the Social Security Act is different, from the local agency
in such subdivision administering the plan of such State under lpart A~
of title IV of such Act, so much of such paragraph (1) as precedes
such subparagrp
B)salnot
apply wvith respect to such local
agencies but onl solong as such local agencies are different.
(f) InI the case of any State which has a plan developed as provided
in part 3 of title V of the Social Security Act as in effect. prior to the
enactment

of thiis Act

(1) such plan shall be treated as a plan developed, as lprovided
in part B3 of title IV of such Act, on the date this Act. is enacted:
(2) any sums appopiated, allotted, or reallotted pursuant to
part 3 of title V fotrth~e fi'scal year ending .Juue 30, 1968, shall be
deemed appropriated, allotted, or reallotted (as the case may be)
under part B of title IV of such Act for such fiscal year; and
(3) any overpayment or underpayment which the Secretary
determines was made to the State under section 523 of the Social
Security Act and with respect to which ,adjustment has not then
already been made under subsection (b) of such section shall, for
purposes of section 422 of such Act, be considered anl overpayment
or underpayment (as the case may be) made under section 422
of such Act.
(g) Any suims appropriated or grants made pursuant to section 526
of the Social Security Act (as in effect prior to the enact~ment of this
Act) shall be deemed to have been appropriated or made (as the case
may be) under section 426 of the Social Security Act (as added by sub
section (c) of this section).rvdudrtteI o h oilScrt
(hI) Each State plan appoeunetilIVothScaleury
Act as in effect on the day preceding the date of t~he enactment of this
Act shall be deemed, without the necessity of any change in such
lplan, to have been conformed with the amendments made by sub
sections (a) and (b) of this section.
CONFORMING

42 USC 428.

42 USC 601.
42 USC 603.

42 USC 604.
42 USC 606.

AMENDMENTS

SEC. 241. (a) Section 228(d) (1) of the Social Security Act is
amended by striking out "IV,", and by inserting after "XVI," the fol
lowing: "or p art A of title IV"'.
(b) (1) The first sentence of section 401 of the Social Security Act
is amended by striking out "title" and inserting in lieu thereof "part".
(2) The proviso in section 403 (a) (3) (D) of such Act is amended
by striking out "title" and inserting in lieu. thereof " part".
(3) The last sentence of section 403(c) (2) of such Act is amended
by striking out "title" and inserting in lieu thereof "pa~rt".
(4) Section 404 (b) of such Act is aended by strikIng out "title"
and inserting in lieu thereof "part".
(5) Sect-ion 406 of such Act is amended by striking out "tit-le" in
the matter preceding subsection (a) and inserting in lieu thereof
"cpart".
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(c) (1) Section 1106(c) (1) of such Act is arnendled by striking out
"IV,", and by inserting a~fter "XIX,," the following: "or part A of title

42 Usc 1306.

(2) Section 1109 of such Act is amended by striking out "IV,"',
and bv insertingr after "XIX" the following: ", or part A of title IV,".
(3) Section 1111 of such Act is amended by striking out "TV,", and
by inserting after `XVI, the follwig:"and part A of title IV,".
(4) Section 111.5 of such A'ct is amendWed by striking out "IV," and
by inserting after "XIX" the following: ", or part A of title IV,".
(5) Sectrfon. 1116 of such Act is amended(A) by striking out "IV," in subsection (a) (1), and by insert
mgo after "XIX,'- in such subsection the following: "or part A
of title IV,"; and
(B) by striking out "IV," in subsections (b) and (d), and by
inserting after "XIX" in such subsections the following: ", or
lpaIt A of title IV,".
(6) Section 1117 of such Act is amended(A) by striking out "IV," in clause (A) of subsection (a) (2),
and by inserting after "XIX" in such claus-e the following: "and
JPart A of title IV,";
(13) by striking out "IV," each place it appears in subsection
(b);:
(C) by inserting after "and XIX" in subsection (b) the fol
lowing:'-', and part A of title IV,";
(D) by inserting after "or XIX" in subsection (b) the followv
ing: ", or part A of title IV".
(T) Section 1118 of such Act is amended by striking out "IV". and
byv inserting after "XVI," the following: "and part A of title IV,".
(d) Section 1602 (a) (11) of such Act is amended by striking out
"title IV", X, or XIV` and inserting in lieu thereof "part A of title IV
or under title X or XlV,".
(e) (1) Section 1843(b) (2) of such Act is amended by striking Out
"IV," and by inserting after "XVI" the following: ", and part A of
title IV".
(2) Section 1843 (f) of such Act is amended
(A) by striking out "IV," in the first sentence, and by inserting
after "XVI," the first place it appears in such sentence the fol
lowin: "or part A of title IV,", and
()bystriking out "IV," in the second sentence, and by insert
ing afer "XVI," in such sentence the following: ", and part A of
title IV".
(f) (1) Section 1902(a) (10) of such Act is amended by striking out
"IT,", and by inserting after "XVI" the following: ", and part. A of
title IV".
(2) Section 1902 (a) (17) of such Act is amended by striking out
"IV,", and by inserting after "XVI"1 the following: ", or part A of
title IV".
(3) Section 102 (b) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out
".title IV" and inserting in lieu thereof "part A of title IV".
(4) Section 1902 (c) of such Act is amended by striking out "IV,",
and by inserting after "1XVI"1 the following: ", or part A of title IV".
(5) Section 1903 (a) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out
"'IV,", and by inserting after "XVI,"1 the following: "or part A of
title IV,".
(6) Section 190.5(a) (ii) of such Act is amended by striking out
"ititle IV" and inserting in lieu thereof "part A of title IV,,.

42 USC 1309.

IV",'.

42 USC 1311.
4

S

35

42 USC 1316,

42 USC 1317.

42 Usc 1318,
42 USC 1382.
42 USC 1395.v.

42 USC 1396a.

42 usc 1396b.
42 usc 1396d.

81 STAT. 918
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AND TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

PARTIAL PAYMENTS

TO STATES

SEC. 245. Sections 4, 404 (a), 1004, and 1404 of the Social Security
Act are each amended
(1) by striking out "further payments will not be made to the
623, 646k
State" and inserting in lieu thereof "further payments will not be
64 Stat. 557.
made to the State (or, in his discretion, that payments will be
4 42 Usc 304, 604,
limited to categories under or parts of the State plan not affected
1204,1354.
by such failure)";, and
(2) by striking out the last sentence and inserting in lieu
thereof the following: "Until he is so satisfied he s-hall make no
further payments to such State (or shall limit payments to Cate
gories under or parts of the State plan not affected by such
failure) ."
49 Stat.

622,

CON-TRACTS FOR COOPERATIVE RESEARCH OR DEM1ONSTRATION PROJECTS

70 Stat. 851.

42 'JSC 1310.

SEC. 246. Section 1110 (a) (2) of the Social Security Act is amended
by striking out "nonprofit".
PERMANENT AUTHORITY TO SUPPORT DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

76 Stat. 192.
42 7Tsc 1315.

Ant

p. 94.

SEC.

247. Section 1115 of the Social Security Act is amended
(1) by striking out "$2,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof

(2)4bystrikng ou "ending prior to July 1, 1968" and inserting
in lieu thiero "gning after June 30, 1967".
SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO PUERTO RICO, THE VIRGIN ISLANDS,
AND GUAM

76 Stat. 206.
42 USC 1308.

SEC. 248. (a) (1) Section 1108 of theSocial Security Act is amended
to read as follows:
"LIMITATION ON PAYMENTS TO PUERTO RICO, THlE VIRGIN ISLANDS,
AND GUAM

42 USC 301,
1201, 1351,

13813
Ante,

p. 911.

"SEC. 1108. (a) The total amount certified by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare under title I, X, XIV, and XVI, and
under part A of title IV (exclusive of any amounts on account of
services and items to which subsection (b) applies)
"4(1) for payment to Puerto Rico shall not exceed
"(A) $12,500,000 with respect to the fiscal year 1968,
"(B) $15,000,000 with respect to the fiscal yearl1969,
"(C) $18,000,000 with respect to the fiscal year 197'0,
"(D) $21,000,000 with respect to the fiscal year 1971, or
"(E) $24,000,000 with respect to the fiscal year 1972 and
each fiscal year thereafter;

"1(2) for payment to the Virgin Islands shall not exceed
"(A) $425,000 with respect to the fiscal year 1968,
"(B) $500,000 with respect to the fiscal year 1969,
"(C) $600,000 with respect to the fiscal year 1970,
"(D) $700,000 with respect to the fiscal year 1971, or
"(E) $800,000 with respect to the fiscal year 1972 and each
fiscal year thereafter; and
"(3) for payment to Guam shall not exceed
"(A) $575,000 with respect to the fiscal year 1968,
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"(B) $690,t)00 with respect to the fiscal year 1969,
"(C) $825,000 wsith respect to the fiscal year 1970,
"(D) $960,000 with respect to the fiscal year 1971, or
-(E) $1,100,000 with respect, to the fiscal year 1972 and
each fiscal year thereafter.
;"(b) 'Tle total amiount certified by the Secretary under piuit A of
title IV, on account of family planning services and services provided
undler section 40-2 (a) (19) with respect to any fiscal year"(1) for payment to Puerto Rico shall not exceed $2,000,000,
"(2) for payment to the Virgin Islands shall not exceed
$65,000, and
"(3) for payment to Guam shall not exceed $90,000.
"(c) The total amount certified by the Secretary under title XIX
with respect to any fiscal year"(1) for payment to Puerto Rico shall not exceed $20,000,000,
"(2) for payment to the Vii'gin Islands shall not exceed
$650,000, and
"(3) for payment to Guam shall not exceed $900,000.
"(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 502 (a) and 512 (a)
of this Act, and the provisions of sections 421, 503(1), and 504(1) Of
this Act as amen~ded by the Social Security Amendments of 1967,
and until such time as the Congress may by appropriation or other
law Otherwise provide, the Secretary shall, in lieu of the initial allotnient specified in such sections, allot such smaller amounts to Guam
as he may deem appropriate."
(2) The amendmeint made by paragraph (1) shall apply with
respect to fiscal years beginning, after June 30, 1967.
ikb) Notwithstanding subparagraphs (A) and (B) of section 403
(a) (3) of such Act (as amended by this Act), the rate specified in
such subparagraphs in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and Guam shall be 60 per centumi (rather than 75 or 85 per centumn).
(c) Effective July 1, 1969, neither the provisions of clauses (A)
through (C) of section 402 (a) (7) of such Act as in effect before the
enactment. of this Act nor the provisions of section 402 (a) (8) Of Such
Act as amended by section 202 (b) of this Act shall apply in the case of
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, or Guam. Effective no later than
July 1, 1972, the State plans of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and
Guam approved under sec~tion 402 of such Act shall provide for the
disregarding of income in making the determination under section
402(a) (7) of such Act in amounts (agreed to between the Secretary
and the State agencies involved) sufficiently lower than the amounts
Specfed in section 402 (a) (8) of such Act to reflect appropriately the
apiable differences in income levels.
(pdif)The amendment inade by section 220(a) of this Act shall not
apply in the case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, or Guam.
(e) Effective with respect to quarters after 1967, section 1905(b)
of such Act is amended by striking out "55 per centum" and inserting
in lieu thereof "50 per centum".
APPROVAL

OF

CERTAIN

42 USC 601-609,

Ante. p. 9116
Ante. P. 890.

42 USC 1396
139 6d,

Ante. pp. 9o3
908.

42 USC 702,
712.
An~te, P. 912.
Postp P. 922.,

Ante,

p. 879.

42 USC 602.
Ante, p. 881.

At ,,

8.98.,

79 Stat. 352.
42 USC 1396d.

PROJEcTS

SEC. 249. Title XI of the Social Security Act is a-mended by adding
at the end thereof (after the new section added by section 209 of this
Act) the following new section:
9APPROVAL OF CERTAIN

81 STAT. 919.

PROJECTS

";SEC. 1120. (a) No payment shall be made under this Act with
respect to any experimental, pilot, demonstration, or other project all
or any part of which is wholly financed with Federal funds made avail
able under this Act (without any State, local, or other non-Federal

Antep P. 894.
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81 STAT. 920,

financial participation) unless such project shall have been personally
approved by the Secretary or Under Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare.
"(b) As soon as possible after the approval of any project unader
subsection (a), the Secretary shall submit to the Congress a description
of such project including a statement of its purpose, probable cost, and
expected duration."
ASSISTANCE IN THE FORM OF INSTITIJTIONAL SERVICES IN INTRMEDIATE

CARE FACILITIES
.SEC. 250. (a) Title XI of the Social Security Act (as amended by
Ane.5 PP. 894,

sections 1209 and 249 of this Act.) is further amended by adding at the

919.

end thereof the following new section:
ASSISTANCE IN

42 Usc 301,
42 Usc 1201.

42 USC 1351,
42 Usc 1381.

42 USC 1396.
Ante, pp. 903-

908.

42 USC 1396d.
Ante, p. 919.

THE FORM OF INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES IN INTERMEDIATE
CARE FACILITIES

"SEC. 1121. (a) Any State which has in effect a plan for old-age
assistance, approved under title I, a plan for aid to the blind, approved
under title X, a plan for aid to the permanently and totally disabled,
aprvdudrtteXV
rapa
o
id to the aged, blind, or
dsbeapoeunetilXVmyonor
after January 1, 1968,
modiy
lanto
sch nclde herin eneitsin the form of institu
tioal ervcesin
ntemedatecare facilities for individuals who are
entitled (or would, if not receiving institutional services in inter
mediate care facilities, be entitled) to assistance, under such plan, in
the form of money payments.
"(b) Any modification pursuant to subsection (a) shall provide
that benefits in the form of institutional services in intermediate care
facilities will be provided only to individuals who-
"(1) are entitled (or would, if not receiving institutional serv
ices in intermediate care facilities, be entitled) to receive aid or
assistance, under the State plan, in the form of money payments;
"(2) because of their physical or mental condition (or both),
require living accommodations and care which, as a practical
matter, can be made available to them only through institutional
facilities; and
44(3)
do not have such an illness, disease, injury, or other condi
tion as to require the de ree of care and treatment which a hos
pital or skilled nursiiig fome (as that term is employed in title
XIX) is designed to provide.
"(c) Payments to any State which modifies its approved State plain
(referred to in subsection (a) ) to provide, to the recipients of aid or
assistance thereunder, benefits in the form of institutional services in
intermediate care facilities shall be made in the same manner and
from the same appropriation as payments made with respect to expen
ditures under the State plan so modified, except that, with respect to
expenditures made by the State in paying the cost of benefits in the
form of institutional services in intermediate care facilities for any
qtiarter, the Secretary shall, if the State so elects, pay to each State
an amount equal to the Federal medical assistance percentage (as de
fined in section 1905 (b) ).
"(d) Except when inconsistent with the purposes of this section or
contrary to any provision of this section, any modification, pursuant to
this section, of an approved State plan shall be subject to the same
conditions, limitations, rights, and obligations as obtain with respect
to such approved State plan.
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"(e) For purposes of this section, the term 'intermediate care facility' means an institution or distinct part thereof which (1) is licensed,
under State law, to provide the patients or residents thereof, on a
regular basis, the range or level of care and services which is suitable
to the needs of individuals described in subsection (b) (2) and (3),
but which does not provide the degree of care required to be provided
by a skilled nursing home furnishing services under a State plan

61 STAT.

921

"Intermediate
care facility."

approved under title XIX, and (2) meets such standards of

safety 42 USC 1396
and sanitation as are applicable to nursing homes under State 1396d.
law; except that in no case shall such term include an institution which Ante, pp. 903
does not regularly provide a level of care and service beyond room and 908
board. The term 'intermediate care facility' also includes a Christian
Science sanatorium operated, or listed and certified, by the First
Church of Christ, Scientist, Boston, Massachusetts, but only with re
spect to institutional services deemed appropriate by the State."

TITLE III-IMPROVEMENT OF CHILD HEALTH
CONSOLIDATION OF SEPARATE PROGRAMS UNDER
SOCLAL SECURITY ACT

TITLE V OF THE

SEC. 301. Effective wvithi respect to fiscal years beginning after
June 30, 1968, title V of the Social Security Act (as otherwise amended
by this Act) is amended to read as follows:

49 Stat, 629.

42 USC 701-731.
"TITLE V-MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH AND
CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S SERVICES
"4AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

"SEC. 501. For the purpose of enabling each State to extend
and improve (especially inrrlaes
and in areas suffering from
severe economic distre;;ss),as far as practicable under the conditions in
such

State,

"(1) services for reducing infant mortality and otherwise pro
mnoting the health of irwthers and children; and
"(2) services for locating, and for medical, surgical, corrective,
and other services and care for and facilities for diagnosis, hos
pitalization, and aftercare for, children who are crippled or who
are suffering from conditions leading to crippling,
there are authorized to be appropriated $250,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1969, $275,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1970, $300,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971, $325,000,
000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, and $350,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1973, and each fiscal year thereafter.
"4PURPOSES FOR WHICH FUNDS

ARE AVAILABLE

"SEc. 502. Appropriations pursuant to section 501 shall be available
for the following purposes in the following proportions:
" (1) In the case of the fiscal year ending .June 30, 1969, and each
of the next 3 fiscal years, (A) 50 percent of the appropriation for
such year shall be for allotments pursuant to sections 503 and
504; (B) 40 percent thereof shall be for grants pursuant to sec
tions 508, 509, and 510; and (C) 10 percent thereof shall be for
grants, contracts, or other arrangements pursuant to sections
.511 and 512.
"(2) In the case of the fiscal year ending June 30,1973, and each
fiscal year thereafter, (A) 90 percent of the appropriation for
such years shall be for allotments pursuant to sections 503 and

Ante,

p.

915.

Post. p. 929.
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504; and (B) 10 percent thereof shall be for grants, contracts, or
other arrangements pursuant to sections.511 and 512.
-Notto exceed 5 percent of the alpprop~riation for any fiscal year under
this section shall be transferred, at the request of the Secretary, from
one of the purposes specified in paragraph (1) or (2) to another pur
pose or purposes so specified. For each fisal year, the Secretary shall
determine the portion of the appropriation, within the percentage
determined above to be available for sections 503 and 504, which shall
be available for allotment pursuant to section 503 and the portion
thereof which shall be available for allotment pursuant to section 504.
-Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, of the
amount appropriated for any fiscal year pursnant to section 501, not
less than 6 percent of the amount appropriated shall be available for
family planning services from ,allotments under section 503 and for
family planning services under projects nuder ,sections .508 and 512.
"ALLOTMENTrS TO STATES

FOR 'MATERNAL AND

CHILD

IhEAurii SERVICES

"CSEC. 503. The amount determined to lie available pursuant to section
502 for allotments under this section shall be allotted for payments for
maternal and child health services as follows:
"(1) One-half of such amount shall1 be allotted by allotting to
each State $70,000 plus such part of the remainder of such onehalf as he finds that the number of live births in such State bore
to the total number of live births in the United States in the
latest calendar year for which hie has statistics.
"(2) The remaining one-half of such amount shall (in addition
to the allotments under paragraph (1)) be allotted to the States
from time to time according to the financial need of each State
for assistance in carrying out its State plan, as determined by the
Secretary after taking into consideration the number of live births
in such State, except that not more than 25 percent of such onehalf shall be available for grants to State agencies (administering
or supervising the administration of a State plan approved under
section 505), and to public or other nonprofit institutions of higher
learning (situated in any State), for special projects of regional
or national significance which may contribute to the advance
ment of maternal and child health.
"CALLOTMENTS TO STATES FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S SERVICES

"SEC. 504. The amount determined to be available pursuant to sec
tion 502 for allotments under this section shall be allotted for payments
for crippled children's services as follows:
"6(1) One-half of such amount shall be allotted by allotting to
each State $70,000 and allotting the remainder of such one-half
according to the need of each State as determined by him after
taking into consideration the number of crippled children in such
State in need of the services referred to in paragraph (2) of sec
tion 501 and the cost of furnishing such services to them.
"(2) The remaining one-half of such amount. shall (in addi
tion to the allotments under paragraph (1) ) be allotted to the
States from time to time according to the financial need of each
State for assistance in carrying out its State plan, as determined
by the Secretary after taking into considleration the number of
crippled children in each State in need of the services referred
to in paragraphi (2) of section 501 and the cost of furnishing such
services to them; except that not more than 25 percent of such
one-half shall be available for grants to State agencies (admninis
tering or supervising the administration of a State plan ap
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proved under section 505), and to public or other nonprofit insti
tutions of higher learning (situated in any State), for special
projects of regional or national significance which may contribute
to the advancement of services for cripl)Ped children.
"4APPROVAL OF STATE

PLANS

"SEC. 505. (a) In order to be entitled to paymehts from allotments

uindler section 502, a State must have a State plan for maternal and
child health services and services for crippled children which
"(1) provides for financial participation by the State;
"(2) provides for the administration of the plan by the State
health agency or the supervision of the administration of the plan
by the State health agency; except that in the case of those States
which on July 1, 1967, provided for administration (or super
vision thereof) of the State plan approved under section 513 (as 42
in effect on such date) by a State agency other than the State
health agency, the plan of such State may be approved under this
section if it would meet the requirements of this subsection except
for provision of administration (or supervision thereof) by such
other agency for the portion of the plan relatin~g to services for
crippled children, and, in each such case, the portion of such plan
which each such agency administers, or the administration of
which each such agency supervises, shall be regarded as a separate
plan for purposes of this title;

"(3) provides such methods of

USC 713.

administration (including meth- Post, p.

ods relating to the establishment and maintenance of personnel
standards on a merit basis, except that the Secretary shiall exercise
no authority wvith respect to the selection, tenure of office, and
compensation of any individual employed in accordance with
such methods) as are necessary for the proper and efficient opera
tion of the plan;
"(4) provides that the State agency will make such reports, in
such form and contain ing such information, as the Secretary may
from time to time require, and comply with such provisions as he
may from time to time find necessary to assure the correctness and
verification of such reports;
"(5) provides for cooperation with medical~ health, nursing,
educational, and welfare groups and organizations and, with re
spect to the portion of the plan relating to services for crippled
children, with any agency in such State charged with administer
ing State laws providing for vocational rehabilitation of physi
cally handicapped children;
"( 6) provides for payment of the reasonable cost (as deter
mined in accordance with standards approved by the Secretary
and included in the plan) of inpatient hospital services provided
under the plan;
" (7) provides, with respect to the portion of the plan relating
to services for crippled children, for early identification of chil
dren in need of health care and services, and for health care and
treatment needed to correct or ameliorate defects or chronic con
ditions discovered thereby, through provision of such periodic
screening and diagnostic services, and such treatment, care and
other measures to correct or ameliorate defects or chronic condi
tions, as may be provided in regulations of the Secretary;
" (8) effective July 1, 1972, provides a program (carried out
directly or through grants or contracts) of projects described
in section. 508 which offers reasonable assurance, particularly in
areas with concentrations of low-income families, of satisfactorily

92 9
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helping to reduce the incidence of mental retardation and other
handicapping conditions caused by complications associated with
child bearing and of satisfactorily helping to reduce infant and
maternal mortal ity
"(9) effective Juily 1, 1972, provides a program (carried out
directly or through grants or contracts) of projects described in
section 509 which offers reasonable assurance, particularly in areas
with concentrations of low-income families, of satisfactorily
promoting the health of children and youth of school or preschool
age;
"(10) effective July 1, 1972, provides a program (carried out
directly or through grants or contracts) of projects described in
section 510 which offers reasonable assurance? particularly in areas
wvith concentrations of low-income families, of satisfactorily
promoting the dental health of children and youth of school or
preschool age;
"(11) provides for carrying out the purposes specified in sec
tion 501;
" (12) provides for the development of demonstration services
(with special attention to dental care for children and family
planning services for mothers) in needy areas and among groups
in Special need,
"( 13) provides that, where payment is authorized under the
plan for services which an optometrist is licensed to perform, the
individual for whom such payment is authorized may, to the ex
tent practicable, obtain such services from an optometrist licensed
to perform such services except where such services are rendered
in a clinic, or another appropriate institution, which does not have
an arrangement with optometrists so licensed; and
"1(14) provides that acceptance of family planning services pro
vided under the plan shall be voluntary on the p art of the individ
ual to whom such services are offered and shall not be a pre
requisite to eligibility for or the receipt of any service under the
)TeSecretary shall approve any plan which mneets the require
ments of subsection (a).
"4PAYMENTS

"SEc. 506. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor and the allot
ments available under section 503 (1) or 504(1), as t~he case may be,
the Secretary shall pay to each State which has a plan approved under
this title, for each quarter, beginning with the quarter commencing
July 1, 1968, an amount, which shall be used exclusively for carrying
out the State Ian, equal to one-half of the total sum expended during
such quarter lor carrying out. such plan with respect to maternal and
child health services and services for crippled children, respectively.
"(b) (1) Prior to the beginiuing of each quarter, the Secretary shall
estimate the amount to which a -State will be entitled under subsec
tion (a) for such quarter, such estimates to be based on (A) a report
filed by the State containing its estimate of the total sum to be ex
pended in such quarter in accordance with the provisions of such sub
section, and stating the amount appropriated or made available by
the State and its political subdivisions for such expenditures in such
quarter, and if such amount is less than the State's proportionate share
of the total sum of such estimated expenditures, the source or sources
from which the difference is expected to be derived, and (B) such other
investigation as the Secretary may find necessary.
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"4(2) The Secretary shall then pay to the State, in s~iclh installments
as he may determine, the amount so estimated, reduced or increased
to the extent of any overpayment or underpayment which the Secre
tary determines was made under this section to such State for any prior
quarter and with respect to which adjustment has not already been
made under this subsection.
"c(3) Upon the making of an estimate by the Secretary under this
subsection, any appropriations available for payments under this sec
tion shall be deemed obligated.
"(c) The Secretary shall also from time to time make payments to
the States from their respective allotments pursuant to section 503 (2)
or 504(2). Payments of rants under sections 503(2), 504(2), 508,
509, 510, and 511, and of grants, contracts, or other arrangements
under section 512, may be made in advance or by way of reimburse
ment, and in such installments, as the Secretary may determine; and
shall be made on such conditions as the Secretary finds necessary to
carry ot the pu
ses of the sect~ion involved.
" (d) Te
turota mutdtrie
ne uscin
a
b
and the first sentence of subsection (c) for any fiscal year ending after
June 30, 1968, shall be reduced by the amount by which the sum ex
pended (as determined by the Secretary) from non-Federal sources
for maternal and child health services and services for crippled chil
dren for such year is less than the sum expended from such sources for
such services for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968. In the case of
any such reduction, the Secretary shall determine the portion thereof
which shall be applied, and the manner of applying such reduction, to
the amounts otherwise payable from allotments under section 503 or
section 504.
"(e) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, no
payment shall be made to any State thereunder from the allotments
under section 503 or section 504 for any period after June 30, 1968,
unless the State makes a satisfactory showing that it is extending the
provision of services, including services for dental care for chifdren
and family planning for mothers, to which such State's plan applies in
the State with a view to making such services avaiale by July 1,
1975, to children and mothers in all parts of the State.
"4OPERATION OP STATE PLANS

"SEC. 507. If the Secretary, after reasonable notice and opportunity
for hearing to the State agency administering or supervising the ad
ministration of the State plan approved under this title, finds
"(1) that the plan ~as been so changed that it no longer com
plies with the provisions of section 505; or
"(2) that in the administration of the plan there is a failure
to comply substantially with any such provision;
the Secretary shall notify such State agiecic that further payments
will not be made to the State (or, in his dscreetion, that payments will
be limited to categories under or parts of the State plan not affected
by sch ailre)
unil he ecrtar issatisfied that there will no
longr b anysuc
faiureto cmpl. Util he is so satisfied he shall
makenopymets
urter
o suh Sate(or shall limit payments to
catgores
nde orpars o th Stteplan not affected by such
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"cSPECIAL PROJECr GRANTS FOR MATERNITY AND INFANT CARE

"SEc. 508. (a) In order to help reduce the incidence of mental re
tardation and other handicapping conditions caused by complications
associated with childbearing and to, help reduce infant and maternal
mortality, the Secretary is authorized to make, from the sums available
under clause (B) of paragraph (1) of section 502, grants to the State
health agency of any State and, wit~h the consent of such agency, to
the health agency of any political subdivision of the State, and to any
other public or nonprofit private agency, institution, or organization,
to pay not to exceed 75 percent of the cost (exclusive of general agency
overhead) of any project for the provision of
"(1) necessary healt~h care to prospective mothers (including,
after childbirth, health care to mothers and their infants) who
have or are likely to have conditions associated with childbearing
or are in circumstances which increase the hazards to the health of
the mothers or their infants (including those which may cause
physical ormenital defects in the infants) or
"4(2) necessary health care to infanits during their first year of
life who have any condition or are in circumstances which increase
the hazards to their health, or
"(3) family planningf services,
but only if the State or loa agency determines that the recipient will
not othierwise receive such necessary health care or services because
hie is fromn a low-income family or for other reasons beyond his control.
Acceptance of family planning services provided undier a project un
der this section (and section 512) shall be voluntary on the part of the
individual to whom such services are offered and shall* notbea pre
requisite to the eligibility for or the receipt of any service under such
project.
" (b) No grant may be made under this section for any project for
any period after June 30, 1972.
"CSPECIAL PROJECT GRANTS

FRo

HEALTH OF SCHOOL AND PRESCHOOL

CHILDREN

"SEC. 509. (a) In order to promote the health of children and
youth of school or preschool age, particularly in areas with concen
trations of low-income families, the Secretary is authorized to make,
from the sums available under clause (B) of paragraph (1) of sec
tion 502, grants to the State health agency of any State and (with
the consent of such agency) to the health agency of any political
-subdivision of the State, to the State agency of the State administer
ing or supervising the administration of the State plan approved
under section 505, to any school of medicine (with appropriate par
ticipation by a school of dentistry), and to any teaching hospital
affiliated with such a school, to pay not to exceed 75 percent of the
cost of projects of a comprehensive nature for health care and services
for children and youth of school age or for preschool children (to
help them prepare to start school). No project shall be eligible for
a grant under this section unless it provides (1) for the coordination
of health care and services provided under it with, and utilization
(to the extent feasible) of, other State or local health, welfare, and
education programs for such children, (2) for payment of the rea
sonable cost (as determined in accordance with standards approved
by the Secretary) of inpatient hospital services provided under the
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project, and (3) that any treatment, correction of defects, or aftercare
provided under the project is available only to children who would
not otherwise receive it because they are from low-income families
or for other reasons beyond their control; and no such project for
children and youth of school age shall be considered to be of a com
prehensive nature for purposes of this section unless it includes
(subject to the limitation in the preceding provisions of this sentence)
at least such screening, diagnosis, preventive services, treatment,
correction of defects, anid aftercare, both medical and dental, as may
be, proided for in regulations of the Secretary.
"(rb)v No grant may be made under this section for any project
for any period after June 30, 1972.
"4SPECIAL PROJELIr GRANTS FOR DENTAL HEALTH OF CHILDREN

"SEC. 510. (a) In order to promote the dental health of children
and youth of school or preschool age, particularly in areas with con
centrations of low-inconie families, the Secretary is authorized to
make grants, from the sums available under clause (13) of parag"raph
(1) of section .502, to the State health agency of any State and (with
the consent of such agency) to the health agency of any political
subdivision of the State an to any other public or nonprofit private
agency, institution, or organization, to pay not to exceed 75 percent
OFthe cost of projects of a comprehensive nature for dental care and
services for children and youth of school age or for preschool children.
No project shall be eligible for a grant under this section unless it
lprovides that any treatment, correction of defects, or aftercare pro
vided under the project is available only to children who would not
otherwise receive it because they are from lowv-income families or for
other reasons beyond their control, and unless it includes (subject to
the limitation of the foregoing provisions of this sentence) at least
such preventive services, treatment, correction of defects, and after
care, for such age gyroups, as may be provided in regulations of the
Secretary. Such projects may also include research looking toward the
development of new methods of diagnosis or treatment, or demon
stration of the utilization of dental personnel with various levels of
training.

"(b) No grant may be made under this section for any project for
any period after June 30, 1972.
it TRAINING

OF

PERSONNEL

"SEc. 511. From the sums available under clause (C) of paragraph
(1) or clause (B) of paragraph (2) of section 502, the Secretary is
authorized to make grants to public or nonprofit private institutions
of higher learning for training personnel for health care and related
services for mothers and children, particularly mentally retarded
children and children with multiple handicaps. In making such
grants, the Secretary shall give special attention to programs pro
viding training at the undergraduate level.
"9RESEARCH PROJ-ECTS RELATING

TO XATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SERVICES

AND CRIPPLED

CHILDREN'S SERVICES

"SEC. 512. From the sums available under clause (C) of paragraph
(1) or clause (B) of paragraph (2) of section 502, the Secretary is
authorized to make grants to or jointly financed cooperative arrange

81 STAT. 927
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8B1STAT. 928

ments with public or other nonprofit institutions of higher learning,
and public or nonprofit private agencies and organizations engaged
in research or in maternal and child health or crippled children's pro
grams, and contracts wvith public or nonprofit p~rivate agencies alid
organizations engaged in research or in such programs, for research
projects relating to maternal and child health services or crippled
children's services which showv promise of substantial contribution to
the advancement, thereof. Effective with respect to grants made and
arrangements entered into after .lune 30, 1968, (1) special emphasis
shall be accorded to projects which wAill help in studying the need
for, and the feasibility, costs, and effectiveness of, comprehensive
health care programs in which maximum use is made of health per
sonnel with varying levels of training, and in studying methods of
training for such programs, and (2) grants under this section may
also include funds for the training of health personnel for work iii
such projects.
"4ADMINISTRATION

42 USC 13961396d.
Ante. pp. 903908k

"SEC. 513. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and W17elfare
shall make such studies and investigations as will promote the efficient
administration of this title.
"(b) Such portion of the appropriations for grants under section
501 as the Secretary may determine, but not exceeding one-half of
1 percent thereof, shall be available for evaluation by the Secretary
(directly or by grants or contracts) of the programs for which such
appropriations are made and, in the case of allotments from any such
appropriation, the amount available for allotments shall be reduced
accordingly.
"(c) Any agency, institution, or organization shall, if and to the
extent prescribed by the Secretary, as a condition to receipt of grants
under this title, cooperate with the State agency administering or
supervising the administration of the State plan a pproved under title
XIX in the provision of care and services, available under a plan or
project under this title, for children eligible therefor under such plan
approved under title XIX.

"CDEFNITION
"SEc. 514. For purposes of this title, a crippled child is an indi
vidual under the age of 21 who has an organic disease, defect, or con
dition which may hinder the achievement of normal growth and
development.
"COBSERVANCE OF RELILGIOUS BELIEFS
"SEC. 515. Nothing in this title shall be construed to require any
State which has any plan or program approved under, or receiving
financial su~pport under, this title to compel any person to undergo
any medical screening, examination, diagnosis, or treatment or to ac
cept any other health care or services provided under such plan or
progamny
or
urpse othr than for the purlpose of discovering
thspeadof infection or contagious disease or for
and revntig
f potetin enironmental health), if such person ob
the urpse
jecsn (r,
cse uchperonis a child, his parent or guardian ob
o reigius rouds.")
]ect) tereo
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AMENDMENTS

SEC. 302. (a) Section 1905 (a) (4) of the Social Security Act is
amended by inserting " (A) " after " (4) ", and by inserting before the
semicolon at the end thereof the following: "(B) effective July 1,
1969, such early and periodic screening and diagnosis of individuals
who are eligible under the plan and are under the age of 21 to ascer
tain their physical or mental defects, and such health care treatment,
and other measures to correct or ameliorate defects and chronic con-~
ditions discovered thereby, as may be provided in regulations of the
Secretary".
(b) Section 1902(a) (11) of such Act is amended by inserting "(A) "
after " (11) ", and by inserting before the semicolon at the end thereof
the follow.ing: ",and (B) effective July 1, 1969, provide, to the extent
jprescribed by the Secretary, for entering into agreements, with any
agenicy, institution, or organization receiving payments fdr part or all
of the cost of plans or projects under title V, (i) providing for 1utilizin~g such agncy, institution, or organization in furnishing care and
sericewhchare available under such plan or projecunetilV
and wvhich are included in the State plan approved under this section
and (ii) making such provision as may be appropriate for reimburs
ing such agency, institution, or oraiation for the cost of any such
for which payment would
care and services furnished any iniiual
otherwise be made to the State with respect to him under section

79 Stat. 351.
42 USC 1396d.

1903".

42 USC 1396b,

1968 AUTILORIZATION

FOR MATERNITY

AND INFANT

Ante., P.

921.

CARE PROJECTS

SEC. 303. Section 531 (a) of the Social1 Security Act is amended bY
striking out "and $30,000,000 for each of the next three fiscal yearP'
and inserti'ig in lieu thereof "$30,000,000 for each of the next 2 fiscal
years, and $35,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30. 1968".
USE OF SUBPROFESSIONAL

42 USC 1396a.

77 Stat. 274.
42 USC 729.

STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS

SEc. 304. (a) Section 505 (a) (3) of the Social Security Act (as
added by section 301 of this Act) is amended by
(1) striking out "provides" and inserting in lieu thereof "pro
vides (A) ";
(2) adding at the end before the semicolon the following: "and
(B) provides for the training and effective use of paid subprofes
sional staff, with particular emphasis on the full-time or part-time
employment of persons of low income, as community service aides,
in the administration of the plan and for the use of nonpaid or
partially paid volunteers in providing services and in assisting any
advisory committees established by the State agency".
(b) The amendment made by this section shall become effective
July 1, 1969, or, if earlier (with respect to a State) on the date as
of which the modification of the State plan to comply with such amend
ment is approved.
EXTENSION

OF DUE DATE FOR CHILD MENTAL HEALTH REPORT

SEC. 305. Section 231 (d) of the Social Security Amendments of 1965
(Public Law 89-97) is amended by striking out the word "two" and
inserting in lieu thereof "three".

79 Stat. 360.
42 USC 242b
note.
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81 STAT. 930
SHORT TITLE
Citation of

SEC. 306. This title may be cited as the "Child Health Act of 1967".

title.

TITLE IV-GENERAL PROVISIONS
SOCIAL WORK M1ANPOWER AND TRAINING
49 Sta+. 635;
79 Stat. 339.

SEC. 401. Title VII of the Social Security Act is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new section:

42 USC 901-907o
"4GRANTS FOR EXPANSION AND DEVELOPMENT OF UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE PROGRAMS
"SEC. 707. (a) There is authorized to be appropriated $5,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and $5,000,000 for each of
the three succeeding fiscal years, for grants by the Secretary to public
or nonprofit private colleges and universities and to accredited grad
uate schools of social work or an association of such schools to meet
part of the costs of development, expansion, or improvement of
(respectively) undergraduate programs in social work and programs
for the graduate training of professional social work personnel,
including the costs of compensation of additional faculty and admin
istrative personnel and minor improvements of existing facilities. Not
less than one-half of the sums appropriated for any fiscal year under
the authority of this subsection shall be used by the Secretary for
grants wvith respect to undergraduate programs.
",(b) In considering applications for grants under this section, the
Secretary shall take into account the relative need in the States for
personnel trained in social work and the effect of the grants thereon.
"(c) Payienet of grants under this section may be made (after
necessary adjustments on account of previously made overpayments
or underpayments) in advance or by way of reimbursement, and on
such terms and conditions and in such installments, as the Secretary

may determine.
"Graduate
school of

social work."
"Acoredited."

1"1onprofit."1

"(d) For purposes of this section
"(1) the term 'graduate school of social work' means a department, school division, or other administrative unit, in a
puli or nonpro~lt private college or university, which provides,
primarily or exclusively, a prog~ram of education in social work
and allied subjects leading to a graduate degree in social work;
"(2) the term 'accredited' as applied to a graduate school of
social work refers to a school which is accredited by a body or
bodies approved for the purpose by the Commissioner of Educa
tion or with respect to which there' is evidence satisfactory to the
Secretary that it will be so accredited within a r~easonable time;
and
"i4(3)the term 'nonprofit' as applied to any college or univer
sty refers to a college or university which is a corporation or asso
ciation, or is owned and operated by one or more corporations or
associations, no part of the net earnings of which inures, or may
lawfully inure, to the benefit of any private shareholder or
individual."
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INCENTIVES FOR ECONOMY WHILE MAINTAINING OR IM1PROVING QUALITY
IN THE PROVISION OF HEA.LTH SERVICES

SEC. 40-2. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
is authorized to develop and engage in experiments under which
physicians who would otherwise be entitled to receive payment on the
balsis of reasonable charge and orgeanizations and institutions which 81 STAT. 930
would otherwise be, enite to imurement, or payment on the basis ~81 STAT.931
of reasonable cost, for services provided
(1) under title XVIII of the Social Security Act,
42 USC 1395.
(2) under a State plan approved under title XIX of such
Act, or
42 USC 1396.
(3) under a plan developed under title V of such Act,
tep.93
and which are selected by the Secretaryi accordance with reo-ulations
93
established by the Secretary, would be reimbursed or padin any
manner mutually agreed upon by the Secretary and the physician,
organization, or institution. The method of payment (in the case of
physicians) or reimbursement (in the case of an organization or in
stitution) which may be applied in such experiments shall be such as
the Secretary may select and may be based on charges or costs ad
justed by incentive factors and may include specific incentive pay
ments or reductions of payments for the performance of specific ac
tions but in any case shall be such as he determines may, through exper~iment, be demonstrated to have the effect of increasing the ef
ficieny and economy of health services through the creation of addi
tional incentives to these ends without adversely affecting the quality
of such services.
(b) In the c~ase of any experiment under subsection (a), the Sec
retary may waive compliance with the requirements of titles XVIII,
XUIX and V of the Social Security Act insofar as such requirements
relate to reimbursement or payment on the basis of reasonable cost, or
(in the case of physicians) on the basis of reasonable charge; and
costs incurred in such experiment in excess of the costs which would
otherwise be reimbursed or paid under such titles may be reimbursed
or aidto
he xtet tat
uchwaiver applies to them (with such excesb beng
th ore
Screary.
o epermet sallbeengaged
in ndersubecton
ntiltheSecetay otains the
o deeloed
a)

4?p.

advie ad rcomendtios
o speialstswhoarecometet to evalu
ate the proposed experiment atohesudssfisobctives,
the

possibilities of securing productive results th adeuayof resources
to conduct the proposed experiment, and it relationhi o other simi
lar experiments already completed or in process.
(c) Section 1875(b) of the Social Security Act is amended by inserting after "under parts A and B" the following: "(including the
experimentation authorized by section 402 of the Social Security
Amendments of 1967)"7.

79 Stat. 332.
42 USC 139511.

CHANGES TO REFLECT CODIFICATION OF TITLE 5, UNITED STAVES CODE

SE~c. 403. (aL)(1) Section 210 (a) (6) (C) (iv) of the Social Security
Act is amended by striking out "under section 2 of the Act of Auigust 4,
1947" and inserting in lieu thereof "under section 5351(2) of title 5,
United States Code", and by striking out"'; 5 U.S.C., sec. 1052".
(2) Section 210 (a) (6) (C) (vi) of such Act is amended by striking
out "the Civil Service Retirement Act" and inserting in lieu thereof
"subchiapter Ill of chapter 83 of title 5, United States Code,".

42 USC 410.
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42 USC 410.

42 USC 415.

81 STAT. 931
81 STAT. 932

42

USC

417.

42

USC

907.
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(3) Section 210(a) (7) (D) (ii) of such Act is amended by striking

out "under section 2, of the Act of Aug-ust 4,1947" and inserting in lieu
thereof "under section 5351 (2) of title 5, United St~ates Code", and by
stirikin ot "; 5 U.S.C. lou'2".

(b)

~Stion 21()(1) of such Act is amended

(1) by striking out "of the Civil Service Retirement Act," and
inserting in lieu thereof "of subchapter III of chapter 8:3 of title
5, United States Code,"; and
(2) by striking out "under the Civil Service Retirement Act"
and inserting in lieu thereof "under subchapter III of chapter 83
* of title 5, United States Code,".
(c) (1) Section 217(f ) (1) of such Act is amended
(A) by striking out "the Civil Service Retirement Act of May
29, 1930, as amended," and inserting in lieu thereof "subchapter
III of chapter 83 of title 5, United States Code,"; and
(B) by striking out "such Act of May 29, 1930, as amended,"
and inseting In lieu thereof "such subchapter 1II".
(~2) Section 217( f) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out "the
Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended," and in
serting in lieu thereof "subchapter Ill of chapter 83 of title 95, United
States Code "
(d) (1) S~eciion 706(b) of such Act is amended by striking out `the
civil service laws" and iniserting~ in lieu thereof "the provisions of title
5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive
service"
(2) Sectioii 706(c) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out "sec
tion 5 of the Administrative Expenses Act of 1946 (5 U.S.C. 73b-2)"
and inserting in lieu thereof "section 5703 of title 5, United States
Code,".
(e) (1) Section 1114(b) of such Act is amended by striking out "the
civil-service laws" and inserting. in lieu thereof "the provisioim of title
5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive
service"
(~2) Section 1114(f) of such Act is amended by striking out "the
civil-service laws" and inserting in lieu thereof "the provisions of title
5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive
service"
(3)Section 1114(g) of such Act is amended by striking out "sec
tion 5 of the Administrative Expenses Act of 1946 (5 U.S.C. 73b-2)"
and inserting in lieu thereof "section 5703 of title 5, United States

Code.".
42

usc

1361.

(f) (1) Section 1501 (a)(6) of such Act is amended by striking out
"the Civil Service Retirement Act of 1930" and inserting inlieu there
of "subchiapter III of chapter 83 of title 5, United States Code,".

(2) Section 1501 (a) (9)of such Act isamended by striking out

42

usc

1395s.

79 Stat. 333.
42 USC 426a.

"9under section 2 of the Act of August 4, 1947" and inserting in lieu
thereof "under section 5351(2) of title 5, United States Code", and
by striking out"; 5 U.S.C., sec. 1052".
(g) (1) Section 1840 (e) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out
"9the Civil Service Retirement Act, or other Act" and inserting in lieu
thereof "subchapter III of chapter 83 of title 5, United States Code,
or any other law"1.
(2) Section 1840(e) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out
"such other Act" and inserting in lieu thereof "such other law".

(h)Section 103(b) (3)of the Social Security Amendments of 1965
is amended
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(1) by striking out "the Federal Employees Health Benefits
Act of 1959"1 in subparagraph (A) and inserting in lieu thereof
"chapter 89 of title 5, United States Code"; and
(2) by striking out "such Act" in subparagraph (C) and in
serting in lieu thereof "such chapter".
(i ) (1) Section 3121(b) (6) (C) (iv) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 is amended by striking out "under section 2 of the Act of 68
Auut4, 1947"1 and inserting in lieu thereof "under section 5351(2) 81
of tiutlse 5, Uniited States Code", and by striking out "; 5 U.S.C., sec. 81
1052".
(2) Section 3121(b) (6) (C) (vi) of such Code is amended by strik- 70
ingo out "the Civil Service Retirement Act" and inserting in lieu thereof
"6subchapter III of chapter 83 of title 5, United States Code,".
(3) Section 3121 (b) (7) (C) (ii) of such Code is amended by strik- 79
ing out "under section 2 of the Act of August4 97 n netn
ilieu thereof "under section 5351 (2) of title 5, United States Code'
and by striking out "; 5U.S.C. 1052".

Stat. 1092.
STAT. 932
STAT. 933
Stat. 840.

Stat. 389.

MEANING OF SECRETARY

SEC. 404. As used in the amendments made by, this Act (unless the
context otherwise requires), the term "Secretary" means the Secretary

"lsecretary."1

of Health, Education, and Welfare.

STUDY OF RETIREMENT TEST AND OF DRUG STANDARDS AND COVERAGE
SEC.

405. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is

authorized and directed to study (1) the existing retirement test and
proposals for the modification of such test (including proposals for an
increase in old-age insurance benefit amounts on account of delayed
retirement), (2) quality and cost standards for drugs for which pay
ments are made under the Social Security Act, and (3) the coverage
of drugs under part B of title XVIII of such Act.

(b) On or before January 1, 1969, the Secretary shall

transmit to

42 USC 1305.
42 USC 1395Si
1395w.

the President and the Congress a report which shall contain his find- Report to Pres
ings of fact and any conclusions or recommendations he may have.
ident end Con-.
greoss,

TITLE V-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
EXTENSION OF PERIOD FOR FILING APPLICATION FOR EXEMPTION BY
MEMBERS OF RELIGIOUS GROUPS OPPOSED TO INSURANCE
SEC. 501. (a.) Section 1402(h) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (relating to time for filing applications by members of certain
religious fai ths) is a mended to read as follows:
79 Stat. 391.
"1(2) Timm FOR FILING APPLICATioN.-For purposes of this sub
section, an application must be filed
"(A) In the case of an individual who has self-employ
ment income (determined without regard to this subsection
and subsection (c) (6)) for any taxable year ending before 79 Stat. 390,
December 31, 1967, on or before December 31, 1968, and
"ot(B) In any other case, on or before the time prescribed
fr filing the return (including any extension thereof) for
the first taxable year ending on or after December 31, 1967,
for which he has self-employment income (as so determined),
except that an application filed after such date but on or
before the last day of the third calendar month following
the calendar month in which the taxpayer is first notified in

pub. Law 90-248
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writing by the Secretary or his delegate that a timely appli
cation for an exemption from the tax imposed by this chapter
has not been filed by him shall be deemed to be filed timely."
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply with re
sp)ect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1950. For such
purpose, chapter 2 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 shall be
treated as applying to all taxable years beginning after such date.
(c) If refund or credit of any overpayment resulting from the
enactment of this section is prevented on the date of the enactment
of this Act or at any time on or before December 31, 1968, by the
operation of any law or rule of law, refund or credit of such overpay
ment may, nevertheless, be made or allowed if claim therefor is filed
on or before December 31, 1968. No interest shall be allowed or paid
on any overpayment resulting from the enactment of this section.
REFUND OF

CERTAIN OVERPAY31ENTS BY

EM1PLOYEES

OF HOSPITAL

INSURANCE TAX

68A Stat. 797.

SEC. 502. (a) Section 6413 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
(relating to special refunds of overpayments of certain emiployment
taxes) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
RESPECT TO COM1PENSATION OF EM
APPLICABILITY WVITHI
PLOYEES SUBJECT TO THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAX ACT.-In the

parar3ph

73 Stat. 28, 29.
79 Stat, 395.

68A Stat.

3.~D.

68A Stat. 747.

79 Stat. 337.

case of any individual who, during any calendar year after 1967,
receives wages from one or more employers and also receives
compensation which is subject to the tax imposed by section 3201
or 3211, such compensation shall, solely for purposes of applying
paragraph (1) with respect to the tax imposed by section 3101(b)~,
be treated as wages received from an employer with respect to
which the tax imposed by section 3101 (b) was deducted."
(b) (1) The secondi sentence of section 1402(b) of such Code (re
hating to definition of self-employment income) is amended (A) by
inserting "(A)" immediately after " 'wages "', and (B)by inserting
immediately before the period the following: ", and (B)includes, but
solely with respect to the tax imposed by section 1401 (b), compensa
tion which is subject to the tax imposed by section 3201 or 3211".
(2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) shall be effective only
with respect to taxable years ending on or after December 31, 1968.
(c) (1) Section 6051 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (re
lating to requirement of receipts for employees) is amended
(A) by striking out '-section 3101 or 3402" in the matter pre
ceding paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu thereof '-section 3101,
3201, or 3402";
(B) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (5), and
by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (6) and insert
ing in lieu thereof ", and";-and
(C)by inserting'after paragraph (6) the following new para
graphs:
"1(7) the total'amount of compensation with respect to which
the tax imposed by section 3201 was deducted, and
"4(8) the total amount deducted as tax under section 3201."
(2) Section 6051 (c) of such Code (relating to additional require
mernts) is amended by striking out "section 3101" in the second sen
tence and inserting in lieu thereof "sections 3101 and 3201".
(3)The amendments made by paragraphs (1)and (2) shall apply
in respect of remuneration paid after December 31, 1967.
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E~XTENSION OF TIME TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE FOR UNITED STATES CITIZENS
RETURNED FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES

SEC. 503. Section 1113(d) of the Social Security Act is amended by Ante.
striking out "1968" and inserting in lieu thereof "1969".

p. 94.

EXCLUSION FROM DEFINITION OF WAGES OF CERTAIN RETIREMENT, FTC.,
PAYMENTS UNDER EMPLOYER-ESTABLISHED PLANS
SEC.

504. (a) Section 3121 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

(definition of wages) is amended by striking out "or" at the end

of

paragraph (11), by striking, out the period at the end of paragraph
(12) and inserting in lieu thereof "; or", and by adding at the en
thereof the following new paragraph:
"(13) any payment or series of payments by an employer to anI
emp)loyee or any of his dependents which is paid"(A) upon or after the termination of an employee's em
ployentrehtionhipbecuseof (i) death, (ii) retirement
fordisbiltyor(ii) rtirmet after attaining an age spec
ifid nlnte rferedtoinsubparagraph (B) or in a pen

68A Stat. 417;
79 Stat, 383.

81ISTAT. 934

81

STAT.

935

"(1) udera
pan stalisedby the employer which makes
provision fr hs emlye
eerally or a class or classes of
his employees (orfrsc
employees or class or classes of
employees and therdpnnt)
other than any such pamn rsre
fpyents which would
have been paid if the employee' emlymn relationship had
not been so terminated."
(b) Section 3306(b) of such Code (definition of wvages) is amended 68A Stat. 447;
by striking out "or" at the end of paragraph (8), by striking out the 78 Stat. 1077.
period ait the end of paragraph (9) and inserting in lieu thereof ";
or", and by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph~:
" (10) any payment or series of payments by an employer to an
employee or any of his dependents which is paid
"(A) upon or after the termination of an employees
employment relationship because of (i) death, (ii) retirement
for disability, or (iii) retirement after attaining an age. Spec
ified in the plan referred to in subparagraph (B) or in a
pension plan of the employer, and
"1(B) under a plan established by the employer which
makes provision for his employees generally or a class or
classes of his employees (or for such employees or class or
classes of employees and their dependents),
other than any such payment or series of payments which would
have been paid if the employee's employment relationship had not
been so terminated."
(c) Section 209 of the Social Security Act (definition of wages) is 64 Stat. 492;
amended by striking out "or" at the end of subsection (k), by striking 79 Stat. 382.
out the period at the end of subsection (1) and inserting in lieu thereof 42 USC 409.
";or", and by inserting after subsection (I) the following new sub
secin

"(in) Any payment. or series of payments by an employer to an
employee or any of his dependents which is paid
"(1) upon or after the termination of an employee's employ
ment relationship because of (A) death, (B) retirement for
disability, or (C) retirement after attaining an age specified in
the plan referred to in paragraph (2) or in a pension plan of

the employer, and
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"(2) under a plan established by the employer which makes
provision for his employees generally or it class or classes of his
emnployees (or for such employees or class or classes of emp~loyees
and their dependents),
other than any such payment or series of payments which would have
been paid if the employee's employment relationship had not been
so terminated."
(d) The amendments made by this -section shall apply with respect
to remuneration paid after the date of the enactment of this Act.

Approved January 2, 1968.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
SOCIAL SECURITY SIGNING
STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT
This comning year will mark one-third of a century since Social Security
became the law of the land.
Because of Social Security, tens of millions of Americans have been able
to stand straighter and taller -- unafraid of their future.
Social Security has become so important to our lives, it is hard to
remember that when it was first proposed it was bitterl~y attacked-
much as Medicare was attacked and condemned before it camne into being
two and one-half years ago.
Today, for the second time in thirty months, I am signing into law a
measure that will further strengthen and broaden the Social Security
System. Measured in dollars of insurance benefits, the bill enacted
into law today is the greatest stride forward since Social Security
was launched in 1935.
In March, 24 million Americans will receive increased benefits of at
least 13%. In the years to come, as the 78 million American earners
now covered by Social Security become eligible, they will gain even
greater benefits.
--

For a retired couple, maximum benefits will rise from $207 to

$23h and ultimately to $323 per month.
- -

Minimum.benefits for an individual will be increased from $44

to $55 a month.
--

Outside earnings can total $140j.
a month with no reduction in

benefits.
-- 65,000 disabled widows and 175,000 children will receive
benefits for the first time.
-- Medicare benefits are expanded to include additional days of
hospitalization.

Combined, the Social Security amendments of 1965 and 1967 bring an
average dollar increase of 23%. Medicare protection amounts on the
average to an additional 12%. This makes total increases of 35% in
the past thirty months.

2
When the benefit checks go out next March, one million more people will
be lifted above the poverty line. This means that 9 million people will
have risen above the poverty line since the beginning of 196h.
Socia-l Security benefits are not limited to the poor. They go to
widows., orphans, and the disabled who without them would be reduced
to poverty. They relieve an awful burden from the young who would
otherwise have to divert income from the education of their children
to take care of their parents.
Franklin Roosevelt's vision of social insurance has stood the test of
the changing times. I wish I could say the same for our nation's
welfare system.
The welfare system today pleases no one. It is criticized by liberals
and conservatives, by the poor and the wealthy, by social workers and
politicians, by whites and by Negroes in every area of the nation.
My recommendations to the Congress this year sought to make basic
changes in the system.
Some of these recommendations were adopted. They include a work
incentive program, incentives for earning, day care for children,
child and maternal health services and family planning services. I
believe these changes will have a good effect.
Other of mv recommendations were not adopted by the Congress. In
their place, the Congress substituted certain severe restrictions.
I am directing Secretary Gardner to work with State governments so
that compassionate safeguards are established to protect deserving
mothers and needy children.
The welfare system in America is
change.

outmoded and in need of a major

I am announcing today the appointment of a Commission on Income
Maintenance Programs to look into all aspects of existing welfare
and related programs and to make just and equitable recommendations
for constructive improvements, wherever needed and indicated. We
must examine any and every plan, however unconventional, which could
promise a constructive advance in meeting the income needs of all
the American people.
That Commission of distinguished Americans will be chaired by Ben W4.
Heineman, Chairman of the Board, Chicago and Northwestern Railroads.

Its membership will include Messrs. Thomas J. Watson, Jr.., Chairman
of the Board, 1IBI Corporation, Donald C. Burnham, President,
Westinghouse Electric Corp., James W. Aston, President, Republic
National Bank, Dallas, Texas, Asa T. Spaulding, recently retired
President North Carolina Mutual Life Compan~y, Durham., North Carolina,
Henry S. Rowen, President, Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.,
George E. Reedy, Jr., President, Struthers Research and Development
Corporation, Washington, D.C., Anna Rosenberg Hoffman, Public and
Industrial Relations Consultant, New York City, Julian Samora,
Professor of Sociology, University of Notre Dame, Robert M. Solow,
Professor of Economics, MIT, Edmund G. "Pat" Brown, partner, law
firm Bell, Hunt, Hart and Brown and David Sullivan, General President.,
Building Service Employees International Union, New York.
Over the last third of a century in America we have proved that people
who earn their living can make their lives better and more secure if
they divert part of their incomes to protect themselves from the
twists of fortune that face all men. Our challenge for the coming
years is to see if we can extend that same human insurance and human
dignity to persons who are not able to buy their own protection.
Our challenge is to save children.

Financing Basis of Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability
Insurance and Health Insurance Under the 1967
Amendments
by ROBERT J. MYERS and FRANCISCO BAYO*
THE AMENDMIENTS TO THE Social Security
Act passed in 1967 (Public Law 90-248) made
several changes in the old-age, survivors, disability, hospital, and supplementary medical insurance system.' Some of these changes affected
significantly the actuarial status of the system.
The principles used to determine the financing
stability of the program were not altered, however. This article discusses the financial effect
of these changes, as well as the actuarial status
of the system after the amendments. The first
part of the article deals with the cash benefits
program, old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (OASDI) ; the second part pertains to
hospital insurance (HI) and the third to supplementary medical insurance (SMI).

OLD-GESURVVOR,
AD DIABIITYestimate,
OLD-GESURVVOR,
AD DIABIITYbalance.
INSURANCE

pension plans. With respect to individual insur
ance, the private insurance company to be actuar
ially sound must, in general, have sufficient funds
on hand to pay off all accrued liabilities if oper
ations are terminated. This is not a necessary
basis for a national compulsory social insurance
program, nor is it always necessary for a welladministered private pension plan.
The national program can be expected to con
tinue indefinitely, and the test is whether the ex
pected future income from taxes and from interest
on invested assets will be sufficient to meet an
ticipated expenditures for benefits and adminis
trative costs. Though future experience may vary
from the actuarial cost estimates, the intent that
the program be self-supporting and actuarially
sound can be expressed in law by a contribution
schedule that, according to the intermediate-cost
brings the program into approximate
Following the recommendations of the 1963-64

The cost aspects of any proposed changes in
the OASI)I program have always received careful study by Congress. In the 1950 amendments,
Congress expressed its conviction that the program should be completely self-supporting from
the contributions of covered individuals and em
ployers, and it repealed the provision permitting
appropriations to the system from the general
revenue of the Treasury. In all major legislation
sinc 190, ncldingthe196
amndmetsCon
gress has indicated the intent that the tax schedule make the program as self-supporting as possible and actuarially sound.
Acturia des
soudnes
nt hve peciely
the same meaning for OASDI as for private insurance companies and, to some extent, for private

Advisory Council on Social Security Financing,
the long-range basis of the financing was changed
from perpetuity to a 75-year period. Beginning
with the year 1964, all estimates have been pre
pared on this 75-year basis.

*Mr.
Myers is the Chief Actuary of the Social Security
Administration, and Mr. Bayo is the Deputy Chief Actuary.
1 For a summary and legislative history of the 1967
amendments, see pages 3-19 of this issue.th

In this way, the actuarial balance of the system
ir, expressed as an equivalent combined employer

.

ACTUARIAL BALANCE, 1950-67
ThacurlblneofteOS1stm
ismeasured in relation to effective taxable pay
roll (referred to hereafter as "payroll"). "Pay
roll" means the total earnings of all covered
workers, reduced to take into account both the
maximum taxable earnings base and the fact that
the contribution rate for the self-employed is
lower than the combined employer-employee rate.
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differences between the benefit costs and the level
TABLE 1.-Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance:
Actuarial balance under various acts and for various estimates,
contribution rate.
intermediatecot basis
At the time the 1952 amendments were passed,
[Percent)
it was believed that the 1950-52 rise in earnings
levels would offset the higher cost resulting from
Date
Levelequiivalent I
th eeftlbeaiatosan
ht
h
ctailLegislation
of
the eneit adibealiztios
tat
te
atuaialestimate
Benefit
Contri- Actuarial
balance would be the same as that estimated for
the 1950 act (table 1). Cost estimates made in
1954 indicated, however, that the level-cost (the
logrnecsbsdo
icutn
t
averageloyrag

cotbae

ondsonig

costs I

OASDI 4

1950 act -----------------------1910 act ------------------------

t

1I952
1i952

954act ------------------------

1954

192 c ----------------.....

more than 0.5 percent of payroll higher than the
level-equivalent of the scheduled taxes, including

119act ------------196act -------------196at-------------

allowance for interest on the existing trust fund.
152ac ws lu-

stantially reduced by the 1954 legislation, which
provided for an increase in the contribution sched- ~

96
1956
98

1W8act ------------------------ 1i918
1958 act------------- ----------- 1958
1960act_ ---------------------
1960
961 act. ---------------------- 1960
191act------------------------- 1963
1961 act (perpetuity basis).
196-I4
16 act (7-yerbss-------------------1964
965act ------------------------ 1965

ule that also met all the additional cost of the----7
benefit changes.
The estimates for the 1954 act were revised in
1956 to take into account the rise in the earnings
level since 1951 and 1952, the 2-year base period
that had been used for the earnings assumption
in-the 1954 estimates. The lack of actuarial balance under the 1954 act was thus reduced to the
point where, for all practical purposes, it was
nonexistent. Since the benefit changes made by
the 1956 amendments were fully financed by the
increased contribution income provided, the pro-

1950

192act -----------------------

interest, in relation to payroll) was somewhat

Theacuaia
isufiiecyinth

butions Ibalance A

ct---------------------

1966

6.20

5.49
6.00

6

7.50

74
7.85
82
8.21
8.76
8.73
8.98
9.33
9.36
9.09
9.49
8.76

6.10

5.90
5.90

60

7.12

:9
7.72
.3

-0.10

+.41
-. 10

-5

-. 38

-1
-4

-. 13

7.83
8.52
8.68
8.68
9.02
9.12
9.10
9.42

-. 242
-.24
-. 30
-. 30
-. 31
- .24
+.07
-.074

7.43
7.90
8.27
8.38
8.42
8.79
8.69

7.23
7.33
8.02
8.18
8.18
8.55
8.52

8.72

8.62

8.46
8.82
7.91
8.77

8.60
8.72
8.80
8.78

-0.20
-. 57
-. 25
-. 20
-. 24
-. 24
-. 17
- .10
+.14
-. 10
+.89
+.01

9.50

+74l

_____

1956 act -----------------------9 act-----------------------119558
actt ----------------------1958 act -----------------------1960 act -----------------------
1961act-------- ---------------1961 actt------------1963
1961 act (perpedtuiy baisi) -1961 act (75-year basis) -----1965act -----------------------s19s act -----------------------1967act ------------------------
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1958
1958
1960
1960
1961
96
1964
1965
1966
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19511
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1956
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15
I5
1958 act--------------------1958
1958 act ------------------------ 1960
1960 act -----------------------
1IW0
1961act ------------------------ 1961
1961 act----------------1963
1961 act(pepetifty bai)16
1961 act (75-year basis) ------------ 1964
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9N60
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gram's actuarial balance was not affected.

In cost estimates made in early. 1958, the program was found to be out of actuarial balance by
somewhat more than 0.4 percent of payroll. The
lrenm
e lagenmbrofreiemns
ofrtrm nsa mogth
ogtegoups
r
newly covered by the 1954 and 1956 legislation
had resulted in higher benefit expenditures than
those estimated, and the average retirement age,
had dropped significantly, probably in part because of the liberalizations of the retirement test.
The 1958 amendments recognized this situation
and provided additional financing, both to reduce
the lack of actuarial balance and to finance certain benefit liberalizations.
As a basis for the revised cost estimates made
in 1958 for the disability insurance program,
certain modified assumptions that recognized the
emerging experience were made. As a result, the
moderate actuarial surplus originally estimated
was increased somewhat; most of the increase
was used in the 1958 amendments to finance certamn benefit liberalizations,

0.42
349
.35
.56
.56
.64
6
.63
.67
.85
.95

0.49
.0
50
.50
.50
.50
.50
5
.50
.70
.70
.95

+0.07
+1
+.0l
+.15
-. 06
-. 06
-. 14
14
-. 13

+.03
-. 15I
.00

I Expressed as a percentage of effective taxable payroll, Including adjust
ment to reflect the lower contribution rate on self-employment income and
on tips, as compared with the combined employer-employee rate. Estimates
prepared before 1964 are on a perpetuity basis, while those prepared after
1964 are on a 75-year basis. The estimates prepared In 1964 are on both bases.
2Including adjustments (a) for the interest earningq on the existing trust
fund, (b) for administrative expense costs, and (c) for the net cost of the
financial interchange with the railroad retirement system.
S A negative figure indicates the extent of lack of actuarial balance.
A
positive figure indicates more than suilicient financing, according to the
4~The disability insurance program was inaugurated in the 1956 act so
that all figures for previous legislation are for the old-age and survivors
insurance program only.

The cost estimates for OASDI were reexamined
at the beginning of 1960 and modified in certain
respects. The earnings assumption was changed
to reflect the 1959 level, and revised assumptions
were made for the disability insurance portion
of the program on the basis of newly available
data. It was found that the number of persons
(2)

meeting the insured-status conditions for disability benefits had been significantly overestimated and that the disability incidence rates
with respect to eligible women were considerably
lower than had been originally estimated,
The changes made by the 1961 amendments involved higher costs, and this rise was fully met
by changes in the scheduled contribution rates,
As a result the actuarial balance of the program
remained unchanged.
Subsequently the cost estimates were further
reexamined in the light of the developing experience. The average amount of taxable earnings
was moved to the 1963 level, the interest rate was
increased to reflect recent experience and the
retirement rates were modified upward to conform to the experience. The disability insurance
portion of the program was found to be in an
unsatisfactory financial position because benefits
were not being terminated by death or recovery
as rapidly as had been originally estimated. At
the same time the financing of the old-age and
survivors insurance portion was found to be somewhat improved.
The changes made by the 1965 amendments hinvolved an increased cost that was closely met by
the changes in their financing provisions (namely,
an increase in the contribution schedule, particularly in the later years, and an increase in
the earnings base). The actuarial balance of the
total program remained virtually unchanged.
while a reallocation of contributions to the Di
trust fund made both portions of the program
actuarially sound.
In 1966, the cost estimates for the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system were com
pletely revised, on the basis of new data since
the last evaluation that was made in 1963. The
new estimates showed significantly lower costs
for the old-age and survivors insurance portion
of the system, but higher costs for the disability
insurance portion. The factors leading to lower
costs were as follows: (1) 1966 earnings levels,
instead of 1963 ones; (2) an interest rate of 33¾
percent for the intermediate-cost estimate, instead
of 31/2 percent; (3) an assumption of greater
future participation of women in the labor force
(resltig
ii reuctin
th cot oftheproram
(resltig i ireuctin
th cot oftheproram

of less improvement in future mortality than had
previously been assumed; and (5) an assumption
that, despite a significant decline in future fer
tility rates, such decline would not occur as rap
idly as had been assumed previously.
The cost of the disability insurance system was
estimated to be significantly higher, as a result
of increasing the assumed disability prevalence
rates. The change was necessary to reflect the
substantially larger number of disability bene
ficiaries coming on the rolls with respect to dis
abilities occurring in 1964 and after. This ex
perience was not available in 1965 when the cost
estimates for the legislation of that year were
considered . 2
Both the Committee on Ways and Means of
the House of Representatives and the Senate
Committee on Finance, in reporting on the 1967
legislation 3 stated their belief that it is a matter
for concern if the OASDI system shows any sig
nificant actuarial insufficiency-more than 0.10
percent of payroll. (Before the change to a 75
year basis, this limit of variation was taken at
0.30 percent.) Whenever the actuarial insuffi
ciency has exceeded the accepted limits, any sub
sequent liberalizations in benefit provisions have
been fully financed by appropriate changes in the
tax schedule or through other methods, and at
the same time the actuarial status of the program
has been improved. The changes provided in the
1967 amendments are in conformity with these
principles.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR COST ESTIMATES
Because of such factors as the aging of the
population and the slow but steady growth of
the benefit rolls, benefit disbursements may be ex
pected to increase continuously for at least the
iiext 50-70 years. Similar factors are inherent
in any retirement program, public or private, that
has been in operation for a relatively short period.
Estimates of the future cost of the OASDI pro
gram are also affected by many elements that are
2 For more details on these revised cost estimates

for

the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system,

because of the "antiduplication of benefits" pro-

see Actuarial Study No. 63, Office of the Actuary, Social

vision between women's primary benefits and
wife's or widow's benefits) ; (4) an assumption

Security Administration, January 1967.
3 House Report No. 544 and Senate Report No. 744,

90th Congress, Ist session.

(3)

to payroll rather than in dollar amounts. Al
though a rise in earnings levels has characterized
the past, the long-range estimates have not taken
the possibility of such a rise into account. If
such an assumption were used, along with the
unlikely assumption that the benefits would not
be changed, the cost in relation to payroll would,
of course, be lower.
The possibility that a rise in earnings levels
will produce lower costs in relation to payroll is
an important "safety factor" in the system's finan
cial operations. The financing of the system is
based essentially on the intermediate-cost esti
mate, along with the assumption of level earn
ings; if experience follows the high-cost assump
tion, additional financing will be necessary. If
covered earnings do increase in the future as in
the past, the resulting reduction in program costs
(expressed as a percentage of taxable payroll)
will more than offset the higher cost under ex
perience following the high-cost esti.mate. If the
latter condition prevails, the reduction in the
relative cost of the program coming from rising
earnings levels can be used to maintain the actu
arial soundness of the system, and any remaining
savings can be used to adjust benefits upward
(although to a lesser degree than the increase in
the earnings level).
If benefits are adjusted currently to keep pace
with rising earnings trends as they occur, the
year-by-year costs as a percentage of payroll
would be unaffected. The level-premium cost,
however, would be higher, since the relative im
portance of the interest earned by the trust funds
would gradually diminish with the passage of
time. If earnings do consistently rise, the financ
ing basis of the system must be given thorough
consideration because the proportion of the bene
fit costs met by the interest receipts would be less
than anticipated under the assumption that the
earnings level would not rise.
The costs of OASDI are affected by amend
ments made to the Railroad Retirement Act in
1951. Under these amendments, railroad retire
ment compensation and the earnings covered
under OASDI are combined in determining ben
efits for workers with fewer than 10' years of
railroad service and for all survivor claimants.
Under the financial interchange provisions
adopted at the same time, the old-age and sur
vivors insurance trust fund and the disability in

difficult to determine. The assumptions used in
the actuarial cost estimates may therefore differ
widely and yet be reasonable.
The long-range estimates are presented in a
range to indicate plausible variations in future
costs. Both the low- and high-cost estimates are
based on high economic asumptions, intended to
represent close to full employment, with average
annual earnings at about the 1966 level. The intermediate-cost estimates, developed by averaging
the low- and high-cost estimates, indicate the
basis for the financing provisions.
Costs are shown, in general, as percentages of
payroll-the best measure of the program's financial cost. Dollar figures alone are misleading. A
higher earnings level, for example, will increase
not only the program's outgo but also-and to a
greater extent-its income, with the result that
cost in relation to payroll will decrease.
For the short range cost, only a single estimate
is considered necessary. A gradual rise in the
earnings level, paralleling that of the past few
years, is assumed. As a result, contribution income is somewhat higher than if level earnings
were assumed, but benefit outgo is only slightly
affected.
An important measure of long-range cost is
the equivalent level contribution rate required to
support the program for the next 75 years, based
on discounting at interest. Adoption of such a
level rate would result in relatively large accumulations in the old-age and survivors insurance
trust fund and, eventually, sizable income from
interest. Even though such a method of financing
is not followed, the concept may be used as a convenient measure of long-range costs, especially in
comparing various possible alternative plans, since
it takes into account the heavy deferred benefit
costs.
The long-range estimates are based on levelearnings assumptions, although covered payrolls
are assumed to rise steadily during the next 75
years with the growth in the population of working age. If in the future the earnings level should
be considerably above that which now prevails,
and if the benefits are adjusted upward so that
the annual costs in relation to payroll remain the
same as those now estimated for the present system, then the increased dollar outgo that results
will offset the increased dollar income. This is an
important reason for considering costs in relation
(4)

surance fund are to be maintained in the same
financial position in which they would have been
if railroad employment had always been covered
by the Social Security Act. It is estimated that
in the long run the net effect will be a relatively
small loss to the OASDI system since the reimbursements from the railroad retirement system
will be somewhat smaller than the net additional
benefits paid on the basis of railroad earnings,
Program costs are also affected by the 1956
legislation that provided for reimbursement from
general revenues for past and future expenditures
with respect to the noncontributory credits that
had been granted for persons in military service
before 1957. The long-range and short-range
cost estimates reflect the effect of these reimbursements (included as contributions),
Under the 1967 amendments, individuals in
active military service after 1967 will receive
additional wage credits in excess of their cash
pay (but within the maximum creditable earnings base) in recognition of their remuneration
that is payable in kind (quarters and meals,
for example). These additional credits are, in
essence, at the rate of $100 per month. The additional costs that arise from these credits are to
be financed from general revenues on an "actual
disbursements cost" basis,
Under the amendments passed in 1966, certain
uninsured individuals aged 72 or over are eligible
to receive special monthly benefits. The cost of
these benefits to the trust funds (including administrative expenses) are reimbursed from general revenues. The short-range cost estimates
presented in this article reflect these transactions,
Similarly, they reflect the transactions with respect to the noncontributory additional $100
monthly credits for post-1967 military service.
The long-range cost estimates do not, however,
reflect either of these two types of transactions,
Because of the full-cost nature of the reimburse
ment from general revenues, neither of them has
any long-range effect on the trust funds.

payroll. The intermediate-cost estimate is not
presented as the most probable estimate but rather
as a convenient, single set of figures to use for
comparative purposes.
Because Congress believes that the OASDI pro
gram should be on a completely self-supporting
basis, a single estimate is necessary in the devel
opment of a tax schedule. No schedule can be
expected to obtain exact balance between contri
butions and benefits. Development of a specific
schedule does, however, make the intention clear,
even though in actual practice future changes in
the tax schedule may be required. Similarly,
exact self-support cannot be obtained from a
specified set of integral or rounded fractional tax
rates increasing in orderly intervals, but this
principle of self-support is aimed at as closely
as possible.
The combined employer-employee rate for
OASDI is lower under the 1967 Act than under
the 1965 Act during the early years (1968-70)
and higher thereafter (table 2), with a resulting
average increase of 0.23 percent of taxable pay
roll. The increased schedule of contributions will
be applied to a maximum earnings base of $7,800
instead of the $6,600 under the previous law. The
allocation to the disability insurance portion of
the program is also changed by the 1967 amend
inents, from 0.70 percent of taxable payroll to
0.95 percent, thus improving the financial situa
tion of the disability insurance trust fund.
The interest rate used in the latest valuation
of the 1965 act was 3.75 percent. The same rate
was retained for the cost estimates of the 1967
amendments.
Table 3 traces the change in the actuarial bal
ance of the system from its situation under the
1965 act, according to the latest estimate, to that
under the 1967 amendments, by type of major
changes involved.
TABLE

2.-Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance:

Contribution rate schedule under the acts of 1965 and 1967
[Percent]
Combined employer-

INTERMEDIATE-COST

ESTIMATES

Calendar year

1965 act

The long-range intermediate-cost estimates are
developed from the low- and high-cost estimates

by averaging the dollar estimates and then devel(5)

rate_________

1907 act

1965 act

1967 act

1967---------------------'W---------------------1969--70-------------------

7.8
78
8.8

7.8
7.6
8.4

5.9
5,9
6.6

5.9
8.8
6.3

1973 and after--------------

9.7

io.o

7.0

7.0

1971-72 ---------

oping the corresponding estimates in relation to

Self-employed

employe rat

.

.

.

.

TABLE 3.-Old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance
system: Changes in actuarial balance expressed in terms of
estimated level-cost as percentage of taxable payroll, by
type of change, intermediate-cost estimate, 1965 act and
1967 act, based on 3.75 percent interest

4.-Old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance
system: Estimated level-cost of benefit payments, adminis
trative expenses, and interest earnings on existing trust fund
under 1967 act, as percentage of taxable payroll,' by type of
benefit, intermediate-cost estimate at 3.75 percent interest
TABLE

[Percent]
Item
Acuralblne,16
ct--------+08
Actaril
ac ------------
blane,196
increase mnearnings base--------------- --Earnings test liberalization ----------------Disabled widow's benefits at age 50------ --Special disability insured status under age
31--------------------------------....
Liberalized benefits with respect to women
workers------------------------------Benefit formula change -------------------Revised contribution schedule-------------

[Percent]
OASI

DI

+089
+25
-06
-. 03

+.4
+074

(2)

015
0.1
+.02
(')
(')
-. 02

-07
-. 95
-. 02

(')
-. 10
+.25

.07
-1.03
+.23

+.15

- .73
+.0l

Total effect of changes----------------- -.
88
Actuarial balance under 1967 act ------------ +.01
___________________________________

Total
system

+.27
- .06
.03
-. 02

.00
_____

Item

_____

'Less than 0.005 percent.
'Not applicable to this program.

As indicated previously and as shown by table
1, according to the latest cost estimates for the
1965 act, there was a very favorable actuarial balance in the combined OASDI system of 0.74 percent of taxable payroll, although the DI portion
had a significant deficit of 0.15 percent. A large
part of the liberalizations contained in the 1967
amendments will be financed by this favorable,
actuarial balance. The remainder will be financed
by the increase in the contribution schedule and
by the increase in the maximum taxable earnings
base.
It is significant that in the 1950 law and in all
amendments since that time, Congress did not
recommend a high, level tax rate in the future
but rather an increasing schedule, which, of necessity, ultimately rises higher than the level rate.
Since this graded tax schedule will produce a
considerable excess of income over outgo for many
years, a sizable trust fund will develop; the fund
will, however, be smaller than it would have
been under a level tax rate. This fund, like the
trust funds of the civil-service retirement, railroad retirement, national service life insurance,
and U.S. Government life insurance systems, will
be invested in Government securities. The resulting interest income will help to meet part of
the higher benefit costs of the future,
According to the latest intermediate-cost estimate, the level-premium cost of the old-age and
survivors insurance benefits (excluding administrative expenses and the effect of interest earnings on the existing trust fund) under the 1965
(6)

OASI

Primarybenefits------------- ---------- ------------ 6.03
Wif6s and husband's benefits------------ -----------.50
Widow's and widower's benefits --------- ------------ 1.27
Parent's benefits -----------------------------------.01
Child's benefits-------------------------- --------_
.73
Mother's benefits----------------------- ------------.
13
Lump-sum death payments--------------- ---------.oo09
Total -------------------------------__--------- 8.76
Administrative expenses------- --------------------.12
Railroad retirement financial interchange--------------.04
interest on existing trust fund'4 --------- ------------ -. 15

DI
0.75
.05

(2)
(5)

(J

.14

5

.94
.03
.00
-. 02

Net total level-cost-----------------------------

8.77
.95
--_
IIncluding adjustment to reflect the lower contribution rate on selfemployment income and on tips, as compared with the combined employeremployee rate.
2This type of benefit is not payable under this program.
' This item includes reimbursement for additional cost of noncontributory
credit for military service and is taken as an offset to the benefit and ad
ministrative expense costs.

act was about 7.9 percent of payroll, and under
the 1967 act it is about 8.8 percent. The corre
sponding figures for the disability insurance ben
efits are 0.83 percent and 0.94 percent.
Table 4 presents the estimated benefit costs for
the OASDI system as it is under the 1967 amend
ments, separately for each of the various types
of benefits.
Income and Outgo in Near Future
As a result of the 1967 act, the OASDI bene
fit disbursements will increase by about $2.9
billion in the calendar year 1968. Most of this
additional amount results from the 13-percent
increase in benefits. In the calendar year 1969,
when all the changes will be in full operation, the
benefits will be an estimated $3.7 billion higher
than they otherwise would have been. For 1968,
the increase in the earnings base will more than
offset the decrease in the tax rate, and the con
tributions collected will be higher by about $600
million than they would have been.
Under the amended act the old-age and sur
vivors insurance trust fund is expected to increase
by about $1.1 billion in calendar year 1968 and
then to increase substantially each year in the
future (table 5), reaching $46 billion in 1972.
The disabilit~y insurance trust fund (table 6) is
exp~ected to increase substantially in every year in
the future, reaching $6.5 billion in calendar year
1972.

6.-Disability insurance: Progress of trust fund,
short-range cost estimate

5.-Old-age and survivors insurance: Progress of
trust fund, short-range cost estimate

TABLE

TABLE

(In millions]

[In millions]

Railroad

Railroad

Calendar

Contri-

Benefit

Admins

ments

expene

rentifinancial
interchange'

iner
n fund

onsstaendryearebut
oft n
fund

Calendar

Contri-

payments

on
utn

yer

AdmintsT
men!
trative financial

Benefit

1959 --------- 8,052
1960--------. 10.866

1961 --------- 11,285
1962-------- 12,059
1963 --------

14,541

1964 -------- 15,689
1965-------- 16,017
1966 -------- 20,653

$1,885
2,194
3,006
3,670
4,968
5.715
7,347
8,327

$81-----------88 -----------88 -----------92
-$21
119
-7
132
-5
-2
4162
4 194
124

9,542

184

282

11,862
13,356

239
216

332
361

14,217

281

10.677

14,914
16,737
18,267

_ _-_
_ _

$15,540
17,442
18.707
20.576
21,663
22,519
22,393
21,864

532

20,141

816
548
526
121
169
593
644

423

296
328
256
_-_
_ _ _ _-_
_

$417
365
414
447
454
526
556
552

318

203

403
436
444
_

_

_-_

_

_

_-_

$19,486
22,664
24,166
25,128
26,145
27,161

_______
-

$333
488
435
448
463
478

$508
459
530
819
601
582

$797
904
986
1.136
1,386
1,735

___________________
____3_These
______- _____
_____
- ____________

$702
966
891
1,010
1,038
1,046
1,099
1,154
1,188

1957---------1958 ----1959 ---------1960--------1961--------1962--------1963--------1964--------1965---------

infund
at year
end

-of

_

_

_

19.725
18,337

_

_ _ _
___

58

25

_ _
___

_

_

_

_ _
___

_

_

1,739

_

_

_

_

___-____-____-_________

19.125I
18,235
20,570
_

_

Estimated data, 1967 act

18,480

_

137

1,784
_ _
-___

$649
1.379
1,825
2,289
2,437
2,368
2,235
2,047
1,606

$7
25
40
13
66
68
66
64
59

' $3 .....
s'12 -----50
-$22
36
-5
1
64
11
66
68
20
19
79
90
24

$57
249
457
168
887
1,105
1,210
1,309
1,573

1966--------- 2,022

20.324

1967 -------- $2,313
1968--------- 3,236
1969 -------- -3,517
1970 --------- 3,629
3,759
1971 ---------

_

Estimated data, 1967 act
$23,210
1967 ----1968 -------- 23,794
1969-------- 27.454
1970 -------- 28,811
1971 -------- 32,478
1972 -------- 33.905

Interest

on fund'2

Actual data

Actual data
1951 -------- $3,367
1952- ------- 3,819
1953--..------3,945
1954--------- 5,163
1955--------- 5,713
1916--------- 6,172
1907--------- 6,825
7,566
1958---------

interchange'j

expenses

$24,19025,277
28,186
32,340
38,995
40,414

$1,916
2,390

$1'17
129

2,608

121

2,740
2,867

123

I
I

1271

$31
44

$72
95

$2,030
2,798

22

131

3,695

22
25

171
212

4,610
5,562

___-________

1A negative figure indicates payment to the trust fund from the railroad
retirement account, and a positive figure indicates the reverse.
2'An interest rate of 3.75 percent is used in determining the level-costs
under the intermediate-cost long-range estimates, but in developing the
progress of the trust fund a varying rate in the early years has been used.
figures are artificially low because of the method of reimbursebetween this trust fund and the old-age and survivors insurance trust
fund (and, likewise, the figure for 1919 is too high).
Note: Contributions include reimbursement for additional cost of non
contributery credit for military service.

-ments

I'A negatlve figure indicates payment to the trust fund from the railroad
retirement account, and a positive figure indicates the reverse.
'An interest rate of 3.75 percent is used in determining the level-costs
under the intermediate-cost long-range estimates, but in developing the
progress of the trust fund a varying rate in the early years has been used.
' Not including amounts in the railroad retirement account to the credit
of the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund. In mni'lons of dollars,

every year after 1967 for the next 20 years, con
ytm i siae
ne h
icm
tiuin

these amounted to $377 for 1953, $284 for 1954, $163 for 1955, $60 for 1916, and

ne

tiuinicm

nothing for 1957 and thereafter.

IThese figures are artificially high because of the method of reimburse
ments between this trust fund and the disability insurance trust fund (and,

h

ytm

i

siae

to exceed old-age and survivors insurance benefit
disbursements. Even after thebe fi-ug curve
me uvth
in-c
rie ah doftecnib

likewise, the figure for 1959 is tco low),.eei-ug
Note: Contributions include reimbursement for additional cost of noncotributory credit for military service and for the special benefits payable

ah

Ctocertain noninsured persons aged 72 or over.rie

doftecn

ib

in-cme

uvte

trust fund will continue to increase because of
the effect of interest earnings (which more than
meet the administrative expense disbursements
and any financial interchanges with the railroad
retirement program). As a result, this trust fund
is estimated to grow steadily under the long-range
cost estimate (with a level-earnings assumption),
reaching $75 billion in 1980, and $160 billion at
the end of the century. In the very distant future
-in about the year 2020 the trust fund is esti
mated to reach a maximum of approximately $310
billion and to then start decreasing.
The disability insurance trust fund grows
slowly but steadily after 1967, according to the
intermediate long-range cost estimate, as shown
by table 8. In 1980, it will reach an estimated $9
billion, and in 2000 it will be $22 billion. There
is estimated to be a small excess of contribution
income over benefit disbursements for every year
after 1967 for 35 years.

LONG-RANGE PROJECTIONS
Table 7 gives the estimated operations of the
old-age and survivors insurance trust fund under
the amended program for the long-range future.
It will, of course, be recognized that the figures
for the next two or three decades are the most
reliable (under the assumption of level-earnings
trends in the future), since the populations concerned-both covered workers and beneficiaries-are already born. As the estimates proceed further
into the future, there is much more uncertaintyif for no reason other than the relative difficulty
in predicting future birth trends. But it is nevertheless desirable and necessary to consider these
long-range possibilities under a social insurance
program that is intended to operate into perpetuity.
According to the intermediate-cost estimate, in
(7)

7.-Old-age and survivors insurance: Progress of
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Adminis
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interchange'

Interest Balance
in fund
on fund Iat
end
of year

1990-------- 42,091
1995--------- 15,637
2000---------49,695

$28,040
32,177
36 592

40,754
43,917
45,539
-

1975
-----

$417
457
494

-

I

532
564
587

-_______High-cost
____

$425
260
155

70
10
-40

$33,360

$28,854

$476

$475

1980---------- 36.138
1985---------- 38,376
1990---------- 40,650

33,355

523

340

42,540

620

1995 -------- 43,568
2000 --------- 46,798

38,056

46,079
48,536

$1,884
3.369
4.842

6,279
7,933
10,302

etimae
estimate

565

245
170
110
60

646
674

_

$1,1I99
1,836

2,266
2,377
2,263
2.165

$52,061
87.867
123,502

1,58,470
199,565
259,054

-as
___

$41,636
62,498lsar
75,
575
78,435
74,862
72,475

______-

I

1985--------- 38,870
1990---------41,370
1995---------44,602
2000----------48,247

37,304
41,647

530

44,998

576
605

2010
---------- 54,664

46,938

52,885

631

704

76,292

930

2025---------62,585

$446
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60
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the early 1980's and will then slowly

decrease until it is exhausted in 2003.
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since the system on the basis of an intermediate
coteim

eis

neddtob

aprx

$1,517
2,556
3,418
4,082
4,688
5.583

5,711
10,933

$46,781
74,876
98,701
116,620
133,683
159,499

246,839
302,846

TABLE
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[In millons]

I A negative figure indicates payment to the trust fund from the railroad

retirement account, and a positive figure indicates the reverse.
2At interest rates of 3.75 percent for the intermediate-cost estimate, 4.25
Calendar
percent for the low-cost estimate, and 3.25 percent for the high-cost estimate.
yer
Note: Contributions include reimbursement for additional cost of nonyer
contributory credit for military service before 1957. Na account is taken
in this table of the outgo for the special benefits payable to certain noninsured
persons aged 72 or over or for the additioisal benefits payable on the basisof noncontributory credit for military service after 1967-or of the corres-Lo-steime
ponding reimbursement therefor, which is exactly counterbalancing from a
long-range cost standpoint._____

LOW- AND HIGH-COST

Contribtos
btos

Benefit
paymns
mns

old-age and survivors insurance trust fund under
the program as changed by the 1967 act for lowand high-cost estimates. Corresodn iue
for the disability insurance trust fund are given

in table 8.

Lwcs

2000 -----

5,250

fund also grows steadily under the low-cost estimnate, reaching about $13 billion in 1980 and $45
billon
a iwhih
200, tme is anualrateof
billon n hic
200,attim it anualrat of
growh
2
i
abut
bllin.
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growhi2 bllin.
abut
Fr
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fuds,
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etimtes
benfitdisurse
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unde thse etimtes
benfitdisurseent
do
not exceed contribution income in any year after
1967orte foeseeale
fture
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fuong.-range
freseabl

Balance
in fund
ted
at yend

sint

$2,997
3,351
3,618
,9

$120
118
117
115

-$14
-21
-23
-25

$311
493
710
988

$8,26
12,654
18,001
24, 900

4,624

129

-25

1,797

44, 803

$167

$5,529

1H1gb-cost estimate
1975--------- $3,528

83,317

$136

-$6

1980 --3,821
1983
---------- 4,057
1990-------_
4,296
19----_
4,604
2000-------_
4,945

3,812
4,164
4,416
4,794
5,450

147
155
161
172
195

-11
-13
-15
-15
-15

Under the lowv-cost estimate, the old-age and

billion a year. The disability insurance trust

Railroad
retirement
Interest
Iicalnfud2
inaniaenrunihnter-o'ya
cag

________________

187
164
171
146
81

6,217
6,148
5,735
4,949
2.760

Intermediate-cost estimate

survivors insurance trust fund builds up rapidly-

and in the year 2000 is shown as being about $260
billion; it is then growing at a rate of about $14

Admninistrative
xpss
epne

_________-_______________

1975-------- $3,582
1980--------- 3,899
19853---------4,161
ESTIMATES190---448

Table 7 shows the estimated operation of the____

1967for

ael

ingly, a low-cost estimate should show that the

-___-___-

$28,447
32,766

mate, benefit disbursements from the fund are

self-supporting, as indicated previously. Accord

Intermediate-cost estimate
1975-----$33,619
1980
---------- 36,568

in about 25 years, but it decreases thereafter until
it is exhausted in the year 2019. Under this esti
years into the future.

L~ow-cost estimate
1975----$33,879
1980---------36,879
1985---------39,363

Under the high-cost estimate, on the other
hand, the old-age and survivors insurance trust
builds up to a maximum of about $78 billion

_

_

-_________

1975--------_$3,655
1980
---------- 3,860
1985--------- 4,109
10----_
4,372
1995---------_473
2010---------- 5,774

$3,157

2025 --------- 6,598

7,326

_

3,582
3,891
4,113
4,4
6:562

$131

133
135
138
4
210

233

___

-$10

-16
-18
-20
-20
-20
-20

$232

$6,877

763

21,384

323
413
619
65
906

9,351
11,856
14,854
18
25,222

____-______-___-___

A negative figure indicates payment to the trust fund from the railroad
retirement account, and a positive figure indicates the reverse.
2 At interest rates of 3.75 percent for the intermediate-cost estimate, 4.25
percent for the low-cost estinsate, and 3.25 percent for the high-cost estimate.

Note: Contributions include

for additional cost of non
contributory credit for military reimbursement
service before 1957, No account
is taken
in this table of the outgo for the additional benefits payable on the basis of
noncontributory credit for military service after 1967-or of the corres
poiding reimbursement therefor, which is exactly counterbalancing froma
cost standpont.
(3)i

disability insurance benefits under the amended
program, as a percentage of taxable payroll for
various future years, through 2040. It also shows
the level costs of the two programs for the low-,
high-, and intermediate-cost estimates.

system is more than self-supporting, and a highcost estimate should show that a deficiency would
arise later on. In actual practice, under the
philosophy in the 1950 and subsequent legislation
-set forth in the Committee reports-the tax
schedule would be adjusted in future years so
that none of the developments of the trust funds
shown for low-cost or high-cost estimates ever
eventuate.
Thus, if experience followed the low-cost est~imate and if the benefit provisions wvere not
changed, the contribution rates would probably
be adjusted downward-or perhaps the increases
scheduled for future years would not go into
effect. If, on the other hand, the experience followed the high-cost estimate, the contribution
rates would have to be raised above those scheduled. At any rate, the high-cost estimate does
indicate that, under the tax schedule adopted,
there will be ample funds to meet benefit disbursemnents for several decades, even under relatively high-cost experience,
Table 9 shows the estimated costs of the oldage and survivors insurance benefits and of the

TABLE

9.-Old-age,

HOSPITAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
The hospital insurance system as it was changed
by the 1967 amendments has an estimated cost for
benefit payments and administrative expenses
that is in long-range balance with contribution
income. It is recognized that the preparation of
cost estimates for hospital and related benefits is
much more difficult and is much more subject to
variation than cost estimates for the cash benefits
of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
system. This is so not only because the hospital
insurance program is newly established, but also
because of the greater number of variable factors
involved in a service-benefit program than in a
cash-benefit one. However, it is believed that the
present cost estimates are made under conserva
tive assumptions with respect to all foreseeable
factors.
The present cost estimates are based on con-

survivors, and disability insurance:

Cost of benefit payments as percent of taxable payroll
[Percentl

estimate

estimate

siderably higher assumptions as to hospital costs
than were the original estimates, which were pre-

Inter-,o
mediate-cot

High-cost

Low-cost

Calendar year

1

ae

0A51

1975-------------------------------

7.48
7.88

7.82
8.34

7.65
8.11

8.40
8.75

8.95
.4

8.67
9099rns

1995------------------------------8.69
8.27
2000------------------------------8.05
2010 ------------ ------- ---------9.72
2025------------------------------2040------s------------------------.4
Lvel-ot---------------8.26

9.55
9.33
9.48
12.50
1.3
9.40

I1980-------------------------------

1985------------------------------1990 --------------------------------

* -

-___

9.1
8.78
8.73
10.99
1.9
8.77

0.80

1980--------------------------------

0.9

1985--------------------------------

.82
.83

.95
.98

1990--------------------------------

.82

.98

1995--------------------------------

.51

.99

20900----- --------------------------.

84

1.05

1.24

1.08

2025--------------

.91

1.23

1.05

94

1.27

1.08

---------------------------.

Leve-cot

I--------------85

These cost
sumptions on
and on future
tions are the

estimates also contain revised as
the initial level of earnings in 1966
hs
assump
interest-ratetnd.Tse
same as those used in the revised

are based on the revised estimates of beneficiaries
The
aged 65 and over under the OASDI porm
porm
latter show somewhat fewer aged beneficiaries in
relation to the covered population for whom con
tributions are payable. Accordingly, the cost of

.89
.90
.90
.90

.95

2040 ----

a

insurance system. In addition, the new
cost estimates for the hospital insurance system

0.85

2010--------------------------------

-----------------

httesse

cost estimates for the old-age, survivors, and dis-

-ability

DI
1975-------------------------------

ttetm

generally predicted by experts in the field.

_____-

-- -_________

n16

pae in16 atheim tathestmws
established. At that time, the sharp increases that
have occurred in such costs in 1966-67 were not

estimate

'94

the hospital insurance is reduced on account of

.06.95

this factor (although the eflfect of hospital-cost

'Taingino
heacont
I Taingint
accuntthelower contribution
________-

rate for self-employment
incosne and tips, a. compared with the combissed employer-employee rate,
5 Based on the averages of the dollar payrolls amid
dollar costs under the
low-cost amidhigh-cost estimates.Th
' Level coistribution rate, at an interest rate of 3.25 percent for high-cost,
3.75 percent for intermediate-cost, acid 4.25 percent for low-cost, for benefits
after 1966, taking into account interest omsthe trust fund on December 31,
1966, future administrative expenses, the railroad retirement financial interchange provisions, and the reimibursement of snilitary-wage-credits cost.

trend assumptions is only partly offset).
esotantesupin
Thnee cotsim
cotsimesotanhesupin
that, in the intermediate-cost estimate, admiinis
trative expenses will be 31/2 percent of the benefit

(9J

payments, which is the anticipated experience
in 1967-68 (as against the assumption of 3 percent in the original estimates). The administrative expenses for the low-cost and high-cost estimates are assumed to be the same proportion as
for the intermediate-cost estimate. The new cost
estimates also take into account the small additional cost arising from the reimbursement bases
for hospitals and extended-care facilities that are
now in effect, which are somewhat higher than
was assumed in the original cost estimates.

fund (as is also the case for OASI and DI) and,

in addition, has a separate Board of Trustees
from that of the OASDI system.,
Third, income-tax withholding statements
(forms W-2) show the proportion of the total
contribution for OASDI and HI that relates to
the latter program.
Fourth, the HI program covers railroad employees directly in the same manner as other
covered workers and their benefit payments are
paid directly from this trust fund (rather than
directly or indirectly through the railroad retire
ment system), whereas these employees are not
covered by OASDI (except indirectly through
the financial interchange provisions).
Fifth, the financing basis for the HI system is
determined under a different approach than that
used for the OASDI system-a reflection of the
different natures of the two programs (by as
suming rising earnings levels and rising hospitali
zation costs in future years instead of level-earn
ings assumptions and by making the estimates for

Financing Basis
The contribution schedule contained in the 1967
amendments, with an earnings base of $7,830 in
1968 and after, is as follows, as compared with
that of the 1965 Act (with an earnings base of
$6,600):
tPereent]

Calendaryear

Combined employer-

Self-employed

employee rate

rate

1965 act

1967 act

1967-----------------.0
1968---------------------1.0
1969-72-------------------1.0
1973-75-------------------1.1
197-- -7
--

----- --

--

1980-861987and______---------

______

10
1.2
1.2
1.3

192

1 4.6

14

16

1__6

_____

1965 act

a 25-year period rather than a 75-year one).
As has always been the case in connection with
the OASDI system, the Congress has very care

1967 act

~fully

considered the cost aspects of the HI system

.10
.50

and proposed changes therein. In the same man
ner, the Congress has indicated that this program

.60
.60
.65

.55

7

7
____

should be completely self-supporting from the

.8
__

contributions of covered individuals and employ
ers (the transitional uninsured group covered by
this program have their benefits, and the resulting
administrative expenses, completely financed from
general revenues). Accordingly, the tax schedule
in the law should make the HI system self-sup
porting over the long range as nearly as can be
foreseen, and thus actuarially sound.
The concept of actuarial soundness is somewhat
similar for the two programs, but there are im
portant differences. One major difference is that
cost estimates for the hospital insurance program
should desirably be made over a period of only
25 years in the future, rather than 75 years as
it is for the OASDI program. A shorter period
for the hospital insurance program is necessary
because it is more difficult to make forecast as
sumptions for a service benefit than for a cash
benefit. There is a reasonable likelihood that dur
ing the next 75 years the number of beneficiaries
aged 65 and over will tend to increase in relation
to the covered population (a period of this length

90

The combined employer-employee rate under
the 1967 amendments is 0.2 percent higher in 1968
and after than under the 1965 act. These increases, along with the additional income from
the higher earnings base, would finance the increased cost of the program that results from the
higher hospitalization-cost assumptions used in
the current estimates, as compared with those
used when the program was initiated in 1965.
The hospital insurance program is completely
separate from the OASDI system in several ways,
although the earnings base is the same under
both programs.
First, the schedules of tax rates for OASDI
and HI are in separate subsections of the Internal Revenue Code (unlike the situation for OASI
and DI, where there is a single tax rate for both
programs, but an allocation thereof into two
portions).
Second, the HI program has a separate trust
(10)

is thus both necessary and desirable for studying
the cost of the cash OASDI benefits). It is far
more difficult, however, to make reasonable assumptions concerning the trends of medical care

10.-Assumptions as to future rates of increase in
hospital costs
TABLE

-[Percent)____

caedry&

costs and practices for more than 25 years in

the future.
In a new program such as hospital insurance
it seemed desirable that it be completely in actuanial balance. To accomplish this result, a contribution schedule was developed that will meet
this requirement,
cost estimates.

Caedrya

I~Intero-otmediate

12.0
1967---------------------------196--- ----------- --- ---- 0.0
199------------------------

97---------------

80

52

1073----------------------------------17
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Basic Assumptions
Perhaps the major consideration in preparing
actuarial cost estimates for hospital benefits is
the fact that-unlike the situation for the monthly
cash benefits-an unfavorable cost result is shown
when the average earnings level is assumed to increase. The reason is that the hospitalization
costs should then be assumed to increase at least
at the same rate as the earnings level; if the
maximum taxable earnings base is not adjusted
accordingly, the taxable earnings will not increase as fast as the hospitalization costs. Accordingly, the assumption of a fixed taxable
earnings base at $7,800 should be considered as
a "9safety factor" in the cost estimates.
Originally, the average total earnings (including earnings above the taxable base) were assumed
to increase in the future at a rate of 3 percent,
and hospitalization costs by an additional 2.7
percent for a total of 5.7 percent during the next
5 years. The differential was then assumed to
decrease gradually from the sixth year on, until
it became zero after the tenth year. For the last
15 years of the period the hospitalization costs
were assumed to increase at the same rate as the
average total earnings,
Lately, several estimates of the short-term future trend of hospital costs have been made by
experts in this field. All of these are well above
the rate of 5.7 percent per year until 1970 that
was assumed in the initial cost estimates for the
program made when it was enacted in 1965. The
American Hospital Association has estimated an
annual rate of increase of as much as 15 percent
for the next 3 to 5 years. The Blue Cross Association has made a corresponding estimate of 9
percent per year in the period up to 1970.

Three sets of assumptions as to the short-term
trend of hospital costs have been made for the
cost estimates discussed in this article. These
assumptions are shown in table 10. In each case,
the annual rates of increase are assumed to merge
with those used in the initial cost estimates for
the program for 1971 for the lowv-cost and inter
miediate-cost assumptions and 1973 for the highcost assumptions-that is, increases slightly above
the increases in the earnings level from these
dates until about 1975, and then the same in
creases. The low-cost set of assumptions yields
about the same result as the Blue Cross predic
tion, and the high-cost set corresponds to the
highest American Hospital Association predic
tion. The intermediate-cost set is used to develop
the financing provisions of the legislation.
The hospital utilization rates used for the cost
estimates are the same as those used in the initial
cost estimates for the program. Analysis of the
actual experience for the first 6 months of oper
ation (the last half of 1966) seems to indicate
that it is close to the original assumptions, al
though somewhat higher.
The average daily cost of hospitalization that
was used in the cost estimates was computed on
the same basis as the corresponding figures in the
initial cost estimates that were prepared when
the legislation was enacted in 1965. Specifically,
an average of about $38.50 per day was used for
the reimbursement principles under the 1965 act
for 1966 and was projected for future years in
the manner described previously. Analysis of
the experience for 1966, for which complete data
are not yet available, indicates that this assump
tion wvas close to what actually occurred, although
possibly somewhat higher.
Table 11 shows the level-cost of the hospital
and related benefits under the 1967 amendments
(I1w)

11.-Hospital insurance: Level-cost analysis, intermediate-cost estimate
TABLE:

[Percent)
Legislation

Level-cost
Levelobeetsequivalent of
obeeisIcontributions

1065 act, original estimate
1965 act, revised estimate---1967 act-------- ----------------IIncluding

1--.23
1.54
1.38

1.23
1.23
1.41

12.-Hospital insurance: Changes in actuarial balance
expressed in terms of level-cost as percent of taxable payroll,
by type of change, intermediate-cost estimate, 1965 act
and 1967 act, based on 3.75 percent interest
TABLE

Actuarial
balance

[Percent]
item

0.00

- .31

administrative expenses.

as a percentage of taxable payroll determined as
of January 1, 1966, using an interest of 33/4
percent. These figures are based on the assump
tions that the earnings base will not change and
that both hospitalization costs and general earnings will continue to rise during the entire 25year period considered in the cost estimates. Also
shown in table 11 are the level-equivalents of
the contribution schedules and the net actuarial
balances of the system.
The estimated level-cost of the benefit payments and administrative expenses in the low-cost
estimate is 1.27 percent of taxable payroll; the
corresponding figure for the high-cost estimate
15 1.76 percent. In each instance, the level-equivalent of the contribution schedule is 1.41 percent
of taxable payroll.
It should be recognized that the vast majority
of the level-cost of the benefit payments relates
to inpatient hospital benefits. Most of the remaining cost is attributable to extended-care benefits, with home health service benefits representing only a small portion. Currently, inpatient
hospital benefits account for about 90 percent of
total benefit outgo. In later years, it seems possible that there will be much greater use of posthospital extended-care services and posthospital
home health services (particularly the former),
thus tending to reduce the use of hospitals and,
therefore, the cost of the inpatient hospital benefits.
The estimated level-cost of the system is reduced by 0.01 percent of taxable payroll as a

Level-cost

Actuarial balance, 1965 act--------------------------------...
Inraenaabean.03s-----------
Revised contribution schedule-----------------------------Transfer of outpatient diagnostic benefits to SMI ------------Furtherhospital benefits beyond 90 days ---------- ----------Total effect of changes ---- ----------------------------Actuarial balance under 1967 act----------------- -------------

'Less

-0.31
+.18
+.01
(')
+.34
[-+.0O3

than 0.005 percent.

Table 12 summarizes these changes in the cost
of the program and also gives data as to the value
of the contribution schedules and the resulting
actuarial balances.
As indicated previously, one of the most im
portant assumptions in the cost estimates pre
sented herein is that the earnings base is assumed
to remain unchanged, even though for the re
mainder of the period considered (up to 1990)
the general earnings level is assumed to rise at
a rate of 3 percent annually. If the earnings base
does rise in the future to keep up to date with
the general earnings level, then the contribution
rates required would be lower than those sched
uled in the law. In fact, if this were to occur,
the steps in the contribution schedule beyond the
combined employer-employee rate of 1.2 percent
would not be needed if all other assumptions in
the intermediate-cost estimate are realized.
The cost for the persons who are blanketed in
for the hospital and related benefits is met from
the general fund of the Treasury (with the finan
cial transactions involved passing through the
HI trust fund). The costs so involved, along with
the financial transactions, are not included in the
preceding cost analysis or in the following dis
cussions of the future operations of the HI trust
fund. For the first 7 years of operation, these
costs are as follows:
Cost to Treaaury
Calendar year
(in millions)
1966'1------------------------------------ $174
1967 ------------------------------------- 439
1968 --------------------------------------- 465
1969 ------------------------------------- 471
1970 ------------------------------------- 459
1971 ------------------------------------- 432
1972 -------------------403
Data are for the last 6 months of the year- (estimate based

result of transferring the outpatient diagnostic
benefits to the supplementary medical insurance
system. The other changes in the benefit provisions of this program would not have any significant effect on the long-range costs. The cost of
providing further days of hospital benefits beyond
90 days in a spell of illness-as is done by the
"lietief rsere"
6 das-i reatielysmal.
(12)

Table 13 shows the estimated operation of the

TABlLE

13.-Hospital insurance: Progress of trust fund

HII trust fund under the intermediate-cost estimnate and also under the low-cost and high-cost

r-

[In millions]
-

estimates. Under the intermediate-cost estimate,

Contributions

Calendar year

the balance in the trust fund would growv steadily
in the future, increasing from about $1.3 billion
at the end of 1967 to $3.3 billion 5 years later.

aac
rtAduis-

data
Actual___

Over the long range, the trust fund would build

1966 ----------

level of that time).
Under the low-cost estimate, the balance in
the trust fund grows steadily, reaching $7.5 bil
lion in 1975 and $36.8 billion in 1990 (at which
time it represents the disbursements for 3.6

2$57

$767]

$1,911

Lowcs

up steadily, reaching $15.7 billion in 1990 (representing the disbursements for 1.4 years at the____
$2,943
1968 ------------------ 3,972
1969 ------------------ 4,223

-

$34

$1,121

estimat
___

_______

___

1967------------------

_____

___-______

__

___

in fund
at end
year

Interest
tratnsvs on fund 3
xessof

Benefi
pay-s
met

$2,68
2,981
3,336

$94
104
117

$1,332
2,289
3:168

$45
70
109

17-------------------

4,564

3,932

138

169

4,587

4,732

4,215

148

191

5,147

1973-------------------

5,274

4,499

157

215

5,980

1975 ------------------

5,6951

1:0515

177

2661

7:510

17

----------

years). In actual practice, if the low-cost as-

High-cost estimate

sumptions materialize, it would not be necessary-

_

to increase the contribution rates after 1975 as
in the legislation. Under the high-cost estimate,
which represents probably the most extreme situ-

1967------------------ $2,943
1968-----------------3,972
1969-------------4,223
191----------

454

ation from a high-cost standpoint in regard to

1973-------------------- 5,274
1974-------------------- 5,503

hospital costs, the balance in the trust fund

1975 ------------------

5,695

reaches a maximum of $2.4 billion at the end of
1969, and then it decreases until it is exhausted

-___

_-___-___

$2,683
3,190
3,795
5,292
6,364
6,762
7,161

$94
112
133
185
223
237
251

$45
64
86
57

$1,332
2,066
2:447
1,409

(3)
(3)

(3)
(3)

(1)

(3)

Intermediate-cost estimate

in 1972. This estimate indicates that, despite very
high assumptions as to the trend of hospital costs,

1967------------------ $2,943
1968------------------ 3,972
1969 ------------------ 4,223

the system would have sufficient funds to maintamn operations for at least 4 years under these
circumstances, without changing the financing

1971 ------------------ 4,164
4,732
192----------------------------- 5,274
1973
17 _---------

4,292
4,602
4,912

$94
112
127

$45
64

11 0

161
172

117
121
125

3,233
3,323
3,638
3,874

90

$1,332
2,066
2,616

5,503

5,216

183

132

5,695

5,522

193

135

,8

9,241
1990 ------------------ 11,627

8,690

304

373

10,731

10,843

380

513

15,711

1975 ------------------

poiin.1985

$2,683
3,190
3,636

------------------

I An interest rate of 3.75 percent is used in determining the level-costs,
but in developing the progress of the trust fund a varying rate in the early
years has been used, ranging down from 1 percent initially to 4 percent after
1975.
2 Including administrative expenses incurred in 1965.
3Fund exhausted in 1972.
Note: The transactions relating to the noninsured persons, the costs for
whom is borne out of the general funds of the Treasury, are not included in
the above figures. The actual disbursements in 1966, and the balance in
the trust fund by the end of the year, have been adjusted by an estimated

SUPPLEMENTARY MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAM

The 1967 amendments expanded somewhat the
protection provided by the supplementary medical
insurance program. The increase in cost for
these changes, effective after March 1968, was
recognized by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare in his determination of the standard
premium rate for the period after March 1968,
which was promulgated at $4 (in comparison with
the rate of $3 applicable for the period July 1966968).Under
March

$174 million on this account.

65 and over in the United States. This program
is intended to be completely self-supporting from
the contributions of covered individuals and the
matching contributions made from the general
fund of the Treasury.
the 1967 amendments, the standard pre
mium rate (for persons enrolling in the earliest
possible enrollment period) is generally to be

Financing Basis

determined annually on a permanent basis-for
April 1968 through June 1969 and then for 12

Coverage under the supplementary medical insurance program can be voluntarily elected, on
an individual basis, by virtually all persons aged

month periods beginning with July 1969 and each
July thereafter.
Persons who do not elect to come into the sys
(13)

(including the accumulation and maintenance of
a contingency fund) for the period for which
they are established.

tern as early as possible will generally have to
pay a higher premium rate.
The 1965 act provided for the establishment of
an advance appropriation from the general fund
of the Treasury to serve as an initial contingency
reserve, in an amount equal to $18 (or 6 months'
per capita contributions from the general fund
of the Treasury) times the number of individuals
estimated to be eligible for participation in July
1966. This amount-approximately $345 million
(of which $100 million has actually been appropriated) -has not actually been transferred to the
trust fund and will not be transferred unless, and
until, some of it would be needed. This contingency amount is available only during the first
18 months of operations (July 1966-December
1967), and any amounts actually transferred to
the trust fund would be subject to repayment to
the general fund of the Treasury (without in-

Results of Cost Estimates
The 1967 amendments made a number of
changes in the benefit provisions of the SMI pro
gram. Some of these provisions expanded the
scope of the program, and several limited it
slightly. The only changes with a significant cost
effect are shown below, together with the monthly
cost per participant in relation to the combined
$6 monthly premium rate (for the participant
and the Government).
Item
Nonprofessional component of outpatient diag

terest).

nostic services-------------------------- $0.12
Elimination of cost-sharing for inpatient path

The concept of actuarial soundness for the
medical insurance program differs somewhat from
that for the OASDI program and the hospital
insurance program. In essence, the medical insurance program is financed on a current-cost
basis rather than on a long-range cost basis. The
situations are essentially different because the
financial support of the medical insurance program comes from a premium rate that is subject
to change from time to time, in accordance with
the experience actually developing and with the
experience anticipated in the near future. The
actuarial soundness of the program therefore
depends only upon the adequacy of the "shortterm" premium rates to meet, on an accrual basis,
the benefit payments and administrative expenses

ology and radiology---------------------- .20
Extending coverage of physical-therapy serv
0
ices benefits--------------------------Total-------------------------------- $0.37

The cost of covering certain limited services
furnished by podiatrists is very small.
The total cost of $0.37 a month per capita in
relation to the initial premium rate increases to
about $0.46 when the rise in the standard pre
mium rate for the period after March 1968 is
taken into account. This total cost of $0.46 per
month per capita is equivalent to an annual cost
of $100 million with respect to 18 million par
ticipants (with half of that amount coming from
the general fund of the Treasury).

(14)
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WITH THE SIGNING on January 2, 1968,
of H.R. 12080, the Social Security Amendments
of 1967 became law. When President Johnson
approved the law he stated:

bers of religious orders who have not taken a
vow of poverty.
10. An increase in the contribution and benefit
base from $6,600 to $7,800, beginning in 1968.
The amendments include the following signifi

Because of social security, tens of millions of Americans have been able to stand straighter and taller
unafraid of their future. . .. Measured in dollars of
insurance benefits, the bill enactedl into law todtay is
the greatest stride forward since social security was
launched in 1935.

cant changes in the welfare and child health pro
visions of the Social Security Act:

These amendments will raise the amount of
benefit payments to the almost 24 million beneficiaries now getting benefits and will improve
the protection provided under the social security
progam
peset
or al
an fuurecontibuors
proghera
foramllpesen. n uue otiuos

2' Provision of earnings exemptions under the
3.DA limitatinom
eea.mthn
nAD
3.AlmtioonFdrlachgin
FD
programs for families with an absent parent.
4. Expansion of social services.
5. Modifications in the medical assistance pro

The most significant changes in the social secuiyprogram are:

gram.
6. Federal support for the training of social

1. A 13-percent increase in old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance benefits, with a minimum
monthly benefit of $55 for a person retiring at or
after age 65 (or receiving disability benefits).
2. An increase from $35 to $40 in the special
age-72 payments.

1. Establishment of a new work incentive pro
gram for families receiving aid to families with

dependent children.

7.r Incresonedluhrztosfo.hl
efr
servincreas.
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o
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3. An increase from $1,500 to $1,680 in the
amount a person may earn in a year and still

Background and Legislative History

get full benefits for that year.

of the Insurance Provisions

4. Monthly cash benefits for disabled widows
and disabled dependent widowers at age 50 at
reduced rates.
5. A liberalization of the eligibility requirements for benefits for dependents and survivors
of women workers.

6. An alternative insured-status test for workers disabled before age 31.
7. New guidelines for determining eligibility
for disability insurance benefits.
8. Additional noncontributory wage credits for
servicemen.
9. Broadened coverage of clergymen and mem*Mr.
Cohen Is Under Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, and Mr. Ball Is the Commission~er of Social
Security.

The history of these amendments reflects a long
and thorough evaluation on the part of Congress
and the Administration of how the social security

Oe h attido
etr
nAeiaw
have proved that people who earn their living can
make their lives better and more secure If they
divert part of their incomes to protect themselves
from the twists of fortune that face all men. Our
challenge for the coming years is to see if we can
extend that same human insurance and human
dignity to 15ersons who are not able to buy their
own protection. Our challenge Is to save children.
PRESIDENT LYNDON B. JOHNSON
January,2, 1968

3

program could best be improved and expanded in
light of both the needs of the American people
for more meaningful protection against financial
insecurity and the economic impact of these improvements on taxpayers and on the general economy.
This extensive study of the social* security program was initiated at the request of President
Johnson. On March 15, 1966, the President signed
the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966, which included
the provision of special payments under the social
security program to certain uninsured individuals
aged 72 and over. The President announced at
that time that he had directed the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare "to complete a
study of ways and means of making social security
benefits more adequate-while keeping the program financially sound.," The proposals resulting
from this study were to be ready for the President
to present to the 90th Congress, which was scheduled to convene in January 1967. In a speech
before members of the National Council of Senior
Citizens on June 3, 1966, the President reaffirmed
his intention to recommend improvements in social security benefit levels, saying t~hat this would
be "a major objective of this administration."
During the summer of 1966, the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare conducted
studies and investigations into the most vitally
needed improvements to the program and the best
methods of financing these improvements.
On October 12, 1966, President Johnson gave
an address at the Annual Honor Awards Ceremony of the Social Security Administration conducted at the headquarters in Woodlawn, Mary
land. In that address he announced some of the
major aspects of the social security proposals to
be included in his recommendations to Congress.
Foremost was a proposal for an increase in social
security benefits averaging "at least 10 percent."
In addition, a special minimum monthly benefit
of $100 for workers regularly employed for 25
years in jobs covered under social security, a
liberalized retirement test, and health insurance
for social security disability beneficiaries were
recommended. President Johnson emphasized
that this was not an inclusive list and that more
proposals would be recommended to the new

Under revised estimates for the cash benefits
program made in the summer of 1966, almost 75
percent of the cost of the proposals in the Presi
dent's speech could be financed under the schedule
of contribution rates set by the 1965 amendments.
The cash benefits program had a favorable actu
arial balance under the new cost estimates that
took into account higher earnings levels and other
favorable factors that had developed since the
estimates on which the 1965 legislation was based
were made. The new estimates indicated that the
regular cash benefits part of the program was
overfinanced by about three-fourths of 1 percent
of the taxable payroll-an amount sufficient tb
finance about an 8-percent increase in cash bene
fits.
The news that an 8-percent benefit increase
could be enacted immediately without any addi
tional financing caused a sudden flurry of Con
gressional activity concerning social security legis
lation in the closing days of the 89th Congress.
In the week following the President's address,
several bills were introduced in Congress to in
crease social security benefits. The House Ways
and Means Committee held executive sessions
during that week and, at the conclusion of these
sessions, Chairman Mills announced that the Ways
and Means Committee had decided to postpone
further consideration on social security proposals
until the new Congress convened the following
year. Chairman Mills stated the Committee's view
that there should be public hearings concerning
the proposals and that there was not time to con
duct hearings before adjournment.

Congress. He also took that occasion to laud the
Social Security Administration on its work in

(1) A benefit increase of at least 15 percent for
eeyn
nterls
An increase in the regular minimum monthly

implmening
he ediare
implmening
he ediare
4

rogam.(2)
rogam.benefit

PRESIDENT'S RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONGRESS

On January 23, 1967, President Johnson sent
to Congress his special Message on Older Amer
icans. This message embodied the President's
recommendations concerning elderly citizens,
which he had outlined in his State of the Union
Address given on January 10.
Included among the President's recommenda
tion for social security were:

from $44 to $70.

SOCIAL SECURITY

(3) A special minimum monthly benefit of $100 for
workers with 25 years of coverage.

(4) An increase to $50 a month for the "special
age-72" payments.reomnain.HR
(5) Cash benefits for disabled widows,
(6) Increase in the annual exempt amount under the
retirement test to $1,680 and in the $1-for-$2 adjustment span to $2,880.
(7) Broaden coverage of agricultural employees.
(8) Transfer credits to social security for Federal
employment under the civil-service or foreign-service
retirement systems if benefits are not payable under
the system when the worker retires, becomes dis
abled, or dies.
(9) Health insurance for social security disability
beneficiaries, and a comprehensive study by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare of the
problem of including the cost of prescription drugs
under Medicare.
(10) A 3-step increase in the contribution and benefit base to $7,800 in 1968, $9,000 in 1971, and $10,800
in 1974.
(11) Increases in the scheduled contribution rates
for cash benefits resulting in an ultimate rate of 5.0
Percent in 1973 for employees and employers each
instead of 4.85 percent (but no increase in the ultimate contribution rate for the self-employed of 7.0
percent).

Ways and Means Committee), which reflected the
Committee's decisions concerning the President's
reomnais.HR
128 wsrprtd
o
128

wsrprtd

o

the House of Representatives by the Committee
on August 7 and was passed by the House after
2 days of debate on August 17, with only minor
technical amendments by a vote of 415 to 3.
Trhe major social security cash-benefits provi
sions of the House bill were as follows:
(1) A benefit increase of 121/2 percent with a $50
minimum (rather than 15 percent and a $70 min
imum as recommended by the President)
(2) Special age-72 payments of $40 (rather than
$50)
(3) Benefits for disabled widows and widowers with
the benefits reduced and payable only at or after
age 50;
(4) Liberalized eligibility requirements for the de
pendents and survivors of women workers;
(5) An increase in the annual exempt amount in the
retirement test to $1,680;
(6) Extension to all workers disabled before age 31
of the alternative insured-status test provision now
provided workers disabled by blindness before age
31 for both freeze and benefit purposes;

(7) A clarification of the basic definition of dis

ACTION IN THE HOUSE
On February 20, Chairman Mills introducedon behalf of the Administration-H.R. 5710, embodyng he Pesients
reommndaionsas

bodingthePreidet'srecmmedatonsas ututlined in the Message on Older Americans, along
with a great many other, less significant benefit
imprvemnts
nd nuber f tchncal hanes.
imprvemnts
nd nuber f tchncal hanes.
On March 1, the Ways and Means Committee
began consideration of H.R. 5710 by conducting
public hearings on the proposals with Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare John W.
Gardner as the first witness for the Administration. The public hearings ended on April 11 and
the Committee went into executive sessions on
the bill the following day. The Ways and Means
Committee conducted more than 60 sessions of
exectivduing
heaing he

ollwingmonhs.

exectivduing
heainghe ollwingmonhs.
The Committee explored in detail the various
provisions of the bill-some 76 social security
and welfare provisions-and also examined various alternative and additional legislative pro
posals.
Chairman Mills introduced H.R. 12080 on August 3 (cosponsored by Representative John W.
Byrnes, the rankinig minority member of the
BULLETIN, FEBRUARY 1968

ability;
(8) Additional noncontributory social security wage
credits of $100 a month for active military service;
(9) Coverage of clergymen and members of religious
orders (including those under vows of poverty) auto
matically unless they elect to be excluded on grounds
of conscience;

(10) Liberalization of the reduction of socialse

curity disability benefits for certain people also re
ceiving workmen's compensation;
(11) A one-step increase in the contribution and

benefit base to $7,600 in 1968 (rather than three steps
ultimately reaching $10,800).

Several significant cash benefit proposals con
tamned in H.R. 5710 were not in H.R. 12080 as
passed by the House. Among these are:

(1) The $100 special miinimum benefit;
(2) Transfer of Federal employment credits;
(3) Broader coverage of agricultural employees;

(4) Cash benefits for the parents of retired and dis
abled workers and benefits for children who lived
with and were dependent on workers who were not
their parents.

H.R. 12080 also contained a number of changes
in the health insurance provisions of H.R. 5710.
The House-passed bill did not contain any pro
vision for covering the disabled under Medicare.

In its report on the bill, the Committee on Ways
and Means stated that a major factor in the
eciionnotto iclue te AiniisCommtte's

home under the supervision of a hospital would be
covered under the supplementary medical insurance
program.

tration's recommendation was that data which
first became available while the proposal was
being considered indicated that the per capita
cost of providing health insurance for the disabled
would be considerably higher than the cost of
providing it for the aged. The estimated dif
ference between the cost of Medicare for the disabled and for the aged raised questions on the
most equitable way of financing Medicare coverage-especially medical insurance coverage, half
the total cost of which is met by the beneficiaries
themselves. The Committee deferred action on
the proposal recommending extension of Medicare to the disabled, and, instead, included in H.R.
12080 a provision under which an Advisory
Council would be appointed to study the question of extending Medicare to the disabled, including ways of financing this protection. Recognizing that there was a problem with regard to
the financing of medical insurance protection for
the disabled, the Administration modified its
recommendations in the Senate to request that
hospital insurance protection be extended to the
disabled immediately and that further study be
inncig uppeposile
madofth etodsof
forpthediinsuranc potefnactiong
maenoftary med sicale
mdclisrnepoetofothdsmebtedy
Other health insurance changes in the House
bill included:

the coordination of medicare reimbursement with
State health facility planning.
under which the pro
provision
of the
(7) Deletion
health
insurance payments to Fed
against
hibition
eral providers of services would be eliminated.
(8) Revision of provisions of H.R. 5710 simplifying
Medicare reimbursement. The revision included pro
visions (a) -making the medical insurance deductible
and coinsurance provisions inapplicable to charges
for radiology and pathology services furnished by
to hospital inpatients and (b) consoli
physicians
dating all coverage of outpatient hospital services
under the medical insurance program.

t incudethe
Commtte'snt dcison

dmiis-

(1) Addition of a provision under which the number
of days of inpatient hospital services covered in a
spell of illness would be increased from 90 to 120
days.
(2) Addition of new medical insurance payment pro
cedures under which the physician, or the patient
if the physician fails to submit a proper claim, could
in certain circumstances be reimbursed on the basis
of an unpaid, itemized bill.

(6) Deletion of the provision which would require

Shortly after House passage of H.iR. 12080 on
August 17, the Chairman of the Senate Committee
on Finance , Russell B. Long, announced that it
would hold public hearings on the bill beginning
on Tuesday, August 22. The Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare was the first witness at
these hearings. Secretary Gardner recommended
the restoration in the bill of the more liberal cash
benefit provisions originally proposed by the
Administration, including the larger benefit in
creases, future step increases in the contribu
tion and benefit base to $10,800, and removal of
the age restriction and reduction in benefits in the
provision relating to disabled widows and
widowers. The Secretary also urged the Comn
mittee to include a provision for making hospital
insurance benefits available to disabled bene
ficiaries.
Public hearings on H.R. 12080 before the Fi
nance Committee lasted until September 26 at
which time the Committee went into executive
sessions on the bill.

EXTENSION OF SMI GENERAL
ENROLLMENT PERIOD

As consideration of H.R. 12080 by the Senate
Finance Committee continued into September,
given authority to experiment with alternative
concern was expressed over the effect the pending
methods of reimbursing hospitals under titles V,
legislation might have on the premium rate for
XVIII, and XIX which would provide incentives to
the supplementary medical insurance program
keep costs down while -maintaining quality of care.
(SMI) which was scheduled to be announced
(4) Addition of a provision under which the Secretary would be required to conduct a study of the
before October 1. If, as appeared very likely at
need for, and make recommendations on, the coverthat time, the pending legislation were not en
age of services of additional types of health pracacted before October 1, a premium rate announced
titioners under the supplementary medical Insuradtbeasdo
in Spebrwouldhae
ance program.
n
adobe as
rhae
(5) Addition of a provision under which physicalSetm
existing law. Some provision then might later
therapy services furnished to an outpatient in hi
(3) Addition of a provision under which the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare would be
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have been needed to modify the premium in order
to recognize the cost of the SMI provisions under
the amended law.
In the absence of a change in the OctoberDecember 1967 general enrollment period, the
late enactment of the major social security legis
lation then pending could have had several
untoward results. It could, for instance, have
meant that the pending legislation could not be
taken into account by persons deciding whether or
not to enroll or to terminate their coverage.
Many people might have failed to make their
decision before the end-of-the-year deadline,
Furthermore,7 it would not have been possible to
arrange for the preparation and distribution of
informational materials about the new legislation
needed by potential enrollees to make an informed
choice.
Consequently, on Wednesday, September 20,
Representative Mills, Chairman of the House
Committee on Ways and Means, introduced a bill,
H.R. 13026, which made both permanent and
temporary changes in the schedule for announcing
the premium rate and in the general enrollment
periods. The temporary provision extended to
March 31, 1968, the 1967 general enrollment
period, scheduled to end December 31, 1967. The
Secretary could postpone announcement of the
premium rate beyond October 1 but would have
to announce it before January 1, 1968. The current $:3 a month premium rate would continue
truhMarch 31, 1968, with the new premium
throughbefore
rate taking effect the following April 1. (The
new premium rate of $4 was announced on December 30, 1967.
The bill also permanently changed the dates
of future general enrollment periods to JanuaryMarch of each year, rather than October-December of every odd-numbered year. The premium
and dats
ffetiv wre lso
rate announcements adefcieatswralo
changed to provide that the premium would be
announced in December of each year, to take
effect the following April 1.
After a brief hearing, the Committee deleted
the permanent changes made by the bill and
reported out H.R. 13026 with only the temporary
chanes.(Theperanet chnge wee laer is.
peranet
chanes.(Th

cangs wee lterin-

corporated into H.R. 12080.) The bill was passed
by the House of Representatives by voice vote
on September 27, and by unanimous consent of
the Senate on the next day. It was signed as
BULUETIN FEBRUARY 1968

Public Law 90-97 by President Johnson on Sep
tember 30, 1967.

THE FINANCE COMMITTEE BILL
The Finance Committee's executive sessions on
H.R. 12080 were conducted from October 4 to
November 14, at which time the Committee bill
was reported to the Senate. The Senate Finance
Committee bill contained several of the cashbenefit provisions as they had been recommended
by the Administration rather than as they had
been modified by the House. They include:
(1) A 15-percent benefit increase, with a $70 min

mum;
(2) A three-step increase in the contribution and
benefit base to $8,000 in 1968, to $8,800 in 1969, and

to $10,800 in 1972;
t(3i An increase to $50 in the special age-72 pay

ments;
(4) Full-rate benefits for disabled widows
widowers regardless of age.

and

The Finance Committee also added a number of
provisions to H.R. 12080 and made changes in
others. The major additions and modifications in
the cash benefits area include:
(1) Eligibility age for benefits was lowered from
age 62 to 60 for all categories of aged beneficiaries,
with the benefits payable before age 62 reduced ac
cording to the principles applied to benefits payable
age 65.
(2) An increase in the annual exempt amount of
the retirement test to $1,680 for 1968 and a further
increase in the exempt amount to $2,000 for 1969

were provided.

(3) Child's insurance benefits were made available
to a disabled son or daughter if his disability began
before age 22 rather than age 18 under prior law.
(4) Disability insurance benefits were provided for
those blind persons who have at least 6 quarters of
coverage, without regard to their ability to work.
(5) A provision under which a child's benefits would
not stop when the child married if the child was
under age 22 and a full-time student and, In the
case of a girl, if her husband was also a full-time

student, was added.

(6) Coverage was extended to domestic employment
performed in an employer-employee relationship by a
parent for his son or daughter in circumstances In
which it may be assumed that there is a need for

the parent to perform the work.
(7) A number of modifications were made in the
provisions under which State and local government
employees are covered.
(8) The provision for coverage of clergymen was

modified by deleting the proposed extension of coyerage to members of religious orders who have taken
a vow of poverty,

Changes in the health insurance provisions of
the House-approved bill adopted by the Commit-

tee include the following:

XIX to provide authority for experimenting with
alternative reimbursement methods for physicians'
services.
(11) Addition of a provision to require the Secre
tary to study and report to the Congress before
January 1, 1969, the possible effects of enacting pro
posals to cover prescription drugs under Medicare
and to establish, utilizing a formulary committee,
quality and cost control standards for drugs pro
vided under the Federal-State assistance programs
and the hospital insurance part of Medicare.

(1) A provisioa permitting benefits for physicians'
services to be paid to the patient on the basis of
an unpaid bill was substituted for the similar but
more complex provision in the House bill.
A
(2) A provision for a lifetime reserve of 60 days of
ATION
inpatient hospital benefits to be available when the
beneficiary has exhausted the 90 days of care coveredOnNvme

ON THE SENATE FLOOR
5th Snaebgnc

sira

Snaebgnc sir
tion of the bill reported by the Finance Commit
tee. During the Senate debate, which concluded

in a "spell of illness" was substituted for a provisionOnNvme15th
in the House bill that would increase to 120 the
number of days of inpatient hospital care covered
during a "spell of illness."onNvme22anubrfaedetsw

(3) Adoption of the provision in the House bill to

expand the definition of physician to include a doctor of podiatry and further expansion of the defini
tion to include a licensed chiropractor and a doctor
of optometry.
(4) A provision to permit the beneficiary to receive
partial benefits for services received in certain nonparticipanting hospitals If the patient was admitted
before 1968 and a similar provision with respect to
emergency admissions occurring after 1967.
(5) Addition of a provision to permit payment to
the beneficiary for inpatient hospital services furnished in a country contiguous to the United States
by a hospital not more than 50 miles from the United
States border and more accessible than the nearest
suitable United States hospital.
(6) Expansion of the additional coverage of physical therapy services provided in the House bill to
include coverage of outpatient physical therapy
services under the SMI program when they are
furnished by or under the supervision of providers
of services, approved clinics or rehabilitation centers,
and local public health agencies,
(7) Addition of a provision to permit States to
purchase hospital insurance coverage for State and
local government employees (and their dependents
aged 65 or over) who do not otherwise have such
protection.
(8) Addition of a provision under which the general enrollment periods of the SMI program would
be placed on an annual basis, rather than biennial,
and run from January 1 through March 31, instead
of October 1 through December 31 as under the old
law.
(9) Addition of a provision, similar to one in H.R.
5710, under which the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare would take into account any disapproval by State agencies carrying on planning
under the Partnership for Health Act of expenditures by hospitals or other health facilities for major
capital items In determining the "reasonable cost"
of covered services provided to individuals under
titles V, XVIII, and XIX of the Social Security Act.
(10) Expansion of the provision in the House bill
for incentive reimbursement experimentation to
health care organizations under titles V, XVIII, and

*

e

e

onNvme2,anubrfaedetsw
adopted, including the following:
(1) Revision of the liberalization of the retirement
test to provide for a $2,400 annual exempt amount
and a $1-for-$2 reduction applicable to annual earn
ings between $2,400 and $3,600.
(2) Payment of benefits to a wife or mother with
an entitled child aged 18-22 in her care if that child
is entitled to benefits as a full-time student and is
in an elementary or secondary school.
(3) Elimination of all substantive language clarify
ing the definition of disability.
(4) Benefits for children who were legally adopted
by a worker after he became entitled to disability
benefits under certain conditions.
(5) Study by the Social Security Administration on
the question of providing an increase in social secur
ity benefit amounts for people who delay their retire
nuent.
(6) Disability benefits for a blind individual with
at least 6 quarters of coverage even if he is engaging
In substantial gainful activity.
(7) Limitation on payment for drugs under the
hospital insurance program (and under title XIX)
to "qualified drugs," mainly those to be listed in a
formulary set up by a Formulary Committee, and
establishment of a "reasonable charge" basis for
determining the amount of benefits payable for drugs
after June 30, 1970.
(8) Option for providers of services for reimburse
ment on the basis of the average per diem costs for
persons of all ages (rather than on the often lower
costs for beneficiaries aged 65 and over) or on
another basis that would assure the provider rea
sonable cost but take into account the costs incurred
by other institutions In the locality for comparable
levels of care.
(9) Expansion of the definition of "physician" to
include a State licensed or certified psychologist.

On Wednesday, November 22, the Senate passed
H.R. 12080 by a vote of 78 to 6. After the Thanks
giving recess, on

December 5, the House and
SOCIAL SECURITY

Senate conferees met to settle the differences between the two versions of the bill.
The bill reported by the conferees was much
closer to the House-passed bill than the bill as
approved by the Senate. The conference committee agreed to a social security cash benefit inerease
of 13 percent with a minimum benefit of $55 and
restored various welfare provisions of the House
bill that the Senate had deleted. The conference
committee report was then quickly agreed to
by the House of Representatives, by a vote of
388 to 3. On December 15, after 2 days of debate,
the Senate approved the report by a vote of 62
to 14. On January 2, 1968, H.R. 12080 was signed
by President Johnson and became Public Law
90-248.

they retire. The higher earnings base will also
increase benefit amounts significantly for the large
proportion of older current contributors earning
above $6,600 though they will be paying on these
higher amounts for a shorter time. For example,
a man aged 50 in 1968 who earns $7,800 a year
until he is 65 (about one-third of the group earn
ing above $6,600 is aged 50 or older) will get a
benefit of $188.80 at age 65-21.8 percent higher
than he could have gotten under the old law.

Special Payment to Those Aged 72 and Older
Teseilpyet
opol
gd7
n
Teseilpyet
opol
gd7
n
older are raised from $35 to $40 a month for a
single person and from $52.50 to $60 a month
for a couple.

Summary of Major Provisions:
OASDI Amendments
Limitation on Spouse's Benefit
BENEFITS
Geneal
Inceaseimum
Bnefi
The law provides an increase in benefit payments averaging 14 percent, with an across-theboard increase in cash benefits of at least 13 percent beginning February 1968 and an increase
in the minimum primary insurance amount from
$44 to $45. The average monthly benefit paid to
all retired workers (with or without dependents)
already on the rolls is increased from $86 to $98.
The increase for a retired worker with no dependents is from $82 to $94, and the increase for a
retired worker and his wife is from $145 to $164.
Monthly benefits will range f rom the new minimum of $55 to a maximum of $168.40 for retired workers on the rolls in January 1968, who
began to draw benefits at age 65 or later,
The increase from $6,600 to $7,800 (effective
January 1, 1968) in the amount of annual earnings that is taxable and that can be used in the
benefit computation results in an ultimate maximum monthly benefit of $218, based on average
monthly earnings of $650. The higher maximum
retirement benefit will be payable to workers who
are now young and who consequently will be
paying contributions on these higher amounts of
earnings over a considerable period of time before
BULLETIN, FEBRUARY 19689

The law limits the amounts of the wife's, de
pendent husband's, remarried widow's, or re
married widower's insurance benefit to a max
of $105. This limitation does not affect
anyone now on the rolls. For the wives of workers
retiring at age 65 the limitation has no effect
until 2001. For the wife of a young worker who
becomes disabled it can have an effect beginning
in 1970. For the wife of a person who works
past age 65 it can have an effect beginning in
1972.

Change in Retirement Test
Efciefrtxbeyasedn
fe
97
aenffectiaycnhve
fo a
ablenyars eandingsafte 1967,
anstlgealhi beneficiar
caohavtanual
earnig of $1,68
earnndgstl getceall60his
benefits
i forlth year wifthis
hearnings exceeh
1,8, $1oinna
beaneitgs wil be with-0
held for each $2 of anulearnings
upeea
tor $2,880l
aebndeforteac $1ofegarningsso thereafter. He wil
getuabeaneitgs,regrdless
mofnthe
amont ofic his
anulearn
ols,
ing4 for an moanthoeinowic hene
susatagevcsi
el-moyet
sbtnilsrie
nsl-mlyet
DendtsoWmnWrks
DendtsoWmnWrks
Dependency of a child on hi8 m~other.-The law
provides that a child would be deemed dependent

on his mother and could become entitled to benefits based on her earnings if at the time she died,
retired, or became disabled, she was either fully
or currently insured. Thus, a child could get benefits based on his mother's earnings record under
the same conditions as those under which a child
can become entitled to benefits based on his father's
earnings. Under present law, currently insured
status (coverage in six out of the last 13 quarters ending with death, retirement, or disability)
is required unless the mother was actually supporting the child.
Requirements for husbands and widower's insurance benefits.-The law removes the requirement under which a dependent husband or
widower may become entitled to social security
benefit~s on his wife's earnings only if his wife
is currently insured at the time she died, became
disabled, or retired.
Expedited benefit paymnents.-The law provides
for a formal method of expediting payment of
retirement and survivors insurance benefits on

the basis of a written request. A request can be
file spcifed
ony ater tme as lapsd ater
file spcifed
ony ater tme as lapsd ater
the last requested evidence was submitted and,

if payments are due, they will begin within 15
days after the date of the request.. The provision
is effective July 1, 1968.

ment of age 50 for reduced benefits, with the
amount depending on the age at which entitle
ment begins. A disabled widow or widower en
titled to benefits at age 50 will receive a monthly
benefit amounting to 50 percent of the spouse's
primary insurance amount. Where entitlement
begins at a later age the monthly benefit amount
will range from up to 71½/percent of the primary
insurance amount at age 60 (the same proportion
that is received by the widow who chooses to
receive actuarially reduced aged widow's bene
fits at that age) to 821/2 percent of the primary
insurance amount at age 62 (the same proportion
as the full-rate benefit payable to the aged widow
or widower at that age). The widow or widower
must have become totally disabled before or
within 7 years after the spouse's death, or, in the

S aoia
Securtomendsments
Soia 1965it And nd1967
o 95ad16
1. Total social security benefits, including Medi

care payments, rose from an annual rate of about

$17 billion to an annual rate of about $30 billionan increase of about 75 percent.
2. Medicare was created. It now provides hos
pital insurance for 19½/ million people aged 65
and older, and supplementary medical insurance for
17.9 million.
3. Cash benefits were increased an average of

Simplification of certain computations using
pr-151eanigs-Telaw provides for a simpre-951
arnngs.Thecounted,
plified method of (a) computing benefits when

earnings before 1951 are included in the computation and (b) determining quarters of coverage
for the period before 1951 when quarters of coyerage in this period are needed to establish ini-

sured status. Under this provision, it will be
possible to determine insured status and benefit
amounts through electronic processes in many

cases in which manual processes have been required.

Aedettothe Disability Program
Amenment tosons

Benefits for disabled widows and widowers.The law provides that disabled widows (including
divorced wives) and disabled dependent widowers
of insured workers will be eligible after attain-

10

23 percent.

4. The value of benefits, when Medicare is also

increased 3.5 percent for the average

beneficiary.
5. The minimum cash benefit payable at age 65
increased 37.5 p~ercent-from $40 to $55.
in 6 . The amount of earnings a beneficiary can have
ina year without causing the withholding of any
benefits increased 40 percent-from $1,200 to $1,680.
7. Annual earnings creditable for social security
purposes increased 63 percent-from $4,800 to
$7,800.
8. The ultimate maximum cash benefit for a
worker contributing on the basis of higher credit
able earnings increased 72 percent-from $127 to
$218.
9. Whole new categories of beneficiaries were
added. These included students 18 to 22, disabled
widows and widowers at age 50, and certain per
72 and older. A total of 2,123,000 beneficiaries
was added by the 1965 and 1967 amendments:
1,658,000 by the 1965 legislation (this figure in
cludes 730,000 entitled under a provision enacted in
1966G), and 46-5,000 by the 1967 legislation.
________________________
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case of a widowed mother, before or within 7
years after the end of her entitlement to benefits
as a mother. The 7-year period will protect.
widows and widowers until they have had a reasonable opportunity to work long enough to be
insured for disability benefits through their own
earnings,
The test of disability for disabled widows and
widowers is somewhat more restrictive than for
disabled workers and childhood disability beneficiaries. Determinations of disability in the case
of a widow or widower will be made solely on the
level of severity of a medically determinable
impairment (without regard to such factors as
age, education, and work experience, which are
considered in disabled worker cases). The disabling impairment must be of a level of severity
which under regulations prescribed by t~he Secretary is deemed to be sufficient to preclude an
individual from engaging in any gainful activity
(as distinguished from "substantial gainful activity"). Once an individual meets the initial test
and is found disabled, he would be considered disabled as long as his impairment precluded his
engaging in substantial gainful activity.

(occupational-type) definition of disability. The
worker under age 55 who is industrially blind and
able to establish disability for freeze purposes
on this basis will still have to meet the regular
definition of disability-inability to engage in
any substantial gainful activity-for benefit pur
poses.

Insured status for workers disabled while
young.-The law extends to all workers disabled
befoe
ae 3-reardessof the nature of their
disability-the alternative insured-status requirement provided under previous law for workers
disabled by blindness before age 31. Under this
altenatveanyworer isaledaftr ataiing

present definition of disability for workers and
adults disabled since childhood and adds language
that clarifies the definition. It specifies that to be
aea
m
on
ialda
niiulms
pairment so severe that he is unable to engage in
any kind of substantial gainful work that exists
in the national economy. This means work that

age 24 and before age 31 will be insured for disha qurtes ofcovrag in
abiltyh eneitsif
at least half the calendar quarters elapsing after
attanmet ofage21
ad u to nd ncluing
nd. upytorkandincbludin
atteqainment of diaglee2
thfoeqarter of disablemisuent Any worer disqableds
has
quarters
edn
befcovreage 24awilbeas insure ifhe
oftcoverginaleshafte1 quartersofendingent
withthe
o disblemnt.ability
uartr

h
eini
eit
nsgiiatnmesi
which he lives or in several regions of the coun
try, but without regard to whether a specific job
vacancy exists for him, or whether he would be
hired if he had applied for work. The clarifying
language will better enable the courts to inter
pret the law in accordance with the intent of
Congress. This more detailed definition of dis
is consistent with existing regulations and

Liberalized definition of blindness.-The law
substitutes for disability-freeze purposes the less
strict definition of blindness used in the ]Internal
Revenue Code (central visual acuity of 20/200
or less, commonly called "industrial blindness")
for the present statutory definition of blindness
(central visual acuity of 5/200 or less). This
definition of blindness will also apply for benefit
purposes in the case of the blind worker who is
aged 55 or over and who can meet the alternative

policy. The effect of the amendment is to provide
a statutory basis for these regulations and poli
cies, thus helping to assure uniform evaluation
of disability.
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Extension of retroactivity of disability appli
catio'ns.-The law allows 36 months (instead of
12 as previously allowed for disability appli
cations) after termination of disability for the
filing of a disability-freeze application by an
individual whose mental or physical incapacity
was the reason for his failure to ifile a timely ap
plication. Applications filed by or on behalf of
such individuals within the extended period
would not result in additional retroactive benefits
but would permit the time during which the indi
vidual was disabled to be disregarded in subse
quent determinations of whether they are insured
for social security benefits or of the amount of
such benefits.
Definition of disability.-The law retains the

Disability benefits affected by the receipt of
workmen's compensation.--The law amends the
provisions that limit the amount of social security
benefits that can be paid to a disabled worker and
his family when he is also eligible for workmnen's
11

compensation. In some cases, social security disability benefits are reduced by the amount by
which the combined social security and workmen's
compensation benefits exceed 80 percent of the
disabled worker's average monthly earnings during his 5 consecutive years of highest covered
earnings after 1950. Under previous law, this
average did not reflect that part of his earnings
in excess of the social security earnings base.
Thus, for a disabled worker whose actual earnings
in covered work during his highest 5-year period
exceeded the earnings base, the reduction could
result in combined benefits of considerably less
than 80 percent of his actual previous earnings,
The amendment provides for inclusion of earnings in excess of the earnings base in computing
the average earnings over the highest 5-year period for purposes of determining the amount of
combined benefits that can be paid.

tributory social security coverage of a serviceman
reflects only his basic pay and does not include
certain cash increments or the substantial value
of payments in kind, generally counted as wages
in other covered employment. The social security
trust funds will be reimbursed from general reve
nues for the additional cost of paying the bene
fits resulting from this provision.

Retirement Income of Retired Partners
Certain partnership income of retired partners
will no longer be taxed or credited for social
security purposes. The provision specifies certain
conditions that must be met to assure that the
income is in fact retirement income.

Exemption From Social Security Tax for
Members of Religious Sects
COVERAGEThe
Coverage of Clergyman
The services that a clergyman, Christian Science practitioner, or member of a religious order
(except a member who has taken a vow of poverty) performs in the exercise of his profession
will be covered automatically under the selfemployment provisions unless, within specified
time limits, he submits a statement that he is
opposed to having his professional services coyered under social security or other public insurance on grounds of religious principles or conscience. Clergymen who elected coverage under
previous law will continue to be covered.

time is extended for filing for exemption
from the social security self-employment tax by
members of religious sects (mainly, the Old Order
Amish) conscientiously objecting to insurance.
Those who had self-employment income for tax
able years ended before December 31, 1967, have
until December 31, 1968, to file for exemption.
For t~hose who first receive self-employment in
come in a taxable year ending on or after Decem
ber 31, 1967, an application for exemption will be
timely if filed by the due date for the income tax
return for the year in question; it will also be
valid if filed within 3 months following the month
in which the person is notified by the Internal
Revenue Service that a timely application has not
been filed.

Additional Wage Credits for Servicemen
The covered earnings of a person on active duty
in the uniformed services (including active duty
for training) will be deemed to be $300 more than

Family Employment
Domestic service by a parent in the employ of
his son or daughter is covered when it may be

his basic pay in a calendar quarter, except that

assumed that there is a need for the parent to

the deemed additional covered earnings will be
$100 when his basic pay in a calendar quarter is

perform the work. The employment will be
covered in a calendar quarter if the employer

$100 or less, and $200 when his basic pay in a

has in his home a son or daughter who is under

quarter is over $100 but is not over $200. The
deemed additional covered earnings are intended
to take into account the fact that the regular con-

age 18 or has a physical or mental condition that
requires the personal care of an adult for at least
4 continuous weeks in the quarter, and the em-
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ployer either is widowed or divorced, and has
not remarried, or has a spouse in the home who
is incapable of caring for the employer's son or
daughter for at least 4 continuous weeks in the
quarter.

Exclusion of Certain Payments under
Employer-Established Plans

tion proceedings had begun before the worker
died, even if the adoption is not completed within
'2 years after the worker's death.
Beneflt8 for child adopted by disabled worker.
-The law provides that a child who was legally
adopted by a worker after he became entitled to
disability benefits may receive child's benefits if
all the following conditions are met: (1) the
adoption was supervised by a child-placement
agency; (2) the adoption was decreed by a court
of competent jurisdiction within the United
States; (3) the adopting parent had continuously
resided in the United States for at least 1 year
before the date of adoption; and (4) the child
was under age 18 when the adoption took place.

Payments made to an employee or any of his
dependents are excluded from the definition of
wages, for social security credits and tax purposes, if (a) the payments are made pursuant
to an employer plan; (b) the payments begin
upon or after the termination of the employee's
employment; and (c) the termination was be
cause of death, or retirement for disability or at
an age specified in a plan of the employer. The
exclusion does not apply to any payment which
would have been made even if the employment
relationship had not been terminated, or to any
payment made upon or after termination of employment, if such termination is for any reason
other than death, or retirement because of age
or disability.

Overpayment8.-The law provides that, when
the person who received an overpayment is alive,
thovradbnfsmybeeceedyr
thein
overpi beneficayts mayube rheoveredaymre-t
qry ir hoing the beneficir
ttsefnthabe toverpament
to any other person entitled to benefits on the same
earnings record. (Under present law this is
specifically authorized only in death cases.) In
addition, any beneficiary who is liable for repay

State and Local Government Employees

ment of an overpayment, whether such payment
was made to him or to another person, will be
able to qualify for waiver of recovery of the

Several improvements were made in the coverage of State and local government employees.
These changes include (1) providing for compulsory coverage (under the self-employment provisions) of employees compensated solely on a
fee basis, if the State does not cover them; (2)
adding Illinois to the States that may extend
coverage under the "divided retirement system"
and Puerto Rico to the States that may cover
policemen and firemen who are under a State or
local retirement system; and (3) providing for
the coverage of firemen, on a restricted basis, in
the States where such coverage is not otherwise
permitted.

other Cash Bonofit Changes
Beneflts for child adopted by surviving spouse.
-The law provides that a child adopted by the
surviving spouse of a worker may qualify for
benefits on the worker's earnings record if adopBULLETIN, FEBRUARY 1968

overpaid amount if he is without fault, and if
he meets the other conditions prescribed in the
law.
Under another provision, benefits paid on the
basis of erroneous official reports of death issued
by the Department of Defense would be lawful
payments for months before the reports are cor
rected.
Underpayments.-The law provides that pay
ment of any amounts due an individual under the
cash benefits program that are not paid before his
death are to be made in the following uniform
order to: (1) Spouse living with the deceased
individual at the time of his death or spouse not
living with him but entitled to benefits on the
same earnings record, (2) child entitled to benefits
on the same earnings record, (3) parent entitled
to benefits on the same earnings record, (4) spouse
who was neither entitled to benefits on the same
earnings record nor living with the deceased
individual, (5) child not entitled to benefits on
13

the same earnings record, (6) parent not entitled
to benefits on the same earnings record, and
(7) legal representative of the individual's estate, if any.
Limitation on payment of benefits to aliens out8ide the United State8.-Under the old law, an
alien who was outside the United States for 6
consecutive months had his benefits withheld
under certain conditions. The new law changes
this provision so that, for purposes of the 6-month
provision, an alien who is outside the United
States for more than 30 days will be considered
outside the United States until he returns to the
United States for 30 consecutive days. As under
the old law, once the 6-month period has elapsed
and benefits have been suspended, a person would
have to return to the United States for a full
calendar month in order for his benefits to be
resumed.
The new law also provides that the 10-yearresidence and 40-quarters-of-coverage exceptions
to the alien nonpayment provisions will not apply
after June 1968 to any alien who is a citizen of
a country that has a social security system of general applicability under which benefits would not
be paid to United States citizens who are living
outside that country. (Payment will continue to
be made under certain circumstances to a person
who is a citizen of a country that has no generally applicable social security system.)
In addition, benefits will not be payable for
months after June 1968 to an alien living in a
country in which the Treasury ban on payments
is in effect with respect to benefits for that month.
Any amounts accumulated through June 1968 for
aliens who are living in countries where payment
cannot be made will be limited to benefits for a
12-month period and will not be payable to anyone other than the person from whom they have
been withheld or a survivor who is entitled to
benefits on the same earnings record.

under the medical insurance program on a rea
sonable charge basis) provided for under the
Social Security Amendments of 1965 have been
retained with but one change: The new law
eliminates the requirement that the beneficiary
must pay the physicians' charges before he can
be reimbursed under the program. Thus, the law
permits payment either to the patient on the basis
of an itemized bill (which can be either paid or
unpaid) or to the physician under the assign
ment method.

ADDITIONAL DAYS OF HOSPITAL CARE
For services furnished after December 31, 1967,
the law provides that each Medicare beneficiary
will have a lifetime reserve of 60 days of added
coverage of hospital care after the 90 days cov
ered in a "spell of illness" have been exhausted.
Coinsurance of $20 per day will be applicable to
these added days of coverage.

INCENTIVE REIMBURSEMENT EXPERIMENTATION
The law authorized the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to experiment with vari
ous methods of reimbursement to organizations
and physicians under Medicare, Medicaid, and the
child health programs that would provide in
centives for limiting costs of the programs while
maintaining quality care. The experiments would
involve only those physicians and organizations
that volunteer to participate in such experiments.
No experiments will be initiated until the Secre
tary obtains the advice arid recommendations of
specialists who are competent to evaluate the pos
sibilities of securing productive results.

SIMPLIFICATION OF REIMBURSEMENT TO
HOSPITALS FOR CERTAIN SERVICES

Summary of Major Provisions:

For services furnished after March 31, 1968,

Health Insurance

the law (1)

METHOD OF PAYMENT TO PHYSICIANS

charges (no deductible or coinsurance payments)
will be paid under the SMI program for covered
radiology and pathology services furnished by
physicianisto hospital inpatients; (2) consolidates
all coverage of outpatient hospital services under

UNDER SMI
The two methods for payment of charges by
physicians (and others whose services are covered
14

provides that the full reasonable
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SMI by transferring coverage of outpatient hospital diagnostic services from the hospital in
surance program to SMI.
INCLUSION OF PODIATRISTS' SERVICES
The new law covers beginning January 1, 1968,
the services of doctors of podiatry or surgical
chiropody under the SMI program. Routine foot
care whether performed by a podiatrist or a doctor of medicine is, however, excluded from coyerage.
SERVICES IN NONPARTICIPATING

HOSPITALS

The law provides limited coverage for inpatient
services (whether or not emergency services)
furnished to beneficiaries admitted before 1968 to
qualified nonparticipating hospitals; under this
provision, benefits equal to 60 percent of the room
and board charges plus 80 percent of the ancillary
charges wvill be paid directly to the individual.
A similar provision relating to hospital admissions on or after January 1, 1968, applies to payment for emergency inpatient services in cases
where the hospital does not choose to bill the program for all such services furnished to beneficiaries during the year.
OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES
For services furnished after June 30, 1968, the
law covers, under the SMI program, outpatient
physical therapy services furnished by physical
therapists employed by or under agreement with
and under the supervision of hospitals and other
providers of services, as well as approved clinics,
rehabilitation centers, and public health agencies.
Such services will be covered whether or not the
patient is homebound.

lowing July 1. Persons wishing to disenroll may
do so at any time. Such disenrollment will not
take effect, however, until the close of the calendar
quarter following the quarter in which the notice
of disenrollment is filed.
SMUNEPY
NT
The law authorizes the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to settle claims for un
paid inedical insurance benefits in cases where the
beneficiary dies and the bill for covered services
has not been paid. In such cases, payment would
be made to the physician (or other provider of
health services), but only if the physician (or
other provider of services) agrees to accept the
reasonable charge for the services as his full
charge.
The law also provides that amounts that are
due an individual under the medical insurance
program and not paid before his death would be
paid first to the person who paid for the services.
If the person who paid for the services is the
decedent, the payment would be made to the legal
representative of his estate, if there is one. Then
the law provides that the following uniform order
of payment (similar to that for cash benefits) be
followed: (1) Spouse living with the deceased
individual at the time of his death or spouse not
living with him but entitled to benefits on the
same earnings record, (2) child entitled to bene
fits on the same earnings record, (3) parent en
titled to benefits on the same earnings record, (4)
spouse who was neither entitled to benefits on the
same earnings record nor living with the deceased
individual, (5) child not entitled to benefits on
the same earnings record, (6) parent not entitled
to benefits on the same earnings record, and (7)
legal representative of the individual's estate, if
any.

Financing Changes
SMI ENROLLMENT PERIODS
The law places the general enrollment periods
for the SMI program on an annual basis to run,
beginning in 1969, from January 1 through March
31. During December of each year, the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare will determine
and promulgate the premium rate to be applicable
for the 12-month period beginning with the folBULLETIN, FEBRUARY 1968

The favorable long-range actuarial balance of
0.74 percent of payroll that the previous program
had under the revised cost estimates for the pro
gram as amended in 1965 was sufficient to finance
a substantial part of the cost of the cash benefit
improvement under t~he new law. The remaining
cost of the cash benefit provisions and the cost of
the hospital insurance provisions will be financed
is

by: (1) an increase in the contribution and benefit
base from $6,600 to $7,800 (effective January 1,

TAIBLE 1.-Contribution tax schedule under the new law
[Percent]

1968) and (2) a revised contribution rate schedule

Total

Period

for the cash benefits.

_

_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

The contribution rate schedule under the law

_

OASDI

_I__

I__

_

be slight. There will be no increase in the total
contribution rate (4.4 percent each for employees
an

eplyes)fo
168 ad

herae

or199

prett.pecnbeinnin1973,

an

h

_

_

3.

06

1969-70----------------------------------1971-72-----------------------------------

4.8
5.2

4.2
4.6

17-5---------------------------------

66

5.

6

1980-86---------- -------------------------

5.8

5:0

.8

1987 and after-----------------------------

5.9

5.0

.9

will actually be reduced-from the 4.9 percent

previously scheduled to 4.8 percent for employees
and employers, each. The ultimate contribution
rate for cash benefits will be increased from 4.85

_

Employer-employee (each)

is shown in table 1. The contribution rate in-4.

creases provided for by the 1967 amendments will

Hi
_

.6
.6

Self-employed
1968 --------------------

.

1969-70 -------------------

1971-72 ------------------------------------1973-75 ------------------------------------99-67.8
1987 andf after----------------------------------

6.9
7.5

6.3
6.9

.6
.6

7.65

7.0

.65

7.9

7.0
7.0

.8
.9

ultimate rate for hospital insurance will be in--__________

creased from 0.80 percent to 0.90 percent begin
ning in 1987-a total increase of only one-fourth
of 1 percent over the contribution rate scheduled
under prior law. The cash benefits part of the
social security program, as amended by the 1967
amendments, has a positive actuarial balance of
0.01 percent of taxable payroll, and the hospital
insurance part has a positive actuarial balance of
0.03 percent. The changes in SMI under this law
also account for part of the premium increase
from $3 to $4 that was announced December 30,
1967. About 23 cents of the $1 increase was for
this change in SMI benefits. (For a detailed description of the financial basis of the social security amendments, see the article that follows.)
In commenting on the legislation, Wilbur D.
Mills, Chairman of the House Committee on
Ways and Means, stated on September 27, 1967:
The Committee on Ways and Means has recently

completed a most exhaustive reexamination of the
contributory wage-related social security program.
The program is actuarially and financially sound.
Moreover, the revisions incorporated in the Housepassed bill not only increase the present benefits for
both older retired persons and the future benefits of
younger persons now contributing to the program
but strengthen both the wage-related and contributory features of the program.

Senator Russell B. Long, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Finance, also endorsed the
financing of the program in his statement of
December 13, 1967, when he said:
The onfreeswored
lng nd hrd

o mae aso-

lutely certain that the social security system is without question financed on an actuarially sound basis,
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The law establishes an advisory council, to be
apitdin
1968, to study the question of pro
viding health insurance protection for the dis
abled under title XVIII, and to report its find
ings, together with its recommendations on how
such protection should be financed, to the Secre
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare not later
than January 1, 1969.

Study of Retirement Test and Drug Proposals
The law requires the Secretary to study (a)
the existing retirement test and proposals for its
modification (including proposals for an increase
i eieetbnft
nacuto
eae
e
i

eieetbnft

nacuto

eae

e

fireinent), and (b) proposals to establish quality
and cost standards for drugs for which payments

a

ae made under the Social Security Act and to

drugs under the supplementary medical
insurance program. The Secretary is required to
report his findings and recommendations to the
cover

President and the Congress by January 1, 1969.
Study of Coverage of Services of Health
Practitioners

The law requires the Secretary to study the need
fothexnsnofcvrgudrteSM

program to the services of additional types of
SOCIAL SECURITY

personnel who engage in the independent practice
of furnishing health services and to make recoinmendations to the Congress before January 1,
1969.

who is a full-time student or a part-time student
not working full time is excluded in determining
the family's need for assistance.
CHILDREN OF UNEMPLOYED

Summary of Major Public Welfare
Amendments
WORK-INCENTIVE PROGRAM FOR AFDC
FAMILIES

FATHERS

The law provides that under State programs
for aid to families with dependent children of
unemployed parents, Federal matching will be
available only for the children of unemployed
fathers. The Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare is to prescribe standards for determining
The amendments establish for families receivwhat constitutes unemployment.
ing AFDC payments a new work-incentive program to be administered by the Department of
CHILDREN OF ABSENT PARENTS
Labor. The State welfare agencies are to determine which families are to be referred, but such
The amendments set a limitation on Federal
referrals are not to include (1) children under
participation in AFDC that is based on the pro
age 18 or going to school; (2) any one with illportion of the child population under age 18 aided
ness, incapacity, advanced age, or remoteness from
because of the absence of a parent from the home.
a project that precludes effective participation or
After Junie 30, 1968, Federal participation in
training; or (3) persons whose presence in the
payments for children of absent parents will be
home is required because of the illness or incapacavailable only for the number bearing the same
ity of another member of the household.
relation to the total child population under age
Under this program, State welfare agencies will
all
persons
18 in the State at the beginning of the year that
refer to work and training projects
except
the
number aided in the first quarter of 1968 bore
whom they consider to be "appropriate"
Appeal
to
the
total population under age 18 as of Jan
those specifically excluded under the law.
uary 1, 1968.
procedures are provided.
The welfare agency is to assure necessary childEMERGENCY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY
care arrangements for the children involved in the
FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN
referrals. An individual who wishes to particiTrhe law authorizes Federal financial participa
pate in such work or training will be considered
tion in the provision of temporary emergency
for assignment and, unless specifically disapproved, be referred to the program.asitnefr3dysoracldudrge2ad
asistfancey for30das foergec aschidtunder cage21ind
This program provides for the use of all availdTisaad
emer
eny, passistnce can beint
his farmmily
able manpower services to facilitate the employamnto.et
anyitesformmdircalotaidmneyg
ment or training of individuals in the regular
utlieforcohng
economy or their participation in special work
projects. Welfare agencies are to be responsible
EXPANSION OF SOCIAL SERVICES
for providing financial aid and health care, making arrangements for child care, and providing
The amendments call for an expansion of social
various supportive social services to the families
services. Under the law, the States are required
involved,
to establish a social service program for each
ERIGEXMTO INAFDC
EEMPTIN
EARNIGSINPrevious
The amendments include a provision requiring
the States to disregard in calculating assistance
payments the first $30 a month and one-third of
all additional amounts -earned by adults in the
family. The earned income of each child recipient
BULLETIN, FEBRUARY 1968

child and for each relative in the AFDC family.
law required a plan. for the child only.
The law permits welfare agencies to purchase
social services from other than State agencies.
The social services that may be purchased include
not only child-care services for the AFIDC pro
gram but also homemaker and rehabilitation serv
17

ices for recipients of aid to the blind, old-age
assistance, and aid to the permanently and totally
disabled.
USE F SUPROFSSIOAL
SAFFsistance
USE F SUPROFSSIOAL
SAFFhomes
A new provision requires the States, effective
July 1, 1969, to train and use subprofessional
staff, with particular emphasis on the use of
welfare recipients and other persons of low income, as community service aides for jobs in the
public assistance, child welfare, and child health

programs. The law also directs the States to use
volunteers both in providing services and in as
sisting advisory committees.
Other provisions in the law assure the involvement of parents in day-care programs. In addi

tion, day-care standards in the child welfare services programs are to be made applicable to day
care provided AFDC children,
SOCIAL WORK MANPOWER
The amendments authorize Federal funds for

grants to public or nonprofit private colleges and
universities and to accredited graduate schools of
social work to meet part of the cost of developing,
expanding, or improving undergraduate pro
grams in social work and programs for the graduate training of professional social work personnel.
INCOME EXEMPTION

The law extends the provision enacted in 1965
that allows States to exempt up to $5 a month of
any type of income in determining eligibility of
assistance recipients and the amount of their assistance payment. Under this provision, the States
have the. option of exempting up to a total of
$7.50 a month for. the aged, the blind, and the
permanently and totally disabled.
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE CHANGES

The amendments set a limit on Federal participation in the State medical assistance programs
under title XIX. In setting income levels for Federal matching purposes, the States are limited to
1331/ percent of the payment level under aid to
families with dependent children. This provision
does not affect Federal matching for medical care
is

for all those who are receiving or eligible to re
ceive cash assistance or who would be eligible if
not institutionalized.
The law now requires that States must place asrecipients only in those licensed nursing
that meet safety, sanitation, and other
standards for improved care. As a further step
in upgrading care, the licensing of nursing-home
administrators is also required.
A provision of the new law makes Federal
matching funds available for institutional care
that provides more than board and room but less

than skilled nursing care.
CHILD WELFARE AUTHORIZATIONS

The amount authorized for grants to the States
for child welfare services is increased by the
amendments from $55 million to $100 million for

the fiscal year 1969 and from $60 million to $110
million for later years. Emphasis is to be placed
on improvements in foster care. The law also

moves the provisions for child welfare services
from title V of the Social Security Act to title

IV where they form a new part B.
CHILD HEALTH PROVISIONS
Increase in Authorization
Under the amendments, the authorizations for

grants to the States for child health under title
V of the Social Security Act have been raised to
the following amounts:

FiclyaAuhrzto
1969a ----e-----------------1969
1970
1972
1973

$20,0000

-------------------------------$2750,000,000
--------------------------------2750,000,000
--------------------------------325,000,000
and thereafter ------------------- 350,000,000

The law consolidates the separate child health
authorizations under previous law into a single
authorization with three general categories. Be
ginning 1969, 50 percent of the total authorized
will be for formula grants, 40 percent for project
grants, and 10 percent for research and training.
By 1972 the States must take over responsibility
for the project grants, and 90 percent of the total
authorization will then go to the States as formula
grants.
SOCIAL SECURITY

Family Planning Services
Under the new law, at least 6 percent of the
amounts appropriated for the maternal and child
health programs are to be available for family

infant mortality and otherwise promote the health
of mothers and children.

PresidnilCm

planning services. States are now required to offeridnalCm
such services to AFDC recipients, and Federal
matching funds are available for this purpose.

Other Child Health Provisions
The new law authorizes support of up to 75 percent of the cost of projects to provide comprehensive dental health services for children of lowincome families. State plans must also provide
for the early identification and treatment of crippled children through intensified case-finding and
periodic screening of school children. In addition,
the law specifically calls for services to reduce

BULLETIN, FEBRUARY
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On January 2, 1968, at the time he approved
the new law, President Johnson appointed a Coinmission on Income Maintenance Programs-un
der the chairmanship of Ben W. Heineman, chair
man and chief executive officer of the Chicago and
North Western Railway Company-to look into
all aspects of existing welfare and related pro
grams. The Commission has been instructed to
make recommendations for constructive improve
ments, wherever needed and indicated. The Pres
ident has stated that "we must examine any and
every plan, however unconventional, which could
promise a constructive advance in meeting the
income needs of all the American people."
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THE SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1967: SUMMARY OF
MAJOR PROVISIONS
Old-Age, Survivors, Disability, and Health Insurance
1.

BENEFIT INCREASE

Trhe 1967 amendments provide for a 13-percent increase in benefit pay
ments for persons currently receiving benefits. The minimum benefit (payable
when benefits start at age 65) is increased from $44 a month to $55. The amount
of earnings subject to tax and also used in the computation of benefits is in
creased from $6,600 to $7,800 in 1968.
The legislation provides for the increased benefit to be first payable for
the month of February 1968 (payable in March). It is estimated that 22.9
million people received the increase in benefits and that more than $3 billion
in additional benefits wvill be paid in the first 12 months under this provision.
2.

SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR PERSONS

AGE 72

The amount of the special payment which is made to persons age 72 and
over who are not insured for regular cash benefits is increased from $35 to $40
a month for a single person and from $52.50 to $60 a month for a couple. The
increased amount is first payable for February 1968. It is estimated that over
900,000 people will get new or increased benefits under this provision.
3. RETIREMENT TEST

There is an increase from $1,500 to $1,680 in the amount of annual earn
ingsva beneficiary under age 72 can have without having any benefits withheld.
Poision is made for an increase from $125 to $140 in the amount of monthly
earnings a person can have and still get a benefit for the month regardless of
his annual earnings. $1 in benefits will be wvithheld for each $2 in earnings be
tween $1,680 and $2,880, and $1 in benefits for each $1 in earnings above that
amount. The provision is effective for earnings in 1968. It is estimated that
about 760,000 people will receive approximately $175 million in additional
benefits for 1968.
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is required by the
amendments to study the existing retirement test and proposals for its
modification.
4. BENEFITS

FOR DISABLED

WIDOWS AND

WIDOWERS

The amendments provide for reduced monthly benefits for certain dis
abled widows and widowers of deceased workers who are between the ages of
50 and 62. A widow or widower would be considered disabled only if the disa
bility is one that would preclude any gainful activity. Benefits are first payable
fo ebruary 1968. It is estimated that about 65,000 disabled people will be
made eligible for benefits and about $60 million in benefits will be paid during
the first 12 months under this provision.
5. ADDITIONAL DISABILITY INSURANCE PROVISIONS

The amendments provide for a more detailed definition of disability than
that in prior law: they liberalize the definition of blindness; they liberalize the
insured status provisions for workers who become disabled before the age of 31.
(1)

2
6. COVERAGE PROVISIONS

Clergymen are permitted to elect not to be covered if they are opposed
to coverage on the basis of conscience or religious principle: noncontributory
wage credits (in addition to present contributory coverage) of $100 a month
are provided for military service after 1967; coverage is extended to some
employment of a parent in the home of a son or daughter; other provisions
affect the coverage of certain State and local employees.
7. MEDICAREY-TITLE XVIII

rrhe amendments provide for a lifetime reserve of 60 days of hospital care
after the 90 days covered in a "spell of illness" have been exhausted, with a
$20 a day coinsurance provision; payment for a physician's services to the
patient based on an unpaid bill (under prior law the bill had to be paid);
payment of full reasonable charges (prior law authorized only 80 percent) for
radiological and pathological services to hospital inpatients; payment for
diagnostic X-rays made in a patient's home or in a nursing home; payment
for services in nonparticipating hospitals under certain conditions; payment
for physical therapy services furnished by physical therapists under the di
rection of hospitals or other approved agencies; liberalizations in treatment
of emergency hospital services; and the establishment of an advisory council to
study the question of providing health insurance protection for the disabled
under the medicare program. The Secretary of Hlealth, Education, and Welfare
is directed to study (1) a proposal which would provide coverage of prescription
drugs under Medicare and a proposal to establish, through a formulary com
mittee, quality and cost control standards for drugs provided under various
programs of the Social Security Act; and (2) the feasibility of covering the serv
ices of additional types of health practitioners. The amendments provide for a
number of additional miscellaneous changes in the Medicare program.
Public Welfare
1. WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAM FOR AFDC RECIPIENTS

State welfare agencies are to refer appropriate adult members of families
(with certain exceptions) who are receiving Aid to Families with Dependent
Children to work and training pro grams operated by the Department of Labor.
The Department of Labor, through the U.S. employment offices, will meet the
employment needs of persons referred to it by three approaches. In the first
instance, all those who are immediately employable will be moved into repular
employment. Secondly, those who need training will be given suitable training
and will then be referred to regular employment. Thirdly, the employment
office will make arrangements for specia work projects to employ those for
whom no jobs can be found in the regular economy or for whom training is not
suitable. The projects must be arranged by the employment office with public
agencies or nonprofit private agencies organized for a public service purpose.
Persons working in these projects must receive at least the minimum wage if
the work they perform is covered under a minimum wage statute. Workers will
be guaranteed amounts at least equal to their welfare grants plus 20 percent
of their wages. Day care (under standards established by the Children's Bureau)
must be provided for the children of mothers who are determined by welfare
agencies to be appropriate for work or training. The Federal government will
pay 80 percent of the cost of training under the program, and the States will
pay 20 percent in cash or in kind.
2. EARNINGS

EXEMPTION

The amendments require the States to exclude the first $30 of earned in
come plus one-third of the remainder in computing a ~family's income for pur
poes' of determinin payments under the Aid to Families with Dependent
Children program. arpned income of child recipients who are full-time students
or who are part-time students not working full time would be totally excluded.
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3. AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN OF UNEMPLOYED FATHERS

The amendments provide for a Federal definition of unemployment for
States which have AFDC-UF programs.
4.

LIMIT ON FEDERAL MATCHING FOR AFDC

The amendments provide that for purposes of Federal matching the pro
portsioon of all children under age 18 who are receiving AFDC payments on the
basi of a parent's absence from the home in each State as of January 1, 1968,
cannot be exceeded after June 30, 1968--postponed to June 30, 1969, under
Public Law 90-364.
5. EMERGENCY

ASSISTANCE

Provision is made for Federal matching for up to 30 days of emergency
assistance during a 12-month period to a child and his family. This assistance
can be extended to migrant families.
6.

HOME REPAIRS

Federal matching is allowed for repairs (up to $500) to homes of cash assist
ance recipients if such repair will assure the recipient the continued use of his
hom adprovide housing at less cost than rent for suitable accommodations.
7.

SERVICES FOR CHILDREN

Child welfare services and services to children receiving AFDC are to be
provided by the same organizational unit at the State and local level with
certain exceptions for existing arrangements. The authorization for child wel
fare services is increased from $55 million to $100 million for fiscal year 1969,
and from $60 million to $110 million for later years.
8. "PASS

ALONG"

PROVISION

States have the option of exemptin
p to $7.50 a month of any type of
income for the aged, blind, and the disabledg inodet'ermining eligibility and the
amount of assistance under the cash assistance programs.
9. MEDICAID

States are limited in setting income levels for Federal matching purposes
to 133% percent of the AFDC payment level. For those States with programs
already in effect the percentage is 150 for the period July-December 1968 and
140 for calendar year 1969. This limit does not affect persons who are receiv
ing or are eligible for cash welfare assistance. Other Medicaid amendments
refate to the coordination of Medicaid and the suipplementary medical insur
ance program under Medicare, free choice of medical practitioners and facili
ties for Medicaid recipients, choice of services which the States may provide
under Medicaid, provision for deductibles or cost sharing under State programs,
and other miselaneous provisions.
10. STANDARDS

FOR SKILLED NURSING

HOMES UNDER

MEDICAID

Effective July 1970 the States will have to place Medicaid recipients only
in those licensed nursing homes which meet specified standards. The States
are also required to have a professional medical audit program under which
periodic medical evaluations will be made of the appropriateness of the care
prvded to Medicaid patients in nursing homes, mental hospitals and other
institutions. Effective July 1968, no Federal matching can be made for pay
ments to a nursing home which, even though licensed, does not meet State
licensing requirements.
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11.

FEDERAL

MATCHING FOR INTERMEDIATE

CARE SERVICES

Provision is made for Federal matching for vendor payments in behalf
of persons who qualify for Old Age Assistance, Aid to the Blind, or Aid to
the Permanently and Totally Disabled, and who are living in facilities which
provide care which is more than that of boarding houses, but less than in a
skilled nursing home. The rate of Federal sharing is the same as under Medicaid.
12. LICENSING OF NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATORS

UNDER MEDICAID

States must license administrators of nursing homes in order to qualify
for Federal matching under Medicaid.
13. MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH

There is a single authorization for child health programs, increasing, from
$250 million in 1969 to $350 million in 1973 and thereafter. An earm~arking
of 6 percent is made for family planning services. Special project grants are
authorized to (a) reduce the incidence of mental retardation and other hand
icapping conditions caused by complications associated with childbearing; (b)
promote the health of children and youth of school and preschool age; and
(c) provide dental care and services to children. Responsibility for these projects
will be transferred to the States after July 1972.
14. SOCIAL WORK MANPOWER

Trhe amendments authorize $5 million for four years for grants to public
or nonprofit private colleges and universities and accredited graduate schools
of social work, or associations of such schools, to meet part of the costs of
improvement or expansion of social work progra~ms and the training of personnel.
15. OTHER PUBLIC WELFARE PROViSIONS

The amendments also have provisions relating to the AFDC program
for the location of absent parents, family planning, foster home care for de
pendent children, protective or vendor payments, and others.

OF

1967:

DETAILED
COMPARISON

Cover8 all self-employed if they have net earnings
from self-employment of $400 a year except that cer
tain types of income, including dividends, interest, sale
of capital assets and rentals from real estate are not
covered unless received by dealers in real estate and
securities in the course of business dealings.
Permits exemption from the social security selfemployment tax of individuals who have conscientious
objections to insurance (including social security) by
reason of their adherence to the established tenets or
teachings of a religious sect (or division thereof) of
which they are members.
Generally, applications for exemption were required
to be filed on or before Apr. 15, 1966, in the case of those
taxpayers with self-employment income for 1964 or any
prior year. Taxpayers first deriving self-employment
income in 1965 or any subsequent year are required to
file applications on or before the due date (including
any extension) of the income tax return for such first
year.
Cover8 duly ordained, commissioned, or licensed ministers, Christian Science practitioners, and members
of religious orders (other than those who have taken
a vow of poverty) serving in the United States, and
those serving outside the country who are citizens
and either working for U.S. employers or serving a
congregation predominantly made up of U.S. citizens.
Coverage is available under the self-employment cover
age provisions on an individual voluntary basis regard
less of whether they are employees or self-employed.
Covers farm operators on the same basis as other
self-employed persons except that farm operators whose
annual gross earnings are $2,400 or less can report
either their actual net earnings or 66y3~percent of their
gross earnings.
Farmers whose annual gross earnings are over $2,400
report their actual net earnings if over $1,600, but
if actual net earnings are less than $1,600, they may
report either actual net earnings or $1,600.

1. Ministers --------------------

2. Farm operators---------------

L.COVERAGE

WITH

PRIOR

LAW

No change.

Services of a clergyman would be automatically coy
ered unless he elects not to be covered because he is
conscientiously opposed to social security coverage or
because he opposes coverage on grounds of religious
principle. Effective for taxable years ending after 1967.

A member of a religious sect which is opposed to
social insurance may file an application for exemption
from the self-employment tax by Dec. 31, 1968, if the
person has self-employment income for years ending
before Dec. 31, 1967. If he first receives self-employment
income in later years, the application would be timely
if filed by the due date for the income tax return for the
year in question. However, in the latter case, valid
application may be filed within 3 months following the
month in which the person is notified in writing by the
Internal Revenue Service that a timely application has
not been filed.

No change.

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE

AMENDMENTS

A. Self-employed -----------------------

SECURITY

Prior law

SOCIAL

Item

THE

Retirement payments made to retired partners are
taxed and credited for social security benefit purposes
like any other self-employment income even though
they are not earnings for retirement test purposes if no
services are performed.

5. Retirement payments to retired
partners.

No change.

No change.

Covers employees including certain agent or commission drivers, life insurance salesmen, homeworkers,
traveling salesmen, and officers of corporations regard
less of the common-law definition of employee.

1. Agricultural workers ----------- Covers agricultural workers who either (1) are paid
$150 or more in cash wages in a calendar year by an em
ployer or (2) perform agricultural labor for an em
ployer on 20 days or more during the calendar year.
workers who are recruited and paid by a crew leader
shall be deemed to be employees of the crew leader if
such crew leader is not, by written agreement, desig
nated to be an employee of the owner or tenant and
if such crew leader is customarily engaged in recruit
ing and supplying individuals to perform agicutural
labor; under such circumstances the crew lede shall
be deemed to be self-employed.
And ezcludes:
a. Mexican contract workers.

B. Employees --------------------------

No change.

Covers individuals over 18 who buy newspapers and
magazines at one price and sell them at another re
gardless of whether they are guaranteed minimum
compensation or may return unsold papers and
magazines.

4. Newspaper vendors.------------

Retirement payments received by a retired partner
excluded for all purposes if the retired partner had
no interest in the partnership, and rendered no services
to the partnership, and if his share of the capital of
the partnership had been paid to him. The payments
must be made under a written plan which meets re
quirements set up by the Secretary of the Treasury;
the plan must provide that the payments must be on
a periodic basis and continue until the partner's death.
Effective for taxable years ending on or after Dec. 31,
1967.

No change.

3. Public officials ---------------- Excludes individuals performing functions of public
officials.

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

No change.

Prior law

Rentals from real estate are not creditable as selfemployment earnings, but if landlord under arrange
ments with tenant or share farmer participates ma
terially in the production of, or in the management
of, the crops or livestock on his land, the income is
covered.

A. Self-employed-Continued
2. Farm operators-Continued

Item

1. COVERAGE-Continued

OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued

Covers persons performing domestic service in private
nonfarm homes if they receive $50 or more during a
calendar quarter from 1 employer. Noncash remuner
ation is excluded.
Excludes students performing domestic service in
clubs or fraternities if enrolled and regularly attending
classes at school, college, or university.
Covers cash remuneration for service not in the course
of the employer's trade or business if the remunera
tion is $50 or more from 1 employer during a calendar
quarter.
Cash tips received after 1965 by an employee in the
course of his employment are covered as wages for
social security and income-tax withholding purposes,
except that employers are not required to pay the social
security employer tax on the tips. However, for tips
to be subject to withholding for income tax or to be,
counted for social security purposes, the tips must be
paid in cash and must amount to $20 or more a month
in work for one employer. The tips still represent com
pensation for income tax purposes even though less than
$20 a month or even though paid in other than cash, but
are not, under either of these conditions, subject to with
holding for income tax or social security tax purposes.
The employee is required to give his employer a
written report of his tips within 10 days after the en~
of the month in which the tips are received (or at such
other times before the 10th day as is provided by
regulations); to the extent that unpaid wages due an
employee and in the possession of the employer are
insufficient to pay the employee social security tax due
on the tips, the employee will be permitted (but not
required) to make available to the employer sufficient
funds to pay the employee social security tax. To the
extent that the employer does not have sufficient wage
payments (or funds turned over to him by the em
ployee) to offset the required withholding, he notifies
the employee and the employee reports this amount
to the Government directly.
If an employee fails to report, as required by law,
some or all of his covered tips to his employer, he is
liable not only for the employee social security tax due
on the unreported tips, but also for an additional
amount equal to 50 percent of the employee tax. He
pys his social security tax on these tips to the District
Direct or of the Internal Revenue Service.

2. Domestic workers-------------

3. Casual labor -----------------

4. Cash tips--------------------

b. Workers lawfully admitted to the United States
from the Bahamas, Jamaica, and other islands in the
British West Indies or from any other foreign country
or its possessions, on a temporary basis to perform
agricultural labor.

No change.

No change.

No change.

Covers employees of State and local governments
provided the individual States enter into an agreement
with the Federal Government to provide such coverage,
with the following specia poisions:
a. States haeteoptton of covering or excluding
employees in any class of elective position, part-.
time position, fee-basis position, or performing emergency services.

6. State and local government employees.

b. Excludes the services of the following persons,
specifying that they cannot be included in a State
agreement and cannot, therefore, be covered:
(1) Employees on work relief projects;

Bonus and incentive pay as deferred compensation
are wages even if paid after employment relationship
ends.

The employer is required to withhold the employee
social security tax only on tips reported to him within
the specified time and for which he has sufficient funds
of the employee out of which to pay the tax. He is
liable for withholding income tax on only those tips that
are reported to him within 10 days after the end of the
month in which the tips were received, and then in
general only to the extent that he can collect the tax
(at or after the time the tips are reported to him and
before the close of the calendar year in which the tips
were received) from unpaid wages (not including tips),
or from funds turned over to him for that purpose
remaining after an amount equal to the amount due for
the social security tax has been subtracted.

Prior law

5. Bonus and incentive pay as deferred compensation.

B. Employees-Continued
4. Cash tips-Continued

Item

I. COVERAGE-Continued

fe

a.2

98

Emergency services are excluded on a mandatory
basis. Also services of election officials who are paid less
than $50 in a calendar qarter would not be covered at
the option of the State. Effective Jan. 1, 1968.
Fees received after 1967 which are not covered under
a State agreement are covered under the self-employ
ment provisions if received by a person whose compen
sation consists entirely of fees. People in fee-basis posi
tions in 1968 can elect to have their fees not covered
under the self-employment provisions. States may
continue to provide coverage of fee-basis employees as
employees but the States are allowed to remove such
employees from coverage.
No change.

md

Bonus and incentive pay is not wages if paid after
employment relationship ends unless payment would
have been made if the employment relationship had
continued if
1. the employment relationship ended because of
death, retirement for disability, or retirement for age;
and
2. the payment is made under a plan established
by the employer for his employees generally or for a
class or classes of employees. Effective for payments

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued

xCe1pstlions to general law concerning coverage in named
State8:
(1) Split-system provisions.-Authorizes. Alaska,
California, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nevada, N~ew Mexico,
New York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Washington,
and Wisconsin, and all interstate instrumentalities,
at their option, to extend coverage to the members
of a State retirement system by dividing such a sys
tem into 2 divisions, one to be composed of those
persons who desire coverage and the other of those
persons who do not wish coverage, provided that

(2) Patients and inmates of institutions who
are employed by such institutions;
(3) Services of the types which would be exeluded by the general coverage provisions of the
law if they were performed for a private employer,
except that agricultural and student services in
this category may be covered at the option of the
State.
c. Employees who are in positions covered under
an existing State or local retirement system may
be covered under State agreements only if a refefen
dum is held by a secret written ballot, after not less
than 90 days' notice, and if the majority of eligible
employees under the retirement system vote in
favor of coverage. However, employees in police
men and firemen positions under a State and local
retirement system cannot be covered in the agree
ment. The Governor of a State or his delegate
must certify that certain Social Security Act re
quirements under the referendum procedure have
been properly carried out. In most States, all
members of a retirement system (with minor excep
tions) must be covered if any members are covered.
Employees of any institution of higher learning
(including a junior college or a teachers' college and
employees of a municipal or county hospital) under a
retirement system can, if the State so desires, be
covered as a separate coverage group, and 1 or more
political subdivisions may be considered as a separate
coverage group even though its employees are under
a statewide retirement system.
In addition, employees whose positions are covered
by a retirement system but who are not themselves
eligible for membership in the system could be
covered without a referendum. Employees who are
members or who have an option to join more than I
State or local retirement system cannot be covered
unless all such retirement systems are covered.
Individuals in positions under retirement systems
on Sept. 1, 1954, are precluded from obtaining cover
age under the nonretirement system coverage

Adds Illinois to the list of States entitled to split their
retirement systems. Effective upon enactment.

No change.

B. Employees-Continued
6. State and local government
employees-Continued

Item

Extends time in which such employees may elect
coverage through 1969, or, if later, until 2 years after
the date on which coverage was approved for the group
that originally elected coverage.
Permits States, if coverage is extended under the
divided retirement system procedure, to modify their
agreement after 1967 to cover individuals who are not
eligible to be members of the retirement system.
Effective January 1, 1968.

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

Adds Puerto Rico to the list of States which may
provide social security coverage for policemen and
firemen.
Validates social security coverage for certain firemen
in Nebraska for whom social security taxes were errone
ously paid.
-Provides for social security coverage for firemen in
States not included in the list of States which may
cover policemen and firemen if the Governor of the State
-certifies that the total benefit protection of the group of
firemen would be improved as a result of social security
coverage. The divided retirement system could not be
used and firemen would have to be covered as a separate
group and not as part of a group which includes people
other than firemen.
Effective on enactment.
No change.
(3) Employees of unemployment compensationsys
tem8.-Authorizes Florida, Georgia, Minnesota,
North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Washington, and
Hawaii, at their option, to cover their employees
who are paid wholly or partly from Federal fu~nds
under the unemployment compensation provisions
of the Social Security Act-either by themselves or
with the other employees of the department of the
State in which they are employed-after complying
with the referendum provisions.

new members of the retirement system coverage
group are covered compulsorily. Also authorizes
similar treatment of political subdivision retirement
systems of these States.
Those employees covered by a divided retirement system who did not elect coverage in the original agreement,Imay nevertheless elect coverage
through 1966, or, if later, until 2 years after the
date on which coverage was approved for the
group that originally elected coverage. Also provides that the coverage of persons electing under
this provision would begin on the same date as
coverage became effective for the group originally
covered. People who are in positions under a re
tirement system who are not eligible to join the
system due to personal disqualifications, such aa
those based on age or length of service, cannot be
covered under the divided retirement system
procedure.
(2) Policemen and firemen.-Allows the States
of Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii,
Kansas, Maine, Maryland, New York, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, South Caroli.ia,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, and Washington and all interstate instrumentalities to make coverage available to policemen and firemen in those States, subject to the
same conditions that apply to coverage of other
employees who are under State and local retirement systems, except that where the policemen
and firemen are in a retirement system with other
classes of employees the policemen and firemen
may, at the option of the State, hold a separate
referendum and be covered as a separate group.

Prior law

1. COVERAGE-Continued

OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE-Continued

C

No change.

8. Federal employees -------------- Excludes employees of the United States or its instrumentalities ifa. they are covered by a retirement system estab
lished by Federal law; or
b. they perform services
(1) as the President, Vice President, or a Mem
ber of Congress;
(2) in the legislative branch;
(3) in a penal institution as an inmate;
(4) as student nurses, and other student em
ployees of Federal hospitals;
(5) as employees on a temporary basis in dis
aster situations;

7. Employees of nonprofit organizations.

No change.

A modification to cover a new group may provide
retroactive coverage for former employees with respect
to earnings that had been erroneously reported if no
refund has been made of the taxes paid on the errone
ously reported earnings.
Elffective on enactment.

No change.

Covers employees of religious, charitable, educational,
and other nonprofit organizations (which are exempt
from income tax and are described in sec. 501(c) (3)
of the Internal Revenue Code) on a voluntary basis if
the employer organization certifies that it desires to
extend coverage to its employees.
Employees may concur by signing a list or supple
mental list which is filed within 24 months after the
quarter in which the certificate is filed. Employees
who do not concur in the filing of the certificate are not
covered except that all employees hired after a certificate
becomes effective are covered.
Waiver certificate may be made effective at the op
tion of the organization on the 1st day of the quarter
in which the certificate is filed, the Ist day of the suc
ceeding quarter, or as early as the 1st day of the 20th
calendar quarter preceding the quarter in which the
certificate of waiver is filed.
Employees of nonprofit organizations who are in
positions covered by State and local retirement systems
and are members or eligible to become members of such
systems must be treated apart from those not in such
positions. Certificates must be filed separately for each
group. All new employees who belong to a group for
which a certificate has been filed are automatically
covered, and new employees who belong to a group for
which a certificate has not been filed are not covered.

d. Coverage on a compulsory basis is provided
for employees of certain publicly owned transporta
tion systems.
e. Effective date of coverage agreement.-Allows
agreements or modifications made after 1959 to begin
as early as 5 years bef ore the year in which an agreement is made, but no earlier than Jan. 1, 1956. Where
a retirement system is covered as a single retirement
system coverage group, permits the State to provide
different beginning dates for coverage of the employ
ees of different political subdivisions.

10. Newsboys--------------------

9. Students and nurses in schools
and hospitals.

B3.Employees-Continued
8. Federal employees--Continued

Item

Covers individuals 18 and over who deliver and distribute newspapers or shopping news, but covers indi
viduals under 18 only if they deliver or distribute such
publication to points for subsequent delivery or
distribution.

Ricludes-.
a. Students in the employ of a school, a college,
or university if enrolled and regularly attending
classes;
b. student nurses employed by a hospital or nurses
training school if enrolled and regularly attending
classes;

(6) as employees not covered by the Civil Serv
ice Retirement Act because they are subject to
another retirement system (other than the retire
ment system of the Tennessee Valley Authority);
or
c. the instrumentality has been specifically ex
empted by statute from the employer tax; or
d. the instrumentality was exempt from the em
ployer tax on December 31, 1950, and its employees
are covered by its retirement system.
Covers the following Federal employees excepted
from the exclusion in 8-d unless they are excluded on
the basis of one of the other provisions:
a. employees of a corporation which is wholly
owned by the United States;
b. employees of a national farm loan association,
a production credit association, a Federal Reserve
bank, or a Federal credit union;
c. employees (not compensated by funds appro
priated by Congress) of the post exchanges of the
various armed services (including the Coast Guard)
and other similar organizations at military installa
tions;
d. employees of a State, county, or community
committee under the Production and Marketing Ad
ministration.
e. employees of the District of Columbia who are
not covered by a retirement system.

Prior law

I. COVERAGE-Continued

No change.

No change.

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248
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Under coordination provisions contained in the Railroad Retirement Act: (1) employment under both the
railroad system and the old-age and survivors insurance
system is counted for purposes of survivor benefits un
der either system; (2) railroad employment of workers
with less than 10 years of railroad service is credited
under the Social Security Act and the benefits based on
such employment are payable under this act; and (3)
provision is made for mutual financial interchange
between the 2 systems in order to place the old-age and
survivors insurance and disability insurance trust funds
in the same position in which they would have been if
railroad service after 1936 had been counted as social
security employment.

12. Railroad employees-----

14 , Employees of Communist organizations.

Excludes from coverage employees of any organization which is registered, or against which there is a final
order of the Subversive Activities Control Board to
register, under the Internal Security Act, as a Communist-action, a Communist-front, or Communist-infil
trated organization.

13. Family employment ----------- Excludes services rendered by(1) One spouse for another.
(2) Child under 21 for his parents.
(3) Parents for their children, if such services are
domestic services rendered in the home of the child,
or such services are not rendered in the course of the
child's trade or business,

---

Covers members of the uniformed services after
December 1956, while on active duty (including active
duty for training), with contributions and benefits
computed on basic military pay.
.Noncontributory wage credits of $160 per month
are granted, in -eneral, for each month of active service
in the Armed Force of the United States during the
World War II period (Sept. 16, 1940-July 24, 1947)
and during the postwar emergency period (July 25,
1947-Dec. 31, 1956).
Provides noncontributory wage credits for certain
American citizens who, prior to Dec. 9, 1941, entered
the active military or naval service of countries that,
on Sept. 16, 1940, were at war with a country with
which the United States was at war during World War
II. Wage credits of $160 would be provided for each
month of such service performed after Sept. 15, 1940,
and before July 25, 1947. To qualify for such wage
credits, an individual must either have been a U.S.
citizen throughout the period of his active service or
have lost his U.S. citizenship solely because of his
entrance into such active service.

11. Members of the Armed Forces..

No change. However, Public Law 90-237 deleted the
requirement in the Internal Security Act of 1950 re
uiring the registration of Communist organizations.
This provision is, therefore, inoperative.

Extends-socialysecurity coverage to employment per
formed in the private home of the employer by a parent
in the employ of his son or daughter. The employment
is covered if the son or daughter is (a) a widow or wid
ower with a child under age 18 or a disabled child or (b)
a person with such a child who either is divorced or has
a disabled spouse.

No change.

No change.

Provides additional wage credits of $i00 for each
$100, or fraction thereof, of active duty basic pay up to
$300 a quarter. Effective for service pay from the
uniformed services paid after Dec. 31, 1967.
No change.

computation purposes.
For benefits or for the freeze, an individual must be
precluded from engaging in any substantial gainful
activity by reason of a physical or mental impairment.
The impairment must be medically determinable and
one which can be expected to exist for not less than 12
months. (For purposes of the freeze only, the following
speclified degree of blindness is presumed disabling:
Uentra visual acuity of 5/200 or less in the better eye
with use of correcting lens. An eye in which the visual
field is reduced to 50 or less concentric contraction shall
be considered as having a visual acuity of 5/2 00 or less.)

A person who becomes entitled before age 65 to a
benefit payable on account of old age can later become
entitled to disability insurance benefits. If prior benefit
was a reduced benefit, disability insurance benefits
are reduced to take account of payment made for prior
months.
An initial 6-month "waiting period" is required
before disability insurance benefits will be paid. Bene
fits are payable for 7th month. However, benefits may
be paid for the 1st full month of disability to a worker
who becomes disabled within 60 months (5 years) after

2. Entitlementj to other benefits..-

3. Waiting period----------------

Provides that when an individual for whom a period
of disability has been established dies, or retires, on
account of age or disability, his period of disability
will be disregarded in determining his eligibility for
benefits and his average monthly wage for benefit

2. Disability "freeze"-------------

B. Eligibilityrequirements:
1. efniton--------------

Provides monthly benefits for disabled workers meeting eligibility requirements. Benefits are computed in
the same way as retirement benefits. No provision for
monthly benefits for disabled widows and widowers,

Prior law

1. Benefits ---------------------

A. Nature of the provisions:

Item
Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

No change.

No change.

New guidelines are provided in the law under which
a person (other than a disabled widow or widower)
may be determined to be disabled only if due to
a physical or mental impairment (as defined) he is unable
to engage in any kind of substantial gainful work which
exists in the national economy even though such work
does not exist in the general area in which he lives.
Effective on enactment.
A widow or widower can be determined to be disabled
only if she or he has a physical or mental impairment
that makes it impossible for him to perform any gainful
work rather than substantial gainful work. Effective for
February 1968.
Changes the degree of blindness to central visual
acuity of 20/200 or less or a visual field of 200 or less
Effective for February 1968.

No change.

Monthly social security benefits are payable between
ages 50 and 62 to disabled widows and widowers of
covered deceased workers. If benefits are first payable
at age 50, they are 50 percent of the primary insurance
amount. Higher percentages are payable-depending
on the age at which benefits begin-up to 82% percent
of the primary insurance amount at age 62. The reduc
tion continues to apply to benefits payable after that
time. Effective for February 1968.

II. PROVISIONS RELATING TO DISABILITY
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An application for a freeze may be filed within 36
months of the time the period of disability ended if the
Secretary determines that the application was not filed
within the prescribed filing period because of the dis
abled person's incapacity to do so. Also provides that
prior to Feb. 1, 1969, a person who filed an application
in the past within 36 months of the end of his disability
may again file an application to establish a period of
disability for the freeze.

Provides that no application for a disability determnination filed more than 12 months after the month in
which a period of disability would end shall be accepted.

Provides for reimbursement from social security
trust funds to State vocational rehabilitation agencies
for the cost of vocational rehabilitation services fur
nished to disability insurance beneficiaries. Total
amount of the funds that may be made available for
such reimbursement could not, in any year, exceed 1
percent of the social security disability benefits paid in
the previous year.

7. Applications -----------------

C. Payment for rehabilitation services-------

No change.

Provides that in determining 80 percent of average
earnings, earnings in excess of the social security earnings
base may be used. Effective for February 1968.

6. Disability benefits offset --------- The social security disability benefit for any month
for which a worker is receiving a periodic workmen's
compensation benefit is reduced to the extent that the
total benefits payable to him and his dependents under
both programs exceed 80 percent of his average monthly
earnings covered by social security prior to the onset
of disability, but with the reduction periodically ad
justed to take account of changes in earnings levels.

Extends to all young workers the alternative insured
status provisions which under prior law applied to the
blind only. Effective for February 1968.

No change.

5. Insured status (work requirement).-

To be eligible an individual must(1) have at least 20 quarters of coverage in the 40
quarters ending with the quarter in which the period
of disability begins; and
(2) Be fully insured.
Young workers who are blind and disabled may meet
an alternative insured status requirement under which
workers disabled before age 31 are insured if not less
than one-half (and not less than 6) of the quarters dur
ing the period elapsing after age 21 and up to the point
of disability were quarters of coverage or, in the case of
those disabled before age 24, at least one-half of the 12
quarters ending with the quarter in which disability
began were quarters of coverage. To qualify for this
alternative the worker would have to meet the statutory
definition of blindness for the disability "freeze." (See
above.) Workers will, however, have to meet the other
regular requirements for entitlement to disability bene
fits, including inability to engage in any substantial
gainful activity.

No change.

4. Termination of benefits --------- Provides that benefits shall not be paid after the 2d
month following the month in which a worker's dis
ability ceases.

termination of disability insurance benefits or a period
of disability.

oi5

Benefits provided for disabled widows and widowers
as early as age 50; benefits reduced by 43/198 of 1 percent for each month benefits are taken before age 60
and by 5/9 of 1 percent for each month between ages 60
and 62. Because widow's benefits, but not widower's

C. Widow, widower, or parent ------------- Full benefit payable at age 62 to widow, dependent
widower, or surviving dependent mother or father of
the insured worker.
Full benefit is 82.5 percent of deceased worker's
primary benefit (75 percent each in case of 2 parents).

No change.

No change.

Wife's and husband's benefits limited to maximum
of $105 a month.

Full benefit payable at age 65 to fully insured retired
worker. Payable at age 62 to fully insured retired
worker, but on an actuarially reduced basis. Benefit
is reduced by % of 1 percent for each month worker is
entitled to receive a benefit before age 65--the total
reduction is 20 percent if worker begins drawing bene
fits at age 62. The reduced amount is permanent,
continuing after worker reaches age 65.
In the case of a woman who is entitled to a reduced
old-age insurance benefit and who is at the same time or
subsequently becomes entitled to a wife's benefit, the
wife's benefit would be reduced by the dollar reduction
which was applicable to the old-age benefit, plus the
regular reduction amount on the excess of the un
reduced wife's benefit over the unreduced old-age bene
fit.
A similar provision is applicable to men entitled
to reduced old-age benefit and dependent husband's
benefit.

No change.

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

B. Wife or dependent husband ------------ A full benefit for a wife or dependent husband is 50
percent of spouse's primary benefit,
Full benefit paid at age 65. Benefit also payable at
age 62 to a wife or dependent husband, but on an
actuarially reduced basis, i.e., benefit is reduced by
25/35 Of 1 percent for each month prior to age 65. An indi
vidual who takes benefit at 62 receives 75 percent of
full benefit.

A. Worker-old age---------------------

Provides that disability determinations, including
determinations that a disabled person had recovered,
generally must boe made by State agencies under agree
ments with the Social Security Administration.

D. Disability determinations--------------

HII. BENEFIT CATEGORIES

Prior law

Item
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D. Divoroad wife, widow._.

-----

Benefits are payable to a divorced woman if she
has a child of the deceased worker in her care and the
child is getting benefits based on the deceased father's
earnings, if she has not remarried, and if she had been
getting at least Y2 of her support from her former
husband under a court order or agreement at the time
of his death.
Wife's or widow's benefits are payable to an aged
divorced woman on her former husband's earnings if she
(A) had been married to her former husband for 20 years
before the divorce; (B) is not married, regardless of
intervening marriages; and (C) met the following sup
port requirement when her former husband became
disabled, entitled to benefits or died: (1) She was
receiving Y2 of her support from her former husband, or
(2) she was receiving substantial contributions from
him pursuant to a written agreement, or (3) a court
order for substantial contributions was in effect.
Payment of a wife's or widow's benefit to a divorced
woman does not reduce the benefits paid to any other
person on the same social security account and such
wife's or widow's benefit is not reduced because
of other benefits payable on the same account.
Benefits for a divorced wife or a surviving divorced
wife are not terminated on account of remarriage in
those cases where the remarriage is to a man getting
benefits as a dependent widower or parent or as a dis
abled child aged 18 or over. If a divorced wife or
a surviving divorced wife marries an old-age insurance
beneficiary, her benefits are terminated but she is
immediately eligible for a wife's benefit on her new
husband's account.
A wife's benefits are not terminated when the woman
and her husband are divorced if the marriage has been
in effect for 20 years.

Widows may elect an actuarially reduced benefit upon
attaining age 60. Benefits will be reduced by %of 1 percent for each month she is entitled to receive a benefit
prior to age 62. Thus the reduction for a widow who
elects a benefit when she attains age 60 is 13Y3 percent
for the 24-month period-reducing her benefit from
82Y2 percent of her husband's benefit to 71% percent
of his benefit.
In the case of a widow who is entitled to an old-age
benefit in her own right, the old-age benefit is reduced
to take into account widow's benefits paid to her before
age 62.
No change.

benefits, are payable at the reduced rate between ages
60 and 62, the provision would have no effect on widow's
benefits which begin at age 60 or later. Effective for
February 1968.

A child's benefit is paid to child of the insured worker
who has died, reached retirement age, or become dis
abled if the child is unmarried and either
(a) Is under age 18, or
(b) Is under a disability which began before age
18.
(c) Is age 18 or over and under age 22 if he is a
full-time student.
Permits a child whose benefits have terminated
because he has attained age 18 to become reentitled
upon filing a new application if he is a full-time student
and has not attained age 22.
A wife, widow, or surviving divorced mother will not
get benefits if the only child in her care has attained age
18 and is getting benefits solely because he is a student.
Student and institution defined: A full-time studcnt is
defined as an individual who is in full-time attendance
~asastudent at aneducational institution; whether or
not the student was in full-time attendance is deter
mined by the Secretary in the light of the standards
and practices of the school involved. Specifically
excluded is a person who is paid by his employer while
attending school at the request of his employer. Pro
vides for benefits for any period of 4 calendar months
or less in which a person does not attend school if the
person shows to the satisfaction of the Secretary that
he intends to continue in full-time school attendance
immediately after the end of the period, or does in fact
return.
Definition of a child based on the laws applied in
determining the devolution of intestate personal property in the State in which the worker is domiciled. Since
1965 also includes in definition of child a child who
cannot inherit his father's intestate personal property
if the father had acknowledged him in writing, had
been ordered by a court to contribute to his support,
had been judicially decreed to be his father or had been
shown by other satisfactory evidence to be his father
and was living with or contributing to his support.

E. Children ---------------------------

Child adopted by retired worker can get benefits if
(1) at the time the worker became entitled to benefits
the child was living with the worker or adoption pro
ceedings had begun (2) the adoption was completed

Prior law

Item

III. BENEFIT CATEGORIES-Continued

Monthly benefits payable to children who can qual
ify for benefits even though they cannot inherit father's
intestate property (under provision of 1965 amend
ments) cannot exceed the difference between the total
amounts payable to other people on the same account
and the maximum monthly amount payable on that
account. A saving provision provides that benefits pay
able to a person on the effective date of the 1965 amend
ments which were reduced because a child became
entitled to benefits under the 1965 provision will not be
reduced in the future nor will the benefits payable to
persons on the rolis in January 1968 be reduced.
No change.

No change.

No change.

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248
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G. Definitions of widow, widower, and step
children.

2. Husbands and widowers ---

F. Dependents benefits based on woman
worker's earnings record:
1. Children-------------------

months in the case of a worker's death by accidental
means or if death occurred while he was on active duty
in one of the uniformed services unless the Secretary of
HEW determines that at the time the marriage occurred

does not apply to the surviving widow or widower if
the couple has a child, has adopted a child or if the
surviving spouse is actually or potentially entitled to
benefits on the earnings record of a previous spouse.

the worker could not reasonably have been expected to
live for 9 months. Effective for February 1968.

The duration-of-relationship requirements are reduced
to 9 months. The requirement is further reduced to 3

insured. Effective for February 1968.

Eliminates the requirement that the wife be currently

Provides the same dependency requirements for bene
fits based on the earnings of a woman worker as present
law requires for benefits based on the earnings of a male
worker. Effective for February 1968.

Includes in the definition of adopted child a child who
was adopted by the worker's spouse more than 2 years
after the worker's death, provided that proceedings to
adopt the child had been initiated before the worker
died. Effective for February 1968.
A child adopted by a person who is getting disability
benefits can become entitled to benefits if (a) the
adoption takes place in the United States; (b) it was
under the supervision of a public or private childplacement agency; (c) the disabled individual had resided
in the United States for the year prior to the adoption;
and (d) the child is under 18 at the time of adoption.
Effective for February 1968.

The relationship of widow, widower, or stepchild
must have existed for at least 1 year. This requirement

Husband's and widower's benefits can be paid to a
husband or widower who w.9s receiving % of his support
from his wife at the time she became disabled, retired,
or died provided she was currently insured at such time.

A child is deemed dependent on his father or adopting
father unless the child has been adopted by someone
else or the child is neither the worker's legitimate nor
adopted child. A child is dependent on his stepfather if
he is living with the stepfather or the stepfather is pro
viding at least 72 of the child's support. A child is
dependent on his mother or adopting mother if she is
currently insured. If she is not currently insured, the
child is dependent on her only if: (A) she is contributing
at least % of the child's support or (B) she is living with
the child or is making regular contributions to the
child's support and the child's father is neither living
with the child nor making regular contributions to the
child's support. A child is dependent on his stepmother
if requirement (A) or (B) above is met.

Child adopted by a disabled worker can get benefits
if (1) the adoption is completed within 24 months after
the worker became entitled to disability benefits and
(2) either proceedings for adoption had been instituted
in or before the month in which the worker's latest
period of disability began or the child was living with
the worker in such month.

within 2 years of the time when the worker became
entitled to benefits and (3) the child had been receiving
of his support from the worker for the entire year
before the worker filed his application for old-age
insurance benefits or, if the worker had a period of
disability which continued until he became entitled to
old-age insurance benefits, before the beginning of the
period of disability.
Child adopted by the spouse of a deceased worker
can get benefits only if the adoption is completed
within 2 years after the worker's death.

-

$168 a month ($550 average monthly wage).

Increases to $189.90 ($550 average monthly earnings)
and eventually to $218 ($650 average monthly earnings).
Effective for February 1968.

Monthly benefits of $35 a month are provided for a
single person and $52.50 a month for a couple in cases
where the person has no work, or not enough to be
insured, under social security.

H. Benefits for certain individuals age 72
and over,

Benefits increased to $40 a month for a single person
and to $60 a month for a couple. Effective~ for February
1968.

To permit electronic data processing a person would
be deemed to have been paid all of the wages credited to
him for the period 1937-50 in 9 years before 1951 if his
total wages for the period do not exceed $27,000; if the
total wages in the period exceed $27,000, the wages
would be deemed to have been paid at the rate of $3,000
a year. People who require 7 or more quarters of coverage
to be insured would be deemed to have 1 quarter of
coverage for each $400 of wages earned in the period
1937-50. Effective on enactment for benefits due after
1966.

When 1937-50 wages are used to compute a benefit
the actual wages shown in the social security records
are used. Unlike other wages, yearly wages for this
period have not been placed on magnetic tape for electronic data processing. A manual examination of the
wages is therefore necessary.

G. Computation involving 1937-50 wages...

$55 a month. Effective for February 1968.
Extends table to take account of rise in creditable
earnings and minimum primary insurance amount. As a
result the family maximum would range from $82.50 to
434.40 a month. Effective for February 1968.

$44 a month.

F. Maximum family benefits-------------- Family maximum benefits are set by a table in the
law and range from $66 a month to $368.

E. Minimum primar~y insurance amount. ---

D. Maximum limit on wife's benefit -------- No provision in present law; the wife's benefit is 1A
Limits wife's benefit to-no more than $105. Without
of the primary insurance amount at all levels,
this limit, the wife's benefit would eventually rise to
$109.

C. Maximum primary insurance amount.

The table is amended to provide a 13-percent benefit
increase and to take account of the increase in creditable
earnings to $7,800 a year. The new formula is approxi
mately 71.16 percent of the 1st $110 of average monthly
earnings, plus 25.88 percent of the next $290, plus
24.18 percent of the next $150, plus 28.43 percent of the
next $100. Effective for February 1968.

The law contains a benefit table which is used to
determine benefit amounts for both present and future
beneficiaries. Though not stated in the law the formula
is approximately 62.97 percent of the 1st $110 of
average monthly earnings, plus 22.9 percent of the
next $290, plus 21.4 percent of the next $150.

B. Benefit formula----------------------

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248
Raises maximum amount to $7,800 a year effective
Jan. 1, 1968.

Prior law

A. Creditable earnings ------------------- Maximum amount of earnings that may be credited
for benefit purposes is $6,600 a year.

Item

IV. BENEFIT AMOUNTS
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_

_-_

_

P.L.
90-248

_

$67 or less
Prior
law

__

_

_-_

_

_

P.L.
90-243

$150
Prior
law

_
_

_-_

_

_

P.L.
90-248

$250
Prior
law

_

-_

_

_

P.L.
90-248

$300
Prior
law

-

_

_

_

_

P.L.
90-248

$350
_

Prior
law

_

_

_

_

_

P.L.
90-248

$400
_

Prior
law

_

_

_

_

_

_

$650'

P.L.
P.L. 90-248
90-248

$550
Prior
law

_

V. FINANCING

B. Maximum taxable amount ------------- $6,600 a year.

$7,800 a year starting with 1968.

No change.

The allocation to the Disability Insurance Trust
Fund, for years beginning after 1967, is increased to
0.95 of 1 percent of taxable wages and 0.7125 of 1percent
of taxable self-employment income.

No change.

Source: Social Security Administration.

The Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
Fund receives all OAS DI tax contributions other than
those allocated for the disability insurance program, from
which fund benefits and administrative expenses are
paid for the old-age and survivors insurance program. A
separate tax and fund is established for the hospital
insurance trust fund.
The Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund receives
an amount equal to 0.70 of 1 percent of taxable wages
plus 0.525 of 1 percent of self-employment income, from
which benefit and administrative expenses are paid for
the disability insurance program.
These funds are administered by a Board of Trustees
consisting of the Secretary of the Treasury, as managing
trustee, the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, all ex officio (with the
Commissioner of Social Security as Secretary).

AME under Public Law 90-248.
wife's benefit.

A. Allocation between OASI and DI trust
funds.

1Maximum
2Maximum

1. Retirement at 65 or disa
bility benefit----------- $44. 00 $55.00 $78. 20 $88. 401$101. 70 $115. 00 $112. 40 $127. 10 $124. 20 $140. 40 $135. 90 $153. 60 $168. 00 $189. 90 $218. 00
2. Retirement at 62---------- 35. 20 44. 00 62. 60 70. 80 81. 40 92. 00 90. 00 101. 70 99. 40 112. 40 108. 80 122. 90 134. 40 152. 00 174. 40
3. Wife's benefit at 65 or
with child in her care. -22. 00 27. 50 39. 10 44. 20 50. 90 57. 50 56. 20 63. 60 62. 10 70. 20 68. 00 76. 80 84. 00 95. 00 '1105. 00
4. Wife's benefit at 62 -------- 16. 50 20. 70 29. 40 33. 20 38. 20 43. 20 42. 20 47. 70 46. 60 52. 70 51. 00 57. 60 63. 00 71. 30 78. 80
5. 1 child of retired or dis
abled worker----------- 22. 00 27. 50 39. 10 44. 20 50. 90 57. 50 56. 20 63. 60 62. 10 70. 20 68. 00 76. 80 84. 00 95. 00 109. 00
6. Widow 62 or older--------- 44. 00 55. 00 64. 60 73. 00 84. 00 94. 90 92. 80 104. 90 102. 50 115. 90 112. 20 126. 80 138. 60 156. 70 179. 90
7. Widow at 60, no child-__
38. 20 47. 70 56. 00 63. 30 72. 80 82. 30 80. 50 91. 00 88. 90 100. 50 97. 30 109. 90 120. 20 135. 90 156. 00
8. Disabled widow at age 50--------- 33.40 -------- 44. 30 -------- 57. 60 -------- 63. 70 -------- 70. 30 -------- 76.90 -------- 95.10 109. 20
9. Widow under 62 and 1
child------------------ 66. 00 82. 50 117. 40 132. 60 152. 60 172. 60 168. 60 190. 80 186. 40 210. 60 204. 00 230. 40 252. 00 285. 00 327. 00
10. Widow under 62 and 2
children --------------- 66. 00 82. 50 120. 00 132. 60 202. 40 202. 40 240. 00 240. 00 279. 60 280. 80 306. 00 322. 40 368. 00 395. 60 434. 40
11. 1 surviving child --------- 44. 00 55. 00 58. 70 66. 30 76. 30 86. 6300 84. 30 95. 40 93. 20 105. 30 102. 00 115. 20 126. 00 142. 50 163.50
12. 2 surviving children-------6.0
2 017 012 0122. 60 1. 618.60 190 8 16.420.60 2400 230. 40 252. 00 285. 00 327. 00
13. Maximum family benefit..66. 00 82. 50 120. 00 132. 60 202. 40 202. 40 240. 00 240. 00 280. 80 280. 80 309. 20 322. 40 368. 00 395. 60 434. 40
14. Lump-sum death payment.. 132. 00 165. 00 234. 60 255. 00 255. 00 255. 00 255. 00 255. 00 255. 00 255. 00 255. 00 255. 00 255. 00 255. 00 255. 00

after 1950

Average m onthly earnings

Comparisonof monthly cash benefits under priorlaw and under Public Law 90-248

bo

When the person who has been overpaid is alive
the overpayment can be recovered only by withholding subsequent benefits payable to him. If he
has died the overpayment can be recovered by withholding subsequent benefits to others getting benefits on
the same earnings record. A person who is liable for
repayment of an overpayment to another person cannot have the overpayment waived if the overpaid
person was at fault even though he himself is without
fault.
In the case of cash benefit underpayments where an
individual dies before the completion of the payment
of amounts due him and such amount at the time of his
death does not exceed an amount equal to 1 month's
benefit, payment is to be made to his surviving spouse
who was living in the same household, or, if the underpayment exceeds that amount or if there is no such
spouse, to the legal representative of his estate.

Benefits are terminated upon the deportation of a
retired or disabled worker under any 1 of 14 specified
paragraphs of the Immigration and Nationality Act.
Benefits of dependents and survivors who are not
citizens will not be paid if they are out of the country.

A. Overpayments -----------------------

B. Underpayments ---------------------

C. Termination of benefits upon deportation.

I). F'iyn eyts to aliens -------------------- Benefits to an alien are suspended if he is outside the
United States continuously for 6 consecutive calendar
months. The provision does not apply to aliens:
(1) Who are citizens of countries which have
effect a social insurance system of general application
which would pay benefits to qualified United States
citizens while they are outside of that country;
(2) Whose benefits are based on the earnings of a
person who has 40 quarters of social security coverage;

Prior law

Item

VI. MISCELLANEOUS

Once an alien has been outside the United States for
30 consecutive days he will be deemed to be outside the
United States until he returns to the United States for
30 consecutive days. An alien who is a citizen of a coun
try that has a pension system of general application
which would not pay benefits to qualified citizens of the
United States while they are outside of that country
would generally not be paid benefits after he has been
outside the United States for 6 months. A citizen of a
country without such a system and to which the Treas

No change.

Amounts due will be paid under the following order
of priority:
(1) Spouse living with the individual at time of his
death or to the spouse not living with individual
but entitled to benefits on the same earnings record.
(2) Child entitled to benefits on the same earnings
record.
(3) Parent entitled to benefits on the same earn
ings record.
(4) Spouse who was neither entitled to benefits on
the same earnings record nor living with the individual.
(5) Child not entitled to benefits on the same
earnings record.
(6) Parent not entitled to benefits on the sam6c
earnings record.
(7) Legal representative of the individual's estate,
if any.
Effective on enactment.

An overpayment can be recovered by requiring a re
fund or by withholding cash benefits of the overpaid
person or any other person who is getting benefits on the
same account, whether or not the overpaid person is
alive. A person who is liable for the repayment of an
overpayment made to another person may have re
covery waived if he himself is without fault. Effective on
enactment.

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248
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2. Penalty for late filing-------------

F. Beneficiary reports:
1. Time for filing reports of earnings.

E. Loss of benefits upon conviction of
certain subversive crimes,

For the 1st failure to report earnings which are large
enough to cause a loss of benefits a penalty of 1 month's
benefits is authorized. For failure to report work on 7 or
more days in a month outside the United States or that
a woman receiving mother's benefits does not have a
child in her care a penalty of 1 month's benefits for the
first offense is made and for the second and subsequent
offenses a penalty of 1 month's benefits for each month
for which benefits are to be withheld is authorized.

Under the retirement test a person whose earnings in
a year were large enough to cause him to lose some or
all of his benefits in a year must file a report of his earnings not later than the 15th day of the 4th month fol
lowing the close of the taxable year in which he had the
earnings.

If an individual is convicted of treason, espionage, or
certain other offenses of a subversive nature including
a number of offenses under the Internal Security Act,
and the offense was committed after the enactment date
of this provision (Aug. 1, 1956), the court in its discre
tion may provide as an additional penalty that none of
the individual's wages or self-employment income (or
the earnings of any other individual upon which his
benefit is based) credited before his conviction shall be
used in computing his benefit. The provision applies
only to the individual convicted of the offense and does
not affect the rights of his dependents or survivors.

(3) Whose benefits are based on the earnings of a
person who has lived in the United States for 10
years;
(4) Who is serving outside the United States in
the Armed Forces of the United States;
(5) If the application of the provision would be
contrary to a treaty obligation of the United States
under the provisions of a treaty in effect on Aug. 1,
1956;
(6) Who is the survivor of a person who died in the
military service of the United States or of a person
who died as the result of a disease or injury incurred
or aggravated in line of duty during a period of mili
tary service from which he was released under con
ditions other than dishonorable;
(7) Who had earnings from railroad employment
which are counted for social security purposes;
(5) Who was, or could have been entitled to
benefits for December 1956.
Also, the Treasury is authorized to withhold payment
to beneficiaries in certain Communist-controlled
countries;, when the Treasury authorizes payments
renewed, back payments are made to the beneficiary or
his estate.

Where the amount to be withheld because of earnings
is less than 1 month's benefit, penalty is reduced to
actual amount payable for the month but to not less
than $10. The penalty for second and subsequent
offenses is reduced to 2 months' benefits for the second
offense and to 3 months' benefits for the third and sub
sequent offenses. In no event, however, will the penalty
exceed the actual amount of benefits which are withheld.

Where a valid reason exists the Secretary may extend
the period for filing the report. The extension may not
be for more than 3 months.

No change.

ury prohibition on payment applies, or has applied in
the past 5 years, would not be paid benefits after he has
been outside the United States for 6 months. Amounts
that have been accumulated through June 1968 as due
an alien who is living in a Communist-controlled
country where the Treasury is withholding benefits
would be limited to 12-month's benefits and would be
paid only to the beneficiary or to a survivor who is
entitled to benefits on the same carnings record. Amounts
that would be withheld by the Treasury for months
after June 1968 would not be paid.

I.

Disclosure must be authorized by regulation. Under
regulation disclosure of parent's or his employer's
address is authorized to the agency administering the
AFDC program if the child is getting AFDC. The law
requires disclosure, at the request of a State or local
agency participating in any State or local public assist
ance program, of the most recent address in the social
security records of a parent (or his most recent employer or both) who has failed to provide support ~for
his or her destitute child or children unde age 16 who
are recipients of or applicants for assistanc under such
public assistance program where there is a court order
for the support of the children and the information
requested is to be used by the welfare agency or the
court on behalf of the children.

I. Disclosure
parents.

J. Attorney's fees-----------------------

Permits a court which renders a decision favorable to
a claimant for social security benefits to set a reasonable
fee for the attorney who represented the claimant be
fore the court. The fee cannot exceed 25 percent of
the past-due benefits which result from the court's
decision. The Secretary may certify for payment to the
attorney, out of the total of the past-due benefits, the
amount of the fee set by the court. Any attorney
charging or receiving more than the fee set by the court
is subject to a fine of up to $500, imprisonment up to
one year, or both.
Under regulations, the Secretary must approve
attorneys' fees for services provided before the Social
Security Administration,

The reports of the trustees of the social security
trust funds are to be' sent to the Congress by Mar. 1
of each year.

H1. Trustees reports ---------------------

information-deserting

The Commissioner of Social Security is chairman and
12 other persons appointed by the Secretary are members of the Council. The Councils are to be appointed
in 1968 and every 5th year thereafter.

G. Advisory Council on Social Security ----

of

Prior law

Item

VI. MISCELLANEOUS-Continued

Adds a provision to authorize the Secretary of HEW
to fix a reasonable fee for the services provided before
the Social Security Administration for an applicant for
social security benefits by an attorney and to pay such
attorney's fee out of the applicant's past-due benefits.
The amount that can be paid out of past-due benefits
is limited to the smaller of (a) 25 percent of the past-due
benefits; (b) the fee fixed by the Secretary; or (e) an
amount agreed to by the applicant and the attorney.

No change.

Adds provision for disclosure of address of deserting
parent or his employer, on request of an appropriate
court, if the information is for the use of the court in
issuing a support order against the parent. (The child
need not have applied for AFDC.)

The reports of the trustees will be sent to the Congress
by Apr. 1 of each year. Also, the report of the Trustees
on the QASI fund will contain a separate actuarial
analysis of all disability expenditures.

The Secretary will appoint the Chairman as well as
the other 12 members of the Council. The Councils will
be appointed after January 1969 and after January
of every 4th year thereafter.

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248
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2. Transitional provision-

I. Hospital insurance:
A. Eligibility:
1. Permanent provision--

Item

No provision.

L. Expedited benefit payments------------

HEALTH INSURANCE

6
9
12
15
18
21
23

Women who attain age 65 in 1972 need the same
number of quarters of coverage-18-for regular
insured status and men who attain 65 in 1974 need
the same number-23-so the transitional provision
washes out in those years.

1968-----------------------------------1969-----------------------------------1970 ----------------------------------1971 ----------------------------------1972 ----------------------------------1973 ----------------------------------1974 -----------------------------------

3
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
For women the provision washes out in 1974; for men
in 1975.

1968------------------------------------1969------------------------------------1970 -----------------------------------1971 -----------------------------------1972 -----------------------------------1973 -----------------------------------1974 -----------------------------------1975 ------------------------------------

RequirTed quarters

Year attain8 ag1e
65:

Year attains age 65:,

Required quarters

Modifies prior provision so that 3 quarters rather than
6 would be required for people attaining age 65 in 1968,
with the requirements for later years also reduced by 3
as follows:

No change.

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

Establish special procedures to expedite the payment
of benefits. The new procedures would go into effect
after June 30, 1968, but would not apply to disability
benefits or negotiated checks.

Provide that all benefits paid on the basis of official
reports of death in military service issued by the Depart
ment of Defense wvill be considered lawful payments even
though it is later determined that the person who was
reported dead is still alive.
Effective date.-The provision will apply to all pay
ments made to payees who get benefits for January 1968
or later.

In addition, all those who attained 65 before 1968 are
eligible for hospital insurance even though not eligible
for such cash benefits and people who attain 65 in 1968 or
later need quarters of coverage under a transitional provision as indicated in the f ollowin g table:

Eligibility to hospital insurance benefits begins with
the first day of the first month in which an individual
is both age 65 and eligible for cash benefits under social
security or the railroad retirement system and ends
with the last day of the month with which his eligibility
to cash henefits ends (except that eligibility continues
to the day of death even though cash benefits are not
payable for the month of death).

Prior law

(Title XVIII of the Social Security Act)

No provision.

K. Death in military service--------------

Prior law

If an individual is an inpatient of a mental or TB
hospital when he becomes eligible for hospital insurance
the number of days he was such an inpatient prior to
his eligibility are counted against the 90 days of coverage. Hospital inpatient coverage in a mental hospital
is further limited by a 190-day lifetime maximum.
(Days in such a hospital just before eligibility do not
count against the lifetime maximum.)
Beneficiaries are also eligible for post-hospital extended care (in a qualified facility having an arrange
ment with a hospital for the timely transfer of patients
and for the furnishing of medical information about
patients) if the patient is transferred to the hospital
within 14 days of discharge (after at least a 3-day stay)
for up to 100 days in each spell of illness. Patients pay
$5 a day for each day after 20 days of extended care in
a spell of illness.
Benefits also include posthospital home health services for up to 100 visits, after discharge from a hospital
(after at least a 3-day stay) or, if later, after a covered
stay in an extended care facility, and before the be
ginning of a new spell of illness. The patient must
be in the care of a physician and under a plan estab
lished by a physician within 14 days of discharge
from the hospital or extended care facility. The
covered services include intermittent nursing care,
therapy, and, to the extent provided in regulations,
the part-time services of a home health aide. For the
services to be covered, the patient must be homebound,
except that, when certain equipment is used, the indi
vidual may be taken to a hospital or extended care
facility or rehabilitation center to receive services
involving nontransportable equipment.

3. Mental or TB hospital
credit,

4. Posthospital extended
care.

5. Posthospital home
health services,

2. Spell of illness ---------- A "spell of illness" begins with the 1st day of hospitalization and ends with the end of the 1st 60-day period
during all of which the individual is not a patient of
either a hospital or nursing home.

I. Hospital insurance-Continued
B.Benefits:
1. Hospital benefits -------- Eligible individuals are entitled to have payment
made for up to 90 days of hospital care, subject to a
deductible of $40 and to copay of $10 a day for the 61st
through the 90th day during each spell of illness,

Item
Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

No change.

No change.

Tuberculosis hospitals are removed from the provision
and the provision will no longer apply in the case ot an
individual who is treated in a general hospital for a
condition not related to mental illness. The number of
days counted against days of coverage is increased from
90 to 150.
Effective: For services furnished after Dec. 31, 1967.

No change.

Each medicare beneficiary will be entitled to a lifetime
reserve of 60 days of hospital care after the 90 days in a
spell of illness are exhausted. Coinsurance of $20 a day
would apply to such added days of coverage.
Effective: For services furnished after Dec. 31, 1967.

(Title XVIII of the Social Security Act)-Continued
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In general, the term "hospital" means an institution
which (1) is primarily engaged in providing diagnostic
and therapeutic services for medical diagnosis, treat
ment, and care, or rehabilitation services for injured,
disabled, or sick persons; (2) maintains clinical
records on all patients; (3) has bylaws in effect with
respect to its staff of physicians; (4) requires that every
patient be under the care of a physician; (5) provides
24-hour nursing service rendered by or under the super
vision of a registered nurse; (6) has in effect a hospital
utilization review plan; (7) in the case of an institution
in any State which provides for licensing of hospitals,
is licensed (or approved) by the licensing agency pur
suant to State or local law; and (8) meets such other
requirements as the Secretary finds necessary in the
interest of health and safety (except that these require
ments may not be higher than the comparable require
ments prescribed for accreditation of hospitals by the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals).
A hospital which is accredited by the Joint Commis
sion is deemed to meet all of the above qualifications
except the utilization review requirement.
For the specific purpose of determining how lo~ng an
individual is out of a hospital in order to establis when
a spell of illness ends, an institution satisfying item (1)
of the definition is a "hospital."

In addition to the $40 deductible for inpatient
hospital services there is a deductible in an amount
equal to the cost of the first 3 pints of blood furnished
for an individual during a spell of illness. When the
blood is not replaced, the difference between the cost
of the blood to the hospital and the charge to the beneficiary is deducted from the payments the program
would otherwise make to the hospital.

8. Blood deductible--------

C. Definition of providers of serv
ices:
1. Hospital--------------

As indicated above, the separate outpatient deductible
will be eliminated.

The deductible amounts for inpatient hospital and
outpatient hospital diagnostic services will be increased
if necessary to keep pace with increases in hospital costs,
but no such incrcase will occur before 1969. The co
insurance amounts for long-stay hospital and extended
care facility benefits will be correspondingly adjusted.
Increases in the hospital deductible will be made only
when a $4 change is called for and the outpatient
deductible will change in $2 steps.

7. Changes in deductible-

No change.

The definition of "blood" is broadened to include
units of packed red blood cells and the 3-pint deductible
is also applied to the supplementary medical insurance
program.
Effective: For blood or packed red cells furnished
after Dec. 31, 1967.

Transfers hospital outpatient diagnostic services
from the hospital insurance program to the supple
mentary medical insurance program. The effect of
the change is that all hospital outpatient services
will be covered under the supplementary medical
insurance program and thus subject to the pt. B
deductible ($50 a year) and coinsurance (20 percent).
Effective: For services furnished after Mar. 31, 1968.

Outpatient hospital diagnostic services are covered
subject to a $20 deductible amount and 20-percent
coinsurance for each diagnostic study (that is, for
diagnostic services furnished to an individual by the
same hospital during a 20-day period). (Amounts
credited toward the $20 deductible are treated as
covered expenses under the pt. B supplementary
medical insurance program.)

6. Outpatient hospital diagnostic services,

3. Psychiatric hospital---

I. Hospital insurance-Continued
C8.Definition of providers of serv
ices--Continued
2. Emergency hospital. ---

Item

The term "psychiatric hospital" means an institution which (1) is primarily engaged in providing, by
or under the supervision of a physician, psychiatric
services for the diagnosis and treatment of mentally
ill persons; (2) satisfies the requirements prescribed
for hospitals under items (3) through (5) in 1, above;
(3) maintains clinical records on all patients and main
tains such records as the Secretary of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare finds necessary to determine the
degree and intensity of the treatment provided to
individuals entitled to hospital insurance benefits;
(4) meets such staffing requirements as the Secretary
finds necessary for the institution to carry out an
active program of treatment for individuals who are
furnished services in the institution; and (5) is ac
credited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Hospitals. If an institution satisfies requirements
(1) and (2) and contains a distinct part which also
satisfies requirements (3) and (4), the distinct part
will be considered to be a "psychiatric hospital" if
the institution is accredited by the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Hospitals or the distinct part
satisfies requirements equivalent to the accreditation
requirements of the Joint Commission as determined
by the Secretary.

In determining whether emergency hospital services
are covered and for purposes of describing the institution from which an individual must be transferred in
order to be eligible for posthospital extended care or
posthospital home health services, an institution
satisfying items (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (7) of the
definition is a "hospital." The term "hospital" does
not (except for purposes of determining when a spell of
illness ends) include any institution which is primarily
for the care and treatment of mental diseases or tuber
culosis, unless it is a tuberculosis hospital or a psychi
atric hospital as defined below. The term "hospital"
also includes a Christian Science sanatorium operated
or listed and certified by the First Church of Christ
Scientist, Boston, Mass., but payment may be made
with respect to services provided by or in such a sana
torium only to such extent and under such limitations
and requirements as may be provided in regulations.

Prior law
Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

No change.

The definition of hospital for emergency purposes is
changed to mean an institution which:
(1) Is licensed as a hospital;
(2) Has full-time nursing service; and
(3) Is primarily engaged in providing medical care
under the supervision of a doctor of medicine or
osteopathy. (See p. 32 for description of other changes
affecting coverage of emergency hospital care.)
Effective: As of July 1, 1966.

HEALTH INSURANCE-Continued
(Title XVIII of the Social Security Act)-Continued



5. Extended care facility.-

4. Tuberculosis hospital

The term "extended care facility" means an institution (or a distinct part thereof) which has an agree
ment with one or more participating hospitals for the
timely transfer of patients and their medical records
and which (1) is primarily engaged in providing to
inpatients skilled nursing care and related services,
or rehabilitation services; (2) has policies which are
developed with the advice of and periodically reviewed
by a professional group (including at least 1 physician
and at least 1 registered nurse) to govern the services
it provides; (3) has a physician, registered nurse, or
medical staff responsibie for the execution of such
policies; (4) requires that the health care of each
patient be under the supervision of a physician and
provides for having a physician available to furnish
necessary emergency medical care; (5) maintains
clinical records on all patients; (6) provides 24-hour
nursing services sufficient to meet needs in accordance
with facility policies and has at least 1 registered pro
fessional nurse employed full time; (7) provides appro
priate methods for dispensing and administering drugs
and biologicals; (8) has in effect a utilization review
plan as defined below; (9) is licensed (or meets the
standards for licensing) pursuant to State or local law;
and (10) meets such other conditions relating to health
and safety or physical facilities as the Secretary may
find necessary. The term "extended care facility" does
not include any institution which is primarily for the
care and treatment of mental diseases or tuberculosis.
For the specific purpose of determining when a spell
of illness ends the term includes any institution which
satisfies item (1).

The term "tuberculosis hospital" means an institution which (1) is primarily engaged in providing, by or
under the supervision of a physician, medical services
for the diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis; (2) satis
fies the requirements prescribed for hospitals under
items (3) through (8) in 1, above; (3) maintains clinical
records on all patients and maintains such records as
the Secretary finds to be necessary to determine the
degree and intensity of the treatment; (4) meets such
staffing requirements as the Secretary may find neces
sary for the institution to carry out an active program
of treatment for individuals who are furnished services
in the institution; and (5) is accredited by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. If an institu
tion satisfies requirements (1) and (2) and contains a
distinct part which also satisfies requirements (3) and
(4), the distinct part will be considered to be a "tubercu
losis hospital" if the institution is accredited by the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals or the
distinct part satisfies requirements equivalent to the
accreditation requirements of the Joint Commission
as determined by the Secretary.
No change.

No change

Prior law

7. Home health agency---

The term "home health agency" means a public
agency or private organization (or a part of such agency
or organization) which (1) primarily provides skilled
nursing and other therapeutic services; (2) has policies
established by a professional group associated with the
agency or organization (including at least one physician
and at least one registered nurse) to govern services it
provides, and provides for supervision of such services
by a physician or a registered nurse; (3) maintains
clinical records on all patients; (4) is licensed (or meets
standards for licensing) pursuant to State or local law;

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

No change.

No change.

(Title XVIII of the Social Security Act)-Continued

I. Hospital insurance-Continued
C. Definition of providers of serv
ices-Continued
6. Utilization review------- A utilization review plan of a hospital or extended
care facility will be considered sufficient if it is appli
cable to services furnished to individuals entitled to
benefits under title XVIII and if it provides (1) for the
review, on a sample or other basis, of admissions, dura
tion of stays, and professional services from the stand
point of medical necessity and for the purpose of pro
moting the most efficient use of available health facili
ties and services; (2) for such review to be made by a
staff committee of the institution which includes two or
more physicians, or by a similarly composed group out
side the institution which is established either by the
local medical society and some or all of the hospitals and
extended care facilities in the locality or in some other
manner which may be approved by the Secretary; (3)
for such review (in each case of a continuous stay of
extended duration in ahospital or extended care facility)
as of such days of such stay (which may be different for
different classes of cases) as may be specified in regu
lations, with such review being made as promptly as
possible after each day specified in the regulations but
no later than 1 week following that day; and (4) for
prompt notification to the institution, the individual,
and his physician of any finding (which shall be made
only after opportunity for consultation has been pro
vided the physician) that further stay in the institution
is not medically necessary. The utilization review plan
must provide for review by a group outside the institu
tion where, because of its small size (or, in the case of an
extended care facility, because of lack of an organized
medical staff), or for such other reasons as may be in
cluded in regulations, it is impracticable for the insti
tution to have a properly functioning staff committee.

Item

___________________________

HEALTH INSURANCE-Continued

D. Conditions of payment
1. Physician certifications..

A physician must certify (and recertify, in such cases
and as often and with such supporting material as may
be provided in regulations, but in any event by the 20th
day of hospitalization) that
(A) in the case of inpatient hospital services
The (A) provision is deleted except with respect to
(other than inpatient psychiatric hospital services recertifications.
and inpatient tuberculosis hospital services), the
Effective: For services furnished after date of enactservices were required to be given on an inpatient ment (Jan. 2, 1968).
basis for medical treatment, or inpatient diagnostic
study was medically required;
(B) in the case of inpatient psychiatric hospital
No change.
services, the services were required to be given on an
inpatient basis, by or under the supervision of a
physician, for the psychiatric treatment of an indi
vidual, and such treatment could reasonably be
expected to improve the condition, or inpatient
diagnostic study was medically required;
(C) in the case of inpatient tuberculosis hospital
No change.
services, the services were required to be given on an
inpatient basis by or under supervision of a physician
for the treatment of tuberculosis, and the treatment
can be reasonably expected to improve the condition
or render it noncommunicable;
(D) in the case of posthospital extended care
No change.
services, the services were required to be given on an
inpatient basis because the individual needed skilled
nursing care on a continuing basis for a condition for
which he was hospitalized prior to transfer to the
extended care facility, or which arose while receiving
care for such a condition;
(E) in the case of posthospital home health servNo change.
ices, the services were required because the individual
was confined to his home and needed intermittent
skilled nursing care, or physical or speech therapy,
for any of the conditions with respect to which he was
receiving inpatient hospital services or posthospital
extended care services, and the services were furn
ished while the individual was under the care of a
physician and under a plan established and reviewed
periodically by a physician; or
(F) in the case of outpatient hospital diagnostic
The (F) provision is deleted. Effective: For services
services, the services were required for diagnostic study.
furnished after date of enactment (Jan. 2, 1968).

and (5) meets other conditions found by the Secretary
to be necessary for health and safety. The term does not
include a private organization which is not a nonprofit
organization exempt from Federal income taxation un
less it is licensed pursuant to State law and meets such
additional standards and requirements as may be pre
scribed by regulations. For purposes of hospital insur
ance, the term does not include any agency or organi
zation which is primarily for the care and treatment of
mental diseases.

Payment may be made for emergency hospital services, in the absence of an agreement of the kind otherwise required between the Secretary and the hospital,
to the extent that the Secretary would be required to
make payment if the hospital had such an agreement
in effect and otherwise met the conditions of payment.
(See definition of hospital, above, for special definition
of hospital for purposes of this provision.) The hospital
must agree, as a condition of payment under this provision, not to charge the patient for the covered emergency services.

The preceding provisions for payments for emergency
hospital services are applicable to emergency inpatient
hospital services furnished by a hospital located outside
the United States if the individual was present in the
United States at the time the emergency which necessi

4. Services outside United
States,

No change.

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

No change.

Provides that if the hospital does not bill for emer
gency hospital services, the patient could be paid 60
percent of the room and board charges and 80 percent
of the hospital ancillary charges (of, if the hospital
does not make separate charges for routine and ancillary
services, %/ of the hospital's reasonable charges), subject
to deductible and other existing limitations. (See above
for change in definition of hospital for emergency
purposes.)
Effective: For admissions after Dec. 31, 1967. For
outpatient services furnished between Jan. 1, 1968, and
Apr. 1, 1968 (when all outpatient services become
covered under SMI). Change in definition of hospital
for emergency purposes is effective July 1, 1966, with
the result that prior law payment procedures apply for
admissions between that date and Dec. 31, 1967, in
hospitals made newly eligible.

Payment may not be made for inpatient hospital
services furnished an individual after the 20th day of a
continuous stay or for posthospital extended care
services furnished continuously after a period of time
prescribed in regulations if the Secretary, be-fore such
individual's admission to the hospital or extended care
facility, has rendered an adverse decision that the
hospital or extended care facility is not making the
necessary utilization reviews of long-stay cases.
Payment may not be made for inpatient hospital
services or posthospital extended care services furnished
an individual after a finding by the physician members
of the appropriate utilization review committee that
further inpatient hospital services or posthospital
extended care services are medically unnecessary. IfCA
such a finding has been made, payment may not be
made for services furnished after the third day after
the day the notice of such finding is received by the
hospital or extended care facility.

Prior law

hospital

3. Emergency
services,

I. Hospital insurance-Continued
D. Conditions of payment-Con.
2. Review of long-stay
cases.

Item

(Title XVIII of the Social Security Act)-Continued

HEALTH INSURANCE-Continued

E. Reasonable
ment.

cost reimburse-

5. Temporary coverage
of nonparticipating
hospitals.

Providers of services under the program are to be
paid on the basis of reasonable costs (regardless of
whether the service is covered tinder hospital or supplementary medical insurance). The reasonable cost of
any service is determined under regulations establishing
the method or methods to be used, and the items to be
included, in determining such costs for various types
or classes of institutions, agencies, and services. In
prescribing these regulations the Secretary must con
sider, among other things, the lprinciples developed
and generally applied by national organizations or
established prepayment organizations in computing
the amount of payment to be made by third parties to
providers of services. Such regulations may provide for
determination of the cost of services on a per diem, per
unit, per capita, or other basis, may provide for using
different methods in different circumstances, may
provide for the use of estimates of costs of particular
items or services, and may provide for the use of charges
or a percentage of charges where this method reason
ably reflects the costs. Such regulations must take into
account both direct and indirect costs of providers in
order that the costs with respect to individuals covered
by medicare will not be borne by individuals not so
covered and the costs with respect to individuals not

No provision.

tated inpatient hospital services occurred and the
hospital outside the United States was closer to, or
substantially more accessible from, the place where the
emergency arose than the nearest hospital within the
United States which was adequately equipped to deal
with the individual's illness or injury and available for
the treatment of the illness or injury.

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is
authorized to experiment with various methods of
reimbursement to organizations, institutions, and
physicians, participating in medicare, medicaid, or the
child health program which offer incentives for keeping
costs down while maintaining quality.

Provides that payment may be made, on the basis of
an itemized bill, to an individual entitled to hospital
insurance benefits for inpatient hospital services fur
nished after June 30, 1966, in certain nonparticipating
hospitals as a result of admissions occurring before
January 1, 1968. The hospital must be licensed as a
hospital, have full-time nursing services, and be pri
marily engaged in providing medical care under the
supervision of a doctor of medicine or osteopathy.
Application for reimbursement uinder this provision
would have to be filed before Jan. 1, 1969, and payment
would be limited to 60 percent of room and board charges
and 80 percent of hospital ancillary charges for up to 90
days in each spell of illness (subject to cost-sharing pro
visions in present law) if the hospital formally partici
pates in the hospital insurance program before Jan. 1,
1969, and applies its utilization review plan to the
services furnished such individual. If the hospital does
not participate before Jan. 1, 1969, payment under this
provision would be limited to 20 days in each spell of
illness.

Ci3

I. Hospital insurance-Continued
E. Reasonable cost reimbursement--continued

Item

Regulations in the case of extended care services
furnished by proprietary facilities shall include pro
vision for specific recognition of a reasonable return on
equity capital, including necessary working capital,
invested in the facility and used in the furnishing of
such services, in lieu of other allowances to the extent
that they reflect similar items. The rate of return
recognized pursuant to the preceding sentence for
determining the reasonable cost of any services fur
nished in any fiscal period shall not exceed 1Y2 times
the average of the rates of interest on obligations
issued for purchase by the Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund. (By regulation these last two sentences
also apply to proprietary hospitals.)
If a patient receives inpatient services in accomodations which are more expensive than semiprivate
accommodations, hut which are not medically neces
sary, the amount of payment may not exceed an amount
equal to the reasonable cost of such services if furnished
in semiprivate accommodations. If a patient receives
other items or services which are more expensive than
those for which payment can he made, the Secretary
will take into account for purposes of payment no more
than the reasonable cost of the services that can be
paid for.
If a patient is placed in accommodations less expensive than semiprivate accommodations for a reason
the Secretary determines is not consistent with the
program's purpose (and not at the patient's request),
payment will be limited to the reasonable cost of
semiprivate accommodations minus the difference be
tween the customary charges for semiprivate accom
modations and the accomodations furnished.

covered will not be borne by medicare. The regulations
must also provide for making retroactive corrective adjustments where, for any provider of services for any
fiscal period, the total reimbursement produced by
methods of determining costs proves to be either inadequate or excessive.

Prior law

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

No change.

No change.

No change.

Hospitals will be permitted, as an alternative to the
present procedure, to collect smaUl charges (if not more
than $50) for outpatient hospital services from the bene
ficiary without submitting a cost-reimbursement bill to
medicare. (The amounts collected would be counted as
expenses reimbursable to the beneficiary under the
medical insurance plan.) The payments due the hospitals
would be computed at intervals to assure that the
hospital received its final reimbursement on a cost basis.
Effective: Services furnished after Mar. 31, 1968.
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means

2. Intermediaries ---------- If any group or association of providers of services
wishes to have payments under pt. A made through a
National, State, or other public or private agency or
organization, and nominates such an agency or organiza
tion for this purpose, the Secretary may enter into an
agreement with the agency or organization providing
for the determination of the amount to be paid under
pt. A to such providers, and for the payment to such
providers of the amounts so determined. The agreement
may also include provision for the agency or organiza
tion to do all or any part of the following: (1) provide
consultative services to institutions or agencies to
enable them to establish and maintain fiscal records
and otherwise to qualify as participants in the program;
and (2) serve as a center for communications between
the providers covered under the agreement and the
Secretary, and make such audits of the records of such
providers as may be necessary to assure proper
payment.

F. Administration:
1. State agencies ---------- The Secretary is required to make an agreement
with any State which is able and willing to enter into
an agreement to utilize the services of the State health
agency or other appropriate State agencies for the
purpose of determining which institutions and agen
cies qualify to participate in the programs under medi
care and whether independent laboratories meet the
requirements of law and regulation.
The Secretary may accept a State (or local) agency's
findings as to the qualifications of an institution or
agency to participate. The Secretary may also, pursuant to agreement, use State and local agencies to do
any of the following: (1) provide consultative services
to institutions or agencies to assist them in establishing
and maintaining fiscal records or otherwise qualifying
for participation, or in providing information necessary
to determine what benefits are payable; and (2) provide
consultative services to institutions, agencies, or orga
nizations to assist them in establishing and evaluating
the effectiveness of utilization review procedures.
The Secretary is to pay the State for the reasonable
costs of the administrative activities performed under
its agreement and for the Federal Hospital Insurance
Trust Fund's fair share of the costs attributable to
planning and oth~r efforts directed toward coordination
of activities in carrying out its agreement and other
activities related to the provision of services similar to
those covered under medicare or related to the facilities
and personnel required for the provision of such serv
ices, or related to improving the quality of such services.

The term "semiprivate accommodations"
2-bed, 3-bed, or 4-bed accommodations.

No change

This provision is repealed effective July 1, 1969. (See
p. 78 for substitute provision in tie inedicaid (title
XIX) program.)~

G. Financing------------------

I. Hospital insurance--Continued
F.; Administration-Continued

Item

Taxes pursuant to the schedule below are deposited
in the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund from
which all benefits and administrative expenses are
disbursed. The Trust Fund also receives the general
revenues to meet the expenses arising from those who
qualify under the transitional insured provision. The
hospital insurance taxes under the railroad retirement
system arc also deposited in the fund.

The Secretary may not enter into an agreement with
an agency or organization unless (1) he finds that (A)
to do so is consistent with effective and efficient ad
ministration, (B) the agency or organization is willing
and able to assist the providers in the application of
safeguards against unnecessary utilization of services
(and the agreement provides for such assistance), and
(2) the agency or organization agrees to furnish to the
Secretary such information acquired by it in carrying
out its agreement as the Secretary may find necessary
to perform his functions under pt. A.
An agreement may contain such terms and conditions as the Secretary finds necessary or appropriate
and may provide for advances of funds to the agency or
organization for making payments to providers of
services. Such an agreement may also provide for
payment to the agency or organization of the neces
sary and proper costs of carrying out its functions
performed or to be performed under the terms of the
agreement.
If the nomination of an agency or organization is
made by a group or association of providers of services,
it will not be binding on members of the group or
association which notify the Secretary of their election
to that effect. Any provider may, upon notice, withdraw
its nomination to receive payments through such agency
or organization. Any provider which has withdrawn its
nomination (and any provider which has not made a
nomination) may elect to receive payments either
directly from the Secretary or from any agency or
organization which has entered into an agreement with
the Secretary if the Secretary and such agency or or
ganization agree to it.

Prior law
Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

No change.

No change.

No change.
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A person over 65 who believes, on the basis of docu
mentary evidence, that he has just reached age 65 will
be allowed to enroll in the program as if he had attained
age 65 on the date shown in the evidence. Effective:
for enrollments beginning in February 1968.
General enrollment periods run from Jan. 1 through
Mar. 81 beginning in 1969 and every year thereaftert
An individual may enroll within a general enrolimene
period which begins within 3 years after the close of
his first enrollment period.

Persons receiving social security, railroad retirement,
or civil service retirement benefits can file a notice to
disenroll at any time and coverage will terminate with
the close of the calendar quarter following the quarter
in which the notice is filed.
Effective: Apr. 1, 1968.

Coverage may be terminated by an individual receiving social security, railroad retirement, or civil
service benefits (whose premiums must be deducted
from their benefits) only during a general enrollment
period. Persons not receiving those benefits can terminate coverage by notice during a general enrollment
period or by nonpayment of premiums (subject to a
grace period of up to 90 days).

No change.

An employee's hospital insurance taxes in excess of
the maximum may be refunded.

Hospital Insurance Tax Schedule:
Percent
1968-72 ------------------------------- 0. 6
1973-75 -------------------------------- 65
1976-79--------------------------------. 7
1980-86--------------------------------.8
1987 and after --------------------------. 9

An eligible individual may enroll during the 7-month
period beginning with the 3d month before the month
he reaches age 65 and ending with the 3d month after
the monthpi which he reaches age 65.
In addition, an individual who fails to enroll in the
7-month period may enroll in a general enrollment
period. The 1st general enrollment period began Oct. 1,
1967, and ran through Mar. 31, 1968. General enrollment periods running from Oct. 1 through Dec. 31
begin in 1969 and every odd year thereafter. An individual may not enroll more than 3 years after the
close of his 1st enrollment period. A person who dis
enrolls may enroll only once after that.

Each individual who has attained age 65 and who is a
resident of the United States and is either a citizen, or
an alien who has been a lawful resident for 5 years or
more,Iis eligible to enroll under pt. B. Any person eli
gible for hospital insurance benefits is eligible regardless
of the preceding requirement.

People employed under both railroad retirement and
social security pay hospital insurance taxes on wages
covered under both systems. If taxes are paid on more
than the maximum amount of wages taxable under 1
program no provision for refund of excess taxes.

C. Coverage period-------------- An individual who enrolls in a month before the
month in which he reaches age 65 will be eligible for
benefits beginning with the first day of the month he
reaches age 65. If he enrolls in the month in which he
reaches age 65, coverage is effective with the next
month. If he enrolls in the month after he reaches 65
coverage is effective with the 2d month following the
month in which he enrolls. If he enrolls in the 2d month

B. Enrollment and disenrollmentc

IL. Supplementary medical insurance
pt. B:
A. Eligibility-------------------

H1. Hospital insurance taxes paid
by railroad employees,

Hospital Insurance Tax Schedule:
Percent
1968-72 ------------------------------ 0. 5
1973-75-------------------------------.55
1976-79-------------------------------. 6
1980-86-------------------------------. 7
1987 and after -------------------------. 8

'

F. Benefits---------------------

The supplementary medical insurance plan covers
physicians' services, home health services, and numerous other medical and health services in and out of
medical institutions as set forth below; however, they
are not covered if they would constitute items which
could be paid for under pt. A without regard to de
ductibles, coinsurance, or time-limit provisions:

General revenue appropriation can also include a
contingency fund available during 1966 and 1967.

Removes exclusion of services which are covered
under pt. A. (Another provision of law avoids duplicate
payment.)
Effective: For services furnished after Mar. 31, 1968.

Adds provisions authorizing payment from general
revenues to the Federal Supplementary Medical In
surance Trust Fund to put the Trust Fund in the same
fiscal position it would have been had the matching
general revenues been deposited in the Fund at the same
time the premiums were deposited.
Effective:. For fiscal years occurring after June 30, 1967.
Contingency fund would be made available through
1969.

Premiums paid by enrollees with matching amounts
appropriated from general revenues are deposited in a
Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund
from which all benefits and administrative expenses
of the program are paid.

If an individual 1st enrolls more than 12 months
after he could have enrolled, his premium is increased
by 10 percent for each full 12 months the individual
could have been but was not enrolled.

E. Financing -------------------

If an individual disenrolls during a general enrollment
period beginning in 1969 or later, coverage ends with
Apr. 1 of that year.

Law as amended by Public Law" 90-248

The Secretary is to announce by Jan. 1, 1969, and
each year thereafter, the premium amount which is to
be in effect for the 12-month period beginning the
following July 1. The $4.00 premium announced by the
Secretary in December 1967 will apply from April 1968
through June 1969. At the time the premium amount is
announced, the Secretary must issue a public statement
setting forth the actuarial bases and assumptions used
in arriving at the premium amount. The latter provision
is effective after Dec. 1, 1968.
No change.

or 3d month after the month in which he reaches age 65
coverage is effective with the 3d month following the
month in which he enrolls. If an individual enrolls during a general enrollment period coverage is effective
with the July 1 following. If an individual disenrolls
during a general enrollment period his coverage ends
with Dee. 31 of the period (except that, if an individual
disenrolls during January, February, or March of the
eneral enrollment period running from Oct. 1, 1967, to
gar. 31, 1968, coverage will end with Mar. 31, 1968).

Prior law

D. Premiums------------------- The monthly premium for each month before April
1968 is $3.00. The Secretary was required to announce
before Jan. 1, 1968, the premium amount to be effective
for April 1968-$4.00. The Secretary must announce
during the period July 1 to Oct. 1, 1969, the premium
amount to be in effect from January 1970 through
December 1971. The Secretary is required to make
similar announcements in each odd-numbered year
thereafter.

II. Supplementary medical 'insurance-
pt. B-Continued
C. Coverage period-Continued

Item
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H.
1. Carriers-.--_

Covered where furnished as part of inpatient hospital
services, outpatient hospital services, and home health
services. Not covered if performed in physical therapist's office.

Aminitraton:Effective:
--The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is
required, to the extent possible, to contract with car
riers to carry out the maj or administrative functions
relating to the voluntary supplementary medical insur
ance plan such as determining rates of payments under
the program and holding and disbursing funds for
benefit payments. No contract is to be entered into by
the Secretary unless he finds that the carrier will per
form its obligations under the contract efficiently and
effectively and will meet such requirements as to
financial responsibility, legal authority, and other
matters as he finds pertinent. The contract must pro
vide that the carrier take necessary action to see that
where payments are on a cost basis (to institutional
providers of services), the cost is a reasonable cost.

G. Physical therapy services------

There is a special limitation on outside-the-hospital
treatment of mental, psychoneurotic, and personality
disorders. Payment for such treatment during any
calendar year is limited, in effect, to $250 or 60 percent
of the expenses, whichever is smaller.

There is an annual deductible of $50 (but expenses
counted toward a deductible in the last 3 months of a
year count also in the following year). Then the plan
covers 80 percent of the reasonable charges (above the
deductible) for the following services:
(1) physicians' and surgeons' services, whether
furnished in a hospital, clinic, office, home, or elsewhere;
(2) home health services (with no requirement of
prior hospitalization) for up to 100 visits during each
calendar year;
(3) diagnostic X-ray, diagnostic laboratory tests,
and other diagnostic tests;
(4) X-ray, radium, and radioactive isotope ther
apy;
(5) ambulance services; and
Y(6)surgical dressings and splints, casts, and other
devices for reduction of fractures and dislocations;
rental of durable medical equipment such as iron
lungs, oxygen tents, hospital beds, and wheelchairs
used in the patient's home, prosthetic devices (other
than dental) which replace all or part of an internal
body organ; braces and artificial legs, arms, eyes, etc.

Covers outpatient physical therapy services no
matter where performed, furnished by physical thera
pists employed by or under an agreement with and
under the supervision of hospitals and other providers
of services as well as approved clinics, rehabilitation
centers, and local public health agencies.
For services furnished after June 30, 1968.
1. No change.

Permits payment to be made for durable medical
equipment needed by an individual whether rented or
purchased. If purchased, payment would be made
periodically in the same amount as if equipment were
rented, up to the purchase price.
Effective: For items purchased after Dec. 31, 1967.
Permits payment for diagnostic X-rays taken in a
patient's home or in a nursing home. These services will
be covered only if they are provided under the super
vision of a physician and are performed under health
and safety regulations of the Secretary.
Effective: For services furnished after Dec. 31, 1967.

Adds deductible of 3 pints of blood with a unit of
packed red cells equivalent to a pint of blood.
Effective: With blood furnished after Dec. 31, 1967.
Provides that 100 percent of the reasonable charges
will be reimbursed for pathology and radiology services
furnished to hospital inpatients.
Eff ective: For services after Mar. 31, 1968.
Covers the services of licensed podiatrists (but excludes
routine foot care).
Effective: For services after Dec. 31, 1967.

CO

Ill. Exclusions from both Medicare programs.

The following are excluded from both pt. A and pt.
B of medicare: Items or services
(1) which are not necessary for medical diagnosis
or treatment or improved functioning of a malformed
body member;
(2) for which the individual is not obligated to
pay (a free chest X-ray, for example);
(3) which are paid for by some other govern
mental entity except where specified by the Secretary;
(4) which are furnished outside the United States
(except for emergency hospitalization as described
above);

No provision.

I. Reimbursement for civil service
annuitants for premium payments.

Payment by the carrier for physicians' services can
be made only on the basis of a receipted bill, or on the
basis of an assignment under the terms of which the
physician a ees to accept the reasonable charge as
determined bly the carriers as the full charge for the
service.
No provision.

payment

Prior law

Correspondingly, where payments are on a charge
basis (to physicians or others furnishing noninstitu
tional services), the carrier must see that the charges are
reasonable and not higher than the charges applicable,
for a comparable service and under comparable cir
cumstances, to the other policyholders and subscribers
of the carrier. In determining reasonable charges, the
carriers will consider the customary charges for similar
services generally made by the physician or other person
or organization furnishing the covered services, and
also the prevailing charges in the locality for similar
services.

4. Time limit on filing
SMI claims,

3. Physician
method,

II. Supplementary medical insurance
pt. B-Continued
H. Administration-Continued
2. Reasonable charges..---

Item
Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

Efcie

neatet

a.2

98

Federal employee health benefit plans would be
permitted to reimburse civil service retirement an
nuitants for the premium payments they make to the
supplementary medical insurance program, provided
such reimbursement is financed from funds other than
contributions made by the Federal Government and
the Federal employees toward the health benefit plan.

4. Claims must be filed no later than the close of the
calendar year following the year (and the last 3 months
of the previous year) in which the services are furnished
Effective: For bills submitted after March 1968.

3. Permits payment either to the patient on the basis
of an itemized bill (paid or unpaid) or to the physician
under the assignment method.
Effective: For claims not completed by Jan. 2, 1968.

2. No change.
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C. Other groups and studies:
1. Health practitioners..---

B. National Medical Review
Committee.

IV. Advisory groups:
A. Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council.

No provision.

A National Medical Review Committee is required to
be established for the purpose of studying the utiliza
tion of hospital and other medical care and services
"with a view to recommending any changes which may
seem desirable in the way in which such care and serv
ices are utilized or in the administration of the programs
established by this title, or in the provisions of this
title." The Committee is composed of 9 persons, a
majority of which shall be physicians, representative of
organizations of professional personnel in the field of
health or outstanding in that field. 1 member shall
represent the general public. Appointments are for 3
years with initial appointments set at intervals so that
3 members are appointed or reappointed every year.
Committee was never appointed.

A Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council is
established for the purpose of advising the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare on matters of general
policy in the administration of the medicare program
and in the formulation of regulations under medicare.
The Council is composed of 16 members, one of them
designated Chairman, selected by the Secretary. Mem
bers hold office for 4 years with the initial appointments
varied so thatl1quarter ofthe membership is appointed
each year.

(5) which are required as a result of war;
(6) which are personal comfort items;
(7) which are routine physical checkups, eye-.
glasses or eye examination for the purpose of prescribing, fitting, or changing eyeglasses, hearing aids
or examinations therefor, or immunizations;
(8) for orthopedic shoes or other supportive devices for the feet;
(9) are for custodial care;
(10) which are for cosmetic surgery, except for
prompt repair of accidental injury;
(11) furnished by immediate relatives or members
of the same household;
(12) in connection with the care, treatment, filling,
removal, or replacement of teeth or structure di
rectly supporting teeth; or
(13) which are, or can be expected to be, paid for
under workmen's compensation.

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is
required to study the need for, and make recommenda
tions concerning, the extension of coverage under the
supplementary medical insurance program to the serv
ices of additional types of personnel who engage in the
independent practice of furnishing health services.
Report due Jan. 1, 1969.

Repealed: See above.

The Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council
assumes the duties of the National Medical Review
Committee (which was never formed). The Council's
membership is increased from 16 to 19 persons.
Effective: On enactment, Jan. 2, 1968.

Adds exclusion of routine foot care.
Effective: For services furnished after Dec. 31, 1967.

Adds exclusion of refractive procedures on the eye
performed for any purpose.
Effective: On enactment, Jan. 2, 1968.

V. Overpayments and underpayments---..
Where more than the correct amount is paid for a
service or item under medicare, the overpayment can
be recouped by withholding regular cash social security
or railroad retirement benefits. No special provision for
handling underpayments under pt. B program.

The Secretary of HEW is required to study and report
to the Congress, prior to Jan. 1.,1969, the savings which
might accrue to the Government and the effects on the
health professions and on all elements of the drug in
dustry which might result from enactment of two pro
posals relating to drugs: (1) a proposal to cover prescrip
tion drugs under medicare; and (2) a proposal to
establish, through a formulary committee, quality and
cost control standards for drugs provided under the
various programs of the Social Security Act.
Provides that amounts due under the supplementary
medical insurance program after the beneficiary's death
be paid to the person who paid for the services, either
before or after the beneficiary's death, or to the person
who provided the services. (If the person who paid for
the services is the decedent, the payment would be
made to the legal representative of his estate if there is
one.) Otherwise the benefits will be paid under the
following order of payment:
1. Spouse living with the individual at time of his
death or to the spouse not living with individual but
entitled to benefits on the same earnings record.
2. Child entitled to benefits on the same earnings
record.
3. Parent entitled to benefits on the same earn
ings record.
4. Spouse who was neither entitled to benefits on
the same earnings record nor living with the individual.
5. Child not entitled to benefits on the same earn
ings record.
6. Parent not entitled to benefits on the same
earnings record.
7. Legal representative of the individual's estate, if
any.
Feffective: Underpayments outstanding arising after
enactment, Jan. 2, 1968.

3. Drug study ------------ No provision.

Law as amended by Public Law 90-248

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is
required to establish an Advisory Council to study the
problems relative to including the disabled under the
health insurance program, and also any special prob
lems with regard to the costs which would be involved
in such coverage. The Council is to make its report by
Jan. 1, 1969.

Prior law

(Title XVIII of the Social Security Act)-Continued
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IV. Advisory group-Continued
C. Other groups and studies-Con.
2. Disabled under medicare.

Item
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TABLE

40
40
60
80
00
00
00
00

$389. 40
452. 40
491. 40
538. 20
546. 00
546. 00
546. 00
546. 00

$257.
296.
327.
358.
390.
390.
390.
390.

(Public Law
90-248)

00
00
00
00
30
60
20
80

$33. 00
33. 00
33. 00
33. 00
36. 30
39.60
46. 20
52. 80

Self-employed

$33.
33.
33.
33.
36.
39.
46.
52.

Employee

$33.
46.
46.
46.
50.
54.
62.
70.

00
80
80
80
70
60
40
20

$33. 00
46. 80
46. 80
46. 80
50. 70
54. 60
62. 40
70. 20

(Public Law
90-248)

Hospital insurance
Previous law

Source: Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration.

$389. 40
389. 40
435. 60
435. 60
462. 00
462. 00
462. 00
462. 00

1967------------------1968-------------------1969-70 ----------------1971-72 ----------------1973-75----------------1976-79----------------1980-86----------------1987 and after -----

40
40
40
40
10
10
10
10

$257.
257.
290.
290.
320.
320.
320.
320.

Previous law

1967------------------1968-------------------1969-70 ----------------1971-72 ----------------1973-75 ----------------1976-79----------------1980-86----------------1987 and after -----

Calendar year

OASDI

$422. 40
422. 40
468. 60
468. 60
498. 30
501. 60
508. 20
514. 80

$290. 40
290. 40
323. 40
323. 40
356. 40
359. 70
366. 30
372. 90

Previous law

40
20
40
60
70
60
40
20

$422. 40
499. 20
538. 20
585. 00
596. 70
600. 60
608. 40
616. 20

$290.
343.
374.
405.
440.
444.
452.
460.

(Public Law
90-248)

Total

I.-Maximum contribution amounts under Public Law 90-Y248-Old-age, survivors, disability, and hospitalinsurance

DATA ON OASDHI

3Not including amounts in the railroad retirement account to the credit
of the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund. In millions of dollars,
these amounted to $377 for 1953, $284 for 1954, $163 for 1955, $60 for 1956,
and nothing for 1957 and thereafter.

retirement account, and a positive figure indicates the reverse.
2 An interest rate of 3.75 percent is used in determining the level-costs
uinder the intermediate-cost long-range estimates, hut in developing the
progress of the trust fund a varying rate in the early years has been used.

A negative figure indicates payment to the trust fund from the railroad

$19, 486
22, 664
24, 166
25, 126
26, 145
27, 161

1967----------------------------------------
$23, 210
1968----------------------------------------- 23, 794
1969----------------------------------------- 27, 454
1970----------------------------------------- 28, 811
1971----------------------------------------- 32, 478
1972----------------------------------------- 33, 905

1

11,862
13, 356
14,217
14, 914
16, 737
18, 267

11,285
12, 059
14,541
15, 689
16, 017
20, 658

1961-----------------------------------------
1962-----------------------------------------
1963-----------------------------------------
1964-----------------------------------------
1965-----------------------------------------
1966-----------------------------------------

interchange

332
361
423
403
436
444

-5
-2
124
282
318

-7

4These

$508
459
530
619
601
582

$797
904
986
1,136
1,386
1,735

548
526
521
569
593
644

526
556
552
532
516

454

$24, 190
25, 277
28, 586
32, 340
38, 995
46, 414

19,725
18, 337
18,480
19, 125
18, 235
20, 570

22,519
22,393
21,864
20, 141
20,324

21,663

$15,540
17, 442
18, 707
20, 576

Balance in fund
at end of year a

figures are artificially high because of the method of reimburse-

$393
488
435
448
463
478

Estimated data, Public Law 90-248

239
256
281
296
328
256

132
162
'.194
184
203
4

119

$417
365
414
447

Interest on
f und

$81--------------------88---------------------88 -------92
- $21

I

ment financial

Railroad retire-

Actual data

expenses

Administrative

con3tributory credit for military service and for the special benefits payable
to certain nioninsured persons aged 72 and over.

Ments between this trust fund and t~he disability insurance trust fund (and,
likewise, the figure for 1959 is too low).
NOTE.-Contriblltions include reimibursemen~t for additional cost of non

5,715
7,347
8,327
9,842
10,677

6,172
6,825
7,566
8, 052
10,866

1956-----------------------------------------
1957-----------------------------------------
1958-----------------------------------------
1959-----------------------------------------
1960-----------------------------------------

4,968

5,713

$1,885
2, 194
3, 006
3,670

mnents

Benefit pay-

1955-----------------------------------------

$3,367
3, 819
3, 945
5, 163

Contributions

[In millions]

2.-Progressof old-age and survivors insurance trustfund , short-range estimate

1951--------------------------------------1952---------------------------------------1953---------------------------------------1954----------------------------------------

Calendar year

TABLE

DATA ON OASDHI-Continued

1,046
1,099
1, 154
1, 188
2,022

$2,313
3,236
3, 517
3,629
3,759
3,880

1962---------------------------------------1963---------------------------------------1964---------------------------------------1965---------------------------------------1966----------------------------------------

1967--------------------------------------1968---------------------------------------1969----------------------------------------

1970---------------------------------------1971---------------------------------------1972----------------------------------------

Benefit

---------------

11
20
19
24
25

123
127
133

$107
129
121

22
25
29

$31
44
22

Estimated data, Public Law 90-248

66
68
79
90
137

50
36
64

312

3$3

-$22
-5
5

Railroad retirement financial
interchange I

Actual data

Administrative
expenses

68
66
64
59
58

$7
25
40
53
66

171
212
253

$72
95
131

Interest on
fund 2

4, 610
5,562
6,548

$2,030
2,798
3, 695

2,368
2,235
2,047
1,606
1,739

$649
1,379
1,825
2,289
2,437

Balance in fund
at end of year

8 These figures are artificially low because of the method of reimbursements
between this trust fund and the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund
(and, likewise, the figure for 1959 is too high).
N'E-otiuin
nld
emusmn o diinlcs
fnn
cOE-ontributoyceitorsminlta ryericbre.
etfradtonlcs
fnn

2,740
2,867
2, 985

$1,956
2,390
2,608

1, 105
1,210
1,309
1,573
1,784

$57
249
457
568
887

payments

1 A negative figure indicates payment to the trust fund from the railroad
retirement account, and a positive figure indicates the reverse,
2 An interest rate of 3.75 percent is used in determining the level-costs
under the intermediate-cost long-range estimates, but in developing the
progress of the trust fund a varying rate in the early years has been used.

$702
966
891
1, 010
1, 038

Contributions

[In millions]

3.-Progress of disabilityinsurance trustfund, short-range cost estimate

1957---------------------------------------1958---------------------------------------1959---------------------------------------1960---------------------------------------1961----------------------------------------

Calendar year

TABLE

J

~

$2, 943
3, 972
4, 223
4, 391
4, 564
4, 732

1967-------------------------1968-------------------------1969-------------------------1970-------------------------1971-------------------------1972--------------------------

$57

Actual data

Administrative
expenses

$94
112
127
139
150
161

$45
64
90
108
117
121

$1, 332
2, 066
2, 616
2, 994
3, 233
3, 323

$1, 121

Balance in
fund at end
of year

NOTE. The transactions relating to the noninsured persons, the costs
for whom is borne out of the general funds of the Treasury, are not included in
the above figures. The actual disbursements in 1966, and the balance in the
trust fund by the end of the year, have been adjusted by an estimated $174,
000,000 on this account.

$2, 683
3, 190
3, 636
3, 982
4, 292
4, 602

$34

Interest on
fund 1

Estimated data, Public Law 90-248

$7672

Benefit
payments

An interest rate of 3.75 percent is used in determining the level-costs,
but in developing the progress of the trust fund a varying rate in the early
years has been used, ranging down from 5 percent initially to 4 percent after
1975.
2 Including administrative expenses incurred in 1965.

$1,911

Contributions,

[In millions]

4.-Progressof hospital insurance trustfund, short range estimate

1966-------------------------

Calendar year

TABLE

DATA ON OASDHI-Continued

TABLE

31. 0
35. 2
36. 8
40. 8
42. 5

1968----------------------------------1969----------------------------------1970----------------------------------1971----------------------------------1972-----------------------------------

28. 3
30. 4
31. 8
33&3
34. 7

.2. 7
4. 8
5. 0
7. 5
7. 8

4. 3
41
6. 8
7. 0
6. 8
6. 4

Excess of
contributions
over benefits

Public Law 90-248

24. 2
25. 5
26. 9
28. 2
29. 4
30. 8

Prior law

Benefit outgo

Source: Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration.

28. 5
29. 6
33. 7
35. 2
36. 2
37. 2

Contribution
income

1967----------------------------------1968----------------------------------1969----------------------------------1970----------------------------------1971----------------------------------1972-----------------------------------

Calendar year

[In billions of dollars]

5.-Comparisonof contribution income and benefit outgo under prior law and under Public Law 90-248, old-age, survivors, disability,,
and hospital insurance

prior

and

OASDI

law

under

Public

5. 8
6. 3
6. 9
7.0
7.0
7. 0
7. 0

3. 8
4. 2
4.6
5. 0
5.0
5.0
5. 0

IAmendments

90-9248,

IAmendments

HI

employer-employee,

0. 5
.5
5
.55
.6
7
.8

Self-employed

0.5
.5
.5
.55
.6
.7
.8

0. 6
6
.6
.65
.7
.8
9

0.6
.6
.6
.65
.7
.8
.9

Employee-employer, each

Prior law

percent]

Law
-self-employed

6. 4
7. 1
7. 1
7. 55
7. 6
7. 7
7.8

6.4
6. 9
7. 5
7. 65
7. 7
7. 8
7. 9

4. 4
4.8
5. 2
5. 65
5. 7
5. 8
5. 9

IAmendments

Total

and

4. 4
4.9
4. 9
5. 4
5. 45
5. 55
5. 65

Prior law

each,

1967------------1968------------1969-70---------------1971-72---------------1973 and after ----------

[In percent]

trust fund

7.10
6. 65
7.45
8.25.
9. 05

OASI

10. 0

95
.

7.8
7. 6
8. 4
9. 2

Total

0.70
.95
.95
95

DI

Combined employer-employee rate

by

6. 2875

5.3750
5.0875
5. 5875
6. 1875.

OASI

.7125

0. 5250
.7125
.7125
7125

DI

Self-employed rate

5. 9
5. 8
6. 3
6.9
7. 0

Total

rates for old-age, survivors, and disabilityinsurance under Public Law 90-248, subdivided

Calendar years

TABLE, 7.-Tax

NOTE.-The maximum taxable earnings base under prior law, $6,600, is increased to $7,800 effective Jan. 1, 1968.

5. 9
6. 6
6.6
7.0
7. 0
7. 0
7.0

1968-------------------1969-70-----------------1971-72-----------------1973-75-----------------1976-79-----------------1980-86-----------------1987 and after -----

Prior law

__________________________________________________

___

under

3. 9
4.4
4.4
4. 85
4. 85
4. 85
4. 85

___[In
____

rates

____
____

Tax

Period

6.-

1968-------------------1969-70-----------------1971-72-----------------1973-75-----------------1976-79 -----------------1980-86-----------------1987 and after -----

TABLE,

DATA ON OASDH-Confinued

0

TABLE

88

07
95
02

+.01

.

.

.

(1)

10

.00

.1

+.25

-

06
03

73
+01

.

+23

07
-1. 05

-02

-.

-02

-.

(2)

+.27

+ 0. 74

Total system

(1)

.02

-0. 15

Disability
insurance

Total----------------------------

General benefit increase-----------------Benefit increase for transitional insuredBenefit increase for transitional noninsured-------------------------------Liberalized benefits with respect to
women workers------------------------Special disability insured status under
age 31 -------------------------------Disabled widow's benefits at age 50___
Earnings test liberalization-----------------

Item

90
72
63
221

73
60
50
140

3, 686

43

43

2, 901

$3, 190
7

1969
$2, 529
6

1968

[In millions]

4, 129

77
73
244

101

25

$3, 604
5

1972

9.~-Estimated additional OASDI benefit payments in calendaryears 1968, 1969, and 1972 under Public Law 90-248

2 Not

1Less than 0.005 percent.
applicable to this program.

Actuarial balance under 1967 amend
ments-------------------------------

Total effect of changes in 1967
amendments---------------------

(2)

25
06
03

+ 0. 89

Old-age and
survivors
insurance

Increase in earnings base------------------.
Earnings test liberalization ----------------.
Disabled widow's benefits at age 50__-.
Special disability insured status under
age31-----------------------------Liberalized benefits with respect to
women workers-----------------------Benefit formula change-------------------Revised contribution schedule -------

Actuarial balance of previous law ----

Item

[In percent]

actuarialbalance of old-age, survivors, and disabilityinsurancesystem expressed in terms of estimated level cost as percent
of taxable payroll by type of change, intermediate-cost estimate, previous law and Public Law 90-248, based on 3.75 percent interest

TABLE, 8.-Changesin

Bill

Decrease due to earning base increase.

+

0

Actuarial
balance

31
03

Item

[In percent]___

Item

[In millions]__

_

_

_

_

_

_

1 Program operative (insofar as premium collection and benefit payments)
only after June 1966.
2Includes matching payments for 1966. Based on actual data for period up

_

_

_

2937

$636

_

1, 217
118
22
382

_

through June 1967, and thereafter on assumption that premiums paid by
participants are matched.
8 Includes small amount of administrative expenses incurred in 1965.

1967

Calendar year

_

19661

_

12.-Actual experience, supplementary medical insurance program

Premiums from participants-----------------------------------------------$322
Government contributions--------------------------------------------------------------Benefit payments--------------------------------------------------------218
Administrative expenses--------------------------------------------------874
Interest on fund----------------------------------------------------------2
Balance in fund at end of year---------------------------------------------122

TABLE

1 Less than 0.005 percent.

+. 03

Actuarial balance under 1967 amendments--------------------------------------------

+

15
18
01
+.34

(I

.
.

31

Total effect of changes in 1967 amendments-------------------------------------------

Increase in taxable earnings base--------------------------------------------------------Revised contribution schedule----------------------------------------------------------Transfer of outpatient diagnostic benefits to SMI-------------------------------------------Further hospital benefits beyond 90 days-------------------------------------------------

-0.

Level cost

_____

in actuarialbalance of hospital insurancesystem, expressed in terms of level cost as percent of taxable payroll, by type of
change, intermediate-cost estimate, priorlaw and 1967 amendments, based on 8.7.5-percent interest

2

1. 23
1. 23
1. 41

Level equivalent of contributions

Actuarial balance of present system ------------------------------------------------------

TABLE 11i.-Changes

1 Including administrative expenses.

2

1. 23
1. 54
1. 38

Level cost of
benefits I

10.-Level-cost analysisfor hospital insurance trustfund, intermediate-cost estimate

Previous law, original estimate-------------------------------Previous law, revised estimate-------------------------------1967 amendments------------------------------------------

TABLE

Year

[In percent]

[In percent]

12. 0
10. 0
8. 0
6. 0
5. 2
4. 6
4. 1
3. 6
3. 0

Low cost

15. 0
15. 0
10. 0
6. 0
5. 2
4. 6
4. 1
3. 6
3. 0

Intermediate
cost

14.-Assumptions as to future rates of increase in hospital costs

Calendar year

6. 3
4. 5
7. 7
8. 6
6. 8
6. 8
8. 5
5. 3
5. 6
6. 7
6. 9
7. 0
8. 3

15. 0
15. 0
15. 0
15. 0
15. 0
10. 0
4. 1
3. 6
3. 0

High cost

was determined to be 11.0 percent.
3 Rate of increase compounded annually that is equivalent to total relative
increase from 1954 to 1963.

1967----------------------------------------------------1968----------------------------------------------------1969-----------------------------------------------------1970-----------------------------------------------------1971-----------------------------------------------------1972-----------------------------------------------------1973-----------------------------------------------------1974-----------------------------------------------------1975 and after----------------------------------------------

TABLE

data are adjusted on a calendar-year basis, the increase from 1965 to 1966

I Data are for calendar years (based on experience in 1st quarter of year).
2 Data are for fiscal years ending in September of year shown. When the

3. 8
5. 7
5. 5
3. 3
3. 3
4. 3
3. 1
4. 2
2. 4
4. 0
3.1
1. 6
4. 4

Average wages Average daily
in covered
hospitalization
Costs 2
employment I

Increase over previous year

13.-Comparison of annual increase in hospital costs and in earnings

1955--------------------------------------------- ---------------------1956------------------------------------------------------------------1957------------------------------------------------------------------1958------------------------------------------------------------------1959------------------------------------------------------------------1960------------------------------------------------------------------1961------------------------------------------------------------------1962------------------------------------------------------------------1963------------------------------------------------------------------Average for 1954-63 -----------------------------------------------------1964------------------------------------------------------------------1965------------------------------------------------------------------1966-------------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE

Adds a new plan requirement to all 3 programs to pro
vide for the training and use of paid subprofessional
staff as community aides in the administration of the
plans, and for the use of nonpaid or partially paid volun
teers in a social service volunteer program in providing
services to recipients and assisting advisory committees.

Provides several requirements common to all 3 separate categorical programs in titles I, X and XIV and
combined adult program in title XVI; plan must (1) be
in effect throughout the State; (2) provide for financial
participation by the State; (3) provide for a single State
agency to administer or supervise the plan; (4) provide
an opportunity for fair hearing; (5) provide methods of
administration (including a merit system) as found
necessary by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare for proper and efficient administration; (6) pro
vide for submitting reports to the Secretary; (7) provide
safeguards which restrict the disclosure of information
about recipients; (8) provide a description of the serv
ices made available to recipients to help them attain
self-care; (9) provide that all people wishing to apply for
assistance can do so and that assistance will be furnished
with reasonable promptness; and (10) provide for the
designation of a State [agency] authority or authorities
responsible for standards in private or public institutions
in which recipients reside. In addition, State plan must
meet following additional requirements for each pro
gram as indicated:
(a) Old-age assistance and aid to the disubled.-Plau
must (1) provide that the State take into account all
income (including expenses incurred to earn the income)
and resources except that at the option of State $5 per
month may be disregarded and, in the case of earnings,
$20 plus Y2of the next $60 per month may be disre
garded (for aid to the disabled State may disregard
additional amounts for up to 36 mionths wvhile getting
vocational rehabilitation) (2) with respect to old-age
assistance and the combined adult programn in title XVI
only: provide for reasonable eligibility standards and
extent of aid; and (3) provide, if assistance is provided
to individuals who are patients in institutions for
mental diseases:
(a) for having in effect arrangements with the
State mental health authority or authorities, and,
where appropriate, with such institutikns, including
arrangements for joint planning, development of

A. State plan requirements---------------

Changes $5 to $7.50.

Public Law 90-248

Prior law

Item

(Titles I, X, XIV, and XVI of the Social Security Act)

I. AID TO THE AGED, BLIND, AND PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS

CT

alternate methods of care, assurance of immediate
readmittance to institutions where needed for indi
viduals under alternate plans of care, allowing access
to patients and facilities, furnishing information, and
making reports, as may be necessary to enable the
State agency to carry out its responsibilities under
the State plan;
(b) for an individual plan for each patient to as
sure that the institutional care provided to him is in
his best interests, including, to that end, assurances
that there will be initial and periodic review of his
medical and other needs, that he will be given ap
propriate medical treatment within the institution,
and that there will be periodic determination of his
need for continued treatment in the institution;
(c) for the development of alternate plans of care,
making maximum utilization of available resources,
for recipients who would otherwise need care in such
institutions, including appropriate medical treat
ment and other assistance, for rehabilitation services
which are appropriate, and for methods of adminis
tration necessary to assure that these provisions will
be effectively carried out; and
(d) methods of determining the reasonable cost
of institutional care for such patients.
And, if the State elects to provide vendor or cash
payments to patients in public institutions for mental
diseases, it must be shown that the State is making
satisfactory progress toward developing a comprehen
sive mnentatl health program, including provision for
utilization of community mental health centers, nurs
ing homes, and other alternatives to institutional care.
(b) Aid to the blind.-Plan must (1) provide that the
State take into account all income and resources except
State must disregard the first $85 per month of earned
income and, for up to a 12-month period, any other
income and resources needed to accomplish an approved
plan for self-support, with option to State to extend
up to additional 24 months. State can also disregard $5
of any type of income.
Individuals must be at least age 65 to be eligible for
old-age assistance; definitions of "blind" and "dis
abled" are left to the States. In the case of aid to the
blind and the disabled, cannot include individuals in a
mental or tuberculosis institution. Moreovei, no in
dividual can be included who is an inmate in a public
institution of a nonmedical nature.
No change.

Changes $5 to $7.50.

C

2. Federal percentage ------

B. Payments to the States-Old-age as
sistance, aid to the blind, and aid to
the disabled:
1. Formula ---------------------

Item

Alabama -------------------------------Alaska ---------------------------------Arizona --------------------------------Arkansas -------------------------------California-------------------------------Colorado -------------------------------Connecticut-----------------------------Delaware -------------------------------District of Columbia----------------------Florida ---------------------------------Georgia --------------------------------Hawaii ---------------------------------Idaho ----------------------------------Illinois ---------------------------------Indiana --------------------------------Iowa-----------------------------------Kansas ---------------------------------Kentucky-------------------------------Louisiana -------------------------------Maine ---------------------------------Maryland-------------------------------Massachusetts---------------------------Michigan -------------------------------Minnesota ------------------------------Mississippi------------------------------Missouri--------------------------------Montana -------------------------------Nebraska -------------------------------Nevada ---------------------------------

tePerceig

65. 00
50.00
61.10
65.00
50. 00
50. 35
50. 00
50. 00
50. 00
61.21
65. 00
50. 00
64.30
50. 00
50. 00
55.11
53.22
65.00
65.00
65. 00
50.00
50. 00
50.00
53. 78
65.00
53. 78
60. 01
56.09
50.00

Federal matching share is $31 of the 1st $37 (3Y37' Of
the 1st $37) with variable matching on the amount
above $37 up to a maximum of $75 per recipient per
month.
Matching for States whose per capita income is at
or above the national average is 50 percent, while for
States below the national average it varies up to 65
percent.
The "Federal percentages" as promulgated for the
period July 1, 1967, through June 30, 1969, are as
follows:

Prior law

No change.

Public Law 90-248

I. AID TO THE AGED, BLIND, AND PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED-Continued
(Titles I, X, XIV, and XVI of the Social Secu~rity Act)

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS-Continued

e

h

C. Medical vendor payments--------------

4. Home repairs------------------

3. Partial payments to States------

55.69
50.00
65. 00
5o.oo
65. 00
65. 00
50. 00
65. 00
50. 00
50. 04
50. 00
65. 00
65. 00
65. 00
63. 45
61. 38
65. 00
62. 05
50. 00
65. 00
51.87
54. 67

For old-age assistance and for the combined aged,
blind, and disabled program there is additional Federal
matching as to medical vendor payments (i.e., pay
ments directly to the providers of medical services)
with respect to State expenditures for medical or
remedial care, the larger of the following alternatives:
"Federal medical percentage" of vendor payment
expenditures that are above $75 per month, up to
$15 per recipient per month, or
15 percent of vendor payment expenditures, up to
$15 per recipient per month. Vendor medical provi
sions expire with Dec. 31, 1969, for all public assist
ance titles except title XIX-Medicaid.
The "Federal medical percentage" is dependent on
the relationship between State per capita income and
the national per capita income. The percentage ranges
from 50 percent for States at or above the national
average to 50 percent for States with the lowest income.

No provision.

Provides that if a State fails to comply with its State
plan under titles I, IV, X and XIV of the Social Security
Act, the penalty, after hearing, is suspension of Federal
funds for entire title.

New Hampshire--------------------------New Jersey -----------------------------New Mexico ----------------------------New York ------------------------------North Carolina--------------------------North Dakota---------------------------Ohio-----------------------------------Oklahoma ------------------------------Oregon ---------------------------------Pennsylvania----------------------------Rhode Island----------------------------South Carolina --------------------------South Dakota ---------------------------Tennessee ------------------------------Texas----------------------------------Utah ----------------------------------Vermont -------------------------------Virginia --------------------------------Washington -----------------------------West Virginia----------------------------Wisconsin ------------------------------Wyoming--------------------------------

No change.

Provides that States may, under all federally financed
assistance programs (except medical assistance under
title XIX), make payments for home repair or capital
improvements for an owned home up to a total of $500
with 50 percent Federal matching when to do so would
be more economical than paying rent in other quarters.

Provides that Federal funds may be withheld for
only that part of the plan which is not being complied
with.
C

C. Medical vendor payments-Continued

Item

Alabama -------------------------------Alaska ---------------------------------Arizona --------------------------------Arkansas -------------------------------Calif ornia-------------------------------Colorado -------------------------------Connecticut-----------------------------Delaware -------------------------------District of Columbia----------------------Florida ---------------------------------Georgia.---------------------------------Hawaii ----------------------------------

&ate

76. 23
50. 00
61. 10
77. 56
50. 00
50. 35
50. 00
50. 00
50. 00
61. 21
69.84
50. 00

Percent.

For States with average monthly payments over $75,
the Federal Government participates at the rate of the
"Federal medical percentage" in the expenditures over
$75 except that such participation is limited to the
amount of the average vendor medical payment up to
$15 per recipient per month.
For States with average monthly payments of $75
per month or less, the Federal share in average vendor
medical payments up to $15 per recipient per month is
an additional 15 percent over and above the "Federal
percentage" used to compute the Federal share of
money payments.
Provision is also made that a State with an average
payment over $75 per month can never receive less in
additional Federal funds in respect to such medical
service costs than if it had an average payment of $75
per month.
Permits Federal matching of State expenditures
under all four public assistance programs for medical
or remedial care furnished within 3 months before the
month in which a person applies for assistance.
For those States which adopt the optional combined
aged, blind, and disabled program the additional $15
matching for medical vendor payments is applicable to
the blind and disabled recipient under the combined
program.
The "Federal medical percentage" as promulgated for
the period July 1, 1967, through June 30, 1969, for each
of the States is as follows:

Prior law
Public Law 90-248

I. AID TO THE AGED, BLIND, AND PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED-Continued
(Titles I, X, XIV, and XVI of the Social Security Act)

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS-Continued

c

64.30
50. 00
50. 00
55.11
53.22
72. 50
71. 75
66.58
50. 00
50. 00
50. 00
53. 78
80. 00
53. 78
60. 01
56. 09
50. 00
55. 69
50. 00
66. 83
50. 00
72. 50
67. 49
50. 00
66. 23
50. 00
50. 04
50. 00
78. 33
70. 28
73. 49
63.45
61. 38
65. 56
62. 05
50. 00
73. 15
51. 87
54.67

D. Special formula for Puerto Rico, Virgin
Islands, and Guam:
1. Matching formula -------------- Federal matching on a 50-50 basis on both money
and vendor medical payments up to a maximum of
$37.50 a month times the number of recipients on the
old-age, blind, and disabled program with a maximum
of $18 a month times the number of recipients on the
aid to dependent children program.
Additional matching for vendor medical expenditures
is available for up to $7.50 per month per recipient on
old-age assistance and combined adult program rather
than the additional $15 per month per recipient which
applies to the States and the District of Columbia.

ldaho - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Illinois ---------------------------------Indiana --------------------------------Iowa-----------------------------------Kansas ---------------------------------Kentucky ------------------------------Louisiana -------------------------------Maine ---------------------------------Maryland-------------------------------Massachusetts---------------------------Michigan -------------------------------Minnesota ------------------------------Mississippi------------------------------Missouri -------------------------------Montana -------------------------------Nebraska -------------------------------Nevada --------------------------------New Hampshire--------------------------New Jersey -----------------------------New Mexico ----------------------------New York ------------------------------North Carolina --------------------------North Dakota---------------------------Ohio-----------------------------------Oklahoma ------------------------------Oregon ---------------------------------Pennsylvania----------------------------Rhode Island----------------------------South Carolina --------------------------South Dakota ---------------------------Tennessee ------------------------------Texas----------------------------------Utah ----------------------------------Vermont -------------------------------Virginia --------------------------------Washington -----------------------------West Virginia ---------------------------Wisconsin ------------------------------Wyoming --------------------------------

No change.

Prior law

E. Protective payments------------------

450, 000

Authorizes protective payments to be made to a person who is interested in or concerned with the welfare of
the needy person under aState plan which provides for
(1) Determination by the State agency that pay
ments in this form are necessary because the needy
person has, by reason of his physical or mental condi
tion, such inability to manage funds that making cash
payments to him would be contrary to his welfare;
(2) Special efforts to protect the welfare and im
prove the ability of t~he needy individual to manage
funds;
(3) Periodic review of the situation to determine
whether such Ipayments t~o an interested person are
still necessary-and seeking judicial appointment of a
guardian or legal representative if and when such
action will serve the interests of such needy inidi
vidual;

Guam--------------------------------

D. Special formula for Puerto Rico, Virgin
Islands, and Guam-Continued
2. Dollar limitation --------------- Total Federal payments for all 4 public assistance
programs may not exceed$9, 800, 000
Puerto Rico ------------------------Virgin Islands ------------------------- 330, 000

Item

Fiscal year
__

Puerto
Rico

_______

Virgin
Islands

____

Establishes new dollar limits as follows:

Public Law 90-248

Guam

No change.

In addition to these amounts, the Secretary is authorized to certify additional payments to be used for
services related to the work incentive program under
pt. C of title IV, aid to families with dependent children,
and for family planning services in the following
amounts:
Puerto Rico -------------------------- $2, 000, 000
65, 000
Virgin Islands--------------------------90, 000
Guam --------------------------------Federal matching percentage would be 60 percent
rather than 75 percent as for the States.

$425,000
$575,000
19685---------------------------- $12,100,000
690,000
1969----------------------------- 15, 000,0C0O 500,000
1970----------------------------- 15,000,000
600,000
825,000
1971----------------21,000,000
700,000
000,000
800,000OI1,100,000
1972 andther~eafter------------------ 124, 00 0,000

(Titles I, X, XIV, and XVI of the Social Security Act)

I. AID TO THE AGED, BLIND, AND PERMANENTLY AND TOTALLY DISABLED-Continued

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS-Continued

00

0'1

The Federal Government pays 75 percent of the cost

No change.

In addition to State plan requirements which are
common to all public assistance programs (see p. 52),

(b) Provide for the development and application of a
program for family services (as defined below) and chlid
welfare services (as defined on p. 109) for each child,
relative, and appropriate "household member" (an indi
vidual living in the same house whose needs are taken
into account in determining eligibility for and the amount
of aid) as may be necessary in the light of the home con
ditions in order to assist the members of the family to
attain or retain capacity for self-support and care and
in order to maintain and strengthen family life.

(a) No change.

II. AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN

(1) certain services, to be prescribed by the Secre
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare: In the case
of aged applicants and recipients, "to help them
attain or retain capability for self-care"; in the case
of applicants and recipients on the blind and dis
abled program, "to help them attain or retain capa
bility for self-support or self-care";
(2) other services provided to ap'plicants or recipi
ents specified by the Secretary as likely to prevent
or reduce dependency;
(3) services described in (1) and (2) specified by
the Secretary as appropriate for individuals who,
within the periods prescribed by the Secretary, have
been or are likely to become applicants for or recip
ients of public assistance and who request such
services; and
(4) training of personnel employed or preparing for
employment with a State or local public assistance
agency.
Federal Government pays 50 percent of all other ad
ministrative costs.

of

A. Social and other services:
Sae r eurdt
1. Plan requirement---------------(a) provide a description of services which the
State agency makes available to maintain and
strengthen family life for children, including a de
scription of the steps taken to assure maximum utili
zation of other agencies providing similar or related
services, and
(b) provide for a program of services for each child
as may be necessary in the light of home conditions
ando ther needs of such child, a nd provide for coordination with child-welfare services under pt. 3 of
title V.

F. Federal matching for administrative
expenses.

(4) Opportunity for a fair hearing before the State
agency on the determination that payments to an
interested person are necessary; and
(5) Payments which together with other income
meet the individual's need in full.

9. 1-ceeral1matching.--------------

A. Social and other services-Continued

Item

The Federal Government shares with the States on a
dollar-for-dollar basis (50 percent) in the administrative costs of carrying out the program. However, the
Federal Government will pay 75 percent of the cost
of

No provision.

No provision.

No provision.

No provision.

Prior law
Public Law 90-248

Retains the 50 percent processing. However, the
Federal Government will pay 75 percent of the cost of

(c) Provide for the development of a program for each
child, relative, and essential person with the objective of
(1) assuring that each such individual will enter the labor
force and accept employment when appropriate; (2) pre
venting or reducing the incidence of births out of wed
lock and otherwise strengthening family life; and for
the implementation of such programs by assuring that
child care arrangements are made for each individual
who is referred to the work incentive program and that
family planning services are offered in all appropriate
cases. Family plannin services are completely volun
tary. Each program developed must be reviewed at least
annually and the Secretary of HEW must be furnished
reports on such programs;
(d) Provide that where the State agency has reason
to believe that the home is unsuitable for a recipient
child because of neglect, abuse, or exploitation, that this
be brought to the attention of the appropriate court or
law enforcement agency;0
(e) Development of a program for establishing the
paternity of illegitimate children receiving assistance
and for securing support for these children as well as
those who have been deserted or abandoned by their
parents, utilizing any reciprocal arrangements adopted
with other States to obtain or enforce court orders for
support. A single organizational unit in the State or local
agency administering the plan must carry out this
provision.
(f) Provide for entering into cooperative arrange
ments with appropriate courts and law enforcement
agencies to assist in securing support for children, in
cluding entering into financial arrangements with such
courts and agencies in order to obtain optimum results
for the program.
"Family services" for purposes of paragraph (a)
means services to a family for the purpose of preserv
ing, rehabilitating, reuniting, or strengthening the
family and of assisting members of the family to attain
or retain capability for maximum self-support and
personal independence.

HI. AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN-Continued
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The State plan requirements are effective July 1, 1968.
The Federal matching for services implementing the
new State plan requirement will be available on or after
the modification of the State plan.

5. Effective date -------------- --------------------------------------------------

Provides an exception to the requirement of obtaining
services from public agencies for child-welfare services,
family planning services, and family services, to the ex
tent specified by the Secretary, so that they may be
provided from other sources.

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, on
the basis of a review of the reports from the States, shall
report his findings on the effectiveness of programs of
services developed by the States under Al (b). The Sec
retary shall annually report to the Congress (beginning
July 1, 1970) on the programs developed by each State.

Services arc to be provided by the staff of the State
welfare agency but, in the provision of these services,
there must be maximum utilization of other agencies
providing similar or related services. Services may also
be furnished, pursuant to agreement with the State
welfare agency, by a State health or vocational re
habilitation agency or by other State agencies which
the Secretary deems appropriate (whether provided
by its staff or by contract with nonprofit private or
local public agencies). The provision of services by
other agencies are subject to limitations by the Sec
retary and must be services which in the judgment
of the State welfare agency, cannot be as economically
or effectively provided by its staff and are not other
wise reasonably available to individuals in need of
such services.

(c) Any of the services in (a) or (b) above under
the plan requirements to children, relatives, or
"essential persons" who are applicants for assistance
or who, within such period as the Secretary may pre
scribe, have been or are likely to become applicants
for or recipients of assistance.
(d) No change.
The Federal 75-percent matching for services within
(a), (b), and (c) is contingent on the establishment of
a single organizational unit in the State or local agency
responsible for furnishing services.
The Federal matching under this provision shall be
85 percent rather than 75 percent for services pro
vided under these programs during the period July 1,
1968, to July 1, 1969, pursuant to pars. (a) and (b)
under the plan requirements.

(b) No change.

(a) Services under the new plan requirements set
forth above at Al (a) and Al1(b) which are provided to
a child or relative receiving assistance or to a "house
hold member."

4. Report to Congress ------------- No provision.

3. Providers of welfare services..----

(a) certain services prescribed by the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare "to maintain and
strengthen family life for children, and to help relatives specified in the act with whom children * * *
are living to attain to retain capability for self-sup
port or self-care."
(b) other services provided to applicants or recipients specified by the Secretary as likely to prevent
or reduce dependency;
(c) services described in (a) and (b) specified by
th Scrtay
saproritefr
individuals who,
wihierod
te
pesriedbythe Secretary, have
bee lkey
o ae o bcoe ppicants for or recipiensofpblcasitac
adwho request such
servies; and
()training of personnel employed or preparing
for employment with a State or local public assistance agency.

o

The State agency in determining need, upon which
eligibility for and the amount of assistance is based,
must take into account any other income (including
expenses reasonably attributable to the earning of
income) and resources of any child or relative claiming
assistance,
The States, at their option, may disregard not more
than $50 per month of earned income of each dependent
child under age 15 but not more than $150 per month
in the same home. The States also have the option of
disregarding up to $5 of any income before disregarding
child's earned income as noted above. Finally, States
have the option of permitting all or part of earned or
other income to be set aside for future identifiable needs
of a child.

B. Income exemptions -------------------

Establishes the following exemption of earnings:
All earned income of each child recipient who is a fulltime student attending a school, college, or university,
or a course of vocational or technical training to fit
him for gainful employment, or a student attending
school less than full time but not working full time,
is exempt.
In the ease of a child not in school, a relative, or
"household member" the first $30 of earned income of
the group in a month plus %'
of the remainder would
be exempt. The optional provision for setting aside a
portion of income for future identifiable needs is con
tinued, as well as the option of the States to disregard
$5 a month of any type of income. The provision
exempting $50 a month of a child's income is super
seded by these provisions.
The earnings exemption will not be available in any
month for a person who voluntarily terminated his
employment or reduced his earned income within such
period preceding the month assistance is applied for as
may be prescribed by the Secretary (but such period
must not be less than 30 days), or to persons who
refused without good cause to accept employment in
which they were able to engage, offered by or through
the public employment office or by a private employer,
which is determined to be bona fide by the State or
local agency. The earnings exemption will also not be
available to persons whose income in the month of
application mas in excess of their need as determined
by the State agency, unless in any of the 4 preceding
months they were receiving assistance.
Makes specific reference to "household member" so his
income and resources can be taken into account in
determining the need of the child or rElative claiming aid.
Effective date: The earnings exemption must be in
effect in the States by July 1, 1969, but will be optional
with the States from January 1968 on.

Public Law 90-248

There are a number of income exemptions applicable
The new provisions override any other provisions of
to the AFDC program in other legislation. For instance, any other law disregarding earned income.
title VII of the Economic Opportunity Act provides
that until June 30, 1969, the first $85 a month and ~~
of the remainder of payments under titles I, II and of
grants under title III of that act must be disregarded.
Sec. 109 of the Elementary and Secondary School Act

Prior law

Item
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C. Families with unemployed fathers -------- For period ending June 30, 1968, Federal participation is authorized in payments to children who are
deprived of parental support or care "by reason of the
unemployment of a parent" as defined by a State. Program is optional with the States, and 22 have such
programs.
Permanent provisions of law limit Federal matching
to needy dependent children under 18 (and specified
relative with whom they are living) who have been de
prived of parental support or care by reason of the
death, continued absence from the home, or physical or
mental incapacity of a parent. (Specified relatives in
clude grandmother, grandfather, brother, sister, step
father, stepmother, stepbrother, stepsister, uncle, aunt,
1st cousin, nephew, or niece.)
No provision.

of 1965 provide that, for a period of 1 year, the first $85
a month earned in any month for services under that
act shall be disregarded for purposes of determining
need under the AFDC program.

Adds new plan requirement relating to when aid to
dependent children assistance will be paid on the basis
of an unemployed father:
The plan must require the payment of aid with re
spect to a child within such definition when his father
has been unemployed for a minimum period of 30 days
before receipt of aid, has not without good cause
within such period refused a bona fide offer of employ
ment or training, and has at least 6 quarters of work
in a 13-calendar-quarter period ending within 1 year
before the application for aid or within such 1-year
period received unemployment compensation under
any State or Federal program or was "qualified for
unemployment compensation."
The bill defines a "quarter of work" as a calendar
quarter in which the father received at least $50 of
earned income (or which is a ''quarter of coverage"~
for purposes of the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance program under title II of the act), or in
which he participated in a community work and
training program or the work incentive program.
The father shall be deemed "qualified for unemploy
ment compensation" under the State's unemployment
compensation law if he would have been eligible theref or upon application, or if he had been in uncovered
work which, had it been covered, would (with his
covered work) have made him eligible for such com
pensation upon application. The bill provides that
persons who have fulfilled the requirements at any
time after April 1961 (related to the date of enactment
of the original unemployed parent legislation) will be
considered to be eligible with respect to the quarters
of work provision for up to 6 months after a State
plan under these provisions becomes operative.

Limits the program to children who need support or
care on the basis of the unemployment of the father.
Unemployment will be defined by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Program made permanent but
still optional with the States.

C4

C.

Fmilis

(2) give assurance that assistance will not be
granted if, and for as long as, the unemployed parent
refuses, without good cause, to accept employment in
which he is able to engage, and which is offered
through either a public employment office or by an
employer if the offer is determined by the State
agency to be a bonn fide offer of such employment;
(3) provide for entering into cooperative arrangements with the system of public employment offices
in the State looking toward the employment of unemployed parents, including appropriate provision
for periodic regist~ration of the unemployed parent
and for the maximum utilization of the job place
ment and other services and facilities of such offices;
(4) provide for entering into cooperative arrangements with the State vocational education agency
looking toward maximum utilization of its services
and facilities to encourage retraining of such unem
ployed parent; and
(5) Any State, ait its3 option, may provide for the
denial of all (or any part) of aid uinder the plan to
which any child or relative might be entitled for any
month if the unemployed parent receives compensation under an unemployment compensation law of
a State or of the United States for any week, any part
of which is included in such month.

The State plan must(1) no provision;

uempoyedfaters-on.Fathers

Prior law

Federal matching is authorized, for the period July 1,
1961, to June 30, 1968, for assistance payments made
for work performed by a relative (18 years of age or
older) with whom the child is living. Twelve States
make such payments. Federal participation in these

wth

D. Work incentive program.-Community
work and training.

Item

Establishes a new work incentive program for families
receiving AFDC payments to be administered by
the Department of Labor which replaces the community
work and training program. The State welfare agencies
would determine who was appropriate for such referral

Effective date; Jan. 1, 1968, but no State with an un
employed parent program on October 1, 1967, shall be
required to include any additional reaipients by reason
of this amendment before July 1, 1969.

(5) Assistance barred for any month during any
pat of which unemployment compensation is paid.
Pu i a
0-6
oiis
yntalwigassac
to be paid during any period (of less than a month)
when unemployment insurance is paid.

(4) No change.

(3) Repealed. However, failure to maintain current
registration with public employment office bars
assistance.

who are now on the rolls, and who met the
work requirements at any time after April 1961,
would continue to be eligible if other requirements
are met.
The State plan must
(1) provide for assurances that fathers of children
within the above definition are referred to the work
incentive program within 30 days after receiving aid;
and
(2) Repealed. However, unemployed fathers, as
with appropriate other relatives, must take work or
training unless there is good cause for not doing so.
(See D. Work incentive program below.)

Public Law 90-248 and Public Law 90-364
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(c) the work projects will serve a useful public
purpose; will not displace regular workers or be a
substitute for work that would otherwise be performed by employees of public or private agencies,
institutions, or organizations; and (except in the
case of emergency or nonrecurring projects) will be
of a type not normally undertaken by the State or
community in the -past;
(d) the additional expenses of going to work will
be considered in determining the worker's needs;
Ce) the worker will have reasonable opportunities
to seek regular employment and to secure appropriate training or retraining and will be provided with
protection under the State workmen's compensation law or similar protection; and
(f) aid will not be denied because of a relative's
refusal with good cause to perform work under
the program,

payments may be made only under limited conditions
designed to assure protection of the health and welfare
of the children and their relatives;
(1) The work must be performed for the State
public assistance agency or another public agency
under a program (which need not be in effect throughout the State) administered by or under the supervision of the State public assistance agency.
(2) There must be State financial participation in
these expenditures.
(3) The State plan must include provisions which
give reasonable assurance that(a) appropriate health, safety, and other conditions of work will be maintained;
(b) the rates of pay will be not less than the
applicable minimum rate under State law for the
same type of work, if there is any such rate, and
not less than the prevailing wage rates on similar
work in the community;
but would not include (1) children who are under age 16
or going to school; (2) any person with illness, incapacity,
advanced age or remoteness from a project that preeludes effective participation in work or training; or
(3) persons whose substantially continuous presence in
the home is required because of the illness or incapacity
of another member of the household. For all those re
ferred the welfare agency will assure necessary child care
arrangements for the children involved. An individual
who desires to participate in work or training would be
considered for assignment and, unless specifically dis
approved, would be referred to the program.
People referred by the State welfare agency to the
Department of Labor would be handled under 3 priori
ties. Under priority I, the Secretary of Labor, through
the U.S. employment offices, would make arrangements
for ns many as possible to move into regular employment
and would establish an employability plan for each other
person.
Under priority II all those found suitable would
receive training appropriate to their needs and up to $30
a month as an incentive payment. After training, as
many as possible would be referred to regular employ
ment.
Under priority III, the employment office would
make arrangements for special work projects to employ
those who are found to be unsuitable for the training
and those for whom no jobs in the regular economy can
be found at the time. These special projects would be
set up by agreement between the employment office and
public agencies or nonprofit private agencies organized
for a public service purpose (including Indian tribes).
It would be required that workers receive at least the
minimum wage (but not necessarily the prevailing wage)
if the work they perform is covered under a minimum
wage statute (and in applying the minimum wage law,
their welfare grants would be counted). Moreover, the
work performed under special projects must not result
in the displacement of regularly employed workers and
would have to be of a type which, under the circum
stances in the local situation, would not otherwise be
performed by regular employees.
The special work projects would work like this: The
State welfare agency would make payments to the
employment office equal to (1) the welfare benefit the
family would have been entitled to, or, if smaller, (2) a
portion of the welfare benefit equal to 80 percent of the
rates which the individual receives on the special project.
The Secretary of Labor would arrange for the partici
pants to work in a special work project. The amount of
the funds paid by him into the project would depend
on the terms he negotiates with the agency sponsoring
the project. The amount of funds put into the projects
by the employment office could not be larger than the
funds sent to the Secretary of Labor by the State
welfare agency.

o
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D. Work incentive program.-Community
work and training-Continued

Item

(4) The State plan must also include provision
for
(a) cooperative arrangements with the public
employment offices and with the State vocational
education and adult education agency or agencies
looking toward employment and occupational
training of the relatives and maximum use of public
vocational or adult education services and facilities
in their training or retraining;
(b) assuring appropriate arrangements for the
care and protection of the child during the relative's absence from the home in order to perform
the work under the program;
(c) such other provisions as the Secretary finds
necessary to assure that the operation of the program will not interfere with the objectives of the
aid to dependent children program.

Prior law

Public Law 90-248

The State could set up a review panel or panels, com
posed of no more than 5 members with 1 member repre
senting labor, 1 member representing industry, and the
remainder the general public, to give final approval to
special projects.
A refusal to accept work or undertake training without
good cause by a person who has been referred would be
reported back to the State agency by the Labor Depart
ment; and, unless such person returns to the program
within 60 days (during which he would receive counsel
ing), his welfare payment would be terminated. Protec
tive and vendor payments would be continued, however,
for the dependent children, beginning with the time of
refusal to accept work or training without good cause.
The appropriate State agencies or private organi

The extent to which the State welfare expenditures
might be reduced would depend upon the negotiating
efforts of the Secretary of Labor. If he is successful in
placing workers in work projects where the pay is
relatively good, the contribution the State must make
into the employment pool would be less and there would
be a savings to both Federal and State Governments.
Employees who work under these agreements would
have their situations reevaluated by the employment
office at regular intervals (at least every 6 months) for
the purpose of making it possible for as many such
employees as possible to move into regular employment.
In most instances the recipient would not receive a
check from the welfare agency. Instead, he would
receive a payment from an employer for services per
formed. The entire check would be subject to income,
social security, and unemployment compensation taxes.
In those cases where an employee receives wages
which are insufficient to raise his income to a level
equal to the grant he would have received had he not
been in the project plus 20 percent of his wages, a welfare
check equal to the difference would be paid. In these
instances the supplemental check would be issued by
the welfare agency and sent to the worker. During fiscal
year 1969, the Federal government is authorized to
meet the employer's share in these special projects on
behalf of public agencies and Indian tribes.
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E. Program of Federal payments for foster
care of dependent children:
1. Eligibility--------------------

specified relative as a result of a judicial determina
tion that continuation therein would be contrary to
his welfare;
(2) is placed in a foster family home (approved by
the State as a result of such determination) ;or (for th~e
period through June 30, 1968) in a nonprofit private
child-care institution, subject to limitations pre
scribed by the Secretary to include within Federal
participation only cost items which are included in
foster family home care. Provision is made for pay
ments by the State or local agency for foster care in a

(1) is removed, after Apr. 30, 1961, from home of

otherwise not eligible who

Allows Federal payments with respect to any child

(5) A State participating in such a program must
also provide (in its State plan) that there will be no
adjustment or recovery by the State or any locality
on account of any payments which are correctly
made for the work.
The cost of administration of a State plan for which
Federal funds are paid may not include the cost of
making or acquiring materials or equipment in connection with work under a community work and
training program or the cost of supervision of that
work, and may only include those other costs at
tributable to the programs which are permitted by the
Secreary.The
their residence when

required

in order

to

Secretary of Labor can assist individuals to

(2) Makes permanent the inclusion of child care in
stitutions.

(1) No change.

recipients to the Department of Labor is mandatory by
the States beginning July 1, 1968, unless State law needs
to be changed in which case the mandatory date is
July 1, 1969. At the option of the States it can be
effective on Apr. 1, 1968.

sary services, including child care, and those regarding
the effects of a refusal to accept work or training without
good cause. (The only "State" which qualified at the
time of enactment was the District of Columbia.)
Effective date: Referral of appropriate AFDC

follow the same rules regarding the furnishing of neces-

the work incentive program will be available to re
cipients under the State program. States must agree to

Security or Economic Opportunity Acts under which

families with unemployed parents which is financed by
federally appropriated funds but not through the Social

ment with any "State" which has a program of aid to

The Secretary is authorized to enter into an agree

the 1st report due by July 1, 1970.

self-suppoting.
The Scetary of Labor is required to report annually
to the Congress on the work incentive program with

enable them to become permanently employable and

relocate

zations would have to meet 20 percent, in cash or
in kind, of the total cost of the program (excluding
amounts paid on special work projects, priority III,
which would come from the employer and the trans
ferred welfare payments). In the event that the 20
percent, non-Federal contribution is not made in any
State, the Secretary of HEW may withhold amounts
due to the State under the various public assistance
programs until the amount so withheld equals the re
quired non-Federal share.

c

Prior law

The Federal share is % of the 1st $18 per recipient
per month with variable grant matching on the amount
up to $32 per recipient per month. Variable grant
matching above first $18 has a Federal share which
varies from 50 to 65 percent depending on per capita
income of State.

For the period through June 30, 1968, responsibility
for the placement and care of dependent children
placed in foster care homes may rest either with the
St ate or local agency administering the program
uinder title IV or with any other public agency with
whom the administering agency has an agreement.
Such agreement must include provision for assuring
development of a plan for each child which is satis
factory to the State public assistance agency and such
other provisions as may be necessary to assure that the
objectives of the State plan approved under title IV
are met.

foster family home or a child-care institution either
directly or through a public or nonprofit private
child-placement or child-care agency.
(3) was receiving aid to dependent children in the
month when court proceedings were started, and for
whose placement and care the State agency administering the program is responsible,

F. Emergency assistance for certain needs:
1. Definition of assistance---------- No provision.

2. Federal matching for foster care..

E. Program of Federal payments for foster
care of dependent children-Con.

Item
Public Law 90-248

Emergency assistance to needy families with children
is defined to mean, (1) money payments, payments in
kind, or such other payments as the State agency may
specify, or medical or remedial care recognized under
State law on behalf of an eligible child or any other
member of the household in which such child is living,
and (2) such services as the Secretary may specify.
Emergency assistance may be provided only where such
child and his family are without available resources
and the payments, care, or services involved are neces
sary to avoid destitution of the child or to provide
suitable living arrangements in a home for such a child.
This provision would not be available to a family where
necessity arose because the parent or caretaker refused
without good cause to accept employment or training.

Provides Federal matching maximum of $100 a month
for children in foster care. Effective af ter December 1967.

(3) Modifies provisions to cover children: (a) who
were not receiving payments in the month court pro
ceeding started but would have received such aid if
they had applied for it, or (b) who had been living with
one of the relatives specified in the law within 6 months
of the start of the court proceedings and if in the month
they were removed from home of the relative they
would have been eligible for assistance if they had
applied for it.
Makes provision permanent.
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G. Protective and vendor payments and
other State action to protect Interests
of AFDC children.

Ss Federal matching------

2. Durotion of assistance-_

Authorizes the State agency to take the following
steps, without losing Federal matching funds, when
ever it has reason to believe that payments to a relative
for the benefit of a child are not being or may not be
used in the best interests of the child-

Effective until June 30, 1968.

(1) determination by the State agency that payments in this form are necessary because the relative
is so unable to manage funds that it would be contrary to the child's welfare to make payments to such
relative;
(2) meeting all the need of individuals (in conjunction with other income and resources), with respect to
whom they are made, under rules otherwise appli
cable under the State plan for determining need and
the amount of assistance to be paid;
(3) special efforts to improve the ability of the
relative to manage funds, and periodic review of the
situation to determine whether such payments are
still necessary-and with provision for judicial ap
pointment of a guardian or legal representative if
the need for payments to another interested person
continues beyond a period specified by the Secretary;
(4) opportunity for a fair hearing before the State
agency on the determination that payments to
another interested person on behalf of the child and
relative are necessary; and
(5) aid in the form of foster family care, as provided for in the Social Security Act.

Authorizes protective payments to be made, in a
limited number of recipients (limited in number to 5
percent of other recipients), to a person who is interested
in or concerned with the welfare of the dependent child
and relative, under a State plan which provides for-

No provision.

No provision.

No change.

Provision made permanent.

(5) No change.

(4) No change.

(3) No change.

(2) Deletes requirement of meeting full need.

Limitation on number of recipients who can be aided
under this method of payment is changed to 10 percent,
excluding those cases where such payments are made
because a relative refused work or training without
good cause. Adds authority for vendor payments under
same conditions for protective payments as outlined
below. (Vendor payments are made on behalf of family
or child directly to a person furnishing food, living
accommodations, or other goods, services, or items to or
for such family.)
(1) In the case of an individual who refuses work or
training, vendor or protective payments must be
provided without regard to any of these requirements.

The Federal share will be 50 percent of the total ex
penditures under such plan for such assistance in the
form of payments or medical care and 75 percent of the
total expenditures for such assistance in the form of
welfare services. Effective: Upon enactment.

Emergency assistance may be given for a period not
in excess of 30 days in any 12-month period in the case
of a needy child under age 21 who is (or, within a period
specified by the Secretary, has been) living with any of
the relatives specified in the act in a place of residence
maintained by such a relative as his home.

In addition, emergency assistance may be provided to
migrant workers with families in the State or parts
thereof as designated by the State.

Under regulation, disclosure of parent's or his employer's address from social security records is authorized to the agency administering the AFDC program
if the child is gettuig AFDC. The law requires disclosure at the request of a State or local agency participating in any State or local public assistance program, of the most recent address in the social security
records for a parent (or his most recent employer or
both) who has failed to provide support for his or her
destitute child or children under age 16 who are recip
ients of or applicants for assistance where there is a court
order for the support of the children and the informa
tion requested is to be used by the welfare agency or the
court on behalf of the children.

information-deserting

I. Disclosure
parents.

of

For money and medical vendor payments the Federal
share is $15 out of the 1st $18 (Ye of the 1st $18) per
recipient per month with variable matching on amounts
above $18 up to a maximum of $32 per recipient per
month.
There is no specific limit of Federal participation in
expenditures other than the $32 a month average maximum. Variable matching is at the same percentage as
the other cash assistance programs. (See p 54.)

(1) To provide the relative with counseling and
guidance concerning the use of payments and man
agement of other funds to assure their use in the best
interests of the child; or
(2) To advise the relative that continued misuse
of payments will result in substitution of protective
payments (described above), or in seeking appoint
ment of a guardian or legal representative.
Moreover, the imposition of criminal or civil pen
alties, under State law, upon determination by a court
of competent jurisdiction that the relative is not using,
or has not used, payments for the benefit of the child
shall not be the basis for withholding of Federal match
ing funds.

Prior law

H. Limitation on number of children with
respect to which the Federal Government will make matching payments.

G. Protective and vendor payments and
other State action to protect interests
of AFDC children-Continued

Item

Provides that, for purposes of Federal matching,
the number of dependent children, deprived of parental
support or care by reason of a parent's continued ab
sence from the home, for any calendar quarter beginning
after June 30, 1968 (postponed to June 30, 1969, by
Public Law 90-364), shall not exceed tha number beraing
the same ratio to the total population of such State
under age 18 on Jan. 1 of the year in which such quarter
falls as the number of such de-pendent children with
respect to whom such payments were made to such
State for the calendar quarter beginning Jan. 1, 1968,
bore to the total population of such State under age 18
on that date. No limit is imposed on Federal matching
for children qualifying for AFDC based upon the death,
incapacity, or unemployment of the parent.
Adds provision for disclosure of address of deserting
parent or his employer from social security records, on
request of an appropriate court, if the information is
for the use of the court in issuing a support order against
the parent. (The child need not have applied for AFDC.)
Also, the Internal Revenue Service will make avail
able any information about the location of an absent
parent in its records if the social security records do
not have the information.

Public Law.90-248 and Public Law 90-364

II. AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN-Continued

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS-Continued

No provision specifically to train social workers-------

Provides that grants and contracts for demonstration projects under sec. 1110 of the Social Security
Act can be made only with respect to public and non
profit agencies.

C. Assistance for repatriated citizens -------- Authorizes until June 30, 1968, a Federal program of
"temporary assistance" to certain U.S. citizens who
have returned from foreign countries and are without
available resources.
U.S. citizens and their dependents would be eligible
if
(1) Such individuals are identified by the Depart
ment of State as having returned, or been brought,
from a foreign country to the United States;
(2) The cause of such return is any of the fol
lowing:
(a) The destitution of the U.S. citizen;
(b) The illness of the U.S. citizen;
(c) The illness of any of his dependents; or
(d) War, threat of war, invasion, or similar
crisis; and
(3) Such individuals are without available re
sources.
"Temporary assistance" includes the following:
(1) Money payments;
(2) Medical care;
(3) Temporary billeting;
(4) Transportation; and
(5) Other goods and services necessary for the
health or welfare of individuals (including guidance,
counseling, and other welfare services).
All assistance must be rendered within the United
States, and must be furnished to individuals after their
return from foreign countries. The Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare is authorized to provide such
assistance either directly, or through public or private
agencies according to agreements entered into by the
Secretary and the agencies.
Provision must be made for the reimbursement of the
United States by recipients of assistance. However, the
Secretary is authorized to exempt certain classes of
individuals from this requirement.
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is
authorized to make plans for the carrying out of the
program, but he is required to make such plans after
consultation with the Secretaries of State and Defense,
and the Attorney General.

B. Social work manpower ----------------

A. Private grantees under demonstration
projects.

111. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Extends program to June 30, 1969.

Authorizes $5,000,000 for fiscal year 1969 and the
3 following years to meet the cost of expanding educa
tional programs in social work. At least Y2 of the funds
appropriated each year must be used to support under
graduate training.

Would allow contracts with private profit agencies.

Prior law

(3) No change.

(4) No change.

(2) provide for financial participation by the State
equal to not less than 40 percent of the non-Federal
share of the expenditures under the plan with respect
to which Federal financial participation under see.
1903 is authorized and, effective July 1, 1970, provide
for State financial participation equal to all of such
non-Federal share or provide for distributing funds
on an equalization or other basis which will assure
that lack of funds on a local level will not adversely
affect the program;
(3) provide for granting an opportunity for a fair
hearing before the State agency to any individual
whose claim for medical assistance under the plan is
denied or not acted upon with reasonable promptness;
(4) provide methods of administration of the plan
as found necessary by the Secretary for its proper
and efficient operation; these would include (A) meth
ods relating to the establishment and maintenance
of personnel standards on a merit basis, with the
Secretary being precluded from exercising any au
thority in connection with the selection, tenure, or
compensation of any individual employed in accord
ance with these methods, and (B) provision for
utilization of professional medical personnel in the
administration of the plan, and in supervision of such
administration where the plan is administered locally;

B. Financial participation-_

C. Fair hearing------------------

D. Methods of administration-.-

Public Law 90-248

(2) Changes effective date to July 1, 1969.

(1) provide that it will be in effect in all political
subdivisions of the State and, if the plan is adminis
tered by the subdivisions, that it be mandatory upon
them;

(1) No change.

No change.

A. Where effective---------------

II. State plan requirements ------------- A State plan must meet certain requirements in
order to be approved and thus eligible for Federal
assistance. The State plan must-

I. Purpose and appropriation ----------- The purposes of title XIX are to enable each State to
furnish medical assistance on behalf of aged, blind, or
permanently and totally disabled individuals and
families with dependent children, whose income and
resources arc insufficient to meet the costs of necessary
medical services, and rehabilitation and other services
to help such individuals and families attain or retain
capability for independence or self-care. Appropriations
for each year in amounts necessary to carry out the
purposes of the program are authorized.

Item

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE-TITLE XIX (MEDICAID)
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(5) provide for affording all individuals who wish
to do so an opportunity to apply for medical assist
ance under the plan and for furnishing such assist
ance with reasonable promptness to all applicants
who are eligible for assistance under the plan:
(9) provide for a State authority or authorities
with responsibility to establish and maintain standards for private or public institutions in which recipi
ents of medical assistance under the plan may receive
care or services;
(10) provide for making medical assistance available to all individuals receiving old-age assistance,
aid to families with dependent children, aid to the
blind, and aid to the permanently and totally disabled and aid to the aged, blind, and disabled and~A) provide that the medical assistance made
available to individuals receiving aid or assistance
under any one of such plans(i) will not be less in amount, duration, or
scope than the medical assistance made available
to individuals receiving aid or assistance under
any other such plan; and
(ii) will not be less in amount, duration, or
scope than the medical or remedial care and
services made available to individuals not receiv
ing aid or assistance under any such plan; and
(B) if the plan includes medical or remedial
care and services for any group of individuals
who are not recipients under any such plan and
do not meet the State's income and resource
requirements under the one of such plans which,
as determined in accordance with standards
prescribed by the Secretary, is appropriate, provide
(except for nursing home services and mental or
TB hospital service for the aged)

H. Application for assistance...--

I. Institutional standards ---

J. Comparability----------------

(10) Provides that the fact that the State (1) makes
available to individuals age 65 or older the benefits of the
supplementary medical insurance program under pt. B
of title XVIII (Medicare) of the act (either pursuant to
a "buy-in" agreement or by State payment of the
premiums due under such Pt. B on their behalf);
or (2) provides for meeting part or all of the cost of the
deductibles, cost sharing, or similar charges under such
pt. B for individuals eligible for supplementary medical
insurance benefits, does not require the State to make
available any such benefits, or services of the same
amount, duration, and scope, to any other individuals.
Effective: After June 30, 1967.

(9) No change in this plan requirement but see. A.A.
(requirement No. 26) below.

(8) No change.

(7) No change.

(7) provide safeguards which restrict the use or
disclosure of information concerning applicants or
recipients to purposes directly connected with the
plan's administration;

G. Disclosure of information----

(5) No change. (Seep. 82 for change in Federal match
ing affecting employers of more than 1 State agency.)

(6) No change.

(5) provide that there be a single State agency to
administer, or to supervise the administration of, the
plan, except that eligibility for medical assistance
under the plan shall be determined by the State or
local agency administering the approved plan of the
State for old-age assistance or for aid to the aged,
blind, or disabled;

F. Required reports-------------(6) provide that the State agency will make reports
as required by the Secretary, and will comply with
provisions found necessary by the Secretary to assure
their correctness and verification;

E. Single State agency -----------

II.

(B) Also, the law makes clear that any deduction,
cost sharing, or similar charge imposed under the plan
with respect to inpatient hospital services, as well as

(14) (A) This requirement would apply only in the
case of individuals receiving cash assistance under a
plan of the State approved under the other public
assistance titles.

(13) 1\NIakes this requirement (other than the
requirement related to reasonable cost) applicable
only in the case of recipients of cash assistance under
another of the State's approved public assistance
plans. The State would have the option, in the case of
individuals who are not recipients of cash assistance
to make available at least (1) such 1st 5 items; or (2)
any 7 of the 1st 14 items listed in sec. IV on benefits
(see p. 85) and, if hospital or skilled nursing home
services are included in the plan, physicians' services
to an individual in a hospital or skilled nursing home
during any period he is receiving hospital services or
skilled nursing home services. Effective Jan. 1, 1968.
Effective with July 1, 1970, the State plan must
provide for the inclusion of home health services for
any individual who, under such plan, is entitled to
skilled nursing home services.

(13) provide for inclusion of some institutional and
some noninstitutional care and services and, as of
July 1, 1967, for the inclusion of at least the items of
care and services listed in clauses (1) through (5) of
sec. IV on benefits (see p.85); and for the payment of
the reasonable cost (as determined in accordance with
standards approved by the Secretary and included in
the plan) of inpatient hospital services provided
under the plan;

M. Required services and reasonable cost,

(14) provide that(A) no deduction, cost sharing, or similar charge
will be imposed on any individual with respect to
in-patient hospital services furnished him under
the plan; and
(B) any deduction, cost sharing, or similar
charge imposed for any other care or services
furnished him, and any enrollment fee, premium,

(12) No change.

(12) provide that in determining blindness an
examination will be made either by a physician skilled
in diseases of the eye or by an optometrist, as the
individual may select;

L. Use of optometrist or physician.

N. Deductibles-----------------

(11) No change.

Public Law 90-248

(11) provide for entering into cooperative arrangements with the State agencies responsible for health
and vocational rehabilitation services looking toward
maximum utilization of these services in providing
medical assistance under the plan;

(i) for making medical or remedial care and
services available to all individuals who if needy
would be eligible for aid or assistance under any
such plan and who have insufficient (as deter
mined in accordance with comparable standards)
income and resources to meet the cost of neces
sary medical or remedial care and services, and
(ii that the medical or remedial care and
services made available to all individuals who
are not recipients under any such State plan will
be equal in amount, duration, and scope:

Prior law

K. Cooperative arrangements
with health and vocational
agencies,

State plan requirements-Con.
J. Comparability-Continued

Item

MEDI CAL ASSISTANCE-TITLE XIX (MEDICAID)-Continued

(15) in the case of eligible individuals 65 years of
age or older covered by either or both of the insurance
programs (hospital insurance benefits for the aged,
and supplementary medical insurance benefits for
the aged), provides(A) for meeting the full cost of any deductible
imposed with respect to any such individual under
such hospital insurance benefits program; and
(B) where, under the plan, all of a deductible,
cost sharing, or similar charge imposed with respect
to any such individual under such supplementary
medical insurance benefits program is not met, the
portion which is met shall be determined on a basis
reasonably related (as determined in accordance
with standards approved by the Secretary and
included in the plan) to such individual's income or
to his income and resources;
(16) include, to the extent required by regulations
of the Secretary, provisions (conforming to such
regulations) regarding the furnishing of medical
assistance to eligible residents who are absent from-
the State;
(17) include reasonable standards, comparable
for all groups, for determining eligibility for and the
extent of medical assistance under the plan, which
standards(A) are consistent with the objectives of title
XIX;
(B) provide for taking into account only such
income and resources as are, as determined in
accordance with standards prescribed by the
Secretary, available to the applicant or recipient
and (in the case of any applicant or recipient who if
he met the State's need requirements would be
eligible for aid or assistance in the form of money
payments under the State's plan approved under
title I, IV, X, XIV, or XVI) as would not be
disregarded (or set aside for future needs) in deter
mining his eligibility for and the amount of aid or
assistance under such plan;
(C) provide for reasonable evaluation of any
such income or resources; and
(D) do not take into account the financial re
sponsibility of any individual for any applicant or
recipient unless such applicant or recipient is the
individual's spouse or is his child who is under

P. Absentees-------------------

Q. Income standards --------

ductibles.

0. Meeting cost of medicare de-

or similar charge imposed under the plan, will be
reasonably related (as determined in accordance
with standards approved by the Secretary and included in the plan) to the recipient's income or to
his income and resources;

(17) Income levels may differ but only for the medi
cally indigent based on variations between housing costs
in urban areas and rural areas.
No other change in this provision but see p. 83 for
limitations on Federal matching for individuals with
incomes above certain amounts.

(16) No change.

(15) Would no longer require that a State plan meet
the cost of deductibles imposed under pt. A of title
XV1II and that the plan relate any deductibles imposed
under the hospital insurance program, as well as the
supplementary medical insurance program, of title
XVIII to the income of the individuals covered under
the plan. Effective: Jan. 1, 1968.

other medical assistance, furnished under the plan to
any individual, whether or not he is a recipient of as
sistance under another approved public assistance plan
of the State, must be reasonably related to his income
or his income and resources. Effective: Jan. 1, 1968.

1I.

(20) No change.

T. Mental institutions------------(20) if the State plan includes medical assistance
in behalf of individuals 65 years or older who are
patients in institutions for mental diseases
(A) provide for agreements or other arrange
ments with State authorities concerned with
mental diseases. These will include arrangements
for joint planning and for development of alter
nate methods of care, for assuring immediate

other needs, of his receiving appropriate medical
treatment within the institution, and of periodic
determination of his need for continued institu
tional care;

submitting information and reports;
(B) provide for an individual plan for each such
patient to assure that the institutional care pro
vided is in his best interests, including assurances
of initial and periodic review of his medical and

readmittance to institutions where needed for
individuals under alternate plans of care, for pro
viding for access to patients and facilities, and for

Public Law 90-248

(18) No change.

(19) No change.

from the estate of a recipient -who was at least age
65 when he received such assistance, and then only
after the death of his surviving spouse and at a time
when he has no surviving child who is under 21,
blind, or permanently and totally disabled;

(18) provide that property liens will not be imposed during a recipient's lifetime (except pursuant
to a judgment of a court on account of benefits
incorrectly paid), and preclude adjustments or
recovery of medical assistance correctly paid except

age 21 or, if the child is age 21 or over, is blind or
permanently and totally disabled; and provide for
flexibility in the application of such standards with
respect to income by taking into account, except
to the extent prescribed by the Secretary, the
costs (whether in the form of insurance premiums
or otherwise) incurred for medical care or any
other type of remedial care recognized under
State law;

Prior law

(19) provide safeguards necessary to assure that
eligibility for care and services under the plan will be
determined and such care and services will be pro
vided in a manner consistent with simplicity of ad
ministration and in the best interests of the recipients;

S. Simplicity of administration-

R. Property liens---------------

State plan requirements--Con.
Q. Income standards--Con.

Item

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE-TITLE XIX (MEDICAID)-Continued

X. Conditions of eligibility.-_-

Secretary cannot approve a plan which has any of
the following conditions of eligibility:
(1) an age requirement of more than 65 years; or
(2) any age requirement which excludes any indi
vidual who has not attained the age of 21 and who
meets the definition of a dependent child under title
IV of the act regardless of age; or
(3) any residence requirement which excludes any
individual residing in the State; or
(4) any citizenship requirement which excludes
any citizen of the United States.

No provision.

(22) describe (A) the kinds, numbers, and responsibilities of professional medical personnel and sup
porting staff used in the administration of the plan,
(B) the standards used by State standard-setting
authorities for institutions in which medical assist
ance recipients may receive care or services, (C)
cooperative arrangements with State health and vo
cational rehabilitation agencies for maximum utilization and coordination of medical assistance with
their services, and (D) other State standards and
methods used to assure that medical or remedial
care and services to medical assistance recipients are
of high quality.

V. Professional staff-------------

W. Free choice -----------

(21) if the State plan includes medical assistance
in behalf of individuals 65 years or older who are
patients in public institutions for mental diseases,
show that the State is making satisfactory progress
toward a comprehensive mental health program; and

U. State mental institutlon&.....

(C) provide for the development of alternate
plans of care with maximum utilization of avail
able resources for recipients 65 years of age or
older who would otherwise need care in such insti
tutions, including appropriate medical treatment
and other aid or assistance; for services to help
such recipients and patients attain or retain
capability for self-care or other services to prevent
or reduce dependency which are appropriate; and
for methods of administration necessary to assure
that the State plan with respect to these recipients
and patients will be effectively carried out; and
(D) provide methods of determining the reason
able cost of institutional care for such patients;

No change.

Adds new State plan requirement (23) under which
any individual eligible for medical assistance is free to
choose to obtain the services he requires from any in
stitution, agency, or person qualified to perform the
required services (including a prepayment plan which
provides such services or arranges for their availability)
and which undertakes to provide such services to him.
Effective July 1, 1969, except July 1, 1972, in the case
of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam.

(22) No change.

(21) No change.



A.A. Nursing home standards

---

----

Z. Payments from a 3d party-

IL. State plan requirements-Continued
Y. Consultative services to providers of services.

Item

No specific provision.

No provision.

No provision in title XIX.

Prior law

Adds 3 new plan requirements related to standards
for nursing homes as follows:
New paragraph (26) requires such a plan, effective
July 1, 1969, to provide for
(1) A regular program of medical review (includ
ing evaluation of each patient's need for skilled
nursing home care or need for mental hospital care)
a written plan of care, and, where applicable, a plan
of rehabilitation prior to admission to a skilled nursing
home;

Establishes a plan requirement (25) under which a
State must provide (1) that the State or local agency
will take all reasonable measures to ascertain whether
3d parties are legally liable to pay for care and services
available under the plan arising out of injury, disease,
or disability; (2) that where the agency knows that a
3d party has such legal liability it will treat such legal
liability as a resource of the individual for whom care
and services are made available in its consideration
of whether income and resources are available to him;
and (3) that in any case where it is found that such
legal liability exists after medical assistance has been
provided to the individual, the agency will seek reimn
bursement for such medical assistance to t~he extent of
such legal liability. Effective: For legal liabilities arising
after Mar. 31, 1968.

Establishes a new plan requirement (24) under which
a State plan for medical assistance must, effective
July 1, 1969, provide for consultative services by
health agencies and other appropriate State agencies
to hospitals, nursing homes, home health agencies,
clinics, laboratories, and other institutions specified by
the Secretary in order to assist them with respect to
(1) qualifying for payments under the act, (2) estab-.
lishing and maintaining fiscal records necessary for the
proper and efficient administration of the act, and (3)
providing information needed to determine payments
due uinder the act on account of care and services
furnished to individuals. (Under another provision (see
p. 82) the State could receive 75 percent Federal
matching toward the cost of providing these consulta
tive services.) A provision similar to this provision in
title XVIII of the act (medicare) is repealed effective
July 1, 1969.

Public Law 90-248
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(2) Periodic inspections of all skilled nursing homes
and mental institutions within the State by at least
1 medical review team (composed of physicians and
other appropriate health and social service person
nel) of (a) the care provided in such homes and such
institutions, to recipients under the plan; (b) with
respect to each patient receiving such care, the ade
quacy of services available in particular nursing
homes (or mental institutions) to meet the current
health needs and promnote the maximum physical
well-being of patients; (c) the necessity and desira
bility of their continued placement in such homes (or
mental institutions); and (d) the feasibility of meeting
their health care needs through alternative institu
tional or noninstitutional services; and
(3) The making by such a team of full and complete
reports of the findings resulting from its inspections
and any recommendations to the State agency.
Paragraph (27) requires the plan to provide for agree
ments with every supplier of services under the plan
under which such supplier agrees to keep full records
of the services provided to recipients under the plan, and
to furnish the State agency such information about any
payments it claimed for providing services under the
plan as the agency may request.
Paragraph (28) requires the plan to provide that any
skilled nursing home receiving payments under the
plan must
(1) Supply *the State licensing agency with full
and complete information as to the identity of each
person having a direct or indirect ownership interest
of at least 10 percent in such home, and if it is a
corporation or partnership the names of the officers
and directors, or partners; and report promptly any
changes which would affect the current accuracy of
the required information;
(2) Have and maintain an organized nursing
service for its patients, which is directed by a pro
fessional registered nurse emploe ultm ysuch
home and composed of sufficien nusnWndaxlary
personnel to provide adequate adpoelsuervised
nursing services during all hours of each day and all
days of each week;
(3) Provide for professional planning and super
vision of menus and meal service for patients for whom
special diets or dietary restrictions are medically
prescribed;
(4) Have satisfactory policies and procedures for
maintenance of medical records on each of its patients,
for dispensing and administering drugs and biologicals,
and for assuring that each patient is under a phy
sician' s care and is provided medical attention during
emergencies;

~

B.B. Licensing of nursing home
administrators,

II. State plan requirements--Continued
A.A. Nursing
home stand
ards-Continued

Item

No provision.

Prior law

Establishes a plan requirement under which a State
must have a program which meets the requirements set
forth below for the licensing of administrators of nursing
homes.
For purposes of the requirement a State licensing
program is one which provides that no nursing home
within the State may operate except under the super
vision of an administrator who is licensed as provided
pursuant to the following requirements. Licensing of
nursing home administrators must be carried out by the
State agency responsible for licensing under the State's
Healing Arts Licensing Act or, if there is no such act or

(5) Have arrangements with at least 1 general
hospital under which the hospital will provide needed
diagnostic and other services to patients of such home
and agree to timely admission of acutely ill patients
of the home who need hospital care; except that the
State agency may waive this requirement in whole or
in part with respect to any nursing home meeting all
the other requirements and which, because of its
remote location or other good and sufficient reason,
is unable to make such an arrangement with a hospi
tal; and
(6)(a) Meet (after Dec. 31, 1969), provisions of
the Life Safety Code of the National Fire Protection
Association (21st edition, 1967) applicable to nursing
homes; except that the State agency may waive, for
periods it deems appropriate, specific provisions of
such code which, if rigidly applied, would cause
unreasonable hardship to a nursing home, where the
agency makes a determination (and keeps a written
record of the basis thereof) that such waiver will not0
adversely affect the health and safety of the patients
of such home; and except that the requirements
described in this item (6) (a) shall not apply in any
State if the Secretary finds that such State has in
effect a fire and safety code, imposed by State law,
which adequately protects patients in nursing homes;
and (b) meet conditions relating to environment
and sanitation applicable to extended care facilities
under title XVIII of the act; except that any require
ment described in this item (6) (b) may be waived by
the State agency in situations and under conditions
comparable to those described in item (6) (a), above.
Effective: Jan. 1, 1969, except when indicated dif
ferently,

Public Law 90-248
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agency, a board representative of the professions and
and institutions concerned with care of chronically ill
and infirm aged patients.
It shall be the function of the agency or board to
(1) Develop, impose, and enforce standards to be
met as a condition of receiving a license as a nursing
home administrator, designed to insure that such an
administrator will be of good character and otherwise
suitable, and, by training or experience in the field of
institutional administration, will be qualified to serve
as such an administrator;
(2) Develop and apply appropriate techniques, in
cluding examinations and investigations, for deter
mining whether an individual meets such standards;
(3) Issue licenses to individuals who meet such
standards, and revoke or suspend licenses in any case
of substantial failure to conform to such standards;
(4) Establish and carry out procedures designed to
insure that such licenses will, during any period that
they serve as such administrators, comply with such
standards;
(5) Receive, investigate, and take appropriate
action with respect to any charge or complaint filed
with the agency or board to the effect that any such
licensee has failed to comply with such standards;
and
(6) Conduct a continuing study and investigation
of nursing homes and administrators of nursing homes
within the State with a view to the improvement of
such licensing standards and of procedures and
methods for the enforcement of such standards.
A waiver may be granted to any individual who has
served as a nursing home administrator, during the full
year before the State sets up its licensing agency, with
respect to standards except those which relate to good
character or suitability if
(1) such waiver is for a period which ends after
being in effect for 2 years or on Dec. 31, 1971, which
ever is earlier, and
(2) there is provided in the State (during all of the
period for which waiver is in effect), a program of
training and instruction designed to enable all in
dividuals, with respect to whom any such waiver is
granted, to attain the qualifications necessary to meet
such standards.
Authorizes appropriations as necessary for fiscal years
1968-72 to make grants to the States to help carry out
these training programns.
Creates a Naional Advisory Council on Nursing
Home Administration of nine persons, not otherwise in
the employ of the United States, appointed by the
Secretary without regard to the civil service laws. The
urpose of the council is to advise the Secretary and the
states in carrying out these provisions. The members
shall incudbut not be limited to, representatives. of
state helt officers, State welfare directors, nursing
home administrators, and university programs in public
health or medical care administration.

00

HI1. Payments to States:
A. Amounts paid to States -----

C.C. Utilization review and control._

II. State pIan requirements-Continued
B.9B Licensing, etc.--Continned

Item

(3) % of the remaining administrative expenses.
However, the amount of the Federal payment at
tributable to expenditures with respect to individuals
65 years of age or older who are patients in institutions
for mental diseases is to be paid only to the extent that
total expenditures from Federal, State, and local funds
for mental health services under State and local public
health and public welfare programs for the quarter
are shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary to exceed
the average of the total expenditures for these services
for each quarter of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965.
The expenditures for these services for each quarter in
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965, are determined on
the basis of the latest data available to the Secretary
at the time of the Ist determination, and expenditures
for quarters beginning after Dec. 31, 1965, are deter-

Each State with an approved plan for medical as
sistance receives
(1) an amount equal to the Federal medical assistance percentage, as defined below, of the total
medical assistance expenditures during the quarter,
including in such expenditures premiums under pt. B
of title XVIII for recipients of money payments
under title I, IV, X, XIV, or XVI, and other insurance premiums for medical or remedial care or the
cost of such care; plus
(2) an amount equal to 75 percent of the amounts
expended for administrative costs attributable to
compensation or training of skilled professional
medical personnel and directly supporting staff of
the State agency or local agency administering the
plan; plus

No provision.

Prior law

(2) Authorizes 75-percent Federal financial participa
tion in expenses attributable to the compensation or
training of skilled medical personnel and directly sup
porting staff engaged in the administration of an approved
title XIX plan without regard to whether such person
nel are employees of the single State agency responsible
for administration of the plan or of some other public
agency participating in the administration of the plan.
Effective: For expenditures made after Dec. 1967.
(3) No change.

(1) No change.

Provides that the State plan must include methods and
procedures relating to the utilization and payment for
covered services as may be necessary to safeguard against
unnecessary utilization and to assure that payments
(including payment for drugs) are reasonable and con
sistent with efficiency, economy, and quality of care.

The Council must be appointed before July 1, 1968,
shall make a report on certain functions by July 1, 1969,
and shall go out of existence on Dec. 31, 1971.

Public Law 90-248
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'

The term "Federal medical assistance percentage"
for a State is 100 percent minus the percentage which
bears the same ratio to 45 percent as the square of the
per capita income of such State bears to the square of
the per capita income of the 50 States and the District
of Columbia. Such percentage is in no case less than 50
percent or more than 83 percent, except that for Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam it is set at 55 per
cent.
If the Secretary finds, on the basis of satisfactory
information submitted by a State, that its Federal medi
cal assistance percentage applicable to any quarter
during the period Jan. 1, 1966, through June 30, 1969,
is less than 105 percent of the Federal share of the
State's medical expenditures during the fiscal year end
ing June 30, 1965, then its Federal medical assistance
percentage will be 105 percent of such Federal share
instead of the percentage. Such adjusted percentage
will be applicable for such quarter and each subsequent
quarter in such period prior to the first quarter as to
which such finding is not applicable.
For the above purposes, such Federal share means
the percentage which the excess of
(A) the total of the amounts of the Federal shares
(determined under the applicable formulas of the
public assistance titles of the act) of the State's ex
penditures for aid or assistance in any form during
fiscal year 1965 under its plans approved under titles
I, IV, X, XIV, and XVI over
(B) the total of the Federal shares determined
under such formulas with respect to its expenditures
of aid or assistance during such year, excluding aid or
assistance in the form of medical or remedial care,
is of the total of aid or assistance expenditures in the
form of medical or remedial care under such plans
during such year.
The following are the Federal medical assistance
percentages for the States for the period July 1, 1967,
to June 30, 1969:

B. Definition of Federal mcdical assistance percentage.

C. Guarantee of higher percentage than under prior law.

D. Federal medical assistance
percentage for the States.

mined on the basis of the latest data, satisfactory to
the Secretary, available to him at the time of the
determination for such State for such quarter.

States would be limited in setting income levels for
eligibility for which Federal matching funds would be
available. The family income level could not be higher
than 133ys percent of the highest amount ordinarily
paid to a family of the same size without income or
resources under the program of aid to families with
dependent children. Needy persons receiving or eligible
for aid or assistance under the cash assistance titles of
the act would be exempt from this provision. The 133%
proportion would go into effect on July 1, 1968, except
that for States which had a title XIX program approved

No change.

"Federal medical assistance percentage" for Puerto
Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands is changed to 50
percent effective with 1968.

0

III. Payments to States-Continued
D. Federal medical assistance percentage for the State-Con.

Item

Alabama -------------------------------Alaska ---------------------------------Arizona --------------------------------Arkansas -------------------------------California-------------------------------Colorado------------- ------------------Connecticut-----------------------------Delaware --------------------------------District of Columbia----------------------Florida ---------------------------------Georgia --------------------------------Hawaii ---------------------------------Idaho ----------------------------------Illinois ---------------------------------Indiana --------------------------------Iowa-----------------------------------Kansas ---------------------------------Kentucky -------------------------------Louisiana -------------------------------Maine ---------------------------------Maryland-------------------------------Massachusetts---------------------------Michigan -------------------------------Minnesota ------------------------------Mississippi------------------------------Missouri--------------------------------Montana -------------------------------Nebraska -------------------------------Nevada --------------------------------New Hampshire--------------------------New Jersey -----------------------------New Mexico-----------------------------New York ------------------------------North Carolina--------------------------North Dakota---------------------------Ohio -----------------------------------Oklahoma -------------------------------

Stat

Prior law

78.60
50.00
64.99
79.81
50. 00
55.31
50. 00
50. 00
50. 00
65.09
72.85
50.00
67.87
50. 00
53.39
59.60
57.90
75.25
74. 58
69.92
50.00
50. 00
50. 00
58.40
83.00
58.40
64.01
60.48
50.00
60. 12
50.00
70. 15
50.00
75.30
70.74
52.64
69.61

before July 26, 1967, for the period from July 1, 1968,
to Jan. 1, 1969, the proportion would be 150 rather than
133% percent and for that period from Jan 1, 1969, to
Jan. 1, 1970, the proportion would be 140 percent.
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam would be
exempt from these provisions and would instead be
limited by dollar ceilings as follows:
Puerto Rico --------------------- $20, 000, 000
Virgin Islands---------------------650, 000
Guam---------------------------900, 000
Perent
Federal matching would be reduced to 50 percent.

Public Law 90-248
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00

---

54. 37
55. 03
52. 61
80. 50
73. 26
76. 14
67. 10
65. 24
69. 00
65. 85
50. 00
75. 84
56.68
59. 20

(1) in-patient hospital services (other than services
in an institution for tuberculosis or mental diseases);
(2) out-patient hospital services;
(3) other laboratory and X-ray services;
(4) skilled nursing home services (other than
services in an institution for tuberculosis or mental
diseases) for individuals age 21 or over.
(5) physicians' services, whether furnished in the
office, the patient's home, a hospital, a skilled nursing
home, or elsewhere;
(6) medical care, or any other type of remedial
care recognized under State law, furnished by
licensed practitioners within the scope of their
practice as defined by State law;
(7) home health care services;
(8) private duty nursing services;
(9) clinic services;
(10) dental services;
(11) physical therapy and related services;

Vendor payments (payments made directly to the
supplier of the services) can be made on behalf of individuals who are under the age of 21, dependent children
under title IV, or relatives with whom such children are
living, or who are 65 years of age or older, are blind, or
are 18 years of age or older and permanently and totally
disabled, but whose income and resources are insufficient to meet all of such cost can be covered by a State-

No provision ------------------------------------The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is
not allowed to make any payments to a State unless
the State shows that it is making efforts to broaden the
scope of the care and services and to liberalize the eli
gibility requirements with a view to furnishing by July
1, 1975,_ comprehensive care and services to substan
tially all individuals who meet the plan's income and
resources test.

B. Essential persons--------------

IV. Benefits:
A. Direct payment to recipient-

E. Comprehensive care by 1975.....

Oregon ---------------------------------Pennsylvania----------------------------Rhode Island----------------------------South Carolina --------------------------South Dakota ---------------------------Tennessee ------------------------------Texas----------------------------------Utah ----------------------------------Vermont -------------------------------Virginia --------------------------------Washington-----------------------------West Virginia----------------------------Wisconsin ------------------------------Wyoming --------------------------------

Provides that States may also include a person
sential to the welfare of a cash assistance recipient.
"4essential person" for this purpose is the spouse of
recipient and living with him and she must have
needs taken into account in deciding the size of
grant and be essential to his well-being.

es
An
the
her
the

At the option of the State, payments for physicians'
and dentists' services can be made directly to the
medically needy. All payments to cash recipients must
continue to be made to the vendor of medical services
as will those for the medically needy other than those
involving physicans and dentists.

No change.

C.Tv

oc

(12) prescribed drugs, dentures, and prosthetic
devices; and eyeglasses prescribed by a physician
skilled in diseases of the eye or by an optometrist,
whichever the individual may select;
(13) other diagnostic, screening, preventive, and
rehabilitative services;
(14) in-patient hospital services and skilled nursing
home services for individuals 65 years of age or over
in an institution for tuberculosis or mental diseases;
and
(15) any other medical care, and any other type
of remedial care recognized under State law, specified
by the Secretary.
The benefits can not include
(A) payments with respect to care or services for an
individual who is an inmate of a public institution
(except as a patient in a medical institution); or
(B) payments with respect to care or services for
any individual who has not attained 65 years of age
and who is a patient in an institution for tuberculosis
or mental diseases.

Prior law

VI. Advisory Council -----------------No provision.

1965.

V. Maintenance of State effort ---------- Federal matching for any State for any quarter prior
to July 1, 1969, shall be reduced to the extent the excess
of Federal matching for such quarter for the new medical program, old-age assistance, aid to needy families
with children, aid to the blind, aid to tbe permanently
and totally disabled, and aid under the consolidated
program over the corresponding quarter in fiscal year
1964 or 1965 or average quarterly Federal matching for
these programs in fiscal year 1964 or 1965 is greater
than the excess of total expenditures (Federal, State,
and local) on these programs in such quarter over the
corresponding quarter or of the average total quarterly
expenditures on these programs in fiscal year 1964 or

B. Essential persons-Continued

IV. Benefits-Continued

Item

Requires Secretary of HEW to appoint an Advisory
Council on Medical Assistance to advise the Secretary
on administration of the medicaid (title XIX) program.
The Council would consist of 21 members with one of the
members acting, upon appointment of the Secretary, as
Chairman. The members are to include representatives of
State and local agencies and nongovernmental groups
concerned with health, and consumers of health services,
with a majority to consist of consumer representatives.
Members are to hold office for 4 years with the 1st offices
staggered.

Maintenance of effort could be determined on the
basis of money payments alone. Also, current expendi
tures could be measured on the basis of a full fiscal year
(rather than a quarter). In addition, child welfare ex
penditures could be included in the determination either
with money payments alone or with money payments
and medical assistance. The provision would be effective
July 1, 1966, rather than Jan. 1, 1966, and would be
repealed effective July 1, 1968.
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0

Program

General assistance----------------------------------------------------------

State funds

50, 271

834
782
442
461
952, 068

1, 253,
51,
336,
1, 170,

3, 814, 859

$3, 814, 859

189, 848

33, 492

471
950
339
546
697, 115

533,
31,
190,
643,

2, 129, 912

$2, 319, 760

Amount (in thousands)

Federal funds

Expenditures from-

356, 758--------------------

94, 991

1, 944, 161

Medical assistance for the aged--------------------------------------------

Medical assistance I-----------------------------------------------------------------

143
172
129
156

1, 861,
89,
570,
2, 065,

6, 624, 753

Old-age assistance ----------------------------------------------------Aid to the blind-------------------------------------------------------Aid to the permanently and totally disabled--------------------------------Aid to families with dependent children------------------------------------

Special types of public assistance---------------------------------------------

$6, 981, 511

Total

[Includes vendor payments for medical care]

166, 910

11, 227

294, 978

73, 838
5, 441
43, 348
251, 149

679, 982

$846, 892

Local funds

1.-Special types of public assistance and general assistance: Expenditures for assistance to recipients, by program and source of
funds, fiscal year ended June 30, 1967 1

Total -------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE

The law provides for vendor payments in behalf of
persons who qualify for OAA, AB or APTD (or the com
bined program) and who are living in facilities (including
a Christian Science sanitarium) which are more than
boarding houses but which are less than skilled nursing
homes. The rate of Federal sharing for payments for
care in those institutions is at the same rate as for
medical assistance under title XIX. Such homes will have
to meet safety and sanitation standards comparable to
those required for nursing homes in a given State.

VIII. Intermediate care facilities ----------- No provision.

DATA ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Prov'ides that no person may be compelled to undergo
medical screening, examination, diagnosis, or treatment,
except for the purpose of discovering and preventing the
spread of infection or contagious disease or to protect
environmental health, if the person objects on religious
grounds.

VII. Observance of religious beliefs-------- No provision.

-00

---- ----

----

---- ------- ---------------

100. 0

1Expenditures for assistance include all money payments to recipients,
vendor payments for medical care and assistance in kind to, and vendor
payments on behalf of recipients for goods and services to meet their maintenance needs. Vendor payments for burial are excluded. Amounts cannot

67.4
58.1
59. 0
56. 7
49. 0
52. 9

57. 6

54.6

8.2

1. 4

30. 1

23. 0
1.4
8. 2
27. 7

91. 8

100. 0

53. 2

28. 7
35.8
33. 4
31. 2
35.9
35. 3

32. 2

33. 2

46. 8

4. 0
.6.1
7. 6
12. 2
15.2
11. 8

10. 3

12.1

19.7

1.3

34. 8

8. 7
.6
5. 1
29. 7

80. 3

100. 0

Local funds

be compared with annual data based on monthly series or with amount of
Federal grants to the States.
2 Program initiated January 1966 under Public Law 89-97.

100. 0---------------------

100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0

100. 0

General assistance-----------------------------------------------------------

1. 3

25. 0

32.9
1.4
8. 8
30. 7

100. 0

100. 0

Percentage distribution by source of funds

Special types of public assistance-----------------------------------------------

Old-age assistance-------------------------------------------------------Aid to the blind--------------------------------------------------------Aid to the permanently and totally disabled---------------------------------Aid to familes with2-dependent
children-------------------------------------Medical assistance - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Medical assistance for the aged---------------------------------------------

IState funds

Percentage distribution by program

Federal funds

from-

5.1----------------------

27. 8

Total----------------------------------------------------------------

General assistance------------------------------------------------------------

---- -- ----

1. 4

2- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----

Medical assistance for the aged----------------------------------------------

Medical assistance

26. 7
1.3
8. 2
29. 6

94. 9

Old-age assistance-------------------------------------------------------Aid to the blind---------------------------------------------------------Aid to the permanently and totally disabled----------------------------------Aid to familes with dependent children---------------------------------------

100.0

Total

Total----------------------------------------------------------------

ProgramExpenditures

[Includes vendor payments for medical care]

1.-Special types of public assistanceand general assistance: Ewpenditures for assistanceto recipients, by program and source of
funds, Pesal year ended June 30, 1967 "-Continued

Special types of public assistance------------------------------------------------

TABLE

DATA ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS-Continued

_

_

1, 348,
57,
385,
1, 412,
999,
54,

942
849
729
586
832
238

_

_

66.
57.
58.
57.
49.
52.

3
6
5
6
1
9

57. 7

54. 4

_

_

998
866
304
816
319
657
235, 976

587,
35,
215,
731,
730,
35,

2, 336, 961

_

_

_

9
7
6
9
9
8
53. 5

28.
35.
32.
29.
35.
34.

31. 6

32. 9

Percent

__

State funds
_

Amount

_

$2, 752, 937

__

440, 830-------------- ----------

131
519
721
503
556
541

_

Percent

__

_

_

_

204, 853

97, 191
6, 804
58, 688
307, 101
306, 404
12, 646

788, 833

$993, 686

_

_

_

_

_

46. 5

4. 8
6. 8
&.9
12. 5
15. 0
12. 3

10. 7

12. 7

Percent

_

Local funds
_

Amount

_

1Program initiated January 1966 under Public Law 89-97.
NOTE.-Expenditures for administration include those f or determining initial and continuing eligibility to receive financial assistance and for providing
welfare services to people applying for or receiving financial assistance or welfare services only.

General assistance -----------------------------------------

Old-age assistance------------------------------------- 2, 034,
Aid to the blind---------------------------------------100,
Aid to the permanently and totally disabled ----------------- 659,
Aid to families with dependent children-------------------- 2, 451,
Medical assistance I--------------------------------------------2, 036,
Medical assistance for the aged--------------------------102,

4, 259, 176

_

Federal funds
Amount

_

Special types of public assistance ---------------------------- 7, 384, 970

__

$4, 259, 176

T otal

$7, 825, 800

Program

[Amounts in thousands]

2.-Expenditures for assistance and for administration, services, and training, by program and source of funds, fiscal year ended
June 30, 1967

Total ---------------------------------------------

TABLE,

o

Total

_

_
-

_

_

_

-

_
_

InNursing Physipatient
home
cians'
hospital IIcare
services
care

_
_

Other
practitioners'
services

_
-

_

Dental
care

_

Prescribed
drugs

In all States reporting for specified type of service2

Amount of vendor payments for medical care '

service
not reTotal for
ported 1specified
types of
services

_

Other

_

_

100. 0

Special types of public assistance-----------------------(4)

(4)

0. 5

10, 842

.1

.1

IThese amounts cannot be distributed in the same way as the amounts
shown for the various types of service because (1) some States may not provide through the vendor payment all the specified services; and (2) amounts
for the types of service include data for State reporting a partial distribution of vendor payments.

14. 6

()

100. 0

(4)

100. 0

100. 0
100. 0
100. 0

100.0-----------

100. 0

100. 0

Total----------------------------------------

Old-age assistance-------------------------------Aid to the blind--------------------------------Aid to the permanently and totally disabled ----------Aid to families with dependent children -------------Medical assistance ------------------------------Medical assistance for the aged ---------------------

74, 376

General assistance -----------------------------------

740 2, 270, 256 912, 662 766, 120 224, 543

5, 756

57. 0

15. 5
29. 9
37. 4
48. 3
42. 9
25. 7

40. 2~

40. 7

8. 7

63. 5
44. 2
38. 5
. 2
30. 3
62. 8

33. 7

32. 9

7. 7

6. 3
6. 6
3. 8
18. 2
10. 5
2. 9

9. 9

9. 8

8

.2

1. 4
. 9
I

.2

.2
.2

.

0. 8

116

268
8
85
462
16, 978
122

17, 923

.7

.7
1. 4
. 9
8. 5
3. 5
2

3. 2

3. 1

558

4. 2

13. 1
15. 6
17. 0
17. 7
7. 1
7. 0

7. 9

7. 8

3, 160

1, 044 20, 900
43
480
399
7, 200
2, 880
6, 018
67, 698 138, 187
181
6, 638

72, 246 179, 424

6. 8

.8
2. 1
2. 1
5. 7
4. 8
1. 2

4. 3

4. 4

5, 033

1, 277
64
902
1,949
92, 021
1, 124

97, 338

2Includes
amounts in States that reported a partial distribution of vendor
payments by type of service.
3For States operating pooled funds or other prepayment plans, data repre
sent payments out of these funds to specified type of vendor.
'Less than 0.05 percent.

85.4

100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
99. 9
100. 0
99. 9

100. 0

99. 5

6, 500

Percentage distribution

63, 535~ 42, 413

160, 089
54
160, 035 24, 846 101, 581 10, 119
3, 081----------3, 081
922
1, 361
204
42, 305
3
42, 302 15, 831 16, 280
1, 604
33, 969
18
33, 951 16, 394
68
6, 179
936, 753
589 1, 936, 164 830, 314 587, 286 203, 679
94, 798
76
94, 722 24, 354 59, 544
2, 758

General assistance-----------------------------------

Old-age assistance------------------------------Aid to the blind--------------------------------Aid to the permanently and totally disabled ---------Aid to families with dependent children -------------Medical assistance------------------------------ 1,
Medical assistance for the aged ---------------------

Special types of public assistance --------------------- 2, 270, 996

Total-------------------------------------- $2, 345, 372 $11, 582 $2, 333, 791 $955, 0751 $772, 620' $230, 299~ $18, 039 $72, 804 $182, 584 $102, 371

Program

T ype of.

[Amounts in thousands]

TABLE 3.-Special types of public assistance and general assistance: Payments for vendor medical bills-Total amount, amount for which
type of service was not reported, and amount in all States reportingfor specified type of service, by program,fiscal year ended June 30, 1967

DATA ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, PROGRAMS-Continued

2,238
2,230
2,149
2,066
2,056

2,196
2,332
2,498
2,736
2, 786

2, 701
2, 635
2,582
2, 553
2, 538

2,
2,
2,
2,
2,

2, 229
2, 183
2, 152
2,120
2, 087
2, 073

1941 ------------1942 ------------1943 ------------1944 ------------1945 -------------

1946 ------------1947------------1948 ------------1949 ------------1950-------------

1951 ------------1952------------1953------------1954------------1955-------------

1956 ------------1957 ------------1958 ------------1959 ------------1960 -------------

1961 ------------1962------------1963------------1964 ------------1965------------1966-------------

103
99
97
95
85
84

107
108
110
108
107

97
98
100
102
104

389
428
464
509
557
588

266
290
325
346
369

124
161
192
222
241

916
932
954
1, 012
1, 054
1, 127

615
667
755
776
803

592
596
547
604
602

77---------------346
81---------------416
86---------------475
93 -----599
97
-69
651

77---------------391
79---------------349
76---------------272
72---------------254
71---------------274

45---------------162
56---------------229
67---------------281
70---------------316
73---------------372

See footnotes at end of table, p. 92

499
480
438
370
305

1,108
1,579
1,779
1,912
2,070

1936 ------------1937------------1938 ------------1939 ------------1940 -------------

Old-age
assistance

3,
3,
3,
4,
4,
4,

566
789
930
219
396
666

2, 270
2, 497
2, 486
2,946
3, 073

2, 041
1, 991
1,941
2,173
2,192

1,190
1,426
1,632
2,048
2,233

1,288
1,158
916
862
943

546
769
935
1,042
1,222

2,
2,
2,
3,
3,
3,

753
844
951
170
316
526

1, 731
1, 912
2,181
2,265
2,370

1, 523
1, 495
1,464
1, 639
1, 661

885
1,060
1,214
1,521
1,661

944
851
676
639
701

404
568
688
764
895

Aid to the
Aid to families with dependent
permachildren
Aid to the
nently
______-_____
_____
blind
and
totally
Families
Total reChildren
disabled 3cipientS4

Recipients 2 (in thousands)

1, 069
900
872
779
677
663

731
907
1, 246
1, 107
1, 244

664
587
618
880
743

673
739
842
1,337
866

2,068
1,000
558
477
507

4,545
4,840
5,177
4,675
3,618

57. 60
61. 55
62 80
63.65
63. 10
68. 05

53. 25
55. 50
56.95
56.70
58.90

44. 55
48. 80
48.90
48. 70
50. 05

35. 30
37. 40
42.00
44.75
43. 05

21. 25
23.35
26. 65
28. 45
30. 90

$18. 80
19.45
19.55
19.30
20.25

General
assistOld-age
ance 5assistance

Aid to
families
with dependent
children

68. 05
71.95
73.95
76. 15
81.35
86.85

60. 00
62. 20
63. 55
65.60
67.45

48. 05
53. 50
54.05
54. 35
55. 55

70
35
80
15
15
57. 05
58. 50
59.85
62.25
66.50
74.75

50.
52.
53.
54.
56.

46. 45
48. 40
47.90
48. 35
48.75

29.45
29.30
29.70
31.50
32.85
36. 25

24. 80
25.40
26.65
27.30
28.35

22. 00
23. 45
23.20
23. 25
23. 50

36. 65--------------18. 10
39.60--------------18. 40
43.55--------------20. 90
46. 10--------------21. 70
46. 00
$44. 10
20. 85

25. 80--------------10. 20
26. 55--------------10. 95
27. 95--------------12. 35
29.30--------------13. 40
33.50--------------15. 15

$26. 10--------------$8.80o
27. 20--------------9.
35
25. 20--------------9.
60
25.45--------------9.65
25.35--------------9. 85

Aid to the
permaAid to the
nently
blind
and
totally
disabled 3

Average monthly payment per recipient

26. 15
26.30
27.45
30.50
31.65
36. 20

23.45
22. 70
24.05
25.05
24.85

22. 90
23. 30
22.05
22. 85
23. 30

18. 45
20.60
22.40
21. 25
22. 25

9. 40
11. 65
14. 55
15. 60
16. 55

$8. 00
8. 50
7. 90
8.30
8.30

General
assistance5

2

4.-Recipients of public assistance money payments and/or nonmedical vendor payments and average monthly payment per recipient
by program, December of calendar years 1936-66'1

Year and
month

TABLE

'Po

2, 078
2, 078
2, 084
2, 089
2, 079
2, 073

July-----------August ---------September --October --------November --December---84
84
84
84
84
84

85
85
85
85
85
85
570
574
580
583
585
588

556
560
563
566
570
573

and
totally
disabled'3

1, 076
1, 084
1, 091
1, 097
1, 108
1, 127

1, 063
1, 073
1, 082
1, 086
1, 084
1, 079

Families

__________-____

4, 457
4,480
4, 508
4, 528
4, 568
4, 666

4, 439
4, 487
4, 524
4, 527
4, 505
4, 472

Total recipients 4

574
597
597
600
611
663

714
714
712
647
609
592

65. 55
66.35
67. 30
67. 25
67. 45
68. 05

$64. 15
64. 05
63. 70
63.95
64. 20
64. 45

85.
85.
86.
86.
86.
86.

$82.
82.
83.
83.
83.
83.

05
55
30
15
05
85

50
25
55
20
45
95

71. 65
72.40
72. 70
72. 95
73. 65
74. 75

$67.95
68. 05
68. 60
68.95
69. 50
69. 75

and
totally
disabled '

assistance

ance
blind

nently

Old-age

assistAid to the

Aid to the
perma-

General

10
25
60
30
45
65
34. 30
34.65
35. 70
35. 60
36.05
36.25

$33.
33.
33.
33.
33.
33.

pendent
children

with de-

Aid to
families

Average monthly payment per recipients

36. 05
36.85
37.95
37. 90
37.20
36.20

$30.40
30. 90
31. 90
33. 10
34. 00
35. 05

ance

assist-

General

a parent in families in which the requirements of such adults were considered
in determining the amount of assistance; before December 1950 partly
estimated.
'Partly estimated. Excludes Idaho beginning September 1957, Nebraska,
September 1952-December 1953 and beginning November 1963, Indiana
beginning January 1962;- data not available.

3, 371
3, 390
3, 414
3, 428
3,460
3, 526

3, 346
3, 382
3, 409
3, 418
3, 405
3, 382

Children

Aid to families with dependent
children

' Includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, beginning October 1950
(under the 1950 Amendments to the Social Security Act) and Guam, beginning
July 1959 (under the 1958 amendments). See also footnotes 3 and 4.
2
December of each year.
' Program initiated October 1950 under the 1950 amendments.
IChildren and 1 or both parents or 1 adult caretaker relative other than

2, 074
2, 071
2, 074
2, 073
2, 078
2, 076

January --------February ---March---------April-----------May -----------June------------

1966

blind

assistance

nently

Aid to the

month

Old-age

Aid to the
perma-

Recipients 2 (in thousands)

4.-Recipientes of public assistance money payments and/or nonmedical vendor payments and average monthly payment per
recipient, by program, December of calendar years 1936-66 '-Continued

Year and

TA~ix

DATA ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS-Continued

1. 90
1. 50
1. 45
1. 40
1. 30
1. 25
6. 15
6. 80
7. 05
7. 65
8. 30
9. 25
1. 35
1. 50
1. 65
1. 80
2. 10
2. 45
8. 40
8. 25
8. 35
8. 20
8. 05
8. 15

35
95
45
15
85
30
16.
16.
17.
18.
18.
20.

Program initiated Oct. 1950 under the 1950 amendments,

I Before 1943, excludes Alaska and Hawaii.

2

35
35
40

. 40

.40

.45

. 45
. 45
. 45

. 45
. 45
. 45
. 45

.40

.40

.40

.
.
.

Based on population as of Jan. 1, excluding Armed Forces overseas,
estimated by the Bureau of the Census.

18.
18.
18.
19.
20.
21.

395
538
432
260
612
877
351,
289,
277,
270,
260,
251,

1, 148, 838
1, 289, 824
1, 355, 538
1, 496, 525
1, 644, 096
1, 849, 886

20
45
90
50
20
55
255,
281,
317,
355,
416,
487,

506
856
122
189
308
708

84,
83,
85,
86,
77,
84,

1, 568, 987
1, 566, 121
1, 610, 310
1, 606, 561
1, 594, 183
1, 630, 131

976
918
626
918
352
937

3, 057,
3, 220,
3, 368,
3, 544,
3, 732,
4, 051,

1961--------- 3, 409, 371
1962--------- 3, 510, 456
1963--------- 3, 646, 058
1964--------- 3, 815, 178
1965--------- 3, 992, 964
1966--------- 4,303, 814

645
117
656
643
765
212

1. 15
1. 20
1. 70
1. 90
1. 75
3. 70
4. 10
4. 70
5. 15
5. 40
. 85
1. 00
1. 10
1. 20
1. 30

8. 90
9. 20
9. 25
8. 95
8. 85
85
70
50
80
00
13.
14.
15.
15.
16.

00
90
20
65
70

15.
15.
17.
17.
17.
201
079
308
049
521

197,
211,
303,
342,
319,
634, 887
716, 842
839, 918
937, 172
994, 425

150,
172,
196,
217,
236,

926
679
455
553
080

72,
78,
81,
83,
86,

048
390
376
715
021

1, 529,
1, 609,
1, 647,
1, 620,
1, 626,

003
082
393
719
928

2, 387,
2, 577,
2, 765,
2, 858,
2, 942,

1956 --------- 2, 584, 204
1957--------- 2, 788, 161
1958--------- 3, 068, 701
1959 ---------3, 200, 768
1960 ---------3, 262, 449

142
170
644
279
402

1. 25
1. 05
. 95
1. 20
1. 25
3. 50
3. 35
3. 35
3. 45
3. 60
. 35
. 50
. 65
. 70
. 80

9. 05
9. 15
9. 30
9. 00
8. 80

25
40
65
60
60
13.
13.
13.
13.
13.

45
45
60
75
90
14.
14.
14.
14.
14.

459
495
267
050
956
194,
169,
151,
196,
213,

548,
538,
543,
573,
612,

765
040
966
128
209

473 54, 312
536 81, 533
601 102, 031
238 119, 791
804 134, 630

54,
59,
63,
65,
67,

603
936
293
578
991

1, 427,
1, 462,
1, 513,
1, 497,
1, 487,

153
045
891
735
634

2, 085,
2, 142,
2, 222,
2, 255,
2, 302,

.85

1. 15
1. 35
1. 85
1. 90

50
.25-----------2. 05
.30-----------2.45
.30-----------3. 10
3. 50
$0. 05
.35
.20-----------1.

5. 85
6. 85
7.70
8. 95
9. 35
7. 55
9. 15
10. 45
12. 40
13. 30
8. 40
10. 30
11. 80
14. 20
15. 15

120, 398
164, 226
198,451
281, 257
292, 786

30, 717----------208, 440
36, 193----------294, 015
41,284----------362,788
48, 448----------472, 371
547, 174
52, 567 $8, 042

1951 --------- 2,279, 612
1952--------- 2, 311, 540
1953--------- 2, 374, 158
1954--------- 2, 451, 785
1955--------- 2, 516, 590

1946--------- 1, 179, 318
1947--------- 1,480,800
1948--------- 1,730,713
1949 ---------2, 174, 974
1950 ---------2, 354, 485

819, 764
1, 058, 921
986, 366
1,316,574
1,532,262 1, 128, 190
1,893,717 1,372, 898
2, 061, 700 1, 453, 917

2. 05
1. 35
. 80
.65
. 65
.15-----------1. 15
. 20-----------1. 20
.20-----------1. 05
.20-----------1. 00
. 20-----------1. 10
4. 05
4. 45
4. 80
5. 15
5. 45
5. 40
5. 80
6.05
6.35
6. 75

7.45
7. 15
6. 85
7. 00
7. 40

273,166
180, 438
110,912
89,347
86, 262

22,856----------153,301
24, 559----------158, 449
25,045----------140,399
25,256----------135,068
26, 515----------149, 475

540,074
593, 400
649,970
690,727
725, 683

716,231
776, 408
815,414
851, 051
901, 673

989,397
956, 846
926,325
940,399
987, 934

1941 ---------1942---------1943---------1944 ---------1945 ----------

$3. 40
3. 15
3.65
3.70
2. 95

General
assistance

$0. 10----------$0. 40
.55
. 15----------.15-----------. 75
.15-----------.90
. 15-----------1. 00

Total

Aid to
Aid to
Aid to the per- families
the
manently with
dependand
blind
totally2 ent chil
disabled I dren

$1. 20
2. 40
3. 05
3.30
3. 60

Old-age
assistance

$1. 70
3. 10
3. 95
4.35
4. 75

Total

$5. 10
6.25
7. 60
8. 05
7. 75

General
Aid to
Aid to
assistfamilies
Aid to the perance
with
manently
the
dependent
and
blind
children
totally
disabled2I

$155, 484 $12, 814----------$49, 653 $437 134
46, 2
1617-----7049
309, 55
394,874 18,953-----------97, 592 475,606
482,120
433,507 20,372----------114,791
472, 778 21, 735----------133, 393 392, 209

Total

Old-age
assistance

Federally aided programs

Amount of money payment per inhabitant 3

$217, 951
396, 217
511, 419
568,670
627, 906

Total

Federally aided programs

Amount of money payments (in thousands)

5.-Amount of public assistance money payments and amount expended per inhabitant, by program, calendaryears 1936-66'

1936--------- $655, 086
1937---------- 802, 937
1938---------- 987,025
1939 --------- 1, 050, 790
1940 --------- 1, 020, 115

Year

TABLE

_ -paid

280.
193.
262.
147.

New Jersey-------------------------------------New Mexico------------------------------------New York--------------------------------------North Carolina-----------------------------------

00---------------------- -----------------280. 00
00
(3)
183. 35-----------------------15---------------------- -----------------262. 15
75---------------------- -----------------147. 75

171. 50
(3)---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---------171. 50
250. 00---------------------- -----------------250. 00
223.00---------------------- -----------------223.00
215. 00---------------------- -----------------215. 00
194. 09
40. 00
(4)
--------225.46
90. 00----------------------- -----------------219. 00---------------------- -----------------219. 00
276.50
115. 00----------------------------------------262.25
512 6 .85----------------------------------------204. 00---------------------- -----------------204. 00

Maryland--------------------------------------Massachusetts----------------------------------Michigan --------------------------------------Minnesota -------------------------------------Mississippi -------------------------------------Missouri ---------------------------------------Montana---------------------------------------Nebraska --------------------------------------Nevada----------------------------------------New Hampshire----------------------------------

(4)

187.60
117.00---------------------------------------219.75---------------------- -----------------219. 75
211.60---------------------- -----------------211. 60
181. 12---------------------- -----------------181. 12
271. 40
103. 00----------------------- -----------------192.00----------------------144.00-----------------------234.00---------------------- -----------------234.00
190. 00
(3)
164. 35-----------------------161. 75
116.00----------------------------------------254.00
137.00-----------------------------------------

(3)

Georgia ---------------------------------------Hawaii ----------------------------------------Idaho-----------------------------------------Illinois ----------------------------------------Indiana----------------------------------------Iowa------------------------------------------Kansas ----------------------------------------Kentucky--------------------------------------Louisiana--------------------------------------Maine ------------------------------------------

()(2)

100. 0
95. 0
100. 0
100. 0

100. 0
100. 0
100.0
100. 0
20. 6
39. 9
100. 0
41. 6
48.4
100. 0

62.4
100. 0
100.0
100. 0
38. 0
75. 0
100. 0
86. 5
71. 7
53. 9

32. 8
43.1
46.1
46. 0
86. 7
83. 8
100.0
79. 2
100. 0
28. 1WI

(5)

cost standards for
basic needs

represents of

Percent amount

$177. 00
$58.00
(4)
---------
255.47
110. 00----------------------- -----------------232. 00
107. 00----------------------------------------174. 00
80. 00----------------------- -----------------220. 20
191. 00----------------------------------------216.00----------------------$180. 90-----------------------257. 00---------------------- -----------------$257. 00
236.00
187.00----------------------- -----------------182. 00---------------------- -----------------182. 00
196.00
55. 00----------------------- ------------------

State

____

Total monthly cost
standard for basic Maximum on mon- Amount paid under
Amount of cost
needs 2
ey payment 3
reduction formula 4standard
for basic
needs

____
_ - ___
___ ____
____ ___
___

Amount paid f or basic needs under State program is lowest of-

6.-Aid to families with dependent children: Percent that amount paidfor basic needs for a family consisting of father, mother, and
2 children represents of total monthly cost standardfor basic needs of suchfamily, by State, January 1967'

Alabama --------------------------------------Alaska ----------------------------------------Arizona----------------------------------------Arkansas---------------------------------------California--------------------------------------Colorado---------------------------------------Connecticut ------------------------------------Delaware--------------------------------------District of Columbia------------------------------Florida -----------------------------------------

TABLE

DATA ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS-Continued

C

222. 60
165. 00
(4)
--------218. 15---------------------- -----------------218. 15
240. 30
200. 00----------------------- ------------------

West Virginia-----------------------------------Wisconsin--------------------------------------Wyoming ---------------------------------------

74. 1
100. 0
83. 2

100. 0
35. 9
80. 0
53. 0
56. 7
100. 0
66. 8
100. 0
93. 8
100. 0

100. 0
76. 7
100. 0
97. 2
100. 0
33. 0

tion formula. These States and their applicable maximums were: Kentucky,
$260; Maryland, $237; New Mexico, $190; Oklahoma, $175; Virginia, $215;
and Washington, $325.
4In
Alabama, Mississippi, and West Virginia the applicable amounts under
reduction formulas were higher than the money payment maximums for the
specified type of family.
5The specified type of family may receive a maximum of $93 plus 20 per
cent of unmet need.

225. 00---------------------- -----------------225. 00
155. 80
56. 00----------------------- -----------------248. 00----------------------198. 40-----------------------198. 00
105. 00----------------------- -----------------163. 95
93. 00----------------------- -----------------185. 00---------------------- -----------------185. 00
209. 50
140. 00----------------------- -----------------122. 50---------------------- -----------------122. 50
(3)
183. 00-----------------------195. 00
209. 35
(3)
------------------------------209. 35

Rhode Island-----------------------------------South Carolina----------------------------------South Dakota ----------------------------------Tennessee--------------------------------------Texas -----------------------------------------Utah------------------------------------------Vermont---------------------------------------Virgin Islands-----------------------------------Virginia ---------------------------------------Washington -------------------------------------

Includes data for 53 States and other jurisdictions; data not available for
Guam.
2 The specified type of family is assumed to be living alone in rented quarters and to need amounts for rent and utilities that are at least as large as the
maximum amounts allowed by the States for these items. The family is also
assumed to have no income other than assistance.
3Some States had money payment maximums that were higher than the
amount of the cost standard for basic needs or the amount paid under a reduc-

251. 00---------------------- -----------------251. 00
232. 00----------------------178.00-----------------------163. 00
(3)
------------------------------163. 00
203. 25----------------------197. 56-----------------------197. 40---------------------- -----------------197. 40
87. 78----------------------28. 97------------------------

North Dakota ----------------------------------Ohio------------------------------------------Oklahoma--------------------------------------Oregon-----:-----------------------------------Pennsylvania-----------------------------------Puerto Rico--------------------------------------

4, 500
5, 185. 2

1, 634. 0
1, 854. 2

1, 391
1, 647

5, 168. 0

1,913. 0
1, 700. 0

1, 555. 0

Estimate in
committee
report

6, 010. 9

2, 193. 5
1, 843. 1

1, 974. 3

Current
estimate 2

Fiscal year 1969

50

156. 0

265. 3

4, 535

Total public assistance as amended by bill-----------------------------------

2 1969 budget request pending in Congress.

-15. 0

5, 226. 2

+41. 0

5, 018. 3

-149. 7

-415. 0

8A negligible increase is not distributed by item.

-35

Net cost of changes due to public assistance amendments-----------------------

'Includes supplemental pending in Congress, or 1969 budget.

-15

Subtotal, decreases------------------------------------------------------

Decreases in bill:
AFDC limitation----------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ---------------AFDC reductions for persons trained-------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------11. 0
Restrictions on title XIX ---------------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------329. 0
Decrease in public assistance due to social security benefit increases -------15
-15. 0
-65. 0
Federal participation in cost of care in intermediate care facilities---------------- --------------------------------10. 0

Subtotal, increases------------------------------------------------------

2
0
0
0
0

5, 913. 0

-97. 0

-334. 2

-126.
-11.
-122.
-65.
-10.

236. 3

Increase in the bill:
Day car - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -5. 0
35. 0
35. 0
Other social services --------------------------------------------------- ---------------(9
35. 0
35. 0
Earnings exemptions----------------------------------------------------- ---------------5. 0
20. 0
20. 0
Work training-----------------------------------------------------------30
35. 0
129. 0
100.0
Foster care--------------------------------------------------------------------------(3)
10. 0
10. 0
Emergency assistance--------------------------------------------------------------------2. 3
10. 0
10. 0
Puerto Rico, et al------------------------------------------------------------(1)
7. 8
7. 8
Demonstration projects--------------------------------------------------- ---------------2. 0
2. 0
2. 0
Additional child health requirements in title XIX -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
OAA, AB, APTD spouses under medicaid---------------------------------------------------6. 7
14. 0
14. 0
Medical review program for nursing homes-----------------------------------------------------------------2. 5
2. 5

Total ---------------------------------------------------------------

1, 697. 0

1, 462

Current
estimate t

Fiscal year 1968
Estimate in
committee
report

[In millions of dollarsi

7 .- Detatil of public welfare costs of Public Law 90-248

Public~assistance:
AFDC costs if Public Law 90-248 not enacted-------------------------------Title XIX (including all vendor medical payments) if Public Law 90-248 not
enacted-------------------------------------------------------------All other public assistance costs if Public Law 90-248 not enacted ------------------

Item

TABLE
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I

TABLE

(3)

(2)

(1)

See footnotes at end of table, p. 99.

(4)

4 persons

$3, 900
4, 400
3, 300
3, 000
3, 600
3, 600
3, 000
3,420
3,120
4, 176
3,540
3, 036
3,000
4, 056
6,000
3, 000
2, 448
4, 000
4,300
2,640
3,480
3,700

$1, 900
2, 300
1, 300
1, 900
1, 700
1, 300
2, 400
1,300
1,500
2, 200
2,500
2, 500
1,800
2,400
2,200
2, 400
3 1, 700
1, 600
2,000
1,500
2,800
2,600

$3, 600
5, 200
3, 100
3, 400
4, 200
4, 000
4, 200
3,000
3,000
4, 700
4,300
4, 800
3,200
4, 900
5,000
4, 400
3, 200
3, 500
4,400
3,000
4,800
4,200

1. States currently operating medical assistance programs under title XIX that
include the "medically needy"

1 person

4 persons

1 person

California------------------------------ $2, 028
Connecticut ---------------------------- 2, 100
Delaware -----------------------------1, 500
Hlawajii-------------------------------1, 440
Illinois--------------------------------1, 800
Iowa---------------------------------1, 600
Kansas -------------------------------1, 600
Kentucky ------------------------------ 1,620
Maryland------------------------------1,800
Massachusetts -------------------------2,160
Michigan -----------------------------1,900
Minnesota----------------------------1, 620
Nebraska -----------------------------1,600
New Hampshire------------------------2, 088
New York ----------------------------2,900
North Dakota-------------------------1, 600
Oklahoma-----------------------------1, 728
Pennsylvania --------------------------2, 000
Rhode Island--------------------------2,500
Utah---------------------------------1,200
Washington ---------------------------2,040
Wisconsin ------------------------------ 1, 800

State

Current income level 133ya percent of AFDC
(title XIX) '
money payments 2

[Based on data as of April 19681

8.-Comparison of annual income level, title XIX, with level representing133%percent of highest amount~s of money payments
ordinarily paid as AFDC to families of specified sizes

.

TABLE

(2)

(1)

(3)

1 person

(4)

4 persons

$700
2, 400
1, 300
1, 200
600
900
500
1, 400
1, 600
1, 700
500
2, 400
900
2, 400
1, 500
1, 600

$2, 000
3, 900
2, 200
2, 200
1,900
3, 300
2,000
3, 000
3,500
3,600
1, 500
4, 000
1, 900
4, 600
2, 900
3, 200

2. States currently operating medical assist
ance programs under title XIX that do not
include the "medically needy"

4 persons

1 person

money payments

133Y% percent of AFDC
2

Georgia-------------------------------- ---------- ---------Idaho--------------------------------- ---------- ---------Louisiana ------------------------------------------------Maine -------------------------------- ---------- ---------Missouri------------------------------- ---------- ---------Montana ------------------------------- ---------- ---------Nevada -------------------------------- ---------- ---------New Mexico --------------------------- ---------- ---------Ohio---------------------------------- ---------- ---------Oregon --------------------------------------------------South Carolina---------------------------------------------South Dakota ------------------7------- ---------- ---------Texas ----------------------------------------------------Vermont ------------------------------ ---------- ---------West Virginia ----------------------------------- ---------Wyoming -------------------------------------------------

State

(title XIX) I

Current income level

8.-Comparisonof annual income level, title XIX, with level representing13311 percent of highest amounts of money payments
ordinarily paid as AFDC to families of specified sizes-Continued

DATA ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS-Continued

$700
800
1, 000
1, 000
700
2, 200
600
800
400
2, 300
1, 700
800
1, 700

$1, 500
2, 300
2, 200
1, 500
2, 900
4, 100
1, 700
2, 400
900
5, 400
2, 600
2, 000
2, 900

2Computed

'Applicable only to "group 1" States.
amounts not already multiples of $100 were rounded upward to next $100.
Estimated on basis of current income level.

Alabama ------------------------------ ---------- ---------Alaska--------------------------------- ---------- ---------Arizona ------------------------------- ---------- ---------Arkansas ------------------------------ -------------------Colorado------------------------------- ---------- ---------District of Columbia ---------------------------------------Florida -------------------------------- ---------- ---------Indiana-------------------------------- ---------- ---------Mississippi ----------------------------- ---------- ---------New Jersey ---------------------------- ---------- ---------North Carolina------------------------- ---------- ---------Tennessee ------------------------------ -------------------Virginia ------------------------------- ---------- ----------

3. States not currently operating medical
programs under title XIX

22

27

29

31

35
34

37

37

40
38

44

45
44

49
45

AI
96
57
52
52

64

67
66
6S
64

668

6
7O
70

95IOWA
94
93
65

lOB
4 36
36ARK
364
301
290
270
2051
2532
194
a7
I 77
169
IS
146
14 3
(40
'124
10N.
1 06
I101
95P.

2040AO00
0

VT.
VA.
REG.
S. C.
MAINE
MINN.
KANS.
MICH.
S. OAK.
IDAHO
ILL.
N.Y.
V. 1.
WASH.
WYO.
UTAH
WiG.
N. OAK.
R.1.
HAWAII
N. J.
COLD.
GUAM
Mo.
CN.

MONT.
NEBR.

OHIO

INS.

NEV.
N. H.
W. VA.

~J

N.E.
KY.
Mo.
A/
PA.
S. C.
GA.
LA.
DEL.
CALIF.
OKLA.
ALA.
ALASKA
TENN.
ARIZ.
MASS.
MEX.
FLA.
TEX.
R.

U.S. AV.
miss.

100 200

28
27
27
26
26
26
36
25
25
23
22
2I
21
2O
20
IT
I6
IS
13

37
37

41
41
40
368
37

42

49
43

54
53

63
174
154
I
13 0
130
1026
-24
116
I116
I109
103
94
AS
60ARIZ.
73
70
67
66
64
64
el
59
ST,

0

IDAHO
UTAH
Mo.
R.1.
S C.
COLO.
FLA.
VT.
W. VA.
WASH.
MD.
N. OAK.
ILL.
MAINE
WYO.
MASS.
KANS.
ORES.
NEBR.
MINN.
HAWAII
MONT.
PA.
MIEN.
OHIO
N. Y.
5. DAK.
DEL.
ALASKA
VA.
CONN,
N. Y.
Wis5.
TEE.
N.HM.
V. 1.
IOWA
GUAM
INS.

U. S.AVi,
Z
miss.
OKLA.
GA
LA
CALIF.
ARK.
N. MED.
P. R.
D. C.
KY.
N.EC.
ALA.
TENN.

3.8
3.6
0.
3.5
3.0
2,9
2.4
2.4
2.2
1.9
1.9
:1,
(2
1.0

3.9
3.9

5.7
0.3
5.2
5.2
4.6
4.7
4.7
4.6
4.4
4.2
4.0
4. 0

5.9

7.1I
7.0
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.8
6.7
6.2
6.1
6.0

7.1

6.0
IB8.S
14.8
2.I
I 1.9
I 1.3
I1.1
I10.3
.5.
9.4
6.7
Ba
6.0
6.

0

5

.MAINE

10

N. J.
UTAH
WASH.
N. C..
OHIO
ORES.
MICH.
ARK.
S. DAK.
KANS.
VT.
IOWA
NEBR.
MINN.
ALASKA
IDAHO
NEV.
N. DAK.
WiG.
WYO.
MONT.
VA.
TEX.
S. C.
INS.
N. H.
GUM

U..V
.
W VA.
N.Y.
miss.
CALIF.
OKLA.
R. I.
D. C.
KY.
N. MEX.
LA.
DEL.
MD.
COLO.
FLA,
ILL.
MASS.
Mo.
PA.
TENN.
V. 1.
ARIZ.
HAWAII
GA.
ALA.
CONN.
I

50100 150

032
02
30
00
29
28a
27
23
SD2ND.
XI1
(6N.
I
UAM

34
33

36
05

39

110
95
B?7miss.
63
al
72
71
67
67
635
63
Al
58
57
56
55
55
55
54
53
SI
50
47T
46
46
46
46
46
46
44
44
43
42
41
40
09

5U.

0

S. C.
H.

CALIF.
GAOLA.
D. C.
RI.
KY.
N. MED.
LA,
DEL.
MD.
COLO.
FLA.
ILL.
MASS.
Mo.
PA.
TENN.
ARIZ.
HAWAII
V. 1.
GA.
CONN.
MAINE
N.J.
UTAH
ALA.
WASH.
N.EC.
OHIO
OREG.
MICH.
ARK.
S. OAK.
KANS.
VT.
IOWA
NEBR.
ALASKA
MINN.
NEV.
IDAHO
N. OAK.
Wis.
WYO.
MONt
VA.
TEE.

S AV.
P R.
W.VA.
N. Y.

IA
10

(9

26
26
25
24
DO
I9

26

34
31
31
30
30
29
26

35
34

49
99
95
84
TA
73
71
65
6.3
59
59
56
56
54
SI
SI
49
49
46
46
47
45
45
44
40
4 I
41
41
41
40
40
36
36
38
37
36

0

50 100

CHILDRENAIDESPER 1,000
POPULRATION
UNDERAGEDI

AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN
CHILDRENAIDESPER 1.000
POPULATIONUNDERAXE lB

US. AV-,I 4.
MON.
I
RI.
15
N. Y.
10.7
OHIO
9.3
MAINE
6.9
MICH.
6.0
DEL.
7.4
ARIZ.
6.1I
N. J.
5,/6.1
WASH.
5.9
MINN.
5.6
ILL.
55
CONN.
5.3
WYO.
49
MASS.
4.4
HAWAII1
36a
N. H.
3.6
PA.
3.8
IOWA
36
Wis.
3.5
CALIF.
3.3
ALASKA
3.1
Mo.
3.1
V.I.
3.1
KANX.
2.9
COLO.
2.5
MD.
24
LA.
2.0
VA.
1.6
UTAH
1.6
W. VA.
I.E
D. C.
1.5
NEV.
1.5
GA.
1.4
5.DOAK. 1.0
N. MED.
1.1
N.DAK.
.
TENN.
.
GUAM
.9
N. C.
.9
MISS.
.6
ARK.
.6
S. C.
.4
ALA.
IW/

0

5

10 15

PERSONSAIDESPER 1.000
POPULATION
UNDERAXE65

GENERAL ASSISTANCE

Vi NO PROGRAMIN NEVADA.
31 B3ASED
ON DATA FOR 44 STATES. NUMBERAIDEDNOT AVAILABLEFOR FLRIDA.
IDAHO.INDIANA, KENTUCKY.NEBRASKA,OKLAHOMA.OREGON,PUERTORICO, TEXAS AND VERMONT.
1/ INCLUDESRECIPIENTSOF PAYMENTSMADE WITHOUTFEDERALPARTICIPATION.
RECIPIENTRATES EXCLUDINGTHESE RECIPIENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS: CALIFORNIA,ID) ANDMISSOURI,lI2..
a/ INCLUDESUNKNOWNNUMB3ER
OF PERSONSRECEIVING
MEDICAL CARE, HOSPITALIZATION,
AND BURIAL ONLY.
2if LESS THAN 0.03.

IS 2O

DISMABENLED

PERSONSAIDES PER 1.000
POPIA.ATIONAGE 18-64

AND TOTALL

.Ij BASEDON CIVILIAN POPULATIONASOF JANUARYI. (96 ESTIMATEDBY THE BUREAUOF THE CENSUS.

FLA.
MAINE
WASH.
MASS.
IOWA
WYO.
N. OAK.
OHIO
88ANS.
S. OAK.
MINN.
W. 'A.
UTAH
MONT.
IDAHO
MIEH.
el. H.
NEBR.
OREG.
R, I.
DEL.
HAWAII
1
IND.
N. Y.
PA.
WIG
ILL.
VA.
DC.
MD.
CORN.
N. J.

VT.

NEV.

ARlIZ.

N. C.

S.C.
GUAM

U.S. AV.
LA.
ALA.
MSs.
MARK.
OKLA.
GA.
TED.
COLO.
KY.
ALASKA
CALIF.
MO.
N. MED.
PR.
TENN.
V. I.

0

AID TO THE BLIND
PERSONSAIDEDPER 100.000
POPULATIONAXE IN AND OVER

PERSONSAIDES PER 1,000
POPULATIONAGE65 AND OVER

(EXCLUDESRECIPIENTS
RECEIVING
ONLY VENDORPAYMENTS
FOR MEDICAL.
CARE.
CAUTIONSHOULDBE USEDIN MAKINGCOMPARISONS
WITH EARLIERRATES BECAUSE
OF REVISIONSIN POPULATIONESTIMATESON WHICHRATES ARE BASES.)

9.~-Proportionof population receiving public assistance money payments (recipient rates) in the United States, December 19671

OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE

TABLE

DATA ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS-Continued

TABLE

26. 8
18. 0
6.1I
19. 0
15. 5
17. 0
1. 5
2. 9
1. 9
7. 4
16. 4
2. 7
3. 9
2. 0
2. 4
4. 4
3. 9
10. 9
34. 2
6. 5
1. 3
6. 7
3. 2
44
23. 0
11. 7
4. 1
3. 5
9. 6
3. 8

52. 7
52. 9
49. 4
50. 4
72. 3
62. 8
59. 8
62. 9
42. 8
58. 9
42. 9
54. 6
57. 0
43. 7
53. 4
53. 9
47.3
47. 2
52. 7
64. 0
37. 0
68. 1
52. 0
52. 3
48. 1
56. 5
57. 2
48. 1
77. 1
59. 3

59, 300
750
6, 400
31, 900
207, 000
23, 500
3, 600
1, 000
940
46, 400
40, 300
880
2, 200
17, 400
10, 000
13, 000
8, 300
28,100
65, 400
6,400
2, 800
33, 900
20,700
14,400
35, 600
50, 900
2,300
5,200
1,900
2,500

Alabama------------------------------Alaska---------------------------------Arizona-------------------------------Arkansas------------------------------California 2-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Colorado------------------------------Connecticut----------------------------Delaware------------------------------District of Columbia----------------------Florida--------------------------------Georgia-------------------------------Hawaii---------------------------------Idaho---------------------------------Illinois.-------------------------------Indiana-------------------------------Iowa----------------------------------Kansas--------------------------------Kentucky-----------------------------Louisiana------------------------------Maine---------------------------------Maryland------------------------------Massachusetts--------------------------Michigan 3-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Minnesota-----------------------------Mississippi-----------------------------Missouri-------------------------------Montana------------------------------Nebraska------------------------------Nevada--------------------------------New Hampshire-------------------------See footnotes at end of table, p. 102.

OSDI as
bAneficiarish
aged 65 or over
7. 0

paAymoney
recipients
53. 1

Number

percent of-

Total I----------------------------------1, 096, 000

StateAs
Statee

OAA money payment recipients also receiving
OAS DHI cash benefits

10.~-OAA money payment recipients also receiving OASDHI cash benefits, by State, February1967

TABLE

.. .. .

.

_

_

_

55. 4
19. 8
51. 8
34. 1
50. 9
40. 3
62. 5
1. 7
31. 3
62. 9
23. 5
49. 8
60. 7

Rhode Island---------------------------2,600
South Carolina--------------------------4, 400
South Dakota---------------------------2, 800
Tennessee-----------------------------15, 700
2-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Texas
117,000
Utah----------------------------------1, 900
Vermont-------------------------------2,600
Virgin Islands----------------------------7
Virginia-------------------------------3, 500
Washington----------------------------16, 900
West Virginia---------------------------Wisconsin------------------------------Wyoming-------------------------------

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

1. 9
2. 2
5. 8

3. 0
3. 2
4. 2
5. 6
17. 2
3. 3
6. 6
. 5
1. 3
6. 5

4. 5
3. 7
4. 9
18. 9
4. 0
2. 1
.2

2. 3

1. 4
7. 0

OASDHI cash
beneficiaries
aged 65 or over

I Excludes Guam; data not reported.
2 March data for California; January data for New York City; December data for Texas.
8Estimated.

2, 900
8, 800
1,400

36. 2
46. 2
54. 0
49. 1
65. 2
49. 2
.6

53. 7

58. 9
35. 7

_

As percent of_

OAA money
payment
recipients

_

14, 300
2, 100
39,600
39, 600
7,300
21, 600
160

36, 100

8,000
3, 300

Number

- - -

North Carolina-------------------------North Dakota---------------------------Ohio----------------------------------Oklahoma-----------------------------Oregon--------------------------------Pennsylvania---------------------------Puerto Rico------------------------------

New York

New Jersey-----------------------------New Mexico----------------------------2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

State__

OAA money paymenit recipients also receiving
GA SDI cash benefits

lO.-OAA money payment recipients also receiving OASDHI1 cash benefits, by State, February 1967-Continued

DATA ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS-Continued

State
_

27, 537
87, 528
261, 522
244, 007
146, 679
63, 793
164, 146
18, 590
34,264
9,634

Maine------------------------------------------Maryland---------------------------------------Massachusetts-----------------------------------Michigan ---------------------------------------Minnesota --------------------------------------Mississippi---------------------------------------Missouri----------------------------------------Montana----------------------------------------Nebraska----------------------------------------Nevada------------------------------------------See footnote at end of table p. 104.

64.4
53. 5
47. 1
48. 5
54. 3
78. 8
65. 1
47. 7
63.7
50.4

76. 5
44. 4
48.3
69. 0
49. 3
59. 6
54. 7
53. 6
75. 5
72. 7

125,000
390
20,097
16,692
352,246
58,534
72,415
67,195
104,762
202, 263

Georgia----------------------------------------Guam--------------------------------------------Hawaii -----------------------------------------Idaho ------------------------------------------Illinois -----------------------------------------Indiana-----------------------------------------Iowa -------------------------------------------Kansas-----------------------------------------Kentucky --------------------------------------Louisiana----------------------------------------

55. 1

--

12. 9

Local
funds

_

$6, 652, 052

thousands)

Total (in

26. 9
39. 4
32. 1
38. 8
17. 7
20. 5
34.7
15. 0
27. 0
27. 9

8. 7
7. 1
20. 8
12. 7
28. 0
. 7
.2
37. 3
9. 3
21. 6

18.9
4. 6
55.6 ----51.7 ----29. 0
2. 0
46. 6
4. 1
24. 1
16. 3
29.7
15. 6
23. 1
23.3
24. 0
.6
27.33------------

24. 488
78, 902
250, 000
209, 326
132, 324
63. 547
155,728
13, 449
34, 127
8,169

123,979
377
18,546
16,676
307,357
58,534
66,962
62,596
104, 161
197, 278

_

_

72. 4
59. 3
49. 3
56. 6
60. 2
79. 1
68. 6
65. 9
63. 9
59. 5

77.2
45. 9
52. 3
69. 0
56. 5
59. 6
59. 1
57. 6
75. 9
74. 5

76.3
59. 8
75. 0
77. 1
50. 0
55. 0
50. 1
66. 6
61. 6
76.9

58. 6

---

10. 8

Local
funds

24.2
34.4
32. 6
38. 9
19. 3
20. 6
31. 3
19. 7
27. 1
32.9

19. 0
54.1
47.7
29. 0
43.5
24. 1
32. 0
21. 1
24.1
25. 5

---------

-----

2. 0

3. 8

3. 4
6. 3
18. 1
4. 6
20. 5
.3
.1
14. 4
8. 9
7. 6

16. 3
8. 9
21. 4

---------

23. 6
. 1
40. 2 ----24. 8
.2
22.9 ----32. 6
17. I
7. 2
37.8
49.9------------o
24.9
8. 4
38. 4.........
23.1 -----

30. 7

State
funds

Percentage distribution
Federal
funds

_

Federally aided public assistance programs

23.6
. 1
124, 710
50. 8 ----4, 649
29. 2
.2
30,736
23.4 ----74,042
32. 1
18. 7
1, 416, 142
37. 1
9. 4
100, 197
49. 9
3. 7
79, 798
28. 0
13. 7
8,111l
41.9-------------23, 360
22. 5
2. 4
119,378

32. 0

State
funds

_

Percentage distribution
Federal
funds

_

76.3
49. 2
70.5
76. 6
49. 2
53. 5
46. 4
58. 3
58. 1
75. 1

_

124, 737
5,651
32,694
Arkansas----------------------------------------74, 501
California--------------------------------------1, 438, 674
Colorado ---------------------------------------103,010
Connecticut--------------------------------------86, 122
Delaware----------------------------------------9,272
District of Columbia-------------------------------24, 767
Florida ----------------------------------------122,282

Alabama ---------------------------------------Alaska------------------------------------------Arizona------------------------------------------

$7, 068, 090

thousands)

Total (in

Federally aided public assistance programs and
general assistance

[Includes vendor payments for medical care]

11.-Expendituresfrom public assistancefunds for assistance payments andfor State and local administration,services, and training,
by source offunds, calendaryear 1966

Total ------------------------------------

TABLE

114,
57,
107,
7,

Washington-------------------------------------West Virginia-------------------------------------Wisconsin---------------------------------------Wyoming-----------------------------------------

Less than 0.05 percent.

45, 624
37, 821
35, 591
17, 246
86,362
261, 142
26,985
11, 466
1,248
45, 112

Puerto Rico--------------------------------------Rhode Island-------------------------------------South Carolina-----------------------------------South Dakota------------------------------------Tennessee---------------------------------------Texas------------------------------------------Utah-------------------------------------------Vermont----------------------------------------Virgin Islands------------------------------------Virginia-----------------------------------------102
467
018
404

$13, 237
147, 295
32,437
965, 754
110, 668
20, 203
250,908
195, 725
53, 887
324, 381

thousands)

Total (in
_

_

_

53a
74.
50.
50.

0
1
2
8

50. 9
50. 6
75. 6
63. 0
75.4
74. 3
66.2
67. 3
40. 8
68. 5

46. 9
43. 8
69.9
41. 1
72. 4
64. 5
48.4
69. 7
53. 6
52. 3

_

_

_

_--

Local
funds

47.
24.
25.
22.

Total (in

104,
56,
97,
6,

546
128
941
365

45, 367
34, 093
34, 892
15, 794
85,796
258, 086
26,282
11, 098
1,106
42,356

$12, 317
129, 771
32,084
874, 274
108, 727
19, 606
209,334
194, 879
48. 516
295, 042

_

_

57.
75.
54.
59.

9
9
9
1

51. 2
56. 1
77. 1
68. 8
75.9
75. 2
67. 9
69. 6
46.1
73. 0

50. 4
49. 7
70. 6
45. 4
73. 7
66. 4
58. 0
70. 0
59. 6
57. 5

_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

Local
funds

_

_

42.
24.
27.
15.

1 ----
1 ----
8
17. 3
9
25. 0

48. 8 ----
43.9 ----
22.2
.6
30. 6
. 6
19. 8
4. 2
24. 8
(I)
32.0
.1
22. 8
7. 7
53.9 ----
13. 6
13. 4

33. 9
15. 7
24. 8
25. 4
29.4---------
27. 6
27. 0
14. 2
12. 2 _
26. 9
6. 7 0D
39. 5
2. 5
1;
30. 0---
30. 0
10. -4
39. 2
3. 4

State
funds

_

Percentage distribution
_

Federal
funds

_

Federally aided public assistance programs

thousands)

0------------7
1. 2
9
23. 9
6
26. 5

49. 1 ----49. 4
(I)
23. 3
1. 1
28. 0
9. 0
19. 7
4. 9
24. 5
1. 2
33.8
.1
22. 4
10. 3
29.2 ----15. 8
15. 7

31. 5
21. 6
26. 2
30. 0
30.1 ----29. 8
29. 1
13. 9
13. 7
26. 2
9. 4
47. 1
4. 5
30. 0
. 3
34. 7
11. 7
44. 7
3. 1

State
funds

_

Percentage distribution
Federal
funds

__

Federally aided public assistance programs and
general assistance

[Includes vendor payments for medical care]

public assistancefunds for assistac amets and for State and local administration,services, and training
by source ofjfund~s, calendaryear 1966-Continued

New Hampshire----------------------------------New Jersey -------------------------------------New Mexico-------------------------------------New York--------------------------------------North Carolina-----------------------------------North Dakota------------------------------------Ohio -------------------------------------------Oklahoma---------------------------------------Oregon------------------------------------------Pennyslvania-------------------------------------

State

TABLE I11.-Expenditures from

DATA ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS-Continued

State

thousands)

(in

Total
_

89-.423-6-8

8-

16. 7
3. 2
2,360
57.3 --2
33. 9 ---71
26.8 ---98
23.6 ---1,758
24. 1 16. 0
1, 967
36.2 --1,347
15. 1 19. 5
562
18. 7 ---2,149
24.77--------2,454
24. 1 ---232
20. 9 11. 9
348
29. 1 12. 1
3, 845
33. 8
3. 0
1, 655
16. 8
8. 4
796
17. 4 ---1,394
31.2 --3,401
18.0
9. 9
190
21. 6
6. 7
511
34.8 --203

80. 1
42.7
66.1
73.2
76.4
59. 9
63. 8
65. 4
81. 3
75. 3
75. 9
67. 2
58. 7
63. 2
74. 9
82. 6
68. 8
72. 1
71. 7
65. 2
108.

$90, 331

Georgia 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 66,525
Guam------------------100
Hawaii 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,313
Idaho ----------------3,213
Illinois '---------------29, 481
Indiana --------------- 24, 012
Iowa----------------29,552
Kansas 3 - -8-- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- - 21,732
Kentucky
42, 281
Louisiana
------------- 120, 810
3- - - - - - - -- - - - - - Maine 8
9, 089
Maryland 8----------------8,593
Massachusetts ---------- 55, 247
Michigan -------------- 39, 739
Minnesota------------- 20, 377
Mississippi ------------- 36, 070
Missouri--------------- 88, 515
Montana-------------3, 855
Nebraska 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8,734
Nevada---------------2,372
See footnotes at end of table, p.

3. 8

(in

thousands)

77. 1 22. 9
(2)
1,546
61. 7 38.3----------108
77.9 22.1 ---656
79.7 20. 3 ---1,727
49. 9 43. 0
7. 1
19, 683
55. 8 44.2 ---253
64.1 35. 9----------350
68. 4 31. 6 ---343
65. 1 34. 9 ---183
78.1 21. 9 ---2,165

28. 6

State Local
funds funds

.,

Total
_

_

_

77.3
47.7
54. 5
72. 8
62.2
51. 2
49. 3
59. 4
67.7
72.4
67. 2
63. 7
35. 5
55. 2
65. 1
79. 7
61. 0
70. 9
57. 8
46. 6

75. 0
67.2
75. 9
73.3
43. 7
54.2
50.0
58. 4
64. 7
75. 5

56. 7

6. 4 $565, 697

(in

thousands)

Total
_

_

_
_

_

8. 3 $1, 923, 945

21. 3
. 1
10, 818
53. 8----------2,007
26. 7 ---14, 177
29.9 ---7,130
46. 4
7. 6
344, 100
28.6 19. 8
22, 320
38.2---------33, 043
40. 9 ---4,564
40. 4 ---9, 094
25. 1 ---23,995

33. 4

sands)

(in_

thou

Total

_

78. 6
46.4
53.1
66.1
55. 1
67. 2
55. 6
52. 3
77. 1
77. 6
75. 8
61. 6
43. 4
60. 1
48. 1
83. 3
73. 5
63. 8
70. 9
67. 2

83. 2
62.3
77. 1
83.1
48. 2
57.2
42.9
70. 0
66. 6
83. 3

56. 3

12. 7

17. 5
53.6
46.9
33.9
44.9
19. 7
22.2
22.2
22.9
22.44
12. 6
35. 2
33. 3
38. 6
26. 1
16. 7
26.5
27.2
27.4
32.8

13. 1
22.2
25. 4

3. 9

--
--
11. 6
3. 1
23. 3
1. 3
25. 8
--
--
8.9
1. 6
--

--
--
--
--

16. 6
- 1
37. 7---
22.9 --
16.9 --
34. 5
17. 3
22.8
20. 0
57.1---
15. 0
15. 0
33.44 --
16.7 --

31. 0

Fed- State Local
eral funds funds
funds

Percentage
distribution

Aid to families with dependent
children

19. 3
3. 5
20,962 76. 5 20. 1
3. 4
24,142
52.3 --24 42. 5 57.5 --176
45.5 ---1,326 50.8 49.2 ---7,596
27.0
.2
2,073 74. 0 25. 1
.8
4,866
37.8--------26, 078 59. 0 41. 0 ---120, 802
48. 8 ---3,355 35. 4 38. 8 25. 8
19, 321
25.4 25.4
1,913 51. 0 24. 5 24. 5
21,906
21. 0 19. 5
7,898 49.6 30. 9 19. 5
19,194
32.3--------11,076
65. 5 34. 5 ---27,382
27. 6--------14, 000 76. 4 23. 6 ---31, 144
32. 8 ---2,246 65. 3 34.7 ---7,090
23. 9 12. 4
8, 505 61. 1 26. 5 12. 5
39, 057
64. 5--------22, 630 35. 8 39. 2 25. 0
64, 207
40. 6
4. 2
18, 254 49. 0 35. 3 15. 8
67, 823
17. 6 17. 3
4, 626 68. 5 15. 9 15. 6
29, 874
20. 3--------11, 107 80. 2 19. 8 ---8,404
39.0-------- 14,868 63.9 36.1 --33,359
22. 0
7. 0
1,219 73. 1 11. 7 15. 2
3,642
35. 5
6. 7
3,123 56. 6 36. 5
6. 9
7,031
53. 4-------- --------- ------ ------ -----2,234

78. 6
46.2
73.3
70. 1
46. 0
51. 7
61. 8
59. 1
59. 6
74.9

58. 3

Fed- State Local
eral funds funds
funds

_

Percentage
distribution

Aid to the permanently and
totally disabled

25. 0
(2)
9, 132
32. 8----------412
24.1 ---3,542
26. 7 ---9,612
42. 5 13. 8 118, 506
25. 9 20. 0
75,34
50. 0---------7,381
41. 6 ---565
35. 3 ---3,600
24.5--------16,491

36. 9

Fed- State Local
eral funds funds
funds

_

Percentage
distribution

Aid to the blind

Alabama- -------------95, 505
Alaska 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,512
Arizona --------------10,170
Arkansas 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 49,753
California ------------- 342, 253
Colorado --- ---------- 47, 485
Connecticut ------------ 5,492
Delaware-------------- 1,365
District3 of
Columbia..
2,322
Florida - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 62,405

67. 5

Federal
funds

_

Percentage
distribution

Old-age assistance

[Includes vendor payments for medical care]

12.-Expendituresfor assistance payments: Amount and percentagedistribution by program and source of fund~s, calendar year 19661

Total--------- $1,907, 897

TABLE

_

_ _ -_
_

_ _ -_

_ _

47.1
62. 6
80. 8
71. 7
79. 0
76.0
76. 1
70.2
42.6
77.5
67.3
80.9
54.8
64.1

Puerto Rico 8 - - - - - - - - - - - 2,777
Rhode Island ----------- 4,878
South Carolina--------- 16, 262
South Dakota---------- 6,642
Tennessee ------------- 34, 931
Texas ---------------- 204,044
Utah------------------ 3,390
Vermont--------------4,577
Virgin Islands----------209
Virginia--------------11, 090

Washington ------------ 24,484
West Virginia ----------- 8,000
Wisconsin ------------- 25,767
Wyoming -------------- 2,445

$352
1, 003
384
3, 888
4, 128
76
3, 051
1,994
602
12, 302

thousands)

(in

Total

32.7----------595
19. 1----------467
28.6 16. 6
741
12. 1 23.8
59

_

__-

_ _ _

_

_ _

60. 8
78.2
55. 0
52.3

46.7
60.5
75. 6
72. 0
75. 8
73. 9
71. 8
73.7
44.5
73. 4

42. 7
54. 0
67. 9
50. 2
74. 5
62.1
55. 5
53. 6
51. 0
47. 0

thousands)

(in

Total

39. 2--------10,720
21. 8---------3,429
23.7 21. 3
6,135
37.5 10. 2
764

53. 3---------2,029
39.5---------3, 095
24.44--------6, 332
28. 0---------1,180
19. 4
4. 8
11, 258
26.1 ---8,294
28.2---------3,364
24.5
1. 7
1,222
55. 5----------23
16.7 10. 0
6,224

_ _

-

_ _

_

69. 2
79. 0
47.9
58. 1

46.7
61. 5
77. 0
67. 5
75. 9
74.9
71. 5
71. 8
40. 5
73. 5

41. 6
47. 4
66. 0
49. 3
69. 2
65. 2
55. 0
59.4
61. 9
62. 0

$2, 890
70, 111
12,930
365, 567
34, 494
4,129
75,365
32,104
17,805
100, 829

thou
sands)

(in

Total

30.8---------28,088
21. 0---------31,147
24. 4 27.8
22,548
14. 0 27. 8
1,984

_ _

_ -_

_ _ _-_

_ _ _

55.4
77.9
52. 0
55. 4

45.9
52. 7
83. 3
69. 4
77. 7
78.3
66. 1
74. 0
39.9
76. 5

46. 8
44. 9
70. 2
42. 9
77. 5
63. 3
6.32
7.20
55.7
66. 2

44. 6---
22. 1 .--
28.6
19. 4
19. 5
25. 1

54.1
.--
47.3---
16.77---
30. 6---
17. 8
4. 5
21.7 --
33.9---
18.3
7. 7
60. 1---
13. 9
9. 6

53.22
--
27. 5
27. 5
29. 8---
28. 8
28. 4
12. 5
9. 9
30. 0
6. 8
32. 1
4.7
28.0 --
31. 0
13. 3
33. 8---

Fed- State Local
eral funds funds
funds

_

Percentage
distribution

Aid to families with dependent
children

53. 3----------9,253
38.5---------12,267
23. 0----------4, 949
32. 5----------5,042
19. 3
4. 8
25, 861
25.1 ---28,454
28.5----------9,833
24.3
3. 9
2,056
59.5-----------319
16. 4 10.1
15,424

23.4 35. 0
26. 3 26. 3
34. 0 ---26. 3 24. 4
15. 4 15. 4
30. 6
4.2
43.6
1. 4
40. 6 ---26. 6 11. 4
38. 0 ----

Fed- State Local
eral funds funds
funds

- _

Percentage
distribution

Aid to the permanently and
totally disabled

57. 3 ---$999
23. 0 23. 0
11, 324
32.1 ---4,758
25. 1 24. 8
44, 628
12. 8 12. 8
22, 568
37.9 ---1,469
43.1
1. 4
19,342
46.4--------18,833
34.3 14.7
7,253
53. 0--------18, 395

Fed- State Local
eral funds funds
funds

_

Percentage
distribution

Aid to the blind

52. 9----------131
37.4----------113
19. 2---------1, 473
28.3----------100
16. 8
4. 2
1,498
24. 0 ---3,761
23. 9----------130
23.1
6. 8
99
57.4-----------4
14. 0
8. 5
1,022

21. 4 27. 0
25. 1
8. 4
22.9 ---18. 9 18. 4
12. 4
9. 6
24.6
2. 8
42.7
1. 3
26. 1 ---22. 8
9. 8
32.77-------4

Fed- State Local
eral funds funds
funds

_ _

Percentage
distribution

51. 6
66. 6
77. 1
62. 7
78. 0
72. 7
56. 0
73.9
67. 4
67. 3

thousands)

(in

Total

New Hampshire -------- $5, 876
New Jersey-----------13, 615
New Mexico 8 - - - - - - - - - - 9, 411
New York ------------- 62, 274
North Carolina --------- 32, 628
North Dakota 3--3,975
Ohio-----------------79, 182
Oklahoma8------------73,894
Oregon ---------------- 10,478
Pennsylvania ----------- 37, 196

State

Old-age assistance

[Includes vendor payments for medical care]

DATA ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS-Continued
TAB3LE 12.-Emopenditure8 for assistance payments: Amouint and percentagze distributionby program and source of funds,
calendar year 1966 1 -Continued

__

_
_

_

_

33. 0

State
funds

_

Percentage
distribution
_

_

_

_

17. 5

Local
funds

_

_

__-

$295, 135

52. 2

thuad)Federal
funds

Total (in
_

_

33. 9

State
funds

_

-

Percentage
distribution

Medical assistance for the aged

_

_

_

13. 8

Local
funds
$336, 361

thuad)State

Total (in
_

_

_

53. 5

funds

_

_

_

_

46. 7

Local
funds

_

Percentage
distribution

General assistance

.. .. .. .. .

6,532

48. 2

50.0

50.0

----

51.8------------------------------ -------- --------

22

- -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - --

100.0 ---

(11)

(11)

50. 0

50. 0

100. 0

(1I)

100. 0
32.3

See footnotes at end of table, p. 108.

New Hampshire -------------------- ------------ -------- ---------------1, 148
54. 9
45. 1 ---920---------- 100. 0
New Jersey ----------------------------------- -------- -------- -------19, 265
49. 8
30. 1
20. 1
14, 388
43. 5
56. 5
New Mexico 3- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 670
70. 7
29. 3-----------233
68. 4
31. 6-----------271
100.0........
New York-------------------------237, 162
34. 6
32. 7
32. 7
48, 855
49. 8
25. 1
25. 1
67, 502
50. 7
49. 3
North Carolina------------------------- -------------------- ---------3,459
73. 3
13. 4
13. 4
1,829---------- 100. 0
North Dakota-----------------------7,863
66.7
28.15
4.8----------------- -------- -------- -------445
2. 5
97. 5
Ohio------------------------------12,900
52. 3
47.7---------------------- -------- -------- -------36, 175
85. 5
14. 5
3- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Oklahoma
57,802
70. 3
29.7----------------------- ---------------- -------846
28.9
71. 1
Oregon---------------------------- ------------ -------- -------- -------4,890
50. 0
35. 0
15. 0
4, 139
70.0
30.0
Pennsylvania-----------------------96, 620
' 46. 4
43. 7
9.9-------------- -------- -------- -------24, 826
100. 0 ---

100. 0

(11)

54. 2
14. 6
77. 0
64. 7
97. 6
100. 0
1. 8
100. 0

601---------- 100. 0
4,275
100.0 ---

4, 049

104, 717 -------------

6.

3230

106------------

1, 171

955---------- 100. 0
13
100.0 ---

Maine 3 - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,855
69. 6
30.4 ---802
66. 1
33. 9 ----72, 913
45. 8
Maryland--------------------------10, 859
4 46. 1
46. 1
7. 9
3,848
50. 0
50.0 ---7,849
85.4
Massachusetts----------------------34, 779
50. 0
33. 4
16. 6
48, 569
49. 2
33. 8
16. 9
9, 406
23. 0
Michigan--------------------------19, 530
50. 3
49. 7 ---44, 071
50. 0
40. 0
10. 0
726, 115
35. 3
Minnesota-------------------------67, 159
60.5
20. 0
19.6---------------------- -------- -------12, 052
2. 4
Mississippi ------------------------ ------------ -------- -------- ---------------------------- -------- -------246---------Missouri ------------------------- ------------ -------- -------- -------------------- -------- -------- -------8,077
98. 2
Montana-------------------------- ------------ -------- -------- -------2,974
59. 8
20.7
19. 6
4,924---------Nebraska 8------------------7, 828
61. 8
18. 2
20. 0
3, 681
52. 4
32. 9
14. 7
(11)
(11)
Nevada --------------------------- ------------ ---------------- -------2,252
47.3
25. 1
27. 5
1,465----------

Idaho------------------------------2,656
70. 7
24. 6
4. 7
2,418
68. 2
24. 6
7. 2
Illinois 3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 83,312
849. 9
50. 1----------------------------- -------- -------Indiana --------------------------- ------------ -------- -------- -------2,803
50. 1
30. 0
20. 0
Iowa ---------------------------------------- -------- -------- -------5,829
56. 9
43.1----------Kansas 3--3---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - --6, 781
54. 9
22. 6
22. 6
- -- - - -- - - - -- - - - Kentucky
10, 087
80.9
19.1 ---2,720
73. 6
26.4 ---Louisiana--------------------------12, 860
76.4
23.6 ---646
74.2
25.8 ----

Hawaii

Georgia 3 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Guam----------------------------------------- -------- -------- -------3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Alabama-------------------------------------- -------- -------- -------614
78. 0
22.0 ---12
98.3
1. 7
Alaska 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 990
100.0 ---
Arizona----------------------------------------- ---------------- -------3
60. 7
39. 3 ---1, 578
100.0 ---
Arkansas 3 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,802
79. 0
21. 0 ----428
100.0 ---
419, 538
50. 0
27. 4
22. 6
22, 230
50. 0
21. 9
Calif ornia.-------------------------28. 1
17, 427---------- 100. 0
Colorado-------------------------- ------------ -------- -------- -------14,375
48. 8
51.2 ---2,448---------- 100. 0
Connecticut------------------------15, 588
49. 8
50. 2 ---9,398
49. 0
51.0 ---6,324
50. 0
50. 0
Delaware----------------------------37
60. 9
39.1 ---191
50. 0
50.0 ---940
50. 0
50.0
District3 of
Columbia ---------------- ------------ -------- -------- -------3,304
50. 0
50.0 ---862
100.0 ---
- -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - Florida 2,715
62. 4
37. 6 ----82,904---------- 100. 0

49. 5

thuad)Federal
funds

Total (in

Total ----------------------- $1, 193, 768

State

Medical assistance 5

thuad)Federal
funds

Total (in

State
funds
Local
funds

-___

Percentage
distribution
thuad)Federal
funds

Total (in

State
funds
Local
funds

____

Percentage
distribution

Medical assistance for the aged 6

thuad)

Total (in

State
funds

________

Local
funds

Percentage
distribution

General assistance

9,107
1,989
5, 857
299

50. 0
70.9
52. 5
50.0

50. 0----------29. 1 ----47. 5 ---50.0 ----

7,544
829

71,167

78 186

100. 0-------
39.8
60. 2
6. 2
93. 8
76.3
23. 7

7Includes expenditures for medical care program administered by public
assistance agency and financed from funds otherthan those for the federally
aided public assistance programs and general assistance.
8 Estimated.
Percentage is less than the Federal medical assistance percentage, because
total vendor medical payments include payments for persons not eligible for
Federal funds.
80 Incomplete.
"1Data not available.

53.0-----------25.7 ---25. 2
17. 2
-------- --------

S Data for all or part of period were included in a total reported for the
aged, blind, and disabled under provisions of title XVI. For purposes of this
release these data are distributed to CAA, AB, and APTD on an estimated ibasis.
4 Excludes State blind pension program administered under State law without Federal participation.
6 rga initiated January 1966 under Public Law 89-97.
Program initiated on October 1960 under the Social Security Amendments of 1960.

2 Less than 0.05 percent.

1Not comparable with amount of Federal grants to the States.

Washington------------------------20,526
p47. 0
West Virginia-----------------------4,572
74.3
Wisconsin--------------------------26, 778
57. 6
Wyoming---------------------------I------------ --------

Puerto Rico.3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $24, 169
55. 0
45.0----------------------- -------- -------- -------$191
100. 0---
Rhode Island------------------------4, 612
56. 1
43.9 ----$5, 707
50. 3
49. 7 ---3, 132
100. 0
(2)
South Carolina --------------------------------------------------------1,938
79. 3
20. 7 ---578
71. 6
28. 4
South Dakota ---------------------- ------------ -------- -------- -------1,408
67. 2
32. 8 ---1,452---------- 100. 0
Tennessee-------------------------- ------------ -------- -------- -------4,265
74. 1
20. 7
5. 2
566---------- 100. 0
Texas--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------83,055---------- 100. 0
Utah-------------------------------4,133
p6 6 . 1
33.9-----------1,756
61. 9
38. 1-------------558
100. 0-------Vermont----------------------------2,066
68. 4
15. 3
16. 3
208
62.7
37.3 ---8368
10. 0
90.0
Virgin Islands------------------------276
55.0
45.0-------------13
46.3
53.7 ------------94
100. 0-------
Virginia--------------------------------------------------------------2,693
64. 2
21. 5
14. 3
2,204
46. 0
54. 0

state

Medical assistance 5

TA=z 12.-Eipetidiurea for a8eietance payment8: Amount and percentage distributionby program and 8ource of fund8,
cakendar year 1966 '-Continued

DATA ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS-Continued

0

o

I. Inclusion of child welfare services in
title IV.

Item

Moves provisions to new pt. B of title IV of the Social
Security Act and authorizes $100,000,000 for fiscal year
1969, and $110,000,000 for fiscal year 1970 and later
years for formula grants to the States. Modifies research
training, and demonstration projects provisions, to make
possible dissemination of research and demonstration
findings into program activity through multiple demon
strations on a regional basis and to encourage State and
local agencies administering public child welfare services
programs to develop and staff new and innovative serv
ices and to provide contract authority to make it pos
sible to direct research into neglected and vital areas.

Authorizes under pt. 3 of title V of the Social Security
Act, $55,000,000 for fiscal year 1968, $55,000,000 for
fiscal year 1969, and $60,000,000 for fiscal year 1970
and later years for formula grants to the States to support the provision of child welfare services. Also authorizes such sums as Congress may appropriate to support
research, training, and demonstration projects in the
child welfare field. "Child welfare services" are defined
as public social services which supplement, or substitute
for, parental care and supervision for the purpose of
(1) preventing or remedying, or assisting in the solution
of problems which may result in the neglect, abuse,
exploitation, or delinquency of children, (2) protecting
and caring for homeless, dependent, or neglected
children, (3) protecting and promoting the welfare of
children of working mothers, and (4) otherwise protect
ing and promoting the welfare of children, including the
strengthening of their own homes where possible or,
where needed, the provision of adequate care of children
away from their homes in foster family homes or daycare or other child-care facilities.
Includes standards for day care furnished through
child welfare program as follows:
State must provide(1) for cooperative arrangements with State publie health agency and public education agency to
assure maximum utilization of the services of such
agencies for children receiving day care;
(2) for an advisory committee to advise State
welfare agency on policies in providing day care;
(3) for necessary safeguards to protect interest of
child and mother, and for payment for day care
services based on ability of family to pay;
~4) for giving priority to low-income groups; and
5)that day care will be provided only in licensed
or approved facilities and homes.

Extends same standards to day care provided under
AFDC program. Requires that a plan for day-care
services provide for more effective involvement of the
parent or parents in the appropriate care of the child
and the improvement of the health and development of
the child.

Public Law 90-248

Prior law

CHILD WELFARE SERVICES AMENDMENTS

C

100

Percentage
distribution

Total

1

5

53
7
34

100

Percentage
distribution

270, 200
36, 000
171, 500
900
(2)
27, 400
1, 900
(2)
5, 900
560------5,0--------

519, 400

Number

Primarily by public agencies

Children served I

35
1
1

26
16
21

100

Percentage
distiibution

57, 400
35, 600
46, 600
900
(2)
77, 600
1, 600
2,100
20--------------20

222, 000

Number

Primarily by voluntary agencies

both groups of institutions shown in table 2.
I'These are children for whom an agency makes a payment only or exercises
legal custody only.
3Includes

327, 600
44
71, 600
10
218, 100
30
1, 800
(2)
105, 000
14
3, 500
1
8,000
1
5,800---------------

741, 400

Number

1A child is counted only once in this table, according to his living arrangements on Mar. 31 and the auspices of the agency responsible for primary
service.
2 Less than 0.5 percent.

In homes of parents or relatives or in independent living
arrangements --------------------------------------In adoptive homes-------------------------------------In foster family homes---------------------------------In group homes----------------------------------------In institutions----------------------------------------In temporary shelters-----------------------------------Elsewhere---------------------------------------------Living arrangements not reported 4 - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

U.S. estimated total-------------------------------

Living arrangement

arrangement,Mar. 31, 1966

TABLE 1l.- Children served by public and voluntazry child welfare agencies and institutions: Number and percentage distribution by living

DATA ON CHILD WELFARE SERVICES-Continued

State
payments

Foster care

Provision of
Personnel
day care 2leave

Educational
Other

297
531
938
054
714

2,
Maine---------------- 2, 980, 658
7,
Maryland ------------ 12, 435, 022
8,
Massachusetts --------- 11, 530, 504
' 1,
Michigan ---4, 687, 082
6,
Minnesota ------------ 12, 039, 493
See footnotes at end of table, p. 112

043,
284,
213,
604,
835,

5, 298,
1, 024,
1, 223,
1, 213,
d4, 058,

014
337
718
344
815

141, 216
2,990
74, 296
89, 407
316, 773

352
093
812
977
550

33,
109,
56,
85,
236,

008
873
205
257
485

2,105,
922,
996,
1, 828,
1, 640,

756--------------726,
366
85, 286
4, 376,
226--------------2, 529,
2, 222,
268
428, 882
904
91, 438
3, 919,

134
027
579
172
367

26, 850
4,690
9, 687
38, 625
76, 959

748
356
696
396
339

150
872
687
470
589

954
200
114
067
971
064
089
836
279
672

24,
17,
7,
68,
76,
54,
52,
182,
36,
136,

74, 007
10, 400
7, 526
11, 169
289, 118

768
365
133
378
403
156, 090
636, 925
604, 746
395, 257
1, 056, 140

137,
29,
153,
492,
326,

421, 712
114, 388
68, 745
31,075
1, 390, 865

488
608
555
675
218

202, 612
6,958
47, 607
41, 796
2, 537, 303

46, 242
147,
1,255,212
4,208
220,
1,436, 006
12, 016
64,
382, 013
1, 735, 290--------------200,
1, 419, 033
21, 000
331,

1,171,
161,
722,
432,
13, 524,

1, 751
2, 108, 055
546
27, 838
28, 474--------------528, 499
4 554, 245
4, 681
191,498---------------303,585
303, 747
5, 040, 591
8, 018, 201

Indiana--------------Iowa----------------Kansas --------------Kentucky ------------Louisiana -------------

7, 599,
2, 103,
2, 436,
3, 687,
6, 338,

267
800
536
249
129

2, 483, 050
25, 923
8,444,562-------------615, 251
7, 335
2,441,630
122, 118
2, 436, 967
199, 837

8 2, 354,

4

4

1,165,
683,
1,118,
570,
425, 255,

Georgia -------------- 4, 960, 071
181, 100
Guam----------------Hawaii --------------- 1, 163, 696
Idaho ----------------- 537,327
Illinois --------------- 15, 042, 522

Colorado-------------- 3,957,915
Connecticut ---------- 10, 105, 384
Delaware------------- 1, 081, 170
District of Columbia.-.
4,499, 713
Florida--------------- 4, 408, 055

Alabama-------------- 2, 707,
859,
Alaska----------------Arizona ----- ---------- 1, 972,
Arkansas 3-------------1, 173,
California ------------ 41, 710,

total -------- $396, 200, 000 $252, 300, 000 $12, 100, 000 $108, 900, 000 $3, 500, 000 $19, 400, 000

Total

Amount

7
1. 2
2
(5)
3
1. 1
6 ----2
. 5

31.
14.
35.
38.
32.

68.
58.
71.
34.
56.

69.
4&
50.
32.
64.

7
9
9
6
9
4
2
9
4
5

6---------- 24.
6
. 7
35.
2-----------21.
2
9. 2
47.
8
. 8
32.

. 5
5. 2
2. 3
2. 3
3. 7

27.
43.
40.
49.
25.
7
7
2
9
0

1. 8
. 4
1. 6
.8
1. 1

1. 8
1. 2

.3
.8
. 3

1. 5
5. 7
.7
2. 1
1. 9

1. 0
. 5
.5
3. 3
. 2

3
7
6
9
4

43.
18.
36.
36.
32.

5. 2
.4
3. 8
7. 6
. 8
7
:7
6---------9
. 7
2. 7
3
3
4. 5

0
6
7
6
5

27. 5

0. 9

Educational
leave

3. 0

42. 5
47. 5
(6)
15. 7---------- 15. 4
47. 6
. 4
45. 4
35. 6-----------56. 5
53. 3
2. 0
33. 5

62.
83.
56.
54.
55.

43.
79.
56.
4&
60.

63. 7

Foster Provi- Personnel
care
sion of
payments day care

Percentage distribution

5. 2
5. 1
5. 3
8. 4
8. 8

1. 8
1. 4
6. 3
13. 4
5. 2

8. 5
63. 2
5. 9
5.S8
9. 3

3. 7
2. 2
6. 0
4. 4
7. 5

7. 5
. 8
2. 4
3. 6
6. 1

4. 9

Other

2.-Expenditures of State and local public welfare agnce for child wlare services: Amount and percentage distributionby purpose
of expenditure, by State,fiscal yea endd June 30, 1966'1

U.S. estimated

TABLE

'

998
252
681
668

4, 456, 500
235, 295

IIncludes expenditures for day care services. State data not shown for
Nevada and North Carolina, which submitted incomplete reports. Estimated
expenditures for these States have been included in the U.S. estimates.
2 "Provision of day care" covers expenditures for the establishment and
operation of day care centers, and payments for family or group day care.
Additional day care funds are also included in the amounts listed under
"Personnel," "Educational leave," and "Other."

80, 200
637

144,
3, 025,
2, 882,
1, 241,

8, 623, 500
200, 226

4

16, 375
37, 245
33, 540
846

Wisconsin ------------ 14, 135, 800
Wyoming -------------- 462, 411

644
683
108
162

72,
56,
306,
39,
11,

431
695
716
047
505

54, 598
6, 719
506, 824
19, 185
231, 379

$84, 195
129, 705
29, 015
11, 315
2, 219

Educational
leave

706, 900
9, 995

91, 517
44, 599
437, 815
344, 412
190, 051

356
400
264
562
181

2. 8
4. 8
. 4

(51)

3. 0

.8
2. 5
7. 2
.3
2. 6

56.
28.
19.
58.
40.

29.
33.
12.
45.
32.

0
4
3
4
3

3
7
3
6
2

6
5
7
5
6

3. 3
1. 2
1. 1
1. 7
. 7

5
5
5
1. 3
1. 1
.
.
.

4. 6
3. 5
3. 4
1. 8
. 2

Educational
leave

61. 0
43. 3

.
.

6
1

31. 5
50. 9

1. 9
3. 5

.7
1. 3
. 2
. 8
1:0

3-----------45. 5 ----9
. 3
31. 7
2. 0
5
. 7
58. 2
2. 1
5
(5)
58. 9
1. 9
3
6. 3
39. 9
1. 2

6
4
3
7
3

7
7
2
3
3

4
3. 6
51.
8
3. 7
45.
6-----------41.
9
4. 9
49.
4-----------28.

63. 8-----------28. 8
30. 2
5. 5
48. 2
55. 7
. 5
38. 1
57. 7
. 4
36. 7
57. 0
(5)
36. 4

51.
58.
29.
28.
48.

26.
63.
74.
30.
54.

66.
51.
77.
44.
58.

25.
41.
45.
39.
64.

Foster
Provi- Personcare
sion of
nel
payments day care

Percentage distribution

1
0
5
4
3

5. 0
2. 2

6. 7
14. 5
5. 5
4. 4
5. 6

3.2
7. 1
9. 5
10. 7
4. 3

11.
7.
2.
4.
4.

2. 7
11. 6
2. 8
8. 5
5. 8

14. 8
5. 5
9. 3
3. 9
6. 8

Other

Partly estimated.
amount is not comparable with that of the previous year because
of a change in reporting procedure.
5Less than 0.05 percent.
6 Includes contributions and payments from relatives, private organizations,
and other sources.
4This

268, 700
16, 258

9,752
4, 000
15, 000
65, 097
34, 388

778
677
393
173
361

537
121
007
042
929

244, 254
329, 065
668, 890
100, 047
67, 837

297,
169,
2, 902,
126,
1, 180,

$269,
208,
78,
25,
86,

Other

728--------------46,
400
26, 300
91,
924
62, 552
283,
369
82, 370
460,
818
15, 293
54,

465
666
989
906
830

90,
4, 419,
4, 536,
1, 942,

736, 300---------------653,
758, 600
3, 200
408,
882, 523
20, 250
1, 740,
1, 229, 692
768
2, 547,
4614, 178
80, 069
560,
'

1, 234,
1, 334,
5, 149,
1, 337,
638,

3, 281, 463
494, 248
12, 707, 891
673, 749
6, 550, 464

4 873, 586---------------393, 794

1, 436, 384
1, 287, 900
2, 989, 513
4, 320, 761
1, 270, 539

66, 149
779
736, 013
110, 337
5, 916

88, 971
37, 125
7, 419, 917
3, 868
531, 533

Vermont-------------- 1, 368, 649
Virgin Islands ----------- 300, 616
Virginia--------------- 7, 934, 995
Washington ----------- 7, 861, 838
West Virginia ---------- 3, 409, 115

South Carolina --------South Dakota ---------Tennessee ------------Texas ---------------Utah-----------------

587, 358
2, 974, 647
19, 843, 602
703, 578
862, 173

562
906
903
128
052

657
852
210
915
261

7, 452,
758,
79, 626,
655,
4 11, 870,

Oklahoma ------------- 2, 204,
Oregon--------------- 4, 695,
Pennsylvania --------- 26, 705,
Puerto Rico----------- 2, 290,
Rhode Island---------- 1, 586,

Personnel

372
675
928
103
789

Provision 2of
day care

175,
466,
163,
478,
363,

Foster care
payments

New Jersey----------- 11,
New Mexico ----------- 1,
New York----------- 103,
North Dakota---------- 1,
Ohio---------------- 20,

Total

501 1
$461, 597
$66, 131
$938, 041
321
1, 571, 695
138, 080
1, 707, 720
151
384, 313---------------351, 816
525
258, 046
31, 875
320, 247
328
825, 609---------------367, 571

State

Amount

2.--Eapenditure of State and local public welfare agencies for child welfare services: Amount and percentage dietribution by'
purpose of exipenditure, by State, Pesal year ended June 30 1966 i-Continued

Mississippi----------- $1, 819,
Missouri -------------- 3, 755,
Montana -------------- 843,
Nebraska -------------- 646,
New Hampshire -------- 1, 282,

TA~tl

DATA ON CHILD WELFARE SERVICE-S-Continued

'

TABLE,

_

_

_
_

__

2. 57
4. 32
3. 65
1. 76
3. 52
3. 70
1. 88
2, 69
2. 76
3. 87
7. 38
8. 20
5. 52
1. 30
7. 86

7, 599, 014
2, 103, 337
2,436,718
3,687,344
6, 338, 815

Indiana -----------------------Iowa--------------------------Kansas------------------------Kentucky----------------------Louisiana-----------------------

Maine------------------------- 2,980,658
Maryland ---------------------- 12, 435, 022
Massachusetts ------------------ 11, 530, 504
Michigan----------------------4, 687, 082
Minnesota---------------------- 12, 03% 493
See footnotes at end of table, p. 114.

_

_

Total

_
_

901
047
297
569
063

2,730,237
11, 856, 566
10, 670, 707
2, 977, 036
11, 239, 182

6, 725, 780
1,457,877
1,979,452
2,841,048
5, 305, 852

3, 935, 263
89, 426
950, 689
319,071
13, 302, 896

3, 547,
9, 729,
951,
4, 335,
3, 199,

1,753,927
743,010
1, 544, 037
592,143
39, 087, 498

$356, 500, 000

_
_

_

_

_

_

6. 76
7. 82
5. 11
. 83
7. 34

3. 27
1. 30
2. 19
2. 13
3. 24

2. 04
2. 13
2. 98
1. 03
3. 11

4. 27
8. 63
4.36
14. 31
1. 39

1. 15
5. 72
2. 13
.72
5. 17

$4. 38

Per

_

State and local funds only

2capita'

_

Georgia -----------------------4, 960, 071
Guam--------------------------181, 100
Hawaii------------------------1, 163, 696
Idaho---------------------------537,327
Illinois------------------------- 15, 042, 522

Per
capita

_

4. 76
8. 97
4.96
14. 85
1. 92

_

Colorado ----------------------- 3, 957, 915
Connecticut -------------------- 10, 105, 384
Delaware----------------------1,081, 170
District of Columbia ------------- 4, 499, 713
Florida------------------------4, 408, 055

_

1.77
6. 61
2. 72
1. 43
5. 52

_

Alabama ----------------------- 2,707,297
Alaska--------------------------859, 531
Arizona -----------------------1, 972, 938
Arkansas ----------------------- 1, 173, 054
California ---------------------- 41, 710, 714

Total

_

$4.87

_

U.S. estimated total------- $396, 200, 000

S tate__

local funds

Federal, State, and

3.-Expenditure of State and local public welfare agencies for child welfare services: Total and per capita expenditures, by source
offunds , by State, fiscal year ended June 30, 1966 1

c

TABLE

_

_

_

Per

_

_

capita 2

__

_

1. 23
4. 32
1. 88
. 94
2. 65

South Carolina ------------------
South Dakota -------------------
Tennessee----------------------Texas -------------------------Utah---------------------------

8. 06
3.26

Wisconsin ---------------------- 14, 135, 800
Wyoming-----------------------462,411

_

_

Total

_

_

_

_

313, 049
1, 107, 858

2, 905, 539
642, 363

$1, 064, 849

_

753
068
235
210
160

655
650
940
156
366
13, 302, 200
328,487

1, 228,
229,
7, 022,
7, 332,
3, 098,

707, 909
1, 037, 200
1, 982, 527
2,346,792
952, 717

1, 601,
4, 424,
24, 768,
1, 407,
1, 362,

10, 137, 933
1, 132, 556
100, 760, 877
1, 268, 468
18, 400, 678

_

_

Per

_

_

_

82
27
73
45
31

7. 58
2. 31

7. 27
9. 57
3. 77
6. 06
4. 21

. 61
3. 48
1. 25
.51
1. 98

1. 67
5. 71
5. 56
1. 03
3. 98

3.
2.
14.
4.
4.

. 53
4. 07

1. 65
2. 11

$0. 99

capita 2

_

State and local funds only

I Includes expenditures for day care services. For scope and limitations of data, see table 3 1.
I Per capita expenditures based on child population under 21 years of age.

8. 10
12. 53
4. 26
6. 51
4. 63

368,
300,
934,
861,
409,

649
616
995
838
115

Vermont-----------------------1,
Virgin Islands --------------------Virginia -----------------------7,
Washington--------------------7,
West Virginia-------------------3,

1, 436, 384
1, 287, 900
2, 989, 513
4,320,761
1, 270, 539

2. 29
6. 06
6. 00
1. 68
4. 64

Oklahoma----------------------2, 204, 657
Oregon------------------------4, 695, 852
Pennsylvania------------------- 26, 705, 210
Puerto Rico--------------------2, 290, 915
Rhode Island-------------------1, 586, 261

21
93
08
19
77

1. 08
4. 71
4.
2.
15.
5.
4.

646, 525
1, 282, 328

2. 14
2. 76

_

$1. 70

_

3, 755, 321
843, 151

Total

_

$1, 819, 501

_

New Jersey --------------------- 11, 175, 372
New Mexico--------------------1, 466, 675
New York --------------------- 103, 163, 928
North Dakota-------------------1, 478, 103
Ohio--------------------------- 20, 363, 789

Nebraska-----------------------New Hampshire -----------------

Missouri-----------------------Montana-------------------------

Mississippi ---------------------

S tate__

Federal, State, and
local funds

3.-Exipenditures of State and local public welfare agencies for child welfare services: Total and Per capita ex~penditures, by
aouroe of fund8, by State, fiscal year ended June30,1966 '-Continued

DATA ON CHILD WELFARE SERVICES-Continued

Prior law

I. Consolidation of separate programs ------- Provides 2 formula grant programs, 1 for maternal
and child health services and another for crippled
children's services. Funds authorized at $55,000,000
for fiscal year 1968 and 1969 and $60,000,000 for fiscal
year 1970 and later years for each program are allocated
to the States based, in part, on the proportionate shaxe
of live births of each State in the case of maternal and
child health services, and the proportionate share of
numbers of crippled children in the case of the crippled
children's program. Also authorizes $10,000,000 for
fiscal year 1968 and $17,500,000 for each later year for
grants by the Secretary for training of professional
personnel for health and care of crippled children (particularly mentally retarded children and children with
multiple handicaps). Authorizes $30,000,000 for 1968
f or special project grants for maternity and infant care.
Authorizes $40,000,000 for fiscal year 1968, $45,000,000
for fiscal year 1969, and $50,000,000 for fiscal year 1970,
for grants to State and local health agencies to promote
health of school and preschool children. Authorizes
not more than $8,000,000 each year for research projects
in the field of maternal and child health and crippled
children's services.

Item

CHILD HEALTH AMENDMENTS

Present provisions are repealed. Provides new title V
of the act (without child welfare provisions, which are
moved to title IV under another provision, discussed
above). New title provides for the following: Authorizes
$250,000,000 for fiscal year 1969, $275,000,000 for fiscal
year 1970, $300,000,000 for fiscal year 1971, $325,000,000
for fiscal year 1972 and $350,000,000 for fiscal year 1973
and later years. Fifty percent of the appropriation for
fiscal years 1969 through 1972 shall be for allotments to
the States for maternal and child health and crippled
children's services. Forty percent shall be grants for
special project grants for maternity and infant care,
special project grants for health of school and preschool
children, and special project grants for dental health of
children. Ten percent for each such year shall be for
grants for training of professional health personnel and
for research projects related to maternal and child health
services and crippled children's services. One-half of 1
percent of the total appropriation can be used by the
Secretary for evaluation (directly or through contracts
or grants) of the programs. Effective with fiscal year 1973
and for later years 90 percent of the appropriation shall
be for maternal and child health services and crippled
children's services, and 10 percent shall be for grants
and contracts for training of professional health per
sonnel and research in the fields of maternal and child
health services and crippled children's services. The
Secretary is authorized to transfer up to 5 percent of the
appropriation for any year from one purpose to another
purpose or purposes. The proportion of funds for
famlly planning services shall not be less than 6 percent
in any year.

Public Law 90-248

-

Cn

State or other area
_

_

_

_

_

_

service

Number
_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

__

606
10, 016
7,561
12,952
3, 886
16, 381
11, 406
1, 395
674
694

Maine --------------------------------------------------------------------------14, 996
208
Maryland--------------------------------------------Massachusetts-------------------------------------------------------------------1,200
7
Michigan---------------------------------------------977
14
Minnesota----------------------------------------------

8,444
166
Mississippi--------------------------------------------6, 320
79
Missouri---------------------------------------------Montana -------------------------------------------- ---------------------------Nebraska--------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------34
324
Nevada------------------------------------------------

6,336

3, 075
1,582
966
4, 982
11,428

62
13
-------------129
66

(4)

9, 179
46, 737
2, 334
1,776
678

4, 371
37, 265
697
719
914

98, 711
48, 834
42, 375
11,373
2, 999

5,208
118, 808
106, 864
111,437
34, 281
8,159
50, 869
40, 041
18,818
8, 071
3,676
10, 397
19, 243
11, 501
4, 361

38, 309

88, 360
5,966
20, 337
28, 923

25, 872
11,924
32,327
46, 009
86, 497

4,048

54, 204
3,953
8,984
5,001
8, 485
2,990
2,258
24, 853
8, 159

3,352

47, 189
6,450
19, 456
27,360
152, 322

2, 930, 497
2, 764, 112

7,071
25, 128
1,783
489
3,699
4,223
27, 688-------------
29, 218
193, 435

5, 490
960
2,035
12, 564
8, 543

Illinois--------------------------------------------------76

34, 237
1,668
3,199
1,546

2,251
394
2,440
13, 310
20, 167

service

Nursing
(number of
infants and
other
children)

5, 993
Indiana----------------------------------------------657
Iowa-------------------------------------------------Kansas-----------------------------------------------------------7, 731
Kentucky---------------------------------------------5,223
Louisiana----------------------------------------------

1, 028, 455
923, 440

Number of
other
children

_

32, 224
1,583
3,002
2,330

_

184
16, 861
Georgia ---------------------------------------------598
1,583
Guam-----------------------------------------------484
31
Hawaii-----------------------------------------------Idaho ----------------------------------------------- -------------- --------------

603, 661
562, 203

Number of
infants

_

Well child conference service

2,245
100
2,074
4,686
25, 505

_

975
28
Colorado 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Connecticut------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------1,227
117
Delaware---------------------------------------------7, 923
455
District of Columbia-----------------------------------16, 631
158
Florida-----------------------------------------------

480, 479
435, 797

(number of
mothers)

49, 642
14, 795
9, 530
1, 559------------------ -------------5, 889
6, 289
6, 463
3,150
2,426
2, 812
71, 116
32, 632
89, 754

132
81

Rate per
1,000 live
births I

____

Selected child health services

325
22, 333
Alabama --------------------------------------------Alaska ---------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------5, 216
157
Arizona----------------------------------------------59
2,095
Arkansas---------------------------------------------68
23, 436
California---------------------------------------------

366, 373
222, 366

Number of
mothers

__ __ __

Medical clinic services

Selected maternity services

1.-Mother. and children receiving selected direct maternal and child health services, by type of service, fiscal year 1967

Total -----------------------------------------United States1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TABLE

DATA ON CHILD HEALTH

12, 901
14, 829
3,196
2, 501
12, 921
9, 386
307-------------------

Washington-------------------------------------------1, 657
32
West Virginia------------------------------------------1, 089
35
Wisconsin ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------Wyoming--------------------------------------------- -------------- --------------

I Live birth data are 1966 for areas other than United States; and the rate
for all jurisdictions and United States excludes New York State, Colorado,
and Illinois because of incomplete reporting.

17, 891
1, 579
335
1, 658
11,031

Texas-----------------------------------------------13, 303
63
Utah-------------------------------------------------444
20
Vermont --------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------Virgin Islands------------------------------------------1, 380
706
Virginia---------------------------------------------18, 411
213

35, 478
6, 027
9, 319
115

19, 681
3, 561
2,202
1, 435
13,641

37, 516
31, 844
113, 290
3,851

82, 534
33, 388
6,990
4, 590
27,646

155, 829
14, 633
441, 268
5,166
64, 885

7, 520
141, 891
20, 147
16, 862
92, 093

I'United States (50 States and District of Columbia).
2Copied from "Welfare in Review Statistical Supplement," 1966 edition.
'Less than 1 per thousand.

23, 827
2, 080
256
1, 945
27,794

99, 627
2, 973
5, 108
311
6, 283

41, 531
9, 087
32, 737
166
6, 862

Puerto Rico -----------------------------------------141, 044
1, 916
Rhode Island----------------------------------------- ---------------------------South Carolina----------------------------------------6, 938
133
South Dakota--------------------------------------------------------------------Tennessee---------------------------------------------372
5
37, 845
1, 594
4, 088
62
3, 620

307------------------ -------------13, 287
25, 109
49, 481
2, 358
1, 442
1, 745
1, 474
1, 079
2, 063
8, 100
36, 652
80, 627

676
391
126, 390 ------
5, 930 ----------
30,3217445
16, 546
112, 244

North Dakota----------------------------------------- ---------------------------Ohio-------------------------------------------------1, 140
6
Oklahoma---------------------------------------------471
11
Oregon ------------------------------------------------------------ -------------Pennsylvania------------------------------------------5, 365
27

260
64, 994
3, 106
23,019
12, 833

1, 843
45, 143
21, 812

106

New Hampshire--------------------------------------- ------I------- -------------New Jersey -------------------------------------95--------------9()
New Mexico-------------------------------------------1, 017
44
New York'-------------------------------------------5, 283
16
North Carolina------------------------------------- --17, 659
188

_

State

Grants for
maternal and
child health
services Iservices

1, 617, 493
101, 399
246, 388
198,873
1, 174, 071
735,
481,
398,
1, 206,
1,209,
339,496
1,162, 085
1, 210, 824
1, 631, 655
963, 337
1, 112, 031
953, 305

Georgia------------------------------Guam--------------------------------Hawaii-------------------------------Idaho--------------------------------Illinois-------------------------------

Indiana------------------------------Iowa--------------------------------Kansas-------------------------------Kentucky----------------------------Louisiana-----------------------------

Maine-------------------------------Maryland----------------------------Massachusetts------------------------Michigan----------------------------Minnesota-----------------------------

Mississippi ---------------------------Missouri-------------------------------

125
866
230
856
325

477
169
227
739
647

206
479
751
859
666
815, 030
924, 511

311,
1, 217,
771,
1, 582,
1, 129,

610, 959
1, 147, 096
679, 190
1, 092, 155
1, 082, 857

1, 343, 713
67, 348
378, 024
350,554
1,544, 893

516,
460,
227,
735,
1,290,

1, 163,
158,
360,
691,
2,953,

I Services under title V, pt. 1, of the Social Security Act. Includes $4,750,000
earmarked for special Projects for mentally retarded children,

000
830
463
694
293

268
680
534
356
473

756,
658,
169,
418,
1, 710,

Colorado-----------------------------Connecticut---------------------------Delaware-----------------------------District of Columbia-------------------Florida-------------------------------

787
761
456
500
879

1, 338,
191,
570,
719,
3, 154,

Alabama-----------------------------Alaska-------------------------------Arizona------------------------------Arkansas-----------------------------California-----------------------------

$46, 664, 174

'

Grants for
crippled
children's
State

1, 999, 151
419, 174
177, 114
140, 900
1, 269, 219
827, 920
658, 222
683, 636

Texas------------------------------Utah-------------------------------Vermont-----------------------------Virgin Islands------------------------Virginia----------------------------Washington--------------------------West Virginia------------------------Wisconsin----------------------------

638, 767

577
503
058
558
116

1, 311, 367

668, 871
575, 844
989, 826

2, 075,
274,
167,
137,
1, 355,

1, 212, 059
264,650
991, 153
140, 966
1, 333, 505

230, 173
1, 625, 784
650, 142
457,674
2, 622; 432

202, 576
501, 772
349, 037
2,216,058
1, 739, 747

$307, 379
368, 895
233, 000

Grants for
crippled
children's
services

I Services under title V, pt. 2, of the Social Security Act. Includes $3,750,000
earmarked for special projects for mentally retarded children.

Wymn--------------1849550
Institution of higher learning-----

1, 504, 461
615,735
1, 035, 633
99, 161
1, 189, 451

Puerto Rico-------------------------Rhode Island------------------------South Carolina----------------------South Dakota------------------------Tennessee---------------------------

091
148
015
152
714

262,
2, 113,
573,
481,
2, 167,

North Dakota------------------------Ohio-------------------------------Oklahoma---------------------------Oregon------------------------------Pennsylvania-------------------------

202
827
804
952
402

205,
748,
551,
2, 174,
1, 874,

New Hampshire----------------------New Jersey--------------------------New Mexico-------------------------New York--------------------------North Carolina-----------------------

$192, 718
239, 500
230, 000

Grants for
maternal and
child health
services I

Montana---------------------------Nebraska----------------------------Nevada------------------------------

[Checks-issued basis]

2.-Federal grants-in-aid to States for maternal and child health and crippled children's services, fiscal year ended June 80, 1967

United States-------------------5$47, 652, 429

TABLE,



00

